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ECLECTIC MEDICAL JOURNAL. 

Tma» SE1nE&-VoL. II.] JANUARY, 1854. [WeoLE BERIEB-VoL. XIII. 

PART L-ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS . . 

CLINICAL REPORTS, 

AT NEwToM's CLINICAL IN~'TITUTE. SuvrcE OF PaoFasoJt NEWTON. 

JlEl'OllTED n PllOr. a. FllUJIA!f. 

REMARKS. 

Gt'fllle111l!1t,-I propoEe to il1111trate the r-rac· 
tice I teach you this winter, by cues which 
will be treated before the clinic; and I hope 
thereby to be able to convince you that our eye. 
tern of practice poe~ee many advantages onr 
-the old school, .., it is based upon a different 
pathological principle. I do not promise that the 
waroe of onr infant inetitntion will UFord 11 pt 
a number of patientl or the eame variety that are 
to be met witli. in 1ome older and richly endowiill 
institutions ; but I will promise to gin yon a 
COUJ'9e of in1trnction in clinical pradice, ond de. 
moostrate that which will pron to you that IO 

great a percentage ol enrea are not, or will not be 
fonnd in any rirnilar institution. 

The enterprise of eatabliahing thil inetitntion 
for the benefit of the Eclectic Medical Inatitute, 
may be C0"111idered a hazardoaa one; and IO it ia ; 
yet Dr. O. Jo:. New1on and myaelfhave unde taken 
it, and will carry it out; 11nd we are grateful, 
Gentlemen, to know that eo many of you do 
really appreciate the benefit which you are to en. 
joy from it. It is encouraging to us, and we will 
do every thing in onr power to give you instruc. 
tion, and affiird facilities which are not to be en
joyed elsewhere. 

FIRST CLINIC, Novnran 4, 1853. 

C.Au: i.-M!'ll. L. Di.reut'-Cancerof the face, 
located in front and near the ear. Presented as 
cured by three applicationa of the Zinc l'luter, 
etc. Aleo; Poultice Ulmua Fulva, to aesist eup
puration. The cue hall been under treatment for 
three weeks, and ia now well. 

CAB 11.-John &rnett, Illinois. Age 45.
.Di.reaae-Fungoue Cancer of the right temple, 
extending to the eyebrow and over the malar 
bone; wu 11.1 large aa a hen'• egg. Haa been 
treated five months; is nearly well . 

Trealt11n1t-~. Zinc Powder, alternated with 
Se1q. Carb. Potlll!S.; using poultices of Ulmus Ful. 
va to favor suppuration, Mtyer's and the Zinc Oint. 
to uaiat in healing; propoee ueing atraps to COD· 

tract the sore. 

C.tsE m.-Jacob Jenniags, Tiffin, Ohio. Age 
61. Di.reut'-Cancero111 Ulcer of the acalp, and 
necroeia of tho external table of the ekull. The 
nlcer waa nearly circular, and about eix inchee in 
diameter, with elevated and 1pongy edges ; in the 
center of the nicer, the internal plate of t.he sltDll 
llad disappeared, and the brain could be seen pul· 
eating. Patient mocb debilitated and low.apirited. 

7\o-e1rd111e11t-~. Zinc Powder, applied nery 
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NEWTON'S CLINICAL REPORTS. 

day for four days ; then nse Elm poultice to favor 
suppnration. Tho sore presented a healthy ap
pearauce; the scquestrium commeneecl coming off; 
proposed strapping with aclhcsive plnster. 

CAB& 1v.-,John Simmons, Aahbybnrgh, Hop
kins co., Ky. Age 56. .Diwue-Hcrpetic Oph
thalmia, Herpes of the nO!le and upper part of the 
face, Pterygium of both eyes, and some opacity of 
the cornea-more of the right than left. Tnrgid
itv of the bl00<l vessels leading over the cornoa, 
l;ft moet congested; can not tell 11 black from 
a white man 30 ynrcls off. 

Con. Tmrfme•I-~. Comp. Syr. Stil. 3 j., 
three times 11 day. 

Local Treat.-~. Hydmstis grs. :rx; Tine. 
Aconite 3 j.; water 3 ij. Apply to the eye six 
times a dav. Cnt tl1e bl00<l VC88els passiug 
over the cor;um; cut off the Pterygium; cut the 
blood ve!iels once in three days. Herpes-Used 
Oiut. of White Oxide of Zinc. 

CASE v.-Thomu J. Gould, Ciucinnati. Age 
IO. Di.tea.r~lntermittent Fev.r. When seven 
montba of age foll into the fire and burned hill 
face. The eye ii much distorted. Has intonnit
tent fever; treatecl by Dr. O. E. Newton; got 
better; went iuto the country, noel it returned.
October IO-Prescribed, 'JJc. '!'inc. 1'·erri. Mur. 
Result, chill every third day, instead of two per 
dav. 'November 4-Prescribed 'l'iuc. Gelseminum 
xv. gtta., three times a day until it produces its 
specific effects, (numbn- of tho eyelids, etc.) 

CABE v1.-Patrick Norman, Cincinnati. Age 
68. .Di.tea1t'-lncipieot Varicose Ulcers of the 
l'ight leg, near its middle and anterior portion. 
Aloo, suhacutc phlebitis of the iutcrual Sophenic 
vein. Health feeble ao<l delicate; part congested 
uneven and morbidly ~en•itive; feot edematous 
and L-olil; congested part red and inclined to ulcer
ate. 'l'his specieOI of old sore legs bcloug• to bro
ken-down constitutions. 

TreatmMll-Local wet roller, stim. liniment, 
warm foot bath. etc. If the liuiment produces 
v1.11ication, use warm water. If the patient had a 
good constitution, I would use cold water. 'These 
ulcers are apt to involve the periosteum and induce 
exosto1ia. Aud here, gentlemen, you will have an 
opportunity of seoing the effect of a treatment 
which aims only to help nature throw from the 
system a cause which will, if not removed, destroy 
by diaorgani7.ing more or 101 of the healthy tiJl,nea 
of the body. 

C.t.u: vu.-John B. Hix, Cincinnati. Age 18. 

.Di.rea.u-Chronic Perioetitil and Ostitia with caries, 
Cans&--.Tanuary, 1850, fell and bruised the knee 
11ud thigh-bone. Inflammation and much swelling 
vraa induced. June, '50, an absceas forme1l, and 
wu lanced; it discharged much pna; other openinga 
formed by ulceration, and di>ch11;µ:ed pus and pieces 
of bone. Not much pain now. The thigh is twice 
aa large as ii.a normal size, indurated a11d ·dense; 
the bone and perioatcum are much enlllrgcd, ancl 
the diseased bone disch:irges now one quart a 
day from three orific~. Patient rather feeble. 

Local Treafmmt-Hot lard-oil applied alter
uately with 1tim. liniment. Inject intotbe 1in~ 
$e.qq. Carb. Pot.as&. 3 ij. to 3 ij. water. 

Con . Treatm.mt-'fJc. Comp. Syr. :Stil. 3 iv.; 
Iod. l'otus. 3 j.; mil; give 3 j three times a clay. 

CAB& vm.-John J. Wilson, Crittenden, Ky. 
Age 28. .Diua.r,._Aaeites. HM been sick for 
&el"ernl montM; can not. usign any cause for the 
attllck. His abdomen ii much distended; he is 
very feeble; baa vomiting frequently; bowels rather 
COl18tipatcd. 

Tualm.:nt-'JJc. Comp. Powder of Jalap 3 ij.; 
Tart. Putnss. 3 ij .; mix; and give one-half three 
times a day until free catharsis ii produced; vapor 
hath moruing and evening to keep up pel'>piration. 

SECOND CLINIC, TIJJ:8DAY, Nov. 8. 

C.uc 1x.-Robert Baskerville. Age 39. JN. 
ea.r~Indnrated and swelled tl!liticle, Testicle 
much swollen, inflamed, and painful. Scrotum 
very red; testicle four inchoa in diatlleter. Wu 
Irurt by a blow from a windlua. 'l'he spermatic 
chord is also swollen and inflamed ; it fills the 
external iugulnal rinfl; is very sensitive. Scrotum 
wu punctured aud diocharged a little scrum and 
blood, Patient can acareely walk from pain of the 
part. 

7'reat.111mt-Worm fomentatiooa of hope and 
tanzy at night, and ammonia led liniment by day. 
Cath. of Comp. Powder of Jalnp in oue draehm 
doaea, until free catharaia ls induced. 

MuAa11ica/-Suspenaory bag worn in the day 
time; uae low diet, and avoid much exerc:se. 

CAB& x.-Jobn Reed, Cincinnati. Age 11.
Di.t~a.r..-..-Cnrved Spine. Commenced by a pain 
in the left side, and then in the right. Has eur
vntnre, right lateral below, and left lateral aboYe. 

Treatment-Commenced October 8, by using an 
irritating plaster Ofer the lower curvature in the 
lumbar region. Veaication wu indneed; then the 
sore dressed with Meyer's Ointment. 
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NEWTON'S CLINICAL REPORTS. 3 

C011. n-eatntent-:a. Comp. Syr. Stilliogia 
3 v:j .; Iod. Potass. 3 j. Doae, one drachm three 
timea a da.y. Stop if nausea ia iodnced. Is im
proving; not ao much pain u before. 

Meclianieal n-eat•t'llt-Uaea Dr. Dnniel'a curr· 
alure brace. Had ap111ma at fir&t, but none now. 

C.wi: :u.-L. D. Dut'Me--Seoondary Syphili~ 

and follicular nlceration ol the larynx and fanc1111; 
enlargement and inflammation of the toD&ila.

Cua TI.-Patrick Norma. Varicoae nlcen.
Better; skin clearer; one spot in the center of the 
iollamed part disposed to ulcerate; aenaitiYe; foot 
warmer; edema of the foot leae. Continued the 
treatment. 

CAR vn.-Hix. Periostitia, Carlee, and Hy
pertrophy of the femar. ImproYing. Continue the 
previoUI treatment. 

Commenced February, 1853. Vegetations oo the Cus vm.-Wiboo. A.ecitea. Improvingalow. 
penis. No bnboea from abeorption of the pUI; ly. Paracentisia hu been performed, and two gal. 
eenaation of rawn• and 10reneae of the mucou Ions of water have been drawn oft; is now uaing 
membrane of th~ throat. Local disease of the Alk. bath once a day. ~· Juniper berriea 3 j.; 
penis cured previ.0118 to seeing him. Blotchea of eupatorium purpureum 3 j .; Holland Gin O j.; 
a yellow color npon the neck, face, and body. digest. llo6e, two onncee once in three hours. 

Con. n-eat-.e-Comp. Syr. Stil. 3 jY ; lod. Diet-Mild sonp, and crackers. Continue the 
Potus. 3 i.; m. Dose, one drachm three times a H1dragogue Catharti~; hot cloth to the abdomen 
day. lod. Potaasi11m destroys the fibrine of the to alleviate the pain, which ia periodical, coming 
blood in large dllle8, but in the abon qua11tity doea on at night. 
not injure the stomach; yet it may increue the ex-
isting headache. CABE xm.-1\fichael McDonald. .Dilt>a.r11-In. 

n-eal...ntt of T..\ro4'-~. Argent Nit. 3 j.; dolent ulcen of the shin, three in numbel'--left 
water 3 j.; uae with a probang once a day. Abo, leg, one near the external malleolm; caused by 

beiug cut with a board, wu awelled and yerv pain". Hydrastis Canadensia 3 j.; water 3 vj . Gargle ., 
frequently through the day. ful; it nearly healed, and then fungua pre&ented 

itself. 
CAR n1.-John Cusily. .Dut>a.re-Had chilla 

in Augut, 1~53. Vomited daily; awelling and 
tumefaction of the preicordia; food causes pain; 
breathing short and oppreaeed; lies best on the 
left aide ; headache all the time; acid stomach; 
aome epioal irritation opposite the eighth donal 
nrtebra; haa been snbject to a cough the lut 
tweln monthl; sputa white and frothy, alter
nately white and yellow. No particular time for 
coughi.dg; • pleen not enlarged; some soreoeu or 
the lunga. Bot the disease ia in the atomach. 

n-t'at1111'1lt-:a. PulY. Hydrutis Canad., Prinoa 
Verticillatua, aa. 3j.; m. Make three powden; add 
one to half-pint of hot water; let it cool, and uae 
thia amount dai11. Repeat next day. Uae Alk. 
bath, with fiiction, twice a day. Diet-.hoid 
coffee, greaae, and meata; nae black tea, crack. 
en, etc. 

Cuz 111.-Jenninga. Cancer. Improving.
Sequeetrum aie'fe-like and alonghiog. Dreaaed 
before the clue. Used the adhesin atraps to faYor 
normal granulationa; may have to ue cauatic. 

CAn 11'.-Simmona. Herpetic Ophthalmia.
Mnch better. Can diatinguish a black from a 
a white man 30 yardt otr. Herpea better. Pre
rio11a treatment continued. 

CAR v.-Gould. Intermittent Fner. Slight 
claill to-day, but a little better. 

n-t>atlllt'lll-By Dr. P. Kirby. Fim, by cold 
water and bandage ; need Pulv. Zinc Sulph• 
two days, then Seeq. Carb. Potasa. until the fungu1 
wu disorganized, then applied Meyer'• Ointment. 
Four last days doing nothing ~or it; is doing well. 
Sores covere<I with a thick BC&b. Each sore w111 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter. 

n-.. a1.,.,.t-Continue the previoDI application of· 
Meyer'• Ointment. 

C.uz nv.-Templeton Gainee, Ky . .Dilttu.._. 
Chronic inflammation and thickening of the liga. 
ments of the ankle ad tanal joints. 

n-eatnaent-Counter irritation; liniment, low 
diet, and avoid exercise. 

C1.H xv.-1'imothy Mano, Cincinnati. .DU-. 
"44<'-Disunited fnicture of the middle of the ra •. 
diua. It was adjusted; the bandage kept on fo1· 
ten days, when he preaented himaelf; took off the· 
splinta and roller; arm painfw and much awollen •. 

Treal...ntl-Re-apply aplinta aud roller, and DH · 

cold water dreaeing. 

CAH XTI.-A. L. .DUllMe--Sore finger; caused 
by injury which aplit up the back of the fint 
phalange of the index finger; il -ly healed;. 
eome fragmentl of the bone were aloughod off; . 
fungous growth followed, protruding at the eni 
oC the fi uger. 
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7'rt'«tlll<"llt-Caaatic of Zinc Sulp. to dilorgan- eight weeka aince, (November 11.) Still improv. 

ize the fnngus. 

THIRD CJ.INIC, Novuan 11, 18S3. 

CAP xvn.-A.nthony Kane. Age 60. Du
t'41e.-chronic Conjunctivitie. Been aore for five 
weeks; caused by a cold; pain across the eye-ball; 
eyes very watery; conjunctiva thickened and con
geetod. Had no fever, except in the ~ea; lleeps 
until midnight, then awakee from patn. I uae 
etimulauta in such cuea. 

7'r/'11Jmt'll1-~- Hydrutia gn. xx; Tine. Capei
cum 3 H.; water 3 iij. Apply •ix timea a 
day. At night, nae a cold Elm ponluce. The 
eoruca ie dU.posed to ulcerate; mut be arre1tod 
IOOn, if po68ible. 

CASI: xvm.-Absalom Leaper, Henry county, 
Jo. Age 50. l>Ut'ut'-Caucer of the ear and 
side of the face; the lower pert of the ear had 
alonghcd o!F, and the rim of the e&r contained two 
fiBtuloua pipe1, one three inches long and the other 
two; the aore on the oppoeite aide of the face wu 
over the parotid gland. He had been treated by 
physicians in Iowa, bnt became worse. Hu been 
nnder treatment by Prof. Newton. 

Trt41nv.nt-Zinc l'owder to disorganize the mor
bid growth; alternated the Zinc with Seaq. Carb. 
Potao&a; use poultice of t:lmllll l"ulva to favor sup
puration and reduce the inflammation. Split open 
the fu;tulous pipes, and insert Scsq. Carb. Potassa 
and cotton, to disorganize the same. Incision 
healed; notaouud; inaerted aeatone; induced more 
flonghing; inflammation subsided; doing well; 
used warm water to the inflamed cartilnge of the 
ear, to reduce inflammation. 

Cu& XJx.-)lichael Courtney. Age 8. Du
l'tUe-Scrofulous ulceration and enlargement of 
the lymphatic glande, and ulcer of the hand. It 
came like a boil. The ligaments of the carpus are 
involved; it givea no pain. Hu been aore for two 
yean; was healed for a wed and retnrued. 

Treatlftt'nt-~. Comp. Syr. Stillingia 3 j., 
three times a day. 

Local Trealmellt-loject SfllKI. Carb. Potue. x 
gn. to 3 j. W.tcr, daily. 

CA8t: n.-Di4ea.r--Strabismns of tho left eye. 
Oponit.ion by Prof. 1''nwman; patient under the 
U.flncncc of chloroform.; no pain; operation suc
ceesful; normal paralliem of the eye restored. 

C.&11: xx1.-Richard Hooper. Diuu~lnftam

mation and tenderness of the ligaments of the an
kle joint, the sequel to a dial<mtion which occurred 

ing. 
TrMt""-"llt-Continue the etim. linament during 

the day, and shower Uie ankle in the morning. 

Cut: 1v.-Simmon.s. Herpetic Ophthalmia. Tm
p1oviug. Cut the engorged blood-vC88els leading 
toward the center of the cornea. 

CAn: 1x -Robert Baskerville. Jndurated and 
swelled testicle. Improving. Prescribed, ~.
Hunn'a Life Drops ~ ij .; Olive Oil 3 j .; Tine. 
Capsicum 3 ij .; m.; me aa a liniment. Continue 
the fomentation• 

CASI: VI.-Patrick Norman. Di.uul'-Varicoee 
veins. No soreness except at a small point where 
the previous dispoeition to ulceration euated; rei
neae disappeared. Continue the roller, aa befora. 

Cu1: Y11.-John B. HiJ:. .Di.1tu~Perioatitil 

and Ostitie. Improving; continued the preriout 
treatment. 

FOURTH CLINIC, NOV1C11na 15, 18S3. 

C•at: .11.-Di.uue-Secondary Syphilis. Head
ache to-day; supposed to be aggravated by the 
lod. Potaeaa. li1ed the probaug (with aol. Argent 
Nitre 3 j . to water ~ j. ;) before the clllBll ; not 
much change; continue the previous treatment. 

C.&81: x.-A. Leaper. Cancer of the ear. Dia. 
charged cured. 

Cu1: x1x.-Michael Courtney. Dueue--&:rof
nlons ulcer of the hands. Ulcer improving; con
tinue the treatment. 

CASE xvn.-Authony Kane. Dueaae-:'.cbronic 
Coujuuctivitis. Better; not eo much pain. Con
tinue the preYioua treatment. 

FIFTH CLINIC, Novum:a 18, 1853. 

C•n: rx .-Robert Baskerville. Swelled testicle. 
Much better; teeticle softer, •mailer, and not pain
ful ; sc:rotum white; no pain on pre11ure; disc:hargea 
a little eerooa pne at the aore. 

Tre.t-"'-Continue the former treatment. 

C.&s& m .-Jenningt. Cancer. Still improv
ing, Sequeetrum wu taken o!F during the week; 
the granulauoo• are healthy. Draecd before the 
cliw. 

Treal111ent-Continue the strapping. 

Cu& v.-Gould. ln~ittent- fever, ad .no 
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cbilla or fever 1inee 1111ing ll'· Sulph. Quinine gl8. 
iij.; Tine. Gelaeminum gtta. xx. Give five timea 
per day. 

n-.. at.mt-Qontinue ll'· Tine. GeLieminnm xv; 
Sulp. Quinine, gl8. ij.; give throe timee a day. 

C.tai: xx.-.Dile.u-St.rabiamna. Restoration 
of the ocular paralyaia and yjauaJ u:u complete; no 
inBammation; doing well. 

C.u.r.: xvJJ.-Anthony Kane. Chronic Conjunc
tiYit.ia. Better; not much pain in the eyes. Con
junctiva not so much engorged; medicine pained 
but few minutee. 

1l-eat...,.t-Continue the former treatment. 
.Diet-Avoid grease, stimulating food, coft'ee, 

tea, and apirita. 
&.arh-Thia diaeue ia the ruult of torptd 

action; thus bleeding, leeches, cupping, and calo
mel would be injuriollS, and 1timulanta are requir
ed. lo opacity of the cornea, I nsc Tine. Capsi
cum, Hydrastin, and Sweet Oil at.ronger than in 
Conjnnctivit.ia. 

C.us :uu.-John O. Donald.on. Age 29.
.Dile.u-w eakn- of the lower extremitiee. Wu 
hurt, in 1850, in the lower part of the spinal col
umn, by a fall w hieh eauaed paralysis of the lower 
extremities, involuntary focal and nrin&rJ dis
charges. Wu confined to bed for twelve months, 
in the Commercial H01pital. Bowela very coetive 
during that time. Has beon out of the HOlpital 
two years. His legt are reauming their natural 
sensibility; for the Jut six montha atill improving 
a little. W aa bliaterod and iune naed over the 
•pine while in the H01pital. Log1 are now rather 
numb a.nd feet cold. 

1l-eatment-Seaton or irritating pla.ater over the 
loina; electricity, and small doses of strychnine. 

C..a: nm.-Daniel Sullivan. Dile.u-Folli
colar aymptom&-Cough, pain and aoreneaa in tho 
cheet. Since August lat, 1853, had fever and 
a lwnp in the left aide. Had no chill•; liee ou the 
right side, to lie on the lei\ makee him cough, 
cougha a& soon u he tul'DI on the other; expectoratea 
blood and pu; wu treated four weeka in the Com
mercial Hospital; better since .le left; uula elon
gated; throat presenting a dark and purulent ap
pearance; follicular di&eaae oC the throat aud JIOI· 
tenor nan11. S11ppoae the dia- commenced in 
the throat. Had no cough, or iollammation, or 
irritation of the throat until the fever 1poken of. 
Diaease may commence in the throat and paaa 
into the lungs. Hu aome adheaion and hepatiza· 
tion of the lungs. 

SIXTH CLINIC, Novuua 22, 1853. 

Cui: :u.-Secondary Syphilis. Pain in tht. 
head; the 1ame kept np by Iod. Potaaa.; tonaiLi 
the aame, but akin better; blotches leas; throat bet. 
ter; may have to excise the tonsils. 
n-t~ntiaue th• previona treatment. 

C.ui: xxm.-Daniel Sullivan. Due.ut'--Fol
licular diaeue of the pharynx post-narea larynx and 
faucee; hu Ji11d no preecription yet. 

1l-eat.,..,.t-ll'. Tincture Aconite 3 j.; Syrup 
Ginger 3 jv.; m, Dote one drachm three times a 
day; this ia for the cough. To11il'--ll'. Precip. 
Carb. Iron 3 j.; common salt 3 ij.; make three 
powdel8; giYe oue three times a day. Tho thera
pentical action or every thing used should be to ia
creue the quality and quantity of the blood. ll'. 
Sol. Argent Nit.; use once a day with a probaug. 
Alk. bath uaed night and morning. 

C.ui: x:uv.-Baruey Tracey. Age 23. Di.a. 
e.u-Irritation and hepatiu.tion of the left lung. 
Been sick oue year; thb co11gh was 10 severe u 
to confine him to bed for seven weeks; mother'• 
brother died of di1eaae of the lllDga ; no pain now; 
uaed to han pain ; vomit& after breakfast onr 
1ince attacked; bu alternating diarrhrea and eOI· 
tiveness. The la.at nine mouths baa had pain 
and aenaation of weight on the stomach; vom
iting relieyea; expectorates aometimea yellow fluid, 
aometimes white mucus. Pueumogaatric nerve 
slightly affected; left lung badly diseased; hepati-
11&tion or lei\ lung; only a small part of it emits 
aound on perc1111ion. Right lung weak; p118 comea 
from the left lung; there ia danger of aoftcning 
and ulceration. Young .phy1iciana might treat 
thia for dyapapeia, The primary dia- ia in the 
lunga. Obaerve whether the u:tremity or middle 
of a nerve ia involved. Be cautiou of your diag-
noeia. 

C.t.111: :uv.-Johu Given. Age 27. Diu.u
lufiamed and ulcerated finger. Bitten by a man 
five weekl since; the ungual phalange wu bitten 
through; it wu much 1wollen and very painful. 
The finge.i wu three timea ita normal &ize, with 
commnnicating fi6tnloua pipee. Dr. Kirby took 
him from the old achoo! phyaician1, who wished to 
amputate it. The former physician punetnred it, 
which caUBecl much pain; they alao used twenty 
leeches on it. 

1Telll111e11t-Fint. Zinc Sulphate in aolution; 
inject for two da7s, then uae Seaq. Carb. Pota..; 
keeping down the inflammation and aoren- with 
Elm poultice. 
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6 NEWTON'S CLINICAL REPORTS. 

Czas 111.-Mr. J. Je1111inge. Cancer of the 
llC8lp. Improring; sore dreseed before the c1U1. 

.7Teat-11t-Continue the former treatment. 

CASJ: vi11.-Si11llllon1. Herpetie Ophthalmia.
Dilcharged enred; could 1ee u well u ever with 
the right eye; left eye clear, excepting one small 
spot; this ii gradually diaappeAring. Ordered to 
continne the application to the left eye. 

Cu& vm.--J. J. Wilton. Ascitea. Changed 
pr61Cription; improving under the former; water 
diminishing . 

.7Teatmfflt-~. Quinine n gn.; Hydraatin. 
n grs.; Prus. Iron xv gn.; Morphine grB. ij.; m. 
Make 8 powders; take one every three houra.
Pnlse stronger; no pain, and 1lept better last night. 
Some symptoms ol Jaundice. 

.7Telltme11t--Continue the prescription; atop the 
wine tonic and the diuretic tincture. 

CASE v.-Thomaa J. Gould. Intermittentfever. 
Discharged cured ! 

SEVENTH CLINIC, Noyuna 25. 

C•u: xvn -Anthony Kane. Ophthalmia. Eyes 
beUmr. E:rpoaed hit eyes to the sun; more pain 
to-day. Hu been free from pain for three day1 
preTiou1. 

.7Telltme11t-Keep the houat, and dilute the col
lyrinm one-half. Uae poultice of Elm at night. 

C4Blt v11.-Hix. Periostitiland Ostitia. .\lit. 
tie pain at times; tumefaction leas; better; showed 
tome pieces of bone half inch in length, and 
wedge.1hapad. 

.7Teat-11t-Continue previoua treatment. 

CABE :rxvi,-Larkin. Age 26 . .Di.reiu~yphil
ia. Contracted the diacue Jut Auguat; had no 
treatment for six weeks. Eruption on the face for 
nine days; glands of groin much enlarged aft.er 
the r.hancrcs healed. Nine days after the chancres 
healed the bubo made its appearance. 

.7Teatment--Cathartice and alterativea. ~.

Comp. Syr. Stil. 3 jv.; Iod. Potass. 3 j .; m.; give 
one drachm three times a day; Alk. hath. 

C4BE :rxvm.-Mrs. Margery. .Di.reiue-Icto
ru1; Commenced October 19th. Premonitory 
Symptome--vomiting. preaanre and 1eDBation of 
weight on the riomach; pain in the left aide and 
back; left side much enlarged. Diarrhma alter
nating with eoatiYeneu; the whole surface present
ing a very icterodo appearance; a little fever; 
tongue coated. Primary cauae is in the linr; 
probably nbacute hepatitia. 

.7Teat1111•111-a. Hydruti• Canad. 3j.; Ferri 
Phoep. 3j.; Syrup Ginger~ viii.; m. Take two 
table-1poonfulla three times per day. Counter ir
ritation over the 1tomach. Diet-Light, and eur 
of dig01tion. 

C4U n.-Sb:abiamua. Discharged cured. 

CAR nu.-Edward King. Age 24. .Di.t
ea.re-Cataract, of nine yean standing. Cauted 
by being struck in the eye with a nail, which 
produced in the conrae of four honrB some conjunc
tivitis and p~in in the eye; from this period viaion 
became gradually affected, until the cataract wu 
matured and total blindneu of the affected eye ii 
the re1nlt. 

.7Teat...,11t-Let it alone while the opposite eye 
is good. If the other eye fail, then I would ad· 
Yiae conching. 

Cill: xx.x.-John Buken-ille; age 12. Tape
worm. When fonr yean of age he passed seven 
yards of the tape.worm, and three weeks aft.er 
paaaed five yards more; since then he has pUBed 
more or !CBI of the worm at diffi:rent periods; when 
he had pUBed a part of the worm, he caught hold 
of it and broke it; he 1hould have coiled it on a 
1tic'k and wsed, but 1light traction. If the head 
only ia left, it will reproduce. 

.7Teallllt'tlt-Pomegranate prepared u directed 
by the Eclectic Dispenatory . 

EIGHTH CLINIC, Novuna 29. 

CASI: xnr.-N. Wooland; age 30. Chronic 
Ophthalmia of both eyes, caused by cold; com· 
menced three years since; the right eye ia better 
than the left; is alfected with double pterygium, 
which extends across the cornea, mo.king him aee 
several objects at the 1ame time. The cornea of 
the left eye ia partially opaque; incipient ulceration 
of the cornea deYeloping itself. The eyes arc very 
painful, and the patient baa to be led. Has been 
treated for three yeara. 

.7Teatmtnt-The pteryginm wu removed, and 
then the following waa prescribed: ~· Hydru
tin. gn. :r:r.; Tine. Aconite 3 ee.; water 3 ij. 
Apply five times a day; apply a cold poultice of 
Ulmu1 }'ulva ot night. I think the right eye can 
be saved by this treatment, and cutting the vessell 
which paaa through the coruea. 

C4s1: xxxn.-N. L.; age 18. Hypertropy of 
both tonsils. Di.&8118e commenced when seven 
years of age; baa had quinsy freqnenlly; both are 
much indnrated; the right ii larger than the left; 
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INTERMITTENT FEVER. 7 

the left eontaiD1 a liWe pue; they obetruct re1pira
tion, and laboring under chroaic infiammation, 
keep up eontinnoue irritation with ita uupleuaut 
aymptome. 

.7te4'n....t-E1cised with the guillotine by Prof. 
Newton. Directed an application of ~· Argent 
Nit. 3 j.; water 3 j.; m,; apply with a probang 
three tim111 per week. G~le tho throat with ~· 
Hydrutia Canadeueia 3 j. to water 3 iv. 

Co11. Treat..,.,•t-~. lod. Pot. 3 j.; water 3 iv.; 
m.; take one drachm three timeii a day, 

CASB :rxxm.-Cunniotth•m; age 12. Lacera
tion of the thumb, and compound iracture of the 
ungual phalange. Caught on a wheel; supposed 
it would have to be amputated, bnt it bu healed ; 
the bone wu split, andl only part of it remaine. 
Treated with adhesive et rapt by Dr. 0. E. Newton; 
it ii healing rapidly. 

C.a.H nuv.-Thom1111 Gallagher; age 33.
V aricoee veiu.s of both legs, and accompanying 
ulcers; commenced in Jnly laat by itching and 
awelling of the veina ; much pain all the time; 
legs hot and nleera aon. 

Treat111~nt-Wet roller applied and kept cold; 
diet low; feet and lega elevated. 

when the diseue ia •uhlliding. Continue ~e 
treatment. 

Cusuu-Wooland. Ophthalmiaand Ptery
gium. Not time for mnch improvement; riaion 
improved a little ; ey111 not ao painful. 

Tre.t-11t--Continne the collyrinm; bathe the 
Pyea in cold water four times a day; nae cold poul
tice of nlwna at night. 

Cus rn.-Hix. Ostitill and l'eriostitia. Leg 
not exhibited; improving. Contiuue the aame 
treatment. 

C.a.u m.-.Jenuinga. Cancer of the head.
Improving; healing rapidly; granulation• a little 
m:uberant. 

.n-~alllll'llt-Applied a amall quantity of Sesq. 
Carb. Pot.; continued the adhe1ive 1lrap1. 

CAH rx .•• Baakerville. Indnrated and infiam
ed testicle. Much improved. Continne the treat
ment. Te1ticle nearly or ita normal size; acro
tum lOOle and nonnal. 

C.a.u mn.-N. L. Hypertrophied Toueila.
Excised; improving; have applied Argent Nit. 
Sol. threo times. Continue the treatment. 

C.a.R xxv.-Barno7 Trace7. 
langa. No het&er. 

Disease of the Cux uxm.-Cunningham. Lacerated thumb. 
Improving; continue treatment. 

Trelllnual-Continue u before. Aleo, appl7 
mUAtard ainapism at the precordia ever7 night; 
puatulation would not improve thi.t cue. Adhe. 
aion and ulceration of the lnnga are very exten
aive. Pneumogutrie nerve ia irritated from pasa
ing through the ulcerated 1Dl181, Prognoaia un
favorable. 

Cui: xuv.-A.nthony Riley; age 55. Jaun
dice'. 8111 been alFected ten months with inter
mittent fever, haring a paroxyam once a week. 
Hu bad jaundice for the last funr months. Bia 
pbyaician gave him "Blno Pilla," "to touch hia 
gnms." Month a little rore; gnm1 ulcerated; no 
appetite ; fresh meat and greue nauseates him ; 
atomach acid at timee. 

Trl!'al111nt-~. Hydraetia Canadensia 3 j.; 
Prnuiate Iron 3 j.; m. Give one drachm lldded 
to eight ouncee water, at interval• through the 
day. Diet-Avoid fatl and meata. 

NINTH CLINIC, l>mcullD 2. 

r C.a..n: xnv.-A. Riley. Jaundice. Appetite 
improved ; symptoms intproved ; urine clearer; 
more the color of brandy; ia ahraya that color 

Cua xxx1v.-Gallagher. Varicoee ulcen. Im
proving; akin of' the lega white. 

Cus nv.-B. Tracey. Aft'ection of' the lunge. 
No bet&er. Continue tile t.na&ment. 

INTERMITTENT FEVER, oa FEVER AND 
AGUE. 

•Y WILLIAM a. ftlOllPIO!f, M. D.\ 

Intermittent Fever is so nniveraally known that 
it is deemed nnaeceuary to say anything hert in 
regard to ita general character and 1ymptom1.
W hat I have to AY ahall be in regard to ita pa
thology and treatment. 

The cold 1tage of agne ia essentially od'e of con
gestion l the blood during this period rapidly re
cedea from the eapillariea of' the surface or the 
body to the decp.aeated large ve11el1, by mean• of 
which they become 1everely engorged ; tbe head, 
che1t, and abdomen, by thia accumulation of blood, 
are dutr-ingly ahocked, and the 1pleen, liver, 
lunge, and other vucular, 1pongy organs, if pro
vionsly inclined to diaeaae, are now liable to suf
fer; and when tbe ague ia allowed to run on for 
any • eonaiderable length of time, tbeee oipns 
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INTERMITTENT FEVER. 

become subject to eul&rgement, especially the 
apleen and liver. 

The hot or fever stage of ague, which ia llwaya 
aubtequent to the cold one, ia the period in which 
high arterial excitement eaauea. The nervoua 
eystem, during thie etage, becomes deeply involved 
in irritation, and the capillariea engorged with 
blood. "The reaction ia the elf.ct of exceuive 
innervation, which gives rise to an exceaeive amount 
of tonicity nnd contraction in the muecular fibres 
of the vaacular sy&tem. These two forces or func
tiom of this fibre are the forces which circulate the 
blood, and if they are exceuivo they unmrmly 
produce that etate of the system called fMer. The 
exceuive innervationa produce excessive tonicity 
and contraction in the heart and capillaries, and 
the excesaive tonicity and contraction prodace in
creued, rapid, violent circulation of the blood, 
whicla nec-rily favora combn&tion in tlie capil
lariea; for tho diminution of their calibers bringa 
the red corpueclea, the carriers of oxygen, into the 
cl0&eat contact with the carbonaceoua particles of 
the blood, and givea rite to what ia already ex
perienced-11 increue of heat." 

It ia an axiom in phyaiology, that exceeaive ex
citement ie alwaya followed by corresponding ex
haustion. The aweatiug &tage of intermittent& 
follow the reacting or fever al.age, and ia therefore 
the re&ult of exhallltien and general relaxaion of 
the capillary veuelt, and the effect ol vital re
action. 

drutis gn. ij.; Capsicum gr. j ., to be repeatecl 
Mery two hours during frmlo• frtWI eitAn dhll 
or fecer, till eight or ten doses are administered. 
Ia C11Ses accompanied with much gastric irritation, 
the following tonic preparation is one of the beet 
I have enr used : ~. Decoction o( Red PeruYian 
Bark, lufnsion of Valerian, of each a pint; Elixir 
of Vitriol two teaspoonfull.s; Sulphate of Qninine 
gra. IX. All to be pnt together in a bottle. Doa
For a grown penK>ll, from two to fonr tablespoon
fulls every two hours during the intermisaion ; 
children, in proportion to their age. Thia prep
aration wu introduced to the medical profesiion 
by Dr. Curran, who reporta to have aucceedcd with 
it when llle sulphate of quinine had failed in every 
poesible mode of exhibition. It is a pleasant tonic 
and ia more likely to be tolerated by the stomach 
than quiiiine, a quality which renden it invaluable 
in the treatment of oguea. It ehould be adminia
tered during the firat intermission that occura after 
the stomach and bowels have been evacuated. 

The decoction of Peruvian Dnrk ia prepared by 
the following process: Peruvian Bork, in coane 
powder, one ounce; Sulphuric Acid, 0110 to&$poon
full ; Water, one pint; put togethe1· in a covered 
earthen veaael, and boil in a water-bath for ten 
minutes; atrain the liquor while bot. The infu
sion of Valerian ia prepared by putting half an 
onnce of Valerian, in coane powder, into an earthea 
veeael, and adding a pint of boiling water. Di
gest for an honr, and strain the liquor when cold. 

But ahonld any pecnliarity of temperament, or 
constitutional enfeeblement of the patient forbid 

A very plain method of cure, and oue tha hu the employment of an emetic, it should bo omitted, 
aeldom failed in my handa, ia to cl8111ae the atom- and in its atead diaphoretic drinks 6hould be used, 
ach with an emetic, the bowela with a cathartic, aa, an infusion or tea of boneeet, pennyroyal, Vir
and tone the eyetem with tonics and 1trengtheni11g ginia snakeroot, or catnip. But a mild cathartic, 
bitten. An emetic •honld be adminiatered juat to cleamo the alimentary canal, should never be 
before the commencement of the cold stage, which diapenaed with where the emetic bu been omitted. 
should be followed the aame day with a cathartic. When nguca attack persona of broken coutitutione, 
The following ia a good prescription: ~- Ipecac and tboee laboiing under chronic inflammation of 
gn. x.; Lobelia gn. v. to x.; to be made into eome internal function, it will generally bo found 
an infusion aud given in divided doacs; aay, neeeeeary to employ arti1icial warmth during the 
from 3 to 5, at intervals of from ten to ftll«len cold stage; as, heated bricka placed to the feet, 
minutes, till vomiting takes place. Then, ~-- or a warm foot-bath; dry heat appliod to the en
Podophyllin gr. u.; Leptandrin gra. ij.; Pulferized tire surface of the body and extremities, or any 
Gum Camphor gr. j., to be admiuietered every other mean• that will tend to promote perspiration. 
three or four hours, till the loitering accumulation• Aleo, etimulating and warm teae may be freely 
are removed from the botrels. After which auy Uminiatered nt the same time; aa, pennyroyal, 
of the aimple tonica and pure still!nlanta, u Hy- Virginia snakeroot, etc. In the cold stage of ague, 
draatia, Capsicum, etc., combined with from 1 to 5 heat applied externally it the mod available agent 
grains of the aulphoto of quinine, curea the dia- known to 1timulate and re-excite the superficial 
enoe promptly. I usually direct the follotring nervous aeneibility, and sequentially the capillary 
prescription, after having cltansed the ltoln1eh eirculation, by meam of which an equilibrium of 
and bowels: ~- Sulphate Quinine gn. ij.; Hy- I the nervoue and vaacular systelQl-,8re restored.-
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INTERMITTENT FEVER. 9 

Aaihelmintiel often produce the most happy efFect 
when ginn in conjunetion with anti-periodie1, in 
juenile patients, u it ia common for the +ie in 
1nch cases, to be aggravated by worma. 

Bot there is probably no disease that assumes 
90 many di1ferent forms aa intermitteut fever, and 
certainly none that require a more profound knowl
edge of pathology as regards ita proper treatment ; 
though in a very coo1iderabfe onmber of cuet it 
present& the ordinary form which ia not porteotioos 
al danger; this simple form being well under-
1tood, so far at lea11t 118 to its proper treatment; 
yet in its complication•, and mnl!ifold 6hapes and 
types, I apprehend that its proper treatment is not 
generally nndel'!ltood even by those who practice 
the punuit of medicine. In many cues, the vital 
forces of the system Rre made to "bite the dust" in 
the lapae al a few houn from the excessive malig
nancy of its attack. Where the brain becomes 
the principal seat of cougeetion, the agne, owing 
to excesaiye irritability, run1 ita coul'!le rapidly-
1ioking the system into a hopel8S1 collapse, nnless 
full and efficient remodilll means are urged •ith 
promptitude. Io tbia fatal form of intermittent 
fenr, the symptoms are those that chal'8Cterize 
cerebral congestion; beginning with etupor and 
ending in a profoundly comatosed state, with en
tire unconaciouness. In the core of this form of 
ague, three indi~tions are to be attended to: the 
fil"t ia to allay nefl'ODI irritation ; the second, to 
unloose the circulation and excite it to the 1nrface 
and ememitilll; iha third, to fortify the 1y1tem 
agaio1t a returning paroxysm. To meet the firat 
indication, cups, with 1carification to the nape of 
the nook, 1hould be employed to reduce the oua
ltrgo, (that is, the force communicated from the 
nntricles of the heart to the blood in the arteries, 
capillaries, and nins ;) cold water should be freely 
applied to the head of the patient; ita action will 
be to abate the exalted ne"oUI 1en1ibility by 
meane of itB great capacity for heat. To fulfill 
the second indication, we 1honld employ relannta 
and derifanta. Of the&e, onr chief reliance 1honld 
be in the acid tincture of Lobelia, (made by di
gesting the lobelia herb or pulnrized seed in cider 
vinegar.) and 1inapism, (composed of ground mlll
tanl and ii.our made into a heavy paste.) the grand 
indication being to unloose the circulation and ex
eite it to the extremities so as to promote an equi
librium. No material of medicine is 1nperior to 
the acid tinctnre of lobelia, in which the indica
tion desired is reluation ; alone, it certainly 1ur
pa11ee any other I ban ever nsed. This tinct11re 
1hould be administered in tablespoonfnll dose1, 
enry ten or fifteen minute1, till conaciouneaa re-

tnrne. Sinapisma, or other 1timulating applica
tion1, should be made to the spine, stomach, and 
extremities. To meet the third indication, anti
periodie& ahould be freely administered • 1oon as 
the pstient become& conscioua, to prCYent the re
turn of another paroxysm. In inch cases, the fol
lowing formula will be found to be ~d one . 

~. S11lphate Quinine, gn. ij. 
lpecacuanha, gr. es. Mu. 

This powder ahonld be repeated CYery two and 
a half honl'!I, or 90 as to maintain a mild perspira
tion. The ipecac directs ita action to the surfAce, 
by meana of which it guard! the 1ystem ngain1t 
any local determination of blood. During con
valeac:eney the patient 1hould cautionsly ·guard 
ogainat exposure to cold and damp. It is a good 
practice to take one or two grains of quinine enry 
morning, for 1CYeral days after the ague has been 
checked, to prevent a relapse. 

HulTl'BVJLLJ:, Ky., Dec., 1853. 

EPIDEMIC TRA.l!MA'l'IC TETANUS. 

!IT '· THOlllPBON, II. D., or llllBllOOIU. 

During the monthe of April, May, and June, 
1853, thia disease raged to a fear!nl extent in this 
portion of Miuouri. The firat case that came 
under my notice waa on the 10th of April. I waa 
1ummoned in great haate to the residence of Col. 
Charles Sumpter, and fo11nd his youngeat son, a 
lad of fifteen yean, prostrated with well marked 
symptoms of Traumatic Tetanus. The masseter 
and other masticatory mWICll)j, were greatly con
tracted, and jaws fir)llly cloeod~rowing more 
sen!e• In fifteen minnt.ee after I arrived, aeveni 
apuma came on, returning every fil'e minutee, 
combined with opisthotonoa. I ordered anlphate 
of morphine one.third of a grain, and quinine two
thirda of a grain, eyery fifteen mio,utlll. 

IO o·clock A. M.-Have given eeven grains of 
morphine and quinine, but patient growing woree; 
pulae 112; akin warm. I then gave an infuion of 
tobacco, but to no pnrpoae; I then ordered a tea-
1poonfull of the following combination, every four 
minntea: 
~. Seutellaria I..teriftora, ~ j. 

Cypripedium Pubeecena, 
Semi Lobelia Inllata, aa. 3 ij. 
Caulophyllnm Tlaalictroides, 3 j. 
Alcohol, oct, 11. M. 

l!l o'clock A. M.-Pnlee thready, and 114; 
apuma wone; I found upon examination that the 
apaama had extended to the rlllpiratory muscles, 
and to the heart; ihe treatment which before had 
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JO EPIDEMIC TRAUMA TIC TETANUS. 

been auccemul in my handt now failed; friend• 
greatly excited, and parenta crying, "Doctor, can't 
you save my Johnny!" 

Circumstancea threw me upon my "wita end"
thinking what to do; and, at fifteen minutes pa&t 
twelve, death relieved the &ufferer. I mounted 
my horse, ll!d sighed-retreat I retreat I l1 pon 
learning the h~iory prior to the attack, I found 
the lad had been plowing the day previous, hearty 
and well as nsual; did not complain th•"Ongh the 
night, but slept well; eat a hearty breakfast and 
started to the field to work again; shortly after he 
arrived at hia place of labor, the father, being near 
by, observed him sitting down, and calling to him 
wiabed to know if anything wu the matter; but 
receiving no reply, went to him and found him 
apeech!C88; immediately confeyed him home, and 
1ent in b:iate for me, one mile off. I examined 
him well, and could find no markl of injury-not 
even a scrntcb. I contended be !tad received &0mc 
injury, but the patient and family said not. On 
the 20th of April I wu again called to the same 
family. The &on,.... attacked in a similar man
ner. I gave the combination of morphine and 
quinine every ten minntea; but tbia failed u be. 
tore. I then determined to try aometbing else. 
Fortunately I bad with me a vial af campborated 
chloroform, of which I immediately gave 20 drops 
internally, and saturated portions of cotton with 
it, and placed npon the patient's upper lip. They 
were repeated during the 1pum1. 

The pulse sank from 112 to 60; all excitement 
of the muscles ceased, and in twenty minntea after 
the inhalntions the patient experienced refreshing 
sleep. The spasm& did not return; the pntient 
gradually recovered. There were no marks of in
jury in this cue visible. During these three 
months I attended some thirty cases, and bot two 
out of that number showed marks of injury; one 
was a wound on the foot of a little girl, aged five 
years, caused by letting a knife fall from her band, 
while washing dishes; the other WBB ca11Scd by 
running a thorn into the sole of the rigbtfoot; the 
latter of which waa ecmewbat aggravated. The 
thorn 11'88 extracted b7 the parent, and in eight 
boon tetanic spuma came on. All antidotes failed 
except chloroform. The patient recovered. As a 
general thing, all that survived the third dny re
covered; but the majority proved fatal. Patients 
that came under mj care, tho tetanic symptoms 
were usually acute, and en1ned in the following 
order: trismu. cramp in the mnscles of the face, 
back, neck, and th01e proving fatal, in the re&pir
atory muscles and the heart. Not.a single death 
occurred from lose of power in the brain, or spinal 

chord, or from exhaustion. It ie passing amnge 
that the treatment by opiates. etc. invariably ap
peared to aggravate the general s7mptom1, instead 
of producing convaletcence. One of my neighboring 
practitioners 1tatcd that he 11Sed chloroform in 
combination with Tine. Opii, and afterwards gave 
them separately; the chloroform producing relaxa
tion, while the opium rather aggravated the pa
roxysms, proving satilfactorily that chloroform was 
the only reliable remedy. Old practitiooen of 
good &tanding ba•c told me that the treatment 
failing in the present cues was never known to 
fail in Tetanus, in all its typea, before, in this same 
section of M is&Ouri; and that it generally nroae 
fa"Om 11'ounds or &0me local injuries. But the Te
tanu which bBB been epidemic here the pa&t sea
son exhibited the following peculiarities: First, 
generally arising from no wound• or local injurice; 
aecond, being invariably confined to the muaclea 
of the upper extremities-no lower down than the 
region of the heart; third, after the third day. 
prognosis being favorable, no deatha afier that 
time; fourth, being confined to a locality of about 
four miles aquare; fifth, being confined to the 
young alone, the oldest being 18 yean; from that 
to 18 months. The situation of tbia four milea 
aqnare is a low, black-oak, awampy land, which 
the farmers hue been coµ:ipelled to ditch, in order 
to make it tillable. There was not a single case 
on dry, elevated land. There haa been no CB88' 

since the last of June. 

M1LI.D11110M, Callaway co., Mo., Oct. 3, '63. 

DYSPEPSIA TREATED WITHOUT DRUGS. 

llT .&118011 ll. DOEii, M. D. 

The following treatment for Dyspet>fia, as far aa 
I know, is original with m71elf, although the 
agents employed have been recommended for other 
diaeaaea, etc. 
M~ treatment is: First, the patient most eat 

his or her men! without drink, and chew or masti
cate the food long enough for the &aliva to flow EO 

u to make the food moist enough to be awallowed 
without the need of drinka. 

The patient must avoid eating indigestible aub
staoces, or those hard of digestion; e. g. cabbage, 
picklea, raw onion1, fatty substances, etc. One 
hour must elap;;e after menl-timo, before drinking, 
and then the drink must be pure water. Each 
u:orning, the first thing afier rising f1"0m bed, the 
patient 1bonld drink a tumbler of pure cold water 
fresh from tho well. The alkaline hand. bath, the 
water tepid, should be 111ed three daya, alternated 
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DYSPEPSIA TREATED WITHOUT DRUGS. 11 

with clear water, rubbing the whole body tho
ronghly with the bare hand, and thou gone over 
with the alkaline bath, for the eame time again, 
utc., until the disease is cured. The patient should 
1at regularly, and never eat between menla or 
within at least two bo1irs before retiring to reat. I 
prefer to have the bathing done at night, in a wann 
room, where no chills can be produced, and this 
lut mllit not be overlooked, by any means, or the 
consequences will be serions. The patient should 
take exercise each day, in the open air; if accn1-
tomed to much reading, etc., should read but little. 
Go early to beJ and ariile early in the morning. 

During three years practice, 1ince I left Cincin
nati, I have treated 1 greater number of perrons 
that were dyipeptics, 1md iu all cases of chronic or 
acute gaatritics. I have observed many bad effects 
from the administration of drugs. 

In cases where considerable gastric infiamma
&.ion exi•ts, I recommend the free use of cold elru 
or flaneed mucilage. The gastric finid being none 
too strong for the digestion of the food, if diluted 
by drinking two or three cups of ten, coffee, or 
-ter {water is by far the beat) is IO reduced oa 
not to readily dissolve the food; the food is thus 
left upon the stomach until the acetic ferme11tation 
takes place, aod the stomach becomes burdened a~d 

digested, and the nppetite will become eatisfied 
before the atomach is burdened with too much 
food. 

Two ounces of food, properly di11ested, is of 
more imp?rtance than a pound half-digested, By 
the alkaline bathing, the surface is relieved from all 
ob1tructing matter, and the cutaneous ab11orbenta 
take up and convey into the system the alkali, of 
which the syatem is deficient. Regarding the eat
ing of indigestibles, it ia fully as acceptable lo the 
stomach to take unnatnrsJ drugs as to cat unnatural 
food. 

The other articl1:11 constitutiov; my treatment 
will readily anggt!it themselvee. I consider the 
treatment complete. During the lost four or five 
mouths, I have tl'e.lted over twenty that were con
firmed dyspeptics, and aome of the worst &tnmp; 
over half of them are now discharged ns well, an1l 
the rest are all improving. 

I observed that the animal creation~ttle, etc. 
were governed by the law of eating and drinking 
separately, which first led me to the conclusion 
that 1uch was in accordance with nature 'a Inn.
The ox eats his food, and then waits until it is di
geated, before drinking. 

C111C1HHATI, NoT., 1853. 

debilitated. Can healthy chyle be aecreted from N. B.-To eat without drinking at tho 1&me 
1uch a m8881 When the food is thoroughly mu-1 time, in dyspepsia, with bathing, etc., bas been 
ticated and united with 1aliva, it will be readily taught by l'rof. J, King for many ylllll'B. N. 

PART II.-MISCELLANEOUS SELECTIONS. 

CHLORIC ETHER IN pUERPURAL CON-! present, when her pul1e was found but little ang-
VULSIONS. I mentet! in frequency. and herself couscio'.ts during 

-- the intervalo of the convnlaious, of which •he hnd 
S1a.-The narration of the follo..-ing caae may three during the first hour, la.ting ~me five miu

be of little interest to yonr numerous readen, and I nh:a each. The feet were plar.ed iu warm water, 
my object in reporting it ia to elicit, through the iced water wns applied to the head, which waa 
pages of your Journal, their experience with ether above normal tem1ierat11re, and of jalap gr. ux. 
lD the same dis~o were administered, l>eing thb m01ot activ~ medicine 

Mrs. ---, aged 26, of light complexion, and at hand. 
nerYo-sanguine temperament, ,.as atlcuded in her At 8 o'dock I wu invited to aee the patier.t ~ith 
first confinement liy Dr. G. D. Peck, December her attendant. She atill answered, but hes1tat-
29th, 1852. Her labor, which was perfectly nor- ingly; exhibited some agitation, but could not re
mal and comparatively eoay. terminated in eight member nnythiog that had happened; hnd a wild 
houn by the delivery of a heallhy male child of and brilliant, but not injected en; pnl.c 120 per 
medium size. Two or three hour& prior to the ter- minute, pretty firm and quick. Twenty ounces of 
mination of the labor, she made mention of pnin blood were taken from the arm, in the erccl posi 
in the supra-orbital re@:ion, but of so slight a oa- tioo, cau•inf( pallor ao<l partial •yncope. More 
lure as not to attract the attention of the medical cathart;c medicine was given, anti cold otill applied 
attenJant. to the head. Thencefurward the paroxysms, anf(-

fhree hour& after delivery. viz., 7 o'clock P.M .. menting in Peverily, occ11rred at pretty l'CJ>:Ular in
during w1'ieh intem1l the patient remained every tervals of an hour and a half each. until 2 o'clock 
-1 comfortable, ahe was seized 1u1ldenly with an A.M., December.30th. Jl(eaowhile the bowele had 
qiileptiform convulaion, Her accoucheur waa 1oon been freely moved, aided by 11timulating euemata. 
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12 MILK TR.\DE OF NEW YORK:. 

At this time the convnlnons occumid in auch 
rapid succeoaion 11 to merge into each other; the 
face full and livid; respiration deep and laborioUB; 
dcglutition suspended, and pulse at the wrist nlmoo;t 
imperceptihle and very r8pi<l. It now seemed 
evident, after employinit tbeee active mea.surea 
without avail, that life mUBt soon termiuale; aud 
at this critical juncture it wu resolved to try the 
influence of nn1CSlhesia. 

The concentrated chloric either wu accordinii;lv 
admiuiatere1l npon a napkin-lowly at first, but 
constantly, until tho patient wu brought under its 
influence, when the convuhions c«msed entirclv. 
and there only remained a lateral motion of the 
head upon the pillow, and some irl'<'gnlar move
ments of th" limba whenever allowed to HCApe 
from nuder its induence. The use of the ether 
wu continued for an honr and a half, during which 
time all the more formidable symptoms had abated, 
and the patient apparently ~lept at intervals. 

During the succeeding day ahe wu delirioua, at. 
tempting at times to rue from the bed, when the 
inhnlatiun of a little ether would quiet her UF;ita. 
tion and cause rest. In two days reason was fully 
restored, she havinit remembered nothing after the 
first spasm. Her connlescenee has been 111 rapid 
and complete u in ordiAary labors. 

JAMI!!! DUNLAP, l\f.D. 
NoRTHUIPT0'.11 , March 12, l853.-Bo1to11 Med. 

nd S11rg. Joarnal. 

THE MILK TRADE OF NEW YORK. 

.Mr. John l\lulla;y, of Ne., York , has had the 
courage to expose the whole system of iniquity 
practise1l by milk dealers in and about that great 
city. But it will not deter the consumers from 
giving their patronage to the same men who hnvc 
imposed upon them with impunit.y, nor frighten 
the milk merchants from an established scheme of 
cheating. There ii a degree of recklessness and 
determination on the part of those concerned in 
the milk trade, that defies tho press, the physicinns 
and even tho la.,. This grows out of the immense 
demand for milk. and the imposiibility of proving 
who arc the real rucals at the bottom of the busi. 
ness. Io the hurly-burly of swallowing a cup of 
coffee at an over.crowded hotel. any wliite fluid 
that looks like milk may pass for that beverage. or 
at least cscnpe a chemical analysis. though consid. 
ered exccssiYely bad in the estimation of a stran. 
ger. The poor suffer severely in conscqucnee of 
the vile •tuff sold them for milk. Their children 
are ma1lc sickly. and positive diaense is often de. 
veloped in them. In drinkin(I a sureosed nour
ishment. what multitudes take mto theu stomachs 
diluted corruption derived from auimals enfeebled 
~y improper food 1md by beinj! housed perpetually 
m narrow plnces, where they rnhllle an atmoopbero 
laden with exhalations from decomposing matter. 
There is some good milk retailed in New York, 
and there may be, also, lllllDY very honest retailers. 
But to dilute with water, and then introduce mix
tures to give the characteristic consistency, flavor, 
and de!l'rcc of richness peculiar to the unadnltcr
ated article, is admitted to be a common practice 
in IA>n<loo , and has been imitated cxto1mvelv iu 
New ~ork. Whet.her we ~ve an~·thing hes°idcs 
water 10 Botton milk, remains to he ascertained. 

The demand does not apparenUy warrant any eJ• 
tra efFona at imitation. When our population hu 
doubled, the 1U11terials for cheating may come 
cheaper than country milk, and then iugenioua 
deceptions may be expcet.ed. 

We have visited the vast milk ettabl ishments of 
London, aud retain a distinct recollcctiou of the 
peor imprisoned animal.I (iu one stable four hun
dred in number) that furnish milk for the multi
tnde. Ulcerations or the liver and a diseased state 
of the langs are common, where many cow• are 
kept together in atnbles. Milk from aoimalii fed 
on the miserable alops of a bre•v-house, or distil
lery, must he of a wretchedly poor quality to be~in 
with-nd when it pa5ses to the retailers . it ia im
puesible to conjecture the procea&e& it undergoes to 
increase the quanti1y, with a view to a profit ou the 
materials intermingled. The fresh brams of calvea, 
sheep, pigs, etc .. beaten up in a small quantity of 
milk and then poured into a number of !(&Ilona of 
the vilest combination of milk, water, etc., make 
a factitious 6.uid that actually passes for genuine 
milk! What the effect mlll't be on the public 
hca!th, and especially ou that of children, who 
are hy far the lar1rcst .class of con•umers, may be 
readily conjectured. Under all circumstaneea, it 
is best to dispense with city milk us much aa poe· 
sible. if it is the product of cows kept in town; 
and in the next place, when from the country, con
tinue to purchase of those whoee honeoty is a guar
antee of its purity. There is no stopping place ill 
detailing the mischief that accrues from the hab
itual use of poor milk . Cheating iu everv depart
ment of trade ii certainly rife throughout the 
world . Either honesty does not meet with en
cooiragemeot, or the heart of man is inclined to 
evil perpetually.-Bo3ton Med. and Surg. Journal. 

DISPLACEl\IENTS OF THE NON-GRAVID 
UTERUS. 

J. F. Peebles, M.D., of Petersburg, Va., waa 
the snccCStiful ,candidate for the Fiske .t'und Prize 
of the Medical Society of Rhode hlnnd, the last 
season. His esaay wu on " Displacements of the 
non.gravid Uterus-their local and coostitutional 
effects." It has been published in a pamphlet of 
forty-set en octavo pnges, nnd makes a very respect
able appearance in its typographical arraug~ments, 
independently of its literary merit. Dr. l'eeblea 
proceeds systematically in considering the subject 
under three natural divisions: ht. The natural 
bistorv. diagnosis, and local symptoms of different 
forms· of di~placcment; 2dly, The general symp~ 
toms. ot· constitutional effects common to all forms 
of uterine displacement; nnd 3dly, The treatment. 
He then takes op the consideration of a catalogue 
of uterine mnlndies, each of which is separately 
nod fully described, abowing a familiarity with 
every fact essential to the practitioner. 1''or exam
ple. profap3iu is explained ; and the curious cir
cumstance that civilization ia multiplying suffer. 
ers, ho.o not CE~nped the authors critical pen. The 
nature of the difficulty. its mechanism and causes, 
etc .. form 110 important and instructive article.
Then follom n similar analysis of r~frorer1io11 and 
antever3ion, with minute practical instructions bow 
to proceed with the patient. Thia, too, is an ad
mirable survey of the anatomical re!atious of pane, 
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illustrated by two outline drawinge. Ple:i:iona of 
the uterus, ovarian irritation, dysmenorrh~a, etc., 
occupy several ~es, in which the whole ground 
ie carefully con•1dercd. l<'iually, Dr. Peebles ex
hibits hi.! Etrcui:.>th m06t advantageously iu the plan 
of treatment. He favora the P.euary--of a pecu
liar construction, however; while ao1ne of the lead
ing practitionera hero at the North are now wholly 
discarding them. But though medical gentlemen 
may differ in "pinion rtl'pcctiug the value of gen
eral com;titutioual treatment, they will generally 
agree in this, wc apprehend, that mochanical assi•t
ance of some kind must be Te!ortcd to, for tem
porary relief. if nothing more; since medicine can 
be of but little or 110 more utility in a purel7 
mechnnicnl di>arrangement of the uterus than in 
a di,locate<I limb. A majority of phYBicians view 
the subject precisely in this light; and con~equently 
apparntns will continue to be devised by ingenioua 
arthans, at the so!{gestion of this clasa of practi
tioners, notwithstanding tho objections to inch 
contrivances by others. eminent for pnaition and 
scientific influence This production 1s one of the 
best of the Piske Prize Essavs, and is a judicious. 
instn1ctive guide for a practitioner. It ie worth a 
hundred thcoretie11l 5peculations upon controverted 
points. whirh serve to pnzzle mrn•s brains, with. 
out furnishin;c a aiogle practical idea worth re. 
memberiug.-Boston Jfed. and Surg. Journal. 

see her again. On my second visit I found her 
much relieved, and the surface of the >kin under 
the front pad (if I may ao term it) thicklv studded 
with pustnlous ernptioos, aud discbargi~g consid
erable quautitie; of &emi-transparent pua. I ad
med her to discontinue it a day or two, and then 
apJ.>lY it again, which she did by t>lacing a very 
thin muslin between the akin and zmc. The pwi· 
tules healed iu a short time, and 1be continued to 
wear the aupportor for three weeks cou•tantly, at 
the end of which time she was cured of the len
corrhrea, her strength improved, she ate well, and 
in fine tailed herself tDell. She now docs much 
hard hou.5ehold labor, and, so far as my knowledge 
goea, has not had a recurrence of any of her for. 
mer trouble. 

We cannot expoct inch happy results in every 
cue; but that Seymour's instrument is a valuable 
npplicotion in a majority of like roses, J have no 
doubt, and would rnvite phyticians generally to 
make trial of it when OCC81!io11 requiru, and hope 
to hear the re!'ult through ~·our valm1ble Journal.
Bo1l01t Med. at1d Sur9. Jourtaal. 

PENALTfF.S TO WHICH MEDICAL MEN 
ARE EXPOSED in lite diuharrr fl/ tlil'ir 
J)utiu , IL1 srrn i11 tl1e Case of Rou!Jlt \", /1011g!t, 
L!letl, a11d ot!teri. 

Judges, including Ju1ticea of the Peace, are 
G.olLVANIC SUPPORTERS. protected iu the discharge of their dn!ics; coun-

sel are not responsibleforthcopiuioos1hry deliver, 
A ph7dician in Ne" Hampehire writes to the or for the proceedings thcl advise, and jurymen 

editor"io regard to tbeae new in•tromenta aa fol- incur 110 pcnnlty by rcturnmg verdicts contrnry to 
lows: evidence. But the medical profes;ion enjoys no 

S111.,-l wish to add my mite in railing the at- &ueb immunity. Medical men, for acl.$ done iu 
tentioo of the profe:liion to Seymour"s Galvanic the discharge of their dut>-, nre expmcd to lcg.U 
Supporters, which I have been n•ia11 eome months penaltiea, aud may be subjected to \"cxatious Jaw. 
put for the cure of prolapaus uteri. leucorrh~. •nit.o ou the wo·ak .. t and moot uufouuJed nllega
amenorrhcm, hysteria. etc. When this instrument I tious. Of this a remarkable ill11stratio11 is ntf.1rd
waa presented to me for the first ttme, I was dis- ed by the case of Rough c. Rough. I.yell, aud oth
poeed to ciaos it with the many abdominal and era, tried before the Lor1l-J11>tice Clerk nud a jw·y 
spiuo-nbdominal supporten which have been in u1e on tho 9th of August lnot. 
for a series of year• pASt, nud felt but little or no The circum;;tancea of that case a.re briefly these: 
inclination to make trial of any new instrument of The pnn;uer, Rough, was brouicbt from a di•-
the kind, inch had been my disappointment in tance to her mother'• horuJe in a state of insanity, 
almost every instance when I had applied the old iu 1''ebruary, 1847. Dr. Lyell, of Duutlec, at the 
ones. But oo a mature examination, it occurred request of her relatives, had several iutervicws 
to me that galvanism applied in union with me- with her. for the /urpoae of examining iuto her 
chanicnl support might be worth trying,and4ccord- state of mind; an thereby. and al•o from inqui
ingly I purch8'1Cd one half·dozen to ~ve them a ries of her relatives and others 1111<1 l'Orrc.poudence 
fair trial, ns I had 11t that time under treatment with the medi~,111 nian who nttcnilcd her pn:viously, 
several patient& aftlictcd lrlth different forms of i;afoficd himself of her insanity. Accordin;dy he 
uterine derau~ement. granted a certificate, on a petition to the Sheriff of 

Io no one instance, as yet, have I been diaap- Edinburgh, for warrant to confine her, and this 
pointed in the elfecta produced by the application. certificate waa subsequently ~igocil by Drs Moir 
One single CMe I will bricfl7 mention here. I and Scott, of Musselburgh, after they hatl care
wa~ call .. d, ~ome six weeks since, to vi.lit a married fully examined the patient. A warrant wast.her~
lady who had had leucorrh<Ea, as she said. for the after obtained for her confinement in on Asylum, 
last two yeara, with scarce a day's cessation. I near Mn.si.elburgh. where 1he waa in consequence 
found her ncrvou1 ay•tem very much derange<l, placed. She rem11ined and was treatc1l there . ilown 
with debility consequent upon the continual drain , till About Augmt. 1850. By that time she h:ul 
loe' of appetite. and conaiderable emaciation, and improveil in health, and was, in con>e4ucnce, pcr
of C»W'lle unable to perform much of any kind of milled to remove and board with a family in the 
lab<>r. Without presenting any internal 111edicine. vii age of Ormiaton. 
(e1cept a simple tonic,) I molved to 1pp!7 the aop- Having afterwards recovered, or at least nllrgiog 
porter, which 1 immediately did. I adjuated it aa t.hat ahe was sane, anil bod never been insnue. she 
nicely as possiblo, anti directed her to wear it day brought an action against her relatives aud othera, 
and night for one week, when I would call &11d and alao agaill.5t the medical men, lo recover dam-
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age. from the former for b1u-ing wrongly con
fined, 01· caused to be confined, and wrongly 
detained, or caused her to be detained, in the asv. 
lum; and from the latter for gmnting their certif. 
icates without due inquiry and examination . 

Drs Lyell and Scott. (Moir being dead ) were 
compelled to d1·fend this action. nnd after R costly 
record had been made up, issuea were adjnsted and 
tbe cause set down for trial. Much trouble and 
great expense were incun-ed in getting up evi
dence and prepa1ing. The dny of trial came. A 
hoet of counsel nppesred for the parties. A jnry 
wu i111pa11elled and the trinl commenced. llnt 
110 utterly groundless W"9 the pnrsuer's ca!!C found 
to be, that nfter two or three of her witnesses had 
been ~xamin1·d. her connsel gave it up altogether, 
and the Jud.11e had to dn-eet the jur~ to return R 

verdict for tbe defenders in l'el!pect there was no 
evidence tu 1(0 to them . 

The result of this trinmphnnt refutation of the 
puT11uer'1 aecusation is, thnt DTll. Lyell and Scott. 
for con!<'ientionsly certifying whnt they believed 
to be tme. are amereed in a heavv bill of cost.. 
Por. although the verdict entitles them to decree 
for ex1>eusos, that decree will, it is believed, be 
utterly worthleBS. Surely, for such a grievance n 
remedy sbonld be provided.-EJinhrgn J[onlhl!f 
Journal of M•dical Srimre. 

PROFESSIONAL SUCl)ESS. 

There i~ a sio11:ular difference in medical men in 
re1pect to their nbility to inspire confidence, which 
ia the fir>t •tep in obtaining bn1iness. Some, with 
an immensity orleaming, have " cold exterior and 
a forbidding upect that preventa them from having 
Buy hold upon the public regards. They cnnnot 
~ucceed, on account of the nngraciouanegs of their 
manners. Others, without any solid acquirements, 
att~iu a snt'cCll. that astouiahea their superiors, who 
cannot forbmr wondering that such superficial 1t. 
tainmentd should have a currency among the in. 
telligent. The secret of all this, is. a kind way of 
saying and doing thin1t9. How true it is, that a 
spoonfull of honey will catch more fliea than a 
barrel of vinegar. We have known many excellent 
worthy p~ysicians. of unqueotioned talents, who 
dragged through life in poverty 110d diiiappoint
mcnt, without ever convincing the cnmmnnily of 
their clllims. 'fhey frightened off those who 
might have p~tronized them in the beginning, by 
refusing to p3rticiP"te in neighborhood comte.ies 
nnd civilititll! which 11re so necessary in becoming 
one of t.he people. 

A really tact in deucting the aymptoms of a 
case gives eclat to a phrsicinu. P11tienta are not 
partial to a tedious ernmination by perctIDion. a 
stethoscope. and a pair of ears 11\l over their bodies 
at every visit. Many a good and conl'Cientions 
practiti?ner. has ~ost eome of hi.I bed boainess, by 
overactm!I: m tbta manner. 

A finiohed medic:al education ia l~t upon many 
practitioners, who abandon the medical ranka in 
di•gu•t, ont of patience with the "·orld, when the 
real cause of their poor progress io in tbemselvee. 
:\ happy di~ition. and a COIT6'pouding external 
deportment u a better inheritance than an e.itate. 
A sycophantic smile, or an obsequious deference to 
mental inferiors, just beeaoae they repretent a 

monied influence that may be turned to profitable 
account, ia despicable in all, but especially in a 
physician . A medir11l hypocrite soon fiuda his 
true level. A fair, open, cordial deportment should 
characterize a prnctitioner of medicine. He mut 
be a man nmong men-entering into their inter
~ts, and sympathi:t.ing both in their p~perity and 
adven1ity.-Bosfo>t Jf~d. a,.d SMrg. Journal. 

SUSPEN:::>ED ANIMATION. 

Accordiup; to a Providence, R. I. paper, the fol
lo~·iug extraordinary case ia now very much occn
pymg tbe thought. of the people of Coventry, 
The account proceeds thus-

"About three weeks ago the wife of Mr. Hen17 
Colvin, of Coventry, roae in the morning, com
plniniug of a .pafo in her aide. She soon alter fell 
a'leep. and died, as supp011Cd. When her frieudt 
catue to nttei;d the funeral, they were struck by 
the remarkably lifo .like appearance of the corpae, 
and tbe fnneml w111 deferred. Since then she bu 
lain in the same condition, and manv have visited 
Mr. Colvin's house, none of whom· can discover 
any signs of decay. There bad been uo alteration 
on l''riday, 21st, a period of ab ut three weeks. 

It is rather strange that m New England a per
son ahould have remained so lonit inanimate, and 
no one been fonn<l who wu able to determine 
whether the body was a living or a dead on11. A 
deputation of physiologista had better be invited 
from Providence. at the expense of Coventry, to 
setlle the qnostion before the frost sets in. A 
lancet, a thermometer, or balf a dozen other aim. 
pie a@:eut1, might have been employed the fini 
day, matead of allowing eo mnch precioWI time 
to have been lo;t. If it were catalep&y. or eome 
other anomalo11.1 condition of the nervous system, 
and consciousnesa or the power1 of volition simply 
1nspended-the woman moat have died before 
this of inanition. Perbape eome medical gentle
man in that neighborhooCl will have the kindneu 
to communicate the finale. 

MEDICAL MEETINGS IN CINCINNATI. 

From a variety of 10urcea, detached acconnta of 
the late wordy war of the facnlty in the Queen 
City of the West, have reached the Atlantic border, 
u our readers have already been informed. The 
last number of Dr. Buchanan'• Journal contains a 
full report of all the facts and circumstance& re. 
lating to the matter. After following the detailt 
of each meeting, which bel\r a striking similarity 
to a police report. it is quite impoeaible to ucer
tain who wu r~ht. Certain it is. thnt all were 
wrong who participated in the vituperatiooa re
corded. A certain candidate for a prominent elec. 
tive office, after reading what the papeTll &Merted 
of hi.I character, aaid that he had no idea that he 
WM so bad till he AW it in print. Snch will be 
the conclusion of 10me of the Cincinnati physi
cians as the weakn~• and failings of each were 
uu~paringly portrayed by the speakers. There 
were aome plain truths told, shackled and embar-
1'1188ed by extravagant representations of individual 
ambition. Many appear to have agreed that the 
H01pital, the queetio11 conceruing the poaaeuion ol 
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which gave rise to the protracted and disgraceful 
controveny, wu a badly-managed institntion. It 
wu a singnlar dedaration to mnke, before a great 
assembly, that in one department there "flJl!f'e 01tl!f 
llaree old IC01111'1l, *"'' tllere for tte3t en4f" Some 
parts of the spCtthee of Dr. Tho. 0. Edwards. a 
former member of Congress from Ohio, are witb
ont a parallel in medic~! dilCoHious. If he. cnn 
outlive the effects of h11 orato11, and especially 
of such stories as Pat and Murphy'• whisky frolic , 
and Sally and Jacob, he ia 1uvulnerable Dr. 
M'llvaiue acems to have ererciaed a keen vein of 
wit, to the ten-ible annoyance of his advenaries. 
On the whole, it will prove au onfortounte quar
rel, by eatabliahiug penionnl animoeities between 
gentl6men who ought to be on the beat profea
aional terma.-Bolto11 Med, arrd Sug. Jn•n..l. 

.U'HONI.\ OF TWENTY MONTHS STAND
ING. RELIEVED HY IODINE INHALA
TION. 

•v l::D11'AaD • ll'l'SVBICI, M. D., LZL\NOlt, O. 

In a communication to the American Medical 
Al!80Cidion, in ita volume of ·rranaactioo.a for 1850. 
Prof. Pancout bu given the record of two casm of 
1088 of voice-the one of air, the other of •even 
montha atanding-both cured by inhalation of a 
dilut. cholorine va~r. 

In c'ounection with tbeae cues, Dr. Pancout re
marked:-"1'he form of aphouia here alluded to, ia 
that which practitionen muat have met with, fol
lowing an ordinary cold, without leaving any per
ceptible organic lllfioll in the pulmonary apparato.a. 
Tlie voice ie reduced to a faint, hoal'le whiaper, 
diatiugnishable only at the distance of a few feet, 
and at continued attemps to talk, though it gin• 
no pain, become& quickly atteuded with a feeling 
of fatigue, u though there wu ~ome obetruction to 
the puage of air through the larynr. In breath
ing merely, there ie little or no difficulty, in theae 
caseo, • the individual• are capable of uudergoiug 
considerable exertion without very unu.nal sign• 
of fatigue. The difficultf hu appeared to mu to 
be in the paralyzed cond1tiou of the m111Clee of the 
111!1111, whose b111ineae it ia to dilate the rima glot
tid11, during the act of articulation." 

The conrl111ion of Dr. Paucoa,;t i1, that such 
agente 88 will ercite a healthy and proper degree 
of 1timulatiou Ill the affected structure ought ra
tionally to reetoro the power of articulation. Hu 
con•eqneutly ued the dilut. choloriue Y11por, with 
entire 1ucceae in the two Clll'e! referred to--e.t the 
same time ang~eated tliat iodine, or other similar 
agent.a, would doubtless produce a similar effoct. 

The following cue of thie kind lately occurred 
in my practice, chiefly remarkable from the long 
duration of absence of voice, being twenty months, 
in other reepecta 1imilar to thoee relat:ed by Dr. 
Pancoast. 

April 6, 1853.-Mias -- applied for med
ical advice and treatment, in a case of 1088 of voice, 
of twenty montha' 1tandi11g, oupervening upon a 
lli,bt atilck of influenza. Hu been subject to 
bnef atilcke of hoane11esa, luting for a few daya 
at a time, for 1everal yea!'I. General health deli
cate. Since the preeent attack, bu been 1ubject to 
a great variety oltreatment, inclnding the applica. 

tion of nit. ailv. in strong solution, withi11 the lar
nyr, by means of the sponge proboug. Not.bing, 
howeve:", produced any effect on the voice. I find 
uroo ca!·cful eramination, ~o cspec~l ~vidcnce of 
d11ease 111 the faucca; there 11 an entire rn11bility to 
produce sound of any description witll the proper 
vocal organs; al 1 attell'pta at speak in~ are made with 
tbe lips-wllirpmng. But not hem~ ablu to di. 
v~t myselfoftlle idea that n follicular 10f1111mnatiou 
of the throat and bronchial tub~ wns the cause of 
the milChicf in some way, I commenced the treat
ment by directing the inhalation uf nit. eilv. pre
pared with the lycopodium, 111 au imp11lpable pow. 
der, and inhaled by means of the appal'lltus intro. 
duced by Dr. Ira Warren. This trentmcnt wne 
faithfully persevered ,n for one month, with no 
better ret<ult than the previ0111ly-tried remedies. 

May 7 .-Acting upon the itlea suggel>ted b1 
Prof. Pancoa&t, of paralpis of the muscles of the 
larynx, I now detennined to t11 the iodine vapor. 
l accordingly selected an)pparatna, consioting of a 
metalic vase or urn, with a cloee-fitting cover, lier. 
ible tnbe, and month-piece attnch"d (used some 
yea" since for breathing medicatud vapon in the 
tre11tmcut of oonsnmption .) l directed my patient, 
after filling the veosel half full with hot water, to 
drop in twenty drupe tincl. iodi"' • and inhale the 
vapor produced by the beate•l wntcr. lnlu~lation 
to be repeated once to thiice dai ly, accordin;.: to the 
irritation or elfecte, otherwiee produced. The fi . ~t 
inhalation produced great nauaea for 11 abort time, 
and copiom bloody expectorations, bnt nccom. 
paniod by an almoot immediate. though partial re
storation ofvoice. The d1>1e of iodine was directed 
to be reduced to fifteen drops; and thereafter no 
unpleasant effects were produced. The voice 1:on
tiuued to improve steadily under this t1·eatment, 
until at the eud of a week, it had acqnired the nat
ural fulncee and diatinctneae of tone. 

June 15.-More thau a month bu elapsed since 
the rcetoratiou of voice; it continnM di.tinct and 
natural.-Weafel'll Lilflcet. 

MIDICAL COLLEGES. 

The first we notice of th-. in the order of time, 
u claiming priority of e1ietence. ia the M· dical 
(JQ/leg" of O/aio, located on Sixth 1treet. It ie a 
state instttnte. and wu firet chartered by the Leg
ialatnre. in 1819, bot did not go fully int, opera
tion until the year 1825. Tho 1tate furniahed the 
means by which a college edifice was er<'Cted. Thi11 
buildintr etood for a period of about 25 ycan, and 
an1wered all the pnrpoeea for which it was de-
1ignerl, but the trusteeuod faculty of the io1titutc, 
thinking it important to the prop;resA of medicine to 
keep up witb th.e improvements of lhe ci1~-, hnd the 
ve11erable old pile torn down, and a new 1111d much 
more magniieent structure reared upon it.I ruins.
No i111Litution, perhaps, of the kind in the United 
Statce can bout a better aelected library . or a mono 
complete anatomical, 111rgical , llD<l botanical eabi· 
net, embracing every neceuary to illustrate the 
acience; and no institution ha had more 11ble and 
experienced profeaaorw in ite faenlty from time to 
time; and yet with all theee advaota,11:ea, together 
with the P"troaage of the state and the ercluive 
control of the Commcrdal Hospital, no inatitution 
bu had more nnmeroaa and ft9'1ueDt ehangea ia. 
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16 MEDI CAL COLLEGES. 

its faculty, and, in proportion to its faculties, ao few But tbi11y1tem must hue a local habitation qj 
a nnmber of atudenta. 'l'he Medical College of a name. to elfect which it is nec.ary to make-. 
Ohio •cema to have been an ill-fated concern, and rificea, and brave the contempt and liCOrll of thOll 
the wonder of 1111 it.I friends has been, why, in view whoee wiadom conailll.a in following the tread-mill 
of all the considerations of its age and &tanding. of their profession, and whoee al'J'Ojlance 'tl'U equal 
and the o.Jvautages which it enjoys, (being vutly to their braina. By private elforta a medical col. 
superior to those of any other medical college in lege wu erected and a faculty organized, and tea 
the We.stern country.) it has not accoml'lishcd more years had not elapted until the "feeble one became 
in the great work of medical education. There a tho1111Wd," and more &tndents were enrolled ia 
wu.t be oomething wrong i~ its policy and man- the catal~e of one sesaion in the 1'~leetic Medical 
agemcnt--somethiug rotten Ill Denmark-nd no- Institute than in all the Old School medical col. 
til that great enemy of her peace and prosperity i& legea in Ohio. How shall we aceount for this faet, 
dioc~vcrcd and removed out of the way, its yearly unlHI we conclude that thia Pehool holds out in
rounds of r,anuonadiug frum its port-holes upon the ducemcnlli to students, irreater than are found ia 
various reform sy;,tem• of the day, "'ill not save it I any Western echooJq The nation is eelectic, aud a 
from the encl'OllChment.i of the briatling enemv.- few more years will find this same Eclectic Medical 
Scriou•ly, we have nothing airainst the Medical lnai.itnte of Ohio, which haa had every diaadvaa. 
College of Ohio. W c vcnerat~ her for age, and the tage to contend with, not only the fint school ill 
acrvicc which she hiu rendered. We truly com- the Weat, u it now really is, but the fint in im. 
miserate her condition, and now that she labora portance in America. 
and groans under a heavy debt, incurred by her In collnection with tile Institute i1 a large and 
friends to clothe her iu a new &nit of brick and paint, admirably furnished bnildiog, on Sixth 1treet, de. 
and varnish, and there seems to be no way for her nominated Newton's Clinical Institute. In its in
to ahakc off the incumbrance, having ezha115ted all terual amingemenll, particoarly its wards.-being 
her strcn;:th, we ftar she most sink beneath her ac- separate room•, all of whicb."nre furni,hed with every 
curoulnted woes. After having been refitted at so convenience. 1uch as gas lighta, hot and cold water, 
much expense, and made rea1ly for 1ea, to hear all of which are conveyed in pipes through the 
that she is not sea-worthy, is afilicting indeed.- building-itiaa111uperiorto thaCommercial Hoapi
Sbe may be ovcrhaule.J, and yet prove serviceable tal •• thnt. institution is to the Peat Holll6. The 
to the 8tate and community, but to make her so atudenta of the Eclectic Colle,;e have acxess to thia 
we imagine that, like the "Old Constitution," all Institute, and none are excluded, who seek to en. 
her timhers must be displaced by new ones. At joy ill advantages according to ita rule1 and regllla. 
present we say to the venerable old '11Ulter-reguie1- tions. 
c.t irt pau. There arc two other medical colllll(es in Cincin-

The next iutitutiou of thi1 charact~r we shall nati, recently organized, viz: the Clncionati Col. 
name, is that of the E/,clic J[,,dical Institute, lo. leze of Medicine and Surgery.and the Miami Med
catcd on the coruer of Court and Plum atreeu.- ical College. Both of these inttitutions have able 
th is institute was chartered by the Legislature of faculties and seem to biu fair for auceeasful com. 
Ohio in 1845. The college edifice is of very J>laio petition with the old Medical College of Ohio.
exterior aud humble pretensions, though sufficient- Biclcle1/1 'Ired .Afllericat1 .Reoiete. 
Iv larµc and well arranged to answer all the pnr· 
poses for which it was crecte<l. Without the prea
tige of state patronage, without grants of money or 
land from compauil's, or private donations from 
indiviJu .. Js, without frienda, without influence, 
and with an arrav of the Ohio Medical College and 
all the facnlty (incorporated and unincorporated) 
of the city and all tho old "regulars" of the sur
ronndinic country against it, this fatherleu, moth
erless child found iteclf alone in this great city of 
the West. Aud yet not entirely 'alone. There 
were a few. who, though regularly trained in the 
Old School, were not fa.posed blindly to pursue 
the iron path of established practice, and let the pa· 
ticnt die rather than depart from the preacriptious 
lai<I down in the books. They felt conscious that 
there must be progress in the science of medicine 
u well as iu every other science, and that among 
the many rfforta at reform there must h1Ye been 
evolved eome prioeiple11 th 1t were good and worthy 
of adoption; at leut I hat it was not the part of wi1-
clom to renounce and eschew them until they were 
tried. That divine clecticism which teaches,"prove 
all th inga, hold fast that which :ia good,'· taught 
them to examine every theory aud every practice, 
and by bringing all to tho test of eiperience, to re. 
tain in their materia medica and therapeutics that 

. which was good, and to r.ast the worthleta away, 
though it claimed a h~h antiquity, and wu backed 
11p by a long list of venerable namee. 

BITE OF THE RATTLESNAKE. 

BY THOMAS A. ATCHIBO!'f 

I was snmmoned in haste on the evening of the 
20th of September, 1852. to see Miss R---, a 
young lady aged 17, Jiving five miles in the coun
try, who (I waa informrd by the m~senger) while 
Laking a stroll in company with her mother, waa 
bitte11 by a ra!tlesnakc. I arrived about half put 
7 o'clock, two hour~ and a half after the accident. 
I founu my patient almost moribund, pulse wavy 
anil scarcely perceptibfo at the wrist, surface cold 
and bathed in perspiration, face swollen, with o. be. 
sotted expression, mind wandering, pupils dilnted, 
could not see. declaring it was very dark. although 
candles wel'e burning in the room. asked frequent.. 
ly if it wns not raining hard, althou15h the night 
was calm and clear. Upon examination, I found 
that the bite had been inflicted upon the in•tep of 
the left foot; two little punctures were very per. 
ceJ.ltible. around which there wa.• a grttnish areola, 
with some puffiness. 

Having heard of the marvelo11B efficacy of "spir
its" in the relief of similnr cases, I nt once deter
mined to give the remedy a full aod fair trinl.
Rcason and analogy su;t.aincd it. The nervous 
sydem was overwhelmed by a swift and deadly IMI· 
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EXCISION OF THE TESTES. 17 

dative poilon. it mnlt be enpported br an equally 
powerful ditfnaible stimulant; accordtngly 1 gave 
half a glaea of whiskey, which wu awallowed with 
avidity. Meanwhile the wound wu freely ecari
fied and copped, and the extremitiea placed in a 
hot saline bath, tweuty grains of carb. amonia wu 
then given, which wu immediately thrown np, to
gether with the rontents of the atomnch, colored a 
bri~ht grue green. A common ailed gluafnl of 
whiskey wu now ginn . the patieut draining with 
eagernea. the Jut drop, and begging with the en
erp:y of instinct for more; tbu a glue of whiskey 
and twenty gra. of ammonia were p:iven alternately 
fff'ery half hour. until three pints of the formerand 
eighty grains of the latter were taken, and w bat 
is remarkable, not the elightett intoxication en•ned; 
on the contrary the nrgentand alarming aymptoma 
gave way, wannth was rllftored to the aurface, the 
pulse rtiturued to the wrist, the mind wu called 
back from its wauderinge, and ahe fell into a quiet 
1leep. from which she awoke at 5 o'clock, A. M., 
complaining of intense pain in the foot,shootiug up 
the rnside of the leg to the knee. Ordered mor
phia, fourth grain; fomeutationa of laudanum and 
camphor, followed by riultice of linnm sew, with 
the effect of entire rehef of pain. 'l'be following 
day, castor oil was giv~u to move the bowels; from 
thnt hour she saifered no further inconvenience 
from the bite. 

:rhe instinctive avidity and impunity with which 
th11 delicately nurtured young lady took so large a 
quantity of spirits, aufticient nuder ordinary circum. 
.stances to have killed a re~ular /,a/Ji/1111, would ex. 
cite astonU.hment, if we did not reflect that it was 
antagonized by the depreesing efi'"ects of the IX>iwn 
on the nervous system. 

But the most iutereeting featnree in this cue re
maina to be 1tated; Miss R--,at the time she wu 
bitten, was the aobject of a well-marked hooping 
cou~h, which was then epidemic in the neighbor
hood; 1he had had the d1aease about three weeks, 
consequently it was at its acme, but on recovcrinc 
from the effects of the poi6on. to her great •urprise 
and [tr&tification, her cough had d.i>appearcJ also, 
nor did it return; being essenti11lly a epaamodic 
diseue, it was awept 11way by the powerful impres
sion made upon the nervous sy•tcm.-So.tMn. 
JotJrnal of tlte Jledical afld Pltylical ScW.ce1. 

EXCISION OF THE TESTES. 

Prof. S. D. Grose, in his report to the State 
Medical Societr of Kentucky, on "Improvements 
in Surgery;• gives the followin~ acconut of a sin
gular operation performed by hunaelf: 

A very novel C&l!e, justify;ng, in my opinion, ex. 
cieion of teatea, carue under my obeervation in 
1849. So far as my information extends, there ia 
DO account of any operation for a similar object 
upon record. Tbe patient, at the time I first aaw 
her-the bad always been regarded u a girl, and 
bad been eo pronounced by the aecoucber-wu 
three yeara of age, b&Yinit been born on the 1 Otb of 
Jnly 1846. At the age of two, ahe began to eYince 
the feelinga and disposition of a boy; rejectod dolls 
and similar articlea of am1118111ent; became fond of 
boyish aports. She wu well ~ro11'11, perfectly 
healthy, and quite fleshy; the hau wu dark and 
long, the eyes black, and the expr91ion Ye'l"J mgree-

able. Upon making a careful examination, found 
the exterllal geui&ab in the following very aingular 
condition. 'J'here wu neither a penis nor a v11gi
na; but instead of the former there was a awaJI 
cliloria, and instead of the latter a cul-de-sac, cov
ered with mncoua meubrane. The urethra occu
pied the uaual ~itnation; the nympha: were natural
ly &mall; but tbe labia were well developeil, and 
contained each a teatia, quite u large, con•istent 
and well shaped, as they ever are in boys at that 
age. 

It being apparent from the fa.eta of the case that 
it was oue ul mon~trosity of the genital organs, 
nsnally denominated hermll{lhrodism, the q nll:jtion 
at once occurred whether anything ought to be done 
to deprive the poor child of that part of the genital 
apparatua, which, if permitted to rema.iu until the 
age of puberty, would be sure to be followed by 
sexoal deaire, and which might thus conduce to the 
fo1·mation of an un-'irtunate matrimodl.al connec
tion. Such an alliance, it waa evident, would even. 
tnateonly in chagrin, disappoiutment.'and probably, 
in d~race. Certainly no impregnation could ever 
occur, and eYen copulation could be performed but 
imperfectly. I gaye the aubject all the consider&· 
tion I wu able!' ID bntow upon it; I felt the re. 
sponsibility of my position; a new question. involv
ing the happineea of my little patient and the deep. 
eat interat of her parents, wu presented to me.-
I appealed to all the records of my profC11aion, but 
in vain, for a precedent. lJ nder the circullll!tanclll, 
I 5ongbt the advice of a medical fricud, P1ofesaor 
.Miller, in whose wisdom and integrity I hnd un
wavering confidence. He saw the child, and ex
amined her; he viewed the cue. as I had done pre
viously, in all ita aspects, phisiological, legal, auJ 
surgical, and his conclw;ion was that cxcU.ion of the 
testet woold not only be jwotifiable. but highly 
proper; that it would be nn act of kindness and bu- • 
manity to the poor child to deprive it of an append. 
age of so uselesa a nature, one which might ulti. 
matel y lead to the rniu of her happines:s. '!'he 
pare11l• were already aolititous for an operatien, and 
having imparted to them our decision, I Do longer 
beaitated in regard to the coor•e 1 ought to porsne. 

I performed the o~eration of cutration on the 
20th of July, 1849, au!ed by my pupils, Dr. D. D; 
Thompson, of this city, Dr. Greenbury Henry, of 
Burlington, Iowa, and Dr. William H. Cobb, of 
Cincinnati. The litLle pati1 nt being put nuder the 
intlnence of chloroform,l made a perpcudicnlar in
cision into each labium do"n to the testis, which 
wu ca1·efnlly separated from the surrounding parts, 
and detached by dividin15 the lower part of the •pcr
matic cord. The artenes of the cord being ae
cured with ligatnrea, the edges of the wound were 
brought together with twisted sutures, and the child 
put to bed. Hardly any blood was !oat during the 
operation. A bout two hour• afterwards the labium 
became greatly distended and discolored; and upon 
remoYing the antnre, the wuree of mischief wu 
found to be a small artery, which was immediately 
drawn ont and tied. No nnpleoaant symptoms of 
any kind enaned after this, aud in a week the litLla 
patient waa able to. be np, being quite well and 
happy. The tllltea were carefnlly ~amined after 
remOnl, and were round to J>e perfectly formed in 
every re1pect. The e~rmaf.ic cords were natnraL 

I ban seen t.hil child re~tedly since the opei'
at.ioll, u her parata live only a few aqaaret from 
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18 OPIUM AND ALCOHOL. 

my office. nnil have watched her mental and phys. 
ical development. Her parents, who are persona of 
observation and intelligence, af&nre me lhnt her 
disposition and habits are those of a girl; tbut &be 
takes {(rent delight in srwing and bonso.wo1·k, and 
that obe no lo uger indulges in riding upon sticks 
and other bo\'ish exercises. Her person is well de. 
velopcd, her 'mind unrommonly active for a child 
of her ycars.-ProtPedi11gs Jledic.~l &cfrly of Ky. 

CHOLERA AT SEA. 

The records of cholera at sea are not confined to 
the papers on this side of tho Atlantic. The. Eng· 
lish pupers notice the return of sc~eml ew:graut 
vessels, obliged to pnt back by the deva.tat1ou of 
tho disease.~ 'l'be liniding Star. n VC61'cl of 200\J 
tons burden, bound from Liverpool to tho U nitetl 
States, put back after being nine dnyti in the chau. 
uel with the Asiatic cholera, of a v~ry fatal type, 
rife' among her paaseogers. Thirteen of be~ pas. 
eeugers died, nnd a number of others were Sick.
Another •hip. the Kossuth bound from Liverpool, 
retnrne.11 ofter being out fifteen days. There had 
been fifty persons attacked, and out of theec, eigh
teen die<!. A numbe1· of the emigrants were Ger
m2ns. The mortality at sea i• becoming frightful. 
ly large. 'l'hc ship Corutellatioo, which arrived 
at Now York, on the ~5th inst., lo~t one hundred 
of her passengcrs.-.N. Y. Ti111rs. 

ANATO.MICAL PREPARATIONS. 

Forrucl'ly there was a general repugn11nre in 
this countrv to keeping parts of the human body 
on sale. It has been a regular business in :France 
for 11 century, and England and the Uuited States 
are still large purchaser• from the French dealers. 
The best aud rarest preparations iu our school aud 
private cabinets, with few c:iccptioos, were pro
cured in Paris. This repugnance to dealing in 
auch articles, however, !ins beeu in a mcfttiure over
come. Within the last vear, Dr. Codwao, of Bos
ton, bBS opened and kept ou sale, a collcctiou of 
all parts of the body, skeletons, etc., to the advan
tage certainly of the medical public, aud he ought 
to be well sustained in the enterprise. llis prices 
are reasonable, and being an obliging mun, and 
knowiug precisely what utti~lcs arc ueedc~, being 
medically educated, the utility and coovco1cuce of 
his c.;tabli•hment. conuccte,l as it is with a large 
collection of slll'gical instruments, are great, and 
we recommend the professiou to visit it. What
ever mny be ordered which docs not happen to be 
in bis collection, cau be procured by him from 
Europe. 

Messrs. Bullock aud Crcnslmw, corner of Arch 
and Si.ttb streets, Philad., have also a bazaar of an. 
atomicnl preparations, where medical gentlemen at 
the South and South-west may procure cxcclleul 
specimens, models, skeletons, smgle bones, and 
abo skeleton beads of many animals. We notice 
the price of a human skull disatticnlated, and 
mounted, so that the bones arc separated by short 
spaces, is fifty dollars; a complete oeteological bis. 
tory of dentition, from the le.eta) condition to ex. 
treme old age, one hundred and fifty dollars. 

Mau7 medical students who feel themselves 

cramped for means to procure their education, 
might pursue the business of preparing skeletons; 
both of men and animals, in endle1;1; variety, and 
put up sections. wet and dl'y, of the viocern. The7 
could also multiply injections, and depots for ana. 
tomical preparations might thus be fully supplied 
in half a dozen of our rommereial citic.;, to the 
certain ndvanta~e of all parties concerned. Com
parative anatomy, particularly, is neglected, aud 
yet the skeleton of every dead hone d~uying in 
the fields, carefully cleansed, would brmg a good 
Wice. So of oxen, swine, sheep, reptiles, ctc.
l'hey are all coveted in cabinets. aud must be had. 
'l'here is no reason why all these articlCI! should 
not be manufactured here, aud thus lessen tho 
prices, besides giving cmplorment to tbote who 
ure admirably fitted by their course of rendin~ 
and dissections, to accomplish all that is prop0&ed 
in these remarks.-Bodon M'!d. and Sury. JoMr
nal. 

OPIUM AND AJ.COHO!r-TIIEIR COMPAR
ATIVE EFI"F.CTS ON THE SYSTEM. De
acrib1·d b:; One wi\o E.rperienct'd them in Au 
oic11 Case. 

rThe writer of the following article, who de
scribes so graphically the effects of both opinm and 
alcohol in his own case, was roceived iuto the New 
Yo1·k Hospital in 1849, suffering from a slight at
tack of dnentery. It wll8 soon noticed that un
nsual svn1ptomseomplicatcd hi> ca>e. Ou iu<ptiry 
he wns.found to be an opium-cater; and after hia 
recovery , an<\ during the period when be was a). 
lowed to remain in the house, to enable him to 
recover, somewhat nt least, from the peruicious ef. 
fccti; of the habit which be had coutracted, he fur
nisbcd the Editor (then on duty there,) by his re
quest. with a history of his caso, which is thought 
of eoflicieut interest to entitle it to publication. 
It has been somewhat abridged; but the language 
ia, with but triflio~ exceptions, tbi.t of the writer 
himsclI.-Editor lt. Y. Jfrdical Timea.] 

The difference between opinm and alcohol in 
their effects on body and mind, is (judging from 
my own experience) very great. Alcohol, push
ed to a ccrt:iin extent, overthrows the bnlauce of 
the facultie.s, and brings ont some one or more into 
undue prominence and activity; aud (aad indeed) 
lhP.U are most commonly our injt•rior, and per
baps lowest facultiee. A mau who, 1ober, 1s a 
demi.god, is, when druuk, below even a beast. 
With opium (mejudice) it is the reverse . Opium 
takes a mau's mind wkere it find1 it, and lifts it 
en ma.rse on to a far higher platform of existence, 
the faculties all retaining their former relative 
positions-that is, taking the mind as it is, it in
ttosifics and exalts all its capacitiea of thought 
and susceptibilities of emotion ; not even thia, 
however, extravagant as it mny sound, conveys the 
whole truth. Opium wenkeos or utterly paralyzea 
the lower propensities, while it invi11oratcs and 
elevates the superior faculties, both rntcllectnal 
aud affectional. 'l he opium-cater is witbont EDI· 
ual appetite; anger, envy, malice, and the on tire 
hell.brood claiming kin to these, seem dead within 
him, or at lell8t ulecp; while gentleness, kindncsa, 
benevolence, together with a sort of sentimental 
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OPIUM A.ND ALCOHOL. 19 

religioniam, conatitnto his habitual frame ofmind. lnp the same level of sen~ation. The fir>t feeling 
If a man has a poetical gift, opium almost irrei;ist. on swallowing the landannm wa1 11 compound of 
iblr stirs it into utterance. If his vocation be to pleasure and p.~in. The pleiUure cons;>tcd in au 
write, it matters not h ... w profound. how difficult, agreeable warmth pervading the system, and a 
how knotty the theme to be handled, opium im- pleasant, gentle thrill p11Stiing along the ucrvea. 
parts a br;fore unlnoion po>l'er of dealing with snch The pain was a sort of con.rtriction, or corrugation, 
a theme; and after completing his task, a man by w!Uch the stomnch seemed to be drnwn togd/eer 
reads his own compoi.itiou with utter amazement or 3/rOft!Jl!J compres8~d. while a @imilnr sensation 
at ita depth, ita grasp, ita beautv, aud force of e.x- rau along the nervous threads. However, both 
pre@Sion, and Wonders w.Vnce CdllM the thought.; thei;e species of sen!lltions were of short duration, 
that stand on the page before him. IC called to and then there remained ouly a ,Paiule."8. comfort. 
speak in public, opium gives him a capio1111nes1 of able iotate of body, together 'lnth a clear, calm 
thought, a fiuency of ntteranca, a frn1tfulnesa of mood of mind, especially apt for all required men
illustration, and a penetrating, thrilling eloquence, tul tasks. When 11 propeusity to gnpc and a sen
whieh often astounds and over-mastel'tl himself, not sation of languor indicated the e:rp1nditur" of tho 
lOBB than it kindles, melts and sw11ye tho audience •timnlus, the dose was renewed; and so the days 
he addresses. I might dilate largely on this topic, went by. After a considerable time. I substituted 
but space aud strength are alike lacking. the opium pill for the laudanum. I think the pill, 

Let no one, however, foncy from these remarks while producing all the deviralh cffccta of the 
that the opinm-e:iter u /J/~3ud. There is another laudanum. produced less of the pillclling. unplr.u. 
side of the picture. dark, gloomy, and fraught with artt senaation above mentioned, than did the land
doom, to wbicb I will allurle bye.and-bye. anum. In other rcspecta, there is a little di1fer-

How became I an opium-cater? A lengthened ence in tboir actions. I cannot tell preci•cly how 
traiu of causes (ns I judge) led to this result. I long I was in reaching half an ounce per week, 
can bnt jruot touch on a few of them. but that point I did finally attain. Aud at that 

E.rliaiut-dnf'J"rou.rnrr!l!J Vl'UthefountaU.-he11d: point I for the moet part remaine1l during the 
Bnt whence thiB cxhnm;tiou7 three yoors I n~ed opium in this vicinity. llnt I 

lat. 'l he accul'tled hnbiL of nervous abuse, which became greatly di.ordered in body, not merely 
little innocent school boy;i are tnngbt by thdr de- through the opium, bnt also th1'0ugb the baleful 
prayed eldel'tl in school, and which, •·ith no habits connected there11·itb. I took no cxerci~e; I 
thought of ita physical and moral harmfulness, is sat 11t my books and papers. day after d11v, from 
usually L'Onliuued till unfolding rew;on aud con- brenkfnst time till 12 and 2 o'clock at night, lo a hot 
science open the victim's eyes to tho real nature study filled with smoke from a cigar kept perpot 
of bis habit. It is u•nally, however, long enough unlly alight. I took a !wt ludh once a fortnight: 
protracted to have wrought uo slight degree of instead of a ro/d bath ~oery mor1ting; in 11 11·ord, . 
nervous exhaustion. all my habits (as I have since learned to nuder-

2J. Tobacco chewing. In my sophomore ye.nr stand) were the worst in the 11·orld for coporeal 
at Carubriilge (being then 16 yeaM1 old,) a pipe- health. I suffered martyrdom from co8tio<ne.u, 
amoking g111ndam gave me a piece of tobllCCO to often goi1111= a week, or nearly that, without a J.>118· 
put in my mouth for a ragiug tooth-ache. It sage. Sometimes, too, I ~ot into a pby~ical sta&e . 
quelled the pain , and from that moment I chewed which opium f/)()u/d not stimulate, aud then I wu 
nine or tcu year11 without cessation. I chewctl, compelled to employ alcohol. .lint alcohol actiug 
too, immoderately, and Epat incesaantly, throwiug on opium-drugged nerves, is exceedingly apt. . to 
out saliva in quantities pt>rfcctly guicidal. produce maniacal intoxication. 

Close application to •tudy, with neglect of the After some ineffectual attempts, I determined ,to 
rules of health, during my collegiate life, and dur- achieve freedom, were it poS5ible, oe the N!t or 
iug three subsequeut years while pnrsuin~ my the consequences • ·hat they might. I cast e¥ery
studies at a theological school, where I r.1lraued thing aside, an<! laid down upon my rack. And a . 
the same tobacco.chowing, unexercising ltfe as at t'&Ck it indeed was! J<'or ten doys n11<l u~ts I 
college. aud still Inter, when settled a,; a clergy- had not, to my kn<l"·Iedge, one instu11t of ~lccp or 
man, brou!iht on a severe attack of dy~pepoia, at- suspended rousciousness. I wu, for several d11y~. 
tended with great longuor of body and depr~ion half dclil'iou~; the blood in my veins wit, like . 
of mind, especially during the warm weather. boiling wntor, and it rmhed to my bead iu tor-

lu eou;cqucnc~ of these feelings, I O<.'CMionally t'ents, which eceme.d, evc.ry moment, 118 if . ;hey 
took a glw;b of wmc, or brandy aud watel', to sup- m"''' bul'!lt asunder 1ta bony enclosure. In· a word, 
p,ly tbe lacking pli!J&ical ba•w for mental action. l believe thnt l was iu a ra~ing broin fovu. In 
fhns pas•cd three sod a half years; and by this fonr weeks I wos out, but I was shattered te pi.ccee; 
time some portion of alcoholic stimulUJ! bad be- nnd for n whole yenr I '11'88 feeble :Ill a child, and 
come almOlit a daily neces•ity, in order that the one w11lkiug repo•itory of aches and d!..trcssing 
mind might execute its appointed taska. If J .&emotions. At the close of that year, I rclinqui:ih
omitted such stimulation. not only did I suffer ed my profesaion, went to a brother's in tao coun
languor and pain of body, but my thinkin!I( pow- try in ocarcb of health, and at fir;;t . simpl~ for oc
ers wero inert and impotent. But I fouud , after cupatiou, commenced in his office the stuJy>0f law. 
a time, that alcohol W&ll perilous to me, since I 1''m· son1e timo I remained weak. and to complete 
could not always calculnto on ita effects, was to the cnse, was finally attacked with nenra!fcia in the 
avoid beiuit pa;-tially mastered by it. I abandoued face and bead. After bearing this ss longJ18-&COm
alcobol, and oubstituted laudanum in its place. I I ed posoible, I couulted two physicians, a"d hotli 
cannot recall the preci•o quantity I at first ust,d, ordered rue Morpliine and qumiue. Need I state 
though I think it 11'88 aome tlfenty dropi:, to.ken ti.to resn.IU I wns again brought und"r U1c powct 
two or three times a day, or 11ften enough to keep uf opiv.m, anll the lln/Jil became fixed lirmJ1.., .. 
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20 OPIUM AND ALCOHOL. 

ever! For two yean, while remainiug there, I 
made uo streuuons attempt to get free again; bnt 
using morphine regnlady, and feeling well, I gave 
myself laborionsly up to my legal studi~. At the 
end of that period, I came to New York, and went 
voluntarily mto Bloomingdale Asylum for thirteen 
weeks. for the purp<>11e of gaining my fre~dom. 
They were awful weeka, for, althongh, per force, 
I used no opiwn during such intervala, and 10, 
after a 1ort, was reecned from the habit, yet I suf
fered inexpressibly from all kinds of ailments 
while there, and ou leaving was extremely debili
tated, aud never for an mstaut free from p11ius 11ud 
uneasiness. 

I th~u completed my la.; studita, and opened a 
law office, at the same time usuming the editor
ship of a newspaper of extensive circulation , being 
put up for Congress, &.c. &e . During these thir
teen or fourteen months, l wu almost entirely a 
stranger to opium; but I never felt well, free from 
pain; vigorous with my pristine 1tren1tth, for one 
remembered dBy. It waa with bnt n' porliou of 
mv original self that l went throngb these pre
pdrator!/ processes. But when, through a series of 
events, m which I was rather passive than ac~ive, 
I found myself with the responsibilities of lawyer, 
justice, editor, and Cong-siounl ca!1didate, lying 
upon me all at once; at the £&me tlme that from 
being I\ husband and the father of three fnir and 
noble boys I was, by a sodden stroke, left a soli
tary, llorrv.leas beiug, my debililated frame and 
unstrung nerves gave way, and I felt th11t, as I 
t0as, I could Mt sustain the burdens p1't!Bllin~ upon 
me. I resumed morphine again; and by its up
holding and calming power, l mnnaged to fulfil 
my multifarious tub; all of them passably, and 
110me of them with no small mta•Are of success. 
So passed about two yeani, iu the latter portion of 

' which time I had reached a quarter-ounce bottle of 
aulphate of morphine eer week. 

I was then Jiving with friends who were hydro
pathhts and vegetable JiVP.\'8, and was intlnenced 
by them to leave off the nse of tobacco, opinrn, 
te11. coffee, nnd moot all at once, n-,d to submit to 
the routine of cold-water drenching. At the end 
of twenty-seven daye, I got abroad, freed from 
opium, exempt from pain. but y,t with the debili
tllte<l feeling of an invn1id rising from a long and 
pro&trating malady, anrl needing rest, good nnrs-
111~, and a generous diet, (and onl!J these) to re
gnm my full original strength; but these I could 
not command. 

The time came at last when I m.iut work, be the 
consequences what ther would, and work, too, with 
my brain, m1 only 1mpleme11t; incl thnt time 
found my bram impott'tlt from a yet uninvigorated 
nervous system. IC I flJOfdd icorft. I mtUt stimu
late, and morphine, bad as it wns, wn1 better than 
alcohol. I took morphine once more, and lectured 
on literary ~iea for some months with triumphant 
tucceea. -While so lecturing in a country town, I 
was solicited to take a parish in the neighhorh<l"d. 
I did so, and there coutinnr.d two years and a 
quarter, performing in that time as much literary 
labor aa ever in three times the interval ii) any 
.prior period of my li: :. In short, I had three 
.happy, intelleetually vigoroua, outpouring yeara, 
with bodily health uniformly sound and complete, 
with the eJtceptiona hereafter to be mentioned. 
Aud yet, through thoeeyeara I nevernsed I• than 

a quarter of an ounce of morphine per week, and 
sometimes more. I nttribute my retaining so 
much health, in spite of the morphine, to the ri~
oroua salubrity of my habita, bodily and mental, 111 
otli~r respec/1. Once, and often twice a day , the 
year round, I laved my whole person in cold water 
with soap; I slept with open window. the year 
through, excepting 1/orr11!1 winter nightl; l lay 
upon a hard bed. guiltless of featheni; I used a 
simple diet; and, finally, I cherished all !Jf!11tf-. 
and fti11dly, while rigidly exelnding from my mind 
all bitter and perturbing feelings. But, not to 
dilate further on mere narratioe, let me say that I 
h11ve continued to use opium, fur the mQSt part 
ltabitual~11. from my last 1188nmption of it np to the 
period of my admi•sion into this Ho>pital. A 
yoor ~inee, however, I dropped morphine. an cl bave 
since used the opium pill 111 itl ateod, sometimes 
taking an ounce per week, but generally not over
pastiing a half ounce per week. 

And here I may make the general remark, prov
ed true from my own experience, that. for all the 
delirabfe effect.. sought from this ~eeies of •timu
ius, a half ounce of gnm opium is about the same 
118 an ounce or any larger quantity of said gum, 
and nearly tho same 89 a ?narter oouee of mor
phine or more-that is, ha,f an ounce of opium 
titimulates end braces me, at least, nearlu if not 
entire!!/ B& much as I can be stimulated and braced 
by thia drug. All that is taken ever this, tends 
rather to clog, to stupify, to nauseate, than to 
stimulate. 

Another point in my own exJ?Crienee is, that iu 
a few weeks only after commencmg or recommenc
ing the nee of opium, l always reached the fnll 
amount which, ns a liabit, 1 ner used, that iR, 
either a half ounee of opium or a qnarteroune~.a.• 
morphine; I never 11·eut on inerea5intrth~ 11 1 

order to get the required amount of stimulatto 
but at oue or the other of these two points I would 
remain for yenrs sneeeuively. A third remark I 
wou Id make is, that it is only for the fil'l!t few 
weeka after commencing the use of opium, that 
one feels palpably and disti11ctl!f the thlilling of 
the nerves, tho sentatiou of being stimulat.~d and 
raieed above the previo1uly eristing phy~icnl tone, 
for which the drug wB& first taken. All the effects 
produced after tltat by the opium, are to keep tho 
body at that leoel of sensation in which one feel1 
positiuelu afiv" and capalJ/,, to act, without being 
impeded or weighed down by physical languor and 
impoteuce. Such languor and impotence one 
feel~ from abstaining merely a few houra beyond 
the wonted time of taking the dose. It is not 
plPasure, then, that drives onward the confinned 
opium-eater, bnt a llPCPssil!f scarce IC88 resistible 
than that 1''ate to which the pagan mythology eub
jected gods not less than men. 

Let me now, before closing, attempt briefly to 
describe the effects of opium upon the body and 
cind of the user, as also the pnucipal sensation• 
accompanying the breaking of the habit. 

The opium-eater is prevailingly disi11cli11ed to, 
and in some rort, i11cnpacitafl!d for, bodily e.zer
tion or locomotion. A coneiderable part of the 
time be feels somethin~ like a sense, not very dia
tinetlv defined, of bodily fatigue; and to sit con
tinuously in a rocking or an easy chair, or to re
el ine ou a sofa or bed, ia Ilia preference Rbove all 
modes of disposing of hi1111elf. To walk np a 
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flight of ataira often palpably tires the l!lgf, and 
makes him pant almOdt as much as a well peraon 
does after pretty rapid motion. His lungs mnui
featly are some how o6atructed, and do not piny 
with perfect freedom. His liver, too, is torpid, or 
else but partially active; for if using laudanum or 
the opium pill, he is consta.ntlv more or leas cos
tive, the fmcea being hr.rd and paiuful to expel; 
and if using morphine. though he way have a daily 
morem.•nt, yet the fmcea are dry and harder thau 
in health. One ot.Rer morbi1! physical &ymptom I 
remember to have experienced for a considerable 
time, while usiog a quarter of au ounce o! 1oor
phine rer week-and this was an aoooyiog palpita
tion o the heart. I was once told, too, by a keen 
observer, who knew my habit, that my color was 
apt to change frequently from red to pale. 

ThC3e are aubetaotially all the physical pecu
liarities I experienced duriog my opinm-usio1t 
years. It is still true, however, that the years of 
my u1log opium (or, in perfect 1trictuC$&, 1Mrp!irte) 
were .as healthy as any, if not the very healthieat 
of the yeara of my life. 

But what of the efFl!Cta of opium-eating on the 
lllindl The one great injur,I/ it works, is (1 think) 
to the rDill, that force whereby a man executes the 
tc0rk he WRi sent hMe to do, and 6retuU a1td oot>r
co•ea the o6ataclea artd di!Jicultin be is appointed 
to encounter, aud bears hiiu;elf un8.inchin~lv amid 
the tempests of calamity and 110rrow ,.hicii. i>ertaio 
to the mortal lot. Hardihood, manliness, resolu
tion, entcrpriae, ambition, whatever the origioal 
degree of these qualities, become grievously debili
tated, if not wholly extiuct. Reverie, the peruaal 
of poetry and fiction, become the darling occupa
tion of the opium-uaer; and he hates enry call 
that summons him from it. Gioe him au iatcllec
tual task to accomplish; place him in a poiition 
.. a.ere a mental effort ia to be made; and, most pro
bably, he will n.equit him with unusual brilliancy 
and power, anpposin~ his native ability to be good. 
But he cart1Wt, or wt!! not uek and {irt,/ for him
self such work and auch j>08itioo. He feels help
less, and:iucompetent to s1tr about and hold himself 
upriitht amid the jostling, competitive throngs that 
crowJ the world's paths, and tlam! seek life'• prizea 
by pe!'forming life's d11tie1. aud ex~cutiog ita r~
quuitions. Solitude. with his books. his dreams 
and iD1agininga, and the excited sensibilities that 
lead to uo external action, constitute his choeen 
world an<l favorite life. In one word". he is a 'P"· 
ciea of maniac; since, I believe, his views, his feel. 
in~ . nnd his desires iu relation to most things, are 
peculiar, eccentric, and unlike thoee of other men, 
or of himself in a state of 1101tnclneae. There ia. 
ho .. ever, as complete a" method in his madneas," 
u In thetanity of other men. He it in a different 
apllere from other men, and irt th.at sphere he is 
sane. 

The first symptoms attendant on breaking oil' the 
habit, coming on aomc houn after omittin1t the 
wonted dose, are a constant propensity to )'nwn, 
gape and st.retch, together with somewhat of lan
guor, and a general uneuinCl8. Time pasaes. and 
t 1ere follows a aenslltion as if the stomach was 
drawn together or compressed, ns if with a alight 
degree of cramp. coupled with a total extinction of 
appetite, the month and hroat become dry nnd ir
ritated; and there is an incessant dispnsition to 
clear the throat by "hemmiog" aod nratlo1ring; 

aod there is a tickling in the noee which necc•i
tates frecincut sneezing, aometime.a a dozen, or even 
twenty times in succ~ion. As the houra go on, 
shud.Jers run througli the frame, with alternate 
fever heats and icy. chilli, hot sweats and cold, 
clnmmy &WllBtl; while a dull, iucc'SIAnt ache per
vades the bones, especially at the joiuts, alt.,rnated 
by au occ1siooal sharp. iutolernble pang, like tic 
doulcreux. Theo foltowa a host of indescribable 
seusatio111, a.s of burning, tiogling:o, and twitcliings, 
seeming to ru!l along ju>t beneath the s11rfaee 1,f 
the skin over the whole body; aud so strauice are 
these aenaatioDI, that one ia prompted to scream, 
and strike the w11ll, the bed, or himself, to vary 
the111. By tbi>1 time the liver commeucell a mooat 
energetic action, and a violent diarrhrea sets in. 
The dischnT((l!I are not w~tery or m11co11s, but, save 
in tllinne3a, not very unlike healthy stools for the 
most part. Not long, howevel', after the com
mencement of the diarrha:n, ao copious is the effu
sion of bile from the liver. that one will sometimes 
pau, for a dozen atools io aucceasion, what seems to 
be merely a /Jladciali 6ile, witho11t a particle of 
freees min1ded with it. But this la.sis not many 
days, auJ is followed by the thin, not altogether 
unhealthy-looking diacharges above mentioned, re
peated often an incredible number o[ timr.a per 
dav. Whether from the quality of lhc>1c di>1-
chargr.s, or from whatever cause , the interior ~nr
faee of the bowels feels intolerably hot. as though 
excoriated; and it seems as if boiling water or 
aqnafortia running through the iute>tiuea woulil 
scarce t-0rt11re oue more than these stools. Jn fact, 
all the internal surfaces of the ho<ly are in this 
samo burning. raw-feeling state. The braio. too. 
is in a highly excited, irritAble condition ; tho head 
sornetiwcs aching aod throbbing, as though it mwt 
burst into fra1tmenta, aod 11 hummiu!l, wa>hiug, 
Pimmeriog noise goin1t on incessantly for days to
gether. Of course, there cnn be no sleep, and one 
will go on for ten days •nd niichts consecutively, 
without one moment's lOti of intensest co11scious
nC88, so far as he can judge! Stran1te t-0 &11.y, not
withstaoding this excessive irritation of the entire 
system, ono feels so feeble and streoglhlcss th&t ho 
ean ecarce drag ooe foot after the other; nnd to 
walk a few rods, or up a ftigh.t of staii'I, is so ter
ribly fatiguing that one must needs sit down and 
pant. (Let it be noted, that these aymptoms belong 
to the ca<;e where one is simply deprived at once aod 
wholly of opium, without an". medical help , unle~s 
the use of cold water be considered 1uch.) These 
symptoms (unaided by medicine) last, with i;:rMdual 
abatements ol virulence, from twentv to thirtv Java, 
and theu m111tly die away. Not \rcll aud ·right, 
bo,.ever, does one fed eYen then. Thonirh. for the 
most part, Cree from pain, he is yet physicall~· wea.k, 
and all corporeal exertion is a distre;sinit eiF<>rt.
He mnst needs aleep, too, enormo1111ly, goiuµ: to beJ 
often at sunset in a J nly day, and sleeping log-like 
until six or seven next morniup:, and thco >lceping 
with like aonndnesa two or three hours after din
ner. How lontt It would be before the recovery of 
his complete original strcnitth and natural phy•ical 
tone, personal experience does not enuhle me to 
an. His condition, both in itaelf an1l as relates to 
others iA meanwhile most strange and nnomnlous. 
He lo~k.;, probably, bettor than c!er in his life be
fore. Jn sufficieotly full Ile.sh. with ruddy t'heeks. 
aud ilin clear u a healtbv child's, the beholder 
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would prononncc him in the heiicht of health nnd each, in powder. one draclim; trilnrate well to. 
vigor, and would glow 11·ith indignation at eeeiog getber for half an honr; then ndd llalf a dracllrn of 
hirn lo!tering about day after day . doing little save Castilo Soap. Mix aod beat tile wI1ole together, 
sleep, 111 a world where &o much work needs to be till they are thoroughly incorporated. Divide into 
dooc. And yet he feels all but impotent for cuter- one hundred and twenty pills. 
pii>c. or any active physical cfforll!; for there is This i.a a mOlit valuable pill for all di>Cll!es 11here 
ocarcc enon)(h nervous force in him to move bis eathi.rtics arc required, and ha.s cured 111any cases 
frame ton linge1i1111 walk, nnd sometimes it seem~ of hepatic afft-ctions by a contiuuetl nge of 'hem.
as if the ucrvolll! fibrl's were actually pulled out, The dose is oue or twopilla every night. They have 
a!1d he mlll!t ruove, if at all, by pureforce of ~oli. no tcndencv towardg prod11cing eonstipation. but 
twn. rather the reverse, and after using thenl for several 

Most singular, too, the while, is the atate of his days in sncces.sion, they will gcuerally be found so 
,,,;nd. His power of thought la keen. bright, Rud aclivc thal it will be necessarl to omit them for a 
fertile beyond e:ram11k and his 1magi11ntion s'll"arms nnmber of day~, before resornrng their ndmini1tra
wilh piclnl'ea of beauty, while hi11 sensitiveness to lion. They ruay be safely med in all ordinary 
impressions an<l emotions of eYery kind is ao eJ.C<lS· C38e8 where purgntion ia desired: they operate free. 
aively kecu that the U>ars spring to his eyM on the ly and thoroughly, aud usually without causing 
slightest occ31'ion. Hu is a child in tensibility, nausea, irriping, or debility. 
while a youth in the ricidne.J1, and a man in the <'1LUL& Qc-1111& CollPOtilT.&. ComptnAntl Pill& of 
grMp. thcpiPrci"!J'1•CH, and the cop~11 of his Quinine. 
thou~hta. He caunot write d<ncn his thoughts, for 'l'ake of Sulphate of Quinine, Piperine, and Cit. 
his arm and hnnd are vnnerv~d; bnt io couvel'fa. ric Acid, of each, in powdt•r, on~ draclt111; F.:r;tn1d 

' lion or before an audience he can nt.ter himself, as of Corona 1"1orida, a 1u,(licit.'1lt 9111111/it:t. Mix to. 
if fillc<l with the i>reathof inspiration itaelf.-NeJO gether. and divide into fonr itrain pills. 
York Medical Ti111e1 . UJCd in intermittent&, and periodic affections.-

------ Dose. ooe pill every one, tw(), or three hourt. 
OFI<'ICINAL PREPARATIONS P1wL~ T.ut.u.tct Coxro&JT.£. C<mtpouttd Pill1 

or THI: of JJandelion. 
U. s. ECLECTIC DISPENSATORY. Take Extract of Dandelion, and Mandrake and 

Blood1oot in powder, of each, egual parl4. Mix 

PILLS. 
to!lelher, add a few drops of Oil of Spearmint, and 
di\'itle into four grain pills. 

PILVL.E FsaJU C.tllBOHATIS. J>il/1 of C'arionate u.ed in jauodire, Jiyer complaint, and aft"ection& 
of Iron. 1'all,,t's Fer"'fJinou.r Pills. of the kidneys. Dose, two or three pills twice a 

Di&olvc Snlpbate of Iron.four ouncl'&, and Car- dav. 
bouatc of Soda, jioe 011nce6, each separately, in P1LULJE V .tLZRJAN..B Co•POSIT&. Compound 
Boiling Water a pint; aud to each solution adu Pi/11 of Jalerian. 
Syrup aft11id OUttU. Then mix the two eolutions Take of Extracts of Valcriao,Scullcap, and Cam
in a bottle jnst large enough to contain them, omile. of each, tu:o parl&; Extract ;of boneset, <rM 
close it accurately with a stopper. and set it by. that part; Sulphate of Qniuiue, ane part; Capsicnm, one. 
the Carbonate of Irvn may subaidt. Pour olf the fourth parl. l'lli:r to~ether, and diride into four 
•npernntant liquid, and ba\'iug w11&hcd the_ pre- grain pills. As the virtue of, Valerino resides in ita 
cipitate with warm water sweetened with Syrup, in oil, it 1s probable the extra.-t is nearly useless; and . 
the proportion of a fluidouncc of the latter to a pint one./ialf part of the Oil of Valerian, or a dr11cllm 
of the former. until the washings no longer hne a I of Valerianic Acid , wonld be a good substitute for 
saline taste, place it upon a flannel doth, and ex. the extract, io this pill. 
pl'C6S Ri much of the water es posoible; then imme. Tonic aod nerYinr, lJEed wherever rcqniiU.~ 

. diately mix it with Clarified Honey, fv;o ouncei and Dose, one pill. every two or three honrs. Ju case& 

. "llalf. Lastly . heat the mixture by mr.ans of a where it is desirable to omit the Quini11e, aubetitute 
water. bath . until it attains a l'ilnlnr consi&tcnce. the Extraet of Cornu& Florida. 

When properly prepared is ID the form of a soft, 
pilnlar mass, ofan uniform back color, strong fer. 
ru1tinou.s taste, and wholly and readily soluble in 
acids. Tonic Useful in cholorosis, amenorrhea, 
11ud other female complaints. GiYcn in divided 
doses to the extent of from ten to 'h irty grains a 
day. and continued for four or six weeks. if im. 
prornmcnt takes p'.ace. It may be made into pills, 
11aryine; from three to five grains each. 

P1LuL£ 1''Ellllr CoxroaJT.<E. ComjJound Pil/1 of 
Iron. L'mml!IUiflO!/IU Pi/11. 

Take of Carbonate of Iron, ane draclirn; Podo. 
phyllin, !ialf a dracllm; White Tnryeotine lia!f a 
aracliin. Mix well together, and divide into thirty 
pills. 

Used a• an emmeuagogue. Doae, one pill every 
two or three hours. 

POWDERS. 

P171.v1s In:cACUANRJE rr Orn. PoJOdl'r of lp
ecacuanlia and Opium. JJiaplioretic powder. 

Take of Opinm, in powder, llalf a drac/lm; Cam. 
phor, in powder, two dracllm&; lpecacuanha, in 
pcwder, 01Je draclnn; Cream of Tartar, one ounce. 
Mix then1. 

A valnable anodyne, aud diapboretic. u~ed in 
nil fcbrileand inflnmmntory dilC83Cll,diarrhea,dyee11. 
tery, cholera ruorbus rheumatism, gout. after pains, 
all cases of nerYona irritabilitv or excitement, and 
wherever an anodyne combined with a diaphoretic is 
required . It promotes peropiration without in . 

P1LuL& l'oooPHYLLINJ Co.111ros1TJE. Compound I crensiop: the heat of the body. The above is the 
Pilla of Podopli!Jllin. , 01iginal formula. but practitioners vary in prepar

Gambogc, of iug it according to their fnorite views; thua &omo Take of l'odophyllin, Scammony, 
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0 F FICI N AL PREP ARA TI.ONS. !3 

omit the cream of tartar and substitute nitrate of' Proceed to 111ake into a syrup. similar to the di
potasoa. or bicarbonate of aodn, while othtrs omit rcctions given fol' the Compound Syrup of Snrsa
the 011i11111, subititutiug in it.8 place laducatium, or p:1l'illa, reserviu~ oue pint nnd 11 halfof the stl'oni:
twice the quantity of cypripedin. Dose, three to e,t tincture, us111g twelve pouuda of Sul{ar, and 
five grains every three or four hours in febrile or makioK one gallon aud 11 half of Syrup. h mny bo 
inflammatory diseases; 1111d iu some cascs,tc11 grains, flavore.l with some nl'Omatic esseuce. 
three timea a day. Ueed iu syphilis. •crofnla, 11ud rhc11malism.-

PuLv1s PoooPHYLLINI CoxPOSITUS. Campo1md Dooe, a table->pooufnl three or four times a dn\'. 
Powder8 of Podopligllin. SrRUl'US Sc1LL.t:. S;rup of S711i'l.f . • 
· Take of Podophylli11,/our grain8; Cream of Tor- To on'.' ]'int of Vinegar of Sqnill add two pound8 
tar, thre~ drdit1M. Mix intimately. of Refined Sugar; dis•olvc(l with the aid of hc3t, rc-

Used in dropsy, obstrutcd me11struation, and moving any scum which may form, and strain the 
wbe. ever an active hydru!(ott•ie is indicated. (It is solution while hot. 
emplo,ved in place of the former Compo1md Puw- l ised as nu expectorant in coughs nnd catarrhs; 
der o.f Jf,zndrake, made of eqnal parts of Po"dered al@o llJ an emetic in infantile ca:cs of catarrh, and 
Mandrake Roots, Cream of lartnr, and Spearmint, other pectoral complaints. The dose i.:I about a 
and wiiich WllB given iu doses of a drachm.) Dose, fluidrnchm. 
one sc•·uple; administer oue every two hours, until Svaupus STtLLINGl.-B. S:;rup of Q"~en'4 Root. 
they op~111te sufficiently. 'rhe addition of abont Talce of Q11cc11's Uoot, thr'''' po1111d8; Prickley 
one or two grains of Capsie11m to each dose, will Ash berries, one pound and a half. 
re.ider it much more ~peedy in its operation. P;ocee~ to make inte a Syrnp. similar to the di-

- PuLv1s Ru1:1 Co11ros1Tus. Compound powder of rect1ons given for the Compound Syrnp of Sar>a-
RA1'/Jarb. Neutrali:&ine Po1qder. parilla. reserving two pints of the strougcst tiuc-

T11ke of Rhubarb, Bicarbonate of Potasoa, and ture, using ci~ht pound> of Sug11r, nnd waking one 
Peppermint Leaves, of each, in powder, one 011nce. ~"flllon of Syrnp. Tbis is double the •trength of 
Mu. Syrups, as u•uatly made, aud ha> been fou111l high-

Laxative,antiacid aud tonic . Au invaluable rem- ly beneficial in bronchial and lary1•gcal atfcctious. 
ely in 1liarrhea, cholera-morbll5, dysentery, su ·11- llooc, from ten to thirty drops, three, four, or five 
mer complaint of children, acidity ot ~towacb, times a day, according to the ur;;ency of the symp
henrt-buro, and aa a mild cathartic during pre)(· toms. 
naucy. Dose, from bnlf a drachm to two d1·achm.s. Svaurus STJLUNGl..t: Co111roe1TUs. Compound 
every one. t\\'o, or three hours, aa may be required. Syrup of Queen's Root. 

PuLvts STYrr1cus. St!Jptic Powder, Take of ~ucen s Root, two pound~; Root of Tnr-
1'ake of Sulphate of Iron, iu powder, twoouncu; key Pea. anll Pip;i~ewn L"nve>, each, one pound; 

Alum, in powder, 01te ou11ce. .Mix, and submit the Blue !<'lug ltoot, lwo; Priekley Aah Berries, Cordn
mixture to a re1l heat, iu the same rnauuer as when mon SeeJs, each, half a p<>und.: 
preparing the &d Oride of Irou, by calcining the Proceed to make into n S.vrup. similar to the di-
alllpba~. When cold ,PUlveri¥e and bottle. rectious given for the Compound Syrup of Sarsa-

::.typttc, and used 10 the treatment of external parilla, rescrviu~ two aurl a half pints of the stro11g
hemorrhages aod piles, either alone, or in I.Po form est ~incture, us1u,r twenty pounds of Sugar, auJ 
of an ointment. lutero111ly, in doses of three grnins, making two and a half gallou of Syrop. 
combined with Capsicum one graiu, it bas proved A most p<>werful nud effective altcrativc, and 
etfoctual in paaaive hemorrhages from the lungs aud u1ed in all snihililie, -crofulollll, oucous. mercnrial, 
uterus. hepatic, glandular diseases . Dose, half a table-

spoonful to 11 tablcsvoouful. ~three times a Jay.

SYRUPS. 

Snurus IPECACUANH£. Sgrup of lpuac1'anlia. 
:Macerate Ipecacuanha, in course powder, on~ 

01'nCr!. in Diluted Alcohol. "pinf,for fourteen dnys, 
and filter. Evaporate tho filtered liquor to six 
1''Juiolo11uccs, again filter, and then add sufficient 
water to make the liquid mea&ure a pint. Lastly, 
add Su?r t1110 po1md8 attd a half, and disolve with 
the aid of heat,remo.ing anr scum which ma; form, 
and st111in the solution while bot. 

Uacd principally iu CllBC8 of chil(lrcn. Dose, 118 

an emetic fornn adult, from one to two fluidounccs; 
!or a cbil1l 11 year or two old, from one to two f!u-
1drachms--to be repeated every fifteen or twenty 
minutes till it operates. As an expectorant, the 
dose for an 11Jult is one or two flnidracbma. for a 
child. five to twenty miniins. 

Snurus PHYTOU.CC& Co11POSITUS. Compoulld 
Sgrup of Polu. 

T11ke of Poke Root and Root of Fiveleaf (.Ampel
op8ia Q"inq .,) each coarselv bruised, one pound; 
Black C"hoah Root coarsely b·raioed,nud Sheep Lau
rel Leaves, each, lialf a pound. 

Some practitioner• adJ oue ounce of Hydriod11te of 
Po!asill to each pint of the Syrup, iu which case the 
do;c is a tluidrachm, three or four titntS a day, in 
half a gill of water. 

Sraul'US Z1No1111:R1s. Symp of Ginger. 
Pr,puralion.-Rub Tincture of Ginger. two fln

ido1111ces. with Carbonate of l\fogncsia two drachms, 
and While Sugar, in powde·, two ounces, grad1111l
ly add Water twelve tluidouuccs, and filter. Di>· 
solve White Sugar twenty-two ounces, avoirdupois, 
in the filtered liqui I by means of a gentle heat. 

Properti,8 and u.rea .-Used as a warm stomachie 
udditon to purgative, tonic. or other infn•ious or 
mixtures, and to impart tlnvor. DOie, half a 
dracbru, to two, three, or four draebms. 

TINCTURES. 

T!NCTURA Ar.o:otlTJ. Tincture of aconite. 
Take of Aconite, dried Je,1vcs, four ounces; Di

luted Alcohol, tw.i pints. Macerate for fourteen 
.taya, express, and filter through p~pcr. 

This tincture mny also be prepared by thoro11gh-
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Jy moistening the Aconite, in powder, with Dilnted 
Alcohol, allowing it to stand forurenty.four honrs. 
then transferring it to an apparatut for displac&
ment, and gradually ponring upon it Dilnte1l Alco
hol nntil two pints of filtered liquor are obtained. 

For its properties, see Acouitum. Dole, ten to 
thirtv di-ops. 

A "saturated tincture is made from the dried and 
powdered root. by macerating sixteen ounces with 
a pint of alcohol for four days, t11en placing the 
n111t11re in a percolator, and adding alcohol until 
twenty.four f!uidonnces of tincture are obtained·
Of these five ruinims may be 11iven three times a 
day, and gradually increased until ita effects be
come obviuna; few patients will bear more than ten 
minims. Care &boold always be taken to distiu
f(Uish between the officmal tincture prepared from 
the kaves,and the &aturaled liuclure just referred to. 

T1NCTURA Aa.u.1.£ SFINOBA'l. Tincture of Prick. 
ly F.ldcr •. 

Take of Prickly Elder, or Southern Prickly A&b, 
in powder, three ounces; Diluted Alcohol. o .. e pint. 
Macerate for fourteen days, expre>aaod filter . 1'bis 
tincture may also be prepared by percolation similar 
lo the tincture of Aconite . 

Tonic, stimulant, aud alterative. Useful in 
chronic rheumatism, pnluionary affections, colic, 
flatulence, and cholera. Addl'd to rmetic and pnr
gat ive remedies given during the prevalence of 
cholera, to prevent any tendency towards exc!'8Sive 
dischar~cs from the bo,.els. Dose, from ten to 
&ixty drops, three or four times a day . Said to be 
useful in syphilis, in combination will. the tincture 
of Corydallis. 

T1NCTURA AIL'flC&. Tincture of Aruie11. 
Take of Arni~a flowers, au ounce anJ a hnlf; Al

cohol at 0.900, one ponnd. Mncerate for two 
weeks, express. and filter through paper. 

Properties the aame aa Arnica. Dose ten to sixty 
drope. 

TtNCTORA BxLLAl>ONN&. Tincture of BelladonA. 
Take of recently dried Belladona leaves, four 

ounces; Diluted Alcohol, lwo pints. Macerate for 
fourteen days, etpress . and filter through paper. 

Thia tincture may also be obtained by percolation, 
~imi!ftr to that mentioned under the 1'incture of 
Aconite. Its properties the aame 1111 Belladona. 
DOiie, ten to thirty drop&. 

T1.HCTURA GuAU.CI AROMAYICA. Aromatic Tine. 
tnre of Guaiacum. Greenbow's Cholera mixture. 

Take of GuaiM'olll, Cloves, and Cinnamon in 
powder, of each, one ounce; Brnndy, two pinu.
Macerate for fourteen days. and filter. 

This tincture waa extrnsively used in Cincinnati, 
by the Eclectics durin!t the cholera of,1849-50-51, 
and with excellent effi ct. Prof. T. V. Morrow con. 
sidered it among our best agents in the treatment 
of that 1liscasc. 

It is an excellent stimulant and a5tringent. Dose, 
from a teaspoonful to a tableEpoonful, in sweetened 
water, every fiitcen or twenty minutes until relief 
is obtained. 

T1NCTURA Hv1>RAST1s. Tiuctnreof Golden Seal. 
Take of Golden Se.I Root, in powder, three ounces; 

Diluted Alcohol. one piut. Macerate for fourteen 
dan, express, and filter. 

This Tincture may alrn be prepared by percolation, 
similar to the tincture of Aconite. 

Tonic; beneficial in the chronic gnstric nft"ccliom, 
hepatic diseases,chrouic diarrhrea,nud general debiJ. 

ity. Externally, when diluted, a riod local appli
cotiou in lencorrhea, and ophthalm1&. Dose, ten to 
aixty drope, two or three limes a day. 

T1NCTURA HvDRAITIB CoMPOdITA. Compound 
Tincture of Golden Seal. 

Take of Golden Seal Root, in powder two onuces; 
Lobelia Herb, two onnccs; Diluted Alcuhol, one 
pint. Macerate for fourteen days, expreM, and 
filter through paper. 

Used as a local application to diBeued mucons sur
faees. It iB highly recommended bf Prof. Free
man in chronic catarrh, to be snuffed up into tbe 
n0&tril1, or applied by means oh camel'a hnir pen
cil, aleo naeful in ophthalmic diseaaes, diluted with 
water. 

Thia tinctnre may be prepared by adding to1Cetb
er equal parta of tbe Tinctu,.es of Lobelia, and Gold
en Seal. 

T1NCT11RA LoBELI..B. Tincture of J.obelia. 
Take of Lobeli11, (the herb,) four ouncl'S; Diluted 

Alcohol, two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, 
eJpren, and filter tbrouich paper. 

Properties same as Lobelia. Dose. thirty to sixty 
drops u a nauseant; half a ftuidounce Mau emetic. 
Externally, it is beneficial Ill' a local application in 
fetter, and similar cutanaons eruptions. and also in 
the poison of Rhus. A much better tincture is 
made of equal parts of vinegar and alcohol, in the 
place of diluted alcohol. 

T111CTURA Lon:LJ& Co11POl!llTA. Compound 
Tincture of Lobelia. Dr. J. King'• Expectorant 
Tincture. 

Take of Lohelia, (herb.) Bloodroot, Skunk Cab. 
bnite Root, Aurabacca , and Pleurisy Root. each, 
coarsly powdered. one onnce. Place them in a 
yesseJ, cover with Boiling Water, or Vine~r. one 
pint . and cover tightly. When rold, trsnsfer to 
the bottle in which it is to be kept, and add Alco
hol. three pints. Macerate for fourteen days, cx
presa. and filter through paper. 

This forms an excellent emetic for children 
and infan:s, and may b(' Mfely ul'ed in croup, 
whooping cough, bronehitiA, asthma, convul
sions, and in all coses where an emetic is re
quired. Also useful as an expectorant., or 
nauseaut in coughs, pleurisy, astbma, whoop· 
ing cough, and whenever cxpt!Ctorants are in
dicated. It is one of the regular Eclectic 
remedies. 

In croup, for children one year old, give half 
a tablespoonful in a tablespoonful of molni<see, 
and repeat it. every fifteen minutes, until it 
Yomits; oft.er which, a tevpoonful mny be 
given everv hour or two, as required-the 
vomit to be repentt>d two or three times a day. 
A child from two to six months old, may take 
from half to a teaspoonful for a dose; lesR than 
l1'"0 months old, from fifteen to twenty-fin• 
drop~. to be repeated every ten minutes, if 
vomiting is required. Children from three to 
six years old, mny take a tablespoonfnl in mo. 
lasses or warm water, every ten minutes, 11ntil 
it vomits. Warm bonl'Bet or thorongh,.·ort tea, 
ought nlways to be giv!'n in order to facilitate 
its operation as an emetic. 

For cough. astl11na, etc ., to promote expPcto
rntion nnd remove tightnes~ across the chest; 
and in all ordinary cnses wh·•re :in t'xpectorant 
is required, adults mny tnke one or two tea· 
spoonfuls in half a wineglasefnl of eli pery 
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elm tea, three to five times a dav, or aa often 
u required. Children from one year old to 
ten, may take from half to a teaspoonful in the 
same manner; and for those less th'ln one year, 
from ten to thirty drops. Should the above 
doses vomit, the;r should be lessened, except 
when vomiting 111 desired. The stomach and 
bowels must be kept regular in all c88es, by 
gentle medicines. 

T1NCTV&A LonLI& &r CAPB101. Tincture of 
Lobelia and Capsicum. Ant.ispasmodic Tinc· 
tu re. 

Take of Lobelia, Capsicum, and Skunk Cab
bage Root, each in powder, two ounces; Dilu
ted Alcohol, one /lilt. Macl'rate for fourteen 
days, express, an filter through paper. 

This tfocture may also be made by corn bin· 
ing together, equal parts of the saturated tinc
tures of Lobelia, Capsicum, and Skunk Cab· 
bal!'e Root .. 

Useful in cramps, spasms, con\"ulsions, teta
nus, etc. Dose, balf to a teaspoonful , overv 
ten, or twenty minutes, or as often as required. 
In convulsions and tetanus, it may be poured 
into the corner of the mouth, and repeated as 
often as necesBBry; generally, the effect is al
most instanta11eou11. This valuable prepara
tion should always be in the possession of 
every physician. 

T1NOTUllA MY&11BA1 Co11P08ITA. Compound 
Tincture of Myrrh. Hot Drops. 

Take of Myrrh, bruised, eight ounces; Cap
sicum, two ounces; Alcohol, one gallon. Ma· 
cerate for fourteen daJs. and filter. 

This preparation 1s seldom emelo;red inter· 
nally by Eclectics; occasionally 1t 1s admin
istered in case11 of nause11, .gastric distress, 
especially nfter a hearty meal, ftatulenct>, ete. 
Its use is contra-indicated when inflammation 
is present. E:s:~ma!ly it forms an excellent 
application for rheumatism, sprnius, bruises, 
fresh wounds, cubl, offensive ulcers, ete. 

Dose, half a fluidrachm to two fiuidracbms, 
in some sweetened water. 

Tn<CTD&A Nuc1s Vo1110.a:. Tincture of Nu:s: 
Yomica. 

Take of Nux Vomica, rasped, three onncea; 
Rectified Spirit, eight ounces. :Macerate for 
fourteen days, and filter. 

This forms a saturated Tinct.urc, and is used 
in combination with equal parts of Blue.flag, 
and ?rfandrake, in dO!!Os of twelve or fifteen 
drops, three times a day. in obstinate consti
pation, gleet, stricture of the urethra, impo
tency from masturbation, and recent disease of 
the prostrate. 

Dose of the Tincture of N uz Vomica, five to 
twenty drops. 

T1NCTUIL\ ()pII CAllPBO&ATA. Compound 
Tincture of Oeium. Paregoric Elixir. 

Take of Opmm one drachm, reduce it to an 
emulsion in Boiling Water one ftuidounce, then 
add Benzoic Acid a drachm ; Oil of Anise, a 
fluidrachm; Clarified Honey, two ounces; 
Camphor, two scruples; Alcohol, 76 per ct., 
twenty·'.Wo fluidounces; Distilled Water, nine 
ftuidounces. Macerate for fourteen days, and 
filter through paper. 

A pleasant anodyne and antispasmodic; 
used to allay cough, in asthma, pertuBSia, 

chronic catarrh, and consumption ; to relieve 
nauseR and slight pains in the stomach and 
bowels ; to check diarrhea, and to procure 
sleep. 

Dose, for an adult, one to two fiuidrachms; 
for an infant, five, to ten or twenty drops. 

T11tCTUllA Qu11t1.a: Co11P081TA. Compound 
Tincture of Quinine. Ague Bitter~. 

Take of Quinine, thirty grains; Cream of 
Tartar, one ounce; Cloves, in powder, one 
ounce; Whisky, one pint. Macerate for twen
ty·four hours, and filter. 

Used in intermittent and remittent fevers, 
and other diseaseA of periodicity. Dose, for 
an ndult, half a fiuidounce every hour, during 
the intermission, until two or three hours pre
vious to the time for the return of the chill, 
when it should be given every half hour. 
Dose for children, from one to two tl.uidrachms. 

T11tOTUllA 8.L11ou11u11.I& AOSTATA. Acetated 
Tincture of Bloodroot. A.cetous Emet.ic Tinc
ture. 

Take of Bloodroot, Lobelia Seed, Skunk 
Cabbage Root, of each, in powder, two ounces ; 
Distilled Vinegar, two prnts. Macerate in a 
close glass vessel for fourteen days : then ex
press, filter, and to the filtered liquid &.dd Al· 
cohol, one tl.uidounce. 

Ust>d in all ca.~es where an emetic is re
quired; likewise useful as an external appli· 
cation to erysipelns, totter, and other forms of 
cutaneous Cliseaae. Dose, one to four ftui
drachmR, in 110me sweetened aromatic infusion, 
and the dose repeated every ten or fifteen min
utes, until vomiting is produced. 

T1NcTu&A SANOUillAlllAI CollPOSITA. Com· 
pound Tincture of Bloodroot. Emetic Tinc
ture. 

Take of Bloodroot, Lobelia Seed, Skunk 
Cahbage Root, of eRch, in powder, two ounces; 
Diluted Alcohol, two pints; Macerate in a 
cloRe glass vessel for fourteen days, e:s:press, 
and filter. 

Emetic, in doses of one to four ftuidrachms, 
in some sweetened aromatic infusion, and the 
dose repeated every ten or fifteen minutes, 
until vomiting is produced. 

T111CTUllA. BEBPKllTA&IAI CollPOSITA. Com· 
pound Tincture of Virginia Snakeroot. Sudo
rific Tincture. 

Take of Virginia Snakeroot, in po,vder, Ipe
cacuanha, Saft'ron, Camphor, and Opium, in 
powder. of elch two ounces; Holland Gin, or 
Diluted Alcohol, si:s: pints. Macerate for four· 
teen days, e:s:J?reBB, and tilter through paper. 

The above 1s the original, and probably the 
best form of preparing this tincture, yet many 
Eclectics are opposed to the Opium, and ~ub
stitute in its place Ladies' Slipper Root, eight 
ounces. 

A powerful sudorific. Used in all cases 
where !A .copio~1a perspiration i.s required, or 
where 1t 1s iles1red to le&Sen parn, allay nei V· 
ou!\ excitability, procure sleep, and keep up a 
determination to the skin. One teaspoonful in 
sorr.e wann he1b tea, repeated every hour, 
aided by warm infusions and bathing the feet, 
will soon produce copious diaphoresi1<. In 
pleurisy, a much larllflr dose' m l iven. 
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In other case~ it may be given in doses of from 
ten to sixty drops., 

T111aru11.A XA.'ITHOXTLON. Tincture of Prickly 
Ash. 

Take of Prickly Ash Berries, eight ounces; 
Diluted Alcohol, two pints. Macerate fur four
teen days, express and filter. 

Properties same as mention('d under Xan
thoxylon. In cho!era, dose from one to four 
ounces, repeated as often as required; in ordi
nary cases, from one to four ftuidrachme. 

LOTIONS. 

LoTm BoRAc1s oi;x Moapau. Borax Lotion, 
with Morphia. Take of powdered Borax, ha'f 
an ounce; Sulphate of Morphia, six grains; 
Decoction of H,rdrasti11, eight ftuidounces. 

Used in pruntis valvm. 
LoTm HrnaASTu CollP081TA. Compound Col

lyrium of Golden Seal. 
To a strong decoction of Green Tea, and 

Golden Seal, of each, one pint; add Sulphate of 
Zinc, Gunpowder, and dried Sulphate of Iron, 
of each, two drachms. Let them dissolve, and 
after decompO'lition has ceased, 11.nd the pre
cipitate has subsided, pour off the superna
tant liquid. 

Used iu chronic ophthalmic diFeases. Ap
plied three or four tiwes a day. 

MIXTURES. 

M1BTUllA CAKPHOB.- CollP081TA. Compound 
Mixture of Camphor. Ant.iemeticus. 

Take of Camphor W11ter, Peppermint Water, 
and Spearmint Water, of each, one ftuidounce; 
Campl:.orated Tincture of Opium, two ftui
drachms. Mix together. 

This mixture was introduced to the profes
sion, in the treatment of cholera, by Dr. 0. E. 
Newton, and was extensively and succes~fully 
employed b,r the Eclectics in that ecourge. It 
is of s11{ler1or efficacy in allaying the nausea 
and vomiting, which are two distressing symp
toms accompanying cholera, and p08SeKses all 
the virtues of the different articles entering 
into its compor.ition, without the stimulating 
influence, of the alcohol which enters into their 
tinctures, upon already partially inflamed mu
cous surfaces. DOiie, a teaspoonful to a table
spoonful every five minutes, if the patient be 
vomiting; every ten minutes, if he be only 
nauseated. 

M1sru&A CA.JUPUTI CollP081TA. Compound 
Cajuput Mixture. Hunn's Drops. 

Dissoh·e Oils of Cajuput, Cloves, Pepper
mint, and Anise, of each, one ounce, in Recti· 
fled Alcohol, four ounces. 

Used in cholic, cramp of the stomach or 
elsewhere, flatulence, parns in the stomach or 
bowels, painful diarrhea, cholera-morbus, Asi
atic cholera, and in all cll8e8 where a st.imu
lant and antiRpasmo<lie is required. Dose, 
from one to two drachms, in bot braudy and 

water, sweetened, or in simple s1rup, or mu
cilage of slippery elm. In Asiatic cholera, 
from two dracbms to two ounces, every I.en or 
fifteen minutes, in eases of violent spasm ; it 
relieved the pains when all other means failed, 
and was extensively u&ed for thaL purpo.~e. by 
the Eclectics, during the cholera of 1849-50-51. 
It is an invaluable remedy, and fhould alway• 
be kept by every physician and druggi&t. 

OINTMENTS. 

UNGUENTl1JI P1P1:1Us N1G&1. Ointment of Blade 
Pepper. 

Take of Pn.pared Lard, a pound; Soot, four 
ounces; Tar, one pint; Black Pepper, in powder, 
four ounces. Make an Ointment. 

1'his is used 118 a remedy in tinea-capitis. 
lTKGUXNTUll Pw11111 Co11P081TU111. Compound 

Lead Ointment. Mayer's Ointment. 
Prryaralio11.-To Olive Oil, t"o pounds and a 

half, add White Tnrpeutine, half a pound; Bees
wax, Unsalted Butter, of each, four onucea; melt 
them together, and heat to nearly the boiling 
point. Then add gradually, Red Lead, one pound, 
aud stir cou•tantly until the mixture becomes black 
or brown; then remove from the fire. and when it 
ha& become somewhat cool, add to it a mixture of 
Honey, twelve onnces, Powdered Camphor, half a 
pound. 

This forma a superior Salve, and is uaefcil for all 
nicer&, cuts, woundJ, etc. It has been kept a 
great secret for a length of time among the forei1n 
population of our country, and is highly prized by 
th<>Eo who ban need it. 

We are indebted to Mr. Joa. P. Mayer, of Cin
cinnati, for the above formula. 

UKGUENTUll STRAJIONll CoxPOSITUll. Compound 
Ointment of Stramooium. Diicutient Ointment. 

Prtp.-Take of the Bnrk of the Root of Bitte~
svreet, Stramonium Leaves, Cicuta Leaves, Deadly 
Nightehade, Yellow Dock Root, of each, hro oz. 
Bruise the Roots and Leaves, and simmer them in 
SJ>irite; then add Lard, one pound, nod gently 
llDlmer till the leaves are crisped. 'l'hen exprOBI 
through lineu, lllld add Venice Turpeutine, two 
ounces. 

Thia ointment is exceedingly valuable in dili
CD86ing acrofulona, indolent, and all glanular tu
mor& or swelliogii. It ahould be rubbed on the 
parts, about thirty miuutee at each application ; 
aft er which cover the part with cotton, and tiecure 
it by a proper bandage. 

UNGU.EllTUlll ZDICI Oxrn1. Ointment o! Oxide of 
ZinJ. 

Preparatiou.-Take of Oxide of Zinc, an ounce; 
Lard, aix ounces. Mix them. 

A mild astringent application in chronic opthnl
mia, with a relaxed atate of the veue'a. in varioua 
cutaoeona eruptions, aud in wro nipples, and oLher 
instances of excoriation or ulceration. 

UNGIJ.EllTUlll Z1NC1 SULPRATII. Ointment of Sul
phate of Zinc. 

Preparati01&.-Triturate Sulphate of Zinc, one 
scruple, with 1''reoh Butter; two drachma. 

U&ed in eruptions of the skin, fungous growth•, 
gaogrenona and indolent ulcen-;-&tula e> 
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THE FIBRINOUS CONSTITUENT OF THE 
BLOOD IN liELATIO~ TO DISEASE. 

BT B. W. IUCHAIUlllON. 

The commencement Qf thiJ paper is occupied by 
the restatement of the views which the author hnJ 
previouoly nunounccJ M to the formation of fibriu
ous concretion& in the heart and bluodvessels dur
ing life, aud much ftr6" i& lniJ upon the opinion, 
that in ruauy of these diseases which art known 
to be attended with nn abuorwnl amount of fibrin 
in the blood, aud which tenninate in what it call
ed "the ~inking state." the mere formation of a 
fibrinoD& clot in the circulating system it often the 
chief and only cau~e of the sinking symptoms. 
By reference to numerous cases, the author en
deavors to pt'Ove that fibriuous concretions were 
capnble of being formed whil~t the proc'C88es of life 
were going on, anJ then passed ou to consider the 
qnestiou: What ia the source of a fibrinoua con. 
cretion; is it an exudation from the inner mem
brane of the vascular machinery, or it it a direct 
depo.it from the blood 1 Tho dilcll86ion of this 
question involved many points of argument, the 
final answer being, that fibrinou& concretions of 
large size are never the abiOlute result of an exuda. 
tion from the lining membrane, and that they are, 
therefore, direct and true deposits from the blood. 
Under the next bead the author spoke of fibrin as 
it exit.ts in 1 he blood, and ou the chemical nature 
of a fibrinous concretion. There could be no 
doubt, he said, that fibrin existed in the blood as 
/Jona jide fibrin; and he introduced a variety of 
argument& in opl1°6ition to the opinion of Mttlder 
and Hom on th1S aubject. Fibrinous masses re
moved from the body after death varied in chemi
cal properties; sometimes they were simple fibrin; 
at other timeodibri1a was combined with the binox. 
ides and tritoxides of protein. 1'be cause of fibrin
ona depo8its during life was theu noticed. It was 
necessary in entering on this inquiry, to con•ider 
what were the agencies which prevented the coag. 
ulation of fibrin during life. Several theories had 
been p1'0posed in reply to this question. The 
nervous iuftneoce had been &ll&igned as the caD&e 
of the fluidity of fibrin in the cil'culntiug blood by 
some writen, the vital principle by othe1s, and 
the solvent power of the blood by others. 'J.'he 
first two hypoUiesee were untenable altogether, in· 
umuch as they were removed from the influence 
of the reasoning faculties; the last (a theory) wu 
incotTect in fact. The author had tded the 1nflu. 
eoce of saline solutions on fibrin in the m06t care. 

- ful manner, and had fouod that all saline sub. 
atauces, when perfect in the matter of chemical 
combination, had no aelvent power over fibrin . 
He believed that the dU<:repanciea which were to 
be found amoogat writers on this matter had arisen 
from the circumstance that difti.reut eiperimental. 
iats had employed aalts varying Bli~btly in their 
chemical nature. The one, employmg a salt con
taining a little exceu of acid or of alkali, had 
found fibrin partially soluble in a solution of that 
aalt; whilst another, employing a perfectly neut111l 
salt, had found fibrin insoluble in a solution of it. 
The author himself was of opinion that, in normal 
conditions of tho blood, the fibrin wu in a mere 
atate of suspension; and the agents requisite to 
1ecure this auspeusion were a proper amount of 

motion, a pt'Oper degree uf temperature, and the 
continual aod rapid development of the three llro
ccsscs--rep1'0duction, dissolution, and elimination. 
A combiuation of simple, aod yet striking evi
dences, added peculiar force to this &opposition. 
Thus the idea of its suspen~ion in the blood was 
quite in acc<n·dance with the ultimate application 
of fibrin; being suspended merely, it eutered the 
more roodily into the compo•itio11 of mmclo, un
dergoing. in fact, a mere procesa of deposition. 
Suspco!ion, moroovet·, implied removal from chem. 
ical iuftuencea and stability in the matter of quan
tity- p;operty which fibrin really po&Se88ed. 
Dut the m06t striking proof was the fact, that fibrin 
in the cil'culating blood obeyed the same laws M 
did other dense fluids wheo mechanically suspend
ed in liquids lighter than themselves. Thus if the 
motion of the blood was arrested in any part of 
the vascular system, 1111 by passing thl'Ougb a dilat
ed artery. over a t'Ougbened surface, or pai!t an ob
structing barrier, the result was retardation of the 
current, aud a deposit of fibrin consequent on the 
retardation. In normal state!!, then, fibrin was 
merely suspended in the blood, and existed there 
in a certain proportion. But, in other states, it 
underwent varioD& changes; it might be diminish
ed in quantity, or be alma&t wautiog altogether; 
or secondly. it might be increased in qnnntity; BO 

increased that its mechanical ampension waa ren. 
dered impossible, aud then there was nothiu11 for 
it, bot that the auperfluous portion obey tho laws 
which lead to del1°6ition, and become formed at 
aome fnvoring point ioto a fibrioona concretion. 
But whv shottld increase of fibrin take place? some 
one might in11,uire. Thi& question was most im
portant, and 111 answering it the author would 
direct the attention of the Society to one or two 
facts with reference to the formation of fibrin. 
There could oow be no doubt that the presence of 
oxygen in a certain proportion in the body, and 
the presence of a moderate degree of temperature, 
were both necessary to secure the formation of 
fibrin. Dr. Gardiner had shown that ifan animal 
were made to breathe pure oxygen for a little time, 
the fibrin of it& blood was increased in amount. 
He (Mr Richard~o) had carried Dr. Gardincr'a 
experiments farther, and had found that if au ani
mal were made to breathe for a great length of 
time 110 atm011phere containing au excess of oxygen 
it aauk and died at laat, its heart loaded alm06t to 
bursting, with fibrino0& concretions. Thus, then, 
the mere inbalation of a aoper-01idized atm08ph~re 
was sufficient to produce an oTcrplos of fibr111. 
The author was not yet certain whether a condition 
of atm06phero capable of givin~ riee to such results 
ever existed; the subject required further investi
gation. 'J.'he1·e were other circumstancca ca~ble 
of causing the increase in qu61!t100 : ht. }'1brin 
might be relatively increased from the deficiency 
of some of tho other blood constituents. 2d. It 
was evident that if respiration could be rendered 
too quick, a larger amount of blood than was nor
mal wonld be expoi;ed to the atm<>t'pheric ioftu
euce, and then would the fibrin be increased.
Thi& wna, however, rarely a primary condition, and 
there remained, the author opined, a much more 
common cause for excessive 011datio11 of the blood 
io general, aud of fibrin io particular. The men
tion of thia idea led him (the author) to introduce 
incidentally a new theory as to 1th:e '[ob in· 
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!8 RADICAL CURE OF RUPTURE. 

flammatorv fever and inftammation. It was a law ing in arteries, are cylindrical like the veeael it.ell. 
in the auirna.l economy, thnt all the elements -Medical 'J'imea and Gazette. 
which entered into its composition should paae off 
from the body by the various eliminatory 11roceasea, THE RADICAL CURE OF RUPTURE-A 
jnst in proportion to their introduction 1oto, and NEW AND BEAUTIFUL DEVICE. 
diatribution through the body; thus oxygen, car-
bon, hydrogen, nitrogen were, in health, ever be- If there be a single subject more intere<ting 
ing eliminated bv the skin, by the lungo, by the than another to the benevolent aurgeon and the 
kidn~ys, and eo on. Now, if from auy. e~ternal friend of humanity. it surely m~st be the di"';Ovl!ry 
phys1~al C4113e one or other of th~o ehrnmat~ry of a ,imple and beautiful contnvance that will 1u
funct1ona were arreated, as ~be f?nct1on of the s.k1~, sure efficienL support, and a gradual and alm<llt 
the results were these: Either some other ehm1- certain cure of rupture. It is well known to 1ur
nating organ performed additional duty until the I goons, as well as those who require the use of a 
balance WM restored, and t~e system saved, or olse tru88, that a simple in1tn1ment that will keep ita 
the suppressed clements, VIZ., the grand supporter position and retain the bowel during all the 
of combustion, oxygen, and the combustible bo- movem~nts o( the bodv, baa alwavs been a desid
dies, hydrogen and carbon, were car1 ied a second eratnm. Every pad hitherto devl.sed is liable to 
time round the sy~tem: were rebnrned •. and made displacement; there is no difficulty in adjusting the 
to go through a 2d series of metamorphic changes, pressure by means of the sprin11:. but the thins 
thna giving rise, in the tint instance, to that heat- most to be desired is tlu immo'1ilil!f of tlie pad. 
ed, excited state of system called inftammatory Strange, indeed, that the device of a nng of suf. 
feyer. producing an abnormal increase in th~ fibrin, ficient surface to lie firmly and easily over the en
the aalt~. and soma other of the blood constituents, tire breadth of the canal through which the intes
and eventually leading, if a countor-aitent were tine descends, should not hRVe occnl'Ted te the 
not forthcoming, to the concentration of this super- nrtizan, even with the aid of the practical surgeon. 
activity in some favorable structure or organ, a.nd The immobility of the ring pad is at once appa
to the proce&S called inftammation-a process which rent· for the skin rising by its natural power of 
is, in fact, nothing 111ore than the too rapid develop· rll$istance, above the inner as well as the outer cir
ment in some st>ecial organ of the three successive cumference of the ring, embeda the pad, and shnta 
11ets-reproduct1on, dissolution, and elimination. up the· canal bv two separate J.>re881ll't'S, by seg
From these readings of the anbject. it would easily menta of the ov~I rin~-going directly 11eross the 
be seen, the author thought, how it was that placa· thronii;h which the bowel must pass out of 
snper-fibrinntiou of the blood attended inftamma- the abdomen. So much for this simple and inim
tory disease!'; and why fibrin exuded from serous itable truss as a supporter, and nothing can be 
membranes in some snch diseases; and why it was more reliable ; the heaviest pressure bron~ht to 
deposited in masses in the circulating system. He bear upon the bowels by the muscles of the abdo
wu partioullrly 1mxious to dwell on the opinion men. rn anv of the operations of rural or mechan
that suppression of one or the other of the climin· ica.l life, and the descent of the diaphra11:m upon 
atory processes gave rise to the results he had de- them in the largest breather, cannot force the bowel 
ecribed; and ne illnstratcd the question by the to pa'& this immovable pad. 
analogical observation, thnt the system, under the But this is only the beginning of its excellence; 
circumstances named. was mado for the time "to no one who realises his value as 11 perfect man . can 
conanme its own smoke." an act quite incompnti- fail to look upon the best trnsa in any other light 
ble wit.h health. !\Jr. Richardson , at this point, than a ut-cossary nuisance; in our American sum. 
proceeded to show the practical nature of the sub- mers especially, is its necessity to be d~precated_; 
Ject he had chosen; he confined his attenti m to and we look upon that man as a benefactor to ~is 
the elfects of fibrinous deposita-thesc deposits race, and worthy of onr highest esteem, who will 
might take pince in any part of' the cirenlatinv; save the laborini: man from any distre88 B<lditional 
machinery. and the •ymptoms they produced varieCl to that of his daily toil in this enervating climate, 
consequently; forming m the heart, they produce A rupture cl\n only be cured by natural and slow 
their special efFects in at least five different ways. ndheaione of the canal, or the inner opening into 
lat. They may be developed in the course of al. it . 11·hile the bowel ia completely supported by a 
most any acnte inftammatory complaint. 2d. They truss; or by injecting some stimulating snbstaoce 
may be developed suddenly, and produce the most to hasten that procC$S, as lately practiced by sev• 
alarming symptoms, the pntient havinv; shown but ernl surgeons, as well as ourself; a method now 
few previous indications of acute disease. 3d . extensively known to the public, but one unqnes
They may give rise to symptoms pecnlinr to them- tiouably highly desirable to avoid by ~very h~
aelves, throughout long perioda of time, no othor maue and scientific surgeon. Inftammat100, be 1t 
disease being present . 4th. They may give rise remembered, is the agent that is to cause the adhe
to sudden death. without h11ving pnviously pro- sion; and mechanicnl prC88ure, we presume i~ will, 
dnced any special symptomt. 5th . They may fol - be admitted by every intelli!?ent surgeon, 1s the 
low in tho course of some exhausting disease, and most manageable and the Sllfest ma~ner o~ pro. 
in a secondary manner hasten a fatal termination. dncing it. To all who doubt the prec1$P action of 
After the statrmeut of these general rules. a minute pressure in inflamin!! and thickeoi~1g the mem. 
deecriptioo of the varioWJ symptoms which fibrin- branes nndor the skin, we would s1mpl)'. say, ex
ous concretions produce was j?iveu, and at the con- amine an old stager of a corn on your !•ttle toe, 
clnsion of tho paper 11 few illustrative pathological and we think you will be convinced of 1ts power; 
specimens were shown, from one of which it was we have seen tho skin under the outer part of the 
demonstrated that these concretions, when occur- corn consolidated with the bone. Bnt presaure 
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PHTHISIS AND HYSTERIA. !9 

bM been applied to rupture, and that suceeesfully, ind need the seat or dnlncss was apt to vary from 
u is well known, in efFectiug curn. The diffi. one fide to the other. He suggested that hyper
culty hM hitherto been to keep the rupthre from trophy of the brcasu and the proucoC.68 to the 
descending, enn for a second of timo, for that more transieut swellings, by the German authors 
would efFcctnallv break op the tender commence. designated anntbymiasis, might depend ou nnalo
mPnt of the adhesion in (the ranal; the patient goua conditions, and argued that fixing the atton
bimself, at all times, shon1d have ab&olnte com- tion of snch patients on the lnnga might tend t.o 
mand onr the pres!nrc, and graduate it to his disturb their function~. since direction of the coo. 
capacity of endurance at the time, whatever the s1•iousness may thus influence an organ unfavor
natnre of his occupation may be. ably, and an expectancy of a morbid action (as 

This hllS been moet perfectly attained by ?tlr. imtllnce of crnmp) tend to its renewal. Dr. 
Marsh, by an ovoid pad attllched to a aep•1111te TbompffiU related several cases in defence of bis 
spring. &od pressinit directly on the canal, icithin positions. One in which Jl6Cndo-phtbisis WM in
tlre c1rcum/erenu of the ring pad; the pressure is dnced by mentlll disquietude and rapidly bendittcd 
graduated with any degree of nicety, from nu by change of •cene. A second, in .which cough 
ounce to ecveral pounds, by means of a screw, for some days and nights almost mce88nnt. and 
merely 11"JUiring two fingen to turn it, "ithout I profuse hemoptysis oeenrring at stated periods of 
the least necessity of loosening the garments.- the nig!it. Ion~ resisting trentment, occurred with 
Nothing can he more l'erfect or reli11ble in its ac.

1 

very slight gl'llunda for su>pl'Cling consumption. 
tion, and the mosterihcal surgeon can dci;ire nolh- A third, in which respirations aecolernted to s<:v· 
ing better. We believe that a perseverance in the enty a minute. with d1ffic11lt and pninfnl inspirn
use of this instrument for a yenr, will cnre nine : tiou, soon yielded to remedies adopted to invigor. 
cues out of ten of every reducible rupture; and ate the nervous system, and relieve spinal irrif.:1. 
when we consider that ten per cent. of the male tion. although certnin loco! siitns. the appearance 
humnn family are ruptured, the nine or Mr. of the gums. arul the family history, naturally ex
Marsh'R invention cnn hnrdly be apprecillted. l"or cite1l some apprehension as to the ultimate result. 
excellence of workmanship the instrument cannot And a fourth instance. in which a yo1mg woman 
be surpassed. They are to be had of the inventor, for nearly five years subject to vaiied hrsterical 
2~ J\faiden Lane; his amiability and gentlemanly Rymptoms, ttpecially ~astrodynia, palpitation, and 
deportment, and immP.nse BSEOrtment of apparatus, cough, became the subject of dull percussion, alter. 
will insure satisfaction to all who may call Ut>OU o&ting from one side to the other; gradually, how-
him.-TAe &alpel. ever, the hysterical symptoms bod di"8ppcare1l, and 

Sec editorial notice. N. the indications of pulmonary affection were fixed 
to one side, although considerable advantage was 
derived from the administration of cod-liver oil 

ON THE QUESTION OF REJ.ATION BE- and other treatment. Dr. ThomJl8on concluded 
TWEEN PHTHfSIS AND HYSTERIA. bis commnnication by remarking, fin;t, that when 

phthisis commences in hvsterical subjects, the 
symptoms are often aggravated to au extent dis
proportioned to the amount of organic ch11uge. 
Secondly, that hysteria and phthisib, althongh not 
incompatible. are nncoogeuial, so that as the latter 
disease advnnccs the former usually retreats; and 
that the coexistcoco of hyPterical avmptoms, eopc
cially if severe, may encourage a a0me11· hat hope
ful progn06is, even when phthisis is established. 
Thirdly, thnt when these two disordcrt nre con
current, a more "hardening system" may com. 
monly be employed than is expedient in ca.<es of 
unmodified conaumption.-The Lancet. 

aT Dll. THl!OPHILUS TUOJIP8011. 

The object of this paper 11·88 to show, lint, th11t 
hysteria oft.in simulates phthisis. Secondly, that 
it tends to aggravate certain symptoms of iucipicnt 
consumption. Thirdly, that as phthisis bccomt'! 
el!tablished, hvsterical symptoms mnnlly be<·ome 
less chamcterlstic nnd various. nnd fin11lly disap
penr. l"ourthly, that when the two d>.theses co. 
exist, the prognosis and the treatment must be 
modified. The author sn~gested some r.ioints of 
distinction between the true and the 11mulated 
phth~is. ttpccinlly in the lotter the peculi11r chnr
acter of the cough, the relative 1lisproportionate
nC88 of the local and the gene1al symptoms, the 
inconsistency of loquacious complaints with the 
sp1ightly or indifFerent conntcnance, the J>8in on. 
der the left mamma, eensitiveness of •ktn, ei<pe· 
rially over the sternum and between tho should. 
en, and sometimes a sense of sn!focation when 
these two points 11re simultaneously compreAed. 
Hemoptysis wu mentioned as often 11ggravated in 
the early period of t>hthisis, and even induced bv 
hysteria in non-phtlmical subjects, and under such 
circumstances sometimes recurring at fixed period• 
of the day or the night. The occaaional profuse. 
neae of aoeh hemoptysis might be due partly to 
sudden congestion, partly to deficient crM.amen-

• tum in the blood. Dr. Thompson expl'e$8ed an 
opinion that hysteriC3l congestion sometimes OC· 
curred to such an extent in the lungs u to oeca-
1io11 marked dnhl• 011 f~u. .. ion, bot when 10 

CINCINNATI MEDICAL DOINGS. 

From various sources, accounts of the disgrace
ful quarrel& among the 11hyaiciau1 of Cinciunati, 
reach the EMt, some of which have already been 
given in the Journal. Unless greatly exnggerated, 
the proflll'•iou of the Queen City of the West are 
extremelyjriven to belligeraot demonstrations. It 
seems that the cont1'0l of the Commercial Hospi
tal, now in the hands of the Ohio Medical College, 
is the source of much uneaeineu, and the exciting 
cause o{ the notoriety iciveu to their public pro
ceedings o.f late. H061/ltals ore too often made the 
in1trruaentalities for 10dividu•l advnuccment.
Thoee at the W eat who are so fortunate u to be of 
the number of medical aud surgical oflicen, hlTe 
greet influence, and conaequeotly a growing private 
practice. Whether abilit), lear~ing or moral qual. 
ification1 ban au7 weight io aec9Jing the[appoillt· 
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30 PLEURO-PNE UMONIA. 

ment to these posts of honor. remains for others to I cions and glairy; sometimes streaked with blood, 
decide. Iu the New York Dail:t Tim•s is a graph- et others rc;embling prune juice, or of a dirty 
ic de.<criptioo of the manner of cond~1ctir~1t one. of I !treen-yellow color.. It does not always present 
the mectin"s of the faculty of the city, in which , the same characters m the 1ame cues but may v:iry 
the subject "'or the !l.o;pital '_"M di.cu~scd. The I Jn.ii~·;. dy•pnrea .not urii;e~t icenerally, no,r the ~
most bitter peri.onalHt<;> were 10du)gcd.111, and one spirations much 10crca~ed m frequency. fhe skto 
or more personal collmons were with difficulty pre- and tongue usually 1~ou;t; ~he former clammy, and 
Vflltcd. Jt is quit<> impos.ible to conceal from the the latter covered with a <hrtv crea~y fur. J'.uliie 
public such undignified seen~. which greatly injnre ~pid but soft. and often feeble; unue. sometimes 
the medical character of the country, and must b1~h · colort'd and sca~ty, at ot~era ~pious. an.d of 
opernte unfavorably for the rcpntation of the O~io a pale .straw-color .. fhe ph~:&ical s1g11s md1cate 
Medical Colle~e and the facnlty geuerull.rnf the Ct!~ tho rnr1d •p~end of mflnmmation over a .!treat ('%. 

of Cincinna•.l.-Bos/011 .Medical ond Surgical tent o surface. usually confined to one 11de. The 
Jowr11al. subeequcnt solidification of lung is not very irreat. 

however, nor very complete, being checkud by the 
pleuritic effusion. which compresses the orstana, 

ON THF. CHAR1CTERS OF THE PREV· nud prevents it• solidification. When the elfw.ion 
ALE::-11' l'L!'.;UllO-P);EC~IUN!A. bna not be<>n great. instead of extensive solidifica

tion there ia mually suppurative infiltration of the 
BY DR. lllSDON BESNETI'. lung. showing a tendency to g1111~rcnous destruc

tion, the chief points of interest rn the autopsies 
Ap9rt from differences in what is called the cpi- being the small amount of solidification notwith

demic constitution, there are important tliffcrencc.s standing the extent of lung involve1l. it being 
in the same dise3Se, dependent perhap• on climate, grc.1tci;t in the immediate vicinity of the gangren
national eonstitnt ion , habits, modes of life, CU'., as j ous cavities. The tendency to snppurntion waa 
well as diJforenees dependent on varictie; of indi· more marked in the pleural cavity. In one C&lle 
vid11al con>titntion. and that this, although known. detllilcd, Dr. lleunett thought tho principal accn· 
is not always remembered in practice. This dif. mnlation of pns \US intedobular, and that, as the 
ferenc~ was •howu by the treatment of erysipelas , acute stage passe<I away, the effusio.n into the .eav
of which Dr. Hennett ED\V some ca;es last •nmmer itv of the pleura was absorbed, while a coustder
at the Hot.cl lJien, aud, ou inquiring into the able quantity remained between the lobules of the 
treatment, was tol1l that rest, autl some simple lung anrl its base , so that when it had its esit the 
dieh!tic rules, were all thnt were required, it hclllg outlet wa.; very direct, opening immediately, or 
a Ycry slight disca;c, nutl never fatal, unleos as;.o. nenrly w. into the larger bronchial trunks, thus 
ciated with some vi>cernl disca~c or cachectic habit. cfft .. cting the more speedy and complete ev11Cuation 
the reverse being the case in the London hosp•tals. of the cavity, and it• consequent oblite1'Ation. 
and even in private practie' iu these kingdoms. These •iii:us and symptoms the author 1bo11ght suf. 
Dr. lleunett. bowever, did not eon•idcr it ri~ht to ficient to >how that this forin of inflnmnrntion dif. 
dificard altogether the rc,,ults of formercxpcrlcuce. fers mal<':-ially from the ordinary plemo-pncnmonia 
because bkodiug. antimony_. c!c., a"e not now This difference. be >aid, wa. not owin!( to mere 
found so serviceable in the treatment of pncn- peculiarities of iurlivitlual coneti•ution, for he bas 
mooin ns we were leil to believe, or ns they f<>r· met with it in persons of vnrious constitutions, and 
mcrly were. They are not to be rejected nlto~cthcr moviuic in 1liffcreut social spheres. !\either bas it 
as fallneious, for they will warr:mt our confiJcucc, auy ne<·cssary connection with continued fever; 
if judiciously emplo~·cd, in the treatment of the but he is iucli11e1l to refer it to aform of ery6ipelas, 
Huie type of Ji, casc 118 that for which they were although it i• not geucra.lly associated with it$ ex. 
recommended . 'fhe author then went 011 to aseert, tcrnnl manife>tations. 'J'be pocumonin of fever, 
that true sthcnic pneumonin of the croupous vari- er)·sipclns, nud cacbexia is nsuolly asthcuic; but this 
ety, tbnt is. iutfammntion nttackin" the air-cells, variety Dr. Dennett. regards as it.elf a form of 
cha.l'llctcrized by t~e etli1sio11 ~f pfutic !1111ttcr.b.v ery>ipelntons iuflammation, ebi~fly because it ~as 
wb1ch they arc obhtcral<'<I, lcadmg to &ohd1ficat10u p:·evailcd coutempo111n"<msly with estcmal erys1p
of the lung. b:is become a comparatively rare dis. , cl83, anJ because an erysipelatous form of cyuanche 
case of lntc. The ordinary descriptions of tba ' bas been vcrv common. and in mouy casc11 has 
disease arc true to natnre, nud the nttcndaut plen· been an ntt.cudaut on the thoracic iutlnmruation, 
rifo , itself a subsi<linry or secondary di>e:ll!e, sore throat having b•en frc'}uently complained of 
merely induces an elfu~ion of pl11.>tic lymph upon in the be;tinning,' aud, as tb1s bas &ubaidcd, bron
tbe serous membrnne, unaccomp.1nicd by much cbinl symJ>toms have occurre.J. to which the pleuro
liqnid; bnt the iufinmmatory Jiseasc whirb hos ; pneumonia ha• rncccede<l. With rc;pcrt to treat
prcniled latterly differs from it in its patholoi;:y ment. general bleeding is ina'lmis.ible; the local 
and treatment. .Neither i,i it exactly the typhoid I lo,s of blocd in the bep;iuuiug is useful, if to a 
pneumonia; and certainly not as•ociatcd with ty . limiteil extent. Co1111tcr-irritation may be em
pbus or typhoid fever. Thcj>leuritis b1111 frequently , plo) c•l safely, more early than in the stbenic form 
preceded the pneumonia. and bas often been the · of i11fla111runtion; bli.ters have yielded wnrkedly 
more srvere and prominent complaint. 'l'be di>-1 beneficial re,nlts. Calomel and antimon~·. if given 
case has occasionl\tly commcuccd with catarrh, at all , mnst be used moot &paringly, and with the 
peasin~ sob•equeutly into the plenro-p11cnmouia. utmost caution. Five grains of Dover's powder, 
'J'he pain i.:i u11n11\ly very &cve~e. and effu;ion takes 

1
1 with 011e grain of calomel. three or four tiruea a · 

place with great mpidity and to a cousiclcmble day, have appeared to be very nsefnl, the calomel 
extent, soon becoming purulent; cough not trou- I not being p;iven so as to affect the mouth. Alllr 
blcsome; the •pt1ta copiom, and more or less tcun. ! monia ia the beat expectorant, aod i.e given by Dr. 
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CHLOROFORM IN RHEUMATISM. 

Bonnett, combined with ibl acetato, and camphor I A sixth part of the mixture Wl\8 desired to be 
mixture, or sometimes with 6erpeotaria or seoega. sprinkled 011 a foltled handkerchief and lnid on 
Beef-ten always, and wine frequently are neees- the p.1rt; severely nffcctcd, and thcoe to be covered 
aary. F nder any form of treatment, the affection 11·ith a lnrge sheet of gutta perehn paper to prevent 
is attcnclcJ with great danger, and, in its worst evaporation. Viriting her the next dny, I wu . 
fo'.11ls. is very fatal. In some ca&es, FO rapid is the agreeably surprised to learn from ·her that all her 
prostration, that Dr. Bennett h11.1 thought stimu- torments had wholly disappeared after she had 
lants ueeessm-y from the fi1·Bt. An ample and ef- taken tho firat dt'&ught, and that the other& had 
ficient blister. with wine, beef-tea, and ammonia, procurer! a good night 's sleep. 
are, be believes, the remedies on which most reli- The fin.t application of the mixture was awk. 
ancc should be placed, in the most altgravated and wnrdly opplied, and she sniJ it gave her much 
mo;t characteristic examples of the d1'!e:uie.-Md- pain, nud therefore she wonld not permit it to be 
ical Ti.,,,,., and Ga:cffr. u•ed again. In conseqnence of 11 good night, she 

---· -·- .... had some nppetite. n·1d enjoyed n gloss of Calca-
CHLOROl'ORM IN RHEUMATISM. vella wine. Two rhln!'oform draughts were to be 

taken at night if tho p 1ina retnmed. 
llY l. KlllBY, LL.D, L.c.n., The hnsband has iaformed me that she wu 

The following case is aelected from some others 
of the snme kind, 1111 illu.stratiug a kind of practice 
that we have seen carried out in several instances 
with marked benefit: 

On the 3d instant. I was called to visit Mrs. K., 
w'.io i• about forty, mother of several children. and 
now six months advanced in pregnancy. At the 
commencement of !Mt summer she waa affected 
w th a scrofulous ab6cess above Pouparfs ligament 
at the left shle, which was opened and discharged 
matter iu a large quantity peculiar to that di.case. 
By a rc>:"idencc in the country, &ca.bathing.a suit
able exercise. auJ tonic remedies, thll ahsce>s gre\v 
Jess. and iu time it cicatrieed altogether. On her 
~torn to t?wn, she again complained of nbdom
mal 1111rRBrness, the tumor formed anew, and it 
broke •pontaneougJy. fihe in the mean time having 
no advice on the subject. 

For the ln~t fortnight llhe ha& been confined to 
Jae· bed. ~x.,ept whe11 moved for purpose of con
nnience or comfort. She lie• wholly on her right 
side, in couscqueuce of pain ind need whenever she 
turns on the left. Dnrin~ this time she had 
"~carcely any sleep." At n1~ht she suffers "most 
R·~rnciatiug and constant parns in her loins, over 
the sacrum, the coccyx, and the hips." These 
pailll compel her to loud exclamations of di•tr-. 
disturbing the whole house by her vociferatiolll, 
ao that. her husband and attendants make many 
complurnts of the wont of repose. The appetite is 
wholly gone. She takes whey and tea priucipally , 
and she loathes wine, porter, ale, and beer. She 
nreats profusely at night; the bowels are rc!!:nlnr; 
the urine scanty and lateritious; the pulse is verv 
freqnent sod weak; she is runeh emaciated, and 
looka in fact like a per&on far advanced in hectic 
f~Yer. The movement& of her child are quick, 
hvely, and natural. The ab;;ce&8 discharges about 
a table.<poonfull of rather healthy matter. 

l'rom the succet;s which attended the adminis
tration of chloroform in other ca&ea; I was induced 
to m~ke a trial of it& remedial agene1 in the J!reB· 
eot m•tnnce, and I accordingly preteribed 1t in 
the fnllowing way: 

~- Chloroform, min. octo. 
Aqum J j; 
S1n1p. croci 3 j; 

J't. haustus. M1tte tres hamtns tales. St. unnm 

~. 
qnartis horiJ. 

Chloroform. drach. tn11. 
Aqn111 unc. tl'tll. Ill. 

Sig. for uternal uae. 

moveJ to tho llOfa at four o'clock ye;tcrday, where 
she remained till twelve, and slept . 1111 she was free 
from uncnsineaa. On he retnru to he1· bed, she 
wns •eizc<l violentlv in the back and hips, but these 
pains were much nheviate.l by tho tlrn chloroform 
draught!I. 

She waa now ordered to remain in her bed, to 
have the locnl application made once, and to take 
two draughts at lll!fbt unconditionally; and a mix
tw·e composed of infosion of roses, with dilute sul
phuric acal, Willi ordered with a view to re11train 
the ni.sr:htly peri,piruthu, to which she attributes 
much of her debility. 

To-day, the 7th of the month, she reports that 
she used no medicines, feeling that she required 
none; however, she is mistaken, for her health is 
in a very p:·ecarioua state, in conaeqncnce of the 
discharge of matter from· her Jlroin and her preg
nancy. To-day she goes two miles from tol\·n, and 
her case devolves on Dr. O'Brien, who met me ill 
consnltllt.ion, nnd who is to attcud her in her oou
fineme11t.-.Duilli11 Medical l'reu. 

ON A M.EANS OF Al<RESTING INSTANT
ANEOUSLY CHOLERA CltAMPS IN TH1'l 
LIMBS. 

BV .II. GUYON. 

Jn a recent commnnieation to the Academic des 
Sciences at Paris, M. Guyon states that these 
spasms may be immediately nrre&ted by firm and 
titcady extension of the cramped muscles. Iu the 
cru>e of the leg he directs tlie heel to be held in 
one hand and the foot bent to1rnrrl the ~hio· in 
that of the arm, the fin gel'& are to be straightc~ed 
and the bani! carried toward tho dorsnm of th~ 
wrist.-Nouve//e Enc!fclopedia. 

ON THE TREATMENT OF FEVER 
BY LARGE DOSES OF SULPHATE 
OF QUINIA at&. George'11 Hospital. 

BY (1) .\, WHITE BARCLAY, M.D. ; and (2) 
DB. DU•D.U, 

The cases treated by quinia, write~ Dr. 
Barclay, may be di\'ided into three classes. 
I. Those in which its exhibition was fol
lowed by marked depr<!ssion. 2. Those in 
which the pulse became slower, without 
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TREATMENT OF FEVER. 

general prostration or sickness. 3. Those 
in which no deci~ed effect was produced 
which could be noted at the time. 

1. Including all the cases together in which 
this effect waf produced, the number is five. 
Two have been already mentioned as fatal, 
one of apparent typhus, one of tubercular 
inflammation of the brain, to which a third 
may be added,complicated with albuminuria, 
which was not detected until the subsideuce 
of the fever, and ultimatP.!y proving fatal. 
The physiological effect of the remedy was 
produced by very different quantities in dif
ferent instances, given at V1trying intervals. 
One patient took twenty grains every three 
hours for nine times; another took ten grains 
every two hours for ten times; ·while a third 
took twenty grains ewry six hours for only 
three times; the other two had twenty grains 
every four and every six hours respectively 
for eight times. 

Of the 3 uncomplicated cases, 1 died, 1 
was ill ten days before admission, and re
mained under treatment forty ·five days be
fore recovery was complete; the other had 
been ill a week, and was discharged cured 
at the end of twenty-four days. 

2. In 2 instances only did the pulse be
come remarkably slower without any de
pression; one took ten grains every three 
hours, the other fifteen gr1tins every four 
hours for about two days, after which the 
dose was gradually diminished. The first 
had been ill five days, anJ was discharged 
cured in eleven days, having been kept un
der observation longer than was perhaps 
absolutely needed to ascertain that recovery 
was really complete; the second had been 
ill only two days, and got well in three 
weeks. 

The first case was not severe, and h•d 
no spots; the second was delirious for the 
first two or three nights, and had a faint, 
rather indistinct rash on the abdomen; he 
had also pretty severe diarrhma, but no evi
dence of ulceration of the bowels. The 
pulse fell in ea. h below 50, but it is neces
sary to state here, that in another instance 
it fell still lower, in which no quinia was 
given. He made a very rapid tecovery, 
being !II only five days before admission, and 
leaving the hospital cured in eight days. 

3. In 11 cases there was no distinct phy
siological effect produced by the quinia; and 
it remains to inquire whether recovery was 
more rapid under this mode of treatment 
than any other; and this may be best ac
compli~hed by instituting a comparison be
tween them and the whole of the other fever 
patients admitted during the same time. 
•rwelve examples of a very mild form, which 
might be justly called febricula, are omitted, 

and there then remain 61 instances of well
marked fever which were not treated by 
quinia. 

Among these, 20 exhibited fever spots on 
the chest or abdomen, and 6 with and I> 
without spots gave unequivocal evidence of 
ulceration of the bowels. Bv this is not. 
meant merely the occurrence of thin watery 
motions, which have been observed in the 
majority of the patients, but the persiFtence 
of diarrhama, with a patchy, 1hining, or fis
sured tongue. We have, therefore, as the 
basis of our analysis, 26 cases which neither 
had fever spots nor distinct evidence of ul
ceration, 14 with tipots, but not certain ul
ceration, and 11 in which the presumptive 
evidence of ulceration wns strong. 

'l'he average duration of these cases was
of the 26 cases, 10 days before admission 
and 21 days under treatment; of the 14 
cases, 8 days before admission, and 22 und_er 
treatment; of the 11 cases, 7 days before 
admission, and 33 under treatment. 

Turning to those in which the quinia treat
ment was adopted, and almost invariably in 
IO-grain doses every four houre,they include 
6 cases in which there was pretty conclusive 
evidence of ulceration of the bl•Wels, 3 of 
which were also spotted; 4 cases with spots, 
where ulceration was not proved, and only 
2 in which neither condition was exhibited. 
With the last cases it may be beet to clau
ify the two already referred to under the 
second division, bE'cause they are not marked 
by any very broad line of distinction sepa
rating them from the present series, and 
tbey exhibit the quinia treatment under its 
most favorable view. 

There are, therefore, 4 cases without 
spots or decided ulceration, of which the 
av.erage duration was eight days before ad 
mission, and twenty-three under treatment 
4 cases with spots only, of which the aver
age duration was ten days before admis1<ion, 
and twenty-six under treatment; 6 C&SE':: 

with ulcerated bowels, of which 3 had also 
spots, and their average is fifteen days be
fore admission, thirty-seven under treatment. 

I must here distinctly state, that when f 
commenced this report I had no idea what 
the result would be, and, so far from believ
ing it unfavorable, had hoped that excluding 
some unfortunate cases, the treatment of 
fever with quinia would prove rather more 
speedy, safe, and effectual than by the ordin
ary modee. I am sorry to be cominced 
that it has no advantages. 

It may be well to state in conclusion, that 
the prevalent type of fever bu been what 
would be called "typhoid,"not true "typhus." 
One or two had the aspect of co~estive 
typhus, but wanted the pur lg, mott rash. 
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TBE.lTJUJrT OP FSVIJ. 

One ,,at.ient had thi• ra.h verywell muked, tration of the vital powers," though oft.eo 
mixed. with ecchymoted ap<>U, at the •me vom.il.iog. 
time had distinct ulceration of the bowela, That the phy1iologleal eft'ect of the rem
with a chapped and glued tongue.. Some edy is not, 81 Dr. Barclay avows," limited 
Md a very abund&Dt crop of florid, sligh~- to lowt1ritlg I.he general circulation," is prov· 
Allevated 11poti1 .disappeariag on preaaure; ed by the fact, that commonly the pneral 
t101De h.J only one or two of thie claaraeter. "Ymptom11 improve, not only pari p1Usu with 
Occ:uiooally the epo'8 are claaracterieed u the change in the circulation, but that some
large., sometimes u sm&ll; and individual time• one, eometime• another. and occa
inataneea occur ea:hibiting various defreea afooally -oil of the following changes will 
of persieteacy, and variOU9 ahadee of color, occur; · namely, the tongue will become 
from a pale roae to a deep crimaen. 8pot8 moist, and the thir11t abated, the 1kin cooler, 
exiated withfMlt vJceration, and ulccra.tioll and the headtlche and general uneuinees 
without 1po'8, appareatly without lllY de- diminished, btfore any decided change in the 
finite r!Ue; and 11Gme of the moat severe aad frequency or character of the pulse can be 
iedioas cuu were IUl&eeompanied by either detected. Also, in the more favorable case11, 
one or the o.Uler. the physiological eff'ect of the remedy is dia-

4. [1n commenting upon these marks, 9layed solely in the rapid and nmultaneow 
Dr. D11ndu thinks] that, instead of contra- subaidenoe or all the urgent symptoms'; 
Yening, they go far to substantiate the doc- tlaere will be no tinnitus aurium, no head
trine in question; at least in so far as relates ache, no miaen, no deafness, 11.nd no vom
to the two only cue11 of fever in which iting. 
"cinchonism" appear11 to have been early The perunl of Dr. Barclay's interesting 
adopted. As regard11 the cases with "ulcer- paper, as well u what I constantly hear and 
ation of the bowels,'' who expects, or who witne88, proves to me the necessity or once 
ever propose.a, to cure such cases by cin- more placing briefty before the profeuion 
choni11m? I well know that cinchonism will eome of those pointa in the treatment of 
not trrre$f such complications; but I equally continued fever by cincboniam on which I 
well know that, resorted to in time, it will have already urgently maisted--orally, and 
commonly prevent them. ·in my 1everal publications-during the laat 

tlaree yearw. As theme points are in nothing 
Of three fatal cue1 in wbich cinchoniem modified by aabeequent experience, I •hall 

WBll resorted to (though I cannot clearly give the preeb1e worda in which J originally 
make out if they are included in Dr. Bar- stated them, under the impression that thi• 
clay'• A~~Jysia,) one w.u"a~ typhus," mode of recalling the subject may be more 
an~tb~,r tuberc~lar mfl,~mmeu_on of 1:11e advantageous than any new or more length
bram, and the third was comp.heated with ened statement. 
albuminuria," (nephritis!) Surely none of · . 

. these eases l'.an be addur.ed .as al'Ql'ding &Df I would ~er~ beg to rec.all, briefly, a few 
evidenoe 00 the .preaent question. nf those pr1nc1pl~s .on which I have else

where strongly ms1sted, namely, that the 
It w.ould seem tllat, In .~me of .the cuee, value of cinchoniam in typhus will be in 

purgative~ had been adm1ms.t.ered~ thl'ee, in proportion to ita earl1 Induction; that adopt
my !xpenence, prove almos~ mvariab7 hurt- ed early, it arrestd wtth certainty, in the vast 
ful m fever. Were euu:ties given. The majority of cases, the course of all continued 
!lmount of aup~rt an~ stimulante-enother fevel'P, and thus prevents the complicutio11s 
imJ!Ort&nt co11»1~~tioo-aft"orded to the which prolongthe disease and peril life; that 
patients under qu1D.1a, doee not •P~· we cannot arrest 'I.JI cases of typhus fever 

Dr. Barr.lay admitll the eff'ect of emehon- by cinchonism, nor can we all cases of ague· 
iam to be "something mange,"-that is, serious viscereal disease in either•case wili 
new ·to him; but,"in one or two ~ae11 which interrupt the specific po~er of the reO:edy; 
got well Ye'J apeedlly under 1ta employ- also idiosyncra1y in some and a broken
ment," he queation• "special effect." or, .. If dow~ state of the constituti~n in others will 
tt~y ,,, that •uch ~t •·w~ li!!'ited to low- prevent ita t1ucoess; that a vital orga~ al
er1ug the '8neral c1rculation; that .. when ready seriously damaged, or the vital fluids 
~lbed to tta !:1ll extent," it .Pl'Olltra\es "th.e already seriously vitiatl'd, will necessarily 
vital powers. On these points my expan- render the success of cinchonism doubtful· 
enee ie totally at varianee with that of Dr. but that In none of the foregoing conditions' 
Barclay. idiosynerasy excepted, should the remedy 

I have myself admlnistrred qulnia to cin- be altogether suspended, for even in these 
choni11m in many hundred cases, and seen it its administration will prove commonly use
lsrgely iiven by othen; yet, in no one in- ful, and al1flfJ!P Hfe; that after the first im• 
atance have I ever observed it eauae "proe- pre11ion has be11 n made n the -di eue by 
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einchoniam, the patient ehould be conlt&Jltly villion, eo that the patient would be oblipd 
and r.oell mpporl«l-no slope. Wine w>ll be to incline the head forward to bring the rays 
often neceeeary, and (eepecially with hos· of light to a proper focus, which is far more 
pital patiente) brandy. To the purely med- advisable than to raiae the head for the aame 
ical meuurea l need not refer, but there is purpose, which would be the reault in a ma
ooe point oo which I am anxious to fix the jority of cues, If the same depre111ion oe
attention of the profe11&ion, namely, that in curred, in 11aps made from the lower half of 
estimating the 11pecitic power of einehoniam the cornea. I have aeen an Italian oeulillt 
over typhus fever the practitioner miul care- of dh;tinction rrform the latter, giving, Ha 
fully Jutinguiah tJwae CtUU of tlilceral dia- re11eon, that i there should be any effusion 
eoae, aUe7uUd wU4 lOlo i'fPammalion- tmd ty- within the ehambere, it would more readily 
phoid arnptoms, which are continually ad· escape. In operations for artificial pupil, 
milted into h~pitals aa 'typbua' or 'typhoid' 1 as a general thing, the inferior and internal 
fevers. In these euea the failure of cin- portion of the iria ill the part removed. This 
ehoniem attachee, not to the remedy, but· to rule ia eubject to 80Rle variation, according 
the pbyaician." to the opacity of the eomea. &e. In ob-

i may, perhaps, be permiUed to add, that atruetiona of the lachrymal ducta, the style 
the dose I firat iulopted, namely 10 or 111 j is nearly abandoned, as a barbaroua prac
grains every two hours to an adult, ia that 

1 

tice, and one liable to many grave aeei
which I still find to be the moat uniformly dents. Sometimes M. Deemarree practice• 
advantageous, and auended with the feweat dilatation by introducing email aondu; aom&
inconveniences to the patient.- Medical times cat/ieterinne; but there ie always dan
Timt1 and Gaulle. ger of a relapBe in a few months. In most 

of these eases, if of long etanding, the 
lachrymal aar. becomea inflamed, implicating 

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. the eye, and fioall1 a fistula lachrymelia ia 
the result. Such baa been the course in a 

p .ilia, October 28, 1843. very larre number of the caaea which I have 
Snt :-From the in11ux of etudenta and observed. In such patients, M. Deemarrea 

medical strangera, the 'l""rtier latin ia be- cures radically by deatroyiog the . lacbry~&l 
ginning once more to put on ita acholutic sac. He makes a somewhat circular 1n
appearance. The leoturea of the Faculty cieion down .opon the sac, diuecting later
will eoon announce their commencement of ally, 80 that it may be folly expoaed, then 
the winter aeuion • and although during applies the actual eautery, which completely 
the ~ the l~rea have been auepend- de.troys the aac, the wound be~ling witho~t 
ed, yet diaaectiona and private inatniction any very noticeable defo.rm1t~ ; and 1n 
have been going on without much interrup- twenty to forty days the patient 1s cured of 
tion. an affection that may have lasted him many 

For several monthe I have followed with yeara. I have aeen some patients who have• 
v~ry much satisfaction, the cliniquce 0 / MM. bePn operated upon two or three ti~ee by 
Siebel and Deemarres upon diseases of the other m!thoda• but to no effect; while the 
~ye. Besides their immense l>rivate prac- deatruetion of the nc rendered the cure 
tice, theee gentlemen hold elin1que1 for the complete. 
benefit of indigent persona-the former But it may be asked, what become11 of the 
twice a week, and the httter three times. teara, if the aac, and perhaps the lachrymal 
Generally from 160 to 200 patiente present canal, ie destroyed 1 Anatomy eatablishea 
themaelvea at each se11sion, which, of course, that the lachrymal gland is the source of the 
furnishes many operations of every eharac- teare ; and it la alao true that there ia a 
ter practiced upon the visual orpna. In aecretion from the mucoua membrane of the 
person• over 40, the operation for cataract eye, and that there ia an abaorption and an 
by extraction is generally performed, and evaporation of these liquids frOing on at tbfo 
the sueceBS ie truly gratifying-a very large ~ame time. Now the aecre\ion of the gland 
majority of caaes having eigbt restored with· UI not abeolutely neceaaary to lubricate the 
out accident. The 11ap operation of the eye when in health ; but when a foreign 
upper half of the cornea ia always selected, body invadea the eye, the lachrymal 1eere
from the fact that there ia not so much lia- tlon becomea ao abundant, to wub out the 
bility of thli e1C11pe of the aqueoua humor, intruder, that it overflows the margin• of 
neither of prolapeua iridie, as the upper lid the palpebr11 and of the locus lachrymalia 
keeps the Aap 1n a more enct poaition ; upon the cheek. We aee the Ame reault 
and, above all, should the 61p unite and from me~tal emotiona, showing that when 
leave a depre11ion in it, instead of its globu- these acc1dente occur, the ducte are not auf
lar appearance, it would alter the uia of ficient to carry away this b per-1ecrelion. 
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Tlai1 state of thinge will occur, of course, the blood attracts it, and at tho end of a 
after the deatruction of the aac, when the certain time it appeara dissolved. Spallan
eye ia inJlamed from any cause , but when zani ia said to have aeeu aome globules with 
the eye ia free from inflammation, and not bia microacope ; and 1Ll110 Burdaach, but 
intluenced by mental emotion, notwhhstand- neither of thern observing what may have 
ing the complete annil&ilalion of the lachry- been the normal state in the individunl 
mal sac, the eye will be aa free from a au- claaaes elevated in the animal scale. 
perabundance of tears as though it had IC the injection wu too abundant, grave 
always been in a state of healthy action ; accideata would sometimes result, and even 
and there will be no watering of the eye. death. Gases, in efl'ect, according to M. 
But there will be left a lacrymal tumor-a Magendie, pass only with difficulty by the 
~11tula lachrymalia-or a. chr~nic thicken- ca'pillarie1 of the lunge; introduced briskly 
~ of the membrane which hoe.a the sac, into the jugular vein, they go into the right 
without an dfect~ remedy, and the conee- auricle and ventricle of the heart, then into 
quencea can be ~ily foretold. the pulmonary artery, where they form a 

The ~ns given at the. College of froth, or foam, which ia impelled with the 
France, durmg the summer se111on of 1853, blood. Io the part• of the lung where tbia 
by M;· Claude Berner~, '"~ of .M. Ma- foam arrives. an obatroetioo results ; and if 
g~11d1!, were exceedi~gly interesting. I this 11 general, death supervtnea rapidly. 
will give yo": aome of h18 remark• upon gas- It i1 thus that death happens by the mtro
eous abs~rpt1on. . . . . duction of gases into the blood. One should 

All ammate bemga are m affinity with be acquainted with the aolubility of oxy1en. 
th~ gaa of th~ at_mosphere. The l':tter .cor:i- A zure (which is a little more that:. a pint) 
tams t~o pnnc1plea: o:rygen, which 11 an of water diaolvea 46 «nlimdrei CMba (a 
propl•rl1on of 79 to lhe 100, and uote 21 to liltle more than an ounce) under a similar 
the .100 ;. there are also some tracee of ear- preNUre and temperature. But blood ab
bomc acid. llOl"bs more ozygen than water. .Magoua 

I. lmportartce of <»:ygett.; and lite condi- hat made SOD1e experimentl upon this sub
liou ift 1DAicA it ii foriMd. In gaseous ab- ject. One thouaand volumes of blood, agi
sorption, oxygen plllys the greatest and moat tated in the air, absorbed 130 volumes of 
important character; it is this which main- oxy1en ; whilst 1000 volumee of water only 
tains the phenomena of combustion. Its absorbed 9i; a difference Immense. 
importance has been known since Its dla. The penetration of oxygen, when the air 
ei>very, and baa been called air vital. All is put in contact with the lungs to traverse 
animals absorb it ; it is the same with all their finft membranes, manifests itself ae
the green parts of v~tation; germination tively and abundantly. Thia is not so with 
bas want of it, and the spawn itself could water, and i1 owing to the different proper
raot be developed without it. If the egg or ties of the blood, whose composition is com
apawn of a frog or a bird is put in contact plex. The globules absorb the most. Lie
with any other gas than that of oxygen, their big himself had thought that they alone 
evolution is arrested. Here is the proof of absorbed oxygen ; but the serum absorbs 
the absorption of oxygen ; put a spawn into also, as ia seen when gas 111 taken by some 
a bell-glau filled with oxygen ; the glUB animal• whose blood la without globulea. 
may be in connection with a ~con· Some have wished also to bring into ae> 
taining aome water or mercury. Upon ex- count, in this connection, the iron of the 
amininr afterward• what pa11e1, the ab- globulea. Uut i1 oxygen only di&1olved in 
eorption of oxygen will be recognized l:y the blood ! Could it not be retained there 
the ele•ation of liquid in the """'°"""'· by a combination ! When we add certain 
U oder thi1 influence tbe spawn will devel- saline substances to liquids, we augment the 
ope itself. But if, instead of the oxygen, facility of the former for gaseous absorption ; 
another gas is introduced, the development some Billi of iron make water t '>sorb more 
will be arreated. This law is applicable to readily eertain gaaea. Liebig thought that 
all beings. For reapiration, the oxygen the saline parta of the blood. u that of the 
could not be replaced; while aole can be. phosphate of soda, had an •!tion t.> retain 
We can make aome artificial mixtures res- the oxygen. Yet, if the mixtnr" of oxygen 
pirable, provided there be aome oxygen. with the blood took place only by a kind of 
Once absorbed, ts the oxygen diuolved in dissolution, the former ought t'l augment 
the blood 1 Introduced into this liquid, it under the intluence of com1•rcaa_,n, as takes 
can circulate there, under the form of place with carbonic acid, a ver1 1rreat quan
dobules, but it ends by being disaolved. tity of which we can make r-netratc, by 
1l'his is what happen• when we inject oxy- this means, In water. We kne>it <1ren that 
jeD into an arteey by meaua ef a fine tube ; this cbmpttssion, carrk>d t<.> (II o fl.r t1Yr at. 
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moapheres, augments the absorption from 
two to four, &c., in doubling. But the 11ug
mentation of absorption does not take place 
with blood as with water. During life, this 
absorption varies not sensibly. One can 
submit it to a strong atmospheric pressure 
without there being any very sensible modi
fication in the phenomena of life. Thia 
even bas conetituted one means of treat
ment, and eome have seen patients BUp
ported sufficiently long without being incom-

. moded. Let us add, on the other aide, that 
if oxygen was in a chemical combination 
with the blood. we could not detect it u 
eaaily as if it was only mbi:ed. We see this 
queation of diaeolution, or of combinatio11,of 
oxy~n in the blood, can still be debated, 
and 1s far from being eettled. 

Can atmospheric oxygen undergo any 
modification, whether within or without the 
economy 1 In certain moment•, in certain 
combinations, it appears to be able to ac
quire a greater energy. Some ftlllearches 
have been. made in diis respect. A great 
noise has been made about Nona, which is 
oxygen ba.ing been eubmitted to the con
tact of electricity. M. Scbonbei11, who dis
covered this electricized oxygen and ite prop
ert.ies, hae made it play an important role. 
Io hie firat memoir, he announces, that un
der the influence of electricity, oxygen ac
quired a apeoial odor, tnd that it blll<'.d 
starched paper. L'airOMlllUe, by electricity, 
as that in contact with phoephonis, becomes 
very irritant ; animals which reFpire it are 
taken with inten1e and prolonged bronchitis. 
Theee affectione, if the oaone existed in the 
atmoaphere, could even become epidemic. 
In hie aecond memoir, be bas cont<idered 
otherwiae of oeone. Thie irritant and en
ergetic body produced many similar effects 

u pon mia1me. Under the ir.ftuence of light
nmg, be formed eome oeone, which purified 
the air and destroyed some mia.ame. The 
author of this discovery having put into air 
01cmiat, a morsel of meat in a state of putre
faction, it mede the odor clisappear, and he 
saw the putrefaction arrested ; this meat, 
withdrawn afterwards from its influence, 
<'Ontinued to putrefy. It will be poeaible, 
then, that these properties of oxygen, ac
quired from without the economy, may come 
to act upon it. M. Dumu, without yet 
furnishing direct proofs, hne developed the 
opinion that oxygen, introduced 'into the 
lunge, acquire• there certain special prop
erties. 

II. Circuf'nltancea which have 3ome influ
ence upon the ah30rption of o:rygen..-As soon 
as oxygen is in contact with the blood, it 
passes into the liquid, in virtue of a kind of 
imblbition, and disappears. Thie inceyant 

absorption carries into the economy the 
necessary oxygen for all the organs. The 
quantity of oxygen which ia absorbed is con
siderable. According to Lavoisier and Se
guin, who have made the calculation for 
each inspiration, 1000 grammes, or 20,009 
grains, can enter In 24 hours. But this 
quantity i1111ubject to some grand variations, 
BB we shall see by the re1earche11 which fol· 
low. It baa been observed that, durinr 
abatinmce, there wae a relative absorption of 
oxygen greater than during digalion. M . 
Bernard explains this difference by eayi11g 
that during digestion tbe Tena porta con
ducts the alimentary intestinal blood with 
the sugary secretion of the liver, which i• 
very active. The blood of the sub.hepatic 
veins, in mixing Itself then with ~he blood of 
the vena cava, givee to it the sugared qual
ity, 110 that some blood highly mere goee into 
the lungs, and there comes in contact with 
oxygen. It i1 from this circum11t1ncc that 
a much less quantity of oxygeu is absorbed, 
whilst a greater proportion of gns disap
pears. Jlut during abstinence, the blood 
which goes to the lungs is le88 sugared, OT 

none at all. 
In l50me dieeuea, the ~lood ought to· be 

lees fit to abeorb oxygen ; this, according te 
all appearance, takee place in diabela. We 
know that M. Rayer hu observed that ia 
cholera the blood becomes leso1 ICIJf"lat whea 
in contact with air. We have seen th1&t ox
ygen ia abeorbed, even during the iacuba
tion of the spawn. However, in mammiler
ous tribee, the f<Btus not being ia contac& 
with the air, there it apiw:ara to 'have an ex
ception. The lung, which has not yet taken 
on its formation, is replaced by the placenta, 
which is the means of communication be
tween the fetu1 and . the mother. In the 
faitue, the arterial and venous blood h&ve 
the same color, but a color intermediate be
tween theee two kinds of blood. Fourcroy 
bad remarked, that during intra-uterine life 
the blood of the f<Sw was not alway6 •quallr 
auaceptible of 6tcnming BCMlel hg the oomact of 
~·consequently not alwaya in a euita
ble state to abeorb this .gas. 

We can place by the aide of these fact.a 
thtHesearche1 of M. Bernard, who bu found 
that the blood of the f42tu1 which eo11tain11 
sngaT up to its birth, cea- entirely to con
tnin it when it has begun to abllorb oxygen. 

M. Bernard has also verified by some ex
periments that the sugar in the blood dimin
b•hea the absorption of oxygen. He exhibita 
two tubes, or sypbons, with varioua llivisions, 
each filled with the same quantity of ·blood, 
that he has taken away from the jugular 
vein of a dog, with the precaution to draw 
thi• blood with a •yringe, and' · l. 19ce it 
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ander mercury in older to avoid the contact imal was found, then, in the eoodition of the 
of air. In one of theee tubes he bas pu\ a rabbits eubmitted to abetioenee. The more 
email fragment of grape eugar not di11110lved ; there i11 of eugar iu the blood, therefore, the 
he then agitat.ea, in order to mix the blood le11 there .ie of abtorbcd oxygen, and the 
with oxygen, and to eee if there 1hould be a more oxygen appeare under the form of car
differenee in the abeorption. In the tube bonie acid. 
not 1ugared, there were, at the moment of It remaiaa to ascertain why there ie rela
the agitation, 14 diviaione of the oxrgen ab- tively more oxylJtln during abatinenee and 
sorbed ; in the tube 1ugared, the abeorption leu duriag dige1tion. During the latter, 
was less, 12 divieiona only were abeorbed. there eeems to lte formed a kind of-~ 
When the &ll6lf.r had 1ub1ided, it was agi- silllmCltt, which renrlen, perhape, the oxy
tated again, and then 11 divi1ions were ab- gen leN necetlll&ry. Some haYe obeerved, 
sorbed in the tube nut i.ugared, whilst there moreoyer, many varietiee of 1ecreting phe
were only 8 in the tube sweetened. M. nomena ; for Dimple, in certain animaia 
Bernard, in order to vary hie experimentl, that can take a great quantity of food, the 
took eume blood from the vena porta, which urine, dnri11g digeation, i1 troubled, alkaline, 
ie not, and some from tl\e sub-hepatic veine, and contaille an abundance of earbonatea ; 
which always is, sugared. The result wae whihlt durinr abetineace it ia clear, and urea 
the ume; the blood of the hepatic veins ii in greater quantity. There is another 
absorbed less oxygen. Theee experimentl, 1ub1tanoe which i1 found normally in the 
so well conducted, confirm the other obaer- blood, which actl in an inver1e aenee to the 
vations. eupr, and whicla augments the absorption 

MH R.egnaul and Reae have made aome of oxyiJ8n ; It i1 the cl&lori"'1 of aodium. Ia 
experiments in another point of view. H. order to demoaatrate it. .M. Bernard has 
Bernard examined those which concerned made the followiag experiment. He took 
U.e q11eetion with which he bu been oeeu- aome blood from t.he jugular vein by meau 
pied. In the work which theec SGNftl have of a 117ringe, and pell it into two gauges. In 
published, they state that rabbitl, nourislaed the one, he had some pure osygen intro
with their ordinary aliments, which are very liuced under mercury; in tile other, some 
sweet, offer, from JOO parta of oxygen ab- ozygen, with a feeble solution of chloride of 
aorbed, 91.9 expelled carbonic acid, and ·that aoclium. In agjtatiog the two miztures, the 
8.1 remain in the animaia; theee 8.1 parts tint absorbed 39 partl from the 100 m:ygen, 
which are kept, constituting only a very Hd the aecon4l absorbed oaly 10. 
feeble proportion. If, on the contrar7, the Bnt with animals eubmitted to a saline 
rabbita were futing, from 100 parts o o:a:y- alimentation, if we euppoee that, In their 
gen absorbed, 69,0 appear In the Cllrbonic respiration, there Is a rreater proportion of 
acid, while SI remain in the animate. The oxygen abeorbed, can we eonflnn it by sny 
cau11e of thia difference is attributable only experiments, u has been done with sugar' 
&o the Cut that in the first case the blood Some retoearchee have been made by M. 
was charged with sugar. The same experi- BouHingault upon saline nourishment ; oth
menters ltave continued their reeearches en by M. Barra!; more recently, HM. Ma
with animat. 1ubmitted to an ali!Mlll COfl- gendie and Rayer, in a commi111ion inatitu· 
t.ining llO IV!JO"'• which coneti\Utes a kind of ted by the Minieter of War, have adminia
eounter proof. Some doge we~e put upon' tered to hones 1ome strong potions of salt. 
the use of meat on Iv, and during their dlgea- But these studies have not been undertaken 
lion they were placed in an appropriate ap- with reference to ascertaining the quantity 
paratue. From 100 parts of ozygen ab- of oxygen absorbed in respiration. We are 
aorbed, 76.ll have re-appeared in the car- therefore le~ to invoke attalogy and MJIOl&
bonic acid; 94.8 have been kept by the ing. When a notable quantity of chloride 
animal. If the dog was nourished with of aodium 11 taken, the appetite is aug
bread., 91.2 re-appeared in the carbonic acid; mented, and animate find themselves, prob-
8.8 remained in the body. If the dog wu ably, under the rspporl of the absorption of 
futing, we find the aame condition ae with oxygen, in the condition of those who are 
&he rabbits futing. Bat here is another fasting; thi111tate ought to be only temp·. · 
cue : it ie that in which a• alimanlatiolt di- rary ; the ealt travereee only the blood, and 
.. inisW till prodw:tioll of q,gar. For M. ia evacuated by the urine. We have seen, 
Bernard baa shown that allmentation by fat on the other band, that the urta, during ab
binders this production. A dog, having been 1tlnence, ehows itself in greater proportion 
aourished witlt fat, or greue, aad placed in in the urine, and we know that It i1 a re1ult 
an arparatus, rendered only, from 100 partl 

1 
of nutrition; as in giving salt to an animal, 

of oxygen absorbed, 69.4 in the carbonic we augment the production of urea ; being 
acid; 30.6 remained ill the body. Thia an- in an analagous condition that o abatl-
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nence, it absorbs a greater quantity of oxy
gen. M. Bouasingault bH examined the 
question under the connection o' mgrlZUe· 
ment. He believea that in augmenting the 
appetite by salt, we ought to fatten anima.ls. 
But good forage sufficiently augments the 
appetite ; the salt i• only ueceuary to in
duce them to eat that which is damaged. 
The appetite comes when the blood bu the 
property to abaorh more o:rygen. If a de
termined ration is ealted, the animal will 
consume more o:rygen ; he will respire more 
strongly, his u~imilation will be more r.c
tive and more complete; but the nutritive 
want will be augmented, and be will then 
become emaclated, beeause his food is de
stroyed with too much action, and it will 
end by using its proper substnnce. It 11 
thus that an MrbilJOf'OIU animal futing, in 
using his blood, becomes, 10 aome sort, car· 
niooroui. 

Why is oxygen abaorbed in a greater 
quantity by salted blood than by BUgared 
blood~ Do the red globules play ft rtk, in 
this respect? All that we Clln say is, that 
under the influence of salt the~ globule.a 
become smaller and flatter. We aee, with 
regard to sugar and salt, some phenomena 
connected with obenly and emaciation. In 
effect, sugar, in dimmishing the animila
tion, ought . to be favorable to obesity ; and 
it is certain that fecnlent substances fatten. 
The chloride of sodium produces an inverse 
result; if one takes very much, be emaci
ates, too much oxygen enteni into the blood. 
In m.-.king animal& eat greasy subatances, 
they do not fatten, but they emariate, u M. 
llagendie hH said, which provea that, in 
order to produce 00.ily, it 'doea not auffice to 
introeuce into the economy substances iden
tical with those which we wiab to accumu
late there. It is nece888ry that theae aub 
stances ahould act in a certain manner. 
There eiists, without doubt, in the blood, 
some other~ leu important than the 
sugar and the salt, and which, 11 oreover, 
doubtless perform some part in absorption. 
Medical substances which eerve the medical 
art are not probably without h11ving some 
influence upon the absorption of o:rygen by 
the blood. The continuatior• of aimilar atu
dies cannot fail to have ita application in 
medicine ; for if, in the normal atate, it ia 
necusary to have certain qualities in the 
blood, in order to abaorb oxygen and sus
tain life, we shall see that when these con
ditions cease to e:rist in the blood, this ab
sorption is troubled, and life can le com
promised. But more anon.-BQlk.m Med. 
and Burg. Journal. 

RESEARCHES AND OBS ERV A TION8 
ON SCROFULOUS DISEASE of tM 
e.rlernal Lymplialic Glan41. Willa ccue1, 
alwwing ita Con11UUm toitla Pulmonary 
Conmmplion and oilier Diata«1. 

RT THO•.A.S B.A.L•.A.lf, M.D., :tl.R,C.s., ETC. 

"Very nearly three years ago," Dr. Bat
man observes, "I sugge11ted to one of my 
colleagues, that each of the honorary aur
geons to the Dispensary should be at liberty 
to select some particular group or cla~s of 
diseases as hi'! apeciality, and that the cases 
belonging to such group occurring in the 
practice of the other surgeons ahould, as far 
88 mi&"ht be agreeable, be transferred to the 
care of the aurgeon who had adopted this 
particular speciality. In this request all my 
colleagues readily acquiesced : hence the 
origin of this inquiry." Dr. Bo.Iman was 
thus enabled to note the particulars of 141 
ca888 of scrofulous enlargement of the e:r
ternal cervical &"lands, which be did accord
ing to a fix'3d fo~m ; and the results are pre
eented numerically and generally in the vol
ume before us. 

The first chapter is beaded "Histology 
of Sorofulou1 Affections of the External 
Glands," and inquiries into the temperament 
moat commonly preniling in the scrofuloua 
constitution ; the ages of the patient• ; the 
regions of the body most frequently affected; 
the probable cau•es ; the connexion between 
scro'fula and phthisie ; and "the diseases oc
curring in the parents and relation•, some of 
which have been supposed to be sometimes 
usociated with the strumous hh bit." Thia 
chapter contain .. , therefore, the etiology and 
pathological relation& of the disease ; conse
qnently, we are puzzled as to what can hllve 
induced Dr. Dalman to head it with the title 
"histology,"unleu he has thought that term 
and "history" synonymous. That he doea 
not know the meaning of the word is obvi
ous, however, or he would never have used 
it so miuppropriately. We will give a 
briefBummary of the facts arrived at : There 
were 90 males and 51 femalf'fl ! 34 per cent. 
of these bad dark hair and complexion ; 
73.76 per cent. were aged from ~ to 16 
yean, and only 2-84 per cent. above 30. 
But about one-tenth of the whole were ob
tained from different charitable institutions 
or schools; and all those (compriaing a 
greater m:mber of adults than of ~hildren) 
who could not give the nt'Ce811ary mlorma
tion as regards their family history were 
excluded. 'rhis Appears to us to hue been 
a mietake on the part of Dr. Batman. The 
mere fact of occurrence at a certain age ha.a 
no neceaaary connexion · ge [efamily 
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history or with beredltaTY prediepoaitlon ;- mitted in 14. Thie reau!t corroborates in 
we therefore think that he bu re1trict.ecl hie some degree tbuse arriv.ad at from inquiriee 
numeric&! inquiries on the gMtf'dl points or at the Brompton Hospital. As to conaump
age, sex, temperamt>nt,&c., very unneceua- \ion occurring in families u a companion
rily, by taking in the additional element of dieeue to ecroruta, Dr. Dalman fonnd,of the 
family prediapoaition. It ia obvioue, at a 141 cuee he inveatigated, that in 30 there 
glance, how thia circumatance who!ly viti- were no c.scertained family deatha from 
. ates the general conclusions which miirbt phthiai1; in 410, in one branch only ; 40, in 
have bet.n otherwiee deducible from Dr. two branchea; 9, in three; l, in four; and 
Balmaa'a tables. A1 to the region aft"ect.ecl 1, in five branche1. The general infirmity 
in the 141, by far the greater proportion of oon1titution rendel'll the acrofuloua liable 
(81.69 per cent.) had cfiaeue of the ceruical to other diaeuee of a rrave character. Thua 
glands alone. The a:s:itlary glandii were in ll7 there were 18 deaths of father or 
4iaeased(aa well aa the cervieal) in 6.30 per grandfather from apoplexy, paraly1i1, or ep
cent .. the inguinal in 4.llO, and the glands ilepey ; out of ll7 on both aides, 6 grand
above the elbow in 4.97 per cent. As to fathel'8 and 1 grandmother died of insanity, 
the cause•; in 66 . .:> per cent. they were 6 of the latter of caacer, 3 of the former of 
not evident; infantile fevere were auigned atone ; ia all instances, a much larger ratio 
in 23.40 per cent. ; expoeure to cold and than occurs in the general population. 
damp in 14.18 per cent. Dr. Balman "pur· We pau from Dr. Balman'• not very sa•· 
posely omits many of the external cauaee iafactory 1tati1tica, to hi11 more aatisfactory 
which are well known to act moet injuri- pathology. On this head, his views are 
oualy in pereon1 predi11poeed or otherwiee to tbu1e of Ph1llip1, Glover, &c. He has aub
ecrofula-auch aa bad air, deficient or uu· mitted hl'10tl taken from etrumous persona to 
wholeaome articlea of food, defective venti· microacopic examination, and the only devi· 
lation, or deprivation of exereiae, becanae ation from the healthy condition which he 
"they have already been "° ably diacuaaed has been able to make out, i1 an unuaual in
by Mr. Phillipa, as to preclude the poaaibil- crHae in the number of the normal colorle11 
ity of my adding any thing to what he ba1 corpuaclea. He ha11 "very frequently count.eel 
already recorded"-just u if the play of as many 11 aixty and eighty in the field 
"Hamlet" were &o be plaved with the Prince with a fourth-of-an-inch object-glaaa, whilat 
left out, because the cl1ara.cter had been ordinarily only &ve or aix are observable. 
already ao admirably repretiented by Kem- They appeared very variable in si1e, some 
ble. being !en than half the aize of the colored 

The hereditary connexion between acrof· corpuaclea. whilst the majority exceeded 
ula and phthisis pulmonali1, i1, in fact, the the blood-diRce in diameter." H0 haa found 
chief object of Dr. Bal man's inqlliriea. Thia the urim of the atrumoua to average about, 
i1 sltown in Table 6, from which it appnre ap. gr., l.OHI, and "it had often a atrong 
that in 9 caeea (of 141) the father had died odor of cod-liver oil in ca1ee where this 
of pbthiais, in 11 the mother; in 11 the pa- medicine had been taken for any length of 
ternal grandfather, ia 17 the paternal grand- time." ln 19 (of the 3ll cues in which \he 
mother; in 9 the maternal grandfath.er, in urine wu examined,) he found octohedral 
iO the maternal grandmother , and in 99, crystals of the oxalate of lime, tbe average 
unclee and aunts (on both aides) had died of apecific gravity being l.OllO. Of the 13 re
pbthi1ia. Thia table i• intereating u far as maining cues, 4 showed the pboaphatea in 
it goe1, but it i1 doubtful whether it shows exceas ; ll of these had very large glandular 
the full extent of hereditary predisposition swellinp exciteJ by syphilis ; in the other 
derived from the pareata and collateral ll these glands had 1uppurated. With the 
branches. The large proportion of Y<Rlfl{I ·laudable view of testing the value of the ox
cuee pointa to the probable circumstance, alate-urine u a pathological indication, Dr. 
that the parents of - had still to become Balman examined the urine in various other 
the victims of phthieia. Dr. Belman would diseases. In 117 instances of this kind, the 
have increued the value of his table very oxalate• were present in 16, unmixed with 
considerably, if he had had columns ahow- any other deposit, in i6 mixed with lithate1, 
inc the numbel'll of c:ourilU aft'ected with in 3 with pboephat811: ~l cases of phthisia 
•trua.a or dyin~ of pbtbisia. From ioqui- gave 10 with oxalate• ; lS "affections of the 
riea as to the liability to phthiais (or "con- skin" gave 8, of the1e 4 were cues of i•
eumption") of pe...001 born of phthiaical pa- pt.tigo. Dr. Ba Iman did not find any unua
rente, Dr. Dalman found that in llO inatancea ual frequency of the oxaiates in dyspeptic 
in which the grandfather died of pbthi1i1, It cases. From these researchea it would ap
wu tran1mitted in 13; and In 37 in1tance1 pear that the oxalate of lime occura more 
of the pndmother ao dyinc, it wu trana· frequently in the urine of e atrum[ous, than 
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of those r.ftected with other dite11ees. Dr. I in the luap or other villcera. 111 a ctilaiaal 
Batman makes the proportion to be 74 per i lectore, publiehed a few. yean ago, (1846,) 
eent. to 3S per cent. ; but it i1 manifest that j DI-. Laycock melrtion1 this general fact u 
if phthisie and impetigo be deduded from proeable, from. nriOUB circumeances. .a.. 
the instances of geueral dieeaae and added ferriog &o & cue under the 110tice .,f hie 
to the etrumous, we should have a aomewhat ohuie, he obse"" :-'1She ie thin, me'«", 
diiferent ratio-namely, 64. to 31.1 per cent. end bu eialar1f8d glands ia tile axille and 
Dr. Batman found the oxalate depoeit •bow· neck; and it ae well for her that they we 
ing itt!elf in strumoua cues, "for weeka or tlaere, for I am incline4 '° thinll they will 
more, commonly for months, uoiofloeaced be ber defence agai11et the tubercular de
by diet or medicines of any kind." Thie he posit in the lungs ; u all neui., they will 
ucertained by ca1eful ancl re11fttoed expelli- much delay the fatal tel'9\luatioo. I have 
ment and observation. He also found the witaes.ed three or four cases of tubereolar 
oxalate• more abundant ia the uriae pueed phthiei11 of tbie kind with the peealiar eom
at night, than in tla&t of the morning. Ae pluion-(a. muddy grey)-the enlarged 
tbe health became more and more deterio- ecrofblou1 glanU in the neck and axiUe, 
rated, and the powers of tile system reduced, aaci tubercular deposit ia the lunge going on, 

1 the earthly phosphates appeared, the oxalate but very slowly indeed, the patient li•ger· 
of lime being then 11eldom mtt with. On lug on from day to day in really a wonder· 
lhe other hand, u the btakh became re- ftdmanner. I eee that Dr. Glover, of New
e1tabli11hed, the urine ceaeed '° exhibit castle, in his recently published work on 
traces of the oxalates. Scroful.....,.. work containing the re11Ult of 

Dr. Dalman devotes hi• O.ird chapter to original in'feBtigation-11•te• it to be a po,: 
the consideration of the "Syrnptoaie, Pro- ular belief that BCrofuloua cervical gland1 
gre1111, l>W'ation, and Varietiea of Suol\tlou ptevent tbe i11ternal diaease becoming m&D• 
Tumors." His familiariLy with the dieeue iieet ; and he quotes an observation by Syd. 
is well manifested by the t.ruthl\tlneee of Aie euham, somewhat like that I have just 
delineations. We make aome practical made. I certainly cannot say I Jiave eeen 
rzcerpta : phthi8ict.l pereone cwred concurreiatly with 

"One peculiarit7 in theee tumors, which I theff ecrofulou11 glaud1; but I am sure their 
have repeatedly noticed, i1 the almoet 11udden pre1eace In good large muses (and if enp
variations in 1ize which they appear eome- puratiag, so much the better,) is the guaran
times to undergo. Thus, after excitement ., tee for a prolonged existeaee to your pa. 
or exercise of any kind, u running or walk- ticnt. I have 11uch an example under my 
ing fast, they sometimes become dieteudetl I oere at thi11 moment. How this happens can 
to twice or tbrir.e their 111ual size. The only be theorized on, but it is not umeuon
eame thing, in a Je111 degree, is obee"able in able to suppose that there i• a derivation 
the morning on getting out of bed, (arising, from the hmp to the glanda; that •hat 
probably, from eome temporary impediment tubercular matter is deposited in the glands 
to the return of venous blood from the head would ba\'e beeD deposited in the lungs ha4 
and face,) which IJl'lldually subsides during there not been glandular irritation to attraet 
the forenoon. One may sometimes notice, it thero. With the humoral pathology the 
too, another feature of intert:11t-that ie, the old terms of that pathology will come into 
reciprocal influence between it and the us&, and we may aay, with reirard to scrofu. 
healthy and regular perforaiance of the di- lou1 dieea111s and depoaite, wbi irritlltio 10i 
gestive aod blood·making process, on the jl.flZIU. The old met.bode of treetmeftt 
one hand, and the partial arrt'8t or tempo- adopted by the old humoral pathologists 
rary derangement of these functions on tbe will come •fain into vogue ; and I cannot 
other. Thu1, suspend, vitiate, or impair by doubt that m the gouty and scrofo&oua ca. 
neglect of hygienic mean11, unwholl'llome or chexie11, Jerivafltl, such as i89Ue11, Hton1, 
insufficient food, the proce111 of digeetion, and perpetual blistera, may be, end are, of 
and the di1eaee either increuea or remains advantage." (Dt. Laycock'e Cliiaical Lec
etationary ; remove the pereoo from an un- ture oa Scrofula, London Medical Gazette, 
healthy locality, and supply him with good Nov., 18"6.) 
and nutritious food, and the swelling will in . We have giwen thie quotation at lenftb, 
all probability diminish, and the general because it very accurately expre.Jeea the 
health correeponding improve." (p. 97.) results of Dr. Dalman'• «'XpE'rieace; active 

It has been remarked b1 various practical &erofulous tumors in the neck or eleewhere, 
writers, that au external d11poeit of tubercu- we"iag, in his opinion, aa a safety•valve to 
lar or 1crofulou1 matter is apparently pro- the lungs. He detail• oae or two ca11811 
phy lactic, in its influence on the sy1tem, illustrative of the prophylactic efficacy of the 
against the more serious deposit interD&lly ezternal deposit, in cuea f tube . ular 
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phthias,and bu foa•d a eeton below one of of potuaium to the tomor.i, taking C&1'e tn 
the clavicleeatunded with beneficial results, keep the pledget well covered with a piece 
a regards both the local and general symp- of gutta-percha sheeting or oiled 11ilk, so aa 
toms. Dr. Dalman has a theory explana- to retain the moisture. 
\Ory of the fact, which is baaed upon the Dr. Balman adds what he terms an "Ap
probable functions of the lymphatic glands. pendix," which is aim_Ply the republication 
Referring ta the resemblance, on eeveral of 11<>me cues of cystirrhaaa, &c., from the 
pointa, between the latter and the thymWJ, "Medical Gazette." 
be obser<.t11: As a whole, we cannot expreu any deci· 

"If their function be, aa ill now very com- ded approval of this work, and we are in· 
monly entertained by physiologists, to elab· clined to think, that aa the greater portion 
orate and prepare nutritiou.<; matter to meet had been eo very recently published in the 
the additional requirement& of the system "l..oodoo Medical Gazette," there the few 
during the active period of growth, when new facts Dr. Balmao baa brought forward 
nature is employed in buildinr up the atruc- might very properly have found 1. place. We 
lures, appel.l'S in my mind [ m .,, orig.) to have oo doubt of the zeal and industry of 
go 11<>me way in Hplaioing the reason wby the author, but. we think it is obvious that 
these glands should be more liable to be af- the e:s:ecution falls far short of the plan laid 
fected with atrumou1t disease previous to the down, 1.nd that the result& will hardly bear 
age of puberty and manhood, than at any examination, after the very recent works of 
subsequent period of life. The growth of Mr Phillipa and Dr. Glover, to which he 
the body being now perfected, the functions called attention in late numbers of one of 
of theae organs would be simply limited to our predeceesora. (British Foreign and 
the maintenance and support of the animal Medical Review, vols. xxii. & xxiii.}-Merl
body; and lhose morbid and heterogeneous ict>-Cltirwgical Reva. 
product& which would otherwise be attracted 
to the surface in ltfOWth, have now a greater 
tendency to fix themselves in eome internal ANATOMY-CINCINNATI. 

organ, especially the lungs, cousinll pulmo- The atatemente published 011 Monday, in refer. 
nary consumption. Thia \"iew is, I con- ence to the mode 111 which the etudy of anatomv 
ceive, 1tre11gthened by some of the remark- ia pul'8ued in Cincinuati, and the extent to whicli 
able phenomena before alluded to, aa re- Jr&ve1arda are invaded for the purpose or obtain-
1ard1 a certain amount of antagonism be- 1Dg automical aubjecta, are pronounced )l08itively 
tween two dillN8ell: for example, external untrue by thOBe who have the beat opport1111it.iea 
glandular swellings, &lither whilst gradually for illformation, and we are glad to 111&rn that·~
I · · meuta aft"ecting ao eerioualy the character of OW" 
ncreaa1ng In size, or in a atnte of euppura- medical faculty, have no juat foundation. 
~on, seem ~o protect the lunge from being So far from prompting the outragea alluded to, 
invaded with tubercles; and, on the other we learn that the Medical Collegea of thia city 
~nd, the presence of tubercles in the lunge have for many yeal'8 been governed hy the atrict
ia aeidom followed by the depoaiuon of a 91!t regulatio111, designed to prevent anf improper 
similar proclact in the external glaada " diltnrbance of graveyarda or violation o the righta 
(pp. 109 110 ) ' and feelinp of the aomnring friends of the de. 

Dr. B~lma~ illustrates the causal relation ceued .. Th~ are no ·:gangs" o~ any kind ~-
b t P. hll" d Cul b d .1 d ployed 111 selling anMom1cal material, or watching 

t w .en B)p 11 ~n ecro a . y eta1 e funeral pl'OCmaiona from the city; on the contrary, 
cases, ~nd then pomta out the 1nftuence of if any i11dividnal ahonld brio~ and otrer to a Med. 
other c1rcumataoces on the proiJ'eH of the ical College in this city, bodiea obtained in thia 
disease. We do not here find, however, manner, contrary to their express !'81Sulation1, he 
any thing worth7 of special not.ice ; and we would be regarded u a violator of their rule1, and 
therefore paae on to Dr. Balman'a chapter instead of being rewarded or paid, would be pan-
on the """"11mt of ''rumous glandular ia~ to the extent of their power.. . . 
ewellinga where we again find ncthin~ 'l~ere are fonr cha~ aChoola m .th11. c1ti; ~e 

I T'b • h I h I Medical Collie of Ohio, the oldeat 1D1t1tntio11 111 
DO~ : e tu,,~ora in~ e ear Y stage~ ou lhe city, the 'acuities of which have for thirty 
be dispersed, 1( poas1ble ; and to this end, yeal'8 or more enjoyed the e1teem and coll1ido11ce 
Dr. Balmao recommends "pencilini the of the community, u gentl~men of honorable de
part lightly with the eolid nitrate of silver a portment, and who have never yet been known to 
few ti1oe1, at inte"ala of a week or ten be guilty of any. in1propri~ty in ~~nee to d~
tlays." When suppuration ha. taken place, tnrb1ng ~he romaine of tlie1r fellow c1tia~•· It 11 
an early incieion is recommended, &c. We not powblo t~t they would do . anythillg to de. 
think Dr. Balman would find constant en- g~e a rep~tatio11 ~o well eatabliah~ .. T~e ~
d t ed" · r h fi I I lect1c Medical Institute, the next 1111titnt1011 111 

erm c m 1cat1on ~ t e tumors f!Se ~ n poiut of age, hu &U&tained an equally unimpeach. 
an early stage, combined with conat1tuhonal Ible character u to the de,POrtment of its lacnlt1 
treatment. We apply a lot.ion of the iodide and 1tudOJ1ta,' who, we behov ,-.have nev.er even 
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been ~ ol riolatiug the rigbta or the feel. I need lor their purpoHI; and imteld of haring 
iugt of c1ti&eu1, ii; the pnnllit of anatomical ma. 1 abUDclance of mfierial, they are generally eom
terial. Arrangement& wore ;uatituted 1everal yean 1 plaining of ita scarcity. If they would employ 
ago, between the Profeuo111 of theae two Collegea, i resnrrectionilta to prowl about the country and 
designed to prevent the po66ibility of any improper 

1 
bring in every unguarded body, they could soon 

conduct on this subject. No student, nor any , have ten timu as many as they need; bot none of 
other penon whatever, was allowed to engage in I our eatablisheJ institntiona would ever tolerate 
the bnaineu of bringing anatomical material to 1 mch a coune; and if anch oftenaee are ever com. 
the Colleges, excepting the agents officially em· I mitted, It can only be by outaiien who are beyond 
ployed by the Profeeeon in conjunction; the aame 1 the control of the chartered acboola, and whoee 
mdiridual aerying both achoo1', and under a joint 1 conduct would be severely reprobated by the rega. 
retponaibility to them for orderlv deportment, and • lar collegea. 
obedience to their regulations. 'The rules for the I The public owe a debt of gratitude to the med. 
agent of the Colleges were u stringent as po66ible; I ical profession, who have always stood b1. them in 
he wu required never to disturb any remains in- 1 the hour of peril and pe&tilenee; and if medical 
terred by private citizens, bot to confine himeelf achools generally n!Ceive no endowment from the 
strictly to bodies of nnknO{l'n persons who had no State, they ought not be embarruted in the hon. 
friend.I to c~re for their remain•, and who could ' orable punoit of science. There are at thia time 
not therefore furnish any occaeion of auiety. even 1 in the achoole of Cincinnati, o..er four hundred 
if the fact of their bodiee being med were publicly ' medical ltudenta, and a larpr number annually, 
known. These rulea have been adhered- to, and ' we believe, than in any other watern city. Tho 
are now in force The more recent institutions, ! school• which bring this acce1&ion to the pro1perity 
the Cincinnati Colle~e of Medicine and Surgery, 1 and reputation of the city, deserve to be cherished 
and the Miami Medical College, at once entered · by every good citizen. Louisville gave a magnifi. 
into the general compact, and conformed to the cent donation to her medical college; Cincinnati 
same regulation1, and no one who knows the char· , hu done nothing to elevate the ltaudard of med
acter of the gentlemen composing their facultiea, ' ical ednc·1tion.-Oiaciu..ti &111. 

would snJ.>poee them any more capable of violating I 
the J:>ropneties of life than the filcultiea of the other 
institnt1ons which have eatablished ao unblemished COPPER """" CHOLERA. 
a character in this rMpect. I --

Under theee circumetancea, eYery one will per- It is stated that many of the citizens of New 
ceive that the remain• of the dead (nnle68 they are Orleans have J>rovided themselvea with ieces of 
siven up to J.>Ub!ic nae by their friends) are u safe I copper, about Bil: inches long and three wile. which 
1n Cincmnab at in any place in the world. The 

1 
they carry abont them as a sort of protection against 

violation of gr&\"es, or the pnrchue of bodies ob.

1 

the cholera. They have been indliced to thit conree 
tained in any felonions manner, would be more by an all~ diacoYery by Dr. Barq, of Pana, 
earneatly reprobated by facnltiea of the r.ollegee who 1tata that in certain ltreeta of that capital, 
than even by printe citizens, becan1e they have a u well as in other citiee, while the cholera pre. 
much deeper intereat at stake; their professional 1 vailed in almoet every other quarter, every copper· 
standing, the c~aracter of their colleges. and the 1 smith retained bis usual health. and not a cholera 
amount of capital and labor which tbey have ex- i case occurred among them. The copper foundries 
pended in rearing these institntiont. are all a' in Paris number thousands of workmen, scarcely 
snarantee to the public that they would not know- 11 any of whom fell victims to the cholera of 1832. 
mgly tolerate any coune of conduct that would or of 1849. But we cannoc do better than to tran
h&Te a diwtrona and diJgnlcefal e1ft.ct upon their PCribe from the original Mmnoir 1t1 V ictur Meu
cherished iuatitutious. Io adopting the strictest nitJ, an account of tl111 wonderful diacovery: 
regulations, they are merely obeying the dictates "Ur Bnrq, aay1 the writer, commenced hia in- ' 
of prudence and obvious necee1ity. quiriea on a vut acale and continued them during 

A.II admit the indispensible nece68ity of the study five montha. In Paris alone, he visited fonr hun
of anatomy, and we do not aee how this important i dred houses, manufactorics, foundriea, and other 
punuit could be guarded by stricter regtilationa ' establishment. for the working of metals. He cor. 
than thoee which are now in force, to protect the I responded with the ot11cen of various aseociations 
community from any unpleasant circumstance. of workmen, and eepecially of blackamitha, eop-

lt ia exceedinf!=lY improper to circulate these , penmitha, lock11111ithl and farrien. He wrote to 
Munchansen stonea about the Doctors and their ; the htsdl of similar eetablilhmente in all the prin. 
pnnu.its, which are calculated to give a false and j cipal d1opartmenta of France. Not aatiafied with 
needless alarm to many poor invalida, whose re- having accumulated a lllU8 of evidence from up. 
mains, in reality, are as safe in Cincinnati as they wards of 100,000 persons, he applied for further 
would br :11 Westmimter Abbey. information to England, Sweden, and Rnsala; to 

If any one wishes to abolish entirely the pro- the director of mines of Siberia, from whom he 
fesalon of surgery, let him come out and avow it; obtained information respecting 46;000 minera; to 
bnt if we m111t have accomplished surgeons in the I the cntleriea of Sheffield; the iron worlca of Bir. 
hour of danger, let him not decry the study of mingham ; the wire-work• of Walea; minee ol 
anatomy, upon which we depend for our anrgeona, ' Sweden and Rnaeia; and finally, having ~thered 
when that study is prosecuted in the moet cautiona the teetimony ol more thu 300,000 ind1vidual1, 
and decorona manner, u it is in Cincinuati. In- he addressed a Memoir to the Academy, un the 
deed, we are informed that the regulations of the di.ocovcry of a means of preventing cholera." 
schools on this subject are so atrict, that it is very The following are the concluaiona deduced from 
difficult for them to procure what they absolutely Dr. Bnrq's obaerntions: .. Gooole 
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•'Dnring the epidf!'lllic Yi.itation of cholera in plant alike, and to each and enrf human being• 
France, in 183i and 1949, the metal• exeried a light u well u wmnth ie ahlolutel7 indiapen111ble. 
beneficial inftuedce on eHry occupation in whicb Put a plant in a cellar and it will grow up color. 
they are habitually uaed. Thia influence, which ia 11111, flexible, hcalthleu. Put it in a dark place, 
ao palpable u to create surpriae at ita having been and yet give it air, and it will hardly do better. 
onrlooked, i1 particularly remarkable in thoee Yet people will attempt to bring op animals im
tradet iu which bronze and braM are muchem(lloy- prilOoed and housed, In aome public remarks wo 
ed. Nezt in imr.rtance are oecupationa reqwring · had oecuion to make, we 1tated that a pig would 
the handling o steel and iron. The /rotection I not grow, if deprived of light. We soon ~er 
aft'orded by metallic 1ubataoce1 ii twofol and dia- met an old gentleman, and he had lived sixty )'ea!W 
tioct. .fi19t, preYentiYe; second, curative. !1 a without di&eoYering the fact, and the tirwt worda 
preventive, they act doobtl- direetl7 throadi con- he addre-d to na were: "Well, you told me why 
tact. and in proportion to the quantity of metal, my piga would not grow. Two yean ago I put, in 
and indirectly by cloae pro:i:imit1-i!omewhat like a anng place nuder m7 barn, six piga. It was 
a lightning rod which protects 1udiTiduab within warm but dark, and they were fed through the 
ita sphere of action. The preaerntiYO power Ill:· ftoor. In the !!pring I took them out, and they 
iata in all the metala in pro!X;l~iou to their e:i:~el- looked like rata. They had ll't grown ". pou~d." 
lence u condncto!W of elec;tr1c1ty. As a cnrat1~e, A farmer of our acquaintance ~u aome time since 
the power seema Teated 1u copper alone, which driving a mare. We aaked him how she became 
wonld appear to act upon the miaam of cholera, blind. He told n1 that be put her, and two other 
like anlphateof qnillioe on the miaam of ptermit- three.year old horwet, into a perfectly dark atable 
tent fever. In one fouudg in Paria, numbering in the fall, and in the apring, aoon after they came 
J 360 penoua, only eight died, and of theae one to the light, they were stone b!iud. Theae illua
waa a drunkard. one au apprentice, two were sick trationa 1how concluaively, that light ia neceasary 
at the period of the outbreak of the cholera, and to ~ry living and growing thing Our bama are 
one waa taken on Sunday, while abaent from the not light enough. Our ho-, too many of them, 
foundry. Dr Burq couclude1 from the1e factl that are too destitut11 of light. Parenti l'unne a blind 
copper an~ ita alloy.a, sue~ u hrua and ~ronze, and beni~h~ ~urae, when thef en~ourage their 
steel and iron, applied d1rectl7 to the slnn, and children m hnug housed and 1mpnsoned, whell 
worn permanently, are au invaluable prnntive of they encourage them in eDYel°lling their fac111 
cholera during m epidemic." uader impenetrable veila, le1t theu cheeks ahonld 

blister. You cannot bliater the cheek of a cheITJ 
LIGHT FOR ANIM.lLS. or a (leach. Better remember that the ruddy glow 

of pncele111 health, md the life and animation that 
We are often impreued with the grou negleatof irridiate beauty, can uenr exist in. perfeceiou\ un

otherwiae intelligent men, in not aecuriug abuud- I leu in full and free exposure to air and sun!ight. 
ant light for animal life. To the animal and the -'lbkdo Blau. 

PART III.-EDITORIAL. 

ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE. 
SPRING SESS£0~, 1954. 

FACULTY 01' TBB INBTITU'l'B, 

WM. SHERWOOD, M.D., 
Prof. Special &rgical IMld PaJAological A.at~. 

JOS. R. BUCHANAN, M.D., 
Prof. of Pli111ioton and butitutu of Medicine. 

G. W. L. BICKLEY, M.D., 
Profe11or of Matl'ria M~dica, Tkerapetdicl, and 

Medical Botan!f. 
R. S. NEWTON, M.D., 

Profu1or of Jledical Praclied aratl Pallwlogy. 
JNO. KING, M.D., 

Profe11or of OIJatetric.r a11d Dimue1 of 'ff'OJMn 
and Cllildrert. 

Z. FREEMAN, 
Profe11or of S•rger!J. 
J. W. HOYT, MD., 

Prof. OllnM11, PAarflQc/, JUd. J~. 

Ta next apring -ion of the Inmtufie cam
menee1 on the tint Moud117 of March, 1854, and 
continn111 fourteen weeks. The only fee requinld 
for attonda.nee upon the collegiate lectnree, and 
admiaaiou to the auatomieal hall, ie the fee of $21), 
paid on matrienlatiug. The craduatiug fee ia $21), 
and the hD1pital fee for the clinieal CODJ'le, (op· 
tional) ii 96. 

The Institute hu, from the first, been more 8UC• 

cesaful (u to the number of ita pupils) than anr 
medical college ~r e1tabliahed in Cincinnati. 
N enrtheleu, the philanthropic motivea which 
prompted ita establiahment induced the Faculty, 
in 1852, to teek a still wider diffiaion of ita in
ftuence and iultructioua, by abolishing all fees for 
Profeuo!W, leaTiug only the entrance fee and the 
graduating fee to anataiu the Institute. 

In addition to thia arraugtmtn~ r 
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upeue of medical education, the edifice of I.he 
Institute bu been imprwed, &11d ib halla 11111i
ciently enlarged to receive abont four hundred 
1tndenb, and a clinical ampaithcatre erected, in 
which eiadenb may obtain a coune of clinical 
iutnaction illuairating Eclectic practice, md giv. 
ing a practical demouatration of ita nlue. 

ID"The Ten-boob recommended am: PrtSC· 
"'1-Newton and Powell, JoDW and Morrow, 
Pllll.lology-WilliA111111, Simon, or Alliaon. "'""'· 
011Jy-Harrilon, Horner, or Wilaon. Suµry
Hill'1 Eclectic Surgery. 06itetric1-Mciga, Rama
bot!iam, Churchill. P.t,nolo~rpnter, Kirket 
& Paget, or Dungliaon. Halma Jltdf-Eclec
tic Dispenaatory, U. S. DispenAtory, Pereira.
BoU.,-Bickley'• Bot&DJ. CAnliltry-Fownea, 
Gardner, Turner, GregorJ. .Dic#iour1-Hooper, 
Gardner, Dungliaon. 

Gradoatca of the Inatitute. or of other respect
able achoola, are admitted to attend I.he lectwea 
npon the payment of $5 for MatricnWion and tD 
to the Building Fund. 

The fees must be paid in advance. in all cue1. 
Studenb, on arriving in the city, will call at the 
o8ice of Prof. R. S. Newton, Senuth atreet, be· 
tween Vine and Race. 

The pllllperity of t1w Iuatitate during the put 
aeuiou bu fnllJ realiaed the antieipationa of itl 
friends, and demomtratee in the most aatiatllc:tol'J 
manner the cordial approbation with which the 
liberal doctriaea uacl the general policy of the Jn. 
atitute have been receiYed by the more liberal por· 
tion of the medical prof1111ion. The number of 
m.atriculauta at the preaent time (218) exceeds bJ 
lbout fifty the asgregate number uf the matri
C!llants in the tbree other chartered achoola of tho 
city, which are devoted to the old school ayatem of 
mediration, and which have been 1D1tained by the 
moral inllu1111ce of the majority of the profeuion, 
a well u the liberal patronage of the State to it.a 
oldeat achoo!. 

The halla of the Inatitute, whica have been re
fitted and enlarged during the paat summer, are 
aofticient to contain about four hundred studenta, 
and are acienti.fically arranged for the purpaiei of 
ventilation and warmth. The lecturea, which are 
full and thorough in each ilepartment, preae11t dia
tinctlJ the new remediea, the mperior method• of 
treatmout, aad the numeroDI improvemenb in 
phJ&iolog:r, materia medica, general practice, 1ur· 
gery, &11cl ohltetric practice, which have conatitutecl 
heretofore the eapecial attractiona of the Institute. 

Students who are not aware of the diatiuctive 
JOS. R. BUCHANAN, H.D., Deas. f th 

character of the doctrblea of the lllltitate, or o e 
singular nlue of the new remediea &11d coanea of 
treatment which It oft'en, are aometlmea deceived 

The urgent demand for a spring 11111ion, to meet by very erroneoDI repreaentationa npon these 1nb
the wanb of those preparing for the medical pro. jecta, proceeding from prejudiced, intereated, or 
f1111ion, lwa induced the Faculty of the lnatitute misinformed peraona. A full undentandingof the 
again. to oft'er the uanal f'acilitiea of tlae lehool for eminently praatieal aai nluable character of the 
medical education, after the cloea of the preaent connea of lectnrea can be obtained only by per. 
winter .-ion. aonal attendance. In view of the numeroDI mis-

The 1pring11111ion of 185' will commenee on the repreaentationa which have been made, it may not 
lint Monday of March, u.d eoniinu fomteen be improper to refer to the fact tit.at the leetnrea of 
woeka, terminating on the 10th of J 11ne. The the Inatitute havo been attended by many of the 
ooune of leet11re1 will correapond to lhat of the students an4 graduatea of other schoola. The 
winter, ill~ department. 1.'heana&omical eonne medical pupila of ihe UaivenitJ of Virginia, the 
will ocenpy a greater amonnt of time ia the early UniYenity of Penn17ln11ia, the Jell'enon Medical 
portion ol the -Wn, IO u to complete t.ha1 anlt- Oollege, the Louisville Medical Institute, the 
jeeC before the warmth of ~e aeuon b- ill- Medical Oollege of Charloston, S. C., the Medical 
convenient. The opportnnitiea in the anatomical College of Ohio, the Medical College at Cleveland, 
ball will be folly eqnal to thoee of the winter -- the University of New York,and a 11umber of other 
aio11, while the smaller aize of the apring clua will highly rmpectable medical achools of the United 
enable each &bldent to have all the ilcilitiea de- Statca and Great Britain, have attended the lee. 
aired. turee of the Eclectic Medical I111titnte, and in 

The cliuical conne 11'ill continue u it bu bee11 enry in1ta11ce, without exception, have expresaed 
during the pr11111111t 1e11ioa, ad the 1111mber of in- much gratification, and have adopted in their sub
t.oresting cua by which tho pathology and treat- sequent practice the improved reaourcea thua ac
ment of MDIII llileaaea have already baan illua· quired. 
trated, givea llNIUUce of the future nine -and in-1 The method of in1tracti1111 in the Inatitnte doea 
Welt of that department of imtruction. Ila\ conaiat in pteMDting any ucl!!fiH •Jatelll go•· 
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eraed by a single tlomiuant itlea, (1ueJa • Homm- The great pndieal Rperiorlty of the A_.. 
opat!iy and Hydropatby;) neither doee It con1Wt Eclectic ayetem of medicine doee not ariae froa 
of a mere compilation and eggregation of doc- dilcllrdillg the old and well•eetabliahed trutha of 
t,rinea of diarent 1ehoolt. On the contrary, the medicine, to follow the gnWanoe of any brilliaat 
eoune of inltnetion prsenta the entire 111- of tbeoMt or -trie dmlta to a aiugle ill.ea, bM 
-.11.establilhed, poeiti•e k110Wledge in the d?rt· ia the prod ad of a elOle adberenee te eliaical a
menta of anatomy, phyeiology, pathology. chem- peri- by Am•riean physician• during the pllll 
Wry, materia mediea, genmil pl'letice, aurgery and 6irty yean, and the f"1it of extenai'fO obaer'fltiou 
obetetriel, whieh con1titutel ~e llody of medi"'1 upon the diae111e1 of the United States in all cli
acience, 18 taught in respectable 1ehoole. Thil -•· from Canada to Mexico. New 1't!lllediee 
knowledge ia impirrtecl in an 6ie11t manner, by (eepetilllly fro1D Olli' indigenou plants) and new 
elear, pl"ICtieal lectnrea, with 1aitable illaat,.tiona, 111_,. han been adoptetl to a nry great extent, 
tlemomtratiom. and experiments, enlo~ed by n- !tut 011ly in coaaequace of the cauiiou and •
gular e:wninationa of the ct... Hence, whate'fer cemal aperimee of •nm- pbyaiciau, gnided 
.may be tile pecnliar Tiewl of the 1tntlent 18 to by their own obHrfttiou in praWce, iutead fl 
medieal ·doet;rines, it will be diftleult lor him to the dicta of European aa&bora. 
find a better oppG".'tlJnity for becoming 11eqaaluted The Eclectie 1yMen1 reoogaiaea a eeutieu and 
wlt11 the ext.eu1i'fe ad intrieate ecience of medi- gradual reform of the healing are, not by rejecting 
eine, or for aeqoirlng that inmate and thorongh important and n-M')' 10rtiom of tbe materia 
familiarity with ita principles and practice, which medica, but by introducing nCIW remedies and lay. 
ia IO nec-ry to enable the young practitioner to Ing ulde old ouea 18 ob10lete, only when better 
eomlll&lld the eonfidence al an Intelligent com- :eeourcea hne been obtained ; not by rejecting all 
munity. medicinee to use water; not by adhering to a Um. 

At the eame tl1De that these ad'fantagea are of. ited number of remedies; not by pl'06Cribing all 
fered for the tri'fial expenee ol the matric:ulating minenla; not by rejecting the antipathic law of 
fee, the Inttitute o&rt illducemenb of a far more cure to adhere to the homa!Opathic; not by any 
IUl'lcti•e chanieter to fl'fety libe!al and philan- ipeclea of exclnai•ism, but by adhering to ola 
tltropie mind. The highest achie.ement of the trntha while cautiOU1ly and candidly adopting im
ph)'tleian, the great aim of the profeuion, u the pronmenta which arunatained by experience; eYer 
auecemful treatment of dlaeue; and at the present bearing in mind that the educated ph11iclan hM 
time, when the pnltlie confidence in the proffllion an unque,tJoaable right to form his own opinion• 
b manifeetly reduced; when new medical theories, of medical doctrines, and that no aocicty or college 
end flfen tha pl'Oleriptio111 of the noetnim-dealer, hu any right to preacrlbe a medical creed to the 
encl'Uleb ao mueh upon the proYince of the cautioua memben of the profeaeion, or to enforce conform. 
p1iyaielan, it la eepecially n-ry that he ahoald ity to any doctrine. 
prat'e hia 1aperiomy by practleal aucce11. The · 
eztenaln impl'Oft'!Denta in the treatment of dia- w AR AMONG THE OLD SC,'HOOL oocro:as 
- · eepe..ial)y thoee which are 111U&lly eonridered • 
ol a formidable eharaetel'-tllCh • ehole,., pver- It will be teen from the extracta from aeferal 
peral fflff11', _,latina, biliom fefer, eroap, dye- Jonrnalt, which are in thia number, what the pro. 
entery, ehronic hepatitil, ulcen, cancer, etc.-nd reeaion at large think of this matter. It really ia 
In the aelettioa of :remediee and emplo} raent of a diaaetroua calamity to the profcuioa, and one 
ra-urea not yet pnerally known to the proles- that h18 about "finished up" the Ohio Medical 
1lon, ha'fO prodneed a remarkable eontrut between College, u the nry few etndenta who compoee thia 
Ch reanlta ol the pl"ledee of the gradates of the clua will ahow. We are informed that it now hu 
Inttitnte and thoM of ph71ician1 who bll'fe not ob- the 1mallee& elau ner -mbled 1ince the year 
tllined ,..-ion ol ti1DU.r reaonrcea. The Her- 18!25. Gloomy, indeed, muat appeer the future. 
age mortality of all diteuea among Ecleetle prac- Yet, we donht not &hat it bu all the patroaap it 
Utloam, ii l• than two per eent., and the Her- merits, ancl will continue tlae -e nnto IM ntl.. 
• .. rtality fl their eliolera patten• ia I• than Thia College can ,.et claim (in point of nWD· 
f'fe per oeat. Tlte Nlnlb·of thefrpnietlee in other hen) to he ahMd of all the Olcl Scliool• (three ilia 
p"*"1911& •d often 'fat9I awie-, are eo mueb number) in tlaia eity, ud that &oo tJitlunat haring 
more l'llecellfDl tllan the uerage ranlta of medical one hundred atudenta. It all tbe atudeata attead
&reatment • to e:i:cite no little aeeptiei.sm among ing the three echoola.were placed ia one, the cu 
those who are not familiar with the clinical demon- would not then equal the dai'1 &Uelldanae at die 
Mratioot "f Eclectic practice. Eclectic Medical Imtitute. - ev~ ( ::>M~dical 
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Oollege could not equal our achoo), t.he three will 
.lie leu likely to aecompliab it. · 

The pririblgee of the Commercial HoepiW uoe 
mil enjoyed by the monopoliata, and will be until 
.t.he Legislature peaeea eome act which will give to 
.every medical etudent h.ia right. And u we now 
have before the Legialature, u a part of the nnfin
iahed buaineu of the lut aewion, a petition aigned 
by abont twelve thonaand of OW' fellow-citiaem, 
it ia to be hoped that 10me action upon thia enb
ject will be hlld; and we have no doubt bni an act 
can be pwed which will bear equally upon aad 
.b.enefit each echool. This ia all we uk, and th.ia 
we have a right to expect; and no reuonable man 
can object to auch au arrangement. N. 

A NEW METHOD FOR OBTAINING PRAC
TICE. 

One of our city phyaiciana (1) who ia ambiti
Olll to obtain a practice, and anxious to secure the 
former patrons of the late Prof. T. V. Morrow, 
bu succeeded in obtaining through a "c"tai.n 
apintul 111~diu111"--a "real rapperus,"a commlllli
cation from Dr. Morrow, in the form of an addresa 
to hia old frienda, in which he recommenda them, 
by all meana, to intrust their lives to thia physi
cian (7) and him only, u he considera them en

tirely safe in his handa; and that if he, in his 
present spiritual situation, ehould require tbe at
tendance of any one of the profe111ion, of all he 
knew in Cincinnati tbia identical one thould be 
1ent for, (this may be because he iemorespiritnal.) 
Our earthly embodiment wu very much disap
pointed, when he presented thie epistle to one who 
he supposed would at once adopt the advice of Dr. 
M. on seeing that the only surprise manifested 
wu that he should suppose the one to whom he 
presented it, wu like himaelC, verdant enough to 
be duped by any such gull-traps. As he has met 
with several inch rebutFs lately, we are induced to 
think that he waked up the wrong spirit; or else 
they, like himself, have but little influence in this 
city. Now, Dr., try again and perhapa the next 
may poascn a little more p11te11cy. N. 

OBITUARY. 

In the death of P. C. Dolley, M. D., hie breth
ren of the medical profeaion, no Jen then the 
large cirele of hie peraonal frienda, han anatained 
a ell't'ero loee. Al a echolar he wu thoroughly 
practical u well u 1eientific. Al a phyeiciau, he 
wu a trne Eclectic; calling from the wide re
aoure111 of medical erudition that onl1 which proYed 
by rigid experience to be nsefnl. 

Liberal in hit aentimenta, and ever willing to 
mnict erron and learn the truth, he -pod tliat 
bigotrJ ao.d blind adherence to dogmu which are 
eo apt to futen upon t.he minda of medical men. 
It ie a high compliment to the principles of t.be 
Eclectic practice, that 1uch a man u Dolle1 hM 
faithfully adhered to them. 

Hie practice wu eminently aucceNful, during 
the whole of h.ia profeuional life; ai the same 
time he wu never acc11&ed of departing Crom thoee 
rulea of practice b1 which he profeued lo be gov
erned. Aa a man, a eitizen, and a neighbor, h.ia 
character wu without reproach. He was truly a 
man without an enemy. 

Profcuor Dolley died at hie l'lllidenee, in Elyria, 
0., on the 7th of September, ltl53, u ·the early 
age of 32, after a lingering illneu. Be graduated 
ai the Eclectic Medical Inetitute, of Cincinnati, 
at the cloee of the epring term of 1847. He then 
aettled in Elyria, and devoted himself to a general 
practice till the winter of 1851-2, when he wu 
called to fill the chair of Practice and the luati
tutea of Medicine, iu the Medical School at &ch
eater, N. Y. Thie. raponaible poet he filled with 
eminent aucceea; but the arduOUI labors which be 
underwent, in ;preparing hie lint coune of lee· 
tun111, without prmolll warning, added perhaps to 
a conanmptive prediepoeition, laid the fenndaiiou 
of the deeliue which has borne him from our midst. 

In the nrat part of hie illneu, he wu aeveral. 
timea brought very low by alarmiug attackt of 
hmmopty1is ; but these did not retmn duriug the 
lut uine montha. He epent the earl1 part of lilt 
winter on a angar plantation in Lonieiana, fur the 
purpoee of inhaling the vapon ariaiDg Crom the 
boiling cane-juice during the rolliug aeuon.
While he."'11, h.ia hOGl.th improved quite rapid}J'; 
and when the llOUOD wu over he went to Tampa 
Bay, Florida, where he continued to do well till 
the hot weather aet in, in the aprillg. Finding Jail 
health again failing, he made haste home to die. 

A poet-mortem examination thowed extelleive 
hepatizatiou of the left lung, uonud Ule poiDt 
where he 1uifored much pain during the hllllllor
rhage. Sevei:al amall vomicai were found in both 
lungs; the largeat of which would probably con
tain half an ounce. Thia wu near Ule apex of the 
left lnng. 

The whole atructnreof the lnngswu filled with 
infiltrated toberenlo11& matter, in a eof\ etate.
There wu but very ].jt}e hard, ch-1 tnborele 
found ; but there wu not a Ollbic inch in 8111 part 
of either lung that wu not parU7 dinellded wWL 
the infiltration. 

The bronchial and meaenteric 
enlarged and dieeued. Wx. 
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and throbbing in the part. The attending 
IJart 1. ®riginal Clrommnnitations. inflammatory fewr is >ome1imes severe, 

particularly after the form&tion of pus, 
PARONYCHIA. which is alwaysan early event in its history. 

Wu I TLO w-FELON. In those in whom the absorbing svstem ia 
rather slow or dilatory, or the exlialeut is 

BY w. BYRD POW.ELL, Jil.D., COVINGTON, KY. active, the swelling extends to the back of 
Dunglison's Dictionary says, that Whit- the hand and sometimes the whole of the 

low is of "four kinds: 1. That seated be- fore-arm, and attended with considerable. 
tween the epidermis and skin. 2. That heat and redness. The deep seated nrie
seated in the subcutaneous areolar tissue. 1ie5 of this disease are not only always at-
3. That occupying the sheath of a tendon; tended with much suffering, but ,of much 
and 4th. That considered to be seateu be- danger to the integrity of the afiected mem
tween the periusteJm and bone. The last her, more particularly in an inactive absorb
three are only different degrees of the same ing system; the bones of the articulationa 
disease. The inflammation generally com- become carious, the tendons slough away, 
mences in the subcutaneous aveolar tissue, and amputation becomes indispensable. In 
and spreads to other parts." more favorable constitutions the part ma1 

We cannot agree with this oyinion; we not be destroyed, but rendered deformed, 
think that each of the kinds begms original- anchylose and useless. In these remarks we 
ly in its own J.>C<:Uliar position. Dr. Mil- suppose the malady to be neglected or mal
ler says, in his Practice oL Surgery, that treated, or to happen in very strumous con
there is reason to believe that the worst form stitutions. 
of the disease originates in the periosteum, TaEATI4ENT.-Dr. Miller's Surgery teacb-
or immediately exterior to it. es that, "At the out set, active antiphlo-

Whitlow is a very common affection gistic;;, locally and generally, are to be em
amongst cooks, nurses, washer-women and ployed-copious leeching, fomentation and 
the cotton pickers of the South. We have poultice, purging and antimony-with the 
900n able bodied men, disqualified for ser- hope of arresting suppuration. Failing 
vice for many weeks by Whitlow; and this these, there is no relief to suffering, and no 
calamity happens frequently amongst the means of arresting serious destruction of 
cotton-pickers, in consequence of the con- texture, but by early and free incision,"which 
etant exposure of the fingers to frost in this Prof. Dunglison's Dictionary Sftys, shouW 
business. be carried to the bone if th~ disease be SUJ>' 

All the forms of this disease are exceed- posed to be seated about the periosteum. 
lngly painful-tooth-ache is perhaps the on- The preceding, or its equivalent, is tlll 
ly other form of disease that can equal it in only practice we have ever seen recom
eeverity, and it never rroduces any thing mended for the cure of this painful affee
like an equal amount o constitutional dis- tion; and a few words will show that it 
turbance. The reason is to be sought in the must be as it usually is, very ineffectual. 
extraordinary expansion of the sensitive General or constitutional treatment cu 
nerves upon the extremities of the fingers, only effect the general consequences of tha 
and the unyielding character of their integ- local affection, because of its distant remo
aments and facie. The patient, with a se- val from all of the great centers of consti
Tere form of it suffers, for many days and tutional action, and in consequence of tha 
ai&)lta without sleep, from painful tension denee and unyieldin& character of all U. 
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tissues that constitute the seat of the di- become dry on the part, we saturate it with 
sease-as little can be expected from the lo- a thick alcoholic solution of gum shalac, 
cal treatment recommended, as from the which renders it not only water proof, but 
constitutional. so bard and unyielding that no ordinary ac-

We do not remember to have ever tried cident can hurt the part--it forms a com
this practice, but we have seen much of i1 plete protection. With a finger thus dres
that either was or had been in the hands of sed, a negro can return to the cotton field, 
others, and the results were never such as and the cook to her kitchen and slops, and 
to induce us to try it. continue their respective duties. In healthy 

The fundamental principle of our treat- constitutions this application will usually 
ment we obtained from Prof. Dudley, when conquer the disease m twenty-four hours, 
a student in the Unh·ersity at Lexington, but 1t is always beet that the bandage should 
Ky., b1.1t our applicaton of it, which in be worn for ee1•eral days longer than the pa
twenty-eight years has been quite extensive. tient may think it necessary. 
so far as we know is entirely our own. Our ADVANCED ST.A.GE-The part is now 80 
unfailing success with it has urged us to swollen and so excruciatingly painful that 
place it before the public. the patient can neither eat nor sleep, nor 

In order to render our treatment the more yet be still in any position. Suppuration 
perspicuous we shall divide the <lisease in.to may or may not have commenced-the fact 
three sta~es; the incipient, advanced and cannot certainly be &Eoertained, and if it 
ruppuratiVe. could, the treatment would not be modified. 

Tut INCIPIENT STAGE-This comprioee the In this stage, the bandage being prepared aa 
first few hours, or even a day or so, depend- before stated, must be applied with consid
ing upon the activity of the disease; the erable force, which can be readily done with 
patient, however, com(llains of pain and very little pain, by taking the finger into 
soreness in the part-thinks it possible that the hand and gradually forcing the blood 
he may have pricked it with a briar or a outofit,beforeapplyingthebandage. Asit 
splinter. If at this time, or e1·en shortly is now more difficult to establish reaction 
after its true character shall become sus- than it was in the first stage, the J>llin result
pected, our practice is, without any concern ing from an arrestation of the ~micious ac
as to whe1ber it is superficial or deep seat- tion of the part, will be, possibly, more &e· 
ed, to apply a roler of thin muslin. made cure and protracted, but reaction is finally es
wet with thin {'lain paste, and as the part tablished-the pain ceases, and in twelve or 
is not at this time much swollen, we are fourteen hours the bandage will have be. 
careful not to apply it so tight as to be un- come so loose as to require a readjustment, 
comfortable, because it will become so, in a which may become necessary two or three 
short time after the bandage shall become times before a cure is effected. Suppura
dry and unyielding. When the capacity of tion had not commenced as the sequel de
the bandage shall become thoroughly filled monstrates. 
by the advancing tumefaction, considerable SuPPURATlVE STAGE.-When the physici
pain will be experienced for an hour or an first sees the patient, be dil!COvers that 
more, or nntil reaction shall have commenc- the malady has been neglected, or that it 
ed, and then there is no more pain, if the had refused to yield to the treatment that 
appliration have been properly made. We had been adopted, for he discO\·ers that the 
are now supposing the constitution to be an i;uppurativc stage is unquestionably estab
ordinarily active one, but when it is of a lished. The bandage is applied as in the 
contrarr character, the periotl of pain may second stage, and as in that stage it mav, in 
be much extended. The bandage, howe,·er, consequence of an absorption of effused se
is not to be removed until the cure is effect- rum, become loose and to require adjust
ed. To mitigate the violence of the pain, ment. In establishing a change of action 
narcotics or stimulants, or both, may be- in the part at this time, the pain will be· 
come requii;ite, at least, adYisable. come as nearly insupportable as possible; 

As moisture will soften and relax the but in se,·eral hours it ceases. and in a day 
bandage, when prepare.cl as above described. or two the pus may be dischar!!ed by the 
and then-by render it unequal in its pres- point of a lancet or a needle, and in a few 
sure, and consequently mischieYons in its days more the part is well. After the es
application, it is far preferable for thore cape of the pus, the bandage should lw con
whose obligations reqmre that the affiicted tinued. but a little hole should be made into 
part shall be exposed to wet and moisture, it, to admit the escape of the pus that may 
mdeed it is indispensable that the character be produred. 
of the bandage shall be such as to resist the That the lf&ier may be prepared for what 
influence of water. Jn such cases we mere- hP. mav probably have to treat, in the course 
ly use a wet roler, and when it shall have of much medical practice, we will introduaa 
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PARONYCHIA-WHITLOW-FELON. 49 

the first case we ever treated in the third upon the system, or parts of it that can least 
stage by our practice, and the worst case we bear it-the power of their functions is re
ever saw: duced, and for what? To enab:e (lther parts 

Mr. E---, a jeweler, of rather a lax to expel a cause of disease. In other words. 
fibre, was attacked with Paronych.ia in no system can maintain two superior or ma
the palmer aspect of the thumb jomt of the jor actions. When, therdore, it becomes 
right hand. In the advanced, and also in the necessary that the power or function of the 
earlier part of the suppurative stage, several arterial system should become increased. 
ofhismedicalfriendsadvitiedhimtohavean that of the bowels must be decreased. 11' 
incision made into it; he refused, and per- purging, do we not diminish the ac1ion of 
sisted in refusing, although he was assured the arterial system 7 This is not equalizing 
that he would loose his thumb if he did not. the circulation-it is drawing it to one par
His response to all their importunities was. ticular p&rt from another particu!ar rart. 
"Dr. Po•ll can cure my thumb without an In giving antimony there is more b'JOd 
incision, and I will wait till he comes." (The sense, because it diminishes arterial attion 
writer was in a neighboring ,·illage, but daily and does not increase in any other oue part, 
expected to return.) but enables the capilliaries to empty tbem-

The thumb wasswelled toaboutsixinches selves. ls it not notorious that frectu1ed 
in circumference--<:0111ained pus, and was bones are sometimes preYented from uniting 
exceedingly painful. We applied the band- by pur~ing, b!eeding, stan-ing, &c? lf a 
age pretty tightly, the pam became so lull habit and an empty one, or hnemia, 
greatly increased, that we gave him during be both oppoi:ed to recupuativt: actiou, 
the night, (the dressing was applied after who can. who has discoYertd the desirable 
dark a little while,) four grains of opium, intermediate one point? 
(morphine w!IS not then known.) and a pint In Yiew of these considerations we would 
of French brlln<ly, w~thout producing either su~est that unless there exists the most 
stupor or undue excitement_ On the next satu;factorv eYidence that the ahine con
moming he was clear of pain; by the evening tents are producing general irritation, it Ui 
of the next day. the pusappea~d near the sur- 1 he best to let them alone ; and in the ('lllle 

face and was dl8charged, ~nd ma ~eek more before us, nauseants can do but little good . 
the th'-!mb was well-~1thout stiffness or The patient has too much pain to eat, and 
deformity, and so contmued twenty years hence the digestive system can spare som,t: 
to our kno':"'ledge. of its functional power to aid the arterial to 

In some mstances the hand and fore-arm remoYe the cause of diseai:e out of the fi111:er. 
become much in~am~d ~nd swollen. We We ha"e never as yet discovered in thii; 
bad one case. oft}us k!nd m !1 lazy and scrof- form of dif.ease. any need of constitutional 
ulous conshtut10n, m which we had to treatment, further than to lessen the animal 
bandage all the fingers, the hand and the arm sensibility for the time being. 
to the elbow; under any other treatment we 
are persuaded that the finger would have PllEcAtrTlo:ois-We have had to treat cares 
been lost. of this painful affect!on in .both sexes. in 

GENERAL TRUTME.NT.-lt must now be alm.os~ all a~es, and m all its stages a~d 
remembered that the g;eneral treatment uni- Yanettes: and :vet we.have not ha~l nec~os1~. 
versally prescribed in this form of inflamma- !lnchylos1s or drform_1ty to result ma s11.g e 
tion . consists of "purging and antimony." mstance. But as s1mpl~ a~ the t~tmcnt 
Jn all cases of the Phlegmasia, of a favora- appe~rs to be. and !"l'ally is, 1t reqmres some 
ble character constipation of the bowels at- practice and constderable care .to apply, 
tends the inflammation. and when the con- properly. the bandage. more parhcularl:v 111 
trary is the case the prognosis are unfavoia- the second and third stage~; the ~res.~ure !t 
ble. Now is it proper for us to do that. makes must be equal at every pomt. and 1t 
under the circumstances which the ·uis should always be extended from the ex
tmdicatrix natura would' not do, if it had tremity of the finger to its junction with 
the power to do the best? If constipation the hand. The greatest care should. be ?b
pret tv ~enerally, in good constitutions, sue- rerved to render .the presst~re un~·iel1hnii; 
ceed to important injuries and to the fever a~ut the extl'!'m1.ty, otherwise. strangula
consn.quent upon inflammation, should we hon and sphacelat10n may be the result. 
infer that it is in obedience to a law which The physician will find it very difficult 
we should obey and not violate? '\Ve hold to secure obedience from that class of per
this to be a vital law, and one that demand.• sons who are the most frequent 1mtfere..
of us fhe most strict obedience. _ serYants-thoi;e in whose calendar the pre-

Obstruction or cause of disease has become 8tnt temt alone is to be found. more esned
lodg~·l in a part, and ihe ordinarv power of allv when the organ of animal sen~ibility i11 
the part cannot remove it-a tai is levied much developed. When reaction in the part 
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50 SCORBUTIC DIARRHEA. 

is h--im(e;tablished. the rain ls very comider
ab t'. anrl. to ob!ai11 prt>~ent reli~·f 1hey are 
vcr · a:it to re:no'e the bandage. and thereby. 
I\.' we have g;ent-ra'ly tho11c~ht, render the 
ca 'e wor~e than i: won Id ba,·e be··n if it 
had n'1t b~!l applied. Th1> mo~t ob>ti
ua'e cac'es we ban• In('! "·ith, haYe been 

reco\'ery. promotes a waste of structure, 
and finally haiards the safety of the part, 
while the latter abridl!.es suffering, a waste 
of li~sue, and the finaf hamrd. 

SCORBUTIC DIARRHEA. 
am"ll.t.;~t 1he GPrma!I and Irish !'en·ar)JS; BY E. WALKER. M.D. 

arnl 1et we 11e1er had~ case 1n cnnlinne 10 The Eclectic Medical Journal is consid-
di-.1 ;1a!ify 1hc patient for b11;.;i1w~s a~ many dered the chief repository of new matter, as 
,,.!. ·k> a:~ we have known tht> usual treat- well as a medium for the dissemination of 
111~ut to requiri> months. and then possibly knowledge and inlerchange of views and 
a jnint is ampu'a•ecl. opinions relative to the diflerentpodes of 

Mon1·s 0PERA1'DI.--'Ve have never known practice adopted by Eclectic pnlll!titioners 
a ca.~ of :his cli.'etM' 10 occ11r in tho"e who Ill different portions of the Umted States-
1'"'·""·"5 a cb1~e and ac• i ,.e mtlf'cu!ar fibre- ll ~pirit so diametrically opposed to that 
1h" .''~ wh·i,;c .; , ,-; te;:. t:e1w :a'ly. !Hf' firm and manifoi<ted by e<litors in general, that I 
, . _ ;' ' in~. \Vh.·a 1ht' cv•~" ,.f ;he di.-i>a;.e is \'entnre to transmit to you for your consid
i .1th: l'\t u ,, •ll ;.;·:ch a ; i·~ •P . wlu.- lt(:r br erat ion. my experience in the treatment of 
c ,\,I nr 1n ·~'1ao1kd ·:iolene". tht> ,;:1rrouudiug a di~ea'c> upon which I have neYer Eeen an 
r.- · i•:a ,c., f.nc•' ' d1\1orati"n um! it is re- e.-,ay, and iu fact, concerning a disease of 
Ill '"'"l. and a- this ca:uwt lY.> t>fli'c'ed in more general pre,·alence than most prac
la -.; :i .. ~·11'." th» b·rnd,1::, fHrni,lir..• 1hc ~ il\f~r. reawarcof;andalsonotamong 
pan· r""i"nuce-it cl· es for the i' .tf\ 'lj, thln ;()Ip idttble of diseases at the pres
tir'' a•1<l ~r:onr! ~ta~Ps. what it · ' ~ot d.o ent time." 1 
for i•~e:f. Thi~ rea;onin!~ ~at" u~, but --'tlle;;lan ~t. tment here giYen, will be 
it rnav not otll('r~; 11t>\.e;"1 !if'lr -'. It !Urfu- mq°"t pe~ult" r, though it has been in my 
taL1. th:it no f!lr.hcr capil~ary 'll.~Oi"~~hf"'1t n~ rely st t.'C"sful, and myexperienQS 
rn. · 1 b.·J ~lf.~ct•'cl in d1f' part, 1 ''lllffi~~~·;..not l>eetl ~ 'ry trifling. As its name 
l11»r.i can be 110 f•1rth1>,r increa~ ~ indicalrs Si1hl1'what of its nature, any one 
' '"P. or SW<'! ii11~-:he morbid famili'ii.r tt'!Jill' with medical works will have 
nrr,•<:etl. am\ rei: " ·e;-v most sucCCf'd. tlg_~c task in at once recognizing the 

The app'ica:h1 of 1h1• banda);C in the principal cauPe of the malady, though, on 
third. !'la;!' ist>·11!all~· fe:if"i·,,11s: it i,1cr"a"'s cxaminin~ a care, wonld be liable to con
lhe p11s-fnrmi11~ d·';; :r·ic' i·•n of ti.-s11e. and found it \dth another diFeaFe ,·ery common 
the!1'bv pro:wm's iuc-•m!'arabl r more than in thi> country, and which is sometimee 
wnltkt>~ c1rn an <~!::re;;s nf the p:1s; and ,-ery difiil"llt to mana;;e also, or would 
whe11 thii< i~ (•iTeciC'd. it for~' the walls of overlook this entirely, and treat a case of 
t!1·! abc··~s into contac! and :hni< etfec:s ad· Scorbutic Diarrh.'a for one of Dysentery. 
he .. hn. aml c·1a.-cque11tly a!I a,·oidance of One circumstance which renders this disease 
the tr•rlions process of gra.anlul ion. of more than usuttl interest now, is the fact 

\Ve ha,·e said that. lht> b1wda2;•~ promotes not only of its resemblance to Dysentery, 
t!1c p:ic.frirming \\cn,1cliriu of tissue. b•tl but that many return from California who 
1l1is i . ., onlv truf' in u •11:a!i:i,·cl sense. Un<lf'f haYe cnntracti-d it there, and but for the 
the 1meralion ,,f the r1~ . .-is1a11c•>, the distance distinction made between the two. many 
''' 1,.~ br"l,e•1 down i~ >hnrt. a1ul th'.! work would be Yery liable to O'l'"erlook a ,·ery 
i.- »Jfo•c:»<I in a 1.lir(·cl ma111F.'r; lwnc.~ , in the important point in the treatment of the 
uh< r.v; t. t11·• •['1U·1ti1y of <l"' •trnclion undrr DiarrhPa which would not be of vital 
tli.· 11-11al 1re 11 m<:'nl is pr11bably fifty times importance in the treatment of Dyrentery
t;r ·a'cr be 'ore a r.•m~ is t'ffor•ecl. me~t with oerioui; dii:appointment-loose 

The ll''l:il treatment is not in ham1nny confidencP- in remedies which heretofore bad 
,~.; , h what !la'1:rt> W'ln!1l 1h. but. with what been reliable, aml not know the caure of 
,•,,~ is forc~d. IH· her wrn1rn<'"'· t.o do. The snch n-creancy, and what is worse, very 
c;1:1i!laryiu•;asion .etf1.1sion. tum1'far:tion and likely to loose their patients. 
~ 1p:•·rratirin are all cn11s.'·111P-nc'!~ nf the de- In well marked and uncomplicated Scor
f~c · i'f'r, fP.'i~1ance. PnrJcr~ re·lnce.• . gen- butic Diarrhea, the followin~ history of 
"r.1.!l v, thP. p01wr of re•isianr.n. an<l roulticcF the case will be generally obfamed. and the 
, .• ,J i•·P it lncalh· and cow'el""ntl" promote follnwing flymptoms be found present: 
";n'r~ "~ 'P 'l ";,.n wHI wi.I•· ~pr··~-! st1p;111ra- At the commencement there is Diarrhea, 
1h1. The knit~~ ~i \'f'S rcn,,f hy a drs! rnr.tion which of itself is not pecnliar enough to 
,,f thP r";;i;tancr. whi1st the b,rnrla~e doe~ arrest the attention of the patient-a me~ 
i • "iv ..:o increasiug it as to thoron!!hh· arrest looseness of the bowels, which, howeYer, 
th'! innsinn. The former procrastinates continues several day1, or for three or foar 
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weeks; but unlike the common summer of a query to me, since no be!ier condition 
complaint, for which it is mii;taken, ~oes 10 its de"l"elopment could possibly 1.».i~t, 
not yield readily to common domestic reme- than is produced by a cons!ant drain twm 
dies, and may continue for se\·eral days any of the great emunctories of the "Y'km. 
without materially aflccting the patient\; But the only paradox existing. is the foct 
strength. Gradually, howeYer, the dis- that the,-e enormously larve and long con
charges become tinged with blood, scarcely 1inued di~charges before descri!x-d, do not 
sufficient at first to attract the patient's produce more prostration-makP. a gl'l'a :er 
attention, but increase when he applies tor impression upon the system 1han i~ f•wml 
medical advice; after, perhaps three or more to exist. There are 01hn complica 1ions, 
weeks have elapsed, and the patient has and indCfd would ~uppose that 111n- rre
become "l"ery much emaciated, but yet has ,·ailing epidemic in any locaiit r mi;J1t su
sufficient strength to walk about, and where perYene upon an al tack of this di;;ea~. In 
he is very ambitious, follows hill occupa- a malignant case of Dyremery, e\en in th.is 
tion. country. that would not yield to 1he ordi-

On examining the case, if no mercurials nary Ec'.ectic treatment, .e~pecially wheie 
haYe been taken, there will appear far back the history of the caEe rC\'ea!t'd ui.y ex1,o
upon the tongue, a patch ot fur poinling sures to 1he causes of this di:-;ea,<". I should 
forwards, about three fourths of an inch be inc:iued to suspect more or lei:s of a 
broad at its base, and of a dark or yellowish Scorbutic tendency. which. i11 fart, was ti~ 
brown color, which being not more than manner of philosophising that led me to the 
three fourths of an inch in length in some !rue pathology of it in thP first place, 
cases, is not noticed by them, and in fact. when I changed my course of twatment, 
are apt to think, and even say, (for many and was successful. . From thr. history of 
of our e.astern and southern men have an what was denominated ·' ~h·x ican I:iar
idea of the ap11earanccs of the tongue in rhea," a few y~ars aito. and tire circ1,m
these cases,) that they are "right enough stances which surrounded our i-0ldirr:" while 
otherwise." The skin is rough, harsh am! there. exposing them to the ,· ici~;itudPs of 
dry-no ap~arance of perspiration upon weather incident to a climate diflerrnt in 
the surface smce the attack-urine increased almost all respects from the ont-. tl:<'v were 
in quantity. and no morbid appearance to all accustomed to, I nm inclined 1o bc~ieve 
them otherwii:e, but it has a kind of froth.'· that was nothing more than Scorbu1ic 
appearance when voided. resembling that of Diarrhea, and certainly it was Yery fo tal, 
a dropsical patient. Jn the locality where I as all, or nearly f'O are aware. runny dird 
saw this disease and treated it, typhoid fever there-man~· after returning; thongh. l1nv
prevailed at all seasons of the year, and ing never seen a casr. do not know as the 
some of the symptoms of typhoid were a~ two should be considered identicnl. hut 
distressing as I e\·er witnessed in cal'e~ there are certainly many poi111s of analngy. 
purely typhoid, while the patient was yet both in history and the fu•alit:v which l!a\·e 
able to walk about. The distres~-a sense accompanied both. if the "Mexican Diar
of weight, aggravated by pressure over the rhea" has been reported correctly. 
epigastric region. There was no augmenta- A gentleman reln1ed a cai;e to me clnrin11 
t1on of the sutli:-ring by pressure over the the paFt 1mmmer, of a soldier who rr11m ,ed 
hypogastric or iliac regions, but a throbbing from the Mrxican war in 1S4G. He wos 
sensation in the region of the umbilicus and from Memphis. Tenn.-was di,wharged from 
lower down, aud a sense of weight or heav- the service in c.onFequence of his inability 
ing which was often ;;e\·ere enough to to perform duty, and retiHned home. He 
awakt-n the patient out of sleep; the nrns- was tl'l'ated for several week.- ur the ablest 
des of the abdomen were sunk in and ,-erv ph~·!'icia1111 thrre. without i>nccess. He 
tense when felt-hard and iuelastic. The made up his mind that he would soon die, 
appetite is not generallv impaired. but the thou11:h not from what his phy,icianF told 
di~estion is very imperfect. Some limes him. but probably from hiF own lmowled1<e 
there•is a craving appe1i1e, and patients of the <li"eal't', in carrvingoffhiF fellow :<ol
say they cra,·e ernry thing they i;hould not diers in Mexico. He ht-came de"p·rnte and 
ha,·e-pickles, fruit and ernry thing of an determined 10 "sell his life for more than it 
acid chamc1er-usually drink a great deal of was \VOrth," to him in this situation: or
water. The pulse somewhat feeble. though df>red a rervant girl to go to the corn-field 
is not small-wiry as in tvphoid fever. and procure some corn, boil it with beaus 
until more of the true typhoid symptoms and make a soup. This he hod craw•<l from 
make their appearance, which I have known the time corn was larite enouJ!h to boil or 
supen·ene in numerous instance!'. and wh~· roast, but which wai> positive!~· forbidden 
they should not be developed more generall~· him. Th~irl made the soup aeer his di
during the course of the Diarrhea is more rections, and he ate nearly a quart; his 
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friends remoru.:trated in vain. From this About the time the bloody or grumous 
time he became his own physician, and a discharges commence. patients complain of 
few mo!'e such prescriptions restored him to a difficulty in urinating, but which when 
health ! voided seldom exhibits any signs of inftam-

1 would not, however, recommenrl this mation. For this, three or four dracbm 
in as large doses as he took it, but would doses of the Spts. Nit. Dulc. was sufficient 
certainly rely upon vegetable food exclu- to overcome 1t. 
sively, with a hope of restoring a patient, If the disease has been of long standing, 
rather than upon remedies that are most there will frequently be a passive state of 
commonly relied upon. A large majority the rectum, and patients will ha\'e great 
of the inhabitants of California at present difficulty in retaining the contents of the 
are miners, who from necessity partly, are bo\vels, especially in the night, or during 
compelled to adopt a course of living simi- sleep; they will pass off while they are un
lar to that of the soldiers in the war, and conscious of any desire to go to stool, for this 
which too in many instances, i~ Yery I haYe used the vegetable caustic as an injec
unwho!esome, especially their meats, are ti<m, and Nitrate Argentis, (when I could 
tainted, and the culinary operations are not get the Sesqi-carbonate of Potass,) 
conducted bv tbemselve3; the bread they with advantage. ln weak solution, neither 
eat is very heavy and indigestible. This had any effect, but when made strong-ten 
much history would be sufficient for me to 11;rains of the Nitrate of SilYer, or a drachm 
suspect a scorb:uic tendency in the system, or common teaspoonful of the mild caustic 
more especially where the symptoms were to the ounce of water had the desired effect, 
of an inveterate character, and resisted the to bring on tonicity of the bowels; a large 
ordinary means of treatment, for diarrhea quantity of offensive matter will be dis-
or dnienterv. First in the treatment is charged, and patients rapidly recoYer from 
equalizing the circulation by means of the this starting point. But I do not appre
alkaline bath, alternated with the vinegar hend this would have been the effect or re
bath; or the latter may be used twice or suit, if there had not previously been a 
more in the interval of bathing in the alka- pretty thorough constitutional course of 
line water, which should be resorted to at bathing, and regulating the other i:ecretions. 
least twice a week. thour;h its repetition I attribute my success, oYer other practi
would in all cases be indicated by the ur- tioners in the same region of country, more 
gency of the symptoms present. This to the diet I prescribed. than to the effects 
should be nearlv simultaneous with the ex- nf medicines. or in other words. do not be
hibition of the Podophyllin, in doses suffi- licve that the same would have been the re
ciently large. to purge freely. In the courfle sult if patients had continued to use "the 
of si:t or eight or ten hours, commence with .oame diet that in my opinion was the cause 
about one grain with four or five parts of <)f the disease, and this is proof satisfacto
white sugar, and followed once in two or ry, that my view relative to the scorbutic 
three hours. \Vi th about half the quantity. taint is correct. Exclusive vegetable diet 
Given in this way it will excite emesis, and \Vas pre~cribed without any i:alt, and Col
as soon as this is produced. the desire to go lowed out; but in some cases there were al
to stool will be o..-ercome. and a marked lowed fresh beef cooked without salt. Not 
change will take place in the condition of much of this should be eaten, as it would 
the pulse; as soon as the discharges from not b<! Yery palatable cooked in this way; 
the bowels commence, and as long too as but enough to prove to my mind, that there 
they continue the peculiar fetor ol the di- was not the same putrescent tendancy that 
arrhea discharges i~ absent. I have known accompanies "flux" or dysentery. Not
four or five operations of this remedy, fol- withstanding the discharges resemble those 
lowed by a nearly normal condition of the nf dysentery, (though if examined closely 
pulse, and the patients express themselves after standing for some length of time,) 
much relieved. There is generally a great there is no die:poFition to coagulate, nor is 
desire for acids, which may be gh·en freely there an appearance as if suspended in floc
with impunity, if not with actual benefit. uli, but the blood is mixed as in bloody ee
Poultice> OYer ~he region of the abdomen, mm-the bloody portion is a part of the 
as hot as can be borne. will relax the mus- discharge itself. 
des, and the sense of weight complained of, In view of the uniYersal use made .of 
will disappear, though the weight of the Opium, Calornel, Acetate of Lead, Kino, 
poultice in some cases, was perhaps two or &c., by the "regulars,'" it is deemed prop
three pounds. ·when large enough to not er to notice them in this place, as it also 
need changing through the night, cloths wet i=:eems in my opinion to demonstrate the 
in cold Willer or cold water 1md vinegar truth of a scorbutic dii:position in the sys
over the epignstrium will allay that pecu- tern. Notwithstanding it has been argued, 
liar burning sensation in that region. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON FE~AL OBSTRUCTIONS. 53 
with some plausibility too, that the cause on the system, than when it is administered 
has bet;n to? slight in J?1Bll1 cases to p~O<luce with'?ut the predominance of chlorine-a 
any thing like a constitutional atrechon.- constituent element of common salt which 
That the deprivation of persons for three or is also a constituent element in on~ of the 
four mont!ts of.fresh. food-:meats, vegeta- m~t dea?ly poisons-corrosive sublimate. 
bles, &.c., 1s entirely 1~suffic1ent to produce Th~s consists of two equinlents of chlorine, 
the~ agg!ftvated and ~nve~rate symptoms, while calomel contains onl[ one equivalent 
b.ut m this case, how 1s a hoe of demarca- forming the sub muriate o mercury. Ac
tion to be drawn? As to the exact amount quainted with the chemical compoFition of 
o_f the exposure or excess neces.."l.ry to give the two mercurials. and with the affinity 
~to these symptoms, or any boundary pre- existing between these substan!X'~ , it is 
scnlx;<l. any more than. there can. ~ betw~n readi.ly understood how this corrosi ,.e poi
t!ie ~1fferent pathologt~l conditions of n- son 1s formed in the human stomach, and 
ntauon and mftammatton. The latter of- whv it exerts the influences noticed after its 
ten follows the former, but the J?recise time exh0ibition. It is most effectual in peopling 
or stage, w~en the fo!mer lose_s its effect or the grave yards. and as inexorable as fate. 
where the mflamm8:tl?n sets.m, has never No remedy with which I am acquainted, 
been ~emonstrated,_ if mdeed 1t ever can be. exerts so emphatic· a destructive influence, 
. Opiates and astnngents a.re not to be re- without havmg some legal restriction upon 

!ied upon at. all, excep~ opmm or some of it, and why is there not upon this? I pause 
its preparations occas10nally, to procure for a reply. 
sleep. Astringents are of little or no uEe, 
but given in large quantities procure tem- ===============---= 
porary torper of the secretions along the ali- *'art 2. Jllisctllantous Stlcctions. 
mentary canal, but the floO<l is damed up ii' 
as it were, and when the gates are opened, 
the diachatges are more copious in propor- OBSERVATIONS ON A CASE OF 
tion to the length of time they have been FECAL OBSTRUC'l'ION. 
closed, or to the quantity of matter accumu- An Estrac1 &om a !Auture oo Clialcal Mediciue, br 
lated behind the constringed orifices, which ROBERT CHRISTISON, .Ill. D., EDINBURGH, 
will fiind an outlet in spite of the most Deti .. red ;., April, 1818. 
conslringing medicines. The occurrence of a singular case of ob-

The evidences of the administration of struction of the intestines from accumula
calomel, are so well marked, that a person tion of fieces, induces me to make a re,,. re
seeing them once, coulcl not be easily de- marks on a subject which, though it may ap
ceived in subsequent cases. In consulta- pear ttite to you, is really one of great im
tion with old School physicians, I have portance, and deserving your early consider
frequently been surprised to find patients ation as professional men. 
in so enfeebled a condition-unable in the When you enter presently on medical prac
course of three or four days or less, to arti- Lice, you will be surprised, as J was in the 
culate a word, whereas in cases without same conjuncture. at the exceeding frequen
any treatment whatever have presented cy of the habit of constipation among peo
themselves to me for treatment after two pie of easy circumstances in this country. 
or three weeks and be in a better condition At what period thisliabilitywas firstol>ser
-more vigorous than in as rnanr days after ved, and in what cause or causes it originates, 
the administration of calomel, with no more are questions which at present I cannot 
favorable circumstances accompanying the pretend to discuss. But there can be no doubt 
one than the other. This drug has a re- of the fact, that the infirmity of constipation 
markablv sedative effect in these cases, as is extremely common; and likewise, that it 
the patients will always say," after taking often exists without any other constitutional 
the powders, I got weaker," and if any dif- infirmity of special diseases, except what is 
ference, the discharges are less, instead of clearly referable to an undue neglect of the 
larger or more frequent. Here, then, we proper correctives. Accordinglr, by due 
have a peculiar condition of the system- attention to the use of fit laxatives, thou
saturated no doubt with saline material, or sands of persons of both sexes in the middle 
at least it is believed this element predomi- and upper walks of life contril"e to lhe as 
nates in the blood, and this belief, bas been long, as healthy, and, except for the plague 
sustained. by an extensive experience in the of constantly taking physic, as happily as 
treatment of it, as well as ample opportu- their more fortunate neighbors. 
nity to witness the treatment by others. Prior to the publication of the treaties on 
Upon this supposition, it is l"ery easily purgath:e medici~e ~y the la.te Dr. Hamil
conceived how calomel would produce much ton, semor, of this city, there ts much reason 
more marked deleterious consequences up- to believe that the use oflaxa ti ves was greatly 
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neglected in such circumstances. But after upon a weekly stool. And, indeed, all per· 
the appearance ol that work in 1818, an haps that can be well said of them is, that 
important reformation took place in this re- they are rather to be envied by their fellow 
spect. indeed, as in all important reforms creatures, for an endowment which must be 
in medicine, physicians and their patients frequently founcl very convenient. But 
soon ran to the opposite extreme; and ere such people sometimes get into difficulties. 
long as much harm was done by the abuse About two years ago, a gentleman from Wig
of aperient and purgative medicines as pre- tonshire, a landed proprietor, attached to 
viously by the neglect of them. At present agricultural pursuits, and thereofneverwith
it may be confidently said that both errors out free air and exercise, consulted me'about 
have been materially corrected. No one a serious difference he had with his medical 
denies the great importance and frequent advisers in the country. Having recently 
necessity of catharties of all kinds, from recovered under their care froma severe pneu
the mildest laxathcs up to the most drastic monia, they made the not unreasonable 
purgatives. And on the other hand, most stipulation, when they ceased to.attend him, 
physicians are now satisfied that gentle aper- that he should take a laxative every three 
ientsare sufficient in numberlesscircumstan- days, to correct a constipated habit. To this 
ces in which formerly powerful cathartics he demurred, on the Yery natural ground, 
were the fashion. Among other obserYa- that wltil his late illness, he had enjoyed 
tions, too, it has been found that the regular excellent health for sixty years, althoull'.h his 
daily use, even of mild laxatives, is not so bowels had been habitually moved all his life 
indispensable a precaution for preserving the only once a fortnight. This gentleman had 
health of those of a,permanentlycostivehab- made a journey of 120 miles for no other 
as had been supposed by many physicians, reason than to get the question between him 
and especially by many people themscl ves and his physicians settled by some compete12t 
who were afflicted bv that habit. For exam- authority in therapeutics; and. in referring to 
pie, there can be no doubt, that for most me for the purpose, he mentioned, for my 
people, who, though otherwise healthy, re- further guidance, that a neighboring gentle
quirc constantly to useaperients, it is better man ot his acquaintance, of the age of 70, 
to open the bowels in this way once e,·ery had told him, that he, too, had immemori
other day only, than daily by a daily dose. ally evacuated his bowels only eyery alter
But in general you will find an effectual a- nate Sunday, without being able to recol
perient every other day amply sufficient for lect having ever had an illness. It was scaroe
those who do not augment the bulk of the ly to be wondered at their common experience 
al vine di~charges by superfluous nourish- half inclined them to think that tbeirconsti
ment; andby that system they are much more tution was the natural and practical one. 
likely to escape the risk of an irritable or con- Our hospital patient seems to have been 
gested state of the intestines arising, which of the same opinion with these elderly ag
we know to be the frequent consequence of agriculturists. Like them, he has had somo 
thehabitualexcessiveuse of carlharticseven experience of his life. being now 74. Like 
of a mild kind. them, too, he has enjoyed singularly good 

Some persons, however, have such a horror health, being a surprisingly fresh-looking 
of aperient medicines, that they cannot per- man for his years, notwithstanding that he 
suade themselves to take one oftener than has passed through severe trials in early life. 
twice a week, or once a week. And, never- Asa soldier in India he sustained, when Yery 
tbeless, yon will sometimes see thPm keep voung. a spear wound of the leg, where he 
their health. and maintain their bodily com- has almost eYer since, a small open ulcer, 
fort. But, for the most part, vou will find which he ascribes to the spear having been 
it a sound general rule, to instst with such poisoned. ln the Spanish war he was woun
peofle on a more liberal use of aperients, dedat the battle of Baos_<a, in 1811. There 
wil enable you to find some one suitable are now evident marks of the bullet having 
to the constitution of any body, and recon- passed through him from the left groin. pier
cilable with almost any prejudice. cing the blade of the 08 ilium in its course. 

There are others whose prejudices are un- For 2 years he lay in hospital; and recover
conquerable, and who will not take laxatives ing with a shortened limb and stiff joint, he 
at all, though their bowels do not move of was invalided on a pensiononeandsixpence 
themselves above once a-week, if even so halfpenny, asa wounded serjeant and soldier 
often. Aud it is right you should be aware of twenty-one vears' service. This he has 
that this apparently most unnatural and enjoyed for forty-one years. Nor has his 
preposterous habit is not of neces.c;i;ity, and wound much incapaciated him; because for 
in all cases a habit injurious to health. You many years, and down to his present illness, 
will occasionally meet with men sosingular-1· he had actually worked asa railway laborer. 
ly constituted, that they enjoy sound health During this long period he lived on bis pen· 
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sion and wages in great comfort and sound charges, and the belly <.'Ontinued in the same 
health, until, on lately leaving off work, he state, presenting especially the singul11.r en
became liable to constipation. At first his largement and overlapping of the iliac re
bowels were moved everyotherday in gene- gions. 
ral, and afterwards seldom oftener than once It was now apparent that, owing to long 
a week, unless he took physic, which he did continuous distenti?ns of the bowels wit Ii 
eeldom. At last the action of the boweli; fa:ces and gases, their muscular coat had lost 
seemed to cease altogether, and he went for its tone, in some regions at least, and especi
four weeks without any evacaution, even ally in the crecum and descending colon. It 
though he made occasional trial of a laxative. was then proposed by the clinical clerk to 
At the end of the fourth week, a strong dose resort to gal'l"auism for relief from this para
brought away a great accumulation. After lyticcondition; which suggestion wasatonce 
that he had no further evacuation, and it is adopted. It is more than 2:'> years since gal
now three weeks ago. He bad again made ,·amsm was recommended as a useful remedy 
11 few gentle attempts to assist nature; but in coses of obstinate constipation; and we 
he did not much insist upon this, because his can easily see that it may be useful. and upon 
lodging-house had no convenience, as he said, what ~rinciple it acts. The first way of 
for a man under phvsic. During the entire using 1t was by directing the galvanic cur
period of seven weeks, he assures us he had rent from the mouth to the arms; and in 
no pain or other suffering whate'l"er. But that way it seems to have been most effectu
at last his belly got \"ery large. so that his al and promrt in some cases. But its ac
trouserf! would not button over it; and on tion thus is rather painful; and ulterior ob
this account he applied here for relief. servation has shown that passing the current 

On admission he had no appearance ofanv in ,·arious directions through the abdomen 
suffering. He feemed a fresh, Yigorous, ac- itself may be sufficient. This remedy seemed 
ti\"e, cheerful man. He took his food toler- even more applicable to the state of our pa
ably well; the pul~ was natural: and the tient after the bowels had been cleared out. 
tongue was only a little furred. "The ab- And accordingly it acted with wonderfulen
domen," to quote the Hospital journal, "is ergy and success. After the current had been 
much distended, especially in the iliac re- pa&ed for some time from before backward. 
gions, where there are two large prominent as well as from side to side, he had in an 
swellings projecting laterally, so that the hour a copious evacuation, in three hours an
crest of the ilium on each side is quite sunk, other, and next morning a third. Flatus 
the tumors projecting much beyond the was also discharged in abundance; and the 
bones. There are different irregular swell- 11bdomen fell ~reatly, but still not complete
ingsat<litferent partsofthe abdomen,especi- [y, above all 111 the iliac regions. The pain 
ally in the tract of the colon. o,·er some of the galvanic action, howeYer, had been so 
of there points percussion is quite dull; oYer great that the patient begged to ha\e a day's 
others it is tympanitic. The circumference respite. In fact, he declared his willingness, 
of the abdomen, where largrst, is 39! inches." and confirmed it with an oath, that he would 
' As it was judged unrnfc to.ghe him acthe tather be ishot again than submit to be gal
purgatives by the mouth at once, in case of ,·am7.edasecond time. On the second morn
the great gut being firmly obstructed with ing, however, the remedy was applied more 
hartlenecl fmo;s, a turpentine i!lj~ction w~s gently, and on t~rn: .mornings sub~J11ent
properly adrntm~tered by thechmcal clerk m ly. He had a daily discharge from his bow
charge of him. The result wnsa "prodigious els, and sometimes two. The abdomen had 
di,charge of fecal matter of all degrees of now become naturalinsi1.e and form. Since 
consistence," much of it compo•ed of wry then he has had a natural evacuation eYery 
hard scybala. A clo>e of jalap nnd calomel morning, without aid from either laxative 
given immediately ofter this forerunner, or galvanism. He was dismissed after being 
brought awav also n great mass of feculent fourteen days in the Hospital. 
matter. Next day being quite well, but This is a case a little out of the common 
with the abdomen as large as e\"er. another run, but not without instruction; and I have 
similar do,:e occasioned only an ordinarr dis- therefore thought it well to briug the chief 
charge. On the third day, the swelling beinj! circumstauces umler )·our notice. It is an 
eqnall~· grPat. though now quite uniform, and excellent illustration of the inftuenc-e exert
eYerywhere clear of percussion, I gaye him ed by galrnnism O\·er the animal functions. 
what has always npp!',ared to me the most It appears to me to hold out a probability 
effectual of all Mfe energetic purgnth-es in that the same remedy may prove !'Crdceable 
C8i'leS Of simple fecal accumulation-two in restoring the tone of the intestinal lllUS· 
drnchms of oil of turpentine with six c!es, in other forms of inconYenient chronic 
dmchms of castor oil in the form of emul- flatulent distentions of the abdom<'n. -Ed
sion. But he had only two scanty loose dis- inburgh Monthly Journal of Medical Sci-

ence. 
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66 DELIRIUM TREMENS-MANIA A POTU. 

DELIRIUM TREMENS-MANIA A rietiP.J1 of the disease. In those who have 
POTU. so long indulgC'd iu drunkenness as ~o h~ve 

greatly crippled or broken down theu n.tal 
BY w. BYRD POWELL, M.D. energies, it begins as ab~v.e taug~t-w1tb 

EXTRACTED FROM NEWTON & PowELL's Ee- symptoms of general deb1hty. 'lhe other 
LECTIC PRACTICE. variety to which we have alluded, takee 

Dr. ''Vatson treats of this disease in com- place 11; the strong and vigorous-those in 
pany with the inftammatory forms of cere- whom the vital energies have not been 
bra! disease. Dr.>. Wood and ~rle tr~at prostrated by absolute dr!1nk~1mess-0ose 
of it in association with the functional dis· who drank enough to marntam a contmu
eases of the brain; and we incl!td~ it in the ous high state of nervous and \11~ular ex
class of functional forms of lhsease of the citement-finally, those who c•~ntinued and 
vegetable or ga:n~lioni~ systel!I, and o:ir increa>ed this preternatural e~c1te~e!1t, un
mothcs for ~o do111g will be discovered rn til it became merged or lost m ~elmum.
the course of this treatise. Of this kind of delirium, the wn ter has had 

Delirium tremens, even now, is very im- two cares, and his friends, Prof. Knapp, 
perfectly understood, and hence it becomes and Dr. Major, of Covington, Ky., assure 
the duh· of everv investigator of it to make bim that they have treated similar ca~, 
known -his conclusions about it; for, al- and his co-laborer, Prof. R. S. Newton, 1n
though they may be errooeou.s, yet they forms him that he has bad more cases of 
may suggest to some one of ins readers. a this kind than of the other. 
train of thought that may lead to the try th. So far as the writer has obsen-ed, howev-

This is our apology for .the no'l"e.l vle\\:s er it is not delirium tremens, for he has 
we shall vresent-novel, m regardrng this n~t witne.«sed any tremor in ~he. ha~ds ?f 
fo!lll of d1sea~ as exi~ting in close alliance such pa1icuts ;* ne~ertheless 1.t 1s, m. his 
with cholera In both its cause and ch.arac- opinion the same d1rease manifested 10 a 
ter. Whether right or \nong, if we shall ~uc- ditlerent class of constitutions-the differ
ceed in causing others to obser\'e and th111k.: euce is just that which obtains betwee.n )l&S
we shall be amply rewarded for our labor . .,. 8 j\-e and active apoplexy or congestion of 

All the writers whom we have consulteu the brain. 
describe this form of disease !lluc~ in the The approach of this variety o~ delirium 
Iangua~e of Prof. ~berl~, as being charac- is indicated by restlessness, a w1ldne~ of 
terized by general mqmetu~e, tremo.r, ~on- e'pres.5ion, or one of much app~hens1on; 
tinued watchfulness, cool skm,, pe~SPH!lllon, the face is ftushed, and the pulse-'£ full and 
delirious loquacity, and ~nson~I 11lus1ons.i' strong. The patient is impatient of res
it is i;aid !o oc~ur only .m habitual drunk- traint and capab'e of manifesting mon; than 
ards and m~rdmate ~pi um-eaters; but as his ordinary muscular st~ngth. It IS at
a fact, we dispute this, because we ha,·e tended by no stage of lassitude, and the de
known it to occur in those who ne"er dra.nk lirium. at this st~e, can only be inferred 
to intoxication, but only so far al' to mam- from theimprobabihty of the patient'sstate
tain a high state of excitement. Dr. Coates. ments, and the incompatibility of his prem-
Dr. Blake. and all other.~ •. F? far as we ha\'e ires and conclusions. . 
disco\•ered, teach that delmum t~mef!S doe;: In dividing the disease, accordm~ to Dr. 
not rei<ult from the use of stimuli, but Blake. into three stages, we may say that 
from the sudden disuse or abandonment of there is but verv little similarity between 
them; and hence its beginn}ng. is m!lt;iifest- the two varieties in either of the ~ta~es; the 
ed by "lassitude, general ~nd1s~os1tton, a <ubjects,respectively,differorgamcally,and 
feeling of distress in the. e.p1gast!1u'!1, ano- thev differ in all the ma11ifestatiom1. 
rexia, nausea and vomllmg, g1ddme$8, a ft would appear, from some remarks of 
sense of co~fusion in !he head. want of Dr. Carter, (Cy. Prac. Med.,) .that the va
sleep, an anxious expression of countenance. riety or modifkation of which we have 
and tremor of the hand~.''-Eberlr.. Or •. u~ bet>n treating, had not entirely escaped had 
taught by Dr. Blake, 1t. ~omml'nces w11.h his notice. He sa.\·s: 
symptoms of general debility ; the pulse is "In young and robust subjects, whose ex
in\'ariably slow, soft, and compres.c;1ble, of- cesses ha,·e not been of long stan~ing, the 
ten feeb~e and unsteady; the bands and feet stage of reaction or excitement will come 
are cold and claJ?imy. . . 011 much more rapidly than in per~ns. ad-

To the precedmg acc?unt of .this d1seai:e. vanced in years. and whose con~t1tut10ns 
when abstractly applied to 1t, we .most ha\•e been broken down by long mtemper
positively object; because we ~ve \~·1tnes- ance. It is during this .stage that t~e med
sed the di!!l'ase under very opposite cucum- kal attendant is most hable to fall mto er
stance~. We shall t1,Jer~fore conteml for ror. The srmptoms, many of them. are 
the existence of two distmctly-markt>.d '1"8- • Sinu wrltln• th .. e 1i~e•, the writer bu learned tbal 

1om• ttemor ha• been obsened. 
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so similar to those of inflammation of the ity or prostration, and in which the tongue 
brain or its membranes, that, if he is not es- arnl hands become tremulous, is confined to 
pecially upon his guard-if he allows the those of a more or less low order of vital 
pathognomonic signs of the disease to es- force; or, according to Dr. Hall's Zoono
cape him, his diagnosis will be incorrect mia, they J;IOS<ess a high dynamis-or, final
and his practice unsuccessful." Iv, they might have chronic rheumatism or 

Now, except for the description which he r:a~she a1>oplexy; and on the other hand, 
has given of the first stage, the preceding those who have 'the diseaEe without a stage 
remarks mi~ht be a satisfactory explanation of prostration and without tremors. possess 
of the whole difficulty; but to tell us that high vital force, or, accordin~ to Dr. Hall, 
in the first stagP the patient's "counte- high stimulus or low dynanns. The diag
nance is dejected and anxious; his spirits nosis between these two cla~es. organical
are depressed; there is frequent sighing and Ly, can be rendered obvious !o the most or
oppression of the pra:cordia ;" when not dinary ohEen·er. Tho~e of the first class 
one of these srmptoms attends the rases ha,·e thin necks, or feeble organs of muscu
embraced by Ins qualification, it becomes lar motion and animal sensibility; while 
conclushe that the two forms are not one thorn of the second are precisely the reverse 
and the same-that they are as far from it, in all respects. Those oeen by the writer 
as the two forms of apoplex;v before named. were fit sub;eclf;, under other circumstan-

Since making the prccedmg extract, we ces, for acute rheumatism and activeconges
have fallen upon another case, in Dr. Wat- tion of the brain. 
son's Practice, that is more directly to our If, in the preceding remarks, we are cor
purpose. He says: "So frequently does the rcct (and in accordance wi1h the laws of 
delirium manifest itself upon the ces..."lltion analogy. they would i:eem to commend them
of the accustomed spree. that the continu- selves to the careful obrervation of every 
ally recurring stimulus has been rei;arded physician), then it follows, that delirium 
as the prtdisp08ing. and the privauon of tremens is as much and as obdously enti
that stimulus the trcitirtg cause of the af- tled to a dh-ision as rheumatism or cerebral 
fection. Sometimes, however, it comes on congestion. For reasons that will appear 
in men who are perpetually fuddled, evt'Jl when we come to treat of its pathology, 
although they have not intermitted their we shall divide it into acute 1rnd chronic, 
usual indulgence in drink." and each of these into three stageE-the in-

This extract contains all that we contend cipient, delirious, and prostrated. The 
for-and certain!~· no reasonable mind will svmptoms of the first stage, in both ,·arie
conclude that both the use and disu>e of an ties, have been sufficiently indicated in the 
article-a poison, will produce the same va- preceding remarks. 
riety of disease, after the contrary bas been 2. SYMPTOMS OF THE SECOND STAGE IN THE 
suggested. ACUTE VARIETY-In this variety, there is none 

&fore prooiedinF: to give the symptoms of the business, bustle, and anxiety which 
of the second and third stage.:;, we feel cal- is so peculiar to this stage in the chronic 
led to Fet.tle upon a conclusion as to whetb- variety. When the delirium becomes con
er the disease is really and usefully dh·isi- firmed. which rapidly follows the incipient 
ble into two varieties or not. By a refer- 11tage, all the manifestations are of a pas
ence to our treatise upon ar.oplexy and sionate character-that is, they indicate 
rheumatism. re;:pecth-ely, it will be observ- that all of the acting 'mental organs are 
ed we ha,·e clearly shown that apoplexy powerfully excited; and, as it is common 
may be, and has been, entirely of a passive for the subjects of this variety to be strong 
character; and that those who are organi- men, they are restrained and managed with 
cally liable to it, are organically exempt great difficulty. In one case the writer had, 
from the active form-and we described the it was neces.."llry to bind him with ropes. 
organizations that occasion, respectively, The most pathognomonic manifestation of 
the two kinds of liability. In reference to this variety is a most tormenting dread of 
rheumatism, we made it, we think, per- tlan11,er, and a disposition in some cases, to 
fectly clear, that all organizations are not, suicide to avoid 1t. This was particularly 
incliscriminately, liable to either form, the the caoe in the subject above alluded to. In 
acute or the chronic, under any possible another case, which the writer witnessed. 
combination of causes-that those who the whole dread of the patient was of future 
have the acute can never have the chron- torment-he. in wild and frantic calls for 
ic form. aml vict vtrBa. Now, from what help, declared that the devil was dragging 
the writer has seen. and from :,what he his soul out of him. The expression of the 
has learned through his professional breth- countenance is fri11htfully wild, amt either 
ren. before named, he ventures to la~- it rlesponding with "pitiable laml'ntations, or 
down as a rule, that that variety of this dis- of defiance and battle, depending entirely 
ease, which commences with signs of debil-
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upon the imagined character and power of to fight for his liberty, and yet he will use 
the enemy. his utmost strength to become free, urging 

The pulse is full and strong, but not re- important business as his motive. If cau
markably frequent; the face is flushed ; ti on be large, and this stage well established, 
the rnluntary muscles have more than their he will manifest the utmost dread of assas
normal strength; the hands are steady, and sins, robbers or other dangers, and if he be 
sometimes an occasional moisture appears courageous, he will hattle wi1h them, other
on the surface, particularly after muscular wise he shows the utmost alarm. If rnarvel
etforts. The patient recognizes his acquain- ousuess and hope are well developed, the pe
tances, and will answer correctly in mono- culiarity of his illusions will be whimsical 
sylables, any question that is asked him, and laughable-he is in the midst of a swarm 
except with reference to the subjects of his of insects, or he is imaded by an <tnny of 
hallucinations. mice, arnl he makes battle upon them with 

From the beginning of the incipient stage, his feet, the tongs, or broom; or he is full 
the patient sleeps none until he begins to of ribbons, and he draws them out of his 
mend, be the number of the days few or mouth, nose, or fingers. 
many-a morbid vigilance occupies his About this time some acceleration of his 
whole time. It is necessary to keep a con- pulse may be obsen·ed-his body li&s be
stant watch upon such Pltients, for, under come warmer, but his extremilies are still 
the impression that they are pursued by an cold. If no relief by this time is had, he 
enemy, they may quit the house and ramble passes into the third stage, which is indica.
otf, or possibly commit suicide. The patient tecl by a profw;e and clammy perspiration, 
of the writer, before alluded to, escaped with an increase of all tlie other symptoms. 
from his keeper or nurse and ran twenty- The tremor of the hands and tongue has 
five miles in one night, without hat, coat, greatly increased; the tongue is still moist, 
vest, or shoes, and when about to be ar- but more furred; the pulse is swollen, but 
rested, he attempted suicide. more fre<Jucnt; the countenance expresses 

After one or two days this stage is termi- great anxiety; the urine is pale and scanty. 
nated by a sound sleep and a return to Thus the,;e symptoms progress until the 
health, or else in the stage of prostration. patient expires in convubious; or possibly, 

The delirium of the last stage passe sinto his cleliriurn increases, with subsultus tendi
incoherency-the vigilance into stupor-the num, and thence he becomes quiet, aud dies 
pulse comes down-the skin is co,·ered without a struggle. 
with a copious and clammy perspiration When the disease terminates fa\·orably, 
-the bowels became diarrheal, and the the patient passes into a sound slrep during 
discharges are made involuntarily; coma the mcipient or delirous stage, and from the 
succeed~. and theu death, which is frequently latter, lie usually awakes between twelve 
of an apoplectic character. and ei~hteen hours in a state of convales-

3. SEOOND STAGE OF THE CHRONIC FORM OF ceuce, but he is pale, exceedingly feeble and 
DELIRIUM TREMEX~.--Tbesecond stage in thls tremulous. 
variety is introduced by an increase of Cause.-Tbe cause of the acute form of 
the vertigo and mental confusion, or in delirium tremens is the coni:iant and unre
other word'>, it may be said to commence milting use of some material stimulus upon 
with delirium, which is succeeded by a wild a highly vital organization. or, according to 
as~ct of the patient's countenance, and dis- Hall's Zoonomia, one of such high stimulus, 
trust and suspicion of the nearest relatives that more cannot be borne without injury 
and most sincere friends. to the health. This stimulus usually con-

In this variety there is a constant dispo- sists of spirituous liquors, but it may be 
sition to be busy-to act as though he had produced by the narcotic poisons, particu
business of pressing importance to requirt> larly by opium. 
his constant attention, and this leading idea In the chronic form, the cause consi;:ts of 
of bu;:iness necessarily renders him exceed- a suspen$ion of a stimulus to which the 
ingly impatient under i-estraint. The most nervous system had become accustomed , in 
pathognomnnic symptom of both forms of a constitution of low stimulus, and there
the ditoease is insomnia, but in this no time fore one which is con~lantly Eceking stimu
is squandered, for the patient is excerdingly !us of some kind; antl when the brain be
busy-Yery restle3s, and considered it a comes accustomed to any one, it can not 
e;reat outrap;e to be pre\'ented from discharg- act normally without it. Emry one who 
m~ his obligations. uses tobacco is a witness of the truth of this 

The characlerof his disposition and of his statement. But in this case. the stimulus 
illusions dcpemls upon the structure of his is of the kind named, as directly producing 
mental organization; in general, however. the acute form of this clis('ase .. 
the patient is peaceful-not e\·en disposed We are aware that it is taught by some 
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that delirium tremens is not confined to is seated in the stomach. Dr.Watson thinks 
tipplers and drunkards-that it may be pro- that the es>ential nature of this dist'ase con
duced in some constitutions by mental sists in "mrvous irritation," and Dr. Carter 
anxiety long continued. That a disease re- virtually confesses that he knows nothing 
&embling the one under consideration may about it, and Dr.Watson has in reality done 
be thus produced, we admit to be probable, the same. 
upon the authority of othe~s, but we ha,·e It must now be remembered that the pre
some strong facts to induce us to beJie,·e ceding opinions have reference alone to 
that it is not and can not be the same what we denominate chronic delirium tre
direa,;e. mens, because no other nrietv has become 

The writer bas probably examined criti- known to the profession. With this ex
cally more human crania than any other in- planation, we have a few passing remarks 
dividual ever did, and in the course of bis to make upon some of these opinions. Dr. 
investigations he has seen the crania of Eberle's opinion is, to us, exceedingly in
many men who bad been intemperate to the consistant. A molhid activity from an ab
close of life. In those ol: high stimulus, straction of stimulus! This is like making 
intemperance in the use of ardent spirits a very hot fire by abstracting its fuel. When 
pro<\uces a hypertrophy of the brain, atrophy men become drunk, and are noisy and trou
of the cranium, and unmistakable marks of blesome, is it not becaure of a morbid ac
pericranial inllammation. He has the era- tivity of the brain from an excess of stimu
nium of one unparalleled tippler and drunk- lus? lf this interrogotory be answered 
anl, which is remarkably Ihm, and in "·hicb affirmatively, then his opinion is erroneous 
even the temporal sutures are obliterated. -ab&olutely inconsistt>nt with the most 
Under the process of hypertrophy, the na th·e acceptable doctrines of phyosiolo~y. 
angularity of the head is greatly rounded. When a man has formed a habit of drink
He has the skull of an Indian which, by ing, he can bear comparatively a large dose, 
hypertrophy, wears the form of hi&h civili- but after having been habitually intemperate 
i1.ation. In men of high stimulus, 111tempe- for many years, a wine-glass full inebriatr.a 
ranee iinrroves the beauty of the head, par- him. Does this fact not prove that he has 
tic:ilarly in its social or coronal aspect; but exhausted the resisting power of his s~·stem 
it js certainly at the expense of the social or brain? Is it not universally conceded 
and moral character. that a habit of intemperance long indulged, 

In those of Jo,v stimulus, intemperance breaks down and shatters the constitution 'f 
produces atrophy of the brain and hypertro- If this question be answerecl in the affirrna
phy of the skull-that is, the latter becomes tive, then compare with it the opinion of 
more dense ancl thick. Dr. Coates. Has drwikenne~s. to the extent 

The inference to be drawn from the pre- of delerium tremens, ever been known to 
ceding facts is, that the action of the brain, generate vital activity? We leave our 
by stimulus of the kind alluded to, is in- readers to answer this question for thtm
creased with those of high stimulus, and stlvt8. 
decreased with those of low. Of the preceedin11; opinions, those of Greg-

Ha ving now stated the cerebral condition ory, Klapp, and Watson, are entitled to re
of the two kinds of subjects of this form of spec~ch of them contains a few grains of 
disease at the time of its invasion, no one truth. There is, in the chronic form of the 
can be surprised that we are unwilling to diseases, an "exhaustion of nervous power," 
admit that merely mental anxiety can pro- an there is, also, "nervous irritability," but 
duce it. when admitted, what do they explain, with 

PATHOLOGY OF DELIRIUM ThEMENs.-Dr. reference to the pathology of the dii::e~ 
Armstronfi. in his Lectures, supposes this They do i;erv littie more than indicate that 
d~ase principally depends upon some con- it is not an inflammatory one. Klapp in
dition of the nervous system. and of this geniously supports the hypothesis that tha 
condition he acknowledges that he knows disease is of the stomach, but stiil, upon thia 
nothing. Dr. Gregory is of opinion, that it conclusion, the phenomena of disease ca• 
dependR upon "exhaustion of the nervous not be explainrd. 
power." Dr. Eberle regards it as" a morbid Before proceeding to.advance our opinion.1 
activity of the brain, from the sudden ab- upon this very puzzling subject, we beg lene 
&traction of a habitual stimulus, by which to promise, by placing before our readers a 
its excitability had been long repressed or few facts which wich we esteem as havin& 
blunted;" Dr. Coates considers tt as con- a vital bearing upon the subject. 
!listing in "a heightened acth·ity of the In commencing thisereaties, it will be re-
1ensorium, from the generation, as it would membered, that we remarked that deliriua 
teem, of an inordinate degree of vital ac- tremensboreastrongersimilitudetocholeta, 
tivity in the brain." Dr. Klapp thinks it than could possibly, at yrst, be suspect,ei, 
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Ip trea 1 ing of the specfic cause of cholrea, class, the brain is preturna tu rally active, and 
wecon~ider it to consist of a1lilbnormal quan- in the second, it is much enfeebled and pre
tity of carbon in the blood, which, acting ternaturally irritable. But in neither catE 
like other foreign matter in the sanguiferous is the as..<ault made upon the organs of exter
circulation producedemesisand other gastro- nal relation, or those of animal life, as every 
enteriticdisturbances. Now, take into con- wri:er has mantained it to be, except Dr. 
sideration two facts; ardent spirits consist Klapp; but it is upon the ganglionic system 
of carbon as thir basis, and the subjects of -the organs or apparatuses of internal re
this disearn are constantly chinking them; lation. The reflection of a moment will 
and now for some other facts: It is well make this conclusion apparent. 
known that intemperate men are frequently When the organs of external relation 
afflicted with nausea and vomiting, and that become functionally deranged, vegetative 
more cases of cholera morbus occur among life and health are, comparatively, but little 
them than among any other classes of soci- disturbed; as for example, in mania. mono
et7. It is furthermore tt,.ue, that wht:n gas- mania, catalepsy, etc. But when the func
tnc disturbances are irfterrupted, wether tions of vegetathe or ganglionic system 
spontaneously or by improper treatment, in become derange, the citade[ of life, in the 
drunkards, that delirium tremens is the re- abstract, becomes endangered, as in function
sult. al derangement of the heart, lungs, stomach, 

Do not these facts show a coincidence be- etc. 
tween it and cholera, of a character too re- Now, inasmuch as delirium tremens is a! 
markable for either of them to occur inde- fatal as most of the functional derangement8 
pendently of the fame cause? But we ha,·e of the vegetath·e system, and inasmuch 811 
not expressed the whole extent of the sim- we think that we have absolutely shown 
ilitude. lnallcasesofcholera there is copious that it originates in it, we must give it a 
perspiration, and occasionally, in the absence place among: them. 
of both puking and purging, the excess of In the prOduction of this disease, there are 
this function alone runs the patient into two causes in operation-the acti1m of the 
fatal collapse; and one of the most marked stimulus upon, or its withdrawal from, the 
symptoms of the de!inum tremens is the apparatus of animal life, and the accumula
copiousness of the prespiration. Again, t100 of carbon in the Fanguiforous system. 
in cholera, there is a violet or leadert-color Hence, 1he true real of the disca~e is in the 
of the i;kin. Is not this also the case in the ganglionic system, and "'hen the result is 
last stage of delirium tremens? not delirium, in consequence of the breach 

We are now prepared to come to a con- made upon the nerves of animal life, it will 
clusion as to the nature of delirium tremens. be cholera, or someothergatsro-enteriticdis-

ln the acute form, the remote cause is a turbance. therefore, is as much symptomatic 
high state of cerebral action Jong mantaiuC\l as that of feTer. Now,wc have anotherques
by the use of stimulating potations, and tion to sohe-which portion of the ner\"OUS 
the exciting cause in such au accumulation mass of animal lifesympathizeswith the vcg
of carbon, or what isequhalent, in this class etative? So far as concerns the mental man
of subjects, an interruption of the fat-produ- ift'stations. we believe that it is the mesoce
cing process, whereby thr carbon in the blood phalie, and with reference to the spam1s, it 
becomes excessive, and consequently acts is the mrdulla and the cerebello-l'p111al sys
as foreign matter. tern. For a further view of this subject, 

In the chronic form of this disease, the see pathology of insanity. 
remote cause consists in that shattered or There is one circumstance that occurs to 
enfeebled condition of the srstem which us as farnrnble to the doctrine, that long 
makes the use of an unnatnraf stimulus es- continued mental anxiety will produce deli
sential to the normal discharge of its func- rium tremens, which is this: n1ental anxiety 
tions. The exciting cause consists of an produces mental abstraction. and conse
abstraction of this stimulus, in cou;:equence quently some ne~lect of the pulmrinan· fune
of which the derurating functions are not lion. The liver, too, soon becnne clerang
properly nor sufficiently carried on. More- ed, and this partial failure in both the lung!! 
over, carbon has already accumulated to an and li,·er may pos~ibly result in 11 defec
excess beyond the ability of the respiratory tive depuration of the venous bloorl. But 
function, which is the most essential to life. still, there is wanting tho"e pre-exis in~ con-

If an excess of carbon be the cause of de- ditions of the brain which wr have dP~cribcd 
lirium tremens, as it is of cholera. it may be asconstantattendants upon the intemperate. 
asked why, instead of delirium, there is not Long-c'lntinned mental anxit>tv prnduces 
cholera. 'Ve answer; this is sometimes the in the writrr gastro-enteritic cH~tnrbenL"eS, 
case. and when it is not, the condition of wl1ich are attendetl with a rain in th<> head, 
the brain determines otherwise. In the first that has, several times in his life, run into a 
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high state of delirium; and yet, every other TREATMENT.-When called in the early 
symptom of delirium tremens was absent. stage of the attack, thet\i will usually be 
These paroxysms with him have never con- found delirium, or more or less spasmodic 
tinued longer than twenty-four hours. action. Should delirium only be pre~ent, 
;. D1A0Nos1e.-Those who arejnot acquaint- administer a cathartic: place the patient in 
ed with the manifestations ot cerebral de- a recumbent position, and make cold appli
rangment, may,possibly, without some~- cations to the head, with warmth and tric
cial instruction, <-"Onfound this disease with tion to the feel. If gastric derangement be 
meningitis, mania, or febrile delirium. The present, treat it as heretofore referred to. 
resemblance between the acute form of this After the operation of the cathartic, 
di.sea"e and meningitis, is &tmetimee wry agents must be administered to quiet the 
strong, so much so, as to render the diag- nen-ous system, produce a determination to 
nosis, in many caEes, very difficult; but in the surface, and cause sleep. For this pur
the latter, there is more febrile disturbance pose antispasmodics and sedatives must be 
and an abscence of imaginary dangers or given, among which we have derived much 
enemies. Sometimes it is, however, con- benefit from equal parts of Tincture of Va
joined with meningites, when, of cour!e, lerian, Tincture of Castor, Laudanum, and 
there will be a complication of the symp- Spirits of Nitre, from one to two drachma 
toms. Indeed, \\e have sometimes suspect- of which may be given e'·erv hour, and 
ed that this form is generally more or less continued until sleep is produced. 
meningitic; but our SUSJ?ision has been pro- Should the attack commence with convul
duced by the marks of mtlammation upon sions, give fifteen drops of the Tincture of 
the crania of this class of patients, who Gelseminum every fifteen minutes or half, 
lived intemperate to the close of life. hour, lengthening the inten·als between 

From the chronic form, mania may be each dose, and continue its use until spas
distinguished by its greater incoherence, by modic action begins to subside, when its 
its more gradual approach, by its less con- use must be omitted, and r~umed again 
cern for business matters, and its being less only when the spasms re-appear or increase 
tormented by imaginary enemies and dan- in se,·erity. As soon as posFible after the 
gers; tremor, too, isa much less frequent at- removal of the spa;;ms, administer a cathar
tendant upon it. tic, and subsequently pursue the same treat-

The presence of fever, in febrile delirium, ment as above. 
will dislinguish it from the chronic form of In cases where patients, after having 
this, more particularly when considered in been for some time under the inftuence of 
connection with a much greater independ- i;edatives, or even after having slept, strong
ence of the fantaslic hallucination of the ly crave liquors, it will be }JTudent to cau
latter. As febrile mania is without that t1ously allow them the moderate use of 
wild and frantic dread of enemies, which some stimulants to which they have been 
distinguishes acute delirium tremens, they unaccustomed, at regular intenals, which 
need not to be confounded. should be lengthen<'d as far as possible, or 

But in all cases where there is a shadow as the case will admit. After the more ac
of doubt, the previous habits of the patient tive symptoms have been overcome, the pa
should be ascertained if possible. tient should be placed UJ?On tonics. among 

PRoGNos1s.-The acute form of this dis- which we prefer an infusion of Hydrastis. 
ease is attended with much danger, aml it It must be remembered that when sleep 
consists in its strong liability to run into has been produced, the patient must, for 
coma or ayoplexy. Another danger that no purpOEe whatever, be disturbed, unle88 
atteuds it 1s suicide; and yet, when prop- it partake of the nature of coma, ns indica
erly met in the incipient or the earlier part ted by heavy breathing, weak pulse, cold, 
of the delirious slage, it is ~uite managea- clammy sweat, etc.; in which case he may 
ble when simple or uncomplicated. be aroused for a few minutes at a time, and 

The chronic form of this, like the same stimulants adminis~ered. 
form of other maladies, is not immediate-
ly dangerous; but ultimately it generally 
pron's fatal-indirectly, at least, by produ
cing great debility, or a preparation of the 
system for an attack of some other disease 
that suddenly proves fatal. Very few cases 
of this form have many returns of the dis
ease without a great impairment of some 
important viscus, and the liver is the one 
that is most likely to suffer by the vicarious 
labor imposed upon it from a failure of the 
lungs in its depumting function. 

IMPALEMENT UPON A PITCHFORK
HANDLE ENTERING PER VAGINA; 
RECOVERY. 

Dr. SARGENT, of Worcester, reported the 
case. which had occurred in his practice 
nearly two years ago. A lady, of about 
37 years of age, who had boume eeveral 
children, the last about three years pre"ri-
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ous to the injury 'Bbout to be mentioned, murmur in left chest from the pain in its e:t
and whose menstrual period had been about pansion, the percussion remaining good. 
a week before, her bowels also being in good The puhe stood at 120 for several days 
lax condition, in sliding down from a bay- and the opiates were continued about as long'. 
loft, impaled herself upon the handle of a The injury was inflicted the 7th of Au
pitchfork, which passed in at her vagina to gust, 18al, and Dr. S. was in daily at
tbe length of twenty-two inches, when her tendance for nine days; and, occasionally, 
feet struck the ground. The handle was im- afterwar~, for three weeks. The recovery 
mediately withdrawn, the patient carried was entirely favorable, the patient being 
into tbe house, and Dr. S., sent for. He left only with h ill-united fracture of tba 
~ound t~e patient, half an. hour aft~r the in- first rib,. over which there was some pain
Jury, lymg on.her back, with the th~ghs fie~- ful swellmg for several weeks, which ulti
ed, an~. the skin cool, pale, and moist ( as if mately subsided, leaving an Ol.'eous promi
from tnght ), and the pnlse not !Il~ch accel- nence in the supraclavicular re!?ion, in inti
erated .. The~ was no e:tter~l l~Jury, and mate relations with the scalem muscles.
no physical endence of effusion mto abdo- Woretattr Journql of Mtdicine 
men or thorax, and no urine nor fa:ces on the · 

SUGAR OF MILK AS AN ARTICLE 
OF FOOD IN CONSUMPTION AND 
OTHER PULMONARY DISEASES. 

garments, nor about the person, nor on the 
field of the accident, nor on the handle of the 
fork. There was some blood flowing from 
vagina. Patient passed water during the 
Tisit, and it was not stained with blood. 
She complained most of pain in the left tho- BY JAMES TURNBULL, K.D. 
rax, 011 a line withothe scal;'ula. Dr. s. saw rBY11c1 .. w To Ta11 L1vuroo• 11onL '""'"•nT. 
the hanclle of the fork, which was rounded, Those who are familiar with Liebig's 
a little largei!at the end than othetwhe1-e, per- works are aware that he established, several 
fectfully smooth, two inches in diameter, years ago, the fact that all the various sub
and showed distinctly the stain of blood up stances used as food belong to one of two 
to an abrupt line, twenty-two inches from clasres--the azotired, or plastic, which form 
the end. the tissues of the body, and replace tha 

Dr. S. theorized, in this case, that the worn-out tissues; and the non-azotized, or 
instrument must have perforated the vagina combllSth•e, which furnish food for the 
at its upper part to the left, and gone be- lungs, supporting respiration and animal 
tween the uterus and rectum. [lf it had heat. Now, it is a curious fact, which he 
gone to the right, it would have perforated also established, that, tbough the fibrin, 
the crecum.] The form of the instrument albumen, and casein, which constitute the 
would make it much easier for it to pass be- chief of the first or a1oti:red class of alimen
tween than to perforate organs, and Dr. S. 1ary substances, exist in vegetable as well 
supposed that it had passed in front of the as animal food, animals ham not the power 
kidney, behind the spleen and between the of forming in their own bodies any of thosa 
diaphragm and false ribs, peeling U.P the cos- azotired alimentary principles. Thev am 
tal pleura till it reached the scalem muscles. primarily derived from the vegetab~e king
The subsequent history of the case, which dom; and the digestive organs of animal1 
showed a fracture of the first rib, while, also, have no power of producing them, but 
there was at no time any effusion into merely of assimilating what has been 
the chest, proved this diagnosis correct. already formecl by plants, or previously 
Supposin~ that the ~realest safety of the pa- drawn from the vegetable kingdom by some 
tient was m what might be called/ore~ rest, o.ther animal. :r~ese views met with con
Dr. S. gave her one grain of morphia (by siderable opposition when they were first 
estimate),andboundher chest firmly with advanced; but their correctness is now 
a broad bandage of new flannel, placing a generally admitted, and there is no es..<ential 
towel, wet in cold water, between this and difference in the chemical composition of 
the skin. The morphia was repeated in an fibrine yrocured from ,·egetables and that 
hour, and one-third of a grain three hours obtaiuec from the flesh or blood of an ani
after. Patient passed water repeatedly in mal, or between vegetable and animal alba
first twenty-four hours, without trouble and men or casein. 
without blood, and passed coagula from the Of the other class of alimentary substan
ngina. The clay following, there was em- ces-the non-azotized-the chief use of 
physemaabove:left clavicle: and the day fol- which is to supply food for respiration ani 
]owing crepitus in left axilla high up, as if the support of animal heat, the principal 
from f~cture of bone. There was at no are starch, sugar, oil or fat, and alcholw 
time· any evidence of pneumonia or pleurisy, liquors. These unite with the oxygen a'b
though there was deficiency· of respiratory sorbed at the lungs, and are the chief souJ:# 
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of the carbonic acid and watery vapor given material for the respiratpry process. This 
off by these organs. They are, in fact, is a {>Oint which has not been sufficiently 
burnt by a process of slow combustion, kept m view by medical men; but it is one 
which is the great source of the high tern- of great practical interest, when we consider 
perature of animals. that the function of the lungs and that of 

It appeared to me that, as this function of 1he liver are so intimately connected and 
the lungs must necessarily be more or less mutually dependent, that derangement of 
impeded in all pulmonary diseases, and as the secreting function of the latter must 
cod-liver oil had b~en found so beneficial in necessarily interfere with the former, and 
that particular disease, consumption, ad- may not improbably be one of the chief 
vantage would be gained by selecting from causes of a tubercular state of the blood . 
. this, the non-azotized or combustive class of The liver prepares the combi.;sthe materials 
alimentary sub.>tances, such of them as for respiration; and of this there are two 
would have the greatest tendency to unite sources, one being the worn-out tissues of 
readily with . the oxygen absorbed at the the body, the hydrocarbonaceous part of 
lungs; and thus, in the disabled condition which forms bile, and, being reabsorbecl, iR 
of these organs, to facilitate the perform- consumed at the lungs; the other is the 
ance of their functions. saccharine and fattv matters of the food, 

I was thus led to enquire which .of the which are consumed in a similar way. It 
non-azotized or combustive class of alimen- would seem, however, that the liver bas not 
tary articles are most readily cligested, and only the power of preparing the latter, but 
have the greatest affinity for oxygen. Sugar also of forming saccharine at least, if not 
of milk is an article belonging to this class oleaginous matter, from the blood. A de
of aliments, which possess these properties feet m this power may be one. of the i:;reat 
in a high degree, and is deserving of more causes of tubercular diseases; and it we 
attention than it has yet received as an arti- can, by giving a ready~formed oil, which is 
cle of food. I shall therefore state a few stored up at certain times in the liver of the 
facts resyecting it, which seem to me sufli- codfish, rectify to a great extent any defect 
ciently mteresting to be worthy of being i11 its ~ct ion, so far at least as the oleaginoua 
brought under the notice of the profession. material for respiration is concerned, there 

There are three principal varieties of is good reason toexyect that still more may 
sugar-cane sugar, milk sugar, and grape be gained by giving. in a ready-formed 
sugar. They are closely allied in composi- state. the other comb•1stive material, the 
tion, though they differ considerably in saccharine. 
chemical properties. All kinds of milk The facts I have brought forward have . 
contain sugar of milk; but it is worthy of led me to use sugar of milk in the treatment 
notice that asses' milk, which has already of consumption; and, as I have seen benefit 
had a greater reputation than any other from its me. I wish to recommend it as an 
kind, as an article of food in consumption article of food deserving of more attention 
and other pulmonary diseases, contains the in the treatment of this disease than it ha1 
largest proportion, relative to the caseous yet received. I believe also that they em
and oleaginous flrinciples, of any kind of brace an important principle, applicable to 
milk. Wbey, which consists almostentirelv the dietetic treatment of other dife1~e3.
of sugar of milk, has also been found a u..c:i- Aasoc. Med. lour., June 24, 1853. 
ful article of diet in consumpth·e cases. 

OF THE USE OF THE EXTRACT OP 
HYOSCYAMUS AND OIL OF SAS
SAFRAS, IN SOME OF THE MlSFOR
TUN~ ATTENDANT IN PREGNAN· 
CY. 

When we inquire into the chemical pro
perties of milk sugar, we also find that it 
bas so strong an attraction for ox1gen, that, 
when dissolved with an alkali, 1t has the 
power of reducing more or less completely 
some of the metalic oxides. It is readily 
absorbed into the blood. which, being an 
alkaline fluid containing oxide of iron, fur- BT a. THOMPSOl!I, M.D., or 111& ... 

nishes the necessary conditions for its oxy- I have selected the above as the subject of 
genation . . Besides this, i.ts compositio!1 is my Jlllper, because I imagine I can offer up-
1uch, that it must be readily converted mto on this subject something that is new, and 
carbonic acid and water. There is only one what is of more importance useful in prac
other point in relation to its fitness to sup- tice. Very shortly after c~mmencing the 
ply material for respiration, which I shall practice of medicine by a favorable state of 
at yresent notice. It is the fact, originally circumstances I got introduced into a pret-5mted out by Liebig, and now admitted ty extensive practice in midwifery; and 

physiolo~sts, that one of the great offices was soon led to regret the want of mote ef~ 
the liver IS the preparation of combustive ficient mean1 for relining many of the i1J1 . 
THIRD HBIU-VOL, 11.-B. 
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which are often as&ociated with the preg· supposed it was, of course, something fSood, 
nant condition than the medical sciences at and, in the absence of the rest of the tami
that time furnished. Opiates, it is true, af- ly, managed to get hold of the bottle, and, 
forded allevialion ; but generally at the ex- finding it sweet, drank all that remained; 
reuse of some other form of suffering, or which was overa gill, and contained at least 
dif8d,·antage; such as checking the natural thirty grains of hy06cyamus. Her mother 
aecrelions-disturbance of the head, etc. was at first frightened, and sent to the field 
On one occasion, while waiting upon a te- for a boy to go after me, but, seeing no im
dious cue of labor, I amu~..d myself, along media:e unpleasant effects from the medi
wilh the matrons present, in the enjoyment cine, concluded to wait awhile. The child 
of the pipe rather freely; and sutren>d a after a little while got into a crib and fell 
good deal of vertigo as a consequence. In asleep, and slept quietly and naturally for 
the course of the conver;ation which this about three boull!, when the cathartic effects 
incident ~ave rise to, one of the company of the butternut aroused her. No injuri
observed, that the dry bark of E&Soafras com- ous effects followed. I was now fully con
bined with tobacco, would effectually pre- vinced that the sa&Eafras rendered the hyos
venl its unpleasant effects upon the ht ad. cyamus entirely innocent, and have ever 
l laid this up in my mind, and on the first smce ()iven it in just such quantity as to 
opportunity made the experiment; and ~ecure an immunity from suffering. I never 
found it eminently true, the Eassafras not pushed it to the extent that the child did 
only preventing the injurious effects of to- but on one occasion. Jn 183~, when the 
bacco, but speedily remo~ing them when cholera was prevailing so fatally on Round 
produced. l tested this repeatedly, by 11mo- Lick Creek, m Smith county, while at Mrs. 
king in a strong J?ipe until my head was Heam's, where there were two corp~es in 
Yery di<agreeably 1mpres::ed, and then re. the house, and one in the kitchen, and Eev
loading with a mixture of sassafras bark; eral more in a dyi~ condition, a stout ne
a few ~uffs of which invariably dispelled gro man while walkmg across the yard with 
all unp.easant sensations. I had now eat- a spede on his shoulder, intended to be llfed 
isfied myself that ~afras was an anti- in preparing graves, was attacked with such 
narcotic, so far as tobacco was concerned, vio1ent cramps as to cause him to Ecream 
and resolved to test its powers upon some out. The spasm was of the colic kind, 
other narcotic stimulant, and first Ee'.ected making his lower extremities and body as 
the hyoEcyamus. I added a drop of oil of rigid as if frozen. I happened to have a 
sassafras to every two grains of extract of bottle of the above syrup in my pocket, 
hyoscyamus, and made it into pills by the which I had prepared for a lady who had 
assis•auce of flour, and tested it first upon been confined the previous evening, and 
myself. Being very succeptib~e to the in- whom I intended visiting in my roun4; 
fluence of nervous stimulants, I began by and immediately gave him about four oun
taking one C!lmmon sized pill, and increased ces, containing a least forty grains of hyos
the dose until I took fi,·e at once, without cyamus. In a few minutes the spasm re
producing any other effect than a most de- laxed, and be assisted all day in buryi111g 
lightful sleep-tiuch as I had not enjoyed the dead. I don't give this as a case of 
since when a child I used to fall down un- cholera; I did not consider it as such; and 
der the shade of a tree when tired of play. ret, it doubtless was produced by the joint 
I now believed I had obtained the desidera- mfluenc:e of cholera influence and fear. I 
tum for which I had been wishing; and ex- did give it though in genuine ceees of chol
perience fully verified my anticipations. It era, and always with the effect of relieving. 
ac:e1l like a charm in soothing the excited the spasms, provided the stomach, retain
nerves, and saved my parturient patients of edit a few minutes: but unfortunately it 
nearly all suffering except the necessary was often rejected before it had time to 
throes of labor. For some time I was un- produce any impression. 
certain whether the narcotic property of the Having ascertained the controlling pow
henbane was wholly counteracted, or only er which the remedy was capable of exert
Jessened, bv the sassafras; but a mischiev- ing over many forms of disease arising from 
ous little girl solved this question for me. morbid inervation, and looking upon most 
Her mother being pregnant and suffering cases of abortioa and premature labor, as . 
much from costiveness and erratic pains, I originating from that cause; I expected. it 
made a syrup of butternut. to which l ad- to prove valuable in their treatment, and 
ded si1tl grains of hyoscyamus and thirty was not disappointed when I brought it to 
drops o 011 of sassafras to the half pint; the test of experience. I have now used. it 
and directed a tablespoonful to be taken of- in all cases of this kind liappening in &: 
ten enough to keep her comfortable. Her pretty large practice for aboUt twenty-the 

· ittle daughter, aeemg her take it frequently years, and having more calla than usual in 
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the same amount of general prdctice, my eighth or ninth day of incubation, and ,·ery 
success having given me some notoriety in much resembled one. There was an umbil
that line; and l recollect of no c1se of fail- ical cord of about two inches in length, and 
ure, where I was cslled in previous to tt.e the size of a wheat straw, and a placenta, 
occurrence of considerable expulsive uterine perhaps two and a half inches acrOEs the 
contraction. But as CCJ8U are more im- disc, presenting on the maternal sur:ace a 
pressh·e than mere general ob,-ervations, I most beautiful fioculent appearanre while 
will in a very concise manner give a few of floating in the water, Gestation in tliis 
the most prominent which have been treat· case could not hne.existed more than thir
ed with this remedy. ty-five days. I ga,·e her a supply of the 

CAsE lst.-183r>, Smith county, Rev. medicine~nd direc:ed to commence tabing 
Charles Ledbetter's negro wom<ln, aged 30 it immediately &fter missing a menstn.al 
commenced bearing children at 15-ha<l period. She did so, and next year bad a 
five in quick succession, after which she living child . 
.-borted five times between the 6th and 7th CASE 6th.-Thomas Edward·s negro wo
monfu; commenced giving the medicine. man, aged about 2r> years, commenced breed
viz: the hyoscyamus and sassafras, at the ing quite young and had miscarried nfarly 
middle of the sixth end continued it six every year since at about the fifth month.
weeks. She went to the full period, but Commenced giving the medicine as soon as 
bad a dead chiUl, after whlch she had four she felt the child, and gave it regularly for 
living children. a month, and afterward whenever Ehe felt 

CASE 2d.-1840, S. Berdine's negro wo- pain in her back. Went the full l eriod 
man, aged 3r>, had two children "·hen very and did well. Has Eince bad another. 
young, and had aborted nearly every year CA11E 7th.-A sister of the lest, belong
since, ~tween the third and fourth month ·ing to the minor heirs of E. Hearn, was 
-c:ommenoed giving the medicine as soon Eimilarly unfortunate; had had many mis· 
as she was known to be pregnant and gave carria~ about the third month. Commenc· 
it until the period of quickening. She went ed givmg her the medich.e as soon as pre~· 
her full time-bad a fke living child; a year nancy was !mown and continued it unul 
after again became pregnant, gave the n.ei· quicke.iing. Did well, 
icine with the same result, after which she Manv other similu cases could lie given, 
ceased breeding. but these are deemed suffic'ent. It will be 

CASB 3d.-1843, Mrs. S.--, married at observed that in all the ab<ne cares child. 
Ir>; had two living children, then three mis· bee;ing was commenced quite young; and 
carriages in succession about the sixth my recollection is that all were of a lax fi. 
montti, commenced the medicine a while bre and nervous temperament. In the 
before the catastrophe was expected, con- treatment of the above, and simHar case11, 
tinuetl it four weeks-did well and contin- the forms of the medicine are ,·aried to st.it 
ued a'terward to bear living children. the inclination of the patient, Eome prefer-

CAsE 4th.-Mrs. D--, Wilson county ring that of pills, and others a syrup; and 
married young, had a living child, which the quantity was also proportioned to their 
died; after which she aborted every year. suEceptibilities. Other remedies were alEo 
for seven or eight years, about the third added, to meet such indications as present
month. Commenced the medicine as soon ed-usually nothing more however then a 
as r.regnancy was known, and continued little blue mass when the liver was torpid. 
until after quickening-had a fine child at or butternut when there was slowne~s of 
tbe full time. Three years after bad anoth- the bowtls. To sum up the purfore for 
er-both still living. which I give the abo'l"e remedy- ui e it 

CA.SB r>th.-Mrs. C-, married at 14- in all cases of threatened abortion, when 
had two children, after which she had se· not caused by accidents or severe sickness. 
vere flooding about every six months for I UM! it for all the name'ess pains, aches 
four or five years. She did not consider and disquietudes attendant on conception 
them abortions-said they came on a week and gestation. I give it to prevent. and to 
or two after she ought to have been un1.0ell. remove when prerent, premature and errat-

1 requested her in case of another attack . ic pains in the latter stage of pregnancy.
to save all that passed until I could be sent In fact, in all cases in wliich I am previous
for; which she did. It presented the ap- ly spoken to, I put the patient upon its use 
pearance of blood only, but upon puttin15 it a week or more before the expected confine
lll a vessel of watl'r, I discovered something ment, for the purpose of removing any ex· 
like an organi7.ed mass, and placing this iu cessive nervous excirement of thl' general 
a fresh basin of water I had presented the !IJ&tem. especially of the os uteri-thus pie · 
finest si:ecimen of an em'l>ryo I ever saw.- paring it to yield kindly to uterine contrac
lt was about the sbe of the chick on the tion-and after delivery, I give it to soothe 
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the e:tcited system, and pr~\·ent those spas- the full period I was sent for, and was pleas
modic contractio.1s, called after pains. I ed to find that my plan had worked well. 
know that many c:>nsirler these pains to be There was still a good deal of embompoint, 
neces>ary and salutarf, but females with but the textures were all soft, and pliant; 
first children, when the tonic contraction and on examination, I found a fine dilata
of the uterus is good, don't have them; and ble condition of the soft perts. In short, 
I also know that i.1 after labors, they have after a common labor, she was delivered of 
in my practic~ done very well without them. a sprightly common sired child. It was 

I ha•·e. perhaps, already made this com- characteristic of the family to have large 
munication improperly long; but cannot children; and my plan of treatment con
well forbear giving one more very interest- templated a retarding of the growth of the 
ing case. of a ditforent character from the fetus, as well as a softening of the textures 
above. of the mother. 

Jan. of 1849, I was called on by a Mr. I had often witnessed this effect follow 
B--, who had lately moved within six daily purgation whe>n brought about for 
miles of me. and with whom I had no pre- other purpores. This is the only instance 
vious ac luaintance, who wished me to in which I have availed myself of this means 
::iuse his wife to abort. He informed m~ intentionally.-Worcester Journal of MtAl· 
~wMch I aft~rward found to b~ correct from icine. 
:>ther EO uce5,) that his wife had. the pre-
vious year. c1me to the full period of pl('~- TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD 
nanc1. and 1hat although he had the serv1- · 
::es of se,·e;i1\ exp'rienced accouchers, thev In this memoir, Dr. Polli, collects twenty. 
were unab e to deli\"er her without literal- thre~ cares in which the operation has been 
ly ta'dng the c~ild to piece!I, and that they practhed in the ordinary way, that is, with 
inrorrned him that his wife never could human b!ood. In five of these death hap· 
:>ring for'.h a living child. He aiso inform- pened, either because the operation was too 
.'ld me that two of her married sisters had late, or became death was about to happen 
to ha,·e their children delivered in this from some independent and inevilable 
manner. cauEe; in all the rest life was saved-in 

I cJnsented to vi<1it his wife, telling him many, from the very jaws of death. Ju no 
~t the same tim~, that I did not expect to one case did the operation ghe rise to any 
procure abortion. I found her a fine look- ferious incon,·enience. The majority of the 
.ng ladr. rather short for her weight-la~e ca;ei< we!(' those of parturie.1t females, re
m:isc:ilar de\"elopmenti:. encl flesh unusually duced to death's door by flooding; the rest, 
firm. I mad~ an eumination per "aginum. those of persons suffering from other kinda 
l!ld found. ind!'ed but Yery little space. of hemorrhage, induced upon the hemor· 
owhg principally to the fullness and firm- rhagic diathe~is. 
ness of the soft pnrts. But my conclusion Dr. Polli also enumerates some cases in 
wa<1, tha~ there was b')nv room sufficient which the blood of animals was successfully 
to a~mit of the passage of a c'lmmon si7.ed s.ib:tituted for that of man. Four of these 
hea:l. I accordin~ly posirh•ely refused to are on the authority of M. Denis, who 
proc ire ab·ntion: bat expressed my5elf con- wrote his Ltttrea aur la Transfusion at 
fole .1tlv that I could put her upon a regi- Paris in 1667. Another is taken from an 
men that would enable her to have a !iYiog Italian work by Dr. Manfred, of Lucca (Di 
child. This wRs at.out the third month. Nova et Inaudita Medico-Chir. Operatiom. 
and I re piested him to visit me on these,-. &c., Romie, 1668). Another, by MM. 
en th for farther instructions; for the pres- Lower and King, from the Gaz. Medciau 
ent I recommended nothing more than a de Paris, p. 6:'>, 1848. The particulars of 
teaspoonful of epsom salts daily, to ketp the last two experiments are not gh·en, and 
her svstem C'>ol. He called at the time di- we are only told that the blood of a lamb 
rected. ancl I sent tine. of valerian, with vi- was employed in the one, and that of a calf 
nous antimony sufficient to slightly nause- in the other, and that the result was suc
ate the stomach, which, besicl~s other bene- cesi:ful. The particulars of M. Denis's ex
fits, would enable her more effectually to periments are as follows: 
cany out my injunctions of low diet. The Eu. 1. M. Denis took ten ounces of 
t"alerian being a ~ood diuretic, would serve blood from the arm of a strong and healthy 
to keep up a drain from the kidneys, and I butcher,agt>d forty-five, and injected through 
:lirected the salts to be taken daily in such the same opening twenty ounces of the 
:t•1antitv as would secure a moderate purga- arterial blood of a lamb, after which the 
tive effect on the bowels. I also sent a box butcher, without any alteration in his man· 
:if the pills of Hyoscyamus, to be taken free- ners and feelings, proceeded to kill and 
ly during the last stage of gestation. At dress the animal which had furnished tha 
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blood, and then went to the public house to MEDICAL PATHOLOGY AND THE· 
dispose of the gratuity which had been RAPEUTICS, AND PRACTlCAL 
given him by the operator. The next day, MEDICINE. 
according to his own account, be felt in ON SHALL POX AND VACCINATION. 
better health than usual, and he underwent n 1 • r. llAIBON, 
the £&me operation with the same results. 

ExP. 2. Nine ounces of the arterial blood Beoldent-Barceon 'iY01~i~1l~~~ro~. and Vaccinatioa 

of a lamb were injected into the arm of a Dwing the period comprised within this 
youth, aged sixteen, who bad sufferecl during analysis, smallpox had been epidemic four 
two months from fever, and who, from this times-in 1838, 1844, 1848, 18:>1; and 
cause, and from having been bled twenty rather mo1e than half the patients admitted 
timeo:, lay in a moribund state, when he into the hospiial had been previously ,·ac
immediately calmed and slept, and this cinated. Much anxiety about the degree 
rallying eventuated in complete recovery. of security atforded by ,·accination had be-

EXP. 3. A madman of eight years' stand· gun to be felt, and the author thought the 
ing, whose madness showed itself in profecsion would be in1erested, and much 
attacks of complete restlessnesE< and wake- useful information i;erhaps might !M:elici:ed 
fulness of eight or ten months' duration, by clllS8ifying and arranging the patients 
was treated by transfusion in the fourth admitted during the abo,·e-named reriod. 
month of such an .attack. Ten ounces of The analy~is referred principally to the fol· 
blood were abstracted, and six ounces of lowing points:-
the arterial blood of a calf injected in their J. Natural smallpox. 
stead, with much relief to the symptoms. II. Smallpox after smallpox. 
Afterwards, a pound of the same blood was a. After natural smallfOX. 
in'ected. The immediate reslilt of the b. After inoculation. 
seoond transfusion was vomiting, purging, Ill. Smallpox after vaccination. 
and sweating. These ended in sound sleep, a. Number of cicatrices. 
which brougbt about a favorable crisis, for b. Character of cicatrices. 
from this time the patient contmued to im· c. Vaccinated, but without cicatri-
prove until he was quite well. ces. 

EXP. 4. The patient in this experiment IV. Febrile erupthe diseaEes mistaken 
was lethargic, convulsed, and almostjul<e· for smallpox. 
less, in consequence of a violent an pro- A remarkable difference was observed 
tracted attack of vomiting and purgrng. between the vaccinated and unvnccineted 
M. Denis injected eight ounces of blood (of patients. and also between the Yaccinated 
what animal is not stated), when the con- cases themt:elves-ilome patients havinir the 
vulsions !X'ased, the pulse rose, the conECi· smallpox in a mild form. wholly devoid of 
ousness returned, the bystanders were recog- danger, whilst others hnd it in g1eat re,·erity, 
nized and spoken to, and some food was scarce'y if at ell lesEened by the pre' ioue 
taken. This state continued for twenty- vaccination. Under the~e circumstances the 
four hours. The transfusion was then author thouj!.ht that the cauEes of this 
repeated, but the vomiting and purging remarkable ditrerence mif.hl be sought for 
returned, and the patient sunk eleven hours among the antececlents m re.spect to the 
afterwards. Serious intussui;ception of the vaccination of each indh·idual admit•ecl. 
small inte3tine was found after death. with a view to explain the extremi> mild. 

The conclusion to which Dr. Polli arrives ness of eome caEes-the dani:;er, unmitiitated 
is, that the operation of transfusion is sim- course, and even death of 01hen:. Smallpox 
pie, efficacious, and safe. He recommend.~ in the unprotected remains to this day as 
it not only in cases of excessive hemorrhage virulent as it ever was. Vaccination, when 
under ordmary circumstances, but in case~ performed in infoncy, afford!' elmo~t com
where there is a strong hemorrhae;e diathe- p~ete security arainst the fatality of fmall
sis, as likely to prod11ce a beneficial change pox up to the period of puberty; end 1he 
in the crasis of the blood. He recommends general i>xperience of the Smallpox Hot:ritel 
it also in cases of extreme inanition, where shows that smallpox did not usually or.cur 
there is not time to introduce food in after vaccination until Eeveral wers hail 
the ordinary way, or strength to digest food. elapwl. The most trustworthy e'vidence of 
He suggests it as a possible means of indu- of the rerfection of vaccination was to be 
cing a beneficial change in the comtitution obtained from the cicatria>s, end this e,j. 
of the blood in chlorosis, rachitis, rcrofula, deuce he would be able to show was a wrv 
and inEanity; and he thinks that defibrin- good e;uide to the J!:eneral amount of protec
ized ierated arterial blood might prove to tion con~erred by -\·accination. 

·be a powerful means of resuscitation in The analytical series comisted of Fix 
cases of asphyxia and other kinds of appar- tables. The first table showed the number 
ent death.-Half Yearly 4bttract, vol. xvii. 
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·of patients admitted at the hospital in each and well-defined~· · The author's oppor
sear, distinguishing males from females, tunities of examining. with regard to pre
whether vaccinated or otherwise, and gave ,·ious Yaccination, the foreigners admit
the outline of the disease under which each ted with small~x at the hospital, and com
·was suffering; it included in 18:> cases of paring them with each other, and with the 
febrile diseases, principally eruptive but not same class of persons in this country, had 
variolous. and it furnished the result of the led him to the conclusion that vaccination 
whole, with the rate per cent. of the mor- was performed in the best manner generally 
tality. The ~econd tab~e gave an analysis by the Danes, Swedes, Norwegians, and 
<>fall the cases of smallpox, :>,797, classed Germans, ju~ing them by the standard 
under nine different be.adings, the form of shown in Table IV, to afford' the most 
the disease in each case, and the result, with efficient security. Then came the Italians; 
the rate per cent. of mortality under each and from the few be had seen, the Spaniards; 
di vision. He there gave the ages of then the Scot sh; then the Irish, and, lastly, 
the unprotected patients, and the rate the English and French. He was most 
per ce.1t. of mortality calculated at dif- .anxious to draw the attention of bis profes
ferent periods of life, for entry five years sional brethren to the above fact. Tbere
up to thirty, and even ten years afterwards. must exist some grave and lamentable evils 
The fourth table exhibited. separately, the (more e.>pecially affecting the humblel" 
leadin~ particulars of 3 094 cases of small- classes) connected with the circumstances 
pox after vaccination, showing from a care- . under which vaccination in country dis
ful e~amination of each patient, the number tricts was performed. The details recorded 
and character of the vaccine cicatrices, the in this paper should urge our provincial 
form of the variolo1111 disease and the result, brethren, whose position and ability gave 
with the rate per cent. of the mortality from them infuience, to lend their aid to trace 
.smallpox after dedue ing the cases of super- the evil to its roots; for there could be no 
!l':lded disease. It also showed the rate of justifiable reason why the rural inhabitants 
mortalitv from smallpox in patients having of England and Wales should be far less 
one vaccine cicatrix, particularizing whether well vaccinated than were the rural inhabi
good or indifferent, and the aYerage. The tants of Demnuk, Sweden, and Prussia. 
fifth table showed, in quinquennial periods, The mortality, severe as it was between the 
the ages of the vaccinatell patients when indifferently and the well vaccinated, was 
attacked by smallpox, when they were vac- not the onfy evil result to be regretted of 
cinated. and the rate of mortality. The bad vaccination. Proportionate to the mor
sixth tab'e s!ated. in periods of five years, tality was the severity of the disease, and to 
the ages of the patients at the time they those who escaped death there was damaged 
were vaccinated. who had subsequently health, disfigurement for life perhaps, and 
been admitted with smallpox into the Small- the discredit brou~t on vaccination, which 
pox Hospital. Observations on the results was in no degree due to it intrinsically, but 
accompanied each table; and in relation w was owing solely to the want of proper 
Tab'e IV, it appeared that 3,094 patients knowledge· of the subject, and of the neres
with smallpox reporte:l themselves to have sary care with which the operation should 
been vaccinated at some period of their lives. be formed. Great judgment and caution 
1.3~7 had one vaccine cicatrix, and of these should be exercised m the selection of vac
four and a quarter per cent. died with a cine lymph, for in this lay one of the prin-
11;00<{ cicatix. and twelve per cent. with an cipal causes of failure in vaccination. 
indifferent cicatrix; mean, seven and a half Lymph for use was in its best state on the 
per cent. 888 had two cicatrices; two and seventh day of the progress of the vesicle, 
a half per cent. died with good cicatrices, the day week from the vaccination; and 
seven and a quarter with indifferent cica- the author described the character of the 
tric~s; mean mortality, four per cent. and vesicle and the indications of the stage 
a fra-:tion. 274 patients had three cicatri- when it was most favorable for the collec
ces; average mortality, one and three-quar- tion of the lymph. and some very valuable 
ten. 21\9 pa Hen ts had four cicatrices; and and instructive obserntions followed on 
there di~d with good cicatrices under one the mode of conveying lvmph, the mode 
per cmt.; with iridilferent cicatrices, none. of vaccinating, the mode of pre..<erving 
the 1werage being onlv three-fourths of one lymnh, and on revaccination. 
per cent. The author described a p:ood vac- The author's conclusions from the forego-
cine cicatrix as distinct, foveated. dottPd or inp: facts and statements were: 
indented, in some instances radiated. and I. The natural smallpox destroyed about 
havinii; a well or tolerablv well-defined edp:e. one-third of all whom it attacked. 
An indifferent cicatrix as iniistinct, smooth, 2. That smallpox after smallpox was 
without indention, am! with an irregular comparatively of rare occurence; that a 
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second attack of natural smallpox was rare, read as of great value, whe!her in respect of 
but not often fatal, and that protection the numerous facts it contained or tbe de· 
seemed to be the law. That after inoculated ductions enunciated bv the author. Besides 
smallpox an attack of smallpox bad more which, the various tab'.es compiled would 
frequently led to fatal results; but there is enable others further to in'"esti~ate the qi;es
reason to presume that the virus used for tion, and so disabuEe the pub.ic re0 arding 
inoculation, like a great deal of the lymph some fallacies recently dis.:eminate8. He 
used at the preoent day for vaccination, was (Dr. Webster) entirely concurred with the 
often taken at too advanced a period of the opinion stated, hpecting the great fa:a~ity 
disease, and thus did not afford the full of smallpox among young people, compared 
measure of protection it was capable of af- with those in more advanced life. For 
fording if taken at a proper time. instance, during 1847, when upwards of 

3. That vaccination performed in infancy 4,200 persons died by variola throughout 
afforded almost complete protection against England and Wales, more than three-fourths 
the fatality of smallPox to the period of were under five ')'.ears of age-the sexes be
puberty; that a vanety of circumstances ing equally divided, while very few bad 
conspired to make it almost impossible to J.>llssed theu forty-fifth year. Again. the 
ascertain exactly in what proportion to the tact mentioned by Mr. Marson, that death 
vaccinated, cases of smellfox subsequently very rarely occurred in C&"eS where the indi· 
occurred, or might occur, i all persons lived vidual bad been properly vaccinated in 
to an advanced age. three or four places at the same time. was 

4. That as a matter of safety it would be likewise most important, and showed if the 
well for all persons who were vaccinateJ"in sys:em was once properly imbued with true 
infancy to be revaccinated at puberty; this vaccine virus, little danger of subsequPnt 
measure being more especially requisite for smallpox need be apprehended. In" his (Dr. 
those who were either indifferently or doubt- Webster's) opinion, many of the deaths re
fully vaccinated in infancy, and still more ported from variola, after cowpox, occurred 
necessary for those who, though vaccinated, where the party never had been correctly 
bad no cicatrix remaining. Finally, as a vaccinated, especially throughout rural dis· 
matter of precaution, it would be de5irable tricts and country towns; in which locali
tbat all persons should be revaccinated on ties numbers even remain altogether unpro
smallpox existing in the house where they tectt>d, owing to the prejudices frequently 
were residing-a preeaution, however, that prevailing in ignorant minds against nc
will cease to be necessary to advise when cination, who obstinately ob;ect, it is re
all ~rsons have the benefit of proper and ported, to the operation, "as an impioui:: 
efficient vaccination. attempt to arrest the will of the Almighty." 

Dr. Copland remarkecl that it would be The Society's time being very limited, as 
interesting if any member could give an announced from the chair, prevented any 
aceount of the causes and effects of the allusion to se\"eral points adverted to by the 
smallpox eP.idemic in Jamaica, where it bad author; nevertheless, before sitting down, 
b~n most i:lestructive. · Dr. Webster remarked, that the statements 

Mr. Streeter would throw out one sug- now brought forward more then ever con
gestion, and that was, the necessity of at- firmed the protecth·e efficacv of cowpox, 
tending to the health of the skin before when vaccination was carefully and judici
vaccination was performed. He believed ously performed.-Proctdings of the Royal 
that the exhausted state of the skin in trop- Mtd.-Chirorgical Soc. 
ical climates was one cause of imperfect 
vaccination which obtained in them. With 
respect to the unsatisfactory state of vac- THE MEDICAL EDUCATION OF 
cination in the country districts, be might WOMEN. 
mention that, about thirty years ago, in [The following detached quotations relative 
the practice with which be was con- to the study of medicine by females, are 
nected, out of more than a hundred chil- selected from the Introductory Lecture, 
dren who bad been vaccinated, not. one bv William M. Cornell, M.D., of this 
half returned to show the arm and the city, delivered to the class of the New 
effects of the operation. He might obse"e England Female Medical College, No-
here, that he had only seen one fatal case of vcmber 2, 18~3.] 
smallpox after vaccination, and this was on So far as I am con1erned. and so far as I 
the fifth day. He alluded to one source of know, the minds of the other lecturers in 
~nger in cases of smallpox-namely, a pro- this School, there is no disposition to re
fuse fiow of the catamenie which occasion- commend any lady for the practice of the 

• ally occurred in the secondary fever. healing art, among women and children. 
Dr. Webster considered the paper just until she ehall have studied as long, and 
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attended as many and as full courses of by women amcted with peculiar complainta 
lectures, as are required of young men, for may be greatl1 lessened 1" 
grdduation in the Medical Colleges of our To these important questions of the 
land; and for one, I should be perfectly learned Professor, we have a ready answer. 
willing that the Coum:ellors of the Massa- Yes, something can be done. A remedy is 
chusetts Medic.ii Society, should be the Ex- easily found. It is in simply substituting 
aminin~ Committee of any applicant for an equally qualified female for a male phy
graduatlon, and that their decision, upon sician. Tbe remedy is perfectly natural, 
the medical qualification& of such, should and we are endeavoring to meet the demand 
oo final. by a competent supply. 

'Nor do I apprehend that all the women No man i~ this community better under-
in the land are about to study medicine. sta~ds the ~cience •. or can bett~r perform the 
The course of three years' study is too long, duties of the IJ?ed1cal pro~ess10!1• than Dr. 
ond the expense too heavy, for many to John Ware .. or 1s lJ:etter skil!oo m the com
undertake it· and the fact that those who mon courtesies of hfe. In bis Introductory 
do practice,' shall be thua qualified, will Lecture befo~ the class of 18~1. in. the 
ha,·e a saluta1y effect in preventing thoEe Harvard Med1ca~ School, In winch he IS a 
wh;> have a mere smattenng of informa- Professor, be writes as follows: 
tion, from attempting t) dabble with IJllldi- "I trust we should be amon~ the last to 
cine. If any suppose that we wish, or in· oppose the entra!1ce o_f w?men 1_nto any de
tcnd to encourage any females to practice. partment of active hfe, in which she can 
who ha,·e not qualified themselves as above sec~~ to herself a useful and honorable 
st3ted thev have mistaken our motives or pos1t1on, and a full reward for her talents 
not co'mprehen~d our plans. and services •. None know so well as thOfle 

. . • • of our profession, how heavy a share of the 
. ~he fol!owmg op~m'>n.s of emment phy- burdens, the trials, the responsibilities of 

,.;1c1an~. directly or 1mphedly, show the de- life fall to her lot or wonder more at that 
~and for female practi!io~~rs of medici!1e: my~terious ar!l'ngement. by which the au
: M '!IY of th~ maladies, ~ays Dr. Meigs, thor of our be10~ bas assigned so unequal a 
10 his !real!~ on . the J?m~1ses of _Fe- destiny to the fairest and most tender of his 
m1les! •. ai:. 10 the1r beginning. of sh~ht creatures. But so we know it to be, and 
and tnfhn~ 1mp~rtanc:e .. Yet, by neglectrng we should be the first to promote her intro
su.ch ~trect1ons 10 the1r nse, t.he whole con- duction to any occupation which will afford 
st!tuuon may at length come tnt? sympathy her a fair portion of the pleasures, duties, 
with the deranged member of 1t; an~ the rewards and honors of society-aye, towel
hea~th, the usef~lness, and so, the. h.apptneSF come her to our own, if it can prove for her 
or hfe of the mismanaged and m1S1nformed advantage or happiness." 
fema.le, are sacrificed.'.' ",~II !hese evils," There are other physicians in this city, of 
contmnes the same wnter, . spnng !J?l from no mean acquirements, and not wanting in 
any. want of competency 10 ~e<bcmes or skill. who give their warmest approbation 
med1~al men .• b.ut from the delicacy of the to this enterprise. They only ask what we 
relations eust1ng between the sex~s. .1 propose to do, that these women shall have 
confess that I am pnud.to s~y that, tn th1F a full and thorough medical education. 
country generally, certa111ly m many part< The editor of the New York Medical Ga
of it, there.are women who prefe~ to suffer zette, Dr. Reese, says, "We are in favor of 
the extremity of danger and pam rather the medical education of females arid 
than waive ~hose scr.uples of del~cacy, which heartily welcome them, as we do Eli~beth 
prevent then m_al~d1es fr<?m bemg fully e\- Blackwell, M.D .. into the profession, when, 
pl?~d. I say 1t ts an t;vid~nce of th~ do- like her. educated and qualified for its du
m1mon of a fine iyio!ahty ID our society: ties." He bears his testimony. as we do, 
but. ne\·ertheless, 1l 1s true that a greater againi;t all kinds of quackery in the pro
candor on the part of t~e )>!ltient, and a fession. 
more resolute and careful rnqmry on that of James Deane M .D. of Greenfield in 
the ~racti!ioner .. would scarcely fail to brinl! this State, a ~edical ~entleman ot hilth 
to h~~t. m t~eu early stages, the cm:able standing, in the profession, writes to tlie 
maladies, ~h1ch, by faults on both sides. officers of this Society. as follows: 
are now m1sunderstoo~. became co11ceakd. "The objects of the Female Mooical F.du
and, consequ~ntly, mismanaged and ren- cation Society, meet my approbation, be
dered at last rncurable. cause, from an attentive consideration of 

"Can anything be done to obviate tht> the peculiar disea£.es of women, during a 
perpetuity of this evil-one that has existed practice of twenty years, I have ever been 
for ages? Is there any resource by means of the opinion that, as a gent>ral thing, and 
of which the am'lunt of suffering endured especially as to diseases incident to parturi· 
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tion, these might with great propriety be husband cannot enter. Through her medi
commitlf!d to the manngement of their own cal knowledge, the key is found to the heart 
Eex." of many a son of the swarthy Turk, and, 

William Workman, M.D., of Worcester, .also of the wandering Israelite; and to
a physician of extensh·e practice, and for- gether they exclaim, "After all, these Chris
mer Pre~ident of the Worcester District tian dogs do us i,ood. They heal our sick; 
Medical Society, closes a letter to the Di- they save ourdymg. Some good thing does 
rectors of the Female Medical Education 'come out of Nazareth.' The..<:e Christians 
Society, as follows : have not horns and hoofs, and such £elfish 

"Finally, I will say, if your Society, hearts as we suppoEed. We will now hear 
either by a special college, or o~herwhe, about their rtligion ." 
shall educate and introduce into practice, a We turn to China, that oldest, greatest, 
class of female midwives and physicians, and, in her own estimation, the only ctlu
of the cbarac·er and accomplishments of tial empire of the world. She numbers 
Mdmes. Boivin and Lachapelle, of Paris, three hundred 11nd sixty millions; and 
or of Miss Blackwell, of New York, vou though, by the wonder-working providenre 
will confer a benefit on society, and· do of God, her five great maritime gates are 
honor to the medical profession; and I. now set wide open to the Christian minis
for one, will moi;t cheerfully bid you God ter, yet so jealous ue they of his influence, 
speed.'. that he cannot travel more than half a day's 

Of the mi8sionary feature connec~ed with journey into the empire, from any one of 
the presP.nt plan of female medical educa- them. Suppose now the female missionary 
tion, we might fill volumes with quotations goes there, medically educated, with her 
from men of the greatest eminence, in its husband. Can we believe she could not go 
commendations. This feature of it seems where be could not? Let her heal one 
to be of great moment to the church and to child, one woman, and she would be Bent 
the world. Some female missionaries have for, to be carried in a grand palanquin or 
already been medically educated. One, a royal basket, where he would be prohibited 
missionary among the Aborigines of our edmission. 
own country, attendt>.d a full course of A Chinese, like anr other man, will pile 
medical lectures last winter. "skin upon skin," silk upon silk, and tea 

We look to the one hundred and forty upon tea, until he "gives all that he bath 
millions of India. Suppose a Christian for his life.'' 
missionary goes there. He finds bis way It is in this way, we expect to open the 
hedged up-they are jealous of his religious door of beneficence, of humanity, refine
influence. Their wives and children are ment, civilization and religion, to multir 
sick, and this missionary cannot see them. tudes. Thus, the surgeon missionary, Grant, 
But, like one in the early Gospel histor7, he with his cataract needle ; Dr. Parker, with 
bas taken "'Luke, '!he beloved physician." his scalpel; and Gutzlaf, with his medicine 
with him in the person of his own wife. chest; found admission to male barbarians, 
She understands the healing art. Thev , through pa&es guarded by armies. Hence, 
like al\ other barbarous people, wish to be Rev. H. G. 0 .Dwight, from Constantino
restored to health. She restores them, and pie; Rev. Wm. J. Boone, missionary bishop, 
they look upon her as an angel of mercy. at Shan~hai, with other, both male and fe
They listen to ~er, and through her, to her male, missionaries, now on heathen ground, 
husband. Is she not ,-erily "an ht>lp meet have written, highly approving of this en
for him?" Perhaps by no other means terprise. -Boston Medical and Surgical 
could so great "a door, and effectual, be Journal. 
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opened " to him. Certainlv by none so 
naturally and readily. Through the instru
mentality 1lf such means, we may yet he.ar 
these physically and morally healed idol a- B 1' N. L • F o Ls o H, M • D. 

ters exclaiming, "How beautiful are the For a long time the question bas been 
feet of them who bring glad tidings of good asked, how long may a person remain un
things!" who bring us bodily health through der water without breathing, and then be 
the medium by which spiritual life dawns! resuscitated? end the answer has been va-

We look into the dominions of the Sul- riously given. Cases have been reported 
tan. He has lately exhibited signs in favor where persons have been resuscitated at the 
of human rights ; but he venerates his pro- end of eight hours from the time they first 
phet. He bas his seraglios. and the mis- went under water ; and other cases have 
sionary cannot pass their threshold. It i• been given where persons have been telren 
not so with woman. 'She can go and ad- out, from three to five minutes, after going 
minister medicine to the sick, where her under the water, ond yet life was not saved. 
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Why is thi3 difference in the ability to re- think a more satisfactory explanation can 
sus?i ta le persons 7 Some will answer by be gh·en of the Miss Griswold ca~e, in the 
saymg, that perhaps what was done for the Norfolk tradegy, end of many others men
petient was worse than nothing; while tioned in the dilfere11t journals, by the 
others may say, that proper remedies were "b:l>e >iew, than by any other that has 
not to be had until it was too late to use bern given (not denying that Miss Gris
them. There may be some truth in both wold would have died if nothing had been 
answers, but I am strongly impressed that done for her.) We have accounts of nu
all of the circumstances in such caSt's are merous cases, in which persons huYe re
not known. We all know that the blood mained, from some cause, in a condition 
goes its round, in not far from two min- very much rerembling death, for a long 
utes and a half; so that ifthe lungs do not time. Po~sibly the tailing into water may 
act for that time the blood must all become produce this condition in some persons pre
venous, and consequently poisonous fot disposed to it, and consequently tMy would 
any other place than the veins, and the not drown soon. The general impression 
brain and the rest of the nen·ous system is, as far as I ha-re learned, that experienced 
must be more or less paraly1.ed, and of pearl divers can remain under water a very 
course, death is speedily the result. Other long lime-how long I do not know. But 
circumstances also in particular cases exist, one person, in noting the length of time 
that make death more speedily ensue; such the different pearl divers would remain un
as drunkenness, when the brain is already der water, observed that none of them re
poisoned more or lest!, and consequently mained more than one minute and a quar
needs very httle additional poison to pro- ter. and most of them not more then one 
duce death. Age and ill health likewise, minute. -Boaton Medical and Surgical 
in many instances. have so enfeebled the Journal. 
nervous system, that a much less shock is 
required to produce death than in a vigor- XTRAORDINARY RETENTION OF 
ous constitution. In children the circula- E A DEAD FETUS. tion is more rapid than in adults, and con-
sequently it would go the round much 111. B. PICKETT, 11. D. 
sooner, and so poison the brain in a pro- Believing that facta like the follo"·ing 
portionately less time. should be presen·ed for the benefit of science 

How, then, it may 'Le asked, are persons as well as of medical jurisprudence, and 
resuscitated after they have been in the knowing of no better way to preserve them 
water from fifteen minutes to se,·eral hours? than to ask their insertions in the Journal, 
In the first place I will refer to the case of I forward them to you with that request. 
Andrew Ritter, a youth of ee•enteen or Some weeks since, I was called to Mrs. 
eighteen years old, who in an epileptic fit R--, of Stockbridge, whom I found in 
fell from a log, into Elk river, last summer. labor, which lasted some six hours. This, 
He went directly to the bottom, in deep for her, was rather a hard labor. She was, 
water, where he remained fifteen or twenty however, safely delivered of a large, healthy 
minutes before he was brought up. He in child, at apparently her full time. While 
a few minutes recovered as from a regular examining for the placenta, I disco'l"ered 
fit. He had taken no water into his lungs. something had appar~ntly Ol'Sified. The 
In Ritter·s case all the functions of the placenta soon passed off, and with it, this 
system must hal"e nearly been suspended apparently foreign substance, which proved 
during bis etay under water, with just ac- to be nothing more nor less than a dead 
tion enough left to keep life in him. Con- and partially decomposed fdus of about 
eequently he came to, as from a fit simplv. four months. 

Now, if a person receives a blow before The query with me is, how could nature's 
or during his fall into the water, sufficient functions harmonize in thus enabling the 
to nearly suspend the functions of the sys- mother to carry both a dead and liYing child 
tern, for a time, he may lay under water for at least five months. The mother recol
during that time, without drowning. A lects, that when about three or four months 
shi;ick sufficient to suspend nearly, orindeed ailvanced in pregnancy, the sud~en an
qmte, the whole powers of the brain. may nouncement of the death of a relatwe, pro
be produced by fright, at the time of falling duced a fainting fit, some sickness at the 
into the water, in which case the person stomach, and slie;ht indisposition for two 
would not drown during the time the func- or three days. Since then. up to the time 
tions of the system were suspended, which of labor, she has enjoyed uniform good 
might be for a longer or shorter time. Such health, enabling her to manage her house
a shock to the syatem may be produced by hold affairs without assistance to the time 
numerous causes unknown to us ; and .I ofdelh·ery.-Boaton Med. and Sv.rg. lour. 
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SPONTA'NEOUS INFLAMMATION OF to be indicated, I advised her to have leech
ALVEOLO-DENTAL MEMBRANE. es applied to the gums of the affected teeth, 

and to place herself under the care of her 
BY CHAPlN A. HARRIS, M.D. , D.D.8. physician, to whom, at her request, I ad-

About three years since, Miss T., a maid- dresEed a note, expressing my opinion with 
en lady. 3:'> years of age, of a scrofulous hab· regard to the cause of the pain from which 
it, applied to me to extract a lower molar, she was suffering. As she resided in the 
which had been the seat of severe pain for country, some ten or fifteen miles from Bal
some six or eight weeks. Perceiving, on timore, I had great difficulty in persuading 
examination, that the crown of the tooth her to return with the aching teeth in her 
was sound, I recommended the application mouth; but yielding to my solicitations, . 
of a leech to the gum. This did not mi ti- she finally consented to do so. She retum
gate the pain in the slightest degree. AB ed immediately, sent for her physician, and 
the crown of the tooth was free from caries. was at once put under medical treatment, 
and the character of the pain did not indi- whlcb was perseveringly continued for 
cate inflammation of' the pulp. I suspected about seven weeks. During this time, ape
it arose from some constitutional cause, and rients, tonics (such as quinine and the nri
ad,·ised her to consult her medical attend· ous preparations of iron,) counter-irritants 
ant before submitting to the operation of and narcotics were prescnbed; but the pain 
extraction. She followed my advke, but continued without any mitigation, and in 
before the treatment which he instituted the meantime extended to two of her other 
bad produced any effect, the pain became so teeth. lt had become so agonizing, that 
intense, she called upon me again, and this she was unable to obtain any sleep at night, 
time, at her earnest solicitation, I remo>ed except when under the influence of large do
tbe tooth. The roots on examination, were ses of morphia, and despairing of relief, she 
found to be covered with thin blood ot a again visited the city, firmly resolved to 
dark purple color, which bad seemin'gly have the four aching teeth removed. Her 
been effused throuith the coats of the capil- sufferin~ was now so great, that I no long
lary arteries distributed upon the perios- er refused to perform the operation. Tlie 
teum. roots of these teeth presented the same ap-

A few weeks after the removal of this pearance as those of the two first. 
tooth, I was requested to extract the cones- Miss T. left Baltimore the day after the 
ponding molar on the other side in the same operation, comparatively free from pain; 
1aw, and under precisely similar circum- but the sockets remained sore, and at times, 
stances. I again advised the application slightly painful for sneral weeks. 
of a leech, and such other constitutional About three months after the removal of 
treatment as the state of her general health the last teeth, another began to ache, and in 
might, in the opinion of her medical advi- about three weeks, the pain ha;ing assum
sor, seem to indicate. But as she bad al- ed such a degree of severity as to render its 
ready suffered severe pain from it for more longer endurance almost insupportable, she 
than two weeks, I could not persuade her came to the city and bad the tooth extract
to have the operation delayed. The roots ed. The loss of this procured a few weeks 
of this tooth presented the same appearance freedom from pain; but in a short time an
as those of the other. other was seized, and was ultimately remov-

Seven or eijtht weeks after the last opera- ed. In this way, tooth after tooth was at
tion, she visited me again. Two other tacked and extracted, until at the expiration 
teeth. upper molar and a lower bicuspid, of about eighteen or twenty months, all of 
had become the seat of coll8tant. gnawinR the molars and bicuspids, except one, of 
pain. Both of these teeth were slighly af- both jaws, were removed. 
fected with caries, but the structural altera- Belie>ing that the extreme irritability of 
tion bad penetrated but a short distance in- the alveolo-dental periosteum, which seem
to theclentine, and could ha;e had no agen- ed so great, that the mere presence of the 
cy in the production of the pain, which. aR te ' th acted as irritants, arose, principally. 
in the two former cases, was evidently the from a scrofulous diathesis of the general 
result of periodontitis, and that not caused system, I suRJtested the use of iodide of po
bv any other source of local irritation than tassium. This was tried, beginning with 
the mere presence of the teeth. but devend- two drops a-day of Lu~ol's solution. The 
ent upon great preternatural irritability of -lose was gradually mcrea.sed, until the 
the periosteum, arising from some peculiar whole system bad become, as it were, com
cachectic habit of body. or state of the e:en- pletely satuarated with it, but with no bet
eral health. Entertainine: this view of the ter effect than the remedies which had been 
case, and not wishin11; to interfere with the pre;iously prescribed. The inflammation 
general treatment which seemed evidently soon extended to the sockets of the remain-
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in15 teeth, attended by the most agonizing tacked in the night by pain in the left side, 
parn, and one after another was removed, and increased dys.Pn~. The physical signs 
until not a single tooth remained in either of increased effos1on were present. On the 
jaw. 13th, the heart was still found beating at 

The roots of all the teeth presented the the scrobiculus cordis. There was a foud 
Eame apixarance; and what seemed very Emooth murmur with the first ~ound over 
remarkable, the inflammation at no time ex- the lower left chest, but over the base of the 
tended tu the ~urns; this structure exhibit- heart, the murmur followed the second 
ed no indication of increased nscular ac- sound. On May 4th, the following round 
tion, but retained, throughout the whole of the physical signs was made-one dis
progre~s of the disease. a pale, bluish rose- tinct sound followed by a loud and smooth 
colored tinge; their margins were thin and murmur; pulse 94. On the 14th, he had 
regularly festooned. The pulps of the teeth another attack of pain and distress afterex
were also free from inflammation, and the posure to cold; dulness of bronchial respi
hard structures of the organs were, for the ration over left lower back was noted on 
most part, free from caries. Some six or the 16th. On the 18th, flatness at point 
eight were slightly affected, and four had of left scapula. On the 23d, a crepitant 
been filled, but in no instance bad the dis- rule was heard distinctly over the lower 
ease extended to the pulpy cavity. left Lack, and there were only one or two 

Up to the time of the development of this pneumonic sputa. These disappeared with 
most singular affectfon, the putient had lost general im.Pro,·ement. On the 1st of June, 
but six teeth; the rrmainder. twenty-six in he complamed of swelling of the feet. He 
number, were removed in a little more than was disposed to sit up and to walk about 
two years.-American Journal of Dental as much as possible. June 6th, another at
Scitnct. tack; flatness, bronchial respiration. ~-

ophony over lower ri~ht back. This did 
not yield to blisters; d1aphoretics and alter-

PERICARDITIS, HYPERTROPHY AND atives exhibited as far as the strength of the 
DILATATION OF THE HEART; patient admitted. There was still dulneN 
PLEURISY; DEATH FROM A CO- and feeble respiration over the left lower 
PIOUS EFFUSION INTO THE RIGHT back; inclination to diarrhea. On the 24th 
PLEURAL CAVITY. he could not lie down on account of. dysp-

BY 0 c BRATJ'OC ft M n~. suddenly aggravated, and he died on 
' ' K, Ja.., .D. the 2tlth. 

A delicate youth iet. 17 years, entered At the autopsy, the right thorax was fil-
the Massachusetts Hospital, March 28th, led with a straw-colored serum, the lung 
18t>3. He had been suffering from cough, somewhat compressed, but easily distended 
shortness of breath, weakness, pain of the by air; free from adhesions. Slight adhe
left side for six weeks, and had taken cod- sions of left lu~; splenification of lower 
liver oil. The heart was found beating at lobe. Hypertrophy and dilatation of heart 
the scrobiculus cordis; there was a marked quite marked. Several layers of false mem
prominence of cartilages of the sixth and brane tetween pericardium and teart. In
eeventh left ribs. The left thorax measured sufficiency of aortic valves, which were 
one foot three inches, the right, one foot thickened, smooth, and pale. Auriculo
four inches. Strong impulse of heart, fiat- ventricular nlves not remarkab~e. Red
ness over fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh ness of linin11; membrane of right auricle.
ribs, and from middle of sternum to the The organs in the abdominal cavity were 
back, which was flat below the spine of the examined. The gastro-intestinal mucous 
scapula. Bronchial respiration and iegoph- membrane not remarkable for color or con
ony in the same region. Both sounds of sistence. 
the heart distinct at the base, replaced at The murmur in this ease must be attribu
the apex by a strong souffie. Pulse 82, ted to the insufficiency of the aortic valves, 
quick, regular. He reported his general caused not so much by disease of their lin
health as good, no long illne!IS; an occa- ing membrane, as by the abnormal i:;ituation 
sional stiffne.ss of the knees the principal and hypertrophy of the heart. The patient 
infirmity. He was blistered and put upon was killed by the rapid effusion into the 
a course of alteratives, diaphoretics, and right pleural cavity, but the pericarditis and 
anodynes. There was improvement gener- pleurisy were the assigned diseares, to the 
ally and locally. The respiration washf'.ard effects of which, aggravated by exposure to 
at the point of the right scapula on the 4th cold, the subsequent phenomena in the case 
April; and still iegophony on the 6th. He must be referred. The pulse was always 
was very reluctant to keep his bed, and on quick and regular, the cou11:h was never a 
the 11th, after exposure to cold, he was at- troublesome symptom. He had two attacks 
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of pleurisy and one of pneumonia whilst in •·forming, lodging,expelling,and feeding the 
the h·Jspital. The effusion into the right offspring." If secondary disease has hith
pleJral cavity, which proved fatal, was not erto been averted, there is now a grealer 
accompanied with si~ns of inflammation.- probability of its supervening, and hence, 
The patient's life might have been saved. during the utero-ges1atio11, various func
for the time. by puncturing the thorax, but tional disorders are liable to occur. The 
it could hardly have btien much prolonged. brain and nervous system in particular, be
-Rte. Bo8. Society for Medical lm.prou- come unduly excituble, and in some cases, 
-.mt. incapab:e of withstanding the shock, and 

ANEMIA AS A CAUSE OF DISEASE 
IN THE FEMALE, AND PARTICU
LARLY OF PUERPERAL MANIA. 

the con~equences of labor. Hence it is lia
ble to occur under such circumstances, with 
or without the supervention of some casual 
exciting cauEe. 

(Dr. Mackenzie has been led to conclude 
BY F . w. MACKENZIE, M.D. that there is an undoub:ed connection be-

lt is unque..tionably a fact, that anemia tween the existence of anemia antecedently 
in various degrees, p.-evail.s Yery genera\ll to labor, and the occurrence of mania sub
among females, and that its existence is o - sequently, and that this connection is moie 
ten unrecognil.ed both by the patient and her than casual. Stout persons as well as spare 
friend~; while, at the same time, its influ- are obnoxious to pue~rJl insanity, for a 
ence is ver1 considerab!e in modifying and stout adipose subject 1s not necessarily a 
predisposing to various secondary diEeases. healthy one; as the blood may be in sucli, 
The (Sre&t su~ptibility of the Ill:rvous sys- and constantly is, either impoverished or 
tem m females generally, both coDBequent scanty.) 
upon, and independently of, imprepiation The existence of anemia cannot be de
and its r~u\ts, is well known; but us con- termined by the conformation of the pa
nection wiLh certain conditions of the blood tient. It is rather to be sought for in tba 
does not appear to have been as fully appre· pallid complexion, the paleness of the inner 
ciated. It has \)i)en observed, for instance, surface of the lips, and of the palpebral 
that the nervous system of the fema'e in conjunctivai; in the fre'1uent palpitation 
health, is far more mitable and susceptib:e of the heart, the breathlessness on exertion, 
to impression than that of the male; but it the abnormal murmurs heald over the heart 
is also the case, that the healthy constitution and jugular veins, the feebleness of the 
of the blood of the former differs materially pulse, and the general coldness of the feet 
from that of the latter, with a slight excep- and bands; with these symptoms, there it 
tion in favor of albumen, the blood of the often langor and laEsitude, and general fee. 
female contains a smaller portion of nutri- bleness ot the bodily functions. These artJ 
tive and vivifying elements than that of the the surest indications of the presence of 
male. anemia; and when they 11re sufficiently at-

The avocations of females, in many in- tended to, it will often be found to exist 
etances, their education and modes of life, where otherwi8e it might never have been 
more especially of thoer. of the upper class suspected. 
of society, doubtleilll tend still further to That this condition of the blood &hould 
diminish this proportion, and to produce a favor the occurre11ce of puerperal insanity, 
cortt..>pondingly more irritable condition of wo!lld apJ>C:&r to be highly probable, from a 
the nervous system, as well as a greater vanety of circumstances. Jn the first place, 
susceptibility to the opera ti on of disturbin~ it is obvious that for the healthy performance 
causes. Anemia, however, when induced. of the functions of the brain, as of other 
and existing even in an extreme degree, is organs, it is necessarv that there should be 
not incompatible with a comparatively a due supply of healthy arterial blood; and 
healthy performance of the bodily func- that this supply cannot be greatly dimin
tions. and thus may have been of long con- ished in quantity, or deteriorated 1n quali
tinuance, without attracting any particular ty, without producing disorder, or a great 
notice; but persons so suffering readily sue- susceptibility to it. "That the brain is an 
cumb to morbid influences; they are unequal organ receiving a very great supply of blood; 
to much fatigue; possess, for the most part, its vessels are lar~ and numerous; that an 
but little energy, and are often in<'apable of increased determmation of blood to it, or, 
performing their allotted and ordinary du- on the contrary:, diminution of the quantity 
ties. Shou1d impregnation take place, under conveyed to 1t, must have an effect upon 
these circumstanres, the blood becomes still the cerebral function; and that the perfect 
further impoverished. and the constitutional or imperfect state of the intellectual and 
J>OWers heavily taxed in the performance of nervous powers is intimatel.Y dependenl 
the functions neoeaary for the purpose of upon the condition of the circulation withia 
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the head, are facts of which no doubt can attack is severe, and resists the natural 
b~ entertained. Hence, among the fre~uent efforts, as well as specific treatment, it will 
consequences of anemia ma1 be menuoned generally be found that this obstinacy is 
an extremely irritable condition of the brain connected with an aggravated form of 
and nervous system. In some Clses, this anemia, and that in propur1ion as the con
amounts to actual disorder, in others to a dition of the blood is improved, will the 
susceptibility, which only requires some cerebral disorder disappear. 
casual circumstances to develop into posi- If the foregoing observations should )?rove 
tive disease. Thus, in puerperal patients, to be correct, and if it should be established 
when greatly anemiated, mania may occur as a fact that anemiated persons are especi
as the result of the mere shock and conse- ally predisposed to puerperal insanity,it will· 
quences of labor. But when the blood is follow that the treatment should not only 
less impoverished, additional disturbing be curative, but preventive. The practi
causes may be neceBl!&ry; and those which tioner, aware of the caEes in which there 
would produce it in a puerperal patient, exists a predisposition to the malady. will 
are similar to those " ·hich would occasion be forewarned, and prepared to take precau
it in the non-puerperal state. Of these, tions against its accession. During preg
rnental agitation, shock, or emotion, loss of nancy, he will endeavor to imprO\·e the 
b!ood, and irritations of various organs re- condttion of the blood and the tone of the 
fiected upon the ct11&0rium, particularly of nervous system. by the attention to diet and 
the stomach, liver, and inte3tines, are the regimen, and such auxiliary treatment as 
most potential; and the cerebral disorder may be indicated in particular cases. During 
.induced by these in anemiated non-puer- labor he will especially endeavor to dimin
peral persons, is precisely similar to the ish the shock upon the nervous system, and 
mania of the puerperal state. to le890n excessive or immoderate hemor-

In the second place, the &eneral syiµptoms rhage; whilst, during the puerperal period, 
•ttending puerperal mama, are identical he will guard his patient against the infiu
with those which are met with in anemia. enc;e of those occasional causes which are 
The brain and nervous system, it is true, known to de:ermine the attack, such as 
•re in • state of extreme excitement i but mental alarm, avtation, or emotion; gas
the cJndition of the patient generally is one tric, hepatic, or intestinal irritation or any 
of weakness and exhaustion. The pulse is organic irritation which is capable of being 
8m!lll and quick; the extremities cold; and reflected upon the brain. In short, the in
the excitement has been truly characterired dications are twofold; on the one band to 
as "action without rower." Moreover, in adopt such measures during pregnancy as are 
•II the cases which have seen, loud. con- calculated to improve the blood; on the . 
tinuous murmurs were beard over the cer- other, to guard the patient, both during and 
VicJl veins, as well as those cardaic sounds subsequent to labor, against such influenees, 
which are indicative of an attenuated state mental and physical, as have been known 
~f the blood. to occasion the attack . 

. In the third place. the progress of the The first indication comprises the treat-
disease does not materially differ from vari- ment of anemia in all its several farms,~ 
ous cerebral affections, which are occa- subJect which is far too comprehenshe and 
sionally met with in anemiated patients; extensive fordiscusi;ion in the present paper. 
and while in each the tendency under favora- Its relations moreover, to uterine and puPr
ble circumstances is to recovery, in either peral diseases generally are so important, 
the reverse mar happen from very similar that I propore to consider it in a separa:e 
causes. Thus, m either, congestion of the communication. It should comprehend the 
brain may occur from feebleness or irregu- attention to external circumstances,-hab\ts' 
larity of the circulation; and, consequent and .modes of life; to the condition of the 
upon this, effusion may take place, leading digestive organs, as well as that of the ner
to a fatal termination. When, again, the vous system generally; to various remote 
malady is protracted, various organic causes of a depressing character, mental and 
changes may be induced in the brain and its corpore.al; and thus should com\>rise mea
membranes; and the' e may gi'1l rise to sures both mental and physical, dietetic and 
permanent inF.anitv, epilepsy, or paralysis. medicinal. 

TaEATMENT.-The treatment generally The second indication, so far as a pre-
proper for anemia will be found, upon the ventive is concerned, is to protect the pa
whole, to be most appropriate for puerperal tient, both during and subsequently to labor, 
Insanity. Special indications will require against tbe influence of the exciting causes 
to be fulfilled by special means; and sfight of the malady. These are, for the most part, 
forms of the disease will often yield to the well ascertained, and comprehend two 
uuassieted efforts of nature. But when the classes. The first claSll comprises thoae 
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which directly operate on the mind; the a pint of blood in the slaughter-home, be
second, such irritative disorders of the body, fore it cools, It is said that children take 
or of particular organs, as are capable ol the blood readily, but that adults loathe it, 

' affecting the brain unfavorably, whether by -Assoc. Med. lour., June 17, 18:'>3. 
sympathy or otherwise. AU painful states 
of the mind should, if possible, be prevented: 
distress, anxiety, grief, or any emotion, have ALBUMEN IN THE URINE, A SYMP· 
in some instances, immediately given rise TOM OF DISEASE. 
to attacks of mania; as also fright, agita- BY 6 owu llEE8 11 0 Fa ETC 
tion, sudden shock, or alarm. These ale:> ' ' ' ·• · .s., • 
should therefore be rigidly guarded against. (Upon this symptom, to which the at-
Of bodily derangements, it may be said, tention of the medical profei;sion has been 
that any " uncommon irritation sp1eading directed for many years, and which forms 
to the brain," may be the exciting cause; the leadin~ features of the disease called 
but certain organs sympathise more directly morbus Bngbtii, Dr. Rees remarks:) 
with it than others, and the disorder of these l shall not now deEcribe the methods of 
is especiallv to be attended to. Such irri- detecting the presence of albumen, but &s
tative disorders may be enumerated in the suming the fact established, I shall beg your 
following order, as regards their frequency, attention to the patholoiriical considerations 
in the causation of the disease: gastric, of which it is suggestive in the present state 
hepatic, or intestinal. either singly or com- of our knowled~e. 
bined; uterine and mammary. When Dr. Bnght published hiB views on 
~he curative. treatment of puergeral in- this s~bject, and.d~clared his ~lie~ t~at an 

amty, should 1t unfortunately have occur- albuminous cond1t1on of the unne ind1tated 
red, is one of extreme difficulty ;-not Jess a/eculiar state of kidney, which commenc
so from the nature of the indications to be e in congestion and termin&ted in the de
fulfilled, than from the reluctance of the posit of an advantitious matter in the tis
patient to acquiesce in the necessary mfa- sue of the organ, some doubt "·as felt among 
sures of treatment. It should comprise pathologists as to the symptom indicating 
attention to at least the following four the condition described wilb any degree of 
points: accuracy. It was thou~ht improbable that 

1st. The removal of any exciting causes the state of kidney no11ced by Dr. Bright 
which exist, and of any bodily derangement could be the only cause capable of produc
which may ha,·e been instrumental in the iug albuminous urine; and some were even 
causation of the disease. so bold as to assert that many articles o! 

2d. The subduction of cerberal excite- food would produce a similar effect on the 
ment, and the restoration of tranquility to excretion. The exhibition of certain reme· 
the nervous sy&tem ~enerally. dies also, and various pathological condi· 

3d. Guarding agamst the occurrence of tions, were quoted, which theory suggested 
eongestion, effusion, or other diseases of the as capable of bring_ing about the resuli; and 
brain. what with intrepid assertion on the one 

4th. Sul'porting the con&titutional pow· hand, and plausible reasoning on the other, 
ers, restonng the ~eueral health, and im- considerable doubt was for some time cast 
proving the condition of the blood.-.Medi- on the diagnostic value of albumen in the 
Cal Refrwm. urine. Arnone the articles of diet aid to 

produce albummuria, I may mention pas
try, milk and cJleese. Among medicines, 

RAW MEAT AND RECENT BLOOD som.e diun;tic:s were thought capable o~ pr~ 
AS THERAPEUTIC AGENTS. due.mg~ s1m1.lar ~tfect; and mercury, it ex

hibited m sahvahon, was confidently spo-
ln the diarrhea of young children, con- ken of as a cause for albuminous urine.

nected with anemia, M. Treusseau pre- The pathologocal sta!es which ha,·e been at 
scribe!! raw meat, finely chopped and different times quoted as causes are very va
slightly. salted. He attributes. the medicinal rious and very nu!11erous :-t,phoid and ty
properhes of raw meat to the non and men- phus fever; certain forms o rheumatism• 
ganese contained in the fresh blOQd. The severe inflammatory affections, etc. ' 
Prt88t Medicale Bdgt says that in Belgium First, then, with respect to articles of di· 
it is a common custom, in some diseases, to et :-Neither milk, cheese, nor pastry will 
drink bullock's blood in the morning before produce albuminous urine; nor liave I yet 
breakfast, while still hot, in increasing been succeFSful in obtaining from those who 
dose&. Persons sµffering from ha!moptysis, have made tbeie loore statement!! a Bfeci
and exhausted by hemorrhage, .are said to men of urine which gave the remotest mdi
ially rapi1Uy by taking every morning half eation of the presence of albumen, provid-
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ed it bad been previously shown free from the deposit, if it be pus, is at once con
that principle. I have also failed to de- verted into a mucous fluid. This when 
tect albumen in the urine where diuretics poured out from a vessel, exhibits its 
have been given medicinally. though it is glairy character. This test proposed by my 
possible that in poisonous doses some of friend and colleague Dr. Babington, and is 
these may produce the effect. In poison- often very useful in the extemporaneous 
ing by cantharides, albumen appears with examination of urine. Urine which is albu
blood in the urine: but such cases as the::e minous from the existence of Bright's dis
are scarcely likely to confuse your diagno- ease, is also nearly always of a light sJ.>CCific 
sis. With respect to mercury, the impres- gral'ity; and this is an important pomt to 
sion was so strong on the minds of some remember. 
that it always produced albuminous urine In any case in which the albuminous 
when exhibited 10 large quantity, that a few urine contains a deposit of pus, however, 
years ago I was at the pains of carefully ex- we must rather look to the mucous tissues 
amining the urine of persons who were un- of the kidney, and the membrane lining the 
dergoing salivation for syphilitic di~ease bladder and urinary canals. 
at Guy·s Hospital, taking care to test the It not unfrequently happens that the sys
urine of each case before the exhibition of titie consequent on calculus in the bladder 
the remedy. In these experiments I entire- produces purulent and albuminous urine, 
ly failed to detect albumen, and I have no and there is then some difficulty in aECer· 
doubt that the conclusion above alluded to taining whether that form of degeneration 
was arrived at on theoretical grounds. characteristic of Bright's diseaEe may not be 

(The important conclmion Dr. Rees affec.ing the kidney at the same time. This 
comes to, wllh regard to the presence of al- is a point of some importance as re~ards the 
bumen in the urine, is, that it must be re- prognosis of the ca..c:e, for if the kidney be 
garded as most significant; that continued so diseased the patient scarcely ever recov
albJmi1mria, unconnected with lesion of ers from the operation of lithotomy. 
the kidney, is rare; but we cannot, in such It is neces~ary to obtain the urine free 
case, arrive at the conclusion at once that from pus bzfore we can speak with anythintz 
the patient is suffering from Bright's dis- like certainty in these cai;es. If we can 
ease, because puerpetal fever, Asiatic chole· succeed in doing this by means of demul
ra, pvelitis, and inflammation of the urina- cents and astringents, in conjunction with 
ry m0ucous surfaces ·generallr., will produce alkaline remedies, then we may proceed to 
albumen in the urine; it will even appear examine the urine with some hope of arriv
in a variety of diseases before death, and ing at a conclusion. If, for instance, the 
arso now and then during gestation. But, albumen leaves the urine in proportion aa 
in cholera, puerperal fever, and gestation, it becomes free of the depo$it of pus corpu~ 
there is little likelihood of any of these con- cles, and if, on the disappearance of the pus, 
ditions being mistaken for morbus Brightii. the albumen cease to be present then the 
In pye:itis; and inflammation of the urina- albuminous urine was unconnected with the 
ry mucous surfaces, the cause is not so clear morbus Bri~hlii. If, on the contrary, how
where a discharge of pus takes place. The ever, the disappearance of the deposit of 
fluid in which the pus globules float con- pus leaves the urine still impregnated with 
tains albumen, and this mixing with the albumen, then the morbus Brightii is pro~ 
urine renders it albuminous. ) ably present, and we ought to give an un-

Thus, in inflammation of the mucous favorable prognosis. 
membrane lining the pelvis of the kidney Attention to this is of vast importance, 
and the urinary tubes. or in inflammation and I have known more than one case in 
of the lower portions of the urinary mucous which much disappointment and chagrin 
membrane, albuminous urine may exist.- might have been spared the su~eon, had 
Though the general symptoms will by no care been taken to inquire into this.matter. 
means always assist as to discriminate be- When albumen, then. exists in the urine, 
tween these states and tbe morbus Brightii, 111ithout pus or blood to aceount for its a~ 
the mkroscope and chemistry will general- pearance, we may conclude that the patient 
ly easily solve the difficulty. Tbe nature 1s the subject of one of those forms of de
of the deposit must be examined, and we generation known as the morbu.s Brij!htii, 
shall find the pus corpuscles present in provided we have excluded puerpural fever. 
quantity if the albumen in the urine depend gestation, and cholera. as possible causes. 
on the aboTe mentioned causes, and not on It must be remembered that bloodv urine 
kidney disease. The microscope will then will occasionally be passed in Bright's dis
detect the pus corpuscles in the deP<!sit. An ease; but the prominent and continuing 
excellent test for pus consists in the addi- characteristic is the secretion of an urina 
tion of liquor potass&I to the urine, when containing the serous put of the blood o~ 
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ly, and when red blood corpuscles are to be then it lessens its specific gravity, and in
seeu they appear hut for a day or so, and health there is an endosmodic action exert
then the um1e returns to its purely albu- ed, which draws a considerable proportion 
minous state. In the slight notice I am of the chyle within the blood corpuscles, 
here able to give of the morbus Brightii, l the law being that heavier will draw the 
must omit the general detail of symptoms. lighter to its own side of any membrane, 
I cannot refrain, however, from mentioning in larger proportion than the lighter can 
to you one or two points with rerct to di- draw the heavier. 
agnosis, which you will find o nlue.- It will be obvious now, that if we les
You mar derive great assistanca from the sen the specific gravity of the fluid in 
observa11011 of the following symptoms, which the corpuscles float, by llOOtracting 
which when present, should alwavs lead to its albumtn, wc shall also lessen that of the 
the examination of the urine for albumen: contents of the corpuscle. The contents 

1st. A puffiness of the faoe obserYed in of that body will then approach to the spe-
the morning. cific gravity of the chyle, and that fluid 

2ndly. Frequent calls to pass water at will therefore enter the corpuscle the less 
night. freely and there will be less iron suppli· 

3dly. A tendency to swelling of the ed to it for its nourishment. Thus it is 
wrists, often at.tended with pain, but not that anemia, or a deficiency of red corpus· 
of a rheumatic character. cles, will ulways follow as a consequence 

4thly. Dyspepsia, attended with frequent of a drain of solhl matter from the blood. 
nausea. -Journal of Mtdical Reform. 

IJurt 3. <!bitorial. 
Do not expect always to find pain in the 

loins in Bright's disease. It ia B01Mtimu 
a symptom, but far ftom al10a13, and l 
warn you of this, because the absence of ---------------
that pain may distract your mind from the PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE OF THE 
right line of thought, when examining the LIVER. 
more insidious cases of the disease. 

With respect to your prognosis, it is im- [In the following essay I propose to sketch 
portant you should remember that this dis- the hepatic functions 88 I have been accus· 
ease is by no means necessarily fatal. Ca- . 
ses which are detected early are frequent! tomed to present them m our annual.course 
cured, and those who suffer from the mo~ of lectures. By handling the subject in a 
advanced shtges may be kept alive for years somewhat different manner from our stand-· 
under judicious .. treatment.. . . ard authors on physiology, and introdu-

One great pomt to keep m view, especi- · · · · b h d 
ally as regards the application of remedies, cmg ~om~ new suggest~ons, it·~ to e ope 
is, the albumen passing away by the urine that it will not be destitute of mterest even 
is impoverishing the blood, and not only to the well read physician.-B.) 
thus decreasin~ the proportion of albumen, 
but likewise mterfering with the forma- The secretion of bile is so necessary and 
tion and development of the red corpus- important that the 1iver is said to be more 
cles, so that patients become rapidly ane- generally present in the animal kingdom 
miated. 

The relation between the contents of the than any other gland. The biliary secre-
red eorpuscles and the chyle becomes tion, howeTer, does not necessarily require 
changed in c~nsequence <?f the ~in of al- a distinct liver; sometimes, as in certain · 
~umen lesse'?t'?g ~he spe?ific gravity of the polypi and articulata the secretion ie pe • 
hquor sangmms, m which the corpuscles ' . r 
float. Now, the chyle supplies iron to the formed by means of follicles m the stom-
red corpuscles, and contains that metal ach. In insects generally, instead of fol. 
dissolved i!1 ita serum for that purpose, licles, there are tubes. All that is neoes
and when in the healthy state ~e chyle Bllrf ie to have the characteristic cells for 
enters the blood through the thoracic duct, . . • . . . 
it produces certain physical changes. The b1ltarysecret1on. When respnation 1sde· 
specific gr&Tity of human chyle is about fective as in aquatic animals, the liver be-
1027; that of. the fluid in which the co!· comes more developed. In man, and mam
puscli;s fi~t is 10:>0 to :>6; and the fluid malian animals generally and in birds the 
con tamed m the corpuscles must of neces- . ' • ' 
eity be of the same specific gravity, in vir- h~iumaller, and more compactmstruc-
tue of the endosmodic law. When the tUie, than in the cold-blooded aaimala. It 
chyle mingles with the liquor anguiuis is also ielatiTI1l7 amalle! in man at the pe- . 
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riod of maturity, than in the infant or the liver, partly imbedded in it, at its anterior 
fetus. In the adult it weighs about four margin, with its neck" running backwards 
pounds, a.nd measures twelve or thirteen to the cystic duct, through which it re
inches by five or six. ceives the bile from the liver. It consists 

The liverlies in theregion oftheepigas- of a cellular and muscular coat, with a 
\rium and right hypochondrium, between peritoneal covering, and something like a 
the diaphragm above, and stomach, colon, mucous co&t internally. It serves as a 
and right kidney below, lying on a level reservoir for bile, and may be regarded aa 
with the last dorsal vertebra. It is some- a mechanical convenience, but is not of 
what lower in an erect position than when great importance, having sometimes been 
lying down, and lower during expiration absent in man, without any evident inju
\han in inspiration. ry, and being sometimes nullified as an 

The position. of the liver adjacent to the organ by closure of the tystic duct. It re
aiaphragm, causes it to be, like the atom- tains the bile when it is not needed in the 
ach, continually agitated by the move- intestines, and bas some degree of contrac
inents of respiration, and the muscularac- tility to discharge its contents when need
tions of the body; it is also liable to be ed. Obstructions to the passage of the bile 
forcibly compressed by the diaphragm, and tend to develop a muscular appeamnce in 
abdominal muscles, in the act of vomit- its structure. The common duct has a 
ing; hence spasmodic vomiting is Teryef- distinct contractility and may by its spas
fici~t in relieving its congestion. The modic irritation hinder the discharge of 
liver is also liable to be mechanically com- bile. The contractility of the ductus cho
pressed by the distention of the stomach ledochus was demonstn.ted by Muller, on 
and of the colon. A distention of the co- irritating it in a bird just killed. 
lon by ftatulence, or of the stomach by THE LIVEB is invested by the peritone
,iuttony, seriously obstructs its circula- um, by which it is suspended or attached 
tion, and sometimes hinders the discharge to the diaphragm. Its color in the normal 
of bile. On the other hand, a distended or state, is reddish-brown, but in disease va
oongested condition of the liver, and the ries from cream-color to very dark. It i1 

organs below it, materially impedes the of a lighter color whell it bas less blood. 
tescent. of the diaphragm, anl thus inte~- and generally gives a lighter colored bile; 
feres with the depth and freedom of reapi- the dark colored liver is usually softer and 
ration. generally secretes darker bile. The yellow 
·TM diatmtion. of the atomael by food, hued liver, however, iuometimes 'VefJSOft. 

produce8 a compression of the liver and The substance of the liver may be re
portal vein, which diminishes their infiu- garded as a spongy mass, filled with blood 
ence upon the constitution, and thus pro- ---an injection from any of the vessels will 
tuces a pleasant and comfortable effect; fill the whole of the liver. The blood ves
while the empty condition of the stomach, eels of the liver ramify into minute plex-
41epriving the lher and portal system of uees, forming apparently acini or lobulea 
mechanical support, favors their conges- as they have been termed, which consist 
tion, and thus produces the sickening and of wonderfully delicate tufts of capillary 
depreasing sensations which generally ac- vessels, ducts and cells. It is supplied 
oompany hunger. The importance of solid like the lungs, with arterial blood for ita 
food is probably based upon the necessity own structure, and venous blood for ita 
of mechanical compression for the liver peculiar function. Its arterial blood come1 
and stomach. No amount of nourishment from the hepatic branch of the creliac u
io the form of liquid food will produce a tery, which originates from the abdominal 
atisfactory effect if the eolid be excluded -.orta between the two &emilunar ganglia 
from our diet. and tbe crura of tGe diaphragm. The 

Tell GALL BUDDER liea underneath the 
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venous blood, collected from the stom- sage of one or two of the red globules of 
ach, intestines, spleen, panc;eas, and gall- the blood. These capillaries are excecd
bladder,• is conveyed to the liver by the ingly thin and delicate, having no cellular 
Tena porta:, which thickens its coats, ram- tissue connected with them. The secre
ifies like an artery ,and distributes its blood ting cells are spheroidal in shape in the Ii v
extensively through the liver. Each branch er, but of a projecting and prismatic shape 
being accompanied in its course bya small in the hepatic ducts, and gall-bladder. In 
branch of the hepatic artery and another the gall-bladder and ducts, we find a lining 
of the biliary duct. membrane composed like other mucous 

Our simplest conception of the liver membranes of a. basement membrane, with 
may be obtained by considering it as a lake (prismatic) cells on the ini;ide,making a sol. 
or marsh, filled by two afferent vessels, id pavement, and on the outside, the blood 
the portal vein and hepatic artery, and vessels, lymphatics and nerves. 
emptied by two elrerent vessels, the hepa- The cells being the real agents of biliary 
tic vein ancl biliary duct, its rise or fulness secretion, the coloring matter of the bile baa 
being depeadent upon the proportion be- been observed in them, not only in man, 
tween the supply by the nin and artery, but by Mr. Goodsir, in a large number of 
and the removal of the accumulation by animals. Oily globules, ancl a granular 
the hepatic vein and duct. The vein and substance may often be found in the cells; 
artery, run to wonderfully minute ramifi- their color and magnitude seriously affect 
cations in the delicate structure ca.lied lo- that of the entire liver. They vary from an 
bules, and from this minute ramification almost transparent appearance to a yellow. 
arise the branches of the hepatic veins, to ish or brownish hue. In animals that have 
carry the blood through the vena cava, to fatty livers, from oily diet or from excesr;. 
tbe heart. and in the fatty liver from consumption, 

Biliary aurttion. and cella.-From the their oily globules greatly increase, distend 
same locality arise the delicate ramifica- the cells, and enlarge the whole bulk of the 
tions of the biliary ducts, the fine extrem· liver. The ~Us se~rete the coloring mat
ities of which mingle with the capillaries ~er of the bile, w.hich mny be perceived 
and lobules, and extract from their blood m them by the miu0&eope. 
by the assistance of cells, the substance T~ cells of the duct and gall-~ladder, 
called bile This supp~d ' fl t' are hable to become detached by rnftam-. """ mmi ca ion . h . 1 . . . 
{ tb b.1 d ts b'li 1 . matlon or mec amca miunes, and the 

o e 1 e uc or i ary p exus, is so ex- . . 
d' l minute that M Ki mucous from theu inflamed surfaces is fo;J 

cee mg y r. eman, an ac- of these prismatic cells. 
curate observer, does not profess to have 
eeen it, and only inferred its existence.- The hepatic artery according to Kiema.a. 
Professor Weber and Dr. Kruckenburg, is ch~tly distributed to .the coats of the 
however, profess to have seen it in the frog. hepatic ducl8, (but. supplies also the veins, 

In contact with the hepatic ducts, be- ~~l-blad~ and liver generally.) When 
tween them and the venous ramifications, IUJected it makes the ducts look almost 
lie the mucleated cells, from the fifteen- like arteries. Its blood after acquiring the 
hundredth to the two thousandth of an venous character, passes into the minute 
inch in diameter, which are supposed to ramiftcations of the portal vein, and con-
1ecrete the bile, and appear as if tinged by tributes to the eecret~on of bile like the lat· 
it. They make a large part of the paren- ter. The ~rtal . vein consequently take1 
chyma of the liver, but it is mainly com- to the heptit.ic vein the blood of the liver 
posed of capillaries which are sufficiently itself, 118 well as the blood of the abdomi
large in their diameter to admit the pee- nal organs. 

The biliary or hepatic duct nmih 
•I• oom• Hl1ebra1e anlmala, blood ftom Ille._ u· •i.w-n'h the 11·ver and 1•0 •'-- m;-te •-

.,_111 .. , aJIO - lo \lae naapona. ....v"'6'" ' ...., ..... iv-
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b ,1!·.·> as the biliary ple;rns. The hepatic taken up by. the lacteals and veins), end in 
duct i~ formed by a union of all the ducts consequence of the transforming influence 
in tlic lh·er, and is about an inch and a half of th~ liver upon the portal blood. That 
long, and about as thick as a common quill. the lil"er thusdevelopes glucose in the blood, 
It unites with the cystic duct from the gall- is proved by the fact shown by M. Bernard; 
bladder, forming the common duct (ductus that glucose, o.r a substance nearly identical 
communis choledochus,) and runs three with it, is found as a regular constituent in 
inches under that name to the duodenum, the blood of the hepatic veins, no matter 
sJme three or four inches from the pylorus. what may have been the diet of the animal. 

Tm: FUNCTION or THE uv£B. is the secre- Being in the hepatic veins, it is necessarily 
ti m of bile, and the modification of the found in the onward progress of the same 
portal blood. The question whether the blood in the ascending vena caiia, in the 
b:le is formed by the lh·er, or merely sepa- right side of the heart, and in the pul
ratc,! from the blood, may be illustrated by monary artery. It is a remarkable fact 
the fact , that when the secretion is sup- that the formation of this species of sugar 
pre>se1, biliary matter acc~tmulates, and the does not require amylaceous food, and that 
skin is colored by the coloring matter of an animal, fed for sometime, on animal 
bile; or, in other words, the person has a food alone, yields sugar from the blood of 
dark CJmplexion, and is jaundiced. As to the hepatic vein, when none has been in· 
the question whether the bile is secreted troduced inw the liver, by the portal vein. 
from the venous-por:al, or arterial-hepatic This clearly establishes the saccharifying 
blood. we may refer to cast's showing that power of the liver, which is exerted upon 
either blood-,·essel may b~ sufficient for the the blood. In the liver itself, consequent· 
bi'.iary secretion. Lawrence and Abernethy ly, sugar is always present, even in the 
each report a ca 0e in which the portal vein embryo. Jn the liver of the human adult 
ran directly to the inferior vena cava, with- sugar has been detected in such quantity. 
out going at all to the liYer. Jn this case, that the whole liver was estimated to con· 
a lnr;.;er hcp1tic artery supplied the blood to tain three-qUlirtt\rs of an ounce. 
tk• Ii 1•e :, b .. 1t the bile wa., paler than usual. ln diabetes mellitus or mdlituria, the 
The lirer in invertebrate animals, secretes quantity of sugar formed by the liver, is 
bile without a portal Yein. It is said, too, vastly increased, and is discharged in greit 
that tying the hepa!ic artery causes the quantities by the kidneys. This would 
liver to suspend its secretion; but this has indicate that mellituria was really a dis· 
h~e :t cfoniecl. Ligature of the portal vein ease of the liver, an excess of its glucoge· 
does not suspend, though it greatly di min- netic function. (In the Ii Yer of a diabetir 
ishes the secr~tion . . subject, Bernard found as much as 833 

FonMATtoN oF Su&AR AND FAT BT THE grains of sugar.) It is probable, therefore. · 
LtvER.-The most important recent dis- that the treatment of mellituria, by agents 
covery concerning the liver, is that of C. which make an impression on the liver, 
Bernard, of Paris, who has pointed out a will be fouml the most successful. 
glucogenetic and olefiant function of this This saccharific function of the lin'1 
organ . The blood generally contains a appears to be controlled by the pneumo· . 
small quantity of glucose or grape-sugar, a gastric nerYe, and the medulla oblongata. 
substance less sweet and soluble than the The irritation of the medulla oblongata at , 
c1me-sugar-lso less crystalir.ableand more the origin of the pneumogastric nerve, by I 
easily formed from amylaceous substances. puncture or by a galvanic shock, will cause 
Its chemical formula is 12C, 14H, 140. such an increase of the saccharific func
G:ucoill' is de'"e'oped in the chyle and the tion, that liver-sugar will be found in all 
blo:xl, iu consequence of the transformation the fluids of the body, (except the saliva), 
of amy~us substances in the alimentary and will be discharged by the urine, thua 
canal, (for.ming this peculiar sugar which is producing a temporarr melli uria, whi~ 
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continues for four days or longer, in the concerned ina fatty transformation of amy
dog, and for two days in the rabbit. lac~ous and saccharine substances. Such 

This glucogenetic function of the liver substances do assist in fattening animals, 
shows the antagonism of its functions to and it is supposed that the liver actually 
those of the lungs. Glucose, like other transforms them into fat. It may bC', 
compounds of the saccharine class, yields however, that they become substitutes for 
but little heat in its combustion, and the the regular formation of liver-sugar, aml 
change of the elements of the blood into thus enable the liver to form fatty matter 
such a substance, must have a tendency to from the protein substances of the blood, 
lower the temperature. Hence the animals which is its more common action. The 
'vhich have been made diabetic by irrita- sugar-making and fat-making functions ap
tion of the medulla oblongata, have their pear to be distinct o.nd opposite in charac
temperature lowered, several clegrees, al- ter. The bodies of mellituric patients are 
though their respiration is hurried, and an deficient in fat-in their li'l"ers fat is defi
increased quantity of carbonic acid ges is cient, and in the fatty liver of consump
thrown off'. Their blood.is also darker then tives, sugar is lacking. The sugar formation 
usual. The liver, therefore, is the exact in the liverismorecharacteristic of carmv
antagonist of the lungs, as it is engagecl in orous, and the fat of herbivorous animals. 
producing an element which the lungs are The formation of fat from the albuminous 
engaged in dr•stroying; and while the lungs elem~uts of the blood, is shown to be pos
elevate, the liver lowers the bodily temper- sible, by the fattening of animals, which 
ature. The peculiar sugar produced by the is not proportioned to the quantity of fat 
liver, is very readily destroyed by the pul- in their food. It is also illustrated by the 
monary action. This is shown by the fatty degeneration of the tissues of the 
statements of Majendie and Bernard, that body, which frequently occurs in life, as 
it requires nearly five times as much of the well as by the formation of adipocere from 
liver-sugar, to produee a given saccharine flesh when macerated. 
condition of the urine, as it does of the In consequence of the relation of the 
true glucose, and two hundred and forty liver to fat, the impairment or destruction 
times as much of liver-sugar as of cane- of its functional power produces great 
sugar, which shows that liver-sugar is more emaciation, either because we are less able 
rapidly decomposed by the lungs, than any to digest oily food, or because we are then 
other saccharine substance.• unable to form fat from the elements of 

Whether sugar is produced in the ti88ues the blood. 
generally, as well as in the liver, is not While fat and sugar are produced by the 
certainly known. Lactic acid, a substance liver, the lungs are actively engagecl in 
very similar in composition, to sugar, is their destruction. Fat disappears almost 
known to be abundantly produced in the entirely from the pulmonary tissue, when 
muscular tissues, and recently Scherer pro- respiration is established, and during the 
fesses to have discovered a saccharine sub- high calorific activity of fever, fat is al'
stance in the juice of the flesh, which he tively consumed, and the CE-lls of the liver 
calls Inosite, the formula of which is 12C, scarcely contain, according to an observa-
16H, 160. tion of P. T. Williams, any oily particles. 

The liver is believed to be a fat-making, FATTY Lina.- While the pulmonary 
as well as a sugar-making organ. The he- functions thus appear incompatible witb 
patic vein, according to Bernard, contains the accumulation of fat, the liver is a fa. 
more fat than the portal. In herbivorouti vorite place for ita deposit. 
animals it is supposed that the liver is The liver is very liable to a fatty condi-

• ~roportiona or !•ccharl~ tttb1lanoe1 aeee11ar1 to bf' 
eonJected Into the iunlar. 1a order lo be dl"'o .. rable in 
the urine, accotdhl~to Majendie-CHe-101arl; Maonite 
1; IDl&r ot mlllr.1; 110- IO; UYet-1apr H>. 

tion, which has been observed frequently 
(in France) in phthisical subjects. Louis 
found the liver impregnated with fat, in 
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forty phthisical subjects out of one bun- The pancreas are also liable to a fatty 
dred and twenty-but in persons dying of condition (Lobstein) in which the very 
other diseases, he found only nine cases out substance of the organ looks as if con
of two hundred and thirty subjects. He verted into fat. 
found it also to occur four times as fre- In the opposite condition, in which oily 
quently in females as in males. material is defective in the liver, it is re-

(lt is possible that this accumulation of duced in size, and presents a uniform ho
fatty material may be owing to imperfect mogeneous redness, a condition called by 
respiration and oxygenation, leaving a Rokitansky, red atrophy. He says it is 
greater amount of carbon and hydrogen in accompanied by a "plentiful formation of 
the circulation; or to imperfect action of a tarry bile." 
the skin, which is one of the natural out- A fatty condition of the liver, may be 
lets of oily matter, or to the same causes produced by the use of large quantities of 
which lead to the scrofulous deposit, viz, oily fooi, (as was shown in the dogs, fed 
imperfect vitalization, and some alkaline by Majendie, exclusively on butter, fat and 
or saline deficiency). lard), by high living, alcoholic and malt 

The liver normally contains a small liquors, and indolent habits. It may also 
quantity of oil in its cells, in minute glo- be produced by consumption, by chronic 
bules. In that condition which consti- pemphigus, by cancerous ulceration of the 
tutes the fatty liver, this oily substance groin, and by gray hepatization of the lungs; 
accumulates in the cells, and slightly in in all these cases there is great emaciation 
the interstitial space, to such an extent as as in phthisis. It is greatly favored by the 
to constitute sometimes over one-half of cancerous diathesis, and by ulcemtion or 
the entire weight of the liver; sometimes abscess in the lower lumbar and pelvic re
the oily accumulation is even sufficient to gions. 
burst and destroy the cells. The occurrence of fatty liver in con-

The liver in this condition, is soft and sumption, is greatly more frequent in fe
greasy. It is enlarged or thickened, and ofa males than in males, and has been found 
pale or bu~-color. .Its bulk a.nd weight are more frequently in Paris than elsewhere.• 
somewhat mconvement, but it has no mor- The cause of the fatty liver is not well 
bid tenderness, neither is it co~gesU:d with understood, it might be attributed to im
blood or prevented from eecretmg bile. perfect combustion of fatty matter in the 

Fat distends the entire liver, being gen- lungs, if it did not occur so often when 
erally diffused uniformly through its sub- the lungs are not diseased. We find that 
stance, rendering it paler and softer, and the accumulation of fat in the liver, is 
making it even light enough in some in- preceded by its absorption from other parts 
stances, for slices to float in water. Its of the body, producing great emaciation, 
elasticity is diminished by the fat, so that but why it should be thus absorbed and 
it pits on pressure. The fitt is so sbund- transferred to the liver,we do not positively 
ant that it may easily be melted out of the know. The process of transferring fat from 
liver. Dr. Bostock, placed a specimen of the adipose tissue to the liver, is illustrated 
fatty liver in boiling water, and obtained in the plan adopted for making the enlarged 
from it a substance resembling tallow, orfatty goose-livers for the pate dtfoitgraa 
which softened at the temperature of 80 of epicures. Baron Larrey remarks, "To 
degrees, and completely liquefied, at 110 procure the large livers of geese, for making 
degrees. There is a modification of the patu, fatted birds are confined in close cages, 
fatty liver sometimes met with, which is and then exposed to a graduated heat, being 
called uia.ry-the solid element stearine at the same time kept entirely without 
being deposited instead of olein, produces 
the increased consist_9ncy. X.::;~, ~~~=!:::::::. ~:~~~~:·j,:i~;;~~d b1 M · 
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food, and even without water. They be- occurs in persons of the scrofulous diathe
come fe\•erish, the fat undergoes a kind of sis. Scrofulous material is deposited in 
fusion and the liver grows enormously the liver, and while it is considerably dis
large. The lirer is considered to be in the tended, the circulation of blood is materi· 
desired state, when the animal is e:rtremdy ally reduced, and the biliary secretion con
t0a1Jttd, and the fe,·er increases." sequently more or less disturbed, but seldom 

Here we 8'!e that hunger or exhaustion, suppressed. The bile is often of a serous 
producing active absorption, causes the fat or albuminous character, and ascites is fre
to be taken up, and that for want of respir- quently produced by the interruption of 
ation it is not consumed while the liver circulation, which is greater than from the 
kept inactive by the lack '0r food, is left t~ fal!Y liver. The scrofulous lleposit is de
be passively distended by the collapse of scnbed by Rokitansky, as a "compact, 
the neighboring organs. The general growth grayis'1 .... often transparent, albuminous, 
of the liver is favored by indolent habits lardaceous, or lardacoous-gelatinous sub
and high living, but if, while the habits are stance." 
inactive, the abdominal organs are empty, Like other forms of tuberculous disease, 
the liver becomes passively distended, to it is quiet and insidious in its approach, is 
fill the space which is unoccupied, and fat not productive of pain, and yields to anti
is the most appropriate material for this scrofulous treatment by sorbefacints, (iodine 
distention, becauae it is present in the blood aµd potassa), and tonics, especially iron. 
in excess. A mercurial and syphilitic &chexy some-

To remove the fatty liver, therefore, we times produces a condition of the liver, 
should xetum to active habits, and use a very similar to the scrofulous. 
good supply of food, avoiding oily sub- • 
stances. MODIFICATION OP TH£ POSTAL BLOOD BT 

Deposit of fat in the liver may be eluci- bTH£heLrn~.-Tbef be~terog?neouds a~tlorption 
dated by reference to other t Ad •t y t vems o t mtestmes, ou .. ess re-par s. epOSl . od' . ber: • 
of fat about the heart is universal and in- quires some m 1ficat1on tore entenng 
creases as in advancing life, the t'wo sides the gene~l circulation. Medicinal and 
of the heart become more unequal. In other !ore.•~ subs~nces may thus be re
consumption this deposit about the heart is move .wit the bile. The chan~ ·pro
quite remarkable, as it contrasts with the duced 1~ the blood may be de~rm~ned .by 
general emaciation. In the emaciation pro- companng that of ~he hepatic ':em with 
duced by ch!onic· dysentery, a· fatty condi- that of the p~rtal vem. and hepatic artery. 
tion of the omentum bas been frequently (The compansons which have been made 
noticed; and in females who have borne betwt:~m t~ blood of the p.ortal and the 
children, the abdomen is often sup lied hepatic veins are not sufficnmt to deter
with a layer of fat under the integu!e t mine the influence of the liver, as they 
even when they are emaciated. A Jayer~f overlook. t~ blood of the hepa~ic artery). 
fat an inch thick, was found on the abdo- As the bile is a more watery fluid. than the 
men of a woman, who died extremely ema- blood, we should expect the hepatic venous 
dated, at King's College Hospital. In al blood to be leu watery than the portal 
the;e cases there may be, as in the fatty :~::· . ';hmann states ~t thehepor~l 
liver and heart, a mechanical reuon for the is ar more watery tuan the pa~tc 
de it of fi t to -that the serum of portal blood contains 

pos a occupy 8~· 8.4 per cent. of solid matter, while that of 
Cancerous tumors of the liver or heart, hepatic blood contains 11.8 per cent., and 

have ~lso a rem~rkabl~ te~~e~cy to produce a that the portal blood contains a greater 
deposrt of fat 1Jl then vicinity. relative proportion of fatty, saline and 

Somewhat analogous to the fatty liver, is albuminous comtituents, while the hepatic 
the scaoPOLotrs LIVER, which sometimes blood contains more of eaccbariue ud ex-
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tractive matters. C. Bernard asserts that feces; the whole of it is therefore reab
the hepatic venous blood contains more of sorbed, and sen·es as fuel for the respira-
the fibrin than the portal blood; which, if tory organs. · 
it be the fact, is due to the blood of the ·The removal of carbon and hydrogen by 
hepatic artery. The modifying power of biliaryexcretionassists the function of the 
the liver is shown in the fact stated by C. lungs, and we find that the liver has a sup
Bernard, that the albumen of an egg when plementary development to the pulmonary 
injected by the jugular vein, is discharged organs,-being large in fish and reptiles, 
by the kidneys; but when injected into the and still larger in mollusca, but much 
portal vein, it is not so discharged. Su- smaller in mammalia and birds, which rely 
gar is also discharged by the kidneys, if upon their lungs for discharging the blood. 
thus introduced into the general circula- It does not harmonire well with this theory 
tion, but if introduced by the portal vein that serpents discharge no bile in their ex
through the liver, in moderate quantity, it crement. 
is modified into glucose, and is not dis- When tbe liver fails to secrete the biliary 
charged by the kidneys. matter, unless the defect is remedied by 

THE PURPOSES or THE BILE show it to be the increased activity of the lungs and skin, 
both a secretion and an excretion. As a se- it may be thrown off by other organs, as by 
cretion it serves by its alkalinity to neutral- the kidneys, the serous and mucous mem
ize the acidity of the chyme, in which it is branes, and perspiratory glands, or deposi
assisted by th~ alkaline character of the ted all over the body in the cellular tissue, 
mucous secretion. It assists digestion, and and even. in the ~nes, cartilages, and 
enables us to masternon-azotized substances, fibrous tissues, or m the coats of the 
such, for example, as oil or butter. And it arteries, veins, and lymphatics. 
also counteracts the putrefactive tendency THE QUANTITY or BILE daily secreted, is 
of the excretions; for when the bile is defec- uncertain. It has been estimated at from 
tive in consequence of the ligature of the two or three ounces, up to twenty-four. 
ductua choltdoclaU8. which has been fre- The estimate of Liebig and Shultz, that 
quently practised upon dogs, the excrement the horse and ox secrete 37 pounds of bile 
and contents of the bowels become Tery daily,(!) is unworthy of notice, except to 
fetid. If the ductua choltdochtllJ be tied, the show the extravagance of n celebrated 
chyle in the thoracic duct becomes more chemist, who reasoned very boldly upon 
thin and seious, from the great loss of its very slender premises, and whose boldness 
fatty material. The fat of the body di min- bas fascinated the leading minds of the 
ish~ when the flow of bile is hindered by a medical profession. Even the learned nml 
torpid liver, or ob~tructed gall-duct. As sagacious Carpenter has been misled by 
an excretion, the materials contribute to Liebig's physiological theories. This esti
form the fe«es-especially to impart their mate was made by Schultz upon the conjec
coloring material. tral basis that it would require this much 

The quantity of biliary matter thusevac- bile to neutralize the chyme of the ox. Lie
uated, is variable, and difficult to estimate. big adopts this conjecture as a fact upon 
Berzelius makes it nine parts in a thousand which. to base his physiological doctrine 
of fecal discharge, which would be 49 that the bile is chiefly derived from the non
grains of bile to the ounce of feces and es ti- azotize1l food-a doctrine contrary to wme 
mating the fecal discharge at five or six of the best established facts of physiology. 
ounces, there would be from 21 to 26 grains Jn a case reported by W.R. Barlow, the 
of bile. There is, however, no regularity bile accumulated in consequence of an in
in this excretion which would justify such jury to the liver in an old man of 54, and 
an estimate. In carnivora, according to was discharged six times between the 9th 
Liebig, there is no discharge of bile in the of October anJ the 26th of November, 
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during which time (48 days) M pounds of congestive attacks, the evacuations from 
almost pure bile were discharged. Similar the bowels assume a dark, tarry appearance; 
caees have been reported by other physici- and nature frequently relieves iUielf from 
ans, and in one of these cases, the discharge the consequences of intemperance and sur
from tapping a boy of 13 years, was even feiting, by a spontaneous bilious diarrhea. 
greater per day than in the above case. If The escape of the carbonaceous matter by 
we suppose a pint of bile to be secreted the liver instead of by the lunge, necessarily 
daily, we may inquire what becomes of deprives us of the caloric which it would 
that amount, since so little appears in tbe have yielded by combustion; hence, the 
feces. In the ordinary healthy condition, predominance of the biliary system in cold 
it seems to be mainly reabsorbed, con- blooded animals. In fishes, the veins of 
tributing to the process of digestion. the tail, kidneys, and genital organs-in 
About an ounce and a half of solid biliary serpents the right renal and intercostals, 
matter, or about an ounce of solid carbon, and in the tortoise, the veins of the pelvis, 
is thus daily secreted by the liver, to be tail, and '\"ena azygos, are added to the por
reabsorbed or discharged. Under the inftu- tal system, and thus a much larger amount 
ence of 'purgatives or biliary diarrhea, it of venous blood is brought under the in1Iu
appears in the evacuations; but in the ence of the liver. In man, also, before 
most vigorous state of the system, it con- birth, when there is, as yet, no respiration, 
tributes to the supply of carbon for the there is a very large liTer, which secretes 
lungs. the meconium, and acts as a substitute for 

SouBcE or THE' nrn.-The biliary eecre- lunge; in doing which it rat.her lowers than 
tion is probably derived from the waste of elevates the temperature of the fetus, which 
the fluids and tissues, for it appears to be borrows all its warmth from the maternal 
formed while fasting; (it is also formed in system. This great biliary development 
hybemating animals and in the fetus); rapidly declines when the lungs aze brought 
whereas the formation of carbonic acid by into play by birth. 
the lungs is very materially diminished by In hybemating animals, whose respira-
fasting. tion is diminished, much bile is secreted • 
. This fact would imply that digestion sup- And when we breathe an impure air; which 
plies the materials of calorification,and that does not remove the carbonic acid, the 
the waste of the tissues was not the chief secretion of bile ia increased. It is also 
source of heat, as suggested by Carpenter greatly incre&Bed by dy11pn0l& and asphyxia, 
and Liebig. Under abstinence, the action and in warm climates.where the lungs have 
of the kidneys and lungs ia generally di- less active play. 
minished, because they do not act very TEMPERA.'llllENTS. - Let us now enquire 
efficiently upon waste materials, while the what are the relations which the li'l'er holds 
action of the · liver is better sustained. to the entire coRBtitution, and what is the 
Food readily renews the excretions by lungs influence which it exerts in the formation 
and kidneys, which proves that they are of the temperament. The old phrueology 
mainly derived from the nourishment fur- which bas come down from the time of 
nished by the digestive organs. Aristotle, recasnizing temperaments by the 

Bile is formed in proportion to the a bun- titles BilitnuJ, Sanguint, and Phkgmatic, or 
dance of degenerating venous blood; hence .Lymphatic, is based upon the relative char
in persons addicted to high living, and in a acterand influence of the fluids, bile, blood, 
plethoric constitution, when the vital and phlegm, which were supposed to give 
force is suddenly depressed by disease, and a character to the temperament. The 
the blood accumulated by portal conges- name biliofl8 iemperament, was given to the 
tion, there is a great accumulation and dis- temperament of the highest energy and en
charge of dark biliary material. In many durance-a tempeiament characterized by 
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firm muscles, strongly marked features, in- gogue remedies, while they are peculiarly 
tense and enduring passions, great am bi- liable to torpor ot the liver, and more apt 
tion, fortitude, perseverance and power of than others to acquire the dark hue which 
accomplishing great results. In the popu- is produced by imperfect secretion of bile. 
lar mind, this is supposed to be literally Throughout the animal kingdom, the 
true. I have beard a gentleman of intelli- development of the liver, like that of the 
gence dilating_ upon the bilioua tempera· other abdominal organs, is connected with 
mmt, and showing how the bile, by its won- inferiority of temperament, while that of 
derful constitutional stimulating power, the lungs exalts the nervous energy. Cold 
invigorated and impelled the entire frame, blooded animals have a much larger pro
and qualified for deeds of greatness. If any portional development of the liver than the 
one would like to know exactly how much warm blooded. The child j11St born has a 
of this elevating, invigorating power resides much larger liver, relatively, than it will 
in the bile, he can easily determine to his ever have again. As be advances to man
satisfaction:by drinking a quart of that de- hood, acquiring what might properly be 
lightful fluid, if he can control his stomach called theanti-bilioua temperament--acquir
sufficiently to retain it. He will soon be ing firm muscles instead of soft one&-deep, 
satisfied that an accumulation of bile in enduring passions instead of evanescent ex
the human body does not inspire ua either citement, and bold marked features and 
with courage, fortitude, eloquence or any lofty ambition instead of peurile aims; he 
other noble quality. Disgust, nausea, acquires an increasing development of the 
and depreBBion, are the influences which he chest, and a diminishing development of 
will find in bile. the liver. In the infant it is about the 18th 

Every one acquainted with pathology 01 or 20th of the entire body-in the well 
symptomatology, knows that when bile formed adult, but the 30th or 40th. The 
accumulates in our bodies, it produces a h_igh~t pro~orti~nal development of the 
remarkably depressing effect upon the hver l!l attuned 10 the state of absolute re
mental and physical energies, developinga pose which precedes birth-action continu
temperament and traits of character exactly ally reduces it. Meckel says that during 
opposite to those ascribed to what is called the first year the liver declines not only in 
so erroneously the bilious temperament. proportional, but even in its absolute size. 

If this vigorous temperament was named The development of the liver begins in 
from reference to the liverand bile it should the third week of gestation. Between that 
have been called, not the bilious: but the and the filth, it becomes one half of the 
anti-bilioua temperament-the tempera- entire weight of the ~mbryo. "By the third 
ment in which this depressing influence of lunar month, the liver extends nearly to 
1!1e bile does not impair the energies. The the pelvis, a~d a~mo~t ~l~s the abd~men." 
liver being the organ that secretes the bile Afterwards, its sue dmumsbes, and it con
we should suppose, if the idea conveyed b; solidates. 
the name bilioua temperament were correct, Hence, it is clear the hepatic ttm.perammt 
that in proportion to the large develop- is one of relaxation, feebleness, and dull
ment of the liver, the temperament would ness, while the thoracic organs of respira
be powerful, enduring, and firm; in other tion and circulation produce an effect ex
words, that all men of that temperament actly opposite to that of the liver. The 
had largely developed livers. But in fact, temperament falsely called bilioua, is a 
this is the Tery .reverse of the truth, as per- thoracico-muscular temperament-the op
sons of that firm, active temperament, have posite of the hepatic or bilious. 
but a moderate development of the abdo- While the lungs exalt vitality, the liver 
minal viscera, and are often so defective in lowers it. The bile secreted by one, sick
tbe hepatic functions as to require cbole- ens and prostrates-the caloric evolved by 
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the other, animates the entire frame. The 
accumulation of fat favored by the liver, 
and the smoothness of the abdominal tem
perament, are destroyed by the combustive 
action of the lungs, which produces the 
leaner outlines of the Cassius-like tempera
ment of activity. The sugar formed by 
the liver is destroyed by the lungs-the 
venus blood sent forth by the liver, is con
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verted into arterial by the lungs. The fibrin CABE xxxv1.-John Harrington, a~e 6 
and globules destroyed in the hepatic re- years . .Diwue-Fungus Hmmatodes. This 
gion, a~ restored or renovated by the lungs. case wu before the clinic last spring ; for 
Altogether, it is clear that the hepatic or the history of which I refer you to the April 
bilious temperament properly speaking, is number of the Eclectic Medical Journal for 
one of a low grade, and the one to which 18:)3, P· 188. 
that title bas been given, has been very in- "When ten weeks old a little red spotap-
correctly named. peared on the shoulder, and has continued 

The difference in the pulmonic and he- to increase ever since attacked. Two years 
patic temperaments is shown in the low since he bad slight hemorrhage. It has 
temperature which accompanies the copi- since increased in frequency. A few days 
ous secretion of bile, or the action of chol- ago he bled two quarts at one time. I have 
egogue purgatives. It is shown, too, in the never seen a cancer so large located here. 
prevalence of hepatic disorders in warm I hardly know whether to operate or not, 
climates, which relieve the lungs, and the for it is somewhat doubtful whether be 
greater frequency of pulmonic disorders in would survive an operation. 
colder climates; also, in the smaller It embraces the arm clear below the el
amount of consumptive diseases in mala- bow with the whole of the shoulder joint, 
rious localities, which has been notiood in and bas contracted the chest upon the left 
Europe as well as in America, and the side. The blood-vessels are very much en
tendency of those localities which are un- gorged. It measures nineteen inches across 
favorable to the liver, to relieve consump- from tqe neck, and it measures twenty-two 
tive patients. Spirituous liquors, which are inches in circull'.!forence. Its largest cir
so destructive to the liver when used to cumference is twenty-four inches. He has 
excess, are often beneficial to those of con- grown more for the last year than for two 
sumptive tendency. years previous. There has been no hemor-

[To BE coNTIBUED.] rhage for a week, and is probable that in a 
few days he will have another attack." 

Treatment-Quiet and careful exercise. 
The boy is more emaciated, yet plays 

OUR SPRING SESSION. about the house. The tumoris large--con-
It will be seen from the notice on the tinues to discharge a quantity of pus at 

COVf!r, that we will have a Spring Session times. The skin is very tense over it, and 
as usual, and from the present indication the veins very large, tortuous and blue.
we are induced to believe that the class will Prof. Newton remarked that, if he bad been 
be large. We hope the friends of the Insti- treated properly at the commencement of 
tute will make a proper effort to circulate the disease, he might have been cured; but 
this information. This is more neoel!88ry, now the arm and shoulder are involved in 
from the fact, that even since we issued the the extensive tumor. Prognosis still unfa
announcement for the Spring Session, others vorable. 
have published to the contrary. N. CA.U xxxvn.-.Mary A., a~ 11. Dia-
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eaae-Convereent Strabismus of the right eve. three powders, and give one three times 
The internal rectus muscle was excised by a day. 
Prof. Newton, and the normal parallelism Local TreatmtJat.-Adhesive strap ap-
of the eye restored. plied to promote absorption. Bathe the 

CAsE xxxvm.-Thomas Flannegan, age surface twice a week with the alkaline bath. 
30. .Diseaae-Stiff and swelled neck, ca us- CAsE nn.-J. Roark. .DiselJ8e---Herpetic 
ed by a fall, has some pain.in the side of the Ulcer of the forearm, caused by constitu
head, unable to labor. tional depravity. Commenced twelve 

Treatment-Vesica te the neck with Ole- mon tbs since ; has never be.en healed ; com
um Tiglii, and keep up a discharge with the menced by a dry scale, inflamed underneath. 
same. Terminated in ulceration; is not sensitive, 

CAsE xxxxx.-John Hines, age 21. Dis- but a source ot annoyan~. . 
eaae---Nebula covering the the upper half Treatment-Comp. Ztnc Omt. for two 
of each cornea. The blood vessels commu- days, then change to the Comp. Lead Oint. 
nicating with it are much injected. Vision 
dim and very imperfect. Has pain in the 
head about 6 p. m. every day. 

Treatment-Cut the engorged blood ves
sels and apply ~ Hydrastin grs. xx, Tine. 
Aconite 3j, Tine. Capsicum 3ss, Water ~ij, 
three times a day. For pain in the head, 
use ~ Quinine grs. xx, Hydrastin grs. u:, 
Pres. Carb. Iron grs. xx. Make powders u:, 
and give one every. four hours. 

CASE xx vu. - P. Larkin. Disea8e -
Secondary Syphillis. Not much pain in the 
bones; ulcers and eruptions of the face 
much better; soreness of the gums has dis
appeared. Continue the treatment; may 
congratulate himself upon a speedy cure. 

CAsE xxxv.-Anthony Riley. DiJJeast-
Jaundice. Skin improved in appearance; 
feels well otherwise. 

TWEL VTH CLINIC, DECEMBEK 13, 18:>3. 
ELEVENTH CLINIC Ih:c. 9, 18M. CASB xLm.-Lawrence Whaling, age I'.> 

CAsE xxxr.-N. Wooland. DiseMe- years. Diaease-H111maturia. Commenced 
Opthalmia and Pterygium. Eves improv- in Se~tember ':>3; caused by Calculi in the 
ing; somewhat sensitive. ~ntinue the the kulneys. Symptoms-Pain in the right 
treatment. ~ loin, and across the region of the kidneys; 

some debility and cough. Dec. 10, urine 
CASE xL.-James Kelly. Diatase---Ech- presented the appearance of a mixture with 

tropion of the upper lid of the right eye, blood-a specimen of the urine was shown 
caused by a burn. Conjunctiva much ev- to the class. 
erted, and very sensitive. Will not oper- Treatmmt.-Drink freely of a decoction 
ate to day. of the Lycopus Virginicus; use the alka-

CAsE m.-J. Jennings. Cancer of the line bath, with friction, twice a week; 
scalp. Improving rapidly. Continue the also, for three nights apply a large mustard 
treatment. Dressed before the class. plaster over the region of the kidneys. 

CAsE XLt.-Mary Jane. Scrofulous en- CASE xL1v.-Mary B. Diseaae---Tenea 
largement of the middle cervical lymphatic Capita (T. Favosa) of I~ months standing, 
glands. caused by contact with an impure comb. 

This patient is of a scrofulous habit and Local Treatment.-Shave the head clean; 
much debilitated, has a precocious appear- wash with soe.p suds; apply for a few days 
ance. the C. Zinc Oint., and the C. Tar Oint. of 

The desease commenced to develop itself the Dispensatory. 
in 18:>1, and now the glands are as large as Conatitutional ~rtat1ne11t.-Comp. Syr. 
a half pint cup. Treatment, ~ Prussiate Stil. Sylv. 3 j, three times per diem. 
of Iron grs .• vj, Hydrastin grs. vj. Make CAsE nv.-Peter Camey. l>i8taat-
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Chronic inf. of ankle joint, ligaments in- THIRTEENTH CLINIC, DEc. 16, 18:>3. 
flamed, caused by a sprain seven w~ks CAsE xLvn.-McFaddin. Follicular ul
since. Not much pain except at night; (in ceration of the throat. Disease commenced 
in8ammation of the fibrous tissues we have eighteen months since; was well previously. 
most pain at nignt); the ankle and tarsus Has been treated by Dr. Burke. The throat 
are much swollen, and the patient can is granulating now, yet there is some ulcer
scarcely walk. ation. There has been ulceration of the 

Con. Treatmant.-Tinc. Fer. Mur. gtts. tonsils, and the uvula has sloughed off. 
x; Tine. Marcotys 3 ss. Give three times His throat has an excavated appearance. 
a day. Pay attention to the t~roat; I examine the 

Lo al T t t -Vesicate with Oleum throats of all my patients when they com-
T' rf rea mtn · plain of pain in the chest and shoulders, or 

ig 11• • of soreness of the air passages. The disease 
CAB& xLu.-J. Roark. .Diaeaae-Her- often continues until the uvula and tonsils 

pet~c Ulcer o~ the forearm. lm,Proving are ulcerated away; the ulceration coming 
rapidly. Continue the treatmen_t. on so insidiously, that the patient is not 

CABE xxxv.-A. Riley. Jaundice, an:l aware of the extent of the disease. 
caries of the alv;olar process over the incisor Con. Treatmmt-~ Comp. Syr. Stil. 3 
teeth. Improving. . iv.; Jod. Potass 3 j. m. Give 3 j. three 

Trtalme11t-AppTy. to the ca nous ulcer times a day. Use the Alk. Bath. 
~ Sesq. Carb. Potass., ~orning and ev~- Local TrtattAent-~ Arg. Nit. 3 j.; 
Qlll~ for three days. Contmue the const1- water 3 j.; m. Apply with probang for a 
tut1onal treatment. few days,. and after alternate with Tine. 

CASE XLv1.-James McClary. Irritable Fer. Mur. Continue the treatment. 
Ulcer behind the external malleolus. Much C -N Woo\and Optbalmi'a . . l .1 h } AB:E XXXI. . • 
constitutional debility. A so, a n_ai . 0 e and Pterygium Crassum. Eyes in8amed to 
in the bottom of t~ foot, from which,_m a day, has exposed them to the cold wind and 
week after the accident, ~hree small pieces dust. Use Ulma Fuh·a poultice for a few 
of leather sloughed out with the pus. days and the Collyrium previously used. 

Local Trtalmmt-Zinc Chloride ~pplied C.\sE xLvm.-Mary Kelly, age 12, weak 
to the ulcer, followed by _Elm poultice and ulcer of the shin, commenced in September 
Myers' Oint., Stramoruum leaves when lSM. It is sometimes painful-is about 

painful. . one inch and a half in diameter, inclined to 
Con. Treatment-Comp. Syr. Sill. be circular, with irregular edges,-she is 
C.uz XL.-Jas. Kelly. Ectropio~ of ~he healthy otherwise. 

upper eyelid. Produced anastbesia with Local Trealmcnt.-Apply the mild Zinc 
Cbloreform. Prof. Freeman made a crescen- Ointment for a few days to stimulate it, 
tic incision upon the eyelid, and dissected change to Meyer's Ointment for a few days; 
its integument down to the edge of the tar- then heal it with the adhesive straps. 
sal cartilage; made an angular incision upon Con. Treatment.-Compound syr. Stil
tbe forehead, including a part of the ~ye- lingea, give 3j three times a dsy. 
brow · dissected the flap from the per10s-

• be ·th _..._ __ , traps reduced CASE n1.-Mary Jane. Scrofulous tu-team. t B WI auuca&Ve S • ll 
the eversion of the lid, drew down the flap ~or. Improvmg. Tumor swo en; con-
upoo the forehead, and covered the whole tmue the treatment. 

with the adhesive straps. In this case the C.6.811 111.-J. Jennings. Cancer of the 
cbloJOform induced vomiting as it generally ecalp. Since be was before the clinic, Sea. 
does after eating. Ou. Potasa. has been applied to the gra~u-

lationa. Some of them ne&l the postenor 
edge of the uloer seened too luxuriant; ti. 
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sore still improving rapidly; dressed it be- Trtatment.-1,l- Syr. Squills 3ij, Syr. 
fore the class with adhesive shaps. Zingiber 3ij, Tinct. Aconite 3ij; give from 

CASE XLn.-John Roark. Herpeticulcer 3j to 3ij th~ to four times a day. 
of the forearm. Improving. Continue the CAsE xLm.-Anthony Riley .. Jaundice. 
ointment, etc. Also use J.l- Comp. Syr. Improving. Some inclination to chille,
Stil. 3j, three times per day. bowels costive. Use a cathartic. J,l-

CASE xvn.-- Larkin. Secondary Syph- Podophyllin grs. v, Leptandrin grs. xx, 
illie. Improving. Is well; may COf\Sider Pulv. Zingiber grs. v, Ex. Traxicum q. e. 
himself cured, but had better continue the make pills x, give one night and morning. 
use of the Comp. Syr. Stil. for some time For the chills, J,l- Quinine. 3 xx, Prus. 
yet, to eradicate any impurities that may Iron grains xx, m make powders xx. Give 
linger in the system. one three times a day. Continue the appli-

CAsE XLix.-A. A. Bridges. Follicular ~tion to the ulcerated gum as previously 
Laryngitis Pharyngitis and congestion of the directed. 
left lung. Had been bled and blisteredexten- CA11E ux1.-N. Wooland. Opthalmia 
sively. Has been affected since March last. and Pterygium Crassum. Had a relapm 
Has .much cough, night sweats, pain in the from cold, etc. Is improving since last 
right side of the chest, formerly in the left clinic; the pterygium on one eye has near
side. Mucous purulent, expectoration epi- ly disappeared. Opacity of the cornea still 
glottis edematous, fauces livid. Mucous remains. 
follicles of the fauces, pharynx and larynx Trtatm.tnt.-Discontinue the Syr. Stil. 
much enlarged; a muco-lymph exudation and Iod. Potass .• but conHnue the Collyri
upon the posterior wall of the pirrynx; rat- um ~previously prescribed. Continue the 
ling or gurgling sound in the upper part of alkaline bath. 
the:Ieft lung; much hoarseness, system much CASE XLIX.-A. A. Bridges. Follicular 
debilitated aml considerable despondency. Laryngitis, etc. Is better, breathes easier, 

Trtatmmt-Prec. Garb. Iron 3ij, Hy- less hoarseness. Has some diarrhea. 
draetin 3j; make vj powders and give one T~tment. Continue as before. 
three times a day. Treatment. For the diarrhea, Solution 

Local Treatmmt.-1,l- Argent. Nit. 3j, of Geranine in neut. mixture, add to each 
Water 3j, apply to throat with a probang dose. Diaph. powder grs. ij. 
once in two days. ' 'J'his disease commenced in the throat. 

Affections of the lungs more frequentl7 
FOURTEENTH CLINIC, Dae. 23. 181)3. commence in the throat and go down than 

CABE L.-Joeeph Vandolen. Diseaee of commence in the lunge and affect the throat 
the lungs follicular disease of 1be throat and as a secondary result. Contin~e the use of 
Chlorosie. the probang and sol. Argent Nit. 

This patient has great debility of the lungs, CABE LI.-1. Barnes, age 33, shoemaker. 
not being able to count over 12 with one Dyspepsia. Has JM;en sick four yeare,-feet 
respiration. and bands cold, skin dry, headache, but ca-

This is a plain case of Chloroeie accom- tharsis will relieve it. Stomach is acid
panied with much constitutional debility, vomiting at times which relieves the head
(malee may have Cblorosie as well as fe- ache, appetite good, rests well at night-
males.) There is no ulceration or tubercles has taken much medicine; did no good.
in the lungs. tried a voyage to Europe, did not get much 

He took a severe cold last April,-had a eea sick. Soreness in the epigastrium-i11 
pain in the left side-has less cough now cautious of his diet-never thirsty drinb 
than formerly; fulness of the precordia; but little. 
pulse 144; 1Vhich may be caused by excite- Trtatmmt-Warm Pedieuvia at night, 
ment. aleo tepid alkaline bath. 

TO B& C011Tlln7ED. 
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OUR SC!BSORB AND CLIPPINGS DEPARTM~NT. There was not a little ~enuine strategy in 
the rebuke; and as coughmg lies a good deal 
more under the influence of the will than 
moet coughers suppose, such was its effect 
that during the rest of the day there w~ 
not a tithe of the previous coughing. 

We think a knowledge of theabovefact, 
may benefit other assemblies. N. 

ECLECTIC MEDICAL JOURNAL. 
We were highly gratified to receive, from 

the publishers, the" Eclectic Medical Jour
nal," for July. It is a Journal which should 
find its way into every tamily; not for the 
rea!On that every family should be its own 
physician, but for the reason that every 
family ~hould understand the great ou~line WORK FOR CHILDREN. 
of Hrgiene, and the comparative ment of The · d r. • ed . 
the ditterent systems of pathiul, with which . re 18 no greate~ eiect 10 ucahng 
at some time or other there is a probability children, tha~ neglec~mg to accustom them 
of their beingdrugged,d06ed,ordrenched; so to work. 1t 18 an n~ _that at!aches most 
that among the pathies, when they are com- to large to"'.ns and cttles. Chtldren suffer 
pelled to submit to the one or the other, much from it .. ~he pare!1t ne,·er considers 
they may at least have a knowledge of their whether t~ child s ~·ork .is necessary or n?t 
comparative merits. to the ~Id. N!>thing 18 more uncertain 

Medical reform is as much, if not more, than their future md~pendence and comfort. 
needed than any other reform an4 we opine Much depends on bem~ accustomed to work 
will be more difficult to con~ummate fro~ -accustomed to. provide for the thousand 
the fact that medical men bate "innova- co~ntly recurnng wants that nature en-
tions," and it requires morethan an ordinary tails~~- us. . . . 
lmlount of moral courage for a medical man If i~ were not so, still it. secures theu 
of the Old School, to say, "I have thrown ~lth; it strengthens both llllDd and body; 
away the Lancet and dispensed with mercu- it enables them to bear . the confinement of 
rials." They look upon the Lancet and Cal- the sc~ool-room;. and it !ends. more t'?&n 
omel as sheet anchors, in their profession. any~mg else to give them JUSt v1.ews of life. 

The Eclectic Institute, situated in the • It lS too often the case that children, pro
beart of the Great West, must exercise an vided they spend half a .dO'/Jen hours of the 
influence in medical ·reform, unprecedented day at school, are penmtted to spend ~ 
in the annals of medicine; from the fact rest 88 they P.lease. Thus they gro~ up ~n 
that the West is liberal, progressive and the world, w1thou.t a ~nowledge of its toils 
philosophic, whlle, in manr instances, and a!1d Cl!-reBi they view it thr~ugh a false me
more especially in medicme, the East is dium; they cannot appreciate the fav~ra 
bigoted, conse"ative,andfanatic.-Ccmlon you bestow,~ they ~o not k!1ow the toils 
DtJA.. TraMCript. they cost; then bodies and mmds are ener-

vated, and they are expoeed to whatever 
vicious aaaociations are within their reach. 

A WORD ON COUGHING IN CHURCH. • '.!'he daughter, properly, becomes that 
We copy the followin~ from an autobi- p~tiable, helpl~ object, a novel-reading 

ography which Hugh Miller is now pub- gul. The son, if he surmounts the conse
liehing in the Witness: A simple incident quen~ of your neglect, does it probably 
which occurred during my first morning- after his plans and station for life are fixed. 
attendance at Dr. McCrie's chapel, strongly and when knowledge for one of its import: 
impressed me with a sense of bis sagacity. ant objects comes too late. 
There was a great deal of coughing in the No man or woman is fully educated, if 
place, the effects of a reCt>nt change of not accustomed to manual labor. Whatever 
weather, and the doctor, whose voice was accomplishments they possess, whatever 
not a strong one, and who seemed some- their moral training, a deduction must .be 
what annoyed by the ruthless interrup- llUlde for ignorance of that important chap
tione, stopping suddenly short in the middle ter of the world's great book. 
of bis argument, made a dead pause. When 
people are taken g~tly by surprise, they REMARKABLE DEATH. 
cease to .cough-a circumstance on which In last July, a Mr. Bowles, living on Fifth 
he had evidently calcula!ed. Every eye was street, St. Louis, went into the city com
n~w tur.ned toward him, .and for a full mons for ~he purpose of skinning a cow that 
m~nute, so dead was the silence, that one had been dragged there. The cow died, it 
IDlght have heard a pin drop. is tbowtht; from poison or the bite of a mad 
"~ eee1 my friends, said the doctor, re- dog. fn skinning her, Mr. B. cut his finger, 

nmmg hie speech, with a suppressed smile, the wound coming in contact with the pai
" I see you can be all quiet enough when I son, his band and arm commenced swelhng, 
am quiet." and be died in about 12 hoUJS afterward, 
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1!>ad 1. ®riginal Clrommnnications. We do not therefore expect public hon
ors but we expect to labor on in the con

FEMALE MEDICAL EDUCATION. ,·iction that "truth is omnipotent"-and 
~ to realize our reward in the gradual tri-

.a. LECTURE DELIVERED BY PROF. J. R. BUCHAN· 
umph of truth--even if we can only wit

AN, AT THE ECLECTIC 114.E.DICAL INSTITUTE, 
ness that triumph in the last days of our 

TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 30, 18~4. 
lives, when we are preparing to leave the 

GENTLElllEN OF THE CLASS, and I am hap- scenes of earth and earthly labor. 
py to add LADIES :-Near the commence- Whenever we find young men looking 
ment of the present session I received 8 forward to the me:lical profession. we wish 
general request from the medic.al class for to re1ch out our hanrls to diminish the la
the delivery of a lecture upon some subject borious diffirnlties and obstacles which 
suited to popular circulation. Time, as I they may encounter, and to lca'l them 
remarked, forbade my immediate compli- away from error and bigotry, into the raths 
ance; but within a few days, I have thought of safe and Eanative medication. 
of one subject of much interest, which has But our labors are not limited by our 
never yet been fully and distinctly taught own sex. Women are laudably aspiring 
before you. I allude to Female Medical to medical education, and our assistancr 
Education. I have very hastily thrown is as cheerfully gh-·en to them as to the 
together a few thoughts on this subject, more fortunate sex, who enjoy the physical 
and with the ink sc;arcely dry and the sub- energy and hardihood necessary to encoun
ject unfinished on pape.r, I shall endeavor ter the hardships of life. 
to give you the aspects of this subject as The medical education of woman appe11.rs 
presented to the mind of a medical re- to me a part of one of the greatest benevo
former. lent movements of the age, and as the im-

The Eclectic Medical Institute was es- portance of this measure has never been so 
tablished in a spirit of liberal philosophy, fully set forth here as it should be, I have 
with sanguine hopes that it might become resolved to make it the special sub;ect of 
and continue the centre of a liberal progres- my remarks this evening. 
sive influence for the medical profession. I would first call your attention to the 

This implies that the expectation was not fact that the profession of medicine is now 
to fioat with the current and enjoy the open to woman. and that there will in all 
honors and profits which follow a popular probability be an increasing number every 
course. but to stem the tile of public opin- year engaging in this vocation. The most 
ion and sacrifice worldly honor to real and distinguished pioneer in this direction, 
permanent usefulness. Mi.ss Blackwell, graduated in an American 
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Co!l~".c. and re··cive,l all the advantages the Feb. No. of the present vol. p. 69.) 
t'lat Paris coal<l nlTord- finding in her In accordance with tl:ese sentiments, 
w!10Je prngrt>.'s a kind ancl courteous recep- which appear now to be spreading rapidly, 
ti m e\·cn i:1 the mi!Lt of tc>achers whose the Female Medical College of Pennsylva-
1-; ·11cra! courl'e iu rnctlical matters is far nia, was incorporated in 1849, and has 
from liberal. The s·ern prejudices which been in successful operation since its first 
w ~re at first arrayell against female medi- session in 18:>0.• In 1848, a Female Med
cul ducatiun s..:em to be giving way, and i~l Education Society orgamzed in Boston 
there is such a manifest necessity for fe. in 1850; it received incorporation from the 
ml.le prictithn~rH, that men who are ut- legislature by an almost unanimous vote, 
tcrly io<li!Iercnt to any measure of reform 11ml it has since been actively engaged in 
recognize thi~ change as neccs~ary. Prof. preparing women for medical duties; one 
Meigs, of Phila..i.elphin, alludes to this mat- year dnce it was stated that it hnd receiv-
tcr as follows: ed altogeth ~ r sixty or seventy students. 

"The relations between the se~e> are of The success of Dr. Harriet K. Hunt in 
110 delicate a character, that the dutie~ of Roston, who has become independent by her 
the medical practitioner are r.ecessaril~ profession, and of Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, 
more difficult when he comes to take chu r0!' in New York, as well as the probable in
of any one of the great host of female com crease of female medical schools, render it 
plaints, than when he is called to treat any c·ertain that woman will hereafter occupy a 
of the more general disorders. So gr<!at considerable sphere in practical medicine. 
in'.lee'.I, is 1he embarrassment, that l an; Can there be any one now a days who 
persuaded that much of tbe ill succesi; oc will 8eriously regret this? Will not every 
treatmeut may jus tly be trnced thereto. kind man rejoice in this for the benefit of 

• * ,. • woman, and also for the benefit of female 
"All these evils of meJical practicp patients, and of children to whom a female 

i;pring, not in tlie main, from any want of physician is e\•idently more natural and ap
compe!e<1cy in 111etlici11cs or medical me.1: propriate than a male. ls there any 01.e 
but from the delicacy of the relations ex- who would not rather entrust a sister, a 
i~ting betwcea th? •exes; and, in a good daughter or a wife in the hands of an expe
dc;rte, from a want of information among rienced ancl well educated female physician 
th.~ population in general as to the import than with one of the opposite sex? In
anu meaning, and t~ndency of disorile~ stinct, judgment and a native modesty all 
maui.e;ted by a certain train of symptoms. decide in favor of the female physician in 

"lt is rerhapti best, upon the whole tha: many cases as certainly as they would de
tl.i.:; greJ t llcgrec of modesty shoul.l exist cide in favor of a female for the offices of 
even to th ~ extent of putting a bar to re mother and nurse. 
searches, without which no very clear and But gentlemen, there is one serious and 
understaudab~e notions can be obiaine,1 o sad aspect of this matter. If women are 
the sexual llisorders. I confess I am proud lillsely taught in this profession and sub
to .say that, in this coantry, generally, cer jected to the influences of that medical big
tainly in many parts of it, there are women otry which too often prevails in medical 
who prefer to sulTer the extremity of dan- colleges, the effects will be sad indeed. The 
ger and pain, rather than waive those scru- kind heart of the woman who gives a sali
ples of delicacy which prevent their mala- vating dose of mercury, or o.rens a vein for 
dies from being fully explored. I f!BY it is the want of better knowledge, cannot pre
an evidence of the dominion of a fine mo- vent the unfortunate consequences of her 
rali:y in our society." professional errors. 

~:..:.;..:..:.;..:;.;;.:;.._:.;_.:.....:.;.._~~~~~~~~

Prof. Cornell, in the Boston Medical and •I i.a ... '-• prln&elr latiumod tlaat a M-atloa 
iurg:cal Journal, speaks in the following hao taha Piao• la the &boot, and 1h• •ore Bul•od9 

1 ortioa or doe faooltr ••JO orpa .... uder ..,. title• 
manner: (The extracl wu publiebed in ..,. ,. ... llo41oat ceu.... 
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Shall we then witness the stream of fe- unfriendly feeling under the shadows of 
male intelligence which is entering the pro old school medicine. Under these circum
fession, running in the channels of a per- stances, they approach our halls, and ar<l 
nicious and dangerous system of practice, delighted with the contrast-they have 
or shall we use our exert10ns to prev1mt heretofore found both professors and stu
such a calamity, and render the female prac- dents sympathizing kindly with them, and 
titioners of our country, dispensers of a true have manifested the sincerest attachment 
and sanative system of medicine. Is there to the Institute, and to the cause of mcdi
one before me who would wish to see wo- cal reform. 
man engaging in the sanguinary practice of There are other reasons which come 
venesection or healing her patients in igno- directly home to us, why women should 
ranee of the benevolent resources of the be received with the greatest cordiality and 
American Eclectic practice. No, gentle- pleasure in our halls. 
men, since the entrance of woman into the In many instances students of medicine 
profession as a fixed fact, we must rejoice are manied men, and wish the companion
also that there is an opportunity for them to ship of their wives in their studies-how 
enter it in the paths of a bloodless and Ean- gratifying it is to them to know that they 
ative system, and bring their efficient aid can have that privilege. How often haTe 
to the triumph of benevolence. It becomes I seen before me the husband and wife, 
under these circumstances the duty of med- itting side by side, and drinking in the 
ical reformers, when they know that any same instruction-the one secure in the 
young lady aims to enter the ranks of the presence of her natural protector- the 
profession to take some pains to direct her other, happy in the presence of his cher
exertions in the path of true philanthropy ished companion, and ready, if need be, to 
and usefulness; and it is especially the du- guard her person, purity, and dignity; and 
ty of those who are already in the ranks of I could not but wish that every manied 
the profession, or who are attending the man in the Institute had been in like man
college as students, to extend all the induce- ner accompanied by his wifll, for their 
ments of friendly cooperation, of personal mutual benefit. It is true there may be 
politeness and attention, to sustain and en- some young men who are less arcustomed 
courage their sisters in this great philan- to female society, and who feel some de
thropic reform. In most of the institutions gree of restraint in the presence of women; 
Old School medicine, where women have but if such be the case, it is only an addi
applied for admission, their treatment by tional reason for the presence of women in 
the faculty and the students, was such as greatet numbers. All young men at the 
we might expect from their rigid and re- outset, of life, feel a certain degree of ea
strictive policy in other respects. It is a bara~ment in female society-a certain 
principle in those colleges to reject from bashfulness and restraint, which is quite 
their lalls every student who iii strongly irksome, and often drives them from re
IUSpected of heresy, or l'<'hQ associates with fined society to lower associations. A 
medical heretics. This is the law of tlJt yoUDg man who feels this restraint, ought, 
National Medical Association, and we by all means, to endeavor to throw it oft". 
know of several ftagrant instances in which If be enters the profession with this greera
Ulis law has been enforced in this city. hornl»ah/ulttua upon him, it will do much 

Women aie objects of suspicion, like to retard bis progress and to diminish his 
liberal students; it is llUSpCCted that they standing and popularity. (Applause). The 
never can be disciplined lib the regular only way to o-.ercome it is by cultivating 
grenadiers of the profession; and although fem~le IOciety. If, on t~ other band, the 
there may be some exceptions, they will feeling of.em~ment ar1".'8 from a pru
~1' be regarded with a jellou and rieat incli9aUoot'or rucle, ~merouaor nl-
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gar deportment-from a consciousness that, animation by the association. It is the 
in the presence of ladies, such vulgarity is law of nature-man and woman am neces
not respectable, it is still more necessary sary to each other-we go together through 
that any one who has such inclinations, life, and we are unhappy if we are not uni· 
should seek the society of refined females, ted-we degenerate if we do not associate 
until his taste is improved to such an ex- together. 
tent, that he will no longer feel it a res- But if we are unfortunately kept too far 
traint to observed the laws of good-breed- apart-if we lose all sympathy of man
ing, and of gentlemanly dignity. If a ners and thoughts--if man becomes stem 
medical student bas not, during his pupil- and coarsely muscular and harsh, while 
age, those sentiments of gentlemanly pro- woman becomes feeble, indolent, aml igno
priety, and if gentlemanly deportment is rant-their union is unhappy-they bare 
irksome to him, then it is greatly to be no pleasure in wedded life-as expressed in 
feared that he never will become a thorough the old couplet, 

gentleman, worthy of a proper professional All day and night, they Crown and 11Cowl, 
position. For his own good, instead of shun- She calls him brua-he calla her fool. 
ning the moral influence of female society, 
be should seek it on all occasions, and the This is especially apt to be the case with 
more irksome it may be, the more urgently energetic professional men : unless their 
necessary it is that he should seek it. In- wives are so educated as to be in sympathy 
deed, a correct appreciation of medical with their husbands, their domestic life is 
ethics is among the indispensable qualifi- barren of interest, and void of afltction. 
cations of every physician. It is presumed The happiness of domestic life d~pends 
in every respectable community, that a upon sympathy-but there is no sympathy 
graduated physician is ex-ojfiao- gentle- between those whose whole minds run io 
man and scholar-and if the voice of the different channels, neither takes any inter
entire community could be heard upon this est in the conversation of the other, nnd 
subject in tones of authority. they would they soon cease to hold pleasant con\"ersa
forbid the entrance into the profession ol tion together-the husband enjoys himself 
every man who was not fully entitled to most away from home; the wife feels hc!r
be denominated a gentleman, and every one self neglected and makes complaints, com
knows that the first characteristicofa gen- plaints produce recriminations, and quur
tleman, in American society, is a mo•t rels, and soon they are permanentlyestrang-
coarteous and polite deference to woman. ed and unhappy. . 

When ladies are introduced into the so· The best security for domestic ha111•inM1 
ciety of true, well bred gentlemen, both is sympathy in opinions aims and punruitll. 
parties are at ease, and the association is This is so necessary that even a difterence 
mutually pleasant, gay, and animated. 'lbe in politics, and much more frequently dif~ 
tendency of society now is to the ftee employ erence in religion has destroyed the com
of the sexes in all pursuits, whether indus-- fort and happiness of a family. 'To yoo, 
trial or profe8eional, and in their collegiate young gentlemen; I would now speak in 
education. The influence of this assoda- friendly advice in reference to your ba11pi
tion, has always been happy, and the timtl ness for life. I have given my atten1ion 
will come, when, in every college, in every for many years to the scientific cauais ol 
academy, and in every primary school, we human happiness and misery, and J ao1 
eb&ll see both sexes associating together, ai; convinced that our domestic 1ituation.ia of 
buman beings, without thinking for a Dll). more importance than 81ly other cil't"Um• 
ment that difference of sex should mili stance whatever. You· may gain we&lth 
Ul8Dl strangers to each other; The eft"ems, and favor, may be honmed by aociety, and 
I •Y· have always 'been happy; men gain recognizied u one·of the leaders of· the up
refi.nement, and women gain mtngth a.nd per ten thouand-but with all ~s· i{ 108 
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have no happy home of love and pe11<e i11 secretly belie,·ed at his own fireside, and his 
your splendid mansion, it will be a vl'lry indignation is equalled only by his grief. 
poor place after all, (applause) aml you Perhaps too he is urged to relinquish his 
will look with a sigh at an humble cahin chosen profession for other pursuits, or to 
home, where you see the man and wift, sacrifice bis honor and integrity by renounc
who are content with each other, and 111 ing the truth, and adopting a system of 
whom life is a social frolic however cheap practice which he knows to be destructhe 
and simple their play ground may hr.-- to the sick. I need not protract the cata
Thcy dance and sing, talk, laugh and weep logue of the miseries of the man who is 
together through life, and if they have a mi~matched and has no sympathy in the 
hundred dollars or a hundred cents in the gr~t aims of his life---who hears continual
pnrse, it makes no difference to thrm-- ly the language of reproach and condemna
thcy know they can supply their material tion where he should hear the language of 
wants by their own industry, and love snp· love. There is too a milder region of thi:; 
plies the rest. They sit by their own J,laz- purgatory for professional men, in which 
ing fire, and enjoy the sentiment so happi- many have suffered. 
ly expressed by Burns, The professional man who loves his pro-

"Gie me the canny hour at e'en, fession, and the wife whose sole concern is 
.My arms about my dearie O I for wealth and high living, have no com-
An' worldly folks and worldly things, mon sentiments or policy. At every turn 
May a' go tap1>elteerie 01" their wishes clash, and a fierce debate en-

( Applause and merriment.) tirely fails to reunite their sentiments. 

But "the canny hour at e'en" bring~ 110 For all these evils there is one unfailing 
happiness to the man who has no synr1ia- remedy, that is-sympathy-sympathy of 
thy-no smiling faces around him-- no opinions, sympathy of sentiments, sympe
cheerful words from his wife-no happy thy in conversation, sympathy in action 
days to recollect-no future harmony 10 -common opinions, common aims, com
hope. His life is withered and mildewed moo friends-one common goal of life, and 
in its prime-he is cold and dead at the one road to pursue to attain it; these are 
heart-the fire of bis ambition is gone .. - the means which give to man and wife in 
be cares nothing for his profession, and well the language of Webster on another subject. 
it is for him if he can abstain from the ter- which I will take the liberty of giving a 
rible consolation of the bottle. It is a different application, "liberty and union, 
gloomy future-two good lives are lost, now and forever, one and inseparable." 
they live for no purpose, and their children And how are we most sure1y to attain' 
grow up in discord and selfishness. this union, this sympathy, this common 

Therefore do I urge you most earnei::tly stock of thought and feeling~ I know of 
to seek a congenial alliance where deep an1l but one method: let each mind be develop
lasting love may be expected to endure ed by the same nourishment; let each be 
though life, and do not neglect congeniality interested in the same themes, enjoy the 
of sentiment. If thcbold democratic medical same knowledge end cherish the same hopes 
reformer allies himself to one who has no -let them li\'e together in mind as well as 
sympathy with medical and social progress in body. 
-how painful is his position---his practice The wife of a medical man "especially" 
distrusted by his own family-his most in· should be well educated in medicine, should 
veterate and unjust opponents receiving unclerstand every department of the profes
sympathy at his own fireside, and his pride sion, both theoretically and practically: 
mortified in its strongest position. If he and when they ha"e this common educa
i& falsely denottncecl for malpractice or for tion, this perfect unison of knowledge, it 
ignorance or disqualification, the charge is will prove a stronger link of union, and a 
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more rertain source of domestic happiness must be given day and night to your pro
than any other circumstance of life. When fession, and if you woultl do that most 
they sit down to converse together, their successfully, you must either have no wife 
c.:mversation will always be mutually in- to distract your thoughts, or you must 
teresting; it will be substantial, intellectu- have one who will be a help and not a 
al and invigorating. They will read the hindrance. Your wife should share your 
s1me ~uthors and discuss them together: studies in the medical school; she should 
each will re1d to the other, and both will be a gracluate in medicine. In this way 
profit by the joint strength of their intel- she can do far more to contribute to your 
lects. I believe that the principal reason success, to increase your fortune and your 
why practising physicians so often grow fame, than by all possible devotion to 
dull and rusty in their profession, is be- house-keeping labor. With such a wife, 
ca:ne they arJ isolated from intellectual when you have sickness in your own house
medic:tl companionship. They have no hold, or any near relatives which seems to 
colle;;e, no medical society, nothing to keep require all your time, ancl almost unfit you 
them from sinking to the le\·el of society for business---with such a wife you are re
about them: at home they never talk lieved from all care. If you are in a soli
or thin?< of medicine: abroad they seldom tary location---no physician to consult with 
allude to it except at the bedside. and thus you; you counsel with her. If you are 
.their whole stock of scientific knowledge compelled to spend days imprisoned in 
becomes so mouldy and dilapidated that your office, wuitini for one or another, or 
they are afraid to encounter a n>cent gradu- to neglect important cases to stay at home 
ate of a reputable school, for fear of expos- to meet expected calls, this burden is at 
ing their own ignorance. I dont say that once removed, for she can attend to all 
this is generally the case, but there are too calls at your residence, and furnish or pre
many examples of what I have depicted. pare the medicine while you are aUendiD& 

A physician with an intellectual, educe- to patients remote from your residence. 
ted wife as well versed as himself in sci- Even while avoiding the practice of med
entific medicine, has his professional sub- icine herself, and attending to duties at 
jects always on his mind; he may be said borne, :>be will make a large addition to 
to liv~ and breathe in an atmosphere of your income by the additional amount of 
science. I ha,·e known of physicians re- business she will enable you to transact, 
moving to a city at a sacrifice of pecunia- and the additional number of female pa
ry interest, merely for the sake of medical tients whose delicacy will prompt them to 
companionship, and occasional access to seek her rather than a male physician.---

l'llledical society and medical schools. But And when epidemics come-when you are 
the physician who has in his own wife an in danger of losing your life by labor and 
intellectual companion and a master of exposure and watching through the night, 
the science, is far better off even than those her timely aid will enable you to get 
who ha\'e all the advantages of a scientific ti.rough successfully, to snatch a few hours 
emporium ; bis wife is worth more to him ,,f sleep, and yet do justice to all who rely 
than a dozen colleg~, and will do more to upon you. 
invigorate his mind and keep his mental When you are yourself prostrated on the 
energies strong and ready for the highest bell of sickness with perhaps not a single 
soarings of ambition. Hence I would say physician near you-none that you can 
to young men, if you design to aim at real trust, or perhaps the best of them your de
superiority in your profession: if you are termined enemies-to have in your own 
c.letermined not to settle down into dull heme this ministering angel-your physi
mcdiocrity; content to make a liviug and d.in your nurse, your wife all in one-and 
to die : it must be no half and half busi- :;he the best physician-th!:! most faithful 
ness; ~·our whole mind with all its strength :rnrre and tt1e mo>t valuab!e as we'.l as devo-
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ted wife-always by your side and ever rea- women do all their drudgery aud treated 
dy to do what is necessary even before you them like beasts of bunlen. In Europe 
yourself are willing to acknowledge that at this time women may be seen working 
you are sick; if you have such a treasure, in harness like horses, in the fields 8n(\ in 
you are fortunate indeed. the mines-so accustomed to it that they 

If stern poverty overtakes you, or crip- do not even think it wrong. 
pling disease confines you to the house, "Mr. Greely writes of having seen wo
your wife herself is adequate to redeem men driving carts, upon the roads of Ger· 
your fortunes and save you from beggary. many, in which men were asleep. Acor
In adversity she will save you; in prosper- respondent of the Boston Transcript, says 

he saw more than one woman. voked in 
ity, she will make your career more glori- with 8 dog, dragging 11 small earl ·between 
ous. And so highly do I value the intel- Munich and Dresden. Everywhere abroad 
lectual iofiuence of 80 educated woman- women are doing the worst work of men, 
that if a young man should present him- partly because of the absence of real, re
self as a candidate for a diploma, and 1 fined civilization, partly that men are draft-

ed away to the army in such numbers that, 
knew that he had such a wife as I have de- did not the females plough, hoe and ma-
picted, I would contribute to furnish him nure, famine and starvation wc.llll•I come. 
the credentials for his profession with Nothing can be worse than the degraded, 

filthy labor of women witnesse1l upon the 
much more pleasure and much more cer- first landin11; in England, poor creatures 
tainty, that he would prove an honorable groping with their naked hands among the 
representative of the school, and would rlirt of the streets, to find something to sell 
never sink down in the quagmire of pro- for enriching the soil." 
fessional apathy, and sluggish routine.- Prof. Silliman gh·es a similar account 
(Applause.) of what he witnessed in Germany. 

These are some of the reasons why I de- In our own ancestral country. Englan<l, 
sire to see educated women graduates of the women has been treated as a cow or a dog; 
Eclectic School, and to see e,·ery physician the husband was allowed to flog her with 
supplied with a wife educated in medicine. a stick not thicker than his thumb, anrl if 

To some these ideas may be new, but he was tirerl of her be might take her with 
they are certainly Yery plain and practical, a halter round her neck to the public mar
and here we do not profess to be afraid of ket place, and sell her to any one that 
new ideas. If you have any doubts upon would buy her. This custom has been 
this subject, I would request you to sub- kept up among the lower orders even to the 
ject these ideas to the test afforded by the present day. 
rulesofarithmetic-addition,substraction, Of course in such a countrv a woman 
dfrision and multiplication. Calculate who dared to speak out her i;entimeots like 
whether your prosperity would be most Lucy Stone would be treated with the ut
advancetl by the plan which I recommend, most contumely. In the reign of King 
or by following the old routine-whether James I, whipping, burning in the baud, 
such a wife as I have depicted-sharing imprisonment and the stocks, were the 
your studies and able to co-operate with punishments inflicted on women for pettf 
yo i, would not do more for your advance- lnrr.eny. The idea of flogging a womon 
ment in every point of Yiew, than could \YllS so familiar in the popular mind as to 
be done by a less educated woman with originate the pro¥erbial couplet. 
the most assiduous d~Yo:ion to housekeep- ·· A woman, a dog and a walnut trrl'. 
ing, cooking, washing 1rnd feeding the l'he morP. they are beaten, tue bP!ler they be:· 
chickens! (Applause and lalighter.) (L!lughter.) 

And why are these ideas new-merely The following extract from Southey"tt 
because we are just emerging from barbar- common place shows how the expression 
ism, and are not yet half civilized in fact. of her political opinions was received: 
The North American Savages made their "1646. At Henly upon Thames, a wo 
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man speaking against the taxation imposed to raise a small stock of money, furni@hed 
by Parliament, was by the committee there a small house and took lodgers, still in her 
'Orderell to have her tongue lastened by a own name. She was doing well, making 
nail to the body of a tree, by the highway ~in honest living, and gradually increasing 
~de, on a market day, which was accord- her stock of furniture, when her husband 
iugly done, and a paper in great letter:>, set- one day accidently saw her in the street, 
ting forth the h1>mousness of her fault, fix- followed her home, and the next day enter
'ed on her back." ed and took forcible possession of the house, 

"The whipping of women in public was and sold off every stick of her furniture, 
;a common practice, indulged in by our Pu- putting the money into bis pocket. 
ritan fathers. An old gentleman of Boston "A third time the brave woman began 
who can run his mind back into the olden the world anew, under an assumed name, 
time, has handed us the following account in another part of the town; and it was 
Qf a scene witnessed by himself: while occupying a rather el1>gant furnished 

"The whipping -post in Boston, stood on house in the neighborhood of the parks, the 
the south side of Kmg street. It was there rooms of which she let out to respectable 
that l one day wit~essed t~e flogging of a lod~ers, that the circumstance occurred 
~ilor, who was stripped, tied up, and g1v- which brought the case to our knowledge, 
en thirty-nine lashes. A woman was then for it was related to us by one of the lady 
stripped down to her waist and tied up. lodgers in the house. One evening a 
"What!" exclaimed the sailor, "whip a strange, ill-looking man, shabby and des
woman !---no," pulling off his jacket, tho' J>erate in appearance, was observed prowl
his !Jack was streaming with blood, he con- rng about the front door. Shortly after, a 
tinued, "give me the stripes intended for shriek was heard in the lobby. My lady 
her." But they said it would not answer lodger rushed out upon the landing, and lo! 
the law, and th~ sailor turni;d his beck to there w~s ~he suspicious looking man al
the sight, put his hands to his eyes and ~x- ready within doors. It was the landlady's 
claimed, "I will never see a woman whip· husbund ! and the first glimpse of his face 
ped." overwhelmed her with horror. 'Ruined 

The following extract from Eliza Cook's ~gain!' she was heard to cry, after implor
rng the wretch to leave her alone: but he 

Journal, shows to what barbarous oppres· would not. At first she managed to ~et 
sion women are still sub]ected in England: rid of him by a payment of money, which 

he took; but as he knew she would at once "In England, the husband possesses the fl be d h' 
power of seizing on the property of his wife Y yon 18 reach, he held possession of 
-on the very fruits of her own industry, th~ house, shutting _up and confining his 
and of squandering it as he pleases in the wife, (for the law gives the husband this 
most dissolute revellings or with the vilest power too), and brought the same to bear 
associates. on the effects, and in less than a fortnight 

the wife's sole inclustrv went under the "The following case is strikingly illus- hammer." · 
trative of the shameful disad,·antage at 
which an inclustriouR, well-doing woman 
is placed, who has been so unfortunate ns 
to marry a dissolute and unprincipled hus
band. The pair in question were in the 
middle class of life. Shortly after mar
rieue, the man began to frequent low haunts, 
an~ verv soon he used to come home at 
nights drunk. Domestic unhappiness was 
inevitable; and after many bickerings, and 
much ill-usage and injury inflicted on the 
wife, (such us cannot be described here,) 
she determined to leave him. She did so, 
and then endea,·ored, by the aid of her 
friends, to establish herself in a small way 
of business. She did so in her own name, 
and before many months were over, the 
husband, whose means were now exhaust
ed, took forcible possession of her small 
stock and sold it off, and drank up the pro
ceeds. 

"She fled from the neighborhood, ond 
came up to London. She managed again 

When you hear such narrath-es I know 
you ere indignant at the conduct of such 
brutes, and rejoice that public opinion for
bids such outrages in this country. 

Even in polished France, woman has 
not that deference or politeness which the 
true gentleman here would accord her. Mr. 
Dawson writes from Paris to the Albany 
Evening Journal: 

"I have seen ladies roughly jostled from 
the side-walks on the Boulevards where if 
any where, you might look for politeness, 
and, in crossing from Dover to Ostend, and 
from Bologne to Folkeetone, I have seen 
Frenchmen stretch out at full length upon 
sofas, while ladies could find no place to sit 
down. But I never saw a Frenchman dis
commode himi;elf to oblige a lady. All 
this may seem apocryphal. And so I would 
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have deemed it but for the evidence of my man will be very speedily punished, and 
own senses. Americans may be ignorant l t ted b · 
of many of the higher branches of polite- un ess pro ec y a woman, will be or-
ness; but if one of the .. Universal Na- dered to leave in twenty-four hours. (Ap
tion" ehould treat women as caviliarly as plause. 
:Frenchmen treat them, there is not a back- w h d · 
woodsman east of the Rocky mountains . e aTe reverse ti.~ old order of t~1~gs 
who would not volunteer to pitch him in- entirely. In Europe kmgs rule by divine 
to the Mississippi." right, and women were flogged for expres-

The absence of politeness is a small cir- sing their will. Here woman rules the ~o
cumstance however, compared to the fact cial circle by divine right, ancl kings nre 
that all over the world, woman is kept flo~ed if they attempt to claim their au
down by a cruel difference. The brother thonty. (Applause aucl laughter.) 
goes to work and earns from $1 00, $1 50 The gallantry of the age of chivalry ex
to 82 00 a day, but the sister is only al- tended to ladies inhabiting lordly castles, 
lowed 25 or l:IO cents a day, or under some is with us, often an affair of daily life, 
wonderful circumstances she realizes n dol- which requires no lordly title to elicit it. 
lar a day. This is what keeps her down Sir Walter Raleigh we are told, threw his 
and makes her a poor ignorant dependent cloak on the ground before QuEEN Eli.7&
creature. But if woman is ignorant and beth, that her dainty feet might not be soil
degraded, the whole human race must be ed by contact with the vulgar earth; but 
degraded with her. If you have an igno- this manreuvre paved his own way to royal 
rant, unintellectual mother, an ignorant favor. Here where every citizen is a demo
feeble spiritecl wife, and equally unfortu- erotic sol""ereign the gallantry which may 
nate sisters, you cannot attain eminence. be shown to a democratic princess springs 
If the mother is lacking in the higher not from the love of office, but from native 
qualities, the children must have some de- goodness of heart. The other day a young 
ficiencies also. lady was tripping along Broadway, New 

The human race is composed of tw York, unconsciousl~ approaching the place 
halves that cannot be separated. You can~ ~here an Irish laborer was shovelling dirt 
not have noble men a d · bl into the street. A yoWJg gentleman was n 1gno e women. b. . . di . d 
As a pair of compasses stands on its two approac mg Ill an ~ppos1tt: rectl~n, au 
legs, so does the race rest on the two eexes, observed that her nch, dehc:ate attire w11s 
and if one of its branches be fastened in the ~bout to be defaced by the dut thrown out 
••rth th th 1 . 1.t 1 lllto the street, and as the volley of di rt 
..,.. , e o er can on v mot"e in a 1 t e . . 
circle around the one that is stationary. ~as ftymg agamst ~er person, he .sud~enly 

But in America both sexes are now ad- mterpo~ and rece.1ved the whole rn his bo
vancing. Woman is demanding more rea- som. With a smile and a blush, she ex
sonable rewards for her labor, and nobler pres~d ~er gratitude, and h~ withdrew to 
pursuits than kitchen drudgery, and it is repau his damages. (Memment.) 
the interest of all that she should have But gentlemen, let our gallantry be somll-
them. thing useful and substantial; let us not be 

I am proud to say that we have advanc- content with giving woman a hand to help 
ed beyoml the entire world in politeness, her through the mud or assist her out of 
deference and justice to woman. A wo- the carriage. Let us help her on to a higlt
man can travel throughout the countrv er destiny; let us help her to her just po
alone safe from insult. And although i~ s~tion as a ~nevolent. minister at the becl
a large city like this, a two legged brute side of ~e sick, especially of her own sex, 
may sometimes strke a woman or grossly anll of children. 
insult her-yet in every village in the land, Her entry will greatly accelerate the pro
where public sentiment can take cognizance gress of reform. Woman is by nature a 
of the fact, the man who maltreats a wo- medical reformer and an enemy to blood-
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shed. She has already proved her power;; Three of the most eminent and purely 
repeatedly in medical practice. practical philanthropists of the present day 

"In Boston, for several years past, out are women. Miss Dix, the Howard of the 
of 4000 annual births, the dead-born hav.~ Insane in America, who has done so much 
averaged 300 yearlr, or one in every four- to improve their condition and to secure 
~en. _In the Hospital of Maternity, in Pa-
ris, ent1rely under a Female Superintendent, the establishment of proper asylums for 
Madam Boivin, out of 21,002 births, only their relief. Miss StEVEK.lNG, in Germa-
783 were still born, a fraction over one i11 ny, whose whole life bas been incessantly 
twenty-eight; about half the ratio in Bos· devoted to education and practical bene\'
ton ! !" olence, and Mrs. CmsHOLM, in England, 

Woman has in fact proved her powers i11 
eyery field. 

"We are well acqua~nted with a young 
end very handsome girl, says the accom 
plished editor of the Merchant's Ledger. 
who has the principal management of e 
!ari~e mercantile establishment in a flour· 
1shmg country town, who visits differenl 
ci~ies alone, stops at hotels, purchases sup
~hes of dry J?Oods, hardware, china, groce
nes, shoes, mcknacks, and all multifariouE 
sa~eables which make up "a stock" in a 
miscellaneous store. She gives notes, makeE 
contracts, and all such busines"s as belongs 
to her; and we have never yet learned that 
she ~-sacrificed one iota of the dignity, 
admuat10n and respect which are her just 
due as a young, amiable and very pretty 
woman." 

One of the most extensive manufacturers 

who has been the greatest benefactor of 
Australia. Witnessing the horrors of the 
system of emigration-the filth, disease, 
death, demoraljzation and destruction of 
family ties, she devoted herself to the in
stitution of better regulations, and with 
the cooperation of the benevolent, but 
chiefly by personal exertions, she has ar
rested the prevalence of filth and disease, 
has preserved the family ties unbroken, 
and has thus arrested at its source the 
fountains of disease, misery and vice, flow
ing into that young country. If she had 
been a man she would have received some 
high appointment, but as she is a woman 
she only pursues her career of usefulness. 

Look to the sphere ttf courage, love of 
and mill owners in Europe at the present liberty and martyrdom-at the three hero
time is a woman. A widow who was left ic women, the illustrious MADAME RoLAND, 
in total destitution among the mountain- CnARLOTTE CoRDAY and JoAN OF ARc, 
eers of Spain, and who by her own energy whose story is familiar to all. 
alone, has built up a large manufacturing 
business. At a recent sale of one of the Even on the bloody battle-field where 
largest mills in Europe, she became the pur- woman should not be---nor Bhould man--· 
chaser, against the competition of the heav- (applause) women have been in eome way 
iest capitalists of the continent. engaged in every war of liberty, and even 

I might refer to scores of women illustri- sometimes in other wars. In the Hunga
ous in every position. I might refer for rian ~volution without reference to wo
proof of her ability e•en in the sphere of men m the ranks: we can recollect the 
goverment·--commanding men and armies brave and accompltshe1l JAGHELLO. In the 
---to SEMIRAMIS to QEEEN ELIZABETH of foray of Lopez in Cuba, we were told that 
England, and to CATHARINE of Russia. a young and beautiful woman fought un-

For evidences of her intellect, I might der his banner. In the army of France a 
refer among womt:.: of the present day to woman served so long, so bravely, and 
HARRIET MARTINEAU, ..if England---to Mrs. faithfully that she finally received from 
SoMERVILLE, author of a work upon the Louis Napoleon the cross of the Legion of 
connection of the physical sciences, of Honor. This was given to the wido'v 
which any man might be proud, and to Bruno for her faithful military services as 
FRANCES WRIGHT, whose intellect and thril- private and as an officer. 
ling eloquence gave her an eminent posi- These incidents prove that talent, ener
tion among the distinguished of the 19th gy and power are not confined to either 
century. 
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sex, and although I am very far from con- .vith hearty applause, as he presented him
t·mding for the identity or equality of the ;elf before the class. Prof. N. alluded to 
sexes, I do contend that wherever talent or the doctrines which had been advanced by 
power of any kind exists in either sex, it Prof. Buchanan, and declared his hearty 
is ''irtually a divine command to give its .:oncurrence in the suggestions of Prof. B., 
owner a sphere in which it may be devel- •1s well as his great gratification at the cor
oped for the good Df mankind. Hence do lial manner which those sentiments bad 
I rejoice in the great movement in behalf rieen received by the class. 
of woman at the present time, as a move- He expatiated at some length upon the 
ment which will remove every obstacle rluties of a gentleman in relation to wo
from her path and enable her to fulfil eve- 1nen; adducing pertinent illustrations from 
ry duty imposed before her by the endow- liis own personal experience, and referred 
ments which she may have received. in strong terms to the generally degraded 

But I rejoice in every movement for the ;,nd infamous character of men who were 
benefit of woman because it is equally a ~;uilty of insulting women, or who were 
movement for the benefit of man. The 11nwilling to see the welfare of woman pro
two sexes are linked together by the et.er- moted. Such persons he would hardly call 
nal laws of the universe and when woman men-They could only be recognized as 
becomes strong and great-radiant with in- l hi~gs in a misc~llaneous ~orld, which re
tellect as well as with personal loveliness •1u1red every vanety of things to complete 
then shall we haTe a noble race of men~ its fulness as a world. 
whose heads will rise high above the bar- He ~w~lt upon the injustice which our 
barisms of the present age. laws inflict up~~ w~man, ~nd upon the 

We cannot have any personal interest .tependent condi_hon m which a man at 
adverse to woman-men of narrow and un- :he hour of death is often compelled to lene 
cultivated minds, are sometimes jealous h~ family. Prof. N. made several strong 
of intellectual women, because the pres- point~, and gave some severe blo"":s to the 
ence of such makes them conscious of their .,nem1es of women, and of progress m gener
own inferiority. Jn reality the man who 111, which were warmly seconde_:l by the 
is jealous of the advancement of his sisters, I ~quent applause and sympathetic enthu-
. b · l d . ,;iasm of the class. 
JS ut a narrow mm( e creature whose m-
tellect does not reach out far enough to be 
ab\e to comprehencl his own true interest. 
Such are always the opponents of benevo
lent reform---and this I regard os one of 
the greatest of all reforms---a movement 
to unfasten one of the two feet by which 
Humanity must advance to its highest des
tiny. Heretofore we have had the clogged 
and aborti"e efforts of men alone-hereaf
ter we are to haYe the cooperative labor of 
man and woman-and the commencement 
of a ne\V era for human progt~. in which 
I rejoice, and rejoice to recognire your 
sympathy. (Great applause.) 

After the conclusion of Prof. :N's. re
marks a member.of the class, Mr. Roe, Eenr. 
ose and jocosely remarked that, as the 

professors had lectured upon the general 
l'rinciples and diagnosis of the case, he 
•1·ould like to follow with a special pre-
· cri ption for the patients-viz: that they 
-hould ~ch seek out the most intelligent 
11·ives tbey could fiucl, and bring them here 
o be ihoroughly educatel in medicine.

( Applause and laughter.) 
Prof. Sherwood, being loudly called for, 

1ame forward and made a brief and spirited 
lumangue, which elicited much applause 
hy its pertinent applications. He referred 
to the elaborate efforts of the old school 

After the lh·ely sensations produced by 1111rty to put down quatkery by building 
the l~ture had somewhat subsided, PaoF. large edifices, (the interest on the cost of 
NEWTON was loudly called for from all which could hardly be paid by the thinl 
41uarl.ers, and at length arose, being greeted !(eneration), by deman<.ling high fees and 
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large salaries to elevate professional digni- could be no honor to rule them, but rather 
ly, while all the time quackery was spread- elevate them until we could have a digni
ing and increasing in spite of them. We, tied empire, and our subjects sufficiently 
on the other hand, introduced a different elevated and enlightened to appreciate our 
1emedy for quackery; by removing the ob- own lordly grandeur! (Applause and 
structions in the pursuit of true science, laughter.) 
nnd enabling every student of medicine, The remarks of Profs. N. and S. being 
however poor, to become a scientific man. entirely extemporaneous, we can not pre
'rhis was one of our rn:10 remedita, (ap- tend to give a report, but merely mention 
plause), and we claim the right, and neces- some of the striking points of their remarks. 
Eary capacity to introduce ntw rtmedita in- After the close of Prof. Sherwood, '1 motion 
11tea1l of adhering to the old path of calo- was made by Mr. Newman, of the class, to 
melizing and bleeding. While these gen- request of Profs. Buchanan, Newton and 
tlemen were keeping up their dignity, they Sherwood, a copy of their remarks for pub
lound all over the country a certain branch Iication, which was adopted nem. con. 
of the profession falling into the hands of Prof. Buchanan rose to observe that Prof. 
uneducated female practitioners. This Newton had referred to the Eclectic Medi
they were unable to remedy; but we have cal Institute, as the pioneer school in the 
found a new remedy for this evil-to edu- movement of female medical education. 
cate woman thoroughly, and substitute This, he remarked, was literally true. We 
E-'Cientific female physicians forthe unscien- had not the honor of educating the Ameri
tific. And who would not preferas a phy- can pioneer in this direction, Miss Eliza
sician to meet such women at the bedside, beth Blackwell, but application was made 
rather than the uneducated class who ha'fe in her behalf, for her admission to the In
heretofore occupied the place. stitution by her friends, very soon after this 

He referred to the improving moral sen ti- edifice was erected, and she would have been 
ment of our country, and the fact that wo- received but for the fact that she would 
men might travel in safety without an es- have been refused admission to the State 
cort. lt reminded him of the anecdote of Hospital and Library by the Faculty who 
a European traveler, who, when General had then the control of them, as the Dean 
Washington was pointed out to him, asked of the State College distinctly stated. For 
"Where was his body guard?" "Here," the want of thei;e opportunities she waa 
said the American in reply, with his hand compelled to seek an opportunity elsewhere. 
on his breast,"/ am one of them." Thus, Prof. Newton observed, that, after the 
(said Prof. S.) when a woman is traveling dis mission of the audience, he would make 
about our streets without a protector, if it some remarks to the gentlemen of the class 
is asked where is her guard, I am ready to who might remain. The ladies, and others, 
reply,! am one of them. (Applause.) There having withdrawn, he proceeded to illustrate 
are men, as you know, who are destitut~ of the malicious and underhand style of oppo
such sentiments, who would not hesitate sition which had been made to the Insti
whenever they could do so with safety, or tute. He referred to the laborious exer
in an underhand manner, to insult an un- tions of the Faculty to perform their duties 
protected woman. I can only say, that to the utmost of their ability. His remarks 
wherever such a man may be found, I shall elicited frequent spontaneous responses from 
be proud to recognize him as my inveterate the class, expressive of their satisfaction 
enemy! (Applause). and approbation. The last and lowest trick 

Prof. S. dilated upon the subject of the of men unworthy of the name of men, con
elevation of woman, and remarked with sisted in sending obscene anonymous in
ironical humor. that if we were the "Lords suits to respectable and esteemed ladies of 
of creation," we should not degrade our the class, signed, "A Fellow Student," in 
subjects to such puny condition that it the hope of creating some disturbance in 
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the school; an act so utrerly disgraceful and Apply as a Collyrium. He says that Tioct. 
disgusting, that he must bring the subject of Capsicum gave no pain. This is a fact 
before them not merely as medical students, in the treatment of some cases. Diet low 
but as gentlemen who could not but abhor -keep from exposure. 

such indecent outr~geshe The let~{8 h~: CASE Lvm.-P. Flippertigibbet, age 22. 
~e~ ~noi;;mou~h .ut thwas w~ sat ConvergentStrabismus. Operation without 

a bee fnetwh len au dohr, wbeli~ wedasthnot Chloroform, by Prof. Freeman; normal par-
mem r o e c ass, an e ev a 11 1. . . 

f h l Id be bl a e ism restored, though there is paralySJs 
many o t e c ass wou a e to recog- f th te 1 t 1 h the . . . . o e ex rna rec us muse e t e o r 
mze the handwuting. The letters m ques- l · · b . ' 1 · . 
t• f II f th l t b 't' f th muse es givmg t e eye its norma position. 
10n, u o e owes o seem ies o e Cl th vt t · Id t k 1 ... d h d th 'l t 1 · o e m co wa er ept to t 1e eye, .,..w y- ouse, an e v1 es persona m- d h kep . 
lt ( h. h dd d t 1 d. f an t e eye t from the light. su s, w 1c were a resse o a 1es o 

most exemplary character now attending C.uE xxrv.-P. Collins. Scrofulous en
the Institute,) were produced, and partly largement of the cervical lymphatic glands, 
read amid cries of " shame !" "shame !" and and scrofulous ulcer under the angle of the 
expressions of disgust. The letters were jaw. 
examined by a number, and notwithstand- Ulcer is nearly healed. Hurts none un-
ing the artful attempt to disguise the hand- less struck or pressed, 
writing, it was recognized with very little Treatment--Continue as before. 

difficulty, by a number of the class, and we CAllE v.-T. Gould. Intermittent fever. 
doubt not there are many who have suffi- Discharged cured. 
cient knowledge of the characters of medi-
cal men in Cincinnati to form a pretty dis- CASE nm.-Lawrence Whaling. He-
t~nct idea of the authorship of these obscene maturia. Discharged cured. 
effusions, without any reference to pen-
manship. SIXTEENTH CLINIC, DEC. 30, l853. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, 
CASE Liv.-James Scanlin, age 2. Tall

pes Vulgus. Firet observed when he wu 

.&t Ne11Jton'a Clinica.l Institute. eight months old,-leg and ancle smaller 
than the other, walks lame, can be bent 

Sli.BVIC.E OF PROFE880It NEWTON. 

UPOll'l'Z1> aT PllOP, z. l'mJIA!I, 

to the natural position,---no tenderness. 
; Treatment--Stim. liniment and Scarpa'• 

shoe to brace the ankle and foot to their 
ConUn~ed froin page ~ normal p()sition, 

FIFT1'ENTH CLINICl· .DEo. 71, 1853. CASE m.-J. Jennings. Cancer of the 
• scalp. Sore nearly healed, two little spots 

.CABE Ln.-Martm M~Fadden. Opthal- near the edge present fistulous openings; 
m~a and nebulous ?pac1ty of the com.ea .. these led to the. bone-presume the bone is 
Disease com~nced m July last; was blind• not s<iund b1,1t exfoliating, haYe been using 
15 wreks; 1s better now and can see Sesq. Carb. Potass. to these fistulas, tlw. 
best out of the left eye. Cornea slightly last ten davs. Dreseed it as usual. 
injected, both eyes considerably conjested.1 · · . • . . 
ls now in the chronic stage. Hu been• In some ca..c:es the cap1llanes are t?o weak 
uing Podopbyllin' in small doses; veeica- at th~ edge of the ne.wly fo~ed tis_sue to 
tion tO the back pert of the neck and stim.1 ~ustam the recupe~hve action leav1~g an 
Ooll ·um. · · : ~dblent ulcet. thua they.® not heal, find 

yn · • . in some CUll8 Wo · Jtluch 18 attempted ·an.II 
· Former Treatment.-a Tfnct. Myrrh 31.1 . h -·"'"-' ia _.. 1 · i 

!Ti ct Ca • . 3 A 1 f; too DlUC """""'ne u-.. t 18 not Bo n 
.... ~;. • dapsicuC~n:~ "'·t u. PHP !_~Tl this case, but the nfBHation of b6ll~eadslia 
u ....... a . y. .....-c- now o Ill'_ y~1n• h iinul 
gt.. x1, Tinct. Aconite. 3 mfwattH Sij. ·· t e a. r:.· 
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SEVENTEENTH CLINIC, JAN. 3, '1'>4. Femur Improving. Discharges more wa

CAsE Lx.-P. Paxton. Purulent Opthal- tery and green pus since been using tt.e 
mia, caused by the introduction of a piece Zi~c injection-injection of Zinc is not 
of powder into the eye on christmas day; pamf?l: The medicine injected is now dis
feels as though something was moving, in orgamzmg the bone, as the fetid pus indi
it; there is only a small quantity of pus in cat.es. Pus from disorganizing bone, always 
the eye, conjunctiva injected considerably- has a very fetid and peculiar odor. 
patient otherwise healthy. Treatment.-Continue the Zinc injection. 

Treatment-~ Hydrastin grs. xx., Zinci CAsE x1v.-T. Gaines. Chronic Consti-
Sulp. gre. x., water 3 j.,m. Apply to the eye tutional Rheumatism; feet deformed from 
night and morning. If the pain is severe, spontaneous dislocation. Have reduced the 
add 3 ss. Tine. Aconite; it seems to have a luxation and restored the normal appearance 
llOQthing effect. of the feet, yet there is some soreness in the 

C.&sE xx:r.vn.-Mary A. Strabiemus- region of the ankle and hip joint. Has gone 
discharged cured. The eye is in its normal home; may fail to cure him from his regular 
position, and a little goggled at the edge of ~heumatic diathesis an~ enemic habit. His 
the incised tendon. 18 one of those peculiar cases where the 

C J K 11 Ect • vitality of the system is so low that acute 

T kASEffXthL.-d a~es thee l~d· . . ropi~~· rheumatism cannot occur· but the symp-
oo o e ressmg; 1 is 1mprovcu · ' 

it covers the eye. may have to loosen i~ toms are of a chronic character from the 
near the internal ::arthue. Appearance is ~ommence~ent,and the recuperath-e power 

h · d D ___ .> ber th l JS not sufficient to restore normal action 
muc improve . re~ ,ore e c ass. · 

Case xxxv.-Anthony Riley. Jaundice. CABE xxu.-N. Wooland. Pterygium 
Has taken a slight chill; improving gen- C~~um and Op.thalmia. Since the last 
erally. Chmc, we have dissected off the pterygium 

Treatment-Comp. Cath. Pill-two night a~~ cut the blood-vessels leading to the in-
and morning. c1p1ent ulcerated spot on the cornea. The 

CME XLJx.-A. A. Bridges. Follicular pterygium discharged about half an punoe 
Laryngitis. Improving; cough less at night of ?I~, and assu~ed a pale appt'llrance. 
than at the previous Clinic; breathes easier. Pa bent ~ much relieved by the operation, 
Continue the treatment. though it was very painful-the adventi-

tious growth being morbidly sensitive. 
i. EIGHTEENTH CLINIC, JAN. 6, ISM. Treatment.-Continue the Collyrium u 

CASE m.-J. Jennings. Cancer of the previously prescribed. The .progress of ewe 
scalp. Applied Sesq. Carb. Potass. to the must be necessarily slow. 
fistulous opening, n9t strong enough; used' C.ASE n.1.-Ml!J'Y Jane. Scrofulous en
Zinci Sulp., and cut them down to the bone largement of the cervical Lymphatic Glands. 
-the edge of the bone is rough; this will Is improving slowly; the glands are less 
ac:ale off, and the part heal soundly. The swollen; _the general health not improved; 
sore is improving. Dressed before the the swellmg becoming dissipated; lea"feS 
class. · the glands separated and approximating 

Case x.-John Reed. Spinal Curvative. their natural size. . 

Is improving-walking about the house. CAB& LVI.-Martin Rody,aged28. Pneu-
Continue the treatment. moma. Had fever and ague last August. 

CA.BB n.-L. D. Seconda'Y Syphillis f?r three weeks i got better. Had it aome 
Diacharged cured. Recommended to u.: six days ~go. Has now .pain in the right 
the Comp. Syr. Stil. for a while, u Syphillis and le~t BJde, attended :with some aorenea; 
la bud to- entire) e-....: .._ cough mcieases the. pam ; coughs most on 

1 ..... ca.... 1 • d "gh . ymg own at m t. Nausea at time1 • 
CAO 'YD.-Hix. Necroiria el the left pain isa the joints, incieaaecl at night. .; 
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appetite; spat up some blood and purulent CASE Lvm.-Incised wound of the hand. 
mucous, six days ago; inhalation painful; The tendons, nerves, and blood-vessels of 
sanguino - mucous sputa is diagnostic of the palm of the hand were excised by a 
pneumonia. Tongue furred, and breath blow from an axe. The fingers are now par
offensive; when quiet bas no pain. alysed, though the wound is nearly healed. 

Treatment.-Comp. Catb. Pill, three at The patient bas no control of the fingers; 
night; if catharsis induced be too active, the fingers were serarated from the hand, 
give the Diap. powders grs. v; use hot except a slight pedicle of skin; they have 
pediluvia, sinapisms over the chest. Next now healed to their proper places. The 
day use Diap. Powder, grs. v, four times a genius of the physician is in healing the 
day. If fever after catharsis, use, ~ Qui- wound, not in amputating, 
nine grs. x, Prus. Iron grs. x, Diap. Powder 
gm xx. m. make Powders x, give one three _NINETEENTH CLINIC, JA1'. 13, 'M. 
timbs a day. CABE Llx.-Ezra Senate, aged four years. 

CAB.E LVU. J. Simpkins, age 18. Epi- Curvature of the Spine. (Cyphosis). In 
lepsey. Caused three years since by be- March '113, complained of severe pain in the 
ing over-heated by the sun; laid several precordia and chest; it came on in parox
hours; convulsion lasted half an hour. ysmB, four or five hours apart; during the 
Since that time has had convulsions night the pain would be much worse; ap
every two or three days; each convulsion petite good. An old school physician at
lasts about thirty minutes, and is super- tended him several months, and treated him 
vened by coma. for other supposed a.ffections, but neither 

Treatment commenced Jan. 1, 'M.-Ole- afforded any benefit nor detected the curva
um Tiglii to the back of the neck to induce ture. When Dr. 0. E. Newton first com
vesication. menoed the treatment of him, he could not 

Constitutioaal Treatment.~~Tinc.Scut. stand on his feet but a few minutes, unless 
Lat., Tine. Castor, a a. ~ ij, Syr. Zingiber supported by the shoulders; was also bent 
~ ij. m.. Give 3 j. nery three hours. lf at right angles, and could not be straigbt
th1s produces its specific effect, lessen the ened. The curvature was a posterior con
the dose. Has had but one attack since I vex one, at the fourth dorsal vertebra. The 
commenced treating him. patient is much debilitated. 

Remarks on Epilepsey, by Prof. Newton. Treatment-Irritating plaster over the 
~ Oil Slillingia 3, Oil Lobelia 3 ij., Al- curvature. 
chohal 3 iij. m.. Apply twice a day, and Constitutional Treatment-~ Com. Syr. 
continue until the patient complains of Stil. ~ iiij., Iod. Potass. 3 j., m. Give 3 
nausea. ss. three times a day. 

Mechanical Treatment-Spinal Prop aa 
TWENTIETH CLINIC, JuuAaT, 10. exhibited to the class, made by Dr. Daniels 

CASB. LVIJ. -J. Simpkins. Epilepsy. of this city. This lifts the shoulders, and 
Improving; no spasm since the last clin- supports the head in its natural position. 
ic. If you watch the symptoms care- The curve is now less, and the child can 
fully, and trace them to their causes, you play around the house a little, and seem1 
may treat such diseases with an uncommon c_beerful. Is gradually improving. 
degree of sucoe!S. I have never found opi- . CABB L:t.-J. Culberton. Scbirrus Herpeii 
um beneficial in this di!le8Sll; Belladona of the wrist and dorsum of the hand.. 
Hyosciamus and Stram~nium, answer a cOmmenced In ·:n by a white pimple, which 
better purpose. This patient lllll'Jd to have. scaled off, leaving a black lump and scab; 
a convulsion once in two days, but since it spread around the hand like warty excre&
we have been treating him, has o fit only cences, and was very sensitive. Was trea~ 
once a week, He is improving decidedly, at the time, and at difl8rent perioda bf 
and we expect to cure him. Digitized by Goog e 
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Potassa. Fusa., Ag. Nit. Arsenic, &c. The is benefited by it. Continue the treatment. 
back of the wrist was healed last June. The CASEXLIX.-A. A. Bridges. Consumption. 
applications have been too active ; have Does not cough so hard; expectoration easi
induced indammation, and diffused the er; left lung equal in expansive power to 
disease; it itches nearly all the time. At the right. Improving. Respiration easi
present the sore is very red, and filled with er. Proper nourishment is better in such 
granular warty excrescences, morbidly sen- cases than nauseants and expectorants, for 
sitive, while the skin around the cicatrix is they are apt to do more harm to the stom
covered with herpetic eruptions, both liv- ach than good to the lungs, paying atten~ 
id and pale. His father, aunt and sister, tion, however, to the assimilative capacity. 
all ~ied of cancer. Progn~sis unfav?rable. CASE Lm.-J. Simpkins. Epilepsy. In 
Patient suggests amputation; I will n_ot the last three days he has had a slight fit, 
amputate for I would not expect to heal it. but was not unconscious. The pain that 

CABE Lvr.-Martin Rody, aged.28. Pneu- had effected his head for yeari! has disap
monia. Improving; has a little cough at peared; he feels much relieYed; no pain 
night-not so much as formerly; nearly or fulne88 of the head followed either fit,
convalescent; tongue coated a little yet. previously the convulsions and coma lasted 

Treatment-Continue the Cath. Pills, from twelve to twenty-four hours, and for 
warm pediluvia, Diap. Powders as an ex- years has had them nearly every day ,but now 
pectorant. If more pain, sinapisms over has only one slight one every week. He is 
the chest. elated with the idea of getting well; his 

CAsE x.Lrx.-A. A. Bridges. Follicular mind is exerting a great infiuence upon his 
disease of the throat. Examined the lungs body; he.has grown up not daring to ap
with a stethescope; right lung sound, lef1 ply his mind to his books or walk, out alone 
lung diseased; respiration sound like blow- for fear of an attack of the fit. 
ing air through water; upper part of the Treatment-Continue as before. 
lung not so much affected as the lower; CASE Lxr.-M. Mc M., age :n. Inter-
( this is rather uncommon), and thickened mittent Fever and Follicular Laryngitis. 
mucous in the upper part of the lung. Diar- Has had the fever about 22 months. Had 
rhea has disappeared. it broken for two months at one period, and 

Treatment for disease of the lungs-1,l one month at another. Has a chill every 
Syr. Squills, Syr. Senega., aa. 3 ij., Tine. day now; the fever lasts about three or four 
Aconite 3 ij., Tine. Lobelia 3 j., m. Give hours; nausea comes on after.the fever, un-
3 j. every two hours; use sinapisms over pleasant taste in the mouth, tongue broad, 
the left lung for two days, night and mom- flat and white, paroxysm or chill comes on 
ing, then use the irritating plaster. about 4 p. m. 

Treatment. J,l Tinct. Gelseminum gtts. 
TWENTY-FIRST CLINIC,lAN.17, 'M.I! xxx, three times a day. J,l Quinine grs. xx., 

CASE un. -Michael Roark. Herpetic Prus. Iron grs. xx; make ten po~ders, an? 
ulcer of the forearm. Nearly well. does give one three times a day. Topical appli-
not trouble him now. ' cation to the throat, & Argent Nit. 3 j, 

Treatment-Continue Meyer's Oint. Water 3 j, m Apply with probang once a 
day. 

CASE x.xx.r.-N. Wooland. Opthalmia The mucous follicles of the Larynx, 
and Pterygium. Much better; eyes pain Pharynx, post-nares and uvula are inflamed 
him but little; Pterygium nearly absorbed; and Hypertrophied; throat and posterior 
vision improved much; general health good; nares somewhat excoriate<}., and patches 
can see best with the eye that was worse. of purulent lymph are attached to the poa
Has been 1,1Sing nearly 3 ij. of the Tinct. terior wall of the Pharynx. Patient has a 
Aconite to the ounce of water, and the eye slight degree of houeeness. 
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C'AsE Lxn.-Charles Mayless. Intermit- Pharyng? Laryngitis and ln!ermittent Fe
tent FeYer. Has had it four months-has ver. 
it almost every day. The chill continues DiseaFe commenced about two year11 
from tweh·e to two o'clock, p. m., and the since; not much cough; no soreness on 
fever to twelve p. m. Has nausea, pain in pressure. Soreness in the lower part of 
the head, tongue coated and red; bowels the lungs; has a slight hacking cough and 
costive, feet, abdomen and face swollen, muco-lymph expectoration. Has inM>rn1it
feet and legs very hard, has much thirst, tent fever ; chill once in two weeks since 
and much enlargement of the left side most October last. Throat is woree when he 
of the time; much hepatic derangement. has a chill; hoarseness slight. 
Treatment.-~ Podophyllin grs. ij, Lep- Treatment for the throat. ~ Sol. Argt. 

tandrin grs. x. m Make eight powders, and Nit. 3 j, Water 3 j. m Apply once a day 
give one twice a day. Tinct. Gelseminum with the probang. Thinks the pain in the 
gtts xv, three times a day. lungs is only sympathetic. ~ Syr. Stil. 

g~ts ; or viij, six times a day; carry the 
TWENTY-SECOND CLINIC, JAN. 20, 'M vial m the pocket and U!e accordingly. 

CAsE Lxrn.- - Vandoler. Cataract CASE Lxv.-Morris Du Weir, age l'>O.
with Amaurosis. Obtuseness of hearing. Dyspepsia and Hepatic torpor. 

Has been affected one year; left ear worse, Been affected since last March. Siru:.e 
its meatus-aud-ext. seems covered with September has had a constant pain in the 
a false membrane,-looks black-not much head and bones; bad taste in the mouth, 
&eeretion. One also seems forming in to~gue ~ted ~nd red edges; nausea on 
the right ear, its edges can be raised; se- eatrng; ep_1~stnum swollen. Has taen 
cretion profuse; condition the same now much med1crne, does not know what, (few 
u it was a year ago. The inflamma- do know what the doctors give them.}
tion of the meatus has terminated in a de- Bowels costive; not much thirst; coughed 
position of lymph; this bas become organi- much this last month; no night sweat•; 
1ed, a common result from inftamrnation; never had much fever after the chill. 
roaring sound in the ear. Treatment.-~ Leptandrin grs. xx, Podo-

Former .treatment.-Glyeerine dropped phillin_ grs. iij, Diaphoretic po_wdcrl! gr!!.u. 
ioto both ears, and they plugged with cot- ~ Make ten ~owder1 and give one foar 
to h th tt d h limes 11 dnv. 1f they act too brisk reli~ 

n; w en e co on ll"aa remove , t e 1 • • ' 
_ 18 ofte d f "t tot tree, two or one according to circuin-
.... x w 11 r an some o 1 came out . . 
00 it. stances. Apply 11m11p1sme to the back of 

T t nt Gl . . .. T" N the neck; warm pediluvia at nisht. llM 
rea me .- ycenne 3 HJ, met. ux h 1 . ' 

T · '7 d "f h . d t en k. bath three times a day. 
om1ca o.J ss. "' an 1 muc pam, 11 d C J . . . 

'l'inct. Stramonium and fill up the ear with 0 ~~Ed L~~ll.-d .. ~impkrns. Epilepwy. 
il. m1 e ns me 1crne contrary te orde11 

Symptoms of the disease of the eyes.- for twenty-four hours; had one slight oon-
vulsion yesterday mornin&. 

Distorted and double vision after looking Treatment.-Continue as before. 
for a few minutes-bas had some pain in __ 
\he eye. Right eye lachrymose, I dilated TWENTY-THIRD CLINIC, 1AJJ. 24• ~
ihe pupil _yesterday _by the intern~l. exhibi- CuE Lxt.-Michael McDonald. Di• 
!'fon of Tmc. Acomte, and the v1s1on was ease-Intermittent Fever. Improving. Bea 
11Dproved. had neither chill nor headache since the lut 

Treatment.-Tinct. Aconite 3 iij, Tiuct. clinic. 
~psicu~ gtts xxx, m Bathe the eye with Treatment.-Continue the Tinct. Gel•· 
1t four times a day for a number of days, minum. Also ~ Quinine grs. v Prut 
ud then use Tinct. of Aconite alone. Iron grs. v. "' Make powders v, a~d gi~ 

CAH LXIV.-W. H. El7. Follicular one a day. Think no further treatm1111t 
'l'HlllD BERIE&--VOL. II. 
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will be necessary after this prescription is tion in making an Elm poultice. Ap
used; therefore we will discharge him cured. ply the poultice to thr. part alfected, renew

C.\'!I:: xL.-James Kelly-Disease, Ectro- ing it three times a day. "\Ve may have to 
pion. apply the Zinci in full strength with the 

He can close the eye lids and protect the Ehn. Wash the foot in a decoction of Hy
eyeball, but the edge of the upper lid is a drastus as you apply the poultice. 
little everted. This is better than I expect- C.-1.sE Lm.-J. Simpkins. Epilepsy.
el; I may have to operate upon the edge of Still improving; had a slight fit on Satur
th~ lid at some future time. day morning. Had no me<licine for one 

C.\sE Lvm.-Incised wound across the day previous to the fit, but is supplied now, 
palm of the band; excision of the tendon> presume that if he had not have got out of 
and four fingers nearly detached by an axe. medicine be would not have had a spasm. 
Improving; some motion of two finger~ Is taking one drachm of medicine every three 
that had been motionless. hours; the pustulation with Oleum Tiglii 

Treatment.-Cootinue the splint; time is discharging freely; the patient has more 
may induce a reunion of all of the tendons, confidence in his own mental and physical 

Cu& Lxv1.-John Flannery, age 41.- capacity than previously. 
Disease--Purulent Opthalmia. 

His eyes have been sore for the last thir- TWENTY-FOURTH CLINIC, JAN. 27. 
teen months; bright sunlight or snow C.4.sE LXIx.-Theresa McGuire, age 9.
causes great pain, conjunctiva much inftam· Disease-External Scrofula, or Scrofulous 
ed. Pus incrustations have formed upou eruptions of the anterior nares. 
the edges of the eyeiids and face near the 

External Scrofula generally developes ii
eye. General health good. 

self in the anterior narcs, and extends down 
Treatment-a Hydrastus Canadensis 3j, 

Wat.er !iij, make a decoction, bathe the upon the upper lip. The accompanying in-
eyes thoroughly with this three times a fl.ammation may extend along the lachry
day. u~ the Opthalmic balsam between mal passages to the conjunctin. inducing 
the times of bathing with the Collyrium. Strumous Opthalmia. Dyscrasia Scrofu-

c . h lou!l. 
ME LXVII.--}1:1c ael Gulliver. Disease 

Treatment constitutional. Use alk. bath -Intermitt.ent:Fever, (•ertian type.) Had 
it since last August; has headache nearly (add salt and whiskey,) use it twice a week. 
all the time; sweats a good deal, is weak- n- Comp. Syr. Still. 3ss, three times a day • 

.__ r • Diet a void grease. er now tu.an a 1ew weeks previous, tongue ' 
eoat.ed slightly, broad and white. Locdl treatment.-:(l Hydrastus Cana-

Treatment-ll Ti11ct. Gelseminum gtts densis, and Sesq. Carb. Potass .. a a, 3_ss, 
xx, three times a day. Also, a Quinine Water 3 SS, m. apply to the eruptions with 
grs. xx, Prus. Iron grs. u. m make pow- a small nasal probang twice a day. Use 
ders x, and give one three times a day. also the Zinc Ointment. 

CASE Lxvm.-1\bry Kilroy. Disease- CA.SE Lxvm.-Mary Kilroy. ~iseas&-
Gangrene of the toes of the right foot, caus- Gangrene. of the toes. Impr~vmg; the 
ed by frost-bite. Her foot was exposed to ~ngrene lS arrested. Suppu~t1ve separa
the frost four days ago. The toes and foot tion has ta.ken place, and the hne of demarc
are much inflamed and edematous and the ation is distinct. The toes will be sued. 
gangrene has involved the thre: middle Continue the use of the Elm poultice. 

toes and ext.ends upon the anterior edge of CASE Lxtx.-Dennis Keating age 26-
the foot; odor Tery fetid and mortification Disease-Gangrene of two fingers of the 
extending. right hand and one of the left, caused by 

Treatm~nt.-Zinci Sulph. 3j, Hydrastus frost-bite while carrying iron on Saturday 
Canadensis 3j, Water oj, "' use this solu- the 24th inst. We can see the line of de-
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marcation forming 
Ii dng parts. 

~tween the dead and malignant tumc,rc:,• 1hath11•.I bee11ex1irra:ul 
by Prof. :\ewton and i:im~df. 

Treatment.-Zinci Sulph. 3j , aqua 0 j, 
tR USP- this in making an Elm poultice, ap
ply the poultice am\ renew it three times a 
day, until it sloughs properly; then hPal it 
with Meyer's ointment. 

CAs& ux.-Martin Garroty, age 22.
Di.>ease- Purulent Opthal m ia. Chronic 
inflammation hasdeg·~neratediuto thatpur
ulentcondition. Commenced spontaneous
ly on the 4th of July lac;t, has not had 
much pain; is h·~althy otherwise; not 
mud1 into:enmc~ to light; cye!hls granular; 
conjunctiva in!ectcd. 

Treatment.-(C0llyrium,) ,a Hydrasli11 
grs. u, Tinct. Aconite 3 ss, Sesq•ti Carb. 
Potass. grs. xx, a1ua 3 ij. m. Wash the 
eyes three or four time; a. day with this. 
If t~ granulations do not disappear I wiil 
apply th! dry s~sq. Ca.rb. of Potass to them. 
Continu·! tr~a:ment. Alk. bath three tim':!s 
a week. 

C.\SE Lxx1.-James Farrell, age 2-l. Dis
eW)-Folli<:ular Pharyngo, Laryngitb and 
Bronchitis. 

·was well twehe months since, has be·~n 
getting woes:! ever sii1c-e; has clry hackin;.r 
cough; expectota.tion purulent; no pain .; 
c1ugh sometimClS lo•.1d; thr<Jat a lit:le ~on~; 
lungs somewhat irritated; follic•ilar irri!a· 
tion of the uvu'.o. and po.;:t wall of the pha
rynx; thro:it exc'Jriated. 

Treatmcnt.-.\.rgt. Nit. 3 j, Wo.~er 3 j. 
a Apply once a day wit!1 probang. ~ 
Tinct. Ac•Jnite 3 j, Tinct. Lob~'ia 3 j. 
Syr. Zingiber ~ iiij, m. Gari;le 3 ss, fre
qu'!nt ly through th~ dily and swallow it. 
Ve;;icate frequently over tl1e Larynx wi:h 
o:cum Tiglii. 

CA~f: xr.tx.--A. A. Bridge3. Follicular 
Larynr;0· Bro::i~hi:is.. Im proving slightly-
still has night swca~s; slight chills. For 
chill;;: ~ Quinine gr;:. x, Prus. Iron grs. x, 
"' mak•! powder3 x, and give one four times 
a day. 

If the night sweats continue I shall di
rect the use ofa solution of Nitric acid. 

The rest of the time was occupied by 
Prof. Freeman in exhibiting a collection of 

TWENTY-FIFTH CLINIC, J.\~. 31. 

CAsE Lxxx.-Thomas Crane. 
the l.'lbow. 

l~lcer oi 

This ratient frll upon the ice two year~ 

since and bnbed his elbow, indt:cing ex
trava~a:icn of the blood, and oozing throt•gh 
the skin at the point of injmy. Ukcrolion 
occurred aul c0ntinued for ten mon1hs; it 
healt>d, and in foctr months after den·lo1.ecl 
helf again. The rart is now slightly in
flamed, with ~01m' eruptions near the e<lgt> 
of the ulcer, \'l'hile the ulc..-er presents a 
wl.'ak appearance. 

Treat111c11t.--,Vash the rart with soap
suds; apply tlae Sesq. Carb. of Pota;:s. 
twke a day and fo!:ow with Myer's oint-
men!. 

C.\•E XLll.- - Roark. Her])Ctic Vlc~r 

of tlie arm. lml'r0dng. Con:inne tlw 
trcatrnea:. 

CA.st: Lxx11.-Dennis Keating. FrnS'l
bit,~. Gangrl.'r:e 11rri:o.•tcd; 8light ulcern:iL'll 
nf the fin~'.l'.'~ at tlae point cfli~cte1l; vcr~· 

painful in cms··1ue1;ce .·f the exteusiw cli!
tribu<ion of ne:Yes to the bulbs of the fing
ers; two of the finber nails have dropped 
o{f &inc~ the µrt•\ hn;: clinic. 

Trl!alment.--Contiaue the Elm poultice. 

C.\•E i,xu:.--Patrick Muiligan. Portal 
Con;est!on aml Spinul lrritaCon. 

Has l>!·~n s' rk for two ~·ears. pain OTer 

tie stoma· h aLd abdomen, nausea e\ery 
mor.1i::~, costhe, tongue thickly coated, 
ancl ft'tid, food cppre.;sh·e, pain in the 
sho·.1l1lers. Xo fo,er follows the sensation 
of co:dness tl:at occurs in the mo;ning.
Some pain in tlie head follows the morn
ing's chill. Son.e spinalirritsltion, presume 
the liver is much a!fect".d. some inflamma
tion of the stomach and bowels; has to be 
much expoEe.I as a laborer. 

T1eatment.--P0Jophyllin, Caulophyllin 
aa grs. ij, Lept-inclrin grs. xx, m make 
p.;wclers vj, give one three times a day un
til a laxative or alterative effect is produe
ed. Urn the alkaline bath with friction ev.-

• Largest cullection '•America. 
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err night on going to bed. Also a sina- Some two years since be sat down u 
pism over the chest nltE'rnately every nig.ht usual, but on attempting to rise he found 
bctwc~n the chat and abdomen. that he hacl lost the use of his right side; 

C.\~I: ux.-Mary Kilroy. GangrenE' of continued paralysed for fhe weeks, sinoa 
the toes from :Frost· bite. Improving.- that time the side has been gradually im
Graugrcne is arrestel; scarcely any pain or proving. yet it still feels heaYy; he can 
ulc,'ration. suppurat<'s a little. walk about for the last three weeks, but the 

Trc1tment.-Use Meyer's Ointment to right leg, side and arm are still Yery weak; 
thr son>. the right side of the face and right side have 

Rem.uks on the use of the Sulph. Zinc: now. some .i;ensibilit!, he is evidently im
Prof. Newton suggests that he was the first p.rovmg; his ~ng~e l~ coated, breath offen. 
to c~ll the attention of the profession to SJ're and appetite ~nd1ffereY1t; can ~rcely 
it" use in the trea1ment of gangrene . . It walk, has. o.nlya slight cont~ol over h1s.low
i:tim:!lale!' the capillarit·s ancl assists in the er extremities; bowels costive, not thirsty. 
fo:rnation of the line of demarcation. Re- Was healthy previous to the attack. 

Treatment.-Quininegrs. xx, Prus. Iron 
gn;. xx, make powders x, and give one three 
times a day. Also use the alkaline bath at 
night, and apply a mustard sinapism over 
the domll vertebra at night. 

CAsELxvn.---Theresa McGuire. Scrofu-

por: .. •cl a n•1mber of cases where it was suc
ce•;;fully uml. It is the only specific I 
know of in the 1r~atment of gangrene.
Yoa may rely upf'n it under all circumstan
ce!'. I som€ times ufe it in solution, and 
sometime3 as a dry powder in combination 
wi •h l lydra ,1 us C1madensis. ~preacl upon a lous erup~ions of the anterior nares. • 
poulcice (,f Khn. Improvmg; nearly well; the eruption• 

. J h DoJ! • , have disappeared, and the nares are clear of 
CA!'E 1.xxx11.- osep - . D1sca.e- bs . ha d red th b be 

r• • Ca cer sea • Du;c rge cu , oug s may 
'- ~? nncous n . . . . 

contmue the Zmc omtment for a few days. 
Thi:ci dimue commenced two years Eince CASE Lxxxiv.-Lucy McGuim, age 10. 

by a >mall imlurated spot near the internal Scrofulous enlargement of the base of the 
can'.hu•: with a ,.e,ic'e t•~on its surface; lower jaw anterfor to the angle. 
tl1<' 1:clur.g became feYerc, 1t bec111ne more Sc f I d' th · h t• t• . . . . . ro u ous 1a es1s, erpe 1c E'rup ion oa 
111~ :ra e:l ~ml the 1tcl11ng rntolerab e. Ap- tti. face OYer the i;crofulous swelling; Ula 
pl1.•d c1u41c '.or three month1, took away jaw 110mewhat painful and second molar 
thC' cttc~nal Juwaoe and left 11 tumor on the tooth i;omewhat carious. 
inside: the dil!!'ase invohes th" internal Tlt'.atment.---Comp. Syr. Stil. 3 ij, 104l. 
canth:~ 11 nf the left eye, both li<l~ at that Po'.ass. 3 j, m Give3 i;s, three times a day. 
poiut, aml a~so is complicated with encan· Use the alkaline bath three time3 a week. 
thns. The sorl' pr<'sents a ragged appcar-

CA11T. Lxx1v .---John Farrell. Follicular anc<', the edges arc invertell with n numb<>r 
cfaease of the Throat and Bronchii. oi warty excresr.rnces 111ixf'd up in the 

K'1irrhousmass; theedgesareal ::oinllurated Improving; not much pain in the chm. 
Continue the treatment. and cic:itrh<ecl, while the sorl' dis:::harges 

alowly a sanious secretion. It i~ not ,·ery TWENTY.SIXTH CLINIC, FEB. 3. 
painlul, but prove.;; a source of annoyance CASE v.-Gould. kctropion. 
frtnn its in vol \·ing the conjunctiv11, etc. Eye is much improved, can close thE' Iida. 
The prognosi,; is unfavorable. but the upper is still inverted (it has not 

Treatm~nt.-Excisc it and apply Zinc been operated upon here, will operate upo11 
Sul!)h. to the excised edgf's u11til you have it some timE'.) 

pro.lu~l a healthy ~ranula~ing surface; CASE m.-J. Jennings. Cancer of th• 
the!I heal b; suppuratiYC 11ct10n. I doubt S 1 
a Clll~ . 

C.\~E 1.1.u111.-Danie\ Crom•y. 
He!lliplegia. 

ca P· 
The bone has detached its sequestra and 

Dise1se is now healing; I think i i 1 be ell ina 
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few days. He has left for home, consider
ing himself cured. This was one of the 
worst cases of cancer that has ever been 
cured in so short a time. 

CABE n.-John Barnett. Cancer of the 
temple and brow. 

Was nearly healed, but from the great 
age and constitutional debility of the 
patient, it assumed a sloughing form and i" 
now increasing in sire. Erysipelas attacked 
it a few days since inducing great prostra
tion and mental aberation. Prognosis 
unfavorable. 

CASE Lvn.-J. Simpkins. Epilepsy. 
Had a slight attack of spasm two days 

1iuce-continues about the streets alone, 
thinks that he is getting well fast. Con
tinue the treatment. 

CAsE Lxxxv.-Catherine Gaffney.
Nebula and_Leucoma. Opthalmia of both 
eyes. 

Commenced eight months since, wai:: 
attended with severe pain for five weeks. 
her eyes have been very lachrymose ever 
since. Eyes yet inflamed some, with 
Nebula of the right cornea and Leucoma 
of the left. The eyes are very intolerent 
to light, red and painful yet sees best 
with the right eye. 

Local Treatment.-Elm poultice.for five 
nights. Come to the next clinic. Treat-

" ment through the day,~ Hydrastin grs. xx, 
Tine. Aconite 3ij. water 3ij. Apply fre
quently through the day. Puncture the 
enlarged blood,·essels leading to the Nebula 
and Leucoma. 

CASE LXXXI.-P. Mullegan. Portal en
gorgement. 

Improving; Spleen is now engorged and 
somewhat painful. Continue the treat
ment; also apply a mustard plaster over the 
spleen every night for a few nights. 

CAeE Lxxx.--·Thomas Crane. Weak 
ulcer of the elbow. 

Improving; granulations more healthy, 
edge of the ulcer whiter, pus more healthy. 
Continue the treatment. 

C.\SE Lxx1v.--·James Farrell, Folicular 
deaease of the throat and Bronchii. 

Much better. Continue the treatment. 

CASE Lxxxvt.---J. 1N. Hill. Disease; 
Opacity of both cornea. 

Can see a little with the right eye. Con
junctiva! framal attachment of the left cor
nea to the upper lid, complete adhesion all 
the way across,---a narrow frronal attach
ing the centre of the cornea to the middle 
of the upper lid. Prognosis unfavorab!e. 

Treatment.---Dissected off the frrenum, 
shall not treat him further. This was the 
sequel to &e\·ere Opthalmia. 

(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

@art 2. Jllisctllantons 5tltction.s. 

THE THERAPEUTIC POWERS OF VE
RATRUM VlRIDE. 

BY W. C. NORWOOD, M.D. 

Veratrum vi ride, es a therapeuticRl agent, 
heel excited comparatively little interest 
previous to June, 18:'>0; and it was notic
ed for a time after that date, more on ac
count of the extravajl;ance of the claims set 
up for it as a remedial agent of 1mperior 
powers, than because of any belief that it 
was possessed of peculiar and valuable 
properties. If we recollect correctly. it 
was about the year 183:'>. that Dr. Charles 
Osgood's interesting article on the powers 
and properties of veratmm viricle made its 
appearance. The only additional inforrna
uon he conveye1l was that it is destitute 
of cathartic powers, which give it a supe
riority over the Vcratrum Album or Euro
pean Hellebore, in the treatment of cases 
where active cathartics are inadmissable. 
Be this as it may, it is certain. and cannot 
be successfully controverted, that prior to 
June, 18:'>0, it was not known positively 
to possess any superiority over veratrum 
album ; indeed the one was suppoEed to 
answer the same purpose as the other. 

Why Dr. Osgood ceafed to give further 
notice of its powers we arc not prepared 
to say; whether his silence grew out of a 
want of confidence in its remedial powers, 
or from death, we are wholly ignornnt.
We do not wonder at the violent and dras
tic effects he witnessed; but we rather 
wonder, from the lar~e doses given, that he 
obtained any IJE'nefidal effect~ . Be this n11 
it may, if it pos!!esscs the powers nnd prop
erties we attribute to it, and is adapted to 
the treatment of the symptoms and dis
eases indicated bv us, the discovery must 
be eminently valuable. GrP.atly enlaq:(ed 
experience and observation have strongly 
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e-;nlirme(I us in the belief of the correct- scribed flm-h, appearing first on one cheek, 
lli' ~ ' of wh:it we state.I on a fornit•r occa- and then on the other, rarely on both at the 
fhn. namely, that when its powns and same time; the end or tip of the no>'e and 
pro~•'rti·-'" are fully known and u1di'rstood, chin frequently red; Yery pale around the 
It \1·ill c-m:.:titute a 1ww t'ra in t!ie treat- mouth; expectoration ~c:onty; mucusstreak-
111 'll t of di:'<' '1;;e. .~d with blood; co11gh frequent and wry 

!u Juh·. 18-lt we fir.-t w0e<l it in the hJrra$~h1g; great iucreaseof pain umlerthe 
i~·· !•l Mrs. L. She ha(\ been lahoring sternum during a paroxysm of coughing: 

uwk;· a senm~ attack of pneumonia ty- d''cubitus on the back; breathing labored 
plw: ! ·~ f,ir several day,;. Calomd. Hlis ancl <lifticult. Did not ~e her till the fom th 
te.-. D.nec':- powd~r:;, .x ~ ., fuil1·c\ to :•!ford day: she had been bled, ancl otherwi.e 
relict. Thi~ ca"C ha Ying a11nnye1l us b) treated, with little or no relief. Applied a 
its ,:e1·erity aud obsti~wcy, ~nd opium. Jl.ro- blisto~r. and gave a camehoratetl J.lOWcler tO 
thw111g unple 1:,a11t ellccts without rd tel to allay thP. cough anrl nolenl patn, nnd to 
the pain, we detcrmiuctl to make a trial of excite diaphorcsis. At the expiration of 
tl.e ti11 cture0f veratrum Yiride. 'Ve witl1 thrl'C hours, to commence with the tincture 
drew all other rc111ed:e•, and put her on of vcratrum viriol1•. 
tea-sponnful doses of the tincture, lo be The first portion exciied intense natL'('a. 
r,~p ., ,• ~. 1 e1·ery thice hour;;. dolent emesis, ~n· at palene,s,coolnessaml 

\\'" g:t,·e her a tea.o;pnonfu\ al 11, A. M. a smse of sinking or exhaustion. The 
Ab 0 Hll L P . .M .. we were sent for in haste, patient anti friends becomi11~ alarmed, 
as the medicine>, or so1111'thing c\Fe, was <J11other physician who lii·erl much nearer 
ac:i11g drasticaH:•· We found the patient than my,e\f. was f'Cnt for in great hai::tr, but 
vo111:<in~ e,·erv fe.v minute;: fihin cold when he arrived the nausea and emt'sis had 
and c•J1·,;r.~•.l wtth perspira1ion; pc 1 t pJle· ceased; the patient was comfortable, pain 
nc''• nau~ea distre~,_:in.:.;; coml'1aia ~tl of a and febrile ~ymptoms s11bdued, puli't' 65, 
<e.1,1• of sinking a1Hl exhaustion. After full an1l tli,;tinct. Thi~ doctor was sur
Y01;1iting had c,·a~rtl. the puLc was found pris ·~cl to find the c0ndi:ion of the patient 
not 111 •r.: than 60 pc~r minute, full and dis- so different from the rPprl'~ntation given 
tintt. by the m~ssenger. The disease was really 

In,, few ca-es, in which nat1~ra wa;;great broken up and a crisis and resolution 
an ti th .' Yomiting fre 1nent, we ha1·e found bron~ht about. Our frienrl, the doctor, 
the 11ul"' very sl>Jw, small, and almost irn- ordered a little parngoric and quinine, in 
pcrn·11tib1e at the wrist; bL1t as S•lOn as the which we fullvconcnrrerl on our arrival. as 
vomiting and consl':11.1cnt exhaus:ion sub- there was entire relief of all active lt-brile 
;:id··. the pul;:e will be found slow, full and ancl inflammatory symptoms. 
di~ti11ct. The nau~ca or vomiting. " ·hen Deeply impn.":-...;;ecl with the peculiar 
in e·~c ·" '"· can be readilv anrl ccrtainlv re- effects ol veratum viride, we determined to 
lic,·c,l by one or two foil portions of s}·rup make furthr~r and carefo\ trial of it in 
of rnnrphine and tinc:ure of ginger, or pnenmomus. The third care in which we 
la·1da:rnm aml brandy. administered it was that of Mr. T., who 

In ; !1i5 crise. \)(•tore administering the was taken sick when on a visit to his friend 
tincture of vcratrum viride. the skin wa~ in this section of the country. 'Ve ordered 
hot and dr.1·; pul;;;~ 130, small and soft; cir- the tincture given every three hours, begin
cnm,1·1 i!rd flush on the cheek~; pain ning with eight. drops, to be increased on" 
sew re; breathing hurrietl an(l difficult; drop at each close until nausea, vomitini:; or 
con'-'.h fo.~q1t<'t1t;expectoration scautv. The some other visible effect was protluced.
Yer~· ~rriki ng efTects of the meclicine, the On th(' d0!1C reaching twe\ni drops it induced 
gr,·at reduction in the frequency of the rnmitin;4 with but little nauoei1. The 
pul'"' · :in,\ the sud1\e11 breaking up or arrest puli;e was reduced from 135 to 78 twats per 
of th•' dist' a>e, in this and another case. minute; tht! surface, from being hot and 
prof11a1dly enlisted our attention , and lee\ dry, became cool; aml the ~evere -pain was 
us fr.irn th:it perio1l to ohsen·e more par· uow but slightlv felt on taking a dE'E'p 
tic1darly its p11wers. inspir;1tion. Tin iuten-nl between 1he 

Tlte .'eCJtHl care in whic:1 we u~d thr doses was extenckd from three to fivehOUr$; 
w ;·?. trmn n~ride wa~ that of MrB. M, who Lut as twelve drops induced too frequ<'nt 
w,1, a l-o laborinr, urnler a severe attack of Yomiting, the quantity was recluced to 
pn:·11:11011ia . Pulse from 130 to 1 rn hr.it~ se,·cn drops and eontinne1l thrredays with
p ' r 111i 1 111~r: pain violent. arnl exicn1.iinr, out nny return of the symptoms, when the 
fr111n d;t> ;·iqht si(le. near the spine. to, nn<l case was dismissed and th" patient was 
uwl" r 1hc ~temum; t.on:;ne red on the rel::!;•'~ soon able to return home. This case was 
an1l :'.,1. an<l cornrcd in the centre with a one foll of interest on a1:connt of the suc-
thi•1. ·hrk . drr for; bri-zh'. sc:irlet circ\1m- ce>s arnlpromptncs"'};it 1· ·i" e~ i\>iolent 
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symptoms were removed and the disease suffered to run some time without any 
cur• d. treatment. We had. bv a continued series 

We might report any number of cases, of cxperim.,.nts and observations, arrhed at 
but as m11nv of them have a\reaclv been the fact that, in nearly ever.1· care, we could 
given by others, we will confine ourselves reduce the pul~e to any point we wi~hed; 
to such hcts only a~ tnny tend to illustrate that by putting th.: patient under its influ
particular pni11ts. We continut>d our 1·x- euce, we co11lcl pre•.lict with certninty that 
~rimental trials with various doses from the pulse would range between 56 and E5 
three to twelve drops. increasing or dimin- beats per minute. 
ishing them according to circumsta1v-es. In 1846 we Wt're called to see Mr. E .. in 
until we acquired a perfoct knowledge of cou.::11\tation with Dr. J. A. Stewurt. Mr. 
its effects, and could graduate them at will. E. had been laboring under a se'l"ere attack 

We ascertaine1l that in c11ses which had of pneumonia for l'C\·era\ days. The reme
run on for ~ometime, or in which emetirs dies prescribe<l. wnre entir<'ly approved of 
and cathartics had been frrely used, 11 very and continued for 11 time, but liuled to re
small quantity wus neres~ary. "\Vhere lie,·e. The thrt"atening a~pcct of the case 
tartar emetic has lx-en given, it is almost \\'as such, that it was thought prudent to 
sure to act harshly 11nd drasticully. Wht>re inform his parents, nt a distance . of his 
tartar emetic hac\ been taken. we would 1)('rilot1s condition. At thi~ critical jnnc
therefore always gin~ a full portion of tttre, we nb~rn·ecl to Dr. S., that we had 
syrup of morphine, at le11st one hour ~fore been usinl! an article in a nnmber of <11~es 
entering on t~e use of the veratrum vi ride , of pneumonia, with a ~ncce~ and ])('Culi
and in such case~ wonlcl not commenre ariry of e!lect we hrul ne,·er been able to 
with more than !'ix dropi; for a male adult. obtain from an,· other renJP•ly, amt pro
Free venesection increa~es very materially pos.>cl to nEe it in the present ('flse . We 
its activit~·. especially its unfarnrable or immediately 'Put Mr. E. on the m=e of the 
drastic effect!'. No one should think of ,·era1rum vir1de, to be given e,·ery three 
following a large bleeding with the vern- hours-the quantity to be increased one 
trum viricle, unless with the greatest rn•r- drop at each dose until nau~a or vomiting 
tion. The deprrssing influence of the los;: uc~nrred. At 8 o'clock A . M., commenced 
of blood upon the brain and nervous sy~tem with seven drorR. The third portion ex
generally, cannot fail to render the u~c of cited senm" nau~t"a 11nd free 'l"Omiting. with 
so potent a sedative as veratrum vi ride f'lt· ~real palenesR, coolnes~ and moisture of 
ceedingly hazarclous. The administration ihe imrfnce. Dnrin~ the ocrurrence of 
under such circumstances, of 1111 11g1~nt these interestin~ an<I striking t"fi('cts. we 
capable of reducing the pulse from 130 or were notified th:it Mr. E. \\;as vomiting 
140 down to 7:'>, 70, or even :'>O beats in the freelv, was mnch worRC and was thought to 
course of a few hours, cannot be too care- be dying. 'We found. however, that what 
fully watched. had crnscd so much alarm to the patient 

But, to proceed: We soon discovered, to and his friends. wu to us a i<ource of 
our surprise, that in almost every in;:tance. gratification; for, after the effort at Yomiting 
so soon as nausea or vomiting was excited was over, an'l nan;:t:'a rehe,·ecl, the pulse was 
the pulse became slow, full and dii::tinct. reduced to 63 b:>at~ and the pain rf'lieYed. 
the skin coo\ and often soft and moist , and In this ca .. e, a pnl~e of from 120 to 130 
in some cases bathf'd in a most profus1.• beats. was reduced in twelve hours. to 63, 
pre;;pimtion. with entire relief of pttin in a and all the febrile and inflammati:ir~· symp
number of cases, and materiaHr mitigated toms were rf'li1wed . This w11s to us an 
in others. The cases in which there wa~no occasion of thrilling anti exciting interest. 
abatement of pain were wry few . The Dr. S. was the first phy~irian to whom we 
mouth and tongue grew moist, breathing had st11tecl onr belief in its powers. and he 
an<\ expectoration more free 1111d easv, 1m1l now stood before us ,·itne~Eing the most 
by continuing the remc,\y, in do;:es short of commanrling demon«tration of the rowers 
the naui::eating point, from one to three of the agent O'l"er a1lise11~e of acknowledged 
days longer. there would be nu return of fatality. ond under the most unpromising 
the sv111ptoms in a large majority of the circumstances. 'Vho would char1;e us 
casc~s in which the disea;:e was sub:t>ctecl to with wanton enthusiasm? or who would 
early treatment. In 11 small 111i.mb<'r of foil to be enthusiastic on i:u<'h an occasion? 
r.ases , if not continued longer. the snnp- The portion WO!' re1luc1"1l to one h11lf, and 
toms would return on a su;;[l('n~ion of the conti1111e1l sevnal dnvR without any r~turn 
remedy. In V<'ry few C'ISCS we have hall to of the symptoms, and the patient rapidly 
continue the tincture fr,')m five to twe!'I"!• r.01wales1-ed. 
davs. There cases are P"tr.cedin~ll" rare, ancl We were at one time impressed with the 
were often treatetl with other remedies, or belief that nu urea or vomiting, one or both, 
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was cs::enti11l to the control of the heart. we did, that the altered and vitiated condi
Called, iu February, 1847, to see a son of tiou of the f~cretionswere the consequence 
Mrs. T., laboring under a violent attack of of increatoed and perverted circularion, and 
pneumonia; we put him on the use of ,.e. that the degree of their morbid condition 
ratrum Yiride every three hours. Although might be measured by that of the vascular 
12 years of ai,:,e, his general i;lender health system, we concluded that the Yeratrum 
and deformed chest, ha,·ing been re\·erely viride would cure other febrile and mfiam
affiicted with asthma, induced us to com· matory affections by its specific action on 
mence with a very small done, that we the heart. We were therefore Jed to 
might avoidanydrasticeffectof the remedy. test the \"eratrum viride in a number of 
The first portion given was two drops, to di~eases. 
be increased one drop every portion until Io nearly all, if not in every acute disease, 
the slightest nausea was experienced, then especially of a febrile end inflammatory 
to les;en or discontinue the remedy, u the character, we find the frequency of the 
case might require. On taking the third or pul~e and the deran~ement of the vascular 
fourth portion, Mrs. T. discovered that he system in proport10n to the force and 
was getting very pale, and the skin was cool severity of the case. There is scarcely an 
and moist, and the pain i;carcely felt only exc.-eption to the rule. 'Vhy this is so we 
on taking a foll inspiration. The slowness do uot know. The fact cannot be denied; 
of the pulse, and the palor and coolness of and in order to restore health, we must, of 
the surJiice alarmed her, and she Eent for UI' . neCCSl'ity, control the circulation, directly 
We found him pale, cool, moist, and with or indirectly. Now veratrum viride will 
a pulse beating 3o, full and distinct.- almosl in,·ariablyeffect this, whatever may 
When put on the tincture, in the morning, have been the disturbing cause. The bow 
his pulse was 120 to 12:'>, skin hot and dry, and the why, we do not understand. We 
frequent and labored breathing. pain ee,·ere, look upon the universality of its t•pplica
great thirst . ln the short space of twelve tion, to be exactly defined by the unn·ersal
or fifteen hours the symptoms were sub- ity of the occurrence of increased cardiac 
dued, and br continuing the tincture in action. In testing its powers, we di.I not 
doses of from two to three and four drops, confine our experiments to febrile nnd in
t.here was no renewal of the symptoms. tlammatory diseases of an idiopathic char-

Since the above, we have been able, in a acter, but extended them to traumatic 
num~r of cnses, to succeed in reducing the lesions in which fever and inflamlllation 
action of the heart and arteries, without had supervened, and our labors were 
exciting the least nausea or vomiting, by crowned with a success that we little 
<:ommencing with a Yery small dose. dreamed of realizing. Its power of con-

In 1800, we determined to announce to trolling 1orterial action, in febrile and in
the world the fact, that the great duickra- flammatory diseases, and in traumatic 
tum. had bun discovered: an agent by which lesions, we conisider established beyond a 
we could tntphatically aay to the heart and doubt. 
arteriu, thu' faEst shalt thou beat, and no It stands unr ivalled in palpitations of 
faster. Aware of the fate of many remedial the lteart, for promptness and certainty of 
agents un~ed upon the attention of the pr·)· relief. It b a specific in the painful atrec· 
fession. and which have prowd nluele.<:.~. tion of the testicle consequent upon metas
we wi :h-helrl our notice until we had, b•· tasis in mum1•s. We have not failed, in a 
the utmost care and ob.,ervation, acquired sim;le case, to obtain relief from the pain 
the conviction of its being as much a specific and fe\·er in twelve hours, and prevented a 
in pneumonia typhoicles, as quinine is in return of the symptoms, by perfect rest end 
intermittent fevers. We leave it to an en- a continuance of the tincture for three or 
lightened profession to judge whether or four clay!!. How far it will succeed in 
not the agent has fai!P.d to answer or equal or< hi tis, from other causes, we are not pre
the repre~entations mnde. pared to say. lt affords us no ordinary 

We now began to reflect upon thP. f11ct. pleai;un, to record its Yelue in the tre:it
that in a very large majority, if not in ment of the inflamed memma of lving·in 
e,·ery dis.•otoe of violence, a frequent pulre femalei<. If taken in time, in these cases, 
is manifest, and that we judge in a great it may be relied on to control the fe,·er, 
measure, of their intensity, by its frequency pain an1l inflammation of the gland, so 8il 
and the condition of the vascular svstem. to prewnt suppuration in almost every 
We asked ourselves the question, if \'era- in~tance. It is valuable in inflammotion 
trum vi ride will control arterialexcitemP.nt. of the brain. In hooping-cough. accom
break up and arrest pneumonia typhoides. p1nied with high febrile excitement, it has 
why should it not succeed in arresting other no equal. In convulsions geneBlly, it is 
feTtrs and inflammotions7 Believing, aF highly valuable. In asthma and rheuma-
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tism its effects are peculiarly strikini;, lignaut and fatal diseases, is embraced in 
especially in the acute forms. In chrome the subject, it becomes doubly interesting 
rheumatism we have not used it. In puer and important. In 18:>0 we first entered 
peral fever our experience is limited, bnt 011 a trial of the tincture of veratrum viride 
the few cases iu which it was used stamp~ in the treatment of typhoid fever. It was 
it a reliable agent in that disease. We due to our patients and to justice that we 
have fountl it of great value in the treat· should proceed with caution. We nccord
ment of typhoid dvsentery, and would feel ingly, at first, gave it in mild and moder
unable to combat that disease without it or ately severe cases; avoiding its use at first 
some other remedy of equal power. Its inallcasesofunusualseverityandmalignan
effecls on the system are in perfect an tag- cy. We first used it in the case of a negro boy 
onism lo those of scarlet fever. Combined of Mrs. W.'s. which was uncomplicated and 
with the diuretic treatment, we do not yielded readily. When called, on the third 
belie\·e it can be equalled by any other plan day of the disease, the bowels had been 
of treatment that has ever been adopted in moved sufficiently by a cathartic of calo
scarlet fever. mel, followed by repeated portions of cam-

When we reflect upon the powers of phorated Dovers Powder, without abate
vmatrum viride to allay pain, irritability ment of the symptoms. The skin woe hot 
am\ irritation, and more especially inita- and dry, great thirst, severe pain in the 
tive mobility, in connection with its influ- forehead; the eyes dull, heavy and ecchy
ence over the heart's action and deranged mosed; tongue covered in the centre with 
secretions. it is truly difficult properly to a dark thin fur, tip and edges very red and 
appreciate its value. dry; pulse 127, small, soft and with a 

We must confess, that notwithstandin@. quickness in the stroke, that indicated great
the time and space already occupied, that er frequency than really existed. The pa
we ha\"C scarcely entered the threshold. tient was ordered a six drop dose, to be in
much lei;s exhausted the subject. It would creased till nauEea or vomiting occurred. 
take a volume to unfold the powers nnd ef- By mistake, the dose was . not increased. 
fects of veratrum viride, and the almost After continuing the treatment twelve 
innumerable cases to which it is peculiarly hours, there being no ab!ltement in the 
applicable. The powers and properties of symptoms, we were notified of the fact and 
veratrum viride, when fully known and un- wrote to increase until an impression was 
derstood, will open new fields for thought made, and that we would see the patient 
and investigation, and give greater scope in twel\"e hours. Durin~ the absence of 
for practical research in all that relates to the messenger, Mrs. W. ducovered that the 
the pathology and treatment of disease, than dore was to be increased, and did so, and 
any agent that has ever enlisted the atten- when this mached eight drops there w1ts 
tion of the medical world; and we are per- free vomiting, with a subsidence of all fe
suaded that it will completely change ma- brile symptoms, the severe pain in the head 
ny of the existi-s views of pathology, and excepted. At the expiration of twel'"e hours 
simplify the treatment of disease to an ex- we found the boy with a skin cool and 
tent unparalleled in the history of medicine. moist, thirst materially abated, and the 

We now enter on the most important pulse reduced to fifty-six beats. A blister 
and interesting part of our subject, ' 'iz- was applied to relieve the unmiti11:1¥ed pain 
its value in the treatment and cure of Ty- in the head, and the veratrum viride was 
phoid Fever-a disease wbO£;e fatality rend- continued four days without any return of 
ers big with interest any thing propO£;ed the symptoms. 
for its cure. The treatment of tvphoid fe- Other mild cases were treated with the 
ver is a matter in which every Individual same rapidly favorable and successful re
is deeply interested. Might we not ask suits. We were thus emboldened and war
with emphasis, what country, what commu• ranted in extending it to the treatment of 
nity, has not felt and heard of the destrnc- cases much more severe and malignant, as 
tive mortality following in its wake? and were those of Mr. R., the son of Mr. W., 
has not the cry been echoed back by every the two at Dr. Q"s. and that of Dr. T's.
tongue and breer.e-a remedv to stay the all of which, except the first, were publish
the fell destroyer's progresa'! When we ed at le!ij1;th i!1 the Januar)'. number of the 
have presented as much of facts and evi- Augusta Medical Journal, m lB:H. 
dence as we deem sufficient on the occasion, TO RE CONCLUDED IN THE NEXT NO. 
you will be able to judge, and others can 
determine, whether a cure has been discov
ered and the clestroyer stayed or merelv 
checked; when the value of veratrum vi
ride in pneumonia typhoides and other ma-

CHOLERA.-This disease which has visit
ed various parts of Europe and America 
within the past year, has almost entirely 
disappeared. 
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NEWTON'S CLINICL INSTITUE. and under such a variety of circumstances 
DY o. w. L. BICKLEY, M. D. th:.1t I would hardly assume untenabl~ 

The importance of an inquiry in which positions; and as I ham no interest in 
the public are so much interested as this what I would recommend, further than a 
can ll'lt be lightly disposed of, since a desire to benefit my afflicted brothers and 
cons!tlcrable proportion of every com- ~i11ters of the hnman race, I shall hardly 
m~111ty ~re deeply interested in e\·ery be accused of speaking from interested 
tl11ng which can assist the physician and motirns. 
surgron in his efforts to eradicate from For several years I have constantly 
the system those disca~cs which of late urged upon my brethren of the mediral 
years ha,·e multiplied to such an alarming profession, the necessity of erecting 
extent. It is not my purpose to enter ~uitablci Institutions for the treatment of 
into-_a disquisition upon the prophylatic Chronie diseasell. In ,·ain I attempted 
or preventive agencies which may be to show how muc~h more successful the 
brought to bear; Lut a simple inquiry into practice of Private European Institutions 
the .means which those a.lfiicted may was than that of either Public Hospitals 
avail themselve11. In tracing this inquiry or private practice at the homes of the 
I feel that I am conferring a positi,·e afilictcd. Not~vithstanding th~ trmhs of 
~lessing upon those who only hopes for my de111on~t~at1on3. were adm.ut~d no~e 
hfo clcpcnds upon the skill of the surgeon seemed w1llmg ~o 1?troduce 1t mto this 
and physician. country for fear 1t might not pay. Half 

1f tl1P, public were informed upon thii; a score of year~ ha\•e . rolled away, ~ml 
subject, I nm well persuaded, that a vast t~~ugh I had sull chenshed the p~act1ca
oumber of diseases ~hich are suffered to ~11hty of the s?he~e, I had despaired of 
prey upon the body until its destruction tt~ demonstrat10n 111 m_y day, until P1or. 
j3 accomplished, wo1ild be entirely It S. Newton and !us brother 0. E. 
eradicated from the system, and health Newton, M.· D ., during t~e. l.ast year, i.n 
and huoyan~y establi~hcd while the sys- ord~r to afford proper fac1hues to th~1r 
tem yet retams sufficient vitality to recu· patients, w.?o are here from every pomt 
perate. But here the question arises is of the Umon, purchased and have now 
it politic to give the public every kind' of fitted up a splendid bu!lding, whici1 i11 
information upon such a subject as med- cap.ab!~ of ~ccommodatmg all who may 
ical ~cience? To thi 9 I would answer, dts1re 1t while ender treatment. 
that if .it is not politic it is humane. I These gentlemen, with their character
~<~uhl b~ much. opposed to that kind of ilitic ?rbanity, took me- through their 
information which would lead to more etilabhshment, and showed me all its 
empiric practice that at prci;ent exists; arrangements, which in justice must be 
but I w,onld see the affiicted informed of said to be eqnal to those of any private 
t!•e be~t me~ns that has yet been adopted lns~itution to be found in the world.
for th_mr r~hef, and hence the preparation Nell~er money nor time have been 
of this arttcle. scantily used upon it; and from the 

Befo~i; I enter into a consideration of k tlown reputation of these physicians 
the sub1rct, however, I beg to obser\·c, and surgeons, the afflicted public may 
that those who arc directed in all their fi•d sure that the Newton's Institute will 
p11rsuitti l•y a selfish desire to amass be nll and more than is pretended. 
wealth'. even .at the e~pense of suffering J,et me compare for a moment the 
hu~a111ty, will _''.cry hkel.v argue strongly merits of a public hospital with those of 
r:garnst .~Y po'ltll?ns, be.cause t.he po~i- a private one. In the public hospital. 
lions m1l1tate ngamst their own tntercst~. m.3n from the lowest walks in life and 
~uch opposition, . however, . carries but women of the most depra vcd and d~sper
lttt~e force, when directed agamst truth or ate habits are promiscuously huddled in 
ph1lanthr~phy. . its wards, many of them affiictcd with. 

\Vhat 1s here stated may be relied on, the most revoltin" diseases which ha\·e 
a~ ~y observations have been made in been contracted ~1 the filthiest haunts of 
,·ar10us parts of Europe and America, great cities, which, from want of due 
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carf', are orLen propagated from one to LIFE AND DEATH. 
the whole number, and in pla~e .of the A generation is usually admitttd to 
hospilal being a place of .cure, it is only occupy, on an average, a spact> or thirty· 
a diarnel-hotise-a steppt?g-sto~e to the three years. Hence arise some. facts 
cnve. The ncirlPct of pnllents, 1mproper whic:h mav be con~idered as rules m the 
\·rntila tion, unskilful practice, and sur- history 0 ( human nalurr. A man, being 
rounding circum!.tances, nccotrnt for .a likelv- to be a father at thirty-three, will 
\'cry unsuccessful practice o.f our Public prob~bly be a grandfathrr nt sixty-six. 
Hospitals; which generally IS only a.bmit Many are, of coursr, fathers and grand· 
half as succP.ssful as that of pmate fathers at earlier ages; hut they are 
[nstitutions, where patients have all the averages. \Vhrn we ~ce at any time 11 

comforls of a home, and the adv~n~ges new horn babe, we may cnlculatc prrlly 
of the Institute. No secret pre~crtpttons safelv that the gon of that babe, if he is 
are here marle, so that the patient ~,· ho to ha,.1, one, will be npproncliing the close 
has been treated, has a good .general tdea of life at n good age about a century 
0£ what has been done for tum and why hrnce. We meet every day in health 
it has been done. . . . . anti vi~or. a gentleman who!le fa1her was 

The patient of this lnstt~utt~n I~ al&o born in 1720, but it is rare to find any 
not suhj1 cted to the contamrnatmg mlh.1• man copablc of business or social plea
encc of the associations o~ the . publtr sure more than a hundred years after the 
twspital, and need not nssocmtc wtLh ai~y birth of his father. In like manner, any 
pnson except by choice. Now, nls~ 111 individual who finds himself (we shall 
~n Institute of this character, the pallet~! sa)·) this year at any pa~ticular fltage of 
IH under the constant care of the physt: life, may be assn red of 11 a~ a. rule, that 
1~i;tn, so that nny change mny. be caref~ll~ his great grnnc!father was Ill JUSt aho~t 
w.1tched nnd the comfort of the patte?t the same stage of existence, and expen
:1trended to. As to the sucee~s of th!s encin.:r all its appiopriate sensations, and 
Inslitutc there will be no quest~on. ll 1s aimin'g at much the same objects, in the 
011ly neccs.sary t.hat the public should year 17 54-that is, a hundre~ years ago. 
lrnow of its extstence and by whom Does he see his son at a particular s1age 
1~onducted to fill its rooms. . of life? Then his own grandfllther wns 

All persons, therefore, ~1'110 are .afihet~d 111 the 811 me stage us that son a ce~tury 
with chronic disensee of any kmd, wt!! ago; anti so on. There. _are o~ca@1onal 
Jwre find an n11ylum where the expenses exceptions of a surprmng ktnd. for 
ure not !!O heavy as to dete~ any one instance Charles James Fox, who died 
from arniling themsehes of its ndvan· in 1806, at the age of fifty seven, had an 
tngcs. . . uncle who was paymaster of the forces 

The experience .of e,· e~y ~hystctan in 1679, the year of the bnttle of Bcth
t:orroborates my senhmcn·\8 m th1~ matter, well Bridge, and his grandfather was on 
i. e. that the treatment and practice of a the scaffold with Charles I. But the 
properly conducted PRIVATE INBT~TUTION rule is as stated. During any particular 
is the safest. and at the sam~ t~me thP. decade, as the forties and fifties,&:c.,look 
most economical mode of r1dd111g .the into the obituary, nnd you will find that 
system of those deeply seated co11st1tu the old people then dying-of the class 
tional disea~es, wluch . have gen~rally who, being best off, live longe11t-ar~, for 
1letied the skill of the private pract1oner. the molll part, the produce of the ~•ghth 
I.et every man afllicte<l, with t~is c!ass decade antecedent. Thus for cxa?1pl~ , 
of diseases read and show to his neigh- the individuals born in the seventws m 
hor similarly aflllicted, what i~ here said the lat:t century, are the people wh? are 
hy one who can hav£> no m~erest to now closing their pilgrimage in the r1pen
prompt him but an earnest desire to do ing of their days. It has become rare 
i;ood.-Western JUedical News. 10 see die announcement of a death of. a 

person born in the sixties; and one in 

the fifties only occurs now and then.
Thus overloo.king the many premature 

Cn1MINAL LuNAT1cs.-lt is stated on the 
authority of the Poor-law Boarcl, that there 
were 439 criminal lunatics in England and 
WR!es the past year. Digitized by Google 
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deaths, the obituary is like nn index al· may have the good fortune to possess a 
ways coming down nearer and nearer to copy of a work just issued by Hwry W. 
our natal decade. Those whose births Dtrl.ry. our enterprising book-publisher, 

the title of which heads this article. 
:ake place in the eighties must soon be on Prof. w. BYRn PowELL, at present a citi-
the looko~t for. the .arrival of the fatal fin. i.en of our sister city, Covington, one of 
ger at their pomt m mortuary chronolo· the authors of the above work, is well 
gy, In a few mort> years the men of known to the scientific world as a bold and 
nineties will be in the ceurse; and so it fearless investigator of all subjects having 
goes on. I.et us seek to improve the for their tendency, a knowledge of mind, 
hours, an.I not to be taken unprepared. ~ts cultivation and elevati.on, a~ well as_the 

improvement of man m his physical 
sphere; for many years his mind has been 

ECLECTIC PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. solely devoted to these objects, regardless of 
fame or pecuniary considerations, end in 

TuE EcLECTic PRACTICE or MEDICINE, by the course of his studies he has discovered 
W. Byrd Powdl, M. D., formerly many new and important truths, some of 
Professor of Chemistry in the Medical which are ~i ven in this work, and which 
College of Louisiana, &c. R. S. New- will be received with f.lt1dness by the medi-
ton, M. D., Professor of Medicine and l h"l h p R s N 
Pathology in the Eclectic Medi'cal Insti· - ca p I osop er. ro . . . EWTON, one 

" of our fellow-citii.ens, also one of t~ 
tute of Cincinnati, &c. Cincinnati: H. authors, is well known throughout the 
W. Derby. Price 8~. United States as an ableandskilfulsurgeon, 
This, is emphatically, an a~e of book- and stands among the first in his profes-

making, whether in science, literature or sion. 
the arts; the leading desire of the princi- In part first of the work, the authors 
pal portion of mankind seems to have advance an idea both no¥el and original, 
been ~~n?lntrated i!lto the one great re- and which demands a thorough considera
sponsib1hty of writing a book. Fame tion before it be too hastily adopted or re
and reputation are thus sought after by jected, viz:" that the animal functions of 
the many, who, as our libraries will too the entire system are, in a great measure, if 
plainly develope, if they have not succeed- not entirely, founded in, or controlled by, 
ed in securing these, ha\'e at least ob- the cerebellum." To sustain this position 
tained considerable notoriety. At th~ pre- the whole of book first is occupied in briefly 
sent day, book-writing is a trade· theques- investigating the fhysiological and patho
tion being with the writer, not how much logical relations o the cerebellum, and an 
thought or investigation must be bestowed expose of the human temperaments; and 
upon bis subject, but ho~ bulky a work he as far as. our own limited ~nowledge of 
can present to the pubhc for the purpose these sub1ects extends, we thmk they hne 
of consuming both their moner and their been handled in a masterly manner, and 
time; and if in the course of his writings will require the strongest kind of refuta
he can purloin the labor of other person's tion to pre\'ent them from becominggener
brain~ to. his ow!1 advantage, but little ally received .. This part .of the work will 
consc1ent1ousness is manifested in sodoin~. be perused with much rnterest, and the 
This condition of things pertains to medi- views and facts advanced will tend to pro
cal matters as well as all others and but duce an entire re\·olution in many of the 
few. books are destined to receiv~ that at- most important points in medical science. 
ten~1on, o~ cause that amount of interest, The interest of book first is by no means 
which their. authors probably anticipated lost in book second, which presents to us 
when_preparmg them; except, indeed, it be "physiological considerations in relation 
the vile .trash wit.J which the eountry is to parents and the treatment of children," 
doode.d Intended to pamper the morbid and which considerations are based upon 
appetites of depraved minds. This being the facts and arguments adduced in book 
the case, whenever a work of originality, first. In this book, an investigation is 
thought,. and use.fulness is brought before entered into of the parental relations to 
th~ publ!c, .the .liberal and investigating children, embracing in its scope the import
mmd .hails 1t with pleasure, and brstows ant and unsettled points of "marriage 
upon it a careful consideration, without eligibility," "parental constitution," "im
sectarian or prejudicial reference to the proper marriages," "health of parents," 
peculiar views which may be entertained "psycholo~iettl influence of the mother on 
by the writer. Such is our condition at the fetus,' "influence of children on a 
this time. and such will, undoubtedly be mother bya first husband, with reference to 
the condition of every educated mind, who children by a seconll," to et her wi h the 
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duties neces!;ary to the child. It is impos- thr8e preparations in the treatment given 
&ible for us to do any thing like justice to in the work, to which it appears, if we may 
this part of the work, and can therefore, be •1llowed to judge by it, constitute the 
only make a brief reference to the topics ru11jor part of agents em ployed, so that as a 
treated upon, and which should be read and general thing, as far as quantity ii; concerned, 
thoroughly understood by every man, wo- Eclectic doses are nearly as minute, but 
man, and child in the community. We much more active than Homeopathic. 
believe that if the principles laid down in We wish it were in our power at thi1 
the first and second books of this work, time to gh·e a more extended notice of this 
were received and adopted generally, much work. for it is richly deserving one; whai 
misery and unhappiness would be SJ?ared we have said, has been from a mere cursory 
the human f1unily m nearly all its relations. glance over its pages; what we may say, 

After bestowing attention upon the men- will necessarilv be resened, until we h11Ve 
tal and physical culture of children, and the carefully and ihoroughly digested its mat
causes of infantile mortality, we are sud- ter. One thing however, is certain, let the 
denly startled by a doctrine so opposed to points of discussion and explanation be trne 
the views of the whole civili1.ed world, as or not, they are original and worthy a fnir 
would ha\·e caused us to doubt the sanity consideration; they will accomplish wlmt 
of the writer, were it not for the unanswer- is seldom done by other works---make tbe 
able facts and arguments brought forth.--- philosopher, the physician, the student, 
The doctrine maintained is, that " under think---all who read the work mmt think--
existing circumstances of the human race, it will effect this result, if no more; and 
juvenile mortality, to the full extent of its in so doing must undoubtedly result in some 
nutaral causes, is both necessary and use- benefit to the human race. We look upon 
ful." And we would especially commend the work as one not to be passed by light
this portion of the work to lhe careful re- ly, and which we trust will be found in the 
fiection of both parents ond physicians, it library of every medical man, no matler 
contains truths which have been too long what may be bis peculiar opinions in rela-
concealed from community. tion to the science of medicme. 

The remainder of the work, consisting of As to the getting up of the work it is in 
books three and four, is cbietlv occupied H. W. Derby's best stylt., constitute!! a 
with the natural history, pe.thology and book of IOM, 8 vo. pages, in good type, on 
treatment ot disease. The patholog!cal superior paper, bound in calf with spriug
Tiews are in accordance with the proposi- back, forming one complete and elegant 
tions sustained in the previous book. and volume.-Ne10ton'a E:rpraa. 
certainly present a new field of enquiry to 
the medical mind. The treatment is ac - "It la hardly to be eiq>ected that wo ehovhl 
«>rding to the Eclectic School of Medicine, postpone the performance of our dally duties• 
in which Prof. R. S. NEWTON,occupies the critic111ly rend the on• thou111nd and eighty-four 
cl111ir of Theorv and Practice. At this dav , p11gts or this ponderoue volume. Had we <iom 
Eclectici!lm in medicine is too well kno\vn so, we b11ye som" slight ml•glvlogw aa to o.r 

d h l · f ffi abillty lb comml'nt upon It, In a way which 
to m•e muc e'\p a nation rom us; su ce would be entlrelysatlefactory to ou....,lna, mucla 
it to say, that it teaches freedom of thought lf'M to thei professional reader of our notice.
and liber.il in,·estigation without any men- Without grantlnr; to the 11ebool to which lbe 
ta\ shackles; that it adopts good wherever authore of the book belong, that euperiorlty 
found, and rejects evil w11bout regard to its which they claim, we have no heeitancy In 
eource; and acting up?n this principle it 1189erting the correetneM of the principle oa 
aisc11rds all agents as medicine3, which pro- which It Is founded. And, whatever oppoaltlon 
d.ure permanent injury to the system by their school mny have encoun~red from the 
non-assimilation with ony of its constitu- adherents of older or newer ones, It seems to ua 
811ts as for instance arsenic mercury and imp01111lble that any lntelllgentand consclentlou1 
. ' . : phy1lclan should pl'llctlee upon any other tt.n 
l~s .many ~rep~!l'lion~. a~tlmony, c~pper, the eclectic principle. 'fhle la simply the prlo-
111her. P.!c._. rel}.mg ch1efl} upon the mter- clple of ch008lng what appean to ua to be ttue 
nal adm1111strat1on of remedies taken from In any 11y1tem and putti11g It lu practice. or 
Nature's garden for the cure of disease. course we do' not ezprem quy opinion upo11 
And in the work before us we have evidence those points wherelu the dllf'ereot 11ehoole ot 
•f the truth of these assertions in the treat- pbyelc differ. It would not become us to iay 
111ent laid down for the many disP.ase3 there- dogmatically that the laucet should rust In lte 
in named. A goodly share of these medi- cue, or certain active remedial ageot.e be ne 
cine~ are whRt are termed "concentrated longer employed; because upon these poln111 men 

' · " i he· od · f h" I of the profoundeet 1elentlfic acquirements, allcl 
J>repara t.10ns, or t . mtr uct1on ? w tc ' after yeare of practice aud obee"atlon, hue 
the medt~I profession are greatly mdebted beenunl\bletoagree. Prejudlce.education,repa· 
to Eclectics. We find much reference to talion end unbltion no doullt eontrlbute to keep 
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122 ECLECTIC PRACTICE OF :\IEDICISE. 

tho different schools apart but these must grnd· "Prof. POWELL, is already known in 8eve111l 
ually lose their inftueoce, and wlll finally cens.• departments of science, and lo regarded us a bd.I 
to have any at all. Indeed, certain medbnl and original investiglltor. This peculiarity uf 
notions, like certain theological opinions, ~I- mind lscert:iinlydisclollt'd in the present volume>. 
though they hold their old places in tho cte >d, "The work consists of mere than a thousaml 
have already lost mnch of tht'ir importance, anti pages divided into four books; the first is devot.t.1 
are no longer ostentatiously and obstinately to a consideration of the functions of the ce:i-
lnculcated, and are even silently repudiated In helium and of the humau lemp~raments, a11tl 
practice. rev~als hh views of Pathology, Diagnosis a111I 

"\Ve are uot sufficiently acquainted with th,, Prognosis. For the accuracy of bis concluslc at 
Practice of Medicine to expreflS any opiniou be appeals to demonstration. He dt!nies tlml 
upon that part of lho book which Is the we rk any disease is lt"ttli.lary; he only admits orgt U· 
ol Dr. Newton. This gentlt'man is wid• ly lzatlon to be hereditary,nnd that certain orgaui<~ 
kuown in our city, und an t'Xtetnsive pmctict" forms are attenrled with a liability to certi.i11 
has folly prt>perl'<l him to do justice to t'ai~ forms of disease, under the agency of gh.,11 
branch of the subject. Not being able, howev.1r, causes, and that these organic forms may bu 
to contrast his system of practice with that of detected ot sight. The Doctor bu Ileen able, it 
other schools, we are not prepared to express au is said, In a room of many gentlemen, to dcsig· 
opinion ns to its value lo the profe8Slonal read n Odle those who had, or were li11blo to have ac11tto 
Professor N. has given the experience of lab rb~umutism, and also those who were orgunical· 
own practice, and so far aa he bus been able h• ly liuble lo the chronic form alone, without 
le11rn, that of the most eminent pmctition•llll mo.king a single mistnko; and the same of oth~r 
of Eclecticism. diSl'ase•. . 

"The physiological portion of the work 'II a~ "If Prof. PowJCLL can really do this, and cnn 
prepared by Prof. Powell. Many of the theorie" tench others to do the same, it must ht. admitte!d 
proposed by him wonld, no doubt, create a gn'81. that he hu arrived at a greater precision in the 
deal of di8Cu81llon among dooto,._ roce fame u11 pathology of disease than auy of his predecn1• 
for their controversies-but mauy of them \\Iii aora, who, in treating of the various forms or 
commend themselves to the general reader, a11 disease, particularly the functional, can Ju 
beiug founded in reason and truth. A w:d" nothing better than refer them to somt> occ11ll 
hllltude mny well be allowed, when the focts 1m1 or mysteriously morbid state of the Kystem-·a 
few and of n character thut naturally lends to 11 state ubout which very fow know anything. 
diversity of opinion. Upon some such subject,., 0 The second book treats of thejhysiologic'81 
Professor P. has expressed himself with a dega e" cnr11 und training of children, on of p11rent11, 
of confidence that may !l'lem unwarraulttble tu with rt'ference to children. The Inst chapter 
other membera of the profession, whom hl.1 contends that the e:lliating mortality of infantft 
facts 11nd arguments may fail lo convince of !h" is founded lu neceuity aud utility, except so tar 
soundne88 of his views. But we believe be I ·Jld as it depends upon mecbonical and chemic:al 
no where manifested a dispoi.ition to wrest fu :t.i causes, including under the last medical mnl· 
to the support of his theories. On the contra;- y, practice. 
he seems to have pursued his investigations 110°1 "The third book treati< of the diseases iucideat 
observalions in a soand catholic spirit, and with to infuncy and childhood; and the fourth c( 
an earnest desire to discover the trutb. those which are mostly confiued to adult.'I. 

"To the lldherents of the Eclectic School w" "Tl l t t r 1 1 · th rk 
can cheerfully and warmly recommend th" ie r~a men or prne aca par 111 .od wo 
work of Pro(essor11 Powcll11J1d Newlon; and tu of P~of. N~WTON, who, to our comanuauty, 111..t 
those who heretofore hnd no respect for tlai.• to tins portion of our country, Is l'!lllch bctt 1r 
school we may hiut thut 11 p6 rusal of this work known than ~r?f· .PowELL, nn.d 1s! pcrbapr, 
might ~hange tltei.r opinions and suggest aoao" tbewent}t' Y~~d ti1:1J~nah~~::d ye~i~l ~·all s~131 .rce'?• new views. con en o me a prac ion r 

•The work is published by Derby, in an i·x· or n surgt"on who has more t~oroughly m?"hi 
ceedini:ly handsome St)le, and LI fully l"qual, In his social, b~~iue88 and pro~ess1onal impress1< 11 
that respect, to any medical work puhlished in uron this ca Y aud thla. re~1on of our countr,. 
this country, which has fallen Into our band:r." ~o one has n oharBl'.ter !neither department )( 
-Cincinnati Dailg Ga:1.1:Ue. the profession that 111sp1re.~ m?re co.ufidencc.··· 

Hence the work under cons1deratao11 may '"' 

"We h11ve received from the pre99 of H. W. 
Dr:MY, 11 work on the 11bovo sllhjt'ct, by Pre•· 
fessors POWELL and NJCWTOl', the latter or tht .• 
city and tho former of Covington, Ky. Th..-111, 
two gentlemen were educated In tho two m:mt 
distinguished schools of m~dlclno In this 'ur 
western country-tho U nlnrslties of Lexington 
and Louisvllle, Ky. Hence It m11y be pr~um?<I 
that they know what they are about-that thtly 
understand, 11t least, the regular or old echoid 
practice, and as they have ab11ndoned It, It m11"t 
be conceded that they believe themselves to haro 
found a better. 

regarded oa presenting the Eclectic pr:icticll in 
its best and most enlightened shnpe, with much 
that is new in physiology an<l pathology fro:n 
the pen of his co· laborer, who has nwasurnbly 
devoted bis life to the h1vestignlio11 of them 
subjects. 

"The oppllcntion of all the new Eclectio 
remedies which have been found to possess much 
utility by Prof. R. S. NEWTON, have been made 
to various diseasea treated of In the work. This 
we underal4nd la the first instance In which 
theee have been adopted In works on practie11; 
this will (>rove to be of great importllnco to thn 
.cawie of Eclecticism practice, and to the prof-
1ion at large-Ci"cinnlltl Doilr Enquirer. 
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THE NECESSITY OF RE-VACCINATION. 123 

ON THE NECESSITY OF RE-VAC- it. I can conceh·e no better e,·idence of 
CINATION. the great susceptibility to a disease, and the 

value of anv remedv for it, than I find in 
BY o. BENEDICT, M. D., the generaliv admiited fact, that, where 

Pbraician to th• Nonb·•eatern Di1pen1atJ, New York. once many died, the employment of such 
The complete failure of vaccinnation in remedv has diminished and almost extin

eome instances to protect the syslem against guished mortality from such cause. Nor 
smallpox, and its partial failure in other need we, as it seems to me, adopt the opin
cascs, has led to various theories and prac- ion, that the changes effected in the system 
tia-..s. Some have, in a measure, doubted at pubertv cle>troy the hitherto protecth·e 
its efficiency, 01hers have rejected it as power of ""accination. A change it cer
worthless, while others still ham endeavor- lainlv is from childhood to adolescence; 
ed to di:>cover the reason of such failures, but that the organization of the solidH or 
in order, if possible, to obviate them. fluids composing the body undergoes any 

Action has wonderfully corresponded such modification as to render an active 
with sentiment. Vat'.cinnation has been agent inert, or viu versa, is at best hypo
carelessly performed, and suffered to run its thetical. It looks too much like the old 
course unrngard~d, or it has been entirely whim that 'l'accination should be repeated 
neglected; or, on the other hand, has been once in se'en years, because in that period 
performed with due care and watched with its power had all" run out" of the isystern. 
interest. The reason is as good in one case as in the 

As yet the fact stands as it ever has done. other. Comparath-ely few adults, who 
Vaccinnation sometimes fails, sometimesit were nccinated in infancy or childhood, 
11eems to exert a complete protecting influ- are susceptible of successful vaccination. 
ence ai;i;ainst a most loathsome and 'l'ery How lloes thi,; happen if there is such a 
fatal disease. Hence th•~ question, as to change at p11berty? · 
the cauEe of this, is in truth a very impor- Some stre~s has been laid upon the num
tant one. It will hnrdlydo to put it aside, ber and appearance of the cicatrices, u 
by considering the case analogous to that enabling us to judge of the efficacy or in
in which specific remedies for various dis- efficacy of vaccination. Doubtless they 
orders are employed with more or less gen- iudkate more or less the efficienc'' of the 
era! success, and ret with now and then a pustules, but they alone are not to be relied 
failure. For we have no so-called specific on. Nor should we judge from the local 
for any one disease, which is not also usetl intensity of the pustule. that it is !mfticient 
with more or less benefit in other diseases, or otherwise; for in different individuals 
so that, in nifferent states of the constitu- and in different states of the constitution, 
tion, it is productive of sood results. ·we there is great variety in this respect. 
have yet to learn that the vaccine infection We are not permitted to look into the 
affords the least protection to any other human organism 110 intelligently as to un
thun the variolous disease. It is said by derstand how and by what means all it8 
some to exert a protecting influence against changes are effected. The action of reme
measles, by remlering the attacklessse'l'ere; dies on the o.ecretions, e.g. in varions con
but our own observation contradicts the ditions of the system, though the J'('Sult.e 
11SSertion. The mrnle, too, of introducing are often visible and marked enough, is by 
this protecting agent into the system is no means capable of being fully compre
different from that of other remedies for bended. And when we come to th(' ques
existing or expected disease. It is with a tion before us-how the active existence of 
view to save the patient from the peril and one poison is rendered fore;er impossible 
disfigurement of smallpox that it is em- by the previous existence of another and 
ployed, and for this alone; and this object different poison-we hesitate foran answer. 
we believe it capable of effecting. If we The results of experiPnce, however, justify 
attempt to account for its apparent failure the belief that it is so, and we rest upon 
in some instances, on the ground that there this belief as a fixed fact. 
is a greater susceptibility to variola in some A peculiarity in my own person. perhaps 
individuals than in others, we are met by not remarkably uncommon in others, hae 
the fact, that many thousands of those who led me to attentive thought and careful 
would undoubtedly have suffered from, and observation on this subject. I remember 
succumbed to, the disease, have been saved; to have been '1'8.Ccinated in childhood several 
and this, too, when the operation of vac- times, before the presence of the virus 
cination has been so carelessly performecl. manifested itself by the formation of a 
If those only who are least Hobie to the pustule. It did at length happen, ancl th~ 
variolous affection are to be benefitted, the cicatrixstill remains. While at college, n 
great value of the discovery is tal;ten from few cases of variola and varioloid appear-
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J 24 PHYSICIANS IN FRANCE-CASES OF C~ARIAN OPERATION. 

ing among the students, I was again vac- not a protection for those in whom the 
cinated, under the impression, that, as seven susceptibility to ,·ariola is unusually strong. 
and even fourteen years had elapsed, I might until he first ascertains whether there is not 
now be subject to smallpox if exposed. still left some susceptibility to vaccinia.
Here again I received the infection, and New York Journal of Medicine. 
had a postule larger, and, so far as memory 
&erves me in regard to the first, more intense PHYSICIANS IN FRANCE. 
than that. About four weeks from the 
time of re-\"accination, and after my arm There are in France, 11,216 physicians, 
had entirely reco\"ered from itseffi-ct, I again 7,221 hi:alth officers,_and :J,17:> pharmaciens. 
vaccinated myself with lymph taken from These give one medical !'-ttendant for every 
the arm of a fellow student. Again, and 1,940, and one .Pharmac1en f~r e':ery 6,91.4 
liO soon after the second vaccination, I had of the p~pulat1on. What 1s singular 11 
a large pustule, which went through a that the richer departments hne fewer doc
regular course, the scab adhering until tors than the poorer; thus in those of the 
about the twelfth day. Nowhere, after the north there is one practitioner for every 2,
re-vaccination, I would have been con- 496 persons, while in the south there i1 
sidered as safe as the vaccine disease could one for eYery 1619. It is still more singu
render me, and doubtless, had I suffered Jar that there are nearly 600 towns or 
from variola, my case would have been set communes with populati?ns varyin).( from 
down as one of those in which vaccination 2,0~ to 8,00~ .souls, which havi; neither a 
had availed nothing. And yet was there medical practitioner nor pharmac1en.-Ez
any mason whv l ;hould not have suffered change. 
the full force o( the disease, had I been ex-
pased 7 Since that time I have repeatedly CAS~ OF C.iESARIAN OPERATION. 
inserted the virus in different situations, 
with no other effect than the slight irrita· BY (1) ]I(. STOLTZ ; (2) Ji! . AER!!CHODT; A1'D 

tion which is known to follow the scratch · (3) M. SACK. 
of the lancet charged with the poison in Two of these cases were completely suc-
those thoroughly nccinated. My own cessful, the third was successful only so 
experience has been partly confirmed by far as the child was concerned. 
observation. I have re-vaccinated many 1. M. STOLTz's CASE. In which tli. 
children, and quite a number of them those child' a life waa aaved at the erpt.Mt of the 
in whom I have watched the progress of mother'a.-A woman 1et. 37, who had al
tihe first pustule. I have 84~n the re-vac- ready had five easy confinements. Soon 
crination unequivocally successful in only after the birth of her fifth child, she hatl 
eight cases, and in no instance have I been experienced what she thought to be rheu
aatisfied that true nccinia was present the matic pains. These increased greatly da
third time. Re-vaccination of adults has ring )ier sixth pre~nancy, when she becan» 
been successful in about the aame propor- unable to walk without support. For two 
tion as in children. vears she had been unable to sustain ber-

My observations have not been sufficient- Self in the erect posture. Her back had re
ly extensive to establish any new fact, but cently become considerably bent. On e1-
I make them known that others may ob- amination, the promontory of the sacrum 
aerve also, and see if they do not confirm was found to rest literally up<>n the sacrum, 
the following proposition:- and there was no possibility of effecting 

That vaccination, properly performed, delivery by the crotchet. Under these cir
and repeated until lhe 8U8Ctptibility to tht cumstances, the Caisarian se.ction was un
•accine diaeaae i8e:rha'U8tedfromtheayatem, dertaken, but not until she had been in la
'1/ford.8 entire immunity from. the variolo'U8 bor for three days. The operation was un
liaea,e. attended with any accident. No blood 

It may seem that, by including so much, was lost. The child breathed and cried 
my proi>0sition is worthless, as it would immediately. Four twisted sutures wena 
extinguish not only the &enuinedisease, but employed. For the next twenty-four houra 
its modification, variolotd. But we are to everything went on well, when the patient 
bear in mind that one, two or three succes- became restless and disquieted, her vital 
live pustules may still leave the system heat failed, aml in spite of all efforts to r&
anprotected, at least in part. Vaccination lieve her, she sank ten hours afterwards.-
1hould be repeated until nothing like a pus- After death, there were no signs of either 
tule can be obtained. Let each one observe inflammation or hemorrhage. The pelvilt 
for himself, until evidence accumulates and the bones generally were greatly di1· 
which shall sustain or overthrow this posi- torted. This case hap)>Cned in 1846. 
tion; and let no one say that vaccinatioll is 2. M. AERSCHOLDr s CASJI. In 1Dhich tM 
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livea of ~oth 1TUJthtr and .child 1o~rt saved.- 3. It forms a part of the vegetable struc
The patient, whose age 1s not given, fell in turc, ancl properlv inoraanic food Like 
labor of her first child on the 1st Decem- all other alkalies, it also ~on tribute~ to elec
ber, 18:>1.. S~e was very rachetic, and the t~eal effect, which may be regarded as a 
sacro-pu~1c cltameter was not more than kmd of stimulus to the vital functions.-
five centimetres. The operation was per- It is found, as we have seen. in ve"etable 
formed after the labor hac\ been in progress productions, 1mmctimes uni1ed ''"ith 60r[an
f<?r more than twe~ty-four hours: Some tc, and at others, with inorganic acids. 
d_ifficulty was expenenced!from the protru-
sion of the bowels, but eventually this was 
o,·ercome, a vigorous child was extracted, NEW METHOD OF INDUCING PRE-
and the external wound was closed with MATURE DELIVERY. 
four twisted sutures. The first two days 
passed without acci~ent; the da." follow. BY K. ~ANZONI. • 
in~._symptoms of milk fHer, with tymp- The !luthor was mdnoed, by obrern11g 
am us, and some erysipelas about the wound the active sympathv between the breasts 
made their appearance, but theEepassed off, aud the other parts of the sexual apparatus, 
and on the tenth day, the wound was per- t? try to produce premature delivery by ir
~ectly healed, except o.t its inferior extrem- ntahng the nerv.es of the mammary gland11. 
ity. In a month the patient was well. The first expenment was made upon a 

3. M. SAcK's CME. In which the livu of young woma!'• e:t. 21, who, two years ago, 
"!'th mot'M; and child tetre savtd.-The pa- had been delivered b! perforation, i_n con-· 
tlent was 10 her 22d year, and in her first se.qnence of contraction of the pelns. In 
confinement. The pelvis \Vas greatly de- the 32l\ \Teek of utero-gf'stotion, an appa
formed. The child's head was greatly im- mtu~, constructed of caoutt'houc, formmg 
pacted in the inlet, but the outlet WllS l'O suck.mg-pump11. were. put upon the nipple11. :::. 
~istort':d u to make any further progress Dur!n~ three days thtR w~ used about !'eT-
1mp.oss1ble. The mo~hrr .being extremely en ll'!les, the proce~s going on upon e8:ch 
anxious to save the ch1\cl, the c~sarian sec- occa~1on. for two ho11~1!. After the tlurd 
t~OI? was performed. On dividing the pa- apphcat1on, the neck. o~ the uterus became 
net1es the omentum was founcl stretched sh<;>rtened: after the 111xth, eevere lal>or
across the intestines, and not to be dis- pams came on; after the r,e,·enth, the child 
~laced. On dh·iding this there was con- was born. . . 
sulerable hemorrhage. This. however. was The.only dan;i;er ltkely to ensue from this 
c~cked after some little delay, and the very. sunple method of treat~ent is inflam
ch1ld was d~livered, though not until some m!ltton of the mamma; this can be met 
considenable force had been employed to with proper treatmen~. . . 
free iui hP.ad from the peh-is, into which A &el'ond case of a 111m1lar kmd, occurred 
it bad been impacted. Eight twisted su- to the author._ A young wom:in, e•1ci-ntc 
tUJeS were used to close the uxternal wound. for the first tune, suffered so severely from 
Symptoms of peritonitis followed lhe op- dyspn<r.a, connected with organic diEeaFe of 
eration, and tlie wound had to be partly the chest. that prematun; delivery w~s ne. 
opened to allow 11 quantity of bloody sero- cet1S11ry for ~he pres~rva.tton of her hf~.
s1ty to es<;ape. but in the .end the symp- After the third opphcalion o~ the suckmg
toms subsided. and the patient recovered, pump. 11;n apparently dead child was born• 
~ithout aoy furth~r difficulty, though te· r~sp1rat1011 was. however, soon re-~stab
d1ously.-{l) Ga.uttt <k Slraqburg. March !•shed. :rhe author.r~marks, th:it this case 
18:>3; (2) An11a1" Jt la Socitlt dt lUul. d' 18 ~ot quite conch1s1 "l"e: be~ause prem1tt11re 
A.1nJCra, March 18.53; (3) Schmidt's Ju.hr- delivery occurs ~ften m Cf>nnection "·!th 
lnu:Mr No. 8 p. 195 18:'.>3 gevere dyspnrell. independent of other 111-

, ' ' ' • fluences.-.llftdical Times and Gazetti, Oct. 
1, 18:>3. 

EFFECTS OF LIME. 

Prof. GRAT thus briefly !!urns up some of Po1so1mrn WITH INK.---A cai;e is quoted 
the offices performed by lime: from the Austrirrn "Journnl of Pharmacy.". 

1. It tends to 1:onvert the ve11.etable mat- in which se"l"ere symptoms of gastro enteri· 
ter into '-egetable food, thus performing the tis were caused by drinking a gla~s of ink 
office of a solvent. or convertor of nutri- by mi;;take for a glass of porter. The pa
uous matter into nutriment. titmt reco,·eri"d, alter ha viug 1;ufferell for ma-

2. It corrects the acidity of soils, by uni- nr d~ys from weakne8s and trembling in 
ting with free acids, or :lecompoeing poi- the hmbs, headache, &c.-PharmaccutM:al 
10nous salts. /flUrnal., Oct. 1~3. 

THtaD Hatl9-VOLUIJll tl-P. 
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12A RECOVERY FROM P0150Nl?\G BY ARSENIC, ETC. 

Rt;COVERY FROM J:OISONiNG BY 
ARSl!:N1C AND CHlWMATE OF 
Li<.:AD. 

pump that it had not been vomited up, the 
contents of the stomuch were drawu off', 
and eventually by threati; an<l solicitations 
die was induct'cl to take several more basin-

nv TllOllAS R. H. THOMSON, M. D. fulls, in all to the amount of about eight 
/ On th~ morning of the 3J Sept., while oun•'.CS of magnesia, mixed as thick as con

re.'1d111g in D•>ug:a,;, I was caller! to a ,i:,;1ent gruel, repeating the 1lose almost as 
W:tin 111. ag1' I J'J. wh•> was i;uppo.,ed to be soo11 as the predou~ one had been brought 
1mffcri11g from 1h" efle~ts of poi~uu. On up, by tickling the fauceswitha longc0<1rse 
lH<' :e :d111g to her resid.in~. I was told fhat tea:.her. As ~oon as ;;he was somewhat 
ll•>m~ ho:.1r.s prtnbusl • her neig,hbora, hear- rallied, I ordered her a mixture of gum 
in~ su111e;hi11g fall h~avily in be; room, oclcia. olhe oil, lime-water, and 1i11c1ure 
ms:1ed in, a!IJ found her lying almost in- of henbme, every hour, with plenty of 
se.1~1bli:. and vomi.i11g and retching vio- thick solution of gum. and thin flour por
lc:ich, whi::h was still goi111{ 011 when I rid~e. all of which she require1I to have 
eu .ercd, ihe ma11er ejected being white, f9rc·~d upon her.-E\·ening: Much i::ore
brc·a-; :, oud vibCitl. The face wa> pale, .ness of the epigastrium complained of. 
ClH·ercd wi.h profu.-e clammy perspiration; Ordere(I a large bran-and-mustard poultice 
tlte <:;e ~uuken, and b~t for the abSt'uce of w be applie:l, a1ul a full duseof tincture of 
p.1:-i,i11~ s!ie looke.1 like one in the collapsed opium, with nitric spirits of etlicr, to be 
i1La ;c of c'1o·era. She comµlained of pain, taken ot bedtime. 
b 11-.1ia~ hea~. and dryness of th~ fauce,, Se1•t. .J 1h.-Pas:0ell a tolerable night. and 
di1lk1:1y of swdllvwiug. with a cvntinual expres;;e~ her;;elf as fec!ing br:tter . Throat 
lc.1den :y to hawk up, as if something wa,: s •iJ \'Cf)" dry and burning; much thirst; 
stic.iiug in the throat. There was 110 epiga,tric region still very tender on pres
cpi.;a~· ric rain . 011ly sli~ht tenderue.,;s on sure. Continued the olive oil and lime 
pr·~·sur.!. H;:ad ·che violent; pulse 132. water with the mucilaginous drinks and 
fee1>!e; wng..1~ moist. and covered with a repeated the mu~tard poultice. Pulse 120, 
~;r ·~_.,-i-;h fur. By her own statement it fall ancl Jmrd.-Ewning: Bowel:: much 
upp~areJ tl1al abrnt 3, P. M., on the pre- purgecl, with tencsmus and some blood; 
C!diug dav, while usisting to wait in a suffering also very much from dyi;uria.
lo.16iu;·huJse, sh" had taken four dessert- Continue the remellies. with a full dose of 
tµ•i·mL1l5 of n yellow syrup contained in a compound tinr.ture of opium, and spirits of 
drawer. anJ, ••8 she expre,;sed herself," to nitric ether. 
~e' the b~::n of it ,;he hutl 111.ken the thickest :Hh.-Somew}1nt better, though suffering 
of it:' whic't mixture she sub.>equently greatly from hea:lach<'; tongue coYerecl witli 
fo:tml o:ll t•l b() on->. used for poisoning flies. grcyi;:h white, ~mooth, moist coat; pulse 
She afterwards eat a hearty dinner, und felt 120, foll and soft; bowels quiet; still much 
no ill clfec s uutil the evening, when, in pain and diffic11tyin passingwater. Con
e m.;c 1ucnc.! of griping pains, and feeling tin11e the rem"die~. with opium. 
l!i<:i<. sli.:i d'ank a basin of new milk.- 6th .-Still suffrring from pain aml ten
Dt1ring the night the pain aml burnin~ he11 Lkrne~s nf the bowels. The heat and dry
of the throat C'1me on, uud u\1ima~lv she ness of the thrJnt mnch diminished. Con
fe\t in a sort of faint while trying to get np tinne the remc<lies. 
11.1d ca'l her neighbors. Ha\'ing ord:•rPrl 7th.-Goin~ on favorably. As ·y was 1 

hot bottle' 10 h~r foet amt stomac'.1. I w<>.ut u110Yoidably obliged t1ilt>n\'efor a few clays, 
to the thernist who ha<I sup11lit~d the fir I de~irerl her to c:ill in 01lir.rmrdical addce 
p·)is:m . and asccr · .. ine:l from hi:; as;.i'>lunt if r~ .. p1iml. Ordered her to cnntinur the 
tin: fr Hn a 1lrac11m to fo~r i;cruples of oil anrl lime-water. and some pills, wi1hthe 
er.-;.~.1io 1s aci.l. powMred and colored with third of a grain of opium powd~r, and two 
II b >Ut the Sam'! q•tantity Of chrome yullow !!;rains of e\tract Of h)'MC\'RmllS thn>e OT 

lwl he•n supplie I; an•I of thi~. swceiened four to be taken dailv; w.ith directions that 
with , , ,~,r. it app"an·ll from the statP.ment if theb:.iwels became.confined .a li:tlecastot 
of the patient, as well u~ of the parties in oil was to be taken every second da,·. 
wh'lse h m98 s!le !tad acc:<1ent111lv taken tbP From Saturdav afteruoon until Wednes
p'liS'>R, :hat at leaqt 8 full h11lf Or more had rta\" morning, f examined the mine. am\ 
b.1en takea. as in \eed wus aftePnr<ls de- foimd by the ordinary tesL~. confirmed by 
terrninerl b.,. \\'ei~hing the rcsi<lue. There Reinsch'!', positiYc evidences of arFenious 
b~in~ 110 recently-prepared hydrnteilSP.sqni acid; but m no case could I detect any 
ox·r .h or iron r,~arlv. the pati1rnt's daugh 1er trace of lend, which I presume must have 
\Vd~ ;:e ·1t blc'.1 imn•c \i;\telv with lwoo1incl'f been from the almost insoluble cl1aructer of 
of ne .vly-mad') light ntn~nesia. with direc- the chromate. 
tiorH 1•1 ~ive it i11 water nt two draughts On my return on the 19th, the patient 
an.I fi1din:; on my return with the stomach- mentioned t'-t the d,a7afi.;r-I had 1 t seea 
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PROLAP~US OF THP. UTERUS AND VAGINA, ETC. 12'7 

her, she had a return of severe, excruciating inches long. the l\l)CX downwards. The lips 
pain of the stomach, with tenesmus and of the os were very thick, rigid ond unyield
frequent b:oody stools; but that under the ing; and indee .I the whole of the cone pre· 
use of the opium pills and mustard oppli· sented th" same character. The pains were 
cations it gradually subsided. She then rE>guler and tolerably strong. As the l11bor 
expressed herself as being very wdl, though proceeded, the whole mas1.1, uterus and head 
weakene<l by her illness. The pulse was came down together, dragging with it the 
down to 80, soft. The only pathognomonic anterior wnll of the vagina, and at length 
trace of the late ordeal was found in the obliterating the anterior ctd·dt·8ac of the 
tongue, which had the whitish, silvery vagina; the tumor thus fonned dilated the 
coating sometimes observable in those who ,-ulva. The descent continuing.and the 011 
have taken the liquor arsenicalis for some uteri scarcely dilating at all, the uterus 
timE'; but there was ''ery little appearance came so low down that the anterior lip of 
of the poiron in her urine. This woman the os uteri was pushed outliide the vuh·a, 
must have taken at least two scruples of and the Hnterior half of the os uteri and th11 
powdered arsenious acid, and the same posterior half of the vaginal orifice formed 
quantity of the chromate of lead. an eliptical opening, through which the 

In all cares of poisoning with arsenic, I child's head could be rE>adily felt. end, if 
should be inclined to trv the li!(ht. recently- ne~sary could have been seen. Still the 
prepared magnesia again, ai:i it is i:io easily os uteri continuecl firm and unyieldingand 
mixed and so safe in its a1tmi11istration.- eventually the whole of the os, with au ex
Jn this cai;e not let:s than eight ounces must traordiuary caput 81.U:cedantmn., protruded 
baTe been u.,ed within two tiours.-London from the vagina. 
Lancet. Tartar emetic was given,and nau~ea kept 

up for about three hours. After this, 40 
ON PROI APSWt OF THE UTERUS AND drops o! laudanum were admit?istered. 

' , , At eight p. m. the os uten was rather 
VAGINA URI NG PREGNANC"\'. Jargn than a crown piece. the caput 81lCCt· 

AND LABOR. dantum protruded; the bones of the head 
BT J. H. HO'l1GHT01', ESQ., piessro on the margins of the os, which 

SuraP.on to the Dispensary Dudley. wE'.re thick, hard and very UllJ:ielding. The 
" ' Jlllms were strong. Tho1mtenor cul-de-Bat 

. Mr. Houghton relates a case o.f this rare of the vagina was obliterated with E>ach 
disorder, ancl collects the particulars of pain , :with a disposition of the whole oe 
fo~r~een cases of the ~me kind f~om the uteri to i:ass externally. For some ti!'1e 
wr111ngs of Drs. Mernman, Davis, Ash- after the lauclrnum wa11 !!,hen, the p1111111 
well and Capuron. . bf-came more moclerate, but they never 

CA.l!t.-Mrs. S--, ait· about 26, had ceased, and at 10 l" m. returned i;ha1ply. 
been much neglected in her first confine- The os was now mnre disposed to dilate 
ment, anci had since suffered from prolapsui; though very firm and rigid. 
uteri. About November, 18f>O, she hac re- Mr. Houghton determinerl to wait for 
troversion of the uterus, followed by a mis- dilatation, and in the meantime to preYent 
carriage at the fourth month; since which total im·er~ion of the v11gina. To effect 
time the uterus had descen~ecl daily, and this. he proceeded in the fol.lowing manner: 
had prolapsed every day dunnu her pre.<>ent Havino replaced the uterui: onrt the 'l'Bgina 
pregnancy, even to the day of her delivery. as welf as he could, he watched carefully 
At timesi;hehad haclcon;iderabledischarge for each pain; anrl when it wa!' about to 
from it; and she was aware of ulceration commence. he pa~Fed the finger~ of hi1t 
existin~ round the os. Slltl had not had right hand into the nntl'rior w/.r/r .1wc of 
any medical addce for the prolapsus. the Yagino. and the thumb of th • rnme 

She was taken in lalt0r with her second hand into the posterior cul-cit-me. The 
child, on November 12th, 18f>l, at four fin~ers and thumb thnsembrarE>d then~ end 
I'· m. The rains continued feeble and in- the child'11 he11d; and while the lattrr wa1 
frequent till 2 p. m. the next day; and Mr. allowed to preps on a11d dilatP· thl' former. 
Houghton saw her about four. The head he snpported tlie whole mel'I' in po5ifion, 
pre~enll'd naturallv; the os uteri was di'a· or nearlv FO. For somt'trme the rlilntetion 
ted to about the sne of a crown piece; the continued ver.v slowly. enrl he conl!l feel, 
passeges were moist; the membranes had from time to time. that abrei>icm of the an· 
been ruptured twen1.y-four hours previous- terior encl posterior lips of thr os had tal!en 
ly. On examination, the os uteri was place. Theos now very tij!.htlv emhl'l'ced 
found cloFe to the outlet; the walls of the the heed, the posterior lip bein!! sof-i~h. 
uterus, from thft margin of the os to tha1 the anterior very hard amt thi<'k. At about 
11art of the uterus ae,Binst which the bead r.lf-pan el.even 'P· m., duri.11g a ver:r st.tong 
of the child preaeed, formed a cone three pain, Mr. Houghti~,~l~ ~\!98 s~~en. 
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ly give way, and the child was almost im- From the Bo11oo Medical and 8or1ioal Jouoal. 
mediately bornalh·e; lacenition of the pos- FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE-LET-
terior lip of the os uteri having taken place TER FROM PARIS. 
to the extent of about an inch. No flood- The School of Medicine was opened to 
ing followed. The uterus and 'agina were the medical fra1ernity, to whatever name or 
r.rolapsed when the placenta was expelled. nation belonging, on the 7th of November 
fhe uterus was easily returned: the patient last, with considerable manifestation on 
was much exhausted; a stimulant and a the part of the faculty. It wnsan occasion 
dose of opium were given, and she was al- of unusual interest, and an audienru of 
lowed to rest. twelve hundred medical gentlemen greeted 

The patient went on favorably; but re- the orator of the day, M. Bouchardat, with 
mained subject to prolapsus, which return- much\\ arm th, os he proceeded to pronounce 
ed every time she eat up. eulogies upon two eminent professors of 

From a review of his own case, and then the laculty who have died within the last 
of others, Mr. Houghton finds: three years-M. Hippolite Royer-Collard. 

That two rases were primipara1; four and Achille ~ichard. The former was p~o
multiparll!; while in eight the number of fessor of hygiene, the latter of natural h1s
pregnancies was not named. That in two tory. As M. Bouchardat~as been reoe~tly 
cases th~ head presented; in twelve the elevated to the place occ~pied ~y ~· R1ch
pre3entatton was not named. That in four ard, a~d as ~e had been ~1s pupil, his agr~ 
~ses there was great rigidity of the 08 ; and fr1e~d, it was befi~tmg. that he should 
1D ten the state of the os was not mention- be ~rm~lt~ t~ pay this tnbute of ~spec:t 
ed. That in thirteen, the prolapsus was to his distm~mshed teacher, who, in hl8 
complete; in one this was not mentioned. last hour, sa~d, "I have occupied we!~ my 
That in one csse venesection tartar emetic day; all my hfe has been consecrated either 
and opium, remedies cslcul~ted \o remov~ to things useful or to 1tggrandi7.e the sphere 
rigidity, were used with benefit; in four, of human.knowl&lge. l. have done the best 
~unte.r-pressure was used; in four, dilata- I could with wha:t wa~g1veo m~ ~'do here 
tion; m four, the mode of proceeding is below-myconsc1ence1stronqu1l. At the 
not clearly related~ in two, incisions were next annual commencement of the medical 
practised; in one, turning. Jn twelve ca- lectures,an eulogy will be pronounced upon 
11es the patients recovered (probably with M. Orfile. 
prolapsus uteri remaining), in one, d~atb When M. Malgaigne commenced his 
occurred; in one, reco'l"ery without prolap- ~urse upon o~re:tive surgery, he took, aa 
11us. Rupture of the cervix uteri took his thtntc, for his introductory lecture, the 
place in one case. . Echools of surgery represented by Boyer, 

The accounts of treatment of the disease Dupuytre~ an~ ~- Cooper. He gave the 
are very meagre. Counter-pressure, dila- personal h1~tones of the~ men! end graph
tation, and incision, were the means most 1cally descr!~ t~ fteld. m which each one 
practised strove to d1stmgmsh h1msetf. He called 

c · 1. • Boyer a conaervatitie in surgery, Dupuytren 
ounter-pruaurc see~s app icable 1n all 8 radical, and A. Cooper 8 pretty clever 

oa~ of prolapsus duri!lg labor; for on imrgeon-·the two former as the bll8e of the 
11ee111g. the uterus and vag1_n.a protruded, and pyramid, and the latter the summit. He 
refiectm~ ho~ the ~ter~ 1s naturally sus- was rather more complimentar to the 
pended .rn th, pel~1s, i~ follow.s that by English surgeon than most Frenchmen are 
llupportmg the vagi~a '!1t_h t~e tips of the apt to be. Yet he spared not the knife of 
1ing~rs, '!'lld thus ma1ntamu~ its nd-~e-aac, criticism when he saw a morbid growth. 
a pomt is afforded from which the chi!~ or Perhaps there are very few better medical 
~ c:embranes may press on and dilate critics than M. Malgaigne. He can eluci-

• date better than be can uecrde-hence his 
Muhe1nical dilata.tion is objected to ~y lectures ere highly instructive; ·yet he does 

Mr. Houghton, ~n ~-grounds that. by its not operate with that dexterity which is 
P_erformance a nsk i~ mcurred of stlmula- peculiar to some surgeons. 
Ung the refle~ fun.ction of t!te ute~us, and I noticed recently a statement of the re
hence {lroducmg vio~eot utenne action, and sult of Ir.7 cases of typhoid fever which 
laceration of the cervix or body of the uterus. had been treated by M. Secretain, by six 

Incision of tht ceN>ir is recommended by different methods. Although this number 
Mr. Houghton to be employed, after coun- is not large, yet it is worth something-as 
~r-pres'lure has been continued some time, we can judge somewhat of the value of the 
uid rigidly continues in spite of the ordioa- methods employed; and, moreover, it would 
r:r means of OTercoming it.-.Dublin Quar- seem that when an epidemic typhoid fever 
14t"ly Jowwal of llltciicilu. May, l~. reign1, it is better not to be confined exclo-
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sively to any one method of treatment. Of Recently M. Cazeaux, an obstetrician of 
these patients, 118 were cured; and 39 died, some note, was summoned before one of 
or one third. Amon~ them, 64 were men, the courts of Paris, to testifr what took 
73 women, and 20 children. With the ex- place in his office during a pnvate consul
pectant treatment, 2 died out of 28 cases; tation. This· he refused to di vul~e; and 
m 18 of which the fever was light, 8medi- the court sustained him in his decision, and 
um, and 2 grave. 'fhis upon the first view ruled that a physician was not obliged to 
appears well, but unfortunately the two divulge what occurted, or what were his 
grave cases succumbed. Sixty-one were prescriptions, in his private consultations. 
treated by symptoms; among which we A few days after. the patient consented th11t 
find that 26 were grave, 24 medium, and 11 M. Cueaux should divulge the secret, and 
light-deaths 16. In 42 cases treated by the prosecuting party offered him 100 francs, 
sulphate quinine-14 grave, 22 medium, 6 as a bonus, and in case of refusal that he 
light-there were only 6 deaths. With should be again brought before the tribunal; 
the method by evacuants, there were 12 but he scorned their bribes, and felt himself 
cases, 9 grave, and 8 deaths. In the treat- protected bf the sltong arm of justice ex
ment by cold water externally upon the tended to him under the imperial ea$le. 
abdomen, and a free use internally, there By the side of a puerperal epidemic fever 
were~ cases grave, I medium, and 1 light; in the obstetrical hospitals, I ha,·e seen 
none died. By the antiphlogistic method, another affection, withiq a few weeks, 
bleeding. &c., there were 7 cases-6 grave which has probably some etiological con
and I light-with 6 deaths. nection, but which differs as much, even by 

At the clinique of the Faculty in the the nature of its accidents, as by their cir
service of M. Dobois, sel'eral trials ha"e cumscribed locality to the ex temal genitals. 
been made with the warm douche upon the At one time, most of the women, who 
neck of the uterus to produce labor. I saw escaped peritonitis, were attacked with 
it applied last week to a patient in the ucAaru upon some portion of the genitals, 
eighth month of pregnancy, who has a which resulted in gangrene. Generally a 
contracted pelvis from rachitis; and the few hours, or the next day after confine
result was most happy. I have also seen ment, there might be seen someecchymosed 
its application when the placenta has bt>en spots uron the interi1al face of one of the 
retained ten days from the rupture of the externa labia, or upon one of the sides of 
cord, in a case of abortion, and with the the lourchette, coming on without any 
same success. The method of employment rupture of the parts or any prolonged pres
is by irrigation. A constant stream of sure from difficult labor. Soon some 
warm water-at the temperature varying fissures in the mucous membrane would 
from 30 to 40 degrees centigrade-is forced appear, and in a few hours the epithelium 
upon the os uteri, by an irrigator, for twenty would be destroyed, and an ulcerated sur
or thirtv minutes, according to its effect in face more or less extended would result, 
producfng pains. It seems to ha'"e a stim- perhaps covered with a diphtheritic exuda
u1ating and also a relaxing effect upon the tion, thus destroying the surface in a few 
neck of the uterus; and soon the patient hours, or in one day; and if not arrested in 
begins to experience the ordinary pheno- its progress, it would extend in some cases 
mena usual in the first period of labor. It to the complete destruction of the mucous 
is re·appliedintwelveortwenty-fourhours, membrane of the vagina, e\'en to the neck 
if the uterine contractions still remain of the uterus; or it might destroy the whole 
feeble, or have entirely ceased. Generally external portion of the genitals, and even 
from two to four applications are sufficient the perineum and anal region would slough 
to cause the uterus to expel its contents. away. Notwithstanding this melancholy 
This method of employment of warm aspect of affairs, nearly all of the patients 
water in producing premature labor was have sunived, or are in a way of reco\'ery. 
first introduced into notice, I belie\'•\ in What can be the cause of so manv women 
Germany. Since then. two or three cases being attacked so suddenly? ls this atfec
were reported at Dublin of its succe~ful tion an epidemic? or has some inoculating 
emplovment, and one in London. From matter been conYeved from the dissecting 
the results thus far obtained, it may be rooms upon the finp:ers of the students? 
considered, a 8afe, energetic and .mre method These questions I will not pretend to an
of producing uterine contraction, when it swer; but I will say, that the same rcgula
becomes necessary for art to interfere, in tions hove been adopted here since the 
cases where th~ placenta has been rP.tained appearance of the malady, as are put in 
a long time, and the uterus has ceased to force in Vienna, 'vhen a puerperal epidemic 
act, and also in the production of premo- becomes manifest, viz., that thOEe who 
ture labor. practice di66eCtions durin 0he ~ence 
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of the epidemic, are prohibited from prac- sides ?f ~he vertebral ~olumn,showing that 
tising the touchtr upon the women in the the liquid was antenor to them. This 
hospital. hitherto positive symptom of Mr Rostan, 

The discussion upon thE' use of perchlorure caused M. Nelaton to diaguoi;e this ca Fe as 
dt fer in obliterating tum ors ot the veins an enormous ovarian cyst, in ihe ub~ence 
and arteries, is still going on witb much of any other notable sign. She was punc
vigor at the. Academr of Medicine. When h.~red, an~ 20. litres , or ~bout five gallons, ' 
the end will be, I cannot divine. Last ?I c.;lear hqu1d were withdrawn; and in
week, M. Roux. the venerable surgeon at .iect1ons of tincture of iodine were made. 
Hotel Dieu, said, in the discussion of this The patient suffered for three days very 
question-that he had ligated the larger much from YOmiting and pain in the abdo
arter!es, including_ the crural, brachia!. men, but became ~tter. The_ a~omen 
pophteal, &c., 84 umes; and that 66 times began to enlarge aga10,andshe died rn four 
he practieed the method of Hunter; that he (l~ys, .suddenly, as was suppoSt·d from the 
had ?l 'erated for falseaneurisms of the arm allection ?f t!1e heart. Upon a post-mor-
10 times, and Cot am~urisms of the popli- tem exammahon, the he.art was found en
teal artery 23 times. Surgeons have long lorged, pericardium adherent, right auricle 
sought some remc~dial agent that would !uge e!1oug!1 to ad!'lit lhe whole h!lno into 
ha,·e a salutary effect in coagulating the ~ts canty, fille~ wit~ a clot; the hver was 
blood. In J?Crchloride of iron is found 8 ma state of ~1~rhos1s; the uterus in ~ts 
property which actspowerfullvin arresting normal cond1t10n; one of the o,·ar1es 
hemorrhage from bleeding surfaces as I slightly enlari;.ed; peritoneum showed that 
ha\"e abundantly seen. Aud it ha~ sue- there had existed an ancient peritonitis, 
r.eeded in some cases of aneurisms when but was now very little inflamed. But 
the article was pure, and the o~ration ~here was found a false membrane extend
made with precision. Ne,-erthele~s. its mg fr?m the t!8n~verse colon down to the 
merits are not sufficient, as yet, to super- os!ub1s to which 1t was at.tached. It also 
sede the methods which have long been in ha attachments to each side of the abdo
use. But every day expE'riments are 111ade men, and along the omen tum. thus forming 
with it upon patients as well as upon a complete covering to the intestines. uterus 
animals. 8!1~ bladder, thereby preventing them from 

Within ten days cholera has made its nsmg upon ~he surface of the liquid; and 
appearance among us. There have been of. course bemg an obstacle liablt> to de
nearly two hundred cases; and more than a:1ve t~e most astute perception in the 
one half of this number have died . Within diagnosis. 
the last three days it has been on the in- I notice that some of the English journals 
creast>, so that one day there were thirtv are recommending the working population 
cose~. As yt>t, the number is small tn the who labor in the dust, and where there i~ 
population of Paris. But the future mav m\Ich gaEeous exhalation, to wear la mm
swell the bills of mortality. Diarrhea, a tacht , to prevent the inhalation ol obooxi
constant precursor of cholt>ra. is now quite ous particles which mav be injurious to 
pre,·alE'nt. The administration of the the lungs. As vou are aware. such recom
ho~pitals are taking measures to estobli~h a mendation isnotnt~aryin France. 
separate hospital for the cholera patients. With these few haRty "on dits" to day 

In looking at my note-book, I find among I will subscribe myself, 
the record of cases seen at the hospitals. Respt•ctfully, A. B. H. 
one which is not without interest in a Pari8 • Dec. 6, 18:>3. 
practical point of Yiew, as showing the 
reliance placed upon one symptom-;md Po1soN1No WITH MusHROOMi<.-A family 
yet, the surgeon was deceived. It was in of 1he Italians residing in Paris, having 
a patient np<'.n whom M. Nelaton diag- partaken of .mushr?oms at a m;.al ,_ were 
nosed an ovanan cyst. hut which proved to soon after seized w11h severe pam m the 
be asc.ites. I must forbr.ar entering into abclomen. _Three o~t o~ the fi_ve (the '' ife 
anv lustory of the c.ase, but will state the a!1d two ch1lclren) died m hornhle conrnl
point at issue. The woman had all the s1ons. Two dogs, which ate part of the 
external appearance of ascites. She had food, speedily died in com·ulsions. 
organic disease of the heart, but from the A labC1rer. who, in disregard of caution. 
enlargement of the abtlomen the liver could ate a considerable quantity of what he con
not beex1tmined. Nothing abnormal could siclered were edible mushrooms, died in 
be f?und h.v ~he v~ginal touch. By per- convl!lsions after three days of extreme 
cuss10n. the mtei;tmes were found upon suffonng-Journal dt Chimu Mt.dicala 
each side of the abdomen, ()C('upying both October. • 
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WHAT ISDYSPEPSIA'1 HOW CAN IT we have not been afilicting it with over 
BE CUREm work. 

WHAT INFLUENCE HAVE THE PARSIONS OVF.B In the first place, it is well known by the 
IT'1 Oun :MODERN EDUCATION ITS GRE.\T experiments of our persevering country·· 
c.\USE. man, Dr. Beaumont, who has done more 
Foremost amongst the evils entailecl up- for the correct understanding of digestion 

on us by an artificial life, is Dysrepsia, than eYery other writer in the world, that 
or Indigestion, so called from the Gret'k the mucous membrane of the stomach pro
word signifying to concoct. In the fol- duces a fluid called the a.~sTn1c JUICE, from 
lowing remarks on the disease, we shall a Greek word ~ignifying the stomach.
give our own personal ob!'ervation on our- th•1t hes the power of dissolving every ar
self and others. abjuring all the dicta of ticle of food, e\'en when mixed with the 
the books; for if there be one truth more food outside of the body. Dr. B<'aumont, 
appnent than another, it is. that the stom- howewr, actually placed the ,·arious arti
ach, when artificially educated, is quite as c'es in the ;tomach of Alexis St. Martin, 
capricious in its fancie!! and predilections. enclose-0 in a perforated silver ball. govern
as the most whimsical brain that ever at- ed by a thread. which was pas.ced through 
tempted to govern it. There is but on!' a fistulous openina, left af1er the healing of 
proper rule to be observed in the exposition a wound received from a musket ball. By 
of the subject and the cure of the disease. this means he actually ascertained the time 
and that is, a strict attention to the abuses required to digest every article of food in 
and requirements of nature, unperverted use in the list of edibles of this countrv. 
by artificial life. We Rhall have ample use for that table in 

In the article· on Catarrh, or Colds, we future articles, on the varieties of food; at 
have described that portion of the great present we must attend to the laws of di
:MUcous :MEMBRANE that lines the air pns- gestion. 
sages and longs, and its most frequent dis- Chewing our food until it is thoroughly 
ease, CATARRH. We have now to do the comminuted, is apparent to all, to be the 
same for the stomnch and intestines. first condition implied by nature to its 

DrsPEPsl.\ is the affection that most re- complete solution by the gastric juice; if 
sembles a cold, only it is apt to be persist- we bolt it in masses. it would be nt>arly as 
ent, as it exists in a membrane continually reasonable to expect its complete solution, 
liable to the same abuse that originally i.e., for any considerable length of time, 
produced it; for although the mimt and it!' as to expect the water and the mixing, to 
harrassing cares are often the pn·disposing produce a beautiful and eYen loaf of bread 
causes, still the improper selection anil with coarsely cracked wheat. The stom
mode of taking the food. is the great excit- ach, it is true, as it produces a chemical 
ing cause. Nature makes ample allowance solvent, may for i:ome time coment to its 
for slight errors of diet, but not for con tin- complete solution, but in a few weeks or 
ued abuse of her beneficence. months, particularlv if its ownn be debil-

Dy~pepsia begins with loss of appetite, itatt>r\ and harra~sed, either the fluid cea!;<'s 
weight and oppression at the stomach. to be produced in sufficient quantity, 
vomiting, puffing up of the stomach. with or tht> muscular action which mixes the 
eructation and heartburn, and burning nt food and commingles it with the gas
the stomach; con~tipation or costh·enes~ tric Juice is impaired, and the stomach 
usually accompanies theRe symptoms; thert" mm plains by some of the symptoms enu·· 
is, however, a great variety in the symp- mernted. 
toms of its acces.-;ion; we may give indl>ed It was intended by nature, that in from 
the widest latitude to the manner in whieh one to four houri:, almost every article of 
this protean affection approaches. Most food swallowed, should be reduced in the 
of us feel that the n11tural and healthy ap- stomach into an even and perfectly consist
petite of childhood is gone when cares and ent mass, called CHYME, from a Greek worcl 
ae;e or sickness attack us; still with a ra- si1mifying juice. and then passed by a pe
tional care in the 1.1ele<"tion of onr food it culiar motion of the muscular coat of the 
may be that nature will tolerate all we put !ltoma<"h, of a wormlike chuacter. through 
into the stomach. and consent to adcl it t(l the "PYLORUS," or lower gate of the stom
the body without complaining. When one ach. into the upper tract of intestines, in
or more of the above symptoms ap11ear, t~ndecl only for the election of the outrith·e 
and persist in attacking us soon after a parts of the food . In this uppermost por
meal, we may conclude· the enemy to ht' tion of the intestine, it is minF;lecl with 
Rnproaching, to establish a perm11nent sief!e . the bile from the liver, with the fluid pro
Now let us enmine the natural function~ duced bv the PANCREAS, or sweet-hread, a 
<!f the mucous membrane, and see whether great fte8hy gland, and wit the mo1cus of 
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the in test ine.s, secreted by thoUEamls ofli t1 le 
glands, distributed over the entire surlacr; 
th:.} cousequence of all this mixing and 
comminution is, its reduction into a beau
tifully smooth and milky fluid called CHYLE; 
thi:; fluill is taken up by a vast number 
of Ii ttle ves;;els of a milk-white color, calle,l 
LACTEAL.'!; the:;e are 1¥1-lhered into a large 
one, the size of a crow quill, which goes 
up on the left side of the back bone, and 
011 reaching the neck. makes an abrupt turn. 
aml dips down directly into the angle of 
the gr~at descending jugular ,·ein of the 
lelt side of 1he neck, and auother great vein 
coming from the left arm. This is the 
sole ,·essel which com·evs the food into the 
blood. In the well·knowu case of Cah·in 
Ed,;on, the 'thin man, it was founrl, after 
<lea th. to be strictured or constricted within 
the 11 bdomen, and thus the supply of blood 
material, was parti!llly cut off. 

The excremeutitus or indigestible portion 
of the food is carried downwards, into the 
greater intestine, where it is expellell from 
the body. This is the sum and substance 
of the entire process of digestion, and is as 
good as th11 whole rnlume on the sub-
ject. . 

Now let us coni;ider what the nerve pow
er, or that natural power of reaction which 
is the consequence of alternate action and 
re•t of the mind and body, bas to do with 
this process. 

Let any person examine the circumstan
ces and emotions 11t1endin11; his everv dav 
life, and try to realize their influen~ in 
e)e,·ating or depressing his nerve-p•>wer 
and dig~stion; he will find, that it is by 
n·J m~ans active exertion that deprh·es him 
of appetite; all experience proves 1he con
trary; more especially if that exerc:i>e be 
taken during the influence of cheerful 
emotions, and in the open air. When thus 
excited, and the appetite 1lemands food. 
who doubts that a small quantity of nutri
tions or animal food. taken with no liquid, 
will be digested? Ou the contrary, when 
depressecl with anxiety, and ill' the solitude 
of one's chamber, or even at the compara
th·ely cheerful fireside, when we goad the 
unwilling appetite with luxurious food, or 
tea and coffee and wine, does not the <h-s
peptic always dread the consequences? 
How can it be possible that several articles, 
e:ich having. according to Dr. Beaumont, 
its appropriate period of digestion-from 
onr to four hours.--and the gastric juice 
1lilutecl wi1h cold water, or hot tea or 
coffoe-how can it be possible that this ca
pricious thing, the stomach, will consent 
to act in a healthful manner? One article 
it might receiv~ with pleasure, but when 
c:illed upon to divide its powers with 

se,·eral others, tel).Uiring, perha:es, double 
or quadruple the tune, how can it p066ibly 
act, as intended by nature? Its power of 
toleration will soon be exhausted, and it 
will evince a de:;ire to eject those it 
chooses to consider the intruders. 

Who. does not feel, when bolting his 
food, that the stomach is not ready to re
ceive it? The posterior part of the tongue, 
uncl its opposite part, the arch, forming the 
fu.uces or mouth of the gullet, and its uwla 
or banging palate, are the gate-keepers to 
the stomach, and they invariably inform 
us when the food hai:: 11ot been sufficiently 
chewed. When a delicate and agreeable 
morsel is sufficient Ir masticated, the poste
rior arch of the pulii.te an<l the muscles of 
the gullet con11u1t to receive it, and propel 
it into the stomach in a manner iiercepti
bly eat<ier thou when bolted. 

This COn8tnt of the muscles, may be 
traced in m11nv other functions of tbe hu
man body. The ~xual passion and the 
functions of the two grea.1 excreting appa
ratusi>s will not allow themsel\"eS to be 
forced to anticipate their natural wants, be
yond a certain extent of time. without de
rangin!( thlir organ~ nt:rvt8, whose powe1s 
of noticing the ill-usage are somewhat 
slower, though equally certain to appre
ciate it, than those other nerves which 
con"ey to the organ the unjust command 
to perform an unnatural act. 

Impul~e and morbi<l passion are hostile 
to all the 01-erations of the animal economy. 
In the formati \'e process, from the fir;;t life 
cell in the womb, nature demand11 quiet, 
ancl she has impressed her J(reat law upon 
the Yery countenance itself. The animal 
passions when they over-influence the coo
duct of the deb~uch1-e. can be tracecl in hi~ 
face, as directly as the hours upon the face 
of the most accurate chronometer. The 
control 11f the pa~sions, has produced a 
marked diEtinction upon tbP. countenances 
of an entire modern sect (the Quakers.) 
that illm;trates, forcibly, our assertion; aml 
it is just as certain that all the operation!' 
of the secretions and of organic life. de
mand a quid and equable action of tht> 
great aympathllic nerve; on this subject. 
howe\'er, we ha,·e spoken at length in past 
Numbers; would that we could induce our 
readers to inn~~tigate them with that earn
estness the subject dem1u11l11. 

'Ve have said the stomach has the power 
of election; but unfortunately the palate 
has the same, encl is a most willing 11upil 
to acquire bad habit$; how much more ca
pric:ous the stomach is, mav be known 
from the modern use of tobacco. The 
greatest ;:la,·e to the vile weed. would 
hardly ,·eature to swallow his delicious 
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<JUid, although a goat would do so with cise of any of the ~ssions; it is offended 
unpunity. An infant would be likt>ly to by a general bath, either warm or cold; the 
prefer itu mother's milk, even if she hel'l'elf warm, because it debilitates, or dherts the 
should think the pure gift of the cow im- blood to the skin by relaxing the blood ,·es
proved by the addition of brandy; whilst Eels, and so robs the stomach of its blood; 
the poor cow herself, like her master, falls the cold bath, because it contracts the ves
so ra.pidly into the morbid education, that sels and skin, and thus 8ends too much 
she is contented with the refuse of the still, blood upon the inner organs, besides roh
whilst he is preparing the favorite stimu- bing the body of its heat; in a word, the 
}ant, so much more acceptable to his badly entire plan of nature is one of action and 
educated palate~ than the wholesome bread repose; e,·ery function demands its time, 
he ought to p1efer. The goat and the in- and e\·ery organ its proper supply; and no 
fant are both right, because they both act more, nor no less, will satisfy 1t. 
f1om unperverted instinct; neither can we Our popular habits and education have 
give any reason for the election; the to- much to do with dyspepsia. The nervous 
bacco is no more injurious to the goat than excitability of our young people, produced 
the milk to the child; both depend upon an by the superior dryness of the climate, im
organic law; bnt reasoninit man is ever pels them to Eeek an increased variety of 
ready with an apology for the most palpa- excitement, necessary to expend the actual 
ble and monstrous departure from the laws preponderance of nerve power over the in
of his being; the healthy palate refuses habi1ants of most other nations; for the 
brandy; the human stomach will not toler- very reason that despotism could not exist 
atf! tobacco. in our country, for that very reason, we re-

l know a gentleman engaged in the ardu- quire a greater nriety of rational and ele
ous and harrassing duties of a public office. vating amusements. We need as national 
and of fine stature and constitution, and and chic institutions, vast gymnasia, in 
of middle age, who presents every svmp- which every part of the phvsical system can 
tom of dyspypsia; eats a hearty late supper, be developed. We want numerous profes
wi thout the slightest regard to the selection sors of hygiene, or the science of health and 
of any article it may consist of, retires at life, with all the nece.ssary appliances for 
ten o'clock, and is obliged in two hours to the elevation of the physical and intellec
arise and take a gla~s of brandy, and then tual condition of our young men. The va
srends a night of horrible dreams; he smiles pid fireside and ball-room. and the igno
when I tell him it is his supper that trou- rant parent. do not answer the wan ls of the 
bles him! I know another of twenty yeani, nerv(lus system; the medical coll~es are 
who is a slave to tobacco, and another corrupt; the soul is not satistif!d with the 
loathsome vice, whose eyes are constantly antiquated mysteries of the pulpit; both of 
telling the tale his lips need not express to the great classes of teachers (that should 
the correct observer, whose stomach and be) are in fault; so long as the great mass 
nervous system are •1uailinp: under his of our profession. spend their energies up· 
inftictions, and who has -periods of such on the cultivation of "practice," and ac
protracted mental anguish as to amount to knowledge that it is valuable to them pre
actual despair, and no representation, and cisely in proportion to the ii:noranoe, 
no eloquenCf! that I am master of can con- wealth and submissiveness of their em-

• vinr.e him of his suicidal course! ployers; so long as a large portion of our. 
'Whatever tends to produce exhaustion. clergy practice the same miserable tricks, 

whether general, or of the stomach, will and teach people that the obsen·ance of the 
produce indigestion. Whoever hos not mies and regulations of " the Church" are 
felt upon one or more occasions, too fa- the chief means of elevating their moral 
igued to eat? That senaation is nature's nature, whilst so many of them both pre· 
warnin~: her muscular system has been ex- sent in their own persons the most pitiable 
bausted by severe exercise, and she has no examples ofblental rind corporeal imbecili
nerve power to spare for digestion. She ty, and are the very worst enemies the en-

• therefore beneficently warns you to rest a lightened physician encounters in his min
few minutes, before vou offend the atom- istrations at the bedside and in the lecture
nch with that food it will soon loml\y Call room; SO long as the theatre and the TIOY

for. Now do you not perceive that you elist present their love-sick and lascivious 
ci•n tax the stomach in the same way? It pictures to the youthful mind, and society 
reqnires rest as well as the musclee; it is aids with her inane exhibitions of the best 
offended by the withdrawal of its proper fruits of the school and the dancing mas
flnicls~in using tobacco; it will not toler- ter. I know not to whom we are to look 
ate large quantities of water durinp: meals. for reform, unless it be to a few noble spir· 
it will not spare its energies for the exer: its in our own profession, and to a more 
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enlightened clergy, who can only become of our children, can elevate them above that 
so bv abandoning the effete dogmas of their miserable and sickly thing-fashionable so
schools, and studying the page of nature in ciety-and its innriable consequence. bod
connection with the sublime teachings of ily and mental feebleness; demonstrated 
the enlightened and benevolent Jesus. always bv want of nerve power, attachment 

The climate of our country, from iti; tostimuli,suchaswineandbrandy,tobacco 
grea:er ,lryness. constricts the solids and end tea. and-constipation and dyspepsia, 
drives the blood upon the inner organs in or.e or both. 
increased quantity. Consequent upon this We have very little to say of the cure of 
ia a premature development of the nervous dyspepsia. nor do we suppose that little 
system, ancl a desire to escape from the pa- will avail much. People who are slaves 
rental roof and mingle with the great world; to their passions and appetites, are not 
this produces a morbid desire for stimu- willing easily to resign their bondage. 
lants, and an early failure of digestive pow- One article of food only should be se
er; this is followed by a disgust for the lected, either the lean of beef, mutton or 
more innocent recreations and amusements the black meat of game (wild is best,) and 
of domestic life. that should be eaten only when hungry, 

The conduct of our children too often either warm or cold, without any fat or 
shows a great dearth of the affections; the gravy, ve~etable or bread, and with no kind 
almost universal superficial character of of seasomnti;. except a little salt; using no 
their educe tion, and the adulation of wealth fluid of any kind, until a full hour after a 
so common amongst their parents, abstracts meal, and then only a teaspoonful of wa
the attention from the study of the individ· ter. Nither wine. ale, brandy, tea, coffee, 
ual character of the different members of nor tobacco should ever be use1l, for they 
the household-; the father has neither time are direct excitants, and inflammatory 
nor education to win his child's affection agents to the very membrane whose func
or to constrain his respect; he is either a tions are deranged; and tobacco is an ex
religious fanatic, or his mind is directed in- hauster of the nerves, after stimulating 
tently on the acquisition of wt-alth in or- them. Whenever the patient feels disgust
der that he may outshine hie immediate ed at meat, be should live on arrow root 
and vulgar neighbor; the child looks upon for a dinner or two, then resuming meat 
the parent, chiefly as a convenient resort again. 
for the means of gratifying the more sen- The prolonl(ed respiration spoken of in 
sual desires, or aping the dress of a rival. the leading article of our last number will 
Ci~rs, champaign and the opera are the re- very materially assist a t:;ure in every case. 
qu1rements of American boys, and soon The patient should carefully avoid all con
women, brandy and the fashionable gamb- versation with physicians. The exercise 
ling-house; mirrors, routes and the polka, should be moderate, never to the extent of 
and a premature marriage, may be setdowp fatigue, and taken with dry feet and warm
as the goal which guides the progress oT ly clad, from three to four and six times a 
most of our young women, from the homes day. for idle people. Tax the mind with 
and the hearts they could have loved, to a nothing whatever, if possible: use no gen
life of sorrow. How often the fashionable eral baths, either warm or cold-we sav so 
wedding is followed by a few years of because from the universality of the popu; 
wretched existence, when the flaunting lar ignorance on every point connectea 
plumes of the fashionable hearse closes the with ao comprehensive a subject, we be
scene, and in a few short months the mem- lieve it best to omit it altogether, as this 
ory of the misguided child is all that re- article is already too long. We shall add 
mains, and the ostentatious monument and what is necessary, when speaking in our 
its inscription of the virtute of the early next on Constipation, which will form the 
lost, conveys to those who knew the histo- other part of this subject, assuring the reed
ry of the dead, the keenest mtire upon the er that nine cases out of ten of dyspepma. 
parents. · can be cured with no other directions than 

We have lent what force we possessed to what are here given.-Tht Scalpel. 
this absorbing view of the great causes of 
ph)·sical degeneration. and its most promi- · OHIO MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
nent functional evil, so common in the in- We re~t to learn from so manysourres, 
habitants of our city, because we believe that our Cincinnati brethren are ~ill per
it true. No puling sentimentalism will petuating the strife between the faculty of 
meet the subject; nothing but inclividual this College and their rivals, for the mP.di
reform, commenced by retracing the errors cal control of the chief hospital of that 
of life, can restore the dyspeptic invalid; city. Still more humiliating is it to see in 
nothing but a higher tone to the education the secular paper, the details of the con-
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flict. which are anything but reputable to 
the parties concerned, and must be diEas
trous to both the College and Hospital, no 
les.; than to the profession. Is medical 
edur.ation in the Queen-city of the West 
doomed to utter extinction? We confess 
that such are the present indications, un
less our old friends. Dr. Mussev or · Dr. 
Lawson can pour oil on the troubled \Va
ters.-New York Mtdical Gautte. 

CcMPARATlVE MoRTALITY IN FRANCE, 
ENGLAND AND PRuss1A.-ln France, the 
rnnual mortalit; is l in 42; in England, 1 
in 45, in P.russia, l in 38; in Austria, l 
in 33; in Russia, l in 28. In the latter 
country, the mortality to 100.000 living 
is 3~90 annually; while that of 100,000 
living in England is 2207. In most of the 
town~ of ltalv, the mortalitv is 3 or 4 to 
per 100; at Naples, to 100,000 living, there 
are 4046 deaths annually. It :sin England, 
thaL contrary to all e~ pectation. the mor
talitv is less than in all the civilized States; 
end 'this. notwithstanding the high rate of 
mortality in her manufacturing towns. It 
is the agricultural districts that produces 
for England this favorable result, as com
pared with other countries. 

1J11rt 3. C!bitorial. 

We are not prepared to say how much oil 
Dr. Mus!'l!y ma~· have poured on the trou
bled wnes of the Medical Ocean, but for 
our;;elves we can claim a most anxious de
sire, and a direct effort to quiet the storm. 
In no way did we contribute to the pro
duction of the difficulty, but at the ' 'ery 
first meeting offered the olive branch to 
those concerned in the affair. and urgently 
besought them to harmony and good will. 
But our counsel was disregarded, and the 
result ha!! been-what we clearlv fo1esaw
an acrimonious, unprofessional and dis-
graceful scene, which has brought on the "THREE MEDICAL COLLEGES IN 
whole profeESion of the city, a deep and CINCINNATI." 
abiding disgrace, at home and abroad. We 
feel deeply humiliated by the occurrence, On Tuesday night, February 18th, ISM. 
and our participation in the public pro- we had the pleasure of attending thel:losing 
ceedings was in self-defence, and reluctant- exercises of one of the "three medical col
ly entered upon. even then. leges of this city," called the "Cincinnati 

We do not complain of any person for College of Medicine and Surgery,'' which 
advocating a chan~e of the hospital gov-
ernment, for this 1s a mere matter of opin- was held at Greenwood Hall. Prof. A.H. 
ion, ahout which the fairest and best dis- Baker, President of the Faculty, made a 
posed persons might differ; but our com- short address to the audience and among 
plaint is in regard to~~ timi:, the ~anner. thestartlina discoveries which 'be announc-
and above ell, the Bptrd which ammeted -., . . 
the controversy. The whole combination ed, was the fact that there are at this time 
of circumstances was lea8t calculated to "Thru Mtdical Colltgu in Cincinnati." 
\ccomplish the objects proposed, but bl!llt First the Ohio Medical College· as this 
t\dapted to do the largest inj!lry to medical school was old enough to speak' for itEelf 
schoolsand thewholeprofess1on.-Wutt:rn . , h. , . 
Laned. 1t was not necessary 1or 1m to reier to 1t, 

D h t d t h . th more than to inform the public that such r. ow manv s u en s ave vou m e . . . . . . 
Oh. M d" l eo" 11 th' · · t ~ Dr an mshtutlon really exists at this time. 

10 e ica ege 1s wm er. . . . Medi 1 
Reese of the New York Medical Gazette can Next b~~ not least the, "Miami ca 

/ bave no reference to the Eclectic Medi- College. T~is like the fi.1'.'t, although, n?t 
cal Institute judging from their class this so old was doing a fine busmess'. but t.e dill 

• te N not tell how many students either of the 
wm r. · above or in fac: bis own had. \Ve inferred 

OxvoElf Alf ANTIDOTE FOR CHLOROFORM. however, that they had seural and perhaps 
-Dr. Abrahams. of New York, hns sue- morr.. Next came his own; the College of 
cessfully employed the inhalation of pure Medicine and Surgery, the two first were all 
oxvgen gas in the case of a young man 
asphyxiated by the vapors of chloroform. right ·•this 10aa righter,'' and judging from 
and apparently in articulo morti8. Dr. the Presidt>nt's remarks, we are fully con
Abrahams suggests the employment of this vinced that he either supposed that he 
agent in suspension of life from drowning. could easily impose upon the audience, or 
from inhalation of the fumes of charcoal. 
from the fixed air of pits, mines, &c.-As- that he has been wearing leather spectacles 
aociation Journal., &pt., l~. during this winter. Another discovery 
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the study of their precise adaption to the 
stage, and the duration of the disease, and 
the constitution of the patient, a spirit of 
Eclaticism. has alU>ays bun invoked." 

Proclaimed is, that all these schools are in 
perfect love and fellowship, neither regard
ing the others as competitors, but co labor 
ers in the common cause, and·as ha\·ing for 

Now Prof., we see one of the "Three Med
their object the eleration of the profession 

ical Colleges" profes..<:es to be Allopa thie, 
and the good of mankind. Nov.- Professor 

Hydropathic, Homeopathic and Eclatie. 
Baker has certainly forgotten the late row Again, if you all teach the same doctrine 
among the Doctors of this city, and what 

you are a little Eclectic; but we suppose you 
was said by them at that time; and we would 

in this respect to be much like an old min· 
ask the Professor, how many of the Pro-

ister who was very unceremoniously inter· 
fessors belonging to the "Three Medical Col· 

rogated by a very self-conceited and arro
leges of Cincinnati," will consult with 

gant young minister of a different denom
each other? Such Buncombe is good argu -

ination. "Sir, do you think you ha'l"e any 
ment:-one more discovery--all the "Thrt'e 

religion?'' The old soldier of the cross 
Medical Colleges" teach the same doctrine, 
(aml of course use the same text books,) meekly replied, "not enough to hurt any 

body.'' and so with your Eclecticism. Now and am governed by the same code of c~thics. 
we wish you to have all thead\·antagesand 

(we wonder what code governed the Doctors 
popularity arising from the doctrines of 

in the late pitchet.l battlt!,} and that neither 
the "Three different Medical Colleges of 

of the "Three Medical Colleges" is Allo· Cincinnati," and for the special benfit of 
pathic. Well, now, Professor, we shall ha\"e the three Medical Colleges give our ruaders 
to help you out with this last announce 

some idea of your doctrines as regards the 
ment; lest you may claim to be Eclectic. 

Prsctioe. Prof. Eberle, late Prof. of Prac· 
Prof. John Bell, late~ Professor, in his in-

tite in-( and it is hard to tell who bas not 
troductory, delivered before the students of bee 1 te p r. • ) th Oh' M d' l . . n a ro1essor 111 - e 10 e 1ca 
the o;~o Medical College, NO\', 4th, 1850, College used to teach, and the same is to 

page ' says: be found in his work on Practice. an1I his 
"You will not be taught bv us, either in Practice of Medicine we suppuse to be one 

the Hospital or College (and In this respect of the standard text books of the "Three 
we do not differ from our professional breth-
ren in other places,) exclusive or one-sided Medical Colleges," as follows: 
medicine. We shall not attempt to indoc- "In the following diseases, Eberle eays: 
trinate you with Allopathy alone, still Jess Jn jaundice of infants, "A fourth of a 
with Homeopathy or Hydropathy alone. grain of calomel should be given every two 
Sometimes, more generally indeed our rem- or three hours." &c. 
edies will be gh-en with a view to remove In Dysuria, he recommecls "the daily wie 
the disease, by inducing a series of actions of calomel and ipecacuanha. 
antagonistic to those which constituted i I!' In Dentition, "A small :portion of ailo
i;ymptoms. aud so far, we are allopathic me! should be given e\"ery third or fourth 
practitioners. Sometimes, but less fre- evening." 
quently than in the circumstances just men- In Diabetes, "Spirits of turpentine, with 
tioned, we have recourse to medil'ines, or an occasional mercurial laxath-e." 
remedial measures, which produce effects In Ervsipelas of Infants "One of the first 
seemingly analogous lo the symptoms of the l'{'mediat measures is a grain of calomel."
disease, and in this sense, we practice ho- He also recommends, "mercurial ointment, 
meopathically. But then we gh·t>. in all and a weak solution of corrosive subli
cases where we profess to 11;h·e medicine at mate." 
all, appreciable closes, not infinitesimRl and In Skin-bound, "Calomel in union with 
impo,;sible ones, as the dilutions of homeo- ipecacuanha." 
pa thy are. Thi? virtues of water for drink In Ulcerations of the Mouth, "Small doses 
111 health, ancl free dilution in disease, as of calomel." 
well as for external u& b.v bath, douche In Colic, "Very small doses of calomel." 
and fomentation. have been familiar tOe\·en· In Constipation, "A small dose of calo-
wc'.1-re:id and experience1l physician long mel in the eveninii;." 
b.~fore Prei~netz and Gralfonberg"wcre e,·er In Vomiting. "Minute doses of calomel 
heard of In the selection of remedies, and and ipecacuanha." 
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Jn Diarrhea whether Feculent, Billious, cians if they prescribe calomel for their 
Mucous. Chyl~us, Lienleric, or chronic, in own families when ill, or take ii them
all "calomel "and in some-•·mercurial oint- selves when affiicted, ancl if honest, they 
ment." ' might answer like an old calomelite of this 

In Worms "Small doses of calom1•l," &c. city did the same question: "Divil the bit 
In Ophth~lmia, "calomel and ipecacu- ever did or shall enter my mouth." Aml 

anba." why? Because "of the modua optrandi 
In Cholera lnfantum, "Purgative doses of of mercury we know nothing, (says their 

Calomel." Dispensatory,) except that it probably acts 
In Remittent Fever, "Calomel" is given. through the medium of the circulation, 
In Catarrhal Fever, "A full dose of cal- and operates by substituting its own pern-

omel." liar action for that of the disease." And 
In Co~~estivl! Catarrhal, "A full dose .of how? Just the same as any other poison. 

cslomel. . . " A pe~n laboring under bilious feTer, 
In acute Bronchitis, Small doses of Do- when salivated, bas no longer bilious fever 

Ter'spowders, in union withcalome\." but mercurial fever; it has substituted it~ 
In Pleuritis, "An efficient dose of calo- own peculiar disease in the stead, the same 

mel with rhubarb." as any other active poison would do. A 
In Quinsy, "Five or six grainB of calo- person la~or.ing und~r any di~se, b~ tak-

mel " mg arsenic m sufficient '\uant1ty, will no 
• , • . . longer feel the effects of his former disease, 

In .c~?up,' Calomel m union with tartar but the poison; the arsenic, like the celomel, 
emetic. . . . subverts the former disease, by substituting 

ln D~opsy Ill t_be,, Bram, "An efficient one, a thousand times more dangerous, and 
mercuna~ cat.~rt1c. infinitely more lasting in its torturing 

In Pentomtts, "Small doses 'of calomel effects 
and ipecacuanha." · · 

In Measles, "Opium and calomel." This is the "mod.us operandi," or mode of 
In Scarlet Fever, "A brisk mercurial cure by calomel, and, lest a portion of our 

purge," "Calomel :'>, 10, l:'> grains," end a readers might think this an exaggerated 
gargle, "Calomel grains 20, lime water 8 view, I have made the quotations from 
ounces." their own works; and would further sav, 

In Hooping Cough, "Calomel in minute that where they have found calomel in-
quantities." sufficient to sub,·ert a diEease "arsenic is 

In Convulsions, "Calomelincombination employed with encouraging success."-
with jalap." "Fowler's Solution" of which, has become 

lulnfantileEpilepsv, "Smalldosesofcal- a very popular remedy in some diseaSl'..s, 
omel." • among the "old school." Verily, their 

In Carpo~dalSpasm, •Calomelandja1ap.' precticP. seems like the Doctor's who for all 
In Chronic Eruptive Affections, "Calo- mild diseeEeS would endenor to throw the 

mel and calomel ointment.'' child into fits, and then try to cure the 
Dr. Oldshue of Pittsburgh, an eminent fits.'' 

practical physician, says that: As \Ve are taught not to despise the day 
"If this is not calomelizing infants with of small things, we must say to Prof. Beker 

~ vengeance, I k~ow not wha~ isl and t.his and the "Thrtie Medical Colleges" as Uncl 
is the general view every thmkmg mmd . ' e 
must take, upon perusing that work. Can Toby ~id to the fly," - • • the 
the world prOduce a more perfect system of "'orld is large enough for both of us," that 
quackery and empyricism than this? Cal- is, the three Medical Colleges and one Eclec
omel in constipation, as well as looseness tic school 
of the bowels. Inflammations. ulcerations, • 
worms and sore eyes. Oh! Science, thou As Prof. Baker has been so constantly 
art powerful! that by the sa~e ~ns. thou employed this winter, that he may not be 
ainst cure diseases so opposite m their na- f h · . 
ture. And, Ob! Calomel, thou art a jewel, awai:e 0 t .e existe~c~ of ~ Eclectic 
t.o be subservient in so many ills. Medical Institute, or if its hnmg been ill 

Where is the rational man that will, operation, we invite his attention to the 
knowingly. submit his ·"little ones" to fact that there have been thru times the 
tuch mercurialism? And where is the be f d • · 
"old school" ractitioner that . fi d t num r o stu ents attendmg the Insti-
4iscard this tb:ir text book, in 1;re:rlbin~ tute that have attended botA.theCincinnad 
for their little patients? Aak these physi- and Miami Medical College•. N. 
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SAD CONFESSION OF AN ALLO- wherein we and our somewhat "stuck up" 
P ATHIST. professional brothers of the old school 

Looking oYer some late numbers of the practice, may shake hands in the presence 
Boston Metlical and Surgical Journal, our of our common mother!- Worcuter Jour
eye fell upon a very remark11b'.e confession nal of Medicine. 
from M. M. Rogers, M. D: of Rochester, We are well acquainted with 1even.l 
N. Y., a corre~pondent of that paper. He d" 1 1 · h" · h h 
was rebuking a recent writer in the same me ica gent emen rn t is city w o ~ve 
Jour1111l for a very bitter inYective aaainst taken the same course, and have met with 
"Empir~ism," which he thought •·dis~losed the same result. Why? Because that which 
too much of the impatience and biLterness their illiberal minds considered "empiri· 
of the author to produ~e any ~lutary cism" was truth and notwithstanding the 
effect." He then gave an ucw of Ins owu . ' . . . 
sud e~ perience, when, •·in then charitable commumty appreciated it as such, they still 
days, he foolishly wrote s111art infectives held to their previous opinions and acted 
agaii~st qn~c~ery, .and v.uinly hoped to ex- accordingly, and then because they "receiv
termmate 1t, addmg th1s, a.s the re~ult;- ed a poor living from the community" 
"I beat heavy blows by logic, sen thed and . . ' 
blistered by irony, tickled by wit, burnt by they cry out agamst those who will not 
caustic, and pestered by perseverance-as I yield every principle and opinion of theit 
th?ught. My rewar~ . was curses from own to those who are an hundred years 
editors, sneers from cn ,1cs, contempt from behind the age. The ptesent condition of 
quack proselytes, hatred from quacks, ond . . 
a poor living from community!" His ex- the Old ~cbool Colleges of this city clearly 
perience tllught him to labor honestly for proves this fact. N. 
him!!elf and let other people alone. 

A sad confe.;;sion truly! Yet no honest TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. 
man will regret a recompense of that kind The Medical Society of the Universily of 
inflicted, with such a result, u~on a very Nashville, composed of studeuts in attend
uncharitable. conr.eited and selt C')nvicted ance on the lectures, has been in the habit 
dogmatist of the profession. Much of of occasionally inviting distinguished med
that which is condemned by !lUCh minds as ical men to address its meetings, which are 
cmpirici8rn.contains the soundest elements held weekly. ln De ember last, one of the 
of medical' science. It t=ourprises us that Professors of the College, well known for 
professional men claiming to be progres- hi;; 11h'asant satire, accepted an invitation 
sive an<l solicitous for the truth, manv of to deliver usanaddressndiculingQuackery. 
whose best remedies have be•m brought l~to At the earnest solicitation of the Society 
note by the primary experiments of some and entire Medical C!ass, to furnish us copies 
negro or old woman, in domestic practice, of his amusing J<~pic, he was iuduced lD 
should now perseveringly shut their eyes permit us to have a few copies printed f01 
against any new modes of treatment, mere- our special inspection , but not p:.1b!ished. 
ly because there happen to he introduced Wheres~, one of the Editors of the South
by a cla8s de11ounced as empiric51 It i.o; not em Journal of the Medical and Physical 
wonderful that the people should see, edi- Sciences, purporting to be publishecl in this 
tors curse and critics sneer at, such incon- city, Philadelphia, New York, and Bu~ton, 
sistencies. Every one who knows an~- has M'Cll fit in his wisdom to denounce the 
thing of the history of me1licine is aware a1lJ1e.;s . as "chiefty cl1aracteristic for inde
that epiricism formed its starting point. cent expressions, and the portraral of 
an<l IJJs been its nur,:ing mother through lasch-·ious scenery, ~ross obsceni y. lewd 
all ages. "Cut anti try"-or experiment pictures, and filthy una~ery, sufficient to 
until experiments verify facts . W ill any ~tartle the gray haired Ill venulity:"' and 
one lleny that this principle ha~ given to further intimates, that it was not publi~hcd 
medicine all that it is as a sdeuce? Some "merely to cva1le the law which prohibits 
of the most vuluablc experiments too have the publication of obscene books and pic
been matte b1 a class now dcnouncecl as lures;., and moreo\"er, Mc'aring" that this 
empirics. Yet these ore Sflnrned and dis- production, more fitte<l to repreeent the 
carded. S•nne cimceited children grow so vilest brothf'l. than an institution of learn· 
fast a;; to disown their mothers! A better ing, demoralizing to students, a s:i:z;ma to 
dav. lrnwever, is a :•rr mching. The con- the College. a disg!llce to the profe•!'iou, is 
feiision above recorded i::hows it. A111I we sanctionell by the Nashville Univrrfry .and 
should not be surprised if. at no distant that the present class are willing disciples." 
•1, a wrt. of thanksgi vin).!. gathering should U 11derstandinl!; that one thoul'and copies of 
ake place at the old maternal homestead, this .vile slander upon us, our teachers, and 
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College, have been issued for general circu
lation, we are impelled, by the first law ol 
nature, to hurl back, with feelings of in
dignation, the charges thus invidiou~ly 
thrown in ouT midst. Therefore, 

Resolved, lst. That the Hudibrastic rr.
presentatious of Quackerv, in and out of the 
Profession, has ever bee1i considt>red legiti 
mate game for amusement, and has only 
been opposed by abettors of empiricism. 

Resolved, 2nd. That in the satirical ad

Wishi~ to note the progress, which the 
brethren are making towards a meclical 
millenium, we hllVe copied the above from 
the Nashville MedicalJournal, which shows 
plainly that progress is on the march at this 
1ime. This, like the late difficulty in this 
city in the language of Dr. Tom 0. Edwards 
appears to be only a" difference of opinions" 
between the" outs and the ins" and unless 

dress delherecl before our body, and, at our 11 more unanimous reconciliation is made in 
request, printed, there was no inderency Nai,;hville than was effoc:ed in Cincinnati 
perpetrated, no immorality was com mi tied. 
and that the assertion, "that it teaches 
obscenity, venality, and licentiousnesF," is 
a gross perversion of truth. 

Reso1'·ed, 3rd. , That we consider the 

h will prove as injurious to that u:hool as 
the schools here. 01 course we have great 
sympathy fox all of them. N. 

attack thus made upon the Poem, thP- Facul· MEETING OF S'l UDENTS. 
ty, and Class, uncalled for, and originating Eclutic Medical Hall, Cudi., Fr.b. 22, '54. 
in jealousy and maligiiant feelings towards 
the University. At a meeting of the class of the K M. 

Re,,;olved, 4th. That whate,·er mav ha Ye Institute, H. H. Lewis, was called to the 
been the motive of ~id Editor, his conclu- chair, aud C. Cropper was appointed Secre
sions with regard to the immoral influence 
the address is likely to exert upon the class, uuy. On motion a committee of thiee 
are illegitimate; and so far from t11king it consisting of Q. V. Williams, H. C. Rice, 
as" a guide at the bedside of their fema'e and Wm. Beadle was appointed to draft 
patients," they expect to have no further resolu,ious e •l're,,~he 01 11 e rnntiments of 
use for it than as a we.apon of warfare 
against Quacks and their allies. lhe claFS, iu regard to the private lectures 

Resolved, :>th. That we regard with of Prof'i;. J. King and J. R. Buchanan in 
feelings of contempt the epithets of our particular, and of the public lectures of 
insignificant slanderer, and that we call t11e foculty in general. 
uyon his fastidious a8SOciates for instances 
o immorality and licentiousness, said to 

The meeting then adjoumell to meet OD 

be taught us; and 1Ve appeal to the good the 23rd of February. 
citizens of Nashville in behalf of the moral Feb. :lad, 1854. The class met pursuant 
bearing of our Profegsors, andonT own con- to adj urnment: When the committee 
lluct during ouT t50joum among them. pre:;ented the following resolutions, "hich 

Resolved, 6th. That we inquire of the were unauimously adopted by the class. 
ungenerous Editor, who, we believe, has 
treacherously sold himself to 11 certain Rt'solvcd, That Prof. King did by tba 
clique in this city, (that through jealon~y earnest solicitation of the class, consent to 
has ever opposed the interest of this School.) deliver a course of prh-ate lectures, com
if he has forgotten the many special acts 01 prehenrliug his views in regard to the 
kindness conferred upon him by a "Western . . 
Medical Editor," and if his mendacious pathology and treatment of vanous ch• 
article is a fair specimen of his morle of eases, not embraced in the regular cour,e of 
payi11g deb!i; of gratitude. lectures from lhe chair he fills in the lnsti-

Resolved, 7th. That we publi1-1h to thP 
Profes8ion, that the ridiculous articlP lute. 
brought forth by the parturient efforts of Resolved, That his courrn of lecturea 
this ungrateful Pigmy, is th~ firFt noti~ ha; b2eu entirely satb[ac~nry, foumled 
they have ever given of thP. <'xi~tence of upon scientific principles, tl:e truth of 
our flourishing lnFtitution, while near!~· 
everv other Medical Journal hes marker! which is fully demoustrat~d by his own 
and ·publiFhed its unprecedented succ .. ss. sneceEs, and that of hui;dreds of others 

Rei<olved, 8th. That these resolulions be that are carrying out the principles of hi1 
pt~b'ished in the Nashville Journal of Moo- :e.1chings, in alleviating the suflhiubs to 
tcme. which flesh is heir. 

J. D. HILL, Prr.trldtnl. · · 1 
B .. W p H "' • . .Reaolv...,i. Tha. t w~. do unanimous y eJ.-F. M. tmceann . . u.a, ... uya. ...., . 
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press our !'ntire satisfaction with his course, Prof. Newton, according to his teachings, 
and hereby tencler him our sinC!'re thanb which we readily subscribe to and beliern 
for his kind forbearance. patient persever- to be scientific and skillful; also that we 
ance, aml untiring industry, which have ha,·e had a variety of Surgical Operations 
always characterize..! his efforts for our by Prof. Z. Freeman, that have sufficiently 
advancement; and whereas accusation has demonstrated his ability as a practical and 
been charged upon him of fleecing students skilful Surgeon. 
by his private lectures, thereby implying Resolved, That the Eclectic Medical In
stupidity of the latter, and dishonesty of stitute of Cincinnati, youthful butgigantic, 
the former, we repudia!e the charge as false, has been the nucleus around which has 
calumnious and blSe, indicative of the ma- clustered the streng1h of medical reform, 
levoleuceof its author, and we hurl our ma- and which now, bids defiance to its antag
lignant contempt upon the evil inventor of onist of centurial existence, that it is the 
so base and diabolical calumny. institution which is to reflect on Europe all 

Resolved, That Prof. J. R. Buchanan the knowledge that Arneribi ever borrowed 
did. in contlderation of a solicitation of from that eource; that the pJeSCnt Faculty 
the class, de'Th-er a course of lectures on are men of untiring industry, and unron
Anthropology, and to him we are indebted querable energy in whose breasts is kindled 
for various new and important discoveries; the flame of medical reform, worthy, effi
we unanimously accept his doctrines as cient, and enthusiastic; under whose teach
filling a great \'&cu um in the science. as iugs we hue sat; whose society we ha Ye 

first cleveloped; that the/ are in perfect enjoyed; and have bt-en allowed access to 
accorclancc with reason. and their rationale the stores of knowledge, that their yeaIS 
is incontestable, that itis discoveries in the of toil have collected, and their experience 
science of Psychology have illustrated many tested. That their teachingsare liberal and 
parts of it heretofore veilfd in darkness, scientific, in conformity with the progres
and enveloped in myste1y; that he has de- sive age; that despite the malice and 
monslrated thos'! facts beyond question, Cdlumny that have been hurled against the 
that were regarded by others as wild nnd Institute, it will stand firm and unshaken, 
Yisionary. as the ndamantine rock, and will continue 

Resolved, That we gratefully acknowl- to increase and spread until it shall illumi
edge the kind attention, unwearied 7.eal, and nate the whole medical world that is now 
invaluable instructions of our esteemed mantled in comparative obscurity. 
teacher, and tender him our heartfelt thanks That \l"e are ever ready and proud to ac
and c\esire to assure him of our sincere re- knowledge her as our Alma Mater, and 
spect an(l continued remembrance of his hereby pledge ourselves to promote and 
generous and valuable instructions which sustain her interest to the utmost of our 
are indicative of, and could be offered by abilities. 
none other than a philanthrophist, and a Resolved, That these resolutions be sub
sincere friend to the cause of medical re- mitted to the Editors of the Eclectii: Medi
form. cal .Journal, the Herald of Health and New-

Resolved, That Newton's Clinic Insti- ton's Express, for publication. 
tote, which was founded, not for the benefit H. H. LEWIS, Ch'm. 
that might accrue from it in a pecuniary C. CaoPPEll, Sec'y. 
point of view. but alone for the conveni·· ---------
ence and instruction of the clasees of the SPRING CouasE OF LECTUBES.-lt will 
Eclectic M»clical Institute, has been con- be seen from the announcement on the 
ducted in a manner entirely unobjectiona- cover that the Spring course of Lectures 
ble; that during the session we have had will commence.at theEcltctic Institute, on 
presented to us a great variety of diseases, the first Monday in March. The prospect 
which ha Te been treated successfully by for a full attendance ia •er flatteri~. N. 
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PUBLIC COM~U-:NCE)'IENT 
OF THE 

ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 
AT BMl'fll & NIXON'S HAl.L. 

S11turtlay the 2~J:h tl : y (If February "tts 
a pru;:cl ,lay fvr th._, fri•' 1; r),' ;' ~L:d : cal Re 
furn1 i11 Ciwi:rn.11i. T!:c: \'.'ia!cr :$;;~. iuq 
of tl12 Ec'..·c ic :'.\[ ·d:cal L· 'i::1 :e lcri::iua· 
tetl by the n:;uu.l pt!~llic C\.t'1·.-i~: ·s. <•IHI con· 
fei;i11g the clcgrc(• •Jf M.D., on ri gh<.y-fou: 
cau.litl.te:::. This w.~ IJ'lievc i,; !he lar,5cs t 
gn1d.i:1 tiug class which h::s <''er bxn >c~· 11 
in Ci11ci1111~t1i, aml lar;:el;· t."."C'clo tlu~ num 
ber.; g,ra:l11::itetl in all the~ othr 1:choob bf 

the ci ty !n;',elhn. 
The oc1·n~i·.1n "\V~3 a ~ l ! ~: <!t C'nu~il b~ cl ... -

sird. The cla!"~ pr ~.'C t11 :•. !;: lnh of ~· m111f: 

men 1d10,.c t,en:•ra!. fi1w " 1' ;::•:in111<"•· (•:ici .ed 
the flllt('rini; c :1rnm ·~ 11 ! :: :) f 1lie =~ ; ·,._~da'.or~. 

Tile infi~lli ,;<'nt H!tdi .':l"C: lill•.~ 11 ;Le c:ifirc 
Hall a !Hl 1::at:ery 1kwci~-, n1:l\ ll!=lilifc.-~

c•l their ,;y111plthy ' '- i t11 tl:e ''-"""· hn by fre. 
qm'al C' :qir.,s.-ions of apr1a :1 ... '. The whole 
was S()t olT to thP. bP< nil. a.itage by the 
l~rg•', b~.n1tifu\ ancl briliia!ttly ligh!cd Hall, 
and the flue music of die orch:·stm Alto
g·~ lher it was the mr1st :·c'-~rr:ablc. impos
ing and brilliant com1rwncP11wnt which has 
b~ 'n witne,;>e•I in Cincinna~i. :-incc her 
nw1li ::al ~choob ha1·e k·?tt i111'.d.<:cme. a111l 
h l:t for the fact th'lt ti t~ wr:llL~: was .-ai11y 
aid m !<'\ h· on the e -.-.·nin·~ ·if :1:·' cx·~rd~c~. 

th~ larg•~ Hall wo:1l1I ha·:~ hrl'1\ c11tircly in· 
suffich'nt to holrl the r:-r,,._,,{.>:l a •.tdit0ry. 

THIRD 8ERIE8-VOL. II. -G. 

1L is evident that public.,m:inw!:t if. 
e,·crywhere chan!(ing .. For so111? yr·ars rnQt 
the public exerc.,·es of the EdectiC' M!'dical 
ills ' itu'te have J'l'f'fented a more pke~in~ 
si;ec~~c'.e, and been attended by lurr,;<·r and 
more i::~·mpathetic nudienet·~ th~n thorn of 
auy other <chool; on thi;;; •xca~ion, for the 
1irst time. H11nl,eri~m TI·as very ilil'li11ctly 
1•r:"ent, and meni!t>,,:d itFelf in i~F ,,,.,.n 
c:iarac eri,;tic ~ty ·e. A 11!1rnber nf the s!n
.!eu:~ of "the three 11:i'rliral c0llq:;r ~" of 
Ciuciunati, manifo>'ted their liberality and 
;;ood brrediug by a foeb'.e his~i1w, "· ~ :m
erer the "dcufrai1:;; app~au~e" of il:c 111:rli 
:;..ir:r ~ .. arn token of ll:eir approbatinn nf t.h: 
e11t irr.cn ts of the sr•'akns. Thi8 w::F n~ry 

1tpj1rOpriete. It is well known that 1h~ 

s •Pilcnts of tl:e Edr"tic M<'rl'c;il Insth i:'« 

a:c can'.fu!ly in,;•rnr:cd that c Jur!c .;y :<•all. 
1.n, .. ·c.,·er <!e!11d<1ll -~he/ tnny br. i::-: i1 pot' ! :.,ju 
·Jf till'ir 1w1f,·,~ ioud etltir:'. aritl tl:a! 11,:~ 

::ouri''"Y is u11if<1r1111y pmcliEe:l. A 1111' re 
· lt>cr:to' t~ anil rr"pC':· ifol b.idy of ~· 01111g men 
c·111not be found i11 .:ny co!IPF;e in the l ' ni
·1·.J S iale»;. :'\ .. it i; : i \1·i,h thorn wlin arc 
:l1illrd i:1 bigfltr:; b/ the'· thru 111.,;diccil co!
'rgt:8." and ta·1;:.ht to exhibit thr:ir vull!uri
ty b . .- in~olcme nm! contempt egaiu~t all 
wh:• disagree with their dogmas. It wa!' 
b~l tL" natural rc,;nlt of their bigotted 
:ear:hin;;; \hat they shouhl publicly ,·julatc 
! ho,·~ pwpric: ie.'l which arr re>' pecfe:l bv. 
~ent:rmen -awl that Iln11kt>ri"rn ~houlrl 

tlws on nn oct:<ision so 1<allin :~ to its pride'. 
reach forth its r':ny, loa'.f ,:· l~i~.l lta111l :mi 
shetch its own pmfile. Thi• ' i c '' " 111 .; <.'t'.. 

howl·Y"r. ;.o r .. :! v di .:1 u<l-0\ ti rt'[~ -<m\-
1g1t1zed by \JO 0 \;.. 
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ne.ss of the oc~asion. The following pro
gramme exhibit11 the order of exercises: 

PROGRAMME 
OF THE CollOIEJrCEMENT OF THE EcL:ECTIC 

MEDICAL 11'STITUTE, SATURDAY 
EVEtmm, FEB. 20, ISM. 

1. Music-Overture, "Zampa," by Her
old; CoLUllBIAN OacHESTRA. 

2. Prayer-REV. W. P. STRJCJtLAND. 
3. Music-Ca\'atina, from "Linda," by 

Donizetti; COLUMBIAN 0RCHE8TRA. 
4. Report-From DEAN or EcLECTic 

Mrn1cAL JNsTITUTE. 
f>. M .1sic-Ech'> Polka, b1 Jullien; Co· 

LUMRIAN OncHESTRA. 
1;. Confening Degrees, by the President; 

,V, P. STRICKLAND. 
7. Music-American National Quadrille, 

by Jullie l; COLUMBIAN 0nCHE5TRA. 
8. A!ldress-Prof. J. W. HoYT. 
9. Music-Overture, "Massaniello," by 

Aub~r; COLUMBIAN ORCHESTRA. 
10. Valedictory-In behalf of the Grad

uates; T. L. FAULJtNER, M. D. 
11. Music.-Air from "Somnambula," by 

:&1 liui: COLUMBIAN 0RCHESTR4. 
12. Address to Graduates-Prof. J. R. 

BucnANAN. 
13. Mus:.c-Gloken Gallop; CoLUHBIAN 

ORCHESTRA. 
Conir.~itteeof .Arrangementa.-H. C. Rici:. 

G. R. B~NTON, A. H. CABLE, A. BAILEY, 
R. w. GF.DDEl!. 

ltEPORT OF THE DEAN. 

!\.<; Dean of the Faculty, I have the ple1s
UI'~ of reporting that the past session of the 
Institute has been of 1emarkable pros
p~rity and harmony. The focilities1ind ac
crommochtions of the Institute ha\·e been 
&rea!er than at any other session heretofore. 
The means of clinical instruction in the 
Clinical amphitheater connected with the 
Institu·e have been highly lllltisfactory, 
nml have afforded a clear demonstration of 
1he superior success of the practice taught 
in the Institute. 

The number of pupils matriculated dur
ing the past winter session has been 226, 
unJ the number of the preceding sprfog 

session was ?:'>. The coming spring session 
will probably be as a large or larger-thus 
yielding an annual matriculation of over 
three hundred students. 

Of those who ha,-e received the instruc
tion of the Institute, the Faculty have 
found eighty-four worthy to receive the de
gree of DoCToR OF MEDICINE, which de
gree will be conferred thi:i evening by the 
President of the Board of Truskes. Four 
of these are of the gentler sex, who have 
long been known as the most faithful and 
acceptable attendants at the bed side of the 
sick, but who of late ere beginning to de
monstrate tl:eir ability to serve the im-alid, 
not only as friends and nurses, but as med
ica 1 counsellors. So far as experience has 
yet tested the capacity of woman in thia 
new sphere, the result is favorable, and 81 

regards those who are now to receive the 
honors of the Institute, it is but bare jus
tice to remark, that they hne not proved 
inforior in their medical scholarship snd 
attainments to those of the hardier sex. 
Here as well as elsewhere the capacities of 
woman ha \'e been honorably demonfitrated 
in medical study. The following are the 
names of the 

GRADUATES OF THE WINTER SE88IO• OF 

1853-M. 
Ander3on, Samuel Brooks, Ohio. 
Armstrong, Zaccheus, Ohio. 
Bailey, Abram, Kentucky. 
Baily, Mary Malin, New York. 
Barber, Lewis, Ohio. 
Beadle, William, Ohio. 
Beachley, Nathaniel Jacob, Pennsylnnia. 
Bethea, William Laurin, Georgia. 
Barnes, Orville Julius, Ohio. 
Benton, George Root, Illinois. 
Blythe, Baughman. Ohio. 
Brown, Zachariah Cox, Pennsylvania. 
Burdsall, J. S., Indiana, 
Burkitt, Samuel, Kentucky. 
Burke, Francis Noel, Ireland. 
Cable, Abram H., Ohio. 
Carman, John, Ohio. 
Cleis, Margaret; Pennsylvania. 
Conway, John, Ohio. 
Coombs. William Franklin, Kentucky. 
Coates, Edmund John, Ohio. 
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Davis, Jephtha, Ohio. 
Dickinson, Simeon, Alabama. 
Dove, Alpheus, Virginia. 
Doyle, John, Missouri. 
Durant, Joseph Fuller, Illinois, 
Ellis, Jonathan W., Indiana. 
Faris, Michael, Kentucky. 
Faulkner, Thomas Lamb, Indiana, 
Fisher, Wilson, Illinois. 
Foote, Thomas Whiteside, Illinoi11. 
1''rease, Solomon, Ohio. 
Gans, Olh-er C., Pennsylvania. 
Gartrell, Luther Sylvester, Tennessee. 
Geddes, Hobert Walker, N. Hampshire. 
Gibbs, George Lundy, Indiana. 
Gullett, Andrew, Indiana. 
Holland, Willis Siddons, Missouri. 
Holmes, Luther C., New York. 
Ing, Joseph Henry, Tennessee. 
Jacoby, George Thomas, PennsylTania. 
Jones, Enoch Pearson, Indiana. 
Judd, Harriet Amelia, Connecticut. 
Judge, John French, Ohio. 
Kyle, Samuel, Ohio. 
Lane, John H., Ohio. 
Latta, William S., Ohio. 
Laws, Ovid S., Ohio. 
Leech, Jerry, Illinois. 
Lewir., Henry H., Kentucky, 
Long, George, Ohio. 
Mauney, George Rush, Arkan5811. 
Mershon, Elias H., Kentucky. 
Monahan, Isaac Thomas, Ohio. 
Myers, Henry A., Pennsylvania. 
McKinney, Archibald, Ohio. 
Neely, Levi H., Ohio. 
llewman, Lane L., Michigan. 
Payne, William Wesley, Michigan. 
Pearce, George Charlton, Ohio. 
Rice, Henry Clinton, Ohio. 
Boe, James, Kentucky. 
Rumsey, Julia, New York. 
llhort, Wesley, Indiana. 
lbultz, Francis Asbury, Indiana. 
IJmiley, James, Ohio. 
IJmith, James Alexander, Iowa. 
Stearns, Elias Phinney, Indiana. 
Stick, Jesse, Pennsylvania. 
lltuve, Bernard, Missouri. 
liiullivan, IDysses Taylor, Kentucky. 
81Vlln, Grosvenor, New York. 

Sorber, Jacob L., Kentucky. 
Turrentine, Joel, Alabama. 
Walker, Edward, Indiana. 
Wilkerson, William North, Tennesree. 
Wilson, Richanl M., Michigan. 
Wiley, John Huston, Indiana. 
Woollf!y, Edward, Indiana. 
Work, Samuel L., Indiana. 
Wright, William E. H., Mississippi. 
W onsetler, Gideon, Ohio. 
Wuist, Jacob Frederick, Ohio. 
Yeagly, Andrew, Pennsylvania. 

HONORARY DEGREES. 

Campbell, A. S., Mississippi. 
Gamble, William J., Pennsylvania. 
Massie, J. Cam., Texas. 
Poor, John Slavens, Kentucky. 
The ceremony of conferring ciegrees wu 

performed in groups. The gentlemen of 
the class were arranged in eight companies 
of ten each, and each company being called 
up separately, the degree was conferred by 
Rev. Dr. Strickland in the regular form, 
"Auctoritate nobi8 eommi88a" &c., endin& 
with the words "exanimo donaviaae." The 
four lady graduates received the degree la1t 
in a distinct company. 

PROFESSOR HOYT'S ADDRESS. 
LADIES AND GElfTLDIEK or THE G1u.D11A· 

TIKG CLAM: 

Having just completed a four month'• 
course of arduous study, you are about t• 
go forth from the halls of science to mingle 
with the busy world, to receive its burtbea 
of duties and join in its strife; and since 
many of you go, not to return, it seems fit 
that, as those to whose teaching you hue 
so long, patiently and attentively listened, 
we should address to you a few congratula
tory, and, if you will suffer it-advisory 
words. 

Congratulatory, because to you and your 
friends this hour has come laden with the 
fruition of long·cherished, and the beauti· 
ful buddings or new-springing hopes:
advisory, because, although you, have ae
complisbed much, through patient study 
and thorough college discipline to fit your
selves for the great drama in which '8 
have a common pi.rt, there ~mains m 1QI, 
almost everything ~et ioJ b,e<done g le 
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Your intellecLUal aml moral energies- Man was made a little lower than the 
your wisclom and your virtue abide a fiery angels, and he may, if he will, make him
trial-may they pass it unscathed. self scarcely inferior in intelligence; and he 

As you have earnestly and wonderingly is never so really godlike as when he sub
looked out into the material universe, you jects to his sway the majestic laws which 
have b~e11 struck, aye, thrilled, enraptured God has made for the control of his limit
and eulaq:,ed by coutemplation of the order less unh·erse, when he seats himself among 
and harmony, b~auty aml majesty of phy>i· the clouds, or rides upon the storm; makes 
c1l law. You have ~~n nature through the lightning his errand-goer, and the tem
h2r sub:ime forces rnn.Julliug her e!e- pest his messenger of mercy; when he 
tn'mts for earth, aud air, and water-for laughs at the power of disease, and defies 
the htla.ut iful crystal arnl the 1oountaiu the monster Death. 
rauge; for the ,\elicate blue-bell and the giant "True," says one," but this is most difli· 
oak; for the tiny insect, and the godlike cult-seemingly impossible. How am I to 
man-and all, with a perfection of form become this true man of science." 
which batlle>: humlll skill and a definiteness First. there must b~ an earnest seeking, a 
of proportion which challenges the most hungering and thirsting for knowledge, a 
refined mathematics. deep genuine love of the truth for truth's 

\Vi th ravi3hecl ear you have listened alike l!f.ke. 
to':he song of atoms and the "music of the Nature is not mean and miserly,demand
spherrs." Thus the chance of the ignorant ing exorbitant prices, and with tenacious 
worltl i1as met with dcrerl'ing contempt, a,·aiice grasping her stores lest they escape 
and harllloniolls, determinate law witha her. No,hergreathe:utisfrank,audthrobs 
joyous re•e ·~uition. with the largest and purest benevolence.-

And this law of the Almighty is eYery- With earnest entreaties she invites you to 
wh~rc, controlling the phenomeila of the her feasts of fatness, and with her own 
inorganic worlcl, of Yit:1lity and mor- hand, offers you her jewelleddiadems. And 
bLlity, nm! the yet higher phwomtna of thr. oh, how her vast temple echoes with the 
80tt!. glad notes of her rejoicing, "·hen even ont 

Wonderful is the advent of man upon kingly '3oul kneels at her altar to receh·e 
the earth, sublime may be his mortal career. corona lion! 
and f,1orious his future. But he must not Aye, the angels of Goel shout for joy 
for;:.e~ that he is to b~come the artificer of when the man of gc11ius comes to the earth; 
his own fortune-that upon him,clf <le· the man who stops not, either in the outer 
pends whether he lea1l n manly life of hrroic or tl1e inner court, but bol1.lly clcmaoding 
dfort, and in the end win immortality, or the kt!ys aml declaring the right, t1ares to 
sitting 1bwn in inglorinas ca,c, in t!:e cn<l p:es;; Iulo the holiest of holies. 
of life gn 1hwn to o!.llivion like tlu~ beasts Ht>qcL>, l ha,·e thought tbe twenty-fifth of 
that perish. Decr10her. 1G·l2. a g!acl day in 1hc univcr::e 

To many of you this is the most inter- of God. Thl'n a!l nalureclapped hl'r hands 
e:>ling period of life.-this the hour from with wildest joy--the:i the "music of the 
which you will date yonr life of labor-of 91heres"' for the secoud time on tl1a1 day and 
blessing, or of cursing to the world. that month became a londer,swee:eruuthem 

In view of this, let us spend a few mo- of prabe, the stars trimmed anew their 
ments ln examining some of the elements of gloriou~. beauteous lamps-the maddest 
success. comets became on\Prly-aud the meteors 

These for conl"eniencc I will consider 1lanced to a sacrrcl song, for a Ne,Ylon was 
under t \VO geneml heads-the scientific a nll horn 1 
ethical. Nature harl longell, as she alw11,·;-; longs 

To b~ a true man of ~cience; how bliss· for a man who::e a,; king should k I.ow aucl 
fol the being, how glorious the result! ·11.'/1y, not simply whal and where a111l 1vht1'. 
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She had long been looking out foraninspirtd tcrity; I care not which. It may well 
man-a man whose research might fathom wait a century for a reader,as God has been 
her mysteries-a man to whom mathemati· waiting six thou:and years for un obEer
cal truths should become the basis of sc!en- ver." 
tific inspiration; for these are the pure in· What a glorious spectacle is here-a 
tellectualitie3 of all created b~ings, and noble, enthusiastic, <livinely--gifted man, 
have their life, therefore, in God. running to and fro for more than twenty 

Those pure and incorruptable fOTmuhe years, importunately knocking at every door 
which already were before the world was, of knowledge, and so earnestly, authorita
and will ever be afterit, governing through· !h·ely; and pati~nce-wearyingly dematuling 
out all time and space-being, as it were, of Nature her ~ecrects, that had she not 
an integral part of God, put the ma the.ma- been willing. she had been compelled to 
tician in direct communion with the Divine make him her confitlent! Let the stars be 
Thought, and to the restless, discordant the record ot his triumph, an.I their pure 
world, he says," Let us be silent, we shall light, a halo about him fore,·er ! 
hear the murmur of the God's." But these, and like illustrious examples 

And again, there must be the utmost were lovers of 011t science-worshippers at 
importunity of asking, together with a the shrine of Astronomy und Natural 
promptness to detect the most delicate re- Phil1isophy-;ciences worthy the de,·otion 
lations and analogies. Herein was the of the noblest in:ellects of any age. ThnJ 
secret of Kepler's success:- must not, however, be a limitation of the 

"Figures pleased me,'» he says," as being soul in its devotion to any particulur terri· 
quantities and as having existed before the tory of truth--not a si;e::ial loving only, 
heavens were." but a universal loving of which all special-

Therefore he expected to find the heavens ities are but ne<·essary parts. 
included 11Dder geometric figures. Half I Jove the soul whose longings after 
mad with prophetic feelingheisrepresentt!d Truth and Rightarenotonlysincere,earnest 
as going up among the stars, "praying, and importuna!e, but also comprthen1Jivt, 
joking and experimenting together, trying ptrtnnial, infinite-the man of true nobili· 
on his formula: to see how they will fit, ty, who will allow of no prescription, and 
and scolding the obstinacy of the heavens who is intimidated and restrained by no 
when they will not"-returning again to proscription-who, when the names of 
make another trial, and enduring labors great leaders are sounded in his ears, and 
which, if done without the sphit of in- the words, "Lo, here, this is the only true 
spiration would have crushed any mortal; path, walk thou in it," replies with proper 
till at last, behold! his prophetic formula modesty and reverence, and yet with be· 
settles into place! the henens acknowledge coming manhood, I too am a man, not 
it, and in holy phrenzy he e1claims," what simply a pathwalktr, but a walker tvtry· 
I prophesied two and twenty Y'!&ts ago, as where-yielding myself up to no indica
soon as I discovered the five solids among tionsbut the.finger of God! Of such there 
the heavenly orbits-what I believed before is a goodly number on the earth; but by 
I saw Ptolemy's Harwonics-that for which far the gn>ater number are not such. 
I joinetl Tycho Brahe, I have brought to Ever since the world began, there has 
light! It is D.<lW eighteen months since I been discoverable, tlecp down in the consti· 
caught the first. glimpse of light; three tution of man an irreconcilable antago
months since the dawn; a few doys since nism, and it is an account of the fierce war
the unveiled sun, most admirable to gaze fare growdng therefrom, that is the subject 
on, burst out upon me! Nothing holds me; of all history. 
I indulge my sacred frenzy; I triumph over In the fable or Uranus and Saturn, we 
mankiml ! The 1lie is cast: the book is have personified the two great principles 
written-to be read either nowor by pos- which have ever bee~at war,-1 the one to 
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establish despotism and consequent slavery with him,-it is not fit that he should live," 
-the other to crush monarchy, aristocracy and to morrow the same rabble will be 
and hierarchy, nnd establish therefor in- found weeping at the sepulchre of the 
dependence and equality of rights! One slain. Let us learn to hate that kind of 
lies wrapped up in the sombre, musty gar- conservatism which says to all inno...ation, 
men ts of the pnst-the other, unsatisfied, under whatever form it may come, "away, 
with an inborn, resistless energy, strides on, the old truth is all fnle and all the tr.th." 
if possible, to anticipate the future. One But we will not despair; in the darkest 
l!&tisfiedly pours over the book of memory, night as well as in the brightest noon, the 
the other with clear, fine intuition pene- Good and the True just as surely exist, 
trates the separating veil, and with the though they haYe their root in an invisible 
tongue of prophecy, heralds the things of reality. 
coming years. One fondly clings to what The times, however dark, are the recepta
has been,-the other, lured on by Hope, cle in which the Past leaves its history; the 
gladly leaves the dull monotonous past, and forest and quarry out of which the genius of 
with irrepressible energy, rushes forward to to day builds up the more glorious Future. 
know whnt shall be. We know not what new fields we are en-

The first we call Conservatism, the other tering what greater duties \Vill claim our 
Radicalism. attention to morrow. But without caring 

The one is a restraining,-the other a to know this, let us now faithfully culti
propulsive force-conservatism acknowl- vate those which we already occupy, and 
edges a necessity which cannot be overcome. nobly perform those duties already incum
voluntarily assumes the immense burden of bent. Let us have·an unwavering faith in 
the world's folly and Wl'aknes11es-denies God. To day, as ever, the great parties of 
the possibility of ab.>olute Good-stan1ls 1r. the Past and Future divide society, and it 
mans limitations. Reform rises superior is OUl'l5 lo make a cboioe.-Wbether we will 
to every obstacle, is ever attacking, trium- join with the innumerable multitude of 
phant, and stands on man's power and in- thoee who accept church and state and 
d~putable infinitude. Conservatism seeks science from the past generation, and ground 
its owncomfort-Reformscornsalleaseand ourselves alone on the argument of posses
boldly cries "where is the Truth?" sion-rely not on the intellect but on in-

Conservatism entrenches itself in im- stinct; blind ouraelvf'.s with the brute forces 
mense recloubts, with its mountain front, of nature, or unite our:elves with the Pro
and r<'ar and flank, and its wide, bottomless gresrivu, whose gratitude is for the Palrt, 
trenches-plants its stnnclard on every foot and hope in the Future and the infinitude of 
of the e:irth, antl turns its thundering bat- man! 
teries against every assailant or e,·en silent But, however, correct may be our choice 
denier of its authority. Reform, with an -·however sincere our devotion to the Beau
unconquernble spirit, lo,·ing the Right am! tiful and True, we cannot, if we are really 
aiming at the utter demolition of every priests of science, offer sacrifice for our
wron1;, scales the towering bulwark.>, cleaves selves only, but for the entire world,-we 
down the flag of Error and Despotism, and cannot, in the brief period of our lives, and 
triumphantly raises in its stead, the banner with our limit.ed means, accomplish all 
of Truth and Frudom ! that we could, had we the world's co-opera-

Dionysius ancl Nero, with their antipodes tion, and if we might. yet a pure benevo
ha ve long since gone from the earth: but lence and genuine philanthropy, would 
the antagonisms which they represented scorn to do it. 
have not gone with them. In our love for our race, we desire for it 

Alas! how slow are men to learn wisdom. an elevation equal to that on which we sup
Like tt.e power of Saturn it has its unceasing pose ourselves to stand. And here is a 
ebb anti flo,v-to day, the mob cries, "away labor more than Herculean; for, the Jaw of 
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"action nnd re-action" is es true of mind shall the nations as the Jambs of our flock 
u of matter, and the force which is propul- lie down under its shade, and no note of 
sive to some is repulsive to others. Hence jarring discord interrupt the harmony of 
progrei:sion and retrogression are simulta- that unh·erEal song of triumph-Allelulia, 
neous, and the necessary concomitants of allelulia ! The Lord God. Omnipotent 
every action-reference of course being had reigneth ! 
to the immediate results of minor. laws, Nor will the result of thes~ mighty Eu
which are subsidiary, not exceptions, to ropean convulsions, these noble, heroic 
that more comprehensive law, whose final strugglings for freedom; theee eemest, anx
action is al111ays in the direction of the force ious, and prohacted stretchings af:er the 
applied. glorious life-gh·ing light of truth be exclu-

The mind, too, has its" m inertia," and sh·ely political. Nay, they ha\'e a higher, 
at times requires a master dynamatistto gi\'t a loftier aim than the simple riddance of 
it a pro-impulse, eu-ept at such times as an oppressive land aristocracy and physi
great masses of mind are in equipoire. cal despotism. They are not bnttlings for 
when there is needed but the weight of punes' sake but for conscitncea' fake. 
&0me giant intellect to carry them, with an They are strugglings (and in some instan
overwhelming force in the direction either ces at least, intelligent,} for the infinite, 
of wrong or of right. divine nature of Right :-not thE' impuh;e-

On such a pivot rested the fate of France; of a purely mechanical,-but the Titan 
when the eloquent words of Tallien, like an movement of an irresistn ble dynamic force 
electric spark, inflamed the Convention, and -piling mountain on mountain, that its 
raised throughout the nation, the contagious subjects may mount up to the heaven of 
shout, "A bas le Tyrant! Vive la Repub- truth! And thisspiritofReform, this whirl
liqve!"-a moment sufficing to transform a wind rush of progression, this tyranny-des· 
band of ruthless murderers into an army of troying fire of democracy, by the power of 
patriots, capable of even the noblest deeds! omnipotent sympathy is kindling its flames 
And the present is not unlike that period, in every land; and men of faith already 
and its revolutionary indications mark it hail the gloriotis day, when clogging Con.
as the time when the genuine loving and servatism shall yield to enlightened and ju
the noble daring of a few moral her:ies may dicious Radicalism-when restrictive big
~ve tbP. world such an impcitus in the way otry and proscripti"e despotiEm shall fur
or progress as wt can scarcely conceive. nish the tombstone lrom which, as her 
Almost every gale that sweeps the Atlantic rostrum, Universal liberalism shall pro
eomes to our ears freighted with the free- claim the truth as it is, to an eager world! 
dom-cry of revolters and the despairing Already there are occurring revolutions 
\vail of the \'anquishecl! But, alas! too in science; or, rather, I Ehould say, new 
often the shout and the wail are uttered by end important de\'elopments are being 
the same voice. Yet, courage, ye strugglers made; for, strictly speaking, such revolu-
for freedom! God loves the bra,·e. tions are impossible, since science is but 

"Truth cru~hed to earth, will rise again, the expression of their existence and the 
The eternal years of God are hers!" mod1'8 operandi of certain great fixed laws, 
Ye may be fettered, but your eons shall -the voice of God to man, giviug him 

be fre~, and yours the cherished names of all knowledge of things as unchanging es his 
coming generations. own immutable nature. 

Crumbling thrones and quhering seep- But we are not permitted to i;tancl as 
tres are the heraltls of a glorious era, wheu spectators of the grand pageant whiC'h the 
heaven-born freedom shall mantle the who!!' present exhibits in its uph!'a,·ings and migh
earth with perfect peace, and purest happi· ty revolutions : We arc PARTIES also. anll 
ness, and the tree of liberty spreacl its gold· have a responsibility that cannot be eva
en bmnches to the utmost bounds. Then ded. Let us then onl;r, inacti ·ely obsen-e 
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suffideutly long to distinguish semb'.ances \vorld in grea: political reforms-building 
from re11itbs, to the end that we may play a for herrnlf a gu\'ernmeot unequalle1l for the 
manly part. I would have you neither rmh bre1dth and stability of its foundations; 
madly ou in a blind radic1lism, nor yet re- so too, in hJr arts, literature and scieor.e, 
m1in shackled by a clogging conservatism. must she lead the world and become ai; a 
Nature teaches the necessity of combining beacon light on the shore of time. sending 
t'1e two. For while change is written e\'e- her pure rays into all srace, that all places, 
ry where; while astronomy teaches, that the ml)st remote and most benighted, may 
i:1 the gre1t masses of matter composiug yet hail the brightness ofhn radiance. 
the infini!e ~erie;; of planets and fulfely But somehow that fame tendency to 
called fixed stars, there is no such thing 11s sectuianism which is found in politics and 
alnolit~t n~t; bJt that change succeeds religion, is found also in science. That 
change in their ever recurring and· oft-re- pride of opinion which loves self and hates 
p?atctl revolutions, and that whole systems opposing, unpromising and uncompromis
and c~ntral suns with rernhing satellites ing truth is yet 11broad in the earth, blind
are ever hurrying away with inconceh·able ing the race and stopping the moutbs of 
\'Olocity through the m.;ions of boundless her hea\·en-inspired prophets. But here 
ipace; and while Geology and Chemistry and there ri!'t':; up i;o1ne Nathan or Elijah, 
te1ch us that change too is written in un- who•e will it is to speak. and whose cour
mistakable chuacters-often in burning age gives them to speak the truth. O, that 
letters of volcanic fire, on those emblems the number of such were co-equal with the 
of stability-huge mountains of metal and number of those who stand in the ranks of 
sto.1e-nature gl\'es not the crown of science. But let us take courage, the num
ber opprob1tion to either of these change- her of thoi;e heroes is rapidly increasing. 
pro<lucing forces, bat rather to the beauti- But hitherto the priests of ..Esculapius hB'l'e 
fol results of the com bi notion of the chang- tallowed the lusts of their own hearts and 
ing and preserving forces. The giant forest must needs purify themseh-es before putting 
tree delights us, and we say, ·•here is an on their sacredotal robes, and presuming 
emblem of growth-of progress." But the to n~d the law for themselves and to the 
growth is only c>f the new green leaves and world; for true knowledge is a knowledge 
outside layer of soft wood, while the solid, of the truth and he alone maJ expect to 
columnar tmnk. lifting its enormous weight acquire it who loves truth for tru1h's 
of wood and foliage into the air above us, sake. 
and standing with its strong arms against Medical science has hitherto been an 
the storms of centuries, is the product of imaginary something, springing up from 
long forgotten years. Then we will be a distorted vision--a chimera of the brain-·
sufficicntly conser\·ative not to despise the a very chaos, and nothing can everbeaccom
past-since, as some one has beautifully pliEhed by way of reducing it to order, 
E'!lid, the contest between it aml the Future until vain speculation and a priori reason
is but one b~twccn Divinity departing and ing yield to careful observation, rigid ex
Dh·inity entering, and sufficiently radical perimentand logical deduction. Facts and 
to ever build new and improved structures truths should make theorie.> and not theor
on the hroad foundations which the depart- ies coin facts. 

:ng Divinity has left for us. Thus prepar- And here, let us thank God that such a 
ed to labor philosophically, we may prom- course is being intelligently purrned-that 
ise ourselves abundant ;;uccess. the day-star of truth has arisen-glorious 

And with our field for action, how vast presager of the meri1Uan sun,-thnt the 
is our responsibility, and how great will world is being emancipated from the cruel 
be the forfeiture if we fail to meet the de- thraldom of centuril's, bursting its fetters 
mands of o~r own time and coantry. For, anrl going forth from the dark caverns of 
since America lias be~n the first to lead lhr ~uperEt i ti on and ignorance to greet tba t 
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sun at his coming, and shall we be the la11t more liberalized, so that it is now, only 
to drag ouriselves forth when it shall have the minority who deny the possibility of 
become noon? No! rather let us be the imprO\·ement-who woulcl block tl.e wheels 
first to scale the mountains of Error end of science and s'.ay the progress of Re-
bask in his radiant, lifo-giving beams. form. 

Medical despotism is, I believe in its Having exhorte:l you to give yourselves 
last throes; and while I detest , from the to a true liberality, as one of the most im
bottom of my heart, the mighty and long- portant conditions, I now would ~ay , Be 
protracted .efforts of oppres!'ion, 'vith pro- phiksoph'.cal students of nature. 
phetic eye, I look forward to the time Nature is but the de,·elopment of law, 
when Truth and Right will reign tri11m- ond the shadowing forth of Divinity; the 
phant. Therefore, baste thee, 0 Despotism study of nature, therefore, is the grt'nt bnE
to satiety, of self-gratulation for the earth- iness of man, and whether his inve~ti[a

quake tramp of Freedom is beginning to tions be confined to the realm of matf!'r, er 
rock thy poising kingdom ; and the day it< be extended into the higher, more l:eautiful 
not far distant, when the liberalism of the realm of mind, every st<'p so taken will 
masses having given birth to social and have its reward in the enjoyment of en
scientific truth, and broken in sunder the rapturing visions,and such new re'l"elations 
deep, galling fetters of down-crusht-d, error- as add link upon link to that golden chain 
bound thought, will emancipate thy suffer- which connects us in our inferior, half
ing millions from the murky vapors, and divinity 'vith the Omniscient. 
noxious atmosphere of the degrading, stul- Then, must it be that, whictever way we 
lifying oppression into the pure, marvellous turn our eyes in this vast realm, the grand 
light of a glorious, ennobling, God-given spectacle which is eTer pre~ent, will excite 
RepublicaJtism-totally subvert abused within us such an ardent thirst , EOuch a 
"peculiar right." and establish therefor burning desire and anxious longing for the 
"equality of rights."-God, speed the day! rich treasures of knowledge which lie but 
and He will speed it; for the earnest pray- half-concealed there, that we Ehall feel our
ers of suffering humanity have reached his eeh·es irresistibly impelled to an inve11tiga
ear, and the answer 'lcill come! Towards tion of the combined causes "'hich have 
the accomplishment of this great work- produced the~ wondrous result!'. '.l'he 
reform in medicine-the Institution whict. foot-prints of Deity are seen all around us. 
proudly stands first in the world as the Beneath us from the little particles of dust 
exponent of a tnte Eclecticism, whose adhering to the soles of our feet, through 
career has be~n one of unparalleled pros- the mountain masses of earth and rock and 
perity, and which you call" alma mater," mineral, even to the vast sea of liquid ·fire 
ha11 done much. which boils and heaves within , are subjects 

There is much, however, yet to be done; for unending study. Around us, from every 
I i•ray you let not our happy progress and quartl'r, whether from the orgnnic or the 
growing prosperity lull you to rest. inorganic worl<I, come forth sweet music 

It is to do something-may we not hope and persua!'h·e words enticing us on to an 
much-towarrls making ne\v developments investigation of the many and beautifully 
in this mol.lt important of all human sci- harmonious laws which the greet Author, 
ences, that your names have been enrolled in His infinite wisdorri gave to each and 
here to night. all . Above us is the immeasurable heaven. 

And as you have long and faithfully checkered with its million sunsand count
labored to prepare for the important work, less systems-whoi:e archipelago on archi
we dismiss you with high hopes. pelago of worlds is but thl" beginning of 

May they be mote than realfaed. Your an infinity of such systems, " ·hich in their 
facilities· are unexampled; for the public ceaeeless journeyings finally compass the 
mind is becoming every day, more and ~t universal ~nter--wooing us to a 
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Successful study of the mysterious forces a mountaiu to its buse or to illuminate the 
which alike govern the simple motions of htavens to the paling of the meridian sun ! 
our own quiet little planet, and the ecctn- Or who that bas eeen the delicately tinted 
tric movementsof the madly-rushing comet, dower blushing in the morning light, has 
bringing it back submissive, to its point of tt>dected, that, in order to effect the solidifi
departure, afte1 a fiery flight in its zigzag, cation of the elements which constitute its 
lightning course, through the boundless se\·eral parts, a force must be exercised in
ether for a decade or a century of centuries. definitely grester than that of the most 
And in us-apart from the God-like, im- powerful steam engine! 
mortal mind, into which all nature ascends, I tell you there is nothing mea.n-noth
and up the whole ascent is a prophetic ing trifling in the univerEe,-everything 
hymn heralding the advent of the man that God hath made is brimming with sub
complete-in the investigation of the laws limity ! 
extrinsic and intrinsic, physiological and Again, the world, like its Author ill a 
pathological, which control vital action and unit; all things are related. 
develope morbid phenomena, is an immense Be prompt, therefore to disco,·er these 
field for cul ti va tion. relations. 

But here I am forced to stop, and recog- You go out from this hall to become 
nize the deplorable fact that, in all things, guardians of the public health: let not your 
the great mass of the world stop short of ku.owle~e be wanting in anything which 
philosophy-that nearly all men, when might, m the least contribute to succeE11. 
they lookout upon this sublime and beautiful Let it not b~ fimply of that kind which a 
world with its multitudinous and varied mercenary profession would improperly 
phenomena, simply say, "yes, this is so, style practical-available-meaning there- " 
and that is so," looking no further. by largely productive of pel'l!IOnal, physical 

Let ua as men mindful of the manhood comforts in too shape of sumptuous living, 
that is in us, and of the right we have to fine houses, lands, and bank stock. God 
knoto, though reverently, yet boldly interro- bas so intimately interwoven our individual 
gate Nature in regard to the things which interests with those of society, that no act 
so neuly interest us, and we shall be aston- can be wise that is dictated by selfishness. 
ished at her willingness to answer, and the Prove to the world that the imputation of 
value and the beauty of the revelations sordidness to tht medical profession is 1i 

which she will make. Who knows what libel on its true character- that your acts 
unexplored worlds lie just beyond us-- all come from an innate, necesnry loTe of 
what things of beauty and of grandeur we the Good-from the promptings of a pme 
may yet discover in the air we breathe, or in benevolence and genuine philanthropy.
the earth we so unheedingly tread upon? Teach to the world the sublime lesson o : 

We may yet discover that every grain of self-renunciation-that the surest method 
sand and every drop of the ocean is a of doing good to one's relf consists in com
microcosin, with its land and sea, mountain ing out of that BELJ' and doing good tooth· 
and river, its fotf'.st of vegetable and count- ers. "He that would save his life sha: 
less myriads of living beings. loose it, and be that looseth his life shall 

AB yet, I believe we know nothing of find it," has a fullness of meaning of whic'1 
the beauty and power of the physical the selfish world has as yet formed no con. 
forces. ception. 

From the but glancing notice we give of Were I convinceJ. that any one of you 
most things around us, who could have had entered this noble profession with hi11 
conjectured that, every tear that trembles aim simply fixed on the paltry trash of de
on the eye-lid or dew-drop that glistens on caying goods, and personal, sensual ad'"an
the morning-glory holds latent within its tage, I could not but erase my name from 
crystal chambers lightning enough to cleue the parchment which is to honor him, and 

which it is his duty to.rh"bn r- ole 
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In our efforts to instruct you in the of a careful review is like the magic re
truths which are essential to the separate touching of the artists pencil, which warms 
existence of our several departments we the first imperfect sketch into lifo-like 
have not failed to point out to you the ten- beauty; or like the oft-repeated search of 
thousand by-paths which lead off into the the analyst which at each successive trial 
prodnces of collateni.l science,--that Bcience discloses certain occult connectiom•, cor
also is a unit-that the trot physician must respondencies or dependencies which the 
be a man of univ<raal science-a philo8o- first hasty analysis bad failed to cliscover. 
phtr. Another element is promptness in the 

Having then called your attention to discharge of all professional duties. Scarce 
certain great general principles which root anything will win the regard of your pa
themselves, and grow indigenou!'ly in the trons, like the earliest possible attention to 
soul of the really scientific r·hysician, their pressing needs. 
I have scattelyneed to descend to theminu- Cultivate a proper familiarity with your 
the of habit. patients. Let them feel, that, in you, they 

To become all that l have describecl will have in addition to the le-arned and skill
require the patient, earnest labor of a life. ful physician, a kind and sympathising 
Be careful, then to husband your time, fo1 friend. You will thereby secure two im
it is by saving its clippings that you are portant desiderata: the love and confidence 
to amass intellectual fortunts. of those in charge-the value of which can-

When you shall have commenced prac- not be too highly estimated-end a better 
tice, you will fincl that necessary busim~ knowledgeoftheirhabitsandidiosyncrasit:a. 
and the courtesies of social life will claim Be moderate in your charges, and never 
nearly, if not all, your time and energies; exacting of such as must suffer in order to 
nevertheless, by properly ~ystemizing-by pay your fee. I would, if it were possible, 
clividing the day and assigning to each duty establish a system of gratuitous practice, 
its metes and bounds, by regulating your so that the medical profession might be 
affairs so that the whole community of looked upon as the impersonation of a 
sciences may dwell together in harmony, true benevolence, and enlarged philanthro
you will be 11ble, ev~n under the pressure of phy, like our great Examplar, ever goiag 
seemingly more imperath·e duty. to con- about seeking to do good-not as the in
tinue unremittingly, and successfully your carnation of avarice, seeking to enrich 
scientific pursuits. Devote a small portion ourselves from the direst necessity of others. 
to a review of your collegiate course, that NtJJcr 'Will medicine riat to its true position 
your knowledge of fundamental principles until its t1otariu shall Aa11e bun purified 
may thereby be preserved and perfected. from all adfishlll,88. 

Reviews are especially essential to pres- It will often be in your power at the 
ervation, because impressions made upon aame time, to alleviate the sufferings of 
the memory by mere knowledge, since it the body, and quiet the troublings of the 
does not inflame the passions and thereby soul. 0, then, be true to your trust, re
burn its image into the very tissue of the memb~ring, that, "as much benevolence as 
soul, are ordinarily soon effaced. Re"iews a man hath, so much life hath he;" ancl 
are likewise essential to the perfection of you may surely hope for a hundred-fold 
knowledge supposed to be already acquired. reward for all you give of kind words and 
In the too brief period which usually con- substance and skill. 
stitutes a comple•e course at college, it Lastl1, be ever willing to receive advice. 
is almost impossible that no important There is a man who with a comfortable 
principle, or individual fact, or even body consciousness of all knowledge, forgets that 
o( facts, should have been entertainecl to there is a diversity of the gifts which God 
be but half comprehended. Upon surih gives men, and "safety in a multitude of 
half recognized facts and truths, the eff'ect counsellors"-"tbat Newton could learn 
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from a goatherd and Ca:sar from a raw re
cruit;" and though wisrlon1 should mingle 
her wines and prepare a rich repast, aye, 
and go forth l.e~£e'.f to indte him to her 
banqt:et, he turns not to her temp!e. For 
deemiag himself a very God.semi-a light 
td shine in a dark place, he heartily con
gratulates t11e world on his arrival in due 
time, complac~ntly appropriates "ye are 
the light of the world," and straightway 
b1~gins to utter oracle~. He may glory in 
his strength for a while, but he will assur
edly learn in the eml, that "the laws of na
ture were not framed for unadvised ac· 
tion." 

Hitherto I have addressed you as physi
cians; l wouhl be glad to say a fow words 
to you as mtn. But I must relieve your 
patience. 

Your profession will give you more than 
ordinary iofiuence in society: may the value 
of that influence be adequate to the obli" 
gation which it imposes. To you it is 
@iven to krzo'ID. Heavenly gift! Enjoy it 
then; firmly aml gratefully cherish her gifts 
receil·ed, and accompany Truth, in the 
future, whethemoever she may lead you,-
joyfully, if through fiowery meadows and 
enchanting scenes, nor yet fearfully, should 
she beur you through the storm. As Her· 
cules, when he went to unbind Promethus, 
made the perilous voyage in an earthen 
pitchei, so may Truth safoly sail the rough
e3t sea, in the frai'.e>t bark, for she too is a 
divinity. 

lightning wing some unpierced world of 
thought. 

But it is also yours to act; and the inten
tivcs are becoming every day strouger and 
stronger. 0, then, spend not your lives in 
trifling and ease, when humanity implores 
and nature invites, and God commands to 
action! Be not simply defenders but her
alds of adopted truth, actiYe architects 
for the upbuilding of bcnefkient mstitu
tions, and prudent, earnest, heroic lellders 
in every scientific ancl moral reform. In 
a word. by dt>rcls of holy benevolence and 
active philanthropy-by your intellectual 
energies and a moral heroism, make the 
world know and feel that you are in it. 
Do this, and your lives will be useful and 
happy. though full of. privation Bnd toil, 
and though martys to Truth and Rihht, you 
will wake to joy and reward when time 
shall be no more. 

I hne spoken as though long years were 
before you. Alas, while I address you, ? 

Death may ha,·e been commissioned to cut 
you down ere you enter your field of labor. 

One of your number who came to our 
halls with desires as strong, and hopes as 
ardent as yours, has been robberl of the hon
ors which to-night have been confered upon 
you. May the warning incite you all to 
present, earnest, unremitting labor. 

We must part-Soon the Bteam-boat and 
rail.car will separate us-it may be for 
years, and it may be till the trump of the 
archangel shall summon us to meet upon 
the other shore. 

It is yo'.lr3 to think. Exercise that· pow· Through all life '\\e will cherish pleasing 
er patiently, strongly, lovingly, boldly. recollections of you; for although our out
Discipline yourselYes to such thought as of-college associations, have been but lim
shall develope new ideas, ne,·er thinking. ited-too limited-to many of you we feel 
because a host of intellectual giants have stro~ly attached. Yes, we love you as a 
lived on the earth and exhausted their company of brothers and sisters, and will 
mighty powers,-because the world is full follow yo:.i with enquiries and prayers 
of books and babling tongues, that there- through life, sincerely hoping, if we meet 
fore you can attain to no original thought. not again on earth, to meet you all at the 

The progreilSion of the human minrl in right hand of the Judge. 
knowledge must from the nature of its pow- Go forth, then,-to perfect yourscl ves in 
ers, be in~nite; ~herefore, its \vorkings ~ust knowledge, in wisdom, and in virtue, to 
fill etermty wuh ever .new o?d glonous honor your profe;;sion and Alm1 Mater-to 
wonders; so that t~e m1ghtest mtellect .of d,) your duty to God and humanity; and 
earth or Heaven will ever find before its may Truth, Mercy, Ju;.tice and Wisdom go 

with you. G [ 
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DR. FAULKNER'S VALKDJGl'ORY. mo\·ing days of creation,-wLeu from out 
GENTLFMEN AND LADIES: tl1e ocean's slime, the monsters of the deep 

Jn behalf of the members of this Medical were made, down to the period when man 
C!ass, I tender you their thanks for your appea1ed on earth. 
prest'nce here to-night, assuring us, as it Through all thia period-through all i'he 
dee>, of the interest you take in the cau~e weary ages of old ti111e-through all the dire 
we haTe espoused. and in thore rights for and clrc>ad convulsions nature has folt
which we now, and shall fore\·er conten<l,- through all the grandly sub'.ime, and incon-

..._the right pf free thought, free i;peech, and cehably terrible rernlutious tl:at haYe 
fr~ action in all that pertains to medicine changed at different periods, and though 
or its collateral sciences, despite the edicts different, and through different agc>s the ap
of petty colleges. the dogmas of state sccie- pearance of our globe-through all those 
ties or the anathemas of National Associa- slowly rolling eges,-through all these reY
tions. olutions, the true man of science Jives, and 

'Ve are Americans, some by birth, and with all the rast his identity a1:d a.;s(;da
someof choice; and as Americans ,1·e should tion and interest is as strong aud is intense, 
fail in the discharge of our high duty did as is the interest, 11ssodatiou and idcutity, 
we not contend eamestly and constantly, which bind him to the pre,ent hour. 
for all those rights which cluster in rich Every shell thrown up from Ocran·scaves 
profusion around the brow of the American by the wind and the tempest, sings for him 
citizen, chief among which are freedom of a song of the olden time, a lay of the far 
thought, of Fpeech and of action . off past. when creation Jet was young, 

As Am<>riCl\n citizens-and American when all around was fuir; whcu ht•Jghing 
11hy,;idans we acknowledge no aristccncy, angels cha$cd the flying ze1:hyrs orcr earth, 
but that of mind. No nobility bt:t that of which gave back tones of sof t!St ca•lcill'.e in 
nature, nor do we bow at any ~hrine rnn~ answer to the spirit foot-falls, ere restilen
tmths,-which, radian! with hea,en's own tial Yapors frau;:;ht with de11J1, were' wafted 
glory may well challenge our homage and o'er her sunny plains, or adown her charrn-
rec.-eive our adoration. ing vales. 

I...et the devotee of an exploded philoso- Or, as the waYe <Lstroys the shore, thus 
phy still grore aml stumble amid the ruins exposing ocean's tre:1sure. 0l cxlwmi11g the 
of his fallen tC'mp!I'; let him l<till hold forth remains of the Saurean tribe, it turns for 
the rn!'ted and turuishcct fragments of his him another page in tirne·s his~ur_r, which 
decayed !=:p>tem. Let him still in his well speaks of the period when Gcd luitl the foun
trie<I circle !'1eck for truth, ne·er casting a dations of the world, p'acetl it$ b.·ams in 
glance beyond Ms old area; let him then order, raised its pi:Jars by the pli11u11wt of 
nssams all di;.;nity, nncl don the liun·s cloth- Eternal Wisdom. encl peopled th1' fe1lt'ment 
i11g while he ca,;ts his lightnings ancl fulmi- with Creatures bait adopted to hi~ w1.rk. 
na!es furiously at all progrt·ss, n·hich hc1·.l~ Or, , as the earthqnakP rend~ the 111(1un
not the claim9 of his party, bows not to its loin and tears the plain in cliarn1s ; as stra
ecliets, nor submits to its yolie awl galling ta after strata riFc there before him. and as 
chains. object after object rnee!s his Ybion, truth 

Let the worshippn of authority cl~ thi~. after ~ruth is reHabl; and. a~ his re>enrch 
but know and let all know.-the man of identifies him with a!l the pa,;t,-so shall 
science, the man of enhngerl intellect is not his discoYery of truths long concealetl iclcn
the man of a party, nor ~··~t the man of an tify him with all the futt11e. 
age. For, Thus, ranging the wide field of t11t' past. 

"Seizing on truth, wher~ver truth is found, con'l"'ersnnt with the laws ma!l1~ known by 
Whethero11Cbrlstlnn or onPugnr. ground," <>nch, and tho11gh each prorcs~ nf Cr<'alion, 

His r~;:E>arche-; carry him back to the Jon;! from its first ob~cure ncbuln~ity. t11r11ugh 
ago past in the world's history; to the ~low e\·ery stage upward in the work, till the 
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cap-stone was laid amid angel shoutings of pathic, Physopathic, Antipathic nor Ortho
grace-grace-while all the sons of the first pathic; we are all these, for we acknowledge 
morning shouted aloud for joy. the law before which each party bows, and 

Readjng, proclaiming, and explaining all form of elements which clash and jar with 
la10,---he projects his kno1vledge and wis- harsh dissonance in their hands, a beautiful 
dom around him through every clime, for- and harmonious system chiming symphoni
wards and downwards through every age. ously with the discoveries peculiar to our
The man of science thus becomes the man seh·es, and, hence, in reference to other 
of all climes, of all languages, and of all divisions of the profession, we are Panto
time. Succeeding generations rise in times pathic. 
long vista, and call him blest,-for these So ladies and gentlemen, never recognise 
be has removed all danger from the Ocean's a man, as scientific, who is the bigoted 
breast, robbed the winds and the lightning of slave of a party, the insane worshipper of a 
their power to harm-stayed the pestilence single idea. 
that walketh in darkness-dispelled the de- Ever remember that the man of scienceia 
atruction that wasteth at noonday-taught a free man; is liberal, courteous and gener
man that God is indeed his friend, and fath- ous to all; a calm and sober seeker after 
er, who by every manifests tion of the func- truth which he honors above all things, and 
tion of his providence. seeks to bring him adores fervently at all times. For truth ia 
nearer his own eternal throne, nearer the the breath of the power of God; an inftu
foun t ol perfection, whose streams of puri- ence emanating from his glory ;-the brigbt
ty he shall quaff, and live forevermore. ness of the everlasting light; the unspotted 

Shall the man of science then be a bigot? mirror of God's own goodness, more beauti
does science forge a collar for her sons? does ful than the sun, and above all the orders of 
1he kennel them as stupid brutish dogs? the stars of light; possessing as she doee 
does she teach her sons to scorn and despise whatsoever is excellent, whatsoever is high, 
those who look not through their glasses, or pure, or noble; therefore have we u 
and who view objects in a different light physicians chosen her as our patron, and. 
from that they uEe. No, never, never. enshrined her in our hearts. 

Her first command to all is, be free- GENTLEMEN Pun:ssoas:-The Collegia111 
break every band, every yoke, cast prejudice year is dying; a few moments more and it 
and bigotry aside, be fru ! shall not her shall be gone with all its privileges,-with 
aons be free when truth takes them under all its toil and care,-its joys will have put 
her regis? Whom the truth. makes free is with it, and its sorrows perchance shall la 
indeed free, nor shall the tyranny of char- dispelled by the bright sun of the future, u 
latanry ever enslave them. morning mifilts fly before the face of tla 

For this then we contend :-we want no day king. 
collars for men; we want no party influ- Yet while its last few moments linger,o• 
ences; we want no separate sects, worship- the part of my fellows of the class, it is my 
ping one idea,-bowing to a single law; we duty to breathe out that Ead word farewell: 
cast aside parti-colored glasses, and seek to and, here I would fain close this address by 
love the truth for the truths own sake.- again repeating farewell, and retiring from 
Therefore, while one cries out Bimilia Bimi- your presence. 
libva curanter we acknowledge his law and Yet gentlemen, some other offering n 
act upon it; or another in a different direc- due to those who have so long been our 
tion exclaims contraria contrariua curanter, Mentors; who found us darkly blind to tla 
we acknowledge his law also and act upon fair light of science; who led us in a way 
it-for each is true, yet neither separately is wherein we had not walked, and in step1 
the TltUTR to the exclusion of the other.- wherein we had not trodden,~ven to tla 
Thus while our name is eklektikoi, we are foot of Mount Science, where, striking tla 
Hither Alleop11thic, Homeopathic, Hydro- baudage from our mental l"ision, you cawal' 
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us to read the inscription over the portals estuary as grand, as its origin was obscure, 
of the temple at the summit, Scientia its waters pass forth into the vast ocean, 
mclior aurum; taught us to love this motto, which lies spread out forever the emblem of 
engraved it deep in hesrt and mind, then eternity. As with this stream, so with the 
led our inexperienced feet up the rough and enterprise with which you stand identified; 
devious winding way, smoothing the path how faint and obscure its origin :-how 
before us, ever removing obstructions tiny its stream at the beginning-how faint 
barring our passage; pausing here and there the hope that it should survive the morning 
in the ascent to regale with choice clusters ray of the sun of opposition,--0r that it1 
kept in store to refresh the wesry Neophyte, ;;tream should not be dried at noon, hard by 
and encourage him upioardtoward the tern- where it first began its course. What bar
ple on the pinnacle, and onward to the rier_s in the form of legal enactments reared 
blazing light within it. And, finally gentle· up b} charlatanic bigotry, and the preju-

.. men, after our mutual toil, through a long dice of ignorance were thrown in its course, 
and somewhat tedious journey, you have -yet still this stream moved onward, wind
met us here to night in the presence of ing round a barrier here,-tuming a jutting 
this host of witnesses, to ordain us priests. point there,-ever and anon receiving a 
whose duty it shall ever be to offer incense fresh thought rill or mind stream, receiving 
through life, before the sacred altar of a thus stream after stream, at last its gather
glorious trinity, the altar of Truth, Hygeia ed force3 are precipitated against the barri
and Humanity. ers opposing its progress-rending these 61• 

We thank you gentlemen, that you hll'fe ssunder, and sweeping their ruins aside.
deemed us worthy to be called your brethren, Onward forever itrollsgrandly and sublime-
and to become co-laborers with you in the ly down the slope, and amid the plains of 
great work of medical reform, confident time, causing by its healing waters the 
that esch member of this class will ever hearts of countless millions to sing aloud 
walk worthy of the high vocation, where- for joy. 
unto you have called him. GENTLEMEN: if the blessed, can be mada 

GENTLEMEN :-Afar from this city rises a more blessed; if the completely happy, can be 
lofty mountain range,-at a certain point ~ade more happy} if the departed are at all, 
thereof is a gloomy precipice, over whose m sympathy with those great scheme• 
rough brown rocks ftows a feeb!e spring,- of b;i~evole~ce and reform for the publw 
.which dropping from rock to rock in its good m which they bore a part, and in 
downward journey gains at length the which they delighted while here, what 
mountains base, where it forms a pool which must be the hight, the intensity of Moa
a newly weaned fawn would drain in slak- •?w's rapture as he gazes down from the 
ing its thirst;--from this a tiny rill flows forth high s~ar chamber of the King of glory, 
-here, diverted from its course by a pebble, and witnesses the full and complete tri
there, by a tuft of moss. Yet its course is umph of the principles, and Institute to 
eTer onward, backward never. Rill after which his life was devoted. 
rill flows into it; its current becomes deeper ~ENTLEMEN: with the most earnest aspi
and wider; receiving thus still other streams, rations for your success and happinem 
gathering strength as it advances, it bursts tb~ugh life, with feelings of warm de
its mountain ba1riers and flows at last a votion to our Alma Mater, represented 
broad and deep, a calm and peaceful river; here by you, to sustain which we pledge 
winding through woody hills, and flowery you our hearty co-operation, we part,
~les, and sunny plains-where flowers ever Yet though we to distant regions hie, 
bloom, and fruits ever ripen-passing in its Punuing fortunea slippery ba', 
.uurse every diversity of climate,-bearing Your kindneaa in our mind shall lie 
on its peaceful breast the interest, and the We'll mind ye aye though far awa, 
)lope of a million hearta,_.t laat, by an While the truths you have ta t~us. lhliU 
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ever c:mstitute the landmarks of our prac
tice. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CLAllll-

we ham met this night to part forever
never while life lasts shell we meet agnin. 
Sume of us wiil pur1>Ue our vocation amid 
the snows of the North, some on the HhoreF 
of the ~tormy lukes, some on the wide 
spreJ.ding pluins of the Wes1, and 1:ome 
b~11eath the skies, and amid the flowers ot 
the bright aud sunny South, scattered from 
Maine to California, almost from the 
E1ua•.or to either pole. Yet. friendshipfhe 11 
narrow the distance dividing us, and. in 1he 
d:im1in of fancy we shall often meet, whi11· 
the memory of the scenes of our CollegE' 
life. and of ell the interviews enjoyed 11~ 
well as of essociationi:t formed here, shall 
a ri,;e like oases crowned with Ii ving Yf'.r
dure among the deserts of life, give to 11~ 

on hour of unellol'e(\ happiness, encl cheer 
11s on tn the discharge of our duty in thP 
W'.!ury b1ttlc of lifo. 

Lullics a;1d geatlcmen who h1ne kindl~· 

gi ,·en us the honor, and enc:iurat;ement ot 
y<H1r presence to ni~ht: Gentlemen of the 
Fuc11l 1y-long our friendly gui1les in the 
rn~~·~d 1;aths of Science; Ladies and Gcn
t!eme11 of the whole class-may we all be 
so endowed with wisdom, as that we may 
ar.t wetl, and nobly, the ~everal parts a~
sig11ed us in the greal drama of life, fulfill 
to it> utmost extent, our duty to God, to 
our fcllow5, and ourselve3, and at la~t, 

lo:}ki!I~ back over the lamlscape of the pa~t. 
then taintly illuminetl by lifeR dcclininf! 
sun , reviewing. in prospect of the gran~ 
oar final home, our whole career, may we 
find nothing tberein we should wish had 
be .~n omitled, nothing omittell that om 
li,·<~s should have contained; may we find 
lifos volume perfect and spotless; encl then. 
as calmly sinks the morning star, v•hich 
goes not down hehind the western hills. 
but fadeth from our vie1v in days clear 
li~ht, so may we all, gently sink to res t on 

earl h and wake to the light and bless of 
heaven. Atlieu. 

PROF. IlUCHA~AN'S ADDRESS. 
Gn<TL.~::>H:N AND1 ,J,.\DlES: 

You are now going forth as physicians, 

repr<!sentative of a new American move
ment in the medical profession. Europe 
has heretofore been the home of art and 
$deuce, which have attainecl their highest 
conditions under governments of a despotic 
or arbitrary character, that ha,·e slam ped 
their own peculiar character upon nil things 
under theircontrol. Ameril'a,as a colonial 
country. has received her arts and sciences 
from Europe. Hence, in Aml'Tica, as in 
Europe, our literature is full of the spirit 
of !l)Onarchy and oligarchy, scornful of the 
' ·swinish multitude" and idolatrously fond 
of illustrious women and high-8otmcling 
title&. Our sciences too, are starched and 
stit( with the spirit of o!rl oligarchies, and 
in their pedantic lore theirostenta1ious dis
play .of learned opinions and their remark
able ~kficiencies as to bene,·o\ent epplic:a
tiona, they give proof of their aristo:Tatic 
origin. 

In our colonial cfopenclence, our ;m·em
mcnts, laws, institutions, cu~torns, man
ners, clrefll, language, arts, uncl handicrait 
employments were but impor:u1ion~ from 
our ancestral country. We arc still in tit is 
slate of colonial d>'pendence. we still dress 
according to foreign standards, re:id end 
follow foreign authors-and, in the mccli r:al 
profcs.•ion-the doctrines, the scienec.:;, the 
ethic~. the titles, the organiLation and the 
entire tspirit d1t corp' arc S() 1;carly fac 
-~imilts of the foreign origir.a!s a• to ltil\e 
110 important distinctirn marks except the 
,·ariations producrtl by som ·.~ clitferc' nc·e of 
circumstanres. 

Our forefathers threw off thr political 
yoke of the mother country, but all other 
connexions and influ::-nces were re ' ain»tl. 
ln the medical profes•ion Arncri<-u ha5 h:itl 
no 1listinctive nationality. The systt'm of 
practice in. the mother country hos been 
copied here, and the i rfoa that the entire 
profession should implicit I~- ohey the dicta 
of the leading indidduals aml societ ies is 
still in full force . Tlwrc io no dcmncrary 
in medicine. authority and rrgularity nw the 
wonls that govern e,·erywht•r·'; nnrl instead 
of recognizing the profession a' s0mC''. hing 
for mankind, responsib:e to the pMr'.e for 
the 1lischarge of its duties-in~ : n,J of 
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re~ogniiing the cure of diseases as the first 
object and duty of the members of the pro 
Cession-instead of making this the point 
of honor-the point of honor has been to 
bt regular in obeying authorities, e\·en in 
the most preposterous doctrines, and to b? 
faithful to the pecuniary interests, reputa
tion and so~ial standing of the profession. 
To 1listurb the dignity or the profession by 
criticising established moc{es of practice. 
has been made an unpardonable offence-to 
vio'a:e so·ne imaginary ideas of dignity by 
advertising for business in a newspaper ha~ 
be~n a very grave offence, but to confess a 
loss by death of one half the cases of 
Asiatic cholera has been no offence at all. 
and to confess utter incompetency to cure 
consumptive disease, cancer, or hydrophobia 
bas been no dishonor, but on the contrar1• 
rather an honorable evidence of profession~] 
regularity, showing that the physician was 
not disposed to disturb the honors of hi!' 
seniors or cast any oblique reflection on bis 
brethren. 

A profession governed by such sen ti men!!' 
needs a revolution-needs to be American
ized and essentially changed before it c1n 
fulfil its legitimate destiny of beae\"O
lence. 

This revolution has be;;un-you gentle
men are to be representatives of this Am~r
ican rernlution. The pioneer colle5e in 
this movement of r'!form tns given yon its 
credentials and expe::ts you to sustain th~ir 
honor. Your Alma Mater P.:c:pects yon to 
pro\·e that it is not necessar\· to follow the 
old authorities. She expecis yon to carry 
far and witle through the land the demon
stration that the new remedic~and mPusure~ 

,: - pecn1iur to our American system of prac
tice are ·1s far superior in value to the old 
routine as our repub'.iran government i' 
to the de.:;potisms of lialy, Austria anc! 
Russia. 

But do not in your zeal forget that this 
reform is ethical as well as scien ti fie. It 
is not m~rcly to introduce a better sy,;tem 
of practice that we expect you to labor, 
bat to aitl in introducing a s7ste01 of per
II!anent and rapid progression, by trampliug 

THIRD lil:RIES--VOL, II. -H. 

in the dust the despotic principle that any 
association, however numerous or tuleotel' · 
it may be, has the right to enforce conform
ity to its decree>, in the profession of meet. 
icine. 

Do not for one moment a•lmit the flatter
ing thought, that the great supetiority of 
the ArneriCln Eclectic System of Medicine 
renders it necessary that you should regaril 
it as the summit of human wisdom and 
guard its permanency by denouncing those 
who would sincerely attempt improve
ments. Those who do not attempt im
provement ue hardly entitled to Le called 
reformers. 

And do not, we pray you, forget that 
other members of the profession have as 
good a right to cherish their own errors u 
we have to cbetish our positive knowledge. 
However sa:l and destructiYe, or however 
fanciful those errots msy be, they may be 
cherished in perfect sincerit.1. oll·ing to the 
influencas of habit an<t early tr;iiuing; and 
we have no right to exclaim m Pharisaical 
complacency "stand by for l am holier thnn 
thou." We have no right to denounce 
Allopaths, Homopaths, Hydropaths or . 
Chrono Thermaliste because they reject 
resources which we know to be valuable-
on the contrary, if they are honest and well 
educated men, e•ery true Eclectic reformer 
will take them by the hand as members of 
an honorable profesaion, 1md seek bT the 
presentation of facts to awaken their minds 
to a perc~ption of truths of which they 
have b~n kept in ignorance by their pecn
Iiar position. We have no conteot with 
honest and fair-minde..t men of any poii
tion or persuasion in me,licine. 

Gentlemen who practice the principlrs of 
professional and perllOnal courtesy-wbe 
are wiliing candidly to investigate or 1ti8-
cuss any difference of doctrine, \Ve are al
ways happy to meet. But there is another 
and too numeroU8 a cla!l!I for whom ws 
have very little toleration--men who a11-
sume an arrogant tone of superiority, amt 
who1liscardall COUTtesy-wborefuse court.t. 
ously to discuss the points at issue, and 
rely upon vituperation alone, who re.;all 
difference of opinioo u • penonal .u.r~r, 
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ence, and attempt by an incessant social of lectures, to the representative of a dis· 
warfare, by professioal and social ostracism tinct party in medicine-a party which in 
to crush at once every indepet1d·!nt mind the high quarters of the profossion is com
wbich will not receive or sub:nit to do;;· monly denounced with the epithets of 
mas that are demonstrably false and de- quackery, knavery end charlatanism- par
structive-as a certain church in ancient ty with whom it bas been made a grave of
times endeavored to exterminate heretic~. fence to hold any professional iotercou?ll('. 
For those who are engaged in thi.i unholy So far from disparaging theii claims or pro
crusad.e against free thought and speech fe:•sional rc?spectability, they were admitted 
we have no toleration, for liberty cannot to select ancl send to the Institute their 
endure despotism, or tolerate intolerance. chosen repreEentative to advocate their own 
Nor can the medical profeSiion ever be tloctrines, ancl even to as..qiil aml discmlit 
peaceable end barmoniOUll, or ever attain the doctrines taught in the Institute. It 
its most honorable position, until the entire was not convenient or practicahle to make 
generation of intolerent men ha,·e passed this measure a permanent one, but it stt.nda 
away, and given place to younger men mote on record as a noble illustration of the spir
imbued with the American spirit of free· it iu which every reformer should meet all 
dom and progress. doctrines and all partil'.s by giving the111t 

As heartily as wedttestsuch intoleranc~, even to some sacrifice of his time, a full, 
110 heartily should we resolve to guarcl candid and courteous bearing. 
against imitating the vice. B:it it is not But when we have patiently listened to 
the whole truth to call it a vice, it is a all and heard the doctrines uf all-4lnd 
crime; what is the crime of assault and moreover examined the arcana of Nature for 
battery against the person of a single man. original truth-when we have found amp
in comparison with the far greater crime ler resources unknown to the authorities,
of an assault upon thl' very temple of lib- and sciences not dreamed of in their philos
erty. An assault upon the unquestionab~e ophy, it is becoming that we should ad

. right of free investigation and free speech. vance and take our positions not as hum bl• 
in referenoe to queslions that otrect th~ applicants for favor, but as men born in 
lives of millions, is an assa•.1lt upon 011e of freedom, reared in intelligence, qualified for 
fbe dearest of those rights, won by our fore- our position, fearing no competition, ac
fathers on many a hard fought field. And knowleclging no superiors, and claiming our 
'!though this assault may not be by law, rank by virtue of a commission which out· 
by the prison or by the ba;·onet, yet such ranks all others-the possession of the deep

.an assault by private cJm'Jinations and est scfonce-of the highest truth-which is 
conspiracies, carried out by social war- a commission from the Divine author of 
fare, is just as formidib!e and as odious all science. They bear his commission of 
as a political attack on the lil.trty of the sup~riority, who hue received the largest 
press. influx of the most benignant truths. 

Let our abhorrence for such a crime be Those who thus realise the value and the 
manifested by our scrapulouti avoidance- dignity of those great truths which medi
.)et no medical reformer even attempt to en- cal reformers are reducing to practice, will 
force a creed upon his neighbor, or spesk not be disposed to compromise with !alse
in the language of hoslility against any one hoo:l, or to yield to tht:ir influence of tem
who Aonutly differs in opinion or in prac- porary and local fashions. 
tlce. But while shunning this time-serving 

I am JHO'ltl fo refer to one fact in th'! bis- compliance with fashions, you should guard 
tory of the Ec'.e.:tic M:l.lical Institute-to with equal care against that headlong :aeal 
the fa~t that a medical c?lleze professing for reform which outruns its discretion. A 
.i!>!~alitv \VJS \Villing to give a free and determination to be different from the ma
C£n•lil hcari.ug thro..1gbo1tt an entire course jority merely for the sake of difference,--
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for the sake of keeving up party differences, without them, nor can the human body be 
and carrying on a contest, cannot be ap- constructed without them. I have even 
proved by any good moralist-it is but the had the pleasure of conversing with one of 
old spirit of intolerance and bigotry in a this class, who denied the use of minerale 
new position. Such a spirit instead of and maintained that there was no such 
elevating tends rather to degn1de the medi- thing as iron in the human Mood-and he 
cal profession, and keep it forever involved aspired to be recognized as an. able teacher 
in false philosophy and narrow views. of medicine. 

The over zealous medical reformer does But the class who ignorantly denounce 
DJuch to discredit true reform. His zeal all minerals is nearly extinct, and we havt: 
outrunning his discretion, he demands some now instead a similar but more intelligent 
fundamental principle, which shall be so class, who assert that all the medicines they 
difi'erent as to establish an irreconcilable uEe are perfectly in.nocent, while other 
hostility between the reformatory and con- physicians make free use of poisons. They 
servative parties. If he is told that the claim to be pure anti-poison practitionert!, 
fundamental doctrine of medical reform is and are unsparing in their denunciations of 
that a physician should use all means ben- all who dare to use valuable remedies which 
eficial to his patients, but should avoid th~ they in their wisdom have proscribed. By 
use of such agencies as were unsafe, and dividing the profession into poison and 
liable under the most judicious care to pro- antipoison practitionerH, they throw out 
duce serious or permanent injury-he ac- a plausible bait to popular ignorance, and 
knowledges that the principle is just, but place themseh·es habitually in the position 
be demands something more decisive than of demagogues appealing to ignorance and 
this-some party Shibboleth which none prejudice. They do not make any account 
can adopt or repeat but the select cohorts of the fact that their own patients die u 
of reform. The plain practical principle of fast or faster than the patients of thoa 
using agents that may be used safely, and whom they assail-they make no reference 
liiscarding those which are unsatisfactory to the fact that patients may easily be 
or dangerous if used as medicines, is not killed by overdoses of their "roots and 
enough for him, it does not admit of fierce herbs" as well as by more C'Oncentrated 
declamation and party rancor-it does not remedies. All remedies ore unsafe in the 
aound like the war cry of an intolerant hands of ignorance and malice-:-all are Ea• 
party. Hence he ~ks for something that in the hands of skill and benevolence, which 
will answer to separate parties and enrage administer only what is beneficial to the 
them against each othe-r. The most ignor- patient. If medicines are crude and feeble, 
ant class of these pseudo refo,mers exclaim the practice is not thereby rendered safe, 
loudly that they are pure herbalists--pure for it is at least as painful to be beaten llD 
botanic practitioners, and declaim against death by clubs, as to be killed by the sharp
the terrible evils of administering~ineral est sword. It istheadaptationofthe rem1-
11ubstances to the human body-like their dy to the diseas" which renders it sala 
1•a triarch Thompson they suppose that as and beneficial-it is the want ofthis ada pta
vegetable substances tend to grow up while tion which renders it dangerous. The pro
mineral substances from their gnvity sink fession is not to be reformed by depriving it 
down in the ground-so the man who uses of all its powerful agents-educated phylli
vegetable medicines will rise and flourish cians are not like children to be kept out of 
like a tree, while he who uses minerals will mischief by decreeing that they must not 
link into the ground. Such men in the play with sharp edged tools. In the terri
density of their ignorance do not know ble battle against disease, we need, ha 
Chat minerals are an essential portion of the language of Pitt, all the powers that 
our food, as well an essential portion of God and Nature have given U£-we cannot 
our m~cine, and that no man can exist afford to dispense with anything that is•-
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ally useful-for if we do the patient mu3l of 1he deadlie.>tand most corrosive poisons; 
lluffer. 11lthough if diluted, it is still a safe and 

And this illogical delusion that substan- valuable remPdy. The pleasant and refresh
ces capable of acting as poisons cannot be ing glass of soda-water contains a mephitic 
ufe.l with propriety in medicine, cuts of on poison, which in a close apartment has 
immense amount of our most valuable re- often proved fate\ to human life. And 
llOt1rres. Almost everything in nature, ii this poisonous gas \vhich when concentra
out of place or in improper quantity or in ted in a well, is so often f.ltal to those who 
an improper form, b:.>comesa poison. Even descend-is by the medicinal system of 
the lobelia, boasted of as harmless, becomes nature diffuse(! all through the atmosphere, 
when its medicinal element is concentrated and instead of cl~troying the human race 
an efficient poison. We are surrounded by in that diluted form, it originates no dis· 
nature with poisons. The potassa and soda eose whatever, but becomes the great sus
which are essential elements of human food, tainer of vegetable life. Nature surrounds 
and without which we cannot exist would, us with poisons, and feeds us with poisons. 
be if presented in their purity corrosive The phosphorus so necessary in our food, 
poisons, which in spoonful doses would without which she cannot construct a brain 
produce death. The lettuce which we eat or a bone, would be in doses of one or two 
with so much pleasure, contains an opiate grains, a fatal poison, if not disguised by 
element, capable if concentrate<\ of produc- combination. The chlorine which is con· 
ing all those narcotic poisonous effects on stantly in our food and blood, would be a 
the brain, for which we are loudly invoked deadly poison if admitted into the lungs, 
ao:discordopium. The mild emetic, ipecac, and would be dangerous in the stomach if 
when its medicinal energy is concentrated, not disguised by coml.ination. The oxygen 
becomes unequivocally poisonous, in doses which is the leading element of the human 
of a few grains. body, and which . by the lungs animates 

The tob1cco which so many injudiciously each moment of our life, is a most corro
use as a luxury, is to a constitution entire- sive poison, when it is presented in a liquid 
ly unaccustomed, a dangerous poison, even form, without any agent capable of con
without concentration.' The medico! ele- trolling its action. Hydrogen is ulso a 
ment of common tel is also well known as rapidly depressing and fatal gas if inhaled. 
a poison in its conceutratecl form. The Nitrogen soon produces suffocation, and 
pun~st bottle of native wine harmless and Carbon in any inhalable form is fatal, and 
pleasant aa a beverage, contains alcohol, in combination. contributes to the forma
which in its purity is a poison. The tion of many poisons. 
aalt, pepper, mustard encl vineriar, our dai- Thus our bodies are built of poisons-we 
ly and wholesome condiments, are each ca- live and breathe in on atmosphere of poi
pahle of de3troying life in a poisonous man- sons, we swallow poisons in health and in 
per, if usecl to sudden exce-;s. The leaves, disease, but so long as we take care that 
flowers and seeds of the peach tree, often they are pr(lperly combined or properly di
useJ with pleasure and safety, yet contain luted and usecl in the proper quantity at the 
a poison which in its concentrated form is proper time, we enjoy health in obedien~ 
about the de1dliest known to man. to the laws of nature, end know no poison-

The salt which is an essential part of the ous effects. Poisoning, generally, results 
human body end which seasons our food, merely from the concentration of too great 
consists of two deadly corrosive poisons, an amount of power in too small a bulk, eo 
combinetl together; either separately will that the substance becomes destructive in 
kill-both combined will nourish. The a small, instead of a large quantity. 
Tcry atmo;;phere that we b1eathe, if its ele- It is not poisonoua agents that we di~ 
men ts are prerented in a more .:oncentntecl card, for if we discard them thoroughly, 
form and different propottion, becomea one ·we must discard man himself, and discard 
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the whole plan of nature-but it is poibon- tbe @rander destiny of our own republic? 
oua practice that we re)ct-all practice We have no reason to entertain a serious 
which produces injurious results, no matter doubt if we continue to perform our du
how high the authority in its behalf. We ty. At our primitive organization, eight 
utterly repudiate the idea that a physician ye.ars since, had you enquired of any oppo
must necessarily debilitate and injure the nent what would have bom our destiny, he 
constitution of his patient. The fond fa th- would ba,·e prophesied obscurity and con· 
er who exclaimed that he was deeply affect- tempt. None but those who felt the inter· 
ed by the death of his child, but that eve- nal inspiration of noble truths bad any con
ry thing was done that was possible-that ception of our future progrera. Had you 
be had three physicians-that be was bled hinted here to any professor of a medkal 
five times, leeched three times, blistered college eight years ago, that the time would 
all over.and took seventeen doses of calomel, arrive in in 18:'>3, when Cincinnati should 
and as that could noi save him, be could have six medical schools, and fi,·e hundred 
only submit to the will of Providence-ex- medical students, but three hundred of tl.e 
pressed a delusion which you will contrib- number should rank under a new name con
ute to dispel by showing that in such cases, ceived in 184:>, which in tight years growth 
it is the treatment and not the will of Prov- should over-shadow all surrounding influ
idence which is fatal. When the public ences, he would have deemed you a vision
are properly enli@htened on these subjects, ary as John Fitch was deemed, for believ
we shall not have an aged ex-president like ing that in a few years, the fiat-boats and 
Andrew Jackson, tottering to the grne and keel-boats of the Ohio should be superEeed· 
exclaiming that he bas had a return of his ed by the magnificent steamers. 
maladitt:, but with the lancet to correct the And perhaps those respectable gentlemen 
one, and calomel for the other I am of who are so much astonished now, are des
course greatly debilitated. The deaths of tined to be more astonished hereafter. Our 
Jackson, Taylor, Hanison, Washington and past is an index to our future, and every 
Lord Byron are signal examples of a medi- year new features of power and progress 
cal barbarisDI of which mankind are weary are developed in our movement. The cen
--6nd which we hope soon to place among tral society organi7.ed last evening, may be 
the obsolete follies of that age when red-hot one of the most efficient measures yet 
iroDB were applied to bleeding wounds in· adopted. 
stead of the simple but heretical practice The errors against which we contend are 
of tying the arteries. so palpable, that their doom is sealed, 

Gentlemen, shall we accomplish these wherever fnie discussion is tolerated. The 
things or not? Shall our principles be known absurdity of taking from the human body 
tlvoughout the world as the American Sys- its blood the immediate Fourre of life-its 
tem of Medical Science occupying this Con- red globules, the criterion of '\"ital power, 
tinent, and and constituting the noblest just at the time that life is endangeted, and 
embodiment of Medical Science, as our gov- the vital forces reduced, will soon be rank
ernment is the best form of self-government, ed as a relic of barbarism. 
our ships, our steamboats, our locomotives, But, on the other hand, the principles of 
our agricultural implements, our fire-arms, rational Eclecticism ar6 so self-evidently 
and I may add. our armies are uD&urpssaed just-they so commend themselves to the 
by any rivals? Is it our destiny to reap common sense of mankind that many who 
the just reward of truth and untiring lsbor, ba'\"e no just claim to the title of Eclectic 
or shall Eclecticism go down like the Spar- are endeavoring to appropriate the name-
tan, Athenian and Roman republics, cor- conscious of the power which lies in a 
rupted ";thin and overwhelmed from with- just principle. Jn that name we shall suc
out? · Shall it be blotted out like unfortu- ceed. As when Constantine saw in the 
11ate Poland and Hungary-or shall it share Heavens a figuni of a c(-_ , a motto 
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·•In. hoc signo vince.,," "By this sign shalt Expelled from homes of peaceaodlove, by tran· 
thou conquer," wbich was the forerunner qui! might, 
of victory-so do we behold in the signs of And battle fields that know no dead. 
the times, in the movements of the nations . . . . . 
'" l"be t h · d" • hat d . . W 1th honeat pnde you may aurvey m l1oang mea, 
1or 1 r y, t e m 1catlon t estmy is Et 1 r k"ll . . . . . erna monuments o & 1 , 
with .us, an.d believe hke Constantme "ln Knowing if man doth e"er a God·like act 'ti• 
hoc s1gno nnces." But let us not forget when 
in these martial figures of spe~h, that our His 1eienC". conquen mortal ill. 
Tocation is one of peace and kindness:-
we war against war for peace, we make a Then go, Eclectic Tanguanl go, your Hoets at 
party against parties, we refuse to tolerate Peace, 
intolerance. We claim the right to do good Are filling all oar wide domain, 
without restraint as to form or fashion from And Health attends your paths, u leaTf'I and 
any earthly power; we claim the right to ilowen increase, 
unite in that reformatory army of benevo- When spring diuolvea the winter'• reign. 

lence whose labors according to the statistics CLINICAL REP OR TS, 

ofCincinnati, reducedthemortalityofChol- At Nuotori'• Cliriical but'itutc. 
era from three or four hundred in the thou-
sand to forty or fifty in the thousand. llERVICE OF PllOFISBOll 1'EWTOlll. 

You gentleman, constitute a noble addi-
tion to the army of peace-not like an urorru BT now. s. naawr. 
equal number of recruits whom I have here (ConUnued from page 113.) 
seen gathered with horn and drum, mar- --
ehalled in stern array for a foreign war:- TWENTY-SEVENTH CLINIC. Feb. 7th. 
the music which accompanied their march CA.SE XLll.-Roark. Herpetic ulr.erof the 
sounded in mine ear as a funeral wail for elbow. Continues improving, thegranula
few and haggard were they who retu;ned tions ~ heal~y and there is no~hing to 
from that campaign, and bloody were the prevent Its healing soundly. Conunue the 
records of their da.."lls abroad. How dif- treatment excepting use a larger proportion 
ferent it is with you, going forth as bearers of the Meyer's Ointment in the combina-
of health and joy to unnumbered homes. tion of Meyer's and Zinc Ointment. 

The gory cimetar may crash through skull and 
brain, 

To still the purple fount• of life, 
But not by battle-o.xe or nrord do you attain, 

The glorious objects of your strife. 

"Tis yours to staunch the Bowing blood-to heal 
the wound, 

To lift the mangled victim up-
To check the fever"• deadly rage-the pulses' 

bound-
To give the healing, cooling cup. 

'Tl1 yours to bring bright hope-to lift thoae 
sunk in gloom, 

·To cnll the dying baclr. to life-
To snatch youth, love and beauty from the tomb, 

To wave the father, c.-hllJ and wife. 

CAu Lx:u.m.-Deniel Croney. Hemi
plegia. 

Can walk better, bas more control OTer 
bis limbs in walking.-bas a pain in the 
right shoulder, also pain in the head--faoe 
is not so stiff and insensible. Tbesesymp
toms show a return of the normality of 
the part and are favorable. The pain in 
the bead is caused by the Quinine. 

Treatment.-Continue the Quinine and 
Iron, but use it twicea day instead of three 
times. 

CASE uxxv.-Catharine Ge.ft"ney. Ne
bula and Leucoma. 

lnftammation of the eye leas, feels much 
relieved. Continue the treatment. 

CASE Lxxxv11.-D. D. Marsh, age l~. 
Opthalmia Tarsi and External Scrofula. 

As eofdien boast of bottile legions 11.:n in fight · Been affected for fourteen years -
So you may bout of peetileilce d..-1, eruptions about the eyelids Gand anterior 
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nares,-is healthy otherwise, there is only CASE xLv1.-James McClary. lrrital : ~e 

a slightly iilfiamed condition of the pal- ulcer at the Ext-Malleolus. 
pebral conjuncth-a, while the edges of the Discharged cured. 
tarsal cartilages are much inflamed ond en- CASE L.-Vandolcn. Follicular disen;-e 
crusted with a thickened secretion; the of the throat, and Bronchial Blenno1ht>a. 
meibomian glands are but slightly affected. Was impro,·ing while uncler our treat 

Treatment.-Continue ~ Comp. Syr. ment-went home-consulted n spiritual 
Stil. 3j. three times per day. medium-used its prescription-lingered a 
Local Treatment.-~ Hydzast. Canad. grs. few weeks under the influence of its medi

xx., Seq. carb. potass grlJ. xx., water :U. cines and died. 
m. Apply to the tarsi morning and even- CASE LXXX.-Thomas Crane. Week ul-
iog; use the Zinc Ointment to the lids one cer of the elbow. 
hour after applying the abo,·e caustic solu- Impro¥ing; nearly well. Discontinue 
tion. Make the same application to the the Caustic-use Meyer's Ointment. 
nose and repeat. Use the alk. bath twice CA.BB Lxxxv.-Catharine Gaffney. Op-
a week. thalmia. 

CABE Lxuv.-James Farrell. Follicular Improving; can see better, eyes less con-
disease of the throat and Bronchii. gested, not so painful. Continue the treat-

Improving; has some cough but is much ment. 
better. Continue the treatment. C.t.sE xLn.-Jamee Roark. Herpetic ul-

CASB Lxuvm.-E. Eagan, Hypertro- cer of the elbow. 
phied and Indurated Tonsils. Is nearly well-scabbed o\·er-is sore 

Have been applying Argent Nit. :r yet a little. Continue the trentment. 
water 3j, m. with the probang for three or CAR Lxxxrx.-John Ryan. Uniting
four times. The inflammation bu pertly lrac.t111e ·of the lower third of the ulna. 
aubsided, to day I excised the right tonsil ProTisioDal callous, shown to the class. 
with the guillotine-in one of the lacunai Also straining of the carpal ligament&
of the tonsil there was a small quantity ol bursa on the anterior face o{ the wrist. 
tuberculous matter, the gland was much Treutment.-Cold water dressing and 
indurated-in the course of one or two roller. 
days I will apply the Argent Nit. with the CAHl1, Lxxxvu.-D. D. Ma rsh. Scrofu-
probang, to correct any morbid condition lous Opthalmia-Tarsi. 
of the pert and resohe the difficulty. Improving. Continue the treatment. 

CASE Lxxxn.-Daniel Terry. Opthal- CASE XLI.-Mary Jane. Scrofulous en-
mia. largement of the cervical lymphatic 

Commenced six weeks ago,-epiphora glands. 
attends it; the Iachryma is more profu&11 at Much better. Glands dimished in size, 
night and produces a scaldiag Eensation gone home-may return in one or two 
upon the eye and face. months. 
Treatment.-~ Sol. Hydiastus Cana- --

densis. Bathe the eye with it for two TWENTY-NINTH CLINIC, Feb. 14th, ·~-t. 
days, then use the Zinc Ointment twice CASE Lxxxv.-Cstharine Gaffney. Op
a day. If inftammation arises, use the elm thalmia. 
poultice. le much better. Eyes improving every 

, day. No glimmering now, can ree a rer-
TWENTY-EIGHTH CLINIC, Feb. 10, M son distinctly at . some distance. Could 

CASE xxxvm.-Thos. Flannegan. Stiff not Eee a person disthictly close by wben. 
and swelled neck, caused by a fall. first presented at the Clinic. 

Discharged cured. • Continue the ireatment. The prescrip-
CAsE XL.-James Kelly. Ectropion. tion used in tbill and other similar cases 
Discharged cured. has become nearly a spec".fic with us. 
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CABE Lxxxu.-J. 0. Conner. Indolent Granular Palpehral Conjunctiva. Eyes 
uicer. much inftamed. 

Cauried by 11 kick from a horse three Tre'1tment.-:a. Sesq. Carb. PotasB. Hy-
anonths since. Is now the size of a silver drastis Canadensis aa grs. xx, water l j; 
dollar-itseigesare thick, hard and rough- m. Evert the lids and apply once per day; 
f;ranulations pale and flabby and its secre- bathe the eyes with cold water frequently, 
tion sero-purulent. also use the Tine. Aconite 3 j; Hydrastis 

Local Treatment.-Cover the sore with grs. xx; water 3 ij; m. Proi Newton re
Se..~q. Carb. Pot~.s once every other day, m&rkell that he h!d observed a tendency to 
using Meyer's Ointment du1ing the inter- periodicity in all cases of Opthalmia that 
vals---we expect to cure it in four weeks he had treated. 
fr:)m this time. CABE xcm.-Mary Shay. Opthalmia, 

C.4.SE Lxxx1v.-Lucy M~Guire. Scrofu- with slight nebula of both eye3 and inci
lous enlargement of the lower ja\v, near pient Staphyloma of the right. Has been 
the angle; and Impetigo on the face. affected for the Inst eighteen months; can 

Dise&Ee of the jaw is improving; general scarcely detect the presence of a person on 
health improving. Continue the treat- the opposite side of the street; cornea in
ment. jected, much intolerance to light, not so 

Local Treatment of lmfetigo.-:a Oxa- much now as a few months since. 
lie Acid 3js. warm water ~j. m. Apply Treament.-n. Elm poultice at night. 
to the ring.worm twice per dar, washing Collyrium, :a. Hydrastis grs. xx, Tine. 
the part 'vith castile soap-suds preYious to Anconit~ 3 j, water :!ij; m., use through 
the application. the day. I will cut· the conjested blood 

Prof. Newton exhibited to the class an veel!els of the conjunctin in a few days if 
Arcephaloid Fetus of nine months uterine necessary. You mast treat thi11 case as we 
life-born three days since. The Fetus did N. Wooland's for it resembles it eome-
1\1lS of fuU sir.e. one hand was slightly de- what. 
formed---no other deformity excepting the CASE Lxxxv.-Catharine Gaffney. Op
cerebral deficiency. · thalmia; improving. Inflammation less; 

The mother can give 00 cause for this blood vessels less engorged; ulceration dis
singular monstrous development. •During appearing; continue the treatment. 

the period of utero gestation she suffered CABE Lxxiv.-Jas. Farrell. Follicular 
much pain in the right iliac region. As disease of the throat and bronchii. Dis
soon as the child was b•>m the 'vomb con- charged curetl. 
tracted an<l Dr. 0. E. Newton (who offici-
ated ns obstetrician) could not introduce CASE ir.-John Barnett: ~noer of the 
his finger into it by the side of the chord. temple a~d brow; ~rognos1s still un~nora
Prof. R. s. Newton some hours afterward ble; contmnes to pick and scratcb his sore, 
by the use of medicines nnd manipulations which keeps it irritatt'd; in his dreams he 
introduced first one finger and then the· pulls o~ the ~ressing, supposing it to ~ 
hand into the uterus, and with some diffi- : some wild amm!ll that he has caught m 
culty peeled off and releasei the placenta. the wood~ .. There is no cancer ~bout the 
After this, the pain subsiclecl. sore, but 1t 1s only a weak sloughing ulcer; 

he m11y live some months yet. Left for 
home this morning. FEBRUARY 17. No CL1N1c TO DAY. 

THIRTIETH CLINIC, Fsa. 21, lSM. CASE xvm.-A. Leaper. Cancer of the 
fllce and ear. Discharged cured; has been 
home and well for two months. CAsE xxxi-N. Wooland. Opthalmia. 

Improving; continue the treatment. • 

CASE xc11-Thom1s Keiser. Disease-
C.\sE m.-J. Jennings. Cancer of the 

scalp. Discharged cured. 
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THIRTY-FiRST CLINJC, FEB. 24, 1854. CAsE n.-R. Baskerville. Indurated and 
C&sE xcm.-Mary Shay. Nebula aad swell~d testic!e. Discharged cured. 

Opthalmia; eyes much better; less engorge- CAsE x.-John Reed. Curved Spine.-
ment; will no! cut the blood ,·esseli yet. lmpro'"ing rapidly. 
Continue the treatment. CASE xn.-John Cassity. Intermittent 

CAsE Lxxxv.-Catharine Gaffney. Op- Fever. Discharged cured. 
thalmia; pain extending from the eye to the C.uExm.-M. McDonald . Indolent Ul-
angle of the lower jaw, is dispo!'ed to have cer of the Shin. Discharged cured. 
a chill every day when she expo!!es herself C T" th M n· ·1 d . ASE xv.- 1mo y ano. isum e 
to the cool an. Eves better. Treatment F n· h ed. red -- rncture. l8C arg cu . . for the chill. J,l-. Quinine, grs. vi; Pus. 
Iron. grs. vi; mnke powders vi; give one CASE xv1.-A. L. Sore Fini;er. Dis-
three times a day. charged cured. 

C.-1.sE xxxI.-N. Wooland. Opthalmia. CA!IB xv11 .-Anthony Kane. Chronic 
Improving; continue the treatment. You Conjunctivitis. Discharged cured. 
perceive that I have kept thi~ patient U!>On CASE ux.-Michael Courtney. Scrofu
a certain prescription for some time. and lous enlargement of the Lymphatic glands 
you m11y ask the question why I have not and ulcer of the band. Discharged cured. 
changecl it, my rule is, to never change the CABE xu.-Richard Hooper. lnf\amma
prescription if it is answering a good pur- tion of the ligaments of the ankle joint. 
pose, '"let well enough alone" is the old Discharged cured. 
maxim, and this reminds me of a well re- CASE xxn.-John o. Donald110n. Weak
membered epitaph seen in a church yard in ness of the lower extremities. Is nearly 
England, "I was well, wishe:l to be better, .veil. 
took phytrlc and died." There are in this . . 
city as \fell as in other cities of the C~111r Xlmt.-Dam.el Sullivan. l'oUicu-
Union, a large number of physicians who Jar disease of the throat. Discharged cured. 
recei,..e from the druggists a per centage CAB& xx1v.-Bamey Tracy. Irritation 
upon all pre3Criptions which they send to and hepatization of the left lung. lmpl'Ov
them, thus inducing the physician to change ing rapidly· 
the prescription often, and this percentage CAu xxv.-John Gh·en. lnftamed and 
is added to the price of the medicines ulcerated finger, bitten by a man. Die
which the patient has to pay, and while charged cured. 
the physician smiles and courts the fa,-or CASE xxvx.- -Larkin. Syphilis. Di1-
of his patrons he takes this paltry measure charged cured. 
to fteece them-some of these per centage C 1 Mrs M Icterus. • ASE XXVll .-- • i.rgery. 
prach~s I .exposed in the d11ily papers Dischar ed cured. 
some time srnce. g 

CAsE xc11 .-Thomas Keiser. Granular CAsz xxx.---John Baskerville. Tape 
Eyelids. Eyes improviug since the first worm. Discba"rged·cured. 
day; the granulations have smoothed down; CASE xxxm.--- Cunningham. Lacera-
pain in the left temple has disappeared. tion of the thumb. Discharged cured. 
Continue the Sesq. Carb. Potass solution 
once more, and then use the Collyrium 

CASE xxuv.---Thomas Gallagher. In
as cipient "\"aricose ulcers of both legs. Dis

charged cured. 
pre3cribed previously. 

CAsE 1v.-J. Simmons. Herpetic Op CABE xxxv.---Anthony Riley. 
Discharge:\ curecl. His skin 

Jaundice. 
continued tllalmia. Discharged cured. 

CAsE vn.-J. B. Hix. Necrosis. Im- sli,htly icterode. . 

proving. CASE xxxvm.---Tbomas -lannega . StiJf 
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and swelled neck caused by a fall. Dis
charged cured. 

Thr. rest of the patients not noted, in this 
summary are yet under treatment, and will 

CAsE xxxrx.---Jobn Hines. Nebula. Dis- be reported with the reports of the Spring 
charged, vision impro,·ed. Clinic. • 

CA.SE XLlv.---Mary B. Tinea Capitis. This being the last day of the course of 
Clinic Lectures and the hour of closing at 
hand, Prof. Newton remarked : 

Did not return. 

LADIES AND GENTLDIElf, members of the 
Clinic class, during our pleasant intercourse 
within these Clinic halls, we haveexamined 

CASE XLvn.---John McFadden •. Follicu- a large number of patients, and prescribed 
lar ulceration of the throat. Discharged for them according to their various diseases, 
cured. and though the variety has not been so 

CASE uvm.---Mary Kelly. Weak ulcer great as we would desire, or the major 

CA.SE xxv.---Peter Camey. lnftammatiod 
of the ligaments of the ankle joint. Dis
charged cured. 

of the shin. Discharged cured. surgical operations so numerous as we have 
C..lllE Ll.---J. Barnes. Dyspepsia. Dis- hitherto presented to the class, )et we feel 

charged cured. conscious that we have presented to you 
C'SE LIV ·--Ja e Sea l' T 1. · v 1_ disease in so many forms, that it has not 

a • m s n m. a 1pes a 'led bee d" l . . 
gus Im · St'll · Sea , fai to . ome excee 10g v mtereshng. 

• provmg. 1 wearing rpa s Our design in establishing this Clinic, was shoe. 
to make the class familiar with such forms 

CA.u Lx.---P. Paxton. Purulent Opthal-
mia. Discharged cured. of disease as you would be most apt to 

meet with in an every day's practice, and 
C.&SB Lvr.--·Martin Rody. Pneumonia. the best method of treating such, so that 

Discharged cured. from the commencement of your profes-
CAss Lvm. Incised wound of the band. sional duties, you might feel a degree of 

Discharged cured. confidence in your abilities and thus be 
CA.er: LIX.--Ena Senate. Curved spine. more likely to succeed; and we feel that 

ImproYing rapidly. we have not failed in accomplishing 

CASE LXI.---M. McM. Intermittent Fe
ver and follicular laryngitis. Discharged 
cured. 

our purpose. You have from week to 
week watched the progress of cure in thOl!e 
patients presented, and have seen the Ta
rious changes produced by the medicines 

Cu& Lxn.--··Charles Mayless. lntermit- and circumstances, both favorable and un-
tent fever. Discharged cured. favorable, and have not only ex11mined and 

CAsB nrv.---W. H. Ely. Follicular prescribed in your own minds, but have 
pharyngo-laryngitis. Discharged cured. suggested plans of treatment for some; and 

CAeE nv.---Morris De Weer. Dyspep- indeed it has been a good school for you all, 
sia and hepatic torpor. Discharged cured. to be remembered with a degree of satis

C.&sE. LXVI.---John Flannery. Purulent faction when you would, had not you re-
Opthalmia. Dischar~d cured. ceived the trainirig, been puzzled, on many 

CA.SE xLvu.---Mi hael D ii· 1 t _ occasions, and if I were sick, I would have c u iver. n er hes' • . . • . . 
mittent fever. Discharged cured. no 1tat1on m reoe1vmg a pre~nphon 

• from any one of you who have paid close 
C.ui: Lxvm.--Mary Kdroy. Gangrene attention to what has been taught here. 

of the toes from frost-bite. Discharged Among the diseases treated are ulcers of all 

cured. kinds and grades, gangrene, syphillis, op
CASE LXIX.---Dennis Keating. Gangrene thalmia, necrosis, ectropion, strabismus, 

from frost-bite. Discharged cured. laryngitis and follicular diseases in gent'ral, 
CA!!E LXX.--·Martin Garroty. Purulent 4gue, ~. &C. 6tc. and others too numerous 

opthalmia. Discharged cured. to make a,summary of here· w0e0 - ~e pre-
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sented numerous cases of cane«, with the sickness at the stomach, and spinal tender
metbod of treating them successfully.- ness, which bad resiste~ the uEe of blisters 

. . . to the stomach and spme, as well as cup-
Tb1s l11sease is one of the~ursesofour coun- ping of the same, together with an altera-
try, and a knowledge of ita pathology and tive treatment of calomel. On being asked 
mode of cure is almost a fortune to you, and our opinion, we obeerved to Dr. M., we 
even if we had taught you no more than to thought the fever could be cooled and the 

Id b bee h pulse reduced. By request, we remained 
cure cancer'. you wou ave n an un- five hours, put her on the uEe of the tinc-
dred fold paid for the small amount expend- ture of veratrum viride-.-ave her seven 
ed. as Clinic fee; and now gentlemen, since drops at 12, eight at 2, P. M., and nine.at 
some of our good friend.tJ have said that we 4, P: M. In half an h<?u! after the t~1nl 
ink'nd to "fleece you,, and fleecing has portion nausea and vomiting were excited 

• . ' . moderately. The pulse was reduced to 80 
something to do with wool and sheep skins, beata per minute, the akin became cool and 
we will not account for the wool, but will moist, and the nervous tremor or motion 
present you with the sheep skin in the very much relieved. The Doctor observed, 
shape of a certificate of attendance signed th.at the. pulse was reduced as low as he 

' . . wished 1t; the dose was coneequently re-
by R. S. NEWT011, M. l'J>., Prof. of Cbmcal duced to four drops, to be giTen every 
Medicine; Z. Fua.ur, M. D., Prof. Clin- three hours. A son of Mr. T. was also 
ical Surgery; O. E. NEWTON, M. D. Con- sick of typhoid feyer. His case .wos mild, 
suiting Physician. the pulse at the highest numbermg but a 

few beats over one bund1ed. When the 
GDTTLEMJtll, we part, the mOlt of you elfects on the ~ro woman were known, 

to your re1pective locations toprutice your he was quite anxious to take it also. Ac
profession, while IOme will meet us here cordingly'. he. was .ordered it every three 
in the spring session. We hope that you ~ours, beginnmg with seve?' drops; to. be 

. . mcreued one drop. The third dose excited 
~y pr?tit b~ the 1J11tructi~ns you have re- severe nau~ and free emesi~, producing 
ce1ved m th18 hall, teaclung us that our cool and moist skin, and reducing the poise 
labor baa been properly appreciated. to l>8 beats per minute. 'fhe portion was 

then reduced to four drops, at intervals of 
Here Prof. Newton plt'sented each mem- three hours. The next morning, at 9 fi-

ber of the cl818 with a neatly engraved clock, found the negro's pulse 80; delirium 
~rhficate signed as above, testifying that entirely go!1e, and full rel~ef of all nerv?us 
the presentee bad attended a full course of tremo.r; skm cool a~d moist; tongue moist, 

. . and httle or no thirst. The son's pulse 
Chn1c lectu.re3. - was from De to 60, other symptoms in uni

son. 
~art ! Jllisctllantaus 5tltdions. The !l'?<>ve was an occasio!l of interest 
ti" • and sohcitude to us, for the time, and our 

feelings can be much better imagined than 
THE THERAPEUTIC POWERS OF e1pressed. Dr. M. dismissed the casee 

VERA TR UM VIRlDE. within thirty hours alter we first saw them, 
the medicine to be ket>t up for a few days, 

BY w. c. soawoo», 11. D. and be to be notified in case of change for 
(a cl-·~-~ Ji 117 ) the worse. Dr. W. saw them, and Dr. 8., 

on uur;a rom past • then a student, was also preaent. Dr. W. 
While on a visit to Georgia, in July, 1851, has since used the ven.trum viride exten

we were asked by Dr. M. to look at a negro sively, and with great suCCP88. This cir
woman of Mr. T's. She had been sick a cumstance led to its introduction into that 
number of dayi, with no abatement of the region, Coweta, Troup nnd Heard, as Dr. 
symptoms. PulEe 116, akin bot and dry, M. practiced in the three .counties. The 
tongue red and dry, great thirst, more or letters of Dr. M., Dr. Ridley, and Dr. 
lessdelirium,anda peculiar nervous motion, Renwick, are testimonials of their opinions 
OT more properly, a tremor and inability to of its value and beneficial effects in the . 
bold the head 11till or to take a clrink ofany treatment of typhoid fever, &c. 
thing out of a tumbler~ith her own hand. We were called with Dr. P., to eee a 
The ow»;e! was e~ccedmgly uneasy about negro ~irl of Judge B.'s, on whom he was 
the condition. o~ bis negro,as a.great many at!endmg. The girl was severely sick 
ha!1 fallen v1ctu~1s to that ~· -yve with typhoid fever, which had been unusu
might have noticed the gurgling no111e, nlly fatal in that region. Tb&--pulse ~· 
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from 120 to 130, when at the higbest; It was then reduce:l to three drops, or more, 
tongue dry, and red on edge and tip, dark according to ellect. On reacbingsix drops, 
brown or black in the centre; great tender- the pulse was recluced to 80, and kept from 
ness of the abdomen; gurgling or rumbling 80 to 85. By continuing this treatment 
and tympanilic abdomen; decubitus on the for a number of days, the pulse \Vas re
back; feet drawn up; knees separated; duced as low as 70 in the morning. with 
muttering and delirious while inclining to the skin rather cooler than ordinary, and 
sleep, especiallr during the night; tendency towards sun-set it would get up to 80 or 8!>, 
to diarrhea; up of the nose peculiarly and the skin would be rather warm, 11nd 
sharp or pointed-bad been trt'atecl with accompanir.d with more or less restlesimess 
calomel, turpentine, and camphorated till midnight, and then pass off. It was 
Dover's Powder. It was on the eighth suggested to try a few portions of quinine. 
day we saw her, and, with desire of Dr. P., The morning on which he took the quinine, 
commence_! giving the tincture every three the pulse was 70, skin cool, mouth and 
hours. The patient being ten or eleven tongue moist. A portion of quinine was 
years of age, \ve commeured wit.h two given at 9 and 11. Before 1, his pulse was 
drops, and increased each dose one drop. 130 to 135, and skin hot and dry. and a 
In thirty hours the pulse was reduced from general aggravation of all the febrile symp-
110 to 90 beats per minu!t', surface became toms. The veratrum Yirhle was resumed 
cool, and mouth and tongue moist. lu in full portions for a few doses, which soon 
fifty hours the pulse was reduced to 70, at subdued the excitement, and was continued. 
which time shll was nauseated and vomited Convalescence was slow but Jierfect. It is 
-it was kept at between 75 and 8:'>, till an error, not to reduce the pulse as low as 
she was fully convalescent, and did not sixty in many cases. There is as much 
exceed that point, unless auspended, or febrile excitement iu some, with 11 pulse of 
given at too great intervals. 80, as there is in others with a pulse of 90 

This was a cue of no onlinary interest, or 100; consequently, when this is the case, 
as in that immediate section many had the convalescence will be extremely slow. ,-
denied the eftkacy and the powers of the In such cases, the veratrum viride should 
veratrum virid.e, but had witnessed the be given till free emesis is excited, and the 
mortality of the dieease under every other pulae should be kept at 60 or 11nder. 
mode of treatment. This closes the his· On the 19th of July, 18:'>2, we were 
tory of three cases we assisted in treating in called into an adjoining district, to see a 
Georgia. We will again tum to our own, negro woman of Mr. G.'s, in consultation 
&nd an adjoining county, and give tbecaees with Drs. T. and McD. We saw her at 8, 
of most interest. A. M., on the 20th, the 12th day of the 

On the 14th July, 18:'>2, we saw, in con- disease. She had been treated with all the 
sultation with Dr. C., Mr. C. It was the remedies usually resorted to, without re
siith day of bis relapee. Pulse 120, small, lief. She was slightly mercuriali:red; sup
soft and weak; gurglin~ on pre&:ure, and posed to be tbn!e monthsadvanced in preg
tenderne88 in the right iliac region; bowels nancy; puiEe 130, extremely quick and 
flatulent and alightly tympani~ic; burning weak, 80 much 80 that it was difficult to 
in the palm of the right hand; edges and count; tongue dry and red on the tip and 
tip of tongue dry and red-slight white edges, with a thick dark fur in the centre. 
fur on the tongue, which we attributed to The papillm that were not covered with 
calomel; preternatural wakefulnt"SS. Had fur, were elevated, enlarged and flattened at 
been treated with alterative doses of calo- the top; thirst extreme; great heat in the 
1nel and Dover's powder-bad taken an region of the stomach, and complaining of 
emetic. Gums slightly distendell from internal heat and burning; extremities cold, 
calomel, fetid or mercurial breath, and a with general coldness of the surface, except 
number of small ulrurs on the cheeks and over the region of the stomach; answered 
tongue; skin dry; bowels inclining to questions in a quick and hurried manner
diarrhell, but readily controlled. By con- would invariably change some part of tbe 
sent. was put on the tincture of veratrum body before giving an answer. Discharges 
viride every three hours, to be increased from the oowels dark and muddy, mixed· 
slowly, and to avoid emesis, as be was with slime; more or less tenderness and 
opposed to taking it till it produced this gurgling on pressure in the right iliac re
effect. This is a great error; for those who gion; tendency to diarrhea slight. On the 
take it till free emesis is excited, and the ninth day from the attack, there was a sud
liver properly aroused, convalesce much den and decided change for the worse, and 
faster. Commenced with three drops. aml brandy and quinine were freely given to 
increased one drop every portion given, till su~tain the action of the heart and arteries, 
six were taken, and slight nausea produced. and the surlace was thoroughly rubbed to 
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We have given such a description of the toms were slightly improved. We were 
trea1ment and of the pa1ient, at the time not satisfied with the small quantity of the 
of our first visit, as will be fully endorsed veratrum viride we were using; "e there
by thti physicians in attendance. Two fore ordered an enema of four ounres of 
cases had just. terminated fatally in the cold water and six drops of the tict . ot ,·e
same family, and two others in a fitmily 1atrum viride every six hours, and the thrre 
not more than six hundred yards distant. drop doses, every three hours, to be contin
We could not complt1i11 ot the reputation ued, thus making in all, forty-eight drops 
that had preceded us; but the standing of in tt.e twenty-tour hGurs. The enemata 
the medicine was any thing but f11.Vorable were ordered to be given between the por
in that region of the couDLry. The previ- tions by mouth. The nauEea and vomiting 
ous and threatening mortality, the severity were kept up for a time after each euama, 
of the case, the new remedy, the unfavora- but not to an extent that required tt:em to 
ble prognosis of tbe physicians in attend- be suspendell, and which i;ubsided after a 
ance, naturally excited the deepest interest, few repetitions of the enema. 
and curiosity was wrought up to tbe high- The morning following, which was the 
est point as to what course would be pur- fourteenth day of the diEease. the pulre was 

, sued. By consent, every remedy was dis- down to 100, and with a like improvement 
continued, both internal and external. and in all the symptoms. The morning fol
the tincture ol veratrum vifide ordered lowing, the puli;e was reduced to 8:'>, and 
every three hours, to be increased pro renata, all tbe other symptoms were greatly miti
which we superintended in person from 9, gated, so much EO that we were not to see 
A. M. till (), P. M. Three drops were her for the next forty-eight hours. On . 
given at 9, which nauseated and vomited Sunday morning, at \J, a. m., (the seven
pretty freely bt,fore 12. Tbe first matter teentb day of the diEeaee,) we were at our 
thrown up was a large quantit1 of mucm; poet, with our pleasing anticipations dis
and 11\ime, followed by a quantity of dark, appointed, blasted, and for the time, scat
green bile, or bitteiish ftuid, on the ejection tered to the winds,-but to fight the battle 
of which she expressed considerable relief at far greater hazard. Found her flooding; 
from the unusual burning or heat in the pains severe and frequent. Requested Dr. 
region of the stomach. Four drops were T. to examine the condition of the uterus; 
given at 12, which excited free emesis in found the os tincftl soft and dilated, so that 
from thirty ,o fifty minutes, bringing up an he could discover a i:ubstance or body pre
abundance of thick yellow bile. After senting; ga':e her a portion of ergot; the 
this paroxism of vom1tting had subsidOO, fetus was thrown off within half nn hour, 
the extremitiesandsurfacegenerallybecame and flooding ceued. By this time the 
warm, or, in other words, there was a gen- pulse had reached 13() beats per minute, 
eral diffusion and equal distribution of was peculiarly quick and feeble; number 
beat. She expressed perfect relief from of respirations63 per minute; skin hot and 
internal heat or burning, followed by a dry, the heat of that peculiar acrid kind cal
general teeling of agreeable coolneEs; but led" calor morllax ;"thirst greatly nggrava
three tlrovs were given at three o'clock, ted. The veratrum viride was increa&d to 
which excited slight nauEea, and perhapR a fh·e dropi: every three hours; spirits of tnr
slight but l!ingle paroxism of vomiting. pentine to he giv<'n everJ sh hours, in fif
What we had achie,·ed when we left (at:>, teen drop do~<'S, in a little worm sweet 
P. M .) was the relief from unusual heat in milk to cMer the taste, which excels any 
the stomach, severe thirst, general restless- vehicle we ever tried. The enema of cold 
ness, an equal diffusion of heat and greater water to be continne1l e'l"ery sh hour;;. and 
fulness and distinctness of the pulse. In- the viritle increaEed to eight drops. When 
struction-; were left to continue the vera- we left, at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, there 
trum viri~e in three or four drop doses, as was slight moisture of the surface; the 
she might be able to bear it, avoiding too pulse was 130, more foll and distinct; 
much nauEea and vomiting, if possible. breathings a little less frequent and hurried. 
After leaving, we sent a meSEage back to On the day following it was reduced to 98 
give twenty or thirty drops of laudanum, beats per minute; on the followin~ dar it 
one hour before the next portion, to prevent was reduceil as low as 81>, with a like 1m
oau~a or vomitiug, if possible. provement of all the symptoms. The rem-

That night, as a matter of cou~, wai: edi1is were continued, nnd she rapidly and 
pas;;f'd by us with more or less anxiety and perfectly convalescf'd. It did 11prear thai 
interest. On reaching the patient the next Providence brought ns 1-'!lfely through the 
morning. th~ viride was exdting ,·ery little most critical of all the ca~es wP. havl' met. 
nausea, the pulse was reduced to 120, more It al~o appeared, that ro soon 1u; 1he feto1 
fu 1l and distinct, and all the other symp- V'l!S thrown off, she was mnd1 Glesa susc 
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of its use and elfects:-When called to a periment and application from analogy. 
CJ.Se of t}phoid fever-with a hot surface, We do not hazzard any thing of opinion or 
frequent pulse, great restlessness, in a word. reputation, 'vhen we assert that it is a 
witb nil the symptoms of such a case-if specific in pneumonia. in th~ qualified 
the patient be an allult, I commence whh terms we have stated; \ve say \he same of 
giving him 8 drops of the article every two convulsions accompanied with high febrile 
hour8, 11nd increase the dose a drop or two excitement, 11\so of palpa:ation of the heart. 
at every sucrueding dose. untihlight naui;ea In typhoid fever it has more than unswered 
is produced, never fearing but that when our most sanguine anticipations; we a~sert 
this efiect is produced I shall have a cool the same of put>rperal fever, rheuma1i-ms 
surface, and infrequent pulse, and an ab- aud as1hma. In the spring of l~l, we 
senc3 of all febrile excitement. I then were C'illed in consultation with Dr. Stew• . 
continue more or less of the article. until art, to Dr. G.'s chill\, who was well nigh 

0 the case is broken up.'' Dr. J. A. Stewart, run down with the hooping cough, fever 
in a letter on the same subject, writes thus: and diarrhea. We ad vie.Id the tine ture 
I do not believe any remedy · or combina- of vertttrum viride, which acted libe a 
of remedies possess the same powers in charm, since which time, Dr. S. haswritten 
pneumonia or pleuritis as yours-it not us a letter highly extolling it as unparal
only lessens the frequency of the pulse. leled in the treatment of hooping cough. 
but exerts a cur.ttivt: inftuence on the dis- We h'lVe seen no case of metas!a~is to the 
ease, and with regard to its leseeninis the testicle in mumps, that was not ;elieved 
frequency of the pulse, I unbes1tat10gly of pain and fever in twelve hours. It 
say, without fear of successful controrersy, may be styled the remedy in croup, when 
that it will control the pulee in any anrl there is great vascular dt>rangement. We 
ntry case where it is morbidlf eiccited. I have u~ed it with great success in inftam
regard your "remedy" as peculiarly adaptetl mation o~ the brain also in typhoid drren
to the treatment of pneumonia typhocles, tery. It 11: a Y11luable emmenagogue. In 
pertusis, typhus fever with increased action the inflamoo breast, we give it with a 
of the heart 11nd arteries. Mr. Rodgers, in confidence bordering on a certainty of suc· 
whose family you practice, was attacked cess. In erilecti•; con,·ulsions we hue 
with typhoid pnenmonia about the time confidence o obtaining great relief from it. 
you left home. And Drs. Agnew nnd We look with confidence to being able to 
Traynham attended htm, and when nll cure consumption. by a 1imely and judi
hope of his recovery was lost, his family cious use of it. We trust e•·en cancer will 
recollected that Some of them had been be robb?d of its tenor!'. We are anxions 
ftlllCUed from an untimely grave by your to test its powers in yellow fever and in 
remeiy-urged the physicians to give the phleg1msia dolens. &c. 
• ·drop~.'' Neither of the physicians having In conclusion. we will slate to the pro
tbe medicine, tht!Y determined to fend to Cession at large, that we ha,-et\Dd!'avorecf to 
me for it; and, with only 3 ij of the tine- give a faithful anrl unexa~geratf'd account 
tare, both of the physicians assured me of a portion of the ra!lf's in which we ha~e 
dtey harl saved Mr. Roclgers, and would used it, with a sta:ement of itg rowers an<l 
not take less than five dollar3 for the rt!m- propertie<i. We know that we l;ne like 
nant of the two dmchms.'' pas~ions with olher men, 11nd that we are 

We challenge the world to discredit the liable to be carried beyoncl the bo:mds of 
above. We plf'dge ourreh·es, and stand truth and i;oberness. a11 w~ll os otl-er.:, in 
ready to demonstrate the powers and effects our great del'ire t'.) adv•m~ 11ml consummate 
claimed. We have stakecl onr reputation as far as we may, thP. honor aTtti perft'ction 
for veracity and me:lical skill on the above. of our science. Il11t we feel c·on '" d:-nt, 
and we are pt!rfectly willing to abide th~ thot when all is cool and calm-when e"ery 
Terdict of a liberal and enlighted proft11- property and polrer fa put to lhe te.•t of 
lion and intelligent community. Truth is fair and ptoper~ trial-that e,·ery efft'ct 
0111niptent. The above was not got up in and power claimed by us belonging to and 
• day, or in a corner, but is the result possessed by veratrum '•iride. will h• cm
of vears of laborious inYestig!ltion, und phatically confirmed and establiflherl b.1' the 
91 time and money spent to prove ancl profe11.<1ion. We ha'l"e not macle any effttrt 
t.est the ce1taint.y and correctness of our to di~tingui~h betw~n iti: primary or direct 
~perience, and the conclusions reached, and it11 secondary or indirect effC!Cts. If we 
the world can either r~ceive It or re:ject it. have i;nccec\ed in ii.etting the proft'!'!'ion 
· w .... will, for the benefit of many who awakened to it11 proper\ie11 and enlisted in 

11i.'l"e written us. i:tate the clisC'a~es in whirh the in ves'igation of it11 spplicetion and 
'ft h'lve nsed it with eucce!l!l, and leave the adaptalion to the ht,'!ltment of disenre, -we 
ma.tter with the profession for forthet ex- have achieved our object.G I 
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t!J11rt a. (!bitorial. formed and lodged in the hepatic cluct11 or 
in the substauu. of the liver by the mere 

PHYSlOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND obstruction and inspi~i;ation of the bile: 
HYGIENE OF THE LIVER. forming a dark substance while the choles-

( Continuul from page 89.) terine is white and crysraline. Other solid 
Pathological cmidition8 of the biliary substances beside inspissated bile may serve 

Sccrttioll.-Tbe secretion of bile may be as the nuclelis of a gall-stone. A pin, a 
either excessive, defective or morbid. Ol worm, inspis~ated blood and even globule1; 
morbid Lile we know but little, because it of mercury ha,·e been mentioned bv ditfor
·cannot be collecll!d and examined during ent authors as nuclei of gall-stones .. Thcsr 
life, but there is no doubt that an unhealthy calculi have in some rare instances a cal-• 
state of the blood, or the absorption of irrita- careous character, consisting of carbonate or 
ting materials or drugs from the intestines phosphate of lime. 
may cause a vitiated condition of the bile, Gall-stones seldom occur until the incli
producing irritations of the gall-ducts, gall· vidunl is past thirty and the majoriry of 
bladder aud intestines and deranging the cases are over fifty-five. They are mom 
process of digestion. An acid condition of frequent in fa mi 1 ies and persons of sedeuta ry 
the bile i;i mentioned by Dr. Budd, in a habits, and their develoremeut is mucl1 
subject llead of "cmcerous ukeration of favored by the crncerous diathesis. 
the rectum and granalar kidney," the bile When gall-stones have been formed they 
was,; of a pale amber color." Urea may may sometimes produce an irritation and 
be present in the bile when the secretio~ ulceration of the gall blodder or fatty lit· 
of th;! kidney is suppressed; it -.-asdetecte.l generation of its coats, or they may be a 
in the bile of a choler.1 patient (three pari. product ·of these conditions. If they re-
in a thouoand) by Dr. O'Sheughnessy. lo meiu in the gall bladder they do not gefl('r
drrhosis and other. diseases which change ally <.1luEe much disturbance or more thu1 
the structure of the lb-er, the bile is some- a little local uneasiness. but in pas.•ing io 
times found pale, thin and of less than its the duodenum with the bile they may block 
usual bitterness. In dropsy too it has up the cystic: duct andcault' itsobli•eratiou 
been found pale and thin. A dark viscid by adhesion, thus depriving us of the u11r. 
condition of the bile is lonm\ in cholera of the gall bladtler. They may ewn get 
and consumption, produced by its retention lodged in the common duct after pasFint 
and inspissation. A dark, concentrated through the cystic duct, thus producing a 
comli ti on of the biliary secretion may arise severe attac:< of jaundice, by prevent in!! r.11 ~ 

from the e:ccess of materia!s for bile, which e10cape of bile. However, the pres..Qm~ of 
b-3..com~;; a cause of oppression an,\ disturb- the accumulated bile is almost eun1 to drhe 
ance until the bile is discharge,l. This con- 1hecolcullis slowly on to the duodenum even 
dition produces a foulness of the tongue if ,·iolent distf'ntion be nece&'i&ry. \-·ery 
anc\ fauces and a bitter taste in the mouth huge calculi may produce colic, constipa
aud sometime., headache. Anxiety or cir- tion, 1enesmus or fatal ileus in theirpasFaJ!r. . 
pressiou of spirits arise3 from this bilioui: through the bowels. Small one!lma:r lodp' 
conr\ition antl the discharge of this accumu- in the ,-ermiform appendix and produce ao 
laU!d bil" into the intestines is apt to pro- ab~cess; but such caFeS ore very 1are. The 
duce purging and ·rnmiting. The concen- common duct expends suffici1•ntly to allow 
trated condition of retained bile is apt to a calculus as large as AD almoad to pllt'S. If 
favor the developement of gall-stones. The it cannot be discharged from the common 
concrete biliary mutter generally forms the duct, it may produce fatal j1uaeice, a biliaty 
nucleus, and cholesteriue aggregated around abscess, or cause a fat1l rupture of the di~ 
it forms the gall-stone, which becomes a tended gall bladder, pouting its contenta 
1erious obstruction to tile cystic cluct or into the peritoneum. Calculi aomeiimt11 
the dnctus communi11..::.Sometime11 they are escape from the duet 01 pll biaAI er b7' 
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ulc!rdtion into the duodenum or colon.form- diminishing the re3pir1ttion. Sleeping iust 
ing o fistulous orifice (i:ecured by adhesive af;er a full meal is especially pernicious, 
inflammation around it.) The 1 iolen! whether it be after a hea1·y supper at night 
irritation produc~d by the distention from or after dinner. It may be, however, that a 
the calcJlus in iL'I passage. brings on severe very short nap taken whih~ sitting in the 
paroxysms of pain, with nausi!a and vomit- choir or in a slightly recumbent position 
in~ of ncdl matters, general prostration woulll not be injurious. Whether it would 
an(l f~blene.'lS of the pulse, cold sweets and or not would depend on the g-enerel habite 
1">m~~im'!S ri~ou. similar to those produce·! ind condition of the person. If the general. 
by extreme distention of the bladd0 r. The habits are active, and the blood kept in a 

•,bbility a11d nau!!ea thus produced may be pure condition by the healthy action of the 
acco:mte.t for by the neurological reletionF "iscera- little indulgence in sleep might 
•f this region to the entire body. Thi~ not be injurious. 
pnstrntion is IO great that death has been Difertivt 11ecretion of bile.-As the exces
pra foced witho"Jt appare-it C3use, but th~ .;ive seeretion of bile is cl.eclted by exerciae 
iofl 1 mmalion of the dul't and the ad:acen• and abstemiousness, it is obvious that 
portion of the duodenum. Urinary disor- Lhere means may carry us too far and 
.hlrs fre:iuenlly accompany these attacks. diminish the secretion to an injurious ex
ancl there aeems to be some connexion .ent. Bleeding to death produces an 
9"<ween biliarr ond urinary calculi from the anemic condition of the liTer, and absti
ftaq ·~MC! of t~ir c::iiuridencll. 11e11ce may have a similar tendency. The 

As to the ca•1>e of g•1ll-stones, they can healthy natu1al diminution of the bile in 
only b3 nferred to some unhellthy state of tempera:e industrious persons may be carried 
lbe li~•er and gall bl.idd~r (not understood.) too far b: a life of severe labor, high ex
and to r~luntion of the bile favoring its citement. 1i5id abstemiousness and little 
ill>piwltio:i. Te?nperance and exercise in r!st. The hydro-carbonaceous matters of 
th! O!X"n air are the bc .; t prophyl:ictics.- lhe blood in such cases nre consumed by 
.Alkaline mioe:'lll waters may b~ serviceable. the lungs. and the blood becomes too im-

Erctsiriw• S:cretion of Bilt is a n1tura] poverishecl to furnish much bile. Digestion 
mod? of relicTill~ the constitution from au is therefore somewhat impaired (esredally 
UC?.;s of imp!rfedy as:>imilated matte~. of oily food) ond acidity in the stomach 
llcm-e tboro who indulge in luxurio:.ts in- Jnd bowels becomes productive of dyspepsill 
s:impe~ate habile at the 1ab'e. end d'> not ,\iacrhe1, headache and other disorders.
i.o-,.l~ the C)rn.'Sponding amount of excrci ' C' These com·equcnces, however, ere not apt 
anJ rcs:1ir.llion ere freque :1tly attacked b7 a to ensue if the lh·er b~ healthy end well 
ltilio:.ts dinrbe1. after which they fin:l them- developed, but if it be ve1 '! sm11ll or inca
llelYes much bdte.r-or if the liver b'.! too pable of healthy ac:ion, these disorders in 
in!letive to gi'l'll them thi3 relief, they fintl the alimentary canal ensue. In these ca..~ 
!hcmse!vea nwell, and tnl;c a cholegoge the constitution is not ina decidedly biliow; 
p11rgativewhich restores them toa comfort· condition, b"t presents a lean compact ap
abhi conditioa- In going toa warm climate p<>arance, and the disorder is limited to the 
it is verycoranaon to hne a biliou~ attack digesth·e organs. 
of this kincl, often 1tccompanied by more But 1vhe11 the bile is superabundant, from 
eerious symptoms of di£e:ise. The cause is the effects of high living and indolence, or 
•nd in the fact that in n warm climate from climote. defec!he secretion of bile is 
the respiratioa is not sufficient to remove a different affair. A healthy liver aide,l by 
&be crude aa'8rials from the body, and a slight use of cholegogues will remove 
hence they accumulate until the liver is this condition, but adhesive inflammation 
e~cited to diaclsarge them. For the same in the substance of the liver, rendering it 
r.n1ua i1.1dolaatbabitaandexoessive sleeping contracted and yellowish from hindrance to 
&e1 d to .. proUo& a bilious condition by the circulation (which • -.DIO$t mmonly 
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caust d by alcoholic bevera0es used to excess,) may possibly be referred to the influence of 
or from impairment of the secmtiug bile in defibrinizing the blood,ae it has bee11 
structure produced by hot climates, renders shown by recent experiments that bile 'en
it difficult to perform the necessary offices tirely destroys the coagulability of the 
of life. The patient has imperfect diges- blood. . 
ti!ln and is constipated. He is jaundiced The temperamental and pathological va
leanandshrunken with a dry wrinkled skin. riatioMof the liver, relate toitscolor,.fira
lf the suppression is complete, the functions ntllB and Bizt. 

of the brain are greatly oppresst'd and the The COLOR is derived from its fluiils-the 
consequences must be fatal; although life blood and its recretions. The blood whea 
may be considerably prolonged in conse- congested in the capillaries produces a dar'k 
quence of the partial relief afforded by the red color; as its quantity is diminish&lt! the 
escape of bile through other outlets e.spe- color becomes a lighter red, end when the 
cially through the kidneys which d.i!'cha~ge a blood is quite tlefi.cient a yl'llowish color is 
bilious urine thatgivesaydlow stain to hnen perceived. This circumstance originated 

In this condition it is necessary to take a the idea which pevailed until recently, 
course exactly opposite to that which pro- that the liver contained distinct yellow 
duced it, by strict temperance and exercise and red substances. Being injected genet
in the open air in a ci:ld clima.te. . ally by the hepatic veins and capillaries, 

A defective secrehon of bile may anse they were decidely red and sunounde.d by 
from its retention in obstruction of the ducts the ramifications of the portal rein, mads 
by gall stones. It may arise f~om .destruc- yellowish by biliary cells. 
tion of the e1:creting a:ns, wh1c.h is some- The colori 11g fiuids of the rella produce a 
times produced by thu retention._ They tint nrying from a light brown to a deep 
may also be destroyed by at~ophy, mfiam- olive, according to the quantity of oil 
mation or softening of the liver. globules ~nd biliary coloring matter they 

In fatal case> of defective secretion from contain. 

l!Oftening of the liver combined with atro- It is obvious from this explanation that 
phy reported by several au.thors, this cnn?i · a congested state of the liver will prod~ce 
tion has produced 80ngesho~ of the bra.Ill, a. ,·ery dark color, and that when from. 1t1 

delirium, stupor, coma, dilated pupils, func~ional inactivity, or from compression, 
spusms, and even a paralytic. tendenc!. In or from great losses of bloo<l or any other 
such cases there is but little serum m the waste producing anmmia it is deficient in 
brain, but its blood vessels are full, show- blood, its c-olor must become lightm, bein' 
ing congestion especially in the basilar and dependent on the cells and their secretion. 
anterior portions. The lh·er is small, soft which produces an orange, or yellowish, or 
and yellowish, and its cell structure injur- even greenish tint. 

ed or destroyed. The 81ze AND SHAPE of the liTer depend 
Sueh casr.s show a remarkable sympathy chielly on the number and sire of its cell"' 

between the liver and the brain.~ The secondly on the quantity of blood in ita 
'direct sympathy betweM the bram a~d vessels. The quantity of hlood is increae
liver, is also shown in t~e fact that grief e:l by whatever throws a greater quantity 
and great mental depression, very frequent- of blood to the Ii Yer, or obstructs the die
ly produce a congestion of the brain, and oharge of its blood by the hepatic veia. 
may even result in jaundice. Unusual developement and exercise of the 

The congestion of the brain, and coma, abdominal viscera, as from gluttony or in
in certain cases of biliary suppression, temperance, supplies the liver a greater 

quantity of blood, and encourages conges-
•Abercombie r!Ye• a caae in wblcb a female wat • Th d · f the d" l\a f 

oloeplJ jaundiced, Yomited, and at len1th threw Dpblaek hOD. e retar 8~10n •0 • !SC rge 0 
mat&er, bo1 bad no cerebral apmptnms. Hor llnr wao blood by the hepatic vem, 18 effected whea 
auoplaied ~ DOU~J a tlalrd or il.o D&\Dral 1lu, WU dark debilit Or disease 0£ the l -eys ii. 
•f\ and cli-paisetl 1 Digitized by S ~ 
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circulation htnguid, or when indolent ha bi t5 creases the liability to congest ion. and 
diminish the action of the heart, or when renders it more formidable when it occurs. 
disease of the lungs obstructs the flow of Hence, hit,h living and intemrerate habits. 
blood from the right heart. Hence the espt•cially the use of pungent condiments 
fatty liver of pthisie pulmonalis. and alcoholic drinks. are among the causes 

It is quite common in organic diseases whic:h render congestion more frequent and 
of the heart to find the liver c<ingested and more serious. A temperate man wouhi 
enlarged-to find its edge perceptible two escape congestion in a climaie where it 
or th1ee inches below the short ribs. would be sure to seize the dram drinker. 

Congt>stion from any cause long contin- (Dr. Cartwright of Natchez aud New Or
ued, is very apt to result in structural dis- leans, has published a very interesting il
ease. lustration of the relative effects of temper· 
~ll these causes of hepatic congestion, ance and intemperance, showing that of 62 

except organic dieease of the heart anti physit:iaus who settled at Natchez between 
lungs, are removed by temperance and ex- the years of 1824 and 1835, 37 who were 
erci~e. which cause less blood to go to the strictly temperate are all living (1~3) 
liver and more to leave it. except nine-while the remaining 25 who 

In fatty conditions the cells greatly in- made use of ardent spirits, are all dead 
crease the size and thickness of the liver, except three. Of seventeen physicians 
as well as the size of its lob:iles which be- who were at Natchez thirty years ago, aqd 
come very distended. Tumors, inflamma- whose habits were temperate, twehe are 
tory deposits and enlarg.ement of its ducts, still living-but every one who was ad-
mayalso increase its size. <licted to tippling is long since dead.) 

The size e 11d shape may be greatly chang- Strict temperance is therefore especially 
ei by pressure, as by an ancurismal tumor, or dc:man<led in every locality where hepatic 
by tight lacing, or by flatulence. When diseases abound, a11d indul~ence in stimu
the colon is distended by flatulence, it com- !ants is much safer in climates where such 
presses the liver. A cast in the mm=eum diseases are rare. The colder the climate 
of King's College exhibits a deep groove in the greater the impunity of spirit drinkert'I 
the liver, formed by .the pressure of the aud gluttons. 
colon distended by gas. Tight lacing fre - Pathologists, however, affirm that conges
queutly flattens the lower portion of the tion arises generally from the obstruction 
liver and increases its length from above to the escape· of the n~uous hepatic blood, 
cownwards. as it shows itsell chiefly in the ramitica-

The 1·1RMNE.<1s of the liver may be greatly 1ions of the hepatic vein. Its presen~ 
cecreased by congestion, and by deficiency of is not positive proof that the congestion 
fibrin in the blood. It is also quite soft originated in the hepatic vein, aa tbe blood 
when there ii an accummulation of oil in in the portal vein would probably flow on 
the cells. into the hepatic branches, at aud after 

Its firmness is increaseJ when the ven- cleath. This congestion of the hepatic 
ous blood is diminished, and it is relatively vein causes an accumulation of blood, and 
better supplied by the hepatic artery. It consequent redness in the centers of the 
may become unusually firm and solid from lobules, while their margins having l~ 
interstitial deposits, from the fibrin of the blood, pref"ent a more yellowish appear
blood in inflammatory conditions. ance. But, as the congestion increases, 

Congtation of the li11er depends on the the entire mass of the li,·er becomes uni
proportion between the amount of blood formly red, and the lobular ap}'earance i. 
introduced by the portal vein and the he- lost. 
pati~artery, and the amount removed by The causes of congestion are numerou•. 
the hepatic vein. Consequently, whatever Everything that weakens the action of the 
incieaaea the amount of portal blood in- heart, diminishes the amount of blood Je· 
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moved from the vena cava and tbe hepatk fore, a defibrinized state of the blood is a 
Teins, and consequently favors conge.stion; cau~e of hepatic congestion. as well as of all 
hence a portal congestion generally occur~ other local congestion. Hence the tendency 
at death.. The weakened action of the left of severe fevers generally to produce conges· 
ventricle favors pulmonary congestion, and tion of the liver. ("fo a per3011 dead of 
tends to produce a bh:e or purplish com. purpura hemorrbagica, says Dr. Budd, I 
plexion, while the weakened action of the have found the liver and spleen very large 
right ventricle, tends to produce a yellow- and of the dark color of a Morello cherry, 
ish hue, as it favors congestion of the liver, from the great quantity of blood they con
the head and indeed the whole. venous sys· teined.") 
tem. The head, however, does not yield to The imperfect action of the heart in va
a congestive influence as the cranium pro- rious stales of organic disease, is n frequent 
tects the brain from distention; but the cause of hepatic congestion, and even ob
liver being nearest the right heart of all struction to the circulation through the left 
our important organs, and being of the lung, may extend its influence through the 
most distensible tissue, is of course of all right side of the heart, and develope or in. 
bodily organs, niost liable to become con· crease congestion of the liver. 
gested when the action of the heart is en- All these causes of congestion are favored 
feebled. Hence every debilitating infiu- by those indolent habits which while dimin
i!nce upon the heart becomes a congestive ishing the po1verof the heart, render it more 
influence upon the liver. The hot sun and liable to yield to depressing influences. 
malaria of unhealthy climates, the fatigue Congestion to a moderate extent may in
from excessive labor, grief and other de- crease the bili:iry secretion by increasing 
pressing passions, debility from unwhole- the supply of blood for that purpo,;e, es
some fooll, and diseases of th~ alimentary pecially when it arises from the portal vein. 
canal, (dysentery, typhus, ulceration of the Thus, an exces.sive supply of blood to the 
bowels, hemorrhoids, &c.,) debility, in lh·er from intemperate euting, provokes in 
short, from any condition of disease in many cases that biliary flow, which opera· 
which the circulation is not active, may ting on the bowels, produces efficient de· 
become a cause of hepatic congestion. pletion. But, as congestion generally im-

The impre3Sion of cold 011 the surface, plies retarded circulalion, and lowers the 
when our calorific energy is not sufficient vitality of the organ, hepatic congestion is 
to keep us warm, drives the blood inward generally a cau'e of diminished secretion of 
and is another important cause of conges- bile, producing that coated condition of 
tion in the liver as well as the lungs. In the base of the tongue, and unpleasant taste 
very warm climates and seasons, this cause in the mouth which belong to the dt!ranged 
is perhaps more operative than in cold ones, liver, together with more or less of the yel· 
as the delicate constitutions of the inhab- low or dark hue produced by the presence 
itantsare easily affected by the chilly influ· of bile in the circulation, as well as the 
enceofthemorningorueuingair. (Hence depression of the animal spirits and cere
the importance of having a fire in our bral energy, which result from bilious blood 
apartments in the mornings, and evenings and thediseased liver. Congestion, wheth· 
when they are at all cool.) er of blood or bile, still more efficiently 

The coldness of cholera and of ague are reduces the amount of bile by oppressing 
also causes of severe congestion, which in the secBtiug cells, hindering the discharge 
both cases affects the liver and tends to the of bile through the hepatic ducts, and ul
suppression of the biliary secretion, a fact timately diminishing their number and 
which renders cholegogues beneficial in producing their absorption or destruction. 
both diseases. The remarkably depressing This it may do more readily when the liver 
influence of serpent bites is another cause of has become hardened and contracted by 
hepatic congestion. and as explained hereto- previous inftam~tion, an --cannot liield, 
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and of course this destruction of the cells by mechanically expelling the blood as in 
produces a jaundicecl condition, and is more the act of vomting-by mechanica~ly with
Gilng,erous lo life in proportion as it i~ drawing it as by cupping over the hv~r-by 
more extensive. Still one may live many counter irritation and by hemas•as1s, and 
yearl! with his liver very greatly impaired espedally by promoting the secretion .or 
in structure and functions. the liver itself, with cholegogue remedies 

If the structure of the li\·er be soft, as it upon which physicians mainly rely, which 
is in the young, and· relaxe1l temperament. probably have some tonic as well as evacu-
it yields more readily to distention ond be- ant inftuence on the liver. B. 
comes much enlarged by congestion, espe- (To BE CONCLUDED IN oua NEXT.) 

cially if it ha11 but little pressure from the 
neighboring organs, 11s in persons of indo- CHOLERA INFANTUM. 
lent habits (who make less exertion of the This form of disease is unknown to 
abfominal muscles and diaphragm.) and in European society, and but little known in 
ili3se whose ill health prevents their eating our own country, except in our middle and 
eno.ugh to keep the stomach distended. It southern states. 
projects below the edge of the false ribs on If to those conditions of the mucous 
the right side, and in cases of extraordinary membrane of the intestines which consti
enlargement even reaches to the pelvis.- tute feculent and catarrhal diarrhea, we add 
The frequent repetition and long continu- a derangement of the liver and an erytbe
ance of the congested state, bring about matic inflammation of the mucous lining 
iliis great enlargement. of the stonaacb, passing sometimes into a 

When the liver thus yields, great conges- state of congestion, we shall be able to 
tion may occur without any jaundice or form aprettyaccurateconceptionof cholera 
suppression of the biilious secretion; cases infantum. 
of this kind are related by Andra!. The exciting causes correspond with this 

To remove Congestion of thl Liver we synthesis-improper food and atmOt'lpheric 
must climinish the affiux and increase the exposures of the body, as by the use of 
efflux of blood. We diminish the affiux insufficient clothing. We shall find the 
by diminishing the amount coming from evacuations from the bowels and the con
the abdominal organs, by means of tern- dition of the stomach still furilier sustain
perancc or abstinence and the 1lepletory ing the above estimate of it. 
action of cathartics and diuretics. Prob- The natural fa:ces are frequently greatly 
ably the most efficient means of reJudng retained, while the others are sometimes 
the hepatic aftl.ux will be found in a fruif thin and serous or watery, sometimes more 
diet. This not only diminishes the mate- confdstent and consisting principally of 
riiil_for the formation of bile, but by its mucus occasionally containing some blood. 
o.JOling anti-phlogistic effect on the alimen- The color is variable, being green, yf'llow, 
tary canal, diminishes the omouut of blood white, or brown, inodorous or very offim
furnished the lh·er. The efficacy of a grape sive, but generally having a sourish smell. 
lliet in hepatic disorders, (highly esteemed Sometimes the alvimi irritability is such 
in France) is an appropriate illustration. that the ingesta lienterically pass through 
Grapes and peaches and ripe fruit generally, the intestines. 
may b~ recommended, and if animal food Although the intestinal actions, in the 
is indulged in, the use of cooked and ripe beginning, may only indicate a diarrhea, 
fruit may sene to neutrali7.e its biliouE yet the stomach is generally affected from 
tendency. the start, and when the attack is violent, 

We increase the efflux by such increased the vomitings and purgings are attended 
exercise and respiration as may carry on with such spasmodic actions as to rest"mble 
the blood-by stimulants and tonics which the cholera morbus of adult life. 
may increase the force of the circulation- The fever, which soon.follows the fl.nit 
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symptoms, isjrregularly remitteut, ha\inl!- sometbiug. aie rt'l:\arded as iu\·ari11bly fatal 
its highest exacerbations in the evening. symptoms: but the tenacity with which 
The brain is greatly involved, as is mani- the infantile system cling." to lif~. in this 
futed by the delirium and even frenzy which form of disease, most generally, is truly. 
aUend it. The e)es, by their fierce or remarkable: the struggle seems to be one of 
languid expression, when awake, and half- time, and if the physician can stay, e\:on 
closed condition, when asleep, are indica- to some extent, the progrcss of the diaeaee, 
tive of the same. · to a more advanced season, the patient may 

The pulse is generally small, quick, and recoTer, however improbable it might 
feeble, or irritated a11d corded, but rarely appear from the exceedingly worn-out con
full or strong. The thirst is iutense and dition of the patient. 
cold water is urgently demanded, and 11s In duration, the disease varies from a few 
soon as it is swallowed it is rejected. With hours to weeks, and from week!.' to months; 
all this, there is an unequal distribution of and in accordance with an oldaJag.,, Hmay 
temperature, while the extremities are cold, almost be truly 9.id of it, that "while 
the body is very hot. there is life there is hope." 

Emaciation progresses in this affection CAUSE8.-Much has been taid about the 
with gn:at rapidity-the complexion he- cause of this disease-it is maintained by 
comes pallid, the fiesh flabby, and such is very many that the process of dentition, 
the demand of the respiratory function, the existence of worms, and expoeure to 
that the fat becomes entirely absorbed; cold have much to do in producing a pre-· 
liTid spots appear which finally pass into disposition to it. But all of tbeae cau11ts 
ulcerations. operate upon children in the second denti· 

The eyes and cheeks become sunken. the tion. and yet they do not have lhi.8 dileue. 
lips ahriTeled, the integuments corrugated, Again, all these caul!e8 act upon childwen, 
except on the forehead, and nose pointed. under two yea111 of age, during tlte cold 
Now, such is the character of the disease, months, as well as the warm ones, and yet 
that at tbjs stage it is J•Ossible for the they are not assailed by it. The children 
patient to reco\"er, but still it is probable of. other countries, and in tbesamelatitude, 
that he will not. are opented upon as much, by the same 

In many instances, the vomiting, in con· causes, as are the children of this country, 
nection with the above symptoms, con- and yet they do not have tbe diseai:e. Is ii 
tinues to lbe cloee of life; but more gener- safe, then, to infer that theEe cau&ell have 
ally it ceases, leaving a diarrhea to wear any agency in the production of it 't A.a it 
out the patient. In still more advanced occurs <luring the pioceas of 1irst dentitiOll, . 
stages of the disease. several other fearful it is very convenient for those who ha"te 
symptoms are generated-the ab:lomen not candor enough to confess their igoo.. 
becomes tumid or sunken, the mouth be- ranee, to avail themselTes of the coind~ 
comes moist and aphthous, petecbia1 and a deuce, as of a cloak with which to hide 
small, vesicular eruption appear on the their ignorance. 
breast, the skin becomes of a dull and dirty Prof. Wood, ia treating of this diSP&Ee, 
hue, and the conjunctivaappeusbloodshot. says, that the first indication is to remoft 
The circulation has become exceedingly the causes, and that while thlltle ate per
languid, the patient very. rf'.stlt»ss and plain- mitted to continue, the physician can clo 
tively moaning, coma comes on and termi· but little to promote a cure. Now, as we 
nates the suffering, but not always without are sure that the causes have not been dd
symptoms of hydrocephalus. covered, we are equally sure that tbey are 

The Tesicular eruption on the breast, the never removed unless by accident, hence we 
discharge of li"ing worms, and the thrust- may charitably suppose tbat the astoni._ 
ing of the lingers into the back part of the ing fatality of the allopatbic piactice, in 
mouth, as though desirous of withdrawing this disease, ia to be charged to the noa-
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As tbe dise11se is confined to a oertuin electricity. The predisposing cause or 
district of country, we hold it to be im- cauSP8 now lie concealed in the preceding 
pOllSible to remove the causes, but it is pos· facts, for assuredly it is not doubted that 
aible to remove the child out of the midst all children, during the first two years of 
of them. their existeuce, because of the peculiar 

We are told that this di~se prevails condition of their systems at this age, are 
milch more in small courl3, alleys, and s~ptible (not predisposed) to the inftu· 
narrow streets, than in other and better ence, for a time longer or shorter, a predis
ventilated parts of the city. If this be a position to it will be produced, when a 
fact, one step is made toward a di£covery exposure to cold, too much drink, or an 
of the conditions under which it is pro- improper t.rticle of food may excite the 
ducecl. It is our conviction, that, in the preilisposition into action, and cholf'ra in· 
»0utb at least, the alleys and narrow streets fan tum is the result. 
of the cities, and low situations of the Admitting that we have truly advanced 
country. are much more exempt from sum - thus far, it will be admitted. although we 
mer and fall dii;eases than the less crowded have not discovered the entity that caust.a 
and better ventilated portions. and the or predisposes to the disease, and although 
more elevated ones of the countrv, so far as we cannot remo,·e it, that we have shown, 
regards adult life. Our obrerntions in the that by the removal of the chilJ, even fifty 
1.-ity of Baltimore, in Missi:•sippi, Alabd ma, or a hundred yards, we may place it in a 
and Louisiana, but moie especially in the condition very llt'Brly the opposite of the 
city of New Orleans, forced us to this con- one in which it contracted the diaea1e, and 
clusion. If this statement be true, then, this can, most generally, he done. 
we hue made another step in the progress Inasmuch as we have not got obvious 
of this inquiry. facts to lead us further, and inHmuch u 
. Again, it is an admitted fact that the we are entitled to the privilege of indulg

disease is measurably confined to our mid- ing in such inferences, from the facts we 
die and southern states, and will it not be have, as suggestion may furnish, we will 
admitted that these states produce a greater attempt a neare.r approximation to the pie
amount of evaporation than any other dis- disposing cause of the disease before us. 
trict, of the same magnitude, in the world? The great amount of electricity eTohed 
If this be admitte:l, we have Eafely made a in ventilated and evaporating situations 

· third step. may be assumed as the cause of tbe ft· 

. In the next and last place, it is already rioua forms of summer disease in adult.a, 
Utmitted that it prevails more in our cities, for it is true, that there is not a 11101188 or 
U.O in the country, while the disease ol swamp in our country, about which a man 
adult!, during the same season, pre,·ail may not live and have good health, pruvid
much more in the country. ed he will live in the woods, or even sleep 

Now, although we shall ha,·esafely taken in them. About the country farms there 
these four steps, it does not follow that is more evaporation than in our cities, and 
we shall di!COver the precise cause of he is more liable to sickness in the former 
cholera lnfantum; but it does follow that than in the latter. 
we have made a useful advance toward it, Now, with regard to children, it may be 
and that too, without preBSing into our assumed that their cutaneous function is 
se"ioe that other cloak which was inven- rendered imperfect by the surrounding hu
ted to CO'fer ignoranc~iaamata. midity that could not injuriously contend 

We will now venture another step: to with the force of an adult skin. In the 
.cbemists, we believe, it is well understood, next place, may it not be safely assumed 

·'that where there is the greatest amount of that this humid state of the atmosphere 
··evaporation, there is the greatest reduc- impedes, to an equal ex!ent, the pulmonary 
·iion of temperature and the evolution ot function, preventing a thorough elimina-
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tion of the carbon of the venous blood- to the aboTe syrup, in the proportion of 
and preventing euch an absorption °of oxy- one put of the tincture to four of the 
gen as may be eSFential to the elimination syrup. 
of the metamorphost'd tissues? If these Where the dischargeR from the bowels 
two functions shall be emberrused, it is are frequent, and attend~d with pain. we 
obvious that an excess of duty will be im- employ the following injection, used cold, 
poted upon the liver and kidneys and cause to be administered immediately after each 
them to fuil. If we 11re justified in the encuation, and retained in the rectum as 
preceding conclusions, have we not found long as pOStlible. 
a sufficient cause for the disease? ~ Ulmus Fuha, 

But we have not done. Considering Cort. Prunus Virginiana, aa 3 s, 
the soft, serous, immature, and developing Aqua, octj. Mix, 

condition of infancy, may not its organism let it stand two or three hours, uud it is 
ft'qUire that electrical atmosphere which ready for use. The quantity to be u~d as 
evaporation produces in freely-ventilated an injection must vary from one to two 
situations'! To us, this eeems to be exceed- drachms; larger quantities increase the <lis-
ingly probable. t'>Osition to strain or defecate, which should'. 

It appears far more than probable that always be al"oided. Usually, weadu a few 
we shall ne,·er be able to understand the drops of the Compound Tincture of Vir
madus operandi of any of the occult ginia Snakeroot to each ~nema, and in 
causes in. ~ting_ preclispositions to dis- protracted cases, we add about one-~ourth 
ea-;: but 1t 1s po:>s~b1e, by a careful o~r- part of the Satuiated Tincture of Pnc~ly
ntion and comparison of facts, to obtam ash berries. This injection has a deculed 
a knowledge of the conditions under which influence in moderating inflammation and 
it is prodoceJ. WIH!n we shall have ac .. relieving pain. 
quired this knowledge, although -:'e shall Where vomiting is obstinate and fre. 
be no. more a~le to change or modify t~m, quent, a Mustard poultice, applied over 
w~ mil be ab.e to deport oul'!lelves wisely the epigastric region, will be found useful, 
wttb reference to them. in connection with the in~mal use of the 

TREATllF-'\T.-A~though, under Allopathic syrup am\ tincture, u above named; ~od if 
treatment, this disease p~oves ve.ry f~t~l, the patient at any time during the disease 
yet, as far as our observation and mqumes becomes prostn.ted, stimulants must be ad
have extended, the treatment which we ministered 18 diluted Brandy, Wine.
herein la~ down as Eclectic, has bee.n al- whey, or Aromatic Spirita of Ammonia. 
m~ uniformly _mccessful-tbe failures Cooling mucilaginous drinks ~hould be 
being mere exceptio.ns to the _ge~eral rule. frequently gh·en when irritabililty of stom· 

The agent on which we pnnc1pally de· ach aol accompanJiDg nausea or vom
pend for the removal of infantile summer iting are ahlent. 

complaint, is th~ Syrup of Rhubarb and After the inflammatory or febrile form of 
and . ~otassa, which remo't'es nausea and di.seaEe bas been iemoved, should diarrhea 
vom1tmg. when present, acts mildly upon . t · •- wi'th toni"cs must be 

he remain, u nngen ... , , the stomach and bowels, and restores t . 
. he" heal h d' • gaven; u, evacuations to t u t y con 1t1on. . 

If febrile symptoms are present, the :f.'. Hyi\re~t~n, •. 
whole surface of the body and limbs should S. Qu~ma, aa g~. •JMi 
be sponged two OT three times daily with Getamn, grs. xv · x,. 
a wea\ alkaline solution rendered stimulant Divide into sixteen powders, of which one 
by the addition of a small quantity of whis- muat be given every hour or two, acco~
ky or spirits; and in obstinate cases, at- ing to the' urgency of the case, an.d contm
tended with high fever, Compound Tine- ued until the accessh-e encuations have 
tuie of Virginia Snakeroot may be added ceased. 
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Occasionally, very obstinate cases ol :ieech the young men of the profession to 
eho!era infantum occur, in which the em- enter their spring sessions, and even 
ployment of Leptandrin to overcome bil- offer to under bid the "free school" Eclec
iary derangement, in conjunction with the tics-Qffer to "take them in" for 81:'> a 
other means alrea1ly recommended, will session, Hospital fees included-giving all 
exert a highly-beneficial influence. their old students, and all who expect to 

The child's clothing should be often be students hereafter, absolutely free tick
change1I, the diet should be light, as boiled eta-end after all, shall "Young America" 
milk, with powdered Cinnamon added, or tum away in contempt and leave them 
milk thickened with Wheat or Rice ftour; empty balls to be closed by the Janitor, 
and, if possible, it should be remo\"ed from and the Dean to announce that the Lec
tbe city to the country, or at all events, tures f!-18~ Shall the honor and 
some distance from its home; and, under dignity of the regular profession, be thus 
all circumstan<X"s, it should not be confined degraded in Cincinnati1 Even so, but true 
within a closed room, but should be ex• courage is not to be vanquished by defeat; 
posed as much as possible to the air, but a~ apring eCNion is announced in the 
not to the influence of the sun's immedi- halls of the Miamis, eight profelsors are on 
ate action.---Newton cf" PotDell'a Eclectic the programme, with "clinical lectures," 
Practice. "surgical operations," "cabinets," city Dis-

pensary ," "St. Jobn"s Hospital," "great 
INFANT MORT.ALITY. . facilities," &c. and all for fifteen dollara! 

The death of the young is a beautiful and All we have to say to the Faculty is--
mournful th~me for :~e ~oet. "~m. the fair play gentlemen-if your bantling can't 
god1 love, die young, sai~ the ancients.- live, let us have no BeCrel funeral, but gift 
If the rule hol~ good m all cases, the due notice of its death. and let ua have a 
gods have certainly a great deal of afl"ec- bli , · .... at and scientific au-. fi th . .1 11 f c· . . pu c coroners mq ...... , 
tion or e 1uve~ e co ~es o mcinn~ti. topsy to reveal the causes of its prematul8 
Almost every spnng a htter of these in- death Do t b •tin any fence corner 

. . . b ugh th th k' . no ury a 
st1tu.hone 11 ~o t for , under e md or out-of· the-way place, but let its neat 
nursmg 0£ then foster mothers, the "tl&ru little marble monument stand in sight of 
Mtdical Co~ca of C~ra?1ati}" but scarce- the profession, with a record of the cause 
ly have we time to admire theu baby beau- of its death and a suitable poetical epitaph; 
ty and learn their distinctive titles, before if the writ~g of the epitaph is to be open 
"Death on the Pale Horse," has carried to free competition, we think our research 
them otf to the bowne "whence no traveler and observation would justify our seeking 
returns." Before their first infant squalls the honor. We remember what Miss 
have been beard by all their friends, their Martineau says of an African cemetery in 
~tor MBRcuRY, demands their plelence South Carolina; a negro baby of eight 
an the other world: and.Pluto allfl Sat""' months age, wH honored with this sim-· 
make room for theu arnval.. ple brief and characteristic epitaph which, 

Is there no help for this? Must the we would submit to the consideration of 
nu~ero11& Mtdical Inatit"'!ca for spring the managers of the Miami "Institute" as 
sessions, born of the Medical College of admirably adapted to their wants, 
Ohio, die every year without e...en three "Sweet blighted lily." 
weeker.1istenoe1 Shall distinguished names Or if this be considered too poetic ana 
and even :professors called from a distance romantic for 80 grave an occasion, we 
still be unable to prolong their vitality1 would select a more sober and matter-of
Shall the Miami and the Cincinnati Col- fact epitaph from an old English graveyard, 
leges too be defeated in their praisworthy recorded on the tomb of a very young 
efforts? And last and most horrible of infant: 
all, shall these dignified institutions be- "So IOOD was I done (or-

What Wal I begoo forto'' ogle 
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This will t-ertainly be appropriate, even it. The old S<;hool party, divided into 
if the last Miami "Medical Institute" rival clique.a, cannot, even with the aid of 
should live ,more than th.ru daya. How- the State, sustain a respectable school. Dr. 
ever. as the lectures are to commence about M-- loutlly declares that there are not 
the fast day of April, we think All Fools over fifty paying students in the "three 
day a very appropriate time for illustrating medical colleges" of Cincinnati. Botanico 
practically the "powerful, Vltalmaa" of our medicali&m attracted from fifty to seventy 
regular neighbors. students annually to Cincinnati until ita 

If we are permitted to write the epitaph advocates 86parated into two factions and 
of this little specimen of regularism, we now it is hardly beard of. Eclecticism 
have but oneotherrequest to make-that its might have degenerated in the same way 
funeral diacourse shall be pronounced by and frittered away its strength in petty 
"the immortal Tom 0. Ed10arda." There schools had not the paramount strength of 
is no doubt it would be a very interesting the Eclectic Medical Institute prevented 
funeral if the Honorabl~ Tom O. should this destructive process. The attempts of 
consent to officiate for the Miamis, and selfish intriguers to pull down the Institute 
when his own parent school, the Medical in order to nourish a petty institution by 
College of Ohio0 which now has one foot its fragments has entirely failed, and the 
in the grave, shall be finally buried,- miserableburlesqueuponCollegesattempted 
"cullta to lllh.ta and dust to dut,''-we at Louisville, in l~:H, is no longer in 
promise that all the Cavou that he may existen<:e-although the same feeble factious 
shower upon the ungrateful Miamis, shall infiuence is now at work in Cincinnati 
be repaid \Vith the ~titude of young endeavoring to prolong its cancerous exis
Physic by a deeper grave, a heavier tooib- tence by exciting jealousy and hostility 
stone, and n more appropriate inscription among Eclectic reformers. The ruinous 
than any that ue "cheaUleli of in hia pbi)o- and disgraceful effects of such a coun;e if 
llOphy." B. it could be at all successful are displayed 

before us in the numerous petty schools of 
MEDICAL SCHOOLS. Cincinnati and with such a warning before 

The num•r of matriculants in Cincin- them we cannot believe that the Eclectic 
nati, during the pest winter, baa been as reformers of America will give any coun
follows according to the beat information tenance to purely factious movements for 
that we have been able to obtain: the division and degradation of their cauEe. 

Cou.ma•. M4TUc:vuina. o-•ua. The Homeopathic patty exhibits no lit-
Ec. Med. Inst., 226 88 tle wisdom in its course on this subject. 

~~~~c1i1f~~·· = ~ The Homeopathic Medical Faculty of the 
Cincinnati Col., 40 i6 State of New York recently appointed a 
Physio-Medical, 17 committee upon the subject of a Medical 
American Medical, 20 - College in the city of New York. From 

(The numbers above given (except the the imlicatiom1 among Eclectic Reformers, 
first) are not perhaps exact, but 88 near as we have no doubt that if our cause had 
we can come at tfie truth, being a medium anything like the strength of Homeopathy 
between conJlicting statements, and a little in New York, a Medical College would 
above the actual attendance.) Jong since have been established there, if 

The above table teaches a very obvious not two or three of them; but the Homeo
lessen~tration i8 1trf11Bt/a., division pathic physicians take a much more judici
ia dutruction. The Eclectic Medical In- ous view of the subject. Their ablest men 
stitute bas had sufficient energy and ability know very well that their private practice 
thus far to concentrate the strength of medi- is worth vastly more than they could pos
cal reformers upon oneenterprise, and in con- sibly realiae by serving a College, and they 
sequence, it overshadowseverythingaround have no morbid ambition for the empty 
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184 VF.RA'fRUM VIRIDE-COMP. STILL. LINAMi~NT-MILD ZINC OINTMENT. 

mime of Protessor. At the same time they 
perceive that the public good of their cause 
would only IX' injurecl by establishing a 

01 Stillingia 3 j, 
01 Lobelia, 3 ij, 
Alcohol opt. 3 iij. 

College to lower the success of those al- Mix. 
ready established and subdivide a patronage In croup we have uioed this remi>dy often 
entirely inadequate, hence the committee with the happiest results. In these cases 
state in tht>ir report that "the greatest the neck, throat, che11t and vertebral col
good can be accomplished by a conoentra- umn, as far down as the fifth or sixth dor
tion of the influence as far as practiaible, lllll should be bathed freely every hour 
of each member of the school upon a single until relief when the attack is violent; 
College" and "that it might redound to otherwise every three or four hours will be 
the credit of this society to avoid at the sufficiently often. When ured in the former 
outset favoring the multiplication of Home- case it will produce vomiting and relaxa
opathic Colleges, because experience in the tion in a short time; this may be used in 
Allopathic school teaches that this sort of many cases when it is almost impossible 
rivalry in a school of medicine diminishes to get the child to take any medicine inter
the value of the Diploma in public eatima- nally, for its further application in this dis
tion, and may keep in existence nu1aerous e.ase, see Eclectic Practice of Medicine, by 
weakly and sickly Colleges, located in un- NEW'l!01' ar Powu.L. 
suitable places. And your committee would This liniment is one of the most power-
submit the following resolution. ful relaxants and anti-spasmodics known, 

RU10lved, That the further con1ideration and in asthma should be applied in the ~me 
of the subject be postponed." B. way as rec:Ommended in croup. It is also 

reliable in sciatica, angina pectoris and ma~ 

VERATRUM VIRIDE. ny other diseases of this class. We claim 

The reader will find that we have re- to have fonned and used this compound 
but Prof. J. K11'0 has used it in sevenl 

printed Dr. NoawooD's essay upon this er- . .1 'tb the be 
. . . . s1m1 ar cases wt same success • 

tlcle, thus gi vmg. the profession an oppor- . ' • 
t · t f k · h the l · fi th" however, has added a small quantity of the uni y o nowmg w a c aims or is . • 

t w d th" "th t d · h t 011 of e&Jeput to the compound.• The local 
agen · e to is Wl ou.nfienll~brslmg weda application of the oil of Stillingia must soon 
may appear o many an 1 a i e rem y . • •• 
,. t d"t" w ha t beusedextensivelybyEclect1cpract1noners. 1or oo many con i ions. e ve no • 

t d ·t b t ball •h fi t It not only possesses valuable properties as ye use i , u s on • e rs oppor- • • 
tunity examine and test its powers. Our an i~tema~ agent, but 1s entitled to much 
Journal is the org.an of every thing new in consideratio~ and confidence as an external 
medicine, come from whatever hOurce it ~medy, and m ~sea whe~ the stomach re· 
may This we du upon the experiena! of Jects agents, it will act with as much cer· 
tho~ who have tested the same not wish- tainty when applied in this way. The Be
ing to hold from the profession 'such infor- lectic Practice ~ves in detail the application 
mation until we have tried it, but let all and the proportions. N. 
examine for themselves. N. 

(,'OMPOUND STILLINGIA LINIMENT. 

· We have for the last year been using this 
preparation very much. having been indu
ced to examine its qualities from the bene
ficial effects we have observed in its appli
tion in many diseases. The following is 
fhe formula, and is recommended in Ni:w
,.. • .tr Pow&LL's Eclectic Practice: 

MILD ZINC OINTMENT. 
Huing used in a large number and great 

variety of diseases the above ointment, we 
will give the formulee, which is as follows: 

J;\ 01. Olive opt. lbij; 
Spermaceti, 3 xij; 
Cera alba, 3 ix ; 
Zinc Ox. alba, 3 i•; 
Acid benzoin, 3 ij ; 
Sulph. Morph. 3 ij; 
Otto Rose, gtts. xx. 
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The first thr<!e articles are to be melted. remedies, with their method of prel'aration, 
and while warm the other articles are to be and action as remedial agents will be founJ 
added. after being finely pulveriud and in this edition. Also. the result of the in
mixed together; the whole to stand until vesligation and use of all the concentrated 
its natural consistency is formed. preparations contained in the first edition, 

This ointment can be used in almost ev- will be found in the second. 
ery variety of opthalmic disease either acute Even since the publication of the first edi
or chronic, in opacity of the cornea, in ne- tion, which has been out of print for many 
bulie, etc., etc. We have found it very months, and the introduction of the new 
Yeluable as cau .be Eeen by referring to our remedies to the profession, a great improYe
clinical reports, in the extensive applica- ment has taken place in the Eclectic Prac .. 
tions in opthalmic 1liseases. It is also tice, this bu been so well marked as to 
Yery valuable u.s a local application for tet- caUM many of the Old School party to in
ter and salt rheum; excellent as a dressing vestigate this new practice, and the result 
for indolent ulrers as well as wounds in is, that already hundreds haYe discarde1I 
general. In herpetic eruptions it is highly th.ii? old :remedies, which hilve ever been 
valuab'.e, and should be applied according knowa te produce such destruction to the 
to the plan in the clinic reports published human system, and now Ulie the new medi
in the Journal. N. cines. Our friends may rely upon this 

work being up to the age and spirit of the 
COMPOUND COLLYRIUM OF HY- Eclectic profeteion at the time of its pub. 

DRASTIN AND ACONITE. lication. , N. 
The following formula we have found to 

be val uahle in many forms of Opthalmia, 
and used extensively as will be seen by re
ferring to our clinic'-ll reports: 

:a Hydrutin, grs. xx, 
Tinct. Aconite 3 i, 
Water, 3 ij. 

Mix and filter. 
Bathe the eyes three or four times a day; 

In some cast>s the quantity of aconite may 
be doubled. For ·he particular cases in 
which we have used this remedy, we would 
refer to the clinic reports in this number of 
the Journal. N. 

U. S. ECLECTIC DISPENSATORY. 
By J. K11'0, M.D., Professor of Obste

trics and Diseases of Women and Children 
in the Eclec.ic Medical Institute of Cin
cinnati, and R. S. NEWTON, M.D., Profes
tor of Pathology and Practice of Medidne, 
and late Professor of Surgery in the :Eclec
tic Medical Institute of Cincinnati. 

We are now enablt!d to announce to the 

BOOK NOTICES. 

N11w Wo1ut.-Prof. CALVIN N11WT0•, 
M.D .. late of the Woroester Medical Col
lege, had in press at the time of his death, a 
work on Thoracic Diseases. We learn 
that MARSHALL CALuNs, M.D .• has under
taken to complete and bring out this valua
work; and from the confidence inspired by 
the ability of the Doctor, his friends ha~ 
no doubt but the work will be well done. 
This will be a valuable acquisition to tlw! 
Eclectic literature. It will be announce<l 
to the readers of the Journal as soon u ie-
~ued. N. 

THE BatTtsH AND FoaEIG.llf Mr.J>1co-Ca1-
auao10AL tlzvuw.-This valuable reprint, 
by S.S. & W. Woon, New York, for Jan
uary, has been reoeive.d. This very able 
Quarterly has now reached its xxv number. 
It embraces reviews on almost e,·ery sub
ject connected with medicine and its col
lateral branches. It should be found In the 

profession that another edition ot this work library of every practitioner of mPdicine 
much enlarged and im!froYed, is now in and surgery, who claims to keep pace "1th 
press and will be issued in a short time. the discoveries and improvements that aw 

All the additions which have been made daily taking place. Price t3 00 per annwa 
to our catalogue of new and concentrated in advance. If. 
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL AND SURGICAL 
1fluRNAL.-We learn from the Worcester 
Medical Journal that another medical jour
nal with the above name has recently been 
started, and edited by A . R. PoRTER, M .D., 
but does not inform us of the locality. N. 

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL MONTHLY.
We have received the first number or 
this Journal, rr.cently starl£d in the city 
of New York. It is edited hv Dr. Ed
ward H. Parker, formerly of the New 
Hampshire Medical paper, usisted by 
the PrufeBSors in the New Yori;. Medi

TuE M1DDLE STATES MEDICAL REFOJUl.ER. cal College. It makes a hand:;ome pam
-We have received the first number of the phlet of uighty pages, composed of e1-
above work published monthly at Milford, 5~Y8• moi~ographs ~nil cases, la.bored re-
Del d dit db ] S P MD views, brief and spicy l·ook nollcrs, hos

., an e e y . . B.ETETllAN, . ., '1 I d d h . I f u· l 
f M'lf: d Del d p 1 MD f p1 a recor s, an a r. romc e o me ica 

o. ~ or • ·• •.n · OH~, · ·• 0 progress, got up in each departmeM, by 
Mdlv1lle, Pa. It is a neat stxteen ~ge 1he professor who has that departmenl 
pamphlet, double column, and contains in the colkage. N. 
aeveral excellent articles. We wish them 
1uccess in their undertaking; but the pub- EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENC~. 

bcation of medical journals are attended 
with an expenBB that seldom pays lhe edi
tors and publishers. Yet as the press is the 
lever by whi<;h all subject are to be raised, 
it has to be applied even at a pecuniary 
loss. , N. 

JOURNAL oFMEDlCALREFOB.M.-We have 
received three numbers of the above work. 
It is published in New York monthly, and 
is edited by W. H. CooK, M.D., and as its 
title indicates, it is clearly devoted to Re
form in Medicine. No place in the coun· 
try is more in need of a staunch journal de
"fOtHd to the most liberal course in mali· 
cine than New York. N· 

RANuN's HALF YEARLY ABBTBACT.
This reprint has reached its xvm num
ber, embracing the six months prece:ling 
December, 1853. It makes a large octavo 
"fOlume of 326 pages, and is filled with pa
pers of a highly interesting character to the 
practitioner of medicine. It is well worth 
the subscription price, $2 00 per year in 
advance. Lindsay and Blackison, Phiia-
delpbia, publiilhers. N. 

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHARMACY.-Thif, 
publication editell by W. PROCTOR, jr., hru
reached the uxvi volume. It contains 9b 
pages 8 vo., printed on good paper. I~ 
pages are well filled with matter relative to 
pharmaceutical preparations. It is publish· 
ed bi-monthly at $3 00 per year in ad-
"f&nce. N. 

Dr. G. V. Armington, Greensburgh, Ia. 
Feb. 27, 'M, writes: "The cauEe is on the 
advance in this place, and is still growiag 
in favor with the people." 

Dr. A. L-. Kimlier, Finlay, 0., Feb. 27, 
'M, writes: " I must declare myself wholly 
in favor of the Eclectic School of Medicine, 
and wish to become a constant reader of your 
Journal." 

TO THE FRIENDS 11F NATURAL SCI· 
ENCE. 

It is contemplated hy the FACULTY 
oF THE EcL1:cT1c MEDICAL INSTITVTE, 
oF C1NC1NNATI, Ou10, to connect with 
the Anatomical nnd Scientific drp11rtme11t 
nf that lns1itu1ion, a Cabinet of Natural 
History. and to carry out tl1eir contem
plated design, respectfully solicit the aid 
:1nd co-opera1ion of nntcralists, and 
friends of the Institute, by the rontribu
tion of Min~rals, Foi:sils, Shell!!, (lnnd, 
fresh waler and marine,) Jnserls. Rep-
1ilPs, Birds, and Mammalia, Botanical 
11pr.cimens, and every thing, in tn·ery 
dP.partment of Natural Scienee, anrl sent 
10 the address of ProfetJSor R. S. Ne•-
1011, Cinci1)na1i, Ohio, \\ll10 will pay all 
reasonahle expPnses in the snme. ln
secl~, Reptile~. skins of Birds end minor 
rnimnls may he sent in jars or c11Eks of 
<pirits, (ah~ohol or whisky) and olher 
:iµec>mens, earefully wrapt in paper, and 
r.losrly packfd, in soft grass or saw dust 
in Boxes will come uninjured, a11 perfect 
~pecimens as post:ible, are desir.1ble. 
We 1ay to all send on the specimen&. 

Re1pectfully, 
R. S. NEW 
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OUR SCISSORB AND CLIPPINGS D~PARTMreNT Ne~ot~1~5~h~0~1i~~vf:g ~~~h~ i;~:d~foi: 
. oung man, whose father had promised, 'be-

OUR TEACHERS. :ore his death, to hold ••Spiritual commu-
If we would have intelligent citizens n·ication" with him: 

we must have well conducted scliooli;, The spirit of the old gentleman, (who 
and if we would have well conducted by the way, had been some,vhat severe in 
echoolt•, we must have intelligent reach- matters of discipline,) was called up, and 
ere. held some conversation with the boy. But 

Few people place a proper estimate 1he mtsnges were not at all convincin~, 
either on teachers as a class or their in- an<l the youth would not believe that hIS 

father had anything to do with them. 
fiuence on society. Nearly as much 011 "Well," said the medium, "what can 
parents they mould the moral character your father do to remove your, doubts7" 
of the young; and 1!1eir influence i~ "If he will perform some act which is 
probably even more felt in diiveloping characteristic of hm, and without any di
lhe intellect and giving it direction, rection as to whatiit shall be, I shall believe 
h f in it." t roughout an extensive portion o socie-

ty· Ridicule of teachers constitute one "Very well," said the medium, "we 
f h I . k f 1. 1 . wait some manifestations from the epirit 

o t e Ila e JO es o 11erature: am its land." 
carat'lllureB have not been without This was no llOOnet 111id, than (es the 
their influence on those whose die- story goes,) the 1able welkecl up to the 
tums have weight in aH~ning both youth, and without much ceremony kieked 
literary an<l social position. · Prt'judice him out of the room! 
against this occupation, in our country, "Hold ~~ ! 11t?P him!" cried the tef!iii
is as un1'11et as it is impolitic I no St le ~d youth, . thats the old man! I beheve 
. . • n 8 1n the 111')lpmgs !" 
m the Umon has teachers, as a das11, Our hero bas never since bad a de&ire to 
been found more moral or inteller.tu11l ttir up the old gentleman. 
than in Ohio. 

Whatever the State does to add to the A DARK DAY Co111J110!-There will be 
influence and pot1itions of teachers, adds an extraordinary eclipse of the sun, oo the 
immf.lliately to the Wf:'(lhh and reputa· 26th of May next, such a one as none but 
· f h the oldest inhabitants have witnes..<ed in 

uon o t e State. The more a man h" · · "t It ·11 be · ·1 t 1i.-
1. h · I - h <l t 1s v1ctm y. wt st mt ar o •• 
1..nows I c greater 1s us w eat crop, an great eclipse of 1806. since which there has 
the greater the whea.t crop the better for been none resembling it. nearer than that 
every body. of 1.830, when eleven-twelfths of the sun 

was obscured.-Amtrican Courier. 
l.IBEL SUIT. 

Dr. I •. E. Jone11, of this city. hae been S1111LAR VtRTUEI! AND V1CES.-People 
1m d for libel. The action was broughi will despise their own virtues, and censwe 
b I d I h · h l d · II their own Tiees in others. No body laugh• 

Ya young a Y 0 •g rnora an mte ec· at the folly of another so much as a fool; 
tual character, who i11he plainti1f in tl11i no man belieYes another so little as a liar; 
cn11e. The charges are ·of thl' most de- no P.l!ople cens11re the talkative more than 
grading character, and the damages laid grea'\ talkers. Misers daily condemn 
nt tw1mty thouaand dollars. This suit covetoue~s; and squanderers rail at ex
will elicit much interest, for the characler travagance in othPrs. Jf one lady calla the 
of one of the most unexceptionable la- chas~i~y of e:nother in question, she givea 
dies in the country is it1volved, and the suspicrnn of h~reelf. 
question is frequently asked can any mnn cx:r One-m-il_li_o_,n .... t04w14o--h-un_d_red_aml thir
be guilty of even wi@hing to destroy the ty thousand letters paBSed through the New 
character of any \ady!-Ezpre11. York post office on Saturday, January 21st. 

__ __,....,...., ___ . It is said to be the lar8t&t number known 
cr::rThe salary of the Lord Lleutenant to have been received in one day. 

of Ireland h $100,000. four times that of 
lhe President of the United States. o::r "What are vou writing such a big 

hand for Pan" "Why, you eee, my ~nd
cx:r France produces annually 900,000,· mother's dafe, and I'm writing a loud lelh-

000 ga llon1 of wine. · " - . er to her!" 
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TALE OF A PIN. AN EXAMPLE FOR YOUNG MEN: 
In an early moot~ of the year 1778, with The Messrs. Harpers, of New York, who 

a tolerable _edu~tion, and with many recently lo.st '!-h?ut •I,000,000 by fire, but 
natural qualdications for a financial life who ara still m mdependant circumstances 
Jacques Lafitte was seeking for a ~ituatio~ -able. to recommence operations on an 
as clerk. He had high hopes and a light ?xtens1ve scale-~ommencedlife poor bovs. 
heart, for he brought with him a letter of _fhe N~w York Timei; furni8hes the follow
introduction to M. Perregaux, the Swi~s mg bnef history of the career of the Har
banker. But with all his sanguine antici- pers: 
pations and golden day-dreams he was "The establishment of the Harpers was 
bashful and retiring. It was with a tremb- founded by James Harper, the olde.;t of the 
ling heart that the young provincial ap- four brothers who. no~ constitute the firm .. 
peared before the Parisian man of bonds Hi• cume to the city m 1810, a lad fifteen 
and gold .. H~ _managed to explain the pur- y~rs_ old anrl serl"ed an apprenticeship. of 
pose of his v1S1t, and presented his letter 81 ~ )ears to Paul & Thomas, the leadtng 
of recommendation. 'fbe broker quietly pnnters of tha~ day. His brother John 
read the note. "lt is impossible," said be soon followed him, and learn.-d the trade of 
as he had laid it aside, "that I can find Mr. John ~ymour, ~printer in John street. 
room fur you at pr~nt; all my offices are lo 1849, with a capual James had su-ed, 
full. Shoulll there be a vacancy at a future th~ br?thers open~d a small b•JOk aud job 
time, I will see what can be done. Jn the o~ce Ill Dover street. The first book they 
meantime, I advise you to apply elsewhere printed w~~ Senrca's Morals: the i:econd 
u it may be a considerable period before i was an ed11Ionof the Methodist Caterhism. 
shall be able to admit you.' Away went The first book they published on their own 
sunshine and prosperous visions! Dil!llp· account w~ Lock's Essay on the Human 
pointe1l and gloomy, Jacques left the pres- U~W:rst~ndmg. They 1 iiled with unre
ence of the politic banker. As he croSEed mittmg mduslry, and maintained the high
with dowru:ast eyes the court-yard of the est c~aracter f?r enterpri~ and integrity. 
noble mansion, he observed a pin lying on ~n. 1820 the thud ~rother, Joseph Weslev, 
the ground. His habitual habits of frugal- 1o111e'l them. amt six years later, Fle~chtr 
ity, amidst iais di!appointment, were still ~ecame a.ml'mber of the firm. From that 
upon the watch. He picked up the pin lime. ui:ittI no'Y• they hue carrif'd on the 
and carefully stuck it in the lappel of his p~bhshmg busmess with a degree of we~! 
coat. · directed energy, which has few parallels.-

From that trivial action sprung his future They removed to Cliff street ubnut 1820. 
greatness; that one single act of frugal cue ~nd h~,·e adde~ one building after nuother 
and regard for little things. opened the way ,o ~heir e:itabhshme_nt as the dema11ds of 
to a stupendous fortune. From the window their busmess r~qmred. · The amount of 
of his cabinet, M. Perregaux had observed books they have issued is almost inralcula
th~ action of his rejected clerk, and he· ~I~. For the last fe,v years they- have pub
wusely thought that the man who would lish~, on an average, twentv five l"Olumet< 
ltop to pick up a pin, under such circum- a mmute for ten hours a dav:-am\ lro111 
stances, was endowed wilh necessarv quali- th~ t? four thousand person~ have obtainM 
t!es for a good economist; he read 'in that a IH·ehhood from their employment." 

CLr Pretty wom:1n is a brilliant ~wem. 
ful~ of rhyme, sentiment, and a'.l manner 
r)f 1Hustrstions. ''Vhen " bound" in one'i< 
arms, she increases to Fe\'eral volum~s. 

smgle act of parsimony an indication of a 
great financial mind, and he deemed the 
acquisition of such a one as wealth itFelf. 
Before the dav had closed, Lafitte receivoo 
a .note from the banker. "A place," it saitl, 
"18 made for you at my office. which vou 
may take posses..cion of to-morrow." Tht> (()''"What's whi11key bringin!!?"' inqui-
banker was not deceived in his e~·1imate of red a dealer in that article. 
the characte~ of Laffitte. and the ~·ounir " Hringing men to the gallows, wns th~ 
clerk soon displayed a talent and aptnes.3 reply. 
for his calling that procured his advance
ment from a clerk to a cashier· from a 
cashier to a partner; and from a Partner tfl 
the he111l proprietor of the first ba nkin~ 
house in P':ris. He became a deputy, and 
then 11 pl'!',s1rlent of the Council of minif'
ters. What a destiny for a man who would 
stoop to pick up a pm!--French Paper. 

The French newspaper, thf' Jo.11mal de!' 
De!>ats, has only 9,000 su~crih!>r~. yet it ii< 
estimated to be worth 8280.000: One
f?urt~nth of it sold for $20.000 a short 
time smce. 

Gami'!g· like quicksand, may lfWallow a 
man up m a moment. 
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1)ad 1. ®riginal fommunications. tioned again set in, which I kept controlled 
llB well as I could by enemas and other 

CASE OF ENLARGED SPLEEN. 

BT G. L. PURDY, Jlll.D. 

remed~s, but I could. not cure it by all the 
means recommended for ulceration of the 
bowels. Her constitution being complete
worn out, there was no foundation upon 

Mrs. Schell, mt. 3:'>, soon after the birth \Vhich to build,and continued growing weak
of her youngest child some two years and a er notwithstanding the most supporting 
half ago, perceived a swelling in her left treatment, she at la!ctt succombed to the force 
hypocondriac tt.gion, which had gradually of the dillt'ase. 
progressed until the time of her death, Shecoulcl assign no cause for tl1isenl11rge-
March 11, ISM. ment never being affected by intermittents; 

I 11·as called for the first time to attend unless it was procluce.d by a cold, taken 
her for an attack of acute rheumatism of shortly af:er her accouchment. I perform
the left leg, sometime in December, 18:'>3, ed a post mortnm ten hours after death.
and then had the privilege of examining the On laying open the abdomen, the spleen 
tumor as it was called, for the first time. was found occupying the whole anterior 
From the manner in which it commenced, space of the left half of the abdominal cav
and its location, I pronounced it a case of en- ity, greatly compressing the neighboring 
larged spleen. At that time it occupied the viscera; the me.£entery glands were in a state 
space from about 1he ninth or tenth ribs to of chronic inflammation, and many of them 
the crest of the ilium, and from the spleen ulcerated. The liver was greatly enlarged, 
to near the linea alba, the enlargement ap- and on the under side of the left Jobe was a 
peared dense and hard, and gave no pain on cyst of yellow thin fluid, the cyst was rup
pressure. For the last year she had been very tu red when I turned up the lobe of the Ii ,·er; 
much troubled with an exhausting bilious the lower portion of the liver was of a very 
diarrhea with a good deal of mucous and dark color. 
matter mixed with it, and accompanied The mucous membrane of the, rectum be
with a distressing tenesmus. Previous to ing in a state of chronic inflammation, 
my being called to see her, she had been with quite a number of patchel' of ulce
treated by several phyi;icians but no ben~fit ration. 
resulted; rather the reverse from the irrita · The spleen was found to weigh seven and 
ting and exhausting influence of the reme· a half pounds avordupois, its longest 1\iame
dies made use of, to disperse the tumor. ter thirteen and three.fourth inches, its 
She quickly recovered from the attack of shortest diameter eight and one half inches, 
rheumatism, but the diarrhea above men· thickness through its body three to four 
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188 CANCER OF THE STOMACH. 

inches, circumference at largest part seven- brane of fauces quite red. The severe 
teen and one fourth inchE>.s. The spleen ap- vomiting which had kept up till now bad 
peared natural in color, density, &c., with ceaEed and was followed by copious evac
the exception of the lower portion, which uations from the bowels, of a dark color and 
was of a dark bluish color, and conjested very offensh·e to the smell. There wu 
with very dark grumous blood; on the side also present great emaciation with lossofap
next the parites, in the upper third of the petite diminished renal and hepatic secre
spleen a cicatrix about the size of a silver tions,sorenessuponpressureontheepigastric 
dollar. There was also en effusion of about region with tumefaction above mentioned, 
a quart of fluid in thf abdominal cavity. together with that hypochondriac state of 

Haysville, Ohw, March, 18:>4. mind which so often results as the conse-

CANCER OF THE STOMACH. 

BT HENRY 08801l1', II. D. 

quence of diseased action of the atom· 
ech or liver. I am inclined to think 
with Dr. Buchanan that this state of mind 
is brought about by the sympathy which 
exists (pathologically speaking) between 

E. M. iet. :'>9, of a nervous sanguine the stomach and liver, and organ of mel· 
temperament but a predominance of the ancholy or despondency in the brain.
nervous, dates the commencement of his That the sympathetic irritation thus est.ab· 
disease as far bJck as the yearl844, at which lished, is in accordance with the old Latin 
time, from his own statement, he was the principle of ubi irritatio ibi jltt.xu&. that 
subject of acute lancinating pains which whe1e there is an irritation there is an in
were confinell to the epigastrium. The~ crease of fluids to that part, thus we have 
pains were of an intermittent character melancholy as the re11ult of irritation of 
and aggravated upon eating. Several phy- one organ propagated by the irritation of 
sicians was consulted and all but one pro- another. I came to the conclusion without 
nounced him to be dyspeptic. The dissent much hesitation. that the disease was can
ing one called the disease neura!gia of the cer of the stomach. but whether it belonged 
stomach. He was treated however for dvs- to the scirrhous, encphaloid or colloid va
pepsia, but so far from there being any a~e- rieties was not so easily determined .. -
liora:ion of the symptons, the change was Neither would a knowledge of the class 
gradually for the worse, in so much. that the make any difference in a practical point of 
attending physicians were discharged and view, for the treatment applicable to the 
the case left pro. tern. to nature. He cont in- one is applicable to the other, for in avoid
ued in this condition, sometimes worse, ing all sources of irritation (by withhold. 
at others apparently gaining but most of ing everything which if taken into the 
this time extremely costive, with loss of stomach would prove irritating,) and by 
appetite, sickness at the stomach, vomit- the administration of such substances as will 
ing at times of a glaring mucus, white quiet nervous irritability and relie,·e pain. 
clammy tongue with hardne;:s uvon pre3.. I ga,·e a pow1ler every two hours com
sure on the Epigastrium, till the spring of posed of 
eighteen hundrell and fifty-two, at wh1ch :a. Tannin, grs. ij 
time the symptoms had assumed a formida- Geranin grs. x, 
ble cha1acler. I was sent for and found Sulph. Morph. gr. 6 
him in the following condition. Pulse with an infusion of the bark of Quercus 
quick and very small and quite irregular. Albi, but it did not answer the indication. 
tongue clammy and covered with a white The mucous membrane at the pyloric 
mucu~ in tht> middle through which a few orifice of the stomaC'h. was in all probabil· 
of the papillai circumvallatm projected in ity destroyed by the ulceration, which 
bold relief, sho,ving irritable edges and gave place to the diarrhea-hence its ob
contraction of substance. Mucous mem- stinacy. I next gave putamen ovi puhis 
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(powdered egg shells) in tablespoonful 
dot>eS e'"ery three hours, which soon had 
tbe desired effect. As eoon as the diarrhea 
was checked vomiting ret1Uned. I now 
bad recourEe to 

~. HyosciamuF ext. gr. j 
Sulph. Morph. grs. 1-12 

made into pill and giYen three times a day. 
Counter irritation over the region of the 
stomach by means of an irritating plas
ter, and u nothing of a cholagogue na
ture could with propriety be taken per 
os, I directed that the nitro-muriatic acitl 
should be uaed as a bath to the feet and 
also oYet the region of the liver by means 
of sponging. Nourishing substances to 
be uaed as enemata three timllS a day, such 
as beef 80Up, chicken broth, arrow root. 
lapioca, milk diluted, etc. Attention wa~ 
paid to the surface and the alkaline· bath 
wu uaed three times a week. For colli
C\UOtiYe sweats which occurred toward the 
c\oee of the disease a decoction of the 
Quercus Albi to '1'hich was added a small 

up his mind diagnoetically as the treat~ 
ment of one (chronic gastritis) is curative 
while that of the other (cancer of the •torn· 
ac:h) i; merely palliative, and aggravated 
by all medicines of an irritant nature. 
The most certain diagnostic symptoms of 
cant.er of the stomach is a tumor in the 
epigastrium, and whea this is associated 
with vomiting of a glaring mucus, or at 
the close of the diseue of a coffee ground 
substance, and in connection with tbeee 
symptoms a cacbectic countenance and 
complexion of a peculiar yellowish white 
waxen appearance, there can be but little 
doubt as regards the nature of the diaeeee. 
In the majority of cases the bowels are 
obstinately constipated until near the cloee 
when if ulceration takes place to thee~ 
ten~ ol destroying the pyloric muc~ 
membrane, the constipation is followed by 
11.iarrhea. 

Fulton, Wisconsin, Marc! 18:>4. 

PRESERVATION OF HEALTH. 

quantity of Acetas Plumbi, in the form of BY R • .1. CABLE, M.D. 

a hath. By a continuence of these means A human being, supposing him to lie 
he was made comfortable until the time of soundly constituted at first, will continue 
his decease which occurred in the Septem· in beeltb till he reaches oW age, providill8, 
ber following. Death in this case occurred that certain conditions are observed and DQ 

from the exhauting of combined irritation injurious accident shall befall. This is a 
and deficient nutrition. A post mortem proposition so well supported by an exten
examination was instituted which reveal~! sive ob:;en·ation of fact& that it may be re
extensiYe disease of the stomach. The garded as being established; it becomes of 
peritoneal i1nestment was but little alter· cour~ very important to ascertain wbat 
ed in appearance, perhaps if anything a a1e the conditions essential to Health, in 
little thickened. Tbe greatest force of the order that by their observance, we may 
disea..ce set"med to be almost wholy exerted presen·e for ourselves what is justly esteem· 
on the mucous muscular and interveninJ:! tid as the greatest of earthly b!essings, and 
cellular coats, all of which were much dwell for our naturally appointed time up· 
thickened and in a scirrhous state. A onea1th. 
brown mucous io 9onsiderable quan- A ~.eneral acquaintance with theee condi
tity lined the diseased portions of the tions may be iiasily obtained by all, and M> 
mucous membrane. The stomach was pay them obedience is much more within 
greatly enlarged, as was also the pyloric the power of individuals, than is generally 
orifice, the mucous membrane of which ai< suppOFed. 
I had anticipated having been df'8troyed The lt·ading conditions essential to health 
by ulceration. The liver was functionally may be thus enumerated: I. A constant 
notorgani<allydiseased. The clOFe analog,· supply o! pure air. 2. A sufficiency of nu
whicb exists beween thia di8CB8e and tricious food slightly taken. 3. Cleanli· 
chronic 111St.relis should lead the physician ness. 4. A sufficiency of exercise to tlle 
to weigh the case well before he make0 various organs of the 876 • :'>. right 
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temperature. r». A sufficiency of cheerful 
and innocent enjoyment, and 7. Exemp
tion from all hanaBSing cares. 

Pleaaant Hill, 0. Jan. 18:'>4. 
I 

CASES JN PRACTICE. 

Continued to improve 'till she became 
hearty and stout. 

The whisky or brandy treatment com
menced in time and persevered in will cure 
nine-tenths of the snake bites. 

MAMMARY ABSCESll.-1 was called March 
BY J. H. seoRT 11. n. 8th, to eee Mrs. W. mt. 20, who had been 

confined six months previous with her fi?St 
I was called June 17th 18~3, to see Judge child. A few days after her confinement 

G.'s little daughter aged IO years, who had she commenced suffering with severe pain 
been bitten some three or four hours by a in her left breast, and finally a physician 
poisonous snake, (the kind was never as- was called and the breast lanced; the lance 
certained) she was bitten in the garden was di~cted from left to right, (instead of 
while plucking flowers bare-footed. On toward the nipple,) this cut was suffered 
examination, I found about the middle of to close, and when I saw her, the breast 
the second and third metatarsal bones of presented the following appearance: gland 
the right foot, two distinct incisions made very much enlarged and very painful; five 
by the teeth of the snake, from which a or six openings, some of them discharging 
few drops of blood was oozing; the foot a sanguinous matter, otheJB a thin acrid 
and ankle were painful, and tensely swol- watery fluid excoriating the suface. These 
len, she was very restless. openings increased to the number of ei@ht 

Taunu:NT.-Gave her whisky 'till she or ten, gland of a leaden color, knotty 
was drunk, which condition was kept up throughout, save a small portion near the 
during the night. I also scarrified and st.!rnum, pain intermitting, nipple com
cupi;ei tlie place bitten, but owing to the pletely bruised within the breast; auxiliary 
awolfon condition of the foot, it had but gland of same side enlarged and painful; 
little impression. I then resorted to cau- general health very much impaired; portal 
terization and an elm poultice over the torpor, very nervous and timid. Three 
cauterized parts. I also gave internally different physicians had tl'l'.ated the case 
the common yard plantain (plantago ma- within the six months above specified, 
jor) simmered in sweet-milk. Dose, table 1vithout relief. 
spoonful every 30 minutes 'till the pain TaEATMENT.-Orderedalkaline bath with 
aubsided, tht>n at longer internls. friction to the whole surface, then 

18th, Swelling still ascending the leg. J;l-. Alterafrre Syrup, 0 j. 
I now applied Tinct. Iodine, completely Podophyllin, grs. v. 
painting the leg. loJidi: Potass, 3 j 

19th. Swelli,ng ascending slowly, the out Dose, from one to two drachms three or 
aide presented very much the appearance of four times a day; this was continued dur
rapid decomposition, but knowing this to ing the whole treatment, but suspended for 
be peculiar to snake bites, I pushed the a day or two when the bowels became too 
treatment. In my absence the application active. The eesq: carb. potass. in solu
of the Iodine had been slackened; I had tion was freely injected into the orifice, 
it again renewed every three or four hours. and tents rolled in powder of same, intro-

20th. Swelling had reached the body- duced as d~p as possible into the same. 
whisky and plantain continued; inten·als I'. was with difficulty that I could induce 
lengthened. her to submit to the treatment, from the 

21st. Swelling rapidly subsiding, expec- fact of having already suffered very much 
torating some blood, (hemorrhage is a com- without relief. Over all this I applied an 
mon symptom, frequentlyproving fatal) elm 1t0ultice to be renewed and continued 
secretory organs kept healthy and active. as long as there was active inflammation, 
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NEWTON'S CLINICAL ROPORTS. 191 
she was iestricted to a light but nourish- with the members of the other Colleges in 
ing diet. After pursuing this treatment clinical knowledge and observation. It bas 
for eight or ten days owing lo the accumu- been more a matter of pride with us than 
lation of matter I made two incisions, and profit, and though we have not, and may 
two subeequently, each one giving tempo- not be able to show so many surgical oper· 
rary relief. I applied a poultice of lobelia ations (as amputations, &c.,) as may be 
seeds, n1ade into proper coDBistency by dour seen in a Hospital where, whether the ~ 
of elm. This had a Jiood eff'ect, but mving tient lives or dies it makes no difference to 
to its nauseating, had to be discontinued, the attending physicians and surgeons, for 
yet it made a favorable and lasting impres- they receive their s.tlary the same in botll 
lion. At this staf!e of the treatment the cases; yet, we have shown you a great va 
patient bad an attack of bilious fever, but riety of interesling cases, and have treated 
with the usual Eclectic treatment in such them successfully, and expect to continue 
attacks it was soon removed, but left her as we have done. We show you Ao10 to 
quite feeble. Patient became discouraged. cure, and tlris is more to you than any other 
I orderedapoultice made by simmering fresh course that could be pursued by ua. Sur. 
peach tree lt'lves in eweet cre1m, and appli- gical operations aie uncommon with a 
ed warm. to be renewed three or four times young physician, but the routine of every 
a da)·. This had a fine e&ct, and was coo- day's practice is demonstrated in our clinic, 
tinued until she was cured. In three or four and you must necessarily become familiar 
weeks from the first application the breast with it. Most of you were with us last 
bad become much sma lier than when first session: we hope to make this session much 
eeen, aad bu remained sound and healthy more interesting, and desire your cooper&· 
eYer llince. I visited the patient for sev- tion. No pains will ill' spaied to make the 
mat weells professionally. The alterative clinic one· of the most interesting features 
'WU continued several weeks after the dis- of the course o,f instruction given by us, as 
eue seemed to have disuppeanid. connected with the special attractions of 

Sladbyville, Mo., March ISM. the college. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, Cuc xxu.-N. Woland. Opthalmia 
and Pterygium. 

At Newtoa'• Clinical Institute . The inflammation aad ulceration arear-

uavics or nonuoas NEWTON"' FHDIAN. rested--distal vision has improved more 
than proximate, feels but little pain at any 
time. I never knew a case like this to im
prove so 1v.pidly. If any of you should 
succeed in curing a case like this in from 

....,.,.., n nor. z. nn1ulf. 

(CollUaaecl from page 167.) 

8PRlllG 8111&101'. three to five or six months, you should be 
Paor. NzWTOll remarked- proud of your profession. If a prescription 

Gmtkn&t": It was not a pecuniary con- is doing well,continue it; you cannot force 
sideration that induced the proprietors of the system with impunity, it is not like a 
this institution to estal.lish this clinic (for machine, but has its peculiar laws, and they 
these balls could have been arranged into must be regarded. Any debilitating or iri
TOOms for the accommodation of patients, tating treatment may derange the eye to 
&c., which would have paid us a better per its former condition; there.fore, we should 
eentage,) but a desire to give the students be cautious in our treatment. To be capa
of the Eclectic Medical College as good and ble of treating diseues of the eye success
• better chance for obtaining clinical in- fully will acquire you much reputation. 
struction, than e110 be obtained at the Com- . Continue the collyrium, also the elai. 
mercial Hospital of this city, making them poultice. 
familiarwithdileue,andcapableofcoping March 14.-Y~1iS!HlfJ'oF~te ~ •~ 
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maining portion of the pterygium from the March 17.--cOntinue the same; will 
right eye. The pterygiam was increasing take some time to relieve him. Continue 
in sir.e, the blood vestiels -.ere becoming the treatment. 
dittended, and the cure of the eye seemed March 21.-The irritating plaster ha& 
suspended; to-day the eye is inflamed from induced iritation and suppuration. ·The 
the operation and is rather painful. He has atmospheric changes affect him ; bas some 
'heeal using the cold water dressing since pain, more when the weather is nriable, 
yesterday. most pain in the morning. Continue \be 

Treatment. Apply the cJm poultice at treatment. 
•ight, and use the comp. aconite collyrium March 24.-No pain, bas symptoms of 
upon the eye during the day. sorenees, is influenceu by the change of the 

March 17.-Eye better to day, not ao weather. Prof. Newton mentioned aome 
tnucb engorgement of the blood vessels. similar cases in practice and the method of 

Continue the treatment. treating them. Continue the treatment. 
March 24.-Not so well to-day, the cold March 28.-Improving. Continue the 

air irritates the eye. treatment. 
Treatment. Omit the collyrium, use the 

Zinc ointment to the eye -lids. 
March- 28.-Improving. Continue the 

treatment. 

March 14.-Case xcvi.-J. Gordon. Op
thalmia and granular eye-lids. 

Was prescribed for a few days sin~; his 
eyes dt that time were much inftamed and 

Much 7.-Cal!EI xch-.-Goodham. Stra- oonjested; much intolerance to light, eye
bismus. Operated upon by Prof. Freeman. lids edematous and thickly studded on their 
The normal parallelism of the eyes is res- internal face with large florid granulations. 
tored. Treatmeat.-:a Dry seeq. carb. potass. 

Treatment. Apply cold water dressing to the granulations after everting the eye.
to the eye retained by the circular bandage. lids, elm poultice at night, and the comp. 

March 14.-Eye perfectly straight, slight- aconite collyrium through the day; also 
ly ecchymosed at the internal canthus.- bathe the surface three times a week. 
Continue the colil water dressing. Today he is better. Not so muchintoler-

Ecchymosis disappearing. Eye continues ance to light. Continue the treatmf!nt, ex-
straight. Discharged cured. cepting omit the elm poultice and use the 

mild Zinc ointment. 
March 14.-Case xcv.-John Shay. Sci- March 17.-Improving. Continue the 

atica and Spinal Irritation. treatment. 
Has been affected for two months, ten- March 21.-Eyes cleaner, eye-lids less 

dernesa over the lumbar region and sciatic conjested, vision a little dimmer, omit all 
nerve; has felt a little pain previous to last but the comp. aconite collyrium. 
Baturday, but more since, pain most at March 24.-1 applied the seeq. carb. po
night in bt~d. In sciatica alone there would ta868 yesterday to the lids, eyes inflamed to 
1>e moet pain in the morning; I have ob- day and more dim. Tongue coated. 
eerved this last symptom as prominent in 'Treatment.-Comp. cathartic pill, two 
my practice. We diagnose this disease by at night and three in the morning until they 
pressure. In sciatica there is most pain be· operate. Continue the collyrium; use the 
low the !mer., and physicians may mistake elm poultice at night. 
this for disease of the knee joint. March 28.-Much better, eyes not eo 

Treatment.-lrritating plaster over the painful-is wearing green goggles. Con· 
lower lumbar Tertebra. Tonic treatment. tinue the former treatment. 
\\ Quinine grs ij, Prus. Iron grs ij. m. 
GiTe on" three times a day before eating. March 14.--Caselxxxv.-CatbarineGafr-
Quinine affords a more permanent Jelief ney. Opt.balmiaand Neb~oogle 
•'- • D1g1tized by '-.:I 
wanop1um. 
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Has some pa.in near the external canthus Keep the limb in in a horizontal i·asition 
(in the temple.) Severest in the morning. -apply the cold water roller and favor the 

Treatment.-Continue the treatment as absorptive process. 
clliected previously. Constitutional treatment.-K Comp. ST'· 

March 17.-Pain in the temple subsided Still. 3 vi, Iodide Potassa 3 j, m. Give 3 j 
entirely; some redness of the eye-lids. three times a day. By pre86ure we expeet 

Continue the txeatment, excepting omit to carry off the serum and overcome the 
1he poultioean!I use the mild Zinc ointment edema. It will not do to give him much 
to the lids twice a day. iodide potass. 

March 28.-lmproviog. Continue the 
treatment. March 14.-Caee xcviii.-Eliza J. Har-

vey, lilt. 10.-Strumous Opthalmia Tarsi. 
M1trch 14.-Case xciii.-Mary Shay.- Had an attack of ScarlatiD& in 1848, 

Opthalmia and Nebula; incipient Stapby- which induced edema of the eye-lids and 
loma. opthalmia tarsi,-eye lids considerably in-

lmproving. Can bear the light better, durated and swollen, red and irritated, the 
blood vessels leading to the nebula engorg- cilia have nearly all been shed, meibomian 
ed. pain through the head; stomach acid; glands enlarged and indurated, eyes rather 
tongue white. lachrymose, with considerable epiphoria. 

Continue the treatment, and in addition A number of physicians have attended her 
use comp. powder of senna 3 j, as a cathar- -no better. 
tic; U&e the Zinc ointment to the eye-lids. Treatment, local.-~ Hydras. Cana. :Ji, 

March 17.-Improving. Sesq. carb. Potass. grs. xxx, water 3 ij, "'· 
Treatment.-Cut the blood-vessels lead- Apply to the eye-lids twice a day. Follow 

ing to the engorged nebula. ~ Hydrastin in a t.alf an hoi* with the Zinc ointment, 
grs xx, tinct. Aconite 3 j, Water 3 ij, m. and use cold wet clothe at night. 
Use through the day, and the elm poultice March 17. - Improving-continue the 
at night. treatment. 

March 21.-Eye in6amed and painful March 24. - Improving; nearly well; 
from the cutting of the engorged blood-ves- continue treatment. Press up the lower 
aels. Continue the treatment. lid often through the itay, for it is depres-

March 24.--Not so well, I bad applied sed at the internal canthus from irritatiOL 
the sol. argent nit. to the incipient ulcer&· March 31-Discbarged cured. 
ted spot on too cornea, and it increased the March 14.-Caee xcix.-MaroellusK.elly. 
ill1lammation. Dyspepsia and Hepatic Torpor. 

Treatment.-a Poultice of elm and Hyd. Took a cold three weeks since-has pain 
Canadensis through the day and night.- in the right side more severe in the left.
Change it often. Coughs some in the morning, somuoreneM 

.March 28.-Much improved. Continue in the epigastrium, appetite indifferent, 
the treatment. perspires freely but at night, bowels costive. 

Treatment.-],\ Comp. cathartic pill 
March 14.-Case lcvii.--George Janeman. two night and morning until they operate. 

Edematous or swelled leg. )Incipient ele- Sinapism over the epigastrium every night, 
phantasis.) and warm pedlluvia. 

Had fever sore four years since, the result March 17. -Improving; continue the 
of a fever which settled in the left leg, was treatment. 
erysipelatous la1t winter. Ia in a bad con-
dition. the ab9orbents are disealled, while March 14.-Ca!e hxxiT. - Lucy Mc
exhalation is taking place in the cellular Guire. Scrofulous enlargement of the lower 
till8ue. This condition of the limb will Jaw and Impetigo. 
soon mature into ulceis. · H&Te been ueing comJ.!• ! •0a~\le. inter-
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nally. Bathe and use freely wl. oxalic acid disease as pain in the bead, spasms, &c.; 
to the impetigo; is nearly well. returned in proportion as the vesication 

Treatment. -Continue the same treat- subsided. 
ment. ., Treatment.--Irritating plaster to the back 

March 17.-Has pain in the ears and some of the neck for months. 
bronchial blennorrhea. ~ Ferri phosp. grs x, three timt's a day. 

Treatment.-Continue the Syr. Styll. Diet-avoid grease. Is improving rapid-
.and use fomt>ntations of hops to the head ly, and will leave the city in a few days. 
over the ear. March 17.---NoconYulsions since. Dis-

March 21.-Discharged cured. charged; su11pose lae is curedor ina fairway 
for it. 

Mareh 14.-Case c.--Will Carrens, r,t. 10 
Subacute intlammation of the mesenteric March 14.-Case cii.-Caroliile Wright. 
glands, (Incipient Tabies Ml'.senterica.) Amenorrhea, caused by cold and exposure. 

Has bt-en affected twelve months,-has Treatment.-(\- Tinct. Ferri Mur. gtts 
some cough. and pain in the stomach,-bas xx, three times a day, also warm pediluYia 
had night sweats for four months, tongue at night. 
r.oated a little, headache. good appetite, and March 17.---Improving. 
pre3sure upon the spine over the dorsal re
gion causes pain. Had a fever for eight 
weeks-during the commencement of the 
fever, he took much medicine from an old 
school physician. 
Treatment.-~ Ferri pbosp. grs v, twice 

a day in a little water; also, stimulating 
liniment to the spine followed by an irrita
ting plaster. 

March 31.-lmproving; continue the 
tieatment. 

March 21.-Case ciii.-Bridget Kennedy. 
Intermittent fever, (tertian type.) 

Been affected for six weeks; had chills 
one year ago for the period of five months. 
Has been taking quinine, no better, and 
there is considerable derangement from bet 
long illness. 
Treatment.-~ Tinct. <tt.lseminum gtts 

xx three times a day. "I think the Tinct• 
Gelseminum a rela:xant."-NBWTOlf. 

March 14.-Case c.-Mary Carroll. Two March 21.---Case civ.-Bridget Fallan. 
encysted sebaceous tumors of the scalp. Chronic Opthalmia, assuming the purulent 

They hue been removed twice ten years form. 
since by puncturing the sac and letting out Eyes have been sore for four weeks; the 
the contents; the sacks have refilled. Tu- inflammation is confined mostly to the lids 
mors two inches in diameter. ~yelids reddened, puncta enlarged: pain 

One of the tumors was removed by Prof. in the eyes and temple; baa been using 
Freeman, the sac dissected out and the edges water to them. 
of the wound approximated and retaiued by Treatment.-Hydrastin ointment appli-
atraps. ed to the lids night and morning. 

March 17.-Wound closed and healing 
by first intention, not painful; redressed March 21.-Casec'\°. -Jolin Lawless. ln-
before the class. tennitrent Fever. 

March 21.-Healed; discharged cured. Has been affected for nearly a year. This 
approximates the Michigan ague. "It is 

March 14.-Case liii.-Simpkins. Epi- said that they do not have the ague in Mi-
lepsy. chigan until they have shaken for two years." 

Discontinued the internal treatment, and Been treated for five days by Dr. Burke. 
used the oleum tiglii. I think the vesica- Treatment.-(\- Quinine, Prus3. Iron, 
tion gave him the most relief. I discontin- a a grs ij, three times a day. Also, tinct. 
ued the veaicatiOn and the symptoms of Capsicum and Mynb aa t:!i s r flinger 
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3 iv. Give 3 ij three times a day. The grs x, next day to grs xx, and next day to 
Quinine may break the chill, but it needf grs xxx, water 3 j, use it to the ear. Half 
the Iron to sustain the constitutional vigor. hour after the injection drop tinct. aconite 
as the patient's countenance is pale and the gtts v, into the ear. 4 

blood thin. UFe alk. bath et night. April 4.-Better than he bas been for 
March 24. --Better, no chill since last years. Discharge from the ears not so fe

clinic. White tongue denotes aeidity of tid or profuse, sleeps better at night, ear 
the stomach. Continue the treatmcmt. not so painful. Continue the treatment. 

March 28.-Discharged cured. Constitutional treatment. - ~ Comp. 

March 21.-Caseni.-Francis McGuire. 
Scrofulous Diathesis, and Impetigo of four 
inches diameter 011 the right fore-arm. In
cipient empetigo on the left arm. 

Treatment constitutional. - ~ Comp. 
syr. Still. 3 vi, Iodide Potan. grs xxx. m. 
Gh·e 3 ss, three time& a day. Alk. bath at 
night. 

Local treatment.-~ Oxalic acid 3 ss, 
Water 3 j. m . Apply twice a day. 

March 24.-Improving. Impetigo less 
distinct. Continue the treatment. 

syr. still. 3 iv. Take 3 j, three timesu day. 

March 24.-Case cix.---Thomas Page, mt. 
83. Pbymosis. 

The prepuce has been continually con
tracting for the last fourteen years; the 
opening through the anterior part was about 
a half a line i.n diameter; the urine on be
ing voided distended the prepuce excessive
ly and painfully before any could pass 
throu@_h the narrow aperture. The prepuce 
from the constant irritation wu half an 
inch in thickness, and adhesions had taken 
place between it end the anterior inferior 

March 24.-Case cvii.-John Brown.-· extremity of the glans. It was with diffi
lntermittent Fever (quotodian type) and culty we could pass the head of a small 
Hypertrophied Spleen. nt>edle through the opening in the prepuce. 

Has been affected for six months. Soml' Operation without chloroform by Prof. 
ao~ness of the bowels; rain ncross the ab- Freeman. An incision was made through 
domen and back, bas chill and fever every the prepuce on (!&Ch side of the framum an 
day. pressure on the upper lumbar vertebra inch in length and the edges trimmed sym
causes pain in the left side, had diarrhea for metrically-also the adhesions were dis
one week before the soreness commenced. sected up, this exp06ed the glans and left 
urine high colored. bad taste in the mouth. the opening sufficiently large-sutures were 

Treatment.---Quiuine grs iv, make pow- taken attaching the mucous membrane, and 
ders iij, and give one before each meal, res- integument together. 11nd the parts dressed 
pe<:.tively. Also ~ Tinct. Gelseminum with cold water dressing. I prefer the lat
gtts xx, three times a day. Sinapisms oTer eral incisions to the vertical, for the latter 
the ab;lomen, followed by irritating plas- leaves the glans unprotected. 
ter on the back; alk. bath three times a March 28.-Is doing well. Prepuce 
week. edematous; voids urine freely. 

March 24.---Jobn Sylvester. ScrofulouE March 31.-Imp10ving. Continue the 
Otorrhea, Scrofulous Diathesis. cold water dressing. 

Had an ulcer on the face below tht! ear 
four years since; when it healed tht ears March 28.--Case cx.---Patrick Malone. 
commenced discharging pus--discharge very Intermittent Fever. 
fetid. Hearing obtuse. much pain in the Has had it ten months---bad it broken a 
ear, and pressure on the ear is very painful. number of times, but it returned in three 

Local Treatment.-~ Sesq. carb. potasa. weeks. 
grs x, Water 3 j, m. Inject into the ear Symptoms---Headacbe, bowels costive, 
twice a tlay, after washing out the ear with acid stomach tongue white, pain in the 
c:astile soap-suds. Next day increase it to loins, betwee~ tlie &houlderaa11din the right 
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s~de, tumid epigastrium after eating, some though less pain in the back,--hu not bad 
night sweats. time to improYe yet. 

Treatment.-& Comp. cathartic pill, Take com. syr. stil. 3 ij and Iod. potau 
three at night until catharsis is produced, every four hours, if gives no head-ache; 
also at the same time use tinct. geleeminum use 3 ij every four hours. 
gtts xxv, three times a day. Alk. bath 
night and morning. March 31-CAsE cxiii-Miss. M. itt 20, 

Chronic Hy pertropby and induration of the 
March 28.---Case cxi.---R. McGrew, itt. thigh. 

25. Varicose veins of the leg. Blood knots Lymphatic temperament, scrofulous habit. 
over both external and internal saphenic She fell twelve months since and hurt her 
veins. No pain excepting some soreness knee; it did not pain her much at the time 
over the veins. Caused by cold and strain- but in a few days commenced. swelling, and 
ing at play when a boy. continued swelling to three weeks since, 

Treatment.---& Tinct. capsicum, tinct. when J first saw her. Her thigh above 
myrrh aa. Bathe the limb and apply the the knee measured thirty inches in circum
roller equally from the toes to the knees. ference, and was swelled even to the hip; 

M&Jcb 31.---No improvement, use the was hot and painful, was hard resembling 
cold water dressing, as wet roller. a swelled bone. I was pu:r.zled in my di-

_.\pril 4.---Less soreness about the veins, agnosisas to whether it was osteo sarcoma 
not so red. Continue the treatment. or induration; menstruation irregular. 

Constitutional treatment.-&. Quinine 
March 31.-CAsEcxii.--Michael Fanning, phos. iron. and wine and tine. macrotys 

et. 26, Chronic Nephritis and Spinal lrri- restored her menses. 
tation. Local treatment.-Jrritating plaster over 

Caui:ed by a fall two years since. Pain the whole of the thigh. Now, the swell· 
in the hip, back a11d chest, urine red and ing is irregular and subsiding, has three 
scalding, purulent sputa, cough, tenderness spots of enlargement, one under the lower 
on pressure in the loins, bowels costive, part of tlte thigh, and one on the antt>rior 
appetite indifferent, pain in the back on face, and one in the middle, the rest of the 
trying to straighten up. thigh is small or rather flabby and atro-

Prof. Mussey kept a discharge from the phied. Her general health is not so good 
loins .with the actual cautery for three as it was, but that is owing to the exces
weeks, then applied caustic and then tha sive discharge from the irritating plaster. 
seaton. Prof. Newton suggests that he I feel assured that nothing could hne re
sbould have given him a dose of salts ac- duced the swelling equal to the irritating 
cording to the caracature in Harper's Maga- plaster. I have another case similar to this. 
zine. This aping after the French methods 
ia not so good practice in such a case as April 4th-CA11Z cxiv.-Franklin Hoy-
uaing the irritating plaster, for I have taken land. Fistula Lachrvmalis. 
patienl.i from under the caustic and cau- Has ht.en operated upon previously not 
tery treatment as exhibited by Prof. Mus- successfully. 
sey and cured them with the irritating Operated upon by Prof. Freeman succes-
pluter. folly and the "style," introduced through 

Treatment.-Irritating plaster over the the ductUB a.d n46'1Un. The edge of the 
loins. Constitutional treatment, :a comp. wound was protected from irritation from 
syr. stil. 3 vii., Iod. potass. 3 j m.; give the bead of the style by a piece of adbesi"te 
3 j three times a day. We give th6 Jod. plaster. I prefer the use of the style to 
potass in those cases for it.a alterative and the canula. 
lliuretic effect. April 4.-Case cxv.-John Burke. Mor-

April 4th-Does not feel much better, bus Coxarius. (Hip Diseue.) 
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Fell five months aince,-pain commenc- IJad 2. Jllisctllantons Sdtdions. 
ed three days afterwards, sometimes in the --------~-------
hip, sometimes in the knee and sometimes PA~Y AND APOPLEXY. 
in the ankle joint; pain also along the in- A month or two ago, these diseases and 
ner face of the lower part of the thigh, pain the frequency of death by them, were the 
in the hip joint on pressure; also upon ~ub;ect of very serious remarks in the public 
pressure opposite the third lumbar vertebra pape~. 1 d fa 1. 

. . The1rgreaierpreva enoean ta ity were, 
-cannot Lear full weight on the nght leg, we recollect accounted for at least in one 
neither can the limb be rotated far without paper, by the intense inteliectualactivity
pein; patient bent forward and cannot the constant strain upon the mental facul-
walk erect 1ies--by which our community--especially 

• . . the cilizens of a city like :New York, ant 
Treatment.-~ Comp. Syr. Still. !! v1, distinguil'hed. The explanation stnick ua 

Iodide Potass. 3 ij. m. Give 3 j, three at the time aa unsatisfactory. lntellect
times a day; if this does not induce its pe· ual activity is not . i~jurious to men, 
culiar symptoms as be.ad ache etc. double but the re'eree: and t~is is .Pr?ved by !he 

. ' . ' ' . fact, that the most unmtermtttmg and 1n-
Ule dose. lmtatmg plaster three 1ncbes tense thinkers generally reach a good old 
eqnare over and anterior to the trecbanter age, or if they die early, as often die of 
major. other diseases, as other men. Be~ides, it is 

not those only, or those mainly, that think 
. . most who die of ralsy and apoplexy; they 

Apnl 4.-Case cxv1.-A. E. Encysted whose intellectm1 powers are less tasked, 
tuberculous tumor over the external jugula being even more frequently the victims of 
vein (malignant) of the size ofa large wal- these di.seases. than men whOEe faculties 

nut. Commenced two years since--enlarg- ft~dc~h~~r:~Y ~~!e O:~~~tc~~usewform~h! 
ed rapidly the last fr.w days, hard, has been pre;alence of these fearful agencies of death; 
under treatment with ointments. etc.; no and we incline strongly to the belief that in 
better. Prof. Newton Opf>n!'d it with a a majority of cases, in al.l ~s, ind~d, 

1 l fill d h · h b p where there was no conshtuuonal pred1s-
aca pe ' • t e c.yst ~lt ~· rar · 0 • position, and where there was no excessive 
tass., and covered it with atlhes1ve plaster. u~e of food, nor indulgences habitually of 

April 4.--Case cxvii.-Levi Casey. Lac- highly seasone1l food-the habit of using 
t" f tbe 1 ~n &timula1ing drinks, has been the caU6e of 

era ion o . --&· . attack by them. Drinks which so act on 
In attemptmg to check a raft opposite the brain as to upset the faculties at anf 

this city, his leg was caught in a loop of time, and inevitably lead toddirium trtmcna 
the rope and tom off about the middle of at some time, may be supposed.without ab
the calf, leaving the leg in the boot on the surd1ty, to produce even when mod~iately 

d · h" h" . h . H used, palsv and apoplexy. Th~ diseases 
mft, an p1tc mg 1m mto t e nver. e are states 0of the bram to which the use of 
waarescuedand brought up in the city, and therestimulatinit liquors, aided by the del
altbough the anterior tibial posterior tibial etero~s, P?isonous drugs they are known to 
and peroneal arteries were torn off, there contam, ~1rectly and powerf11lly .tends. 

. . In this view, the followmg letter. 
was bu_t i:hght hemorrhage, not e~c~edmg which cam.:i from the pen of one of our 
half a pmt. Chloroform was adm1mstered most distinguished men-venerable for years 
by Dr. Youart,aud the leg amputated by Prof. and character, and posi tion-antl remarka
z. Freeman, about four inches below the ble for .accuracy of observatio~, and sob~-
k · · t (Fl · ) S t ety of judgement, deserves senous cons1d-nee JOln • ap operauon. u ures eration. 
and adhesive straps were used, and the "Mv Dua Sta-You must haveFeen the 
atump dressed. enquiry, •Why do so, many people ~ie with 

April 7.-Patient free from pain-doing palsy and apopleiy 1 Thte quest.ton yo~ 
. answer. Could the dead speak, theu test1-

well; left the city for ,home. mony would appal the lhing. And y'°!t, 
(TOH CONTUfV.ED.) how powerless on the inebriate ear falls the 

voice 1tmt back from the sepulchre ! 
Wel'P. the victime--1 do not say of alco

hol-for the name of the ~O ~led 
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al!ke i~ the dr~nka~d'sand in the tempei:ate dr!nks, the moment those reasons are appro
dnnker s ~up, 18 l~gton ;-;-wt;re th~ victims pr1&ted by women. He is obliged to ac
of the po~sons, mmgl1id 1n 1n this cup- knoweledge then, that the use of these drinks 
col!~~ted Ill o~e great A;celdem:l. it .would is in compatible with ddk-acy purity, virtue; 
homfy the nal!on. Be 1t yours to displace and he is as sure as he is of his existence 
those elements of d~ath, with the pure 1 that ifhisdawi;hter,orhis wife, should drlnk 
water of health and hfe. as he does,-dilate as he may on tempeiate 

Yours truly." drinking,-neither would be fit to enjoy the 
But the tendency of alcoholic drinks to company of a decent man! 

cause the dioeases of the brain of which we We re!!,ard thi$ fact as a crushing ref
are speaking, is not a mere matter of sur- ntation of ever.v argument we have e'•erseen 
mise; we have positive testimoay to the i .ifavorofth~ emperateuseoft'i seliquors. 
fact from physicians a.nd physiologists. In I What .men justify in. t~emsel ves, they 
another column of this paper, we have in- I ~use as improper and cnmmal, to woman; 
serte:l an extract from You man's on "Alco- I y~t. if their reasoning has any force, woman 
ho! and the Constitution of Man," in which 1 should bP. permitted, without remark, to 
will be foundevidence bearing on this point, use these driilks as freely as themselves. 
and to which we earnestly direct the reader's We have said, this distinction, in the use 
attention.-Prohibilio11ist. of wine and other intoxicating drinks, be-

tween man an:l woman, is a curiouscirculll!' 
THE USE OF WINE AND OTHER IN- stance. It should be ohservett that it is not 
TOXICATING DRINKS BY WOMEN the peculiarity exclusively of our times.---
lt is a curious circumstance that whiie Pliny, in his. Natural ff:ist~ry, te!ls us, and 

men claim the prit'ilege of periodical and ; also ~ctantlus, that wme ~n then ~ay was 
habitual potations, they are unwilling to ' proh1b1t~~ to women. Mhan too mforms 
concede it to the other sex. It is true that ' us .• that. it was unta:wful for a ~oman t~ 
thev are excessively fond of saying, "Ma- I drmk wme, and t? drink n;uch, still more; 
dam, shall I have the ple'.isure of a. glass of , and. he take~ parhcul.ar pa1.ns, to enumerate 
wine with you 7" But ifMadam should each I vanous ~.a hons th~t mterdtcted by law the 
time, when so gallantly invited to hot. and use of ~met~ theu women. . 
nob, fill an empty glass and toss it off, in- Thos_e facts 1!11ply that the mode.rn v1~ws 
steall of simply touching hi~r lips. these gen- o.f the !mpropnety of the use of mt~uca 
tlemen would soon begin to stare ; and , ting_ dnnks by women a~ not a caprice. of 
should they succeed in suppressing their I fa~hion . but are founded m the mora_l 1n
disgust until thev retire from the table, stmct of man_; who every where an~ m 1ill 
it would then certainly break bounds and age~ ~h.us testifies .reluctant~y to the tncom
find utterance. Yet if this provoked their j pah~1hty of the!r use with delicacy of 
spleen, what would they say, if they saw a ! sentiment a~d_p_un~y of nature and of man
woman habitually going to the side-board ners.-Prohibittonull. 
or closet, in the morning before breal.- --------
fast. and again before dinner, to decant THE SMALL POX.-RELIABLE V A.C-
each time a half-gill of brsndv, forthe stom- CINATION. 
achssake7 And still more, what would they Dr. Dickson, the editor of a Medical Pe-
say if a coterie of women should resort as riodical of this City. called the Scalptl, in 
men do to the bar of a saloon or hotel. or a ' an article just publishe:\. attributes.the great 
private room in either, and call for 11 rum-/ prevalence of the Small Pox in New York. 
mer each. and perhaps a succe~ion ofJ to the ignorance, carelessn~. and want of 
them 7 Why, we think they would say a honest) on the part of rhysicians, m not 
good manv things; and some pretty hard · applying the tight kiml o vacr.inate.I matter, 
tnings. The truth is. that a women known I and he warns the public againRt being im
to drink even wine habitually, much more I posed upon in believing that they or their 
spirits or beer, would be disgraced and ruin- families are vaccinated . when they really 
ed; and to drink it occasionally. in a quan- are not. He defines the sore of the true 
tityexceedinga thimbleful, would be regard- "Cow Pox," as follows :---On the seventh 
ed as a serious breach of female propriety. or eighth day from the insertion of the 
But why is this 7 If intoxicating drinks are, lymph, there i;hould appear a" brown centre, 
as these gentlemen would have us believe, of an oval shape. surrounded by a little cir
" good gifts of God," why should not women cle of }M\arl colored dots, or vesicles, contain
be permitted to use them as freely as men, ing the lymph, and outside of this a rOEe
without incurring reproach? The cause is colored blush. fading away gradually in the 
obvious. Every man is conscious of the skin of the arm." Where there is only an 
utter fallacy of the reasons which he em- irregular brown spot of a sin11;le color, with 
ploys to juatify his own wie of intoxicating no pearly circles of dots, and no areola, it 
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is spurious. Vaccination discovered by and on the following morning I was re
Jenner, is derived from 11acca, a cow, and quested to vit:•it the man, as he was still 
nccina lymvh is the virus or lymph of alive. 
smallpox, elaborated or changed br the cow's Upon examination, the frontal bone was 
system; although it differs entirely from found to have receivP,d a compound frae
the eruptions of smallpox, it is ung.uestion- ture and to be much shattered. The enticr 
ably capable of preventing that disease for breadth of the bone, and from one inch 
a number of years. It re«eives anotherP.le- to an inch and a half of its height, were 
ment, (what we do not know,) frolll the driven into the brain. A very considera
cow's system, that makes it protective, al- ble quantity of the cerebral matter was ad
though it cannot produce the smallpox in herent to the adjoining parts. 
the i-ersons vaccinated· --that is to say, it The man was quite insensible; the breath
cannot go back-wards and produce the ap- ing was slow and almost stertorous; the 
perance of the sore from which it origina- pulse slow and full. 
ted in the human being. If a former vacci- I had formerly seen some deperate cases 
natiou is not worn out, and the system is of cerebral injury which recovered; an ac· 
still sufficiently saturated with tht> virus. count of which was published in the 
the pock will not appear even from vacci- seventh Tolume ef the haociation Trana
nation, with the true lymph; but it should actiona. I therefore resolved at once to 
be tried three times, as sometimes on the remove the fractured pieces of bones, and 
third trial, the pock appears, and the vacci- give him a chance. 
nation, act..ording to Dr. Dickson, ought to Mr. B., the meitical man who had seen 
be repeated till tbe true cow pock appear· the case on the preceding evening, was Eent 
anoe ceases. He sllys :---"The fact is, e1 ery for; but he not bein~ at home, l, with the 
intelligent, rational being, should make him· assistance of a me1hcal friend. proceded to 
self acquainted with a subject so important; remove the shattered fra~ments of the 
learn to distinguish the vaccine vesicle at frontal bone, some of which were found 
a glance, and insist upon being repeatedly deeply imbedded in the substance of the 
vaccinated, as long as the result shows any bram. .Twelve 1,>ieces of various sizes were 
appearance of the brown centre, the pearly remoTed, and still the mlln remained in
circle of dots, and the rose leaf areola; or sensible to our operations; but on the cx
if done three times with good lymph, and it traction of the thirttt.nth, and, as it proved, 
do not take at all, be may J'lltionally con- the last, which was a large piece and more 
elude the infatile or subsequent Tacciution deeply imbedded than the others, he started 
to be still protective. Why do not intel- up 1n the bed and uttered-no doubt from 
ligent teachers provide themselves with his ac.:ustomed habit, and quite uncon
lymph, and teach this knowledge, and ask scious of what had been going 011-n 
permission to vaccinate their schools~ It oath. Water-dressing was applied, and 
would be worthy a noble calling like theirs. the head was directed to be kept cold by 
Prohibitioni8t. the application of that fluid to the scalp. 

I f&W him on the lollowing mornin@', 

CASE OF RECOVERY AFTER COM
POUND FRACTURE OF THE FRON
TAL BONE, AND CEREBRAL SUB
STANCE. 

BT GEORGE llALLETI', of Bolton. 
Speaking of this case, the author very 

aptly says, that nil duperandum. ought to 
be the motto of the surgeon. 

CAsE.-R. Booth, an. 60, a stonemason, 
w88 struck on the f•lrehead br the handle 
of a windlass in rapid motion. He was 
taken u11 by bis fellow-laborers quite in
sensiblf!, and conveyed to bis house, about 
a quarter of a mile from the spot. 

The medical gentleman residing in the 
neighborhood soon saw him; and t'Onsider
ing the case to be utterly hopeless, and that 
Jife could not continue many hours, be 
came to the conclusion that nothing could 
or ought to be done. 

The accident occured in the afternoon; 

and found him quite sensible, and exhibit
ing no unfavorable symptoms. I left him 
in charge of the neighboring sur&eon, re
questing that his bowels should, 1f neces· 
sary, be occasionally relieved by a little 
castor oil; and we agree,l that if any unfa-
1·orable symptoms should arise, I should 
be immediately informed. The only in
telligence I had was, that he was gradually 
advancing towards a restoration to health; 
and aftP.r a few weeks I heard no more of 
the ca!lf', 1tnd therefore concluded that all 
was well. 

About three months after the accident, 
I was greatly surprised and pleased to see 
the man enter my surgery, haTing walked 
from his own home, the distance being 
from three to four miles. The wouud was 
completely healed bv granulations, but had 
left a most frightful deficiency of bone. 
The pulsations of the brain were seen im
mediately under the newly· formed skin.-
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!90 CAUTERIZING THE LARYNX, F.TC.-ALCOHOL A POISON. ETC. 

His intellect, as far a.; l could judge, was tached to the stem a pair of silver nippers, 
unimpaired; and the muscular power not provided with a sliding ring which secured 
at all paralysed. In fact, I may say, as the sponge. Recently, havioghad occasion 
he did. that he was quite well. I never to order an instrument with Dr. B.'s addi. 
saw him afterwards-but I was quite con- tion. Mr. Charriere, Jr., suggeli'ted that it 
vinced, anrl ende.avored to condnce him. would add to the utility and perfection of 
how precarious his existence mnst be with- the instrument by making the nippel'i with 
out great care, from the ''ery delicate ancl three jaws; that it would hold the sponge 
insufficient protection which the anterior better, and preclude the possibility of its 
portion of the brain possessed. being de- becoming disengaged. In die instrument 
prived of so large a portion of the frontal thus constructed. one of the jaws is furnish
bone, no reproduction of which was to be ed with a stopping-peg; over which a com
expi:<;!ed.-.&aoc. J.Ved.. Journ., July 1853. pressing ring pasfes, by the aid of a notcli 

(as in the bayonet). When the ring is 
INSTRUMENT FOR CAUTERIZATION placed over the rest, it is made to take a 

OF THE LARYNX. hulf turn; it cannot then pot'Sibly fall back, 
'Ve find a communication from Dr. J. G. and the spongHinsecuredinthe firmestman

Adams, of New York, now in Paris, in the oer. 
pages of the Gar.ette Hebdomadarie, of that "As ~ii;ards the first person who mede 
city, under date of Jan. 27, 1854. We are use of such an instrument for applyinii;caua
indebted to Dr. Adams for a copy of the tic solutions to the larynx, Dr. Horace 

Green, of New York, asserts, in the intro· G1t7.ette, and present out readers with the 1 · 
following translation of the article alluded 1 uction to his work on Brochitis, that in 
to.-Bos . .Med. cf' Sur. ]01irnal. 1841, two y:.ars previo!ls to the publicatiOM 

"MR. EoiTon.---Through the kind in- of the Enghsh translation of the works of 
struction of M. RobP.rt. I had the honor of MM. Trousseau an~ &:lloc, he was sccus
presenting to the Surgical Society, at its tomt.d to use .cauteru:allon to the larynx; 
session of the 4th December, 18:>3, a speci· ~~t ~he ra~tlce of M~. Troseeau e~d 'Be;l
men of a tri-branched spouge-holder, the !-5 n wn long pnor to. that tt~ 1!1 
exact counterpart, in form, of those in :\~r1ca, for Prof: J. M. Smith me'!t10n~ it 
oeneral ure at present in New York with 10 his lectures _delivered at the Umversitr 
"h dd' · f D B k ' f h of New York. m 1828. t ea 1t1ons o r. uc , surgeon o t e "Th "bTt f · t od · the 
New York City Hospital, and the further e. pOl'lsl 1 1 Y o tn r ncmg . 
improvements of M. Charriere, Jr. Per- ~ponge into the larynx has bet;n doubted yn 
mit me to sav a few words respecting the Fra~~·. l ~ave. however, thnce prol"ed its 
historical and practical details of 1he same. fe&.Rtbthty m the dearest manner. Dr. 

·• lt hae been a disputed question, to G::;:~;oes .much further , and. affi~ms he ~ad 
whom the merit of the invention of thii: P ted !nto tht trae~ to it1 llifurc!'tton, 
instrument is to be awarded, and likewise and that with comparat!ve ease. It is my 
to whom belongs the priority of its use in duty to repeat the assertion . Youra, &c. 
th I l 't' Af f l d JOHN G. ADAMS, e aryngea ca vi ~ . ter care U en Lllte Seeretuy of th• Aoarlemy nf Me~iclae of Mew 
conscientious research, I find that the first York, and Es-Eciiior of the Med. Times"" 
id'!& of such an instrument was conceived b~· 
Dr. David Green. for the purpose of apply-- ALCOHOL A POISON ""· ARSENIC 
ing a solution of nitrate of' .sih-er, to th» A POISON. 
larynx. pharynx. and resophai;us. Ht at 
first made uioe of a male catheter, to which 
a piece of sponge was fastened bv a lht'l'.ad. 
After several experiments, he at last adopt
ed a whalebone stem, curved to the seg
ment of a drcle at its extremity, to which 
a spon~e was attached, with strong, twinr> 
or wire. One incovenience attende.d this 
instrument; the twine or wire, became 
worn or corroded in a short timl!, and con
sequently the posibilitv that the Flponge 
might become detached. Should such a 
thin~ occnr whilst cauterizing the larynx, a 
fatal accident would be the consequence.
Beside, it was necessary to have a great 
number of instruments. in order to avoid 
using the same spon~e for different patients. 
T.> obviate these difficulties, Dr. Buck at-

"If I kill a man," one may !18:V, "by ven
ding arsenic, I will be hung: if I kill a man 
by vending alcohol. I mav ride in a coach, 
be mayor of a city, member of Con~. or 
even a President of the United State.s." 

Why should this difference be? There is 
no reason. under heaven, for it, exoept that 
men ar,~ blinded by the fact, that arsenic 
kills quickly, and alcohol slowly; or to the 
fact rather, that, as the two are mmally ta
ken, the one dres its work quickly and the 
other slowly; for arsenic can be taken, and 
in some countries, is taken habitually, in 
quantities which are as slow in producing 
fatal etfeds, as the use of alcohol among us. 

Both are poisons; both destroy; bec.auee 
one, as taken, is fatal ina da , and the other, 
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ken is fatal only perhaps at the end of on being treated by ~t and .caustic pot
asea~s. dien, forsooth, fail to perceive that 1 ~sh, presented a greenish solu~10~ prese!1t
ihe m~n who administel'll the one _is a mur- mg the phenomena of p~lanzat10n, ht-1ng 
.. d d to' be hung as truly as of a green color to transmitted, and red to 
uerer an esen·es • · ·d l" h Chl · t d d the man who aaministers the other! !---- met ent 1g t: .orme 'Ya .er pr? uce 
P h.ibit" · t white ftoccuh. Dilute mtnc acid and 

ro wnis • tincture of gall have a feeble violet color. 
QUARTERLY REPORT ON FORENSIC The discrimination of dried blood-spots 

MEDICINE, TOXICOLOGY, &c. from rust-spots on the surface of meutlic 
iron is often still more difficult. Prof. 

BY w. B. KESTEVEN, M. 8 • c. 8• Rose quotes the observations of Vauquelin 
Medical Jurisprudence in Great .Br!tain and others, that iron-rust contains am

has no distinct organ whereby to vin~1ca~e monia, applying thia. test i!1 the case of 
its condition and 11rogress. In Pans, m iron-rust by companson with the pecu
Berlin, and in Vienna, journal~ devoted liar empvreumatic odor caused by burn
thereto preserve all. the mosl u!1porta~t ing blood. The presence of blood with 
facts relating to contmental forensic medt- the rust is further detected by the addition 
cine. On this side of the Channel these of muriatic acid, and the production f 
topics must be sought throughout profes- Prussian blue. 
sional journals, or ordinary newspaper re- When blood is spilt on a P.Olished steel 
ports of trials, coroners' inquests, &c. ~t surface, it dries, and is readily washed off 
is not our object to trace the cau£e of this again without leaving any mark on the 
blank in British Medical literature. Our surface; rust, on the contrary, cannot be 
aim will be (so far a11 the space can be removed without leaving a stain . A knife 
spare<l for the purpose in this journal) l.o was submitted to examination by Rose.
supply the deficiency, by selerting from. It had been found in a field, where some 
other periodical publications all cases ot months before, a murder bad been commit
importance or interest in a medico· legal ted. The blade was rusted, but presented 
pomt of view. We shall necessarily be no trace of blood, which was, however, 
restricted to brief abstracts of extended es- detected by chemical analyais in consider
savs. It is hoped, however, that our quar able quantity in the handle of the knife; lt 
terly record may supply the material for had been washed off the blade by rain.
occasional retrospective reports, to mark Professor Rose has observed that freEhly 
the ad\·ance of this branch of medical precipitated oxide of iron has the property 
scient-e. it of combining with and difsolving the col-

Detection of Blood and Blood-8tai718 in oring matter of the blood. The solution 
ll'ledico-l~allnvutigations.-by Prof. Rose, th~1s obtained is a,·ailable for the applica
of Berlin. t-The reco15nition of blood- tion of other tests already mentioned. 
stains when unmixed with other substan· Hydrated silica possesses the Bllme proper
ces, or in sufficient quantity, is not diffi- ty. The researches upon these substances, 
cult. The case, however, is different when by Prof. Rose. and their application to the 
the quantity is small and the blood is mixed 1letection of blood in g11rden mould, are 
with the fibres or tissue of clothes, &c., given in the article quoted from. 
as in an instance mentioned by Prof. Rose, The sub~ect of the detection of b!ood
wherein the specks of blood could only be stains was verv fully ' investigated by Dr. 
detected on a cloth coat by means ofa lens Taylor (Guy's ·Hospital Reports,· l~l, p. 
and a strong li~ht. The greatest care was 371 ,) on the occasion of the trial of Thomas 
required in their removal, wbereby also th1> Drcry, for the murder of Jae! Denny, at the 
quantity was diminished, 1tnd they were Chelmsford assizes in 18~1. A pamphlet 
intermingled with fibres of cloth. The containing Dr. Taylor's re.:earcbes bas been 
traces thus obtained were ma~rated in a subsequently published. 
few drop11 of cold water, till the solution A murder has recently been perpelrated 
was of a reddish color; it was then poured near Windsor. At the coroner's inquest the 
off the fibres of the cloth. The solulion opinion of Dr. Taylor, re!>pecting the date 
was then b'.liled. a coagulum formed, which of certain blood-stains on the clothes of 

•IL ma, "" ttat•d thRt a~ on1ncceeful a•tempt waa the accused, formed one of the mo~t im
rnaoe. ahont two '·""''"""to e•tobli1h an Enrli~h jour. portant links in the chain of circumstan
n•ol nf Medi~•I Joruproolen,.e. The Le .. 1 Eum1oer and • • h. l d" f 

. 1'fed.Juria1wuMtnnfootbrE.H.J. Crawford.E1q M.I c1al evidence w 1ch ed to a ver 1ct O 
p., B~r,.•ter..i.1aw;lhe med10;al d•11~rtmenth~•inc been ,. ·1r 1 murder" We reserve further no-
.operant.ended br G. W. Hut11~s•. •·."Q , Btt".ni.r. Not Wl U • . . . . 
hs•\n•. th• •dvan1ar•ofamerl•c•l•d11or,•nd tt• •ale not tice of the facts in this case until the en-
bn•1n1 be•n promo••d br the 1nte•••U of a modicat poh· 1 be dd d th tn·al of the lt•her th• hopet of its founder, that It wonlrl embrace dence lO a lice On e 
all topic• common.to the two J>ft!fet•i?"'• were f!itatrat•.d. I prisoner shall be before us. 
Th• 1,., •• 1 E•nune• uill ftoambu, the Medical Jamt • • ,, r. • b Sul-1 ric _A 'd 
b•• been eome month• defunct. Diagn.OBUJ o1 •nJuna V ,,..u Cl 

't Ca1per'1 Vlertaljahruehrift, Oct., p. IN. 
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from. Burna of Red-hot Coala•-Tbe opin- dren in Havre having picked up some 
ion of Dr. M~sclika, of Prag~, was re- pieces of phosphorus in the street, and 
quired upon the cause of death ID the case being ignorant of illi dangerous properties, 
of a child apparently burnt by accident. but attracted by its luminohity, one of 
On the examination of the body, indications them pocketed several pieces, whence his 
appeared of the internal administration of dress became ignited; when the flames wete 
strong sulphuric.acid, and t~e,;e were con- extinguished, it was found that very seri
firmed t.y chemical analysis. The ques- ous injury had been cauEed the1eby. 
tions were raised-whether the effect of Hy1terical Monam.ania--Stlf-infticted 
red-bot coal on linen could be distinguish- Woumh.•-M. Tolmouche relates the par
ed by chem~cal analysis from the resul!s ticlars of the case of a female wh? brought 
of the corrosion of concentrated sulphuric a charge of violence and rape agamst some 
acid?-whether sulphuric acid would not persons unknown. On close investigation, 
be formed during th~ process of such com- n was discovered that a great number of 
bustion?-what would be the changes on punctured wounds, which were inflicted 
the human body prouuced by the action of on various parts of her bodv, had ht-en the 
concentrated sulphuric acid?--and what work of her own hands, under the inftu
from the effect of a red-hC1t bodr, as coal? mce of a morbid love of notorietv. 

The experiments of Dr. Masclika showed Death from Flagellation.-The Same wri-
that the moist, paste-like characters and ter records the case of a child, aged four ~ 
color o~ the. e~es. of .the holes burnt by years and a half, w~o suffered e:uch severe 
sulpbunc acid d1stmgmsh them from holes nod repeated ftoggmgs at the band of a 
burnt by hot coals, so long as the ~xtu.re man who had adopted her. that congestion 
is undisturbed; but that after washrng m of the brain and death ensued. 
water the~ characteristics disappear. It Morwmania-Book-Btealiug t-An En
was mown that in the combustion of .a glishman in Paris having been convicted of 
linen fabric with red-bot coal, sulphunc stealing books from a stall, and condemned 
acid is formed. Wi h regard to the .effectE to two years imprisonment, plearled mono
of the two on the humen body, 1t was menia, or an irresistable impulse, as ground 
stated that, besides the differences in ap- of mitigation of sentence. From the pre· 
pearance of the two forms of corrosi!>n, dons hi~tory, however of the culprit, it 
the action of a red-hot coal would give was established th11t be must be held res
rise to phosphoric acid in greater quantity pnnsible for bis acts· the plea was there-
than sulphuric acid, which is not the case fore negathed. ' 
when linen is burnt. In the case under Rmdts of WoundB, lnjuritJl, tc., a 
examination, it was made clear that death affecting capability for Labour -·Dr. 
was caused by the internal administration Boeker, of Bonn, has written an article ex- . 
of concentrated sulphuric acid and that lending over fifty pages of the journal, to 
certain external burns were produt-ed by (liscuss 1he subject of Abeit11unfahikeit. in
fire, and were insufficient of the1J1selves to capacite de travail personnel (De,·ergie. ) 
have caused death. Dr. Boeker relates toeveral cases in which 

Medico-legal E.ramination of BUBptcted difficultv was experienced in determining 
SpotB on a Towel in a ccu~ of Inf antic~. t the fact 'and extent of "incapacity." The 
By Dr. Wistrand.-A soiled towel having editor, Dr. Behrend, suggests that the duty 
been found under circumstances supposed of the medical jurists is confined to deter· 
t? tb~ow some lig~t upon a case !Jf i!1fanti- mining the presistence in any o~n~ or 
cide, 1t was submitted to examrn~tton by limbs of the consequences of an m1ury, 
Dr. Wistrand. A stained portion was leaving incapacity for work to the deter
cut off and macerated, blood globules were mination of a jury. The French code 
discovered by the microscope and by chem- affixes punishment to the inflicter of an 
ical reagents. Another portion, on exam- injury which shall cause inability for labor 
ination, presented particles C!f bi!~, epi- beyond twenty days from the date of the in
tbelium and fatty matter. Ep1derm1c cells fliction therf'of .. Othl'r German med1co-~e111l 
and cutaneous glandular structure were journals cont.am many elaborate arhclf's 
also detected on portions of the towel. It upon the medico-legal bearings of wo11nd11, 
was concluded that the!'C several matters iniuries, &c.; the Prussian criminal laws 
\Vere stains from the blood of the umbilcal having recently undergone revisal and 
cord, from meconium, and from the cutan- modification. The Code Napoleon has 
eous secretion of infants known as vtrni.r been followed with regard to wounds in
CIJ8eo1a. The proof was that a new-born juries. &c. 
infant bad been wrapped in a towel. ----------------

Burwi from. Phosphorua.f-Two chil- ; ~:~:\:: t'!If..~."tf;,~i:'oio<Jq';.e, Oct. 
~idt1a JahTbhcher, Oct., i&S; P• 89. l Henke'• Zeitachril\ Oct., t Jonnu1t fie Chimi• Medi~ale, October. 

lollml4l'a lUtbiilober, Ocl., p .... 
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PATHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS. to a difference between their therapeutical 
agents, but in the principles that guide to 

FBOll NEWTON le POWELL'S PBACTICE. the use of them. Life can be destroyed 
Before entering upon the consideration without the urn of the lancet or mercury

of the special manifestations of disease a and so fever can be brought down without 
few general remarks, with reference to the them. 
whole sub~ect, appear to be called for. The proper question is this: which is the 

. We ha1·e t.hus far spokt:n familiarly of p~yBician, the one who regards fever as a 
disease and diseased action, and our readers d1sea~e. and therefore uses all the means he 
no doubt, conceived that they thoroughly can _command, as bleeding, purging, poi
understood us. and we think it very proba- sons, and starvation, to reduce and break it 
ble that they did, so far as the nature of the down, or the one who regards fever es a 
subject demanded; that is, they have under- proper p~ysiological act of the system to 
stood us after the manner of unprofessional remove chsease, and the1efore does all he can 
society. But, as we approach the Practice to. sustain and equalize it? It is true that 
of Medicine, it becomes indispensable that bleeding and purging will equalize it, but 
we should be definitely underderst00tl as to in doing this they equalize the patient with 
the ideas we attach to certain words, the dust from whence he came. But the 
which constitute the initial of medical stu- idea of sustaining fevt.r and inftammation 
dy. A misapprehension of our meaning of does not belong to their practice. 
these words will lead to a misunderstand- Because we sustain fe,·er and inflamma
ing o.f all of ?Ur su~quent reasoning. A ~ion as. tl1e two mo~t important physiolog
few 1llustrahons will render this matter 1cal friends the animal economy can ac
transparent. knowledge, and sustain our principles by a 

At this ~im~, the prevailing opinion in co~sistent materia mt.dica-one with~ut 
the profession 1s, that fever and inflamma- po1sons•-we have be.en denounced as m
tion are diseases, and upon this opinion is novators, charlatans, end quacks. We will 
founded a ~r!ain medical practice; now, re,·erse this charge and clench it, before we 
suppose this idea to be founded in error have done. 
then it follows that the practi~ founded Most of the modern allopathic writers on 
upon it must be equally erroneous, and infiammotion and fever refer us, for the 
consequently mischievous. At this point purpose of obtaining a more thorough un
we will make two or three citations to derstanding of these subjects, to Professor 
prove our statement to be correct. John Hunter's work on inflammation.-

Wa.tson's Practi~, page 94, informs us, Well, ~hat does Professor John Hunter 
that mjlammation 1s "a special form of say~ 
diatCJ8t to which all parts of the holy are In vel. iii, page 28:'.>, he tflls us that 
liable- diuaae that meets us at every "inflammation, in itself, is not to be con
turn." sidered a dilease, but as a salutary opera-

Professor Paine's Institutes, page 464 tion consequent either to some violence or 
says, that "infiammation and fever are tw~ disea8e." It "is an action yroduced for the 
orders of disell8e which make up the great restoration of the most simple injury in 
amount of human maladies and form the sound parts, which goee beyond the power 
gP.neral outlets of life." of union by the first intention." 

Professor Gregory says, that "fever is He continues on pa~e 293, "Pure inflam
the most important because the most uni- mation is rather an effort of nature titan a 
versal end the most fatal of all the morbid disease." 
affections of which the human body is sus- -.-A-,-th-e-re_h_a•_1-_n_m_ac_h_c_a_,.,-11-i.-~·-.. -to-..,-b-•t_c_o_a_ot-l-
ce~ible.,, tnte1 a poiion, we will present our definition or \he word, 

ese quotat.ons are d f ta d d •• we Ole ft. EverJ 1ab1tance h a pnitOn in the abstract, 
I ma e rom S n ar aboola1elr and aeee11arilr., wbo1e ioor1anic elemeallcon 

and highly esteemed authorities in the al- not ~ direoteo. ,animl ated, or appropria1ed, hr the 
lopathic branch of the profession; but, ~~f~.:'.~~~~trit10D, to anr normal PDrPO••• la the aai· 
without any expression of opinion on this 8trrcha1ne and hrdroe1anlc acid are not, In the ab· 

h 1tr11ct, pohon1, bat relath·elf they are In oommon wilh 
subject. t e allopathic practice authorises all other 1ab1tance1 which are not, iathe ab11ract, poi· 

the inference as to what its fundamental '0U~·der thi• deftnltion. 111acvaT, A•••mc. •llTl•ORT, 
doctrine must be. If fever be not distCJ8t :::1i;;i;~·m'::~t'i!r•Po'i!'oda~~ :~:~~~·100:, !!' t~v!::.':r.e:~ 
then there is no warranty for bleeding' conceivable particle or anpoch aboolu1e poiaon lo in the 

Purg_ in~, and poisons. ·' IJll•ll'• the vital (orco will labor to coot It oat, becaaoe 
it it, P&a II. a: foreirn body-a IOarce of frritatioo Mid 

Peop e generally believe that if the old ~~i~~~ri;·~~\t.b:n~;;,n..ieti~~~~:.to aa1thia1 that It not 
school physicians neither bleed nor give In the "'e•t•ra Journal ot Mecllclne. •ol. ii. ....,. 688, 

mercury, they are on a par with the new ~~~.DM~. j,~!1n'.h:!.i'0i::;~::.r ~· ~·r1 !~~~~,1~~ 
school-but here they are mistaken· the •.,.,,or el1her of them, nor•••..,, oJ!r 1ubstaao• that 
difference between the two is not conftned lo ~mhracad 1>1 oar danaltioll-'lbaJ re all em deallr 
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PATHOLOGICAL CON~IDERATIONS. 

On page 286, he again remarks, "From 
whatever cause it (inflammation) arises, it 
is an effort intended to bring about a rein
statement of the parts to nearly their natu
nl functions." 

Upon this doctrine we stand-a doctrine 
that is recommended by the most distin· 
guished allopaths of the day; and yet, 
strange to tell, it is especially and peculi
arly tht' :one which they have all abandon
ed. Who are now the innovators, the char
latans and the qui11:ks? The allopaths re
commend this doctrinl', and yet, practical
ly, d~nounce it-we believe it and practi
callv conform to it-which, then, is the 
most consistent? 

Now, suppose we try the Hunterian doc
t!ine .of inflammation by a few illustra
tions. 
. A mechanic has a splinter forced und~r 

his finger nail, and so broken that he can
not extract it. Is not the first observable 
result in the part inflammation, and .hen 
follows suppuration, granulation, and cici
triza;ion? Is not the whole of this procesti 
normal, under the drcumstances? Could 
the part originally have been in a normal 
condition if these phenomena had not suc
ceede1l to the accident? Wes not the in
flammation absolutelv essential to the ex
pulsion of tt.e splinter? Now, suppoFe the 
patient to ha\·e been b'ed to such an extent 
as to have prevented the inflammation, 
would the splinter have been expelled? 

As a further exemplifi~ation of this sub
ject, we extract the lollowirlg illustration 
from "Simon's General Pathology:" 

"A m:in has a sudden and sevc'!re pain in 
some pert of the surface of his body, ac
companied bv a rush of b'ood to the pain
ful spot, and by a disposition to the pour
ing out of serum there. This, obviously. 
is uot a condition of h!'alth. But, if yo:· 
knew that a quantity of boiling water had 
just been dashed on the part, you would be 
dii::posed to tran<>for the term unhla/thy 
from the effect to the cause-from the man 
to the kettle. Jn foct, the man would haYe 
been unhealthy if thit> redne$S and vesica
tion had not occurred." Then, as they dirl 
occur, they were right actions. under the 
circum!;tances, and cannot, therefore. under 
any definition of dise&Ee, be called diseased 
actions. 

Dortrine!; as sound as this have been pro
claimed by several of our livin~ allopethic 
profe:lsors, but they appear onlv as lumin
ous rays that occasionallv flitted acros~ 
thdr minds-they wrre not maintair.e1I 
with consistE'ncy, nor followed by practice. 
In proof of this, we will select a few illus. 
trations: Professor Paine, in his Jnstih1te~. 
page 46~, teaches that "inflammation takes 

its rise in purely physiological conditiona 
and holds its progress and decline under the 
same great natural lawi; of the COD.81.itu
t ion." The professor couhl not ha\·e ex
presrnd himself in language more comFati
ble with truth, but he certainly did not 
understand the import of it, or he would 
never have writhm the following: on page 
464, he says, " Inflammation and fever are 
the two ordns of disease which make up 
the great amount of human maladies and 
form the great out lets of life." 

In inconsistency Profeseor Watson has 
more than equaled the preceding. He says, 
Practice, rai;e ~4, that" It is by inflamma
tion that wounds are clored and fractures 
repaired-that parts adhere together when 
1 heir adhesion is eSEential to the preserva
tion of the individual, and that foreign and 
hurtful matters are conveyed fafely out of 
the body." This doctrine is correct, but 
that he should administer calomel to break 
down inflammation, and, when down, to 
expect it to carry such a ··hurtful matter" 
is much more than we can conieive to be 
posstb!e with a rational man. But we will 
hear him again: on the same page, he 
teaches that "inflammation is a s11ecial 
form of diSE'ase, to which all parts of the 
body are liab!e-a diatctBe that meets us at 
e'·ery tum." Upon which of these princi
ples did he fou11d his practir.e1 upon tM. 
latter, and in aiming his blows at fever and 
inflammation he destroyed many of his pa· 
tients, no do11bt. 

lt'is not our purpose to di!'cussat length, 
this question--we only wish to make our 
pathological pol'ition known, that the fun
damental principle of our pradre may be 
unders'Woil. ''\'e will not, therefore, pur
sue it further than to prel'ent two cases to 
illustrate the two systems of practice which 
are found('d, respectively, upon its two 
horns. 

In 1837. the writer had the inferior ei
tremity of the right fibu'a fracturec!-his 
general health at the time was, perhaps, 
never bettn-it was treated by a Philadel
phia graduate, who sub~equently devoted 
a year or two to the surgical wards of the 
Parisian hoFpitall'. Jn the courFe of the 
treatment he was duly bled. puJfeil, nause
ated. calomelized, and starved, and what is 
equally worlhy of note. he ar:pro\'ccl of it. 
In four mon•.hs he left his room bv the aid 
of a crutch. but \'ery much re~lured in flesh. 
In 1841, he had both bones of the left leg 
fr1ctured; but, let it be rem!'mbered. in the 
meantime he heel changed his orinion of 
inflammation, and of course his ,·iews of 
nractice. Jn the treatment of this fracture, 
he wa~ neither b'ed, purged, nameated, nor 
starved; but upon the supervention of fever, 
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be took in two days. twenty grains of qui- system to remove diEease-as much differ· 
nine; this was all the treatment he had, enee as there is between bleeding and purg
exc.ept plenty of palatable and nutricious ing on the one hand and the administration 
food. ln thirty~~ s, by the aid of a crutch, of antispasmodics and tonics oµ tte other. 
he left his room, weighing some ten . or There is, we conceive, a wide difference 
twelve pounds more than when the accident between supporting the vital force uncier 
happened. the inflammation of a broken leg, by nu· 

These two caFes, in our judgment, per- tritious diet and t.mics, and such b'.eeding, 
fectly illustrate the two systems of practice. purl!ing and l'tun·ing as will bnak down 
In the first case, the efforts that were made the mflammation and defeat a resto1ation 
to break down, and to keep down, the in- of the part. There is a "ide difference be
ftammation and fever, kept the. patient tween setting up, by the use of means, a 
down. In the second instance these mani- new pathological action, that is always 
festations were received as friends, who hazardous and frequently fatal, and that of 
had comt>, expressly. for the purpofe ol aidina and regulating a pre-existing one. 
mending a broken·Hmb, and, therefore, in- l."inalYy, we think that there exists a wide 
stead of trying to bleed, purge and starve and an irreconcilable difference between 
them out of existence, they were fed on assi ting na ture--tlie vis mtdicatri.r 11atura!, 
quinine. In the treatment of this second to affect a de~ired physiological change. and 
case, it will be perceived, furthermore, that that of crippling all of he.r efforts and en· 
he had a thorough faith in this doctrine, ergies. 
notwithstanding the force of education to It will be conceded by all, that without 
the contrary. It may be interesting to add. vital force there is no manifest life-death 
that he bad with him a fellow graduate only exists. And it will readily be admit
who manifested much concern for his con- ted, that without blood there is no life, end 
dition-he frequently implored him to that death can be easily i:roduced by b'eed
abandon his coul'Sl'-that he was risking ing, and that to the extent of any abstrac· 
not only his leg, but bis life; but he gavt> lion of this fluid is the vital force red•:ced. 
no ear to him, because he saw that he it is eq_ually well known, that purgatives. 
could not see well-that he was still wear- and po1so11s will diminish and ewu destroy 
ing the old fo~y-looking i:pectacles that the \•ital force; aud, finally, we think, tl:at 
were dven to him by the unh·ersity. it would be difficult lo prove that an ani-

Although we have perhaps sufficiently ma! can have too much vital force. 
illustrated our /osition, we have not spe- Now is it nnt ab~olutely true that a very 
cifically define our understanding of the large majority of ph,·sicians do pretend to 
words, disease, fever, inflammation, pbysi- cure dioea~e by bfeeding, purging, and the 
ology. and 1-athology. administration of poisons? Do they not 

D1sEAsE we understand to be that condi- sometimes, yea. frequently, bleed and purge 
tion of a part which disqualifies it for the to reduce, or l'ise lo equalize vital ac1ion, 
performance of its function. and then, in a short time, give stimulants 

FEV.ER is a manifest8tion of an effort of and tonics to suEtain the vi ,al force? Do 
the sys: em to remove disease-a phy~iolog- they not bleed in cholera and then prernnt· 
ical ac:ion under tl.e circumstances -a Ly inject salted watt>r into the veins lo sup
general or constitutional inJication of dis- ply the place of the blood they had just ab-
ease. stracted? But we will be more special. 

INFLAMJUTI01' is an evidence of local Dr. Armstrong. sreaking of s1arla ·ina 
disease--un action produced for the re:-:tora- maligna, says,'' the ,·ehemenceof the attack 
tion<'f a dise.ased part-an effort of the vital a:1cl the intensity of 1he excitement rapidly 
force to remove diSt>ase. exhaust the vi1alenergies." And wha1 dl'eB 

PHYSIOLOGY is the science of life in all he recommend to support them. encl-to pre
its mor\es of being, but is now usually re- vent their destruction? ··Emetics followed 
stricted to life in a state of health. by brisk purgation." Is not this equiva1ent 

PATHOLOGY is the eciencP. of life in a to bleecling a man to keep him from faint· 
state of disease-it is physiology under ab- ing? A. disea£e must be very violent when 
normnl circumstances. it can exhaust vital energy with more ra-

We may be asked, what is gained by pidity than "bri~k purgation." A patient 
these views, definitions, and e:cplanations? must certainly haTe a vii;rorous vital force 
We answer, everything that can be gained to sustain himself undP.r both. Professing 
by ha,·ing the truth, ins•ead of a fiction or to be the friend of the ",·ital enere,ies," 
a falsehood. There is a wide difference be- he gi,·es aid to the disease; but thi~ is not 
tween considering ouri:elves as callecl upon the only glaring inconsistency of hi• prac
to treat fever as a disease, im;tead of a tice. Wben he vi~ited the patient, he found· 
physiological action, or an effort of the the " vital energies" strug l!ng to force the 
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poison upon the surface, or, in other words, -neither of them can accomplish anything, 
to remove the cutaneous obstructions, and without appropriate apparatuses to act up
lie immediately countermanrls the effort on; and we are so constituted as to believe 
and orders "brisk purgation," to force the that all living organizations have been so 
"vital energies" to retreat to the bowels arranged and endowed as to act, under ex
and to leave the disease in possession of its isling circumstances, not intelligently, but 
stronghold. Great must be the "vital en- in harmony or in accordance witb the laws 
ergies," when they can successfully resist a of intelligence- that the various organs 
malignant disease. reinforced, as it usually that constitute the system cannot and will 
is, by bleeding, purging, and poisons. not act, except as they are compelled by the 

Next to the lancet, mercury is most priz- vital force, and that when they do act, it is 
ed in the treatment of inflammatory aft'ec- with the-wisdom of that intelligence which 
tione, and perhaps on account of that quali- designed them, and assigned to each its ~
ty which Profe115or Harrison assigns to it, culiar mode and range of action. A demal 
"a most powerful depressor of the energies of this conclusion 1s a lirtual denial that 
of life." According to our definition, it is science does or can exist; it is ~uivalent 
a poison, and Hooper's Dictionary teaches, to admitting that a living orgamsm, in a 
that "all our most valuable medicines are state of disease, may become as perfectly a 
active poisons." mass of confusion-a chaos-as a mere me-

.Now, inasmuch as all epidemics are pro- chanical aggregage. 
duced by a poison of some kind, and as the We do not know that any one ever 
·•vital energies are frequently incapable of doubted that living organizations act in 
expelling it," would common sense suggest harmony with the laws of a predetermined 
the propriety of introducing into the sys- wisdom; but it will be seen, before we have 
~m another poison, on the plea that two done, that' physicians have practiced, and 
poison~are more easily expelled than one, now do, with either a shameless ignorance 
more especially as one of tliem is unaltera - of, or a careless indifference to, the laws or 
bly a poison, and "a depressor of the en- economy of the living system. The man 
ergies of life 7" who has not an intelligent, a fixed, and an 

This specimen of :practice, by Dr. Ann- abiding faith that .every action that takes 
strong, is a pretty fair illustration of allo- place in a lh·ing system, is, under circum
pathic practice in ~encral-it was once our stances, wisely directed-because directed 
own-and as one illustration is enough to by the provisions of that wisdom which is 
expose its hideous deformity, we will drop sctRNcE-which admits of no errors-no 
it, and r,roceed to the consideration of more accidents in the measureless bounds of the 
agreeab.e subjects. universe. is unfit for the profession. 

Having disposed of such physiologic-al The physician who is thus constituted, 
matter as became suggested to us, with ref- and thus qualified, never bleeds and purges 
eronce to our leading object, it yet remains to support the "vital energies," but re
for us to indicate and illustrute that funda- moves impediments--the causes of abnormal 
mental law or principle that will guide our actions-and aids the vital force to main
practice. We say fundamental law or tain such movements as shall be in harmony 
principle, because, maintaining as we do, with the living norma. 
that disease is but one-a unit. there can In a state of health, the vital force is 
bt! but one fundamental change, which is adequate to the maintenance of an equilib
to, or from, health; and, as the leading ob- rium of action in all parts of the system, 
ject of this work is to teach how we may. but under the influence of a loral mjury, 
with the most facility and certainty, effect this is not the case-it is indispen~ble that. 
the first-a change to health, it becomes the a majonction shall be sustained in the in
paramount duty of students to discover, as jured part. Jn the case of a fractured 
far as possiblf', the processes which living bone. constipation immediately superl'enes, 
organized systems establish for their own or else a diarrhea, which is inevitably an 
prerervation, under the various contingen- unfavorable symptom-and these remarks 
cies incidental to existence. So far as they are equally true of small-pox. All agree 
ahall accomplish this, they will find that that constipation in· this malady amounts 
they have nothin11; to do but to aid, and almost to a pathognomonic symptom; and 
even dose of medicine they shall adminis- when diarrhea happens to appear in its 
ter, during their ignorance of the intentions, stead, it is regarded by all writers as unfa
or the character of the efforts the system is vorable. 
making. will be done empirically. Now, the fact that constipation attends 

It will not, we pre.surne, be disputed, all inflammations of the animal syi;tem, 
that the vital force is a unit, if not in fact, cannot be regarded as an acci1lental circum
at leaat in its action, as much so as steam stance-it should teach us~somet ·ng in 
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reference to the agency of the vital force, 
. under the existence of such forms of disease 
as we have alluded to. During the inflam
matory stage of small· pox, purgatives are 
positively prohibited; now. we would be 
pleased to know why they are not prohibit
ed in fractured bones and gun-shot wounds? 
If no valuable reason can be given for this 
difference of prac~, then it is empirical. 

Let it be rememliered, then that m frac
tures and other wounds, something more is 
required of the vital force than barely to 
maintain repairs; and to afford an addi
tional force to the injured part an equilib
rium of force must be effected in the system; 
and, as it cannot be taken from the animal 
under the circunasta nces, it is taken from 
the vegetative, and constipation results, 
and continues until the work of rec:ovftfY 
has fairly become established. 

If. in such a case, a cathartic be admi~.
iatered before the thorough establishment 
of indammation, the reco,·ery of the part is 
retarded-and how often has it been retard
ed by a rigid antiphlogistic treatment? 

In the ctse of the small-pox. the unmis
takable purpose of the svstem is to become 
relievt>d throygh the cutaneous surface-to 
it the vital energies are directed, and the 
obvious effect of a purgative is to counter
act the vital force, and to expend as much 
of it upon the mucous membrane of the ali
mentary canal, as might be sufficient to 
force the disease or its cause upon the sur
face. 

Observation, during many years, has 
satisfied us that cathartics are ·used too 
much by every branch of the rrofession. 
our object is ll sanative course o treatment 
in all the manifestations of disease, and we 

...are sure than an injudiciouti use of cathar
tics is as far removed from such a practice. 
as the use of the lancet is. In fevers and 
inflammations, cathartics become indicated 
when the fecal contents of the alimentarv 
tube be•:ome a source of irritation. Health 
cannot be restored, in any form of disease. 
until secretion becomes re-established, and 
when it is, we have always observed the 
alvine excretion to return with prompti
tude, and to continue with more health. 
than ever follows the use of cathartics. · 

In diseased conditions of the tissues and 
organs of animal lile, they are not proper 
ly indicated, not even when the brain and 
lungs are invaded, because more legitimate 
means of equalizing the circulation can be 
employed. Except for the purpose of dis
Iod~inp; sources or causes of irritation, and 
this irritation must become manifest, we 
have no more use for cathartics--purga
tives, than we have for the lancet. When 
the intestinal contents are producing no ir-

ritation, is it not better to let them alone, 
than to introduce into the bowels a certain 
cause of irritation! 

In the most confluent forms of small-pox 
t\ere is no danger so long aH an equilibri
um exists in the irritation and circulation 
of the system, and if this equilibrium can
not be maintained without 11urgatives, then 
there is but little probability that it will 
be with them, because they cannot be ad
ministered without producing 111ore or less 
of inequilibrium. In most cases of consti
pation, to the extent of mischievous irrita
tion, the want of action is most generally 
confined to the large intestines, and more 
particularly the rectum; consequently, it 
can be relei ved by enemas, and nothing fur
ther is needell. When disease invades the 
system of vegetative life, cathartics become 
indispensable, but not to the extent, even 
then, of Dr. Armstrong's idea of sustaininit 
the "vital energies," by "brisk porgation.l' 

In dangerous forms of disease, our al\o
pa thic friends resort to what they ca\l "he
roic remedies," which consist of bleeding, 
purging, blistering and mercurialization.
Now, it will he admitted, that it is impos
sible to draw blood without r~ducing the 
vital force, purging will do the same, and 
as to mercury, Professor Harri~on says, that 
it is "a most powerful depressor of the en
ergies of life." 

Cholera wastes life as rapidly as ble.ed
ing and purging, and it is as great a "de
presser of the vital energies of life," as 
mercury. In view of these facts, it is ex
ceedingly singular that an attempt to cure 
it by bleeding and the administrution of a 
pound. of mercury, more or less,• should 
ever have been seriously entertained by a 
well-informed physician . 

We have also our "heroic remedies." 
but they only reduce SJlaSm or constriction, 
equalize the circulation, promote secretion, 
and thus remove disease by depuration; 
and they do all this without imposing• 
tax upon the "energies of life," and with
out the establishment of another form of 
disease, as a mere sequel, that may prove 
as fatal as the one it supplunted. 

Although, in the case of inflammatory 
fevers, the arterial action is very greatly 
augmented, yet we are not to conclude that 
there has b~n an increase of vital power. 
or of the energies of life. because disease 
is not creative-it can neither produce nor 
augment life-it can only occasion a sus
pension of its manifestation in some fune
tione, and an accumulation of it in others. 
When that quantity of vital power, which, 
in health, maintained the functions of se-

•Wet cfll11not pro•e that more than e1e•en oueM11 weN 
admlalatencl IO Ille aam• patieal la a o- of ollolera. 
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cretion, excretion. and nutrition, is again depuration. · Is it not equally rerrepti· 
returned to these functions, fever ceases to ble that we may do all this without the 
exist. The increase of 'ital manifestation, least intention of reducing the absolute 
in fevers, is not universal, nor even gener- quantity of the Tital forc.-e? Nay, more, 
al, for while there is an exaltation 01 'l'i- that the less we waste of it, the greater 
tality , in some perts, there is a deficiency our success? Is it not, furthermore, ob
in others, as is most clearly evinced by a vious that we may, by producing hyper
loes of appetite, the wasting of the body secretion. injudiciously weeken or exhaust 
from an absence of nutrition, by the, weak- the ratient? And is •t not equally clear 
ness of the muscles, in many instances, that our antiphlosgistic treatment consists 
•nd by a sense of prostration. When we in removing disease. and not the vital pow
can equalize this vitality, we restore health; ers of the patient, or both of them indis
but if we abstract vitahty, by bleeding and criminatelv? 
purging, we just so far incapocitate the sys- The preCeding views havr been ad'l'&nced 
tem to repair the lesion that disease bu with reference to those forms of disease in 
inflicted; for this end, then, it is absolutely which the allOpllthic branch of the profes
es.."t!ntial that we should carefully husband sion would bleed and purge; but there -..is 
the vitalitv and its resources. another form, in which they would not re-

We have shown that neither fe'l'er nor sort to the same practice, and yet, it would 
inflammation is difease, but are accumula- be equally rational; it is that, in which 
tions of vital force for the remo\'81 of it- there is less equality between the amount 
that disease is an incapacity, in a part, or of the obstruction and the power of the 
parts, to perform their function; and we vital force-a case of congestion in which 
now add, that this inl"apacity depends upon tliere is not existing sufficient power to 
chemical mechanical or vital imp!!diment.< pffect a reaction . In tbei:e two fonns of 
or obstructions, and when it is of ·the third diS('llSe there is no similitude in the treat
charar.ter, it is a result of defeclive or sus- ment by the allopathic phvi:icians, and 
pended depuration. · yet the two forms are essentially the same 

Now, 1.1uppose the skin to have failed to -differing only in degreP.-the vital power 
perform its function, amt that the failure in the one. or the obstruction in the other, 
·has resulted from suspended secretion, and predominates. In the former, there is 
therefore replete with obstructions from more dt!mand for antis-pasmodics, and the 
urested or suspended depuration; how ii: latter, for revulsivee. When the circula
it possible for bleeding or purging to re- tion shall become equalized, secretion will 
move the obstructi•m? Bv reducing the follow-depuration will take place-the 
Titality, they redut~ the -enPrgy of the obstructions, and, of course, the dilll!ase, 
effort that is made fot its removal, but the wiil be removed. 
_,bstruction still exist"!, and the power to While, as eclectics, we rtten-e to our
remove it is diminishecl. ls it not obvious selves the right to Ufe any and every arti
·that every effort that fr made to remove cle, now known. or that may become 
the di~Ee, by such means, only tends to known, when we shall become convinced 
confirm it7 that it is the best we can do for the patient 

Suppose the lungs to fail in depurating -that we entertain no prejudice against 
the venom: blood, end tubercle shall result, any one-that so long as a proptr ure can 
will bleeding and purging remove it? Sup- be made of anv one. we advocate it. But. 
potre, a~in, the kidneys to fail to eliminate as observation.has taught us, that the indi
to a sufficient extent, the urea, and rheu- gestible medicines act unkindly upon the 
matism shall result, will bleeding and svstem, and frequently do irreparable mis
purgin~ remo,•e this urea, and thnebv re- chief; and, as the !Jame great teacher bas 
move the rheumatism? Has not experience most thoroughlr convinced us that we 
proved that they cannot'! have a digestible m11teria medica that is 

If, then, disease consists in obstructions, adequate to achieve all that is del'irable, in 
end that they result from suspended depu- a higher degree, too, than the indigel"tible, 
ration. is not the indication of cure a re- we hold it to be humane, wire and philan
establisbment of the depuration? Do not thropic to discard from our ~1rac1ice all in· 
the hot-sprin11:s of Arkansas, cure rheums- digestible medicines--that 1s. all poison
tism by establishing secretion and depura-' ous elements--indeed, we hold this COllTl'e 
tion? to be, on the scere of justice, absolutely 

It will now be understood that our "he- imnerious. 
toic remedies" consist of those articles. But, after all, more depends upon cor
-and of that mode of practice, which are rect principles, in practice, than uprn the 
the best calculated to equalize the circula- aj?;ents used. Nothing but mischief cnn 
·tioo, promote secretion, and consequent follow the application of a false principle. 
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Those who contend that fe;er is a disease, of disease, nor even the most remote po&· 
would;do about as much f??sent mischiet sibility of a pmdisposition to it. 
with purely digestible medicines. as they Peculiarities of both size and form are 
now do, the difference being only in the transmi~s:ble from parents to their chil
seq\Jelre. Those who practice. consisently, dren, and each form, umler causes of ex
upon false principles, do more mischief citement, must and will repreaent its iden· 
than those who have no principles, because titv in its mode of action, which, of course 
the latter may sometimes be right, while will be modified by influencing circum· 
the former never are; it becomes, then, a stance::. In other words. no two diflerent 

..-matter of the first importance, that we forms can manifest the same mode of 
should be certain that our princip!es con- action under the -Eame caus.! of excite
stitute the expressions of ~ruth; when this ment and the same attending circum· 
is tbe case, so long as we are consistent. stances. Every one form of direaEe, there· 
we can neTer be wrong, though we may be fore, is as vulnerable to the charge of being 
ignorant. · hereditary as phthisis. 

There exists throughout tl1e length and In one peculiar form of organization, 
breadth of tht medicitl 1•rofession, an opin· there exists a liability to rheumatism, to 
ion-for such it merely is-which we think gout, to cancer, and perhaps to some other 
to be an error, and. as such, is attended forms of disease; in another, there will be 
with much mischief-we allude to the found a liability to passiv~ congestion of 
opinion that some forms of disease ere the brain, :phtbisis pulmonalis; and other, 
hereditary. If the truth of this opinion kindred forms of disease; depending upon 
was ever questioned, or doubted. we have different degrees of development, different, 
not learned it; and yet, if there be in the or even the same, causes 01 excitement and 
P.rofession an error more clearly exposable attending influences. • 
than it, it hes ei;caped our notice. A large proportion of society are so 

In the first end second Books of this nearlr balanced as to have no prP.por.dera
treatise. we have used the word hertditary ting liability to any particular form of dis
in its common acceptation, because, as yet, ease, and yet may be liable, under the force 
we had afforded us no proper oppor.tunity of exciting causes. to any one. 
to expose the error of it; but now, as we The truth of the doctriue we have here 
are about to commence thP. consideration taught, can be, we think, amply sus· 
of the special forms of diSl'.ase, it becomes tained by a rfferPnce to well known .acts. 
proper that we should make known our Take a case of whet is called a "heredit· 
opinions upon· all leading subjects--and ary predisposition to phthisis,"-tell the 
this one is of that character. ratient that this is his condition, and what 

As the hereditary character of phthisis l.ecomes his conclusion1 ~othing less, 
pulmonalis is not doubled, we shall make inevitably, than premature death--he con· 
a principal use of it in the illustration of siders himself fated --doomed irrevocably 
our views. to such an end. With such a conclusion 

In table, page 20, we have. by measure- preying upon his mind, how is it possible 
ment, and we may ad:\, tl1e observation of that he should reco,·er from any form of 
twenty years. shown. that consumption is disease that·has become constituti<m.tl? 
associated with a certain relative develop- Perhaps this physician may ser.d him to 
ment of the medulla ob:ongata and thecer· the island of Cuba. in o.der that te may 
ebellum. When we consider the functional possibly recover under the peculiarities of 
relation which these parts beaT to the lungs, such a climate. But what 1s the principle 
we must coocludr, that if th1! coincidence that actuates him in sending him to the 
we have pointed out between the disease of south? lfanvonehasdiscol"ered the 1•rinci
tbe former and a certain development of ple, we ba,·e ·not Eeen it. He is Fent there, 
the latter be uniform, that tbev hold the so far as we have learned, empirically; he is 
relati1tn, primarily, to each other of the sent there under the hope that he may be 
caui:e an1l effect. as fortum1te es some who had preceded 

We have found that those who are 1iab1e ltim. Bnt if his disease be hereditary, 
to phthisis have tenerally a lan~e medulla how should env one expect him to recover 
oblongata and 11 small cereb,!lum, rela- bra chan~e of climate, of diet, or of any
ti vely, and the exceptions to this le w come thing else? 
under the reverse of these orit'ln:c comli- In Boston, a ~.iven measure of atmos
tions, throu~h the Instrumentality of vrrv rheric air contains more oxygen than the 
different e>tciting causes. · Because of the:>e ~ame measure dces in Cuba, and :vet the 
-peculiar oqanic conditions, as to develop- Boston patient breathes as though he was 
ment. it does not follow that there existerl struggling for more oxygen, and he really 
either active, pamTe, or latent e'.emeots is. If then, he obtains, in Cuba, less of 
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what he wants than in Boston, why send tn.inin~ in youth-such ·as will produce 
him there? an -equilibrium between the medul!a oblon· 

A simple illustration will explain why geta and the cerebellum-will prevent the 
he should go south: A horEe is breakiug difeaEe. 
down under · the weight of his load, 1tl- No age, it seems, is exempt from this 
though he receh·es regularly a full meas- _fatal form of dheefe, and the reason why 
ure of food. Now, can he not stand the it is S<• mubt now be obvious. Some chil· 
travel better with one-eighth Jess food. if dren are born so feeble, in one or other of 
one-half the load be taken off him? Every the above name.d organs, as to render it 
readet-, we think, will answer in the affirn1- impoSEible for them to live to maturity--_ 
ative. some h8\·e such au endowment of them. in 

The lungs perform two functions-by connection with circumstances, as will sus
inspiration they receive oxy~en, which is tain them even to old age; but as the cere· 
indispensable to the production of animal bellum begins to decline at the meridian 
heat (to say nothing of other l?urposes;) of life, it finally becomes too feeble to 1:us· 
but in Cuba he requires less animal heat, tain the lungs against diseur.; hence the 
and therefore for this purpose he requires caui:;e of consumption at a very advanced 
less oxygen. The o her pulmonic affection age. 
is that of expiration-an elimination of It is well known, that many mpn have 
carbon from the system. Now, while in lived to an old i.:ge whose patents hail died 
Boston, the lungs had no aid in the per- of consumption, and we have no doubt that 
formance of this function-they had to they would have died of the same disease 
perform the whofo duty-that is, they had if they had lived under the same _influei_ices. 
to carry the whole load; but in Cuba, the It becomes, tbeo;our duty to 1nves1tgate 
high calorific temperature so excites the the influences by which such rersons were 
skin and liver that they take from the !'Bv.id, so that we may do for some, by de· 
lungs half their load. In view of this ex- sign. what accident hns done fur others. 
planation, we can understand how it is We do not doubt the accuracy of our 
that a young man, before any disease OC· prt>mises-we belie,·e tht!m to be easily and 
curs in his lungs, by going to the south. satisfactvtily demonstrated, and if so, there 
although organized for consumption in the c.an be no doubtastothe proper prophylaxis 
north, will far more probably die of somP -exercife of the muscular system, partic
billious form of disease than any pulmonic nlarly of the superior extremities and chest. 
one. . This will force a developement of the mus· 

It seems, then, that the patient had not cles-increare and strengthen the circula
inherited a predisposition to phthisis pul- tory and the respiratory systems, nnd. as a 
monalis, but that be had inherited a pecul- matter of course, those portions of the en· 
iar organization, whic:h was not compati- cerhalon which preside over them. 
ble with a continuance of life under cer- By this course. tho~e organic forms which 
tain circumstances. It is possible. how- have been tranFmitted from parent to child 
ever, that, by such training as would de- for numberless gern·rations. are broken np-
velop his cerebellum, he could so have an improved modification has been effected, 
changed bis organi2tion as to have adapted and the further transmission of a phthisical 
it to its native situation. liabilitv arrested. 

It is possible that his organic condition We shall now make a few extracts fro1n. 
may have been just the reverse of what has "Simon's General Pathology." for the pur· 
been previout!ly snppoeed-his medulla po,e of showing how little is known upon 
oblongata may have ~n feeble, and the this sub;ect, and how imp0t::sible it is to 
cerebellum large. and consequently, he r.,ach a sound conclusion by reai:oning 
may have been obese; but the nutritive from a false position. He is treating of 
process, in this relation. mav have becoJn!' the hereditarv character of the tubercular 
arrested, and hence the lungs have to diathesis, and especiallv about the tuber
eliminate as much more carbon, than usual. culous nature of a rabbit's liver that was 
as the system had been in the habit of con- sent to him. 
ve1tin11; into adeps, which, proving more 1. "On inquiry of a candid poulterer, I 
than they can do, they finally generate tu- found that thE'se •turbeculer' liveri:are com
bercles in themselves, or cause them to be moo-very common; that they will be found 
deposited in other part8. We do not 1-e- often in almost every tame rabbit cut open, 
lieve that consumption is often produced and in litter after litter; and, strangely 
under there circumstances. but it does hap- enough, that they do not appear incompat
pen--that is, men have become obese, and ible with goo1l health. or et least with suf. 
subst>quently died of phthisis pulmonalis. ficientlv good for market purposes." 
But in this case, as in the other, proper 2. "In continuation, I made various ex-
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periments to see if I could produce tuber· the whole, Tery generally realized, that 
cle artificially, and various other examina· the child a>hall be more like its lather than 
tions to Eee if I could find it in rabbits its god father. So far the case is clear; but 
dying under other circumstances. The re- I wish to o~ne the tendenc;r further.
sult may be told in a word: I have never Follow the child in its ultenor develop
seen a tubercle in a rabbit." ment, for that is the point, and mink how 

3. "One sort of experiment does appa exactly, in various exterior and notict>.able 
rently tend to develop tubercle. As we eigns, he repeats the developements of his 
often stay the process of phthisis in the father; bow, in arriving at the age when 
human subject by transferring our patient his fath1~r got corpulent, he acquires the 
to a tropical <.limate, so, converse1y, we same figure; how, at the age when biJ fath
can facilitate the development of our ex· er became gray, or bald, he, too, bl!comt's 
periment from warmer to colder latitudes. gray, or bald, and with the same succession 
It is said, that among the beasts of the of parts-vertex first, or temples first, or 
Zoological Society's Gardens, tubercle is a forehead first. as the case may be; how his 
frequent cause of death; and especially teeth decay, or drop, or protude, just as his 
those that come to our climate from a father's; how his pulse is of the same char
higher temperature. From my own knowl- acter-even, as we have often noticed, to 
edge, I will only 'l'"enture ti:> confirm this the degree of copying an intermittent 
statement in regard of monkeys;- as they rhvthm; and bow his habits of sleeping 
have the dignity of standing next to man an(l waking follow the same direction." 
in form, so they ha'l'"e the incon'l'"enience of 8. "Now, observe, for the distinction is 
this very humane liability: when transfer· one of great importance, that them things 
red from the hotter climates to England, are not comiate; ihe child is not born a 
and when surrounded by the artificial cir- copy of the father as he beget him; but be 
cumstance.o; of a menagerie, they &l'C apt to is born, having his father's past develop
die with tubercles in their lungs, mesen· ment as a type for his own future deYeloi; 
tery, and spleen." ment, so that he shall be developed as his 

l>. "Here, howe,·er, le~ me detain you father was developed, and shall hereafter 
on the subject of Mrtditary transmi8Bioii become like him. Jn addition to that gen
of scrofula, and explain to you what I era! law of human development, by virtue 
mean, when I speak of it11 being continued of which he is destined to be a mammal 
in this manner from generation to genera- rather than a bird; and a man rather than 
tion; I do n·ot mean that, in the process of an ox; and to reach puberty. manhO<'d, old 
impregnation, actual tubercular matter age, and death in a certain define1l succes
passes from the system of the scrofulous sion; he is further possesred by an inheri
father into the germ of the infant to re· ted ptraonal mid particular la1L' of devel
main latent there. till circumstances call opment, which affixes a something pecul
for its development: nor that. durin~ uter- iar and individual to his passage through 
ine lifo, the blood of the child is poisoned each period of his exist.ence."' 
by its mother's blood, as occunt in small 9. "II my meaning in all this has bet'n 
pox or syphilis. What I mean is this: intelligible to you, you will readily con
that- the scrofulous diathesis-that the dia· ceh·e that diseases affecting the develop
pasition to form tubtrcles is transmitted; ment of the body are peculiarly those which 
that the child inherits an imperfect pattern transmit themselves in the line of hr.redit
of de'l'"elopment." ary succesoion; that the disposition to a 

6. "I must explain this more fullv, for difease would be hereditary, where the dis
the inheritance of di8positiona to distast ease consisted of a faulty tne of develop
d0tis not belong to scrofula only; it forms ment, affecting limb, or viscus, · solid or 
a very important problem in the palho((eny fluid. in the . body; and that no dii;ease 
of cancer, with its allied disorders (for they ltould be bPreditary, except in so far as it 
are hereditary,) of gout, and rheumatism. mi~ht be developmental." 
for they too are hllirlooms in families; and 10. "Accidental mutilations do not be
it, conEequently, constitutes one of the OOJJle hereditary; for many centuries the 
m'¥t important qut'.stions in the study of Jews and tbt: Mabommedans have under
General Pathology." gone circumcision of the prepuce; but the 

7. "Every one recognizes in the "Jlro~ese local deformity has never transmitted itEelf; 
of generation a certain amount of that in- the new-born Jew or Mussulman offers 
fiuence by which 11 parent becomes the pat- probably as much foreskin to the knife, as 
tern of the formation for his child. No the immediate successors of Abraham or 
man Pxpects to become the father of an Mahommed." 
armadillo, or a flving· fish, or a stag-beetle. 11. "And, if you transfer these argu
But more than this, it is expected, and, on ments to the several varieties of disease, 
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you will know, on the one hand, in what is one affecting its denlopment; and that 
diseaH:s to anticipate hereditBJy transmis· it is as a developmental diseare of the 
sion; and on the other hand, what pt>culiar blood that scrofula acquires its tendency to 
character of disease, to-wit, its develop· hereditary succession--its tendency to per
mental character, may be inferred from the petuation as part of a family likeness. I 
fact of its herPditary succesEion. Of a shall presently give you other evidence in 
disea~e like scorb .1tus or ague, dependent support of the Rlme view." 
on the presence or ab:ence of a certain ex- rn. "Meanwhile, to return for a moment 
terior accidental conditions, you would an· to the narrower ground from \\·hich we 
ticipate that it could not be hereditary, any started, remember, that what is me1nt in 
mor~ than a wound or dislocation. Of calling scrofula a hereditary diseaEe is-not 
those accitlental accompaniments of scro- that the tubercular material is to pass from 
fula-the morbid processes wh4:h orise in parent to child-not that the child is to be 
defective nutrition, the ulcerations of the bor• with tubercle already in its body
cornea or intestines, for instance, which but that the disposition to form blood in 11 

depend on insufficient or inappropriate manmr tDhich shall give tuberclt as a col
nourishment, and which, as I have said, lattral phenomenon, exists as a c!auEe in 
are essentially co-extensive in their dura- the child's charter of life, and forms a part 
tion with the exterior causes which pro of its type of clevelopment, as truly es 
duce them-you would know that they any exterior resemblance which he may 
have no natural tendency to perpet, bear to the configurative growth of his 
uate themselves in this way. Of another parents." 
disease, on the contrary..:....one like plethora . 16. "I may illustrate to you the import
relating essentially to the rate or degree of ance of there considerations, in quoting 
development in an element of the body, the result of some statis•cs coPected at 
you might predict that it would tend to the Consumption Hospital, bv the officers 
become hereditary. And whereas it is in of that institution, and published by them 
the blood, more strikingly and more con- in their last year's Report. They find that, 
atantly than in anv ingredient of th~ or- among their fema~ pbthisical patients, 
ganism, that the development is ever in thirty-six per centum report their pa1ents 
progress; where1s. it is eminently in the to have been consumptive. If you con
blood, that we have at each moment an sider this statement simply, you will be 
epitome of the whole development of the struck with its importance, and with the 
bOdy, and find the earliest rudi·ments and magnitud~ of its consequenc.-es; and, in 
the late3t relics of every organi7.ed tissue. order to do full justice to it, you must 
nascent or in decay; so surely it would bE> further rememl1er, that, in the remaining 
in this fluid-the scene or the subject of so 'ixty-four per centum. there may hne 
many d~velopmental metamorphoses. that been another considerable proportion whose 
·one would expect to find the material ex- parents had not indeed suffered from tuber
planation of many hereditary diseases.- cular phthi~is, but may ha"e suffered from 
One would expect that an inherited dispo- tubercular deposit predominantly in other 
sition to form. at various periods of hfe organs than the lung-in the lymuhatic 
and in a number of different organs. cer- ~vstem, perhaps, or elsewhere; and that 
tain special end characteristic materials there may have bt>en a second considerable 
bearing de!ini•e relation to the normal pro proportion, in whose family the parents 
ducts of thP. body, would indicate a pecul- may, perhaps, have escaped tubercular dis
iarity in the developement of the blood . ease in their own persons, but may yet 
whereof those. deposited materials would have transmitted the predisposition from 
be the result and the ·expression." their own immediate predecessors to those 

12. "Such is the stat~ of the case in re- latter inheritors of the disease: for it ill 
gard to scrofula: and therefore it is. that 1 notorious, in many matters of familv like
have analyzed this question of hereditar:v ness. that some very characteristic foature, 
tendencies to disease. Strict expe'iiment ltealthy or morbid, may develop itself only 
would not, I think, justify me in telling ii alternate generations, or'may .at least 
·you. Ma certainty, that the scrofulous dir.- remain latent during a single generation, 
'thesis has it expltmation in such groundF •mle!<s manv circumstances conspire pow-
:as we have gone over." erfnllv to favor its evolution." 

13. "But, though we are short of abso We ha'-e made the preceding long extract, 
lutedemonstrationon the suhiect. (14) I togiveourreartere the best and most la
may tell yon this with confidence: then> bored argnm~nt we have e1er R!en in sup
exists m"iny facts renderinp; it highly prob· '>Ort of the hereditary pretensi<>ns whiCh 
able that tubercle has its rise in disease ol lias been claimed. from time immf'morial, 
the blood; that this disease of the blood for certain forms of dir.ase, and will now 
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proceed to notice it in detail in the order venous depuration, and the consequence 
of the numbers we have attached to it: must be the same. 

1. The poultry and rabbits, of which he 4. If he had poS6eS~ed the most remote 
speaks, had been fed to great repletion idea of the cause of tubercle, he would 
without exercise, and as, in such cases. never have written this paragraph. The 
there is but little waste and little neces· poultry and rabbits were not rendered tu
sity for repair, the food they took being berculous by "rleficiencies in air, in exer-
more than enough for these purposes, the cise, ~and) in diet." . 
surplus was stored away in the form of fl. We perfectly agree with him in this 
adeps, but in this process too much dutv siatement, with one qualification, he 
had been imposed upon both the lungs and should have added, under circumstances; 
liver, and as a consequence tuberculatio11 and we 11lso admit his final conclusion, but 
would fall upon one or the -other part. A we claim the same in every instance where 
similar result is common to our hogs and there is any kind of imperfection or weak
cattle which are treated in the same man- ness of constitution. But, in the begin
ner. The general health of the animal is ning of this paragraph, he prnmised to 
good, and whatever of disease that may be explain what he meant by "htreditary 
discovered to exist, is local, and confined traninni8sion," and concludes by a siinple 
to some glandular structure-but this is admission or statement of the fact, which 
not always the case-in a few instances is not an explanation. "The child inherits 
the muscles are all full of tubercles. en imperfect patem of de,elopment."-

2. Whv should he expect. to find tuber- \Vhen was there one born that did not'! 
cle in rabbits under other circumstances? 6. We hope he will, for as yet he has cer
It may be reasonablv supposed, that rab- tainly failell. We admit that all these forms 
bits, in a state of liberty, would live in of disease do appear in families in succes
accordance with, their organic laws. . sion, and we admit that a liability to them, 

3. We think 1t much more than probe- under circumstances, is inherited-just as 
ble, that monkeys imported into England, a liabilitv to t.ilious fever or any other 
and set at liberty, would, for several gen- form of disease is inherited by tho~e who 
4'ratiotis, if not perpetually, escape from have ha,·e had it, unaer the circumstances 
tubercle; but that they.or any other animal. of their exposure to the proper exciting 
should acquire tuberculous forms of disea~. causes. 
aftf!r years of confinement in a close cage, 7. And, he might have ailded, he has, 
with even tolerable feeding;, is what we like his father, a thick lip, a pug nose, or 
should certainly expect. It is certainlv red hair. We admit the whofo of this par
Yery improbab!e that they acquired the agraph-every word of tt. Umler the pe
disease bv Atrtditary entail, and if they culiarities of tht> child's organizati1>n, all 
·can, under certain cuc.umstances, spon- is normal-in nowise blended with 1li>ease, 
1aneouslv, acquire the disease. then it mav. and, so fur as we know, entirely l:eyond 
in a similar manner. obtain in human so- •he reach of auy modification --no chan~e 
cletv. of place will change the color of his hau 

We have shown in the beginning of thiF or the thickness of his lips; hence we can 
paper, and incidentally in several other St~ no similitude between the~e organic 
places. how tubercle originates under cer- conditions and a hereditary transmission of 
tain circumstances. with ~rtain organic- a tubercular disposition. 
conditions. A modification of the semi' 8. We admit the whole of this para
principles accounts for it in these mo11key1< graph, except t>O far as it involves the kind 
and other animals similarly circumstanceil of disease of which he may die. The fatb
--s the poultry and tame rabbits. (See ~r mav have died of phthisiR pulmonalis, 
answer I.) but ttie son may have avoided the necessa-

ln all cases of phthisis pulmonalis in ry exciting circumstances, or hii< pursuits 
'OUr northern latitudt>.'I, the lungs are inca- in life may have proved a complete pro
pable of <lepurating the venous blootl-tu- ·ection against it, or be mey have fl:One to 
'bercle or obesity is the result; end shoulrl ·he south when young, where he could not 

' the latter res111t become arrested or distri- hue phthisis, but would, under the cir
bute1l, tubercle will or still mav result. In ·:umstances of organization, most f'TOba
the case of the monkeys and other confln- bly have some form of di!!ffllre peculiar to 
ed animals, a surplus of carbon is accumu· rhe digestive system. Bv the laws of pro
lated in .consequence of insufficient exer· ~reation, the child could not be anything 
cise ·-theu lungs, though adequate to all •lse than human, end by the same Jews he 
the ends of normal existence. become was forced to follow the type of his pa
under the confinement, as in the case of rents, no matter what his pu,rsuits may be, 
feeble development, incapable of adequate or into what country he may travel. He 
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may enfeeble or strengthen bis system, but constituted as there are in Boston, in pro
the elements of it will still be the same. portion to the population of these citiee, 
Neither disea...:e, nor a predisposition to it, respectively; bow does it happen, then, 
was incorporated into the organic laws; that there are no ca&>S of consumption 
on the contrary, a strict obedience to these among the native population of the south? 
laws constitute a certain proph\ taxis.- Simply for the reason that a change of 
Hence it is seen, that the moment "we leave temperature and other minor circumstances 
those organic forms which are es:ential to have transferred the major action f1om the 
humanity, the necessary similitude between lungs to the digesti.l'e system, which is 
parent and child ceases. manifested· by diarrhea, dysentery, ague 

9. We do not admit that there are any and fever, bilious fe\'er, etc. Defective 
organic predisposition to diSf"ase, but we nutrition is not only the cause of the ac
do admit that a faulty type of organi7.ation companiments of scrofula, but of ,;crofula 
or development must occasion a liability it.Eelf. He has labored through the pre
to certain forms of disease, Ulldcr appro· ceding pages to show that the hereditary 
priate exciting circumstances. Our la."t transmission of disposition to tubercle 
comment furnishes a reply to the closing is a part of that ~reat law which deter
portion of this paragraph-nothing can be mines that the ch1lcl's platform or model 
hereditary except that which is esseutial to of life shall be that of its sire; and as that 
the organism of the animal; but all the operation of the law is peculiarly incom
organic forms ma)' be faulty , and then, as prehensible, he resorts to the blood for the 
a natural consequence, liab!e to deranged purpose of finding a solution for the whole 
or morbid actions. subject. 

The existence of any disease indicates Now, if we admit that l'l"e find the 
the existence, also, of a "faulty type of "earliest rudiments" and the "latest relics 
development;"-in what other way can we of every organized tissue," it becomes ee
explain the fact that some men hve to an sential to bis argument for him to show 
old age without having been Eick, while that the hereditary matter in question is 80 
other individuals cannot escape from the or~anized that it can furnish to the blood a 
most common forms of disease incidental rudiment, or a relic-the transmissibility 
to the climate in which they live. All treated of, must inhere in something, and 
forms of disease are developmental , except that something must be a tissue, or it can
thore· which exhaust the susceptibility of not be uncler the influence of the blood. 
the system by one or more invasions. In All the organs of the body and all its tis
other forms of disclllse, one seizure.increases sues, bold suitable relation to the blood, 
tba liability to a eecond, a second lo a third. and it is true that the blood contains rudi
until it finally becomes incurable, except ments and relics of all the organs and tis
by a change of residence. This is as much sues of the body-but does it contain ru
the case with ague as it is with phthisis. c!imeuts and relics of the peculiar trans-

10. We admit the whole of this para- missibility for which he contends? He 
graph, and for the reason that such circum- may find it in an "epitome" of the noee, 
stances were not provided for in the laws eyes and possibly of the whole body-but can 
of procreation in mammals; and it is upon he find the epitome of this Ler.?ditary trans
the very S&IJ\e ground that we deny that missibility of dh·ease? This is the question. 
any cause of disease, exciting, predisposing The blood is an elaborated fiuid, and 

. or otherwise, ever becomes a part of the therefore it must represent the materials 
organization. from which it was elaboratf'd and the ap-

A disposition to disease. such as it con- 11aratus that elaborated it; and, we think, 
tended for, is just as much a lesion as an it is about as possible for him to disl·over 
incised wound or an amputated arm. The in the blood, the imperfections of the ap
whole arrangement of the organic laws paratus that elaborated it, as it would he 
contemplates an exemption from bolh, and to discover in a mug of beer the impe.rfec
not n disposition to them. A disposition lions of th~ beer-shop. 
to di;ease, is not a disposition to health- 12. We admit that he haslaboredaesidu
then, so far as it extends, it is a di8eaat- ou~lv in the analysi8 of this question.and so 
there cannot be established a. point of indif- :.lid the mountain in labor-it brought forth 
ference between health and direase, and if. " mouse, and he nothing. And we gnnt, 
therefore, the disposition be to the latter. urtbermore, that he is correct in bis "oer
can it be regarded as anything less than a tainty," that the scrofulous diathesis hu 
lesion?-and let it be remembered that its explanation in the grounds he has passed 
lesions cannot be transmitted. over-that is. in the human syFtem; but 

11. There are in Charleston and New we deny that he has discovered it. 
Orleans, as many persons con,;umptively 13 ln the forepart of this article, be ap-
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peared quite certain that he would con- and if we shall examine all of them and find 
elusively develo\> this mysterious subject, the cerebellum to be about the Eame in all, 
but now he admits that he has not found a then the remote cause of the disease, in all, 
demonstration'for it. is discovered, and in a manner more satis-

14. When be first cast his eyes into the 'I factorilv than by the unexplainable cause 
blood, and found the rudiments and relics contended for. 
of all the tissues, and even an epitome of By our doctrine, we can comprehend how 
the whole being, he appeared quite san- it is that the same organitation can result 
guine that he would accomplish his object, in two very different forms of diEease in 
but now his confidence and lengthened ar- two equally dilfenmt latitudes. But the 
gument are reduced to a high probability existing hypothesis explains nothing. If 
that "tubercle has its rise in disease of the produced by that organic law, which de
blood," and in this wise it becomes to con- terminesthe features, complexion, etc., then 
stitute a part of the "family likeness." it is incurable and unalterable by any med
He assures us, that in favor of such a prob- icine or change of circumstanCt>s; or elEe, 
ability there are 01any facts. 'Ve would it mllflt be shown that fiittures can be 
like to ha>e one fact to show why it changed by medication or change of place. 
should be in the blood, rather than in the It is now well .known that neither of these 
nervous, serous, mucous, fibrous or osseous positions is defeneable. 
tissues; but, unfortunately, he has omitted We have no occasion to prove that organ-
to give us one. ic forms are transmissable-it is admitted; 

rn. We now understand him-the blood and, with refe~nce to those who mny be· 
is the great agent through which all family come afflicted with pbthisis, in the north, 
resemblance and hereditary transmission of it is well known that they have in common 
certain forms of disease is perpetuated. It a similar outline of person, and we only 
is a very pretty hypothesis, but there ex- extend the idea a little further. and contend 
ists one serious objection to it, which is that this morbid condition finds its origin 
this: it is not consistent-and, therefore, in certain minor or subordinate forms and 
it is not true. Any number of boys i:nay and thP.ir relations, under certain circum
be taken to Charleston, S. C., and while stances. It follows, then, that by chang
each one will retain his famil1 likeness, ing the forms and relations, or by lhan~ng 
the whole of them will lose their parental the circumstances, a security is obtamed 
liability to a certain form of disease-and against the malady. This, as a fact, no 
yet there may be 110 change in their respec- one will question at this time. 
tiTe organizations. Now, in this case, If this form of disease be heredity, sci
the blood must undergo a very peculiar ence can offer neither a remedy nor a pro
chan~e to maintain all the elements of the phylaxis, nor any solid foundation for an 
child s charter of life, except one-the dis- mdulgence of hope, the ~reat sustaim~r of 
ease and mode of death. The man who life-the patient's doom 1s well establlshed 
can conceive of the pssibility of such a in this respect, as with reference to tbe 
change, bas, we admit, a very different ca- shape of his mouth or nose. But, under 
pacity from ours. our views, science dictates a propbylaxis-

16. We admit it to be very probable, a certainexerciEe or change of place or bot.'1, 
that thir.ty-six per centum of consumptive and, consequently, a rational foundation 
patients were of consumptive )!arentage; for a useful hope. 
but if we believed the disease to mvariably But the most remarkable circumstance 
originate in such parentage, we should be· connected .with this subject is, that the doc. 
gin to doubt the truth of our hypothesis ifj trine should be as old as the profession. and 
we should fail to tra~ .seventy-two .per stil.J in good cha!a.cter, without a single 
centum to such an or1g1n; twenty-eight claim to respectab1hty. 
per centum would then be left to be account- We shall continue the use of the word 
ed for in the manner in which be bas at- hereditary, as hitherto, because it is conve
tempted to account for sixty-four. We re- nient; but we shall understand by it the 
gard this table as decidedly hostile !o his transmission of certain organic forms and 
conclusion. But if all of them had heen of relations (and when used with reference to 
consumptive parents, be would have been disease), which may result in certain forms 
sustained only in the result, but not in the of disease under certain circumstances. 
cause. (See Answer 3.) 

If it be true, as we contend, that a cer
tain of development between the medulla 
oblongata and the rerebellum constitutes a 
liability to this form of disease, under cer
tain influences, as those of a cold climate-

CASE OF OBESITY. 
A physician of Savannah, sends to the 

Journal of that citv, an account of an un
paralleled case of obesity. GIJe says:l 
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216 NEW METHOD OF OPERATING FOR STRABISMUS 

"l must put in a slip, to girn you a sin
gular instapce of death from the rapid ac
cumulation of fat. We had a young man 
residing eighteen miles from this place, 
who was one of the mirades of nature. at 

_the ate of twenty-two he weighed 561'> 
~ pounds; he continued gradually to increase 

in flesh until he reached a little over 600 
poun:ls, he was able to gel about with toler
able ea .. e and comfort to himself. and at tend
t'd to his planting inler.:st. He had a fine 
estate, and looked after.it with care and in
terest. Some four weeks ago, he commenced 
increasing in fte;h ,·ery rapidly. and gained 
at first 16 pounds per day, then it was found 
that he gamed u little over2 per 'ay. Last 
week he died ~ddenly on hi~ chair, I think 
from an accumulation of fat around the 
heart. Three chys prior to his deeth, !\O 
doubt, he would have gone over two pounds. 
I ha\'e often seen him, and visited his family 
a month ago, professionally." 

bh the operotion, to tighten the knot, and 
cut away one of the ends of the ligature. 
The other end is brougpt to the correspond
ing angle of the eye and fixed to a spot on 
the circumference of the orbit. 

The first effect of this ligature is to ren
der tht'! lateral fibres of the muscles more 
central, and thus to bring al.out a Ehorten
ing of this organ . The tecond effect is to 
develop an adhesit·e inflammation, which 
not only fixes permanently the abnormal 
juxtaposition of the mu~cular fibres, but 
also e~tabli~hes adhesion between the mu&
cle and subjacent sclerotic membrane. 

The ligature not being intended to pro
duce division of the muscle, must conse
quently be only temporary. Towards the 
end of the second, or beginning of the third 
day, it can be easily taken off by means of 
gentle traction carefully applied to the end 
whith remains. 

This first operation may not in all cases 
produce the effect which we have described. 

N Very severe strabismus will no doubt prove 
NEW METHOD OF OPERATI G FOR refractorr. It is at least with this idea that 

STRABlSMUS, I have devised a way of making it moreef-
BY A TEMPORARY LIGATURE. ficacious. 

BY M • TA v 1 G No T. Stcond opertion.-The hook having been 
In a mem'lir recentlypresentl'd to the Al'ld- passed over the mu~cle, as in the preceding 

emyofScienceatParis.M. Ta,·ignotexplains ca•e, the ligature is pasEed, not directly un
a new meth0Jofoperati11gforsquinting. This der the mmcle, but under the hook, so as 
new operation ii. founded on the following to embrace the muscular expansion. 
idea, that, instead of lengthening a muscle Before !oing further, it must be discov
Eupposecl lo be too short, you must shorten ered by a momentary constriction if the 
a muscle in reality too long. Instead of globe is perfectly restored to its nvrma\ po
leaving the e)'e to oscillate with difficulty. sition. To pro\•e experimentally that the 
and sometimes sluggishly, between two ligature has effected the required do>,gree of 
muscl•~5, one of which is muti'ated by a sec- shortening, we must proceed, during the 
tion, and the other ·remains alwavs mor~or operation, in the following manner :-The 
less powerless, my method of operating. ligature being passed once undt'r the hook, 
says the author, attacks the longest muscle a different colored thread must be passed 
and not only shortens it by a sufficient through the loop thus formed, then constric
length to-e:iual that of its antagonist, but tion is made by means of the first-mention
it furthermore acts by increasing its physi- ed ligature, but taking care to make only 
ological C'lntraction. one knot, and to make it a single one only. 

Fir11t opi:ration.-The longest muEcle- The hook is then withdrawn, am\ the eye. 
that is to say, that one which is opposed left to itsdf. The changes in its direction 
to the d~da•ion being exposed in the ordi- can now be judged of accurately. If the 
nary maoner for strabotomy, the operator globe is not brought back sufficiently, a 
procee ls in 'the following manner :--A larger quantity of muscuhr tissue must be 
blunt hook, with an eye at its extremity, embraced by the ligature; if the globe is 
is pas.::ecI.; underneath the muscle, so as by too much brought back, a lesser quantity of 
lifting it UT' to detatch it from the globe of muscular ti~sue must be enclosed; but in 
the eye. The hook is then carried forward, either case the ligature already put on must 
so that its concavity embraces the muscle be withdrawn as soon as possib'e. Owing 
at a little distance from its apo11eurotic ex- to the precautions we have adopted with 
J>&nsion. A thread of silk rs then passed this view nothing is more easy; the eye 
through the eye of the hook, then the hook being fixed, one end of the li~ature ii:: drawn 
itself is brought towards the operator, leav- with one hand; while the 01her hand pulls 
ing the ligature under the muEcle. By a the thi:ead passed through. th~ loop <?f this 
double twist of theendsof the thread on one same ligature. The knot gnr.3 way 1mrne
another. a simple, yet very resisting knot is diately to thig opposed extension. There 
obtained. There only then remains to fin- only then remains to pass the hook again 
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underneatb the muscle (if it bas not bt'len 
already done before takmg away the lii;a
ture,) and recommence lhe operation, keep· 
ing in mind the data furnicihed by the first 
trial-Dublin lUediw.l Pru., July 18:'.>2. 

these chatities are after all a profitable in
vestment: they hell to business: they se
cure repute. Wel , so they should; and 
we are thankful that God ll!is made it policy 
in this fad world of ours, as well as duty 
to be good and do good. But it will be 

POISONING FROM ARSENIC AND found, we surmise, that the came view may 
CHROMATE OF LEAD--RBCOVERY. be taken of the charities which other men 

• bestow, as truthtully as of tho~e which 
Dr. R.H . Thompson, of Liverpool, relattls proceed from the l'hysician; w bile his have 

a case in which, as nearly as could be gues- this more evangelic circumstance attending 
Eed, from half a drachm to two scruples of them, that he does not blow a trumpet 
arsenious .acid, and the same quantity. of when he performs them; but, in fact, keeps 
chrome yellow, were taken . . Symptoms of his left hand ignorant ol the good deeds 
poisoning did not appear until five or six done by his right. What most men do is, 
hours afterwa1ds. Calcined magn~ia, to in the:main, known bye,·ery body; but what 
the extent of eight ounces in two hours, the the good physician does, will, for the most 
stomach-pump, mucilaginous and oily fluids part, first be heard of in the day of judg
were administered-subsequently opiates ment: at least, by the generality. 
and external applications. Reco,·ery was But there is another trait of physicians, 
complete in about three weeks. Arsenic was as we have already intimated, to which the 
detected in the urine, but no lead, which Dr. most ingenious fabricator of selfhh mo
Thompson observes, was probably owing to :hes, will find it difficut to ascribe a sin
tbe insoluble form in which the latter wa& ister aspect. It cannot be doubtetl that at 
taken.-Lanut Nov. 29. least one-half, and probably three-fourths, 

and not improbablyeight·tenthsof the dis

PHYSICIANS. 
eases which afflict community at the pres
ent day, proceed from the temperate-so 

This class·of men, as such, formasdisin- called-intemperate use of intoxicating 
terested, philanthropic, and noble a band drinks. Jf this be so, it must be obvious 
as can be found in this world. Mme than that 1·~ysicia.ns, as a body, hav~ a la~e and 
any other, they are the friends of the poor: appreciable mterest in the perpetmty of 
few know the extent to which they con· those drinks and both their use and abuse; 
tribute to the wants, health and happiness nay, they are ·directly interested in a 
of this suffering vortiou of the community. pecuniary eem;e in the indefinite in
Yet no boast is ma.de of it. The rills of cn-ase of the <JUantity consumed, and in 
theft charity are always purling, but amid thE'ir adulteration; for the greater the quan
the din of the world, few, very few, hear tity and the worse the quality, the more 
the sweetest of earth's music whicb they prevalent will be diseaEe, and c:oneequently 
make as they run "sparkling and bright," the larger the incomes derived from their 
to refresh and b!ess tlie lowly and unhappy. treatment. In fact, the manufacturer and 
Mr. A. will draw forth his portmonnaie, reller of these intoxicating liquors have no 
and taking therefrom ten, twt>nty, thirty larger pecuniary stak"' in averting legal 
dollars, will send it to the poor man's restrictions on their use in the ~hare of a 
house. and it will be the town's wonder prohibitory law, than thiF< class of men; 
and admiration for nine days, of twenty- rnd1:ed. not so large; for the manufacture 
four hours each; but D1' B. shall bestow and seller invest their capi!al, under such 

• medicines to that amount. and perhaps a Jaw, in some other pursuit equally pro
to four-fold that amount . ....:.Snd it may be fitabl e; perhaps, more. But prohibit the 
money besides-and it will not only not sale of these liquid poisons, cause them to 
get into the papers, but we dare say, it will tall into disuse, and thus remove one-half 
not be heard of next door! Excellent man! of the direale or more, whirh afflicts the 
May God's benedictions rest on you, and commuity. and what becomes of the phy
all who, like you, so far walk in the steps sician? His trade-the only thing on 
of the Goou Pnvs1c1AN, and make y11u oth- which his livelihood depends, and which 
erwise his humble follower, that after the he cannot chan~e at· pleasure-becomea a 
day of doom you may walk with him for· profitless pursuit; or to Fay the most, is 
ever! onlv one half as profitable as it was before. 

But ,i:e hE'gan this article with the in ten- Yet these men, with their ,·erv subsist-
tion of e:peaking of e,·en a. finer character- ence involved in the perpr.tuity of drinking 
istic trait of physicians than thf'!ir charity usages, and their greater abuse. come forth 
to the poor. A selfish turn may be gh·en before the community al11&'08t to a man, an4 
to this, however unjustly; it may be said, voluntariaUy declare that thtH intorica-
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ting drinks in 1Dhatever quantity they may 
be taken. are nttitr ntuasary, and al1Days 
injurious to a man in health! How disen
terested! how· noble! What unselfish de
votion to the welfare of humanity! What 
a contrast between these men and the 
heartless slave of his ap~tites, who will 
not give up even a solitary glass or his 
social. at meals, fo save the thousands who 
are &oing down to dishonored graves, the 
Yicums of rum! and how great the contrast 
between them and the trafficers in liquor, 
who rather than forego their vile profits 
will gladly see generations perish before 
their eyes! 

Physicians you command our profound 
admiration and esteem. You have won, 
without seeking, a title to the- applause of 
all mankind. Your countrv and the world 
owe you a debt of gratitude too great for 
either to pay. For ourselves, and for all 
others engaged in lhe cause of temperance, 
we thank you; and were our means equal 
to the bulk of our wishes, lo-morro'v would 
behold us \aying the foundations of a mon
ument to commemorate your worth, which 
should enclose and overtop pyramids on 
the shores of Nilus.-ProhWitioniat. 

his feet; and, on assistance arriving, and 
searrh made, most of the shattered frag
ments were forthcoming, but the breech, 
which was nowhere to be found, until 
after the lapse of several days, when it 
was ascertained to have been the cause of 
the wound, and that it actually remained 
imbedded in the skull. In the course of 
ab11ut three months, the patient had reco'Y
ered sufficientlv to 1esume his duties: the 
wound in the forehead remaining open, but 
being protected by a covering of black plas
ter.· So matters rested for a few months 
more, when the pointed portion of the 
iron breech made its way through the 
palate, together with the head of the screw 
by which it hnd been secured· to the stock, 
and which was still loosely inserted through 
its proper hole in the iron, as they bad 
together bt.-en torn from the woodwork. 
They bad continued to desr.end gradually 
lower and lower, so that the point of the 
iron was almost in constant contact with 
the tongue, by which its edge was wom 
smooth and!.olished. As will be natural
ly conclude , a profuse secretion of pus 
was kept up; this was generally most offen
sive, requiring the greatest attention to 
cleanliness, and a consumption of lint and 

FATAL POlSONING FROM ARSENIC tow somewhat enormous; despite all which 
TAKEN TO INDUCE ABORTION. the discomfort of the sufferer w11s occa

Mr. Brown, of West-on-Trent, relates the 
particulars of a case in which a young wo
man, twenty-four years of age, was suppos
ed to have died from peritonitis after pre
mature delivery. Onexamation of the body 
it was discovered that she had been the sub
ject of ulceration of the stomach, produced 
by the actionofarsenic, which was detected 
in that organ by chemical analysis,-.A88o
ciation Journal, October 7th, 18:'>3. 

sionally added to the engendering of mag
gots within the wound. It was on one of 
these occasions, eight years after the acci
dent, that I first saw the case, and had, 
from the officer himself, a statement. of 
which the precedin~ is a summary. The 
worms were at this time got rid of by 
stimulating in,iections, but not "·ithout 
great pain. The wound in the forehead 
was tnangular, with a base about half an 
inch long, just above the ossa nasi, and 
from its center to the apex was a full inch. 

A. REMARKABLE GUN-SHOT WOUND Within was seen, horizontally placed, and 
IN WHICH THE BREECH OF A GUN REMAIN- level, or nearly so, with the base, the cir
ED IlllBEDl>ED IK THE CELLS OF THE B'l'H- cular end of th!\, iron; while, as before 
llOID AND 8PHENOID BONES FOB A PERIOD mentioned, the other end, with the head of 
or EIGHT YEARS. its connecting screw, had now descended 
This remarkable CBSI~ was communicated very low through the opening of the roof 

to the New Castle and Gateshead Medical of the mouth, the small end of this screw 
Society, in the last session, by a military being situated in the right nostril, and 
surgeon, whose name is not given. easilv twirled by the thumb arid finger, 

An officer, 32 years of age, servinR in applied to the opposite one in the mouth. 
the island of Ceylon, in the year 1828, There had been a great desire to get away 
while in the act of firing at an elephant this screw; but. though so loose, there was 
with a cut-down musket of the old de- not space to admit of its being withdrawn; 
seription, was knocked down by the burst- to obtain which, an ingenious attempt had 
ing of the piece. He lay insensible for . been made, some months previously, br 
some time; but, being alone, was uncertain J Mr. Elliott, a young surgeon to saw off 
how long; and, on the return of conscious- about half it.n inch, thus reducing its length 
ness, found hiinself wounded in the fore· to an inch and a half; and he had nearly 
head, the iUbri8 of the musket lying about succeeded, when obliged to desist, from the 
him. He was, however, able to get on suftering caused to the pati~nt, but who 
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e1.preSll9d his intention to submit to a fur- CURIOSITIES OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.• 
ther trial at some subsequent date. The 
attempt, however. was never repeated. On It does not require a microscopic ken to 
the evening of March ~. 1836, after the detect th~ fact, that the 11Cience of medicine 
excitement of a meas dinner. with much ~olds .as i~ ~o.;;erves, t~e most ex11:l ted posi
conversation; and some rather loud sing- t1011 lD. civilized eocie'f-stand1ng out in 
ing, in which this officer bore a conspicu- bold n:hef among the profession, the deci-
0!1' pa~t, w:hile leaning over to one side, ded fnend to huma~ity, a_nd affording the 
hlB chair i;hpped from under him, and he only hor.i that mankind will be taught to 
c!'me to the fioor in a sitting posture, but regard hfe, healt~ •. and thought, as existing 
did not at the time appear to have sus- under the superv1s1on of laws, as clear and 
tained any hurt; though it was scarcely to definable as those which relate to the solar 
beex~ted that such a concusaion with system. When we comprehend the extent 
a large foreign body in the head, a~ in o.f the acience,.)ta intricacies and peculia.ri
such close proximity to the brain, coul t ties, we.shall. not fail to obsene why 10 
take place without consequences of a aeri· ma~y gifted tn_te~lects have chosen the pro
ous and dangerous ten<Jency. The next f~ion of med1cme u the business of their 
day, head11cbe and general pyrexia came on lIVea .. The student of Nature finds ample 
and rapidly increased with evident vascu: material for the mind to digest, while the 
lar determination to the brain, delirium h~mane and be!1~volen~ are furnished by it 
ensued, and death closed the scene on the with a never· lailmg mme of wealth with 
2d April-the enenth day after the fall. which to succor and relieve the most unfor
Eight hours after death the head was ex- tunate of earth's inhabitants-a diseased 
amined. The brain and its membranes hu_manity. Medicine is, emphatically, the 
were in a high state of vascularity, and a science of ~an----it ie Anthropo!ogy. ~nd 
small abscess was found in the anterior therefore cla1m11 our earnest consideration. 
loba of the right hemisJ?here, very thinly :rhere i~ nothing n~rrow or contracted about 
~parated from the arb1tar plate of that- it i all is not told.in a day t.bat may be con
side, and connected with a dense mem- ce1ved of any. of its parts. The Professor 
b_rane that sopplied the deficiency occa- who epeake n_metr houre ( which is about 
aioned by the absorption of a triangular the average time rn a counie .of lectures at 
portion of the cribriform plate of the eth- any of o~r medical schools) on Anatomy, 
moides; this adventitious membrane being. endeavoring_ to teach t?e location, structure, 
Of course, the only medium of separation &~., of this complicated organism, and 
bet~a the b_rain and the cavity containing wmds U_P by aay_ing, "Gentlem~n, I h&Te 
the non, which, on removing the mem- only !mefty noticed the most unportant 
brane, was brought into view but was facts lD anatomical science, upon which 
only fully expo&ed by a horiwntal' section of your. professional skill is to be baeed,'" is 
that part of the oe frontis, below the super- certainly not dealing with a simple subject, 
ciliary ridge and orbitar plate, with the ne- e&B! of comprehension, and unworthy of 
cessary •erticle one to completl' the ee~- senous thought. 
ration. The cavity formed of the ethmoid· B~t Anatomy is not the only part of 
al and sphe~oid cells, the inner bony struc. medical e~ucation; Physiology, Pathology, 
ture of which had been remove;! by ab- The~apeuhcs, Surgery, ObstetriC11, Materia 
sor.P.tion, had a black appearance, and a Med1('8., Botany, Che.mistry, Medical Juri8" 
fetid sulphurous odor· the iron was now prudeneti ancl Practice. In most of om 
removed without difficnlty by the bullet m~ical c.ol!egee, we have eight profeseor
forceps; had a black charred appearance sh1ps----g1vmg seven lectures each day of 
with a strong odor of gunpowdur, imd: one h~ur each; or in the aggregate no l;_ 
wben cleared of its adherent impurities. ~han six b.1mdred and.eeventyt-wo lectures 
weighed (including ecrew) withinadrachm m each course of sixteen weeks. Now in 
!-nd a half !>f three ounces; length, 21 an hour, ": fluent speaker would say as 
inches; and its greatest transverse diame- much as might be wntten on thirty pages 
ter 1 and three sixteenths of an inch. The ?fan octavo book; so that if what is taught 
screw was exactly 2 inches in length.- Ill one of our medical colleges in a single 
Medical Timu and Gas., Sept. 10, 18~3. co!lrse o~ lectures, should be reportecl and 

• pnnted, 1t would make forty ,·olumes of 
p L five hundred pages each! This certaialT 

0180111.•G FBOlll • A.BURNUM BERRIBS.- argues that the studies of the phy~iciao are 
~ve!al children having ~ten laburnum her- anything less than trifling. But even this 
nes ID t~e Hull Zoological ~~rdens, were .amount of information is not thought to be 
found lying on the grass vom1tmg severely. 
and in a state of stupefaction. Through 
medical assistance thev all recovered. 

MedM:o-Chirurpal Review. . 
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sufficif'nt, for the Facultiea, almost without of which he gathers importamt data from 
exce[>tiun, contend that more time should which to reason. 
be allowed them to explain, illustrate, and This is the science of sciences, because it 
impress the truths of the &e\'eral branches has to do with that which has most to do 
of medicine. To remedy this, they mostly with our happiness-our health, life, social 
require of a student an attendance upon being. It is no wonder, then, that it should 
four courses of lectures, or study aquivalent occupy such a high position in society; 
thereto, before they will acknowle~e him nor is it a matter of suprise that some of 
eligible to become a candidate for the honors the first intelle.cts in every age should bne 
of the institution. been so devoted to this" ara arti"m." Medi-

But our non-mdical friends, for whose cal men nowhere contend that the scienoe 
information we are writing, you will likely of medicine is perfect, though judging from 
ask, "what is the necessity of all these the slow progress made by it for many ages 
branches taught in the schools?" We will previous to the beJtinuing of the present 
endeavor to answer this, presuming that century, we should De led to suppose that 
the profession will forgive our inability, or its advocates bad began to suspect as much, 
rather our non-inclination to go into details, or that they bad despaired of unrav1:lling the 
and also any seeming want of scientific mysteries of the complicated human organ
arrangement, in our attempt to speak pop- ism. But occasionally, from time imme
ularly of the science. morial, a new impetus bas been given to 

Anatomy teaches the location, structure, medical research by some original thinker. 
composition, &c., of the various parts of We might cite the numes of ~scula11ius, 
the human system-Physiology teuches the Chrysippus, Hippocrates, Erasistratus, Her
fonctions of those organs in health-----Pa· ophilua. Acron, Celsus, Archagathus, Tem
thology considers them in a diseased con- ison, Thepalus, Areteus, Archigenes, Galen, 
dition----Th~rapeutics teaches how to sub- Sextus, Ahrun, Serapation, Alkbendi, Razes, 
stitute a Physiological for a Pathological Albacasie, Avicenno, and the more modem 
or a healthy for .a diseased state of those names of thousands, to catalogue whom 
1&meorgans----Materia Medica describes the would fill our s~ce. 
nrious agents used in fulfilling the indica- Almost every" great name in medical 
tions brought to light by the science of history deserves the respect of man'kind,
Therapeutics----Botany enables the medical because each bas learned us something. 
man, th11 Therapeutist, to cull from the The very nature of medical science would 
forest the vegetable agents of the Materia beget BectB. Hence we fintl from the earliest 
Medica-Chemistry treats of the chemical ages that there have beenpartiea, andacAoolt, 
composition of the agents employel by the arraved in hostile attitude to others. All 
physician, and also explains the great phe- these schools, from Cos and Cnidos down 
no·mena of Nature which influence human to the modern Hydropathicmovement, have 
life and health-Practice is divid~d into aimed at one great object-the most, suc
aeveral departments, such as Surgery, Ob- oessful mode of treating disease; but we 
stetrics, &c., and applies the great princi- must say that, unfortunately, the object bas 
ples taught by the other departmenrs. not been attained, as we find the medical 

It will thus be seen that the science of world still divided as in former times, quar
medicine covers a large area, and affords the relling about the merits of their respective 
expanded mind ftbundant material for di- systems. · 
gestion. But collaterallr it stretches it~ Hippocrates, Archigenes, Galen, and Alk
arms out still further. pointing out to the hendi. have the honor of founding, in reality, 
legislator certain natural laws presidin~over if not in appearance. the prominent tJChools 
the human race, which if interfered w11h br of modern times. While what is known 
civil e'lactments, will serious!; retard the as the Allopatbic system of the r~nt day, 
development of mind and bodr, and in- daims to have the science of al theee men, 
crea'I~ crime and misery toa limitle;s extent. th~ Episynthetic or Eclectics follow, in a 

, It invades the province of Geography, anrl measure, the teachings of Archigenes, and 
studies the ethnographic peculiarities of the the Homceopathists, though ieccogntzing 
race. Hv t.h~ 'ight of Geologv it invades the Hahnem!lnn as the founder of their system, 
remote·anteiiluvian ages, and gleans impo·- must admit tha l Alkhendi apflied geomet
tant facts. easy of application, e ndessenti I rioal proportions and mui;ica harmony to 
to a medical education. It studies Political the scienre of medicine. 
Econornv, so as to determine what featul'f'!! While we denounce none of the schools 
of society b~nefit, and which prove injuri- of the day, so we dn not advocate any of 
ous to m!ln's well-being. Agriculture, Ar- the "pathiu" and "iam.8" to the exclusion 
chitecture, Music. Religion-all are scruti- or others. There is no doubt much true 
nu:!d by the medical philosopher, from all science taught by these systems---AUopatly, 
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&:lutieiam, H~h.y. Ph.yaopath.y, Hy- American female beauty does not arise from 
dropatAy, Clmmo- 1'Mr-mali8m, Gal'llarn>- early marriage, but from artificial modes of 
-path.y, EkctropatAy, Tlwm.oJJpath.y. Saraa- existence. They say: English women, as 
parillo.path.y, cf"r.. cJ-c.; but it must strike well as men, can, and always do, find time 
every one as a fact worthy of note, that a to eat, to laugh, to rise early, to be cheerful. 
conscientious physician must choore from and to take exercise in the open air, while 
the doctrines and agents of all there "path- American women, we allude to the young 
ies"and "isms" that which he believes best. ones, have no time for early rising, no ap
This, we believe, is claimed bv all the petite whPn they ha,·e risen, no time to be 
schools, and the question ia, what then is cheerful, except in spasms, or upon exciting 
to be the name of the physician who does occasions, aud no time to take exercise in 
this? Episynthetic or Eclectic, it seems to the open air. English women delight in 
us is a fair appellation by which to distin- walking four, five, or six miles at a time; 
guish him. The name would then amoum but American women fancv that such walks 
to "a atluter," and this was what we bad would kill them. • • • ·• •. Marriage 
formerly suppoeed WM claimed by the foun- with some women 1s premature, no matter 
tain-headof modern Eclecticism, the Fae- at what age it may lake place." 
ulty of the Eclectic Medical Institute of •The questiou," EBY these gentlemen, of 
this city. But it seems that we were mis- marriage eligibility, "then, should be oiie of 
taken; a knowledge of which fact bas Jed us health, of constitutional l!tamina-not of 
to speak more at length of the book before age." Speaking of entailed qualities, they 
us. Neither Episynthdic nor EFlectic, it say: "There has become, broad-cast, in our 
seems to us, convey a true impression of the country a predi;;posi tion to drunkenness, 
character of this school, and we would sug- more fo ta! than consumption or inEanity. 
gest to the Faculty that a more descriptive A drunkard is almost sure to be the grand
wor1l might be employed-for certainly they father of drunkards, through the female part 
have stepped be1ond the limits of mere Ee- of his children, and it is probable that he 
lecticism, in theu teachint91, if we may judge may also be the father of them." But it is 
by several works lately issued by them, of beyond our power, in a brief space, to even 
which the one under consideration is, point out th!! ptculiaritiu of this book.
perhaps, most important. ' ' The authors have traced the influences like-

We have made the above remarks, because ly to affect the race, through all the stages of 
we find that instead of the work of Drs. existence. Much of the pathology is to us 
Powell and Newton ~ing a mere selection almost entirely new, and will greatly modi
from the writings of othelll, it is entirely fy the practice of medicine. That part of 
new and original-advocating new theoriu the book which treats of disea11e& more 
and ne10 treatment for disease. Indeed we common to adults, is equally as interesting 
are informed, that el"erything taught in the as the first part, and will amply re pa~ peru
scbool is claimed to be either new or more sat, whether by medical or non-medical read• 
perfectly developed than what had been ers. It is not every man who writes a book 
taught at a predous period. that deserves our thanks; but he who writes 

:& that as it may, the new work before us a book telling us som11thing not before told, 
certainly embraces a number of features, is a real contributor and benefactor to his 
which we ha\"e not seen in any medi('al book. race. There is something to be learried by 
The theory and doctrine of the temper- perusing this work; and just in proportion 
amen!!', as laid down by Mes.~rs. Powell to the new knowledge imparleJ, is it nl
and Newton, are certainly the result of much uable. 
observation. They show mo~t clearly the It is unimportant from whence a ~ood 
prod11etion of the temperament~ and how it thing may emanate-we equally relish the 
1s that a certain temperament or com bi- gift, and what we hal"e said of this master
nation will h.ave a predisposition loa certain ly production, we should have !laid if it had 
class of disea~es and no other. They also come from any other source. Medical sd
show how and why certain medical agents ence can boast of many impro\'ements and 
may be administered with impunity to one acqusitions since the opening of this centu
class, bl.It which would prove flltal in en- ry, and we hazard nothing in saying that an· 
other temperament or combination. The other fifty years will still more enrich this 
philosophy of marriage is thoroughly can- fairest of human investigations. A re~ 
vassed; an1l it seems to us thejask has been modelling of our schools. some legal enact
executed with a ma~ter hand. The period ment to protect the people from pretenders, 
for marriage eligibility is said, by the au- and a high standard of ethics, togethe.r :with 
tbors, to be when the party shall be capable a more brotherly feeling amon11; phys1c1ans, 
of sustaining the responsibilities of the will dispel many of the checks heretofore 
relation. They say that the early decay of besetting the progressofmedicine.-Parlor 
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POISO:lfIPG BY NUX VOMICA. 

OHIO DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM. and strength. If the food be as thin u 
we have described, no evil can ariee from 

We have forsome days hnd upon our table over-feeding; and by allowing an interval 
the Annual Report of the Board of Trustees to relapse between the times of feedi~ 
for the Ohio Deaf and Dumb Asylum. The digestion &oes on better, and fretfulneAJ • 
Insti~~tion is sho'!"~ to ~e in a flo.urishing uerted. To weak or scrofulous infants, 
cond1t10~; a condition ~1ghl}'. creditable to the addition of a little mutton suet is good. 
thesupermtendentandh1sass1etanta. Ther, or the same benefit may be ol>tained by 
~re now one hund~ ":nd fifty deaf mutes giving two tea spoonfuls of cod-lh-er oil 
in the A~ylum,and 1t1ssupposed that there dailv. Oatn1eal, and all farinaceous foods, 
are now m our State at least one hundreds ate unsuitable and unnatural for the first 
per~aps one h!-'ndred an~ fif!Y• dtaf mutes two months, and are certain to induce fits 
bes1~es those 1n the l~st1~ut1on, -.yho ~re _of of feverishness and griping pains. After 
a 'au1tably age ~ receive ms.truction ID it, the aecond month, rusk melted down in the 
an~ who are entitled to receive the ~ru;fits sweetened milk and water, is m1eful; but 
of it. Should these ":PPlY for adm1;;s1~n, the food must still be thin, and suckei 
~ey could not be received. The. b'!ilding from a teat by the infant. The eurtion of 
ia already crowded to an excess which is both sucking is, for many reasons, very Bllluta
uncomfortable and unhealthy. . . rr.-.&sociation Md. Josrnal, ..4.-«. 12, 

Jl is proposed to erect a buildmg suffi- li3r>3 p 714 · 
ciently capacious to lodge and educate the ' · · 
deaf and dumb children of thP. State. If --------
built according to the plan of the architect, POISONING WITH NUX VO MICA, 
the coat, the Trustees filly, would be e12q,. RECOVERY. 
000. But the Legislature appears unwil-
ling to incur the expense and certain legisla- The patient, a laborer aged twenty, was 
tors suggest that the State sell the pt'l'sent admitted to the Royal Free Hospital, un
building and grounds, which would brinj der the care of Dr. Ha8S8ll. Three quar
at least aw. 000, and then purshasea farm. ters of an hour before admission, he had t•
one or two miles from Columbus, on which ken about one drachm and a half of pow
suitable buildings might be erected, and the dered nux vomica. When admitted be wu 
pupils be enableil to contribute. ma:eriallr, in a profuse perspiration; the skin of the 
towards the support of the Inst1tut1on.·--- face, neck and chest, was greatly congested, 
That plan is a good one. the eyes suffused, the pupils slightly con-

"'l'he expenses of the institution for the tracted, the pulse hard and excited. A few 
past year are reported at $16, 906 32. For minutes aftPradmission a tetanic paroxysm 
the present year the appropriation asked is came on suddenly, the man was thrown in-
tl6,900, as follows: to a state of opisthotones, all his muscles 
.For salaries of the Superintendent, became rigid, and respiration 1n1s for a time 
Stewards 11nd Matrons •2,000 suspended. The fit lasted about half a min-
For ealaries of Teachers and Physi- ute, when the muscles became relaxed, and 

cians 6,900 be was aaa.in able to answer questions. He 
For current expenses 8,000 had had several of these fits before admis-

a1&,9oo 

ON THE DIET OF INFANTS. 

We hue bad considenible experience 
in directing and obsen·ing minutely the 
tearing of infants upon a substitute for 
mother's milk. We never allow a healthy 
infant, for the first two months, to have 
any other food as a substitute for its 
mother's milk than cow's milk diluted 
with two-thirds of water. and well sweet
ened with fine sugar. Of this fare we 
sanction an unlimited supply, at inter
•als of from one and a half to two hours 
during the day, and three or four hours at 
night, provided it be sucked from a teat. 
Upon this simple fare, we ban seen chil
dren grow up in the plenitude of health . 

sion. The first occurred about ten minutes 
after he had swallowed the poison. They 
gradually decreased in severity ; altogether 
he had five. On the following day crampy 
pain in his limbs were complained of.
Emetic! were given without effect. The 
stomach-pump was used, and remoTed some 
sreyish powder. Aperient and saline med
icine was given. On the second day he 
was discharged '\'"ell. 

The exact quantity taken could uot be 
ascertained. Enough, however, evidently 
was swallowed to produce serious symp
toms. Dr. Alfred Taylor• quotes an in
stance where five grains were fatal: and 
another instance, of recovery after half an 
ounce had been taken.-.London Lancet. 

• "On Poiaoat," p. 111. 
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1" 3 lll'1'.•t • l able depletive& for the congested liver, by 
tl"'1d • ~ut OnB • . their action upon the aources from which 

PHYSIOLOGY, p ATHOLOGY AND its blood is derived. 
HYGIENE OF THE LIVER. The inftuenoe of mercurial cbolagogues 

upon the liver ie less congenial than that 
(Concluded from page 89.) of the podophyllin and leptandrin, &c. 

Cuouoootru.~The liver is acted upon Owing to its more irritative action it may 
and the secretion increased by a variety of exhaust and destroy the secretive power of 
substances, some by a nervous impression. the liver, to such an extent that mercurial 
others by being absorbed and discharged cathartics cease to produce thtlir usual 
through the liver. The latter is supposed etrect, although the organ will still respond 
by Budd to be the method with the majori- to vegetablecbolagogues. Attacks of jaun
ty of cholagogue agents. dice BOmetimes occur according to Budd 

The knowledge of the profession upon during a mercurial course given forsyphills. 
this subject has been remarkaly scanty.- JAu1101oz.-The suppression or retentioa 
The following is the list given by the ablest of bile is indicated by the yellow tint of 
work upon the subject, "Budd on the Dis- the countenance, which we should uoid 
eases of the Liver." confounding \vith the sallowness ot anemia 
Mercury, Leptandrin, or the peculiar tinge called sunburnt.-
Iodine, Podopbyllin, This color indicates the actual presence of 
Murate of A'mmooia, Apocynum, bile in the blood, and of course becomes 
Taraxa.cum, lridin, un1veral 88 the blood carries it to everr 
Rhubarb, Sanguilllria, portioa c4. tJae body. The countenance in 
Peiiex, Ginger and other Berberi.a, IQme taleS, especially in the old, acqui• 

hot spices, Rwnex, tm.lly evenagteenisll tint. This color of ti. 
Euonymus, Taiaxacum, skin depending on the retention of biliarr 
Aloes, Rhubarb, matter in its tissue, continues even after 

Contm.st with this the ample and well the removal of jaundioe, until by perspira
anderstood hepatic agents of thtl Eclectic t.ion and perhaps by atmospheric action it . 
practice. Our LtptaJUl.riA ia the only is removed. Alkaline baths, vapor aacl 
cholagogue known. Podophyllin is more warm baths will do much to ct.r the skill 
than equinlant for Calomel and Jalap. even during the continu•nce of jaundk-e . 
.Apoc:ynum is in some respects nearly its It may ari.e from any serious obstructiea 
equal. The /m and /ridin are entitled to to the encution of bile through the com
a place in the same group. SanKvin11ria mon duct, as by gall-stones, by adbeai.e 
combines with many other properties an inflammation, by canmroua disease of the 
efficient cholagogue powez. In addition to liver, by spasm of the gall ducts or pree
Tararacum we have in the &rbwia an t1ure upon them, (from congestion or ia
agent of similar character and value 88 fiammation in the lh·er, or even from dia
a tonic cholagogue, in which class we may tention of the colon,) or it may arise bysim
aleo rank the E1'0flymut. In Al«e we ple failure of secretion, while the opportu
have a valuable cholegogue which perhaps nity of diacbarge is unembarrassed. Any 
we have used less than would be de.iirablt> great cause of abdominal distension, eveQ 
on account of our other efficient resources. pregnancy, muy obetruct the discharge of 
The cholagogue of Rhubarb and Ipecac is bile. When arising from obstruction and 
so moderate in comparison with the more retention of bile, both veins and lympbat. 
efti.clent chol4gogues, that we scarcely rnen· ics are eoooerned in the absorption, as bas 
tion them in that c!MS. It should not been demonstrate.! by Tiedemann ani 
be forgotten too, that we have in the lug· Gm.elinand by Sanders. Thia absorption.is 
londin and other cathartics, agents which so efficient that when the gall bladder bu 
if not active cholai,iogues are at least valu- been for a long time distended by the closure 
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of the cystic duct, the bile becomes entirely bright yellow color or in excess displays 
absorbed leaving only a mucous fluid with the dark, somewhat greenish hue of bile. 
but little of the yellow tinge. When nitric acid is added to this bilous 

The effects of jaundice are easily compre· urine there is a prismatic play of color, 
bended by reference to the simple experi- which makes a very convenient ~t, and 
ment of mingling blood and bile. The when sulphuric acid is added, the color 
presence of a sufficient quantity of bile becomes dark green and aft.!rwards purple. 
entirely de31roys the power of coagulation, This testing of urine is quite important aa 
or in other words destroys the fibrin.- an indication of suppression of the seC're
Hence it is certain that a jaundiced con- tion, and will often re'•eal the fact when 
dition will be accompanied by diaeaaes not the complexion does not-the countenance 
of the imflammatory but of the congestive being k1~t fair by the vicarious action of 
type. In other words we shall have all the kidneys. The kidneys are liable to be 
the consequen<-es of deftbrini7.ed blood, such injuriously affected by the bile during their 
as congestions, softening of tissues and bilious secretion, and if there should be 
organs, hemorrhages, profuse evacuations some degree of renal congestion and albu
and general debility and prostration. Con- minuria the cause is obvious enough. 
gestion affecting the brain will necessarily Bile is discharged in the serous fluids, but 
oppress every cerbrt".al organ, and every rarely present in any mucous secretion, and 
vital function must be more or less op- the mucous membranes are very little dis
pre;;sed during this condition of the blood colored in jaundice. The milk beComt's 
in proportion to its intensity. Debility. tinged with bile and the mammary gland 
languor and drowsiness commonly accom- baa been known to discharge pure bile. 
pany attacks of jaundice, and the pupils The evacuations from the bowels be
are frequently enlarged, indk.ating the con- come quite pale if the secretion is sup
gestive tendency of the brain. pressed to a great extent, and frequentlybe-

Wbether in jaundice, fully formed bile come very offensive. Nutrition is also 
exists in the blood. or whether it be only diminished front the imperfect digestion. 
·an inchoate condition of the elements of But it is remarkable that in some cases, 
·bile, the noxious etrects are none the less notwithstanding the suppression of the bil
d.istinct. Indeed, pathologists regard this iary secretion for a great length of time, 
inchoate condition produced by the sup- nutrition is not materially disturbed. Dr. 
pnission of the secretion, as more noxious Budd gives an instance of this in a sailor 
to the brain than the retention of perfect in whom for four yean1 decided jaun
bile which has been secreted by the liver. dice had existed, and no bile appeared to 
The action of the linr is supposed to ren- be discharged by the intestines. 
der it less noxious, and fully organized bile HE.PATIO SrMPATHIES.-Tht aympatlaetic 
is discharged by the kidneys to an extent relations of the liver produced by sanguin-
which gi•es great relief. ous connexion and functional relations are 

The bilfary matter is injurious to the 1. With the brain and nervous system, by 
globules and the fibrin, hence the globules nervous connexion, functional control and 
are almost always below the standard. of the influence of the bile. 
health when jaundice has continued some· 2. By peculiar nenous sympathy with 
time, and the fibrin was never found above the base of the tongue and fauces. 
the normal standard in Andral's analyses of 3. By nervous sympathy with the right 
the blood of the jaundiced. shoulder. 

Bile diffused through the blood seeks 4. With lunge by proximity, by me
to escape by every outlet. The skin some- chanical pressure, by nervous sympathy and 
time discharges by perspiration enough to by the antagonism of function. 
give a yellow stain to the linen. The urine 6. ·wilh the right side of the heart &M 
also gives this yellow stain, and is of a the lungs J1y the hepatic nin. 
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6. With all medicinal and dietetic iudu- gradually become accustomed to any mor
encea in the stomach and bowels, by the bific induence-enormous dO&eS of tartar 
portal vein and by nervous conae1ion. emetic can be borne when it bu been grad-

7. With the lower end of the alimentary ually introduced. 
canal by the portal Tein. Such being the induence of tbe liver ia 

8. With the peritoneum by the portal the human body, we recogniu it in study-
vein. ill@ the sympathetic powers and relations of 

9. With the kidneys by analogy of fanc •be human constitution aa the centre of a 
tion. Jepreasing sickening and somewhat mor-

10. With the air.in by the general circu- bific induence, the relation of which to all 
lation. our orgaos is unfriendly to theil actiTity 

11. With general nutrition and the and power. 
adipose tissne. The question naturally arises, why any 

li. With the adominal muscles. locality in the human constitution should 
1. WitA tM brain and nervoa eyatem..- be the seat of such an unfriendly io1luence. 

This sympathy is shown by the fact that 1 would reply that the introduction of dead 
a ·healthy action of the liver in the dis- o:atter fro1n the exterior of the body neces
cbarge of bile is essential to the proper ac· •rily accumulates foreign, anti-vital mor
tion of the b1ain. The retentioa of bilt> bific influences in tbe body, IS it is only a 
not only has an injurious induence upon part of the foreign matter which can be· 
the globules aod fibrin of the blood, but, c&ne vitalized and the remainder is incom· 
interferea with the action of the Aigler patible with vitality and .health.. Thia 
porno.a of tlat brailt,and tlerebydiminia.Ma matter accumulating in the blood produces 
tu aetiM& of tlae wAole brain. It is a very a diffused poisonous induence, which bf 
important proposition that tbe organs of the action of the liver is concentrated to a 
cephalic determination are those of the up- single locality. Hence, that locality is re· 
per part of the brain, and that, co1U1equent- guded as the centre of this morbific de
ly, every in.ftuence that diminishes the ac- pressing indu1mce. A large developement 
tiTity of our higher sentiments diminishes of the liver indicates a great amount of this 
tho activity of the whole brain. Biliary morbific depressing induence, and a small 
matter in the blood bas this influence, it developement in a healthy constitution in
diminisbea the cheerful and pleasant emo- dicates a less amount, and consequently a 
-tions, producing a gloomy. ineaolute and higher or more active temperament, such as 
initable character while it increaaes 1he we aee in birds. If the bilious condition 
action of several basilar organs, particular- of the blood is produced by hepatic action, 
ly cliigust or nausea, melancholy and irri- (without discharge for the bile,) the liver 
tabilitr. All disturbances of the biliary is dearly the cause of our nervous depres
"fwiction appear to produce this depressing sion, but if it is merely a necessary conse
intluence, the source of which is so well quence of digestion, which the liver re
indicated by the word 11Wlanc.\oly (literally moves, the li\"er is still the centre of the 
black bile;) whether it be simple conges- bilious influence if not the source. and it is 
tion, irritation, indammation, atrophy, still a source as it contributes important 
hypertrophy, or any other cause producintt aid to the process of digestion. 
an eicess of bile, either secreted or retained Without, however, referring to all these 
in the blood, the common effect is to pro- considerations, the relation of the liver to 
duce depreasion of spirit, and nausea, and the brain is easily determined by referring 
in extremes or when suddenly brought to the organs of the brain which coincide 
on, vomiting. Thia symptom does not with, and those which sntagoniu the func
necessarily occur because in many it re· tions of the liver. We find that the most 
quires a Tery strong nallle8ting inftueno• immediate cerebral relation to the liver lief 
to produce vomiting, and hecauae we may in what may be called the hepatic organ, 
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located at the lateral base of the middle lobe, and softening proceaiee generally, and es
the excitement or activity of which pro- pecially of the mucous membranes, pneu· 
duces an increase of the flow of bile. This monia, &c. The blood in the larger Yeaeels 
organ and its adjacent grou~ll of which of the liver is thin, ftuid, of a dirty red 
hue a depressing character, (gloomy sick- brown, the coats of the YeUels stained yel
ening and, irritable) represent the charac· low. The peculiar glandular substance is 
ter of nervous inftuenoe with which the melted away, and lost in the biliary col· 
liYer is associated, while the antagonistic liquation. In the intestines there it a deep 
group-the region of Fortitude, Firmness, yellow biliary matter, sometimes black and 
Energy_, Patience and their U@OCiates, re- tarry from the escape of the poisoned· blood 
pn18ent tbe nerYous inftuenoe to which the through the mucous membrane." 
liver is antagonistic. A large de'felopement In tJaese, u in all CUl8 of hepatic dis
and great activity of the liver, therefore is ease, we are authori7.ed to expect hyperemia 
quite unfavorable to the elented traita of or congestion at the hue of the middle 
character-lo energy and to bappine•. lobe in the locality co~ng to the 

The teadency of pathological initation lh·er, and consequent pzesaunt upon the 
of the liver to aft'ect the brain is wE1ll dis- superi11eumbent mass, which mutt either 
played in cases of softening of the liver diminish t!M!"fulne.& of ita 't'e81!8ls, or, if the 
which produce severe hepatic symptoms, coogestion become dill'Wl8d, which is .!ruite 
IJ\1Ch as stupor, coma, delirium, spasms and probable as a consequence of any congestion 
congestion ot the brain.• A number •of at the base of the brain, we may expect ab
eases of thi11 kind a!e giYen by Dr. Budd aorption, first of the serum in the Yelltri
in his nluable work on the li?er, and clea, and afterwarda of the cephalic nb
ltokitansky describes this condition as ye&1t1 stance (which would permanently incteal9 
atrophy as follows: ••The yellow atrophy cerebral excitability and irritability).
is distinguished by a deep yellow color, in- Let us exam'ine the ten cues reported ia 
bibition of the whole tissue of the organ in the work of Dr. Budd. 
with bile; great relaxation or softening; In the first, a German Eailor, t.be liTer 
}093 of the normal lobular structure. rnpid was •mall and yellow. The last two days 
diminution of t'Olume and flattening. Ap- before death went passed in delirium, ter
pears generally in early life, in adolescence minating in coma, dilated pupils aad Bter· 
in the prime of life. Is distinguished, dur- tor. In the brain bloody partl were "some. 
ing life, by its acute course; extreme pain what more numerous than ll8Ulll." Tbeie 
of the liver, nert"ous symptoms and jaun- was about half a drachmorleesofee?WD. ia 
dice, and finally a fatal iaslH', amid fever the left latent} ventricle, less in the right, 
symptoms of blood poisoning, irritation noneat the base of the brain, "whichappear· 
of tlu brain and its membranu, hydroce- ed somewhat vucular." The dura mater 
phalic snfrening of the brain; exudation was "rather mote vaecular than natural," 

•·rho ••perior iurrace of the liver hao a much more de . "the other membruaes dry and glistening.• 
.t .. d aad aolin •rmpathr with \be braia than'" ieffflor In the eecond cue, A.gDE9 Andencm. the 
••rfaee. Dr. Abe..,..mb•e relat11 a oue or a mu eiirhtr liver was small, soft, and brownish yellow. 
rean old, "ho ha•ing ollioroJ anirorm rond health, be· 
eamo 1addenlr lnoohe!-eet a r.w weekl be!Ore hh death. She WU observad to stagger in walking 
Bis ment•I tli.iurbaaoe, whioh waa '"" onlr •FlaPtom and become rather drowsy and incobeleot 
0( diteue oh•erved. WU relie.,ed b7 Plrllltion, aocl llOt 
lonr afler thi• he wa1 roend In the morninr dead In bh though not complaining of bead.ache. She 
W. "No merbi4 "".,..,.._ oould be foand 1e -·' become deeply ja11ndiced, periectl1 coma
"' hit 1od1le11 death Hee pt that all the ea.itle1 of th 
lleart, tho cnsta, and tho uc.,0111 were complete Ir emptr toee with stretorous respintion and spasllll. 
efblood. Oa thecon•ea nrf'aeo afU>e Ii•• D.re was The brain when sliced appeared quite heal. 
a t11rnor. about three iache• ia diamter, eleYated into nD· th • h be • f be id 
moroo• lrreral•r knob1; OU caWnc inlo It a •••itr ••• y, Wlt t exception 0 ' cboro 
•-J, ••waltl• or holdl111 a boat elcht o..... aaJ rao plexas, " which was of a dark red color• 
or opaque a.b colored ftaid, which ooald be drawo oat aad a Yein dislalcled with bloocl was seen 
lato •trin:•: the liver in other re1pecta wa1 perrecilr 
'9allh1.'' running along each of ita pc>.rtiona situ.ate 
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ill tbe lateral ventricles." There was no restlessness, dilated pupils, screaming and 
"eft"uaion" under the arachnoid or at the convulsions, stupor and death, the lh·er 
ham of the brain, and "bat a small quan- was of nat11ral size, yellow and aoft. In 
tity of yellowiab serum waa coatained in the bead "Paccbionian glands preternatu
the ventricles." rally vascular; venous tura,escence general-

In the third case, Saab--, the vesaels, ly over the surface of the brain, with in
.sinuses, sub6tance of the brain. and dura creased nacularity of the middle, and es
mater were remarkably congested; the ven- pecially of the left anterior lol.ea. Sub
tricles "unnaturally dry" and about the ataoceof the brain ml&Ch more vascular than 
normal quantity of serum (quite, yellow) usual; gzeat vucul&rity of the choroid 
under the arachnoid between the convolu- plexus; none of the optic thalami or cor
tiona. The linr was small soft, 1laccid pora pyro midalia. The entire surface of 
and mottled of a rellow and dark-red ap- too blae of the brain highly vascular, par
peuance. ticularly at the cn1ra ecrebri, p6na Hrolii, 

In the fCNrth case a German girl, et. 18, and tRt.dWla oblongata. No fluid foWld iJl 
there was violent delirium andrestlesaoeas, the nntricles." 
ending in coma and dilated pupils. The It would appear that in this case the mo
liver wu "UDWNally am&ll" and yellow. tor tract was comparathely bloodless, and 
The cavities coDtained an unusually small composed by the surrounding congeatiou
quantity oi eerum and that was not tin81!Cf the proper condition for the production of 
with bile, {which plOYeS tbat theie .... no convulsions. 
elUaion since the jaundice.) "The quanti- Dr. Budd remarks of the foregoing cues 
tJ of aerum throughout the whole brain was generally, that the liver was diminished in 
decidedly deficient." No vucularityof the size, whereas in jaundice it is generally in· 
brain or membnines is mentioned, and no creased. The vomiting, delirium, coma, 
structural lesion existed either in this or the and convulaions he considers almost a sure 
pteeeding Cllflel. For the dryness or this indication that the secretion is suppressed, 
llaiD I would ampect that some vuculanty and not merely retained. Pathologists be. 
aast hu-e ellated and been OTerloobd. lieve that biliaty matter which has not 

la the fifth ca1e, {Abdul, a IA1e&r,) the been removed from the blood-veuela i8 
liYer •• larBe, eoft and ftabby, (4 lhe. 4 much mono injurious than that which bu 
OL) He wu in a partial stupor with con- been aee&etcd, and affects the liver more ae
tmcted pupila,bat thia wuowing t.oopinm, riously. Coma he concludes may be fre.. 
ll1ld accordingly DOthing morbid was no- quently aTerted by active purging. 
ticied in the brain but the jaundiced ap- If then, we conclude that biliaty matt.a 
peuance. Thia wu evidently a different floating crude in the blood is thE' source of 
cue from the otbeJw. Dr. Abercrombie formidable cephalic symptom•, and that a 
relac. a cue of black softe.Ding aad atro- suppression of biliary secretion accompani
pOy or the liver wita jaUllldic:e and Tomit- ed by an atrophied or anemic state of the 
ing, but no cephalic sympt.oma. liver is most formidable to the brain. Let 

Dr. Grif&n relates foar cases of jaundice us enquire into the cause of this anemic 
witla TOmiting, running rapidly into coma state of the liver, to which thore of coune 
and death, except ia one that was relieved >Ile moat liable, who hne naturally small 
1'y purging, whicb afl8 prol.bly eimilar to inactive livers. ReTertiog to general prin
dlllN abo•e. Dr. Baalon 1elatea a cue of ciples, we tind that anemia of the liver may 
jaundice with vomiting, coma, n111tlesanllll8, be produced by strict temperance, fruit. 
ecnamiOA and ODDnlaioaa, terminating in diet,• and onr acti,·e habits, giving the 
U.th. None of these Ave cuea weae ex- heart and lungs a preponderance over the 
&mined. liver, and withdraw~ its blood too rapid-

In the eleventh case, Mrs. c. B., jaun- • Grape1 ... aontideNd beneficial la hepatic> ditordera 
~....a with hee.1-..1.. · • .L.t-- f ll.Ob In Fraace, and f'rult ii oft.en In thb co11ntr1 a eaa1e of 
........., UllQID, 1 .. ..,mr1111ce o "" t, .,..llMIJ ..... ., 11e,.11o ;...u.1t1• 
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ly: in those cases. howe,er, the patient cases in which the depre&l!ing emotion pro
does not become jaunaiced for the lungs duces jaundice, there is a severe exm:ise of 
make up for the deficiencies of the liver, our fortitude. The individual is struggling 
but when with such habits, intense and against trouble or grief, and concentrates 
painful emotioa suddenly teduces the play all bis mental energies to resist the deprea
of the lungs, jaundice may come on. sion. In such cal!eS then, the region of for-

Dr. Budd remarks, "It would seem t!iat titude in the brain is in extreme prepond
this suspension of the secretory process and era nee, and this paralp.es he}Atic action just 
disorganization of the liver may result from as intense mental application uhich de
fK'VJer/ul and dtpnmng e?Ution&; but that pends upon a neighboring organ tends to 
it ia far more frequently produced by some paralyme the action of both liver and stom
poison, introduced from without, or gener- ach by direct antagonism. 
ated in the bodv, by faulty assimilation or 2. ·WuA the baae of tongue and faUClll, 
digestion." Again, "so many instances the liver maintains a direct sympathy.
have been recorded, in which jaundice im- This is the region of nausea as we discover, 
mediately followed a sodden alarm or shock, when we insert a finger or spoon in the ex
·or other strong and depressing mental emo- amination of the throat, and nausea is asso
tion, that no doubt can remain of the in- dated with biliary secretion. It is a cor
ftuence of such emotions in producing it. reavanding fact too, that biliary matter 
Dr. Watson in bis admirable lectures after leaves an impreseion at the fauces and bue 
relating some striking instances of this se- of the tongue when tested, and that the 
quence of events, obsel'ves, "there are scores foul, furred condition of this part of the 
of instances to the same effect; and this is tongue indicates the condition of the liver 
observable of such cases, that they are of- and lower bowels. 
ten fatal with head symptoms; convul - COBCLUD.ID ur oua l!luT. 

sions, delirium or coma supervening upon 
the jaundice.'' Morgagni in his thirty-sev- NEW AND IMPORTANT MOVEMENT. 
enth epistle bas related several cases in For a long time we have felt the necea
whicb jaundice, soon followed by delirium, sity of cooperation and vigorous unitary 
and fatal coma came on after mental dis- labor among Eclectic Medical Reformers. 
tress or fright." We have addreased the public through the 

It may be remarked, however, that in the Journal, and our lectures at the Institute. 
great majority of cases of jaundice produ- have developed our views in detail. The 
ced by mental distress, no serious effects suggestions which we have made, bave &t 
are produced on the brain. last led to corresponding action, and a so-

Let us next enquire what state of mind ciety has been organiied, which, if rightly 
or in other words what cerebral organs may sustained by thO&e "hose interests are in
be concerned in the suppression of bile in volved, will prove one of the most import
either case, whether the liver be congested ant organizations ever instituted, lllCOnd 
or atrophied. It is not true as a general only to the Institute itself, in its beneti
rule that depressing emotions diminish the cial indnence upon Eclecticism. 
ftow of bile. On the contrary, dianhcea The society to which we allude, is the 
and cholera very commonly result from ex- "Central Eclectic Medical and Statistical 
cited fear when such diseases are prevalent, Society," the constitution of which is hete~ 
and fright alone will cause an evacuation with published. To illustrate the cbarac
of the bowels, and 11n attack of dianhma. ler and importance of this movement, let 
Annoyance and fretful irritation is com- us consider the difficulties and embarrass
monly regarded as a cause of the ftow of mentE in the way of medical nifonn, and 
bile-an eibibi tion of temper is spoken of the most efficient meaos by which they may 
as a discharge of bile. be overcome. 

We may observe howevei, that in all The firat and greatellt difficulty in the 
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way of tlte progrees ol an Eclec:tic physician, plished at' present? Almost solely by the 
is the fact that the public generally, are not individual labor of practicing physicians. 
acquainted with the characteristics and the The Eclectic Journal, is a publication for 
merits of the American Eclectic System. the profession, not expected to obtain a 
.If its reputation were everywhere estab- popular circulation, and we have had no 
lisbed, or in other words, if its true char· publication of the character necessary for 
acter were known, every graduate of the popular propagandism. How tedious a 
Institute would meet with a welcome re- labor must it be tor the solitary physician, 
ception, and be at once established in a surrounded by a skeptical public, and jeal
successful practice, overriding all compe- ous rinla, to impress the public mind with 
tition. But while the public mind is so the superiority of his system of practice, 
much in the dark upon this subject-while when he is recognized as the interested par
the name and lhe doctrines of the Insti- ty, and his statements therefore received 
lute are in many regions entirely unknown with suspicion, as well as flatly contra
and often grossly misrepresented by medi- dieted by othen, who have to a considera
cal opponents, the Eclectic phyaician who ble extent, secured the confidence of the 
is striving for a place in the confidence of community. Under lbese circumstances, 
the public, finds himself often surrounded the first dictation of common sense, to an 
by obstacles, which nothing but the most <~nterprising mind, would have been to ad
untiring energy, and the most convincing dress the public mind efficiently, by means 
demonstrations can overcome; and even of publications, lectures, tracts, pamphlets, 
then, the prejudices with which he con- books, etc., nntil it was satisfactorily en
tends are not entirely vanquished, but have lightened upon this subject. If Eclectic 
sufficient strength, to deprive him of more Reformen had fJOm the fint pursued this 
than half the credit which is justly due. course, the cause would have been far more 

The maintenance of a Medical College advanced at the present time-would have 
of a high reputation, and great numerical been more firmly established in the public 
SUC<'elS, will do much to overcome theai mind, throughout a much larger extent of 
difficulties, as the diploma of such a Col- country-its principles would have been 
lege may give its bearer, a very respectable embraced by a much greater number of 
professional standing, But this respecta- practitioners-its institutions might hne 
bility, though an important advantage, been more prosperous, and it would have 
does not give him a hold upon the affec- preEented altogether, a much more impos
tions and confidence of the community, ing front before the public. 
sufficient to maintain him in practice, un- Why have not these obl"ious measures 
less 1he merits of bis method of practice been accomplished? Partly, we belined 
are understood. Hence, there is no1hing because the movement of medical reform, 
so urgently needed throughout the country, has been of rather a democratic character, 
as a system of medical propagandism, by arising from the masses of the profession, 
which we may he enabled to reach the rather than its leaders, and hence, has not 
minds of the entire community, and con- been conducted by efficient and recognized 
vince them of the scientific superiority of leadera, or indeed has scarcely bad any lead
our s1stem of practice. Upon this convic- ers, each man being too much engaged ill 
tion in the public mind, the Eclectic prac:- his own punuits, and no one in a position 
titioners of America depend fot their very to give all his time efiiciently to managing 
existence. To extend and strengthen..this and propelling a revolutionary movement; 
conviction, should be their leading object, but mainly because we have not yet got be
for which no sacrifice should be considered yond the aristocratic ancl contracted policy 
too great, and to which, all expense and la- of the old school profession, which scorn
bor given will be amply repaid. ed an appeal to the public, and regarded 

How is this important object accom- medical tracta for popular distribution, u 
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a great violation of profe•ional dignity, and outlay of money that be could make. It is 
medical ethics. Such ideas are, or should remarkable that physicians should be so 
be by this time, obsolete among medical re- ·a11athelic upon this subject, while popular 
formers; and it is time that we should n011trum venders, will without he.sitation, 
bestir ourselves, to take poaession of the spend one thouancl rer annum in adverti
popular mind, by means of that honorable sing their medicines, and find tbemaelvea 
instrument, the press, which our opponents well repaid by the cireulation of their com
have haughtily scomed to use. ·pounds through the ,community, with a 

We have an immeme advantage o-rer our success far beyond their intrinsic merits, 
opponents, in the fact, that our medical due entirely to their incessant appeals to 
C¥eed does not requiie us to abstain from the public. It is remarkable that :Eclectic 
scientific and literary appeals to the popular physicians, with ample resources and solid 
mind; and it must be confessed that we merits, should contentedly remain compar
have been guilty of great neglect and over- atively unknown, and unappreciated by the 
sight heretofore, in not making UBe of that public, sometimes not even spending t6 
advantage. Let hunkeriam fold its arms. per annum to enlighten their patrons ani 
and fall back upon its antique dignity,- the public, with reference to their merits. 
there is nothing to prevent us from using What makes it still more remarkahle, that 
all honorable means, in addressing and en- this powerful engine should be neglected, 
lightening the public mind. If it is import- and left to the management of quacks, for 
ant to address the public mind, and circu- mercenary purposes, is the fact, that if Re
late far and wide that information which is lectic physicians act upon these suggestions, 
IO much needed, it is equally important they have the field almostentirely to them
that the documents p!epared, for popular selves, free from competition, since the 
distribution, shoald be of a judicious cbarac- other class of the profession, not only car&
ter, presenting in a brief and lucid manner, fully abstain from the class of publications 
the characteristics of medical reform, and refened to, but hold it as an essential por
at the same time, not disturbing unneoes· tion of their ethics and policy, to avoid the 
arily, the prejudices of society, or exciting use of such meaas. We therefore, inYite 
too much of an aagry and controversial our readera to reflect upon the proposition 
spirit, by denouncing allopathic errors.- which expresses our deliberate opinion, 
The preparation of such documents, should that every Eclectic physician-in the United 
be conducted with the utmost caution and States, will find it to his interest, to ex
discretion, and when rightly prepared, they pend at least fifty dollars, per annum, in 
should lte scattered far and wide, and reach the circulation of appropriate medical doc
and impreas the public mind, wherever the uments. If by such means, one can build 
Eclectic practice goes. up a moderate and 'barely living practice, 

It is neceMary that the profession at into a practice of two or three thousand 
large, should be arouaed as to the import· dollars per annum, the outlay will be a ve
ance of 1:'irculating such documents. It ii: ry small per centage upon the profit. The 
not an affair of patriotism, like contribu- mere distribution of fifty dollars worth or 
tions to the Wuliington Monument, or to document.I, upon the first location of a 
80me society for the promotion of learning. young physician, would, in a short .time, 
but a plain and important business. mat- b1ing him a very considerable amount or 
ter, in which every one has a deep interest practice, which he would probably retain 
at stake On his OWll account. If every Be- through receding years, during eYery year, 
lectic physician in the country would spend a rich harvest from his first outlay. By this 
at least fifty dollus per annum, in purcha- method, be would reach the most intelli
eing and circulating medical tracts and gent minds of the community, and secura 
pamphlets of the proper character, that ex- as friends and patrons, individuals who 
penditure would proTe the most profitable might otherwise have been misled by bia 
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opponents, and converted into enemies. cessary that each phy~ician should keep a 

In addition to this propegandism by the faithful record of his pnctice, and send ev
press, we need a system of organiu.d coop- ery year to the officers of the Central Socl .. 
eration,among Eclectic physicians through- ety, a certified statement in regular form, 
out the United States, partly for the put- showing the results of his practice---which 
pose of mutual aid, intelligence, and friend- statement, when .arranged for publication, 
11bip, but mainly for collecting th06e decis- will, in a few years, constitute a mass of 
sive facts, by which convincingdemonstn- documentary 'evidence, of overwhelming 
tions of the superiority of the Eclectic sy&- foroe. In a few years we might thus accu
tem are to be made imp?eSSive upon tbe mnlate accurete statistics of the Eclectic 
public mind. practice, in half a million of cases---• ie-

Why is it, that the public do not at once conl sufficiently extensive, to carry irresist
lay aside the pernicious errors of the old able weight in the minds honestly enquir
school system, when it is brought into con- ing for truth. Our principal difficulty will 
tact with a rational practice'? Simply for be to procure the records of a sufficient 
the teason that, the requisite statistics, and amouu.t of old school practice, for the pur
well authenticated facts have not yet been pose of comparison and contrast; for ex
laid before them. The contrast between cepting from bo&pitals and public institu
the two systems of practice, is so extreme, tions, required by law to make regular re
aa to be almost incredible, to those who ports, it is difficult to procure statistics of 
have no personal knowledge of the matter; old school practice; and there is great aver
hence, the most indisputable evidence is sion in the profession to make such records 
necessary; yet, such e,·idence has never which shows bow unsatisfactory are the 
been laid before the public, except in one facts they reveal. 
instance-the treatment of Cholera in Cin- A centnl society, accumulating and ar
cinnati. The signal contrast p1"8enteddu- ranging such statistics, would be able to 
ring that tenible epidemic, in the records lay them before the public, in a very efti
of practice, produced an immense effect up- cient manner, and to secure their extensive 
the public mind, in behalf of our cause. circulation. Having then placed Eclecti
But a solitary fad of that kind, does not cism in a lofty and impregnable position, 
eover tbe whole ground. We need to r.s· and by means of popular publications 
tablit!lb distinctly, and impress upon the reached and revolutionized the popular 
public mind by careful and unquestionable ·mind, there are some additional duties for 
statistics,'. the fact that the mortality at- Huch a society to perform. 
tendant upon the Eclectic practice, is less One of the most important i11, the estab
than one half the mortality attendant upon lishment of cooperative relations among 
the old school practice, and consequently the mem°bl'rs, and the diffusion of private 
that the prevalence of the new system, is a and practical information among them.--· 
blessing to every neighborhood into which It i11 therefore, proposed that, each member 
it is introduced,·--that it increases the av- shall make an annual report of bis success 
erage duration of life, and conlrtitutes an in practice, of the condition of Eclecticism 
immense addition to the national health in bis vicinity, of the Atate of' public opin· 
and llappiness. By systematic cooperatiT1! ion and general progress of the cause, the 
efforts, such statitltics can be obtained ; and demand for Eclectic practitioners, and the 
such records can be made, as will not only iu.ducements opened for physicians to lo
convince the public mind of America, and cate in particular regioDtl. Each report of 
modify the course of the profession, but this character, which should be written as 
will even be felt in Europe, and recoSJlized a printe and confidential communication 
au a demonstration, of another triumph of' to the mtlmbers of the Society alone, should 
the American miod. be regarded by all, as atrictly a private let-

To accomplish the&e parpoeee, it le ne- ter; and it ahould neTer1be u i under 
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any circumstances; but a sufficient num- meeting for orgauh.ation was held on near
ber of copies should be printed, for the sup- ly the last day of the session, no subse
ply of the members of the society alone quent meeting was held, and no other steps 

As the members of the society would bl> taken, but the adoption of a constitution, 
scattered over a very extensive region, these and the appointment of officers,_.future 
reports would give a periscopic view of the operations being left in the care of the ex
state of the profession almost every where. ecutive committee. The constitution was 
and would be of incalculable value to a signed by a majority of tbose present at the 
young physician in search~{ a location, or ~eeting, and the society now only awaits 
to an established practitioner, who wished the addition of a sufficient number of mem
to change bis residence or to sell out his bers to render it an efficient organi:r.ation. 
practice. If, for example, the society con- We would, therefore, respectfully call upon 
tained five hundred members, each member every physician, who approves the objects 
of the EOCiety, would have the benefit of five of the society, who wishes to be recogniz.. 
hundrecl conftdental letters, from physicians ed as 11.0 active friend of medi<:el reform, 
throughout the country, informing him and who desires to circulate the proper 
where was the best field for practice, where documents among the people, to send in 
the public were anxious for his services, or at once, his subscription as a member of the 
where an established physician wished to Society, accompanied by the fee of mem
obtain a partner, or to abandon the field to bership,--and to proceed at once to keep a 
a well qualified successor. record of his practice, with a view of report-

By membership in such a society, each iog its results. 
would have, not only the pleasing con- The remittance should be made to Dr. 
sciousness, that be was contributing to es- J. King, Treasurer of the Society, though 
tablish rational reformed medicine in an if made to the editors of the Journal, or to 
impregnable position, for the benefit of any member of the socitity, it will be at· 
mankind, but would be enabled by the pub- tended to, and the subscriber will be enti
lications of the society, to.make a powerful tied to a copy of tbe con11.dential private 
impression upon the public mind, in his report and to whatever documents the 
own vicinity, for bis personal benefit, to funds of the society may enable it to print 
procure assistance and cooperation if neces- for gratuitous distribution among its mem· 
sary in his own region, and to find the best bers, as well as to procure a larger quantity 
sphere for his own labor, whenever a change of the same, at the lowest prices at which 
of climate or location become necessary, they can be furisbed. The saving in ei
without tbe delay and expense of traveling pense in procuring superior documents for 
in person throughout the country. distribution. such as cannot be obtaiued 

Such are the views which we have re- elsewhere, would more than pay the small 
peatedly presented in public addresses;- amount of the annual subscription. 
and in accordance with these views, a so- In remitting the subscription fee of the 
ciety bas been organized among the gradu- society it would be well for members to 
ates of the Eclectic Medical Institute. At signify at the same time, the amount which 
the close of the Winter session of '1>2-:>3, a they would be willing to appropriate in 
similar Society was proposed hy members addition to the purchase of documents for 
of the class, and some steps were taken to distribution. 
organi7.e it for operation; but, owing to 
the very late hour of the session at which it CUTUL. Ect.ECTIC MEDICAL AKD STATll· 

was introduced, and other causes of delay, TICAL SocIBTT. 

it was postponed as impracticable at that Crwcnnu.Tr, Feb. 23, 1853. 
time. At the close of the session of '1>3-M, At a meeting of the Eclectic dass in the hall 
the subject was again taken up by the of the Institute, a committee wu appointed to 
class, and a society organif.ed; but u the draft a Preamble and Conatitution o0r lee. 
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tic Collegiate Society tbe object of wbicb will 
be found Mt forth in the Preamble and Consti-
tution. , 

On the evening of the 24th instant, pursuant 
to adjournment, the committee reported the 
following: 
Report of a C'lfltfflit'« appoitttetl at a fl!Mlittg 

hid at the Eclcrtic .Medical Jrutitut1,Ci11cit&f1Gla, 
Ftb. 23, 18:>4, to draft 11 Corutitt<tio11 for a 
Colkgiatt &citty. 
Whcrttu it becomes needful to form societies 

upon I\ systematic basis in order to promote 
efi'ectuall y the intereetl of humanity, and where· 
u it appears at the pretent time ab&olr1tely ne· 
cean.ry to col'aolidate the interests and unite 
the efforts of Eclectic reformers, and especially 
to sustain their Collegiate respectability, there
fore, we the undenigned do re1ol ve ourael vea 
into a society, adopting the following Constitu
tion: 

CONSTITUTION. 
.llrt. I. That this Society be called, "The 

Central Eclectic Medical and Statistical Society. 
.llrt. JI. 'fbe objects of this $(>ciety shall be 

to promote friendly intercourse, and correspond
ence among the gndnates and friends of the 
Eclectic Medical Instit11te of Cincinnati,-to 
advance the interests of that Institute, aad Col· 
legiate interests generally-to obtain and circu
late Medical statiatice--and to iuue publit'a
tiona adapted to the promotion of popular and 
univenal know ledge on the aubject of Medical 
Reform. 

./lrt. III. Every person who is a Graduate of 
the Eclectic Medical Institute of Cincinnati, 
or who is a friend thereof, shall be eligible to 
become a member of this aociety. 

.llrt. IV. Every member shall be required to 
pay annually three dollars, commencing from 
January 1st, 1854, and Mnd in aa~tistical report 
and other inter"9tinr matters at the close of 
every year, and faling to do this for two succes
sive years, the name of that member ahall be 
erased. 

.Art. V. TbeofflcerwofthiasocietyshallconsiRt 
o( a Pre9ident, Vice President, Treasurer, Secre· 
tary, and a Council of three, who shall form a 
quorum. 

.4rt. VI. The officers o( this society 1h all be 
elected annually at the Annual Meeting, and the 
members of the society shall have the privilege 
of voting by letter ~r tritla wee, in the election 

1 C the oBicen. 

.Art. Vil. The annual meetinc of this Society 
shall be held in Cincinnati every year, on the 
third Wednesday of November in each year. 

.4rt. VIII. This Constitution •hall not be 
amended or altered, except notice of the amend· 
ment or alteration proposed, be given at the 
previou1 annual meeting, and the members shall 
have the privilege of votinc thereon ei&her by 
letter or ma--., and uid amendment or al
teration shall not be palled except by a major
ity of two-third. of thoae voti11g. 

.llrt. IX. The Executh-e Committee shall be 
em powered to tran1act all the neceseary buai· 
neu of lbi1 society, and shall present a report 
of their proceeding• at ea~h unual meeti1g. 

Signed by the Committee. 

.4rt. X. The code of By-Laws of thi• Sodety 
shall be adopted by the Executive Committee in 
accordance with the princip!e and objects of 
this Constitution, and shall also be presented 
o,t the next annual meeting in 18:14 for its ap
pronl. 

E. WOOLLEY, 
T. L. FAULKNER, 
W.S.LAITA. 

On motion every article of the Consti
tution was taken up separately and adopted 
as now amended. 

On motion the following persons signed 
'the Constitution and the society wu 
formed. 

J. R. BUCHANAN, 

R. s. NBWT&N, 

WM. SHERWOOD, 

H. H. HUDGINB, 

w. BEADLE, 

GEORGE RooT BENTON, 

JoHN FRENCH JuooE, 
H. c. RICE, 

T. L. FAULJUfElt, 

EDWARD WOOLLEY, 

JAMES w. F. GERRlllH, 

Auouirr J. EKz11, 
N. T. ISGRIGG, 

Jomr CoNJUWAT, 
BERNARD STUVE, 

W . s. LATTA, 

ELIAS H. Mnanos, 
P. T. GANS, 
J. W. You1m, 
E. J. CoATES, 

L. H. NuLT,Dig1t1ZedbyGoogle 



ANDEW GULLE'IT, 
u. T. SULLIVAN, 
SAMUEL M. w Olllt, 
J . F. WotST, 
1. TURREllfTINE, 
]OHllf CARMAN, 
JAxi::s McFATRICH. 
H . WOHLGEMUTH, 
HENRY G. AVERDICX, 
H. E. ZIMMERMAN, 
L. v Al'IBOSKIRK, 
A. J. R. MURPHEY, 
Wx. C. DIAL, 
J. A. LEEPER, 
JosEPH E. RoaL, 
D. H. THOMAS, 
w. B. SAMPLE, 
JosEPH FIREBOGH, 
1. KvEIRNGHAH, 
L. W. BaowN, 
JAKES A. SMITH, 
J.M. Swirr, 
JOSEPH G. CAMPBELL, 
KNocH L4GOB&, 
J. L. SPRINGGATE, 

BOOK NOTICES. 

ReaolfJt4, That we deem it ad'fiable to 
publish immediately a Tract on the subject 
of Medical Reform ; that said Tract be No. 
l of a series, and be .•tereot~ped. and that 
special subscriptions be solicited at once 
to enable the Committee toiSBue it, and that 
each subscriber receiTP. the amount of his 
subscription in said publication. 

Signed by the Committee, 
E. WOOLLEY, 
T. L. FAULK.ND, 
W. s. LATTA. 

OnmotionofDr. J .W. Young, of Bloom
ington, Ia., a member of the society, the 
Faculty of the Eclec ~ ic Medical Institute 
and Board of Trustees were petitioned to 
confer upon Dr. J. J. PERRY, of Indianano
lis, Ia., the honorary degree of the I~i
tute; and that a copy of this resolution be 
presented by the Secretary to tt.e Dean of 
the Faculty and the President of the Board 
of Trustees. 

After which the Society adjourned Bint die. 
W. BEADLE, Pru't. 

Bnsun Srtrn, Sec'y. 

H . R. PonER, BOOK NOTICES. 
0. P. CHUBB. \Ve are indebted to H. W. Derby for 
J . W. Jay, a catalogue of the Medical and Su~l 
T. E. ST. JoaN, publications of lrlessra. Lee and Blan· 

On motion, then the following resolu- chard, of Philadelphia, •ll of which he 
tious were presented by the co1»mhtee and h~ o~ sale at 145 Main atreet, Cin· 
adopted by the meeting. cmn11ll. • 

The Committee also suggest the follow- . We have also re.ce1ved fron:i Mess~!<. 
. 1 . · Lindsay and Black1ston. of Ph1ladelph1a, 
mg; reso utions: . a copy of their Literary Regi!lter contain-
RuoZ~t4, That the follow~ng g~ntlemen ing a list of Medical works rect>ntly 

be appomted as officers of this society: published by them. 
Prof. J. R. BucHA.NAN, President, Messrs. S. S. & W. Wood, have 

" R. S. NEWTON, Vice President, fumi1hed us with a very extensive cata· 
" J. KING, Treuurer, logue of both new and standard Medical 
" w. SHERWOOD Secretary, works, for sale at their extensive et1tab-

lishment 261, Pearl street, New York. 
•• G. W. L. BICJtLEY, l w d . . . .L. • f " z. FREEHAN, Council. e eSlre to mnte me attention o 
" J. w. Hon. the profession to a "Manual of the ao-

Resolvt4, That this Constitution and res- tive principles of iudeiiooua 'and foreign 
olutions, and the names of the members, medical plants, as prepared at the Amer

can Chemical Institute, New \' ork, a 
be published in the Eclectic Medical Jour- copy of which has deen forwarded to us 
nal. by B. Keith t Co., Proprietors, 582 

R_uolvt4, That the E.xecutive Commi~- H.ouston street, New York. A copy 
tee 1SSue as soon as possible an Address or will doubtless be furnished to any mem
Circular to Eclectic Medical Reformers, on ber of the profession who will write for 
behalf of this Society. it to the above addre11. Goool~· 
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NATURE AND TREA. TMENT OF PUL- important points of superiority of the 
MO.NARY CONSUMPTION. Eclectic system, we wish it to be distinct

ly understood-especially as we have taken 
BY WK, TELL PA.BSD, JI, D, considerable pains inelucidating-·•Dd teach

ing this more rational and hopeful view of 
[We have much pleasure in laying before the pathology and treatment of phthieis 

our readers the following admirable essay pulmonalia. 
on Consumption, by Dr. PAJtKEB. Dr. P. The important practical suggestion of 
is one of the early 1raduates of the Eclectic Dr. P. as to the ullfl of ammoniacal inhala
Medical Institute, and with his fine natu- tions we adopt without hesitation. •We 
ral abilities, we feer he baa but little ex- have taught the importance of inhala
cuse to offer for not huing been 0tore ac- tions as a mode of applying .remedies to 
tive heretofore in behalf of Eclecticism.- the lungs, and the great value of alkalietl 
We hope his present effort indicates that as t.natural aolvents of tubercle-the 
he will not be backward or idle hereafter, combiuation of these two ideas by alkaliM 
in the use of his pen. The essay of Dr. P. inhalation, ia self evidently an important 
relieves us from a duty, which we ha'l'e of- suggestion. As to its practical results, 
ten felt demanding our attention, of pre- Dr. P. speaks encouragingly of a few casea 
paring for the ~umal an essay upon this and states in the call! of the late Dr. P. C. 
subject, developing the views which we Dolley who used it a few days bef<ms 
have inculaated in our lectures in the In- bis death, the post mortem examination 
stitute. The task of presenting this sub- "showed not a partit.le of aolid tubercle ... 
ject, however, has been BO well performed We think that theinhalingappamtu(lntro
by Dr. P., tha.t nearly all we IVould feel it duced by Mr. Lyman and Mr. Whitney of 
necessary to say, has been clearly develop- St. Louis which bas valves and tubes to 
ed by him, and. we deem it unnecessary to regulate the inhalation by thP. nostrils will 
to make any adiition. at pr111ent. Dr. P. be tf>und a most desirable assistant in die 
remarks in. a private letter, "I am aware ammoniacal treatment.) ~ 
that neatly all the facts and principles 
mentioned entered into your course of Of all chronic diseasea, scrofulii is the 
physiological lectures, when I attended most common and the moat fatr.t. 
your instructions," and we allude to this Tubercular consumption ia that manifee. 
matter now, because upon this subject the tation of scrofula which fastens upon the 
course of instruction in the Eclectic Med- lungs, destroys their tissues, and. slowl1 
cal Institute, has presented a very marked but almost invariably, destroys the life of 
difference from that of other medical the victim. 
schools; and u this comtitutes one of the Tiie relatin f~ueaq of pulmonarr 
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-

consumption, as compared with other dis vise anything more than palliative treat
eaees, is much greater in some countries ment. The most that is attempted in fully 
than in others. established disease, is to subdue disagreea-

Prof. J. B. Williams, of London, affirms ble symptoms, render the patient as com
that among the Europeans in British India, fortable as possible, and thus "smooth his 
phthisis does not cause one in five hundred pathway to the tomb." 
deaths, while among the Maylays, Caffres, It will be my object is thi1 essay, to en
and Indians it causes from an eighteenth quire how far this melancholy opinion is 
to a seventeenth of the mortality. Jn Lon- correct, and to investigate the claims of 
don nearly one third of the deaths are certain means of cure to the confid'!nce of 
caused by this disease, 11nd in Paris the the profession and the public. 
proportion is not much less. Jn the West In the first place, it will be well to have 
Indies, among the negro troops, it consti- a clear understanding of the essential na
tutes one half ofa large mortality, (see Wil- ture of the disease, as it is highly import
liams and Clymer on the Respiratory organs, ant to distinguish true consumption from 
page 27:'>.) those less dangerous maladies, whose symp-

In the City of Boston, during the year toms often closely resemble those of the 
1862, the deaths by consumption constitu- genuine disease. Pneumonia, pleurisy, 
ted eighteen per cent., or one in every ihe and bronchitis, when they assume a chronic 
and a half. This is, I believe, the largest form, are frequently mistaken for true con
pro11ortion hitherto observed in the United sumption, while they lack its essential 
States; but there are few places, even in our nature. 
favored country, where this insidious de- Phthisis pulmonalis or true consumption, 
stroyer does not frequently come to demand is always produced, or k{!pt up by the de
its Tictims. posit of tuberculous matter in the lungs. 

When Wt! artd to the bill of mortality, It is an error to call any case of lung dis
caused by consumption of the lungs, all ease pulmonary consumptions whe1e this 
the deaths resulting from other •ms of deposit docs not exist; at least the term 
scrofula, as tubercular disease of the brain will be used in this sense only in this essay. 
in children, marasmus. and b1>wel com- The nature and compooition of tubercle 
plaints, kept up by tuberculous deposits in has been carefully studied, and described 
the mesenteric glands, and the peritoneum; by several close observers. It is found to 
besides others less common, we shall ob- consist of degenerated fibrine and albull.len, 
tain a reault truly appalling. This view the nutritive materials of the blood. 
of the subject is still more startling, when . Coagulable lymph consists of the t!8me 
we reflect, that scrofulous diseases are on material in a living healthy state, capable 
the increases, if not in the world at large, of being 01ganiud, and becoming a part of 
at least in our country aml in England. the thing body. This matter more or leo-s 
Sir James Clark by carefully studying the completely dead may be deposited, in almost 
London bills of mortality, from the years any tissue as tubercle, where it may remain 
1700, to 1830, finds that the proport1on of unchanged, an indefinite length of time, 
deaths from consumption has been steadily yet always liable to soften and become 
increasing during that whole period. changed into purulent matter; at the same 

How sad, and humiliating is the re- time causing irritation, ulceration, and 
flection, that these immense armies of our suppuration in the tissues, with which il 
fellow creatures go down to the grave with lies in contact. 
acarcely an attempt made to save them, Albumen, fibrine, lymph. tubercle, and 
because the medical world bas decided the pus have precisely the same chemical com
disease to be incurable. position, differing from each other in me-

So little is expected in the way of cure, chanical condition, and capacity of organ
by medical authors, that few of them ad- ization rather than in chemical constitu-
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tion. (See Williams and Clymer, page342.) is merely traveraed by strips and patches of 
Tubercle was formerly · considered 18 the living structure. 

strictly amorphoeus matter, with no traces We have besides this form the gray mil
of organization. It was considered by iary tubercle, and the infiltrated tubercle of 
some as an abnormal secretion from the Laennec, which is the same as the gray he. 
blood, by the d:lucous membrane of the air patimtion of Andra!. 
cells and smaller bronchi, on by the prarie- The accounts of different observers do 
tes of the d reolor cells, of the parenchyma of not very well coincide as to the order and 
the lungs, but recent microscopical research- progress of the changes in tubercle, from 
es have shown it to consist of molecules, its first separation from the blood to its 
granules and granulated corpuscles of vari- final softening and expulsion through the 
ous sizes; of aggregated granules without bronchi. Laennec, who is justly celebra
any tunic, and and of collapsed tunics with- ted as the discoverer of the science and art 
out any granules. With these are mingled of physical diagnosis by auscultation and 
numerous flakes and filaments, no doubt the percussion, teaches that tubercle is first de
fragments of air cells and blood vessels.- posited in gray semi-transparent, albumin· 
(See Gerber's General Anatomy, Gullh-er's ous masses, which afterwards become yel
appendix, page 87.) low tubercle and finally begin to soften at 

Dr. M. Troy, of North Carolina, ad van- the center. 
ces the theory that tubf>rcle consists of the Carswell thinks tuberculous matter is 
solid matter, of the cutaneous transpiration, generally secreted by the mucous mem
especially of the sebaceous follicles, and branes of tbe bronchial tubes; that when 
this doctrine is supposed to be corrob- the tubes becomes filled, it becomes solid, 
orated by the almost universal torpidity of but otherwise there will r~main a hollow 
the skin in scrofulous persons; but the facts in the centre which will contain more fluill 
above stated, respecting the integ~l struc- matter. This explanation may be occasion
tures of tubercle, seem to me to stand di- sionally the true one, but cannot be the in
rectly in the way of such a hypothesis.- variable mode of deposit. because we find 
They lead inevitably to the conclusion, this matter some times infiltrated through 
that tuberculous matter, whatever may tw. the areolar structure, intimately mixed 
its form , consists of degenerated and de- with all the tissues of the lungs. 
vitalh.ed fibrine, and lymph-globules, min- To me it seems probable, that the forma
gled with the debris of those tissuE's among tive material of the blood, from a peculiar 
which it is deposited and which have died taint in the constitution, becomes either 
in conf!:t!quence of its presence. depraved or deed, and in either case is ex-

The form, consistence, quality, and color uded from the capillary blood vessels into 
of thes~ tuberculous deposits vary greatly, any of the tissues, as peculiar circumstances 
and pass by insensible gradations into may determine. If the globules and cella 
organized indurations on the one hand, and of which it is composed are but little de
collections of true pus on the other. generated, the tuberculous accretion may 

It is more commonly than otherwise ob- be solid, albuminous or what is called 
served in roundish detached masses, or of crude, approaching in texture to organi7.ed 
a cheesy consistence, and yellowish white lymph. If matter is more degenerated, or 
color situa1ed among the air cells; frequent completely dead, it is deposited de novo, 
ly involving the parieties of several cells as dirty, opake, yellow, granular or amor
and their blood vessels within its own phous tubercle, which will pass into soft
structure. The~e masses ere by no means ening and decay more speedily than the 
alwars detached, but ate often united to- crude varieties. 
geth~r. so that frequently a con~iderable The upper p~rtions of the lungs are found 
section of the lung will be occupied by to be more liable to be infested with these 
one continuous mass of tubercle, which accumulations, than the middle or lower 
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parts, although no part can be said to be labors of Laennec, and the improvement 
entirely exempt. since made on his observations; yet it must 

Tbe lungs are by no means the only seat be acknowledged that in actual practice 
of these deposits, but the conaequences of much un011rtainty accompanies many cases, 
their preaence in thefe organs are more fre· the patient finding it impossible to satisfy 
quently fatal than thoee arising from their himi;elf ieapecting his real· condition. A 
distribution in any other part of the body. friend of mine has bad hia lungs examined 

No tiSBue of the human body is SPCUre by ten different physicians, who have @iven 
from the inroads of scrofulous diaeaae. him almost as many d1trerent opinions re
but tubercles are perhaps more commonly specting t'1e condition of his lungs. 
found in the liver, kidneys, lymphatic and I do not wish to undervalue the science 
mensenteric glands, than in any other loca- of physical diagnosis, which although 
tions besides the lungs. sometimes carried to an absurd extreme, is 

The small glands found in the courae of justly considered aa one of the triumphs of 
the lymphatic or absorbent veseela are pe- medical obi;ervation. 
culiarly liable to l!'Crofulous degeneration. Few persons acquire the necessary skill to 
This probably results from the attempts of decide with any degree of certainty respect
these veseels to remoTe the morbid deposit ing pulmonary diEe&se, or to discriminate 
from the encumbered textuft!a among which between different but similar conditions. 
they ramify. The more fluid portions of Theacienct of physical diagnosis is acquirecl 
tubercle are frequently in this way carried with comparath·e facility, but the art by 
oft' by the absorbents, and a concrete ma111 which it is applied is of difficult practice. 
ia left, consisting almoet entirely of the When we consider the limited amount of 
earthy and aline conatituenta of the for- iD1truction and number of opportunities 
mer maSB. for observation which fall to the lot of most 

Tuberculous matter floating in the cur- physicians, it is not strange that an art to 
nnt of these delicate channels, ia Tery like- say the least, intricate, ahould be practiced 
ly to become entangled in the conglobate by so few mastef8. Besides this, not eYery 
glands, in which the lymphatic tubes pur- one has the acuteneSB of hearing neces
aue a tortuous and con.,oluted course.- sary for a good auscultator. A minor
When a speck of this matter becomes fixed ity only of persons who study and practice 
it attracts to itself other particles of the the art of writing short hand, can acquire the 
ame kind. and thua the whole gland be- aary dnterity to enab!e them to report 
comes loaded and obstructed with the for- the wordiJ of a public speaker. So, I be
eign matter. lieve a minority only of those who prac-

ln di888cting a auhjecteminently acrofu- tice auscultation are endowed with an ear 
lous, we find many parts of the body atud- so acute, as to discriminate p1operly be
ded with theEe degene,.te glands, from the tween all the varied and confused sounds 
size of a pin head, or smaller, to that of a of a diseased thorax. 
bazle-nut. This want of skill, among professed aua-

As it is not my purpose to write a full cultatora, subtracts much from the aggre
deacription of the diataae, I will ay notb- gate value of their art. It is requisite 
ing of its symptoms, cou1'11e of progreFs, that ronfidence should be placed in the di
or the means of its diagnoeis. Informa- agnoeis of a ease, before that diagnosis can 
tion on these points is so common, and ao be of any value as indicating the course 
explicit in standard medical works, that I of ttt&tment. I think ii would be an ad
aball not presume to throw upon them any nnce from the present state of affairs, if 
additional light. one auacultator in a hunc:'red could always 

The means of cliatingurahing pbtbiais make a diagnoeia worthy of entire confi
pulmonalis, from other similar affections, den<-e. 
have receiTed a great addition from the We come now to apeak of the curability 
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ef this diseue; and on this part of the sub- pOS&ible to cure a cavity in the lungs, how
ject, I shall not be deterred from freely e1- ever unfrequent may be the occurrence of 
pressing my opinion by the fear of being such a result, especially in phthisis, wheie 
charged with quackery. ~ am aware that new crops of tubercles are so liable to 
nothing is more common, than for the form. (Clinical Lectures No. xm.) 
most ignorant pretenders to medical skill, Wti have the statement of Dr. Giovanni. 
to assume that consumption is curable, De Vittis, that, in less than four years one 
and also to boast of tbe numerous cures by bundted and aeventy-siJ. cases of phthisia 
themselves performed, yet it must be ad· were discharged from the bos(>ital ptrfutly 
mitted, that a sincere enquirer after truth cvrcci~ (Williama and Clymer on sup. 
should not suffer himself to be driven from organs p. 387.) But it is needless to mul
the track of investigation by the impertin- tiply quotations on this point, as they ate 
ence of speculating hucksters who may after all but the opinions of men. I have 
annoy him on the way. done so thus far. oaly in order to dissipate 

My decided belief is, that puliuonary that conviction of necessary fatality which 
consumption is a curable disease. II baa baa been, and is now so nearly universal. 
no essential characteristics which render it When we come to trace consumption or 
necessarily fatal. High authorities are not pulmonary M.rOfuJ.a. to its starting point, 
wanting who coincide in this opinion.- we shall find it depends upon some taint, 
There is nothing to prevent perfect recovery or vice in the constitution antecedent to 
from <'onsumption, but the renewal of the the formation of tubercle. This fact be
tuberculous deposit, and in cases where comes apparent when we see two individu
thia disposition te such accumulations has als equally exp<>llld to the same morbific 
been changed, the softened matter ia expec- causes, which shall operate on the two con
torated, and tbe cavity closea u any ot.IM-.r stitutiona during equal spaces of til'lllJ, 
absalss does. One of the individuals thus exposed will 

Speaking of these vomica, Dr. Watson continue to live with undisturbed health 
says, "When they occur simply, without while the other will become affected with 
other t11bercles, or cavities, (which though tuberculoue matter, and finally die of the 
a rare thing, does sometimes happen,) and ame. 
when occurring thus singly, they have been Two men the children of the same 
emptied of the tubercular matter, they parents, may eat at the same table, sleep in 
may gradually contract and ultimately be- the same apartment, work at the same shop, 
come oblilf'rated. This approach of their and one may decline and die of consump
sides leads to a puckeriag of the pleura on tion while the other will live to a green old 
the surface of the lung, and on the other age. The husband is frequently called to 
band a puckering of the surface indicates leave the wife, or the wife the husband, 
that beneath itthereisprobablyacollapsed and perhaps still more frequently, the 
vomica. Its inner surface becomes conver- child just arrived at the threshold of ma
ted in that case, into a substance resem- turity is taken from its doating parents. 
bling cartilage, and the appearance it pre- Tuberculosis is eminently a disease of 
aents is called a cicatrix, and really it de- debility; its essential element is a contrac
aerves that name. The process which tion of the vital power, the energy of life, 
bas gone on, is a pr()C('.SS of natural recov- the "m mtdicatrU: natura," that princi
ery, and the recovery would be complete, ple in the animal body, which watches 
if no fresh deposit of tubercular matter over and protects every organ, so far as 
took place.'' (Watson's Practice, Lee- pOllllible, from danger, and when injury bas 
ture LVJ.) been done, so far as possible, repairs the 

Prof. Gerhard, after describing a case, in damage. Thia will become evident by ob
wbich cavities were nearly or quite obliter- serving the causes which create and foster 
ated, says, "You see, therefore, that it is the scrofulous diathesis. These axe known 
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to be, exposure to cold, and dampness for however carefully directed. I think, how
a great length of time. excessive fatigue, ever. that a rigid application of the indnc
intemperance, veneral excesses, sedentary tive mode of im~tigation will proYe as 
occupations, breathing unwholesome air, useful here as in other branches of science. 
debilitating diseases, innutritious diet &:c. It is only by closely observing nature, in 
Many persons whose health had previ- her operations, in the cure of disease, that 
ously been robust, when exposed for even we can hope to assist, regulate and direct 
a short time to such influences, speedily her energies to the accomplishment of the 
assume the scrofulous diathesis, and shortly desired object. 
sink under the fully developed disease.- Taking this plan of investigation as our 
Coster confined rabbits in cold damp situa- guide, let us obsene what efforts nature, or 
tions, and gave them but one kind of food. the powers of the living body make to re
Tbey speedily became tuberculous. lieve the loaded lungs of their burtben of 

When the vital stream runs low, tbe nu- tubercles. 
trient element in the blood dies, particle These masses are first softened, either by 
by particle, and becomes the same as a for- the effusion of fluid around them, or by 
eign body. These eft'ete particles together their passage into indpient decay. Ulcera
with those partially dead, by affinity col- tion then takes place in the septa between 
lect together, as they are exuded from the them, and the air passages, formiug chan
blood vessels, and become tuberelea to pur- nels for their transit into those passages, 
sue the course already described. whence they are expelled by expectoration. 

In those constitutions whose tide of life Much of the matter of tubercle, is also 
runs st1ong and clear, slight derangements taken up by the absorbents, and thrown 
11111 easily rectified, by the renovating power into the torrent of the circulation, where 
already mentioned. If in such persons we lose sight of its distinct existence. It 
tubercles are generated by the operation of must be revivified, and appropriated again 
transient causes, they are remoYed either to purposes of nutrition, or eliminated by 
by absorption or expectoration, when the some of the numerous emunctories of the 
depressing c~uses cease to exert their in- system. In any csse it cannot be remoYed 
ftuence, or at least as soon as the system (except in certain favonble locations,) 
recovers its normal tone. without being first broken down and ren-

If the foregoing statements re11pecting dered ftuid or semi-fluid. A fe~ of these 
the essential nature of phthisis pulmonalis ~asses may, by im:ans of extenl!lve u\cei:a
are correct. the indications of cure spon- ttons, be tumbled mto the large bronchial 
taueous\y suggest themselves. Tbev can tubes, and expelled in a solid cheesy form. 
be no other than these, first, to reml)~e the Although the softening and expectoration 
deposits of dead matter called tubercles ~f tu~rcles gives rise to extensive ulcena
from the lungs, either through the air pas- uons m the pulmonary structure, and con
sages, or by the absorbent l"essels. Second, sequently to exhausting suppuration, it 
to raise the standard of the l"ital forces to should be looked upon as an effort of na
such a point, as shall be incompatible with ture to effect a cure by the most direct 
this tendency to death in the blood. If method. 
these indications can be fulfilled in any It has been a matter of much dispute, 
case by medical and hygienic means, whether tubercles usually begin the soften
phthisis pulmonalis must in that case be ing process at the center or the circumfer
certainly cured. ence. Laennec thougM the former suppo-

Spontaneous, aml accidental cures of 11ition to be correct in all case;, beca\Jse it 
consumption are not very uncommon phe- is very common to find tubercles, the cen
nomena, and yet the medical profession ters of which are semi-fluid while their 
have as yet almost entirely failed to attain peripheries are quite solid. But this fact 
to the same success by artifidal means is explained by later obser e·rs in tw,o ways. 
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Dr. Carswell suppo11111 tubercles are usually But a removal of the morbid depOilit 
deposited on the mucous membranes of the from the lungs ia not sufficient to mve the 
bronchial tubes, and of the air vesicles. life of the consumptive, a renews\ of the 
Jn this case the air tube might remain per- de~osition must be prevented. Here na· 
forate, and the small channel of the origin- ture seems to be more at fault, as this ia 
al paasage might beiilled with mucus more rarely accomplished, without ame decided 
or less changed, which ia incapable of be- change in the circumstances dl\he 1•atient. 
co~ing solid tubercle. Suppose tubercu- The recuperative powers are undobbtedly 
lous matter to oo exuded from the parietes exerted to prevent, as well as to repair the 
of an eir vesicle; after it had covered the mi&cbief, but their operations are not ao ap
lining membrane of the vesicle with a parent. 
ceiling of tuberculous matter, it couldhue Indeed we could not expect a conatitu
no farther power to close the original ca\"· tion so debilitated, as to yield to the in
itf, but if the exudation sbould"continue to roada of thiP malady, while the organs were 
take place, it must be by a distention of in a state of integrity, .to ward off by its 
the walls of the •esicle · thereby enlarg- own power a second attack, while the same 
ing the cbamher, to accommodate the de- cauEell were in operation which induced 
posit, while the original cavity will remain the first invasion. 
of its natural 6Le, except that it will Change of climate, of ttsidence, of air, 
naturally fill up with some adventitious of habits, of diPt, of dmis, or a resort to 
Awd. succe&&ful medication have probably ac-

Tbe other explanation is, that tubercle is companied every case of cured conaump
depoeited in a semi-ftuid state, and while tion. 
tbe surrounding textures remain in a state Of all hygienic remedies, change of cli
o( integrity, they address themselves to the mate appears to stand highest iu the good 
&uk of aLsorbing the more ftuid portions, opinion of the profession, and seems to of
ao that the ciJcumferencee of the m886e6 fer a well grounded hope of permaaent 
become solid, from &bis a1*tractiun of their benefit. It ia not my design to offer ad rice 
luid conatituenta. as to what countries should be Tiaited, 

I will leave these explanations with the much less to di&ell88 the claims of thoae 
Nader, and allow him to choose between which hue acquired the greatest celebrity. 
them, or adopt the opinion of Lanentt, as Benefit bu been derived from a remonl 
it matters but little in a practical point of to climates of the moat di~milar cbarac
view, whether they soften from center to teristics, and it is now a mooted question, 
circuaference or 11iee 1'erla. whether from this latitude, the innlid 

The inquiry is only important thae far. should emigrate north or south. The fact 
lf it is established, tba1 tubercles invaria- is, that climate is best which most rapidly 
bly begin to soften at the tenter, and that in,·igorates the body. Renevation of the 
thie change proceeds outwards, it follows decayed vitality is all that can be gained. 
that the proceas takes place exclusively in In some cases, where this is accompliabecl 
the llllUl8 itaelf, and would argue that crude in a satisfactory degree, the abaorbenta re
tubercle continues to presene a low degree move the remnants of the disease, and tbia 
of Ti tality, which for a time resists the ii the "consummation devoutly to be 
tendency to dissolution. But, if it is wished." 
clearly proved that softening sometimes Many persons have recovered from in
progrcsaes from without inwards, . there is cipient phthisis, while on long sea voyagee, 
no queetion, that in these cases the tuber· and on land, when confined to the use of 
clea consist of lifeless matter, and that salt provisions. Consumptives who croee 
90ftening is but a process of solution, or "the plains" to California and Oregon are 
mixture in the ftuids poured out around usually benefitted, if not cured on the 
them. route; probably from the use of salt diet. 
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and drinking water strongly charged 1".itb ion for ventilation, the door sening alike 
•line and alkaline minerals. The excee· as window and chimney; the Tatis and 
aive U11e of alt produces scuny, a disease roof let in the rain, which the 8oor, cbieiy 
in which ihe blood is found to contain less compoeed of hardened sheep dung sucks 
than its normal proportion of fibrin. It up; the same room generally se"ea for all 
also strongly stimulates the abeorbents, so the uses of the whole family, and not only 
t!at in the case of persons laboring under for the human part of it, but frequently 
ala· -scurvy, tumors, cicatri<:es and other 11bo for the sheep, which are thus housed 
adventitious growths, are absorbed, and it during the severer part of the winter. The 
is reasonable to suppose, that tubercles dis- fuel employed in the country districts, 
appear in the same manner. Indeed we chieiy consists of cow-dung, and sheep 
are almost certain they do, becaU11e the in- dung caked and dried, and near the sea 
nlid recovers from the ecrofulous cachexy coast, the bones, and the refuse of fish and 
depending on the pret18nca of tuherclf'.11. sea-fowl producing a stench, which to 
without any lesion in the body through thoee unaccustomed to it is completely in
which they might otherwise pass. supportable. In addition to this, it may 

A residence in or near stables where the be mentioned that the people are noted for 
patient is compelled to breathe the fumes their extreme want of personal cleanlineat; 
arising from fermenting manure, has been the same garments ( chiefty black ftannel) 
-found in many cues to exert a remarkable being wom for months without being taken 
inftuence on consumption. John Richards off at night. Such an assemblage of ea
• Jeaident of this county, was several years favorable conditions, combined 'vi th the 
ago conaiderod beyond the reach of relief cold damp nature of the climate, might 
by his physicians, laboring as was sup· have been expected to induce tubercular 
polled under confirmed consumption. He diseases of nrlous kintls, but from ~ 
.. umed ~ occupation of a stage driver the Icelanders appear to enjoy a special cz.. 
and spent a considerable portion of bis eaption." (Physiology p. M4.) 
time in stables. From that time his health We have it upon the authority of Liebig, 
constantly improved, and now, after the that "much relief is afforded by a residence 
lapee of ten years he remains 11·eU. in works, in which empyteumatic oils ue 

Prof. Griscom of New York, in bis ad- manufactured by dry distillation, mch u 
mirable work on the Uses and Abuses of manufactories for :he pieparatiou of gu 
Air mentions a singular custom. "In or sal-ammoniac." (Agricultural Chemistry 
10me parts of Scotland, even at the pteSent chap. 3d note.) 
day, when a persons begins to complain of Living for considerable time in tlle 
consumption, he is very gravely advised by Mammoth cave, Kentucky, as I am credi
hi8 friends, or some old woman who is bly informed proved an effectual cure ia 
oftea the "family doctor," to live for a several cases of consumptioa, but the pro
certain time in the cot0 Aout." Dr. Gris· prietors of the cave having prohibited any 
com mentions this as an instance of gross more invalids from residing there, the 
ignorance and folly, but I think a custom experiment has not been very full7 tested. 
eo disagreeable could hardly have obtained Other circumstances and modes of life 
an adoptioa so general, bad not marked have been found to exert a curative inlu
beneit been obsen·ed to follow it. ence over this intractable malady, but I 

C.rpenter speaking of the causes of a will not enumerate any more, except to 
certain class of disease in Iceland, says, mention one which has lately excited a 
"The dwellings of the great bulk of the good deal of attention, I refer to the avgu 
popubtion of Iceland, seem as if construe- house cure. 
ted for the express purpose of poisoning The attention of the medical profession, 
the air which they contain. They are and the public generally has been directed 
small and low without any direct provis- to this subject, through the instrumentality 
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of Dr. Samuel A. Cartwright, of New Or· relates a few cases, in which the absorbents 
Jeans. A very interesting article on thii: of the lungs were found loaded with tuber
nbject, by this veteran in medicine, was culous matter. May notdunder and sugar, 
published in the Boston Medical and Sur· in the form of vapor, stimulate.the absorb
gical Journal, for September Utb, 1&>2, ents to remove tubercles'!" 
from which I have made the following ex- Dr. Cartwright concludes, and very prop-
tracta: erly too, I think, that the curative result 

"A residence in a Sugar House in the depends on breathing the vapor issuing 
rolling season, far aurpaases any known from the boiling cane juice; because the 
means of restoring flesh, strength and bands who 11·ork in the field, cutting, pre• 
health, lost by chronic ailments of the paring. and transporting the cane to the 
chest, throat, and stomach. The rolling mill, receive no bendit, although they eat 
eeuon is the harvest when the canes are 88 much, if not more of the cane itself, 
cut, the juice exprtl88t'd and converted into than those who work in the sugar-house. 
aogar. In Louisiana it commences about Neither of them are allowed access to 
the middle of Oct. andendsat ChristmH,but the sugar or molasses, except under certain 
issometimesprotracted into January. Not restrictions, and in this respect all fare 
long after the Venitians in 1471 discovered alike. By working the negroes alternately 
the art of making sugar from the cane, it in the field. and in the sugar-house, they all 
wu obaened that the laborers engaged in grow fat and healthy. How far this kind 
the process fattened and became more of treatment will meet the hopes of the 
healthy during the cane harvest. The ex· public, remoins to be seen. It is already 
perience of upwards of three centuries in known that it is not infallible, yet the evi
making 1agar from the cane on this contin- dt>nce in its favor is sufficient to show that 
ent, provea that the negroes fatten an:l be- it offers an additional inducement for con
c:ome remarkably healthy cluring the rolling sumptives to spend their winters in warm -800. The health and fattening proper- countries, where they may have not only 
ties of that season are not confined to the the mild climate, but also the benefit of the 
lleglO race as eome enoneously supposed. sugar-house vapor. 
This is abundantly proved by the expe- Negroes are more prone to scrofula than 
rience of the sugar growers of Mauritius, any other race on this continent, yet it ia 
.Bengal, Java, the Straits of Malacca, the affirmed that sickly, ecrofulous negroea are 
Philipioe Islands, Au.t1tralia, and many almost invariably made benltby, by being 
other places where the negro labor is not placed in the sugar-honse during the rolling 
employed." season. 

Experience provP.a, that this compound Fol' owing the inductive method, Jet ue 
npor, (that which arises from the boiling now observe what circumstances are com
SJ1UP) cures catanhal, bronchial, and dys- mon to these ditfeient means of favoring a 
peptic affections. There is also some evi- spontaneous cure. 
dence in its favor 88 a curative agent in · Change of climate is an expedient of 80 

phthisis pulmonalis. Will it be too much general a nature, as to be el"idently beyond 
to hope, that farther experience may dis- the reach of strict analysis. Perhaps the 
cover, that it promotes the cicatrization of advantages depend on a variety of dissimi· 
tuberculoua excavations. and heals ulcera- lar causes, and this is rendeied probable by 
tion in the mucous surfaces of the tracheal the fact. that a residence highly beneficial 
pe898ges. But there is already aufficient evi- to one patient, proves prejudicial to an· 
deoce to show that tis an antidote to that other. I am notawaie of any obsenations 
acrimonious disposition of the humors, so made to establiah any common character· 
often the cause of phthisis. It also soothes istics to those climes which have proved _ 
that morbid irritability, the cau e of con- salutary to consumptil"es. 
8'lmption in many constitutions. Andral It is common to aacribe the variations in 
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the salubrity of different countries to dil- a fawn at play." (Letters from N. York• 
ferences in temperature, humidity, eleva- se1:ond series, Letter nn.) 
tion, variability, &c, but l am unable to Lungs loaded with tubercles are evident
perceive that any of the..<e features are com- ly incape.ciat~d from performing their regu
mon to all those countries, reputed favora- lar duty in aerating the blood. Under 
ble to consumptive patients, hence I con- these circumstances the volume of the 
elude that these are secondary considera- blood is diminished to accommodate the 
lions, and that the real differences must lungs. All the vital functions languish 
consist in something of a more occult na- and the body wastes for want of nourisb
ture. Probably they have some connection ment. From this increased debility, the 
with the e'.ectrical changes in the atmoe- disease receives a new impetus, so that the 
phere, and the gaseous and imponderable train of morbid symptoms becomes self. 
emanations from the soil. producing. Debility fav01s the formation 

Our observations on this point go no 
farther than this; that those climates . oc 
cupations and habits, which procure for the 
patient the greatest amount of bodily ,·igor, 
strength and hardihood should be chosen by 
those predisposed to, or afflicted with con
sumption. 

The influence of the Mammoth Cave re
ferred to, is probably owing mostly, if not 
entirely, to the great amount of oxygen in 
the air. The soil in the cave is strongly 
impregnated with nitrate of lime, (calca
reous nitre,) from which a superabundance 
of oxygen is exhal~d, to mingle with the 
air in the cave. 

of tubercles, and tubercles produce dellility. 
In this case the substitution of a highly 
oxygenated air for the common atmosphere, 
enables that portion of the lungs remain
ing eound to perform the same amount of 
labor in renovating the blood, which the 
whole organ free from disease could do ia 
common air. The system may thus re
gain its normal tone, deposition of tuber· 
cles be arrested, and the deposits ahead.J 
made removed by absorption or expectora
tion. 

Spontaneous cures of consumption fol· 
lowing the excessive use of common aJt 
have been often oW!erved, and attempts 
have been made to substitute an artificial 

As the communication with the external for an accidental administration of it, and 
atmosphere is very limited, the excess es- it is asserted, with . some suceeaa. But the 
capes slowly, and consequently the air in plan bas not proved so valuable as its pro
tbe whole cave remains surcharged. Mrs. jectors hoped. This article unaided eeema 
Childs thus describes its exhilarating effects. incompetent in most cases to remove the 

"Why the air within the cave should be 1Hsease and prevent its return. 
so fresh pure and equable all the year round, Professor McDowell, formerly of Louis
even in its deepest recesses is not easily ex- ville, Kentucky. 11ublished some years ago 
plained. Some have suggested, that it is a book on this subject, in which be gives 
continually modified· by the presence of the usual array of successful cases. There 
chemical agents. Whatever may be the is no doubt that the free use of common 
cause, its agreeable salubrity is obserffd salt is a valuable adjuvant in the perma
by every visitor, and it is said to have great nent cure of consumption. A certain 
healing powei in diBtMes of tht lungs.- amount is necessary to perfect digestion, 
The amount of exertion which can be per- and to maintain calorification. Its exces
formed here without fatigue, is astonish- sive use defibrinizes the blood in common 
ing. The superabundance of oxygen in the with alkalies. "This substance," says 
atmosphere operates like moderate doses of Carpenter, "occurs in nearly every part of 
exhilarating gas. The traveler feels a the body, both solid and fluid, in close and 
buoyant sensation, which tempts him to intimate relation with the organic com· 
run and jump, and leap, from crag to crag, pounds, whose chemical and physical prop
and bound over the stones in his path like erties are materially inftuenoed by it; this 
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albumen partly owes ils solubility to this oration and rain, so simplt' and plausible as 
alt, and the differences which it presents to be scarcely obnoxious to a doubt. 
in coagulating, are in a great degree de- Assuming this hypothesis to be correct, 
pendent on the quantity of it that is pres- it appears very evident that a person who 
ent; pure casein, which is otherwise invalu- breathes an atmosphere 6&turated with con
ble, is also di680lved by common salt; and stantly aEcending vapor, must receive into 
if salt be added in increased proportion, it his lungs a considerable amount of free 
has the power of impeding the coagulation electricity. His lungs would not be the 
of the fibrin of the blood." only part of his system expoeed to the ac-

The rapid diminution of the tuberculous tion of this agent, but every portion of hia 
cachexy, in penions traveling on the great skin likewise. 
western plains, is owiog probably in a good Dry air is known to be a non-conductor 
degree to the constant use of water, hold- of electricity, and moist air conducts it but 
ing in soluti.on common salt, carbonate of feebly, consequently the excess in the sur
soda, salts of ammonia, and magnesia, &c. charged air, cannot be discharged suddenly, 

Some of the springs are so highly charged, (except by an explosion, which rarely hap
with these and perhaps other minerals, as pens near the l'arth,) but is parted with 
to destroy the lives of the horses and cat- only 88 the partic!es of air containing it 
tie that drink of them in a short time, un- come in contact with some conducting or 
less the effects are counteracted by the ad- absorbing body. Hence the individual 
ministration of citric or tartaric acid, which who breathes the most air, transmits a cur
are carried for that purpese, by persons rent of electricity through his body, from 
Cl'Ot!sing these deserts. the lungs. and from every point of the sur-

The air also of these regions is highly face of his body to the earth on which he 
bracing, developing the strength, and stimu- stands, so long as the vapor continues to 
lating the appetite. arise. 

We come now to the consideration of The vital ftuid, which counes along the 
those cases, in which benefit bas been de· the nerves, and stimulates the muscular 
rived from the inhalation of vapors, such system is either very similar to electricity, · 
as those arising from fermenting manure, or more probably is a compound ftuid. into 
from gas, and sal-ammoniac works, and the composition of which electricity large. 
from boiling syrup in the sugar house. ly enters. Jn many respects galvani81D 

Professor Espy, the celebrated meteo~lo- may be made to act 88 a substitute for the 
gist, asserts that columns of ascending nenous power. 
Tapor are always charged with positive Professor Matteucci describes experi
electricity, that this is necessary for their ments which prove that "~he development 
ascent, and when they become dissemina- of electricity in Jiving animals is a phe
ted through the air, and are dissolved by nomenon pu~iar to all organic tisatcU, 
the atmosphere in a weaker solution than and principally to muscular fibres, and 
that constituting the column, a portion of that it is a necessary consequence of the 
this excess is liberated, and remains dissem chemical processes of nutrition." (Silli
inated through the atmosphere, or is gradu- man's Journal, second series, p. 111.) 
ally drawn off by bodies having an affinity Carpenter uses this languaJ,re: "We Ehall 
for it. When the whole of the electricity probably form the most correct idea of 
necesEary to suspend aqeous vapor is sud- the relation, which subsists between elec
denly discharged, as in the case of light- tricity and nervous power, by regarding it 
ning, the watery particles are precipitated as of the same kind as that . which subsists 
in the form of rain. between electricity and heat, or magne-

This is the substance of his theory as tism. For as a current of electricity passed 
nearly as I can give it from memory, and is through a small wire generates heat, and 
an explanation of the phenomena of evap- heat applied to a peculi i; combination of 
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metals generates electricity-or u an elec- free ammonia iinparted to the atmosphere 
tric current pa88ed round a bar of iron, j along with the vapors, the natwe of which 
renders it magnetic, whilst conversely the· we have been discµssing. 
magnetic force will generate the electric,, There is no question that large Tolumea 
80 do \Ve find that a current of electricity, of this gas are disengaged by the fermenta
pe88ed through a small portion of a mo- tion of manure in stables and barn-yards. 
tor or a sensory ne"e, will excite the ner- The evidence of this fact addreuea itself to 
'Yous force in the remainder; whilst there the olfactory sense of every one who bu 
seems reason from the phenomena of the occasion to pus in the vicinity of such 
electric fish, to consider that ne"ous force odor, in warm weather. I do not deem it 
may in its tum generate electricity. Hence necessary to adduce evidence to substanti
we may regard them as closely correlated, ate a fact eo well known. 
though not identical." (Phys. p. 31)7.) Considerable quantities of ammonia 

The singularly sanative effects of these must necessarily be: disengaged in the manu
npors may be partially accounted for on facture of sat-ammoniac, because in produ
the ground of their feeding the decaying cing this salt from animal matters, which 
tissues with electricity, the pabulum of are distilled in iron retorts, the product is 
'Yitality, nearly in the state concocted by in the form of carbonate of ammonia, 
the organs of digestion and nutrition; but which is afterwards treated with sulphate 
I will now attempt to show that there is of lime and common salt. The details of 
another agent at work in theae cases, which the process are unimportant to our pte&l!nt 
is perhaps more important than all others, inquiry; we will only obse"e that the car
althougb hitherto onrlooked, 80 far u I bonate of ammonia is a volatile salt, and 
know, by all former obsef'Yers. I refer to when expoaed to thealr,uit must be more 
Amt1101d11. or less during this prooesa, exhales uncom-

This agent is an alkali, existing in the bined ammowa. and gradually paae8 into 
Corm of gas when uncombined, but capa- the state of a bicarbonate. (See U. S. 
ble of entering into an immense number of Dispensatory, Art. Ammonia, M.urias ud 
combinations. It is a compound of nitro- Ammonia.) 
gen, and hydrogen, and enters largely into The same phenomena occur again in the 
the composition of vegeable and animal manufacture of coal-gas. According to 
bodies. Liebig, "The water which distills from the 

"Ammonia is capable of undergoing ietorts, in the preparation of coal-gas, is 
such a multitude of transformationr, when strongly charged with this alkali." (Agr. 
in contact with other bodies, that in this Chem. c. ix.) In speaking on the same 
respect it is not inferior to water, which subject, he says further: "The carbonate of 
possesses the saine property in an eminent ammonia is volatile, and escapes into the 
degree. It pouesses properties which we atmosphere." Those i:ersons, then, who 
do not find in any other compound of ni- are employed in g&l!-worb, are constantly 
trogen. When pure it is extiemely 80lu- compelled to breathe an atmoephere charged 
ble in water; it forms soluble compounds with this alkali. 
with all the other acids, and when in con- The evidences which I shall adduce to 
tact with certain other substances, it com- show that the vapor of boiling cane juice 

_.. pletely resigns its character u an alkali, contains this same alkaline gas, are not ao 
and is capable of assuming the most vari- direct as I could wish, owing doubtlessly 
ous and opposite forms." (Leibig.) to the fact that the attention of chemists 

A chemical agent of 80 Tel'llLtile a char- has not been directed to this point, yet I 
acter, may well be suspected of playing an trust they will not fail to convin<;e every 
important part in the phenomena of physi- reasonable mind. From the fifth chapter 
ological and pathological actions. of the work, last referred to, I extract the 

Let us now enquire whether there is any following statements: 
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•• In the year 1834, I wu engaged with lactic, &c., and the lime uniting with theee 
Dr. Wilbrand, professor of Botany, in the acids, liberates tbe ammonia, which being 
UniTersity of Geisaen, in an investigation, a Tola tile substance, is disseminated through 
1e1pecting the quanlity of sugar contained the air. 
in different 'f'Brieties of maple tieea, which Taking it for established, that fiee am· 
grew upon soils which were not manured. monia is present in conaiderable quantitiee 
We obtained cryatallif.ed sugars from all, in the vapors arising from animal manure, 
by simply enporating their juices, without in a state of fermentation, from the water 
the addition of any foreign substance, and distilled from the reto1ts ·of gas-work.a, from -
we unexpectedly made the observation, that manufactoriea of sal-ammoniac, and from 
a great quantity of ammonia wu emitted boiling cane juice, the probability of ita 

• from this juice, when mixed with lime, exerting a prominent induence in the cuJee, 
and also from the sugar itself, during its produced by breathing said npora, urges 
refinement. • • · • • • itself upon the mind. 

Similar observations were made upon We will now inquire into the therapeu· 
the juice of the birch tree ; the specimens tic action of ammonia upon the human 
eubjected to experiment, were taken from a organism, and its adaptation to tubercular 
wood several miles from any house, and disease. Gaseous ammonia has a hot tute 
yet the clarified juice, enporated with and a pungent smell, and when unmixed 
lime, emitted a strong odor of ammonia. with air ia absolutely irreepirable, the 
• • • In the manufactoriee of beet· glottis closing against it immediately. 
sugar, many thousand cubic feet of juice It baa a powerful alkaline reaction, and 
a1e daily purified with lime, in order to all salts formed by its union with acids ate 
free it from vegetable albumen and gluten, aoluble in 11Jater, 80 that theie is no danger 
and it is afterwards evaporated for crystal- of its forming in the body insoluble com
lization. Every person who bu entered pounds, u ia the case with some other al· 
such a manulactory, must have been aston- kaliea. It is generally used in combination 
ilbed at the great quantity of ammonia, with water, in which form it is stimulant, 
which is volatilized along with the steam. antacid and rubefacient, and whenswallo\'f• 
• • • The products of the distillation ed in an over dose its e1fects are those of 
oC flowers, hed1& and roots with water, and a corrosive poison. Carbonate of ammonia 
all extracts o( plants ruade for medical acts more nearly like the volatile alkali 
purpoeea contain ammonia. • • • than like any other of its salts. It is a 
Ammonia exists in every part of plan ta, in valuable stimulant, expectorant and anta
the root, (as in the beet-root) in the stem, cid. Its e1J'ects upon the blood, when ita 
(of the maple tree,) and in all bl088ome use is long continued, are like those of 
and fruit in an unripe condition." other alkalies, and alts with alkaline haeee. 

Sugar cane is ground, and the juice ex· It di880lves fi~rine, and consequently ar
preaeed in unripe condition, therefore we reals nutrition, by destroying the nutri· 
may reasonably infer, that ammonia enters ti'fe material in the blood. The following 
to eome extent, at least, into the compoai- case I extract from Pereira'sMateria Medica 
tion of its juice. (Art. Seequi-Carb. Am.) where it is quoted 

The methods of manufacturing sugar from Huxam on Feven. 
from cane, and from beet-root, though dif- "I had lately under my care a gentleman 
fering in some particulars, muat be eesen- of fortune and family, wlio 80 habituated 
dally the same. Lime is used in both himself to the use of vut quanties of the 
cues, in the proceu called defecation, and volatile alts, that at length be could eat 
it is probably by this meana, principally, them in a very utonishing manner, ae 
that the ammonia is liberated. Ammonia other people eat sugar and caraway aeedl. 
niets in the juices of plants in combina- The consequence wu that he brought on a 
don wl th the orpnic acids, u the acetic, hectic fe...er, TUt . hemon~ ,the io-
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testines, nose and gums; every one of bis from whichever of the three substances 
teeth dropped out, and he could eat noth- abovementioned it has been obtained."
ing solid. He wasted vastly in his flesh, (Liebig's Animal Chem., part 2d., sec-. 3.) 
and bis muscles became as soft and ftabby Mulder gave this substance the name of 
as a new born infant, and he broke out all proteine. 
over his body in pustules. His urine was "The insoluble compounds, (proteine 
always excessively high colored, turbid and compounds) when dried are white and pul
very fetid. He was at last persuaded to verizable, without taste or smell, without 
leave off the pernicious custom, but be hail reaction on vegetable colors, and insoluble 
effectually ruined his constitution, that in water, alcohol, ether and all indifferent 
though he rubbed on in the most miserable menstrua, but they are all more or resa 
manner, for several months, he died in the readily dissolved by alkalies, from which 
highest degree of marasmus." they may be precipitated by mere neutrali-

Here we have a fair case of scurvy pro- zation with acids." {Carpenter's Phys. 
duced by the constant use of this alkaline page~~.) 
salt, which shows the power it possesses If the substance of tubercle can be acted 
to change the relative proportions of the on by alkali for a sufficient length of time 
proximate elements of the blood. Had it must be dissolveil, as it has not sufficient 
this individual been afilicted with any al- vital power in itself to resist chemical &e· 

buminous, or tibrinous deposits as tuber- tion. The absorbents are competent to 
des, or tumors, they would doubtlessly take up and convey away any substance in 
have been diSSl)lved and absorbed before a fluid state, no matter what are its chem
the muscular tissues suffered so sevt!rely. ical characteristics, and it is one of their 

These effects are nearly if not pl't'cisely principal functions to remove all foreign 
the same as those resulting from the ex- particles, which are unfit to enter into the 
cessive and long continued use of the salts composition of the tissues. 
of potash and soda. If such particles are insoluble in the na-

Let us now look back a few moments, tural fluids of the body, the absorbents are 
reconsider the nature of tubercle, and en- incompetant to the task of removing them. 
quire what effect alkalies will have upon This is the caFe with crude tubercle. Jn. 
it. We have already shown it to be the deed it requires long maceration in puru
product of albumen, consisting of cells, lent fiuid, and perhaps a species of putre
ce1l germ!', lymph globules &c., in a shat- faction to pl't'pare it for absorption. This 
ere,\ and confused mass, thrown together does take place to a partial extent in all 
without any order, or any appearance of cases of phthisis wpere softiming has set in. 
life. (This is their condition in an ad- But when this process is not accelerated 
vanced stage.) It is known to be identical and assisted, the excessive suppuration ne
in chemical composition with lymph, cessary to furnish the solvent, wears away 
fibrine, caseine and pus. In fact it is but the strength, and as before shown helps to 
one form of proteine as we shall see, and reproduce the same condition. When the 
all forms of proteine may be dissohed by blood is saturated with alkalies, this pro
alkalies. cess is rendered more facile and l~f:s expen-

" When animal albumen, fihrine an:I sive to the vital powers. 
caseine, are dissolved in a moderately strong The foregoing explanation of the modus 
solution of causti<' potash, and the solution operandi of these vapors in.curing phthisis, 
is exposed for some time to a high temper- appears to me so simple, and evitlent, prima 
ature these substances are decomposed.- fruit, that it only seems stra11ge that it 
The addition of acetic acid to the solution should have been at all overlooked. 
causes in all three, the separation of a gel- Thedirectapplication of ammoniacal gas 
atinous, trimslucent precipitate, which has to the living membrane of the b1onchial 
exactly thesamecharacten1and composition tubes, of the air cells, and 
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to the tuberculous maSl!ell themselves, large amount of sugar, the office of which 
&eems to be the most effectual mode of dis- appears to be the support of respiration, 
solving pulmonary tubercles. and "a new form of sugar termed /nollite, 

There is an advantage in having the has been recently discovered by Scherer, in 
'remedy in a gaseous form rather than that the •juice of ftesh,' where its presence is 
of a solid or liquid; it can permeate the undoubtedly to be attributed to tbe disin
li"ing tiseues with the greatest facility tegration of muscular tiseue." (Carpenter's 
without the assistance of either blood ves- Hum. Phys. p. 77.) 
eels or abeorbants. This property is not These sugars, together with grape sugar, 
peculiar to ammonia but is common to all and i;ugar of milk, are all supporters of res
gaees. Hear Liebig again; "If we consid- piration, either in their primary state, or 
er the fatal accidents which so frequently after being converted into lactic acid, but 
occur in wine countries, from the drinking their affinity for oxygen depends upon the 
of what is called feather-white wine, we presence of an alkali. The following state
can no longer doubt that gases of every ment is taken from a paper on the Hygienic 
kind whether soluble or insoluble in water Tn:atment of Consumption, by James 
possess the property of permeating ani· Turnbull, of Liverpool. (Boston Medical 
mal tissues, as water penetrates unsi:red and Surgical Journal, Dec. 7th 18:>3. 
paper. "The attrac1bn of sugar of milk for 

"This poisonous wine is wine still in a oxygen is very considerable, so much so 
state of fermentation, which is increased that in certain circumstances it has the 
by the heat of the stomach. The carbonic power of reducing some of tba metalic 
acid which is disengaged penetrates through oxides more or less completely. The cir
the parietes of the stomach, through the cumstances in question are the presence of 
diaphragm, and through all the interven- an alkali. With ammonia the elements of 
ing membranes into the air cells of the sugar of milk take from oxide of sih·er the 
lungs, out of which it displaces the atmos whole of its oxygen, and with pot ass from 
pherical air. The patient dies with all the oxide of cop-per one-half ol its oxygen. 
the symptoms of asphyxia, caused by an When sugar of milk is taken as food, it is 
irre3pirable gas." (Animal Chem., part 2, either absorbed at once into the blood, or 
sec. 12) is converted into lactic acid. We hue 

In this way ammonia, gradually inhaled, seen that the blood is an alkaline fluid. It 
acts on the tuberculous matter, not only furnishes therefore the necessary condition 
where it lies exposed by ulceration or other- for the oxygenation of sugar of milk; and 
wise, to the air in the bronchi and the as we know that the oxygen absorbed in 
pulmonary vesicles, but also in the most the process of respiration, combi::es first, 
bidden recesses of the parenchyma. lti: and chiefly with those substances which 
influence in dissohing tubercle is not con- have the greatest affinity for it, there is no 
fined to the lungs, but it must produce the reason to doubt that it at once supplie.s fuel 
same effect in the most remote part of for respiration. an important matter where 
the body. the lungs are disabled, and thus we can 

Re.cent researches render it highly proba- readily account for the beneficial properties 
ble, ii not certain, that tne introduction o ' of thoEe kinds of aliment, of which it 
ammonia in this way, counteracts the tu- forms the chief component." 
btirculous tendency in another manner, Carpenter thinks there is a strong proba
proving a preventative as well as a cure; bility that the production of sugar in the 
it renders the disorgani:r.ed elements of the blood takes place at the etpense of protein
body more easily oxydi:r.ed in the lungs, thuf compounds, and that it is the chief means 
prevrnting their deposition in the form of by which the products of the disintegra
tubercle. It has been long known that the tion of muscular nnd other albuminous 
liver elaborates from the portal blood a tissues are made nailabl lor the ainten-
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950 NATURE AND TREATMENT OF PULMONARY CONSUMPTION. 
ance of animal heat by the combustive eous form, which renders it easy of appli
process, and this view derives confirmation cation, whereas all other alkalies must be 
from the discovery of Inosite, already re- inhaled in a liquid or solid form, a circum
ferred to. (~ Carpenter's Phys., p. 77.) stance which must render them more or 

Carpenter following Liebig, thus sums less irritating. Any redundancy oj am
up the important purposes which are served monia is easily thrown oft' or decomposed. 
by the alkalinity of the blood. "By its Indeed normal blood contains no free am
means the chief constituents of the blood monia, although ita constituent elements 
are kept in their ftuid state; the extreme are abundant. Potusa, soda and lime, may 
facility with which the blood moves through be introduced into the economy in various 
the minutest vessels is due to the small de- ways, but we are always in danger of over
gree of permeability of the walls of these charging the blood with them. Free am
vessels for the allutline ftuid. The free use monia, I apprehend, is not subject to this 
of alkali acts as a resistance to many causes objection if cautiously introduce.d. 
whil'h in the absence of the alkali would The two chief indications in the cure of 
coagulate the albumen. The more alkali consumption, have already been shown to 
the blood contains, the higher is the tem- be, in the first place, a removal of the de
perature at which its albumen coagulates, posits of tubercle, and in the second place 
and with a certain amount of alkali the the induction of such a deg1ee of health 
blood is no longer coagulated by heat at and tone in the vital forces as to prevent 
all. On the alkali tlepends a remarkable the accumulation of these devitalized or 
property of the blood, that of dissolving semi-vitalized masses. The first indication, 
the oxides of iron, which are ingredients we have endeavored to show, may be ful
in the coloring matters of the blood as well filled by gradually saturating the blood 
as other metalic oxides, so as to form a per- with alkalies, or salts with an alkaline re
fectly transparent solution. The free alkali action. 
serves also to promote combuaticm of or- This is 11roposed to be accomplished by 
sanic compound&, which in its presence the inhalation of small quantities of am
acquire a power of combining with oxygen monia in combination with the vapor of 
that thty do not possess alo1,1e at ordinary water. Ammonia, if breathed in too 
temperatures; thus, milk, sugar and grape strong f mixture with steam or atmospheric 
sugar, in presence of a free alkali, and air, gives iise to the most disttessing irri
with the aid of a gentle beat, deprive even tation, but when diluted so as to he scarcely 
metalic oxides of their oxygen. Further, pet"ceptible,.it issoothingandgently stimu
it is by the alkalinity of the blood, that lating to the lungs, producing free and easy 
the metamorphosis of the mabic, citric; expectoration. Great care is therefore 
tartaric, and other organic acids, used as necessary in graduating the strength of the 
food, is promoted, and the same induence illhalation. 
h exerted even over uric acid, which when The free use of common salt is an adju
introduced into the system from without, vant which should not be neglected. In 
is speedily resolved into urea and oxalic many C&Ees, also, benefit will be derived 
acid." (Human Phys. p. 107.) from the use of the salts of Pot8881., Soda, 

Now, iu the case of a scrofulous subject~ Lime and Magnesia. An exact analysis of 
where the metamorphosis and combustion the blood, i.n every c:aae, might point out to 
of the albuminous elements are incomplete, us the nece81ity of supplying lacking ingie
it is reasonable to infer, that the direct ap- dients, no doubt to great advantage, but 
plication of a free alkali to the blood, at such an analysis in general practice, is out 
the point where the combustion of respi· of the question. 
ration takes place, must help to eliminate The second indication requires for ita 
them from the system. Ammonia oft'ers fulfillment a greater number of expedienta. 
for this purpose, the advantage of its gas- Much baa of late . yearsr been .id and 
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w1itten on the use of oils, and their Emetics are valuable, where they can be 
dietetic and medicinal value in this dis- borne, to excite a healthy action in the 
ease. I cannot in this essay enter into stomach and liver, and to dissipate visce
the discussion of this subject, but will ral congestions. 
venture to express the conviction, that the Laxatives, where there is costiveness, 
cod-liver oil, or some other oil of livers, and astringents where there is a tendency 
will always be found superior to any other to diarrhea are frequently indicated. Ton
fatty substance, and that it is so by virtue ics, such as iron and vegetable bitt~rs, are 
of its being fuel for respiration in a com· generally useful where there is much de
plete state, as prepared by the liver of the bility. Cold or tepid bathing, whichever 
fish, from the portal blood. is most grateful to the feelings, is a meas-

Saccharine substances used as diet have ure not to be neglected. The cold bath 
been thought to exert a highly salutary in- where it can be borne, is perhaps the most 
fluence in this diirease; and their action is direct, and efficient tonic in our materia 
probably similar to that of its oils. When medica. 
accompanied with an alkali they are oxy- Night sweats may be best checked by 
dized in the lungs, and support a'llimal heat. drinking a warm diaphoretic infusion before . 

Grape sugar, and sugar of milk, are con- going to bed. Certain drugs are supposed , 
sidered of more valuP. in consumption than to exert an alterative effect in this malady 
the ordinary sugar. in some manner not ''ery well understood. 

I think it highly probable that liver su- The most distinguished of these are Iodine, 
gar, if it could be procured in sufficient and Cod Liver Oil, and Phosphate of Lime. 
quantities would be superior to either, as The modus operandi of Cod-Liver Oil 
it stands in the same relation to ordinary has been already adverted to, but it usually 
sugar, that cod-liver oil does to ordinary fat. contains small quantities of Iodine and 

When tubercles begin to soften, and sup- Bromine, which may exert some influence. 
puration sets in, the constitution suffers This oil certainly has much evidence in. its 
much from the consequent irritation, and favor as a valuable medicinal and die~tic 
measures should be taken to moderate it. agent iu phthisis. Sanguinaria seems in 
For this purpose I know of no better appli- many ca&1!S to exert an alterative action, . 
cation than an irritating plaster extensive- and should usually be prescribed in some 
ly used in the Western States, for making form, as it effects favorably the stomach, 
which, the following is a good formulm. liver and heart, aa well as the lungs. 

Take a quart of tar, and boil it till it ac- Muriate of ammonia is highly ttcom-
quires (when cool,) the consistency of firm mended by Dr. Cless of Stuttgard as a 
pitch, then add while warm but not very remedy in incipient pbthisis, and judging 
hat, the following roots. by its chemical composition we would be, 

Phytolacca Decandra, led to expect it to have the effect represen-
Sanguinaria Canadensis, ted, that of dissolving tubercles, and other 
Podophyllum Peltatum, "visceral obstructions." 
Arum Triphyllum, Breathing an atmosphere containing more 

Of each four ounces finely puh-erized. The than the natural proportion of oxygen has 
mixture must be stirred while cooling. This a direct effect to increase the tone and 
is to be spread on leather and applied on the strength of the body. It is at the present 
sternem, or under the clavicles, or wherev- time attracting more attention than . for
er the seat of pain may indicate. Renew merly. At one time it was expected to 
the plaster every day, till it brings out pus- prove a specific, but failing to perform 
tules which discharge thick matter, then what its advocates predicted, it fell .into 
continue the same plaster, cleaning it every undeserved neglect. It is a kind of treat
day for several weeks, and renew the plas- ment accompanied with a good deal of dif-
ter whenever the discharge dries up. ficulty and inconvenience. Proper habits 
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ofinflating the lungs and keeping the chest I Texas, bas the same exhilarating qualities, 
expanded are important, and are too much 

1 

and this may be caused by t~e exc:ess of 
neglected by those who are predisposed to the imponderable agents d1ssem1nated 
this dreadful malady. Dr. Fitch has been · through it by <:hemical action going on in 
the means of doing much good by his work 1 the earth. 
on consumption. It contains much sound j In the absence of any more plausible 
instruction, although probably written I hypothesis, I offer this, not as a well di
more as an advertisement for his apparatus gested theory, but as a plausiblt> conjecture. 
for the expansion of the chest and his ac- I would advise every one afflicted with 
companying medicines, than for the good phthisis pulmonalis, either in its incipient 
of science and humanity. or mature stages, to remove to, or remain 

I am inclined to think that much is to in that climate where he can enjoy the great
be gained by securing proper electric, gal- est amount of strength and vigor, than to 
vanic and magnetic conditions. It is pretty I place himself in circumstances as nearly as 
evident that these imponderable agents, possible similar to those in which natuie 
and perhaps others, play important parts in effects cures. 
the vital economy, and that a diminution It is the dictate of the highest wisdom, 
of ,.ital force accompanies a diminution of to follow the teachings of nature in all our 
these forces. investigations and experiments. 

It appears to me reasonable therefore to In order to saturate the system with am-
infer that the bodily powers may be tern- moniacal gas,andatthesametimetoacquire 
porarily strengthened by a temporary on increment of the electric fluid, the fol
aftl.ux of .thtse fluids into the system, or lowing method of application may be used. 
permanently built up by being placed in a Take a piece of quick lime as large as a 
situation where these forces are more active playing marble, and pour over it water suf
than where the disease was contracted. ficient to slake it, so that it will fall into 

Those persons who have visited the '!i- a fine powder. Rub this powder in a mor
cinity of lake Superior for their health, re- tar with a piece of Sal-ammoniac (Muriate 
port, that they feel in that region an invig- ' of ammonia,) as large as the piece of lime, 
oratipg, revi,.ifying influence quite incom-1 till the whole powder is finely pulverized 
prehensible to themselves. and mixed. Put the powder in a small 

It is affirmed that the intoxicating effect vessel, aml pour in a pint of boiling water. 
of spirituous liquors is greater there than Set the vessel in an empty barrel or deep 
in other places. box, so the vapor can be inhaled at a litlle 

It might be supposed that the atmos- distance from the vessel containing the 
pbere there is more highly oxygenated than mixture. Put in lhe water a piece of heat· 
usual, but this can hardly be the case, as ed iron or pebble, to make it boil and throw 
the constituent gases of the atmosphere off vapor. Let the patient hold bis bead 
rapidly diffuse themselves sou to assume over the rising steam for half an hour. 
their proper proportions. Besides this, the This process may be repeated two or three 
winds which blow over so large a body of times a day. 
water as Lake Superior, would soon dissi- My experience with this remedy has as 
pate any accidental accumulation of oxy· yet been limited, but so far as it baa been 
gen. tried, the results are encounging. 

I would rather attribute the tonic salu- Birmingham Ohio. 
brity of that region to some galvanic or 
magnetic emanations from the soil or rather 
from the decomposition of minenl beneath 
the soil. 

The air in the mining region of Califor-
1 nia, of New Mexico and of Northern 
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HA VE WE A SUBSTITUTE FOR CALOMEL ~ 

&\' .nt• ll .r l • As it is but right that Reformers should part ~. "1.HllU ClRtOUS Allt tdtOR9. answer such inquiries, ·we will make the 
sub;ect the basis of a few remarks. 

"When we take u~ the United States 
HAVE WE A SUBSTITUTE FOR CALO- Dispe~lll.tory, P~rieras Materia Medica, 

MEL 1 Chnstison's Toxicology, Chapman's Prac
tice of Medicine, and other of the highest 

The Journal of Medical Reform contains authorities of the Allopathic School, we 
under its editorial bead, the following ap- ex~ct to find the1e the most complete and 
propriate answer to the oft repeated inqui- mmute description of the effects of mercu
ry, "Have you any substitute for Calo- rial preparations. Upon examination we 
mel ?" learn, in these works, that calomel is a poi-

When such an inquiry is made of us, we 80n, t'ngen~ering di~ and weakeJ?-ing the 
always feel an inclination to reply that we power ~f hfe. It will cause swellmg and 
do not wish one · but as this mode of res- ulceration of the tongue and gums; decay 
ponse does not U:eet the object of the hon- and ulceration ~t the. teeth and ju1-J;>ones; 
est inquirer, we refer them to the following, gan~rene, mortificat!on and. slough1n15 of 
with the additional remark of those of our vanous bones and tissues; 10fiammauon, 
Southern readers who always feel anxious abscess and ulceration of the liver; gan· 
in reference to the state of the liver in sum- grene of the bowels; epilepsy; ihfiamma· 
mer and fall fevers, that we certainly have tio~ o,f the eyes; blindness; putrid or 'mer
several agents which eli<.it a free disgorge- cunal. fever; ~ubercle o~ the lunge (con
ment of bile, with more certainty, than cal- sumpt1on); various.affections of t~ heart, 
omel. Such is the case with the podophil· and.enou~ other diseases and senoua or
lin and the leptanclrin. The first of these game lesions to fill two pages of our Jour
i111tn active ~ent, while the latter is more !1al. .These are set down by them as hav
mild; hence m many instances they are mg amen ~'?m the. use .of calomel,. e.veu 
combined. The apocynum is also 1& cer- when edm1mstered m ~mute q~ntit1es; 
tain article to act on the liver; and when and they all agree that its Opef!1tl'?D8 can
a moderate and slow action is desirable, it n.ot be controlled; t.hat no skill 1s ~ufli
is a most valuable remedy, far superior to c1e~t. to !lOm~nd !ta result~, or give a 
blue pills, aside from their dangerous ef- positive direction to its operations. 
fects. "In answer to the enquiry, "Have you 

But a few days since. in conversation a substitute for calomel '1' we promptly and 
witil one of the largest planters in Georgia, candidly answer, No! We confess ourse!Yes 
be gave as a lt'.ason for preferrin~ the Re- non-plussed by the question, for the article 
form treatment upon his plantations, that has no synonyma in Tberapeutical Scienc:e. 
his negroea were not so subject to either From the first to the last of the four hun
relapee or ultimate injury from the medi- dred agents of our materia medica we have 
cine. That under the calomel treatment notliing that will at all compare with it, 
the necessary exposure to dews, &c., for nothing that will produce such a quantity 
some time afterwards, rendered it very taz- and such a variety of •peculiar effects.'
ardous: He further remarked, that in rneu- But in OUT Materia Medica we have agents 
monia, which bad been the most fata dis- that will increase the quantity of bile se
ease bis negroes bad suffered from, the Re- creted by the liver; others that will relax 
form practice had cured in every instance. and open the gall-ducts; others that will 
We would specially invite our large plant- increase the mucous secretion of the bow
ers to try these substitutes for all that is els; others that will cause peristaltic m°" 
serviceabl~ about calomel; and as to its tion of the bowels; others that will raise 
corroding and other deleterious effects, we the action of the lh·er, kidneys and skin at 
hne no substitute.-Soutl&trn Medical Re- one and the same time; and others that 
forfAtr. will increase the flow of saliva from the 

"It has frequently happened. that when salinry glands. 
we have been entering. our objections to _the "And these several effects will be J_>ro
me o~ cal?mel, the fnends of that article duced by these several medicineil every time 
have mqmred, 'Have yoa any substitute?' they are administered· they can be'cl.irect
• If you d!sca~d t.he use of, mercury, what ed to precisely the p~ints where they are 
ca• Y?U give l~ 1ts place? •If you have wanted; their action can be controlled at 
anytb10g that.will produce th~same effects, pleasure by enlarging or diminishing the 
you may possibly get along "!lthout it; but !luantity given; they never cause any swel
unless rou ~ave such a su~etltute, how can hng or inflammation of the tongue, gums 
you Je,Ject it from your bat of remedies~' or other parts; they never engender any 
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disease in any tissue or organ, and their rejected, was sought. The servant of God, 
action always ceases when we cease giving once spumed, was summoned. Lips that 
them. but lately moved in scorn, bespoke the Ian-

" And now, gentlemen of the Old School guage of pra'ler. Unbelief was fully re
Profession, seeing that we have candidly nounced, an salvation earnestly sought. 
and unhesitatin~ly answered your questions, And although a death-bed repentance is 
give us the privilege of propounding a cou- uncertain, aad therefore should never be an
ple to you. 1st. Are not the above elfects ticipated by the healthy, ret there is some 
and peculiarities of our medicines very de- hope that He who promised to introduce 
sirable in the practice of tbe healing art? the penitent malefactor into Paradise, did 
2nd. They are articles that you reject,- not reject the contri ie infidel who spent the 
ha,·e you any substitutes 1" last few days of his mortal life in prayer 

for pardon amt acceptance. 
A PHYSICIAN'S INFLUENCE. Physician, is not the soul more valuable 

G. S., was a young man of considerable than ~he body? Oh, then, when standing by 
intelligence and enterprise. But, alas! in- the sick-bed, or by lettn gil'ing.a~vice, ne
ftuenced by evil companions, he became an gl~ct .not to speak of that PhrS1c1~n whOEe 
avowed professor and advocate of infidelity. skil! is ~rfect, whose remedies give ever
While this venom was operating upon the lastmg life. Speak-for one word from 
mind and heart, that ftattering but fatal di- you ma_y do good, when the most el~~t 
sease-consumption, was making its in- entreaties of pas~ors and. ot~er Chnstians 
roads upon the body. Slow but sure was ~ould prove en~irelv futile. Speak-Co~ 
the tread of the destrover. No effort could it may_b~ you w!l~ save a soul from death. 
stay bis progress, or baftle his designs. The --Chnlltian lntelligr.ncer. 
most skilful medical treatment proved ut-
terly unavailable. Yet, although sinking 
rapidly, the invalid clung to life; and, ho- ON THE DIET OF INFANTS. 
pin& f?r a ~tu~ of hea.lth, he .re.mained in· We have had considerable experience 
co:r1g1ble 10 his skeptical opinions. The in directing and obsening minutely the 
voice. of the pa.stor, a?d the ~nder expos- rearing of infants upon a substitute for 
tulat1ons of Pl?US fne.nds, failed. to make mother's milk. We never allow a healthy 
any favorable 1mpress1on; and it seemed infant for the first two months to hne 
as if. the case was spiritually as well as any other food as a substitute' for its 
physically hopeless. mother's milk than cow's milk diluted 
. But roark. now the f?peration. o! a new with two-thirds of water, and well sweet
u~strumentahty ! The pious physlClan, con- ened with fine sugar. Of this fare we 
vmced that he can do no more for the body, sanction aa unlimited auPJ)ly at inter
determines to try his in~uei!ce on tbe heart. vals of from one and a hal{ io 'two hours 
In an~wer to a1;1 application for furt~~r during the day, and three or four hours at 
remedi~and adv1~,and too.remote to_vi~it night, provided it be sucked from a teat. 
his patient, be writ.es: "l t~ank that withan Upon this simple fare, we have seen chil
a few days you ":Ill be with us no more dren grow up in the plenitude of health 
here. But there 1s a world where all are and strength. If the food be as thin as 
well, where all are J;Oung, and "!here all are we have described, n.> evil can arise from 
good. That ~orld 1s worth try~ng_ for. It over-feeding; and by allowing an interval 
does not require a year to obtain it, nor a to relapse between the times of feedin~, 
month, nor a ~ee~, nor a day. It ?ln be digestion goes on better, and fretfulneFS JS 
ha~ for the ask~ng m ': moment of t~me.- averted. To weak or scrofulous infants, 
This ~~· this glonous opportunity for the addition of a little mutton suet is good, 
salv.atton 1s th~ purcba~ of our Lord J~sus or the same benefit may be obtained b1. 
Christ-the Fnend of smners--the Friend giving two tea spoonfuls of cod-liver 011 
o~ you, to whom pe n?w says, •Mr son, daily. Oatmeal, and all farinaceous foods, 
give me thy heart. Will rou not this mo- are unsuitable and unnatural for the first 
ment say, 'Here, Lord, I give myself away, two months and are certain to induce fits 
'tis all that I can do?"' of feverish~ss and griping pains. After 

How· beautiful! how appro-eriate ! but the second month, rusk melted down in the 
how much more powerful this language sweetened milk and water, is useful; but 
coming from the Christian physician than the food must still be thin, and sucked 
from any one else! The prostrate sufferer. from a teat by the infant. The exertion of 
hitherto unmoved, melted at once to tears. sucking is, for many reasons, very saluta
His hope of life and health vanished, and ry.-.haociation Med. Jotmial, Aug. 12, 
with it his infidelity. The Saviour, once 18M, p. 714. 
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TaE AHElllCANECLECTtc PnA.crtcE OF MEn- "All who have been observers of the 
JCINE. By I. G. JoNES, M. D., late Prof. position of medical parties in this country, 
of the Theo17 and Practice of Medicine, during the last forty years, must be struck 
in the Eclectic Medical Institute of Cin- with the fact, that the results, just now 
cinnati, etc., etc. Towhichareapr.nd· hastily sketched, have occurred. Never, i• 
ed, the Posthumous Writings of . V. the history of medicine, have contending 
MHnow, M. D., also late Professor of parties occupied such extremes, as have 
the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the adherents of •ttigular' medicine and the 
the same Institute, etc. ultra re(ormers, the •Botanics,' during the 
The first volume of the above work is al- half century just closed. On the one side, 

ready published, and on the shelves of it was claimed, not only that learning is 
Moore, Anderson & Co., Booksellers, of requisite to the medical practitioner, but 
this city, and tht: second volume is nearly that this lt>.arning must be gained' in a par
ready for the binder. The entire work will ticular way, and under the auspices of cer
cover over sixteen hundred pages; consist- tain legitimate institutions. On the other, 
ing, principally, of a course of lectures de- all scientific education was discarded as 
lh·ered by the living author, Prof. l. G. unnecessary, and the ri~ht of every indi
Jones, of Columbus, Ohio, in the Eclectic Tidual to practice meclicrne was claimed to 
Medical Institute of Cincinnati. The wri- be as unrestricted, as his privilege to culti
tings of Professor Morrow who had com- vale the soil. 
menced the preparation of a work on Prac- "One party made certain irritating and 
tice, but was cut off, by death, in the midst poisonous minerals the leading articles of 
of his labors and usefulness, are given at the materia mldica, almost to the practical 
the close of the first volume, the second exclusion of vegetable agents; and contend
volume is entirely, the production of Prof. ed for the lancet with a real which nearly 
Jones. cut off ordinary hygienic measures. The 

Having read the first volume of this other rejected all minerals, insisted that the 
work, I speak now of the lectures of Pro- vegetable kingdom supplied us with all 
fossor Jones, and having, also, had access needed medicines, and that, with these. the 
to some sheets of the forthcoming volume, bath-tub, and the steaming apparatus, 
I will, at your request, give you! readers any intelligent and energetic person might 
some information as to the character of assume to grapple with clisease. in all its 
the work. forms, deprecating and discarding the ex-

Whate\·er may be the opinion of the traction of blood, t1ither generally or to
medical profession, and of community at pically. 
large, in regard to the peculiar doctrines "Here, again, is presented the middle 
of the author, none, I am sure, but the ground of truth between the two extremes, 
most narrow minded bigot, can object to and here, once more, has the Epirit of Ec
the style and geaeral sentiment of this 1ecticism, of rational reform, summoned 
work. It is reformatory in its doctrines, her votaries and displayed her ensign.
perhaps to excees, in the opinion of many; And, as Hippocrates opened out the records 
but, then, it breathes a liberal, respectful of the lEsculapian temple to the inspec
and magnanimous spirit toward prede · tion of the world; as the Methodics, in 
cessors and contemporaries; and exhibits a theirday,and Boerbaave, in his, called truth 
zeal for the public good, and for profes- from both extremes; so, now, does the Eclec
sional progress, that must conciliate the tic branch of the medical profession seek to 
opponents of the author's doctrines, and gather truth from eYery source, from the 
win him many friends. aristocratic and peasant practitioner, from 

The author claims for this branch of the their predecessors and contemporaries: and, 
medical profession, a position on middle to enrich their store of remedies with valu
ground between certain extremes; but to able agents from every kingdom of nature. 
awurd him the privilege which he bas, rejecting, only, such agents and condemn· 
throughout his lectures, extended to those ing, only, such measures as sound philoso
who differ from him on disputed points- phy and practical experience have demon
the privilege of expressing their views in stra ted to be both hazardous and unneces
their own language, by malting ample quo- sarv." 
tations from their writings-a striking pe . The arran~ement of the work does not 
culiarity of this work by the way-permit conform, rigidly, to any nosological lines, 
me to introduce an extract from the first, ye', there is a natural grouping of diseases, 
or introductory lecturt'. After reviewing with reference, first, to similarity of char
briefiy, the history of the medical profes- acter, and, secondly, to proximity of loca
sion, its controversirs, its perties, and its tion. Thu11, ft:vers, inflammations. con
spirit, he says, Tol. i. page 12. tagions, etc., are co~sidered as distinct 
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clasees, to some extent; but, in speaking iety to discover more su~ful means for 
of these, and especi11lly of inflammation staying its fatal course. • • • 
in the different organs, the various disor- Tbe subject is of inconceinble interest 
ders of each organ are presented, as they to the whole human race, and though it 
shade .off through the plations of acute cannot be expected that I shall be able to 
&nd chronic inftammahon, irritation, de· give to it as elaborate and extended & con
bility, etc. In brief, the author appears sideration, in all its relations, as mi@.t 
to have taken up the topics as they natu- be done in a treatise exclusively on this 
rally presented themselves in a course of subject, I wish nevertheless to be able to 
oral instruction. impress upon your minds the great leading 

The style of the author is some"·hat pro- truths as far as they are determined, bop
fuse; but bis language is ftowing, easy, ing that they may lay the foundation for 
and yet ener~etic; and, occasionally there further resear<·h and observation by some 
is an exhibition of thought, language and member of the class, and secure at least 
pathos, which reaches the heart, with the the general dissemination of what past re
power of genuine eloquence. The book search and experience have effected. And 
18 highly "readable," eveo for unprofession- I cherish a reasonable hope for the future 
'al people, and the medical man, who com- success in treatm'!nt far beyond the present 
mences its perusal, will find it, for the claim that the most successful have any 
most part, truly fascinating; such at least, right to make. In view of the important 
is my experience. I should like to furnish truths which modern improvements in 
copious extracts to justify my opinion; p&thological research and therapeutic appli
but this article is already too long. You ances have brought to light, there is much 
will, however, I trust, permit me to intro- to encourage us. While the disease was 
duce one extract, selected almost at ran- considered as merely local in its character, 
dom, as a s~cimen of the author's style. and while no attention was p&id to thOEe 
In approacluug a descriptiou of pulmonary prophylatic measures which recent obeer
consumption he says, Volume II. page vahon has so often demonstrated as having 
197 :- the effect of staying its further progress, it 

In considering this disease I shall con- is not a matter of surprise that the senti
fine my remarks to that form of it connec- ment gt.nerally prevailed, that consumption 
ted with tuberculous formations in the was never a curable disease. But latterly, 
lungs. since a more enlarged view of the subject 

The extent of its prevalence, the fatali- bas been adopted, and the character of 
ty attended upon ii, the subjects generally the fluids as well as the solids bas been in
claimed for its victims, and the sympathy vestigated. and found to pla; an import
elicited for them, combine to render its ant part in the philosophy o the disease, 
f&ithful and candid consideration a most and the remedies applied are found from 
imperative duty, and should encourage us experience, no less than from sound indue
to most strenuous efforts to stay its rava· tion, to change their constituent elements, 
ges or weaken its inroads upon society. and thereby greatly modify the organic 

Dr. Clarke says. •Confined to no country, properties, not only in disease but in health, 
age, or sex, or condition of life, it destroys a new era in this subject has dawned on 
a larger proportion of mankind in temper- the public mind. It mar not be said that 
ate climates than all the other chronic dis- consumption is an incurable disease.
eases taken together. In this country an1l I desire to impress the truth of this asser, 
over the whole temperate region of Europe, tion upon your minds, I shall do ao with 
tuberculous disease of the lungs causes necessary and proper qualifications, in or
probably a fifth part of the whole mortali- der that too high an estimate may not be 
ty; and in some districts, and even in put to the account, or an unreasonable de
whole countries, the proportion is much gree of expectation excited." 
better. To Eclectic practitioners. this publica-

It in its fatal rounds it were confin·~d tion is 1no~t acceptable and opportune, 
mainly to those whose course was nearly bt,,ing ~rlectly adapted to fill a vacuum in 
run, or with whose brief promise of life their hbraries which has long been most 
were only associations of infirmity and de· annoying to them. They can now consult 
cay, if it were confined to those of unde- their own text book in practice, and sus
veloped intellectual and bodily powers, or lain their medication by reference to a 
if it were not that it is generally the ma- higdly respectable author; they can now 
ture, the beautiful, the talented, the gifted answer the oft-repeated question, what is 
with genius, who fall its victims, we might "Eclecticism." by referring to a clear and 
not find so much occasion for the prompt- candid exposition of the doctrines of that 
ings of sympathy, and of an earnest anx- branch of the professiun; and Wially the7 
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aie now permittted to feel that "Young 
Physic" has contributed somethmg to the 
common stock of professional knowledge 
in a form that must command respect, and 
which will go far to repay the debt so 
14>ng due from liberal science to humanity. 

CArietifm .4ge. 

interest and ~ularity, which no Christian 
should ever omit. The sabbath may be to 
them a day of augmented toil, instead of 
repose; and any season set apart for such 
duties, may at any time be engrossed by 
the claims of others in suffering. But all 
this is only to be known, in order to be 
guarded against; and strong as is the temp-
tation to remisaness, there is no valid ex-

TBE c~~~~~U~H~~r::T?:Nwsl· cuae for ~re than an occasi~nal negl~t of 
such duties. Wecould menhon phys1c1ans 

To the l'hysician who is also a profes- ·of the highest eminence, from Boerhaave to 
sing Christian, no apology, surely, is neces- the present time, whose example verifies 
ary for inculcating the duties just mention- the remark just made. But if in any in
ed; though all must be aware how seldom stance neglect of pen!Onal and domestic 
et"en an isolated remark appears in a medi- duties is unavoidable, so much the more in
cal journal, which recogmzes any religious I· cumbenl is the duty of promoting, so far as 
duty as devolving upon physicians in their mar, be, the religious welfare of patients, 
strictly P.rofessional relations. The cause while occupying the time with them. 
of this stlence we cannot now inquire into. , . . . 
It is enough for the present to say, that it . And r.et it ts !a!11entabl~ to per~tve the 
ia not because infidelity is more common . effects, m a rehg1ous pomt .o~ view, t?O 
in the medical than in other professions; . often. produced by ~·as it 1s called, m 
for this is not the fact, as we hope to show pract~ce .. Not . a few instances. ~ould we 
in a aubsequent article. I mention, ID which a young pract1tton~r,. of 

The particular duty we now propose to the most el.evated and exemplary Ch.nett~ 
inculcate, is that of endeavoring to promote ~haracter •. ID twenty years became me!tg
tbe religious welfare of patients, especiully : 10us, negligent, .and perh!lJ'B even skeptical 
in all cases in which there is reason to an- because lie l}as ?n meant!me become a auc
ticipate a fatal termination. I ceas[ul n~a~ 10 his profession! What a sue. 

Man of our readers will perhaps remem- css 1s t~1s. a success for w~tch he has bar· 
ber they three letters upon this subject, ad- ! tered bis own soul, there 1s too much rea
cheeaed, some eighteen years ago, by Dr. T. son ~o appr~hend,and th?S' of .ma~y others 
H. Burder, of London, to a junior practi-1 he might be !n~trumental !n savmg. ~o~ng 
tiooer. To these our attention bas been , men of Chnsuan educat!on and Chr.1st1an 
called anew by their publication in a pam- hopes, who are engaged '!1 the. practu:e of 
-phlet of 40 pages, by the American Tract I our noble art, does not th1ssu~Ject ~en,:and 
&c~ty; and we shall here reproduce some a seasonable and solemn cons1derat1on. 
of Dr. Burder's ideas, while we give ex- It is easy to say that it is enou~ for the 
pleSSion to such as we hare long entertain- physician to prescribe for the patient, and 
eel in connection with this important sub- that he cannot per.orm his duty so well if 
ject. be has also another object in view. We 

It is intended, in all cases when possible, reply. that it is his first duty to bring an 
that the pages of this journal shall be ad- his powers to bear upon the treatment to 
dressed to the entire medical profession. be recoD1mended; Aa1'ing dont thia, he is 
Would that each member of it could regard then as free, for the moment as any other 
the following remarks as addressed to him- man, to make such remarks as be may deem 
eelf personally as a Christian physician! proper upon any subject. And a single 
Would that each were such an one, in this suggestion is often more fruitful in goocl 
respect, as the writer of the letters alluded relults than a protracted discourse, which 
to! But let no one sneer, who does not we thall not, of coul'l8, be understood to 
consider any such duties aa binding upon recommend. It is easy also to remark, that 
himaelf. This is a aubject demanding at all this is extra professional and trencbee 
least the respect and the consideration ohll. upon the prerogatives of the clergyman; 

The letters of Dr. Burder point out the but Crom the very fact that the remarks 
difficulties of the undertaking to promote made by the physician are not profe88ional, 
the religious welfare of patients, tbe en- they will be received candidly, as having 
couragements to he expected, and the most j been prompted by a feeling of kindness and 
eliaible methods to be adopted. real 10terest in the patient's welfare, and 

ft cannot be denied that Christian physi- 1 therefore will be more likely to produce the 
clana, when inceaeantly pressed by a la- desired effect. The physician can also best 
borious practice, find it very difficult to ' judge precisely when to speak and what to 
perform tboee dail7 personal duties, with 1 ay; tor he beet understands the patient'& 
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circumstances, temperament, and mental affords; from the Divine benediction which 
condition at the time. And besides, a few may be humbly yet confidently anticipated; 
remarks from the physician secures the best and from the success which has al.reedy 
possible preparation of the patient's mind crowned similar efforts;• 
for religious conversation with a clergyman. The suggestions of a conscientious phy-

We shall not be understood, thereforP., to sician are, in the chamber of sickness, ie
inculcate the duty under consideration as a ceived with almost unlimited confidence. 
substitute for the professional services of He, therefore, can ay, without danger of 
clergymen, but as the best preparation for, having his motives misinterpreted, what 
and the best aid to, their successful per- another cannot. Whatever he may say is 
formance. Here is the point where the also regarded as a sincere eipression of in
two highest human occupations meet ; and terest in the sick person under his care. He 
where the minister of the Gospel a11d the has, therefore in many instances, an almost 
Christian practitioner should never be found unlimited infiuence. He also knows how 

· at variance. Both would save the soul of to address the patient in the way most c:al
their dying fellow-being. The physician culated to impress and least to injure; and 
is to obtrude no sectarian efforts at such a thus will not, by producing excitement, di
time: how, then, can they disagree? minish the prospect of the recovery, as an-

It is, however, the physician's preroga- other probably would. He also has con
tive to decide when it is p.oper for even stant opportunities of associating some &&
the clergyman to perform his peculiar duties rious remark with his professional counsel. 
for the welfare of the patient. We have Shall such opportunities be lost 't Let us 
seen a soothing infiuence produced by a be on our guard lest "timidity, apathy, or 
brief and appropriate prayer, which ano- worldly policy deprive us of the exalted 

· dynes had been given in vain to procure.- privilege of being instrumental in sa'fing a 
But we have also seen high excitement and soul from death, and thus adding another 
even wild delirium produced by similar ser- jewel to the Redeemer's crown." That such 
vices rendered at an improper time, or in efforts have often been successful, is well 

. an injudicious manner. known. The "Village Sermons," left by 
Nor is there any occasion for disagree- her physician for a young lady soon to die 

ment between the physician and the cler- of phthisis, to read-though his interest in 
gyman on this point. Both desiring the her religious welfare displeased her friends. 
highest good of the patient. the latter must and thus prevented his visitins her after
surely admit that the former can judge be :- wards-were yet instrumental in her con-
ter than he can, both as to the proi?t'r time, version before her death. , 
and the aDJount of strength the patient pos- 3. The methoda best to be adopted will 
eesses. We bani, however, been too often vary exceedingly with the circumstances. 
grieved to perceive the manifestation, on But it can never be improper to inquire, as 
the part of the clergyman, of the feeling if incidently, if the patient would not like 
that his motives alone-the spiritual we!- to converse with some pious friend; or if 
fare of a sick fellow-c1eature--1s a sufficient bis mind, now that he is confined by sick
reason for the e~ercise of his peculiar office ness, d()('s not naturally tum to the uncet
at such times and in such manner as mav tainty of life, and the necessity of preparing 
to him seem best. If the physician is not for its close. It is neverimproJ14:r to allude 
a Christian, the minister will, perhaps, of- to persons who have found a sick bed their 
ten find himself put off till it is forever too greatest earthly blessing, since they there 
late: but in the other C1Lse, certainly has no first found that peace which this world can 
cause to complain if any importunity on neither give nor take away. But if such 
his part is checked by the medical attend- indirect methods do not accomplish the o~ 
ant, and the proper time specified. We ject, we are still bound to be FAITHFUL, and 
have never hesitated ourselves to take this therefore, to use more direct language. We 
responsibility; nor shall we, in any case, often have no time for delay, and shall ~
surrender it. Nor has it often been our lot gret any temporising in such momentous 
to excite displeasure in this way. Our ex- circumstances. 
J>erlence accords with Dr. Border's belief, We have spoken of this duty as incumb
that " the ealightened emba£sadors of the ent on the Christian physician in every case, 
Saviour, so far from entertaining a feeling at least of dangerous disease. But it should 
of jealouey, do really hail with cordial Mt- also be remembered that the period of con
isfaction such auxiliaries in their trying valescence i11also favorable for the reception 
visits to the bed of E<ickness and death." of religious impressions. Then is the pa-

2. The e11C011.ragemmts to the perform- tient in a condition to appreciate the ~ood· 
ance of this duty are such as arise "from ness which has been manifested in raJsing 
the peculiar facilities which the profession him from a bed of languishing, and even 
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threatened death; and more grateful and 
more impressible in respect to these im
portant subjects. 

Let us then, realize morf' than we are ac
customed to do, how fearful a responsibili
ty rests upon us, as Christians, in our pro
fessional intercourse with our fellow men; 
and w bile it is our first ~t effort to eave 
or, as leost, to prolong hfe, let us remem
ber that to others as well as to ourselves, 

"It is not all of life to live, 
Nor all of death to die." 

-;American Medical Monthly. 

Now what surgeons always most anxious 
to accomplish in these cases, is to yrotect 
the injured surfaee from contact with the 
air; for strange as it may seem, it will ag
gravate with such an injury more than al
most anything else. To do this, the part 
should be covered as soon as possible with 
some dressing best calculated to answer 
this indication. 

There is a great variety of remedies in 
common utoe, and every person is apt to 
think his or her particular choice to be the 
best. The truth is simply this: the dress
ing which can be most effectually applied 

WHAT EVERY O~E SHOULD KNOW. so as to form an air-tight covering, will be 
found the most useful sprinkling the part 

Accidents injurious to life may often be with flour from a dredging box, is an old 
very successfully treated by domestic means method, and a ,·ery good one, especially 
before the advice of a surgeon can be ob- when the surface is unequal. as on the neck, 
tained. elbow, or when the injury is small and on 

It is questionable, howe,·er, upon medi- a very broad surface. 
cal subjects, if the evil that is done does When a bandage can be applied smoothly 
not predominate over the good, from the over the part, ~ual parts of sweet oil, and 
hasty and inconsiderate means often adopt- lime water applied O\·er the dressinf!;, twice 
ed in emergencies. To do something is each day, wilfbe found very soothrng and 
the imperative demand, right or wrong. beneficial. 

We have known ice to be applied to a It will be impossible to convince some 
person's feet end hands, who was bleeding people that Dalley's pain extractor and 
at the lungs, and without any better reason other popular remedies have not a specific 
tha·n that the attendant did not know what effect in "drawing out the fire," which 
~&e to do. On being told in that case it means simply to stop the burning pain. 
were better not to do anything, she looked Simple cerate, fresh lard, or any other un
up in astonishment and inquiringly said. irritating grease, if applied so as to keep 
"What, let him die without doing anv- off the air will "draw out the fire" just as 
thing?" Now this person knew better, but ef!ectually. 
under excitement was acting from Eome Whatever the dressing may be, it should 
ooe's suggestion, without consulting her always be kept on, when the injury is not 
own judgment. very serious, until tbe new skin forms 

Wbe11 there is much bleeding from the under it, and then it will drop off itself. 
lungs, the handsandfeetusuallybecomeun- Gunpowder injuries should always be 
naturally cold, and the indication is to keep left for a surgeon to dress, especially if 
them warm, so as to promote the free cir· upon the face, as every spec of powder 
culation of the blood, and thus prevent the buried in the skin will make a permanent 
undue accumulation at the seat of the dif· mark unless it is removed. Common salt 
ficulty. A bladder of pounded ice or snow sprinkled on a slight bum after wetting the 
should be applied to the chest, or small surfa,-e, will relieve the burning Yery much. 
pteces may be swallowed with advantage Croup is the greatest terrifier to motbem 
and above all, the patient should be kept in this climate, during the winter and 
perfectly quiet. spring months. There are t'\\"o, and some 

Drinking salt and water is a common writers make three forms of the disease.
practice, but care should be taken not to The two most recognized are the trm and 
dist.end the stomach 'vithanvthing. There falBt croup, and they are often so much 
are still more effectual means, but they re- alike at first that it is difficult to tell the 
quire a physician to direct their adminis- one from the other. True croup is an in
tration. ftammation of the lining membrane of the 
- Scalds and Bums are among the most trachea or windpipe, which produces a 
common i11j11rie11 requiring domestic man- falst' membl'8ne and obstructs the passage 
agement. A scald dift'ers from a bum, in- of air in passing in or out of the lungs.
asmuch as it is occassioned by moist heat, It is unusually attended with fevt'r, wbich 
and removes the cuticle, leaving the injury sometimes precedes the difficulty of breath
without any protection; while a burn, as ing for several days. It is a very fatal dis
by heated metal, oil, or the direct action ease, not more than one in five or six re
o.f fire, if not Yery. serio!ls, leaves the cu- covering under the best tlea}!Jlent. I 
t1cle hardened and 1nsenSible. Digitized by '-:JOOS e 
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[We think this too large a percentage if a COMUm.p~. of !'tality And herein lies 
· the great distmcttve feature between Ba-

nghtly treated.-N.] tional and Allopathic medicution. The 
False or spasmodic croup is not general- theory of the old school is depletion; it 

ly attended with much fever and usua1\y says to the patient "Sir, you must be re.
comes on suddenly without any premoni- duced" and the fo'rmidable battery that it 
tory symptoms. The child-for it is al- brin~ forward i.n order to enforce ita man
ways a disease of ch_ildren-~oes to bed as date, when brought to _bear up.on its unf?1-
well as usual, and m the night suddenly tunate victim. eoon gives evidence of its 
awakes gasping for breath. The Rymp· fitn8i8 by demolishing the "citadel of the 
toms are just what might be expected in a soul" in the shortest {IOSSible space of time, 
constriction of the air passage, and such is and in the most "scientific" and "legali
the case, consequently called spasmodic zed" manner. Most f,rominent among the 
croup. "arms and munitions' to be found in the 

Fortunatel7 the do~es~ic treatment usu- magazine of Allopathi~ ~arfare, i~ the arti-
aUy adopted is beneficial m both cases. cle of which we are wntmg. This, togeth-

The patient should be set in a warm bath, er with a majority of the so called "7Mdiu 
with a woollen blanket brought close of the old school, always argues a direct 
arouncf the neck, and then allowed to fall consumption of vitality in producing ita 
outside of the tub, so as to keep the should- inftuence on the human system. This is 
ere warm, and retain the heat and moist- admitted by the Allopath when he ay1 to 
ure. Srrupof Ipecac, or Hive Syru11,should his patient: "Sir, I cannot do anything for 
be administered in tea spoonful doses every you your system cannot withstand the op
fifteen minutes, until vomiting is produced, eration of the medicine." Of course, the 
and at the same time a sponge or ~apkin plain inference is he~, tha~ the remedy ill 
wrung out of hot water may be apphed to not something that will assist the recupem
the throat. From. the bath the patient tive powers in resisting disea~, h?t &Olll!-'
flhould be wn1:pped m a dr~ warm blanket thing that "ill co-operate with d111ease 1n 
and placed in bed. This management impairing the vital forces. lam sorry toay 
will .usually be sufficient t? remove spas- that· many Reformers bold the same lan
mod1c croup, and by relaung the system guage when speaking of exheme cues.
will have a tendency to relieve, and retard But this is all wrong ; no true Reformer 
the progress of the inftammatory disease, should ever intimate that his remedies coo
until a physician can arrive.-Wutern sume a portion o! the cayital of life to llU9'
Mr.dico-CAirurgical Journal. tain their action; for i they are selected 

[We would suggest the tincture of Lobe- a_nd applied ?n accordance with the um:r-
• . • . nng laws which govern matter, they will 

lia m place of the Hive Syrup, beb.evmg as not. "What should I say, then?" me-
we do that Tartar Emetic is not a sure and thinks I hear some one ask. Why, sir, if 
reliable agent, and the profession is well you are Nature's phys~cian, _you should sa-,. 
acquainted with scores of cases where chil- that although ~me?1es might sue~ 1D 

• . . arousing and directmg a healthful ac:Uon, 
dren. h~ve been killed with i~,. even when that there is not vitality en?ugh in the aya-
admm1stered by careful physlClans. Make tem to sustain the impression; for I hold 
equal parts of the Syrup Ipecac and Syrup that all medicine can do is to assist and di
Lobelia in place of the above, and admin- rect the vital forces, and that ~hen Na~ure 
• · · h · .1 . refuses to respond to remedies, prnitltil 
1ster 1t m t e same proportion unb its th.ey an: remediu, that it arises, JWt from a 
desired effect is produced. The Oil of consumption of vitality by the remedy, but 
of Stillingia and Lobelia applied externally from an impaired condition of the recupe
acts well in these caaes.-N.] rative powers, which are ~ot ~mly so far 

spent as to be unable to mamtam a health
ful action alone, but are, evtm with the u
sistance of artificial means, inadequate fm 

CALOMEL. the task, aa a natural coni,iequence, the ian-

Although this subject may be considered ative inftuence of the medicine is lost.
as hackneyed, yet I shall ventu-re a few re- Me?icine.should be as congenial and com• 
marks upon it hoping I may be enabled to pattblt. with the human system as food, aJMl 
render some of the "darkness visible" that it sustains the same ielations to the stom
hangs around its destructive pathway. In ach as food; that ia, the chemical ~di
the first place, then, I hold it to be one of ti.on and a~ility of the _system to nghtly 
the fixed principles of Rational Reform, to d1spoae of it. U~ .this depends the .an.
reject all remedies, the use of which argue ative power of mcld1c1ne and the nutnthe . 
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power of food. Another thing to be con- it remain11 for years, keeping up a continual 
llidered, is, whether the human system is chemical disorganizing action. Jn this re· 
organizecl to receive and right11 dist>O&e of spect, it may be compared to a grain of 
certain sub1tances used as medicine. This musk, which will scent a room for twenty 
is no q_uestion with me, however. I un· years, and at the end of that time the most 
hesitatmgly declare it to be my solemn con- nicely adjusted balance that human ingenu
viction that the human systel'll was never ity can devise could not detectanydiminu
intended, by reason of its organic structure tion of its weight. So with a grain of 
and chemical powers, to receive the im- mercury which has found its way into the 
pressions of mercury in any form, and in tissues of the body: it will remain for 
this opinion I think I shall be supported years undiminished, keeping up a constant 
by every impartial, unprejudired, independ- chemical and destructive action, cootinu
ent, and philanthropic mind, after having ally polluting the vital currents; destruc
fairly examined the subject in all its bear- the, but indestructible. The recent dis
ings. In order to support tbi11 idea, let me coveries of the German chemists also show 
adduce a few facts. First, then, every one that calomel (chloride mitior) is cban~ed, 
is aware that calomel is never taken into after being taken into the circulation, mto 
the system, without producing a disea.."tld corrolrive sublimate, (chloride,) one of the 
action peculiar to itself, and that it never most deadly and corroeive poisons known. 
passes off leaving the integrity of the sys- To this fact may be attributed many of the 
tern unimpaired. This alone shows that morbiJ phenomena that have puzzled the 
its impression is extraneous and abnormal; advocates of this great Paracdsian catho
for the result is the same, differing only in Heon to account for. The advocates of 
degree, in each and every condition of the mercury claim tbut it is always safe when 
system in which it is administered. The skillfully administered. But I deny that it 
most learned and skillful advocates for its caneverbeskillfullyadministered,andchal
adminstration have not yet been enabled lenge the whole "faculty" to fair and open 
to point out to us that peculiar condition diacus1ion on this point. The "Regulars" 
of the system favorable to its reception.- are always harping upon the necessity of 
And does it not, to9, in ninety-nine cases "understanding the constitution," a knowl
out of a hundred, arouse more action edge which they claim as their peculiar 
than the physician intended; an action, proYince to understand, and which they 
too, which he cannot control? This cir- deny to Reformers; but where is the "Reg
cumstance alone renders its use uncer- ular," who can tell, even though he bas 
tain and dan~erous. Besides, it exercises scaled the walls of the temple of Escu
a disorganizing influence over the fluids lapius, and sits perched upon the topmost 
and solids of the body which the conserv- pinnacle of Allopathic fame, how much 
ative powers of the system are totally un- mercury it will require to produce thathigh
able to resist. Does any one doubt it? ly scientific disease called ptyali8m (vulgo, 
Let him ask any candid physician of any salivation] in each and every case? He 
school, old or new, if he bas not seen and hath no existence, except in fable. Even 
been called to treat ulcerations of the throat, though be bas each and evf!ry idioayncraay 
ulcerations of the lh·er' ulcerations of the of the patient engraved upon the walls of 
kidneys, caries, necrosis, and exostosis of bis m"ntal chamber in characters as indel
the bones, eruptions of the skin, ulcers of ible as the stars, he cannot tell. Can he 
the legs, contractions of the sinews, rheu- estimate the amount and nature of tl1e 
matisms constipation, dyspepsia; neural- action it will produce? Can he guide and 
gia, deafuf!ss, bhndness, &c., &c., &c., all control the inftuenceexcited with certainty 
distinctly traceable to the use of calomel7 and i•recision so as understandine;ly to 
"But,'' says one, wben told that bis disease wield the immortal sceptre, which, m the 
is of mercurial origin, "I never took but action of bis remtdy he has usurped? Can 
one dose," or "I have not taken any in so he restore the image that be has shattered. 
many yeaTB." In regard to the fil'Bt propo- so that scar nor seam remains to mar the 
aition, we have the authority of Prof. beauty of the perfect whole which he has 
Chapman, of Jeffe?Son College, who says so boastingly undertaken to repair? Let 
"one dose is as good as a thousand,'' while our church yards, our bills of mortality, 
speaking to his class of the "dilapidated our hospitals, our personal experience, our 
condition of the patient's constitution,'' firesides. df!crepid age, blasted manhood, 
resulting from its use. In regard to the and imbedlt youth, return the answer. 
eecond, ft i11 a demonstrable fact , and gen- What folly, then, to talk of administer
erally admitted, that mercnty is taken up ing "judiciously" that for which the sy1-
by tbt absorbents and deposited in the tis- tem bas no affinity; that which is uncer
sues, particularly those of the joints, where tain, uacontrollable, disorganizing, ex-
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tmneous and destructive; that which the risy, pneumonia, fevers of different typei;, 
pbysidan blindly administers, blindly rheumatism, &c., being preceded by such 
watches its operation (for he acknowl- antiphlogistic treatment as the nature of 
edges that "mercurr always acts in a man- the case may demand. It is also benefici
ner unknown to him") and blindly waits ally used in catarrh, consumption, flatu
for the result. lence, indigestion, chronic rheumatism, and 

Oh, the beauties of .Allopathic acitnet! to promote the eruption in exantematous 
How dearly have thy millions of confiding fevers. 
victims paid to celebrate thy triumphs!- The Ascelpin can be pretty extensively 
Fifty-two distinct diseases as being dis- and beneficiallv used in the treatment of 
tinctly traceable to the use of the thirty- Jl)any chronic diseases. It is not a power
five different preparations of mercury, and ful remedy; yet it acts silently and kindly. 
this, too, by Allopathic authority. I sai<l Dose, two to four grains. 
thirty-five 1litr~rent pre.pamti<?nS of mer- CAPSICUM, OR OIL OF CAP8ICU11.-0btain
cury. but I believe the mdefat1gable com- ed from the Capsitum Baccatum. (Com
pounders of the French chemical school moo names, Bird Pepper, Cayenne Pepper, 
ha.ve recently added some new features to &c.) . 
this nyora-headed monster. . . The Capsicum is an oleo-resinous sub-

But I have already extended this article stance of a reddish brown color and read
!>eyond my intention, and close. by warn- ill sol~ble by beat, alcohol, eth~r, and oil 
!ng my reade~s to beware of t~1s corrupt- 0 turpentine. 
11;1g. bone-.rottm.g, tooth:loosenmg, dyspeJ?- Properties and uses:-A powerful stimu
s1a-beg~tt11.1g, pile-cn;attng, health, bapp1- lant. Beneficially used in cases of an en
nes>. a!1d hfe-destroymg demon Allopatb~. feebled or inactive stomach, dyspepsia, leth
Shun 1t as you w.ould the blast of the s1- argic condition of the system, &c. In the 
rocco, .the exhalations of the Bohan Upas, treatment of scarlet fever, and malignant 
the sting of the asp, .o~ the fang of the sore throat, it is a most nluable remedy, 
adder. Select thy med1c10es as thou d!>st both internally, and as a gargle. As a gar
thy food, from that la~ratory over which gle it must be greatly diluted. As a rube
the Crea to~ alone exercisessu,preme control. facient, the Capsicum is an elegant n>medy. 
To Natures God and Natures ~ns, l~k It actE> very speedily, and is not liable to 
alone for the sustenance of tha~ hfe wb1c~ produce vesication. One ounce of the oil, 
he alon~ hath the power to gtve.-Anh· m from four to eight ounces of alcohol, 
Mercurial. makes a strong rubefacient liniment. In 
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this form it is beneficially used in rheuma
tism, paralysis, sciatica, or, in seTere cases, 
it may be used of full strength. Dose, as a 

ExTRAcrED FROM THE 11ANUAL OF THE AC- stimulant, one or two drops on a little su
' TiVE PRINCIPLES OF INDEOINOUS AND FOR· gar. After thorouii:hly tnturating it with 

EIGN MEDICAL PLAl(TS, AS PREPARED AT sugar, it m11y be dissolved in a little bot 
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL JNl!TiTUTE, N. Y. water, if desired. 

APOCYNIN.-Obtained from the root of CAOLOPHYLLJN.-(Obtained from the rhi-
the Apocynum Androsamif11liv.n. (Com- zoma of the Caulophyllum ThalictroidlJe. 
mon name, Dog's Bane, }jitter Root, &.c.) (Common names, Blue Cobosh, Blueberry, 

Properties:-Alterative, tonic, aperient, &c.) 
and diuretic. Used in dropsy, dyspepsia, Properties and uses:-Anti-spasmodic, 
con\"alescing stage of typhoid, and other diuretic, diaphoretic, alterative and tonic 
fevers, dysentery, &.c. It is also benefici- for the genital system. Used in rheuma-
11.Uy used in scrofulous and rheumatic af- tism, dropsy, epilepsy, hysteria, cmmps, 
fections, constipation, and chronic affec- amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, chorea, &c.
tioos of the Ih·er and stomach. The pow- It is of great serviai in expedit.in~ parturi
er of destroying the ascaris vermicularis tion in certain cases, and bas a similar effect 
bas also been given to it. Dose, one to upon the female organs of generation which 
four grains, three or four times per day. the Black Cohosh has. (See Macrotin.)-

ASCLEPllf.-Obtained from the rhim07.8. Dose, as an alterative, one to th~ grams; 
of the Aackpiaa Tuberosa. (Common for other.purposes, two to five grams. As 
names, White Root, Pleurisy Root, &.c.) !- pa~tunent, ~he do~ should.~ repeated 

Properties and uses :-Diaphoretic, diu- m th1rty to saty mu~utes, till its effects 
retie, and slightly tonic and laxative. The are obserYed. To be given after iegular la
Asclepio is an excellent article in all cases bor bas commenced. 
where it is desirable to produce diaphore- CHELONIN.-Obtained from the Chdom 
sis, especially in such acute diseases as pleu· Glabra. (Common nam ,.Balmonr, Snake-
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Properties md uses :-Tonic, aperient, G1:1.11£111N .-Obtained' from the root of 
and anthelmintic. A useful remedy in drs- the Gelaem.inum Sempmnrens. (Common 
pepsia, jaundice, debility of the digestive name, Yellow Jassemine, Woodbine, &c.) 
organs, and during convalescence from fe- Properties and uses:-Febrifui;e, anti
brile and inftammatory diseases. It also spasmodic, and narcotic. As a lebrifuge, 
posse11Ses considerable power as a vermi· the Gelsemin is a medicine of great power. 
fuge. Dose, three to five grains. Its use is indicated in all fevers, acute and 

CYPlltPEDlN.-Prepared from the rbizo- chronic pleurisy, pneumonia, &c. It bas 
ma of the Cypripedium Pubucens. (Com- been -eretty thoroughly tested by physicians, 
mon names, Ladies' Slipper, Nen·e Root, both m the city and country, and all who 
&c.) have given it a fair trial acknowledge it to 

Properties and uses :-Anti-spasmodic, possess great merit. The following quota
nervine, tonic, and slightly narcotic. There tion will show in what estimation it is 
probably never will be an article discover- held by those mosl sanguine of remedial 
ed which will meet so many indications in properties. "It is, perhaps, the only medi
the treatment of disease, where an antineu- cine yet discovel't'd capable of subduing, in 
ropathic is needed, as the different prepa- from six to twenty-four hours, without the 
rations of opium. Its praises have been least possible injury to the patient, the 
long and well sung, and we would not de- most formidable, as well as most simple 
tract one iota from its just merits. There fevers incident to our country and climate, 
are many cases of idiosyncrasy, &c., where -quieting nervous irritability and excite
opium does not act kindly. In these cases, ment, equalizing the circulation, promo
and as a general nervine, the Cypripedin is ting perspiration, and rectifying the vari
very beneficially used. Those cases of bys- ous secretions, without causing nausea, 
teria, chorea, nervous headache, neuralgia, vomiting or purgin~, and is also adapted to 
hypochondriasis, &c., which are aggrega- any stage of the disease. It may follow 
ted, or not releived, by opium, this erticle any preceding treatment with safety." If 
ts used with very happy results. It is also the medicine possesses one hair of these 
beneficially used in all catts of nervous ir- virtues, it is worthy the careful attention 
ritability, nervous headache, and is far pre· of the profession. But the Gelsemin is 
ferrable to administer to children than any not to be recklessly administered, as it bas 
of the preparations of opium. There is no doubtless been in some cases, and with bad 
danger of its producing constipation, and results. Its effects must be carefully 
its tonic property renders it very servicea- watched. It is probably contra-indicated 
ble in diseases of debility. It may be used in all these cases where there is structural 
in all cases where it is desirable to quiet disease of the heart, and in cases of great 
the nervous system. Dose, two to four debility. In full doses, it produces nar
grains. t»tism, indicated by loss and prostration 

EuoNTMIN.-Obtained from the bark of o! muscular po~r, c!<?uded vision,double
tbe Euonymua Americanus. (Common s1gb~ness, and_ 1!1ab1!1ty to o~~m the eyes. 
names, Burning Bush, Waahoo, &c. But if the med1cme }S here discontinued, 

Properties and uses :-Tonic, laxative, ~hese effects. pass off ID a few hours; leav
a l tera tive, and expectorant. This medi- t~g the patient refreshed,. ra:ther ~ban de
cine is successfully used in the treatment bilitated. In some cases !t is de~1rable to 
of dyspepsia, torpid liver, constipation, and produce a S!8te .of rem1-narcot~sm, and 
dropsy. It imparts tone to the stomach, k_eep the patient 1~ that cond1!1on so!De 
and activity to the digestive organs. Dose, httle le.ngth of t!m.e. .Co.mb1ned with 
one to three grains three or four times per ~ydra~tme or Qmome it is very effica-
day ' cious ID the treatment of severe cases of 

• . intennittent fever, and by such a combin-
Eu~ATORIN.-Obtamed from the Eu- ation it is less apt to narcotize. In acute 

patonum. Purp1'reum. (Common names, diseues it is better to give it in small 
Queen of the Mea~ow, Gravelroot.) doses of from one sixteenth to one eighth 

We _have~~ induced.to manufacture of a grain, every one, two or three hours. 
the active pnnc1ple of this plant: by. the In chronic diseases, a medium dose may 
urgent request of those who consider 1t a be given three or four times during the 
very valn~ble remedy. . . . day. Dose one half to one grain. 

Properties and uses :-Diuretic, shmu- ' 
lant and slightly astringent and tonic.- C0Nc~BTBATE~T1NCTUJU: OF qELSEllUNUV. 
Said to be beneficially used in the treat· Tl_ie. Tm~ture 18 very conven1e?t for ad
ment of stranguary dropsical affections, !'J1D1st;at1on. Dose, five to thirty drops, 
hematuria,gravel,gout, rheumatism, ureth- ma wme-glass run. of water. 
ral inflammation, and most of the urinary Ga.ts111.-:-0bta1ned from the root of 
disorders. Dose, two to four grains. Digitized by Google 
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the Geranium M4C1datum.--(Common when there is a tendency to constipation 
names, Crane's Bill, Crow Foot.) of the bowels. It Lt useful in chronic he-

Properties and uses:-One of the most patis, gastritis and enteritis, also in jaun
powerful indigenous astringents, and its dice, and in all cases wbeie the hydrastis 
use is indicated in all cases where such would be indicated. Dose, two or three 
medicines are used. On account of its grains. 
being quite free from any unpleasant taste LEPTANnaur.-Obtained from the rbizo
or odor, and the small doses, 1t is very con- ma of the uptandria. Yif'ginir.~. (Com
venient for administering to children, and mon Names, Black Root, Culver's Physic.) 
persons of a delicate stomach. It has been Properties a12d uses:-Alterative, lua
found very serviceable in the treatment of tive, and tonic. The Leptandrin possesses 
baimoptysis, passive hemorrhages, ulcers, the same properties which belong to the 
apthous, sore mouth, gleet, leucorrhea, crude root, but the harshness which aome
d1abetes, and all excessive mucous dis- times attends the administration of the 
charges. crude articles does not appear by the use 

The Geranin is an excellent remedial in of this resinoid. It is one of the very best 
the treatment of dysentery and diarrhea, medicines known, to correct and stimu)4t.e 
after the use of proper evacuants, also, in the hepatic secretions in those cases where 
the latter stages of cholera infantum.- it is desirable not to produce debility, by 
Dose, one to three grains. drastic al vine evacuations. It openies 

HEL0N1N.-Obtamed from the root of silently, yet surel1. For the treatment of 
the Heloniaa Diocia. (Common names, children and delicate females, and maay 
False, Unicorn Root, Drooping Starwort.) chronic diseases, where there is a deficiency 

Properties and uses:-Tonic and diuretic. of the proper biliary secretions, and where, 
As a tonic it is very beneficially adminis- from the advanced stage of the disease, the 
tered in dyspepsia, loss of appetite. It former use of drastic cathartics, rendermg 
exercises considerble power over the fe. their repetition inadmissible, or an in1lam
male organs of generation, and is bigly matory condition of the stomach and 
esteemed in cases of atony of the uterus, bowels, the bowels can be moved, and the 
and other diseases of that organ. Dose, secretions regulated with the Leptandrin 
three to six grains. without danger of farther prostration. It 

HvDHASTIN&-Obtained from the Hydraa- is very efficacious in the treatment of dys
tia Canadtnai8. (Common names, Golden entery, diarrhea, and cholera infantum.
Seal, Golden Root, Orange Root, &c.) In these diseases it is usually given in 

Properties and uses:-Tonic. As a ton- small doses, and repeated every one or two 
ic the Hydrastine is only equalled by the hours. The marked success which bas at
Quinine, and the effects upon the system tended. the use of the Leptandrin, in the 
are somewhat similar, producing, when treatment of summer complaints, demands 
given in large doses, a sense of fulness for it a more prominent place in our Ma
about the heed, and head-ache. It should teria Medica, and further observations as 
not be given when the disease is of the mark- to its therapeutic effects. It is also used 
ed inflammatory character, unless the ty- with marked success in typhoid fever, in
pboid symptoms come on, and then it can termittents, combined wilh bydrastine or 
be safely administered as ,other tonics. In quinine, dyspepsia, jaundice, piles, and 
intermittent fever many ph1sicians prefer biliary derangement. Dose, two to four 
it to Quinine, considering 1t quite as effi- grains. 
cacious. The Hydrastine hes an especial LosELIN.-Obtained from the Lobdia 
influence upon the mucous membrane of lnftata. Properties and uses:-Emetic. 
the stomach and bowels, and is adminis- diapboretic, and expectorant. The Lobelin 
tered with good results during the conva- is a medicine of gteat power and merit, 
lescing sta~e of inflammatory diSl'&Se8, also but will have to be used with caution. Jt 
in dyspepsia, and chronic diseases of the is used in fevers, pneumonia. croup, asth
stomach and bowels. It may be benefi- ma, and in cues where it is desirable to 
cially gh·en either alone or combined with produce general relaxation of the muscular 
some of the chalybeate preparation1, in system, as in strangulated hernia, rigidity 
cases of anaimia and cblorosis. Dose, one of the os uteri, &c. Dose, one to t_wo 
to two grains. grains. 

HYDRASTIN.-ls the resinoid of the Hy- 01L or Loni.u.-Properties and USPS 
druti8 Canadtmi8. Its tonic propertiE'S same as the Lobelin. Neither the oil 
are similar to those of the alkaloid just or resin of the lobelia should be given as 
described, though not es powerful. It has an emetic. If the lobelia is used as an 
also the laxative properties of the root, emetic, the wine tincture of the plant or 
which renders it preferable to the alkaloid seeds is the pieparationG~st adapted ~ 
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produce emesis. The oil is given in doses 
of two tu five drope triturated with a little 
loaf eugar, to be repeated as occasion may 
demand. 

MAcaoTIN.-Obtained from the rhizoma 
of the Macrotyt Racemota. Common 
Names, Black Cohosh, Squaw Root.) 

Pro~rties and uses:-·Anti-spasmodic, 
narcotic, tonic, and emmenagogue, with a 
special affinity for the uterus. It is used 
in uterine diseases, leuconhcu., ~ysmenor
rbcu., sterility, chorea, hyst.eria, and as a 
parturient. In many cues it is desirable 
to give this medicine in such continued 
quantilies as to produce its peculiar con
stilutional elfects, viz: sliitbt dizziness, full· 
neE, and dull aching of tlie head, and more 
or lees aching of the joints; and to produce 
these effects, in some degree, every day 
while the medicine is being administered. 
Its use is also well spoken of in neuralgia, 
asthma, splenetis pertussis, delirium tre· 
mens, and ~onorrhea. As a parturient, the 
Macrotin 1s a remedy of considerable 
merit. It is quite as sure to increase the 
contractile power of the uterus as the Btgot, 
bat is not as violent in effects. In those 
cues where the safety of the child 
would be endangered by the administration 
of the tecak cornutum, and as a general 
partus aroelerator, this article may be safely 
gimJ. 

Dose. one to three grains. three to six 
times per day. As a parturient, three 
to fil'e grains, to be repeated in from thirty 
to sixty minutes, if necessary. 

MYB1c1111.-0btained from the Myrica 
Caifera. (Common Name, Bayberry.) 

Prope.1ties an1l uses:-Astringent, stimu· 
lant, and alterative. As an alterative the 
Myricin is a medicine of c1.nsiderable nl· 
ue, but must be given in combination with 
some laxative to obviate its constipating 
tendency. J tis suceeefully ueed in scrofula, 
dysentery, diarrhea, and where astringents 
or alterathes are indicated. 

PoooPKYLtN.-Obtained from the root 
of the PodophyUum. Ptltatum. (Common 
name, May Apple, Mandrake.) 

Properties and wies-Alterative and 
cathartic. In doses of ;from four to E-ix 
grains the Podophyllin usually acts as an 
emeto-cathartic, with aevere griping, nau
... prostration and watery stools; two to 
four grains as an active cathartic, leaving 
the oowels in a soluable condition; and 
one-fourth to one-half grain as an altera· 
live and aperient. Its action is increased 
bl bemg triturated with from four to eight 
times its weight of ieftned sugar, and its 
tenclency to gripe will be leuened, or en-

tirely obviated, by combining with it some 
stimulant. 

In many respects the Podophyllin acts 
like mercurial preparations. When given 
alone, its operation as a cathartic is slow 
requiring from six to twelve hours for it~ 
elfects. If it is desirable to produce ca
tharsis sooner than that, it is well to com
bine it ·with Bitartrate of Potassa or Jal· 
apin. In doses sufficiently small not to 
purge, if frequently re.Pl'.8ted, will produce 
m many persons, incipient ptyalism. I~ 
a few cases we have known this elfect to 
follo~ the admiJ?-is~ration of a single ca
~harhc dose; but it is always of a milder 
lo!m than that produced by mercurials, 
wtthout any danger of producing these
condary effects which are so often observed 
after the free exhibition of that remedial 
agent. 

Its use is indicated in all cases where 
mercurials are usually given, and es the 
profession generally understand well the 
indications for their use, they will readily 
learn to use the Podophyllin by a transfer 
of that knowledge. 

In glanular diseases, primary and second
a!'Y syphilis, dJ<?p~es, dyECn te~y, diarrhea, 
disease or torp1d1ty of the liver, and in 
nearly all cases where an alterath·e or a 
cathartic is indicated, the Podopbyllin has 
been fully and successfully tested. When 
judiciously given it seldom disappoints 
the reasonable expectations of the physi
cian. For the expulsion of ascarides from 
the intestines the Podophyllin has few su
periors, also for the dislodgement and ex
pulsion of biliary calcu1i, being given in 
full cathartic doses, and followed in four 
or six hours with from four to eight ounces 
of pure olh·e oil. This plan has been 
adopted in a number of cases, and large 
quantities of the calculi were passed with 
very little pain. When we consider the 
excrutiating sulfering which tb1? paseage 
of calculi nl!ually produces, any plan of 
treatment which will mitigate the intensity 
of the pain will be bailed with pleasure 
both by patient and physician. 

Very much might be said upon the mer
its and various uses of the Podophyllin, 
but the designed limits of this Manual for
bid. The various indications and modes 
of combination of the remedy will readiZ 
suggest themeeves to the physician's min • 
From the succesa which -has attended its 
adminishation, the Podophyllin bids fair 
to occupy a very prominent place as a ca
thartic and alterative, and tile ap-pellation 
of "Vegetable ~lomel" ia no mlBnomer. 
There are mb?fi,,cues of primary and se
condary syp · · , ~..in perl!pDI of 
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broken-down .c~nstitutions, wh~re me~ury Properties and uses :-Alterative. aperi
has been. admm~s~e~ed as far as 1s adm1sHa- ent. Those who have used the Stillingin 
hie, or its .exh1b!t1on, on account of the consider it quite equal to sarsaparilla as an 
struoaous diathesis would n~t ~ tolerated. a!lel"ttive, and many consider it better. It 
In ~uch, and ~ther ~·we 1!1Vlt~ the pro- is a superior alterative, exerting an inftu
fess1on to try its men ts, marking its effects, ence o\·er all the secretions and very suc
~nd reporting to the profo~sion, thro~gh the cessfully used in syehilis, ~rofula, glandu
JOurnals, the result of their observations. Jar and cutaneous diseases· also in consti-

pa tion, and as a aeneral aiterative. Dose, 
PHYTOLACIN.-Obtained from the rhizo- " 

ma of the Phytolacca Deca11dria. (Com- two to four grains. 
mon names, Garget, Poke, Scoke.) SENECIN.-Obtained from the Senecia 

Properties and uses :-Alterative, and Gr"ili8. (Common name, Life Root.) 
slightly narcotic and emetic. It is a valu- Properties and uses :-Diuretic, diapho
able alterative, and an efficacious remedy retie, and tonic. Used in the treatment of 
in the treatment of chronic rheumatism, female complaints, especially in amenon
syphilis, scrofula, and cutaneous diseases. hea, not connected with structural lesion; 
Dose, one to three grains. also in &ravel, and other urinary affections. 

RHus1N.-Obtained from the leaves of Dose, two to four grains. 
the RhU8 Glabrum. (Common names Su- V1soR1N.-Obtained from the Viburnum 
mach, Upland Sumach.) Orycoccus. Common names, High Cran-

Properties and uses:-Tonic, astringent berry. Cramp Bark.) 
and antiseptic. A useful remedy in tm; rroperties and uses:-Anti-spasmodic. 
treatment of dysentery, dianbea, febrile dis- It 1s very useful in hysteria, asthma, cramps 
eases, diabetis, and leucorrhea. It is heal- of the limbs, convulsions during pregnan
ing and soothing to the mucous membrane cy, ~· Dose, one to three grains. 
of t~e stomach and bowels, a.nd i.s very use- XANTHOXYLI!f :-Obtained from the bark 
fol i_n th~ treatment o~ chrom~ diarrhea, oc- of the Xanthozylum Fra.rintum. (Common 
curring m co~sumpt1ve patients. Dose, name, Prickly Ash.) 
one to two grams. Properties and uses:--Stimulant and al-

SANGOINABIN.-Obtained from the San- terative. Used in rheumatism, dyspepsia, 
guinaria Canadenm. (Common names colic, hepatic derangements, and in languid 
Red Root, Blood Root, &c.) ' states of the system, where a stimulating 

Properties and uses :-Emetic, expecto · alterative is required. A combination of 
rant. and alterative. Used in diseases of Xanthoxylin and Hydrastin, is one that 
the chest, influenza, rheumatism, diseases will meet very many indications in the 
of the liver, &c. Dose, one to three grains. treatment of those cases where there is 

. great debility, either from protracted dis-
ScO:ELLABIN:-Obtamed from the Seu- ease or gross habits. Dose, one to three 

tdlana lAltrijlora. (Common names, grains. 
Scullcap, Blue Scullcap.) 

Properties and uses :-Anti-spasmodic, 
nervine, and tonic. The Scutellarin is a 
valuable nervine, quieting the nervous sys- THE CHEMISTRY OF ORGANIC CEL1"' 
tern, in manv cases, where other nervim~s BT J, L. RIDDELL, 11.D., 
entirely fa.ii. • For children, it is better, in Prof. Chemlotry In the Med. Dep. Unl"r. La. 
most cases, than the preparations of opium. 
It has been found very eervia!able in the GENERAL FORM ANO STRUCTURE OF ORGAN• 
treatm•mt of convulsions, neuralgia, cho- 1c CELLs.-The simplest as well as the mi
rea, and all forms of nervous derangement. nute~t forms invested .with lif~. withiJ! our 
The nervous excitability, restlessness and cogn~zance, are exceedingly m1!1ute m1cro
wakefulness attending acute and chronic scop1c cells. Hollow sp~ero1d . . rounded 
diseases. can usually be controlled, and bait,. or saccule, are expr~ons which more 
sleep procured, by the administration of plam!y ~nd more definitely convey the 
this remedy. meanmg mt~nd~ by the word cell .. ThesP-

We have manufactured the Scutellarin saccules, which. m general may be hlrened 
by request. and the above is the opinion of t~ ~ bladder ":1tho.ut .the neck, a.re. when 
those who have used it. Dose, two to four hvmg, filled with h9u1d and ~rgamred con-

ins tents; the latter bemg sometimes, but not 
gra · always attached internally to the cell mem-

STILLINGIN.-Obtained from the Stillin· brance, and consisting commonly of smal
gia. Sylvatica.. (Common names, Yaw !er saccules or vescicles, of a structure on a 
Root, Queen's Delight.) smaller scale, apparently similar to the 
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containing cell. I am satisfied from un- serva hie, can be likened to mere cells, float
num bered careful observations directed to ing free and independent in their native 
that point, that living cells are never t:een element. With. them, other cells, joined 
to be truly simple; but always to contain end to end, forming moniliform or jointed 
within them more or less or$anir.ed vesicu- filaments, do also abound; as do likewise· 
lar structure. The cell which has ceased others, associated together in a manner 
to be vitally acti\'e, like the rind of an more complicated. The air we breathn is 
orange, the shell of an egg, or like an charged with cells of wonderful minuteness, 
em_P,ty bottle, may perhaps be entirely de- the germs of alleged fortuitous ~rowths, 
void of organir.ed contents. But the true the spores of cryptogamic vegetat111n, and 
essential structure of living cells is no the prolific sources of pestilential maladies. 
more to be learned from such, than the The mold that delights in damp and dark
anatomy of the bowels from an eviscerated ness, the harbinger of dissolullon and de
mummy. cay, may be seen to consist of extremely 

Arran«emtnt of Cell Contenta.--Theor- delicate cetls, planted one upon .another. 
~anir.ed cell contents, whether consisting of The whole tissue of the Fwigi, or mush
trresolvable points, granules, vesicles, nu- rooms, is made up of organic celis, some
cleoli or nucli, are observed in different what as walls are made up of bricks.
c..ells, and at diffe?P.nt times in the same Cells constitute the principal structure 
cell, to present the following diversities of in all parts of plants. In the living 
arrangement. state they are most conveniently observ-

1. Aggregated together into an adherent able in the leaves, flowers, fruit and 
granular or vesicular mass, and having an cambium. Cells also constitute the prin· 
attachment, most commonly parietal, to cipal structure in the early emb1yonic con
the containing cell membrane. dition of animals; and in all stage.s they 

2. Age.regaled, mutually adherent, but can be observed in most of the animal tis
free, havmg no attachment to the cell mem- sues; best perhaps in the mucous, epidermic, 
brane. glandular and cartilaginous structures. 

3. Separate and free; the individualgran- Siu.-In general, organic cells are indi
ules or nucleoli floating independently in vidually truly microscopic objects, being 
the 11.uid contained in the cell. by far too minute for unassisted vision. 

In the progress of the performance of .Larger cells are seen in animal than in 
their different vi1al functions, the inducel· vegetable tissues. In every species of 
lular contents are seen to pass from one of organism, however, rells or utricle do 
these conditions to another. The vital abundantly occur, of a minuteness of 
force pertaining to the vesicles appears to sir.e beyond the power of our micro
be more exalted in the segregated or inde- scopes, clearly to define. They are seen 

• pendent, and less in the aggregated or at· satisfactorily to be as small as 1-100,000 of 
tarhed condition. an.i nch in diameter; andon the other hand, 

The foregoing statements respecting vesi- in vegetable structure, ai; large a.s 1-30 of 
des, etc .. as the contents of cells, are mostly an inch,• the average of vegetable cells 
applicable to the cells themselves. They being near 1-f>OO of an inch in diameter. 
are s<>metimes aggregated and adherent, Human blood corpuscles. which are vital 
forming tissues; sometimes eeparated and cells, nre less in diameter than 1-3000 of an 
free, as exemplified by blood corpuscles; inch. Animal ova are perfectly well char
and to the free cells, as blood, spermatozoo, ac :erizerl <.-ells, and they afford, us as in the 
etc., the most active and exalted condition eggs of birds, perhaps the largest known 
of \'itality pertains. In the aggregated samples of that structure. 
state, they are frequently seen to have lost Chemical Composition, in connection 1DitA 
their rounded form: and by mutual pres'. Structure.-In respect to the chemical 
sure, to have become polyhedral. composition of living cells, it may be 

Habitat.-lf you ask me to point you S11fely saiti that it is complex; oxygen, hy
out actual organic cells, by way of illus- drogen, carbon and nitrogen, being always 
tration, I say to you, bring into the field of present, and in such high propor1ions as to 
a good microscope any portion of the vast be not expressible with certainty by chem
di\'ersity of organized and living substan- ical formulm. Phosphorus, sulphur, iron, 
ces abroad in nature, from the rank t:lime manganese, calcium, sodium, magnesium, 
of the sickly marsh to 1he warm blood etc., in essential proportions, are, in ditrer
which courses in your own veins, at e,·ery ent classes of cells, often m1:t with. I 
trial you will behold the cells of which I think that i1rotoplasmic. or vitally active 
am speaking. In nearly all natural wa- cells, consist mainly of thoee complex ni
ters upon the face of theearth,minuteforms trogenous substances denominated protein 
of life abound, which in all respects ob- •arar'• Bot. Teat.Boot, p. 911. 
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compounds. The number of the proteine and transformation attendant upun cell tiff!, 
and proteinoid nitrogenous substances thus are numerous. varied, complex, and highly 
naturally occuring, must be very great, al- important. Besides the prindral ultimate 
though very few ha"e as yet been chem- elements, which I haTe already named as 
ically defined. contributing to the composition of cells, 

The primordial living cell, or vital cell many others of the SO·called inorganic ele
lining, sometimes called the protoplasm, men ts take part in theirche1d1·al oreration!t. 
whether examined in animal or Tegetable In fact, an 01ganic cell may be appropriate
tissues, manifests in all respect!' nearly the ly regarded as a fkillfully constn:cted and 
same essential characteristics; possressing, most efficient chemical apparatus; in "·bich 
indeed, all the wonderful prerogathes of not merely the ordinary for<es of brute 
animal life. This primordial living cell matter manifest themsel,.es, but other 
usually becomes invested, at an early stage, more enlted forces, flowing apparently 
with a membranous covering, of a differ- from vitality, and unknown in inorganic 
ent nature and composition in different in- chemistry, are brought efficiently into play, 
stances; 11 structure which. like the walls causing the union of elements in an extra
of the contained living cell, is permeable I ordinary, and frequently complex manner. 
to liquid; permitting of the occurrence of,. giving rife to the so-caller! organic com
the physical phenomena of endosm<1se pounds. which are beyond the rrach of hu
aml exosmose; but which, by itrelf, does man art to imitate. These organic com
not seem to posse~s vitality. This Eecond· pounds are sometimes found as a part of 
ary non-vital cell. most frequently en- the cell contents, i:ometimes inte1cellularly 
dures, long after its vital contents have or between the rells, and sometimes Pf!Ue
become inert, suffered change or dissolu- trating and even replacing the cell wall. 
tion, or perhaps entirely disappeared by ab- In such apparatm•, and by such means, all 
sorption. Now the chemical composition the matenel transformations of organic 
ef the non-vital, comparatively permanent liff', so wonderful to contemplate, are eaid 
cells, is exceedingly nrious. ond often com- to be effecterl. 
paratively simple. Of such nature is eel- The vital functions of rells most import
lulose and starch; the characteristic com· ant to be mentioned at this time, pertain 
ponents of mo~ vegetable tissues. Of to their develorrment. growth and decay. 
such nature are many epidermic epithelial The ,·itally active adult cells of organism 
and ca1tilaginous <.-ells in the animal struc- 1 are, for many reasons, presumed to be 
ture. verv short lived-a few da~·s or weeb at 

Functions of Cells.-The functions per- most, unlf'SS prolonged by dormancy; the 
formed by organic alls may be re~arded us ,·ital functions of an animal or plant being 
threefold-purely physical. chemical and performed suct-essively by adequate recmits 
vital. Their most important physical of newly de"'eloped cells, the progeny of 
function depenrls upon their permeability the former. The old and uself'ss proto
to liquids. No se111;ible pores exist in the plasmic cell membrane suffers disintf'gra
cell membrane; yet a ready transit is afford- tion, dissolution and removal: its available 
ed to water and watery solutionii. in ac- material is contributed for the nutrition of 
cordance with the laws of endosmosis.- its 11uccesso1'8, and its effete mattn return
Whatever thus traverres a cell membrane, ed to the earth and atmosphere. whence it 
must apparently be in a complete stllte of was originally derived-there to be broken 
solution, and devoid of all organization. up into its primordial elements,-to be 
The blastema, in what condition soe'·er it p11rified indeed by complete decay. • • 
may be pre.>ented at the r"lterior surface of • • Considering the specific difference, 
tbe cell, must become (if not already in the vast diversity, and the wonderful func
tbat condition) apparently cleorganized and tions <•f cells, I feel impelled to ackno"·l
perfectly fluid.• The chemical chang~s edge the influence of what we call vitality, 

•Wecaanot, in th• pretent '"'"or oar howled e, as something more refine~ encl exalted than 
r.,•ttln11 affirm or denr, that invisible orcaniz•d par1icfe1 I what we mean by chem1rel force; amt ro 
t:!:,-:'t.'!\:.':~:.'o~.~~f:,"!0 .'::."'.!'c".~r~; ;!~t..":ft~!.:i! I far from pnceiving. similarity or analo~~ 
atroctareofthewall1oroefisand .. •icl••·m•1heprornr·I between the two, 1t appears to me that 
&loaate ID width somewhat. to th• •i•c or 1be ••ll or •e•i· th 1 • f 
ole, or to ltr II&•• of dovelo1>•ment, from the minnte•t ere a re Scarce Y pOIOtS 0 even remotf' 
~.,=·;!:·~:~ ~:·~1;00:~. "!i~~~=n~.,n.":::i.~·. n:.:~~! resemblan<.-e.-N. 0. ltltd. a11d Surgical !:"'••• Yltnl force, and a r,eater power o?ruiulnc chem. Journal. 
•l!1e:&.1'!iLa'JI:!':::. woQ8thi:d~!th.ei~~:!':it8c~(~~! thron h the in1ennoleenlar apa~f'•, in an endo1motic 
eado1motic P'.O"'~' woold be fonnd to ••rr in•enefr. while I "q"il <'anent. I am inc1ined to btolieve •ncb do•• ett•r: 
U.. f'aoilltr ofendoamotie ttao1miuion. woold varr Jire:rtlr tor I have often ~n di•ea1ed animal cells, tetmin•IJ ••· 

:.a'/!t 1~S:o~~.!.~b~'t!l!~l~e~~~~~~~n.:_ t_:.~tr.t~~i:~ ; ~1~i~~j\~,0~~~~~\~re.101;~j~~!~~ ~;~~~v::r=.:!' "'~ 
.. ,..ad l·ow exceedinrlr minnte orianic ll'erm• C"on!ci tho• pttoetrr.te, end hr their parasi~ic de1'tlorment, vi1iatf' 
llad lna•il throu1b aD orca11lc ••mbraae, 8ouia1. the corpaaclea of human blood. 
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ROSA B.-. H9 

I among our patients, lit our laml?, thro~n 
ROSA B--. I ourself into our good old arm chair. which 

CASIS FROM .. OLD SCHOOL" PIUCflCE, l!IO l. ever welcomes us Lack, an~ have picked up 
1 our pen to give expression to thoughts 

From the period we entered the medical 1 which bum for utterance. 
profession we have endeavored to analyze 1 An hour ago we learned that RosA B
the various systems of m~icine; to probe' was dead. But who was Rou. B-? Young 
them to the \"ery bottom, tn order to ~now I and beautiful, with a form small and deli
how much of value to the disease-stncken cate but perfectly symmetrical: a counte
eacb pessessed, and hence ho\" far they · nance of alabaster whithness: her cheeks 
were entitled to confidence and support.- tinged with "rosy red.;" a brow high, ex
We investigated thoroughly and closely, 1 pansive and intellectual; eyes dark and 
for we were anxious to arrive at a correct · brilliant lighted with the fire of intelli
conclus!on .. The coun;~ toward which ~hat genre, a~d glossy raven trl'.&ies wandering 
conclus10n duected ~ve intended following. , with profuse luxuriance O\"er her slender 
~e felt that o.ur interest and our duty neck and falling. shoulders: she was the 
alike demand~ it. . . . . pride .>f an affecttonate household_. an<l; the 

In conducting this analysis, "e have admired and beloved of an utens1ve ctrcle 
been enable~ to, see eYen mo~ than our of acquaintances, associates and friends. 
humble pen is ab.et? tel~: to w~tness what Two years ago, Ros.a. was led to the hy
has contributed no little m cn:atmg the ob- menial altar a willing bride. One year la
jections we now possess agarnst a system ter she beuJme a mother. Now, ehe is 
which deals out deadly poisons fo.r heal.th- sleeping the "dreamless sleep" in the silent 
restoring remedies; that dra~\"s oft the hfe- grave! Ah, little thought we then that 
fluids, and cripples the energies of natun:- thou wouldst leave us so soon-be thus cut 
for what 7 Why, to restore Malth and v~f down in the spring-time of life. We had 
or to wasted and debilita'.ed Cran.es! 0 - l'ictured for thee a future of U!l('fulness and 
we have seen youth and beauty .. moral, good. Those retiring elements which to 
worth ond intellectual power fall alike be- adorn the character of woman, and make 
fore the march of the accursed phantasm, ' her sex the "ministering angels" of earth, 
"poisons are medicines!" We have seen I were thine. Keenly sympathising with dis
thell? bring the strong man down and hast· tress aml suffering, thou felt a liyely inter
en him to the :: bourne f!om. whence no · est in ei·ery mo\"emen~ of phtla?thropy 
traveler returns, and agam, ~e have seen I and bem~\"olence. Illy, 1mleed, e&D'st tho11 
them induce a slow a!ld, painful dP~ay, b~spaml, when the world is so much need
which hue turned all hfe s pleasures rnto ing such as thee. 
gall. We have seen them cause the ~eat~-1 Two week:i n11;0 we spent some hours at 
rose to bloom upon the cheek of th~ tdoh- RosA's bomP, stie del'iring that we should 
ttd daughter and the Jo,·erl young wife; and · see her. lt was the firFt we knew that she 
the fire of hectic to burn in everv nervt!, con- was ill As we entered her room l\nd met 
sumin.g their vitals ancl drinking up their her eye:i. we could f'C&rce ~efrain from tremb
very life-blood; cut off ling-they were filled with sur.h unearthly 
"Whea hopes were buoyant-pl'Olpecta bright.'' brightness; antl her cheeks-the "roees. of 

• . June "-were supplanted by the frosted hnt 
And we ha""e seen thP mnocent babe, with of autumn. Pale, thin and emaciated, we 
gangrened gums from . calomel, snatched should not have known her. Her physi
f!om the arms <?fa ff9;nhc mother, and con- cien was standing by her bedside with his 
signed to an infants gr11Ye; ancl mor~, cups and scariticator around him. At the 
ancl worse than all we ha,·e ha~d all tht8 im ulse of the moment we asked. •· What 
altributeJ to <lisease and a mystenous Pro,·- arlyou 'going to do w'ith the11e ?" "Ui.-e 
idence, them. sir; use them, of course," replied the 

"Who doetb all things welt. Doctor. "What, take blood from that al-
Oh, how many cases of this .kiml. cro~\·tl . most bloodless \voman?" "\Ye 'l\"&nt to 

upon the memory, and the 1mag111auo11 1 counter-irrita!t; we m11$f do It; the ~1-e 
sickens in wntemplating how clearly the 'i chm.ands it." He threw back the cover10,; 
footsteps of what has been styled "medi- from her chest. and the sight pretented w111 
cal science" may be tr&L-ed in the bwod of I horrifying. "What mean those scars, doc
our fellow men. tor?" "Oh, there is where we applied n 

It is night. Our family are sleeping. so, few leeches." "Wha~ th~. large sores?" 
too is all nature 11:round us.. All. 1s. calm 1" Why. the~ we apphed a ~11st~r, and th!lt 
and hushed aml qmet, exceptmp; w1thm us. we made with tartar emetic; rncleed. str, 
There tumultuous feelings throb. , we baYe trie1l our whole round of counter. 

We have just returned from a long round irritants. To-day, we have coucluclcd to 
· cup and sc.arify ." 
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We bade her farewell, and came home de
pressed in spirit, sad at heart. This nen
mg we heard that she was dead. Peace to 
thy ashes, dear RoM B-, but to calolllf'l, 
leeches and their kindred never !-Middle 
Statu Medical Reform.tr. 

At Rou'e request we had been sent for 
to consult with the family physician, who, 
upon learning _our ernmd, frankly invited 
us to critically examine his patient. We 
did so; more, however, as a matter of form 
than with any prospect of changing our 
opinion in reference to a prognosis, for on 
our ,·ery entrance, the seal of death was 
plainly visible. Nor did we marvel when SPIRITUALISM IN THE U. S. CON-
we saw her chest, and were made acquaint- GRESS. 
ed with the agencies bro~t to bear; the A memorial, si~ed by fifteen thousand 
tortums to which this fraiT, confiding wo- believers in the spuitual rappings, bas been 
man had been subjected. lately presented to the U.S. Senate by Gen • 
. T~ree. months ago sh~ began to fee~ a Shields. of Illinois. 

hckhng m her throat, with a dry, hacking 
couah. This becoming troublesome, her "I beg leave to present to tM Senate a 
husoand called in their ph1sician. At first petition, with some fifteen thousand names 
he treated the matter lightly; but the appended to it, upon a very singular and 
cough increasing, and a pain o( burning novel subject. The petitioners repreEent 
character following, be felt urged to the that certain physical and mental pheno1n
atloption of more active treatment: tarter ena of mysterious import have become so 
emetic solution internally, and tartar emet- pre..-alent in this country and Europe, u 
ic ointment externally, with a " few small to engross a large share of public attention. 
doses" of calomel; then followed leeches A partial analysis of these phenomena at
and blisters, and now the cups and scarifi- test the etistenre, first, of an occult force, 
cator \Vere put into requisition. Oh, rnch which is exhibited in sliding, raising, ar
treatment, thought we; the strongest, most resting, holding, suspending and otherwise 
robnst constitution could not endure it disturbing ponderable bodies, apparently 
long, much less so frail a one as this. And in direct opposition to the acknowledged 
as we sat there, aad looked upon her bus- laws of matter, and transcendin~ the ac
band and her prattling little boy, SO soon Credited rower Of the bumRn mmd. Se· 
to be deprived of wife and mother, we felt condly, hghts of different degrees of in
our heart sink within us. tensity appear in dark rooms, where there 

Upon retiring to another apartment with are no means of generating electricitv, or 
the attending physician, our opinion was of producing combustion. Thirdly, a va
solicited. We gave it frankly, plainly.- riety of sounds, frequent in occurrence, 
We told him his treatment of the case cor- and diversified in character, and of sint1U· 
responded with that which the majority of lar significance and imJ?ortance. cen~istmg 
his brethren would have adopted under sim- of mystrrious rapping, indicating the pres
ilar circumstances, and that as for medical ence of invisible mtelligence. Sounds are 
authorities· there were any number that often heard like thosefroduced by the pros
would sanction it. But that 'IDt could not ecution of mechanica operations, like the 
approve of it, nevertheles'3. In this cuse, hoarse murmur of the winds and waves, 
all the untoward circumstances which so mingled with the harsh, creaking noiae of 
often encounter us, as hereditary predispo- the masts and rigging of a ship laboring in 
sition, tubercles, &:c., were entirely absent. a sea. Concussions also occur resembling 
\Vas depletion, reducing of any kind de- distant thunder, producing oscillatory 
manded 1 In our opinion no; but, on the movements of suuounding objects, and a 
contrary, essentially a toning, sustaining, tremulous motion of the premises upon 
strengthenin~ treatment should have been which these phenomena occur. Harmoni· 
adopted, and that we firmly believed that ous sounds, human voices, and other 
such a course of trellt:nent would have sav- sounds resembling those of the fife, drum, 
ed her. As it is, the last golden sands are rumpet, &:c., have been produced without 
ebbing low; the hour-glass of life is turn·· any visible agency. Fourthly, all the 
ing-she muat die! The physician was a functions of the human body and mind are 
man of feeling, for as he bade us farewell, influenced m what .appean to be certain 
unbidden tears were coursing down his abnormal states of the svstem, by causes 
cheeks. He did the best be knew, but oh, not yet adequately understood or accounted 
he has vet much to learn. For the man we for. The occult force, or invisible power, 
entertain feelings of regard. hut for the frequently interrupts the normal operation 
treatmtnt-a lovely and gifted being was of the faculties, suspending sensation and 
sacrificed to that; a home made doubly voluntary motion of the body to a death
desolate. like coldnessand rigidity, and diseases hith-
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erto considered incurable have been entirely tie Charlie's" bl'llin-impaired his intel
eradicated by this mysterious agency. The lect. As time wore on end added month 
petitioners proceed to state that two opin- on month to " Little Charlie's" life, in-
1one prevail with respect to the origin of stead of finding him the quick, bright, ac
these phenomena. One ascribes them to tive boy which in her fond dreams she had 
the power and the intelligence of departed pictured him, she found him STUPID, INAC· 
spin ts operating upon the elements which TivE, DULL. Not long since, "little Char
pervade all natural forms. The other re- lie" died with convulsions. His parents 
,1ects this conclusion, and contends that all were healthy, and hie constitution natural
these results may be accounted for in a ra- ly a good one. He wag indeed "a child of 
tional and satisfactorv manner. The nte- promise." Nature had done every thing 
morialiste, while thus disagreeing as to the for him. He ahould have lived, not only 
cause, concur in our opinion as to the oc- to gladden the heart of doatin~ father and 
currence of the alleged phenomena; and in prove all maternal prayers with devotion 
view of their origin, nature and bearing asked, but to benefit 111ankind and the worl<l 
upon the interests of mankind, demand for by filling life's full span, by figuring large
them a patient, rigid scientific investiga- ly and urefully upon the stage of action .
tion, and request the appointment of a But alas! they "gave him cordial." His 
scientific commission for that purpose." young system-a perfect man in miniature 

as it was-could not counteract its narcot
[It was understood by Gov. Tallmadge, ic, bmumbing influence. The operations 

who had charge of the memorial, that Gen. which were busily at work in making him 
Shields would have the subject reterred to a strong PHYSICAL man, and which were 

. . . laying a sure foundation for MENTAL pow-
a special committee, of which he would be er were counteracted and the result has 
the chairman, but instead of doing as be ju~t been told. ' 
had led Gov, Tallmadge to expect, he made Mother! that c~erub babe of th!ne, we 
a speech of quite a satirical character on the know thou loTest 1t. Around tt chng and 
sub·e ·t · ood d 1 f h ld cluster fond affections, brightest hopes and 

1. c • empracrng a g ea 0 t e 0 many prayers. To guard it from all evil 
stones of necromancy, etc., gathered from and protect it from all harm thou sparest 
some encyclopedia, and had the memorial neither trouble nor care. The "great, good 
laid on the table· for this he was rebuked Goddess <>f Nature" hath given it the ele· 
by Gov. T. in the Washington papers.- ments .essential for both etrengt~ of body 

' . . • and mrntl, and unless thwarted m her de-
The Boston Journal is mistaken ID speak- signs will FULLY develop them. Is he some-
ing of the memorialiste as spirit rappers.- times "fretful" and "restless?" Does he 
They are merely citizens who have fairlv sometimes manifest symptoms of "colic" 
witnessed the strange phenomena and ~nd "pain?" All this may be, But we 

. . ' ' implore thee bv the love thou hearest that 
kno~mg t~m _to be facts wish _to have fu~- child, never to giTe it" Godfrey's Cordial," 
ther mvestigahon of the question of thetr nor "Bateman's Drops," nor" Paragoric," 
spiritual or material origin.-B.J by which so many young constitutions are 

ruined-ruined! They all contain laudr
num-OPIUM; and the mischief they hBTe 

DRUGGING INFANTS. produced, and the foundations they haTe 
laid for infantile convulsions and head dis· 

"G1vE IT CoRDIAL."-" Oh my baby, how orders are incalculable. Terrified motbett, 
it frets and cries, and what to do I do not with feelings bordering on anl!:uish, see 
know!" "Give it cordial!" Thus spoke these tbin&s occur, but little dream they 
a young mother, some years ago, and thus that the ongin of all may be dated back to 
advised her mother-in-law. The cordial the time they began 'giving them cordial." 
was given. It acted like a charm. "Lit· That these preparations always produce 
tle Charlie" was quieted. The fond moth- these terrible effects we do not assert, but 
er loved her little boy as all mothers do. that they often, vnY onEN do, and that 
and the thought that the "littfo innocent" from their very nature they invariably tend 
suffering pain was more than her maternal to pernicious results, we no say. 
feelings could endure: and hence at every Now, although we would place the ban 
m11nifestation of distress she would give it of "prohibition" upon these preparations, 
cordial. We say it quieted his uneasiness, we would not have your children suffer 
but-it quieted the normal sensibility of from any cause without efforts to relieve 
his nervous system, too; it. ~estroyed t.he them. No-no! . We. LOVE childn•n, and 
healthy development and activity of "Ltt- would do everythmg 1 IJ PO at all 
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27'2 PEEMYU.M FOR THE CURE OF ASIATIC CHOLERA-MEDICAL CREDULITY. 

compatible with their welfare, to get them of its study is made manifest by the re
through the stage of "babydom" with peated development of some hidden secret 
" healthful ease." And too, we sympathil.e of practical value within its domain.
with the anxious, watching mother who, Within a few years pB&t practical chemists 
exhausted for want of rest and slumber, have given more attention to the subject, 
wilh all the soothing tenderness of a moth- and the benefits resulting from their inves
er's voice, has even sang the midnight lul- tigations are beginning to be made visible 
laby to her fretful child without the com- to the profession. To obtain the acth·e 
ing of "sweet balmy sleep." No wonder properties of a medicinal plant is a clesira· 
that she, ignorant of the danger, should be ble object, as the starch. sugar and ligneous 
willing to" give it cordial." But, mother! matler contained in it can often be of no 
it i8 neither the safest nor the best. There possible use as a therapeutical abent. Why. 
is a saler, better, more efficient substitute, then, should·the stomach be required to do 
and to tell of this we have taken our seat in the h1.boi which can be better done in the 
our" oldarm·chair" while ouR bdby sleeps. laboratory of the chemist? This operation 

If mothers would always live obedient to iR now surcefsfully accomplished by art. 
the laws of their physical being, their ours- We have Rln>adv informed our readers, that 
ing children would Eeldom NEED anything Messrs. B. Keith & Co., chemists at the 
of" drop" or "cordial" kind. But when "American Chemical Institute," New York, 
they do not-when, in ct1nnection with oth- have been Yer.v successful in obtaioinl'i the 
er violations of physiological law, they in- resinoids and alkaloids (the active pr10ci-
1lu\ge in kind!' of food and drink not easil~· ple11) from medicinal plants. Samples of 
digested-their children, depending upon their preparations hnve been kindly fur
them for nourishment and support, must nished us, some of which we have used in 
a.ml will suffer the painful consequences. our practice. 'Ve are tree to say that if 

First, then, we would have moth"!rs live they all answer the purpme intended as 
88 they SHOULD do; be regular in their hab- well 88 these, they should henceforth uni
its; abstain from excessively acid and not versally take the place of the bulky and 
ca•ily-dilested kinds of diet; and crudtl materials from which they are ex-

Secondly, when an anodyne or nervine i8 tracted.-Boaton Med. and Sur. l<1Ur. 
needed, instead of the "cordial" or "par-
egoric," rely upon the WHl"E TINCTURE OF 
LOBF.LIA, or, which is generally preferable, MEDICAL CREDlJLITY. 

:n- Wine tincture of lobelia, ~ j, Wine BT PROF. L. M. COMINGS. 
tincture of Cypripeclium, 3 j ; Oil of Anise . . . . . 
see<!, gtts xxxx. . It 1s surpnfing to see how little mte~st 

Do:es from five to thirty ilrops, repeated if !s felt by the great mass ot t~e _commnmt_.r 
necessary. The~c will not only nilieve con- Ill reference to the l'resenauon. of the1r 
structions. but will calm and aliay nervous health, and how ea~1ly they will suffer 
irritability and induce refreshing slt-ep.- themre~ves to be dece_1,·~ by the shallow 
They neither stupefy nor narcotire. If the pretensions af the bc8:stmg qua1..k. The.re 
stomach is much deranged and •·clogged" are thousands of sensible _rr_ien, who will 
with foul matter, they will cauee it to re- talk reasonably about polthcs and_ trade, 
act, and throw it off by vomiting, which is who understand all the arts and tr~cks of 
all the better for the child. commen~, aud whose heads are ~s c.car as 

. a mountam strt>am, on the sub;ect of the 
We have wud the wt~E. TINCTURE, fro'!1 rise and fall of stocks; but just tell such a 

the. fact that our ohfenat1~ns a!1~ expen- mnn that he looks ai.ioplectic or .scrofulouii, 
cn~e have t~ught us that S\\eet S1c1.ly, Ma- or that he has the h'"er complaint, or that 
de1ra WINE 1s much preferable t? either al- his child has symptoms of the rickets, etc., 
coho) or bra!1dy. We ?se n~1ther of the and you ha'"e him at your mercy at once. 
latter, excepting for the t1!1c.tun!1g of gums, You ha,·e then only to sav Mr. A. has told 
etc. y.re '!Jay ~1ve our opm1on in refe~n~ Mrs. B. that she has heucl Mr. C. say, that 
to this pom.t m ~ull he~fter-that is, !f Dr. D. had cured his ~randmother's son of 
any body wishes Jt.-MiddU Ste.tu Muli- ''just auch a di&.tase:" be is caught ot once. 
cal Reformer. He purchaFcs the nostrum prepared by this 

famous Dr. somebody, and the lamily be
come the dupes of his credulity. 

PREMIUM FOR THE CURE OF ASI- While such gullibility existR. it is no 
ATIC CHOLERA. marvel that ~uack after quack ri~P.S up to 

No department of medical science has become a milhonare, at our expenFe. The 
l.een more neglected b.v the profession, than modest physician of true merit, who 
Or;;anic Chemistry. Yet the importance shrinks from the puffing,Gb.oestin" brag
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CALOMEL-ANTlMONY-BLEEDING. 

gi~g 11ractice of I.here pretenders to medical of mercury, and one equivalent of chlorine; 
science, s~.nds but a poor chance among and every body who has taken the pains to 
such empmcs. test the matter, is abundantly aware of the 

'.fhe ~mly remedy. for !his s~ate of things fact ~hat it is absolutely insoluble-will 
exists 10. the medical mtelhgence of the not dissolve-in water or any fluid in the 
co~mumty. T~e moment the peop~t become human body. Nor is this all. It will not 
enlightened, ~his ~um buggery will cease. act-:remains perfectly inert so long as it 
Let b.ut these 1nt~lhgentmerchants and me- remat'}S calomel. How then dces it pro
chamcs have theu eves open to understand duce its peculiar effects? How arou.ee 
the simple laws of life and the physiology from "masterly inactivity" calm inertia 
of the.human .system and they would not be to ungovernable fury. force and power'! The 
so easily deceived.-.Llfcd. Reformtr. "why and how" are easily told. After 

bein~ administered into the human stom
ach, it combines with the chlorine there

CALOMEL-ANTJMONY -BLEDING. one of the agents assisting in digestion
and by this uncalled for, unnecessary, dan-

lt is a very common habit of our brethren gerous combination is conYerted into corro
of the old school toarrogate to themselves all 8ive aublimate, which is not only very so
the science of medicine, that they are the luble, but is one of the most irritant and 
only exponents of the true medical philos- corr?<ling substances known. Just in pro
ophy, and that all seceders from old medi- port10n to the amount of <;alomrl conTert
ctue- the votaries of the new systems ed into corrosive sublimate, which in all 
which have arben-are ignorant pretend- cases is dependent upon the amount of 
ers and quacks. This has been the habit of chlorine in the stomach at the time of its 
the advocates of "the old" from imme- exhibition, is the purgative, slterative and 
morial time; th~ hue been the epithets salivating powers of the agent produced. 
they haYe el'er heaped upon the devoted Was there chlorine sufficient in tbe human 
proanulgators of "the new." But as the stomach to convert all the calomel into 
running calender of Time went on, inves· corrosive sublimate, we assert it, and we 
tigation and experience rroved the old to are backed by the authority of chemical 
be in error and the new to be truth. Is science, and that the life or every patient to 
this so wilb our modern boasters of "old" whom a single grain of calomel was ever 
medicine? Let us see. administered would ba-ve !:wen seriously en-

" Scientific Medication"-what is it? dangered, end that all to whom a larger 
That course of medication which acts in ac- dose was ever @'iven would never have re
cordance with the laws of the animal econ- covered. Fortunately, however, for the 
omy--that course which will maintain the patients of the "calomel practice," there 
iute1nitr of 1 he constitution, unimpaired 1s often but a sufficient amount of chlorine 
by the remedies employed-that course present, in the digestive tube, to convert 
which is restorative and not debilitant-in but a fraction of a grain into tlw corrosive 
short, that course of medication which bar- poison, which results in a gentle purge
moni7.es with phvsiological law, and thus mcreased in &el'erity in proportion to the 
facilitates Nature in her efforts to throw amount thu& con'"erted. How ridiculous 
off disease. Such a course of medication, the idea then, ever supposing calomel were 
and such a course only do we conceive to a justifiable remedy. of prescribing such 
to scientific. Hae this been the course pur- large <le>Fes as so many do. But no man 
sued by the physicians of the old school? can possibly know, beforehand, what effect 
What says history-what says experience? his prescription of calomel will produce, 
They uuite in the testimony that the prac- from the feet that he cannot ascertain the 
tice of these have been a direct warfare amount of chlorine with which it may 
against nature-that the remedies employ- meet. When the quantity is unusually 
ed have made the most deplorable ravage!' large. which is often, very oflen the can, 
np<>n the integrity, health and life of the salivation and all the terribleeflecta of com
l"ttal powers, lowering and inflictiQg last- pie mercurialization follow. 
ing injury upon the human constitution. 
and i11creasiog the "mortality of disease." "-- 111ft'erahle Illa are but removed, 

"The remedies employed "-hat are That llfe-lonii mi-erle", which unfold 
they'! First we would enumerate CALOllEL More anguish far-u nil/, otl1ing lxnlt1, 
--an ~nt which the Dispensato"', the And po•u rhtrmuitic,fou1, rotting ttttl, 

da h · ., Corroding ttlcwa and rvnni11g aora." 
stan aut onty of their school, says "in Thie "onclean"jrogeny of Calomel 
extent of employment is inferior to few ar- May enter In an like vampyrn feaat 
ticles of the Materia Medica." Calomel is Thu• lento grope on through life awhile 
a compound--composed of one equivalent They drop ta lhe pn before their time. 
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However vauntin~lv our erudite neigh- day she shivers, has a rapid pulre, great 
hors of the •·mercur1al practice" may call heat of surface and violent pain in the chest 
this science, '!Ct cannot refrain from borrow- -what now? To day they bleed her! 
ing the "thunder" of their late departed Yesterday she had too little blood; the 
CHAP.MAN, and pronounce it "horrid, un- quantity has not been increased, but she 
warrantable muderoua quacktry." has too much for her safety or recovery to-

Secondly-We would mention TARTAR day! The surface is hot-it must be cool
EMETic-an agent which stands second in ed; the pulse is high-it must be lowered. 
rank, and is doubtless more employed than Tartar-emetic "cools"-it is prescribed. 
any one of their whole catulogue of deple- Be careful doctors; it may cool the body 

·ting and depressing agents. ln all cases of till it needs the winding sheet! Blood-let
fevers, inflammations, or wht-rever there is ting "lowers the pulse"-they bleed her; 
vascular excitement, tartar emetic-known it may lower the patient down-down into 
in this section among the people by the the grave. The woman that :resterday 
simple name of "solution," being tar- needeQ tonics to add to the invigorating 
tarized antimony dissolved in water-is and nutrithe elements of her blood, is bled 
prescribed. But is it a "scientific" pre- and given antimony to day, which tako 
scription-a "scientific" remedy? Let facts from and decompose those elements, thus 
answer. Combine a small portion of the rendering it unable to fill its great pu~. 
drug with lard, and apply it to any part of She dies-the doctors Eay-of "fever and 
the external surface, as is so often done for inflammation," but we say of the lancet 
pains in the breast and side, and it is found and antimony. 
to cause an eruption of painful pustules, Calomel, tartar-emetic, and the lancet 
which none but those who e.xpenence its are the three "/reat pillars" of old-school 
tortures can realize. If this is the effect it medicine, an the physical damnation 
produces externally, what is it not ever which they, like a f>oisonous simoon, have 
m danger of producing internally? It is been sweeping over the country, disfiguring, 
absorbed into the blood, decomposes its con- childhood, hastening manhood to "youth
stituent elements, and, until removed, fol old age," and despoiling womanhood or 
effectually pre,·ents its reorganization, thus her beauty. cannot ht• computed. To what 
rendering it entirely unfit for its great pur- but these and their kindred can we attrib
pose in the animal economy,-that of ute the tottering wrecks of constitution 
building up and sustaining its every part. tumbling into premature gra,•es all around 
Can that which thus poisons the "pabulum us? To what but these can we attribute 
of life" be a scientific remedy? Our an- the sickening amount of nervous diseases 
swer is an unequivocal negative. Yet be- and weaknesses which like a cloud darken 
cause its smallness of bulk and absence of a million social and family altars in oar 
taste, it is a favorite "remedy," produces land? To what but these can we attribute 
ill: mischief without any one knowing it, the fact of not one cai;ie in a hundred, 
believing it, or suspecting it; and when its iimitten by acute dii;eare and treated by 
depressing powers are felt anddebilitant ca- these remedies, ever seeing full joyous 
pabilities realized, these are attributed to 
the disease instead of the TARTAR EMETIC. "Health, the poor man·• riches, the rich man·s 

blise" 'fhirdly-We would make allusion to 
BLoon-L£Tr1No-which has been styled thereafter? These are some of the "reme
"the great anti-i'nflammatory agent of the dies," and such are some of the legitimate 
profession." )Jut is it a remedv founded fruits of our "all-the-science possessing" 
l1l the principles of sci~nce? Far other· neighbors of the old-school. We -repeat 
wise. Science teaches the absolute need it -these are the prominent •·pillars" of 
and importance of the blood in the body- old-school medicine, for they "own up," 
that in the si11;nificant language of Moses from the popular professor down to the 
•·it is the life." The act of bleedin~ is humblest practioner, that to deprive them 
equivalent to the aBSertion that the patient of the...;e they must cease practice. We 
possesses too much life,-they take it away, Yenture the opinion, that in case such an 
weakening and impairing the integrity of event should occur, humanity would be 
nature's forces just in proportion to the "no greater loser:• 
amount taken . . But here the question, sped with ftutter-

To illustrate the inconsietency of the ing haste upon the uneasy wing of restle.ss 
practice: they were called to see a young inquiry, comes from some btdruggtd and 
lady yesterday, found her pale, feeble, doctor ridden" son of Father Adam, who 
"delicate 1md thin." They prescribed iron, has from his "cradle days" been taught to 
wiee, and other bracing remedies to enrich believe that man's physical salvation alone 
the blood. Last night she took cold : to- depends upon the 
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PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND HYGIENE OF THE LIVER. t'7G 

"Motion• and potions, powden and pills." fibres of the outer portion of the trapezi\18 
. . and the supra-spinatus. 

of "venerable med1cme." "If you remo'fe . . . . 
these "pillars" upon 'IDhat would you ha!e This region. is supplied by. fibres . from 
the •temple of medicine' stand?" Why, m the upper portion of the cervical region
the first place, we would reply ~t, if more the first four nerves supply the trapeziu11 
durable "corner ston~s" cannot be found, by their posterior branches as well as by 
we would let the fabnc fall th te · b ch h. h ti the e an rior ran es w 1c orm cerv· 

"From proud Olympusdown to Styx." . 
B be I d fi • th d ical plexus. These branches from the plex-ut not a arme , or in e secon . . 

place, we can assure you, that a more na- us to the .trapezius are connected. with those 
tural foundation exists. We haTe substi- of the spmal accessory. The spinal acces
tutea. safe, harmless, innocent, well-tried sory is intimately connected and blended 
substitutes.; _agent~ w~ic~. have been tho- with the pneumogastric nerve, and hence if 
roughlv, ng1dly, scfllttmzrngly tested by L.. • • f the · b 
some thousand practitioners. in this coun- tu.. untatlon o pneumogastnc ne"e Y 
try and 'Europe, and that, too, in the treat- the liver be capable of producing a rough 
me!ll of eve~y possible phare of d~d it may also through the spinal accessor7 
actl~n to whic~ our ~ommon human~ty is and cervical plexus, affect the shoulder.-
subje<:t: reme:bes which produce the11 ef- . . . 
fects without leaving "poisonous st•n~s" The phremc nerve is al~ probably an im
behind. There topics are far from bemg portant channel of thlS hepato-scapular 
exbausted,-but we will allow our reaclers sympathy. Connecting with the 3d and 
to digest what we have already "sen:ed up," 4th cervical nerves it is in rather molfl im· 

:!re .;::;.t~f~~1kh v.~ h~~~ .::0a~:~d:!: mediate communicati?n with the shoulder 
stored away on the "back shelr' of our than the pneumogastnc. 
memory's catch-all.-Middk Statea MU.. (The brachia! plexus supplies nerYes to 
Ref0T1Ur. the supra-spinatus lrom the fifth and sixth 

cervical, and it is possibly through the bra· 
tJart 3. C!fbitorif:tl. chial plexus by its relation to the cervical 

ganglia, that a sympathy is established be
tween the heart and left arm.) 

PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND HY- There is, however, a simpler explanation 
GlENE OF THE LIVER. than we can deriTe from nervous connex-

( CONCLUDED.) ions, in a reference to the regions of the 
· 3. Pain in the right shoulder has been brain with which the liver and shoulder res
observed from the earliest records of medi- pectively sympathiee. 
cal observation in diseases of tile liYer.- The Jihoulder corresponds to, and sympa· 
Owing to its absr.nce in many cases Louis thises with the region of Finonessand For· 
and others have been disposed to deny this titude-the antagonist of the hepatic and 
sympathetic connection, but it is well es- cardiac organs. Hence, as all antagonist 
tablished that such a sympathetic pain organs or regions hue an important iecip
does exist, and when it is developed, the roca) influence, the shoulder should be af
pain is evidently sympathetic, as it is in- fected whenever the liTer or heart is greatly 
creased by pressure on the livt.r, but is not deranged, and even the stomach, though leas 
increased by pressure on the shoulder. direct in its sympathies with the shoulder 

Its absence in many cases appears to be might exert some influence. 
owing to the fact that this sympathetic [The fact that the li'fer appears to aym· 
pain uises from an alfection of the upper pathise with the right and the heart with 
or convex surface of the right side of the the left shoulder, would indicate the neces
liver. This has been the location of the ab· sity of a higher degree of energy on the 
acess in those who suffered from hepatic right Bille of the body to counteract its de
aupporation with pain in the shoulder. pressing influence than on the left aide, 

The pain in the shoulder appeara to be which requires a fearless tnnquility to con· 
located in a position corresponding to the trol cardiac ucitement rather than the for. 
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276 PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY AND HYGIENE OF THE LIVER. 

titude which the right side requires. The f>. With the right Bide of the heart and 
region of Fortitude should therefore be bet .. lungs, the liver is intimately connected by 
ter developed in the left hemisphere, and the hepatic vein and is necessarily congest
that of Intrepidity in the right. I refer to ed by any obstruction to the passage of the 
this difference because there are differences blood thr~ugh them .• whether it result from 
in the forms of the convolutions of the debility and general prostration from organ
right and left hemispheres which physiolo- ic diseases of the heart, or from obstruc· 
gical relations to the body may help to tions in the pulmonary circulation. On 
explain.) the other hand vigorous action of the heart 

4. With tht Lungs, the liver maintains and lungs rehen:s the lh·er and in eJ.CeSS 
the direct sympathy of contiguity, evinced lends to render It somewhat an anemiac. 
by the fact that inflammations at the base 6. The relation of t~e liver to substan
of the lungs sometimes affect the adjacent ces introduced through the nlhuentary ca· 
upper surface of the liver which is found nal is very important, as all medictnal sub
congested and softened. Diseases of the Ii v- stances appear to be conducted to it by 
er also afti!ct the lungs. A hydatid in the abs.orption from the stomach and bowels, 
liver fre1uently produces a hydatid in the and some are disposed to be deposited in 
base of the lungs. In absce88 of the liver its tissues, such as preparations of me1cu
a cough is noticed as a sympathetic effect ry, antimony and copper. 
in the lungs. Dr. Budd, says, "It has In a case of pneumonia treated V<'.ry ac
been remarked by Abercrombie, and by An- tively with tartar emetic for eight days) 
dral, that jaundice now and then comes on in after the fashion of Rasori,) a considerable 
the course of pneumonia of the lower lobe quantity was detected upon post mortem 
of the right lung. I have witnessed this examination in the liver. The kidneys 
occurrence two or three times. The jaun- contained a .notable quantity but much lea 
dice seems to depend on a change in these- than the liver; a very small amount could 
cretory eub3tance of the lh·er, which is dif- be detected in the blood, and still less in 
ferent at least from ordinary inftammation. the brain. 
1'he subsumce of the liver and the dia- It is a very remarkable fact, however, 
phugm is paler and softer than it shoulrl stated by Annesley in his work on the dis
be, and the capsule can be readily strip- eases of India, that when hepatic abscess 
ped off, but no pus or lymph is seen there." exists, calomel will not produce its char-

The position of tha liver renders its en- acteristic elfect11. 
gorg•ment a serious interference wi~b die- The immediate reception of alcohol by 
phragmatic respiration which bu the most the liver when we drink ardent spirits is 
invigorating effect, and deep respiration a well established fact. Dr. Percy found 
tends to prevent the liver from expanding that when alcohol had bee11 administered to 
as well as to draw a greater amountot blood dogs, the liver contained much more than 
from the liver to the heart and the lungs. any other organ. The effect of this diffu-

At the same time the liver constantly an- sion of alcohol in the lh·er, is shown io 
tagoni:es the lungs in functional action, the fact that free spirit drinkers are pecul
producing glucose which the lung11 destroy, iuly liable to attacks of adhesive ioflam
thus lowering the temperatnre, and also mation of the substance of the liver called 
lowering the temperature by removing bil- cirrAom.a, in which the body of the livu 
iary matter which under the ·influence of is filled with fibrinous tisue, which con
the lungs would become calorific. The tracts and gradually reduces or obliterates 
li'f'er by its concern in digestion introduces its glandular caparities. Spirit drinking 
carbon and hydrogen which the lungs des· is regarded by Dr. Budd as the only im
troy; it lowers the temperament, while the portent cause of this condition of the 
lungs elevate, and it increases ' through di- liver. 
gestion the impurities, while the lungs re- Every medicine or article of food. inuo-
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duced into the alimentarv canal affects the The cause of the abscesses in the li'"er 
lit"er, not only by absoq,tion, but by its following dysentery may be found in the. 
sympathy with the local effects on the fact that the globules of pus either de
stomach and bo\vels. veloped by inflammation of a vein, or 

7. The sympathetic rela:ion of the liver finding their way into the veins are ar
with the lower portion of the alimentary rested first in the superficial capillaries of 
canal, and with the pelvic region, is the liver, as the blood of the colon passes 
shown in the fact that the principal cause through the portal ,·ein. The lungs are not 
of suppurative inflammation and abscess affected by this blood of the colon, but 
in the liver, is found in the ulceration of maintain a similar relation to the blood 
the colon produced by dp:en-.ery. It is of the extremities. Hence we should bear 
very remarkable that the u'.cel'lltion of ty- in mind that the liver has the same san
phua• and that resulting frr)m }'hthisis pul- guineous sympathy with the defecating 
monalis. which are located higher, are not apparatus, which the lungs maintain l'l'ith 
productive of hepatic abscess, -but ulcera- the limbs-more especially with the arms. 

tion of the stomach and of thil gall blad- The rationale of these connections was 
der are. v~ry liable_ to .prod~ce that elf~ct demonstrated by the experiments of Cru
a~d a s1mJlar relation 1s behHed to eust veilhier. He inserted mercury in one of 
with the spleen, ~s o?e cuse has been 17- the mesenteric ,·eins of a dog, and in 24 
ported. Ulce.ratJon m the duodenum JS hoUIS it produced death, with numerous 
rare, ~nd I bel~eve we ha_ve no ca~ recorded small re•l spots of incipient inflammation 
of tbJsulcerat1011producmghepahcabscess. on the surface of the liver, each of which 

This special rela ion is strongly display- contained a minute globule of mercury. 
ed in hemorrhoidal diseases, which generally He also introrluced mercury into one of 
affect the liver unfavorably, and which the small ,·eins of the omentum in a dog 
like hepatic disorderd are apt to produce having umbilical hernia. Ten weeks af
nausea and injurious effects on the animal terwards, the animal being killed, its li\'er 
spirits and the brain. Operations upon the was sprinkled over with an immense num
rectum sometimes produce abscess of the her of abscesses with albuminous mar
lit"er, and a case is reported by Cruveilhier, gins. 

in which he_1iatic a~ss was ~used by It is an interesting fact that this ukera
prolapsus aru and a pa10ful reduction of the t' lth h lied · ftammatory . 1 ve praa!ss a oug ca 111 • , 
bowel. Operations for strangulated her- d t' ·d bl _ _. __ at fi st 

• 1so l' b' od h . an p~n mg conSJ era e n:w"""' r ma are a 1a .e to pr uce epahc d d 1 ffi · t fib · t bsceE oe1 not ne ope su c1en rm o p10-
a s. . . . duce any general firmne;s of tisue, such 

On the other hand excessive action of h f the t · fla t•on . . . as we ave rom rue ID mma l 
the hver, greatly mcreases the action of the h. h od the dru '- d' l. the . . . w 1c pr ucea naar 1 Jl'er; on 
lo11·er bowels, and bile affects them pnncJ- t the bsta f t'-- i· e from · . h . con rary su nee o .., Jv r 
pally; congestion or obstruclion of t eh ver h ft • ft ltho h t • It' ., . t e rst IS 80 'ft ug a CVI JS u tm· 
is ab.f.lrequentl cad~ ?lhp1.e3h. Su.ppressif oho ately formed to contain the pus. This H-
of 1 e great y 1m1ms es t e action o t e 1 tea the t de f d. to ropa . . ustra en ncy o !le&se p -
bowels or P~?Juces const.Jpatlon, and 1 gate identical conditions, tbe soft condition 
healthy secre.100 of the bile has the hap- f h 1 t• 1 rod ~ the soft . . o t e u cera Jng co on p u ...... 
pi~t effect in dysentery. In fact we 1 t' 1. Th nt't of pus . . u cera mg JTer. e qua l y 
should c.>ns1der the bvar and colon mutu- formed is sometimes enormous. Dr. Budd 
ally necessary to each other and look f?r ieports one in wbicb the abscess contained 
derangement of one whenever the other LS t 1 and another that contained tbir-. h 1 h d. . wo quar s 
not 10 a ea t r con Jt1on. teen pints. 

•Or. Badd '""• "l hue ...... , ... aboee11 of Ille 8. WitA tlat peritonev• the liver ia con-
ll•tr ...u...i la eolliHotioa wllla llloora...S illceoliM I• bs · be 
trpliold ,.. • .,... nected by the fact that o tructJ&n to t 
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hepatic circulation tends to produce ascites nected by its fat digesting powers,. and in 
and that a free course of the blood though consequence, emaciation is one of the ef
the liver, is necessary to permit this fects of its deficient action or torpor. 
dropsical effusion to be absorbed. • 12. With the abdominalmuacU.-Rigidi-

9. With the kidneys the liverisassociated ty of the abdominal muscles and especially 
by vkarious action. The liver when the of the rectus is one of the characteristic 
µrinary discharge is suppressed as in cholera, symptoms of abaceaa of the liver and of 
has been found to contain urea, and the urine cancer of that organ. I know not what 
generally contnins bile to a sufficient extent can be the channel of the sympathy unleas 
to enable the patient to live for some time it be through the solar plexus, and the dor· 
and retain his mental faculties after the sal region of the cord. Possibly it may be 
secreting structure of the liver has been the mere effect of instinctive and habitual 
destroyed. They are also connected by the compression of the abodomen to relieve 
fact that animal food and high living gen- pain or diminish the distention or the 
erally tend to develope to the liver and liver. 
kidneys by giving them increased action, 
and that low ditit reduces both. They are 'CORRECTION. 
both ne~ssary to that purification ol the By some accident between the printers 
blood which may permit cerebral action and editors, the first portion of the essay 
an I relieve the nervous system. on the liver in our last number, escaped the 

10. With the skin, by the general circu- proper revision in proof reading, and con
letion the liver maintains an active sympa- sequently presents a very absurd appear
thy. Coldness of the skin as i;een in chol- ance. The list of cholegogues as given by 
era and ague, tends to produce congestion of Bud<l on the liver was contrasted with the 
the liver and renders the bowels sometime> cholegogue resources of the Eclectic prac· 
loose, sometimes torpid. Warmth of the tice, but the names were printed without 
skin tends to r~lieve all internal conges- any distinction in the two lists. They 
tions, and hence warm weather is very ben- should have been printed as follows: 
eficial to those whose hearts are not suffi- Cbolegogues enuinera· Cholegoguea used in 
ciently vigorou11 in action to impel the blood ted by Dr. Budd. the ~meril"a~ Eclec-

he ~ d · tic Pral"tu:e. to t suriace, an whose temperature 1s 
not sufficient to resist the cold weather and Mercury, Leptandrin, 
maintain superficial warm:h. lodine, Podophyllin, 

This sympathy is of course greate&t with Muriate of Ammonia, Apocynum, 
the skin just over the liver, (where cup- Taraxacum, Sanguinaria, 
ping is highly beneficial to the congested or Rhubarb, Taraxacum, 
inflamed liver) and with the right Rhoulder, Pepper Ginger,and oth- Iridin, 
the region antagonistic to the liver. er hot spices, Bt>rberis, 

The liver also tends to produce clearness Euonymus, 
of complexion when acting healthfully, or Aloes, Rhubarb,&c. 
a yellow complexion when it allows the In the list of Dr. Budd, Mercury and 
bile to be retained. The approach of jaun- Taraxacum are the only articles entitled to 
dice is sometimes indicated by an it<·hing be called decidedly cholegogues. The chol
of the skin, and the jaundiced patient is egngue power of Rhubarb, Iodine, and 
sometimes troubled by attacks of this itch- Muriate of Ammonia does not exceed that 
ing. Jaundice is also according to Dr. of many other cathartics and alteratiTes. 
Graves, sometimes followed by urticaria, If Pepper ancl other spices arc to be called 
when it attacks a patient suffering from ar- cholegogues, roast-beef may present equal 
thritis. claims to the title. A very extensive list 

11. WitA the general nutrition and adi· might 1.e made by including every agent 
poae detldopm.ent the liver is intimately con- that makes a slight impression on the 
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JONES' PRACTICE. something to perpetuate the memory of our 

w h the pleasure of announcing the lamented fri.end, Dr. '!-'· V: MORRO~.-
.e ~ve . Your acquamtance with him renders 1t .r.e-

pubhcatlon, by Moore & Anderson, Cm- cessary for me to say that he has claims 
cinnati, of the second volume of the work upon you, as well as upon every one that 
on the American Eclectic Practice of Med- can appreciate his many virtues, his ex
icine, by Prof. Jones. A review of the tensive ~nowledge_. and energe.ti~ manner 

. . . d . . . h. of teachmg the Science of Med1crne. We 
work l"h1cb we anticipate givmg mt 18 now cull upon you to contribute what you 
number is necessarily postponed to the think you can conveniently spare for the 
next montb. The price of the fi.rst and pur\lose of eiecting a ~uit~bl~ M?NUME~T 
second volumes is 63.~0 each. Address to b1~ ~emory; yve think m JUSttce to bis 
the publishers, Moore & Anderson. B. surv1v1'!g family it sh?uld be don~, and we 

feel sausfied that 1h1s appeal will be re-
CAUTION. sponded to cheerfully by every friend of 

For certain reasons many persons in dif· Medical Reform. 
. Your donations may be sent to Dr. I. J. 

ferent parts of the country, are passmg Avnv, Richmond Wayne county, Indiana. 
themselves off as having attended the lee- He will keep a correct account of all mon· 
tures or graduated at THE EcLECJ"IC MEDI· eys received, and when a sufficient amount 
CAL brSTITUTE of Cincinnati, when at the is. received, notice will. be gh·en .to the 

• h • fnends to meet and appomt a committee to 
same time they know sue 18 not true.- select the Monument and likewise a suita-
Thc Institute grants no tickets until the ble inscription for the same. You will 
student bas attended the lectures, and those please forward such inscriptions as you 
persons who have graduated or attended may think .suitable, that o1!e may ~ ee-
l Ct res can produce the evidence at once lected to .suit as near as possible the views 
e u • of the friends. 

and thosn who ~ave not been students pos- cr::rPlease forward your donations as 
sess no such evidence. N. soon as convenient, and when a sufficient 

Morrow 1'.lonumeat. 
We send herewith to our readers a 

amount shall have been received, a report 
will be published. 

circular inviting contributions to erect a THE GEORGIA BLISTER AND CRITIC. 
monument to the memory of Prof. T. We have received the third number of 
V. Morrow. Thill matter has fre·~uent- this Journal. and hope the editor will ghe 
ly been thought of by the friends of us at least two more applications in the 
Prof. Mor~O''" but .no one has hereto· the way of the fi.rst and second numbers, 
fore f~u~~ 1t convement to take. the re- and 80 on as long as the plaster may con-
spons1b1hty un<l trouble of getting up a t' t t 0 t b" t h" h th 
subscription and carry out the design. t~uc 0 ac · ne gn'.& o .Jee . w tc e 
We are therefore gratified that Dr. Avery ed1to! appears to have m view ts, the .sup-

d · · d press1on of " Regular Qu&C'kery ," and if he 
has engage m it, an we ran al8ure our continues until this is accomplished, we 
readers, that. whate~er they may. forwa.rd opine that Methusela will be to him in age 
to Dr. A. will be fauhfully applied to us only a small specimen of the genus homo. 
objei.:t. In the little band of refurmer~ w~ hope, however, the Dr. will not con
who have struggled for the improvement fine himself entire.ly to regular quackery, 
of medicine, there should be no Jack ol b~t apply a few bhst;rs to w~at some call 
gratitude and honor to all true reformers "'nregular qu~ckery. We hke the ~·ay 

· · • d d I h . "' · he Spt'.aks out m regard to Rome of the Pica-
ll vmg ana e~ w 10 n~e iaithfully yune medical editors. We extract the fol. 
served humanny. Prof. l\forrow was lowing from the Jourual: 
not only a courageous dr.fimder of medi · "We do not pretend to ~ay thoS11 Medi
cal freedom, but a tl'llll reformer and im- cal end Secular papers which have not sent 
prove~ of fl!e~icine,, in no narrow and in their excha~ge, are unw?r~hy.of .Patron
sec~tanan spmt. His death was a mis- age, b?t '!'"e tbmk the stup1.d1ty mc1dent to 
C"ortune, and his memory should be cher- the st~ngmess of the Medical part of. the 

ished by all Eclectic physicians. B. ~":i~:!e:':eife~! f;~~1~fi~ . th~ease!~st\: 
Circular. Shylock gentry no more of our monthly is-

Dua S1a:-The time has arrived when sue. All secular papers desirous of an ex
the friends of Medical Reform should do change, will please send in their numbers, 
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and we will notice them upon our exchange We are now lo consider the state of the 
she.!t. We return our grateful thanks to blood in syphilis. According to Waller, 
the secular and medical pres8e3, who have tbe ~lobulization of the blood during the 
sG general!)· noticed our bantling. We do syphihtic diathesis would seem partly 
not belong to the picayune crowd, and we probable, from the aspect of the patients. 
hope none of our medical cotE'mporaries of and certain other accidents from which 
thal crew, will exchangt! with us." they suffer; but a demonstration based 

This reminds us of a circumstance which upon the analysis of the blood has not yet 
• ·k· 'll • W .bed been made. Doctor Serch, at the request 
1s a stn 1og i ustrat1on. e subscn of Waller, subjected to a quantithe analy-
and paid five dollars a year for a Medical sis, the blood of se,·eral veneiul patients, 
Journal for twelve years, after which time wiLhout arriving at any posithe result& 
we proposed to the eclitor an exchange of M. Gra!!si, ~owever, is said t? have made 

. . . analyses which showed that 1ll the blood 
our Eclectic Medical Journal-or to dis- of subjects affected with consecutive 
continue us as a subscriber. He choose the accidents, the proportion of globules is 
latter, notwithstanding, be, at the time we diminished, and sometimM, in a very no
were a medical sludent, and attending lee- table manner, the contrary obtains when 

the patients are under the influence of the:! 
tu res and paying out our money, Wt!re •some' primary accidents. The proportion of al· 
in bis estimation. So, he lost a subscri- bumen was inversely to the quantity of 
ber aud we saved our Journal. We know the globules. This has led M. Dourvault, 
a few more of the same sort. N. who has published the experiments of M. 

Grassi, to say: "In proportion as syphilis 
infects the system, the nutrith·e fluid grad-

BOOK NOTJCS. uall); loses its strength, by the resolution of 
. • . globules :rnto albumina." I can only Eay, 

.i Trtamw ~n hneral diutue1. Br .A.. Y-~al. that subje,ets laboring under primary sy1np
(df Cae111. ) Burg""' 0f th~ wnwal "°'Pit~ toms are sometimes very debilituted, ao:t 
at P.sru; aMtltOT 0/. t_lu: Trallle de .Pathologu their blood is not rich in 'lobules whilst 
E :rttrnt ti dt Nedicint Opwatoir1t, etc. e:c h h 11 ' i 
trith colored plait•. Trarulattd a..d tdittd by ot ers w ~se systems are u y saturate<, 
George C. Blackman, ;l/. D., FtllCJra nf the are plethom:_. . • 
Royal Medical and Churgkal Societr of Lori. The question has. be.!~_considef!1bly ~1t
d011; Jormt:rly imt of t!z. phyaitiaru to the Eai- ated wheth~r the "nu~ tis o!!lY mn.ed with 
tu" and Northern DilptMary Ntw York- the blood, its connectton bemg only phys· 
Nero York · Barmul s ~ WiU~m Wood 2n1 ical, and therefore its properties remaining Pearl,,,.,;, 18:'>4 • ' unmodified, or whether its properties ate 

.' modified and changed. According to Wal-
We have receive1l a copy of the above ler. the idea of the Eimple mixture of ,·irus 

work from the Publishers, and from a slight with the_bloocl, is opposed ~o the pr_inciples 
examination consider it one of the best of physiology, and expent!nce disproves 
works on tl:is subjt!ct that has been pub- it, by demonst~ti!1g that inoculation ~de 
. . . wlth the blood is mcaP.able of reproducing 

hshed; the tllnstrattons we find to be per- a primary chancre. whilst secondary sypb· 
feet. The treatment is not of the non- ilia may be thus communicated to sound 
mercurial character. We would however subjects. Carmichael mentions two facts 
ailvise all of our readers and the professio~ in confirmation of this; and they are 

. • . . al so corroborated bl" Waller. The latter 
at large to place this book m their hbrary. physician besides, has performed a mOEt 
'Ve r.opy the following section shewing conclusive experiment, the detaihi of which 
the state of Lhe blood in Syphilis. I will relate. According to Hunter the 

blood posfeRSf'S no contagious propE"rty. 
STATE OF THE BLOOD IN SYPHILIS. "Could a syphilitic inflammationbee1cited 

I have already proved, and shall again in a previously healthy \VOund, no persou 
demonstrate, that certain morbid products, in whose bloocl the veneral poison c1rcul1· 
during an attack of syphilis, are innocuble; ted, that is who had constitutional syphilis. 
as to the normal secretions, these will be could escape a v•meral ulcer whene"er he 
considered "hen we come to treat of the was bled or reet.il"ed a scratch ofa pin; lhe 
causes of infantile syphilis. We shall find little wound thus inflicted, would become 
that syphilis may be inherited from the transformed into so many cham:res. ln
father, by a certain alteration of the semen. deed, if the point of a pin or lancet should 
I shall also discuss the question, whether a be dipped in veneral pus, their punctures 
nuree can by her milk infect the child. would become chancres.t Here is a doc-
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trine, that has singularly obscured the ques- commuicate to the latter disease." Re
tion of the inocubility of secondary acci-\ turning to the proofs furnished by Humer 
dents. Hunter maintained that the virus I of the non-transmissibility by the blood, 
combined with the blood, produced the in a note M. Diday adds: "Hunter's argu
eame ell't!cts as the pus from a chancre; of ment proves but this, that he bas here con
course, it would produce chancres on the , founded the primary chancre 'vi th cons: i
patient himself. Such being the case, it f tutional syphilis. Because the blood does 
follows that it would produce the same not produce the former, is it right to infer 
effect when inoculated on a sound person. a priori that it cannot produce the lauer?"• 
Waller has already responded to Hunter. I hue already mentioned that Waller is in 
Moreover, the question should be different- the possession of two facts of contagion 
ly framed. It should be not whether the from the blood, and that he has made an 
blood may transmit such or such a form of experiment that has not been answered; 
aypbilis, but whether it can transmit syph- here it is: 
ilis under any of its forms. If not thus "Erperiment 111ith tM blood of aa indi-
enlarged, it amounts to nothin~. tridual with serMUlary eyphilia.-F., a lad, 

Those who deny the possibility of trans- lbt II>, entered No. M76, in infancy, bad been 
mitting anything by the blood, base their troubled with the rickets, and for the last 
belief upon the facts showin~ that wounds seven years, bad been affected with lupv,a 
on patients who11e system is completely erfoliativu on the right cheek and beneath 
contaminated with syphilis, have been seen the chin; this lupus, of the diameter of a 
to heal like those on sound subjects, and little more than half a dollar (American) 
on the immediate union which has fol- piece, with the exception of a email space 
lowed after certain operations performed on the cheek, had been cured, nfter long 
on persons infected with syphilis. This treatment, by cauterization and the hydrio
only proves that blood which, to a certain date of potassa. This lad had never had 
extent, has been changed, or which mixed syphilis, and, being a proper subject for 
with a mnrbid poison, may supply the inoculation. it was performed on the 27th 
means necessary to cicatrization. This, of July, 1800, on the left thigh. I took 
moreover, bad already been proved by the the blood from a female (Frennd,) in whom 
Tery numerous cases of union by the first secondary syphilis had been deTeloped un
intention, after the extirpation of a tumor, der our observation. This young girl, in 
and during the existence of a decided can- other respects in most excellent health, 
cerous diathesis: as, for example. after the had lately several times contracted primary 

--palliative Opt'ratione for cancer, when there sores, without huin11; been affected with 
can be no doubt as to the alteration of secondary syphilis. But during the treat
tbe blood. But these facts, furnished by ment of the two last chancres, which euc
patholog~·, and 'vhich I once undena!u.e~, ceeded each other after a fourteen days' in
do not pro,·e that the blood of a eyph1htic terval, she began to become emaciated and 
subject cannot, under any circumstances, pale, and, when the last chancre w11 heal· 

• act even upon the individual himself, and ed. and there remained only a uterine ca
produce syphilitic accidents in a certain tanh, tubercles appeared on the face, and 
order, and that this same blood may not be spots on the surface ol the whole body. 
the vehicle of the p·oison, in transmitting "The inoculation was made in the fol
tbe latter to the fmtt~. through the mother. lowing manner; the skin was scarified with 
No one has f'ver denied the first; the se- a new scalpel, and, bT means of a cupping 
cond. which Hunter wems to reject, is now glass from three to four drachm1 of blo0<l 
proved by carefully observed facts : thus. were abstracted. Notwithstanding the 
the mothl'r·s blood is the medium of com- rapidity with which the latter was done, 
municalin~ to the chilli, to another bein~ the blood was still partly coagulated be
the svphilitic poison. Both analogy ana fore in could be carried from the t'>&tients 
facts· aftl'rwards lent their aid to prove chamber to that of the person inoculated. 
that syphilis may be transmitted bv inocu- The wounds from the operation (performed 
latin~ a sound person with the blood of on the child as in the preceding experi
one dit•ea~11. M. Diclav, who among the ment)t were carefully cleani;ecl aud clearetl 
first in France, started the question of of the bloody clots by warm water; the 
transmitting evphilis by other humors than blot>d for the.inoculation wu then inser
pus of chancre speaks of the inoculations ted into these wounds, i•rtly by means of 
of glandeTII, of carbuncle, and of hydro
phobia. 

"Nothing," he obeenes, "goes to pro-ve 
that tbe blood of a syphilitic subject, when 
inoculated on a sound penon, will not 

•E•tra•l f'rom the GaPtte Medleale, l!ept. lttb, l!!l!I, 
Gnurticle .. Propb1lu1, bJ M. Did•J'· 

.. ~w:li.tb. a1'l!t' .~ui: :tr.ara::.~::0!}°:'he.4 .:!.!~~ 
iabetcfe; Small wo .... ware ...ta wldi die aoariler, 
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a small piece of wood, and partly by eruption, even without knowing the ante· 
cbarpie saturated with the blood, which cedents, was attended with a little difti
was applied and secured on the scarified culty as in the preceding case.• 
parts. Neither indammation nor suppura- It will have been remarked that the 
tion followed; at the end of three days the wounds were co¥ered with charpie satura
wound:> were completely closecl. TL.e pa- ted with blood, and that this dressing was 
tient continued well. secured. The wounds were therefore re-

"0n the 31st of August, thirty-four days moved from the induence of contagin.
after tbe inoculation, I observed the left Moreover, the period of incubation was so 
thigh, at the point of inoculation, two dis- long that no one could for a moment sup. 
tinct tubercles, of the diameter of a pea, of pose the intervention of the pus from 
a pale reddish tint, dry on their surface, chancre, for it is known that after the in
and attendt>d witb neither itching nor pain. oculation of this pus, the local phenomena 
Jn a few days they increased in size, be- are not slow in their manifestations. M. 
came united at their base, and covered Ricord maintains that there is then never 
with scales, and both were surrounded by a period of incubation. 
a dull red areola. The base of the tuber-
cles, that is, the subjacent skin, and sub- Oir Re1:muT1sx .llfD Rnu1uTrc GoVT .lllD 
cutaneous cellular tissue, became firm, ScuT1c.&, thtir Pathology. Sympt1m11 and 
tense, and an ulceration formed on the Trtat~nl, by Henry IViiliam J"ulln-, M.D, 
surface of the tubercles, which became cov- Cantab, Felloto of tht Royal Colkge of Phyri-
ered with a thin and brown crust. Jn this cian1, London; .a .. i1tant Phylicia• to St. 
manner, about the 15th September, an ula>r Georgi• Hospital, 4-c., 4-e. Ntw Jerk: 8. 8. 
had formed, the diameter of which equal- ~ W. Wood, 261 Pearl ltrttt. 1854. 
led that of a pige?n's egg, a cop~ry-red The same publishing house bas laid upon 
areola s11r~ounded its borders, and i~ was our table a co of the a born wo k which 
covered with the crust above mentioned. PY . . . r ' 
This crust having been removed, the base we also take ·pleasure m noticmg and re-
of the ulcer became visible; it was of a commending to the prof~ion :--we find 
funnel-shape, la1daceous, and b!ed easily the author treats the subject under the fol-
at its edges. For some days previously . 
an isolated tubercle had appearel on her lowmg arrange~ent: 
right shoulder, as \ar~e as a pea, of a red I. Introduction. . . . 
color and co,·ered wtth thin srales. The II. On the Rheumatic Diathesis, and the 
patie~t could not tell the time of the fint causes which influe11~e its de,~iopment. 
appearance of this accident. The general II~. 0~ the~ato! Rheumall~m,.andthe 
health remained good. classification of its d11fere~t varieties. 

"On the 26th Sept., and the two following . IV. On acute Rheumatism, or Rbeuma
days, F. complained of a want of appetite tic fever. 
and sleeplessness. On the 1st of Oct., . V. On the t~tment of at.'Ute Rheuma
sixty-.fivedays after inoculation and thirty- tism, or Rheumatic fever. 
two from the appearance of the first tu- . VI. On the causes of Rheumatic affec-
bercles an exanthematous eruption was tions of the heart. . . .. 
observed in the lower part of the abdomen, Vil. Rheumatic; mflamma.10n of the 
on the b1ck, chest and thighs; this we pro- heart.-Its patholog1cal ~lfec.ts.-lts symp-
nounced a well-marked syphilitic ror.ola. toms, r.rogress, and termmatioos. . 
The spots were precisely like those abJve . VII . C?n the treatment of Rheumatic 
described (in the first experiment,) only at mflammatlon of th~ h~art. . • 
certain points they were somewhat more IX. ,On t~e statistics o.f heart disease in 
elented. The ulcer on the thigh had ac- connection with Rheumatism. 
quired the breadth of a thaler (little more X: On affections of the brain, in~am
than the American half dollar,) and still mat.ion .of the lung~ ~nd pleurre, an~ di.sor
p•eserved its funnel shapa, its \erdaceous gamzation of the 1omts, as comphcattons 
base, and coppery edge. A few days after- and consequences of acute Rheumatism. 
wards these spots became so numerous, XI. On Rheumatic Gout. 
that the entire body. not even the face XII. Chronic Rheumatism. 
excepted, was covered and appeared speck- XIII. On Sciatica, and other forms of 
led. There was neither itching nor pain, neuralgic Rheumatism. 
nor symptoms of catarrh, nor fever. On We consider the publishing house of S. S. 
the 6th Oct. several spots, particularly on & W. Wood entitl!'d to a full share of pa
the inner aspect of the thighs"and on the ab- trona~ from the medical profession,for their 
domen, became raised into pimples or tu- e;reatmdustryandoutlayofcapital,in bring
berclea, and thence the diagnois of the mg out IO many medical works of value. N. 
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The commencement exercises of the Ee·· 
lectic Medical Institute at the clo11e of the 
spring seseion of ISM, were held at the Me· 
lodeon Saturday evening June 10th, accord
ing to the following programme: 

Program:m.e of the Commencemud of the 
Eckctic Medical Institute at the Melodeon, 
held Saturday et1ening, June 10th, ISM. 

Overture by Ochestra-(Gaaa Ladra.) 

1. Prayer-Rev. W. P. Strickland. 
2. Music (from the Opera of Fza Dia

volo,)-Columbiao Orchestra. 
3. Report of the last session-From the 

Dean of the Institute. 
4. Music-(La Prima Donna Waltz) -

Columbian Orchestra. 
~. Graduation-Degrees conferred by the 

President, Rev. W. P . Strickland. 
6. Music-Overture, (ltalien in Algieri, 

by Rossini,)-Columbian Orchestra. 
7. Address to the Graduate&-by Prof. 

W. Sherwood. 
8. Music-(Air from the Opera of Fal

staff, by Balfe)-Columbi~n Orchestra. 
9. Valedictory in Behalf of the Gradu

ates-C. Cropper, M. D. 
10. Music -(Echo Polka, by Julien)

Columbian Orchestra. 
11. Address-Medical Colleges, the Med

ic.'1.l Profession and the People-Prof. J. R . 
Buchanan. 

12. Music-{Overture, 11 Jean de Paris," 
by Boieldieu)-Columbian Orchestra. 

Committee of Arrangement&-H. H.Hud
gins. J.M. Swift, D. H. Thomas, P. T. 
Guns, J. G. Campbell. 

The R.uoaT OF THE DEAN embraced the 
following statistics of the prei.:ent session of 
the Institute. The graduation of the young 
ladies was referred to with the remark that 
the expepment of female education in med
icine had thus far proved quite successful, 
and that the character and attainments of 
the present and preceding female gradudtes 
enabled the faculty to present them to the 
public with cordial approbation and confi
dence. 

Graduatu of the Spring Surion of 18M. 

HENRY Gt0Ra1us AvERDICK, Ohio. 
LEROY "\VooD BaowN, New York. 
Mosu WH1Tamat BoNEBRAKE, Ohio. 
MARY ELIZA CROSHAW, N. Y. 
CH.&RL&S CHOPPER, Ohio. 
Oav1LLE PATTEBSON CnunB, Mich. 
JosEPH G1ssoN CAMPBELL. Ohio. 
EasKINE DENNIS CuaT1s, Conn. 
J.EPTHA GEOBGE DoLLEY, N. Y. 
Auous-r JuL1us E111E1s, Illinois. 
Jo&EPH En:RINGHAH, Iowa. 
Cn1STOPHEB C. FEaausoN, Ky. 
PHILIP T. GANS, Pennsylvania. 
How&LL HilPEa HuDan1s, Miss. 
0LtVEB CHASE JosLElll, Indiana. 
Elloca LAoou, Ohio. 
JOHN A. LEEPEB, Iowa. 
ANDREW J. K. MuBPHET, Ohio. 
GEoaaz W ASHINOTON NonLE, Ohio. 
JoBEPH Euau1: RUHL·, Pennsylvania. 
A•u.u.u& Ru1HLL, Ohio. 
SAaAH S•rzu, Ohio. 
JoHN MARCUS Sw1n, Michigan. 
JERDl.IAH SHOTWELL, Ohio. 
CouRTLAND CuaT11 STOWELL, Mich. 
DAVID HA1ULT01' TH011.&a, Tenneaaee. 
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LA•DY VAN BusURK, Ohio. 
HENRY WOHLGEMUTH, Illinois. 
PETER NESB!T W oons, Ohio. 
HANDFORTH W. WHITE, Ohio. 
H1RA.M ETTINGER ZIJOIEBMAN, Penn. 

Honorary Graduatea. 
IRA MoRRis ALLEN, Michigan. 
GROVER CoE, New York. 
luAc SHELBY TAYLOR, Texas. 
DANIEL N. MEAD, New Jersey. 
J . J. PERRY, Indiana. 
Jos. S. BURR, Ohio. 
W. H. WHITAKER,Alabama. 

with which they have little to do, and io 
which physicians alone should feel an in
terest. But I hope to-night to show you 
that the non-professional public have even 
a deeper personal interest in these institu· 
tions than physicians themsel-res. 

There are several erroneous impressions 
in reference to medical schools, which the 
present may be a suitable occasion to no
tice and correct. 

It has been very common of late to de· 
nounce medical schools in a jocose way for 
pouring upon the community a host of can
didates for medical practice-inexperienced, 

Matriculants winter session ISl>3-2, 
" spring " ISM, 

226 half educated young men, who e,re unfit for 
66 their assumed duties. If the schools are 

-- guilty, this is a very serious charge, even if 
292 ad"ranced in jest, and ought to dishonor 

Regular Graduates winte1 session '1>3-4, 84 them; but any rate the charge deserves in· 
Honorary " " " •· 4 vestigation. 
Regular Graduates spring session ISM, 3I In behalf of the young men thus assail
Honorary " " " " 7 ed, I would remark that such a charge does 

126 not harmonize with the fact that the medi-

Prof. SHERWOOD sketched in his remarks cal p~fession is ~nti~ually im.provinga~d 
the duties of Eclectic physicians, and the becomt~g m~re scientific. Ne1th~r does it 
peculiar position in which they were placed harmomze w~th the fact that t~e 1i:norance 
by the organiud opposition of a party gov- and degradation of the profession 1s found 
emed by a medical despotism. among those who are not regular~y educa-

Dr. CROPPER illustrated the principles of ted-coneequently 110 fer as coll~ate ~d
Eclecticism and progress, to which in be- uates are conceme~, the remar~ 1s unjust. 
half of the class he avowed his devotion As a representative of a medical college, 
and advocated the came of reform ancl re~ I pronounce the charge essentially errone
formers, alluding gratefully to the services ous.. The num~r of persons who enter the 
of the Faculty of the Institute. The lee- medical. _p~ofession does not ~epend upon 
ture of Dr. c. was written in a polished the fac1ht1ea aa:orded by medical schools. 
style. We are pleased to learn that he de- Each ~oung ma~ m our ~ountr1: generally se-
·g 8 locating in Cincinnati lects his profession for htmself,m accordanoe 

&ln • "hh' dh''d fh" Theexerciseswereconcluded bythelecture wit . i_s own taste, an ts l ea o is own 
of the Dean, which was received with ro- ca pact ties. If there ~ere no medical schools 

. . . p at all, we should still have an abundant 
found attention, and the audience dispersed 1 f h . . Th d d l 
about eleven o'clock. supp y o p ys1c1ans. e eman a. wa~s 

creates tbe supply. In other pursuits 1n 
MEDICAL COLLEGES--THE MEDICAL which collegiate training is not given, men 
PROF~ION AND THE PEOPLE. are not deterred by the fact that they have 

(A lecture delivered by Prof. J. R. BucHAN
AN, in the commencement exercises of the 
Eclectic Medical Institute at the Melode. 
on, Saturday evening, June 10, IBM.] 

Medical colleges are commonly regarded 
by the people as peculiar institutions loca
ted remotely on the verge of their horizon, 

no college to teach the profession or occu
pation. Architecture and agriculture re
quire systematic instruction as well as 
medicine, but the leek of proper instruc
tion never keeps away applicants from any 
pursuit in which their services will be re
munerated. When the western countr1 
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bad no medical colleges and the eastern and by furnishing libraries and all oth· 
schools were too remote, owing to slow er proper apparatus of a dignified institu
communication-we had physicians in suf- tion. At the same time we should as zeal
ficient abundance, as many adopted the pro- ously discourage and frown down the infe· 
fession without any collegiate assistance. rior institutions, occupied by inferior men, 
Among the pioneers of western medicine. without resources, reputation, talents, or 
I could mention at least two distinguished dignity, which merely encumber the field, 
professors, who prepared themselves by pre- withdraw young men from better institu
vate study alone for their duties. One of tions and present to their pupils so very 
them, however, did after a while make out humble and shabby a speci01en of profes
to attend a single course of lectures in sional attainments and character as to low
Philadelphia, bot no more. er the ambition, and vulgarir.e the senti-

The number of physicians which a coun- men ts of those who fall under their inftu· 
try will have depends upon the numbar ence. The establishment of a new meciical 
that its medical business will support-not school in the ,·icinity of others which are 
upon the mode in which they are educated. not adequately sustained, lowers the resour
Hence to hold medical schools responsible ces of all, and cannot as a general rule be 
for the numbers in lhe medical profession, justified unless it be undertaken for the pur
is as absurd as to hold steam mills respon- pose of furnishing something better in the 
sible for the abundance and low price of way of collegiate instruction, than what 
ft.our and meal when farmers have produced was previously enjoyed. 
too much grain, or grain of an inferior qual- Let us I hen not denounce medical schools 
ity. Mflldical colleges are not responsible in general, which are the great foci of pro
for either the numbers, or the intellectual fessional learning, but only those inferior 
cape.cities of those who enter the profes- and superftnous pa1'1'tnU establishments, in 
sion. They are not entitled to claim the which the skill, learning and dignity of the 
honor shed upon the profession by men of profession are lowered. 
genius; and if a weak minded, ignorant or I shall not undertake to decide whether 
unsteady young man should choose the the general character of the profession' has 
medical profession, the college should not been lowered or not, for I do not know pre· 
bear the discredit-it can do nothing but cirt:ly what is its present condition,-yet I 
educate him as well as possible. It can- am disposed to think it better now than it 
not turn him away from its halls to en· ever was before, but if such degradation 
gage in the profession without collegiate should occur, whom should we hold res
training, and thus reduce him to a still low- ponsible-clearly it would not be the col
er position. It must receive all, and then do leges for they do not hold the keys, or con
its best to teach them as much as possible. trol the gate by which men enter the pro
If colleges were abolished the numbers of fession-there are in this country neither 
the profession would be about the same, but walls, nor gates nor keys-every man prac
its intellectual character and scholarship tises medicine who pleases, and no one can 
would be greatly lowered. hinder him. Hence if inferior men en-

Instead then of denouncing the colleges tur the profession, the fault rests first with 
for every presumed fault of the profession, the public in not paying enough to attract 
even if it could be proved that such faults men of better abilities, and secondly with 
existed among graduates, we shoul<I bouor the practising physicians and friends of the 
them as the conservators of its learning and student, who urge him or encourage him to 
dignity, and we should seek to elevate the adopt the profession. If they select igno
character of the profession by elevating the rant, weak-minded men, the college.> can 
character of the colleges-by securing men only mitigate the evil by requiring tho
of commanding talents for professorships- rough study and preparation before gradua
by honoring and rewarding their 1:=enices, ting, and even then, they may fail and find 
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their half-fledged pupils engaged in full death, and snatch an expected victim from 
practice without waiting for a diploma.- bis grasp-or they are spending weeks or 
The colleges then being powerle88, I would months of laborious research-chemical, 
respectfully recommend to the sovereign anatomical and literary, to determine the 
people to take this matter in hand and ap- truth of some important fact. which, when 
ply the true corrective. ascertained, may be expressed in five lines, 

1. Resolve never to employ a physician but which is of high importance to the 
who has not so far completed his profes- welfare of a large class of the sick, and 
aional course, as to have graduated in a may be potent to save the liTes of millions 
respectable medical school. who will never bear the name of their ben-

2. GiTe no encouragement whatever to efactor. 
men of inferior capacity, inferior gen- Thus in a silent and humble way is that 
eral intelligence, and inftri4'r aw:ceas in science prepared to be impressed upon the 
practice, but remunerate liberally the skil- receptive minu of students which is to be 
ful and (ffl.cuaeful physician. the shield of the community in the hour of 

These rules pbserved by an intelligent danger. To-day a few learned men are in 
public would speedily elevate the profes- their closets, in the dead-house, the laborato
sion, and drive from its ranks eTery igno- ry and the sick room; and a few unpretending 
ramus and quackish pretender. young men, pale faced students, are spend-

Having vindicated medical colleges from ing their da~s in preparation for the con
a common and careless satire, I would fl.ict with disease-ten years hence, a thou
urge their claims and merits in a most 111nd of these pale faced students are spread 
distinct and emphatic manner, as the abroad through the land, as successful physi
fountains of learning and benefactors of clans, and by carrying out the princi
mankind. ples which they acquired in their pupilage, 

The people are not aware of the faithful five thousand lives are annually snatched 
servants to whose silent and untiring la- from the graves to which they were destined, 
bore they are indebted for life and health. but for scientific interposition, and fifty 
To-day the professors of a ma:lical school thousand are reliel'ed from protracted suf
are pursuing their arduous and secret tasks, fering and confinement. I speak in round 
they are exhausting their frames, perhaps numbers, but I know that I speak far within 
in some house of the dead, in pursuing the truth. Such are the results of a medi
amid the human decay and corruption, the cal college, performing its duties in the 
eecret track of the pestilence in the veins proper manner, and meeting with prop
and nerves, the brain and viscera of the er success; and of the five thousand who 
victims of the epidemic-or they are sit- are every year blessed and saved through 
ting with languid frames and aching brow the labors of its faculty, how few ever think 
by the midnight lamp, seeking by all the of their unknown benefactors, who toil away 
lights of modem science the nature of their lives that others may live hereafter 
prevalent diseases-the truth among con- in health and happine&ll. 
ilicting doctrines, and the clearest prac- Beneath the surface of the tropical ocean 
tical doctrine which may be presented to silent and unknown millions of the coral 
the rising generation of the profession; or zoophyte are slowlycoostructi/g their coral 
they are subjecting the detected errors of beds and reefs-ages hence that coral will 
authors to the searching analysis of reason be reared above the water in the sunlight 
and deducing order and truth from and air-covered by plants, forests, aod 
chaos, or they are watching by a bun- flowers and inhabited by huma11 beiogp; 
dred bedsides the physiognomy of disease but the coral foundation on which thet 
and the success of new remedies, with live, and its builders, will be forgotten.
which they have just diacovered how to Such is the fate of medical facultif'.S, si
steal a march upon th~ great conqueror lently and secretly as the coral, they labor 
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for humanity often dreading a barbarous the regularity and industry of collegiate 
popular prejudice, tntnults, or mobs, if habits and regulations. 
their secret and unpleasant researches were If then, one who attends a session of 
known, laboring too without even the just four months saves in fact eight months of 
protection of the laws; slowly laying the labor and expen&e, finding himaelf as far 
eternal foundations of the science which advanced at the end of four months as he 
upholds tht. lives and health of myriads of would otherwise have been at the end of 
people remote and unknown; the lying twelve: he who attends three eeasions gains 
down with the.blessings \>fa few-, unknown thereby as much as twenty-four months of 
to the multitude, who rather prefer to time, laborandexpenseeconomiz.ed. Medi
worship the politician wh'? cheats them, or cal schools are therefore, among the most 
the military hero who scourges them, and remarkable labor saving apparatus of this 
leaves the bleaching bones of his followers age of steam. The saving of time, labor 
upon the battle field. and expense, renders a medical college ac-

So let it be !-if the medical philanthro- tually the cheapest route by which to enter 
pist was better paid and honored, he would the medical profession. 
lose a portion of his true glory. I come Let us calculate the exut economy. If 
not to plead for empty honors, but to urge sixteen weeks of the medical session ue 
the importance of the se"ices of medical equhalent to fifty-two spent out of col
collegea,. with reference to enlarging the lege, there is a saving by each session of 
sphere of their utility. thirty-six weeks,-what are they worth Y 

In this practical age and among the in- To make the most moderate calculation
telligent class . wlio sustain medical col tile time of a young man is certainly wortll 
leges, such institutions would not be so a dollar a day or t216 for the thirty-six 
extensively patroniz.ed, were they not be- weeks. During the same time be sa-.es 
yond all doubt extremely useful, and capa- also the cost of subsistence, and this OD a 
ble of rendering an equivalent tor the feeo very economic scale would not be leq 

they Jeceive. than four dollars a week or or tl44. The 
I propose to calculate the value of their saving therefoni by one sesaion amounts to 

eerrlces, and show to what extent such *360 in the time and money economiaed. 
tiervic:ea should be extended to the commu- He is enabled to commence the practice of 
nity. his profession eight monthuooner,andit is 

I maintain that of all educational insti- averylowestimatetocalculateeigbtmontU 
tution1 now existing, our medical schools income of a physician at *360, when manr 
present the most perfect models, of practical make twice that amount in their first eight 
efficiency, and do impart a greater amount months. The saving then effected by at
of knowledge in a given time than can tending three sessions, amounts at a '"'1 
be obtained by any other institution or plan moderate estimate to tll80 dollars to eacll 
now in operation. Experience shows tba! student, and the saving in time and moner 
a medical aenion of four months imparts is not all. He goes forth with an exalted 
a greater amount of knowledge, than is mental energy and ambition which teU. 
usually obtained by twelve months of pri· with the happiest effect on his subsequent 
nte medical study; the reason of this three caieer. He escape.a that feebleness and ines
fold efliciency is the superiority of the liv· olution of character produced by a Iona 
ing teacher to the book-the clear concen- course of private reading. During this 
trated and impressive style of a lecture course of private study, his mind droope 
being cont1111ted with the diffuse minute- from the want of intellectual stlmulua 
ness and verbosity of books, the power and asaociation. His habits become lan
of eloquence and earneetneu to invigora~ gaid and spiritte., be loees much of hi.I 
the mind of the auditor-the advantage of energy, efficiency and ambition, he com
suitable illustrations and experiments, and mencea the profession 'ftii·thout ~1 or con• 
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fidence, without a proper sense of his · sion (aside from a false economy) is found 
own dignity, and without the habits of in the general neglect and postponement of 
promptness, regularity, and economy of medical education to too late a period. 
time which are acquired in college. Students in the prime of life feel that they 

IC my estiinates are correct, the most ex- cannot afford to sacrifice so much as they 
pensive medical schools in our country do lose by giving up years to study; they must 
not charge more than about one third of do every thing in haste because their time 
the actual value of their courses of lectures is too precious, and sometimes they get en
to the students who receive them, and gaged in a lucrative practice with family 
hence it must be a miserable and false idea responsibilities, before their education is 
of economy in the stuilent, which leads finished, and cQncluding that they cannot 
him to apend the greater part of his time suspend their business for even a few 
in ·private study to the neglect of collegiate months, their education is never fl.nisb
attendance. The greatest possible econ· ed. The only remedy for this is to com· 
omy is to spend all the time possible at mence early in life. The student of medi- . 
college, and the most expensive course cine should begin at the age of 16 or 17 
possible is to neglect its advantages. If years, and then by the time he had at· 
he is so utterly indolent or helpless that tained 21 years of age, he would be thor
his time is worth nothing, an1l he bas ne ougbly familiar and experienced in science 
prospect of success in practice, and if at and practice. IC this course were adopted, 
the same time his subsistence is without colleges could seldom be reproached with 
expense, while his labor is without value, the unfinished scholarship and professional 
he may have some excuse for Deglecting verdancy of any of their pupils. 
collegiate opportunities, but he who en- There is yet another important sugges
ters the profession without collegiate at- tion necessary to enable medical schools to 
tendance, really takes the most expensive fill. the measure of their usefulness. If we 
plan by a thousand dollars and withal were governed entirely by selfish considera
wears a permanent badge of inferiority. tions, medical schools might be urged to 

It is then a false and deceptive economy demand even higher feea than they do at 
to attend the smallest number of sessions present, so as to compel eYery one to pay 
possible, or to resort to any college that a full quid pro quo for the benefits confer
may be convenient, because it is near, or red. But in reality this full pay doctrine 
because it is. cheap. True economy die- is unsound. Nature does not demand it 
tates that we should seek the college of the of us; the most important necessaries of 
highest character, no matter in what part life, light, air and water, she gives us with
of the country located, and no matter out price. The State imitates nature in 
what. the price of its tickets, for, to the making education like air, free from expense. 
•mbitious student the tickets are in re- There is a most unanswerable reason why 
ality worth twice the amount that is asked it should be as free as possible from ex
for them. 

Our first conclusion then is, that it is the 
duty. of every medical student to attend 
collegiate lectures of the highest character, 
as early and as long as possible without 
regard to expense. 

Early attendance ia of great importance. 
Three years of the time of an adult are 
worth fully $1800, but three years of the 
time of a boy is worth scarcely one third 

Jll that amount. One of the principal 
~ of ignorance in the medical profes-

pense. 
Education is not s mercantile invest

ment for the pecuniary benefit of the indi
vidual educated, but is rather a religious 
duty performed for the benefit of mankind, 
a tax paid to the great commonwealth ofbu
manity by those who live for elevated aims. 
The community is benefitted by having edu
cated men. but well educated men are less 
successful in pecuniary matters than those 
who have given less attention to literature. 
They may be enlightend an repare for 
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dutiu-but they are not always commer- interest, should give to its medical schools 
cially shrewd and prepared to make money. an ample endowment; should render med
ln fact the special pursuit of literatwe or ical education entirely free of expense, and 
science is generally incompatible with the then, should positively prohibit any indi· 
pursuit of money. vidual from practicing medicine, who had 

One physician devoted to his profession not honorably obtained his diploma. Med
will spend years to acquire it, and gh·e all ical schools would then have some power 
his spare hours through life to its study. to uphold the mediwl profession. 
It is the interest of the community to have In these views I have the support of 
many such physicians. Another will hurry high authority. Prof. J . K. Mitchell of 
through his studies, commence practice the Jelferson Medical College of Philadel· 
balf prepared, relying upon tact and man- phia, occupying the chair of practice in 
agement, and spend all his spare hours in the leading medical college of the United 
business or spe;:ulation, remaining all his States, and guiding by his instructions the 

. life a professional ignoramus, but often practice of a larger number of phy&iciana 
dying rich. It is tbe interest of the paople than any othet teacher, said in 18:>0, in his 
to have fewer such men. But at the pres- charge to the graduates, after showing how 
ent there is a premium in their favor. They many physicians were needed: 
ave the heavy outlay of time and money "A great number, perhaps a tenth of the 
made by the conscientious physician, and existing practitioners of the United States, 
the expe118e5 of education fall heavily upon who are among the enumerated thirty-one 
a young man at the commencement of life. thousand two hundred and fifty doctors, 
It ia the interest of community that every are by ignonince totully unfit for the du. 
physician should be well educated; and it ties they have assumed. They have never 
is the true interest of society not to tax seen a college, and many of them have 
the student, but to give him rather a bonus, scarcely entered a school of any kind. To 
a high premium for his faithful studies. supercede such men would demand the cre
Therefore, 1 contend, 1nedical education ation of at least three thousand graduates in 
lhould be 111ade as cheap u possible, and medicine. 1'o say therefore that 2500 pby
i{ "* tAe pcopk" understand our interests, siciaos should be annually created, would 
we will yet make it cheap or gratuitous. be to make an auertiou .much within the 

It is much cheaper to e4ucate than to bounds of truth. A reference to the sta
bear the conaequences of neglected educa- tistics of the medical schools of the Uni
tioo. If we neglect the education of tbe ted States, made by an able committee to 
1oung, we have to bear the cost and the the National Mediral Association in May 
depredations of a large number of crim- last, shows that the mean number of grad· 
ioals. The average cost of the education uates for the last five ye.a.rs, was 1283, the 
of the young by the State is but about greatest number being in any one year 1421, 
three cents per head per diem:-the average and the least 1031. Thus you percei•e 
coat of a criminal in England is near'y that scarcely half as many persons receive 
~ dollars. Of about 30,000 criminals a degree in medicine as the wants of the 
in New York, but one in two hundred had country demand, and that the growth of 
a good intellectual education. empiricism is unhappily on the increase, 

IC we neglect to promote the education becawe tht erpen.au of a mtdiC4l ed~alion 
of physicians, society must pay a terrible plau ila proper altainment beyond tht reocA 
penalty of disease and death. It is not the of fAOBt of the practitiontr• of tht couatry, 
medical profession whoa re most interesteJ; or because the masaea are not yet sufficiently 
whet.her skilful or not they must be em· educated to perceive the priceless nlue to 
ployed-but to the community the ques- the community of a we\l inatruct.ed physi
tiou of skill is a matter of life and death. cian." 

An enlightened community for ita own We have been laboring~to bring[a medi-
o;9;112ed by uoog e 
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cal edttcation within the reach of all, and languages to a position in the programme 
thus elevate the profession, but we may well of a system of education. And if the time 
ask what have Prof. Mitchell and the flour- of the student be not adequate to the mas
ishing wealthy institution to which he be- tery of both, the languages should be reject
longs, done to meet the demand which he ed mther thnn medicine. Nay more, I 
1cknowledge3? acknowledge no secondary position for 

So much for medical schools as belonging medicine-rather than exclude this practi
to the medical profession. I would next cal science, I would reject history, mathe
consider medical schools as belongs not to matics, metaphysics, languages, rhetoric, 
the medical profession, but to the commu- logic, and e-.ery other element of the exiBt· 
nity at large. I wish to prest:nt a new ing collegiate cou~no one nor all of 
view of their position and usefulhes! to these can be compared in value with the 
society at large, independent of their func- science of medicine. Nor would it be very 
tions as the alma mater of medical practi- extravagant to assert that every day spent 
tioners. in a medical t'ollege under the best circum· 

If not a single physician were to be ed- stances would be worth in fact more than 
ucated in the schools, I contend that they a week spent in the studies of academic ln
would still rank among the most important stitutions, as they are and have been organ
educational institutions in the country. i7.ed and conducted. 
The positions I assume may be new-but I In the medical college, all is life and 
invite your strictest scrutiny of their truth. movement; every hour has its own inter• 
I maintain the broad and unequivocal doc- est and excitement-every hour teems with 
trine that, great facts of vi tat Importance to mankind.-

EVERY INDIVIDUAL ASPIRING TO A LIBER· worth more in many instances than all that 
AL EDUCATION SHOULD AT?'END A COURSE OF we might obtain in a month of common 
LECTURES IN A MEDICAL COLLEGE, and no collegiate study. One who ill suddenl)' 
education should l.e considered complete or transferred from a medical to a purely lit. 
satisfactory without embracing the science erary institution-from the intellectual life, 
of medicine. the concentrated attention, the deep inter. 

To determine the claims of medicine as est and the momentous queetiollll of one, 
an essential part of the liberal education of to the quiet tasks. the passionless themes 
every man and t.00man, let us compare and Terbose minutie of the other, feels 
medical science with other branches of somewhat like a soldier transferred from a 
science and literature, which are commonly battle field to a patade ground---or like a 
considered useful or necessary. great manufacturer tnrnsferred from his 

The collegiate course considered essential city emporium and his heav1 daily tranac
still to a finished education, embraces an- tions, to the quiet pastures or a shepherd, in 
cient and modern history-a pretty ext.en- view of rural scenes. 
sive course of mathematics-the Latin lan- I do not wish to discourage or abridge 
guage and Greek language. It would re- any species of collegiate studies, but when 
quire too much time to discuss the exact the time of the student is neressarily lim
value of each of these studies. Let us ited by the shortness of life and the absence 
merely compare the value of the dead Ian- of wealth, if any Btudiu are to be dropped, 
guages with the value of meJical science. it should be those which are least useful, 
If it shall appear that the knowledge of not those which are most important. In· 
medical scieuce is worth more than the stead of abridging the time spent in medi
knowledge of the dead languages, and that cal studies, I would lop off the dead Ian
the science of medicine can be mastered in guages or the higher branches of mathe
as little time as those languages, these facis matics. 
will establish the proposition that medical The objects of colleges of all kinds are to 
science has a higher claim than the dead impart valuable knowledttili · dis· 
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dpline. That a larger amount of useful cises of a properly conducted medical 
knowledge is imparted in medical schools school, with iis snen daily lectures and 
than in other collegiate institutions, in the other exercises, are entitled to a pre-emin
same length of time is a very obvious fact ; ent rank aa a means of mental discipline. 
but it is commonly supposed or claimed The young man who undergoes this mental 
thet academic institutions, although they discipline early in life, acquires a perman· 
may impart less useful knowledge, give a ent cleameEs and activity of mind, but he 
gre&t amount of superior mental discipline. who postpone& it to a late period in life, 

But what is a desirable mental discip- generally makes a nry unfavorable con
line 1 The best mental discipline is found trast in the mental discipline and facilit1 
in those processes wbieh increase the gen- or apprehension to thoee who underwent 
eral activity of the brain, increase the power this discipline at an earlier age. It ia a 
ef acquiring knowledge, and increase the notorious fact that practitioners of medi
logical correctness of the judgment. The cine who have never attendei college, if 
best inftuenoe to incrt'U8 the general activ- they should be induced to attend a coune 
ity of the brain is oral inatruction, eumin- of lectllJell, do not compare favorably in 
ation and dlscu1Sion---the best plan to in- their mental progress and aptitude to learn 
eJease the power of acquiring knowledge is with younger men who have previously at
to listen to the most impreuive pruenta- tended a seaion of lectme& 
tions of truth or sci~nce, and subsequently Regarding medical schools, then, u ad .. 
review or recall the lectuJeS. The best plan min.ble institu~ns to rouse, cultivate and 
to cultivate the judgment or reasoning fac- deTI!lope intellect, the queation recnrs. 
al ties, is to engage in the clOt!e study of im- whether in the years of collegiate education 
portent themes in an animating manner there is or <.1Ul be any better occupation of 
with living teachers, endeavoring to solve four or of eight months than to give tbea 
the mysteries presented and to form correct to the lectuJeS of a medical school? It ie.

conclusions on debateable snbjects---all of quiJeS but little more time to master the 
tbeee requisites to mental discipline we science of medicine than is necesary to 
ftnd in medical colleges rightly conducted; make a thorough clauical scholar in the 
and so effectually do they rouse and discip- Latin language. Certainly it iequinia u 
line the intellect, that the brain of the stu- much time to make a ftaiahul Greek scholar, 
dent is often taxed to its utmost capacity, as to make a respectably educated phyai. 
and his physical vigor reduced by the extra- cian. And will any one contend that the 
ordinary exertion of his intellectual facul· trivial accomplishment of speaking a deacl 
ties. His intellectual power is greatly in- laaguage, which in a few years fades in the 
creased, although often at the expense of memory, and which neTer answers any "ffU7 
his physical constitution, as we may dis· important purpoee in life except to a trans
cover by the pale, thin· faces which are so lator or a schoolmaster-will any one COB• 

common at the end of the session, and by tend that this single accomplishment can 
the fact that some are compelled to suspend be at all compaied with that knowledge of 
1heir application. Yet if the same amount medical science which is not merely a beau. 
of knowledge and mental discipline had tiful accomplishment, but a guide and•· 
been obtained by the common mode, the vlour In the most important emergencies of 
exhaustion of health would have been much life t If a comcientious father bad hi1 
greater. Oral instruction, as in the medi- choice, would he prefer that his son shoulcl 
cal college, is the most healthful, pleasant be thoroughly acquainted with the conju
and inspiring mode of obtaining knowl- gatlon of one or two Latin verbe, or that 
edge-it enriches and developes the mind to he should be thoroughly acquainted witb 
the greatest possible extent, with the least the progrem of the human conatitutiora 
exhaustion and injury of the body. through consumption-that he should DD• 

For these reasons, I claim that the exer- derstand a cfeG4 vof'd for , verb &it, or 
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that be should understand a great living prolong the life of his pupil. As for my
filct of being-the causes, the cure and the self and my own children I would rather 
prevention of a disease which in our cities that they should understand thoroughly the 
sweepsoffaboutasixthoftbeentirepeople, constitution of man wilh all its laws of 
and which may yet in the great·majority of health and disease, with no other academic 
cases be prevented by scientific knowledge education whatever, than that they should 
and training? have all that colleges could give them, and 

Really, it seems to me like a solemn be deprived of this knowledge. 
mockery of common eenae to inquire If it is so essential to each individual for 
whether literary accomplishments or posi- himself alone, how much more important 
tive knowledge essential to the lives and when he has the direction of many whose 
health of millions of men and women, health depends greatly upon his superin
should be considered more important and tending care. If he is a military officer, 
should be the more prominent in a course commanding an expedition, a captain of a 
of education? steamboat or ship, the manager or proprie-

A father who would send a son on an tor of a manufacturing establishment, em
overland journey to California, and take ploying many hundreda, a southern planter 
great pains in his outfit, that his clothes employing a large number of slaves, the 
should be fashionable-hie boots well pol- superintendent of a prison or hospital, or 
isbed and his horse handsomely equipped, a city councilman or. mayor, how easily 
yet not take care to have bjs clothes sufti- may bis ignorance in these responsible ata
ciently substantial and warm to last through tions be fatal to hundreds of lives. A few 
the journey, and to protect him from freez. years since we bad an account of the actu
ing to death in the mountains, would be no al suffocation of a number of persons on 
more absurd than lid who takes great care to board an English vessel in consequence of 
have his son proficient in the common ac- ignorance of the laws of ventilation. Thou
ademic culture of Greek and Latin, meta- sands of children die in our cities from ab
phyaics, mathematics and literature, but surd modes of building and the disregud 
leaves him so profoundly ignorant of him- by city authorities of drainage, cleanliness 
aelf--ofhis physical constitution---thelawa and ventilation. In the last great epidemic 
of its health and diseue, that he is unable of cholera in Cincinnati more than two 
to reach the natural end of life, and perishes thousand perished, whose li"es could have 
miserably in five or ten years of some die- been saved by a very small amount of 
ease which might have been avoided had he knowledge and care. 
been blessed with a practical as well as or· I feel that I cannot speak too stronsly on 
hmmtal education. lhis subject. No young man should con-

If the constitution of a youth is delicate, sider himi;elf competent to take charge of 
rendering it doubtful whether he can at- the happiness of a wife when he is pro
tain longevity, without extraordinary care, I foundly ignorant of her constitution, and of 
would consider a lhorough medical educa- the causes that d~termine her weal or woe 
tion more valuable to him than every thing for life-nor is any woman fit to become a 
elae that be can be taught-for the simple mother who does not understand how to 
reason that life and health are worth more protect the life and health of her offspring. 
than all the accomplishments that beauti. In these matters our customs are so en-
fy life. tirely barbarous, that this plain announce-

In the hour of danger, "All that a man ment of the truth must io mauy sound u 
bath he will gil"e for his life," but the wise an extravagance-nevertheless the time is 
teacher or parent does not need pre&ent rapidly coming when the man who con
danger to teach him his duty, and he wil- troverts those propositions will be consid
lingly sacrifices literary accomplishments ered barbarous and antiquated himself. 
to gain the science which may preserve and In contending tur a medical education, I 
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would not insist that it should be precise- they will learn to lead a harmonious· and 
ly the same which is given to physicians:- happy life---to perfect their own natures. 
them is nothing that physicians know, that They will lr.am too the uniTersal nature of 
ought not to be known to the people at man, the philosophy of history, and the na
large, but the common medical education ture of social revolutions, which are to 
is too exclusively directed "to the nature dawn in the future, in consequence qf the 
and treatment of disease; it gives too lit- innate laws of the human mind. 
tle attention to the science of health and This science is properly within the sphere 
the preTention of disease-hygiene and pro- of the medical college especially---and in
phylaxis-Our medical schools should have tense as is the intellectual life of the col
a new department of Hygirne, embracing lege, in nothing does the glowing warmth 
dietetics, gymnastics, medical topography and brightness of the soul and the higher 
and meteorology, as well as personal regi- intellect so illumine the votary of knowl
men and training. · edge as in this sublime science---the sci-

To such institutions the entire commu- ence of God"s master-piece, the body and 
nity should resort-young and old, male the soul of man, in which we see a faint 
and female alike, until they bad learned and remote image of Divinity itself, as the 
their own natures-learned that disease was sun is reflected to our eyes in the delicate 
not an inscrutitible dispensation of Divine dew-dro1l---and from this image receive an 
will, but was in reality a Divine punish- illumination and inspiration, which, how
ment inflicted upon our culpable ignorance, ever, distant from the Divine, still hallows 
to compel us to learn and perform our du- and ennobles ita recipient, They who have 
ties. inhaled this Divine aura ·--bave drawn into 

We cannot logically escape the conclu- their souls that empyrean air which Plato, 
sions that disease results from a violation Shelley, and Milton breathed---which filled 
of the Divine laws of health, and is there- the inner sense of Shakspeare and Byron, of 
fore the punishment of an offence of which Homer and Demosthenes, of Copernicus and 
we should be ashamed. Long and severely Kepler---and in the future movemrnts of 
have mankind suffered-and obstinately mankind, this Divine science with its at
still do Ibey persist in disobeying the law tendant traiu of sciences, now taught in 
and refusing to leam the nature of those medical colleges alone, shall be the guide 
laws which they have disobeyed. The true and guardian of humanity---tbe Moses of 
man of science is the student of these laws, our Exodus---the prophet of our destiny--
and the truly religious man is ever ready to the builder of our future bomes---the con
learn and to obey them. summation of Divine Benevolence reward-

Let us then begin boldly with the propo- ing our faithful pursuit of duty and of Wi&
sition that every man or woman who has dom. 
not mastered the science of life and heal th, 
bas been guilty of a great neglect or viola
tion of duty, and E1hould as soon as possible CLINICAL REPORTS, 

perform this Tiolated duty. If, however. At Ne111ton'a Clinical Inatitute. 
we are too indifferent to reform ourselves, vies OJ' PROJ'Ull;;;;;EWTON a: FBEDUB. . . . . . l SU it is easier to use our consciences rn regn a- __ 
ting others, and we should at least forbid UPOrnm n nor. z. RDJIA!f. 

the repetition of our errors by our children. 
Let them master in all its breadth and 
depth the Eeience of man in health and dis
ease--that science of all sciences---Ana:ao
POLOGY---in this they will find a guide to 
the performance of a thousand duties pre
Tiously neglected for want of knowledge---

(Continued trom page 191.) 

SPRING SESSION. 

Case 31.-(Continued,) N. Wooland; 
Opthalmia and pterygium. 

March 31.-lmproving; eyes are better 
than they have been since-his. attendaace 
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at the Clinic; can distinguish between 
individuals, can read large letters, sees 
objects at a di1tanoe best, is pleased with 
the progress towards a cure. 

Treatment.--Continue the mild zinc 
ointment to the lids; use internally,);\. 
comp. syr. still., 3j., three times a day. 

April 4.-Eyes stronger; vision improv
ed, conjunctiva less injected; continue the 

March 31. Improving, continue the 
treatment. 

April 14. Discharged cured. 

Case 93.-Mary Shay, Opthalmia and 
Nebula. 

April 11. Improving, continue the zinc 
ointment to the eye. 

May 12. Discharged cured. 

treatment. Case 97.-George Juneman; Edematous 
April 8.-0~city o.r the cornea nearly or swelled leg, (incipient elephantases.) 

removed; eyes improving much, less con- April 31. Improving, discharged cured. 
junctival injection. ' 

Treatment.-);\. Hydrastin ointment to 
the eyelids instead of mild zinc ointment. 

May2.-Not so well, weather is cold and 

Case 98.-E. 1. Harvey, Strumous Op
tbalmia Tarsi. 

Marsh 31. Im proving, discharged ciuec!. 

niny now. . . Case 99.-Marcellus Kelly; Dyspepsia 
Treatm~nt.-Change to t~e 11nc omt- and hepatic torpor. 

ment; omit the co111p. ayr. still. May 12. ·Discharged cured 
May 30.-Vision improving; much bet- - • 

ter, less conjunctival and corneal injection. Cue 100.-Will Carrens; et. 10, Sub
Treatment.-Cut some small blood Tes- acute inftammation of the meeenteric 

eel at the internal canthua leading to the glands. (Tabies mesr.nterica.) 
cornea; continue the zinc ointment. May 12. Discharged cured. 

Case 9~.-John Shay; Sciatica and spinal 
irritation. 

April 11.-Improving, attending to his 
businesa; continue the treatment. 

..l.pril 11. Discharged cured. 

Case 102.-Caroline Wright; Amenon
hea. 

April 2. Discharged cured. 

Case 103.-Bridget Kennedy; intermit
tent fever. 

April 7. Discharged cured. Case 96.-Jas. Gordon; Opthalmia and 
granular eyelids. 

March 31. Improving, continue the Case 103.-Bridget Fallen; Chronic op. 
tbalmia. 

May 12. Discharged cured. treatment. 
April 4. Improving; less conjunctival 

injection, lachrymosis less, thinks that he Case 109,~Francis McGuire; Impetig<>. 
will get well now. April 14. Discharged cured. 

Treatment.-Omit thecollyrium, correct 
any active 1ymptoms that present them- Case 308.-John Sylvester; a?t. 7; Otor-
selvea with elm poultices and cathartics. rhea. · 

April 7. Discharged cured. April 18. No pain in the ear; discharge 
May 30. Has taken cold by exposure, slight, rests well at night, secretion not 

eyes a little inftamed, palpebral granula- fetid now. Improving more rapidly than 
tiona enlarged and irritate the palpebral. I expected. Continue the injection of the 

Treatment.-8esq. carb. potasa to the sesq. carb. potasa in solution; use inter
granulations, rubbed in strong. Comp. nally the comp. syr. still. 
Aconite collyrium to the eyes three times April 20. No pain in the ear, doing 
a day and wet cloth at night. well; continue the treatment. 

Case 86---Catbarine Gaffney; Optbelmia 
and nebula. 

May 2. Discharged cured. 

Case 109.-Thos. Page: et. 83; Phy· 
mosia. Digitized by Google 
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April 7. Improving. 
April 21. Parts healed, is pleased with 

the succeaa of the operation and discharged 
cured. 

May 2. Improving, enlargement leu, 
discharges pua freely from the surfaca; 
continue the treatment. 

C.ee 110.--Patrick Malone; Intermit-
tent fever. 

May 12. Improving, continue the treat. 
ment. 

May 30. Improving, swelling much 
leu; continue the treatment. 

April 12. Discharged cured. 
Caae 111.-Robert McGrew; Varic<>Ee Clue 114.-Franklin Hoyland; Fistula 

Teins of the left leg. Blood knots on the lachrymalis. 
ame. April 11. Improving, the tears pass 

April 7. Improving, slight eruption on into the nose by the side of the style, 
the leg, part itches. epipbora relie,·ed, inflammation of the eye 

April 21. Improvfog, W1e a cotton com- leas. 
pnu dipped in a dec:oction of oak bark; May 2. Still improving, continue to 
apply with the roller. wear the style. 

April 28. Continue the treatment. May 30. ImproTing, appears well, con-
May 12. Improving; much better, the tinue the uae of the style; may have to 

swelled veins are reduced to nearly their wear it two or three months longer. Dis· 
normal size; continue the treatment. charged from the Clini~ 

May 30. Diecharged cured; the normal 
color and me or tha leg is restcned. 

CUe 112.-Michael Fanning; Cbroaic 
nephritis and spinal irritation. 

Case 11:>.-John Burke; Morbus coxar
iua, (hip disease.) 

April 11. Improving, feels less soreness 
in the hip, but some pain in the knee; con
tinue the treatment. 

May 12. Discharged cured. 
April 7. Some tenderness in the loins, 

not so mach pain, urine not high col
ored, nausea at times, heart bum, some 
dyspeptic symptoJDs. Cbe 116.-A. E.; Malignant tumor 

Treatment.-Discontinue the iod. potaas. (Tube~ulous) or the nee~. . . 
Use, :a. hydrastue canadenais 3j., water Ap~l 7 .. Tumor leu d1S0rganJ11ng; sup-
3 :iij; drink through the day. purative discharger~. 

A ·111 I · co t" ue the •~t Treatment.-Conbnue to ftll the cyst pn • mprovmg, n 10 w.... • 

e t. He ays that be has paid one bun- daily with sesq. carb. potus until the next mo 1 .. 
died doUan to Old School physicians and c mic.. . • 
has not received as much benefit in return Apnl 21. Tumor disappeared, a bttle 
as he bu recei"ed here. • ioduration left. 

April 14. Improving, tongue clean, Treatment.:--~se l!leSCl; carb.potua a few 
llowels still costive does not vomit after days to keep It discharging. 
eating, igeneral ~Ith much improved.- April 29. Discharged cured. 

Treatmeot.-Comp. cath. pills, two Case 118.-John Clarke; Incipient 1ta-
every night until they operate; continue phyloma of the right eye, caused by op-
the former Ue&tment.; thalmia. 

April 10. Eyes clearer, still improTing; Took cold four months since, which in· 
take only one cathartic pill at night. duced comeits, which resulted in opacity 

• . and incipient staphyloma ; do not expect to 
Cue 113.-~iss M._; et. 20; Cbr~mc hy- cure it but will try the effect of atimulants 

pertrophy and 1ndurat1on of the thigh. 00 the absorbents· some pain over the left 
• !'-P~l 11. Improving; discontinue. the eye-brow. ' 
1mtat1ng plaster; ca~ bend the knee a little Treatment.-Applytotherighteyecomp. 
more tha? .formerly: is confined to her bed zinct ointment, and to the left the comp. 
&om debility; continue the tteatment. aconite collyrium. 
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April 14. Cornea clearer, mycocephalon 
disappeared, eye improving; continue the 
treatment. 

April 2~. lfnproving, eye clearer; con
tinue the zinc ointment. Has symptoms 
of intermittent fever, pain in the bead &c., 
for which his comrade cupped him on the 
temple. Treatment for intermittent fever, 
};\. quinine, grs. xx, prus. iron grs. xx, m., 
make powders x; take one powder three 
times a duy. 

May 30. Discharged cured. 

is uncertain, as he bas indifferent nursing. 
May 2. Much better, cough less. Yet 

he may not recover. 
Continue the treatment. 

April 4. ·ease 120. William Morri
son. Subacute inflammation of the cervi
cal lymphatic glands. Been affected two 
weeks. Glands much enlarged, otherwise 
he seems well. 

Treatment. .I;\ Comp. syr. still. :J rj, 
iodide potassa 3 j. m.. Take 3 j three 
times a day; apply oleum tiglii night and 

Case 119.-James Jorden; Dyspepsia morning over the enlarged glands. 
and Hepatic torpor. Been affected for April 7.-Swelling less by half, skin Oftr 

three months; caught cold at work in a the glands vesicated. Improving. • 
livMy stable; breathingdifficult in walking .Treatment.-Ta~e half the quantity of 

p stairs thirst tongue furred white sen. still. comp. three tunes a day. 
~tion of pressu~ at the precordia ail the . Apr~! 11.-Improving. Left side well, 
time, vomits after eating, bowels costive rtght 8~:e soft,;.ea~ly ::n. red Co . 
for a week, then he uses cathartics,-bum- Ap~i 14.- 18<: arg cu · nhnoe 
ing in the palms of the bands and soles of the still. comp. for a few daya. 

the feet, some cough, has taken much med· Case 121.-Julia Brown. Ulceration of 
icme. the cornea. The right eye has been affect-

Treatment.-Alkaline bath friction. ed for two years · waa much infiamed at 
};\ Pulv. Hydrastus Canadensis 3 iij, the commenceme~t. Cornea opaque and 

Primo Vertie :J iij, Sesqui carbonate Soda ulcerated, vision nearly obliterated. Eye 
3 j, m give 3 j, three times a day in half 11 lachrymose, not painful, can distinguish 
tumbler of water. day from night with the affected eve, in 

April 11. Weak, tongue looks better, this case as others the blood-vessels leading 
feels no better except a little stronger, not to the ulcer are enlarged and engorged. 
so much distress in the precordia, costi~e- Left eye weak from sympathy. 
ness obstinate, I do not want to catharciee Treatment.-};\ Mild zinc ointment ap-
him severely. plied to the eye night and morning. As 

Continue t~e t.reatment, ~lso on~ com- soon as you disorganize the surface of the' 
pound cathartic pill every mght until they ulcer, the inflammation will subside. Jn 

operate. . . . a few days we will cut the blood-vessels 
Apri~ 14. Quite il~ ~o-day, v?mits af- leading to the ulcer. 

ter eah~g. Bowels 11~dly costive; pro- April 11.-Cornea clearer; ulceration 
poses going to the hospital. disappeared, blood-vesl!els leading to the 

Discharged. . ulcer less in size, vision improved. Con-
April 21. Rutumed; has been usmg tinue the treatment· think the eve may be 

the comp. cathartic pill, is no better! no restored. ' · 
soreness in the stomach now. Ht~ th mks May 2.-Discharged cured. 
he will get better. Pills produced watery 
evacuations from the bowels. April 7.-Cue 122. Mary Barnanl.-

April 28. Improving, soreness sometimes Tinea Capitis, (Favosa) scalp scaly. Di
less; some nausea. Use the irritating seaee quileextensive. 
plaster over the precordia, and continues Treatment.-Shave the bead, cleanse it 
the use of the tonic decoction, omitting the with Castile soap suds, apply zinc oint
Sesqui Carb. Soda. The result of this case ment night and morning for thiee days; 
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then wash o1f and use ~oxalic acid 3 j, scess commenced three days since; eye ,.e. 
water :! j, "' apply to a part of the diseas- ry painful. Conjunctiva injected strongly. 
ed scalp at one time, lest it produce too Treatment-Cornea punctured by Prof. 
much inflammation. Newton; discharged some thick tenacious 

May 2.-Hu not followed the direc· pus. You should be cautious in an opera-
tions or used the medicines. tion of this kind lest you allow the aqueous 

humor to escape. April 7.-Mary Duffy. Tinea Capilis. 
Case similar to the former. Treatment the Tree.tment.-Ure the cold water dressing 

to the eye. same. 
May 2.-Has not returned to report the 

result. 

April 18.-1 have opened the abscess 
twice since, and let out the pus. Cornea 
is a little tlattened, eye painful and intoler-

April 11.-Case 124. Bridget Brown. ant to light. 
Subacute Periostitis of the Tibia and Tteatment.-Use the compound aconite 
Nodes. collyrium often through the day. 

Twelve months since was salivated se- April 21.-Eye improving; cornea clear-
verely by calomel; since that time has baa er. think it will get well, although it may 
a constant and severe pain in the leg, no leave an albugo The cornea has been 
ulceration, tongue white funed, (peculiar.) opened three times. Continue the treat-

Treatment.-Compound cathartic pills ment, and in addition use the hydrastin 
two every night until catharsis is induced; ointment to the eye twice a day. 
irritating plaster over the Eeat of the pain May 5.-No pain, cannot see much with 
in the tibia. the affected eye. Ulceration and intlem-

April 18.-Some pain and iroreness from mation subdued; is doing well. 
the ure of the irritating plaster; alao a dis- Treatment. - Omit the collyrium and 
charge of pus from the vesica led surface. use the bydrastin ointment. 

Treatmeot.-Continue the irritating plas- May 5.-Discharged cured. 
ter, but omit the pills. 

May ~.-Discharged cured. April 14.-Case 127. John McGuire. 
Scrofulous abcsess of the scalp. Compound 

April 11.-Case 125. Will Berry, aet. syr. still. forced out the eruptions, the sore 
89. Debility and Bronchial irritation.- and secretion fetid, the abscess is about 
Been confined to bed for eeveral weeks, three inches in diameter, the scalp over it 
coughs nearly all night, also some during is col'ered with small holes leading to the 
the day, sputa yellow or wbite,-appetite abscess, the hair is matted. 
indifferent. · Treatment.-Shave the hair from over the 

Treatment.-~ Syr. squills 3 ij,Tinct. sore cleanre daily with castile soap suds. 
lobelia 3j, Tinct opii. comp. 3 ij m. Take A, .1 n.. 1 · "'-·t t u 

· th · da be the • ch pn ....... - mprol'mg. .. rea men . .,,. 
3J ree times a y w n re 1B mu Ses b 1 ,. t .. ••· 

gh . car . po ass. ., ss, wa er ., vnJ, "'· 
COUJ • l o· b ged d Apply to the sore four times a day. 

une .- isc ar cure . 1 • 11 n. Co ·11 A so use mtnna y ...,. mp. syr. sh • 
3 vj. Take 3 j, three times a day. April 11.-Case 92. Thomas Kiser ...• 

Granular Optbalmia. May 12.-lmproving; pus runs freely 
from the holes in the scalp; four holes now 
an inch apart, the scalp seems excoriated at 

oil- the diseased part. 

Improving, granulations disappeared en
tirely. 

Treatment.-Apply the mild zinc 
ment to the eyelids at times. 

April 14.-Discbarged cured. 

April 14.-Caee 126. Arthur O'Conner. 
Abscess of the cornea. 

Injured the eye fourteen days ago. Ab-

Treatment.-Jnject into the openings & 
Seaq. carb. potass 3 ss, water 3 iv, 1111.. 

April 18.-Caee 128. Mary Fullerans; 
Amenorrhea. 
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CHLOROFORM JN PUERPE!lAL CONVULSIONS. 

Menstruation bas never been established. fiammation of the bowels four montha ainCl'I, 
Took cold four months since, some cough, inflammation arrested a.t the time, then 
pain in the right side extending from the commenced subacute arachnitis and hydro
angle of the ribs to the shoulder, vomits at cephalous. The vertical diameter from the 
times, quick exercise as going up stairs in- right meatus-auditorus-externua to the left 
duces coughing; Cannot tell whether the was twenty-one inches, the circumference 
coughing induces amenorrhea or vile t1eraa. measured close above the ear over the fron-
Treatment.-~ Tinct. macrotys race- tal sinus and occipital protuberance twen

mosa 3 ij, syr. senega 3 ij, m.. Take 3 ij ty-nine inches, the sutures were open and 
three times a day. the parietal bones along the sagital suture 

April 21. Improving in some respects; were separated four inches; the eyes Wf!te 

less cough, stronger and warmer. Continue prominentand skin pall!, but the child ap-
the treatment. peared healthy otherwise, blood-vessels of 

May 2.-Cough little, no catamenia. the scalp much enlarged, turgid and blue. 
Continue the treatment. Also use ~ 

Ferri phos. grs. x, three time.a day. IJart 2. Jltisctllanrous .Stlrdions. 
May 30.-Continae the treatment. CHLOROFORM IN PUERPERAL CON-

April 18.-Patrick McDermot, et. 43, VULSIONS. 
Intermittent fe\·er. Has been affected ten BT na. VA1' BUBll1'. 

months. has been rid of the chills during At a meeting of the New York Medical 
' . and Surgical Society, held in April last, Dr. 

three weeks of that hme. Fullness and Van Buren reported a case of puerperal con-
pain in both sides; tongue foul, coughs vulsions, in which he employed chloroform 
much, appetite indifferent. with'advantage. 'rhe case was the first con-

Treatment.-a Tinct. gelseminum gt ts. tinement of a lady twenty-fire years of age. 
h f d During gestation she had enjoyed her or-

xxx, t. ree imes a ay. . . . dinary health, except on the evening pre-
Apnl 20.-Had no chill since, appetite ceding the attack, when she had retired 

improved, feels none of the symptoms of with a headache. Her physician, who was 
gelseminum tongue coated sent for at half-past one o'clock A. M., had 

Treatment '._Alkaline bath and two com found her in a convulsion. Labor had not 
. . · . P· commenced. At an hour later Dr. Van 

cathartic pills every night. Buren was called, and found her in her 
April 2:>.-lmproving; no chills since, third convulsion. On examination per 

appetite not good nginum, it was ascertained that the os 
Treatment.-~otinue the gelsemin . uteri. was ~ginnin& to dilate. Chlorof<!rm 

. . u_m, was immediately given, and after a tune 
feels none of t ts speetfic symptoms. I think her convulsions were relieved, when it Wll8 

the gelsemioum preferable to quinine in "let up," and the convulsions again ie

many cases, for it fulfills many indications, turned. Its use w!'I .again resv~, and 
and as the profession becomes more . s~e was kept under its mfiu~nce ';lnhl about 

. . . . . . . ac six o'clock A. M., at which hme the os 
qua1nted with its good qualities tt will be uteri was found to be sufficiently dilated to 
used more;-as yet we use it empyrically, admit of interference. The forceps wa 
(Newton.) applied, and ~he delivery speedily. complet-

. • ed. The patient was then left 10 a com· 
May 2.-Had a return of chills dunng fortable condition. Another convulsion, 

this cold and wet weather. Has been ta· however, came on shortly aftenrards, and 
king of tinct. gelseminum 3 iiij during the they returned every twent1 minute~, except 
day did not feel its specific effects upon when chloroform was given? which C<?n-

, . trolled them. Other appropnate remedies 
the brain and ne"ous system. were resorted to, but the anlll8thetic was 

Treatment.-Tinct.gelseminumgttsxnx, mainly relied upon. Its u~ewas continued 
three times a day. until a few hours before death, which oc-

May 20.-Discharged cured. cup~ed fifty·t~o .hours after the fbst sei~re. 
. . Durmg all this time there was no secretton 

Apnl 18.-Case 120. Foley, (10fa°:t,) of urine. The child is alive and doing 
et. 6 months. Hydrocephalus. Had to- well.-.Am.. Quar. lour. of Med •• Jul7, 

1863. 
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REDUCTION OF A SCROTAL HERNIA, consequently, the indications for treatment 
WHICH HAD BEEN FOR NEARLY 811 MONTHS were-1st. To decrease the quantity of the 

IRREDUCIBLE. circulating medi1;1m generally, as far. as 
might be done without unduly depressing 

On April 23d, 18:>3. Alfred Kemp, age<l tbe vital powers; and 2dly, by local means 
24, a farm laborer, was admitted to Guy's to constringe and unload the congested 
Hospital, on account of a large scrotal her- vessels of the incarcerated omentum.
nia, which had, ~or nearly six months, ~af. The one wll!I to be acc~mplished ht' pu~ga
fted the perse,·enng attempts at reduction tion diuresis, and abstinence from fluids; 
made by his medical attendants. He ~ta· the ~ther, by recumbent posture and appli
ted, that for two years he had been sub3ect cation of pressure and cold. With res
to a small swellin~ in the groin, but that pect to the last mentioned a~ent, Mr. Hil
it had never occasioned any troub~, until ton further remarked, that, m the case of 
about six months ago, when, during an ef. tumors within the scrotum, the use of cold, 
fort at lifting, it ~uddenly increased in si7.e, by exciting constan! and powerful c?nt~c
and passed down mto the scrotulJ}. lmn~e- tion of the dartos, msured the application 
diately afterwards he suffered" severe pam, of the best and most uniform kind of pres
with some sense of dragging in the abdo- sure which could possibly be exerted. The 
men and bac·k, but no symptoms of stra.ngu- effect of purgation was also extremely val
lated bowels manifestt~d themselves, either uable, since not only did it unload the v88-
then or since. The inconvenience whi_ch cular 1>ystem generally, but that part of it 
in occasioned him had, however, qmrn especially involved in the existing lesion, 
prevenied him from attempting to r~sume the omental veins being with those of the 
his work. The treatment pursued m the intestines. tributary to the vena porta. It 
country had consisted in the exhibition of was just possible, also, that, bv keeping the 
purgative.a and of mercurials, with partial stomach and transverse colon "comparative
confinement to bed. Cold water had been ly empty, the contraction of those organs, 
applied to the tumor. On examination, to both of which the omentum is attached, 
there was found in the left scrotum, a large might exert some little influence in tend
movable, irregularly nodulated !?lass (omen- ing to drag upward into the adominal cav
tum,) which was soft, flaccid, and free ity the displaced portion of omentum. To 
from tenderness. Nothing like intestine return to our case. After the afore-men
could be felt. The neck of the tumor at tioned treatment had been rigidly pursued 
the external abdominal ring appeared to be for a few days, it was noticed, that the 
tightly constricted. The bowels were as- man's belly had lost its rounded contour, 
certainer! to have acted regularly each day. and become pinched in and narrow; the 
Having made careful and perse,·ering, and tumor also had diminished in sire, and felt 
ineffectual attempts to effect the reduction soft and loose, having lost its/lump and 
of the tumor, Mr~ Hilton directed- definite form. The bowels ha been ver1 

1st. That the man should observe an freely purged. 
undeviatingly recumbent posture. On the 28th, Mr. Hilton again examined 

2dly. That the man shoulil have solid the tumor, and, with very slight pressure, 
food. with not more than a half a pint of !?Ucceeded in passing it up into the abdo-
1luid in twenty-four hours. men. 

3dly. That a bladder of foe should be On the 30th, the man was <lischarged, 
kept con~tantly applied to the sc;otum, the quite free from nll th~ inconveni~nce of bis 
latter bemg elevated on a cushion placed complaint; and wearing an efficient truss, 
betwetm the thighs. the hernia had not again protruded.- JVea-

4thly. That a draught, containing sul- tern Lancet. 
phate of magnesia and colchicum wine, 
should be administered three times daily. 

SPLEEN REMOVED. Mr. Hilton remarked to those present, 
that to a young man who had to earn his Dr: Crisp exhibited •. at the ~hygiological 
livelihood by hard labor, it was a matter meetmg of the Medical Scc1ety of Lon
of very great importance to be reJie,·erl, if don (Nov. 14. 18:>3,) a dog, the spleen of 
possible, of such an affection as the pres '!hich was removed two ye~rs and ~ half 
ent, which, apart from the inconvenience mice ~y Dr. Lt;ared, of Frn.s~ury-circu~. 
necessar!lv attendent on its bulk, would The ammal was m good cond1tton. and did 
perpetuale a liability to the occurrence of not appear in any way to have suffe~d from 
strangulation. He pointed !'ut, that the the !o~ of the organ. ~e blood, which was 
important obstacle to reduction was prob- exh1b1ted under the microscope, ~resented 
ably offered by the loaded condition of the no abnormal appearance.-Med. Times and 
blood-vessels of the protruded part, and that Gautte, Nov. 19, 1853. 
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100 THE RADICAL CURE OF HYDROCELE. 

RADICAL TREATMENT OF HYDRO
CELE, 

By tAe local application of Lunar Caustic. 

ence goes, has been attended with entire 
succe~s. It does not seem to indm .. -e so 
great a degree of inflammatory excitement 
as most other methods. The following may, 

.BY w. PARKER, )11.D., PROF. OF SURGERY I.N therefore, be stated as its ad\"&ntages over 
THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND operations:-1. The ease anJ salely with 

SURGEONS, NEW YORll. which it may be J?tlrformed. 2. The less 
A great variety of methods have beeu liability to severe mtiammations. 3. The 

proposed to effect the radical cure of hvdro- certainty of sue~. The following case& 
cele. such as, inci8ion to lay open the sac, illustrate the mode of operating: 
e.rci8ion of a portion of the sac, camtiC8 CASE 1.-Mr. J., aged about 60. an Irish
externally applied, tents passed through the man, waiter byoccupation, un.uarried, had 
aac, injections of various stimulating li- always enjoyed ~ood health until April 
quids, &c. The design in the practice of last, when he discovered an enlargement. 
each of these operations is either to excite of the left scrotum. lt had ne,·er previous
such a d~gree of inflammation as shall came ly been the seat of any difficulty. The tu
adhesion of the opposed serous surlace• of mor incre&Eed so rapidly, the. within three 
the tu11ica vaginalis and thus obliterat~ the we ks it hall become a great annoyance, 
sac, or so chan~e the character of these sur- and prevented him, simply from its sizie, 
faces as to diminish the secretion to its nor· from continuing at his 1.usiness. At this 
mal quantity. time I first saw him, and such had been 

The operation by i11jection of a ~timula- the rapidity of the growth of the tumor, 
ting fluid was one of the earliest proposed. that iL had been mistaken for hernia, and 
and is now more generally practiced than he was wearing a truse. On examination, 
any other, not so much for the ease with however, its true character, that of hyaro
which it is performed as the certainty of ele, was made out without difficulty; a 
its effecting a cure. For a long time, wine trocar and canula were accordingly intro
and water composed the mixture employed duced. and a large q.uantity of water witb
and Sir James Earle. who introduced them . drawn, and the patient dismissed. In about 
stated that he scarcely e\'er failed in obt11in- three weeks he again applied for relief, and 
ing a radical cure. But this confidence in l proceeded to opera·e for his radical ewe 
injections does not accord with the exreri- in the following maonr.r :-After drawing 
enceof other surgeons, and Sir Astley Coop- off the tluid contents of the tumor in the 
er, v-ho used a solution of sulphate of zinc. ordinary way. I introduced through the ca
remarks that it is quite contrary to hiq own. nu la a common probe, the end of which 
though he preferred it to any other method was coated, for half an inch or BlOte, with 
then followed . More recently, howe,·er. nitrate of silver. This extremity. thus 
the tincture of iodine has come into use, charge1l with the caustic, was carried light
aod having proved more safe and efficient ly o\·er the serous surface of the tunica va
than the liquids previously employed, it ginalis, in variou~ directions, and then re
.bas nearly superseded all others. In elev- moved. The patient complained of some 
en hundred and forty-eight cases it is staterl pain during the operation. He was direet
to have failed but three times; and in ten E'd to keep quiet for the pain and swelling 
C8!1€'S, where both wine and the sulphafP of c:onsequent on the application of the caus
sinc had been used unsuccessfully, it foilel 1ic, and apply coolin~ lotions, should the 
but once. Injections, however, of all kinds inflammation be at all severe. He. return
require tact in thPir employment, and time ed home, but as he suffered but little pain, 
in their preparation and administration.- an·! the swelling was slight, and as hisser
When unskilfully used, they are of!en at- vices could not well be spared, he continu
tended with serious consequences. I have ed about his business without any inter
not myself been in tht> habit of resorting to ruption. The pain lasted three or four 
them for the cure of hydrocele in manv days, when it ceased altogether, leaving the 
'Jl!&rs, preferring the simple evacuation of ~crotum of its natural siu. In this condi
the water with scarifications of thP internal tion it has since remained, with no symp
.aurface of the sac, especially in children, or roms of a return of the hydrocele, the cure 
the introduction of a tent. More recentlv. having been complete. 
however, I have resorted to the local appli CABE 11.-Mr. --, aged about 1'.>0, a 
cation of the solid nitrate of silver to the farmer from Long Island. has always en
internal surface of the tunica veginalis in joyed good health, and been ab :e to perform 
the manner dP.scribed below, and have everv the active and laborious duties of the farm. 
reason to be satisfied with this method of For nl'arly two years he has suffered from 
treating hvdrocele. It is at once easily and a slowly-enlarging ltydrocele, the origin of 
safely performed, and, as far as my experi- which is attributed by the laborers on the 
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farm to the water which they use; for, sin
gularly enough, ee,·eral of them began to 
suffer from the same disease at the same 

ON THE COMPARATIVE MORTALITY 
OF LARGE TOWNS AND RURAL 

DISTRICTS, 
time with this patient. The water is s1a- AND ON THE CAUSES BY WHICH IT 18 lNFLU· 
ted, by an intelligent person acquainted 
with the facts, to h;n·e a strongly diuretic 
effect upon those who use it, but no analy

El'ICED 

BY JOHl'f SNOW, K.D., F .Jl . 8. 

sis has ~et been made of it, which would The following is an abstract of a paper 
lead to an explanation .of this peculiarity read before the Epidemiological Society:
wbich the water seems to possess. In this The shorter average duration of life in 
case, the tumor had been twice tapped du- large towns, as compared with rural dis· 
ring the last year, and about a pint of fluid tricts, depends on the greater mortality in 
was removed at each time. The first ope- early childhood, and the smaller number of 
ration was performed about six months, adults who attain to old age. In Liver
and the last nearly three months, previous- pool and Manchester, half the children 
ly to the present operation. The tumor born die before they are five years of age, 
rapidlf regained its former si7.e af1er each the numbers being l'>2 and M per cent. In 
operation, as no mf'ans were emploved to Birmingham 48 per cent. of the deaths oc
etfect a radicsl cure. After \Vithdrawing cur before this age, and in London rather 
the water I proceeded to operate in a man- more than 40 per cent., but in Wilkshire 
ner precisely as above described. The ap and Surrey only 31 per cent. The greatest 
plication of the caustic produced severe number of deaths in any decennial period, 
pain, much more so than in the former case. after the age of five, · takes place in Surrey, 
The patient was placed in bt>d, and an an- -from 6:> to 7l'> in males, and from 71'> ~ 
tiphlogistic regimen prescribed. The fain 85 in females. In Manchester, Lh·erpool, 
continued without any diminution o itf and Sheffield, the loighest mortality after 
ee-.erity for fourteen hours, when it began early childhood i~ from 35 to 41'> in males, 
to subside. The inflammation excited bv and from 21'> to 35 in females or 40 years 
the operation was considerable, with swel· earlier then in the e:ame sex in London. In 
ling of the scrotum and some febrile ex· Leeds. Blackburn. Preston, Stockport. Mlc
citemeftt; he was confined to his bed three clesfield, and some other towns in which 
or four days, until the inflammation had 1extile fabrics are manufactured, the g:eak 
8Ubsided, when he returned t.J his farm.- est mortality in both sexes, after infancy 
The swelling of thescrotumcontinuedabout is passed occurs from 1l'> to 21'>; although in 
a month, when , on the application of a two registration district!!, not more than 20 
spirit lot.ion, it returned to its natural sire, miles from Leeds, the highest mortality, is 
end a permanent cure was effected. from 75 to 81'>, or 60 years la:er than in 

CASE 111.-Mr. B .. of Pennsylvania , the~e towns. In London, howe,·er, the 
a~d f>f>, of very intemperate habits and en- mortality, at the period immediately suc
feebled c.-omtitution, applied for treatment ceeding to puberty, is lower eveu than in 
of an old hrdrocele. The operation was per· the rural districts, more especially in the 
formed as m the precetling cues. Consid· female sex. On comparing some of the 
erable pain was experienced at the time ol worst di!1trirts of London, such as St. 
the operation, and the subsequent inflam- Gi!es's and Clerkf'nwell, with more distant 
mation and swelling was greater than in and rural parts of Surrey, the adTantage of 
either of the former cases, doubtless owin11 1:-te town o,·er the country, 'in the small 
IOIDewbat to his unfavorable conditi{\n of number of deaths at this period of life, is 
eystem. It progre~d favorably , ho\vever. moffl striking. In St. Giles's, the annual 
and he was soon able to leave for home. 1 mortality in the se,·1m years. 1838 to 1844. 
baTe re<.ently learned that the operation between the ages of If> and 2:>. was l'>9 males 
was successful, there being no return of hi,: and 68 females to 10,000 of each Fex lh·ing 
difficulty. at that period of life; while. in the Guild-

CA!IE IV.-Mr. J. F., bookseller. aged ford district, the numbers were 77 males 
16, very intemperate. first noticed an en· 11nd 99 females. On examining the Tenth 
largement of the scrotum seven month~ Annual Report of the Register-General, 
previou11ly to the operation . The caus1ir all the chief diseases of infancy 1ire found 
was applied, as in the former cases, on lhP to be more fatal in London than in arljoin-
6tb of last Angm•t. The pain was consid- inii; rural districts. Con,·ulsions hydroce
erable. and the inflammation as severe a< phalus. and diarrhea, probably owe their 
in the last; it subsided rapidly in the couri:· ~realer fatality to improper food and ~en
of four or five days. and he returned to hi< f'ral treatment : while the constant pn'scnce 
business. ' rhere has been no return of tht of va1ious infection!' di11e&Sl'\ in London 
diteaae.-N. Y. Jovnaol of Mediciru. increases the mortality, bf affecting chil-
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dren at an earlier average age than in the and the splints are then moulded on the 
country, where they pay only occasional limb, all depressions and tuberosities in 
Tisi ts, and thus enable many of the chi!- which are filled or protected with cotton
dren to ~scape an attack till a later period, wool. An outer bandage, also covered 
when certain of them, as hooping-cough with starch, is then applied, and the limb 
and mea~els, are hardly ever fatal. A proof is kept quiet until the whole is dry, which 
of the frequent later attacks of these dis- occurs in about 36 hours. 'When dry, the 
eases in the country is the fact, that the brndages are ·slit up in order to see that the 
deaths from scarlet fever in the South application of splints has been 'Properly 
Midland district, from the age of 10 to 20, performed, and if any swelling of the limb 
are much more numerous than in London, requires a little l()()S("ning of the bandage, 
although, under l'J years, when the chief or if any shrinking of the bandage requirea 
mortality occurs, it is greatest in Lon- a little tightening. This being done, a 
don. The diseases which cause the mortal- bandage starched on the outside is reapplied 
ity of the rural districts to exceed that of and after this the patient may leave his bed. 
London, from H'> to 25 years of age. are The great ad,·antages ol this plan are, 
phthisis and typhus, which are more fatal that uniform pressure is applied, reduction 
at this period of life in the country than in is maintained and confinement to bed for 
London. Typhus, indeed, is more fatal a long period (as common in fractures of 
at all ages and in both ~exes, and phthisis the leg, thigh, and femoral neck, treated on 
is much more fatal in the female sex, in other plans) becomes unnecei:sary. Mr. 
whom it occurs also at an earlier period of Gamjee also states that swelling from ex
life than in London. The probable cause travasation of blood. or from inflammation, 
of the great fatality of consumption among need not pre,·ent the application of the ap

•young females in the rural districts. is d<>- paratus if it be judiciously used; and that 
ficient nourishment, consequent on the dif- if the fracture is a compound one, the only 
ficulty of obtainin~ employment. Typhoid <lifference of treatment is that the wound 
fever is probably less fatal in London than may be left u!1covered by cutting a piece 
in the country. on account of the numbers out of the sphnt. In support of these as
who gain an immunity lrom it in after sertions, 17 cases treated in UniversityCol
life bv passing through it in childhood. lege Hospital are related, and some judi
when it 1s Jess fatal, and generally ~oes by cious remarks are attachPd to each. With
the name of infantile remittent. It 1schief- out p;oing into their analysis, or into the 
ly to phthisis that the great mortality of details of the manipulation required for 
both sexes between the agt.s 15 and 25 in each particular fracture, we may obse"e 
certain manufacturing towns is due. The that the evidence, as far as it goes, is sat
above circumstancesshow that the high mor- isfactory.-Naahville lour. of Med. and 
tality which prevails in most large towns Surg. 
is occasioned more bv the habits and occu-
pations of the people, and some other cau- THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT 
ses, than by mere influence of living in TOW ARDS THE INSANE. 
towns.-.lUed. Timea and Gautte, May 
28, 1853. Dr. Holt, of Lowell, made an elaborate 

speech upon this subject in the .Musachu
setts House ofRepresentath·es on Monday 

ADVANTA.GES OF THE STARCHED of last week. About twenty-three yean 
APPARATUS ago, he Eaid, the State built a Ho:;opital at 

IN THE TREAMMENT OF FRACTURES AND DIS- Worcester, a central location. and it WU 

EASED JOINTS. By J. S. Gamjte, EBq.- then supposed this would answer the wants 
The following notice of Mr. Gamjee's es- of the Sta ~e. It was now found. that al
say, for which the Council of University though a new one had beenerectedatTaun
Colleii;e have awarded the Liston Clinical ton, on a much improved plan, still that 
Medal, we copyfrom theBrit.<f-For. llfed- want was not yet supplied. The Hospital 
Chir. Rw. at Worcester needs improvement or re-

This is a practical work, intended to building, as it is not on the most apro'f
show the beneficial effects of the treatment ed plan for the purpose for which it is 
of fractures by the starched apparatus. as de;;ignetl, and the lands, about one hundred 
employed of late years hy M. Seutin. This acrPS, are very valuable for other purposes. 
apparatus is very simple; splints are made Dr. H. urg0 d the inquiry, whether it would 
from pasteboard soaker! in water, and are not be economy as well as benevolence to 
then covered, both inside and out, with a re-organize this institution. He thought 
thick coating of starch; the limb is band- that the prospective wants of the Common
aged with a roller covered with wet starch, wealth should be regarded; and as there 
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are some 2000 insane persons in the State, and should be made of double the strength 
there should be built, within a few years, presnibed by the Dispensatory. One ounce 
two new hospitals, one in the western and infused in a pint of boiling water may be 
the other in the north-eastern sections of taken during the in1erval, or a larger quan
the State, in 11ddition to what we now tityifnecessary. Ifthesecrctionsareprop
bave. Two hundred and fifty was about erly regulated, and there exists no enlarge
the number of patients which could be well meot of the spleen, it will rarely fail to 
treated in one hospital. Although at first E'ffect a cure of tertian of quartan ague. It 
view, this might alarm gentlemen' on ac- has not succeeded so well in the caees of 
count of expense, yet he argued that these quotodian type as in those of more pro
establishments would nearly or quite sup- tracted intervals. The tincture was used 
port themselves, from payiug patients.- alone in three cases successfully. The fol
Formerly, when a person became insane, lowing combination is worthy a trial by all 
be was treated at home or kept in confine- who desire a safe and efficient substitute 
meot, and the cure was protracted or doubt. for quinine: 
ful, and attended with much expense and ~ Tinct. hops, tinct. Peruvian bark, aa 3 4 
trouble. Now the custom is to send such Pulv . black pepper, 3 l, 
immediately to a hospital, where recent caees To be gh·en in doses of half an ounce every 
are generally cured in from three to six two hours duritg the interval. 
months. Hence, one reason for the appar- My limited experience will not justify 
ent increase in the number of insane per- an op?nion upon ~he anti-periodic v!rtue of 
sons. Dr. H. urged upon the Le~islature lupulme, not havmg used 1t, except m com
the acloption of a liberal and enlightened bination of quinine alone, on account of 
policy towards this unfortunate class of our its soothing effect upon the nervous system. 
fellow citizens, in making ample public The hop is indigenious to this country, 
provision for iheir wants and favored the growing abundantly in almost every gar
passage of the ruoltl(8 ~hich were under den; and if I have not over estimated its 
consideration, for the appointment, by the n.nti-periodic vir~ue, it will prove ables
Govemor and Council, of commissioners to smg to the poor, m whose welfare the phy
take the sub;cct into consideration, and re- sician shoultl always feel a spedal interest. 
port to the next Legislature upon it. Other -Weatern Journal of Med. cf- Surgery. 
gentlemen coincided with these views and 
the resol ves were passed.-Boston M~ical 
and Surgical Journal. MEDICAL PATRONAGE IN EUROPE 

AND THE UNITED ST ATES. 

ANTI PERIODIC PROPERTIES OFT There are vast numbers of _persons quali-
• HE fied by law to practice medicme and surge-

H U MULUS LUPULIS. ry in Europe; but the majority of those 
As a substitute for quinine is a great de- who depend exclusively upon their profes

sideratum on account of its enhanced mar- sional efforts, find it difficult it is believed, 
ket value. I have thought a brief notice of to sustain themselvesin the country. Cities 
the anti-periodic virtues of the humulis lv- offer better prospects, and one or two in a 
pulis, or common hop, might not be unac- hundred rise to distinction and affluence. 
ceptable to the profession. I am not aware Were it not for the standing armies of 
that any author has ascribed to this plant nearly every goveromen: on the continent, 
any such virtue. Having used it for near- requiring surgeons of all grades. the field 
ly two years, I can confidently state that would be too small for the multitude who 
its anti-periodic properties equal, if they would be contending for a livelihood. AH 
do not exreed, those of any other a~ticle of it is, with the navies an I regiments to take 
the materia me•lica with which we are RC· up thousands, the numbers who abandon 
quaint€d. quinine alone excepted; and, in- the profession, ancl turn their attention to 
deed, in my experience, it has often sue- industrial punuits of a different character, 
cet:tled in arrestrng intermittents after that would makn quite a respectable force for an 
remedy had failed. It is harmless in its ef- emergency, were they brought together.
feels , and will often be borne by patients With us, there is no encoumgement for 
who cannot take quinine. government patronage. A man would ac-

E,·ery practitioner is aware of the ad van- cumulate more as a farmer. and save it for 
tage of combining an anodyne with anti- old age, than be would be likely to lay aside 
periodics; and by reference to the works when on a salary. This is decidedly the 
on materia medica, the reader will see that best country lor a private practitioner.
bops possess these properties. When ad- Those in cites have the advantage o,·er 
ministered alone, the infusion is preferable, their brethren in count!J't0ow s · account 
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of receiving larger fees, and there being ON SCARLET FEVER. 
more tervice for somebody to perform. Ci- BY HAJULTON ROE, x.n., 
ty practitioners of Great Britain and the 
continent are in the average receipt of far ~enior Physician to the Westmin&ter Hospital. 
larger incomes than those similarly loca· These remarks formed the substance of 
ted in the Unitecl States; while thme of the a clinical lecture. They are given in Dr. 
interior towns and villap;es there, fall be- Roe's own words:-
low the corresponding class with us. Lon- The case I shall first notice is that of 
don pays the largest sums to practitioners. Samuel Stanford, a boy ol thirteen yeari of 
but Paris, according to our recollection. age, who was admitted into King William 
gets arlvice and operations cheaper than wurd on the 16th of October, and is now 
New York or Boston. The majority of fast convalescing. He was a blear-eyed, 
phyticians are poorlr vaid in all civilized ~crofulous-looking boy, but not weak, and 
countries; so that the mducements for en- resided at Little Peter Street, an unhealthy 
tering up"Jn professional duties and respon- loc11lity in this neighborhood. There was 
sib1lities are hardly strong enough to war- no evidence of his having had commuica
rant the undertaking, if an individual has Lion with any one similarly affected. He 
high aspirations for property or position.- said he had been seized with fever and lleire 
Both of these are attain11ble, by various av- throat three dars before his admission, and 
enues. in half the time that they could be from that time.had been grlldually getting 
acquired by the fatip;uing labors of a mixed worse. He was covered with a scarlet 
medical practice.-Boaton Mlldical <J- Sur- eruption, most marked over the abdomen, 
gical Journal. and complained of great difficulty of swal-

lowing from the state of his throat, which 
was red and swollen. His tongue was 

CHANCES OF WAR-LIFE INSUR- coated at the base, red at its tip, and on 
ANCE. its edges; his respiration was easy; pulse 

quick, heart's action accelerated, but un-
The English Life Insurance companies accompanied by any unmmal sounds; his 

have alr~dy prepared a set of tables, bkin was hot; his bowels had not been 
wherein ere carefully calculated the proba- opened for three days; his breath was offen
ble_chances of a person being killed in an sive; his ~rine high-colored; his senses weie 
a~t10n o'! the battle field. The probabili- dull, and heavy without taking notice of 
ties of sickness, and death from ordinarv anv one. 
causes, h~ve long been the study of men Now it must be evident to you, that be
engaged Ill the matter of life insurance; tore we can form a correct notion of the 
but latterly, they have given more atten- treatment that is likely to prove. ui.oeful for 
tion to the chances ot ar.cidental death. any disease, we must have ascertained its 
from railroad traveling, violence, &c. A causes, end· its consequences or termina
new _field has recently been opened to the tions; for. unless we have done this, we 
English companies, by the occurrence of the ha"re nothing to ~uide us in selecting reme-
1•resent European war. We cannot well dies. The opimon now generally enter
understand how, with any degree of cer- ta.ined bv the medical profession respecting 
tainty, they can calculate upon the chances scarlet fever, is, that in common with ty
of being transfixed by a Cossack's lance, or phus fever, small-pox, cholera, and other 
a Russian bullet; but such is the fact, and epidemics, it is caused by the introduction 
the premiums to be paid by those who are of some poison into the system. from in
engaged in this campaign are already de- haling air in which miasma is su:1pended, 
cid" 1 •11100. For in~1a1we £3 :>a. on tht or some noxious gas mixed; that when the 
£100 per annum, is the sum to be chargt'.d; poison is got rid of pretty soon. recovery 
and if to include the payment, in the case takes place; but when it is not, that it in
of the loss of a limb, of half the sum in- duces disease of one or more Tital organs, 
sured and pavable on death, £3 38. extra. which often destroys life. The kidneys, 
We should judge, from readin~ these terms, bronchi, and lungs, are most frequently 
that it was expected the Russians were to affected, and, therefore scarlet fe,·er may be 
fire very low, and that a man was twice as said to tnminate in Bright's kidney, bron
likely to lose one of his legs as his head.- chi tis, or pneumonia. Rheumatism also 
It may be a very good expedient to resort has been observed, by Dr. Golding Bird, to 
to, for engagiDg men for the service, but come on occasionally after it. 
we opine that the surYiving relative will The first indication of treatment when a 
have a very small chance of obtaining the poison has either been taken or. entered 
bonus, in case of the death of a friend or mto the system is, to gi'f'e an antidote for 
relative.-Boaton Med. and Sur. lour. it, and this we should doGin all cues[ of 
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epidemic disease, if we could; but we are of w111m ·rennet-whey, which, as you know 
not acquainted with any medicine which contains much of the nutritive matter of 
possesses the {lower of destroying an ani· milk, and is readily taken up by the veins, 
mal poison within the body; we are there- und absorbed without requiring much ef
fore, obliged to direct our efforts towards fort on the part of the stomach to digest it, 
counteracting its effects, and assisting 1he and a diet of weak beef-tea and veal brotb, 
system towards throwing it off through was ordered for him. This plan of treat
some of its emunctories. The symptoms ment had been commenced when I first 
or effects which are usually first observed saw him. and a~ he was progressing favor
are chillines~, rigor, oppressed circulation ably I did not alter it. A piece of ftannel, 
and u torpid and depressed state of the soaked in a saturated solution of camphor 
ner""ous system, which sometimes prove in spirits of wine,--a valuable stimulant 
speedily fatal. I have known scarlet fever by the way,-was put round the throat, 
t9 cause death within twenty-four hours with very good effect, according to the rng
alter the eruption has appeared, and small- gestion of Mr. George, of Kensington, 
pox has frequently done the same. 'l'o who haR la1ely written a very interesting 
counteract the effects just enumerated it is book on its utility in small-pox. On the 
considered by many mediral practioners 23d, an infueion of cinchona was substitu
advisable to give emetics as early ae pos ted for the former medicine, and he left the 
sible after the disease has set in. as hav- hospital well on the 2d of November. His 
ing a tendency to cool and soften the skin, urine was examined several times during 
and to induce it to perspire; they also di- his illness, but on no occssion did it exhi
vt>rt the blood from the intental organs to bit a trace of alburnen. 
the surface, and help the system to rid The next case was that of Clara Glover, 
itself of the poison. The medicines usu- aged five years ond a half, who was a4-
ally next given are intended to fulfill one mitted into Adelaide ward on the 21st of 
of the following indications according to October. She resided in a house in Lower 
the view of the practitioner-to increase Gardiner street, which was reported to 
some of the natural secretions, in the hope have been examined and pronounced 
of their carrying off the poison-to strength- healthy a few days before by the Sanitary 
en and support the srstem under the efforts Commission. Her parents bad seven chil
it will make to get rid of it-or to destroy dren; two of them were lying dead at home 
its power by chemical action. Dr~ Hamil- when she was brought in, and the other 
ton, of Edinburgh, advised purgatives with four were sickening, in all probability 
the first view; carbonate of ammonia, bark. with the same disease under which she was 
and stimulants have been recommended bv herself laboring. She looked to be a strong 
others with the second; hydrochloric acid child, and was said to have been very well 
and chlorine, with gentle aperients, have until the day before, when she began to be 
long been used in tt.is hospital and elFe· \'ery feverish. On the morning of the 21st 
where with the third view. The chlorine a scarlet eruption appeared all over her 
mixture is made by mixing ten grains of body; her throat was very sore, skin bot, 
chlorate of potash with one drachm of pulse quick, respiration natural.and tongue 
hydro-chloric acid. and when the chlorine very red, but she had no alarming or un
is all evolved. adding water to it by de- usual symptom. One grain of tartar emetic 
grees. until it is taken up. Diluents and was directed to ht> given immediately, and 
liquid nutriment are also given freely, and, afterwards the chlorine mixture, with a 
under this mode of treatment, a large ma- gentle aperient; rennet-whey and broth 
jority ol patients affected with epidemic were her drink and diet. Under this treat
disease recover. Scarlet fever is to be ment she went on Yery well until the 23d, 
treated on similar princi pies, for we have when she appeared languhl, her pulse feeble, 
no antidote to its poison; belladonna has her eyes sunken, and her color of somewhat 
been asserted to l.e one, and a prophylactic leaden hue, and the eruption paler than it 
also a~ainst it, but on no better grounds had been; but she bad no cough, movement 
than that it causes the same symptoms and of the alm nasi. difficulty of breathing, nor 
appearances; you will, therefore, not be other symptoms to show that the lungs were 
surprised to hear that its frequent failures becoming diseased. Under the imp.ession 
prove that it tlues not possess the power of that she was sinking, and wanted support, 
either one or the other. wine was given her with arrow root, and 

In Stamford's ra>e the princi_ples of treat- her throat was sponged internally 'vith a 
ment were partially carrie<l out. An stimulatin11: gargle. On the next (Sunday) 
emetic of sulphate ot zinc was first given she was still more depressed when I visitell 
him, then a mixture of antimony and ipe her. I gave her immediately some warm 
cacuanha. He was directed to drink freely wine; but after swalloy-in a feiw tea-
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spoonfuls, appareutly with pleasure, she suken eye, and similar color of his skin; 
turned her eyes up as if going to have a fit , his pulse was very feeble, like hers, and his 
and expired. That was the fourth day af- skin was cool, but there was no indication 
ter the eruption had appeared. Many of of any increased difficulty of breathing, nor 
the gentlemen now present saw the post- any material or marked physical symptom 
mortem examination. No 'doubt you no- to show that the state of the lungs was 
tired that the art~·enoid cartilages were in worse than it had previously been; but the 
such close opposition that air could not similarity of his appearance to that of the 
pass between them, and, therefore, you child in whom the lungs had been conges
must feel convinced that this child dir.d led, induced me to beliern that he was la
from suffocation; the trachi and bronchi boring under a similar affection. Under 
were he.Llthy, but here and there throuf?h· this persuasion, I gave him one grain of 
out the lungs were portions congested with tartar emetic every four hours, and directt>d 
blood; the head was not examined; the that wine or brandy should be administered, 
heart and kidneys were natural. lest that medicine should lower him too 

The important questions in reference to much. Next day (Oct. 26) he was visibly 
other case!' in which similar symptoms may better; the sunken eye and depressed ei:
hereafter be observed is,-Had the state of pression of the countenance haddisappear
the lungs been superinduced by the narrow- ed; his nervous energy was increased; bis 
ing of the operation into the trachea, or pulse was stronger and skin warmer; bis 
had that beP.n caused by the congestion of color was bluish. I then directed the tar
the lungs? On the former supposition, tar emetic to be gi ,·en only when his breath
tracheotomy might have saved this child'8 ing became difficult; be took it twice in 
life; on the latter, that operation would the next twenty-four hours. This plan of 
have been useless, and active measures treatment was continued for a few day1.
to relieve the lungs might have been On the 1st of November he appeared to be 
attended with a i;imilar result. The suffering less, and in every way better than 
progress and terminlltion of the next case he had been on his admission; the wheezing 
show which of the diseased states was not so loud, and the rales fainter; and he is 
probabl{ the antecedent one, and also what now as well as usual. His urine had not 
mode o treatment was most likely to be exhibited any traces of albumen through-
successful. out the c.ourse of his disease. 

Henry Walsh, aged eleven years, was ad- The similarity of this boy's general ap-
mitted into King William ward; from pearanceandsymptoms,on the2:>th to Clara 
Yaldin~, early in September, suffering from Glover's on the 23d-the days on which 
great difficulty in bre.athing.. His counte- they respectively became worse-made it 
nance was blue; his respiration loud and more than probable that the same cause 
:wheezing; his chest moved very little dur- had produced them. That this cause was 
ing an inspiration, and sounded tympanitic congestion of the lung!! was made all but 
generally, but in some parts a degree of certain by the detection of that morbid 
dullness was perceived; loud rales of va- condition at the post mortem exnmination 
rious kinds were heard over the chest; his of the girl; br the beneficial action on the 
heart acted feebly, but its sounds were not boy of medkine known to be specially use
unnatural. It was stated that he had the ful in such cases; by the absence, in both 
affection of his breathing from childhood; cases, of stridulous breathing. and the oth
nauseating medicines were given him, with er characteristic si~ns which invariably ac
some relief, and he went on toli:rably well company contraction of the orifice of the 
until the 20th of October, when he becamr. trachea; and, in the girl's case, of any long 
feverish, skin hot. throat very sore, pulse standing alteration of structure which could 
much accelerated, but his respiration was have caused sudden death. The state of the 
less difficult than usual. It was then ob- lui~gs, therefore, could not have been in
served that he was covered with a scarlet ducecl, in either case, bv the approximation 
eruption, and that his tongue was verv of the artynoid cartilages, or any con
red; and as a boy in the same ward had just traction of the opening into the air pas
had scarlet fever, it was probable that he sages, for no symptom of eitbt>r was ever 
had taken that disease from him. An observed in the bov, nor, indeed, in the 
emetic was given him immediately: this girl; it must therefore have been the ante
was followed by the chlorine mixture; warm cedent affection . 
whey was his drink. an.J his dir.t was beef- In case such as these tracheotomy could 
tea. He went on favorably until the 2:>tb, not have bee.n useful, and the only meas
when he was observed to have the peculiar ures likely to prove so ·must be such as 
look which Clara Glover had when she would assist in the removal of the conges
changed for the worse,-a faint expression, tion. But you will naturally enquire why 
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the diseased condition of the lungs was gestion of the lungs may take pluce, and 
not detected at its commencement? The that, owing to that diminished sensitive
answer is, that there was no visible dis· ness to the want of air which p10bably all 
turbance of the respiratory functions to fevers produce, such a condition may be 
attract our attention. Organic affections unaccompanied by any consciousness of its 
of the lungs are known to be amongst the existence on the part of the patient, or the 
sequelie of scarlet fever, but are not expect- characteristic rational signs which are al
ed to occur at the early stage of it; we ways observed when there is no specific 
were not therefore, on the watch for them; fever to mask them; and therefore that in 
for these reasons, we did not make, in the all fevers we should examine the lunge 
girl's case, that minute examination of her daily.-Tht Lanett, March 26th, 1&>3. 
chest which would have been necessary to 
detect the slight degree of congestion which 
existed in her lungs, and which could not THE RESULTS OF REVACCINATION 
have caused death had there been no ac- AS OBSERVED I.N 2~7 CASES. 
companying fever , and it was overlooked. 
In the boy's Clise, we were put on our guard BY w. B. HERAPATB, Jl.D., 
l>y what we had detected in the girl, and . 
consequently made a proper examination of B•rseon to Bt. Pei..>1 Bo1p1tal, Briatol. 

lis chest, discovered the state, and admin- Dr. Herapath arrived at the following re· 
stered remedies, which, as you saw re- suits upon t,he occasion of an extensive re: 
ltored him from an apparently dying ~on- vaccination .amongst the children of two 
dtion. In typhus fever, of a certain type, lar~e public schools in Bristol-the Red 
tlis form of congestion, unaccompamed Maid's school and. Queen Elizabeth's Hoa
b! any difficulty of breathing complained pital. All the children had had small-pox 
of by the patient, or visible to the eve, is or cow-pox before admission. 
kmwn to be a common occurrence; we are 1. That three cases re,·accinated within 
thtrefore always oµ the watch for the very seven years were not again susceptible to 
fir4 symptom of it. But not so in scarlet vaccine. 
fevc- , for death in the early stage of it,- 2. That vaccine, after the interval of 
tha is, soon alter the appearance of the from eight to seventeen yt-ars. does not 
eru}tion,-is supposed to be caused by the prevent the re<.eption of vaccine again, ex
shoo given to the system by a poison; if cept in 22-174 per cent. 
it ocur at a later period of the same stage, 3. That the distinctness or imperfection 
but 'efore the eruption bas disappeared, it of the vaccine cicatrix does not materially 
is uually attributed to the state of the alter these results. 
throa and the depression of the vital 4. That nriola does not prevent the for
powes, whic-h llre supposed to be the later mation of the vaccine vessicle, except in 
effect of the same cause; and it is only af- about 23-~3 per cent. 
ter th· compl~int is over that organic dis- · ~. That the occ.urre!lce of small ·pox sub
ease d' the kidneys, lungs, and bronchi sequently to vaccrnat10n d~ not destroy 
are beieved to occur. ' the susceJ?tility of the human system to 

Nov, the occurrence of these two cases again receive the nccine. poison el.c.-ept in 
bas leo me to suspect that many of those about 10 per cent. 
instants in which the state of the throat 6. That in all the previous cases, when
and d.,ility are supposed to be causing ever the secondary vaccine vesicle assumed 
death, ~ is congestion of the lungs that in its perfect form, its subsequent history waa 
reality; doing so, and they are merely its the same as if the system had not previous
effects c conse9uences. To confirm or re- ly labored under vaccine variola or vario
move tls suspicion I shall request all my loid. 
medical'riends who hne the opportunity 7. It is probable that the protective in
of seein1 much scarlet fever amongst the ftuence of vaccination has diminished in 
poor, toexamine the body of those who consequence of repeated transmission of 
die of tht disease-to note the alterations the vaccine matter through the human 
of structre thev observe, and the stage at body. 
which th.signs "of their presenc.-e were first 8 It is desirable that re-vaccination 
perceived and until statistical inquiries should be extensively followed, as one 
have remved all doubts as to the cause of means of giving additional protection to 
the pecul~ symptoms observed in the last the masses. 
two ca~t".S to try tartar emetic whenever 9. That when possible, the stock of 
they pre8't themselves. Meanwhile the vaccine should be renewed by going back 
lessons w4ha'l"e to learn are, that in early to the original source.·-Aasociation Med. 
stages of cjher fevers besides typhus, con- Journal, .April l~, 18:'.>3. 
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308 FACTS RELATING TO SCARLET FEVER. 

FACTS RELATING TO SCARLET FE-' arise f.rom any physiologic~! pect1liarity. 
VER but from the facts, that recurrence of the 

· disease in the same person is contrary to 
BT B. w. iucHARD!!OJJ, EllQ. the general rule, that most persons are sub-

The following is an abstract of Mr. Rich· ject to the influence of the disease, and. 
ardson's paper:-The author commenced by that that influent-e is con11tantly present in 
stating, that he should confine himself to greater or less degree. The occurrence of 
the consideration of matters of fact in scarlet fever in the two sexc~ was also die
relation to scarlet fever. The typu of cussecl by the author. Up to the present 
ecarlet fever had a brief notice. There time, every writer on the sub;ect had ae
could be no doubt that the disease showed serte::l, that the disease was more prevalent 
a variety of types in individual cases; but amortg females than males. The report of 
in great numbers of cases such types be- the Register-General overtumed this opin
came indistinct; and it would be much to ion, and showed that scarlet fever made no 
the interest of science if medical men selection in the sexes, but attacked more 
would cease to call the disease by different males or females according to the relative 
names, and would employ one term, "scar- number of males or females susreptible to 
let fever," to express every form or shade its influence in any district where it mild>t 
of disease. The occurrence of scarlet fe- be epidemiCttl. Three extensh·e tab1s 
fer at differen·t periods of life came next were employed by the author for elucidl· 
under notice. A law might lie laid down ting this point. The manner in which th 
on this matter. viz., that up to the age seasons influence scarlet fever was refemd 
of ten years, the liability to scarlet fe- to at considerable length; and it was shou. 
Ter is very ~reat; but that after tt>n, the by reference to the general observationsof 
liability rapidly decreases. A record of numerous authors, and by extensive sta:is~ 
402 cases from the report-books of the au- tical data, that the disease was most pllT· 
thor and of three other gentlemen showed, alent in the last three months of the r-ar; 
that 210 of these cases occuned in children next so, in the mouths of July. Au[llst, 
under ten years, and only 92 in the after- and September; next so, in January, Ftbru
periods of life. The same law might als6 ary, and March; and least so, in May, .Lpril 
be shown by the Register-General's returns; and iune. Mr. Richardson here tool oc
and the attention of the Society was then casion to observe on the false statenenta 
directed to a table derived from these re- which are apt to occur from making :tatie
turns, in which it was illustrated, that out tical tables out of small numbers of :ases. 
of 31,744 deaths from scarlet fever, 21, The RU;urrenceof Scarlet Fever.-That 
469, or more than two-thirds occurred, in scarlet fever might occur twice in th• same 
patients under five years of age; 7756 at person there could be no doubt; and n ad
flve years and under ten; 175:> at ten and dition to the written evidence brou~t for
under twenty years; 552 at twenty and un- ward in support of this fact, the author 
der forty years; and only 212 in the after gave instances in which he had sen the 
periods of life. A percenta~e table on the disease recur, and stated, that he aimsel{ 
same subject was also exhibited. In read- had suffered from it twice severe!) and a 
ing over the various works on scarlet fever, third time mildly. He believed. b>wever, 
the author had found more than one emi- that recurrences wus rare, and thatthe dis· 
nent writer (among others Whithering) ease never proved fatal in secondattaclrs. 
stating, that children under two years, and The 'l!Ulrlality of Scarlet Feve.-This 
babes at the breast, were not subject to at- question, as far as it related to .ge, sex, 
tacks from scarlet fever. This statement and season. has heen discussed almdy, in
of time would describe a remarkable fact. cidentally; but there yet remained o be con· 
It was not true, however, for in 212 cases sidered the mortality to other ~pidemic 
of which he (Mr. Richardson) had notes. diseases. As regarded localitr, tie author 
no less than 14 occurred in infants unrler was onl1 able he said. to speak c· the dis
two years of age. The returns of the Re- ease as it occurred in thi~ countt; and be 
gister-General indicated that out of 12,902 then went on to show, by t11bula1referenoe, 
deaths from scarlet fever in patients under that nearly twice as many death occur in 
five years of age, upwards of 7000 took towns as in rural districts; ani also that 
place liefore the expuation of the second the disease did not fall on the w1ole conn· 
rear. The same returns also showed, that try at onre with an equal degre of sever· 
m 3796 deaths from scarlet fever, 410 wl're ity, but wa,c; at similar periods 1bsent to a 
in the first year of life; and 1:>88 from the grt>at degree in one 10C111ity anruxtensively 
third to the fifth year. These results were present in another. The subjet of relative 
illustrated by tables. The greater preva- mortality of scarlet fever po!.'Seed much in· 
lence of the disease in early life does not terest; and the Hthor had take1 great pains 
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ON THE ARREST OF CONTINUED FEVER !Y CJNCHONISM. 309 

to illustrate it copiously by tables, derived bertry, suffering from uncomplicated ty
from the Regis:er-General's ReJ?Orts. In phus, nine-tenths were discharged cured 
one of these tables, the calculauons were I within fourteen days. 
hued on not less than 462,227 cases of 4thly. In cases complicated with pneu
death from se,·en epidemical diseases; and monia, and attended with rose-colored 
the results in all showed that scarlet fever spots, the latter disappeared under cinchon
wu second only in its rate of mortality to ism; but a more active fotm of fover often 
typhus fever, as an ordinary epidemical dis- supervened, which require depletion and 
order. After observations on the mortality other acth·e remedies. 
of scarlet fever, Mr. Richardson briefly ! f>thly. In all cases where the complica
summt'd up the ,·ariousconclusions to which tion was well established-whethet pneu
be had bee.n led by his investigations, and monia, ulceration of the bowels, or cere
fi.nished bv remarking, that if those cooclu- bra! congestion-cinchonism produced very 
aions exhibited differences from the usual little good. 
opinions held on the subject, such differ· 1 Dr. Gee and Mr. Eddows gives the fol· 
enoes arose solely out of the mo1le of in- lowing statistical results of their experi• 
quiry that had been pursued; while on the ence. 
contrary, ii it should be thought that some Of 61 uncomplicated cas~, 11 were un
matters well known already were restated, der treatment during the fir~t ee,·en days; 
UM!8e restatements had been based on parti<'· of these, 2 were free from fever on the ee
ular eddt>nce instead of general obeerva- cond day after treatment; 1 on the third 
tion, and that- day; 2 on the fourth day; 3 on the fifth 

"Truth t'an nP.V4!r be contirmecfenough, ' day; 1 on the sixth day; 1 on the Fe· 
Though doubn did ever aleep." i venth day; 1 on the eleventh day. In 24, 

AstJOCiation Med. Journal. I the treatment was commenced du!ing the 
second week: of these, 1 was free from fe • 

. Iver on the second day after treatment; 2 on 
ON THF. ARREST OF CONTINUED the third day; f> on the fourth; 7 on t1le 

FEVER BY ClNCHONISM. . fifth; f> on the sixth day; 2 on the seventh 
By (1) J . Ogden Flett'her, M.R.C.S., Surgeon to day; 1 on the eighth day; 2 on the ninnt 

the Manrbester Fever Warde; and (2) R. ' day; I on the twelfth day. In 26, the 
Gee. M.D .. and E W Eddowt, Eaq .• Resident length of time that the fever had previously 
Medical Officen of the Liverpool Fever Hoa- exithed was not ascertained: of these, 6 
pita!. were free from fever on the second day af

..,!!> llfedleal Timea and Ouetta, April, .. !lllill; and [II] 
•- J.aace1, Jab 2, llU 

In an ar icle on this subject, Mr. Fletch
er thus writes: 

I had long been convinced of the great 
good produced by the administration of 
quinia in the early stages of uncomplicated 
typhus fever. In the Manchester epidemic 
of 1847-48, Its effects were h1dily benefi
cial; and I wa., led to the conclusion, that 
in all ca~ of fever where there was a ten
dency to bowel comrlication (a very gen
eral one in thi11 district,) the early admin
istration of quinia wonld certainly check, 
if not cut short, the disease. 

Since I became aware of the views of 
Dr. Dundu, I ha,·e followed them out in 
all uncomplicated cases of typhus fe,·er; 
and the result of my experience in eighty 
cues a1lmitted into the Manchester Union 
Fever Wards is briefly as follow11:-

lat. Jn the majority of cases, cinchonism 
established a perm1tnent convalesence with
in forty-eight hours. 

2dl~. In the cues where the typhoid 
character w1t11 established prior to the use 
of the remedv, five sixtha weie convales
cent within fourteen days. 

3dly. In children and patients under pu-

ter treatment; 6 on the third dav: 3 on the 
fourth day; 4 on the fifth day; 3 on the ee· 
venth d•1y; 1 on the eighth day; 3 on the 
ninth day; 1 on the twelfth da,-. 

The qainia was also ~iven m 27 compli
cated cases, the chest bemg involved in 22, 
the abdomen in 2, and in 3 both the abdo
men and chest were effected. Of the 22 
cases where the chest wa11 involved (the af· 
fection being, as before remarked, ~nerally 
sub-acute bronchitis,) lf> were treated dur· 
ing the first week·: of these, 1 was free 
from fever on the third day after treat· 
ment; 1 on the fourth day; 2 on the fifth 
day; 4 on the sixth day; 2 on the eigth day; 
1 on the ninth day; 2 on the tenth da1; 
1 on the eleventh day; and 1 on the twelfth 
day. In the 7 the treatment was com· 
menced during the second week; of thesff, 
2 were free from fever on the third day; 
2 on the fourth day; 1 on the sixth day; 1 
on the seventh day; 1 on the tenth day. 

The rem~y employed in the abo"e com· 
plication, in conjunction with the quinia, 
was a large mustard jacket placed round 
the whole of the chest both beck and 
front, applied twioe or thrice daily, and 
left on u Jong aa the patient could 
bear it. 
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IODIDE OF POT ASSA IN SOME FORMS 
OF CHRONIC PERIOSTEAL RHEU

MATISM 

Two cases occurred wilh abdominal com
plication: of these, one was admitted on 
the ninth dav of the fever, and recovered 
OD the sixth· of treatment; the other was Dr. W. R. Basham states that 1here are 
admitted on the fifth day of fever, end re- some ca~es of periosteal rhenmat ism in 
covered on the seventh day of treatment. which the curathe agency of the iodide of 

Three cases occured with abdominal and potasse is very conspicuous, while in otb
chest affections: of these, 2 were edmiued ers. having many i;ymptoms in common 
OD the fifth day of the disease, and were with them, its effects have been doubtful 
free from fever on the fifth day of treat- or nugatory. 
ment; 1 admitted on the eighth day of fe- "From time to time he says;' cases 
ver was free from it on the tenth. have come under observation, presenting 

Thirteen cases in which the quinia was the usual symptoms of chronic rheumatic 
given -eroved fatal: of these, I) died within pains, gnawing and erratic, with parox
forty-e1ght hours after admission. Of the ysms aggravated by atmospheric changes; 
remaining eight, one was admitted on and there has been diffuse tend11rness of the 
the eightb day of fever. and died on the periosteal surfaces nearest in contiguity to 
eighth of treatmP-nt. One was admitted the skin, as the scalp. clavicles, ulna, tibia, 
on the fifth day of fever, and died en the &c.; sometimes distinct tumefaction with 
slxth of treatment: this man had persist- exquisite tenderness; and thcioe nodal ele
ent hiccough, congestion of lungs, and had vations in some have been evanescent, in 
had a severe attack of fever seven months others persistent during the whole courae 
before. One was admitted on the seventh of the malady. It has been frequently no
day of fever, and died on the tenth of ticed, and practitioners of experience can
treatment: this patient was allowed noth- not have overlooked the fart, that some of 
ing but barely-water previous to admission; these cases materially and rapidly improve 
tubercles in the right lung. One was ad- under the administration of the iodide of 
mitted on the fourteenth day of fever, and potassa, while in others, with symptoms in 
died on the filth of treatment: the quinla all respects identical, no benefit bas been 
seemed to produoe no effects. One was derived or impro\·ement become apparent 
admitted on the ninth day of fever, and till the patient has been put through a 
died on the sixth or treatment: this patient course of bi-chloride of mercury and sarsa· 
had two kinds of spots, the one disappear- parilla. 
ing, the other unaffected, by pressure; had "I was once inclined to think that these 
been a hard drinker. Onewasadmittedon varying results depended on peculiarity of 
the fifth day of fever, and died on tbt! constitution, and that the treatment of such 
eighth of treatment: a woman ~t. 76; this cases by one or other of t.hese remedies 
was the only fatal case where the pulse must remain, to a certain extent, empirical, 
was reduced below 100. One was admit- and de.stitute of any settled rrinciple. But 
ted on the fourteenth day of fever, and died a careful examination of al the precedent 
on the fourth of treatment: the quinia did conditions in the histories of such casesex
no good. One was admitted on the eighth hibited the following facts: 'fhat in all the 
day of fever, and died on the third of treat- caEes in which the iodide had been produc· 
ment: had involuntary emotions when ad- tive of benefit, the patient at some antece
mitted. dent period had been salivated, in sume for 

The effect of the quinia on the pulse is, syphilis, in others for an inflammatory or 
in favorable cases, sometimes very remark- other dise.ase; ~bile in those cases in which 
able: in one case it fell from 104 to 72 in no benefit was obtained by the iodide, the 
twenty-four hours; but generally speaking patient had either neYer taken mercury to 
the reduction is gradual and steady. In salivation, or had 11uffered Crom syphilis or 
cases which terminated fatally, the quinia, gonorrhea, which had either been neglect
uith one exception never reduced the pulse ed or teated only locally. It appeared, 
0elow one hundred; it sometimes fell from then, that there were two prethsposing 
one hundred and forty-eight to one bun- causes to the same form of chronic perioa
dred and twenty-four, from one hundred teal rheumatism, the impregnation. of the 
and twelve to one hundred and eight, from system by mercury, and the lurkmg and 
one hundred and forty to one hundred and subtile influence of the syphilitic virus. 
fourteen, but not below one hundred. None "In my clinical lectures for some years 
of the fatal cases were under treatment be- past, I ha\'"e directed the attention of stu
fore the fifth day. In complicated cases dents to these facts, and impressed on them 
the effect on the pulse is less marked that the treatment of these cases of chronic 
than in those which are freee from com· periosteal rheumatism should be based on 
plication. these principles; the first or 0o dia-
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ease requiring the iodide of potassa, the i;e- NICOTIN INJECTIONS IN PARALYSIS 
cond from the agency of alterative doses of OF THE BLADDER. 

BY ANTONIO PAVESSI. some mild preparation of mercury.-Lan
c:d, 18:>3. 

L. R., between 60 and 70 years of age, of 
athletic build, but subject to attacks of gout, 

STATISTICS OF DEATHS AMONG THE became affected, after nocturnal exposure to 
ASSURED cold, with severe pains in the loins and the 

· extremity of the spinal cord, attended with 
BY BH. CHRISTISON, M.D., and1. BEGBIE, M.D. pain in the region of the bladder and stran-

Drs. Christison and Begbie have recently gury .. After the employment of p~per 
presented reports on this subject to the remedies, these ge~eral symptoms d1~p
Meilical and Chirurgical Society of Edin- !'ea~, but para~ys1sof the bladder remam
bnrg, of which the following is an abstract. ed, masmuchassixty hours ltad been allowed 
The reports are published at ltrngth in the to pass after the.first occu.rence of the stran
Edinburgh Monthly Journal for August. gury, before th.e mtroduct10n of thecathet.er; 

from foar, as it was supposed. of exc1tmg 
The report of Dr. Christison is chiefly inflammation. Many remedies proved of no 

to the investigation of the causes of death avail, end the patient was obliged to seek 
as bearing on thf' business of life assurance; surgical aid twice or thrice a day. or to 
that of Dr. Begbie, while embracing this wear the elastic catheter. On August the 
view of thesub;ect, enters more into strict- 2, he tame under the care of Dr. Pavessi, 
ly medical detail, for which the large ex- who tried the effect of electricity by 

~rience of the Scottish "Widows' Fund Daniell's battery, applied to the lumbar 
mbracing considerable more than 1000 region, but without permanent good etfect. 
aths) afforded a sufficient basis. Both Then nicotin was employed in the follow

reports were full of matter interesting to ing way: E\"ery morning a silver tube 
every medical prectitioner. A large pro- wes introduced into the bladder, after its 
portion of deaths in both offices hacl been evacuation, four or five ounces of a decoc
caused by epidemic fever;· and both reports tion of mallows was injected to clear the 
testify to the fact, that the typhus of this organ. After a few moments the fluid was 
country is not only frequent cause of allowed to flow out, when half an ounce 
death, but that it appears to Eelect its vie- of a solution of nicotin (twelve grains in 
tims very frequently from the most unex- twelve ounces of water,) with one ounce 
ceptionoble lives of the community, and to of thin gum water, was injected. In the 
terminate thei;e abruptly at the period of afternoon the injection was repeated, and 
greatest activity. The eame may be said in three davs the quantity was increased M> 
of cholera, which, during the last epidemic one ounce: While this was going on, the 
Tisitation, ~eems to have fallen heavily bladder aquired a daily increased power 
upon the assured in middle life. Next to of contraction, so that at the end of fif
fever, as a source of loss to the community, teen days the catheter was laid aside. The 
stands -phthisis and tubercular disease, patient did not experience any effects upon 
which likewise finds victims to a great the brain. On September 22, he voiiled 
~xtent before the middle period of life. lt the urine in a full stream, and without 
is remarhed that, in the report of the straining.-Med. Times and Gautte, Ocl. 
Scottish Widows' Fund, the number of 8, 1853, from Gaz. Lamb. 
deaths from phthisis after the age of 40 
appeared larger than is usually observed in 
mortality lists, or in the general experience BuaNING FLUrn11.-A bill has been re
of medica! men. In apoplexy and palsy, ported in the New York Assembly, and is 
on the other hand, the returns at the differ- under consideration, for prohibiting the 
ent ages correspond closely with the table use of camphene, spirit gas, and all prepar
given bv Rochoux. An accurate analysis lltions of alcohol or spirits of turpentine, 
of the t!e'lths from these causes shows that, for the purposes of illumination, in stage 
whereas in phthisis most of the lh·es had, coaches, omnibuses, railroacl cars and 
at the p<'riod of acceptance presented some steamboats, under se\"ere penalties. It 
character which might have led to their certainly is a humane act, and ought to 
being considered doubtful; this was not pass; but how far it will influence those 
the caEe in apoplexy. The investigation, who risk their lives by the use of these 
therefore, of the premonitorr signs of the dangerous articles in private dwellings, for 
apoplectic tendency was pomted out as a the sake of economy, is a question we are 
desideratum by the authors of the papers. unable to answer.-Boston Mtd. and Sur. 

Edinburgh Monthly Journal. lour. 
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MALE-SHl.KLD-FERN AS A REMEDY DUlY be stated that the wrapping up the af-
FOR TAPEWORM. tected part ln a large and thick sheet of cot-

Dr. Robert Christisbn extols the oleo-re- ton wool, appears to be very superior in 
sinous extract obtained by ether from the its protecting influence to al.I others. In 
root of the male-shield-fern as a more effi- several severe cases of ery;;1pelas of the 
cacious and teas disagreeabie anthelmintic scalp, lately, in St. Tho~as's Hospital, Dr. 
for the expulsion of tamia, than either the Goolden ~ad the ~hole a~ected par.ts s~r
kousso, the pomegranate, or the turpentine. ed over ~Ith a ~hick coanng of wb11e paint. 
Upwards of twenty cases, be says, have The. patients dtd very wdl, but the re~e
'been communicated to him in which that dy 1s not an agreeable one to use. It is, 
remedy bad been used, and" in every case we belie,·e, in com!11o':1 employment. in 
-without exception the worm was discharg· some of the pottery d1stncts. where erySip· 
ed after a single dose, and usually in one elas of the face and bead, from t?ie alter
ml88. In some it was brought away wi '. h- nate expos':'re to cold draughts and to !m
-out any laxative, and occasionally in that nace heat 1s very frp.quent.-Med. Ti11U1 
use with very littlt. feculent dischar~e ac- and Gazette, Nov., 18r>3. 
companying 1t. For the most prtrt there 
was no pain or other uneasiness, either 
before or during its action. This was LOBELIA IN ASTHMA. 
the case even in an - ~nstance in ~hich The lobelia indata, a drug much praised 
the tendency to the disease had ex1st~d and abused by quacks, and somewhat slight
for. no less than seventeen years, and m ed by the profossion, is in constant use 
which the worm evacuated was the larg· among the out patients in the Lity Hospi
est and strongest I have her seen. Sever- tal !or diseases of the chest. In doses of 
.al patients, who had often previously used ted minims three times in the day, it ap
other anthelmi~tics, ha~e noticed. this pears frequently to produce ",lost admira
-abeence of uneasmess durmg the achon of ble effects in cases of chrome bronchitis 
the male-shield-fern, as SO;'fielimt;s ditf~rent complicated with tendeoc;y to p1uoxysmal 
from what they had expenenceJ mvanably asthma. It is commonly given m conjunc
before. It m.ust. ~allowed, however, !hat tion with sedatives, expectorants, or stom-
18Yef!ll .other .md1v1duals .have <;«>mplun~d achics, often agreeing remarkably well with 
of gnpu~g, sickness, or mdescn~ble dis- the latter. Patients taking it frequently 
oomfor~ 1!1 theabdon;ien and.somettmesc.ven complain of much nausea and sense of de
of •omumg. But it admits of quest10~ . pression during the half hour or so follow
wbether. these occurences depend on any di· ing each dose; but it seems, on the whole, 
rect action of the ~medy on the. ~uman to decidedly improve the appetite and di
body, or upon the .disturbed con.d1hon of gestion. If the nausea be excessive, com
worm uode.r the poisonous operation of the bination with a few drops of dilute dydro
·Nmedy on it. In fact, we have yet to learn chloric acid is often useful.-Med. Tifl&U 
that the male-shield-fern exerts any action cf- Gazette November 1853. 
-on the human stomach or intestines, in the ' ' 
course of its deadly action on the parasiti-
Gl inhabitants of them." THE ACTIVE PROPERTIES OF MED-

Dr. C. reccommende twenty.four grains ICAL PLANTS. 
for a dose.-Monthly Journ. Med. Sci. July, A communication has just been received 
l8:>3. at the State Department, Washington, from 

our minister at Paris, relatirn to the will 
of M. Breant, the French savant, who left 

SESQICHLORlDE OF IRON, ETC. , IN 100,000 francs as a premium to the person 
ERYSIPELAS. who shall discover the cause of Asiatic 

Many instances have lately occurred in chol~ra, or a cure for .it. The money is 
the London hospitals, in which the treat- left m t~ust to tbelnshtute of Fra~ce; but 
ment of erysipelas by the much vaunted the Institute have ~de no regulallons, as 
tincture of iron has appeared to be very ye~, for the presentation of E~c;ay~, aa the 
successful, but none of the experiments heirs of .M. Breant are contesnng m court 
have been sufficiently crucial in their char- th~ leg!-hty of the ~e~acy. As ~oon usa de
acter to warrant us in considering their re· ~1s.1on 1s declared, 1f m favo~ of the. legacy, 

• suits as conclush·e. ~till , however, the ev- n 1~ expected tha~ the lnsutute will pro
idence in favor of the remedy is very strong. claim the regu!at1ons, &c. to b~ obser~ 
Some of the patients on whom it has been by the competilof!! f?r the P.nre. Until 
tried have been younis children. With re- ther;i, no commumcat1ons will be of an1 
gud to local applications in this disease, it ava11.-Botton MU. and Surg. Journal . 
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DYING DECLARATIONS. named to her, and squeezed it for about 

A case of murder was tried before the Sn-
. J>reme Court of the State of Massachuset.ts, 

10 May, 18:'>3, Chief Justice Shaw fres1d
ing in which this matter was considered. 
Th~ facts are thus stated in the usual sum· 
mary preceding the narrative of the trial. 

Angelina Taylor, at th~ yoiut of .death, 
and conscious of her cond1t10n; but ID con· 
sequence of wouQds inflicted ~pon her 
head being unable to speak articulately, 
was' aske<l whetl1er it was C. (Thomao 
Casey) who inflicted the wounds,_ and ii su 
she was requested to squeeze the baud ot 
the person a~kiug the question. U v.on the 
above question being put to her with the 
accompanying request, s~e sque~d .the 
band of the person makmg the mquuy. 
Held that under all circumstances of the 
case, there was proper evidence .for the 
consideration of the jury, they bemg the 
sole judges ot its credulity, and ·ot the ef
fect to be given to it. 

After this outline, only a few necessary 

balf a minute, and then let it go. 
This was repeated to at least four physi

cians in succession, at different times. 
The wound, according to the testimony 

of the attending physician, Dr. Hoyt. ex
tended from the eyelid six inches across 
the head; there was a partial paralysis; ~ 
brain protruded through the wound, and in 
washing the wound a small portion of the 
brain wa!-hed away. 

The court, on the objection to the admis-
3ibility of this kind of evidence, observed 
Lhat all words were signs; some are made 
by the mouth, and others by the ~ands. 
lf the injured party had but the actl~n of 
a single finger, and with that finger pomted 
to the words yes and no, in answer toques
tions, in such ~a manner as to render it 
probable that she understood and was at 
the same time conscious that she could not 
recover, then it was admissible evidence.
Commonwealth v. Casey. Monthly La1111 
Reporttr, Au&ust, 18:'>3. 

esplanations need be added. On the 17th EFFECTS OF MENSTRUATION ON 
of September, Taylor was fouml d_ead an.d THE MILK 01.<' NURSES. 
his wife grievously wounded, in thl'u 

BY MM . BECQUEREL and VEBNOll. house. She was alive, and continued . so 
until the 21st. An axe, bloody, and with 
hair upon it, was found near the entr) Upon the effect, which the occurrence of 

menstruation exerts in women who are 
dooTher. circumstantial facts were strong!) suckling, there is a discrepency of opinion 

d among authors, the majority, however, 
.in favor of the prisoner bei~ the mur er- with the public at large, believing in its 
er. He had differences with Taylor.- rleteriorating influence. So great is the 
Tracks, ot a person running, were found iu ,lifticulty in obtaining true statements upon 
the ploughed field in the w.11r of the house. this point, that, amon~ the great number 
The shoes of Casey exactly fitted the traCkti. of hired nurses in Pans, the authors ltave 
A shirt, which he afterwardt1 confessed to been only able to examine the condition 
be his w11s found in the wood through !Jf the milk iu three women while actually 
which' he ~. rolled up, with stains 01 menstruating. In these, the density of the 
blood upon it. Indeed, he made 8 volun- fluid was found slightly diminished, as was 
wy confession of his crime, while in jail the proportion of sugar, and tl1e propor
awaiting trial. tion of water was sensibly so. The solid 

The point of chief interest in thi~ trial parts were notably increased, especially 
was the admission of the species 01 :he casein. The authors cannot believe 
eYidence noticed above. Mrs. Taylor, as that such chanf?es in composition can in
bas been stated, lingered more ~ban twu duce any mischief beyond some temporar1 
days. after the fatal blow was gtven, and derangement in the digestive organs, and 
retained her consciousness. The wo~nd even this might be prevented by causing 
was such as to prevent her from speuking. the child to suck less, and letting it drink 
except that in one instance she answere t a little sugared wat~r. to replace the sugar 
"yes," somewhat inarticulately. She 'Yas and water lost during menstuation. 
evidently <:onsciou_s of what "'.as passmg, In the discussion that followed reading 
round her, recogmzed her child!'6n and the paper, M. Roger observed that, while 
friends, and understood th~ quesllons pui attached to the Office for Nurses, he had 
to her, and at the same ume was aware paid considerable attention to this point, 
that her chance of recove.ry was hopeless, and that he had arrived at the following 
and that she was at the point of death. conclusions: If the menses reappear easily, 

Upon the question, as thus stated, being without pain or derangement of the nurse's 
put to her, she took her hand out of the health, while her milk is under twtlve or 
bedclothes, grasped the hand of the person fifteen months old, and the quantity of 
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blood lost is normal and moderate, the Shepardson was then charged on a sec
quantity of milk does not become diminish- ond indictment. The witnesses for the 
ed, or its qualities altered, and the child prosecution spoke with somewhat less cer
does not suffer from its use. If. however, tainty, and an alibi was again interposed. 
the menses are too abundant or too fre- The jury here did not agree. 
quent, the milk may diminish in quantity, These circumstances led to further exam
or disappear. The same effect is also pro· ination. By means of inquiry as to the 
duced, though more slowly, in some days whip and sleigh in the passession of the ac
or weeks, when the menses are prolonged tual criminal, another 111dh·idual was dis
for a week, so that the loss is considerable. covered and arrested, and on bringing him 
The milk will much more certainly dry up to justice, "the witnesses who had swom 
if the menses reappear at an advanced pe- again8t Shepardson, when brought to see 
riod of lactation-this being then the signal Holbrook, (the actual criminal) admitted 
of the imperfection and approaching termi- that they were ml•taken, and that Hol-
nation of the secretion. brook was tl1e guilty partv." 

Wht!n the milk becomes thus diminish- Shepardson wus honorably discharged in 
ed, it rarely exhibits the physical charac- open court. 
ters of poor milk; but by its density, 

CASES OF HEMORRHAGE AFTER 
DELIVERY, ACCOMPANIED BY 

SEVERE AFTER-PAINS. 

whiteness, and the excess in number and 
si:t.e of its globules, it more approaches in 
character and richness cow's milk. When 
the menstrual epochs reappear with diffi· 
culty, and are attended with pain, indiges-
tion, diarrhea, etc., or are preceded or fol· RY FRANCIS H. BAMSBOHAll, 11.n., 

lowed by leucorrhea. the child may suffer Con1alt101 Obttet:lo Phr•lolan to the London Bocpltal. 

symptoms due to indigestion induced by It is generally believed, and with truth, 
the altered characters of the milk, the alter- that the mon:. strongly the uterus contracta 
ation of the milk chiefly consisting in in- after delivery, the less chance is there af
crease in the number and si7.e of the glo- ter hemorrhage occurring; and the greater, 
bules. These influences are, however, only therefore, is the safety of the patient in 
temporary, and the milk soon recovers its respect to that source of danger. This 
normal character. The ailments which the aphori~m, howe,er, only applies to those 
child hence suffers are only temporary, and cases m which the uterus is empty; if it 
have been greatly exaggerated.-L'Union contained any solid body-a fOlypus, a 
Mtdicale, No 70. portion of placenta adhering to 11ssurface, 

a large piece of the fa:tal 01e01branes, or 
even a mass of tough, fibrinous coa~ula-

IDENTITY. it may contract most powerfully-mdee<l 
A very curious case under this head is inordinatly-with much more pain than 

related in the Monthly Law Reporter for usually attends its action after the child's 
August, 18~3, as occurring in Massachu- birth; and yet, at the same time, there may 
setts; but as no physical marks are pointed be such a discharge of blood flowing u 
out, beyond the personal appearance, I shall to place the patient's life in imminent 
endeavor to state the prmcipal facts, as peril. 
concisely as possible. These cai:es are embarrassing to the 

Jn Februarv, 18~2. a person named Hi- young practitioner, especially as there ex
ram ShepardSon, the keeper of a hotel at ists among authorities on the obstetric 
Roxbury, was arrested, indicted, and tried science, a great diversity of opinion in ie
for obtaining a quantity of butter under gard to the treatment of fioodings after 
false pretences. The person selling the but- the removal of the placenta; and this want 
ter, and hit; clerk, swore to tht! identity of of concord must necessarily tend in no 
Shepardson. They gne a description of small degree to confuse his judgment.
his person, and swore positively that the Some, as Denman, Dewees, and Robert Lee, 
defendant was this men. Two other per- the introduction of the hand for the pur· 
sons, from whom it was asserted that be pose of clearing the cavity too harsh a 
had purchased butter on the same day, measure to be admi~sible under such cir
swore as positively to his identity. cumstances; while others, as Bums, Col-

For the defence, an alibi was asserted, lins, Gooch, Merriman, and tbe late Dr. 
and evidence was put in to show that on Ramsbotham, describes the proceedings u 
the days charged he was not where the gov- being not only safe in itoelf, if carefully 
emment charged thut he was. The jury performed, but as the speediest and most 
could not agree (seven for acquitrtal,) and effectual means of averting the impending 
he was discharged. danger. Othersagain,as Blundell, lngleby, 
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ON THE USE OF CHLOROFORM ETC. 315 

and Churchill, think it should never be at- wives, about two hours before, after an or
!empted, unless there be "inexorable need," di nary labor. The pla1.enta came away 
or "a very pressing emergency," or till "all without assistance, m less than half an 
other means have failed." hour; but the uterus relaxed; and she 

The fact that Dr. Ramsbotham saw the flooded much. The midwife bad used cold 
first seven caees which he relates in oue applications and compression of the vis· 
year, is a proof that they are met with cus; although these means had produced 
often enough to make them well worthy ol strong contraction, attended by unusual . 
special consideration. pains, they had not put a stop to the dis· 

"CASE 1.-0n February 2d, 1833, at five charge. The patient was complaining of 
A.M., I was sent for to Mrs. S.-, cet. 32, acute suffering each time the uterus acted, 
in the neighborhood of Drury Lane. She W"S faint, pale, and in a state of jactitation. 
had been in labor of her first child for two I therefore mtrodurerl my hand at once into 
days, the membranes having broke on the the cavity, and took away a mass of firm 
first accession of the pains; and she bad coagula, tt.e size of a man's fist. The Tio· 
been rather officiously treated, for her at- lent pains ceased immediately; the bleeding 
tendant had exhausted his stock of ergot, bad was stayed; and, after experiencioe; for a 
given her a considerable stock of gin and few days a pulsating pain in the bead. she 
water; she had taken two large doses of gradually recoTered." 
laudanum; and be bad been rubbing some Mr. Ramsbotbam relates the particulars· 
extract of conium on the cervix uteri; of five other cases of the same ktnd, in all 
he was about to bl'led her when I arrived, of which there was a draining of blood 
I found her walking about the room, un- going on at the same time that the uterus 
able to sit from the pressure of the child's was firm and comparatively small, and 
head, and looking weary. She had not while the after-pains were frequent and 
slept for two nights. But the pulse was powerful,-& condition of things usually 
under 90, and there was no indication of described es being incompatible "ith dan-. 
exhaustion. The os uteri was not quite gerous hemorrhage. In all there was a 
dilated, though the head was low in the considerable quantity of heavy, tough co· 
pelvis; the scalp was puffy and swollen; agula within the cavity, and in all, the 
the va~ina and perineum verr rigid; end pain ceased immediately on the uterus 
the pains were frequent end mite ting. I being emptied. the discharge almost inva
orde~d her a little effervesl'ent medici~e. riabl.v ceasing about the SBme tirne.-Medi·. 
and directed that she shoull be kept quiet cal Timu and Gazette, March 26, 1&>3. 
on the bed. and that the eiternal parts 
should be fomented. At two P.M. I as· ON THE USE OF CHLOROFORM IN 
certained that the pains had been much N 
more natural ancl efficient sin<:'! the meddle· HOOPI G-COUGH. 
some practice had been 11iscontinued; the BT J'LEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M.D. M.'R.t.A. 

os uteri was entirely dilated, the "agina The following remarks and caaea are ad
mu<"h more lax, and the h1!ad extending the dressed to Prof: Sim'(>SOn in the form of a 
perineum. The child was born at three. letter. Dr. Churchill writes-
The placenta was expelled naturally in You are aware that, in my work on Dia· 
fifreen minut!'8, but the uterus soon re~ax~d eues of Children, published three ~rs 
and a .quantity of blood collected w1.thrn "go, I mentioned that I had tried the mba
its cavity. Pressure and cold caused it to lation of sulphuric ether in hooping-cough 
cont;act; still theie wat< a drain of colored with great benefit in about a dor.en cuea. 
serum going on, and the uterus was acting After your application of chloroform for 
at intervals very strongly, with much pain. producing similar results, I tried it in 
After waiting nearly half an hour, without hooping-cough with equal benefit in at 
any relief to the symptoms, during which least as many more casea. But I always 
time she became rather faint, I introduced found two obstacles to its full and fair ad· 
my hand•fully into the uterine cavity, and ministration to young children. In the 
removed four or five ounces of firm, fibrin- first place, you cannot get them to give 
ous coagula . The draining then ceased, notice of the approach of a cough, so as to 
as did the pains also; and she soon went enable you to have the chloroform in readi
to sleep. It was necessary to introduce ness befoie the paroxysm commences, and 
the catheter once the n~xt day; but she re- when the paroxysm has commenced. as it 
covered perfectly well. consists of eight or ten expirations to ooe 

CASE 2.-0n April 27th, 1833, at two inspiration, thf: chloroform will hne evap
p .Jf., I was requested to see a patient of the orated before it has been fairly inhaled. 
Royal Maternity Charity. who had been de- And secondly, young childten have such a 
li.ered of her Brat child by one of the mid· horror of aa7ihiag near tJi,ir mo tbs du· 
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316 DISLOCATION OF THE CERVICAL VERTEBILE, ETC. 

ri~ the cough that they will resist your were violent and prolonged, the efforts to 
tl'Jmg the chloroform as much as possible inspire, and the whoop excessive; it really 
11ntil they themsehes have felt its power Eeemed as if he would be choked, or that 
in relieving the cough. Owing to these something would give way. He had lost ap
two causes, and perhaps also to a want petite, sleep and spirits, although the diFeat:e 
Jf clever management on the part of the had not lasted tkree weeks when I saw him. 
mother, we shall find it fail altogether, oc- I tried chloroform with him, and it at onoa 
cuionally, and in other caEes only partial- reduced the number of paroxyi;ms one half. 
ly succeed; but when it is fairly tried, as but without mitigating them wben they 
I have already remarkecl, its use is most did occur. He took the chloroform very 
beneficial. freely, and as be was not readily influenced 

I have all along felt very anxious to try by it, the quantity seemed to gh·e him a 
it in young persons of 12 or 14 years old headache. and he begged to be allowed to 
and upw&.1ds, because with them we can suspend its use. I the more willingly 
aYOid the two difficulties I have mentioned; a~reed to this, as he had a severe attack of 
but it was not until this yeu that I had diarrhea. I therefore substituted two drop$ 
an opportunity. Four cases have come of prussic acid (Dub. Pharm.) with two 
under my care, and the results are as fol- or tllree of black drops three times a day. 
lows:- The improvement, begun under chloroform 

Cu& 1.-Miss D., iet. 16, had had hoop· continued under this treatment, 1md at the 
log-cough a month, when I prescribed end of five weeks from the beginning of 
chloroform. There was no complication, the disease the couflh had ceast.d, and ht 
but the whooJling was frequent, especially bad regainPd rest, spuits, and flesh. 
during the night. She w1s directed to Although this last case cannot be regard· 
baYe the chloroform in readiness, encl to ed as cured b1 chloroform, the firoysm' 
Ual it with each paroxysm, and she assures were first 1limmished by it, and, have no 
me that in two days the whoop ceased. doubt that it contributed to the beneficial 
The cough lasted a few days longer, but it effect of the prussic acid. The three first 
wu alight and pot in kinks. cases are, I think, very conclusive as to its 

CASE 2.-Miss A., aet. 20, had been ill value; and, if further experience confirms 
with hooping cough for about three weeks, them, we shall possess a means of cutting 
when I prescribed chloroform. The cough short this disease in adults, who, when at· 
wu not very frequent, and there was no tacked, suffer so severely. 
eomplication. Two days sufficed with her One word as to the mode of exhibition. 
a1ao to relieve her of the whoop; and the In order to avoid the possibility of an 
s\ight cough which remain:•d subsided af- overdose, 1 have never gh·en chloroform on 
ter a week or ten days. . a handkerchief or by means of an inhaler, 

In the~ two cases the e1fect seemed quite but have directed the mother (in the C8•11 
magical; both had the disease well marked, of young children) or the patient, to spill 
ancl the families of both were prepared for a little, say about thirty drors, in the palm 
a disease of two or three months' duration, of the band, and hold this before the mouth 
u was the case with these other children. and nose sufficiently near to inhale it fully, 

C.uz 3.-Miss B .. ret. 18, took the com- but not so close as to exclu1le a portion of 
plaint from her brother whom I was it- atmospheric air •. The best time to lx>gio 
tlendin~', and I therefore had an opportunity is just as the patient feels the irritation in 
of givmg chloroform from the commence· the chest increasing to a cough, but if pos
mont. She did not whoop any time she sible before the cough commences, and the 
coughed; but she was directed to use thl' inhalation should be repeated with each 
dllorofonn whenever she felt the tickling return of. irritation. unless headache be 
in the larynx, without waiting for a cough. produced.-Edinburgh Monthly Journal, 
B1 doing so, she found that she could post- Aug. 18:>3. 
pone the cough indefinitely, and if it came ___ ......,.._.. __ _ 
on suddenly, tbe use of chloroform in
•tantly suspended it. About three weeks 
elapeed before the tendency to cough and 
the use of chloroform ceased; but during 

DISLOCATION OF THB .CF.RVICAL 
VERTEBRlE WITHOUT FRACTURE. 

R~ULTING FROM VIOLENCE. 

that time she lost neither appetite or flesh. BY lllCH. o. H. BUTCHER, ~-. 
She slept well, was in good spirits, and Surgeon to Mercers' Hospital, Dublin. 
able to fol\ow her usua~ occupation. She Accidents of this nature, except in U. 
went to the country quite well. two Uflpermost vertebre, are so '"ery rare, 

CASE 4.-Master B., aet. 16, the .brothei: that the highest authorities have denied. 
of the.last case, when I first saw htm •. had their possibility. A case is related by Mr. 
1lte diseaee .most eefft'ely. The kinks Lawrence; another by Mr. Lis:ou; a third 
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by Mr. Norris, of Philadelphia; a fourth sibility in them, nor over the sufaee of 
by Mr. Lavalle, of Cbarenton; and a fifth the body as high as tlJe neck, and all power 
occuried in the Haslar Hospital; and these, of voluntar1 motion was lost. The 11p
according to Mr. Butcher, who gives ab- per extremities were only partially a1fec· 
stracta ot them in this paper, are the only ted as to Eensation, the foreern11 and ~ 
cues on reco1d. The following caee is, gera were entirely deprived of it, while toe 
therefore, one of great interest. upper arms maintained it in a minor de-

Micbael Roche. et. 36 years, admitted gree; but the power of motion, as in the 
into Mercer's Hospital, under my care at lower extremities, was totally annihilated; 
half-past four in the afternoon of Februaiy the upper limbs lay acr<>88 the chest; the 
4th, 1853. The man, being employed u forearms bent; nearly at right angles with 
porter at a coach-office, was in the act of the arnis, and finsers contracted. On the 
arranging some lu~age on the top of a slightest attempt to alter this position, in~ 
l'ebicle, when he slipped oft", and fell upon tense pain 11·a1 experien<:ed, "as of the 
the t>:'lvement on his head. He was quite darting of a knife at the root of the neclt." 
sensible after the fall, but was inatantly There was a total paralysis of the inter· 
deprived of all lower of motion in the costal muscles; the cheat was motionless, 
lower limbs, an . nearly so in the upper. except al its inferior margin i and the ab
The first compI.int be made was relative dommal muscles were flaccid. ~i~· 
to eu:ruciating pain at the root of the tion was merely performed by the dia· 
neck. The accident occurred not more pbragm; thus the muEcles of expiration 
than two hund1ed yards from the hospital, seemed likewire deprived of their motor 
and 1 was summoned immediately to see power; and the exl'iratory eff'ort was aff'ec
him; a fow minutes had only elapsed, and ted by the elasticity of the thoracic and 
I found hi m 111 the following oondition: abdominal parieties, restoring the part• 
He was perfectly collec ted and sensible, which had been previously displaced by th6 
the brain not being affected; be deplored his diaphragm. The pulse was slow and weak 
condition audibly, but the voice was feeble and the surface of the body cold. The 
arid could not be raised in answering ques- sphincter ani had ghen way, and the feces 
tiona. TbeJe was a lacerated wound in were r.B£ed involuntarily. The rcuiF '"ll'J 
the acalp, about two inches in length, over flacci 'and the bladder emrty. 
the occipi tal bone, at it superior margin, The treatment adopted m the first in· 
and to the left side ju t below where it stance was entirely directed towards sup
comes in contact ~·ith the superior poste· porting the neck evenly, and propping the 
rior angle of the parietal bone. I examin- patient on either side with pillows; then 
ed the wound. The periosieum was the application of heate(l jars to the pit 
slightly detached, but the bone was not of the stomach and extremities, warm 
depressed; he did not complain of pain drinks, &c., to bring about reaction. 
here, bu t referred all his sutferiDjPI to Jn fh·e honrs the pulse became fuil and 
the root of the neck. On examination, a strong, the temperature of the body rose, 
manifest ;depression was perceiveable at and the heat of the lower limbs was ac
about the 1unction of the fifth and sixth cer- tually greater than natural. The respira· 
vical vertebr8l; and this was rendered more lion, which was before slow and tranquil, 
strikingly conapicuous by a traverse sulcus became hurried, and, in short, all the evi
in the corresponding soft parts. The dences of reaction were strikingly manifest. 
bead waa inclined a little backwards, Ordered eighteen leeches o~er the injured 
and to the right aide, and the face was also part of the spine, and ten grains of calo
slightly rotated in the same direction.- met. with four of James' powder in a bolus. 
The neck was &omewhat promintnt in A catheter was peseed, and about three 
front, rendered preternaturally so by the ounces of urine drawn oft". 
bulging forward of the trachea. The mus- February l'>th.-He had imperfect sleep 
des of the region were in bold relief, in the coune of the night; position of the 
steadying the parts in their new and ac- body as placed on yesterday. Pulae full; 
quired position, and nerting manifestly a action of the heart steady; respiration 
protective influence against motion. rather slower; refers indescribable peiu to 

The entire neck and face appeared some- the root of the aeck; total annihilation of 
what congested, though no marks of con· ~nsation and power of motion in the parts 
tusion were vwble, even over the immedi- already referred to. The increased devel· 
ate site of injurr. in the spine. The opment of heat in tbe lowet extremities is 
patient lay upon his back, the position very remarkable, and aot at all so conspic· 
which be desired on being placed in bed. uous in the upper; there is aleo to-day 
The lower extremities were extended flac- slight tremuloas rnotion of die cheeb and 
cid, and motionless; neither waa there sen- lipe. 'l1lele Im ~ no iaTOlanta pe1• 
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age from the bowels since yesterday, but The neck rigid. in tbe same position u it 
the entire abdomen is inftated and tym· maintained during life, end with' all the 
puitic. The bladder is distended. I external indications of displacement as 
peased a catheter, and drew off somewhat strikingly marked. On cutting through 
more than a pint of urine, a little darker the muscles, and .detaching them from the 
~n natural, and faintly acid. The long back of the spine, a quantity of extruasa
tube, ~up the rectum, permitted a large ted blood was situated in a circumscribed 
quantity of gas to escape. He was ordered way, repullulating, as it were, from the 
eight leeches to the 'fine, calomel, two immediate site of the injury. The supra
grains, and the eighth o a grain of opium spinous ligament, derived from the hg11-
eYery two hours. The patient nqnested mentum nuche, was tom through between 
to have his position altered, and to be the fifth ind sixth cervical vetebne,as well 
placed upon the left aide, which was not as tbe muscular fibres in the same locality, 
accomplished without much suffering, but filling the offices of interspinous ligament; 
when steadied, wu a position moat fuor· the articul1ting processes of the fifth aud' 
able for the dislocation of the neck. sixth cerviCftl ,·ertebrie were apart more 

3 P. K.-1 pa88ed the catheter. and drew than a ql!arter of an i'!ch, parti~ulart7 on 
ofh pint and a half of urine, more acid the left side; the pe~t111l rot1t1on o the 
Ulan that removed in the morning heed 1nd five superior vertebra to the 

6th 10 A He h be 1 • • ~ right aide, will account for this inequality; 
• . · K .- as e~ 8 eepmg ior it is scarcely necessary to mention their 

abort penodfi through the mght, and ~ow little capsular ligaments were torn, and 
eeems to be iu a prolo.nged doze, y~t "~en their polished cartilaginous surfaces ex
toused up S{M'llks se~s1bly, but aga1'? quick- posed. On examining the front of tbe 
ly relap&1l8 into qu:et, and shut'! hts. eyes. column, tbe body of the fifth cervical ver
Tbe eyes are filmly, an~ lack v1vac1ty.- tebra formed a remarkable prominence; 
rulae and heart. s~ady ID ~at, but weak the connecting fibro~carlilage between it 
1n force: &sp1rati.on hui;1ed and foeble. and the sixth, being entirely tom throu b, 
The J>!-llent mak~ meffect1ve a.ttt!mpts to permitted of the anterior di 1 re ent g of 
get nd of some mcreased secretion of mu- h ~ b b d b spa }D bod 
eua from the bronchial tubes, but the ~ e iormer Y t e ept ?f half 1~ Y 
cough is imperlect- h! act fails; tbf. expi m f!ont of the latter, while two-thirds of 
ratory muscles remain as from the first par- t!te intervertebral. subst1nce adhered to the 
alysed. The developement of beat in the s1Xth, an~ one-third t? the fifth verh'b!"; 
lower limbs has become even greater than the antenor C?m~on hgainent of ~he spme 
at any former pt"ri()(l, thoughthe powers of was perft'ct 1n Its structure, bemg only 
life are more pro!ltrated. Abdomen ~reat- ~parated to~ small extent from the mar
ly swollen, and increased t mpanitls. 1 gms of the displaced ~n~. In order to 
Jiused the Ion tube man fncbea u the prosecute tbe invP.Sllgation, I_ remo.ved 
bowel, and all~wed a qu!ntity of af r to ca:n-fully ~be whole of the ce!Y1cal. spine, 
escape. Bladder distendPd; the catheter without 1n the least deg~ d!aturbmg the 
was introdured, and a pint of urine drawn parts, and.plunged t~ ent1i:e mto !tlcobol, 
otr, far more dark and acid than e.iterda 3? !1' to stlff~n them m then acquired po
Mouth touched by the mercury; fts admi~- s1tton. In eight-and-forty hour:_s I remond 
iatration stopped. the ti:averae ~rocesaes and lammae . on t~ 

• . . left side. cutting through the ped1cles in 
~ P. K.-Drew oft" a pint of urine, highly front of the former, and severing the latter 

acid and dark colored. close to the bifid spine. This section was 
February 7th, 10 A. 11.-He bu remained ,eadily effected by means of a fine bow saw, 

ainoe last evening in almoat a constant such aa I t'mploy in amputations: 'l1le 
doze, is easily roused, and is quite sensible, theca was slit up, laid to either side, and 
but answers questions with difficulty, ow- the spinal marrow expoi>oed; the specimen 
ing to embarrassed respiration; the counte· thus illustrated btautifully to how great an 
nance is expressive of great anxiety and extent tbe anterior diameter of the vertebral 
distress, the brows furrowed and cheek11 canal was lessened,- from the careful 
haggard. The pulse is weak and amaU ; measurement, I should say, by about one
tbe upper extremities and body cold, but third; and how the fatal pressure was pro
the lower limbs still preserve a @reat exal· duced between the body of the vertebra 
tation of temperature. He continued to below the diutasis and the arch of the 
grow worse, his respiration more labored. fifth above it; the slightest fragment of 
and be expired at 1 o'clock, fifty-seven bone could not be detectt.d as having been 
hours after the accident, retaining bis detached in the site of the injury. The 
faculties unclouded to the last. preparation aa I have described it remains 
&~W. ainetun Aovn aftw cftat1. in my poaaeaaion, and is catal~ "Dis· 
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HOSPITAL FOR OONSUMPTIVES, I.."'f ENGLAND. Bit 

location of the 
fracture." 

cervical verteb:re without ' condition for recovery, where such a ter

The mode in which the force was applied 
in this instance, sufficiently accounts for 
the effect produced. The man fell upon 
his head, which, together with the five su
pe1ior verteLrai, was driven forward, while 
the trunk and lower extremities, falling 
backwards propelled the inferior part of 
the column in the contrary direction. The 
position of the wound, on the occipital 
bone, will account for the rotary clisplace
men t towards the right side. It is unnece -
sary to recapitulate; the treatment of the 
case was directed with the following ob
jects:-First, to steady the dit:placed spine, 
et:rected by the judicious arrangement of 
pillows; for here the removal of the de
formity could not be procured by gentle 
means, and more violent measures were not 
had recourse to; secondly, large local de
pletion was employed to prevent inflam
mation and its coneequences; and, lastly, 
the exhibition of mercury to insure this 
object, and protect the pbrenic nerves from 
being invoh·ed by softening of the spinal 
marrow and extensions lo their roots.
Though all these intentions seemed to be 
fulfilled, as verified by post-mortem exam
ination, yet this did not slay the rapidly 
fatal i sue: death in fifty-seven hours after 
the accident-Dublin Quarterly Journal 
of Medicine, May, 1853. 

mination is possible. The ventilation is 
EO managed, on the plan introduced by Dr. 
Chowne, as to keep the room free from any 
noxious emanations, and the temperatu:re 
is kept perfectly equable by means of warm 
air. 

"We were struck by one circumstance, 
respectiug the comfort of patients, which 
seems of much practical value: the pass
ae;es on the first and second floor are s11a, 
c1ous, and provided with sofas, tables, &c., 
and are intended as a kind of sitting-rooms 
for the patients, the latter being allowed to 
&{lend, in these warm and comfortably-fur
mshed passages, the time which is not 
strictly given to the bed-rooms. 

"Phthisical patients admitted into this 
institution are thus placed in the best con
dition this country can afford, as !'egards 
th~ air inhaled by diseaEed lungs; and we 
noticed, whilst following Dr. Roe through 
th wards, that the means employed lo 
moderate tht' course of the morbid proces 
going on in the lungs of patients laboring 
under tuberculosis are often directed to the 
pulmonary mucous membrane itself, inde
pendently of other remedies which act 
through the circulation, and tend to pro
mote bealthy nutrition in the system t 
large. The time for attaching exclusive 
vutues lo the inhalations of iodine i now 
past (though M. Piorry, Professor ol Theory 
and Practice of Physic at the Faculty of 
Paris, lays great stress on iodic inhulalions,) 

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTIVES, IN but it stands to reason that vapors which 
may soothe pain in the pulmonary texture, 

ENGLAND. remove spasmodic action, and moderate in
As the subject of founding a hoi;pital ex

clusively for consumptive patients has fre
quently been di.cussed in this country, con
siderable interest is attached to it, and we 
therefore copy from the London Lancet a 
brief notice of a late visit to the hospital 
of this kind at Brompton.-Bost. Med. and 
Surg. lour. 

"We lately," says the writer, "paid a 
visit to this hospi tal, 1he practice of which 
lrears upon one of the diseases which prove 
most destructive in this country. It would, 
howe\·er. be an enor to surpose that none 
but tubercular diseares o the lungs are 
treated in the institution: we noticed, both 
among the out- and in-patients, ca es of 
bwnchilis, pneumonia and cardiac affec· 
tions. These diseases, as is well known, 
are also treated (and even on a large scale) 
in general hospitals; but it must be con· 
fessed that in this special institution all the 
domestic arranpements, the heating and 
Tentilating of the wards, are calculated to 
place the patients iu the most favorable 

flammation and irritation in the mucous 
membrane of the bronchi, should be by no 
means neglected. It would appear that the 
inhalations of the watery vapors of the bal
sams, creasote, &c., are much used here, 
and we heard Dr. Roe slate that he suc
ceeded in many instances in com11letely 
abating pain and irritation in the lungs by 
the inhalation of the vapor of hops. Those 
who have baa many cases of phthisis under 
their care are fully aware how difficult it 
often is to obtain Eedative dfects by means 
of opium, hyoscyamus, conium, &c., ad
ministe1ed by 1he tnouth, and will be pre
pared to take advantage of the inhaling 
method, which seems to act so beneficially 
in this institution. ] t is principally in 
the advanced stage of the diHe11Ee, when 
the trachea and larynx become involved, 
that inhalation are of value, as the rain, 
spa~modic cough and difficulty of breathing 
proves very distressing." 
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LONGEVITY OF GREAT MEN. artic or any other medicine. For the last 
. four months, he has suffered from occasion-

Academicians~ in respe~t . to ~ongenty al attacks of colic, which bad always been 
have been particularly d1stmgmshed. I relieved by a cup of ginger tea or other 
need mention only the venerable Fontenelle, warm drink. He remarked tbat for many 
who wanted but one year of a hundred, and months he bad felt his health declining; 
Nestor and Formey, both perpetual sec re ta· that bis joints (particularly his knees) grew 
ries, the former of the French, the latter of weak. that he had little appetite, and in 
the Berlin Academy. short 'that he felt old age warily approach-

We find, also, many instances of long ing. He felt that he was acting in the last 
life among schoolmasters-so. that one scene of that drama, whose perpetual mo
might believe that continual mte~courst tations see.in to constitute the fundamental 
with youth may contribute somethmg to- law of exi11tence. Although he is not sixty 
wards our renovation and support. years ofage and never sufrered from di~ 

Both poets and artists-in s~ort •• all those to any conslderable extent, yet be had m~
unfortunate mortals whose principal oc~u- ly. given up business, nod felt that bl& 
pation leads them to be conversant with sphere of activity and usefulness was at an 
the sports of fa~cy and self-created w~rlds, iind. Let me remark heie, that the habit ?f 
and whose life, 10 the prope17st senre,_15 an vielding to the first influences of old tge 18 
agreeable dream, have a parhcula~ claim to bad philosophy, and tends in no small de
a place in the history of longevity. We gree to shorten the period and diminish the 
have already &eea to what a g~t age ~n- happiness of human life. 
acreon, Sapho, Hall~r, Metastas10, Gleim, His bowels not baYlng moved on the day 
Utz, and 0e&4:r, all lived. to be very old. of the attack, I gave him a ~ dO!le of the 

The followmg short l1Sl of th~ ages of comp. infusion of senna, which in a few 
distinguished men may be interesting to the hours operated freely. He felt some relief, 
reader in this place. For a more complete but still complained of pain in the iliac re
ca talogue, arran~ed according to th~ classes gion as bf-fore. I then administered castor 
of science end literature upon which they oil with oil of turpentiae, which hning 
11hed their light, he is referred to Madden's o~rated freely he felt much better; b11t 
''Infirmities of Genius." still there was an unnatural and uncomfort
. T~sso, :H; Virgil, f>2; Shakspeare, 5.1; able feeling in the left side. He took oc
Moliere, f>3; Dante, 00; Pope, M; Ovid, casionally mild cathartics for several days, 
b7; Horace, 57; Race. 5?; Demosthen~, and feeling about as well asfrevious to the 
t>9; Lavater, 60; G~lvao1, 61; Bo~csc10, attack, settled his bill. had BC11rcely 
62; Fenelon, 63; Anstotle, 62; Cuv1er, 1?4; reached home befoie he was again attack~, 
Milton, 66; Petrarch, 70; Lesage,_70; Lm- and much more violently than before, with 
Qieus, 71; Locke, 73; La Font11:10e, 75; pain io the left iliac region, and a "eevere 
Handel, 75 · Reaumer, 76; Galileo, 78; ache in the stool." Being myself ament, 
Swift, 78; Roger Bacon •. 78; Cornelle, 78; he took, before my arriYal, three ?'JllCl8S of 
Marmontel, 79; Thucydides, 81; Juvenal, table oil with one ounce of the 011 of tut-
80: Young, 80; Plato, 81; Buff'on, 81; ntine. When I arrived, this had been 
Goethe, 82; Claude, 82; West, 82 j Frank- rown Ave hours and still there WU DO ac-
1in, 64; Metastasio, 84; Anacrec;m, 85; tion either of the stomach or bowe.Ia. I 
Herchell, 84; Newton, 86; Voltaue, &I; found him in great agony, and h1mseff 
llalle,.86; Sophocles, 90; Lurwenhoc~, 91; firmly believing his case hopeles& .. I~
l!ans Sloane •. ~3; Weston •. 75; Michael ed thirty grains of calomel; ped1lunum 
.Angelo, 96; T1t1an, 96; Herodias, 100; Fon- with warm fomentations to the bowels; 
te11elle, 100; Georgias, 108. waited two hours, and no motion be~ng 

felt, I gave calomel and rhubarb ten gnuns 
CASE OF RETAINED F.BC~. each. I waited an hour, but there~~ no 

action. I could not account for this mac
JT na. w .... ft, BICHARDION, OF lWIT MONT- tion, as the bowels had moved freel1 the 

l'ELIER, VT. day before, and I was unable to. de~t any 
&I tbe sight of the id of Feb., I was evidence of inflammatory acho!' .m . the 

111at for to attend upon Judge C., of this symptoms. I ordered a solveot 101ec~1on, 
town, aged f>B, who, it was nid, was suft'er- and a dose of the s!'lph~te of !Da~nesia to 
iag from an attack of "bilious colic." I be taken. · The patlen~ 1mmed1ate Y vom
found him in great distress from pain in ited, and at the same t!me. had a stool. The 
the left iliac region, which he delCribed as stool was watery, but it d!d not descend r!i 
being a hard ache. In regard to his pre- the vessel from the chair. but spatte 
vious history he had been somewhat cos- about over a space at least four feet ~~· 
live for many years, but had taken no catb- He still complained of the severe ac w 
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ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF FISHES,-PULVIS FERRI-ETC. 323 

the stool. He made a violent effort, and ing maturity, ~nd it is yet doubtful whe.tla
expelled a bard substance, which striking er the plan will be successful, ex~pttag 
the floor, or the mop-board near the floor, with regard to those ~h~s fou!ld in ~ 
'°unded like a rock thrown with violence waters where the breedmg ts earned on; .in 
against a board. Jm~ediately following this case there seems no reason to doubt lt.I 
this, was a free evacuation of scybalous ex- full succ~. . . . 
crement, in hard lumps of 'various sires. "An !ntereshng fact has ~nc1denta.l11 
The large mass wns somewhat larger than be~n noticed by tho~ eng~g~d m ob&t:rvmg 
a hen's egg and ·of irregular shape. It ap- this process of hatchmg; 1t is that a grea~ 

re:t to have been moulded in one of the number of monsters occur among the new!:r 
roids of the sigmoid flexure of the colon, batched. fishes, a nurub;er much large~~ 
and to have had one sid& channeled out by proportion than occurs 111 the mammalta, 
the passing current. It was exceedingly Boaton Mr,d. and Surg. Jov.r. 
hard, and had probably existed here in the 
fold of the intestines for many months. PULVIS FERRI-IRON BY HYDRO-
After this evacuation, the patie.nt had no GEN. 
pain and no uneasy sensation •f! the !eft 
iliac region. He now takes exercise daily, JIY WILLIAM PllOCTea, a, 
and is more robust and healthy than he has There has recently been considerable 
been for years.-Boaton Med. and Surg. diecussions in the London Pharmaceutical 
Journal. Journals, as to the composition of the sub-

stance sold as Quevenne's metalic iron, u 
EEDING OF FISHES manufactured by Mr. Morson and Mr. 

ARTIFICIAL BR . Heathfield, both of London. Having for 
Prof. Brainard of Chicago, writ~ from several years been a manufacturer of thit 

Paris, to the North Western Medical and preparation, although not now so engaged, 
Surgical Journal as follows:-:- It may be appropriate to say a few wordt 

.. Al the side of Bernard, ID the College in relation to the subject at issuf'.. n 
af France, is Coste, whose. lecture~ upon appears (Pharrn Jour., page 333, .January, 
the developement of o!ganized. bodies, are 18M,) that iron reduced by hydrogen, made 
the most eloquent and mstructlve course. I by both the gentlemen namPd was on sale 
hue ever listend to. The substance of h!s in :Edinburg by different pharmaceutist1. 
course is contained in h!s g~t work entI· Messrs. Duncan, Flockhart and Co., who 
lled "General and Spec111l History of the sold the preparation of Mr. Morson, were 
Devt'lopment of Organir.ed Bei!lgs," w~ich complained to, that their iron was not 
has reached its tbinl number, ~mg pubhs~- black like that of Mr. Robinson made 
ed by the government. H~ is. known. in by Mr. Heathfield. Messrs. D. P'. ancl 
America from his efforts lll mtroducmg Co. then forwarded to Mr. Morson a sam· 
the artificial b~eeding of .fishes, a proc~ss ple of the blacl. iron, and he pronounced It 
now employed mall th~ d1ff~rent countn~s magnetic oxide of Iron, and not metaUe 
of Europt>. I saw in his pnvate room rn iron. On this, Mr. Robinson placed sam• 
the College of France, a .n':'mbr.r of troughs plea of both kinds in the hands of Dr. 
of earthen ware .• con.ta1n10g the eggs of George Wilson, of Edinburg, who pro. 
fishes of the choicer kinds, such as salmon nouni:ed both to be impure, that is, con
from the lakes of Switi.erland, and other tained oxygen but that Heathfieltl's 1Vd 
kinds from the different rivers of Europe. lle'l"en per cent: purer than MOTson's. 01l 
Prof. Coste informed ~e that the e~s are this being published in the ChtmiBt, Mr. 
transported without difficulty, a d1stanct. Moreon obtained a specimen of Heathfield't 
of 800 miles by land, ,!lnd th_at they. c_ould iron, ae soltl in Edinburg, and had it ana
easily be sent to A~er1ca without 1RJ!1ry. lysed bv Dr. Gregorv, Dr. Stenhoutt, Pro
These eggs are the a1ze of peil.8, of a brtght feesor Williamson and Dr. Ganord all of 
red co~or, and to be hatcha_l are pla~d whom pronounced_ it to be magnetic o.1idt 
upon ht· le racks made of willow twigs. of iron and published the whole aft'au ia 
which are fixed in the troughs so as to 1!C the P~rmacevtical Journal of Januuy. 
covered with water, and a gentle current _is In the next number, Mr. Heathfield pm
kept playing O\"m them. I saw tbP.m In aues the subject by bringing forward mi
dift'erent stages of deyelopmen.t, from t~ croscoyical evidence, and vindicates tilt 
iimple egg to the fish JU&t burstmg from .1t. blaek iron trom the char~e of impurity, a~ 
his a curious sight, and seems to promise tributing its color to mmuteness of divi .. 
much benefit to man, by fres~ a~d whi;ile- ion, than to magnetic oxide, and endeavOlt 
some food. It has, however, its difficulties. . 
Like other orphans, 11 larw: portion of t~ • 8" •paper bJ" the Aathor, Aaw. Jou. n-, ,..._ 
iiah brought up by hand, die before attain- ala. p. H. . . . Gooole 
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to throw doubt on the correctness of the it is of a dark iron gray hue, and will dis
four analysis obtained by Mr. Morson. solve with rapid effervescence of hydrogen 
And, finally, Dr. George Wilson appears in in dilute sulphuric, acid like a carbonate i 
the March number, reasserts the correctness when, however, the heat has been allowed 
of his analysis, and claims for specimens to become cherry red, after the reduction, 
of the preparation of Mr. Heathfield since the particles contract more and more, 
examined, the strength of 91 and 981 per until, if the heat has been continued long 
cent. of metalic iron. enough, a metalic mass is obtained, difli-

By one who is practically familiar with cult to powder, and requiring the avoid
what takes place m the process ol reducing anct~ of blows or the ~stle to prevent it.a 
iron by hydrogen, the causes of the contro condensation into sohd shining pebble-like 
Tersy above are easily explained. · The re- ma&e3. The color of overheated iron is 
duction tube, when ready for the otieration , light iron grey, with a peculiar lustrous ap
is nearly filled with red oxide of iron, ob- pearance, derived from the tritumtion De· 
tained by calcining the sub-carbonate ol cessarv to pulverire it. 
iron of the Pharm&COJIOlia, to free it from Now, when the operator opens bis tube 
its water o! hydration. After the-current and finds that he has but a partial product, 
of hydrogen is estt1blished and the fire is and that the interior part of the oxide is 
kindled, the operator is made aware of the not thoroughly reduced, he is tempted 
commencement of the reduction by the ap· to overlook the presence of the latter, and 
pearance of aqueous vapars at the exi1 convert all to powder. This may be oc
pipe; and when it is conunutd for a length casional and accidental, or habitual, ac
of time and stopped, the contents of the cording to the conscientiousness or knowl
tube will vary considerably in appearance. edge of the manufacturer, and, whilst this 
Near the point of ingress of the gaseous is the case, iron by hvdrogen willconstant
current, if the heat has been sufficient, the ly vary in composidon. We see by the 
red powder will have assumed an iron gray analysis of Dr. Wilson, admitted by Mr. 
color whilst further along the color will Heathfield, that his own preparation va
be bl~cker, and finally perfectly black. Jf ries from 2 to 22 per cent. of foreign mat
the tube an I contents have not been heated ter. 
to a dull red, the reddish color of oxide will Undoubtedly. the best condition of this 
be retained at such point, and it sometimes preparation, when removed from the tube, 
happens in the same operation, that the unre- ts that of a light spongy mass, like light 
clncedoxideandall thegmdesol reduction to carbonate of magnesia, yet more compres
tbe perfect metalic state may be observed. sible, and ofadull, rather dark iron gray col
It never happens in practice that all the or. When the fragment is struck on a bright 
oxide is reduced, and the fire would hllve anvil with a smooth hemmera thin brilliant 
to be continued too long, to the injury of laminia of metal is obtained, and when the 
the reduced portion, and it is usual to em· powder is strongly pressed with a bright 
ploy the partially reduced oxide of one op- spatula, with traction, the compressed sur
eration for the next. The line of complete face exhibih a metalic lustre. 
Jeduction is distinctly marked, so that the It may be well to say a word in refenmt"e 
chemist can by means of a spatula sepa- to the sulphur found in reduced iron: it 
rate readily the perfectly reduced iron; yet may arise from two sources. First. from the 
between this and black oxide there is a presence of sulphuretted hydngen used, 
portion consisting of metalic iron and when the sulphuret prei:ent is that of iron; 
oxide in variable proportion. Hence there or it may be due to the deoxidation of sul
is no reason why imperfectly reduced iron phate of soda in the oxide of iron, when 
8bould be sold except either through igno· sulphuret of sodium is the sulphurretted 
ranee of the procuss, carelessness or fraud. body, as may be proved by wasl1ing the 
)fr. Heathfield, therefore, in alleging the iron. It is almost impossible, on• manu· 
action of hydrol$en in a hot tube as a rea· facturing scale, to wash all the sulphate of 
80n for purity, is only conditionally cor· soda from the hydrated carbonate of iron 
1eet. in the process of making the sub-carbonate. 

It sometimes happens in operating in a hence 1t is nece~sary to thoroughly wash 
four inch tube, that the interior particles the dried llub·carbonate after it is puher
in a part of the oxide are black, and the ized, till the washings are free from sul
exterior iron gray. Now, in reference to phate. The succe~s of this operation is 
c0lor, it may be said that no metalic iron known by testing the reducE>d iron with 
ii peif~tly black, but when the oxide is dilute sulphuric acid, when, if any sulphur
JedtAced at the lowest heat possible, so tbnt et is present. the odor of bydrosulphuric 
its particles do not contract or weld to· acid is perceptible. 
•thcr by excess of heat, after reduction, In my experience in operating with a 
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05 DELUUUK TREMENS. 

wrou_gbt iron tube, forty inches long, and some and disagreeable objects, which coo
four mcbes diameter, the charge of oxide is stantly annoy and trouble him, and which 
six to eight pounds, and the hydrogen is he will attempt to catch with his hands, 
furnished by the solution of twelve l'°unds supposing they are upon his bed; he suffert 
of zinc in dilute so•. The current lS kept from increased restlessness; be is t!Xce8-
up rapidly for eight hours, at which time sively talkative; in fact, in some cases the 
the tube is kept at as near a dull red heat garrulity is extreme, and most commonly 
as possible; and after the removal of the upon the objects ot his dt>lusions. He ia 
fire and the cooling of the walls of the more sleepless, and at times absolutely so; 
furnace with water, the e,·olution of gas so that by Fome writ~rs this per vigilium 
is modenated to a slow bubbling at the exit is considered as pathognomonic of this 
end, until the tube is perfectly cold. The stage of the disease. The temperature of 
7ield of reduced iron, on the average, is the surface of the body may increase, while 
between two and four pounds to an opera· that of the hands and feet remains cold and 
tion. The black pulverulent oxide in the clammy as before. The general restless
other end of the tube is used for part of ness and hurry of manner increase.s; the 
the next charge. The most difficult point tongue is more coated with fur, and it is 
in the proceu is the regulation of the heat; now so tremulous, that the patient cannot 
the next. the management of the gas, bold it still when protruded from the 
which should be carefully purified by pass- mouth. The urine at this time is usually 
ing it twice through a solution of subactate scanty; the pulse is mostly frequent, above 
of lead.-Joumal of Pharmacy. 100, and aometimes considerably so. The 

pupils are usually contracted, but he does 

ON DELIRIUM TREMENS. 
BT W. CAMPS, 11.D. 

The symptons of delirium treo1ens nry, 
from the most triftinj!; degree of tremor, 
wakefulness and dehrium, accompanied 
with hallucinations and quickened pulse, 
to the highest degree of nervous depression, 
and muscular and cerebral excitement. The 
first stage usually presents the following in
dicutions, and very generally in the follow
ing order:-A peculiar slowness of the 
pulse, attended with coldness of the hand~ 
and feet, which being generally bedewed 
with moisture, and from the effect of evap
oration, present a clammy, icy sensation. 
These are preceded and accompanied with 
aymptoms of neral d bility, and usually 
a diminution of temperature, cramp in the 
muscles of the extremities, with giddiness. 
nausea, and occasionally actual vomiting; 
the bowels are sometimt's open, sometimes 
the reverse; nervous tremor of the hands 
and tongue, especially of the latter, which 
is mostly moist, and but slightly furred.
These symptoms are accompanied with a 
dejection or depression of the mind, which 
ia sometimes extreme, accompanied with 
fJequent sighing and oppression. or senge of 
linking at the precordial region, anxiet} 
and depressed state of the countenance. 
with short nod disturbed slumbers. The 
teeoml stage comes on with a marked in
crease of manr of the symptoms observed 
in the prect'.edmg stage. the countenance or 
the patient assumio~ gradually a wild and 
more anxious erpre ion ; he soon begins to 
have various mental illusions, or balluci
mtions; he imagines that he &eea loath. 

not complain of intolerance of light, nor, 
during the course of the disease, does he 
complain of any pain about him; and fre
quently, when interrogated by his physi
cian or his friends about him, will reply, 
sharply it may be, that he is quite well, that 
there is nothing the matter with him. Af
ter these symptons have continued two or 
three days, and the case is about to termi
nate fa,·orably, the gradual mitigation of 
the above symptoms is usually attended 
with yawning and drowsiness, with evident 
disposition to sleep: end this, as soon as 
it thoroughly seizes the patient, is frequent· 
ly very deep or profound, lasting sometimes 
from six or eigh l, to twelve, fourteen, eigh
teen, or e\"en twenty hours; and in mOit 
instances is so completely critical, that it 
appears, as il were, to resolve, or almost 
to termino te the di~ease. Of such cases u 
terminate favorably, this may be said to 
cons titute the third stage of the disease; 
but if, on the olbt:r hand, the disease should 
terminate fatally, the seneral symptums in
crease in violence; the mind of the patimt 
labors under excessive irritability; he makes 
frequent and violent struggles; there is 
more evident depression of the muscular, 
nervous, and vascular systems ; the pulse 
becomes quicker, smaller and weaker; the 
tremor, too, affects nearly all the limbs; 
the patient is constantly talking or mut
tering to hi meelf; the delirium increases in 
intensity; sometimes the patient expires 
in an attack of convulsions, and somellmes 
deat!1 is preceded by a subsidence of the 
general symptoms. The treatment of deli
rium tremens was then referred to, aml the 
arguments for and against free bleeding dia
cussed at BOme length, the author strongl7 
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reprobating the copious abstraction of blood never studied the science of medicine, or 
as recommended and practised by some au- anr other science, since they were born! 

. thorities. The recorde1l effects of emetics, shall not attempt to explain the pro
purga ti ves, blisters, mercurials, and the cess. IL is enough for me to know the fact, 
warm b.i th, were then mentioned. Two I and Ilea Ye it for your readers to say wheth
cases were related in which chloroform had I er it is done through the influence of Mor
been administered internally with advan- monism, Millerism, mesmerism, spiritual 
tage, after other remedies bad failed to rappings or infinitesimals. I do not look 
give relief. The treatment recommended upon this discovery as a matter of much 
by Dr. Stokes, of Dtlblin, who divides all practical importance to the profession, but 
forms of this disease into two classes, was lt may be of importance to the public.
also mentioned by Dr. Camps in his paper, Should anv of your readers wish to know 
in which he strongly advocated its treat- bow these.hereditary doctors manage to oJ.
ment by opium and ammonia, and other tain the title of doctor, and how they gel 
similar remedies-a mode of treatment des- iuto business, I can tell them bow it is 
cribed as the narcotico-stimulant method. done "out West." In the first place, the 
-London Medical Times cf' Gautte, April aspirant to professional honors and emolu-
16, 1853. ments (after learning the fact that be was 

born a doctor, throu~h the spirits or some 
other medium) "sticks out his shiu&le," 
or, in other words, be 15ets his name pnnt-

11 DOCTORS" AT THE W~T. ed on a sheet of tin, mth the word doctor 
attached, and naila U. to the door post.

BT H. Ga.&Jl.a.x, Jl . .D., OF TOLEDO, o. Thus, be gets the name or title! He then 
We are truly a "great nation," and a unites witb the masons, the odd fellows, or 

"fast" people. There is not onlv a" great sons of tem~ranoe, (all 111eful and hoo01a
deal of land out West," but there are a ble institutions,) and as a natural coose
great many doctors! In old times, or during queoce, be is immediately patroniud and 
the "dark ages," there were many things pu1l'ed by some of his brethren! No one 
that were looked upon as wonderful or stops to enquire when or where he was ed
mrsterious, but in these latter days, and in ucated ! or, whether b" ever was.educated l 
this age of "progress and reform," most of And if any one should enquire, be would 
these wond~rs have ceased, and most of the either tell them that he was born a doctor, 
mysteries are explained. Light has taken I or that he was educated in Paris, Londou, 
~he place of darkness, wi~om the J!lace of. or Edinbargh. and either of the>e answe111 
ignorance, and self.conceit and vamty the : would be perfectly satisfactory to the pub
place of modesty and diffidence. What iR ·He! It is taken for granted that be is a 
not already known, is comparath-·ely little, I doctor, because his sign says i::o ! 
and is becoming daily "beautifully less." I do not pretend to say tha1 the masons, 
People have long since Ct".ased to wonder at I odd fellows, or sons of temperance, employ 
the quantity of land in the world, but they these new-fledged doctors because they be
have not been able to account satisfactori-l long to their society; and vet, if they weni 
ly for the great number of doctors, and their , asked for a reason, they probably could not 
rapid increase. The grand discovery has ! give any other or better! Th.is, then, is the 
ftnallr been macle; the whole mystery is way that aom.e doctors ere matle "ou•. west," 
explamed, and made as "clear as mud"! and this is the way they take to get into 

We are gravely told ''that some per- business! The whole process is simple and 
sons are born doctors!" When this an- easy, and yet, if you have any "shorter 
nouncement was first made, I was incredu- cut" to professional honor and wealth, 
lous, and was inclined to call it a "hum- 1 "down east." I should like to know it.
bug," for I could not understand it, or con- 1 Boston Mulical and Surzical Journal. 
ceive how it could be possible; but on fur-I 
ther reftection, J am fully satisfied that this. 
is the way the thing 1s done! In fact,: IODIDB OF ZINC IN VENEREAL AF-
there is no other way that I can see, to ac-1 FECTIONS. 
count for the rapid increase of docwr11, ex- Dr. S. C. Sewell, of Canada. writes u 
cept the one here suggested. We must . follows in the Montreal Medical Chronicle 
either say, that all are not doctors, who respecting the use of iodide of zinc in bia 
profess to be dJctora (aml that would not practice:-
do,) or we must admit that many of them • "Its value in reducing enlargement of the 
ue born doctor1; for it is very eYident that tonsils is now pretty generally acknowledg
tbere are many (especially in the West) ed by the profession, and I have used it in 
who claim this honorable title, who have several cases with satisfactory results. I 
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ONTHE POLYTRICHUM JUNIPERINUM AS A DIURETIC. 325 

had a case of venereal ulceration of the having senate leaves; found often with lhe 
throat which resisted the acid permitrate of former. geuerally growing in damp places; 
mercurr. Ai; an experiment, I employed posseSEes probably the same medicinal 
the iodide of zinc with immediate impro,·e- properties. Common name, Hail-cap 
ment, followed by a speedy cure. Since Moss, and Robbin's Rye. 
that I have used it in several cases of '°ene- CASE 1. Miss 0., in the winter of 1847 
real ukers, both of the throat and nose, and ·1848, had severe attack of typhoid 
with like success. Since 1837, I hal'e used pneumonia, and, while conl'alesciug, her 
chiefly the acid pernitrate of mercury (Ri- kidneys ceased to perform their proper 
cord's formula,) in such cases, and am function. This wa1< followed by anasarca, 
therefore compelent to form a comparative the redema commencing in the lower ex
estimate of their nlue, and I ghe the pre!:. tremities and increasing very rapidly. The 
erence to iodiileofzinc. To apply it, twist legs became enormously enlarged, to more 
• little cotton wool rou11d the point of a than twice their natural size presenting the 
wooden skt:wer, and hning dipped it in appearance of polished marble, and •o 
the caustic, apply it to the ulcer. One ap- sensitive as not to be able to bear the least 
plication usually suffices to destroy th!! touch. After a few days, this was fol
morbid action, and it is to be followed up lowed by ascites, respiration became ve1y 
with metallic washes for the throat, and di· difficult, so much so that I was summon
lute citrioe ointment for use." ed to the patient's bed three times in 

twenty-four hours with the message that 
she was dying; pulse 140-1:'.IO a minute. 

ON THB POLYTRICHUM JUNIPERIN- I had been using diuretics, alterative8, fric-
UM AS A. DIURETIC. lions, counter-irritants, and tonics, as fl1e 

BY WILLIAM woon, M.n., symptoms had indicated, but all to little or 
no purpose. At this stage of the disease. 

ef Eut Windsor-Bill, Connecticut. [r. Watson was called in consultation, 
Having been in the habit of using a plant and pronoum:ed il a hopelss case, saying 

Jn my practice which is, I believe, wholly that she could not lh·e twenty-four hours. 
un~nown to the medical profession as For the nine days previous, she had been 
pos!!esing any medicinal properties, and elevated to nearly the sitting posture, as it 
believing it to be far superior to any was impossible for her to breathe lying 
diuretic known, I am induced to give a down, during this time, her position had 
brief botanical description of it, with a not been changed, as the least motion pro
few marked cases in which it was useful. duced dys_p~rea to an ala.rming degree. I 
The plant grows very abundantly in New now adm_mas~erecl polytr~chum freely (for 
England, and I know not but that it may the first t1!11e '!1 ~Y practice,). without any 
be found elsewhere. My method of usin~ fear .of ~01ng m1ury. as I believed that no 
it has been, to gather a generous handful of ~ed1calton could save, or even prolong 
the t0holt plant while on the way to see hfe. many hours. In t.welve. hours railed 
my patients, and order it to be steeped and again; found h~r paSE1ng un~e freely (or, 
drans freely. the more so the better. I have as the nurse said, by ~lie pailful, which 
never seen an unpleasant symptom arise aft"orded hear great_ relief. Twent1-four 
from it, although J have used twice the hours from t~e. time the Jl?lytnchum 
above-named quantity in twenty-four '!'as first ndmrn1.sti:red, the skin on her 
hours hmbs could be laid 10 folds. The case af-

'. • • ter this improved gradually under the use 
Stnu. CrYP.togam1a. Nat. Order. Musc1, of tonics, stimulants, &c., without any re

Genua. Polytnchum .• Calypta apparently tum of the dropsical"eft"usion. 
for!'1ed of ti~res <?f h8ir or ~ax. C~psulse CAsx II. Mies A., 1848, bad been trou-
4.-sided. noddmg m old fr1!1t .• Per1sto'!le bled with ascites for more than twelve 
•mgle, 64 teeth. Flo,vel'!' d1rec1ous; sterile years; had consulted the physicians in 
flowers cup-shaped, termmal. Hartford and l'icinity and had been under 

First species, Juniptrinum (Hedwig,) the care of at least as 'many M. D.'s as she 
etems generally simple; pedicle supporting bad years been troubled, not only without 
~be ~psule, smooth, wiry. two-third inches any permanent amelioration of symptoms, 
lD ~eight.from the top of .the plant; leaves but with a gradual increase of disease •. The 
entn!l; capeulse oblong, about the 11be of ascitea had been ascribed to hepatic de· 
a grain of wheat, surmounted by a beaked rangement, for which mercurials bad been 
lid which falls from the old fruit, exposing freely administered· salivation had beftl 
the smooth dilated apex of the columella. the result. She bad.become so susceptible 

Second species, Commune (Linn.), dif~ to the influence of mercurials, that one
fers from the foregoing by being taller, and eighth of a grain of calo eJ. .. would livate 
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her. When I saw her, the dropsical etru- "A Russian peasant, of Simbirsk, on the 
sions extended o,·er her lower limbs, abdo- Volga, possessed a celebrity in the cure of 
men, and cbest; pulse 120 a minute; respi· this worst of all human diseases. He was 
ration difficult; urine little in quantity and not the discoverer of the root that cured. 
high colored, with a brick colored sedi- but was the sole depository of thP. secret. 
ment. I ~ve her freely of the aoove- The renown of his extraordinary cures, 
named article. In forty-eight hotVs her bursting, at length, beyond the circle of 
dropsy had almost disal'peared; she has his goYernment, their number increased 
bad but onesli~ht turn of the disease since, with his practice, and his celebrity along 
and that was mduced by se\'ere attack of with them." The remedy used was the 
dysentery. Alisma Plantago. A correspondent of the 

CAsE Ill. Mrs. N., from New York London Literary Gazette wntes as follows 
city 1800, had for years been troubled with respecting it:-
scantiness of urine and c?nEequent c:t~e!'la; .. Sir,-1 send you for acceptance, a draw· 
generally gamed some.~hef fr~~ med1one; ing of the reputed valuable plant, Alilma 
but, as she remarked, had demed no hen- Plantago. It grows, I may venture to say. 
~~t of late;, because she had w'?rn her med- in most parts of Suffolk, certainly with 118 
icmes out. I gave her polytnchum; saw in great abundance to the height of two 
her next day. ~nd lean~ed of .her that. she feet above the surface of the ponds ud 
bad. had occa.s1on to urmate sateen times ditches, bearing white ftowers, inclining 
dunng the ntght. On her return. to N~w more or less to a purplish tinge, from the 
York, she too~ a supply of the article wtth middle of June to August. I have endeav
her; saw her m Ne~ York three montba ored to express the form of the seed-vessel 

. after, and at that time the.re had bee~ .no 80 that the plant may be known afte~ ita 
ret~rn of symptoms to require the medmne fiowers have ceased to exist. I am acquaint
agam. ed with no seecies of Alisma that at all re-

CAsE IV. Mr. H.,. of Hartford, 1853. sembles this 10 habit; therefore it must bl 
bad been ~nwell f<:r s1~ mon~hs; had ~n known at a glance. For soecific minlltia 
troubled with hepatic d1fficult1~, blee~1ng you can refer to Dr. Smith's .. Flora Brit· 
from the _lungs, c:tdema. very httle unne, annica," or to "Withering's English Bot· 
and sometime~ scarcely non~ at all for sev- eny ·" you will receive information from 
eral days. His father hearmg that I had eith~r " 
been successful in the treatment of some • 
obstinate cases of dropsy, applied to me 
for medicine for that pur.Pose. He inform· ACONITE AS A LOCAL ANODYNE. 
ed me that the best medical skill Hartford • 
afforded could not give the least relief to The compa~tlve value of se':e~l of. our 
bis son for his dropsy; that he could not local aniesthetics was well exb1b1ted 1;JI a 
get on his trowsers or stockings. I gave ~se recently under th.e care of Mr. c.urhng. 
him some polytrichum; did not see him for tn the London Hospital. The patient, a 
three weeks, when the young man himself woman t'l7, .had a patch of dry gangrene on 
rode up to me, eight miles, with not only ~he outer side of her left _foot. It~ slow 
bis trowsers and stockings on but also his m~rease \Vas attended wllh such mtense 
boots. Mr. H. said: "ln half an hour after pam, that for Ee\'era! wee~s she scarcely 
taking the above medicine, he began to slep~ at all. To .ob~1m rehef, chlorof'?rm• 
pass water freely, and bis dropsical symp- on hot benea~h 01l-s1lk •. balladonna lotion, 
toms immediately subsided." I gathered and ~he solutton of op1~m, were severally 
him a suply of the article when here, but apph~ to the part, wtth, however, ~ut 
have recently learned that he has had no yery 8hght ~n~ temporary benefit. Ahn· 
occasion to u~1! it, as there has beeri no re- 1meot,_ C?ns1stmg of eq~1al parts of ~he 
tum of the dropsy since, although three soap hmment and of trnctui:e of aconite 
months have elapsed, and his other symp- was then ordered to be used m the .same 
toms continue unabated. manner; af!d ~o great was the efficiency, 

. . that under lls influence the poor woman 
I c?u~d g1ye a long hst of cases l'.quaUy was frequently able to obtain a very fair 

as stnk1~g. if ~ecessary.-A.m.. Journal of night's rest. This case is only one among 
Uu Medical Sc1t11cu. many in which we have Eeen proved tbe 

E.\BT W IND!IOa HILL, Oct. li, 1853 powers of aconite as a local anodyne.
Medical Timu afld Gautte, November 

HYDROPHOBIA. 

The Paris correspondent of the Liverpool 
('Eng.) Advertiser states that:-

li, 18:;3. 
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1)'1rt 3. C!bitorial. 
1fter his disct1arge from the Institute-his 
principles accommodating themselveit to 

~-~~~-~~~-~-..,._,.._.,. circumstances-he lost all sympathy with 

STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY. reform, and finally be has proflered sine.ere 
repentance for all past errors, and begged 

The State Medical Society of Ohio hBf to be again among the purely orthodox
just had a short session in this city; they but without success. The discussion of his 
meet next year in Zanesville. The beat personal merits was rather rich, and an ir
tAing done by the Society was to announce regular motion was made to take him in for 
their opposition to the present law which twelve months, on probation. We would 
interferes with anatomical pursuits, and be much pleased indeed if the State Society 
take measures to bring the subject before would relax its rules and take in all our 
the Legislature. dischar11ed or expelled professors who sym-

The BllALLEB?' TRANBACTio~ of ~he Society pathize with the Society in 011po11ilion to 
was _tlie rece.ption of an apphcatton fro~ a the Eclectic Me1lical Institute. They would 
medica_l .society at Colu~bus denounc~ng make zealous co-laborers with the Society 
a phy11C1an, G. W. JanmE, for consultm{! against the Eclectic School. 
with an Eclectic physician-which was re- . . • . 
1.. d t th •tt M d" 1 Eth" The moat candid thirtg m the transact1om icrre o e comm& ee on e tea 1cs. . . 

Th t naiblt. th· · th d of the Society, was ma report from Dr. Daw-. 
e "'°' ae. uag 10 e .Prc;icee · llOD, the admission that there is a general 

fngs of the Society was the denunc1at1on of d" t d 1 f fid · th ld . . . 1strus an oss o con ence 10 e o 
their code of ethics as an absurd superfluity . 
b Dr M B W · ht B th Dr school profession among the people gener-
y · · · rig · Y e way, · 11 h l" h d d h •t 

W · ht· th th f th · f a y, even t e most en 1g ten(' , an t at 1 rig 1s e au or o e prize essay o . • 
the Soc• 1 ., d.fli lt l b 1" was partly owmg to their neglect to e.ram-1e y on 1 cu a ors. . . 

The most difficult cMe of labor, we think, ine tlwrougl&ly botanu: remdiea. 
will be found in the labors of their commit- Perhaps the public declaration of one of 
tee,· of which Dr. Mussey is chairman, the Society. that their papers and proceed· 
which .is entrusted with the business of ings were re.tlly not worth printing, might 
getting up a new medical law for Ohio, to be considered as candid as theadmiuion of 
establish a CP-ntral board, which is to have Dr. Dawson. 
the exclusive power of granting diplomas, Tbe but apuimen of old fogyi.nn was the 
and of filling medical offices in this State. motion of Prof. L. M. IAwson to condemn 
We think this committ~ ":ill have about taking out a patent for a surgical instm
as much success as their" illustrious prede- 1nent, as an unprofessional course. Dr. D. 
cessora" in the same fool's errand. Judkins, who bu something of Young 

The most laughable affair in the proceed- America in him, propo5ed an amendment, 
ings, wss the application of Dr. Cox to be denouncing copyri11hts for books as equally 
admitted as a member of the Society, which unprofessional. This killed the resolution 
was rejected by a vote of 39 to 28. The of Dr. Lawson as dead as-what 1 Why 
Doctor, it will he recollected, was in the about as dead 118 the summer course of lec
first organization of the Eclectic Medical tures in the Medical College of Ohio. Alas! 
Institute in 1841>, selected for the chair of poor College! W1~ have just been informed 
Surgery, which he held for a number of that it has only two profassors remaining! 
weeks, (we forget how many,) until, asthe theresthavingresigned,includingtheDean. 
Trustees did not remove him-the class B. 
practically dismissed him by withdrawing 
in a body from the Hall, during the hour of 
his lecture, leaving him "alone in his 
glory!" At that time, the Doctor tiraded 
largely and loudly against calomel-but 

IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS. 

The Central Ecle::tic Medical Society of 
Cincinnati, has just issued two medical 
tracts of four peges each, Gi~ flue t>;pe( , de
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signed to furnish the necessary ammunition tain tbe tracts of the society at half price, 
for the army of Reform in the present ~ cents per hundred, be.sides other import-
campaign. The first tract, entitled" What ant private information.. lJ, 
ia American EcluticUrm.?" is an answer to 
that question-just such an answer as the 
peopleneed. Weventuretosa·phatscarce- HOMEOPATHY, HUNKERISM AND 
lyanyquestion'is so pftenasked without sat- PROGRESS. 
isfactory ideas being obtained. It is a ques- The aigns of the times indicate that tha 
tion which cannot be answered in a word, Homeopathic party like main body of tha 
and the majority of the community every- profession is divided into the confticting 
where have the most erroneous ideas on this ! parties of conservatism and progreis. Tha 
subject, ideas which operate greatlr to the I ultra Hahnemannians who tolerate nothing 
disadvantage of reform, and enable its op-1 but conformity to the words of their mu
ponents to place it in a false light. Where- ter still appPar to be in the majority, u 
ever it is designed to push the eclectic prac- 1 conservatism in the present age of the world 
tlce, this tract ought to go, and wherever . is everywhere numerically pl'l'.domioant. 
the practice bas been established it ought I At the late nation1l convention of U.. 
to be distributed to enlighten and en-I Homeopathic profession at Albany, N. Y .• 
courage its friends and to remove the pre- a conservative resolution was after some 
judices of its opponents by showing its I discussion adopted: 
reasonableness, its fairness, its practical I This resolution declares that the law of 
success, its triumphs in Cincinnati and its I Hahnemann "similia Bimilibua" is ~:r.
superiority everywhere. ten11ive with all diseare, and that the resort 

The other tract is on bleeding, and an- to any means of treating disease not based 
swers the question "Wky do American on this law, is owning partly to the in
Eclutics refuse to blud ?" in that plain completeness of the Homeopathic materia 
and forcible style which will raise a formida- medica, but mainly to the ignorana of tll. 
ble larrier against the lancet where,·er it is pruent re90Urcea of Hom.eopallly in those 
circulated. These tracts are in the right who thus deviate from the rigid law. 
st~le to reach the people and excite their This amoun~ to a pretty explicit \'Oa 

interest. They ought to be sown broad- ·of censure agaiiist all Homeopaths who 
cast through the land. In the State of dare. to use a~ything not em braced in the 
Ohio, alont>, there ought to be a million of one-idea the.ory of Hahneman~; and al
them distribute:!. among the people. It is though the hberal and progressive Home
"ery certain that an Eclectic physiciim can opaths have not yet.been. actually read o~t 
make no better outlay than by distributing o.f the party, there is evidently a dispos1-
such documents among th e· 1. te hon among the old school Homa:opatha to 

. e .P ope, n cut them off entirely. 'fhe Homa:opathic 
twenty or fifty dollars laid out m that way h 1 t Ph"l d l h. bel be!" 
will procure him ten fold return i . sc oo a i a e p ia ongs, .we ieve. 

. . . . n pe to the Hunker class of exclusive Hahue-
cun1ary profit aside from social infioence · h.l th Cl l d h I 
and standing. man.mans, w 1 e e .e:e an sc oo , ~ 

sessmg more of the spmt of West Amen-
These tracts are furnished at the ra~ of 

fifty cents per hundred copies. The cost 
or transportation by express for a small 
package is about 21> cents, the postage (one 
cent each) would cost more than the tracts 
themEel ves. 

Every Eclectic physician should at once 
Join the Central Medic.al Society-(See our 
Ma7 No.) and then asa member, he can ob-

can freedom, is not afraid to acknowledge 
that cures may be happily performed be
yond the law of similia similib11a, and that 
cold water, as well as other non-homa:o
pathic remedies, may be a legitimate means 
for the treatment of disease-indeed, some 
of its professors are actively engaged in 
Hydropathic treatment. The editor of ti. 
American Journal of Homa:opatby at New 
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are decidedly opposed to the Cleveland l"nml tile BottOll M•dieal aad S.r1ieal Joanial. 

school and in f1avorofconcentratingall the GRADUATES 01'' MEDICAL SCHOOLS, 
b f h h Ph'l del h' IMPOSTORS. strengt o t e party upon t e i a P lll M ... _ Th Ca 1 f '--

__ ._ l h l I he di ti lllllllS .a:..DITORS,- e ta ogue o tue 
11\.'UOO as t e on 1 P ace w ~ pe tc Y "Cleveland Medical College. session of 
pure T&omaopatAy can be obtained. The 18~3-4," contains a full list of graduates 
Cleveland Journal retorts with some asper· at that institution, from its organization 
ity, and the line is pretty distinctly dlawn. up to !h~ pre;;eu~ time. This, in my hum-

. · 1 • ble op101on, is nght, and I hope everv med-
The effort was made 10 the na"ona soeteiy iral school in Union will follow the ex-
to have the graduates ~f the Cleveland ample. Such a list is necessary, not only 
school excluded, or at least their diplomas to the profession but to the public; for 
disregarded as not being good homa:opathic there are impostors in the '!orld, and some 
documents. The attempt failed but the of ~hem are. so base and impudent as to 

. . ' clann the title of · M. D., who have no 
resolution iust adopted looks that way. right to it. So long as the people have no 

We should not think it strange if Phila- n_i~s of discriminating betw~n the phy
delphia became the general headquarters of s1c1a.n and the _quack, they are hable to be 
fog ·ism in medicine and Ohio the centre dea:tved and impose& _upon; and the pro-

y. . ' . Cession are held responsible for all the mal-
of hberahsm. Some mystenous law of practice, and all the sins of quacks and 
nature locates fogyism in the East, and pro- impostors, or all who call themselves doc-
gress in the West. The farther we go east- tors.d h 11 h 

rd · d . I o not say t at a are quacks w o 
wa. , the ~eeper 1s the arkness of bigotry. have not gnduated; but Ido say, that thoi:e 
Ph1ladelph1a, London, Rome, St. Peters- who attach M.D. to their names without 
burgh, Constantinople, Asia Minor, Persia, any authority or right to do so, are impos
Tartary, China, and Japan, are sucressh-e t?rs, and justice to the profrssion and pub-
1tages of twilight-and darkness. New Jer· he demands an e~~u~ ~f the ~ra~d.-

• . There can be no m1ust1oe in publishing a 
Ry, the darkest spot m the Umon, was the list of ~raduates, for it will enable those 
last to repeal her medical laws. Eclecti- who wish to employ a scientific physician, 
cism has a starveling existence in the bE'cau~ he is a physician_. to do so! ~nder
East-it mav triumph in Ohio-it will standingly: The profession ~re willing to 

. · • be responsible for thl'11 own sms, but they 
flourish in Iowa and Minnesota-but it are not willing to father the sins of quacks 
will be glori~us in California and Oregon. and quackery. No man should be per
" W eat ward the ~tar of empire taltea It• wny." mi tted to sail under false colors, and l a.rn 

B. in favor of calling men and things by their 
right names. Yours, &:c., 

DEAD LANGUAGF.S. H. GRARAM. 

The following· quotation from Professor Toledo, Ohio, April 6, ISM. 
Playfair should have been introduced into We hope to be able during the year, to 
the lecture on Medical Colleges, but was publish an ample list of the grad111tea of 
not within reach at the time. the Eclectic Medical Institute since the 

••Without contesting the point, whether commencement. N. 
dead languages are of any use, it will be al-
lowed that the study costs pretty dear.-
Three quarters of tne year, for seven years, THE CHOLERA IN PARIS. 
at least, is the expense .. Not above one On the 8th of April, there were in the 
hundred learn to reed Laun eve11 decently hospitals of Paris forty-aeven cases of chol
well-th~t is one g~od reader forevery£1_0,· era. fo the course of the day three new 
000.sterlmg expend1turl's. As to speaktng cases were admitted, and three others were 
Lahn, perfiaps one out of o~ tliousand reported among the inmate& of those insti
maf learn that, so that here is a speaker tutions; one death happened on the same 
for ~ch £100,000 SJ>t;nt on the l~ng!Iages. day. Up to the 8th day of April, the total 
It will, perhaps, be said, that Lalin is ne- number of cases treated in the hospitals, .... 
aissary to the unders.tanding of English: 1204. Discharged cured, ~2; dead, :>74. 
but the Greeks, (particularly a.t Athens) -LoM.on Lanett. 
who learned no l11n&uage but the11 own un-
derstood and spoke it better thao the people How long will outraged humanity toter. 
of &bJ other country," · York and a report made to the State Societ1 
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erate these miserable quackeries 7 A mor- Midwifery, to practice Physic and Surgery 
tality of about half of their cholera patientE in •his State, after depositing a copy of 

l · r. d · ld such diploma, translated in the English 
was ong smoe coniesse by emment 0 language, or other evitlence of graduation, 
school authorities. We know here by am· with the clerk of the county in which such 
ple experience that a mortality of five per practitioner may reside; and until such 
cent. is all that should be expected by a copy shall be so deposited tho~ practiti<?D
physician who properly understands the ers who shall neglect the same shall. be h~-

ble to the peiialty of the act to which tb11 
treatment of cholera. That old school P~Y- is a supplement; and it shall be the duty 
sicians at the great emporium of medical of the said clerk to file such copy in hia 
science should still hue ten times the le- office, for each of which he shall receive 
gitimate mortality in this disease, after so twelve al?~ a half cents, and no.!'10te. from 

b . • "ts . . 1 the practitioner who may depos1. the same. muc experience tn 1 succeBS1ve tnvas one, 
is an outrage against which the voice of 2 . .And be it ~iu:ted, '!hat all ac~s .and 

. parts of acta confhcting with the prov1s1ona 
mankind should cry aloud. B. of this act, be and the s•lme are hereby ie-

LAW REGULATING THE PRACTICE 
OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY 

JN NEW JERSEY. 

The following law was palllied by the 
legislature of New Jersey, at the in11tance 
we believe of a medical college in Philadel
phia, which found the old law bearing 
rather bard on its graduates. "The las~ 
link is broken" now in the chains of med:co
legal despotism in the United States. B. 

A SoPPLDIENT to an act entitled "An Act 

pealed. Approved March 17, lSM.-Phil. 
Journal of Hom.m>pathy. 

EPITAPHS. 

HBJlE LIE 

ALL THE MORTAL REMAIXll 
or TH• 

SUMMER MEDICAL INSTITUTE 
OFTIH 

DEDICA.L COLLEGE OF OHIO. 

to incorporate medical societies for the AT THE OPENING or THE BESllON, Ol'I& PRO-

purpose of regul1tting the practice of FESBOll WAii PllESENT, AJllD WI ABE CB.ED· 
physic and surgery in this State," passed 
January 28th, 1830. IBLY INFOBlllED THAT ALTHOUGH 

Whereas certain practitioners of physic and 
eurgery ID tbis State, labor under c.'tlrtain 
disability in the practice of their profes
sion, owing to existing laws, by which 
thev are unable to collect their dues, and 
are" liable to pain11 and penalties in the 
purs11i t of their profeBSion ; therefore, 

THERE WERE NO llTODDTS 

ONB VISITOR 

LOOKED Uf, 

"Requiucat in pace." 

1. Be it enacted by the Senate and Gen- HEBE LIE 

ero.l Allsembly of the State of Ne"' JerrJfy, ALLTBEMORTALRBMAIN80P THE BUllMU 
That it shall be lawful for all persons of SCHOOL HELD II( TBB ROOMS 
good moral c~aracter. who have diplomas oF THE ORTHODOX 
from any medical college, or from the med-
ical departmtnt of any university of any 1'11 ED I CA. L C 0 L LE G E 
State of the United States, which, before LOCATED ON 

conferring diplomas, require those upon WESTERN ROW, CINCINNATI, 
wh<>m they are conferred to be twenty-one 
years of age, to have studied physic and AT THE OPENING or THE !!EllSION WB AD 

surgery three full years with a respectable CREDYBLY INFORMED THAT 

and. lawful practitioner of medir.ine, inclu- TWO BTtlDKNTlil AND ONB PROPEMOll 
ding two full courses of lectures of not less WERE SEEN IN THE HALL, ENGAGED IN THEIR 

than twelve weeks each. in whic·h shall he LABOBI008 DUTIEB-THElll BUB8EQUE5T 
taught the principles of Materia Medica; 
Pharmacy, Chem"'try, Anatomy, Physiolo
gy and the practiee of Pb7sic, Surgery and 

CABIBB II BBlEF, IJllYllTUIOUBAJlln 

llnhoton to lliatory. 
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1J11rt 1. ®riginal C!ommunitations. 

CLINICAL REPORTS, 

At NeVJton'a Clinical lnatitute. 

!l£RVICE or PROl'El!l!OR!I NEWT01'" FREEMAN. 

lll'O.ITED BT raor. z. FllDJUN. 

(Continued from page. ~8.) 

SPJUNG Sus101r. 

Trestment.-By a special request of the 
parentswhoexpecte;l the child to die either 
without or with an operation, Profs. New
ton and Freeman were persuaded to operate 
upon it. An incision with a lancet was 
made on the left side of the median line 
two inches from the sup. long.' sinus in 
the site of the parietal protuberance and 
near the border of the parietal bone, and 
the hydrocele trochar and canula introiluced 
,,bllquely forward, gauged by the thumb 
alld forefinger, the trochar was withdrawn; 
8 few drops of blood followed and one quart 
of water was drawn away. During this 
time a light bandage was oppHed over the 
11Calp to compress the bones of the cranium 
which approximated as the water was drawn 
oft', and when the face of the child began 
to assume a paler aprearance or the slight
est change, the stream of serum was arrest · 
ed. canula withdrawn and the head bound 
tightly, and retaine<l with adhesive straps. 
We did not draw off all the water; expect 
to operate again in a few days if the child 
~urdves the first operation. 

Keep the patient quiet, let him nurse as 
usual. 

April 21. Doing well, is conscious and 
to all appearances as well as ever; i;erum 
accumulating and oozing from the wound 
under the dressing. about half a pint has 
passed away in this manner. 

22. Still improl'ing. symptoms favora
ble. 

23. Not so well to day, breathing la
borious, pupil slightly dilated, skin paler 
than yesterday, appetite middling. 

24. Died calmly and without convul· 
sions. 

Such operations are rare and a favorable 
result uncertain-the chance for a cure 
tho' slight indeed, was preferable to a short 
life in the condition described previous to 
the operation. 

April 10.-Case 131 . Alice Foley, mt. 9; 
Ulceration of the cornea, commenced two 
months since, blood vessels leading to the 
ulcer engorged, also engorgement of tt.e 
blood vessels leading to the cornea, no in
tolerance to light; the case is a singular one 
from these facts,-1 ha,·e never Eeen one 
:::i.uilar, tho' I have noticed reports of a 
few cases, some by "Miller." 

Treatment.-Apply the mild zinc oint
ment to the ulcer for a few days. 

May ~.. Discharged cured. 

April 21.-Case 132. Patrick Navy; 
Opthalmia and granular eyelids. Been af
fectd since last July, most inflamed in 
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the morning from retention of the secre- has since commenced in the lower part of 
tions; bowels costive and stomach acid. the right femur, near the knee joint, a fis

Treatment.-Alk. bath; mild zinc oint- tulous opening extends into the thigh at 
ment to the eyelids. the point of inflammation four inches, to 

and under the bone, there is much dis
April 21.-Case 133. Will P. Harregan, charge of unhealthy looking and fetid pus, 

tbt. 25; Periostitis of the middle of the some pain in the part. He bas also a fis
llhin. tulous opening in the groin, can '.Pa• a 

Caused by a blow four months since, probe in to it three i11ches, this discharges pH 
some inflammation, swelling and pain, similar to the opening near the knee, is 
caused more annoyance than suffering. unable to labor, much debilitated, has night 

Treatment.-Irritating plaster over the sweats &Gd much pain in the back; habit 
part. scrofulous. 

May 5. Did not use the plaster until Treatment.-&. Sesq. carb. potass 3 ij, 
within a few days. Some discharge from water 3 j., •·· inject the fistula on the. 
the plaster, no pain in the Lone. thigh twice a day; use EelMI· cub. potus 

Treatment.-Kfflp up the discharge from dry upon the sore in the groin. 
tile plaster for a few days, then use the elm Con:!tiutional Treatment-&. Comp. syr. 
poultice until the sore heals. shll. 3j three times a day. 

June l. Discharged cured. April 28. Appearances better. the op-
posite side of the knee is inflamed and 

April 21.-Case 134. A. F. Harris; much swollen; continue thr~ treatmt'nt, wie 

Herpetic ulcer of th~ shin .. Ul~r crack- the irritating plaster over the recent swel-
ed and scaly; two rnchea m diameter. r the t "d f the k ee 
itches much. ing on ou s1 e o n. . . 

. . . May 2. Not RO much pain or stiffness 
Treatment.-&. oxahc acid 3 J., water . th t be" l · ftammati"on . . . m e par as 1ore; ess rn .-

3 J. m. apply night and morning. Co t" the t t t 
· A ·1 2r, 1 · . n mue rea men • 
l . pr~d '1 . mpronn~, chonunue the ox- Mav f>. Sores discharging freely, part~ 

a 1c ac1 so uhon once m t ree days. · . . · · 
M 12 Ul h I d d. l d d more pamful and stiffer from the \mta-ay • ccr ca e · 1sc 1arge cure . . . h 

' tmg plaster; contmue t e treatment. 
April 25.--Case 13!). Ellen Fitzpat· Mey 12. Improdng, swelling on the 

rick; Chronic rheumatism in the right shoul- outer part of the knee less, fistula forme~ 
der and arm. on the outside communicates with the one on 

Has been aff~cteJ eighteen months, has 
been treated by a number of physicians 
with scarcely any improvement; is able to 
do a little labor ubout the house, has some 
headache, colcl feet and much perspiiation. 

Treatment.-&. Iod. potass 3j., waler 
:Jvj., m.; take 3j. three times a day. 

the insid1• of the thigh, less discharge, ran 
walk much better. 

Treatment.-Use col<I applicationstothe 
knee. Use the injection weaker, if the 
groin bleedi discontinue the cauetic. 

June l. Continue the treatment. 

April 2f>.-Case 137. John Mooney. 
May 12. lmpro¥ing, continue the treat- ret. M; Chronic opthalmia. The eye baa 

ment, use also stim. liniment. been affected two years and has now as-
May 30. Di~ch11r-ged cured. sumed the purulent form. 

Trea t~ent.-&. Comp. acoui te collyrium 
April 35.-Case 136. Peter Nangle, ll!t. applied to the eyes four times a day, and 

lus ·ulcers and. fistul&, Com- hydrastin ointment applied at night. 
menced as rheumatism or as ostitis upon April !8. No heller; apply sesq. carb. 
the upper part of the arm, which termina- potass to the eyelids, UEe internally comp. 
ted in necrosis with a discharge of pus and syr. sarsap. 3 ss three times 11 day; continue 
eequestrum; the part henled. Inflammation the collyrium and ointment. 
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June 1. Improl+ing, continue · th6 treat· 
meat. 

~pril 28.-Case 138. George Staffer. 
Weakness of the lower extr;!mities. This 
weakness is a sequel to the measles; can 
searcely walk; is well otherwise:. 

Treatment.-Irritating plaster over the 
lower part of the loins. 

June 1. Improving, is much betier, con
till ue the trea t111en t. 

April 28.-Case 139. John McCrudder. 
el. 21; Chronic pleurisy. llad the dysen
tery for eleven weeks previous to the pa.in 
cqmmenciug, pain in the right side com
menced three months since, has a CQugh, 
coughs up some dark mucous, pulse 110. 
neither fuH nor strong, bowels irregular, 
appetite variable, cannot lie on the right 
side. 

, Tiutment.-A.lkaline bath; irritating 
plaster on the right side. Give inte.rnally, 
a l"inct. opii. camp. 3 j, syr. squills 3· ij, 
"'· Give 3 j three timea a day. 

May 2.-lmproviog; can lie on the right 
side, stronger, no pain after eating. Cough 
better; continue the treatQJent. 

May !>.-Improving; did aot feel the 
pain for th~ or four days until soeez
ing caui;ert its return, feels _some pain now. 
coughs' a Ii ttle tow.-rd ·everiing ; 11tl'erigtl1 
improving. 

Comlnue the treatment, excepting the" et
ptttorant. 

-June 2.--Has takefl some coM, not eo 
well, some cough, pain all the time. Bow
els regolar; soups, &c., become acid in the 
stc:lmacb, pain· in the region ·of tbe liver 
upon pressure, a long breath produces pain. 
(Liver affected some.) . . 

Treatment.-Use comp. earth. pill11, two 
at night, and if they do not oper.ite wie two 
in the morning. Irritating plaster over 
the lowe1 part of the lun~s and liver. 

May 2.-Case 140. Thomas Butler, ret. 
30; Chronic Syriovitiil of the knee joint. 

Has been affected three months, pain in 
the knees on walking, cannot walk much, 
pein on laying ·down at night;· eanuot walk 

• 

313 
during a storm, some heat anCl tenderneE8 
over the joint. 

Treatment.-Cold water dressing; inter
nally use· & Comp. syr. of s&rsp. 3 viij, 
iod. potass. 3 j, m.; give 3 ij, three times 
a: day. · 

May !>,-Improving; perts qnite supp1e, 
is much better. Continue the treatment. 

May 20.-lmproviog. Continue the 
treatment. 

June !.-Improving. Can 1nove the p4-
tell111, not much pain. Continue the treat
ment. 

May 2.-Case 141. Thomas Mulvoy, 
lilt. 23. Chronic Opthalmia. 

Been affected five months, commenced 
by dimness of vision. Can see a litile, can 
distinguish the presence and outlines of• 
body, but not the features; conjunctiva 
injected, ulceration of the cornea, blood
vessels leading to the ulcer imperfect. De
pletion would injure him very much. 

Treatment.-Mild zinc ointment applied 
carefully to the eye twice a day. & Comp. 
syr. sarsap. 3 u, three times a day. Diet 
nutritious. 

May !>.-Improving; sees much better
conjuncti\'a less \'Bscular, net work less. 
Continue the treatment. 

June 1.-Improving; continue the treat
ment. 

May 2.:_Case -Martin Rody. Di&eaEe 
~f the ·lungs, spitting of blood. 

Pain in the lower part of the chest, some 
cough, was here last winter and relieved of 
an illnes, .-was taken sick since and bu 
been in the marine hospital. Thinks be 
can be treated more successfully here. 

· Treatment-a Lycopus Virginicu1 3 
iij, water 0 j, m. Make a decoction. Take 
3 j, three times a day. 

June 1.-No report from hi1n. 

Mav 2.-Caee 143. William Cullem.
lnfla~mation of the ligaments of the knee 
joint. 

Cause1l by a sprain two months since. 
Some pain and much swelling; painful on 
moving the joint. 
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Treatment.-Use cold water dressing for May 23.-Discbarged cured. 
a few days, then the irritating plas,er. M .. ,,.__ 147 M Ha-'i"n. 

Ma 23 I . rfi f th ay ... -..,..,., . argaret ru y .- mprovtng; su ace o e Cb . 0 .__1 . 
kn- di h · 0 · th • · · rontc ptua m1a. ee sc arging pus. m1t e imtatmg E b ~ d"FelU!ed f; th 
plaster and uEe the black sue. yes iive ~n 1. or ree years, 

J 1 Discha ed d but confined to the hda mostly. 
une .- rg cure • Treatment.-& Comp. syr. sarsep. 3 88 • 

. May ~.-Cue 144. John Keif. Con- three times a day. Hydrastiu ointment to 
aupation and bem~hoids. the Iida. 

Has but one fecal diacbarge during the May 12.-Much improved, inftammation 
lll"eek, discharge accompanied with much has disappeared from the eye ball, confined 
pain anddischal(l;eofpusandblood; pain in to the lida, (Opthalmia Tarsi,)' lids acaly. 
the stomach, coughs a little, bas taken much Continue the treatment. 
medicines; cathartics leave him costive, June 1.-lmproving, continue the treat-
edges of the tongue red, headache accompa- ment. 
nies costiveness. 

Treatment.-& Comp. cathartic pills May ~.~ 148. Stephen Butler, eet. 
two every night until they operate freely. 3~. Optbalmia. 

-March 12.-Has one or two operations . Ceught. cold l11t ~uly, eyes ba...e been 
eYery day from the medicine he use1t onlv d111eased SJnce that tame, no headache, ap
two pills e,·ery day, more ~ould inju~ petite indifferent, otherwise general health 
him, paues not much blood, not so much good. . . . 
straining as usual-such csses may termi· Treatme~t.-& Maid unc omtment to 
nate infetula in ano from the constant ir- the eyes twuie a tlay. • 
ri'tation of the rectum. May .12.-Ey~ ~ore pamful, ~as well 

Treatment.-Continue the comp. cath. as prenously. pain an the temple, nght eye 
pills, one morning and evening. more swollen. left better. 

May 23.-Improving; has an operation Trea.tment.-& Comp. syr. •nap. 3 ~ 
from the bowels once in two days. Has three ~imes a da!. Use the comp. aoonate 
no hemorrhage with the piles now, piles collynum four flmes a day. 
leas. Continue the treatment. June 1. No report • 

. June 1.-ImproYing, continue the treat- May :'>.-Case 149. __ Leper. Func-

ment. tional preumonia and spinal irritation. 
May ~.-<Ase 14:'>. Mary Quinn, et. 33. Has some pain and soreaess in the chest 

Hremoptisis and ptleumonic irritation. duri11g the last two months,-mucoua and 
Been affected twelYe months. Commen- sputa tenacious and frothy. breathing op· 

ced coughing last June, bad much oppres- pressive. 
sion of the lungs and spat up some blood, Treatment. -Counter irritation to the 
cough some now, appetite indifferent, pain spine (apply croton oil), also use & syr. 
t~ugh the shoulders, changes from the senega 3 j, syr. scilla 3 88• paregoric 3 18, 

nght to the left shoulder. m. Take 3 j three times a day. 
Treatment.-1,l Lycopus Virginicus 3 ss. May 12.-Discbarged cured. 

water 0 j, m. Make a decoction and give 
3 j, three times a day. May 12.-Case 1:'>0. -- Ugens, a:t. 8. 

June 1.-1\lo report. Otorrhea. 

May·::>.-Case 146. --Quinn, et. 4. 
Pllrotitis, (mumps.) 

Been affected four days. Symptoms, those 
common to this disease. · 

Treatment.-Keep quiet at home for a 
~wdays. 

Ears have been affected two years, the 
discharge is profuse and ofi'ensiYe, there i1 
much pain in the ear, and obLusenea of 
hearing; scrofulous temperament, think the 
bones of the ear are affected. 

Treatment.-& Sesq. carb. potass :3 ss, 
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water 3 vi, "'• inject into the ears morning Has been affected ten months. Took 
and evening. blue pill first, but no improvement, bas 

May 23-lmproving; has not so much coughed much, spat some blood and much 
pain in the ears. Continue the treatment. mucous; some pain in the trachea and bron

May 30.-lmproving; secretion less and cbial tubes, much mucous discharge in 
less fetid. spitting. 

June 1. Improving; use J1r Sesq. cub. Treatment.-11r Nit, 11ilver in sol. 3j to 
potass 3 j, hyd. canad. 3 stt, water :Siij m., :Si waler, apply to the throat with a pro
use as the previous injection. bang once a day. Use intemally, J1r comp. 

May 23.-Case ll'>l. Mrs. W--. Can- syr. still. 3 vii, iod. potassa 3j m., use 3j 
cerous tumor ot the breast. Tumor lour three times a day. Vesicate with olelUll. 
inches in diameter, involving the right tiglii over the larynx. 
nipple; nipple depressed, tumor involving JUDe 1. Improving; feels much better. 
the whole of the right mamma and attach-
ed to the intercostal muscles. The tumor May 23.-Case IM. Thomas Moore, eet. 
had become very painlul, some pain in the r>. !Scrofulous ulcer. 
arm; patient very anxious and nervous. Ulrer behind the angle of the jaw, not 

The whole mammary gland and tumor much induration, the sore discharges some 
were extirpated by Prof. Newton. Chloro- pus. 
form was administered and the cold water Treatment.-11r Com. syr. sarsap. 3 vj; 
dressing used. iod. potassa 3 ss m., take 3j three times a 

June 1. Improving; the surface of the day. Use zinc ointment to the sores. . 
wound granulating well, you distinguish June 1. Improving; continue the treat-
the morbid from the healthy granulations. ment. 
There was a lady came to be operated upon June 9.-No clinic reports to day. lt 
by me, at the same time with Mrs. W., but beiog the last day of the clinic lectures for 
was persuaded to adopt the old treatment the spring session, Prof. Newton remarked: 
under another physician. She was opera- GutTLEKf.11, members of the clinic class, 
ted upon without using chloroform. Reac- again I 01eet you, to give you the partiJ)g 
tion never came up in her case perfectly, she band, and most of you I expect to meet no 
lin~ered a number of days laboring under more within these clinic balls, where ~e 
severe prostration, and has since died, have met so pleasantly, and discussed and 
while Mrs. W. is doing. well and will soon demonstrated so much to our mutual sati,s
return home free from disease. faction, the principles and practice of. our 

May 23.-Cue 16ll. Mlcheel Burke. truly AmeriUln Eclectic system of medi
Fractwe of the leg. Eight weeks llil)(:e, a cine. I do not part with you reluctantl,Y, 
loaded wagon puEd over bis ankle fractur- for I am anxious that you should be in the 
ing both malleoli, and causing some dis- field, operatin~ for th~ good of ~ur com
pleoement; the dislocation was ieduced at mon cau~, which I believe you will repro
the time and t1ince then there has been sent BO wisely and manfully. (Cheers.) 
discha~ of a small piece of bone fro~ .It_ was our ob-ie«:t i~ ~tablishing the 
the internal malleoli. the pa ts are la chmc to have an 1nstatut1on where tbe 

' 1 rge, · f h f · h" h swollen and weak, but the joint is not ments o t e syste~ o pmct1ce w 1c ~e 
much impaiied or ia there much imJla . teach, should be fairly tested before you, 
mation. m that you might in appreciating it, fully 

Treatir.ent.-Cold water dreeaing and gain confidence to make a bold and succesa-
roller. ful commencement as you entered on your 

June I No report profcBSional career. 
• • We have apared no pains to make tlie 

May 23.-Case Ir>3. C. M.1 iet. 26. clinic interesting, with \'&ried aml difficult 
Chronic Bronchitis. cases, some of which ha a. him tbe lki 
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Of the old school physicia11s, but under our their diplomas, and if they cannot sh9w 
ju1licious management have been relieved one from the Eclectic College. it is because 
and nearly all cured, as a reference to our they have none. All who graduate . at the 
dipical reports ~ill attest; and we have Eclectic Medical Institute can show their 
endeavored to make an accurate report of ·diplomas. I do not desire to be so rigid u 
those cases which ha,·e been and will be a young member of the old school profeti

, reported ~n the Journa.l, and will ~ .a sion, who fe:•ls himself a little inflated with 
good reference for you when you return Paris notions, and prt'.sented a resolution 
honie. Indeed, we are daily receh·ing let- to the Medical Convention held in this city 
ters complimenting us upon the success of lately, that laws be made to prevent e,·ery 
oar clinical practice, and the lucid and sat- physician in this city from practicing med
isfactory manner in which our clinical re- icine who ,--ould not submit to be examin
port!! ~ve bem gotten up. Here you daily ed before a board of censors appointed by 
become posted in medical practice and diag- the 11aid ·convention. The young doctor 
nosis, aod fitted for the responsible position must h•;t"e dug up some of the old Ie30lu
which you design to occup1. And here let tions that have been hissed under the ground 
,me kindly thank you, i11 behalf of the clinic by the better sense of a progressive and lib
faculty, for the degree of courtesy and at- eral legislature of eome of our Eastern 
tention you have shown us while listening States man1 years Eince. The art of med
io our instruction. il;ine is as progressive as the intellect, and 

[Prof. Newton here presented the class should not be restricted to the narrow com
with a certificate of attendance signed by pass of petty mi11ds; nothiug is fixed b;,_t 
\he Clinic faculty. R. S. Newton, M. D., God's immutable laws. It was from thia 
Professor of Clinic Medicine; Z. Freeman, progressive. impulse in medical politics 
ld. D., Professoro.fClinic Surgery; and O.E. that it became necessary to establ,!sh an 
~ewton.M.D. ,ConsultingPhysician, which Eclectic Medical College in this city, and 
can be shown at an1 time. indicating the the resuh is, that hundreds of intelligent 
interest taken in professional studies.] Eclectic physicians are continually occu-

And, gentlemen, let me suggest that you pied in advancing our common caUBe 
all take a certificate, for fear that some of you throughout this li nion . 
. may get no other diploma. I do not desire to The faculty and truslef'.s of our coll~ 
discourage you, but to stimulate you. do not bind you by any oath to return your 

There are some who, in the practice of diploma if you should deviate from the 
their profession, neglect preparing them- beaten · track of your ancestors, as was 
selves by lectures ~nd a proper course of done in the presentation of diplomas at an 

'_reading to fill their position with that de- Old School commencement in this city, 
gree of dignity which scientific J.nowledge but have you to pursue any course that 
impsrts to the investigator. Such have not your educated judgment shall sugg1llt. The 
graduated , and though they may be good taking of the vow suggests tbe idea of put
practitioners of medicine in a limited ting the eollar around the dog's neck and 
aphere, yet we suggest that they attend lee holding on to the string, and if Mr. IJogn 
tures and gnduate ir;i a legally authorized should go a little too far to jerk him back
medical college, as a duty they owe the this is uot Yo1111g A•eriea but the meanest 
dignity of the Eclectic fraternity; and the~ of aervility and belongs to Rome and des
~re others 'vho are not truly Eclectics . but potic ages. Each man's collar 11hould be 
have, like the jackass, donned the lion's marked so that all might know the wearer. 
~kin, going about braying that they are Ee- Progreaion is the most prominent feature 
lectics because it makes them more popular of the age and the people should not be 
in their neighborhood. Though this speaks forced to swallow poison against thtir 
well for the popularity of Eclecticism, yet will, anti they will not do it. so that it in 
we suggest that the community ask for common saying among them. "docto, ~o 
r Digitized by Google . 
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not give me any c:alomel" &c., and often 
Mr. offewJ.ul.-dipily takes his hat and leaves 
the room--let him leave. The people ha \·e 
Ec:lectics to resort to who c.an cure with
out. using thoae harsher poiS011ous drugs. 

Another prominent feature 1mo11g us is 
the preparetiou of our concentraled vege
\lble remedies, for a knowledge of which 
I refer you to our Professor of Maunie 
Medica. to lhe few last numbers of the 
Journal and to the :Eclectic Diapensa tory. 
I hope that you may all add some new and 
useful remedy to the long list already pre
sented to the profession. 

Gentlemen, good bye, I wish you all a 
full share of earth's ble!!Bings, and geDPral 

J. LwruLD Suon, Hungaria, 
IBAAc IU:aL1No, Ohio. 
K!toce LAGOllS, Ohio. 
Jours G. CAllPBELL, Ohio. 
HuRY DouoLAS, Texas. 
JourH 1 .. lllEBAUGa, Indiana. 
JoUPH W. Ju, Indiana. 
BENJAllllll M. RoB1111, New York. 
W1LLU11 R. SAMPLE, Alabama. 
J&PTHA G. DoLLEY, New York. 
MOaEs W. Bonnu11, Ohio. 
Joa&rH E. Rl1JfL, Penoaylnnia. 

STOMATlTIS-iNFLAMMATION OF 
THE MOUTH. 

success in the practice of the profession of · BY R. s. NEWTON, 11.n., PROF. or THJIOllY 

your choict>. (Cheering.) AND PRACTICE lll THE ECLECTIC ll&Dl· 

LIST or CLlllllCAL ITUDEllTS. 

HH1' A. LEBPBR, Iowa. 
OL1vu CHAllE Jou.1111, Indiana. 
lh«RY R. POTTu, Ohio. 
ORVILLE P. CHuH, Michigan. 
DA v1D H. Tao11.us, Tenneseee. 
H1RA11 E. Z11111u11A11, PennsylTania. 
HowELL H. Huoo1N11, Missiaaippi. 
GwRGE W. NoaLJt, Ohio. 
Auou!IT J. B111u, Illinois. 
JouPH Ev&Rl1'0HAll, Iowa. 
B11111A111:ior F. MAY, Alabama. 
RoauT E. K1E1U11AN, Ohio. 
CHARLES Lu F1t11t, Ja., Massachnaetts. 
HA11Dr0Rn W. WmT&, Ohio. 
PHILIP T. Gu1s, Penllllylvania. 
CaIBTOPHER C. FueusoN, Kentucky. 
ABRAHA11 Ru.-., Ohio. 
P&'l'n N. Woon, Ohio. 
Hun G. Av1an10K, Ohio. 
Tsoxu E. &r. Jous, Wieconain. 
JA111S L. SPRINGGATE. Kentucky. 
ALEu11nn S. TANDY, Kentucky. 
H1t1111Y l>RAK&, Connecticut. 
E&1111.111s D. Curr11, Connecticut. 
HENRY WoHLGEllUTH, Illinois. 
Cou&TLAND C. STOWELL, Michigan. 
Ev&&ELL F. M. ToRBY, Michigan. 
L1aor W. BaowN, New York. 
0111R1ou11 R. PowliLL, Kentucky. 
Jou M. Sw1rr, Michigan. 
Anuw J. K. MuarHSY, Oliio. 
Jou D. W .a:tr1, Illinois. 

CAL ISSTITUTE, ClllCllilfATJ. 

Thia affection appears under a nriety of 
forms, which result from differences of 
cause and ol constitution. It appear• with 
auch marked difl'erencea, in different indi
viduals, as to have c.awied pathologiats ·to 
divide it into aix or aeven sub-forms, for its 
better elucidation and treatment. 

ST011ATJT1a BaYTBEMATto--eo..os J.r
FLAlllllA'IJOs OF TB& ltOUTH.-Tbis intlam
mation may IO spread itself as to occupy 
the whole oi the lining membrane of the 
mouth, but more generally it appeasa in 
patches. It ia sometimes very auperlicial 
or erytbematic in its character, but at other 
time.-s it involves the entire thickneu of the 
membrane, and in some instances inTohu 
the sub-mucoua tiuue and the acljacent 
glands, and tbeieby produces couiclera•Ie 
pain and swelliag. 

The superficial or erythematic form ii 
characterized by redness, heat, and some
times with dryneas of the mouth ud 
tongue. It. varies considerably in its dma
tion and intensity; with regard to the first, 
it may be traoaitory, or it may continue for 
a long time. In young infants, it is but 
rarely attenaed by ft>brile symptoms or de
rangement; but in children of eight or nlrie 
montba it ia apt to be attended with much 
J>'in aad febrile d~rangement. The epitbe· 
lium sometilllfll becomes opaque, and occa
aicmally riaea iato bliaters. &lld beoomea •· 
tached. Dig1t1zed by Google 
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In such states of the system as indicate a the mouth, or the surlace of the tongue; 
more than ordinary depruity, superficial and after two or tbrt"e days, small white 
ulcers appear, which may spread or become points are presentoo upon its extremity or 
deep, as well as extensive, and finally, if sides. or upon the internal surface of the 
the constitution be too depraved and feeble lip, particularly the inferior one, and ttey 
to sustain such an inftammatory action as appear to crown the papilhie of the surfac:r 
may be essential to the remonl of the dis- to which they adhere. TheEe increase in 
ease, gangrene may 1upervene. number and coalesce so as to form patches, 

When this affection happens to inrnl,-e which may finally coyer the tongue, the 
the gums, after the teeth have appeared, roof of the mouth, the inside of the cheeb. 
they swell and rise between the teeth, and and sometimes the fauces. 
frequently ulcerate, and this destructhe The progreas of this form, from its most 
action may continue until the teeth are dis- simple to its more complicated character, 
engaged or removed; but such instances as presents, through its excretion or exuda
this a1e ,.ery rare. tion, three distinct results or phenomena: 

There is a mild variety of this affection the first we have named, co1•sisting of whitf' 
which has been denominated catarrhal-the points; the second, is that of ,.ariously
secretions of the mouth are abundant-the sized shreds; and the third, is that of • 
tongue is furred, and the taste blunted. pellicle or membrane covering all of tbe 
Thie has been very carelessly mistaken for diseased parts. This membrane asgumes, 
disease of the stomach. Such a l'uspicion sometimes, a yellowish or a reddish color, 
should not be found in the absence of all but these are adventitious circumstances-
direct gastric symptoms. Stomatitis may bning nothing to do with the <lisease
accompany gastritis or enteritis, but in such mere stains from the pretence of bile, or sau
cases the symptoms, if attended to, will guineousexbalation. 
permit of no mistake. The true seat of the disea1.1e appears to flt' 

Caueu.-When it is idiopathic, it results the surface of the epithelium, and not the 
generally from some chemical or mechanical parts below it; and the state of it, which 
cause; the latter can very seldom be a cau11e the white points re11resent, may be regardetl 
in infancy, but the former may, as by an as the first or mild stage, and if it progres.<a 
accidental use of acid substances. At this no further-the white points disappearing
early age, it is most generally symptomatic the attack may be considettd as mild. 
of gastric irritation or disease. It may When the points coaleFce to the forma
eometimes result from an extension of either tion of patchea, which thicken and exfoliat" 
nriety ofangina. and leave the surfaces they occupied ~ 

Treatment.-lf the disease have resulted and inflamed. to produce another crop to 
from chemical or mechanical means, thl! oc- exfoliate in like manner, without further 
casional use of a little sweet oil, appliecl increase of the inftammation, then there it< 
with a hair pencil or a feather may alone a termination of the disease in the second 
prove sufficient, but should it prove more degree. 
obstinate, resort must be had to astringent When the inflammation so spreads as to 
washes, as infusions of gennium, and in render the patches conftueot-formin~ folli
case of much inflammation, a solution of des of greater thickness and extent, then 
borax should be Creely used as a wash. it is regarded as malignant. Post mortem 

If it shall be symptomatic, our firat duty examinations haYe discove~ patches of 
should be the removal or mitiga•ion of the thf' exudation in the aophagus, stomach, 
dill!ll&e of which it is a consequent. and small iotestinea. 

&rollATITll WITH ALTERED SEORETIOB-11'- In the COUl'98 of the diseue, in either of 
FAllTILE SoRB MOUTH -T&auaH. -This its forms, the exudations may exfoliate and 
form of disease commences with an erytbe- be replaced several times, and consequently 
matic: in4ammation of the epithelium of there is no defiDi~ period for its reign-it 
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may .ary from a few days to several weeks. sickly ones, our conclu~ion, that it depends 
Diarrhea, flatus, and colic pains are fre. greatly upon an original organic and feeble 
quently attendant upon it. The breath of viable condition of the system, is rendered 
the child often has an acid odor-the con- e'·en more than probable. He further states, 
tents of the stomach, when thrown up, are that" bad and old milk, and thick farina
gteen, and smell like the b~ath, and this ceous preparations, s"·eete~ed with bro~n 
acidity mav be the occasion of that redness sugar or molasses, are e11pec1ally apt to gne 
which is sometimes seen about the anus in rise to the disease... Here, again, we find 
this complaint. • our leading argument to be sustained. Tt.e 

The skin is usually not and dry and the nutritive sy~tem is in<:apable of com·erting 
thirst insatiable, and yet fever is scarcely the ~rho~ m_to fat, and the l~ngs ~nnot 
ever manifested, and the pulse is as rarely combme rt with oxygen, and disease 18 the 
affected. conFequence. 

. Treatment.-As in this form of disease 
No age can be regarded as entirely exempt the bowels are if not alwavs very gener-

from this direase, but infancy is peculiarly ally in a dera~ged conditi~n.' A supera
liable to it, and equally.so, perhaps, in ~ll bundance of acid is thought to be generally 
seasons of the y~r. It rs not now consrd- present, as the evacuations, if diarrhea be 
ered to be contagious. not present, are usually of a grten color. 

Cawea.-lmproper nutrition, foul air, We are not willing to take it as granted 
and improper or deficient attention to the that the green color of the f&ces is a certain 
skin, may properly be regarde:l as the prin- proof that they are acid-we do not know 
cipal exciting causea in early infancy. The that it is ever the caEe, but we are sure that 
iemote cause, it is aid, may consist in that it is not always the caee. Green encua
predisposition of tht' mucous membranes of lions are .sometimes, and eo lar as wt' know 
infancy to inflammation-a consequence of to the contrary, entirely insipicl and insen
tbeir sanguineous repletion. We think it sible to any test for the preEeuce of acid. 
to be fttr more probable that it consists in Nevertheless, the green color is an evidenc-. 
aome feebleness or depravity of the consti- ihat the bowels are not in a normal condi
tution-a want of ,·ital force: and hence, tion. and therefore it would be judicious to 
instead of a predisposition to it, lhere was employ the compound powder of rhubarb, 
only an organic liability to it. And it should or the syrup of rhubarb and potash, to 
be .remembered that oei~er fat nor lymph change this conclition and restore the vitia
indrcale an adequate vital force. Close ted excretions to a state of heal lb. 
observation will fully illustrale this truth. In the event the stools are freqnent,spar-

Coni;iderable difference of opinion pre- ing, aqueus, painful, and straining. a small 
valla in the profession as regards the true t>0rtion of paregoric may be added to the 
eource of thrush; some have maintained above agents, and injections of starch-water 
that it is always sympathetic, while others or mucilage in small quantities, adminis
are very positive that it is sometimt'll idi<>- tered immediately ·efter ea1h al vine evacua
patbic. We ere willing to admit the latter tion; sometimes infusions or decoctions of 
conclusion, in a very large proportion of astringent vegetables may be advantageous
instances. We view it as a disease, when ty employed, as of ~ackberry root, dew· 
idiopathic, as having its origin in a feeblt' berry root, etc. 
vital force, and this explains why it iE so When the diarrheal evacuations shall 
much more frequently met with in hospi- have a trreen color, which is sometimes the 
tala than in pri,·ate practice. case. the use of magnesia and of lime water 

Dr. Eht'rle says, that" feeble and sickly has been recommended, but in the ge:neral
children i;carcely e•er escape from this di~- ity of cases, we prefer the coune abon
eeee." Now, when it is remembered tba1 named to any other. 
the feeble children are very generally tbe When the bowels indicate~ the existence 
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of much irritation, the discharges are scanty the same districts, we should not consider 
aud possibly stained or streaked with blood, it strange that the constitutional symptoms 
Dr. Dewees strongly recommends the use should scarcely admit of a distinction. We 
of the oil of butter two or three times a concede that the distinction appears to ue 
day. For the same purpose, he thinks very one of fact-of science, rather more than 
favorably of gum arabic water. one of therapeutical utility. 

But in this plan of treatment, even In muguet or thrt,\Sh, the disease is con
though we shall succ~ed in preventing a fined to the surface of the epithelium, &fY• 
prostrating debility, a circumstance that Billard; f>ut in aphthai it is confined to the 
not unfrequeutly results from it, we hue muciparous folHcles of the mucous mezn. 
incomparably more confidence in the efficacy brane. Now, if these be the facts, then 
of a purely revulsive treatment, because certainly they are not one and the same 
a thorough equalization of the circulation disease, although it may be difficult to de
will be followed by an improved l:Ondition termine a difference between the symp
of the al vine secretions; therefore, in addi· toms. 
tion to the means above pointed out, the Prof. Wood tegards thrush and aplrtb·u 
whole ex.temal surface should be once or di8'Jnct forms of disease, but he does not 
twice a da)· bathed with a warm, weak al- agree with Billard in considering follicular 
kaline wash, and dried with so.me degree of inflammation and aphtha: as one and the 
friction. same. He admits that the muciparoa1 

The most proper food for the child is its glands may be sometimes the Eeat of aph
motber's milk, provided she be in good thous uloeratiODS. He teaches that apbthe 
health, but even then she should, for the is a vesicular inilammation and emb•oes 
time being, lhe upon simple and very di · all the small ulcers, with whiti&b surfaCllS, 
gastible food. which are fiequeu.ly to be seen in the 

Local applicationti, in tho treatment of mouth. 
this form of disease, are not to be dispensed This misunderstanding between patbolo
with. During the inflammatory stage, gists is not as to the true seat and cbanu:ter 
1timulating applications should be applied of those forms of disease which visit the 
under the jaw, as the compound capsicum mouth. but aa to which of them helonga, 
liniment or the compound tincture of catn· truly, the name of aphtbae. It is fortunate 
phor, which, in very young infants, may be that this difficulty can auil but little>if 
d.iluted by the addition of sufficient olive anything, in practice, becauee the tiat
oil; and, for a mouth wash, or rather as a ment must be about the same in all tbiee 
remedy for the sores containe.i within it, a of the inftammation&-the diffused, the fal
decoction of hydrastis canadensis may be licular, and Yt>$icular. 
used several times" day,and even a portion After digesting the information which 
of it may occasionally be swallowed; or we have been able to glean concerning tbme 
borax. may be added to the decoction in forms of disease, we are dispoud to ClOll· 

many instances, with decided advantage. elude that the one which is 1~nerally a-
ST011ATITl8 FoLLICVLAa-lNFLAllllATIOll garded as aphthai in this district of countq 

OF TH& Mucous FoLLICLf.11 OF THE M'.ouTH. is the thruah or muguetof Frellt"h writer&
ln the appearanceof.aphthe and thrueh,and tha infantileaore mouth of commondenoa
in their constitutional symptoms. there is 1 ination. 
very striking analogy; but still we cannot As Prof. Wood no doubt understaa& 
declare, with Prof. Dewees. that we can that fonn of diaease wnich is genetally ua
perceive no difference between them as de· derstood to be aphthe by the profe&sion of 
IClibed by C. M. Billard. The resemblance this country, it .is perhaps best, for pncti
is one of appearance, and the difterenoe is cal purposes .at least, that we adopt llie 
one of reality-ol anatomical location; and views. 
when we consider that both are located in The mucoUll follicles are so exoeedingl7 
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aiu.11 that they cannot ordinarily be seen; era juatiDed in deubting its purely symp
l>ut. the iirlinity of their number.sufficiently tomatic character. It is thought to appear, 
co1npensates for their amallnesa; but, when sometimes, epidemically, and if it do, we 
~y becoo1e iµfiamed, they may be felt cannot well doubt that it is sometimes idi
.witih the finger although they may not be opathic. 
~. aad when first eeen they are amall, Aa in the thrush, so in aphthee, the 
~.round, whitish eminences, surrounded Rtomach. the bowels, and the brain appear 
by a .n!ddish circle. Wben the infiamma- to participate in the inflammation of the 
~i~ takes its natural or 1111interrupted mouth-the desire to sleep is W1usual, and 
courae, these eminences become soft in their tbe bowels are troubled with aqueous, ac
ce.U.rs and ulcerate, thr<>wing out a .whit- rid, end greenish stools, attended more or 
i11h matter \vhich is diapoeed to adhere to le&1 with flatus. 
~surface. Young children, when the disease is ee· 
~ ulec1ra ate either isolated or coD:ftu- vere, emaciate mpidly-they are harrueed 

.~t, and when the latter, the.y present a grutly by colics, diarrha. and g1atric it
CQntinuous, whitelled, aIMi ulcerating sur· ritability. The last is sometimes so great, 
face. It is CQmmon to adults.and infants, that scarcely anything is retained. The 
but more frequently appears in the latter, msophagus is sometimes so closed up with 
and wilh tbem it is j!OIDetimes miataken for aphthm, tbat the little which the stomach 
the thrush. may retain is with groat difficulty swal-

It ia said to attend at the conclusion of lowed. 
the e~ntbematoua fevers and chronic in- It is ueeless to pursue the symptoms of 
f11mmatioos 01 the viscera in general. this disease further, becaUEe it is impoeei-

The tleatment of this fonn of dii.ea$e, so ble to define an appreciable di&rence be
far as is now known, does not ililfer from tween the general symptoms of il aiad 
tfl/lt of aphtha, to which we refer. thruah and Dr. Eberle uses the two names 

&ropiUTITIS v EJl81CULAB-APHTHA»-U L· synonymously. 
cuovs l.NFLAM11u.T10.N oF THE MoUTa.- Aphthai is not so common to early in
The term aphthe is applied to all those fancy as to a more advanced stage of child
lmall and whitish ulcers which frequently hood, and after this it may attack any age. 
appear within the mouth, without refer- It is not confined to tbe mucous membrane 
ence to their particular seat or source. of the mouth--Prof. Dewees says, that he 

This form of di&eue generally begins on has eeen it " most plentifully in the labia 
the inner surface of the inferior lip, or with· pudendi as well as on the internal face of 
in the angles of the lipa, and consists of the prepuce." Aft.er this remark, we think 
whi~ vesicles, which may be few or many. it rather surprising that hr. should serioua
From these points it spreads rapidly upon ly doubt as lo the occurrence of aphth!i 
the 1>uccal parieties and surfaces of the upop the mucous lining of the stomach aqd 
mouth ancl gums. At other times, it ap· bowels. 
pe~ simultaneously, and in the same form, C11.t1BU. -- Feeble children, and thoee 
upon several portions of the bue<:al cavity. whoee constitution has become deprued by 
Wherever it may begin, it rese: 1bles a co- the use of improper food, air, etc., are the 
agulum of milk. In its severer forms, as most liable to it. Prof. Dewees thinks 
in the thrush, the eruption becomes dark- that farinaceous diet predisposes to the 
ish or reddish, and probably because uf th~ disea£e, more especially when sweetened 
presence of blood. with brown sugar or molasses. We would, 

Aphthe i11 thought by many to \le alto- a priori, adjudge sugar and fats as calQll· 
gether symptomatic-that it is always pre- lated to produce the diseai;e, especial7 
ceded by some gastric derangement, but as with the feeble-particularly the latter. 
it sometimess attackS children whose stom- Treamw.-Same as that of thrush. 
aclu and bowels are in excellent 4ealth, we STOllATITis PuSTULAB-C.&11cu11 0&11 
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-C.unu:it; ULCERATIVE hiFi..uuuT1011 OF Writers have not yet learned to considrr 
THB MoUTH.---The di~eue of which we very feeble and often-ailing children. and 
are about to treat must not be regarded as vety obese ones, as being very similarly re
being a dependent upon, or as a sequent of, lated to diEease and death. The latter may 
any one of the preceding varieties of stom- escape for a long time those irritations 
atitis; but as being one which is entirely whirh for • similar period distressed the 
independent of them, and, also, as being former, and yet be equally destitute of 'Yi
one to which new-born infants and young tal force; and this truth becOmes maniht 
children are frequently liable. It may lo- as soon as the lat-producing prooeas be
cate itself indifferently upon any portion of comes disturbed or arreated. 
the buccal cavity. It may select the base If we were to indicate any one article ai; 

of the tongue, the framum, the palatine being the mo.t productive of juvenile cfu
arch, the gums, the lips, or the internal sur- eases, it would be sugar-eaccharine mat
face of the c~k;;. It has been confound- ter; and for two rNeons: first, all childmi 
ed with aphthm, but by the time we con- are fond of it; and second, parents, allll06l 
elude, it will be discoTI!red to be 1m entire- uni..-ersally, believe that it is healthy and 
ly different form of disease. nutritious. In some sections of our comi-

lt is but rarely, if ever, noticed before it try, it constitutes a leading article of jnvt
becomea an ulcer of •coni;idem.ble magni- nile diet. Ulcers and eruptions are com
tude, of a grayish color and surrounded by moo to those who intemperately indulge in 
an inflamed border. The adjacent or con- alcoholic drinks; bow then can children 
tiguous parts are usually so far involved as escape similar afflictions who use 1nucb 
to be inflamed and swollen. If it be loca- saccharine matter? Both are carbonaceous, 
ted in the cheek or in either of the lips, the anti both are, rneasura bly, destitute of nour-
1welling will be exposed to external obser- ishment. Those infantile and juvenile con
vation, end the cutaneous surface will be stitutions 1vhicb cannot convert sugar into 
red and shining. The internal swelling is fat, we would, a priori, suppose to be 1nost 
10metimes so greet as to render an exami- liable to the present forms of diseue, and 
nation of the ulcer 1·ery difficult. such we find to be the fact. 

The ulcer, perhaps, never penetrates We know that hundreds of children have 
through the cheek, nor destroys the part in suffered whose only food bad been the 
which it is located, exc:ept, possibly, in mother's milk, but let it be remembered. 
10me of the fatal instances, and they are that too many mothers indulge in gTOE." 

exceedingly rare; and though rarely fatal and carbonal'.eous food. 
it is nevertheless a painful disease. Treatment.-In the treatment of thii 

It is usually attended with fever, consti- affection, the most important indication U. 
pation, a copious flow of saliva and a fetid to arrest the sloughing and prevent its fur
oreath, but this fetor is distinct from that ther progrel'B, and if this be not accom
of gangrene. When located in the gums, pliebed, the disease will rapidly proceed to 
it is apt to npose the a!Teolar processes, a fatal termination, notwithstanding a fa. 
and though it may continue for weeks or vorable condition of the pulse, appetite 
months it is not apt to be attended with and mind. And, probablv, a rt'ason why 
worse consequences. the disease generally resists the treatment 

Causu.---The causes of this disease are employed, is, that after the affection w 
fully as obscure as those of thrush and aph· been properly recogni:red, the local applica
thie. While, on the one hand, it bas been tions are of too mild a character or hue 
noferred to improper nourishment and de- been insufficiently applied ; and this may 

· pravity of constitution, it bas, on the other be owing to the difficulty which attend~ 

band, been known to appear under very op- the effectual applications of any caustic to 
posite circumstances--- apparently so, at gangrenous parts in the interior of the 
least. mouth, both from the swollen and resistiq 
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STOMATlTJS-INFLAMMATION OF THE MOUTH. HI 

condition of the cheek, and tbe struggles was administered. together with four graina 
or the child to fnie itself from a painful of chlorate of potash dissolved in water 
operation. swtietened with syrup, which last dose was 

A writer, in speaking of the application repeated every four hours. The mouth 
of caustic in this disease. remarks: was washed with a weak solution of chlo-

"lneffectual cauterization, however, is ride of soda. Recovery took place in about 
uae1ess or worEe than useless; and though six days, while in one case, which was 
ensry e~deavor should be made to prevent treated with tonics and alteratives, ti.ree 
the needless destruction of healthy parts, weeks ensued before a cure was affected.
yet of the two evils, that of doing too Thia treatment is worthy a trial in cases of 
much is unquestionably less than that of a similar character. 
doing too little. ll is of importance, more- 8TOKAT1T1a MncuR1At.-l1'PLAMJ1ATtON 

over, not only that tbe cauterization should AND SLOtJGHll(G OP THE MOUTH, CAU8ED BT 

be done effectually, but also that it should Macuav.-The people of this country un
be practiced early." 1ortunately, are so well acquainted with 

The sloughing advances rapidly from this variety of sore mouth, that any de
within outward and when once it has pen- scription of it would seem to be a work of 
etialed through the substance of the cheek, supererogation: nevertbeless, a brief ac
the chances of cure are but few; conae- count of it will not be out of place to 
quently, the treatment must from the com- thoee who desire to learn how to treat it. 
mencement, be active and energetic. The After the disr.ase becomes fully devel
caustics which have been recommended are oped, those who visit the patient do not 
strong hydrochloric or nitric acid, which require to be informed as to the nature of 
must be applied to the gangrene in the the disease-it is announced to them, as 
interior of the mouth, by meani: of a piece soon as the door is opened, by the patient's 
of .sponge or lint fastened to a quill, at the breath. From first to last, this is a dis
same time properly protecting the tongue tinguishing symptom. The first indication 
and other healthy parts, as far as possible, that the patient has, that he is, to use a 
from the action of the caustic. common phrase, salivated, is the copper or 

We have never used the sulphate of zinc brass-like taste with which the tongue is 
in this disease, yet from its known success imprelllled. The next indication is a sen1e 
in other gangrenous aftections, we should of soreness of the gums of the inferior in
deem it an important local agent in arrest- cisora, and finally, all doubt is removed 
ing the sloughing; but whatever agent is by an obvious increase of the salvia. 
employed, the mouth must be carefully ex- When the complaint is first made, of 
amined every six or eight hours, to ascer- soreness of the gums, a close examination 
tain whether the sloughing has been check- will detect a transverse opacity of the 
ed, or whether it bas extended into the gums just below their edges, resembling a 
yellow eschar 11roduced by the acid; and white band, attended with some redness 
the cauterization should be repeated suffi- and tumefaction about the necks of the 
ciently often to completely arrest the dis- teeth. In a little more time, the inflam
eaae. During the whole course of treat- mation extends to the periosteal linings of 
ment, the mouth must be frequently wash- the alveoli, causing pain when the juws 
ed with astringent decoctions, and the are closed upon each other; by the same 
diet should be of a generous and nutritious time, the inflammation seems to have 
character, supporting the patient's strength affected the muscles of the jaws, as the 
also by wine, porter,. quinine, or other patient has ·now to make some effort to 
tonics and stimulants. open them-there exists in them a sensation 

Great success bas obtained in this affec- of stiffness. 
lion by the following treatment: The disease progre&Ee&-all the parts in 

A. mild aperient of rhubarb aud magnesia the mouth become De from the extenaioa 
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of the inflammation. The cheeks, t.'rroat, 
11livary glands, and tongue are all painful. 
The last organ, the tongue, is co,-ered with 
a brownish, or passibly a yellowish, 
fur, and so swollen as to fill the buccal 
cavity. 

Ulceration commences generally in the 
gums, hut it is soon extended to the jaws, 
cheeks, throat, tongue, palatal, and eth-

• moidal b()lles. All are destroyed, if life 
continue long enough. 

This is a rapid and general sketch of the 
disease, as it usually appeats in adults.
Now, suppose thediseue to attack an in
fant, in which, as is v~ry generally the 
case, the tissues are all soft and incomplete, 

those students for whom the work is espe
cially intended, will not only app~te 
them, but also our motive fot intrOdiicing 
them. 

Treatmmt.-From all the cases We bii'°' 
witnessed, we ha,.e but little confidence iii 
any treatment either in this or the ukera
ti'"e form of'stomatitis-for, notwithstand
ing the' most energetic mf'asure6, all ha&ten 
rapidly to a fatal result; neTerthelestr, the 
treatment suggested for cancrum oris would, 
probably, be equally indicated undei the 
present affection. 

PUERPERAL· FEVER. 

and then we have such an exhibition as •· z. CABLl!, M;D. 

should induce the civil authorities.to hold This a form of'disease peculiar to women 
that physician to be guilty of a capital aftet delivery, which of late years bas'be· 
otf~me, who should administer mercury in come very prevalent in this country, and 
1my lorm to an infant. having had considerable experience in itw 

Prof. Wood remarks, that the "pre-octu- treatment. I therefore ofter a few remarks 
pation of the system by a ,.ery violent dis- relath·e to the symptoms and treatment of 
ease, presents, in many instances, a~- this so called fatal malady. 
11lete obstacle to its action upon the Snl'PTOM!l.--Puerpe.tal fever generally com· 
mouth." · rnenceg with rigour or chills, 11·hicb is StlC· 

ls he sure that it does not · preEent an ceedecl by great heat, and most alway! 
equally compfote obstaele to its action ends in perspiratfou; but the characteristic 
upon any part of the system? This i9 a by which it is most genen\ly kno~·n, it! 
question of which the profession et large pain in the region of the womb, which al
seems never to have thought. We were though generally with remarkable aggt11Ta· 
taught to make calomel, blue-mass, etc., tions, resembling after pains, yet has no in· 
1 he sheet anchor of our hope in all con- termiF.sion as they always have. The plilflt 
gesth·e forms of disease. We did so until is generally rapid, sometimes runs as higti 
the mortality in that department of practice as 140 and 160 or 170 per minute. Jn 1 

forcel upon us an iU\·e!'tigation of the! short time afttr the attack, the patient'!' 
subjt:ct, and then we discovered that calo- strength rapidly fails, her countenance'e1-
inel is as inert as brick-dust in all conges- pres.o;es great pain and anHety. with mb1" 
ted formR of disease. or less pain in the head, particularly in the 

Prof. Wood adds, that "in yellow fever, front portion; giddiness with ringing in tht 
it is sometimes utterly impoSllible to in- toar!I; Eecretion of the milk generally sup· 
dure the mercurial salivation." pressed; breasts become flaccid; loctiia 

Yes, and in such cases, and by such a suppresEed; bowels in the first stage COE· 

practice, it is as utterly impossible to l!Bve tive, bat in advanced stages diarrhea is llpt 
the patient. It is, to us, much more than to come on; the abdomen swells to a i;reat 
ptobabl~, that the cases to which he has extent, and with tympani tic symptoms; 
referred were highly congested, and if so, extremities generally drawn up; lies moit
the whole difficulty ia e1plained. Jy upon her back; urine scanty and high 

We are fully aware the preceding p&TB· colored, sometimes suppressed; tonguetiOOll 
g11&pbs are, scientifically and systematically, becomes coated with a yellowish b11>wn 
o•t of place; but we feel equally sute thit oofor; stomich op1•re!IBl!d with nanet* ; 
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SOME OF THE ABU3ES OF MERCURY. 

bieath offensive; purple or red spots ap· evacuated at least once every twenty-four 
pear on the face; great pain of a subacute hours. 
character in the small of the back. Such Drinks. - I gh·e 11 tea of flaxseed and 
are the symptoms in general of pueriieral juniper berries. an:d sometimes ulmus tulva 
fever, they may, however, vary according end althea officinalis, as much as the pa· 
to the constitution of the patient, and the tient can drink, occasionally acids but not 
peculiar organization and its earlier or la· often. If the extremities become cold, put 
ter invasion after delivery. warm bricks to them, and sometimes mus-

Treatmtnt.-The principal indication in tard, &c. The foregoing treatment varied 
the cure of thil! form of disease is, first, to according to circumstances, has proved good 
subdue the inflammatory symptom1, to ef- in my hands", therefore, I adopt it. I have 
feet which, we should have this one object treated quite a number of puerperal cases 
in view, that is to equalir.e the circulation and not lost one, consequently I recom
and nervous action, which can be done in mend the trt>.atment to the profession. 
various ways; my mode of accomplishing Regimen.-A light cooling diet should 
that object is, to give nauseating and re- be used, such as rice eoup, indian meal gru· 
lning medicines, such as lobelia inflata, el. toasted breacl and "·ater, squirrel broth, 
and cypripedium pubescens until the sys- etc., with an occasional dose of port wine. 
tern becomes relaxed, theu give stimulants, Pleaaant Hill, June, ISM. 
and if any symptoms of bilious matter in 
the stomach, increase the medicines until SOME OF THE ABUSES OF MERCURY. 
emesis ensues; after which, I moYe the 
bowels with some mild aperient, such as BT PROF. z. FKEEMAN. 

leptandrinand oil, (r1cinuscommi10is) after 
the operation of the physic, relaxing and W11ile visiting Enoch8burg, la., Dr. Tuke 
toning medicines, to be exhibited. Treat an Eclectic Physician, practising medicine 
the patient upon general principles inde- in that vicinity, wished me to consult with 
rendent of those minute discriminations him in the case of Miss Catharine Bruni:
eet forth by some authors so particularly men, a girl of about elev~n years of age 
to be ob:erved in the treatment of fever who was most horribly mutilated by the 
and inflammation. but treat it as we treat effects of mercury prescribed as calomel. 
any form of f~'"er, only paying strict atten- I think that I huve never seen a more hide
tion to the locality of the peculiar inflam- ous and loathsome sight as the msult of the 
mation and congestion to the various or- quackish use of "Quacksalber;" and this ii! 
gans affected. As a toning and diaphoretic only one among a thousand and one cai.es 
measure, I use quinine and ipecac combiu- of deformity and mutilation caused by the 
ed in about three grain doses, two grains drug. Dr. Tuke is alone re~ponsibie for 
of the lormer and one of the latter; foment the factsJgirnn in this case; he gave me a 
the bowels with hops and tanzy stewed in note of them to insert in the Journal. 
vinegar, thickened with wheat bran to a pro- On April 21, Miss B. was attaclled with 
per consistency, changed as often as it be- a fever and soon afterwards commenced 
comes dry, accompanied with a liniment vomiting: the vomiting cllntinued for a 
of tinct. of lobelia, oil of sassafras and oil few hours, when and old school physician 
of hemlock, bathed on the bowels and over practicing there admininistered "two white 
the uterus, an occasional sinapism of mus- powders," alter vomiting again, he ordered 
tard to the bowels, lobelia in broken doses, calomel and jalap one dose erery three 
and if febrile symptoms increase, push the hours, until the vomiting was checked, 
lobelia and diffusive stimulants till slight which 'W1lS on May the 3d. May 4tl', 
emesis, then not so frequent, but always Dr. Tuke was called to the patient, found 
enough to keep the system partially relax- her pulse full, skin dry, jaw anchylosed, 
ed, not forgetting the bowels to have them unabled to open her mouth and badly Hli-
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vated. 'fhe doctor used a wash of honey, when we could look with some degme of 
sage and alum, to tl.e throat,alsodiaphoretic lenity upon those who administered calo· 
powders internally and Quinine and iron, mel for any thing and every disease, be
he also used the alk. bath. The swelling cause they supposed there w11& no medicine 
of the upper lip increased and when he vis- that would accomplish the dt!sired purpot;e 
ited her on the fourteenth of May, gangrene as well; but at this period of medical pro
had commenced. He cut out the gangren· gress, the man that uses calomel EO wan
ous part and applied zinc, sulp .. tine. myrrh tonly as to produce such rnoltiug effects 
and creasote to arrest the decomposition should be branded among the worst of 
and fetor. Anodynes and emolient poul- quacks, and sent back to the hoe or the 
tices were used as circumstances demand· pickaxe where he should ha,·e staid when 
ed, butthegangrenecontinueditscourseac- there. To doa little transient mischief is 
companied by that peculiar mercurial fetor pardonable, but a permanent injury and 
that one who once smells it cannot mistake. mutilation is not easily forgiven by the 
When I saw her she presented a horrible good sense of an enlightened public, and 
1pectacle enough to make the heart sick, public opinion we are glad to assert is ee
and the blood of even an aualomist or path- vere against the reckleEs uEe ol that drug 
ologist coagulate in the veins and bis lips whose effects is so uncertain and frequently 
to involuntarily articula~e "Oh tempora, so horribly disastrous. I would here men· 
oh mores! tion as a point of diagnosis, that the in-

The child was confined to her bed sur- flamation and gangrene commenced upon 
rounded by a horribly fetid atmosph"re, the alveolar process of the uppn jaw and 
which seemed a delightful element for the extended. to the soft parts. In company 
myriads of flies that held their carnh·al with Dr. 0. E. Newton I visited the case of 
there. The face was of a dark rf:d hue and a young girl who had been sadly mutilated 
much s"·ollen. Half of the upper lip, by mercury given in small doses. The jaw 
and the fact! extending from the middle of in this case was anchylosed, and a large 
the lip to the malar bone. and back to the patch of gangrene had destroyed a part of 
ramus of the lower jaw, down to the angle, her cheek. With the forcep$ we took out. 
acrogs under the chin and obliquely up to four pieces of bone. each over an inch in 
the the angle of the opposite side of the length and three fourths of an inch in 
mouth was entirely 1lestroyed by gangrene, thickness, inclu :ing a number of teeth, 
and had dropped out, exposing the base of from each side of each jaw. The mercn
of the lower j11w and the teeth, the roots rial bone fretor was ,·ery offensive in this 
of which protruded from the sockets ante- case. Another case came b.::fore me while 
riorily. The jaw was dry excepting around lecturing on anatomy in Memphis. (a sub· 
the alveoli where decomposition was going ject for diseclion) the jaw was necrosed and 
on rapidly, the fraenum lingue was eaten with the adjoining part of the face black 
off, and a large ulcer making rapid progress and horribly disgusting, not only from the 
on the under surface of the tongue. By peculiar fetor but the deformed and mutil
raising the surface of the ulcerated edges of ated appearance it presented. But enough 
the whole sore, I could observe the gangrene of this at present! If those who prescribed 
still progressing, and the parts had swollen oalomel for the public were forced to do 
to four times their natural th:ckness and as Lord Nelson threatened the Frelll.h ad
were very painful. As the whole system miral who retailed slander about him, "If 
seemed saturated with the effects of the I catch him by - he shall eat it," 
calomel, and she was so sadly deformed, there would be less prescribed, consequent'.y 
there being no prospect of a cure, some less taken, less sore faces, mutilated gu01E, 
anodyne was given to keep her as comfort· decayed teeth, toothlessjaws,artificicl teeth, 
able as circumstances would admit, and in dentists, dentists pains, twists and horri
a few days she died. There was a time ble teeth -pulling, sore legs, mercurial rheo-
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ACUTE HYPERTROPHY IN BOTH MAMMJE IN AN ADULT. 34'7 

matism, premature dcalhs, broken down prescribed had the slightest beneficial 
constitutions, incipientoldage, scrofulaaml effect. They consisted. in the early stage, 
gnmtings and groaning among tho~e who locally of friction, and fomentations, fol
i:houltl be buo~·ant and elastic with fine lowed by cold and gentle pressure, leeches, 

and acupuncture; internally, mercury to 
spirits and health. There would be health- the extent of gentle salh·ation, and iodine 
ier parents, stronger children and a differ- freely. 
e11t race of i:ieople, fewer doctors aml of O~ her admission into. hospital, 19th 
cour~e fewer to plav upon the credulity of' Apnl, the bre~sts are descr_1bed as enlarg~tl ;. . I to double then natural size, firm, elastic, 
a too credulous pub:1c, wh•) swallow with re,istant to the feel, but very irritating and 
too much avidity the dose presented wheth- inconvenient from their weight and si7.e. 
er a "bug or a worm." The integuments not discolored, and slight
=- =·-=---'---=~..o... cc-==-=-.=---= ly painful. She left the house on the 28th, 

- 1 and returned on May 7th. The mamma 
part 2 fllisccllaneous .selections I are then reported "to have increased very 

_ • __ much in size, to be affected with acute 
ACUTF. HYPERTROPHY OF BOTH 

1

. stinging pain, and to have assumed a bluish 
MAMM.iE JN AN ADULT. color." These symptoms continued to in

crease. the suffering became very great, and 
BY na. L.\ wnri:. the color of both breasts was a dee11 \>urple 

Cases of this kind are very rare. This I ~fore her death. They were never tn the 
ca~e also contains several features which 11li~htest degree "pendulous;" on the con
seem to render it almost unique; it occurred trary, although mo,·eable, they were firmly 
in a woman ret. 30, without any acknowl- bound to the chest. and from their tension, 
edged or ascertained cause; it affected both caured not only pain, but considerable dif
mammie; it ran a rapidly acute course, ficulty of breathing. The lobulated form 
resisting all remedies, and terminating fa. of the glands was very distinctly felt.
tally in 40 days; and it presented appear- That their vuscularity was ~reat, was 
ances in the O\·aries and liver, not hitherto shown by the jets of blood which flowed 
ob5erved in any case of hypertrophy of the from the puncture of a common-sired 
mammre. Dr. Lnvrie writes:- grooved needle. Ina few minutes I collec-

Mary D--, ret. 30, houi<e rervant (cook, 1 ted six or eight ounces, and to all appear
--Clnb,) called upon me about the 9th I ances I could have blecl her as freely from 
of April, 1852, complaining of general this small aperture, as if I had opened a 
pyrexia . At this vhit she made no com- vein in hf'r arm. About the 10th or 12th 
plaint of her mammre, but when I saw her I ol May. her general health began to give 
again, two d1ys afterwards, she ssid they way rapidly. typhoid symptoms set in, she 
·were painful. I founil them very slightlv became partially hemiphlegic, and her 
enlarged, painful to the touch, the areola ·1 tongue was much drawn lo the left side. 
thought darker, and the papillll! more prom- She died on the 17th. I showed h1,r twire 
inent than natural, the integument othn - to my colleagues in consultation; none of 
wi~ norm~!. Snspectin~ s'!xual uterine them heel e\'cr seen a similar case. Sur
e't.Citement, I questioned h<>r ve~y closely. gkal interference was considered inaclmis
T~e girl, bein:i; from the Highlands. und sible. and no means beyond those already 

; ej:>eaking Eu:(lish imperfectly, did not ghe employed were suggested. I entruste!l the 
very satisfactory or intelligent answers, pn!t mortem examination to my friend, Dr. 
but th<> impression left on my mind cer- Wm. Aitken, Demonstrator of Anatomy 
tainly was. that she might be. and probe- to the Unh·ersit¥, and Pathologist to the 
bly was in 11 \"NV earl .1· stage of prcgnancv. Infirmary, who has most kindly sent me 
I accordingl.v prescribed !'Orne gentle dia· 1 the following report :-
phoretic merlicine. and waitf'd the result. I "A cest haYing been taken of the exter
The only cause that she contd assign for: nal form of the breasts immediately after 
the enlargement of her breasts, was sucldcn : death. the mammary glands were remo,·e1l 
transitions from heat to cold, the necessary from the body for inspection and preserva
attf>nda.nt on .her employment a!'! a cook. tion. The right gland was largf'r than the 

She did not 11nprol"e.and as the breai<ts con· left, but each presen-ed the characterestic 
tinued to incredse rapidly. I sent her to the lobulated form and tmrangement of the 
lnfirmarr on the 19th ~ pril. She proved gland subst~nre. Along with the skin an.d a 
a very d1~co11tented patient, and twice left small porhon of pectoral muscle which 
the hospital without pNmission, so that I accompanied each gland, they weighed six 
the treatment employed had not foir play. : pounds fourteen ouncf's; and it was ob
From whatever cause. none of the means ' served that the skin co¥ering them wee 

Tatan sEa1u-voL 11-s. . . . Gooole 
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348 PATHOLOGY OF PHLEGMASJA DOLENS. 

less tense than before death, probably from near their fimbri1e, which adhered firmly to 
the gravitation of the blood towards the theovaries. Thesofteningwassogreat,that 
dorsal regions of the body. The right, and the substance o! the right ovary was easily 
larger gland of the two, when freed from broken down under the finger. and no ap
all its accessory parts and hardened in pearance of extravasated blood, or of cor
epirit, so as to remove a considerable por- pora lutea, could be detected in either.
tion of water from its substance, weighed The uterus was somewhat larger than one 
two pounds two ounces. who•e cavity had never been distended by 

•·The hypertrophy appeared to depend conception. Its neck was more especially 
upon the following conditions of the gland elongated, and did not terminate in an an
eubstanctt,and its accessory parts: 1. The terior and posterior lip separated by a 
acini, or sac-like dilatatioru; of the extreme transverse slit, as in the normal uterus. 
ends of the gland tubes, were distended A pointed sugar-loaf-like apex projected 
to about twice their size compared with a into the vagina, through which an opening 
mammlE which had never secreted milk. with an irregular border led into the cavity 
This distension appearetl to be due partly of the uterua; but so contracted that a 
to a granular exudation, and partly to a probe about two lines in diameter, wa;. all 
very birge amount of epithelial cells, ming that could be passed through it. The 
led in some places with globules of oil.- whole aspect of this part of the uterus, 
The ducts of the acini were also in so~e perfectly resembled what is described as 
places irregularly distended with this epi- the result of ulceration and cicatrization 
thelial secretion. 2. On examining a sec· of the neck and mouth of the uterui;. The 
tion of the gland, harder portions could be substance of the organ, more especially 
obaerved, which, when isolated from the ne11r its fundus, enclosed condensed white 
rest of the gland, varied in sire from a mil- portions, like the commencement of fibrous 
let seed toa pea, ora bean; and microscopic tumors in its substance."-Glaago10 Jiu. 
observation showed that these harder por- Journal, April, 181'>3. 
tions were the seat of abundant exudation 
and secretion. 3. Immediately below the 
skin, a layer of exudation filled up the PATHOLOGY OF PHLEGMASIA 
apace between the lobules, making the sur- DOLENS. 
face of the gland assume a rounded aspect. The paper, of which the following ii; the 
This exudation was of a granular appear- abstract was read before the Medical Chir
ance, similar to fibrine in its first stage of urgical Society during the last session, in 
organization; and it was abundantly exu- answer to a paper on the same subject, 
ded into the interspaces between the tubes IVhich is reported iu our last nu0tbar 
and ultimate lobules of the gland.apparent- (page 232.) 
ly taking the tilace of the fat usually found The true nature of this diEease did not 
there, and which had probably disappeared begin to be known until the publication of 
by absorption, the result of pressure. In MM. Boiullaud, and Velpeau, and of the 
each aiilla the lymphatic glands were much late Dr. Davis. Up to this period various 
enlarged, and infiltrated with a granular hrpotheses had been advanced respecting 
exudation. the cause of the swelling in the lower ex· 

·• Lfoer.-Circumscribed deposits were tremities of puerperal women ,-mere spec
irregnlarly and sparsely scattered throughout ulations unsupported by facts; but the 
the whole substance of the liver, project cases and dissections of the authors jus\ 
ing in some places from its surface. They ~numnated , demonstrated that the true na
varied in sire from a pea to a rlum, pre- ture of the disease consisted in an inftam
senlell a granular appearance microscopic· mation of the trunks and principal branches 
all7, and no liver-cells could Ile distin- of the veins of the lower extremities. In 
gmshed among the substance of these ~e- papers by the author, published in the 
posits; and while they were perfectly cir- fift~enth volume of the Tranaactiona, 
cumscribed by the capsule of Glisson, the the actual condition of the iliac end fe
secreting substan1.-e of the gland was con- moral veins was ascertained, and he had 
densed round their periphery. been Jed to infer, that inflammation of 

"Uterus and ovaritll.-The ovaries and these veins gave rise to all the phenomena 
broad ligaments of the uterus were mor- in puerperal women of phlegmasia dolens, 
bidly adherent lo the walls of the pelvis, and that it commenced in the uterinl' 
an(l appeared to be infiltrated with a serou$ branches of the hypogastric 'ieins, and sub
exudation. The ovaries, on removal (an<1 sequentlv extended from them into the iliac 
more especially the right one.) were founcl anrl femoral trunks of the nffectad side. 
to be in a state of inflammatory softening Other cases had been recorded in the TraM
and much enlarged. The fallopian tubes. actions, of crural phlebitis following ulcer-

-..., also, were unequally distended, especially ation of the mucous mbrane f the in-
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teatinea. Experiments performed by Piri· the tibia and fibula, and the pressure of 
gott in 1839, and by Reumert in 1840, on encepbaloid tumors on the thoracic visceta. 
dogs, showed that the action ol chemical The author thought that these cases and 
and mechanical irritants was limited to dissections, as well as thoF.e of the distin
tbe vein on which the experiment was guished authors whom he hail quoted, 
made, and the extension of the inflamma· proved in the most conclusive manner that 
tion in the veins was not common; and inflammation of the iliac and femoral veins 
Stannius, who bad collated and tested all was the proximate cause of phlegmasia 
the facts bearing on the subject, doubted dolens; and that in the puerperal women 
whether inflammation of venous trunks this inflammation commenced in the uter
admitted of being excited by constiutional ine branches of the hypogastric veins. It 
causes. independently of local irritation. had likewii:e been demonstrated, by morbid 
A aeries of experiments on the veins of the anatomy, that pblegmasia dolens was a dis
lower animals, similar to thote just men· ease which might take place in women 
tioned, had recently been made. and a pa- who had never been pregnant, and e,·en in 
per on the phlegmasia dolen had been read the male sex, and that, under all circum
to the Society during the present session, stances, the proximate cause wu the 
not founded on actual ob6enation of the same.-Mtdical Timu and Gasttte, June 
disease as it occurs in the human subject, 4, 1863. 
but upon experiments on the veins of the 
lower animals in which phlegmasia dolena ON THE ETIOLOGY OF MAMMARY 
had never been obsen·ed. The object of the 
present communication was to submit to the ABSCESS. 
Society the observations !which the author BT M. JIELATOlf. 
had made during the last twenty-four years M. Nelaton states that, as the re11Ult of 
on inflammation of the crural Te ins. The bit examination of the history of a great 
paper contained the record of forty-three number of theee caees, be is very sceptical 
cases of phlegmasia dolens. The first nine as to the truth of the supposition which 
cases were accompanied by post mortem attributes their occurrence to the exposure 
descriptions, and preparations illustrating of the breasts. He belie"es that abscesses 
the disease; and lhe author was led, from are Yery often due to the existence of chaps 
the whole of the facts thus adduced, to or sores of the nipple, whence the irrita· 
the conclusions he bad formerly expressed, tion is i•ropagated along the lymphatics of 
"that inflammation of the iliac and femoral the organ-just as a wound of the foot or 
Teins gaye rise to alJ thephenomenaofphleg- hand will give riee to inflammation in 
masia dolt·ns, and that the inflammation the vicinity of the glands of the groin or 
commenced in the uterine branches of the axilla. Once excited in the breast, the in
hypogastric "eins, and from them extended flammation may become speedily propa
to the iliac and femoral trunks of the af- gated to the deeper parts of tbe organ. M. 
fected side." The next series comprised the Sap~y's preparations ol the lymphatics 
histon of twenty cases, which the author exhibits the great abundance of these 
thought furnisht'd additional evidence in vt"ssels, which almost all ari~e at the 
favor of this conclusion, though, in conse- nipple or areola, spreading and tamifying 
quence of the recovery of the greater num- from this common centre in all directions 
bet of the patiepts, an opportunity was along the fibrous partitions of the gland. 
not afforded of determining by dissection Another important point is the pretty di
the actual condition of the crural veins. rect relation which eltists between the situ
Nine cai:es followed, which demonstrated ation of the chap and that of mammary in
thal phlegmasia dolens might occur who!ly flammation. Jf situated at the upper put of 
unconnected with pregnancy and parturi- the nipple. the inflammation will usually 
tion, and that in such cases the inflamma· be found at the upper part of the breast, 
tion likewise commenced in the uterine and so on for the other localities. 
branches of the hypogastric veintr. and foJ. The case which immediately gave rise to 
lowed a course similar to what occurred in theEe obserYations also led to another. of 
puerperal cases. In some of these the in· interest in relation to diagnosia. The 
ftammation of the u·erine "eins was pro- puncture, after havinR at first furnii:hed 
duced by cancerouR disease of the os and pure, healthy pus, yielded a sanguinolent 
oe"ix uteri; in others there was no or~an- y,us on compre!'l!ion two days afterwatds. 
ic disease of any kind previously existmg. t may be laid down as an absolute ruli, 
The concluding cases were five, in '"hich that whenner an abscess at the snrface of 
crural phlebitis had followed inflammation the body thus comports itself--the fluid 
of the !!aphena veins, aud of the ''eep veins taking on a bloody appearance without ob
of the lower extremities, from fracture of vious cause--a second abecess has bP.come 
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developed in the vicinity of the first. Our 
attention being thus directed to this point, 
we shall usually be able to discover this 
second tumor. The wall interposed be
tween the two collections becomes the 
seat of great turgescence, and of a consid
erable afHux of blood; and a sanguineous 
transudation takes place into th1i first cav
ity.-Rcv. Mw. Chir., riii., 169, 18~3; 
and Medico-Chir. RtvittD, July, 18~3. 

escaped a few minutes before my arrival. 
Finding the cord yet pulE&ting, I prepared 
to turn, but fearing that the cord might 
get braced, I ligated it immediately then 
bringing down one foot, and de\h·ered the 
child a\i,·e. 

CABE lll.-Mrs. R., age 33. with narrow 
pelvis. This person I had delivered twice 
before unsuccessfully. The first child was 
born dead, after a severe and tedious labor 
of 36 hours. The second chih\ I delivered 
with the forceps, but also dead. When I 

ON DR. WEHN'S METHOD OF TURN- was called the third time to delh·er this 
ING. person, I determiner! to try turning, before 

r . the patient was debilitated by the seveie 
BY J. s. UNZICKER, M.D., ° Cm. pains, which she had always to suffer be-

Some years ago I gave a translation of fore . As soon, therefore. as the os uteri 
Dr. Wehn's method of turning, in the was sufficientlv dilated, I turned without 
Western Lancet. It differs from the old difficulty, tied 'the cord. as soon as I could 
way of turning.• reach it, and delivered the head with the 

lst. By placing the patient on her knees forceps. The child is living and doing 
and elbows, until one foot is brough 1 well. 
down. CAsE IV.- Mrs. G., age 26, of delicate 

2d. By tieing the umbilical cord before constitution. Had been in labor 18 hours. 
it is compressed by the head, and delh·er Pains very feeble. Breech presentation.
afterwards. Her midwife had given two doses of i;ecale 

This way of turning is uudoubtedly cornutum, which had no other effect than 
more safe to the child, less paiuful to 1he producing nausea. I then prescribed 
mother, and easier to the operator than the J;l-. Pulv. Rad . Colchici, gr. x. 
old plan. Of this I am now so well sat- Elreosacchar. Cinnamon, gr. xv. 
fied, that I should consider myself guilty of M. in 3 part. Divide. 
malpractice, were I to turn again accord- One of these powders was gh·en every fif. 
ing to the plan as laid dow hr the books. teen minutes. when the pains increased. 

I have turned thirteen case~ within the and a living child was born, the umbilical 
last three years, a few of which I will here cord having been tied like in the l1revioui; 
recite. cases. 

CASE. 1.-Mrs. A., age 3~. At my &T· These facts but too clearly prove, (the 
rival, the midwife informed me th11t the old theory notwiths anding,) that the um· 
patient had been in labor 36 hours, and bilical corn can be successfully tied. befo~ 
that about 24 hours ago, the liquor amnii re1<piration can be established. Dr. Wehn's 
bad escaped, and that her pains had been theory regarding it, I have not been able to 
very severe all this time, but that the child obtain; but think, myself, that the succe;;s 
would not come down. After a careful of his method may be explained in this W'B'.f: 
examination I found the left shouHer pre· As the head enters the peh·is, the cord i• 
~nting, and prepared for turning by plac· but partially compressed, and the circula· 
mg the woman on her knee~ and elbows, tion of Yenous blood through the umbili· 
when the pains immetliately abated. I Clll vein. continues to be forced toward~ 
had no difficulty in finding the feet, but the child, the brain thereby \>Eocoming con· 
found it very difficult to tum, on account 11;e8terl. und the child dies of apoplexy.
of the tonic contraction of the uterus But if the circulation is entire!., cut oft" 
around the child. By careful manipulation by ligating the cord before he3.d pres..~ 
I at last succeeclerl in bringing down one upon it, the equilibrium of the brain will 
foot. I then placed the patient on her be retained ancl no comequenre~ will {ol· 
back, when the pains immediately returned, low .-North Western 1l!ed~al a11d Swr
brioging down the breech. Theo reaching gical Journal. 
up with my left index finger and gentlv 
bringing down the umbilical cord, whieh 
was immediately tied, anil the head was ETHEREAL SOLUTION OF IODINE. 
~o~ ten minutes after. The child is now Both from its more rapid evaporation 
hvmg, a fine boy two years old. • • h d f · '--c II M • D 23 Fou d · ht and 11.s h1g er egree o concentration, \,,., 

ASE .- r:s. ·:age . · n .. rig ethereal solution of iodine is a much more 
erm and cord presentmg, hquor amnu had powerful counter-irritant than the spiritu-

• Wiil it aot lie ltaown u the Dutch method or turnin1? ous ones. A young ID&Jl was cently in 
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the London Hospital, under the care of Mr. 
Curling, on uccount of impeded respiration 
from a bronchocle. The tumor was not a 
very hard one, nor yet unusually large, but 
it extended equally to both sides, and in
volved also the isthmus. That the trachea 
was compressed was evident from the 
dusky countenance, stridulous respiration, 
dyi;pnrea, aphonia, and laryngeal nng with 
the cough. It was feared that tracheotomy 
might become necesi;ay, as the common 
solutions of iodine, conjoined with its in
ternal use, had failed to prodnce any miti
gation of symptoms. Mr. Curling now 
ordered the ethere:il solution to be a pp lied; 
it produced extreme pain and irritation; 
but a few days afterwards the tumor was 
perceptibly softer, the man could speak suf
ficiently loud to be heard across the ward. 
and the air entered freely into every part 
of his chest. Mr. Curling has also em
ployed this preparation with great benefit 
as a counter-irritant in several cases of in
ftamed joints. We noticed in our reports 
some weeks ago, from thP. City Hospital 
for Diseases of the Cheot. the ,·ery success 
ful employment of a strong alcoholic solu
tion of iodine applied to the external throat 
in cases of chronic or catarrhal laryngitis, 
with aphonia. Since then, the remedy has 
been tried in numerous other instances. 

a cure more easily, and in a shorter time, 
in avoiding pain and the danger of hemor
rhage, and m permiting the patients to 
continue their usual avocations. 

The following are the conclusions of the 
memoir: 

1. Iodine injeclions, properly admiuis
ll!red, can cure radically all cases of fistula. 
whether complete or incomplete, simple or 
complicated. 

2. They cure them mor~ promptly than 
the method by incision commonly employ
ed, and with less danger. 

3. They produce no pain and are easily 
prectiEed. 

4. They permit patients to follow their 
occupationi;i, and relieve them from daily 
painful dressings. 

r>. They are applicable to all cases, and 
especially to those in which incision or ex
cision are dangerous or impossible. 

6. They do no harm, even if they are in
effectual, and do not prevent the subse
quent use of the knife. It is therefore ra
tion11l to employ them before having re
course to a cutting instrument.--Gautte 
d~ Hopilaur. New Orleana Mtd. and 
Surg. Jour. 

with like favorable results; and although, THE INTERN AT. USE OF CHLOROFORM. 
of course, not always curafrrn, it certainlv . . 
appears to possess great advantages over ail BY HENRY HARTSHONE, M.D., of Ph1ladelph1a. 
other modes of counter-irritation.-Mtd. Since 1848, when some account was giv-
Timu and Gaz. Nov. 12, 1853. en in this Journal [the American Journal 

of Medical Sciences,) of experiments with 
chloroform, internally administered, it bas 

FISTULA IN ANO, TREATED BY been variously and extenshely used by prac-
IODINE INJECTIONS. titioners in different parts of the world.

It is now generally recognized as being, 
when EO used, a narcotic of the mildest and 

BY M. BOINET. 

At a meeting of the lnstitule of August yet most powerful character, and BB posses
lst, M. Boinet read a memoir designed sing in its pungency, also, a quality which 
to demonstrate the efficacy of injections of recommends it in some cases above other 
iodine in the radical cure of fistula in ano, anodynes. While the untoward accidents 
whatever their form, extent or complica- which have followed its use in many cases 
tions. Seven cases are detailed, which as an anesthetic by inhalation have produc
olfer examples of almost every variety of ed a growing distrust of its safety in that 
fistula-complete, blind, or incomplete capacity, experience has shown that, taken 
fistula, deep fistula, with loss of substance into the stomach, it is as totally free from 
of the intestine, and fistula m tuberculous danger as any other drug; and its employ
sub;ects. These observations tend to prove ment is destined to be yet much more wide
that iodine injections may be advantage- ly extended. 
ously employed in all cases of fistula, but The object of this article is chiefly to 
~~~ially_ in those in whi~h the method by make some remarks upon its doae and mo<U 
rnc1s1011 1s dangerous or melfectual, such. of administration. Many practitioners 
for example, as extend cleeply , or occur in wilhin the writer"s knowledge hesitate from 
phthis~cal patients, or depend upon somf• their recollection of its powers as an an111-
alterat1on of the iscbium, coccyx or sa- thetic, to give it in closes of more than a 
crum. few drops: and ae the drop is exceedin~ly 

The advantages of iodine iojrctions over small, such doses are reaJly often insigmfi
the ordinary method consist iu obtaining cant. The writer can assert, from positive 
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experience, that a fiuidrachm of chloroform, val between the doses was an important 
taken by the stomach, is not more than item in the treatment; and in pursuing the 
equal, in suporific effect, to 30 or 35 drops : same plan in a number of subsequent cases, 
of laudanum. In doses of (>Q to 75 drops ; several of which were of the most alarm
( about 15 minutes,) I have gi'fen it every i ing violence, an extremely gratifying suc
half hour for several hours to~ether. It 1 cess was obtained. The opinion has thus 
differs from the opiate preparauons in the · been formed, that no other plan of treat
promptness of its hypnotic action, the much 1 ment gives so much promise in the mao
shorter period of its duration, a less degree : agement of malignant cholera u: a combi
of cerebral oppression, and the absence ofj nation of powerful yet mild antispa.smod
all stimulus to the circulation. It might[' ics, such as aboYe described, with ice, inter
be called a "diffusible narcotic," compa· nally, and persisting external stimulatioa. 
ring in this respect with opium as ammo- It may be mentioned that the writer bas 
nia does with alcohol. To produce much I added, with apparent advantage in a nu•
effect with it, repeated doses, at short in- her of cues, sp. ammon., and occationally 
tervals, will be necessary. creasote, in minute doses, to the prepara-

The advantages which the above ptlCUli- tion above designated as a compound tine· 
arities afford in many instances of diseuel ture of chloroform. A formula of a YelJ 
will suggest themselves to e\·ery physician. 1 similar chanicter is now quite extensively 
We may leave them to do so, proet>eding to used as a gentle carminative and anodyne. 
remark briefiy upon its mode of adminis- or antispasmodic, and may be often substi
tration. tuted with benefit for the common pare-

The pungent property, already alluded goric.-The .American Journal of Mt.dical 
to, causes it to require plentiful dilution, Scitncu. 
which is, of course, facihtated by the addi-
tion of some demulcent, Perhaps the or-
geat ayrup is the best. Every fiuidrachm ALCOHOL IN MEDICINE. 
of chloroform should have at least two 
ftuidounces of water with it when taken; In the Boston Medical andSurgicalJour
and it will need, if in ordinary gum mucil- nal of March 29th, in answer to s series of 
age, consi<lerable agitation to resuspend the questions proposed by himself, Dr. Gilm1m 
particles immediately before swallowing.- has endeavored to prove that alcoholic li
When taken in aquous mixture alone how- qu01'8 are not indispensably necesEary in 
ever, unless in very small doses, it produ- the practice of medicine, and his :ial 
ces nausea with some persons. This is en- against this article seems to have led him 
tirely prevented bv the addition of a strong to discard the use of stimulants altogether. 
aromatic, or, still better, by gh·ing the As a specimen of his reasoning upon tht 
chloroform in aromatic tincture. From I sub;ect; take the following:-'" The appar
the ready solution and kindred action of1 ent increase of strength is nothing more 
camphor \\-i.th chloroform, their combina-1 than the latent nervous energies, aroused 
tion has become a very common o~. Forl1 for the sole purpose of drh·ing out the ene
many purposes, however, a still better pre- my from the body. When this task is OTer. 
paration is a sort of chloroform paregoric, i there is still greater exhaustion ." Now by 
or compound tincture of chloroform, e.g.; I this eaay mode of reasoning, it can soon lie 
~. Chloroform f 3 ij; sp. camph. et tinct. shown that all medicines are injurious; 
opii. aa f 3 iss; 01. cinnamon. gtt. viij; for if it holds good with regard to 11timu
alcohol f 3 iij. M. et fiat tinctura. Do~e. lant<J, it may be just as fairly applied to 
from {I to 30 minims, or more, as required. sedatives-" the first effect of a sedati,-e 

The most admirable effects have been being opposed to action, the second re-ac
witnessed from the administration of chlo- tive "-ancl thus we get rid of another largt> 
roform, as abo,·e combined, in malignant and important class of remedies. If we 
cholera. In the summer of 1849, my at- adopt the classifi<J1tion, then, of the ltali
tention was first called to it while attend- ans, and make but two classes of medicines. 
ing a Terr severe case of cholera with the I stimulants and sedatives, our theory is com
late Prof. W. E. Horner. The prompt and I plete, and we may close our offices. 
signal restoration accomplished in that care, I do not propo>e to answer the questiont< 
from a state of collapse, was evidently due propounded; but as Dr. Gilman desil'E'tt 
to the exhibition by Prof. Horner, every light, I offer the following extracts; and, 
five minutes, of a few drops of a perhaps it will shine all the brighter, as it 
combination of chloroform, oil of cam- comes from the same author he has quoted 

pbor, and laudanum, with ice, and warm so largely. That the quotations in the ar
frictions externally. The writer's convic-j tide under consideration apply to the abuse 
tion was Tery strong that the 11Aort inur- of alcohol in health, 1s quite clear; but 
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how it is that any one familiar with the perh~ps, b~ i~ enti.rely mistake.n. From 
views of Dr. Carpenter should have so en- late mvest1gat1ons it appears quite pi:oba
tirely misapplied bis arguments, perhaps ble that all these medicmes enter the circu
Dr. Gilman can best explain. In Dr. Car- lation. But what can take the place of al
penter's ·•Principles of Human Physiolo- cohol in the treatment of persons bitten bJ 
gy," page 624, after alluding to the experi- poisonous snakes? Will the doctor answer'l 
men ts of M. Chossat upon starvation Bllys: The doctor says:-" When the ma~ of 
"It is especially, perhaps, in those forms the people, '!ho have no medical ~ucauo1_1, 
of fever, m which no decided lesion can be shall get then eyea open and look mto this 
discovered after death, that this view has subject for themselves, some of our learned 
tb«S strongest claim to reception; and the craft will be ashamed of their own stu
beneficia l reault of the administration oi pidity." 
alcohol in such conditions, and the large Now this is unkind. The doctor sh~uld 
amount ia which it may be given with im- be more charitable towards his medical 
punity, may probaLly be accounted for on brethren, and recollect that they are not all 
this principle. That it aclo; as a specific as profound philosophers as himself.-Bot
stimulus to the nervous system, cannot be ton Mtdical cf' Surgit;a.l Journal, April 29. 
doubted from its elfects on the healthy bo-
dy; but that it serves as a fuel to keep up 
the calorifying process, appears equally cer- CONSULTATIONS. 
tain. Its great efficacy in such cases seems 
to depend upon the readiness with which Consultations in difficult and protractea 
it will be taken into the circulation by a cases are many times of infinite advantage 
simple act of endosmotic imbibition, when to both physician and patient, when can
the special absorbent process, dependent ducted in a frank, honest and courteoue 
upon the peculiar powers of the cells of the manner. The young physician often re
l"illi, is m abeyance. There is no other quires an occasional suggestion from one of 
combustible fluid, wbose miscibility and more experience, provided, it can come 
whose density, relatively to that of the from the heart dictated by none other tllaD 
blood, will permit of its rapid absorption a just desire to assist the;oung brother in 
by the simple physical process adverted to." performing the duties an responsibilitilll 

But another objection to alcohol, in Dr. of his profession. 
Gil man's opinion is, that "it interferes If be has a complicated case under treat. 
with the nutritive operations," by coagula- ment. and is quite ctrlain. e'l'"en that his pre
ting soluble albumen. Dr. Carpenter does scriptions are well seltcted-that his antic
not reject it as a medicine on this account; ipations are soon to be realized in the re
nor, perhaps, will Dr. Gilman throw away covery of his patient-a few words of en
the mineral and vegetable acids, which also couragement seem to operate favorably up
bave the power of coagulating albumen. on all concerned. Like the mariner that 

Alcoholic stimulants are generally resort- has been tossed by contlary winds, althou~ 
ed to, to give temporary relief in cases of he may have taken the sun and worked h• 
emergency-the dose repeated sufficiently log correctl:r, yet when he speaks a ship 
often to pre,·ent "exhaustion," and con- just from her departure, with fair winds 
tinuecl until the urgent symptoms have dis- and smooth sea, giving him the same lati
appeared. Aud so with sedatives-the an- tudf' and longitude that he has by care and 
tipodes of stimulants as therepeutics agents diligence kept for himself, it gives him new 
-the same t-aution is to be observed in courage-assures him, notwithstanding the 
their administration . or we may hasten the winds, the storms, and the current11, that 
calamity we are endeavoring to noid. A!< he is i:orrect-the approaching doubts are 
illustretive of this, take cold water, which dismissed, and he is satisfitd that his skill 
is much used as a local sedath·e to prel"ent in navigation is sufficient for his purpoee; 
inflammation. Its first effect is sedative. so thP. physician, when his doub!a can be 
the second re-active. Now in order to be thus dissipated, feels himself relieved of an 
prophyl11clic, its application must be con- uncertain load. 
tinuoue, otherwise we invite action in- Consultations are not generelly conduct-
stead of repelling it. ed upon principles of honesty-the physi-

Dr. Gilman thinks that if stimulants are ciao does not find in his professional broth
necessary, preference should be given to er that candor which the mariner find<i in 
ammonia, oil of peppermint and spearmint, his brother. Jealousy, rivalry, or some 
ginger, Cayenne pepper, serpentaria. etc. , other accursed feeling, takes ~ssion of 
for he says that some of these act simply the attending or consulting physician, and 
upon the prim1e vie as stimulants, and by the desired object is not accomplished. 
sympathy upon the vital organs. In this, Whenever counsel is calle to aatiafy tAI 
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patient or fritnrh, the attending physi- (that terror to all communitiel!) was asked 
cian frequently feels as if his skill is cal- to call in Dr. G., the old familv physician. 
led in question by those who have no right The old doctor was sent for, and I the yovng 
to judge him. He feels as though asked to doctor, it was supposed, would play second 
take advice, wheh advice is not required- fiddle. After a Yery pompous examination 
and that, too, very frequently from one of the patient, we (or rather ht went and I 
whom he knows to be his inferior in many followed) retired to anotht>r room to "con
or all respects. Under such circumstances suit" (might I not say insult,) I explain
it would not be very surprising if the con- ed my method of treatment, and submitted 
sultation resulted in little or no good.- - to him the management for rejection or ap
Such is human nature (and physicians are proval. He said he had nothing to say 
human-public opinion to the contrary not- against the tt1!atment; it was all well-ve
withstamling)-if a physician's dignity anJ ry good-on tt.e right plan, 6:c. "But" 
pride are thus compromised, and his repu- said "vou know when we are callerl in this 
tation sacrificecl to gratify some over-earn- way it· is necessary that something should 
est friend of Dr. Somebodyelse, the result be done to let the friends know we ha'l'e 
may, a priori, be anticipated. been here-that is, we must make some lit-

Again, the consulting j>hysician (unless tie alteration. Just take the nit. pot. and 
he is a gentleman) often arrogates to him- dissolve a sufficknt quantity in a tumbler-
11Clf that which does not belong to him.- full of cold water, RO that a teaspoonful 
He supposes, or presumes to suppose, it is shall contain the preSl'nt doEe, and give it. 
his superior skill (though h'l be an ignora- with the other medicines 1he i:arne." One 
mus) that has induced some one to call him need not ask what I thought of the doctor's 
in to dictate to his inftrilJf' of course what honesty as a brother-nor need any one sup
to do in the case. It is not supposed the pose I was young enough to allow the 
attending physician knows how to manage change to be made. 
~he case, or. he would not have been called All physiciirns are not as disbone!'t as Dr. 
tn to t~ll him what to do. :ffe, therefore, G.; but too many are tinctured with his 
~eels himself to be the. superior; and act- notions-or have such impudence as to 
mg upon this ai;sumphon, does what other trespass npon all known laws of propriety. 
brethren woul~ !1el"er stoop .to do. Yet there are m'fny good physicians who 

After exam1nmg the patient and treat· intend to deal honorably. and still it is hard 
ment, however well the latter may ~ work for them to allow the opportunity to 
adapted to the forme!~ven when there is pass unembraced, which will exalt them at 
no prospect of changmg the plan o~ trea~- their worthy neighb«•r's expense. They 
men~ for t~e better-he ~ms to think his lack the manliness to say what they know 
11erv1ces.w1ll not ?e apprec1a_te.d unless so!11e to be facts when their own glory is not to 
~nge 1s. made. m ~he medicine by which be magnified. Such feelings are not con
bis supenor sc1ent1fic .knowle~ge may be fined to the rich or the poor-the learned 
apparent; and to do this, no trick:- are too or ignorant-no matter if 
lt>w for bis resort. The real object of con 
aulta1ion-tbat of inspiring the patient with 
confidence in bis physician-is sacrifi<..-ed 
upon the altar of his selfishness, by propo· 
sing a change for the sake of change, with· 
out an alteration-thus destroying what it 
was his duty to confirm. 

"To the manor born," 

or, "A dull and muddy .mettled rascal.~ 
The man that is without a soul will" steal 
your good name."-Boston Med. <J- S"rg. 
lour. 

ACONITE LINIMENT. 

I have in my recollection a case to the 
point. (wnen I was younger than I am now, 
but old enough not to be trampled upon in 
this manner with impunity,) where the con
sulting physician proposed a chun~e in th~ 
treatment in order to satisfy the fr1enrls, he - Macerate four oun<'ei<: of powdered aco
said, that something was accomplished by m~e root in half a pint of alcohol, for twen
tbe consultation-aomtthing for which thev ty-four hours; then pack it in a displacer. 
pahl their money. It was this. A child and add alcohol gradually until a pint of 
came under my professional <'Bre, which . tincture has paS!'('d. Distil off twehe flu· 
among other medicines, I thought required id ounces, and enporate the residue until 
nit. pot. I prepared a little, nicely pul- it meosun~s hvelve fluid drachms. To this 
verizecl in separate papers, to be !!h·en at sta- add two fluid dracbms each of alcohol and 
ted intervals in a little gum water. The pa- glycerin, and mix them. It is used as an 
tents were ronsiderably alarmed for the safe- external aniesthetic application in the fol
ly oftbeirlittle.one,andl,a "youngdoctoi' lowing manner. Cut aG piece o lint or 
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muslin of the size and form of the part to 
be treated, lay it on a plate or waiter, and 
by means of a camel's-hair brush saturate 
it with tbe liniment. This may be appli
ed to the surface, with a piece of oiled silk 
laid over it, to prevent evaporation. lt 
should not be applied to an abraded sur
face, and the patient should be cautioned 
in reference to its poisonous character.
Journal of Pharmacy. 

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA. 
BY WABllU llTC'NE, 111.D. 

Prof. of Surgery, Uni1·ersity of La. 

strument ond uses it. The complaint in 
the meantime is insensibly getting worse, 
until finally, after a debauch, or some sud
den exposure, a complete stoppoge takes 
place, and in horrible distress the physician 
1s sought again. A cath~ter is thrust into 
the urethra, but the stricture cannot be 
passed; the ca~ is imminent, and desper
ate efforts must be made at anv risk; blood 
flows freeh-, but finally, findh1g that the 
instrument' cannot be passed, the physician 
may fall upon a course of treatment he 
should have commenced with-bleeding, 
tartar emetic, the warm bath, etc., and as 
nausea and faintness is produced the urine 
begins to flow, probablv as free as e'l'er.·-

lt is unfortunate that the diseaeea inci- The physician tlaruste through a moderate 
dent to the urethra-so important and ee- sized in11trument, finds the patient grateful 
rious. and so much under the control of for an empty bladder, takes what money 
correct treatment-should so genemlly he can spare, and leaves him worEe than 
fall into the hands of quacks, or those who before; lor the violence done the urethra is 
do not understand their nature The effi- sufficient to produce a stricture if none ex
cient surgeon is rarely consulted until the isted before. In a short time, great difti
case becomes serious, and it is really dis- culty is experienced in passing the urine, 
tressing to the sui~on, who entertains and finally a hard swelling takes place in 
ordinary sympathy for suffering humani- the vicinity of the stricture-a little be
ty, to see to what a distressing state his hind. probably; great pain and smartiu~ is 
patient bu beE<n brought by injudicious felt in it at the time and alter urinatrng. 
treatment. Thesubjectofstrictureisanex· The tumor finally softens at its apex, 
tensive one, and though it has received the breaks. discharges a little pus, and the 
special attention of the ablest surgeons, urine flows through. A fistula is formed, 
there is 111uch that is practical to be said, or it may be that retention may take place 
on so many catieS.-in this land overrun airain, and after makin&- strong efforts to 
with physicians,-would not terminate in relieve the distended "bladder, a sudden 
complete retention of urine, fistula. dis- swelling takes place in the scrotum and 
ease of the bladder, sudden extravasation perineum attended with great pain, indica· 
of urine, extensive sloughing. or death.- ting extensive extra'l'asation of urine. ex
There is something wrong, for these cases are tensive sloughing takes place; or under the 
common, and taken in season and properly best management the patient is left with 
managed, tbey are simple. It can scam~ly urinary fistula, a loathsome object. disgust
be profitable to go into the minute history ing to his friends, and miserable beyond 
of stricture, and I will confine myself to discription. This is the common history 
treatment. Some one is generally consul- of a bad case of stricture, and the blame 
ted in the formin11; stage, but instead of rests with the one who had the first treat. 
curing. the diseue is generally aggranted. ment of the case. The proper treatment 
I will suppose a case, or rather give the is !'lain and simple, but it is often difficult 
histor:r of a common case. After the to persuade patients to undergo it, or take 
gonorrhea and the use of strong injections, prOJ>tlr time for 11 permanent cure. Stric-
11ome difficulty is .-xperienceil in passing tu re is the result of inflammation, and in !he 
\Valer. The physician is consu\t;,d, or cure we must not onlr effo.~t dilitation, but 
an elastic bougiP. i11 obtained at the d1 ug- have the ports free from inflammation, or 
i:ists-for although e1·ery physician tr.-ats e1·en irritation. When 11 patient consults 
this complaint, ,·ery few ha1·e the instru· me for strit.lure in the forming stage. and 
ment-.nd thrust into the nrethra. through i~ unwilling to lay up and be c11recl, I aJ
the thickened and contracted portion; blood 'ise him to let him11elf alone, satisfied that 
~ows fl't'ely. Thi!! is rep!'ated sevPral an .intruduc.tion of an instrument and _di
nmes. and the urine flows nearlr RR f1ee latrng hastily and abrupth'. and lcavmg 
as e'l'er, but there ii< con~iderable scaldin11;. the parts in a hi11:h stole of irritation. 1loes 
and in the course of a month or oo, the !'erious harm, and often la vs the foundation 
case is a11 bail, or a little worge, than be· for permanent stricture. If the parts ar~ ir. 
fore. The same course is resorted to, with ritable-as they genemllv are-the pa· 1ent 
the Mme result. and the patient tire.d of should be laid up. plared upon light diet. 
fees, for no permanent benefit, gets an in- and if the general condition i.a fuvorable. 
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anti.nony may be administered, the system theoretical surgeon--in fact it would be 
relnxed, etc., before the bougie is used. unreasonable to expect anything practical 
Tht> finely polished conical pointed steel or in one who constantly J>l!r&des before us 
silver boug1e is preferable to all others, and his title of M. P. for eighteen years, and 
the size should be graduated so as not to simply calls himself surgeon. There is 
do violence to the parts. A little pain much more tact and judgment necessary 
will be felt at the introduction, but if the to dilate a stricture after we are able to 
instrument is properly graduated, and the pus instruments than is generally sup
parts are in a proper conttition for its use, posed, and it is against the carelesl! and in
the pain soon subsides, but if it should not, efficient treatment that is generally pur
the instrument should be removed, and u sued that J am writing, rather than sug
amallt>r one substituted. The dilating fon:e gesting anything new. Dilitation can be 
of a finely polished instrument is very made more or less rapid according to the 
great, although introduced with gentle case. Some strietures are hard, callous 
force, and we should bear in mind that we and insensible, and will bear violence 
cannot restore tissues endowed with Yitai- without taking on irritation; others are 
ity to a healthy condition by a mechanical sensitive, and if we proceed too hastily, 
violence. The parts must not only be di- we create irritation, and I bilieve occa
latert, but the inflammation and irritation sionallv ulceration. I h8\"e observed that 
subdued, and then the cure is complete.- the finely i;iolished conical instrument ex
Strictures are rarely cured, not becaure ercises an immense wedge power, and we 
they are incurable. or even '"ery difficult of !'hould r.arf"fully consult the sensations of 
cure, but becau!'e they are treated mechan· the patient, which will furnish a very cor
ically, and without regard to pathology, rect guide as to the force that can be profit. 
and they are &enerally left after treatment ably used. A littlt> pain must necessarily 
with the origtnal cause ex.isting in an ag· be felt on tbe first introduction of the in
gravated degree. The diseaMl is looked strument, and if it does not graduallv sub
upon as trifling by the general practitioner side, it should be withdrawn a little; in 
who does not often see the horrible conse- short, dilitation should be so applied as 
quences of neglecting or carelessly trf'.ating not to produce irritation, and when it is 
this simpledise&Ee. Thesurg••ondoesnotdo fully effected, the patient should be fully 
his duty who does not urge in the mostearn· warned of the almost certainty that the 
est manner the newBSSity of prompt atten- stricture will gradually and insensibly re· 
tion, and lay before his patient the sad con- turn, unless an instrument is occasionally 
sequences of neglect. When the stricture introduced for some time. It is astonish· 
has become firm and unyielding by the ing how neglectful patients are in this clis
transformation of the tissues, a permanent ease, even where they have suffered ex· 
cure may be effected by perseverance in the tremely. I can only account for it bv the 
tie of proper means. Dilitation is the fact thllt they soon forget what a free fiow 
proper method in almost all cases; a few of urine is; for sensible, ob;ierving patients 
cases, and but a few, comparatively, may will tell us that their urine ftows as fref' 
rt•quire division . according to the method as ever, when, in reality, it takes them 
of Mr. Syme. For making d1litation, Mr. three times as long to pass a given amount 
'Vakely has invented an instrument, or a of urine. I generally furnish tbe patient 
eeries of instruments, which I would ad- with suitable instruments, instruct them 
vise the new b:!11;inner, or those who prac- to time themselves in urinating. and as 
tice surgery without any knowled&e of soon as there is the slightest diminution in 
anatomy by all mt>,ans to use. This appa· the flow, to introduce carefully the iostru
ratus consists of a small catheter, which is ment. I met a patient a short time since 
introduced as a guide, and a series of tubes, who had suffered extremely; had fistula, 
whose calibres acurately fit the catheter. etc .. and passin~ a little urine by the }lf'.nis. 
and are passed down upon it. In all diffi· I dilated the stricture, laid open the fistula, 
cult cases, it will be found that the guide and gave him . an instrument to use. He 
rannot be readily pas.~ed, and when it can told me that at first he used it once a week. 
be passed, the polished conical pointed and then once in two weeks, once a month, 
bougie can be. A little roughness or in- and at the time I speak of he had not ul:'IE'd 
equality in an instrument, produces seri- it for six months, but observed that he 
ous impediment to its pasi>age throul!.h a thought it took him a litt!e longer to 
hard, unyielding stricture, and Mr. Wak· empty his bladder than it formerly did, 
ley's ini;trument. when the tube is passed and that he intended the next day to pre· 
down upon the ~uide to the stricture, must pare himself and introduce his instrument. 
represent a boug1e with a small point, and It becomes necessary sometimes to use 
an abrupt enlargement. Mr. Wakley is a much violence to OYeroome a stricture, but 
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itshouldnotbefollowedupwhenastricture safely be done; but whoever adnpts the 
is once overcome. A moderate sized in- practice of rapid dilatation in all cases, dis
strument i11 sufficient to make wholsome regards entirely phy~iology and 'Pathology, 
pre~ure on the parts and favor the suf- which no m~chanical dexterity can <:Om· 
fering of indurated tissues prep1Uatory to pensate for. The dilatation may be made 
absorl\ion, whereas, if we r-ersist in the as rapi:.lly as the state of the parts will 
use o too largt\ instruments, we, in our admit of. In some old callous strictures 
baste to effect a cure, defeat our object. strong force can be used without causing 

It is not for the want of knowledge on much irritation; in other cases the parts 
the subject that stricture is treated so often, are morbidly sensitive and although gentle 
and ends so badly, but because the knowl· pressure from a bougie tends to overcome 
edge is so bungingly applie<l. this sensibility, if hasty dilatation is prac-

lnflammation ad deposition of lymph is ticed the case i;: aggravated. In these latter 
the cause, in a majority of cases, and cases if rapid dilatation is practiced, or if 
time is required to allow absor\>tion aud a large instrument is introduced, the pain 
restoration of the tissues to the1r natur- increru:ee; if it is allowed to remain, a flux 
al elasticity, and when this is accomplish- of fluids takes place to the part, the irrita· 
ed, the :{'&tis must be left free from irrit11· bility and contracity of the parts increase, 
tion or inflammation, otherwise the disease and after· the removal or the instrument the 
neoessarily returns. Where fistulas exists, patient is often unable to urninate at all. 
if they are direct and do not burrow, they The careful introduction of a proper sized 
will cloee, if the stricture is overcome. It bougie. so as to make a wholesome pressuie, 
is not neces;ary to keep an instrument in and preserved in, will very certainly effect 
the bladder for the urine to pass through; a cu1e in these cases; although it is some· 
indeed, very few can wear en instrument what tedious. We have familiar e).amples 
an;r length of time without serious mis- of the importance of graduating 11ressure 
chief. When all obstruction is overcome, 10 the peculiar slate of the tissues in the 
and the urine has a direct and unobstructed application of the bandage. How oftrn do 
channel, it will not paes by the fistula, we ob.serve the great benefit of nicely grad· 
and granulations soon block it up, so that uate1I pressure to swollen, thickened . indu· 
the patient suffers no inconvenience. If rated and irritated p.1rts, and how often do 
an nstru~nt is kept in the bladder, the we observe that if it is made too gn~at, or 
patient suffers ~reat mconveniece, and the improperly applied, the difficulty is aggra· 
bladder being mitable, contracts strongly vated? It is this irritable elastic strictuie 
when the disposition to empty itself OC· which, it is said, will not stay dilated, that 
curs, and forces the urine beside the cathe- may call for the operation of Mr. Syme; 
ter into the fistula with as much certainty, although I contend that this species of 
if not more, than if left to flow through stricture can be overcome bt perseverance 
tilt\ urethra. Notwithstanding this disease in the proper use of proper bougies, and it 
is almost certainly under the control of is only when it is complicated with urinary 
the surgeon, if properly managed early, fistula that I would advise the perinea\ 
we have often cal!t's presented to us, not section. Mr. Syme has received much 
only under ~reat suffering, but in imminent praise, and deservedly, for his perseverance 
danger to life. These extreme cases can m this operation ; for he hes shown how 
generally be relieved by severe means and readily and how well the urethra recovers 
often restored to entire ease and comfort, after being laid open, and no one now 
if not to the ent:re use ol the organs. hesitates to make such incisions into the 

I have heretofore expressed my views urethra at any point that necessity seems 
strongly in favor of dilatation with the to demand. It remains, however, for 
finely polished conical pointed metalic others to determine, more accurately than 
bougie. There are other bougies that will Mr. Syme hai.>. the precise t-ase in which 
answer in some simple cases, but it fa the division of the stricture through the 
scarcely necessary to speak of them, for perineum is necessary or useful. Mr. Syme 
whatever is found efficient in bad cases operates only when he can pass a director 
must certainly be preferable in slight ones. lo cut upon: at least, he says he never met 
The fault usually committed in dilating is with a case that he could not pass a direc
in endeavoring to effect it too hastily, and tor through. I do not doubt the assertion 
leavin~ off treatment os soon as the me- of Mr. Syme, but I must Eay that he has 
chanical difficulty is overcome. Surgeons been very fortunate in his cases for one 
of di!!tinction have written seriously and who must have seen so much of this 
earnestly upon the value of rspid dilatation. disease, and I can only account for it by 
No onll will question th1i propriety of over- supposing that stricture is treated, in all 
coming disease as expeditiously as it can its stages, by surgeons in Europe, wbereu, 
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in our country it is treated by quacks, or false passages have been made and arc liable 
physicians who make no pretentious to to be made when force is used is no argu
surgery, but will practice upon every sur- ment against the forcible use of the bougie; 
git:al caFe that will alford a tee. It bas the thing must be done, the patient must 
been said that where a director can be be relieved, and the only question is, how'? 
passed dilitation can elfect a cure; and it is The bougie in proper hands will rarely fail, 
true with very few exceptions. There are and if a false passage i:; made, or if the 
some cases of irritable elastic stricture in bougie is thrust through the urethra, the 
which it would be proper to di,·ide, and practical surgeon will know it, and a free 
there are some cases connected with fistula incision prc\'ents any e\'il consequence, and 
where the di\'ision ought to be made; if properly made accomplishes what the 
though a urinary fistula, if it is direct and bougie failed in doing. The stricture being 
has not burrowed under the fascia, will o,·ercome, all the care, caution and perse
genera\ly close as soon as the stricture is \'Crance h~retofore laid down is to be ob
entirelv overcome and the urine has no im- served in elfecting a permanent cure. 
pediment to its flow. I had a case of almost enclosure of the 

It has been my ill fate to met.t with far urethra, a short time since. A gentleman 
wor<e cases than Mr. Sy me, for I have met had sulfered for several years with stricture 
with cases through which I could not pass -had u~ed bougies for a long time for tem
an instrument; and although I may not porary relief, until, finally, the tissues be
possess the ingenuity of Mr. Syme to coax came so unyielding that the bougie could 
an instrument through a stricture, I claim not be passed, and his case becoming eeri
more physical power. and I have met with ous from retention of urine, an operation 
cases in which this failed, aided by all the was performed in an adjoining State; but 
tact I possess. There was no occasion for it was imperfectly done, and he was finally 
the half that has been written upon the di- relie,·ed from immediate danger by the for
vision of the stricture where a director can mation of a fistula some clistance behind 
be passed, for it is a simple matter; but it the stricture. When I first saw him he 
is astonishing that nothing has been said, was passing his urine by using great force 
by those even who admit that there are throughgthe fistulousopening,andoccasion
cases that do not permit of the passa!!,e of ally a few drops came through the urethra. 
any instrument, on the method to be adopt· On examination, the stricture was found 
ed in such cases. The bladder of course within the scrotum, and the uret·hra appear
must be relieved-but how is the stricture ed enlarged into a harll bulb. about the siie 
to be overcome? In the course of my long of the end of the finger. The fistula was 
service in the Charity Hospital I have met behind the scrotum and was disposed to 
with many very troublesome cases. Form- fill by the granulations. so that there was 
erly I used Stafford's cutting instrument, occasionally almost au entire retention. I 
which is a lanceted catheter; but I have selected a small steel bougie and usecl near
long since abandoned it, and now I use the ly as much force as I was able, but without 
metalic bougie, and sufficient force to o\'er- engaging in the least the point of the in
come the obstacle if possible; but ii the strument in the stricture. On a second 
stricture is so close and unyielding ns to trial the instument slipped and perforated 
resist force, I cut down freely and divide the urethra, and the knife bcinl! the only 
the induration. This can be done easily resort I divided the scrotum in the septum 
when the surrounding eellular tissue is not down to the induration, and carefully t!ivi
much transformed, and in any case is ded that, which was an unyielding fibro
the ~afest proceeding and offers the surest cartilaginous substance-a canal in the cen
chance for permanent relief. It is \'ery tre, not unlike that of the \'as-deferens, As 
common for 11urgeons to cry out against the wound began to granulate, a catheter 
using force; but an unjust necessity exists was introduced and worn a part of the time; 
-an obstacle is to be o,·ercome which no the fistula healed and the wound closed in 
dallying or coaxing can effect. or the pa- a few weeks. l~aving a free passage for the 
tient perishes sooner orlater,cither by com· urine through the natural pa~ge. 
p\ete retention, or b)· the ~lower process of I have S1ticl that when urinary fistul;e are 
disease of the bladder and kidneys. The direct, and do not burrow, they will close 
only question is, in my opinion, whether by granulation, if the urethra is opened
it shall be overcome by strong force with the stricture relieved. so that there is no 
a smooth steel bougie, or divided by the im 1iediment to the ilow of the urine; but 
knife. False passages are most commonly in some cases the outer orifices of the fis. 
made by the careless or ignorant nsf\ of in- tula will close. and the urine burrows, U· 
struments while the stricture is soft and the citP.S fresh inflammation, suppuration, etc., 
tissues more yielding! but the fact that and opening after opening will be made. 
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The perineum and scrotum will become WHAT IS THE AMERICAN ECLECTIC 
hypertrophied and indurated, and as one SYSTEM OF MEDICINE? 
opening closes, and the patient is not only 
in constnnt suffering, but is a nuisance to There. are few who h~ve any accurate 
himself aml all around him. Thest> cuoes conception o! .the Amen~n Eclectic Sys
are relie,·ed by laying open the perineum, tern. of MecllCl~e, excepung those of the 
and if necessary the scrotum, through i~s mc!d~cnl prufesswn, who have studied and 
whole extent down to the urethru. and 1f camed out the new system. It is not a 
any strictures exist. they shoul~I ~ di\'ided. special exclu~iv~ thcor~ of medicine, based 
Also, a catheter may be worn, 1f 1t does not upon one pnnc1plc, like Homeopathy or 
give pain; but if it does, it is better to in-, Hyclr.opathy, und comequently requiring a 
troduce it occnsionally-the wound filled certain ~egre; o_f fixedness and uuiformity 
with lint to the very bottom, so as to in- of doctnne m _its followers. It is not a 
sure bPalthy and firm granulations, and it perfect and fims!1ed system of science like 
is astonishing how perfectly the~~ mifera- ge?metry and anthmetic, en.bracing a cer
ble cases recoYer. The worst strictures oc- tam number of truths, which can neither 
cur at the beginning of the membrnnous : be modified nor increased. It nould be but 
portion of the urethra, and when a director I folly nnd dogmutism to claim such perfoc. 
cannot be passed, it requires a careful dis- 1 tion for ~ny medical system. It is not a 
section to relieve the strkture; but by in- syRtema!tc routine of practic:e, which may 
troducing an instrument into the stricture : be learned like the alphabet, and adhered to 
and making a free inci~on, as in ~he opera- I for ever. It ~s not in any sense, a finished, 
tion for stone, the stnctured jomt can be fixeci, ?r .stationary system. On 1he con
lound, and the urethra beyon will gener· 1 trary, it is a i:ystcm of progress. It is not 
ally be founcl enlarged, and the flow of a system governed by any one dominant 
urine will indicate thnt the ennui is reach- idea, theory, or measure, like Homeopathy 
ed. The wound will heal around a ca the-' or Hydropathy. On the contrary, it is a 
ter, and a good d1an11el will be established; ' comprehensh·e system, which tolerates all 
care being required to keep it from con- 1 ideas, and recognizes all contributions of 
tracting by occasionally introducing a bou-

1 
science, as wt>ll us all the princi pies of 

gie after the wound is healt>d. healing, which legitimately belong to the 
In conclusion, I would say, that stricture healing art. 

ought ne,·er to be allowed to become bad; i It is therefore, not a Ecientific system in 
and nevt>r will. if dilitation is properly ap- : the sen~e in which that term is used bv ~yf!
plied; but if we find it burl, it is best to : tern makers, theorists, and Nutineis·s, but 
O\'ercome it. if poSE'ib'e, with such force as · is rather a comprchensivtJ mass of science, 
may be necessary, with the metalic bougie. \the central princi1°le of which is benevo
Jf the strictured portion is ,·ery irritable: lence, and which embraces every thing con
nml elastic, it may be proper in some cases \ nectcd with the healing art, as the solar 
to ~nt down upon a ~irector.and didrlc the system embra1..-cs. n_?t only the g~eater plan
stncture(\ pnrt. nnrl tf there 1s complete re- ets. but the astenods, and minor bodies 
tention, or the bladder is suffering from dis- which rcvoh·e around the sun. 
tPntion, and no instrument can be passed, A truly eclectic medical mind should be 
it is best to pass an instrumt>nt as far as like a cyclopedia, embracing the whole cir
possible, nm\ cut 1l~wn upo!1 the point, and cle of m<;dical ~cience,-ancl not like the 
then follow on until the urine flows. The systematic trcatlrns, put forth by different 
bladder may bepunctnrl'cl with perfect snfe· ~chools, 11 mere pre~entation of the views 
t~-, ahoYe the pubi10, with a troc:ir; but this of a particular portion. of the profession. 
affords only a temporary relief, and an It has been the faslnon to designate tbe 
indsion may be made with equal 8nfety medical parties by names, endin~ in the 
through the pcrim·um up to the prostnte, if termination, -path or -path11, which refers 
neressary, nnd with the prospect of estab- to 1lisearn. Thus-those who treat disease~ 
!ishi~g n permanent opening. and pas~~ge by remedies having an .analogous character, 
of unne throngh the naturdl course.-.Nt1l' 1 and cnpable of producmg symptom10 simi
Orlcans Medical Nctfl-~ and Hospital Gauttt lar to the disease treated, are called Homeo-

paths. Those who disregard the Homeopa
thic law, and use remedies producing effects 

IODIDE OF ZINC FOR ENLARGED different from the diseases to which they 
TONSILM. are applied, ha,·e been called Allopaths · 

,.. Dr. Se'vell, in the Montreal Me1lical and while those who, disregarding the questio~ 
Su~ical Journal, says he has used the iodide \ ofanalogy or difference. treat clifeases by 
of Zinc in !'eYeral cases of enlarged tonsils 

1
. water alone, are cnlled Hydropaths. 

with satisfactory results. The eclectic physician can not be identi-
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fiecl with either of these classes. He is not ly called PANTo-pathic, or, in other words, 
an Allopath, for he cares nothing about the a system which uses medicines in every re
question of ditferences or similitude, if his lation to disease, that may be made cura
remedies are capable of curing the disease. 1ive. We may, therefore, put our nomen
Neither is he a Hydropath, for, although he clature into a fashionable shape, by saying 
uses water freely, he does not confine him- that the American Eclectic System is a sys
self to the water treatment. On the con- tem of Panto-pathy. It is, therefore, a 
trary, he claims the right to use everything system in which its votaries have the larg
that is useful, whenever, in his judgment, est liberty to choose, and which denies the 
it will benefit bis patient. right of any society or college to dictate a 

There are three principal relations which medical creed, or a limited routine of prac
medicine may sustain to disease: that of 1ice to the professioo,-since every physi
resemblance, which is embraced by the word cian should always be ready to use any 
Homeopathy, as when we bold a part which remedy which be has found to be useful, no 
has been burned, to the fire to cure it; that matter whether colleges, societie!I, and au
of specific antagonism, or Antipathy, as thors have recommended it or not. 
when we apply ice, or cold water, to a burn- Such is 1 he ~hilosophic poBition of F.clec
ed surface: and that of general difference, ticism. But, 10 a practical point of view, 
or Allopathy, which may be illustrateLl by we might give a more simple and equally 
the application of spirits of turpentine to truthful definition. The American Eclec
a burn. tic System is the protest of American com-

Now it is obvious, that the first dictate moo sense and experience, against the tra
of common sense, is, to treat an injury by ditional dogmas, the antiquated theories, 
something of an opposite character, as and the aristocratic rules which havecramp
when we apply cold water to cure a burn, ed and degraded the medkal profession.
or an anodyne to relieve a pain. Still, it There are but three principal di,·isions of 
is well known that burns may sometimes the profession. The Old School, or con
be relieved by holding them near the fire, servathe European party; the American 
and that a frozen part is sometimes bene- Eclectic, or reformatory party; and the 
fitted by rubbing it with snow. The eclec- Homeooathic r.arty, or the followers of 
tic physician practices freely by the antipa- Hahnemann. fhe Allopathic party has no 
thic law, as when he gives a cathartic to existence but in epithets, for no physicians, 
relieve constipstion, tonics to relieve weak- either old school or Eclectic, confine lhem
ness, anodynes to relieve pain, stimulants selves to the Allopathic law of treatment. 
to restore warmth and circulation, and an· The healing art has been progressing 
ti-spRsmodics to overcome muscular con- slowly for ages; in t:very generation new 
traction; but, at the same time, he finds discoveries are made, and old absurdities 
it practicable, occasionally, to quiet the are laid aside. In our own country, the 
stomach, not by an aromatic or carmina- independent spirit of the JN:Ople, and the 
tive, such as pepl'6rmint, but by a small habits of free inquiry, which are fostered 
dose of some emeucsubstance; or, to over- by public institutions, have led a large por
come a diarrhea, by a medicine of a cathar- tion of the profession to disregard. iu prac
tic character; or, to relieve an inflamma- tice, the extravagant theories which they 
tion, by the application, not of ice, but of were taught in the schools. Thousands of 
warm water. Thus, he resorts, without experienced physicians have disco,·ered in 
hesitation, to the Homeopathic principle, their practice, that the doctrines of their 
whenever he finds it conYeuient. At the teachers produced unHt.tisfactory results, 
same time, he uses freely any successful and have been compelled, by a sense of du
measure which is neither specifically Ho· ty, to abandon the pernicious practices of 
meopathic, nor specifically Antipathic. In bleeding and salivating their patients.
other words, he U!ies remedies which may Finding, then, that they were far more suc
be'called Allopathic; as, for example, when cessful in followin~ tb1:ir own common 
he would relieve a diarrhea, or an attack sense and obsen·ation, than in blindly 
of rheumatism, by exciting perspiration; obeying authority, they were encouraged to 
when he would relieve an attack of fever go on in additional changes anrl improve
by quinine and iron, or dysentery, by a ments; and, as they were often in villages 
remedy to act upon the liver. or country places, unable to obtain a suffi.-

lt is obvious, therefore, that none of the cieot supply of all the officinal remedies, 
fashionable pathit:.8 express the objects of they were compelled to resort to the native 
the practice of an eclectic phvsician. On plants, which they fount! growing about 
the contrary, as he adopts all the pathic and which hod been successfully usr.d in 
principlea of treatment, whenever be deems domestic pn.ctice, or by the abrogines.
them appropriate, his system is _proper- This independent course was rewarded by 
~,. 
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an astonishing success in practice. They solely from its truth; for, if a great num
disco,·ered new articles for the materia med- ber of independent observers agree in their 
ica, the use of which had not yet been experience, recommending certain changes 
known in the colleges, and by the uee of and improvements in medical practice, it 
such remedies, guided by their own inde- is exceedingly improbnble that they should 
pend~nt sagacity, they were enabled to ac- be mistaken, or that their system should not 
complisb wonderful cures, where the most be a great improvement upon its predeces
learned graduates, fresh from London, Paris i:or. In fact, nothing but the conscious
and Philadelphia, had signally failed. ness of truth, and the encouragement of 

The progress, howe,·er. of these demo- success, could have induced so many Amer
cratic improvements in the profession, ican practitioners to bra,·e the odium of 
mostly effected by individuals who bad innovation, and the annoyance of medical 
never written a book, or occupied a profes- proEcription, by organized and powerful so
sional chair, was regarded with great jeal- cieties. 
ousy by the leading authorities of the pro- Originating thus, the American System 
Cession. A violent party spirit was arous- of Medice' Reform may justly claim to be 
ed, and physicians who were known to have the most advanced condition of medical 
discarded mercurials and bleeding for the science, t·ombining the scientific research 
sake of using the more safe and efficient and learning of Europe, with tte practical 
remedies furnished by our indigenous plants skill and medical improvements of Amer
were violently op{'?sed, and treated with ica. Originating in so popular and demo
great indignity, as 1f they had been guilty, cratic a manner, this American Medical 
not only of errors of opinion, but of degra- System has been far more distinguished by 
ding, unprofessional, or immoral conduct; practical success, than by collegiate institu
and so violent, in many instances, was the tions, or medical literature. There are, at 
opposition to these innovations, that no the present time, it is belie\·ed, between 
physician could be recognized as a respecta- two and three thousand physicians in the 
ble member of the profession, who would United States who follow the American 
not consent to administer t'&lomel to hi~ Meclical System in their practice; and five 
patients, in aC'cordance with the dogmas of or six medical journals, devoted to the ad
tbe schools. The independent physicians, rncacy of this reform. It is only, how
who discarded calomel and bleeding, were ever, within the past ten years, that the 
freely and generally denounced by their ri- movement of medical reform has been suf
vals as empirics and quacks, and strinEent ficiently centralized and organized to make 
laws were passed in many of the States, to rapid progress, and present a commanding 
exclude them from practice, and compel front before the public. 
every member of the profession to submit The most important movement for this 
to the control of ils leadin~ societies. For- purpose, was the establishment, in 184:'>, 
tunately, however, the spint of liberty was of the Eclectic Medical Institute of Cin
too powerful for all such combinations, and cinnati. This college, the only Eclectic 
every State in the Union, which had allow- institution which bas had a prosperous 
edits statute book to be disgraced b)· such nnd successful career, became, fo two years 
laws, has repealed them absolutely in ac- from its establishment, the leading medical 
cordance with the remonstrances of the peo· school of Cincinnati, in point of numbers, 
pie-even the medical profession, in many and has ever since mantained a prominent 
mstances acknowled,;ing the justness and position among the leading schools of the 
propriety of their repeal. and the absurdity United States. The number of its annual 
of endeavoring to control mens' opinions matriculants, in 1852 and "M, was over 
in medicine, by the power of legislation.- three hundred.-a number exceeding those 
New Jerse}', we believe, was the last State of the four other meJical schools in Cin· 
in which any such restriction existed, and cinnati. 
there it has lately been repealed. The doctrines taught in this school, and 

From the peculiar manner m which vari- carried out by ill:! graduates in their prac
ous chan~es and improvements have been tice, may be justly considered the practiC'.al 
eft'ecterl. 1t is ob,·ious that this great Amer- embodiment of the American Eclectic Sys
ican Reforru is not a matter of philosophi- tem. These doctrines are the following: 
cal theory-the product of a single mind- l. That every physician has a right 10 
but rather a matter of clinical e.rptrimce, exercise his own judgment, and that no so
the result. of a vast number of observations, ciety or college has a right to prescribe and 
by intelligent physicians in every part of enforce a medical creed. 
our countr,r. This great American Reform, 2. That the physician is bound to pre. 
therefore, can not be a very systematic af- serve~wit11 the utmost care, the ,·ital power 
fair; and its unity, or consistency, arises of bis patient, to aid nature iu the cure of 
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disease, and to avoid every measure in prac- America, the new remedies p!!Culiar to 
til:e, which experience proves to be delete- the Eclectic practice being almost entireh· 
rious or dangerous to the constitution. un1mown in the colleges devoted to thC 
• 3. That the practice of blood-letting has old system of practice, although we can 

• been proved, by ample experience, to be not doubt that ltke all other improvements 
generally injurious, and often dangerous to they will in time be universally adopted. 
life, and ought, therefore, to be discarded We have no doubt of the ultimate progre:-;>< 
from a svstem of medical practice. of the profession, we merely insist that its 

4. That the use of mercurial remedies progress i8 slow, and that it requires an en
ha!> bPen t:hown by ample experience, to be tire generation to make as much impro\·e
producti ve of a rnst amount of diSE'a~~ ment as might be accomplished in one year 
and mortality, and that the use of sue by general co-operation in a liberal spirit. 
remedies should be lai<l aside, whenever To sustain and diffuse the improvements 
their objects can be attained by other reme- which hHe already been made by A.meri
dies and measures. can physicians, and to 'give a cordial wel-

:>. That the new remedies which have come to other impro,·ements which are 
b~n introduct>cl by American Eclectic prac- now in progress. or which may hereaftf'r 
titioners, are entirely sufficient to accom- arise, is the lr.adiug object of the Eclec
plii;h all the purpoFes which have hereto- tic BChool. 
fore been accomplished by. mercurials, in a Those who meet with graduates of the 
much galcr encl more efficient manner. Eo'ectic Medical Institute of Cincinnati, 

6. That all other unsafe remedies, which, will find, if they are faithful representa 
like the mercurials , are subject to great a- tives of their Alma Ma1er,'{hat they pos
bnses in their use, and which are capable sess this liberal spirit; that they have beeu 
of being substituted by better and safer rem- duly instructed in Anatomy, Physiolog_,.. 
edies, shonltl be gradually laid aside, and Chemistrv, Materia Medica. General Prac
improverl remedies introduced as rapidly tice, Surgery, aud Obstetrics; that they 
as the progress of science and expenence ha,·e become familiar with the human 
will permit. body by anatomical study and dissection. 

7. That all new truths !'hould be received and with Practice and Surgery, both b~
and invef<tigated in a spirit of candor, and 11;eneral in~truction and by clinical obser-ra
that the numerous errors and deficiencies tion-in short, that they are familiar with 
in medical science, in Practice. Surgery, ell departments of the sdeoce as taught in 
Obstetrics. Materia Medic-a, Physology. tl1e best schools of the United States and 
and Pathology, i:hould be corrected as soon Europe. and instead of l,eing rermit'ed to 
as pos~ible. idle through the lessons of college stud~" 

Improvements in all thei;e departmentF ha,·e been subjected to daily and thorough 
of science, and e~pl'cially in the physio- examinations throughout the whole reriod. 
logy and pathology of the mirvous system. But, in aaition to this knowelerlge which 
are now being introduced by the Institute. is common to the graduates af reputable 
and a continual progress in improvement is schools, they will manifest a large amount 
insisted upon by the faculty, as the funcla- of knowledge not common among thl' 
mental and distinctive feature . It is true 2raduates of Paris and London, Phi!adf'l
that enlightened and liberal-minded phyi<- phia end New York. They will exhibit a 
icians every where recognise these princi- 2reater familiarity with our nath-e med 
ples as jnst, but it is not true that the pro icinal plants, and with the new and potent 
fession generally, and especially its leaclin!( remedies which the chemistry of Eclecti« 
authorities, are willing to carry them out. pharmaceutists has recently developed. 
That majority and leaders of the profession A gre1t amount of aversion to mecliO!l 
ha'l'e, in all pa~t times, been oppoEecl to treatmPnt is folt by intelligent persons, on 
any grt>at and fnnclamental improvement. account of the fact. that medicines are 
unless coming from individuals who had generally formidable 11nd poisonous agent~. 
previously gained so eminent a position as which, if used freely, may do so much 
to carry their suggestiomi by the mere force harm ae good. unless if thev do not strikf' 
of authority. Harvey, Jenner, Gall, and the disease, they must strike the patient, 
all others who have disturbed greatly the and do him a serious injury. As diseai:e i~ 
old errors of the profe!lsion, were stubborn- infinitely <li'l'ersified in its character, it i~ 
ly resisted and discredited by their cotem · self-evident that a physician whose materia 
poraries; and at the present time, the re- medica is limited, who seldom use any 
markable improvements in medical practice thin~ but calomel, opium, tartar emetk, 
which have been made by American physi- quinme, and half a d<>'len other articles, <11n 
cian11, are neglected and opposed by the not po!'lSibly adapt hie remedies to the 
medical schools, colleges, and societies of great diversities of disease, and must, 
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therefore, inf\ict more or less injury, some
times impairing the constitution for life, 

Against these edls the Eclectic physician 
is especially guarded. He has been taught 
ne,·er to use anything that can not be safely 
given, never to allow poisonous materials 
to become lodged in the constitution, never 

and, consequently, that the best evitlence 
he can gh·e to the \>ublic of his superior 
skill is to engage actively in the treatment 
of diseaFes which are considered the mo'st 
formidable and destructive. 

to use re~ed!es 80 h.arsh as to ~reek down STATISTICS OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS 
the constltutlon while attempting to reach • 
the disease; and from his ample stock of The Tllpid progress and difft1s1on of the 
new remedies. (a large portion of which doctrine of the Reformatory, or American 
are unknown in European schools,) he is Eclectic party, maybe learned by rererence 
enabled to select a safe and apropriate rem- to the following 11tatistics of Medical Col
edy without useing agents that will produce leges. which e•xbibit the unequaled sucess 
effects entire!~· foreig_n to hls objects He of the Eclectic Medical Institute by com. 
is.not obligecl to gt'·e calomel when he pari~n with the three principal mt>.dical 
wishes to operate on the liver. because it colleges. located in the same region, all of 
produces many objectionable eftects, and which enjoyed am pie endowments from the 
because he has remedies which act on the liberality of state or city go-vemments, and 
liver more powerfully and safely than any were sustllined by tht' general co-operation 
mercurial preparation. Ht> is not compel- of the profession, while the Eclectic Med
ed to use tartar emetic, because he has ical Institute, without a dollar of eodow
better ageota which do not produce so ment, or even a hos]lital privilege, and op
much prostration, and are not 80 liable to posed by strong inf\uences and predjudices, 
irritate the bowels or conge..~t the lungs. has attained its opposition by thee.bility and 
He is not compelled to bleed, because he enew of its Faculty alone. 
can produce just as promptly every dorirable The followi~ table shows the number of 
effect that can be produoed by \he lancet, me.triculants during the first four years 
wilhout losing a drop of blood or inflicting from the establishment of the Medical De.
any serious loss or iujur,r. paitment of Transylvania Unh·ersit1, at 

Supplied with ample resources, and care- Lexington, the Louisvil~e Medical Institute, 
folly instructed in their use., he does not feel the medical College of Ohio, and the Eclec
di.sposed to despond, aud prognosticate a tic Medical lnstitu~ of Cincinnati: 
fatal issue in many diseases in which learn- Trauylnnla. Loalsvllle M d Col E M 
ed authors scarce gh·e any hope. He does e · · · · 
not ft>el disposed to sav to evt>ry consump- 1 1 37 Med. In. 25 In~~ 
tive patient that the case '8 hopeless, be- •t year• .: ee 
cause he knows that if there has been a 2d year, 98 l!lO · 30 127 
good natural constitution, amt it is not en- ~year, :• ~~ ~ 18 122091 
tirely broken down, it is perfectly practiML- year, ' 00 
ble to restore such a patient to respectable 40i 611 73 619 health. He does not take a panic when 
cholera approaches, be.cause he knows that To appreciate the above table properly, 
in the worst epidemic attack which has oc- we should bear in mind that the Transylva
cured in our country, the Eclectic physicians nia c;chool had almOEt exclusive occupation 
of Cincinnati cured nineteent-weotieths of of the field of its patronage-that the Louis
all their patients. He does not regard scar· ville Medical Institute, in its first four 
le.tine, puerperal fever, croup, and pnenmo- years, was not really a new school, but 
nia, as diseases of a very fatal crunacter, rather a continuation of the Transyh·ania 
because he knows that when promptJy and school, the faculty of lhe latter having 
rightly treated, there is very little morte.li ty gone in a body from Lexington to Louis
in such diseases. He does not pronounce ville, for a better location, thus ~ving it 
canoer an incurable disease, because he at least twlce ·aa p.reat success as 1t would 
~nows that it has been successfully treated have had,_if it had. been really a new school. 
ma large number of cases by Eclectic sur- Yet notwlthstandmg all these advantages, 
geons. In short, he does ~ot dread to en- and alth01..1gh these s~hools were occupied 
counter any of the forrinde.ble prevalent by Faculties, embracing some of the most 
epidemics; he does not shrink from any celebrated pbysiciens in the Unlted States, 
of the responsibilities of his profeasion, for and had no professional opposition to en
he knows that its blessings are great e.ncl counter, none of them, with all their rich 
failures or discouragements are fe~ · he endowments, and learne<l Faculties, have 
~nows that the average mortality of th~ Ee- achieved so great a numerical success as the 
leeuc practice is less than two per cent., Eclectic Medical Institute. 
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At the present time, the Eclectic Medi-1 ates of the Institute, imbued with that lib
cal .Institute i~ far in ad~ance of its co~- eral and independent spirit, and that devo
petltors. D11;rmg thesessi?n of 18:'>2 - :>~. it tion to truepractical medical improvement, 
had 308 matr1culants, while the Medical I . . . . . 
Institute of Louisville had less than 300. which have constituted the charactenstlca 
The last session of the Medical College of of the Institute heretofore, and which they 
Ohio wasoulyatten~ed by92matriculan:s. will ztalously maintain hereafter. It ia 
and the Transylvania school had. a still seldom that a medical school at 80 eaily a 
smaller class. The number of matnculants . . . 
in the Eclectic Medical Institute is about penod of its history, has been enabled hon-
three times the average number in attend- orably to fill half of its profe&SOrships with 
ance upon medical college~ in the United its own pupils. This circumstance is pe
Sta~es. In fact, the Mf:d1cal College. of culiarly gratifying and satisfactory. as it ia 
Ohio, and the Transylvania school combin- . . · • 
ed, (which are richly endowed State insti· highly important to preserve and transmit 
tutions,) with four other smaller medical to future medical cluses that fund of ex
schools in the valley of the Ohio, do not perien~ and knowledge which has accu.mu
altogether equ~I the Eclectic Medical Insti- lated in the Institute---. fund which the 
tute alone, which graduates from one bun- · • 
dred to one hundred and twenty physicians talented grad.uates of the Institute not only 
per annum, and is still unable to wpply presen·e but mcrease. 
the extensive demand among the people In the arrangements of the departmeate 
for educated Ecl~tic practitioners. and the facilities wluch they afford, some 

changes have been made, and increased fa. 
TENTH ANNUAL ANNOUNCEMENT cili.ties prov.ided, tJM; results ~f ~hich it ia 

OF THE ECLECTIC MEDICAL believed, will be highly gratifying to all. 
INSTITUTE In the department of Anatomy, the Facul-

• ty have recured the services of Dr. Hu.T 
In the present programme of the Institute A. W ABBJHJt, one of the early graduates 

for the Session of ISM-r>:>, we have every of the Institute, whOie scholastic habits and 
assurance of the perfect equipment of this fine mental cultintion, peculiarly 11.t hi• 
Institution for efficient service in every de- for scientific punuits. 
partment. The d~partsnents of Medical 
PraA::tice. Pathology, Clinical Medicine, In· 

' t . f M d' . The t• P"" st :MATBBIA MHiCA A.SD MEDIC&L BoTA.llY. stt utes o e 1c10e, rapeu tcs, ny -
ology, Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women In this department the resignation of 
and Children are occupied by Professors Prof. Bickley (which has been in contem
BucHANAN, KtNG and lbwTo1', whose es- plation since his attack of amaurosia in 
tablished reputation aa experienced and able 18:'>3,) has been received and accepted.
teachers and advocates of the American Be- This step having been delayed until satis
lectic System of Meclicine, renders it en- factory arrangements could be made l>y the 
tuely certain that they will impart to their Institute, he has finally withdrawn to en
pupils an accurate and thorough knowledge pge in other pursuits, 
of the best resouroesand principles of 01oee To supply this vec:ancy, the authorities 
important and responsible departments of of the Institute after much deliberation to 
medical science. select from the ranks of medical reformera 

The instruction of tbe remaining mem- a judicious, talented and reliable cx.'Cllpant 
bers of tbe Faculty will be as heretofore, of this responsible department, have ehosea 
of that clear, practical and solid character, Dr. C1uau11 H. CLEAVELA.1'D, late of New 
which stores the mind with important Tork, a graduate of Dartmouth Medical 
knowledge, without embarrassing and con- College, who has been engaged in pract.ioe 
fusing the intellect with needless epecula- mnce 1843, and has enjoyed tile reputation 
tion, useless detail, or uncertain and con- of a thorough medical scholar and success. 
fticting doctrines. Drs. SBuwoOD, Fin:• ful physician, as well as an instructive wri
JUN, Hon, and W .&01110 are all padu- ter on ~cal aubject&. Dr. C. although 
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not educated in the Eclectic school had too cy. The lectures will be deinonstrative in 
much liberality and independence to con- their character,-lhe subs1unces described 
fine timself within the limits of meclical will be presented before the class-and the 
sectarianism, and studied with candor the plants will be illustrated as fnr as practica
works of the diffeJent schools with the view ble, either by paintings, by dried specimens 
of arriving at the truth. The result or his or by the living plants. 
in't'elltigation and practical experience was 
the conviction of the nece•ity and propri- GUEJ1.u., SnctAL, AND PATROL001cAL AB-
ety of the Eclectic ieform, since which bis ATOKY. 

name has become familiar to other medi- The course of lectures by the professor or 
cal reformers by communications in the va- Anatomy will be thorough, comprehensive 
rious medical journals clevoted to reform, and minute. He will adopt the most ap
and by pel'80nal intercourse and cones- proprfate nomenclature, and describe the 
ponclence. various parts of the subject with demon-

We feel well assmed from his practical strative distinctness. He will pass over 
experience, solid attainments, aound judg- more rapidly aucll portions of the science 
ment, enlarged and liberal views, ready and as poll8PJ88 less p•ctical importance, or 
penpicuous expreaion of thought, agreea- which can be learned with facility in tbt 
ble address and tllorough cultivation, that priYate office, in order to devote more time 
he will hononhly 1uatain the reputation' of to the elucidation and demonstration of the 
the Institute, and deliver as thorough pnc- OtgtJlll and regions of the body more par
tical and diecrimhating ai:ourae of instruc- ticnlarly connected with medical, obstetri
tion in hie deplittment u ms ever yet cal, and surgical practice, and which can
been given, in which the peculiar me1its not well be studied snccessfully except in a 
and superiority of the resources of the :Ee- medical college. 
lectic school, will be clearly displayed by The anatomical lectures wtll comprise 
one who has not ooly critical knowledge, the history, description, ielations, and path
but personal experience as a practitioner. ology of the osseous, muscular, glandular, 

The Iustitute bas always been distin- vascular and nervous systems. The Tarious 
guisbed by its piactical die:racter and tend- organs pertaining to each system will be 
ency, and by giving such an education as perfectly demonetrated by careful diiRC
prepa1'}8 its pupils to enter with confidence tiona, their peculiarities of form and struc
and satisfaction upon the practice of their ture described,aud their relations complete
profession. At the present time this char- ly dieplayed. The respiratory, circulatory. 
acter is distinctly marked~"ery Profossor and digestive apparatus will be exhibited to 
of the Institute is personally engaged in ac- the best advantage, and special attention 
tive practice excepting two whose scien- will be given to dissections of the brain 
tific departments require extensive scbolas- and ganglia, and the nenes connecting 
tic research upon other subjects than the these with each other and with the system 
treatment of disease, and with which an at lat8'f'. 
extensive practice would be incompatible. The facilities for teaching anatomy in the 

In the lectures upon Materia Medica, the Institute have recently been greatly in
subject will be developed with that fullnesE ~reased, not only in the dissecting rooms 
which has always characterized the teach- but also tn tbe amphitheatre. The sfae of 
ing or the Institute, and with a careful at- this hall hae been increased at least one
tention to all that recent ex;>erienoe has de- third, and the skylight bu been en!.rged 
veloped-to the character and peculiar re- and Jemodelled, 110 that a ftood of light is 
sources of the Jklectic practice, and to the poured Upoll whatever is to be exhiblted. 
concentrated iemedies and recent chemical All the wrual metho:ls of illustration will 
imptovementa, which are making ao great be employed, such aa paintings, p.'ates, 
a claange in the details of :Eclectic pbarma- dre.wings, extempnraneous Gdiagnama on 
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the blackboard, &c. But the demonstra- precaution taken by antiseptics, &c., to 
tions by means of preparations and dissec· protect thoae engaged in diseection. Great 
tions of the fresh subject, constitute the improvements have recently been made in 
most important feature of this department; he art of prese"inganatomical tnaterial in 
and now that a proceSB has been discovered a perfect and inoft"en1ive condition. 
by which anatomical material may be pre· A discovery, rivalling that of the cele
served from decom11osition, an<t kept un- brated Signor Sigato (which wu lost by 
unchanged in structure and appearance as his death,) has recently been made by a 
long as desired, the unpleasantness of re- physician of Cincinnati, and bas been 
searches in practical anatomy may be en- offered for the use of the Faculty of the 
ti rely obviated. Institute. By means of this disco-very, the 

Anothercircumstancewhicbaffordsmuch human body may be pseeerred in all ita 
advantage and satisfaction to the student freshness and natwaloesa of appearance for 
may be mentioned here, although it is not an indefinite period, even when fully ex
peculiar to the anatomical department. The posed to the air. The body of an animal 
leading points of each lectUJe will be uni- subjected to this process immediately after 
formly repeated on the succeeding day in death, without any other preparation wbat
the form of questions propounded to and ever, appeal'S after the lapse of many weeks 
answered by individual members of the as natural , fresh and inodorous, as if it t.cl 
clau, in regular succession. In this vny, just been killed. The parts revealed in the 
the memory is improved, errors are correct- most minute di11SeCtion1, are thus preeened 
ed, the intellectual faculties impelled to ac- in a faultless condition, and all unwbole
tivity, and much of the monotony aod te- some oi unpleasant effluvium ia enti'rely 
dium of daily lectures relieved. In abort destroyed, thus tendering the studying of 
every practical expedient will be adopted, anatomy entirely free from its usual repul· 
and every effort put forth by the professor siveneas. 
of anato~y with~ vit>w to the correct and . The Demonstrator of Anatomy will give 
thorough instruction of the class; and al- usiduous personal attention to those who 
though the space of four months is too short are engaged in dissection, and use every 
f?r the. perfect de~elopement of this exten- effort to facilitate their progress. To assist 
1nve SClence, yet since be bas lleen released his personal explanations, the hall is fur
from the labors of instruction in the dis- nished wHh a full series of anatomical 
secting rooms by the appointment of a maps, carefully labelled with the names of 
competent demonstrator to that depart· the parts which may readily be recogniled 
ment, it is belie,·ed he will be able to sue- ~ a gla~ce. 
ceed, even better than hf'retofore, in afford-
ing to the class a full course of instruction 
in regard to the delicate and complicated CHEMISTRY, PHABllACT AND MEDICAL Ju. 
machinery of the human body. which as BIBPRUDF.NCE. 

physicians it will be their duty to under- In this department, the Institute is lor· 
stand and regulate. tunately supplied with an enthU1iastic dev

otee of scienc.-e, whose attention bas beea 
ANATOMICAi. D11105STRATIONS. concentrated upon his department, ancl 

The anatomical Hall of the Institute af· ''hose scholutic enthusiasm enables him to 
fords everything requisite for the study of inspire bis pupils with a portion of his own 
practical Anatomy. A ball occupying one vivid interest in a subject which is too 
entire story of the collegiate edifice, is fur. often neglected a8 dry and repulsive. 
nisbed wiLh tables, gas lights, and every The science of Chemistry is illustnted 
nece.ssary conveaience, while a separate by all the necessary apparatus, and taught 
apartment is provided for female students. ill a manner which tenders it clear and at
Strict cleanliness wi 11 be enforced and every 11acti ve. . I ts bearings upon p:actical med· 
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icine, physiology and pharmacy, are clearly bis aaaid11ous ha bi ta j11stify us in anticipat· 
elucidated. Inorganic Chemistry is fully ing its early completion. 
taught, but moie especial attention is given 
to Organic Chemistry on account of its im- PHYSIOLOGY, llllsTITUTES OF MEDicnrB AJrD 

portant relations to lhe medical profession. THBKAPEUTICS. 
Physics, embracing especially the subjects In the department of Physiology, Insti-
of light, heat, and electricity. will be care- tutes, and Therapeutics, the science of the 
flllly taught, not overlooking the important human constitution is presented with a 
meteorological conditions which affect the thoroughness and fullness which is not to 
human constitution. The medical uses of be found in any other institution. In med
electricity (the so-called" Electropathy,") ical schools generally, Physiology rect>ives 
will be fully e1.plaiD.ed, giving to that agent but little attention; being in many case~ 
its true scientific position in tberaneutics. not even mentioned in the programme o 

Medical Jurisprudence will be illustrated the professorships, or if mentioned, assign 
by a brief course of lectUJeS embracing all ed a very subordinate position. Anatomy, 
that is deemed necessary to the physician. Pathology. and Chemistry have much more 

The pupils of Prof. Hon will ban the prominent positions assigned them, and 
aatisfacti.>n of knowiDg that their knowl· the attention of the student is accordingly 
edge is accurate and reliable, not being a fixed on morbid proces..ces to the neglect of 
repetition of old lectures behind the pres- the principles of Physiology and Hygiene. 
ent condition of science, but embracing the Hence some of the most important princi
most recent and accurate l'ellearches of the plea for· the p.reeervation and restoration of 
chemists of America, England, Fnance, and health aie overlooked entirely, or but feebly 
Germany. In this rapidly progressive aci- and aaoally mentioned. Owing to this 
eoce, il is only the diligent student who defect, methods of medical treatment which 
resorts to the publications of Germany and violate or disiegard important medical 
France u well u to the English transla- principles are taught and practiced without 
tions, who can be reprded as familiar with suspecting their unscientific character and 
the exact condition of the 1cience at the destructive tendency. 
present day. It is not to the works of Far- Physiology ia especially important for 
aday, Brande, Graham, Thomson, Playfair. the purpose of eatablishing the laws of 
Gregory, Booth, Smee, Knapp, &:c., that health, and indicating the causes of abnor
Prof. HoYT limits his investigations. On mal conditions, without which medical 
the contrary, he draws freely upon the orig- science beoomes empirical. It is also im
inal French and German works of Dumas, port.ant especially to the physician in ena
Regnault, Raspail, Payen, Persoz, Cheptal, bling him amid the incessant exposure of 
Simon, Mitscherlich, Gmelin, Fresenius, his professional labor to guard and preserve 
Liebig, Woehler,Beicbenbach,Doebereiner, his own constitution. These important 
Mueller, &:c., to whose immense labors we applications of Physiology are properly 
are so much indebted for the modern pro- presented in the course of lectures, showing 
gress of thia profound and complex science. how to sustain the constitution in a state 
It is not, however, to make a display of of development beyond the reach of the 
lf'&med lore and of attainments which have ordinary causes of direue. 
no practical utility, that he resorts to these The course of practi<le taught in the Jn
elaborate records; on the contrary, his aim stitute finds a solid foundation in the un
is to adapt the subject to the hearer, and questionable principles of Physiology
ha,·ing been himself a pupil of the lnati- thus, much that would otherwise be em
tute, he appreciates fully the position and pirical becomes philosophical a~d scien
tbe wants of the medical student. tific, and medicine is advanred much nearer 

The work of Prof. Hon on General and to the condition of an exact science. Va
Medical Chemistry is not yet published, but rious omissions and inaccuracies of physiol-
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ogists which may be recognized even in the mind receives with intense pleuuie the 
standard and generally accurate work of new propoeitions which are pmiented, and 
Carpenter, are supplied and corrected in the the grand system of ABTBROPOLOGT which 
lectures. he has erected by means of new dlscol'eries. 

Familiar with the recent discoveries of The facts of Anatomy, Physiology, Phien-
1ihysiologists, Prof. BucHAl'IAN presents in ology, and Mesmerism, which have ne'\"er 
his lectures the authentic facts displayed in he<retofore been made harmonious and 1at.is
the writings of Carpenter, Paget, Muller, factorv for want of a oorrect knowledge of 
Todd and Bowman, &c., not in the abstruse the fu~tiona of the bnin, are rendered by 
style of the exclusive physiologist or nat-, tbe discoveries o{ Prof. B. intelligible por
uralist, but as an illustrative portion of ' tions of a grand and comprehenshe science. 
medical science, exerting an important in- in the establishment of which be has com
fiuence upon practice, and laying the foun- pleted the great undertaking, the fouocktion 
dation of the too much neglected science of which wu laid by Gall and Bpunheim. 
of Hygiene-the benefits of which to the 'l'be higher departments of this science,em
medical student in the preservation of hi& b.raclng the opemtiom of the human mind, 
own health and prolongation of life are in· ctn oot be embraced in the limits of a 
estimable. course of medical lectures, but ita elucida-

ln the ensuing course of lectures, Prof. tion of the action of the min upon the 
B. will give more attention than hereto- body as the agent of sympathies and cause 
fore to the INSTITUTIS OF MBDlCJlfli: and of healLb and di&ea89, as well as its explan
THERAPEUTICI, thereby giving a tnore prac- ation of the nervOGll relations of all par'.a 
tical character to bis department aod point- of the body, and philoeoplay of Bal th, 
ing out principles ot medioal treatment and Di.seaae, IJ18&11ity, Sleep, SomnambuliEm, 
the uses of medicines, with which the pu- Seasation, Perception, Tempenlmenta, Ap
pil will find it necessary to be thorough- petites, Passions, &c., is regYlatly pnaent-
ly familiar in his subsequent practfoe. ed in the lectures of this departDlllDt. 

In addition to the physiological knowl
edge obtainable from standard authors, the 

MEDICAL PRACTICE AND PATHOLOGY. pupil will obtain from the lectures of Prof. 
BucHANA1' a great deal of knowledge not The Professor of Medical Practice and 
obtainable elaewhere. Hi& profound dis- Pathology, upon the fidelity and correct
coveries in the physiology of the brain, ness of whoee instruction 10 much de
enable him to elucidate many hf'retofore pends, brings to his department the proper 
inexplicable mysteries in physiological sci- preparation for a n.luable practioal teacber. 
ence, and to correct important errors in Being the most prominent Eclectic practi
current medical literature. In these bril- tioner in CiJlcianati, and widely .known 
liant discoveries, the physiology of the through the Union as the mostdistinguish
brain has been for the first time distinctly ed Eclectic Sutge0n, his em.tensive medical 
displayed, and the fragmentary sciences re- and 1urgical practice places him in the po
lating to man united into a harmonious sition which ahould be occupied by everr 
whole. Thus is laid a broad foundation professor of that department in daily con
for the Institutes of Medicine by the ex- : tact with the prevalent forms of disease, 
planation of the governing forces of the and personally familiar with the value of 
human constitution, the sympathies of va- recent improvements, instead of depending 
rious organs, and the relations ·which they upon ht>.arsay evidence or reports for the 
bear to medical agents. In the new views results of clinical experience. Io his in· 
of physiology, and the startling facts ad- structions he avoids those theoretical dis
duced by Prof. BUCHANAN, a fascinating cussions with which learned professors 
interest is imparted to subjects heretofore I often encumber their comse, and goes 
.obscure and embarrassing-the philosophic '. direct to the subject of disease and its 
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remedy. He developes the pathology of Tenn., and in the Eclectic Medical lnsti
all maladies in a more exact and thorough tute of this city, his extensive investiga
manner than was attempted in the early tion ancl thorough knowledge of the sub
courses of the Jm;titute, and describes after j~t, fully capacitates him to teach i:cien
a sketch of the old school tn!lltment, that tifically and practically, the principles of 
which he has found most succeesful. His Operative Surgery, which ate based upon 
lectures, therefore have a peculiar practical an exact knowledge of Surgical AnatomY'. 
and clinical character, being illustrated by The first part of the cour~ will be occupi
refereoce to cases in bis own experienre. ed in treating upon inflammation and its 
In presenting the Bclectic treatment, he does terminations, demonstrating clearly to the 
not give it as a mflre copyist of hi1 p11ecle- class the pathological condition of the sys
ceseors, but aims, like a true reformer, at tern in inflammation, and showing in what 
eontinual improvement. Havingmadf>very reaction consists. Next will be noticed 
extenaive uee of the MW concentrated rem- AbsceSl!ell, Ulcera, (malignant and non-ma
~ies, which give to the Eclectic practice lignant,) chronic Ulcers, (as old sore legs,) 
many advantages which it has heretofore which have balBed the best treatment in 
needed, he gives in his instructions the full Old School practice, but are treated with 
benefit of these improvements. 11ucce8s by the Bclectic method, as statis-

Clinical experience is \he only true and tics will show. Cancer in its different 
final test of medical systems and medical species, '"ill also be described, and its 
teachers. Eclecticism has always proudly history, pathology and t!f'.atment clearly 
telied upon its success, in the treatment of shown. This di11ease bns hitherto been 
disease. We have often found the reports considered incurable, and as such thf' pa
of the results of Eclectic practice to exhibit tient has either been left to die unmolest
a mortality of bat one per cent, or less upon ed, or, if the disease was not too extensivt>, 
the number of cases treated, and never over it hes been OJ'erated upon with the knife, 
two per cent. , while the mortality in rnalig- and according to tbe statistics of Profes
dant cholera is but five per cent. The re- sore G11o!lfJ and MussET, few cases out of 
teSult of Prof. NF.WTON's private .Practice the many presented hl\·e been cured, and 
are most eminently successful, and hon- those that were cured, they supp<>&'d were 
orable alike to himself and to the cause of not caneet. Under the Eclectic system of 
Eclecticism, of which his pre~ent position practice, the Prof. of Surgery proposes, 
tenders him the practical expon~nt. The where the system has not been brought 
statistics of Dr. NEWTON'S practice during completely under the constitutional inftu
the past year in 780 farnilit!t!, ("·ith only ence of the disease, to eradicate it entire!~· 
live deaths,) exhibit, in the most eloquent without the use of the knife. The manage
manner, the immense value to mankind of ment of this disease has attracted the at
the Eclectic medical reform, and show that tention of the profession so much of late, 
the heeling art, as at present taught in the that the superior treatment of Ecledic sur
lnstitute, is a glorious illustration of the geomi and their g~neral success, offer one 
spirit of progress end the triumphs of the of the greatest attractions to the medical 
American mind in the nineteenth century. student, which could be found among mod
No European college. nor American off- em impro,·ements in the profe;:sion. A 
spring of the European system, can exhibit sketch of the comparative statistics of the 
such results as these. success in the treatment of cancer has been 

0 - published in the Eclectic Medical Journ1l,to 
PEBATIVESUBOUY AlrDSURGICAJ. PRACTICE which the attention of the reader is iuYitetl. 
The Prof. of Surgery spares no pains to Dr. FREEMAN will also teach the class the 

·make his course of lectures e<tceedingly in- recent and most improved, and so far en-
teresting and instructive. Formerly or.cu- tirely 1rucce!'Sful method adopted by him in 
pying the chair of Anatomy at Memphis, the treatment of Fislulai both of the anus 
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and perinenum. These diseases have hith· present to the class cases for surgical treat
erto, been treated by the knife, deformin& ment, where tbe student will be allowed to 
instead of curing the patient; but by the have a close view of the case under treat
new treatment, the fistulous pipes and in- ment, the operation and the means used, and 
durated organized adventitious masses con· a clear demonstration of the whole process 
nected with the fistullll are entirely eradica· of treatment and cure. The clinic affords 
~d. and the parts healed soundly. which to the Prof. of Surgeiy a more ample field 
they cannot be unless the morbid growths for giving satisfaction to the class than any 
are entirely taken away. The knife alone method previously adopted. Be&ides this, 
cannot cure a severe case of fistula in ano. being daily occupied in an extensive surgi-

Diseases of the eyes will also be treated cal practice, be will be continually report
upon, and the class fully instructed in man- ing cases to the class, and tbe results of the 
ipulating with nicety in the treatment of treatment adopted by him. Jn short the 
tba t delicate organ. He will take gn!a t chair of Surl(ery has become one of the most 
pains to teach the class the new mode of at.tractive features of tbe school, from the 
treating opthalmia, pterygium and granu- thorough anatomical knowledge and de
Jar eyelids; the latter is an important fea- cidedly practical character of its occupant, 
ture in the Eclectic practice. Special at- and the perspicuous and interesting man
tention will be paid to the new method of ner in which he presents to the clasa the 
treating diseases of the bones and joints, subjects peculiar to his department. 
and the treatment of Broncbooele-the suc-
cessful treatment of this is another attrac- 0BBTBTJllCll AND TBJ: DtSEA8E8 OF WolllU 
tive feature of the Eclectic school. .AlllD CHtLDHlf. 

No pains shall be spared to familiarise Probably no department in medicine is of 
the students with the use of the new reme- more importance to the young practitiooer, 
dies and mode of treatment peculiar to Ee- than that of Obstetrics and the Diseases of 
lectic surgeons. All surgical diEeases will Women and Children, as it depends much 
be taken up in detail and proper orJer, so upon his success in this line of pRctice 
that thestudent may:receiveasfullacourse whether a liberal amount of f4UOD8.f,e be 
upon descriptive surgery as can be received extended to him by the inhabitants of bis 
in any college in the Union, with the ad- neighborhood; and not only this, but an 
dition of the improved Eclectic resources error once committed by an accoucbeur, 
which are attracting so much attention especiully if it prove to be a serious one, 
abroatl, and making Cincinnati a resort for can never be retrieved in public estimation, 
surgical patients. The operath'e part of but condemns him to perpetual reproach 
surgery will be demonstrated upon the fresh and suspicion. This chair in the Institute 
cadaver, and with proper apparatus in the is occupied by Prof. J. Ku10, who bas been 
most approved methods of Europe and engaged for nearly the last twenty years in 
America, and during the demonstrations a successful and extensive practice upon 
the students will be taught the manner of the principles adopted by Medical Reform
manipulating with the knife, and the ana- ers, who is a most thorough and impressive 
tomical reasons in favor of certain direc- lecturer, and whoee lectures have given uni
tions for operating and again.;t others. versal satisfaction to the classes who have 

The major operations, as amputations, had the good fortune to atleud them since 
excisions, etc., will be carefully taught, and his aSS<•ciation with the school. His coune 
the minor clearly demonstrated. Fractures is full, complete, aud of a decidedly practi
and Dislocations, simple and compound, cal character, and the flattering opinion bas 
will be clearly treated upon, and the modes sometimes been expressed by medical geo
of treatment fully demonstrated by a large tlemen that his first course classes are, in 
assortment of the most approved surgical point of knowledge and practical informa
aparatus. Every pains will be taken to tion connected with his department, nearly 
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if not quite equal to the i;econd course of other institutions, in being enabled to 
classes of other institutions in the United avail himself not only of the ordinary prac
States. tice of standa1d authors, but likewise of 

The course commences with an explana- the new and ir.1provcd resources peculiar to 
tion of obstetrical anatomy, in which the the Eclectic school. 
student is well disciplined, for without a Although the improTements in Eclectic 
correct acquaintance with this, it would be Obstetrics ha,·e signally lessened the neces
impossible tor him to practice scientifically sity for obstetric instrumental operations, a 
or with any degree of confidence or satisfac- detailed account of their uses and applica
tion; and the better to impress many essen- tions will be given, and no means spared 
tial points upon the minds of the class, as to render this knowledge familiar to the 
well as to facilitate instruction, the Insti- student, that be may be preparell to act 
tute has furnisheil for the course a series of promptly and scientifically in the ti me of 
drawings and diagrams, representing more emergency, and be relatiTe to these matters 
e5pecially certain changes and results of rather in adnnce of his professional breth
pregmmcy, as well as conditions of parts ren. Eclampsia, or puerperal convul:oions, 
necessary to its occurrence, which could nol and puerperal peritonitis or child· bed fever. 
otherwise have been well presented to a which have proTed 80 obstinate end fre· 
class. This will be found a valuable addi· quently fatal under the common practice, 
tion to the ordinary mode of conveying in- (the mortality varying from 20 to 4l> per 
struction in this department, the advantages cent.,) and for which it has no regular sci
of which to the teacher, and particularly to entiftc mode of treatment, indei:endent of 
the student, have already been seen and ac- the prostrating IJM!8sure of bleeding, some
knowlE'dged. times to an eoormous extent, are, under the 

In the clinical portion of Obstetrics, es- improvements of Eclecticism, reduced in 
pecial pains are taken to render the student point of mortality to a level with ordinary 
thoroughly conversant with all its details; dieeues, and mean& am exp1ained by a pur
the efficient and ample resou1ces of Eclec- suance of which practitioners are enabled 
ticism are made known to him, and el"ery to treat them successfully. 
means adopted which may permanently im- Jn that division of his chair devoted to 
press the teachings upon the minds of the the Diseases of Women, the nrious abnor· 
class. In several points of obstetrical prac- mal conditions peculiar to the sex, both in 
tice, there is a mate1ial difference between the gravid and non-grnid state, will be 
Eclectic treatment and that of other medi discu88ed in detail, and the amplitude of 
cal schools. As a long and successful ex- &lectic resources for their removal fully 
perience bas demonstrated the former to be unfolded. The various displacements to 
safe, salutary, and moreeapecially effectual, which the uterus is subject, its several mal· 
it becomes a matter of much iuterest to the adies,as leucorrbea, ulcerated cenix, malig
practitioner to have a correct acquaintance nant formations, etc .• which are so common 
with the several means, the superiority of to the sex in the. present age, and which re
which has thus been proven. Unfortun- quire clot!e application and invf!Stigation 
ately for the cause of Eclecticism, the many on the part of the practitioner, that he may 
improvements effected in obstetric practice prove successful in their treatment, or be 
have not yet been presented to the profes- enabled to compete advantageously with 
sion in a published form, (though Prof. K. those already eminent in the profession, 
is rapidly progressing with his work on the will be especially referred to, and the sure· 
subject,) and almost the only method by riority of Eclectic means, as evidenced by 
which they can be satisfactorily obtained past experience, fairly presented. And as 
at present, is by a cloae attendance upon Prof. K. has had an extensi'"e and success
the lectures of the Institllte; in which the ful practice in diseases coming more partic
student will have an advantage over those ularly under his depe.rtment, the students 
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... vm have the advantage of his indh·idual · medical authors, they are not presented in 
experience in tht>se matters, which greatly a partizan or proscriptive spirit, nor en
enhances the nlue of his lectures. The forced as a medical creed by the authority 
remarkable results in tbe treatment of this of the Faculty; on the contrary liberality and 
class of diseases by therapeuticel agents courtesy are extended to all, end independ
peculiar to the Eclectic system of medical ence ot thought recommended end respect
practice, having probably done as much to ed. If the practical resources offered bv the 
forward medical Reform, unaided as it has Faculty are not esteemecl in practice ~upe.:. 
beeu by libraries of professional or popular rior to tboi:e obtained from other sources 
publications, as any other single cause. it is the duty of the physician to discard 

The great annual mortality among child- them and follow the dictates of his own 
ren in nearly all parts of the Union is pain- experience, if it teaches him anything bet
ful to behold, and disgraceful to the present ter. Protesting as the J<'aculty do against 

. condition of medical science; and we may proscription and dogmatism. they will nev
justly infer from it, either that the means er attempt to limit the views or knowledge 
usually employed to remove infantile dis- of a student to their own instructions.
eases are inadequate for that purpose, or Whatever the predilections of a student 
that the majority of tbe profession do not he is respected in his mental independence: 
bestow a proper attention upon them. In and he will find in the lectures of the In
ca~s of measles, scarlatina; pneumonia, re- stitute that thorough instruction in medi
m1ttent fet'er, and summer complaint, the cal science, which will be recognized every 
mortality under the common COUJSe of where as constituting a sound medical edu
treatment is very great, while tbe per cent- cation, irrespective of the peculiarities of 
age of mortality under the Eclectic practice schools, while the lerge adclitional amount 
is really !!O small as to create much inctt({- of knowledge imparted (pec111iar to the Re
ul~ ty amo~ those who have not personally lectic school,) will ~gratefully remember
w1tnessed its success. With such an enor- ed in his future career, as the commence
mous clitrerence in results, there muatneoes- ment of rational satisfactory ,·iews and of 
sarily be a great difference in treatmimt, the successful practice. Such bas been tbe 
nature of which will be exemplified ln the case heretofore with many of the students 
lectures during the session, in which the and graduates of other Colleges. who have 
Professor will endeavor to rendei the stu- attemled the lectures of the Institute. 
dent acquainted with the several maladies By authority. 
of childhood, as well as the beat and most W. P. STRICKLAND, Preridt:tit. 
effectual means for their cure. The student I. WILSON, Viet Preaidtnt. 

will, therefore, not only receive a more sat-
isfactory course of practical instruction MATRICULANTS OF WINTER SES-
tban can be had at other institutions, but SION OF 18:>3-54. 
he will also, by observing the happy results NamoJ. Residrnu. 
ot an independent and faithful adherence to Allhand, David Indiana. 

clinical observation, have the principles of Ashton, William A. 
mental independence and liberality in in- Anderson, Samuel Brooks, 
TeStigation instillt>d iuto his mind, and be Armstrong, 1.accheus 
taught to entertain respect for no authority Averclick, Henry Georgius 
but truth, and to yield in submission to no Benton, George Root 
leaders, save impartial observation and :Beam, Thomas Lemon 
faithfully recorded experience. :Brown, Zachariah Cox 

Finally, it may be remarked that \"bile Bailey, Mary Malin 
many of the doctrines presented in the In- Beadle, William 
stitute lliffer from those of the majority of Barber, Lewis 

Ohio. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 

Illinois. 
Penn. 
Penn. 
New York. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 
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Namu. Ruiddnce. Namu. Ruidence. 
Bunker, Alice H. Michigan. Doyle, John Missouri. 
Beale, John Sunderland Ohio. Dickinson, Simeon Alabama. 

Beachley, Nathaniel Jacob Penn. Dial, William Collins Ohio. 

Bethea, William Laurin Georgia. Dailey, James J. Indiana. 

BrO\VD, Anson Richmond Ohio. Dixon, John Cain Indiana. 

Burkitt, Samuel Kentucky. Dale, Harvey Newton Indiana. 
Burnett, Flavius Josephus Indiana. Everingham, Joseph nlinois. 
Bailey, Abram Kentucky. Ewing, James Ohio. 
Bayne, William Fielding Jllinois. · Emeis, August Julius lllinois. 
Beardsley, Charles Ohio. Eagon, Elijah TI!inois. 
Baker, Jonathan Stamper Kentucky. R.-erly, Nathan Harrison Kentucky. 
Bricker, John Ohio. 
Burke, Francis Noel Irelan<l. 

Ellis, Jonathan W. Indiana. 

Brooks, Reuben Ohio. Faris, Michael Kentucky. 
Barnes, Orville J ullus Ohio. Foote, Thomas Whiteside Illinois. 
Bush, William S. Ohio. 

' 
F&.ulkner, Thomas Lamb Indiana. 

Bruce, Alexander M., M. D. New York. Fieese, Solomon Ohio. 
Bruce, William C. Indiana. Fisher, Wilson Illinois. 
Brown, Ira Ohio. Ferguson, Christ. Columbus Kentucky. 
Bartholomew, Chester G. Ohio. Foster, Elijah Ohio. 
Burdsal, J. S. Indiana. Finch. Cyrus Marion Penn. 

Co"ert, George Ohio. 
Freeman, Henry New York. 
French, Mart.ha Ann New York. 

Cox, Paris Irving Indiana. Fain, ,John Wesle7 Georgia. 
Croshaw, Mary Eliza New York. 
Cable, Abram H. Ohio. Gaudem, Rich Indiana. 
Cropper, Char~ Ohio. : Gullett, Andrew Indiana. 

Conaway, John Ohio. Gibbs, George Lundy Ohio. 
Carman, John Ohio. Gans, <>liver C. Penn. 

· Chaney, Washington Kent~ky. Geddee, Robert Walker N. Hamp. 
Coe.tea, Edmund John Ohio. Gartrell, Luther Syl~ster. Alabama. 
Cleis, Margaret Penn. Gans, Philip F. Penn. 
Cobb, Joseph Indiana. Green, John Nelson Ohio. 
Coombs, William Fianklin Kentaeky, Gerrish, James W . F . Indiana. 
Crosby, Petes Haney Michifjlln. 

Harriman, John Pryor Virginia. Curtis, Erskine De1;1nis Conn. 
Chandler, Jooathan Iowa. 

Holmes, Luther C. New York. 

Coon, Christopher Columbus Kentucky, 
Holland, W . Siddons,M. D. Missouri. 

Crook, John Wesley Indiana. 
Runt.er, Milton R., M; D. Ohio. 

Campbell, Joseph Gibson Ohio. 
Hall, James Z. Miesouri. 
Hayden, Charles Newell Michigan. 

Dunlap, Robert Iowa. Hudgins, Howell Harper Miss. 

Davis, Jeptha Ohio. Hamill, Thomas Penn. 

Do,·e, Alpheus Virginia. Holton, John Hervey Kentucky. 

Durant, Joseph Fuller Illinois. Howard, James Cun1 Alabama. 

Durr, Abram Wiscon'n. Bowe, Hiel Hullistet Conn. 

DaTis, Aaron A. Ohio. Ing, Joseph Henry Tenn. 
Daniels, De Witt N. Ohio. Jsgrigg, Nathaniel S. Indiana. 
Davison, James Penn. 
Dora, Thomas Beacham Kentucky, Judd, Harriet Amelia Conn. 
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Namu. RCBidenct. Namu. Beaiikncc. 
Judge, John French Ohio. Prunk, S. H. Illinois. 
Jacoby, G1>orge Thomas Penn. Painter, Aaron Burr Ohio. 
Jones, Enoch Pearson Indiana. Powell, Oner Rius Kentucky 
Jones, Geo. Washington Ohio. Piper, Edward Tiffin Ohio. 
Jones, Isaac Newton Tenn. Perry, Henry Indiana. 
Johnson, John William Kentucky. Potter, Charles Indiana. 

Keeler, William Nelson Michigan. Rice, Henry Clinton Ohio. 
Kesling, Isaac Ohio. Roberts, Ebenezer Place Ohio. 
Kyle, Samuel Ohio. Rumsey, Julia New York. 
Kelso, Ephraim W. Ohio. Ricker, Cecilia P. Ohio. 
Knott, Ananias Brawner Ohio. Roe, Jame.a Kentucky. 
Kirkpatrick, Geo~ Virginia. Ruhl, Joseph Eugene Penn. 

Lansdown, Zach. Marton Ohio. Ro>amond, William E. Miss. 

Leonard, Hiram Zenas Ohio. Rannels, Jno. M., M. D. Ohio. 

Laws, Ovid S. Ohio. Rosindale, Charles Ohio. 

Latta, William S. Ohio. Reed, Joel Illinois. 

Lane, John H. Ohio. Reed, Jes.ce · fllinois. 

Lewis, Henry H. Kentucky. 
RoSP,, Charles Henry Maryland. 

Long, George Ohio. 
Roe, Salem Kentucky. 

Lagore, Enoch Ohio. 
Ross, William J. Penn. 

Lynn, Caleb D. Ohio. Smiley, James Ohio. 
McHenry, Van Ohio. Stuve, Bernard Missouri. 
McKinney, Archibald Ohio. · Stick, Jesse Penn. 

McDaniel, Marcellus Kentucky. Sorber, Jacob L., M. D. Indiana. 

McMullen, William Ohio. Swan, Grosvenor New York. 

McKinney, M. Van Buren Ohio. Smith, Abraham Melvin Illinois. 

McMaster, William W. lllinoia. Stearns, Elias Phinny Indiana. 

McGarr, James Hudgins Penn. Slaton, Samuel Indiana• 
Miesse, Gabriel, Jr. Ohio. 
Mitchell, James Virginia. 

Short, Wealey Indiana. 

M~·ers, Henry A. Penn. 
Snyder, Alva L. Ohio. 

Moss, James Indiana. 
Shultz, Francis Asbury· Indiana. 

Mauney, George Rush Arkansas. 
Shotwell, Jeremiah Ohio. 

Malott, George Franklin Indiana. Sullivan, Ulysses Taylor Kentucky. 

Millinger, Henry Penn. Smith, James Alexander Iowa. 

Monahan, Isaac Thomas Ohio, Stamper Greenville Carter Indiana. 

Morehouse, Bli Martin Ohio. Stapp, John Speed Kentucky. 

Mershon, Elias H. Kentucky. Stauffer, Henry J. Ohio. 

Marsh, Richard Ohio. Surber, William Henry Virginia. 

Milnor, Plemon Indiana. Savage .. Edward Taylor New York. 
Stiger, J, Leopold Hungary. 

Noble, Geo. Washington Ohio. Stiers, Reson B. Ohio. 
Neely, Levi H. Ohio. SteYens, William Martin New York. 
Newman, Lane L. Michigan. Stonebraker, John H. Indiana. 

Purinton, Enoch C. Maine. 
Stockham. G. Henry Ohio. 

Pearce, Geo. Charlton Ohio. Taylor, George Wawington Ohio, 
Poe, William Westlake Ohio. Ta.ylor, David Enyart Ohio. 
Payne, William W. Michigan. Tuke, Edward, M. D. Indiana. 
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No.mu. RuW1iu. Nam.a. RuUitntt. 
Turrentine, Joel Alabama. Bonebrake, Moses Whitridge Ohio. 

Terry, William, M. D. Ohio. Chubb, Orville Patterson Michigan. 
Tyler, William Illinois. Crosho.w, Mary Eliza New York 
Towner, Pamela M. New York. Cropper, Charles Ohio. 
Thurston, Wilson Benjamin Penn. . Curtis, Erskine Dennis Conn. 
Thomas, David Hamilton Tenll888eej. Campbell, Joseph Gibs~n Ohio. 

Vertress, Charles Indiana. ' Drake, Henry Conn. 
Van Buskirk, Landy Ohio. Dial, William Collins Ohio. 
Van Liew, Henry Clar. Tennes!!ee. Dailey, Samuel Randolph Ohio. 
Vance, James Ward Ohio. Douglas, Henry Texas. 

W onsetler, Gideon Ohio. Dolley, Jeptha George New York 

Wuist, Joel Frederick Ohio. Emeis, August Julins Illinois. 
Wilson, John P. Ohio. ETeringham, Joseph Iowa. 
Williams, Urbane Valentine Kentucky. Ewing, James Indiana. 
Wilkerson, William North Tennessee. 

Fuller, )ohn A. Wilson, Richard M. Michigan. .\labama. 

Wri.ght, William B. H. Miss. · Ferguson, Christopher Cl Kentucky. 

Wiley, John Huston Indiana. Firebaugh, Joseph Ohio. 

Walker, John Wesley Tenneaee. Foster, Elijah Ohio. 

Walker, Edwud, .H. D. Indiana. ' Felter, Jacob Cox Ohio. 

Wark. Samuel Indiana. Fryrear, Aaron B. Ohio. 

Wright, Joseph Beoaon Indiana. Fisk. Jr., Charles Lee Mase. 

Wagoner, Daniel lndiuia. Frease, Hiram Ohio. 

Woolley, Edward Indiana. Gans, Philip T. Penn. 
Walker, Henry Illinois. 
Yflllgly, Andrew Ptttn. Hudgins, Howell Harper Tennes~ 

Zimmerman, Hirem Ellinger Penn. Hendrix, Alexander Arkley Tennes~ 
Jay, Joseph Wareham Indiana. 

RECAPITULATION. Johnson, Robert James Missouri. 

Ohio, 80 Mississippi. 3 Jenks, George Washington Ohio. 

Indiana, 37 Connecticut, 3 
Joslen, Oliver Chase Indiana. 

Kentucky, 21 Iowa, 3 Kiernan, Robert Emmett Ohio. 
Pennsylvania, 19 Georgia, 2 
Jllinois, 1~ Maine. 1 Kesling, Isaac Ohio. 

New York, 11 Maryland, 1 Leeper. John Alexander Iowa. 

Michigan, 6 Wisconsin, 1 Lansdown, 1..ach. Marton, Ohio. 

Tennessee, 6 Arkansas, 1 Lagore, Enoch Ohio. 

Virginia, ~ Ne'v Hamjl•hire, 1 Loegley,, Margaret Veter Ohio. 

Missouri, 4 Ireland. 1 Murphey, Andrew J. It. Ohio. 
Alabama, 4 Hungary, 1 Mlly. 'Benjamin Franklin Alabama. 

Total, 226 · Noble, George Washington Ohio. 

MATalCULAll'T8 OF SPRl!'llJ 81111110• 01' lSW. O'Iary, Arthur Ohio. 

Namu. RlailllllU. :ro,l"E'll, Oner Rius Kentuck1. 
A ,-erdick, Henry Georgi us Ohio. Potter, Henry Radford Ohio. 

Brown, Leroy W OQd New York 
Potter, Homer Curtis Ohio. 

J,Jlazer, Joseph Hoy low a. Rul.f\.:Joseph Eugae Peno. 
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Na.TTWJ. Btaidtnce. 
Russell, Abraham Ohio. 
Robins, Benjamin W. New York 
Reid, Jomes Anderson Iowa. 

Stowell, Courtland Curtis Michigan. 
Springgate, James Lawrence Kentucky. 
Smith, J. Alexander, M.D. Iowa. 
Swift, John Marcus Michigait. 
St. John, Thomas E Wis. 
Sample, William Robert Alabama, 
Smizer, Sarah Ohio. 
Stiger, J. Leopold Hungary. 

Thomu, David Hamilton Tenn~ 
Tandy, Alexander Spratt Kentucky. 
Torrey, Everell F. M. Michigan. 

Van Buskirk, Landy Ohio, 

Wohlgemuth, Henry Illinois. 
Woods, Peter Nesbitt Ohio. 
White, Handford William Ohio. 
Watts, John Dexter Illinois. 

Zimmerman, Hiram B. Penn. 

RECAPITULATION. 
Ohio, ~ Pennsylvania 3 
New York. 4 TunDe88e8, a 
Iowa, 
Michigan, 
Indiana, 
Kentucky, 
Illinois, 
Alabama, 

& Connecticut, 2 
4 MiMouri, 2 
4 Wisconsin. l 
4 lllaeachuseU11 l 
3 Texa1, 1 
3 Hungary, I 

Tatal, 66 

GRADUATl8 or THE WINTEll Sue10N or 
18~3-M. 

Namea. 
ANDEBBON, SAMUEL BR001ts, 
ARMSTRONG, ZACCRJ:Ue, 

BAILEY, ABRAM, 
BAILY, MARY MALIN, 
BARBER, LEWIS, 
BEADJ.E, WILLIAM, 
EEACllLEY, NATHANIEJ:, JACOB, 
BETnEA, WILLIAM LAUJU!f, 
BARNE!, Oav1LLE JuL1us, 
BENT•1', GEORGE ROOT, 

Rcaidmu. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 

Ky. 
N. Y. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 
Penn. 
Ga. 
Ohio. 
m. 

Na.flWI, 
BLYTHE, BAUGHMAN, 
BaowN, ZACHAJUU Cox, 
BURDSALL, J. s., 
BURKITl', SAMUEL, 
BURKE, FR.urois Noa., 

CABLE, ABRAM H. 
CARMAN. JOHN, 
CLEIB, M..\RGAB.ET, 
CONWAY, ioeN, 
CooKB11, WiLLIAM FnA•JU.Ilf, 

, CoATEB, EDMUND JoHN, 

DAVIS, lEPH1HA., 
D1c11.1Nso.N, SIMEOll', 
Don:, Al.PeEos, 
DoYLE, Jomr, 
DuRANT, JOJSEPH F'trLLEa1 

El.Liil, JONATHA1' W., 

F ARUI, MICHA.BL, 
F AUL1unit, Teo1U.s Lum, 
F1111n, W11.ao1r, 
FOOTE, Tiro11.&11 W&lTl:lllD&. 
FR&A.IB, SotoMOll', 
GAn, Ouvu C,, 

BtJJidenu. 
Ohio. 
Penn. 
Ia. 
Ky. 
Irle·d. 

Ohio. 
Ohio. 
Penn. 
Omo. 
Ky. 
Ohio. 

Ohio. 
AlL. 
Va. 
Mo. 
Ill. 

Ia. 

Ky. 
la. 
111. 
Ill. 
Ohio. 
Penn. 

GARTREl.1., LUTHBB SYL\'llln'D, Tenn. 
GEnDll!I, lloBEBT W AL1tD, N.H. 
GIBBS, GJIOBGJ: LUllrt, la. 
GuLLETr, A111nREW, Ia. 

HoLLAB:D, W1LLI11 S1nno1111, Mo. 
HoLKEI!, LUTHn C., N.Y. 

!No, Jo11EPe HuaY. Tenn. 

JACOBY, GEORGE THOKU, Penn. 
JoNES, E•oce PE.uums, la. 
Junn, HARBIETr AMELIA, Conn. 
JunoE,JOHN FRESCH, Ohio. 

K TL'!, SA.Mtr:!L, Ohio. 

LANE, Joas H. Ohio. 
LATTA, WILLIA)( s., Ohio. 
LA ws, Ovm S., Ohio. 
LEECH, JnaT, JU. 
LEW111, REnY H., Ky. 
Lo:sG, G:tOB.GE, Ohio. 

MAUNEY, GEORGE Rusu, Ark. 
MBRl<H01', ELIAS H., Ky. 
MoNAHAB, ISAAC TuoM.&a, Ohio. 
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Namu. 
MYERS, HENBY A., 
McK1NNY, ARCHIBALD, 

NEELY, LEVI H., 
NEWllA.llT, LANE L. 

PAYNE, WILLIAM WESLEY, 

PEARCE, GEORGE CHAKLTO:S. 

RICE, HENBY CLllfTON, 

RoE, JA1111EB, 

Rullll!EY, Jux.u., 

SHORT, WESLEY, 

sauLTz, FaAl.'lcI11 A1&0T,' 
SMILEY, J UlES, 

SMITH, J AXES ALEXAlfDD,. . 

STEARNS, ELIAS PHINN:EY, 

&r1cx, J E!ll!E, 

STUVE, BERNARD, 

SULLIVAN, ULY88Bll T.a.n.w, 
SWAN, GROSVENOR, 

BoRBEB, JAcon L., 

Tu!lRENTI!fE, J OEL1 

WALKER, EDWABI1, 

Ruidenct. 
Penn. 

Ohio. 

Ohio. 

Mich. 

Mich, 

Ohio. 

Ohio. 

Ky. 
N. Y. 

Ia. 
Ia. 
Ohio. 

Iowa. 
Ia. 
Penn. 
Mo. 

Ky. 
N.Y. 

la. 

Ala. 

Ja. 
WILKEHsoN, W1LLIAM NoaTH, Tnn. 
WILSON, RICHARD M., Mich. 

WILEY, JoBif HullTOs, Ia. 
WooLLEY, EDw .\Im, Ia. 
w ORK, SAMUEL L., Ia. 
WRIGHT, '\V1LL1AK E. H., Miss. 

WoNsETLEB, GtDBOtl, Ohio. 

WuiBT, JACOB Fu:DEllICX, Ohio. 

YuoLT, Al'11IlBW, Penn. 

HONOR.AU Dmam. 
CAMPBELL, A. s., Miss. 
GAMBLE, WILLIAM J., Penn. 
MASSIE, J. CAM., TeJU. 
Pooa, JoHN SLAVEft, Ky. 

GIU.DUATE8 OFTIIE SPiltNGS.JOllf OF ISM. 

AVERDICK, HENRY GEotGtft Ohio. 

JJ&owN, LuoY WooD N. Y. 
BonBB..UE. Moaa WHtTJDJMR Ohio. 

CaoBHAW, MARY Ei.IU. N. Y. 
CaoPPER, CHARLBI 

Cavu, OBvI.LLE PA'l'l'IUOlf 
Ohio. 
Mich. 

Na'ITWJ. 
CAMPBELL, JOSEPH GIBSON 

CuaTis, ERSKINE DENNIS 

DOLLEY, JUTHA GEORGE 

E11Eia, AuqvST JuL1vs 

EVUJlllGJLU&, JOl!Bl"ll 

FaGuso:s, CBRIBTOPBEll C. 

GANS, PRJLIP T. 

Huoo1•s, ~ow.UL HARPER 

JosLEN, OLIVER CH.ASK 

·LAGORE, E:soc1r 
LEEPu, Jos:s A. 

MuRPHBY, A:snBEW J. K. 

NOBLE, GEORGE w ABRIJIGTO!f 

RUHL, IosEPH EuGENI: 

RussEµ., An.a.RAM 

Samnm, SARAH 

Sw1rr, JoHN M.a.Rcva 

S110TWELL, JEllEltlAH 

SToWELL, CoURTLAlfD CuaTu1 

THoMAs, DA 'YID liAMILiro• 

Vu BusJUu, L.a.lwY 

WOHLGEMUTH, lluRY 

WOODS, PETU NUBIT 

Wain, HA:sDFORD W. 

Z11111UllAJ1, H1u11 ETTllll'GER 

Rtsidence. 
Ohio. 

Conn. 

N. Y. 
Ill. 
Iowa. 

Ky. 

Penn. 
Miss. 

la. 
Ohio, 
Iowa. 

Ohio. 

Ohio. 

Penn. 
Ohio. 

' 

Ohio. 
Mich. 
Ohio. 

Mich. 

Tenn. 
Ohio. 

Ill. 
Ohio. 
Ohio. 

Penn. 

Ho11oaAllY GuDUATBI. 

IRA MollllIB .AL1ou, 
GROVER CoE, 
ISAAC SsELBY T.a.noa, 
DANIEL N. Mu.a, 
J. J. PERKY, 

Jos. S. Boan, 
w. H. WHtTAUR, 

Mich. 
N. Y. 
Texas. 
N. J. 
Ia. 
Ohio. 
Ala. 

TOTAL MATRICULANTS Al'fD GRADUATES OF 

THE OOLLBGIATB YEAR 1853-4. 
Matriculanta Winter Session, 226 .. Spring •• 66 

Total 292 

Graduates of Winter Seuioa, 88 
38 .. Spring .. 

Total, 126 
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ECLECTIC MEDICAL INS Tl TUT & 
• 

Chartered iD 1845.-Total Number of lllatrlculanta, 1865.-Seuloa of 
1853-54.-Matrlculanta, 292, Graduates 126. 

W. SHERWOOD, M. D., 
Profe11or of Generol, Special, and Pathological .11.natomy, 

. J. W. HOYT, M. D. . 
Profe11or of Chemi8try, Pharmar.y, and Meclical ~uriapt'Udtn:e. 

C.H. CLEAVELAND, M. D., 
Profe~1or oJ. . Materia M_edir;a, and Medical Botany. 

J. R. BUCHANAN, M. D., 
Profe11or of Phy.1iology .. l1util.,te1 of Medicine, mad 'l'Aeraptutica. 

. . R. S. NEWTON, M. D., 
Proje1Bor of Medical Practice and Pafliology, and' Lecturer on Clinical 

· Medicine and Surgery. · 

Z. FllEEMAN, M. D., 
Profeuor of Operative Surger:I and Surgical P.rac#te, atid Lecturer 

ou Clinical St,lrgtry. 

J. KING, M. D., 
Profeuor of Obstetrics, aml Diaea1e.1 '!/' Womm and Children. 

--.,.. 
HENRY A. WAllBtNJ:a, M. D., ....... DKJfONSTRATOR OF AxATon. 

The Tenth Winter Session of the Eclectic Medical Institute will commence 011 the 
third Monday of October, (t.\4 16tA,) 18M, and condnue four months. Gratuitous pte
liminary lectures w.111 be delivered from the flrst to the 16th of October. The fees re
quired for attendance upon all the lectures are 82~..:....viz. Matriculation, e1~, Building 
fund $!'>, and Clinical Ticket $:>. The clmical ·instruction is given by the Professors of 
Practic.-e and Sur@ery in -the amphitheatre of ~ewton's Clinical Institute. 

All students are required to talte the Clinica.l Ticket and. to .engage in dissection. 
The graduating fee is $i0. The usulll price of board is from $2.:'>0 to *3.09 per week. 

The Text-books recommended, are: Practitt-N~ton &. Powell's Eclecic Practi<'e, 
Jones&. Morrow's Amerir.an Eclectic Praclice, Wood or Watson. Pathology--William...~ 
Anatomy-Harrison, Home!i or Wilson. Surgtry--Eclectfo Surgery. Obattl
ric8-Meigs, Ramsbotharn, Ubllrcbill. Phflsiology-Cupenter, Kitkt!$ & Paget, OJ 
Dunglison . . Mattria Mtdir.a-Eclectic Dispensatory. U.S. Dispensatory, Pereira. .Boi
any-Bickley's Botany, Griffith's Medical Botarty. Chtmistry-Fownes, Gardner, Tur· 
ner. Dictionary-Hooper, Gardner, Dunglison.· · · 

GRADUATES of the Institute, or of othet respectable schools are admitted to attend 
the lectures upon the.payment of ~for Martricuhstion and $:'> to the Building Fund. 
Gentlemen who have graduated in other colleges, will find it greatly to their interest to 
attend a course in the Institnre, in which, in addition to d1e·usuai ·e4ements of a med
cal education, they wtll beenahled to acquire.knowledge of ~t importance, calculated 
~reatly to increase their success as practition,rs. A spirit of courtesy anrl liberality is 
inculcated by the Faculty, and they demand for the doctrUiea of , tbe Institute nothing 
but a patient and candid :examination. · . 

Experience has shown that collegiate lectures are three times as effident as prinfe 
study in advandng the student, it is therefore the- intemrt. of 'thoee who wisli to ac
quire a througb education, to attend the Institute forthwith, without losing a session 
in waiting for preliminary medical study. Student!!, on aniving In the city, will call 
at the office of Prof. R. S. NEWTON, Seventh atreet, between Vine and Race. 

· JO.PH R. BUCHANAN, M. D., .Dcaa. 
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nart 1. ®riginal C!rommnnications. Let it stnnd 14 days; of this give a tea
tt' spoonful three times a day,'' bich soon had 

the effect desired. 
FATAL CASE OF SCURVY. 

BY JAS. A. THOMAS, Jl.D. 

I was called to see Mrs. C., a very res
pectable hdy living near PittAfield, aged 
about 3~ years. I was called some time in 
Novem:her last, she bad been treated by 
two or three other phyBicians I was inform
ed, without receiving any benefit-she had 
been confined from August up to that time. 
I found upon examination her tongue coat
ed, pulse about 100 beats to the minute, 
skin dry, some thirst, no appetitP., restless, 
the skin aml whites of her e~s perfect!)· 
yellow with occasional chills, also sup· 
pression of the menses. I expres!!ed an 
opinion that I could help her; according
ly I commenc:ed the treatment by giving 
her cathartic doses of hepatic physic (as 
her lh·er was much enlarged), after which 
I gne her alterative doses of podophyllin 
and leptandrin, following by quinia and 
carb. ferri, which soon succeeded in break· 
ing the chills and all febrile symptoms. and 
she was abte to be up attending to her do
mestic concerns, with every prospect of a 
speedy recovery. I then put her upon the 
use of tinct. Cerri mur. as a tonic, and the 
following as an emenagogue which I find 
to be ''ery excellent. 

a Sanguinaria Canadensis ~ i 
Macrotys Racemoea ~ i 
Best Wine 0 i 

I then dismissed my patient with in
structions to continue the tre11 tment for eev
ral months, but shs mended ,·ery fast and 
soon quit taking medicine, until in Febru
ry, I was again summoned to see Mrs. C.; 
upon my arrival I found her relapsed, and 
all the former symptoms present. I suc
sceeded in a short time in restoring her to 
partial health again. In March I was again 
summoned, I found decided scorbutic symp
toms much worse than any I had ever wit
nessed before. Urine hi1;hly colored with 
blood, purple and livid spots on the legs 
and other pttrts of the body, profuse hemor
rhage from the gums. She was immedi
ately put 011 the use of acicls, nlso occasion
al doses of acetate of lead aud opium as an 
internal remedy for the hemorrhage. Irish 
potatoes as food. I cauteri1.ed her gums 
with a stick of nitrate of silver. I then 
marle a strong solution of the same, wet a 
sponge an1l applied to the gums; all failed, 
I then told Mr. C. to send for counsel. Ac
cordingly Prof. H. was called, who came 
and made another effort with creasole which 
signally tailed to arrest the hemorrhage, 
The next day Dr. C. was al~o called in con
sultation who is the oldest physician in 
our county, and we all failc,I to arrest the 
hemorrhage. Death in a few days termi
nated the melancholy scene. 

My object in this comm•mic:ition is to 
enquire of my medical friends., if they have 
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880 VERATRUM VIRJDE. 

had any such cases, (as I think they must 
be nry rare), and to elicit useful informa
tion with regard to the treatment of such 
cases. 

Pleaaant Hill, JU., June, 1864. 

VERATRUM VIRIDE. 

BT J. TURBINTl!i&, 11.D. 

its proper administration, you can reduce 
the pulse low as you desire, and then by 
modifying the doses maintain that condi
tion. 

It is beyond all doubt a very superior ar
ticle in all cases where there is excessive 
arterial action, and especially in typhoid 
fevers, pleuritis, pneumonia, etc., in which 
cases I almost :regard it in the light of a 
specific. 

Moreover, it unquestionably exMts a 
I see in the March and April Nos. of the marked influence over the secretions gener-

Journal, a reprint ~r the e3Slly of Dr •. ~or- erally, and supercedes to some extent the 
wood, on the ments of Veratrum Vmde. administration, of other medicines for that 
Also, an editorial. in ~hich you state that purpose, while as an expectorant I doubt 
you had never tn~ its efficacy~ an~ that whether it is equalled by any other tbera
you are not responsible for anything 10 the rapeutic agent. 
abol"'e mentioned essay. The only precautions that are reqU1ite in 

Supposing that this is generally the case its administration, are. 
with Eclectic physicians, and being satisfi- I. Never give it when there is much gas
ed that it is an article of superior merits, I tric irritation. In all such cases, it is cer
have roncluded that I would trouble you tain to produce hyper emesis, which may 
with a very few lines on the subject, which be prostrating to the patient. 
you may dispotoe of as you think proper. 2. Never give it in over doses, otherwise 

I am by no means ~dy to in.do~ all you will produce unpleasant effects. I eel
Dr. N. says on the subµt, yet it is my dom commence with more than 4or~drope 
candid conviction from repeated experi- and often not more than 2 or 3, repeating 
n:ient~ wit? it, that in all.cases ';hen seda- every three hours, increasing each dose oae 
tlon. is ?es1red, and w~e? •.ts u.se ts _not c?n- drop until I have secured the desired effect; 
tra-10d1cated by gastnc 1mtat10n (10 which administert>.d thus, it invariably reduces the 
~~ I do not think it should he use~) th~t pulse, sometimes produces uausia and vom
it 1s not o.nly eq?al to any ot.he~ article m iting, with cool skin, and free prespin.tion, 
the matena med1ca, but that it 1s worth all which effects soon subside and leaves the 
the. materia me1~ica besid~s,-th~t it. i~ an patient in a pleasant condition. Should 
article upon which we may rely 1mphc1tly, the vomiting be excessive, it can be reliend 
and which will not disappoint. by a little morphia and brandy, or some 

I have never administered it in any case other opiates and brandy. 
save one or two, where considerable gas- I will cloi;e this hasty article by report
tric irritaiion existed, in which it was im- ing a solitary case. Some two or thftle 
mediately thrown back, (a blunder which I weeks ago. I was called to see Mr. T., et, 
will not soon make again), when it failed 6:> years, who had been suffering from 
to exert a decided influence over the action chronic bronchitis, accompanied by a dis
of the heart and arteries. I do not hesi- tressing cough for three yeazs. He wu 
tate to say that I had never administered now laboring under a violent attack of 
any article for that purpose, that will so pneumonia; Found him in muttering de
certainly accomplish it, nor do I believe lirium, deep stupor, great hepatic torpor, 
such article exists. dry skin, high fel"'er, pulse 110, with the 

Another adnntage that it possesses over right lung ve~ much congested, and _the 
all other articles (at least that I have used) cough almost mcesant, and expectoration 
.is, it has such a market! and specific inftu- scanty. 
ence over morbid arterial action, that with Tau.TllEliT.-Correctd hepatic torpor 
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with broken doses of podophyllin tritura- But with all this wonder, our marvel
ted in loaf sugar administered the alka· lousnesa is only in<:reased, when we view 
line bath, applied siaapisims over the con- for a moment the treatment which is laid 
gested lw1g and as a nauseant and es.pee- down by our allopathic physicians for the 
torant used. cure of this formidable diseue. 

a Syrup of squills. Our wonder then, however, is not, that 
Tincture of lobelill. so many escape the dJ.SeaSe, but among 

Gelaminum, aa. 1 thoee who are attacked, that any should sur-
Dose of themixure, 3 as every two hours. Tive, the treatment and the disease. 
ContinuPd this ~ription 48 hours, For the treatment, hear Prof. Eberle. 

gained nothing, discovered periodicity, ad- First he says, "I generally commence the 
ministered quinine, left off the sqnill, and treatme.ot with the .application of leeches 
U8ed the lobelia aud gelseminum; contin- to the temples, .or small blisters behind the. 
ued one day longer, nothing gained, fe. ears, the exhibion of small doses of calo
ver returned, much prostrated, in a state of mel and ipecacuana. and a large stimula
coma, breathing hurried and ,-ery laborious, ting poultice on the abdomen."-°From one 
expectoration difficult being of a tenacious sixth to a quarter of a grain of ealomel in 
mucus, occasional hiccough, etc. union with a quarter of a grain of ipecacu-

Commenced the ven.trum, and in twelve ana, should b.s gh·en every· half hour, or 
hours the symptoms were abating, pulse 7~, hour.'' This you might think had already 
continued 12 hours longer, clear of fever, amounted to a course; but you are told 
expectorates freely, breathes euy, pulse 60, that it is only a commencement. "Then 
administered a full doae of quinine, reJuc- the Tomiting and putging are extremely 
ed the veratrum to 2 drops every three frequent, the spirit of turpentine is an ex
hours, theexcerbationof Ceverdidnot return cellent remedy, and may be advantageous· 
sustained the streagt.h by wine and barks, ly u~ along with the "calomel and ipec;
convaleoence prospered finely; DOW using cuana." · 
veratrum as an expectorant from 3 to 4 drops The stomach and bowels are then to be 
three times a day~ and I believe it will "bathed with the spirit of turpentine, and 
break up his habitual cough. a large blister applied over the whole re· 

Somerville, Ala., Jtdy, ISM. gion of the epigastrium. "When the blis
ter ha, fully railed, the cuticle is to be re
moTed and the blistered surface is to be 

CHOLERA INFANTUM. dressed with mercurical ointment.'' 

BT L. OLDSHUE, M.D. 
"If the abdomen has now become "tu

mid and tune," ·•a few doses of calomel" 
When we take into consideration the fact, should be given sufficlendy large to pro

tba t the above named diseaise is. one pecu- cure its purgative operation; "a grain or 
liar to infants only, and which rarely occurs two, every two or three hours." After thi& 
after the twenty fourth month of age, and effect bas been produced, he says, "it will 
knowing the tenderness and delicacy of all be best to return to the minute and fre
the minutely constructed tissues, organs, qlient doses of the articles mentiom 
and membranes of thei1 little beings during above." 
the whole period of thie, their infantile ex- "If the abdomen continues tumid, tetll6~ 
istence, and consequently being able to and tender to the touch, the pulse frequent, 
comprehend in a measure, their great liabil- contracted and quick, blood ought again to 
ity to an attack of this their insidious foe, be abstracted.'' 
especially in cities and large towns where If blood be not promptly and eflicientl1 
80 many concomitant infiuences which are abstracted in cases attended .with these 
calculated to produce it are known to exist. symptoms, "it will be in vain to depend 
we can only wonder, that so many escape upon the ethita of any remedy, for inaa..-· 
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382 CHOLERA INF ANTUM. 

mation and its conaequences will have en- moden.ting inftammation and relieving 
sued, long before we can hope to make any pain." 
i mpzeesions on the d'ected viscen., e\"en by "Where vomiting is obstinate and fre
the uee of calomel.'' Wlm.t a burlesque on quent, a mustard poultice applied oTer the 
the common aeme, of bis brethren! Take epigastric region will be found useful."
but the above cowae of treatment, which is "If the patient becomes prostrated, stimu
o.nly a mere synopsis of bis full coune, in !ants must be adminiltred, as diluted )ran
thi.sd111ease; and s11bject tbemostbeahhyin- 1ly, wine whey, or aromatic spirits of am
fants imaginable, to tbe "bleeding,"" leech· monia." 
iug" "bliatering," "rubbing with turpen· "Cooling mucillaginous drinks should be 
tine," ."with mercurical ointment to blia- frequently given when nauaeaand vomiting 
tered surfaces," &c., and to the internal ad- are absent.'' 
ministrations of turpentine, calomel and "After the ioftammatory form bas thus 

i JIMllChuana, in the d06t8, anti with the fre· been removed, should dlarrhea remain, as
quncy recommended by Eberle, in his trigents, with tonics must be given." 
work on children, and what child under Dtrr.-"Boiled milk"with powdered cin
two years of age can be found to sunive namonadded, or milk, thickened with \vheat 
the remedies. or rice fl.our." 

I am disposed to believe, that any who The contrast, between these two different 
do survh-e, or that recover under thegeoer- modes of treatment of this .disease. is not 
al allopatbic treatment, owe their 18COvery greater than is exhibited ht the success also. 
more to the laxity, than the stringency of Whilst that which is herein laid down 
their medical adviser, and more to the non- as Eclectic, bas been almost uuiformly suc
obeervanoe of the orthodox treatment, than cet!Bful,-the failures being mere e:rceptions 
to the strictness of a "regular courae." to the rule; the reverse has bef!n troe, un-

Contrast the above allopnthic tieatlllf!nt der allopathic treatment, a& i1I shown by a 
with that pursued in the Eclectic School of European author or their own stamp, who 
Medicine aa laid down by Profs. Newton, says, "it must be acknowledged that it (the 
and Powel, and as is practiced by every treatment) has not been very successful in 
thorough Eclectic. First, "the syrup of America, since the dlseue continues to 
rhubarb and carh. potaasa, which removes make frightful 11l\·ages in that coantry.n 
nausea and vomiting, acl8 mildly upon the Another author says, "no dise11se con
etoraach and bowels, and restores the evac· tributes so largely to swell our bill of mor
.uatioos to a healthy condition. tality during its ptevalence; and were it 

"If feltrile symptoms are frequent. the not restricted to the summer season, it 
whole surface of the bodf and limbs should would pro,·e a greater scourge to the com
IN! sponged, two or tluee times daily, with munity than con~umption itself." 
a weak alkaline solution, iendered stimu- Upon which the European author says : 
!ant by the addition of a small quantity of "considering the nature of this disease, if 
whisky or spirits." the American physicians were to adopt a 

And in obstinate ease1· attended with system of treatment less inflammatory, 
high fever, the compound tincture of vir- they might perhaps ha're less reason to 
ginia snake-root may be added to the above lament the r&\"ages of this species of 
syrup. disease.'' 

Where tbe discharges from the bowels These are very severe strictures upon the 
:ue frequent and attended with pain, we non-successofallopathic practice and treat-
temploy the following injectious: ment of cholera infantum, coming as they 

& Ulmus Fulva, do from old school authors upon the sub-
Cort. Pruous Virginiana, aa 3•, ject. But not more just than similar stric-
Aiqua, Oct. j M. tures would be, if applied to any other dis· 

·•'Tilts injection baa a decided inftnencie in ease, when a compari1<>n is made or a con-
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PNEUMONIA 383 

trast to be exhibited between the mild yet 
efficient Eclectic Practice, and the old 
heroic allopatbic iegular coarse. 

Pittaburg-., Pa. July, lBM. 

PNEUMONIA. 

BT .A. • .A.IRB.A.UGH, Jl. D. 

patients would feel relieved, but as soon as 
we would stop the inftuence of the po
dopbyllin th6 symptoms. would return. 
There was a great inclination to costive
neas, aad if this "&II not prevented they 
would appear like the last stage of cholera. 
For the pain in the side we applied hot fo
mentations of bops in vinegar as often as 
every twenty minutes, at the same time 
we bad a tea made of the hops and gave 

The disease that has been most fatal with two drachma every half hour while the 
us is Pnumonia Typhoides with a peculiar pain luted. If this would not relieve the 

type. pain (which hardly ever failed) we applied 
SYMPTOMs.-It commences with a chill the blister. For drink we gave the pme 

and sbiverings, which last from two to four oold wat,rand gueit freely,sometimes ad
bours and is followed with heat and great ding a few grains of citric acid to a glass 
thirst. After twelve or fifteen hou.a fro~ of water, which was agreeable to some. 
the chill, the patients were taken with a pam For the profuee sweating we used the nitro
in the side (almost every case in the left muriated mixture one dnlchm to the pint 
side) about the short ribs, ~nd 8?me ti?1e11 of cold sage tea, to be drank during the day 
near the sternum, accompanied \Vi th a slight which eeldom fails in stopping the swl'tlt
cough an~ spitti~g up a wh~te frothy mucus. ing. For the cough we gave the tincture 
As the disease increased it became more of 1anguinaria canad'ensis, one teaspoon
viscid and had a ·yellnw-green appearance. full every two hours with five drops of the 
The tongue at the commencement of the tincture of opium and continued it. 
disease has a white fur, but in a few days it For the prostration and aching of the loins 
turns brown on the top with a red tip and and extremities we ordered a strong decoc
gets very dry and will often crack and bleed tion of \"lnegar, spirits, and capsicum ap
so I hat the_ blood will run from the _mouth. plied to the parts as hot as the pa~ient 
The pulse 1s full and stroug and will vary could bear twice or thrice a day. Thl8 is 
from 100 to 120 in a minute, a great pros· about tbe treatment that I adopted without 
tration of strength and a general aching of the loss of one out of twenty cases. This 
the limbs and back. The urine is scanty waa in March, lSM. Some twelve or ftf
and very red and leaves no sediment. Lit- teen cases of the very same kind have died 
tle external fever. After the third day, the within the cin:uit of my practice since the 
skin becomes very moist so that prespiration first of February last, and every death un
becomes copious with great internal fever der allopathic treatment. 

and thirst. I was called in to see four ca!'es treated 
TaEATMEJIT.-ln the first place I gave an by bleeding and salivation, they were 

emetic of lobelia inftata and ipecacuanha ptyalised. In one case I could have pick
equal parts, while nauseated we applied bot- ed evMy tooth out with my fingers before 
tles of hot water to the back and feet until death. The Dr. who attended this case 
we could produce free prespiration. After remarked to me that it was not ptyalism 
the emetic bad operated well we washed our but that it was thf, peculiarity of this dis
patients in warm water and bicarbonate of ease which settled on the tongue and on 
potash, and continued the use of this wash gums, and still they will continue this 
once 11. day; generally in the m?rnin~. We practice notwithstanding thf, great mortal
ga ve full doses of podophylhn with one ity which attend it. 
grain of ipecacuanha aml keep the bowels .Milleraburgh., m. July, lBM. 
well opened. After we produoed two or 
three free operations oa the bowels our 
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884 DIABETES MELITUS. 

DIABETES MELITUS. 

BY J. J. AVERY, 

soften them; bas been twehe days without 
an operation; complains of great w~kness; 
mind dejected; with but little disposition 
to move or converse; can walk in his room 

Mtawa. Editora: I wish to call your at- by holding on to the furniture; bas to pass 
tention to the subject of Diabetes Melitus. urine about every half hour, night and day; 
Not seeing any treatment in medical works sits up but little; seems reconciled to hia 
that we could depend upon, catu!ed me to late. I looked upon it as a doubtful cue. 
examine the therapeutical operation of med- I told him if he would :emain in town, I 
icine to find something that we could rely would try and see what I could do for him 
upon in the treatment of that formidable free of charge, to which be conS('oted. 
disease. I will give yon a short statement Feb. 26th. I commenced treatment by 
of two cases that came under my care dur- giving large doses of comp. powd. of senna 
ing my stay in Newcastle. e,·ery three hours for twenty-four hours be-

Joseph White, aged about forty-fh'e, of a fore it operated. I directed him to bathe 
strong constitution, in height about six every night in a weak alkaline bath. I 
feet, farmer by occupation, weighs in placed boiled corn around him at two dif
bealth over two hundred; claimed to be the ferent times, in order to sweat him, but 
strongest man in Henry county; has al- with little success. I then repeated bis 
ways enjoyed good heahh (excepting an oc- physic until his bowels were moved freely, 
casiooal attack of intermittent fever,) up and gave him a deeoction of uva unri. I di
to the time his present dieease commenced. rected him to bathe his feet every night. I 
Shortly aflilr one of hia attacb of fever, continued the above treatment one week, 
the diabetic symptoms showed themselves. but as it aggravated bis symptoms, I dW
He soon placed himself under the care of continued it. 
Dr. Parr, of Newcastle, who treated bis March 2d. Commenced with about :) grs 
case most of the time tor three years, dur- of Pulv. San&;uinaria three times a day for 
ing that time htl was twice in Cincinnati. five days; I then gave him our hepatic 
Once a council of ten physicians was held medicine, of which one-third was Podo
O"Yer him; they pronounced his caae hope- phyllin, in three-grain doses every three 
less. He returned home, gave up all hopes hours, until his bowels were moved freely. 
of being cured, and for two years he took It produced five bilious operations in 24 

. no medicine excepting to keep bis bowels hours. The next day, I commenced again 
«ipen. By the solicitation of his friends, with the Sanguinaria as before. By this 
he was brought on a bed five mflea to see time be began to improve. 
me. March 9th. Urine diminished one half. 

Feb. 24th, 18:'>3. His symptoms were as and some color; nppetite diminished; thirst 
follows-very much emaciated; complain- abated: some deposits in bis urine. 
ed of soreness all over; skin dry; large March 10th. His bowels became regu
scales on his feet; IWema of the lower ex- lar; freces of a natural color; has one op
tremities; a puffy appearance of the face; eration daily. At this time I reduced his 
sallow complexion; voracious appetite, powders one-third. 
never satisfied; thirst very great; liver March 12th. Soreness left him, all but 
torpid; pulEe one hundred and ten per his feet; skin moist; bas gained some 
minute; constipated bowels; takes from strength. I repeated the hepatic medicine 
18 to 20 common pills to mo"Ye them; as befnrt!, with decided advantage. His 
passes about 40 pints of urine daily, with impro"Yement now became more rapic\; ev· 
a sweet sickening smell, thick albuminous ery symptom appeared to yield. In about 
deposite; a very offensive smell from his one week, his appetite became natural; 
hair and breath; freces dry and hard, with urine reduced to eight pints in 24 hours; 
but little smell; pills did not appear to looks perfectly bealthy. Diabetic smP.ll 
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DEATH FROM OVER-DOSE OF STILLINGIA SYLVA TICA. 88G 

gone, with but little thirst; gaining strength her a bottle of very strong Hydio-alcholic 
and tlesh; bas commenced walking through Solution of Stillingia Sylvatica, with very 
town; breaks out into a free perspiration atrict injunctions relative to the size of the 
with but little exercise; feet becoming dose to be taken. which was half of a tea· 
moist; scales dropping off; and but little spoonful three times a day. I made occa
soreness. sional visits to her for aeveral weeks, in 

March 22d. He returned home in about which time she had become nearly freed 
ten days in his wagon; can get in and out from the disease. Passing again through 
without belp; has walked all over his farm; the neighborhood, I called to see how she 
says he feels like getting well. I still ron- was getting along, and to my 1reatastonish
tinued the same medicine only twice a day. ment I found her dead in the houae. I in-

April 7th. He came to see me in his quired of the daughter, who attended con
wagon by himself. Being absent, I did not stantly upon her, relative to her death, and 
see him, but he left word that he was still she said the old lady had been amending 
improving. His feet have entirely scaled very rapidly enr since she commenced tak
off. I have not seen him but once since. ing my medicine, and they bad looked upon 
At that time, he could attend to some busi- her u being about well until about one 
ness. El"ery time I applied any moisture hour previous to her death. She was then 
to him, he complained very much, particu- found sitting in the rocking chair, very 
larly of his feet. I discontinued all kinds much exhausted, and it was with great 
of bathing, and put him on the treatment difficulty that she could be induced to 
as above narrated. speak, and then only in mqnoeyllables. 

The next case was a child in · this place, Her proetration increased, and in one hour 
aged 17 months; bad the measles a short she was dead. She died without a struggle 
time before I was called to see him; he bad or a groan. I then asked the girl if she had 
the usual symptoms of Diahetes Melitus, been faithful in taking my medicine, to 
emaciated to almost a skele:on. I com- which she replied yes, and said a little time 
menced with the Sanguinaria in one grain before tbey found her in this condition she 
doses three times a day. In one week, all took about Milf a teampful of that in the 
his diabetic symptoms left him, and have bottle. I asked for the bottle, and from the 
not yet returned, and I think will not. quantity gone I should judge that by taking 

it according to directions for the whole 
{The ubove cases were detailed by Dr. time it had been there, it would have re

Avery to show what he considers a specific quired the taking out of the full amount 
action of Sang. Canadensis in rases of Dia- specified by the girl to have reduced the 
betes, and to induce others to make a trial quantity to what it then was. I of course 
of that remedy if such a case should occur [seeing them satisfied or not suspecting the 
in their practice. There can certainly no medicine as being connected with her death} 
harm result from a cautious use of the said nothing, as I could only blame myself 
Bloodroot, and the suggestion should be for having left BO large a quantity, which 
acted upon.-C.J was caused by their not having an empty 

Di:ATH FROM AN OVER-DOSE OF HY
DRO-ALCOHOi.iC SOLUTION OF 

STILLINGIA SYLVATICA. 

BY A. ll. BllOWlf, M. D. 

Muara. Editors: In the spring of 181)2, 
I was called to treat one Mrs. F., aged M, 
for a well marked case of Psoriasis Guttata. 
In connection with other medicines, I left 

l"ial in the houEe, and BO I left a pint bottle 
full which I had in my pocket. But I 
never afterwards left so much in a place, 
and I always informed the one who was 
to administer it, that if an over-dose 
was gh·en, serious consequences would 
foliow. I know in the usual prescribed 
dOEeS no injury ever results from its use. 

Cincinnati, July, ISM. 
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386 LACERA TJON OF THE URETHRA. 

LAC.EllA.TIO:N OF THE URETHRA.. the wound ; pplied Pulv. Zinc. S_ul h. 
the decomp<lfling surfaces; used compres-

TBEATED BT nor. z. FllEEMA!f, sion to the chord to arrest the hemorrhage. 
June 8 and 9. Was called to arrest the 

June 3, 1~. Mr. M._Miner, .while in secondary hemorrhage; applied ),\ Zinci 
~n aff'ra.y with~ man, rece1\"ed a ?1stol s~ot Sulph. grs. ij., Tannin, grs. iij. M. to the 
m the nght groin, th~ ball, breaki~g the ID·· bleeding surfaces; compreaei the blood
tegument upon the side of the penis, paSBed vessels with a pledget of lint retained in 
into tbe sc~otum, woun~ing the spermatic the wound. Has perfect control O\"er the 
chord, testicle nnd penoeal methra, and bladder; paSllls his urine every morning 

through both wounds; none passes through 
the penis; swelling and inftammation sub
siding; general symptoms favorable. 

June I:>. Have kept a compress upon 
the urethra, which is now exposed, and an 
opening can be seen in it six lines in length, 
and of the diameter of the canal; no uriae 
passes out of the perineal wound, that pas
sage having closed; thegnmulationsare fill · 
ing the wound in the scrotum; the urine still 
passes through the scrotal wound, and the 

<•>The woand in the Umbra. patient catchee it as it flows in an eleva-
passing out through the perineum one inch ted stream from the opening; general symp-
and a half in front of the anua. toms good; patient still keeps his bed. 

The wound was temporarily dressed by June 24. Still improving; wound heal· 
the physician present, and the patient sent ing fast; using a compre.ss to retain the 
to me. I examined the wound, and as the edges of the wound n~arly togetlwr; re
hemorrhage had subsided. I took a few more moves the compress to void the urine. 
sutures in it, applied a slight compress, June 29. The wound of the scrotum is 
gave an anodyne, and left him for the healed close up to the wound in the urethra, 
night. and their granulations commingle; still 

June 4. Parts painful and much swol- keep up a slight compression. 
len and inflamed-with much difficulty July 2. The wounds of tte urethra and 
and pain, I introduced a small elastic cath· scrotum lessening in si7.e. 
eter and drew his urine. July 6. Introduced a small catheter 

June:>. Parts more swollen and pain· through the penis, and guided it into the 
ful; cannot introduce either a catheter or a bladder and drew off the urine. (The swell· 
bougie; cannot pass any urine ; some fe- ing of the urethra pre\"ented the catheter 
brile excitement; gave a drachm of the from passing the wound previous to this 
comp. powder of senna, which purged him time.) Continued to draw off the urine 
freely. e\•ery day. 

June 6. After using fomentations of July 10. Applied a compiess gently to 
Humulus Lupul us through the day, in at- the wound in the ureth:-a, and passed the 
tempting to pass the urine, it found its urine through the penis without the calbe
way through the urethra and flowed in a ter. Continued this practice until 
large stream from the wound in the scro· July 16. Voided the urine normally 
\um (between the sutures,) and from the without a compress. Continued to pass 
wound in the perineum. the urine normally to 

July 7. Sutures sloughed out, and ex- July 24. Discharged him cured! The 
posed the wounded testicle and chord, both external wound having healed, no difficulty 
gangrenous. Excised those parts; cleansed in pa.ssing the urine; the 1h-eem ia of a 
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DYSENTERY·- FLUX· arr 
normal size. The weather beiug eicessively to1y evidell<'e," p. 816. Hooper mention• 
warm, and the urin!I passing over the as its exciting cause, contiigion. Yet he 
wound, were great sources of hindraoce to makes the obsenation interrogafrrely.
the ready *ling of the perts, yet the That opinion no doubt resulted from an 
result has e:1ceeded my mosl sanguine ex- observation of the disease as it occurs in 
pectalions, both the urethra and scrotum armies, on board of ships, and so forth; 
healing up in a common ma&i. where ventilation and cleanliness are diere-

garded. where putrid proviaions are used; 

DYSENTERY-ITS VARIETIES, CAUSES wh.ere exposure to we~ and col~, and great 
SYMPTOMS & TREATMENT-FLUX. fat1gue. caonot be avoided: I will not deny 

that it may become contagious under such 
BT '· s. HAND, 11.D. circumstaacee. $ir James McGregor calls 

it the '"scourge of armies,"-" the most fatal 
This disease occurs here endemically and of all their diseues." 

sporadically, as well as in its epidemic vis· I am under an imp1eSSion that whatever 
itation. The former varieties of this dis· tends to retard the cutaneous transpiration, 
~se are usually very easily managed, while or diaturb the circu1-tion in extensive sur
tbe latter, in ita malignant type, is one of faces, may become a remote cause of the 
the most fearful and fatal diseases in the disea11e under conaideration. 
catalogue of human ills. Yet it exists in Whatever disturbs the capillary circula
every variety of gradation, in the same lo· tion, 11rodu~ internal congestions, and 
cali ty during the same season of the year. this engorgement occurring in parts already 
In fact, these different grades or type& are debilitated, by the existence of acid or acrid 
frequently to be seen among the diJferent humors in the alimentary canal, it is easy 
individuals of the same family. to understand how inflammation may be 

Dysentery consists of an inftammation of engrafted. It is reasonable to suppose that 
the mucous membrane of the colon and the opet11-tion of atmospheric changes upon 
rectum, hence the application of the name a system thus previously debilitated, will 
colitis. colo-rutitia. more readily induce ixfl11•1aatitm in those 

It has been ascribed to a variely of caus- engorged and debilitated surfaces, than any 
es, such as malaria, unwholesome food, and other forms of diseaaea. 
to contagion, high diurnal tempemture, ex· Symptom..-Perhaps there is no disease 
posure to wet and cold. that snakes its appearance so differently in 

We cannot justly attribute it to malarial its grades of intensity. Frequently, with· 
inftuence alone, from the fact that it fre· out febrile disturbance, the attack it so 
quently occurs in localities where the evi· slight as not to hinder the J>l'tient from at~ 
dence of the existence of malaria is wanl· tending bis avocation. Perhapa not more 
ing. Nor can we with any more propriety than b,alf a dozen operatiom during the day, 
ascribe it to the use of unwholesome food, with but little pain, and slight tenesmus. 
independently of other causes, for if so, in Usually in such cases there is a diacharge 
our large dties the poor would never be of more O\" less bilious matter, with blood 
free from its !avages. That clasa of our and mucus. And thus the di&ease runs ita 
inhabitants suffers quite as much from ague course in a few days, without any serioua 
and fe\·er, bilious and typhus fever. as it disturbance. Or it may oontinne thus for 
does from dysentery. Yet the debilitating two or three days, and the symptoms ~ 
and enervating influence of unwholesome come greatly aggravated. There is more or 
food subjects the sutfl'rer to the !JlOllt fear· less febrile excitement, thirst, perhaps pain 
ful forms of any malady. Again, it has in the bead, nausea and vomiting; patient 
been regarded as a contagions dillf'ase. Dr. complains of pain and soieness in the abdo
Watson says," That Dysentery is in itself men; tormina and tenesmus become dia
a contagious malady, we bave no &&tiafac· tressing; th$ dejections are gJelltly incieu-
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ed; the patient is tormented day and night. the pulse that is always present in this 
The operations in such cases do not exceed gnide of the disease. 
twenty-five or thirty during the twenty- The tongue that was previously co't'ered 
four hours. In cases ot this grade, the pa- with a yellow or brown fur, now becomes 
tient usually retains strength sufficient to clean, perhaps dry, with edges and tip mor-
go to the night chair. bidly red and shining. 

The tongue, at first slightly coated with The abdomen is very tender and sore on 
a whitish fur, now becomes yellow, brown, pressure; the wall• of .the abdomen con
or dark. the tip aud edges a little red. tract so as to make the patient very gaunt. 

The pulse does not vary greatly in fre- I have rarely seen the bowels swollen. The 
quency from the natural beat-from 80 or patient sleeps but little, in a half conscious 
90 to 100. The surface is dry and has an dreamy state, and this usually only a few 
oily feiel about it. moments at a time. His strength rapidly 

Again, there are some patients in whom declines; the force and fulness of his pulse 
the attack is preceded several days by lassi- also decline, but as it becomes weak it in
tude, headache, pains in the limbs, loss of creases in frequency. Jn most of the cases 
appetitti, pains in the bowels, and constipa- there is some abatement of these symptoms, 
tion. The attack is then ushered in, some- usually in the morning, aftE>r the third or 
simes with a chill or an ague, or with pyr- fourth day. The upper bowels, or small 
exia, accompanied with chilly aensations intestines are usually locked up. This is 
and thirst. The local affection Is now man- one of the symptoms that might be over
ifested; some two or three evacuations of looked, but should not be lost sight of by 
ordinary fecal matter, perhaps more liquid the physician. The excrements are so of. 
than usual. The thirst is more urgent. the fensive, so horribly fetid, in this grade of 
febrile eymptoms increase; pain in the the ditease, that the atmosphere of the 
bowels, with tormenting tormina and ten- room is almost insupportable, even while 
eamus; the patient goes to tbe chamber the patient is over the chamber vessel. 
vessel and strains violently,as though there Prolapsus of the anus frequently occurs 
were some excrement to be dislodged from among children and persons of a relax 
the bowels, and yet there is nothing nacu- habit, and patients of the lymphatic tem
ated but a little blood and mucus· occa- perament; and it is a very disagreeable and 
eionallyperhaps a few small indura~ balls troublesome symptom. Another 't'ery grne 
of fecal matter, which give great pain in symptom is delirinm. The surface usually 
passing. Nausea, retching and vomiting, on the third or fourth day becomes some
witb us during the present year, has con- what cool, with partial perspiration. This, 
atituted one of the most distressing symp- with the abo\"e symptoms, discloses the 
tome in the more l"iolent attacks. Every- fact to the physician that tbe disease is sap
thing swallowed is speedily ejected, as the ping the fountains of life-the " vis vitae" 
vomiting begins as soon as the patient goes is yielding to the disease. In cases of this 
to the night chair. character, the dejections vary from 30 to r>O 

And usually that inclination becomes per day. This aggravated state of the 
peremptory so soon as the patient swallows patient continues to the eighth or ninth 
a mouthful of anything. Again, be is irre- day, when death kindly closes the 11cene of 
sistibly impelled to strain violently, but suffering. The majority of deaths occurred 
with about the same result. Sometimes on tbe ninth day. 
mucua only is discharged; at others, blood In cases terminating favorably, there is 
unmixed. At other times again, membra- usually an abatement of the symptoms on 
neous shreds and morsels resembling flesh the seventh or eighth day. Yet death bu 
are discharged. The pulse now ranges from occurred from the fifteenth to the twenty-
90 to 100, and in some cases e\"en as high first day. And again, this state may ter
u 120. There is a peculiar hardness about minate in the chronic form, which is but 
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little preferable to death, as it usually ter- divide into four powders; one every two 
minates fatally in the end. The disease, as or three hours until three are taken; the 
it bas appeared here during the last season, fourth will be nectIBSBry in about 24 hours 
has exhibited more of a putrid tendency after the commencement. At the same 
than an inflammatory character. time, apply o\"er the region at the colon a 

This disease, in the West India Islands, mild sinapism or simple fomentation. 
eeems to be attended with extraordinary Where there is much pyrexia, I prefer cloths 
fatality during the tainy sea.on of the year. wrung out of cold water, or the cold water 
During the sixteenth and sevenieenth cen- bandage. It is usually very pleasant and 
turies, the diaeaae wu very destructive in acceptable to the pa lien t. 
London. The bills of mortality there, ex· So soon as the powders operate, the su· 
hibited a fearful list of from l,000 to 4,000 dorific and diuretic course is necessary. As 
annually. a general and very valuable diuretic and 

Post morlt'm examinations disclOEe in· diaphoretic, I have combined 2 3 f. Nitric 
ftammation with thickening of the colon Ether to 1 3 f. each of Tinct. Lobelia and 
and rectum; gangrene or sloughing of the Paregoric, in doses sufficient to nauseate. 
lining membrane; in protracted cases, ul· I prefer the Lobelia because it is more relfx
ceration. ing and less irritating than Ipecac. l do 

Treatment.-The intractableness of this not rely upon opium in these cases as a cu
dieease in its malignant form, has given rative agent, yet it is necessary in order to 
rise to a great variety of prescriptions; each procure quietude and rest to the patient 
school of medicine treating it act-orJing to during the night. When it can be dispens
its own theory of inflammation; and the ed with, it is better to administer it only 
successful treatment of mild and manage- at night. The diapborietic powder of the 
able cases with certain nostrums and cor- Eclectic physicians I regard as superior to 
dials, has induced a great many persons any other preparation for this purpose. 
who are ignorant of the character of the Mucilaginous drinks are bolh necessary and 
disease, to impose on the public with a grateful to the patient, as Gum Acacia, 
great variety of "sovereign remedies," "cer- Slippery Elm, etc. Though the less the 
tain cures," "speedy reliefs," etc., etc., patient takes into his stomach the better he 
which the public may as well avoid. fares. To quiet the irritable rectum. I have 

For its successful treatment, reference succeeded better with starch and laudanum 
must be had to its c:austa. If it ·has result- than anything else. I have used almost 
ed from the action or agency of accumula- every varieiy of injections, warm and cold, 
ting acid and acrid secretions, the first in· emolient and stimulating, astringent, and 
dication will be their removal. If it bas so forth. The starch and laudanum has 
been excited by atmospheric vicissitudes, succeeded better in my bands than any 
the effect must be counteracted by the use other. 
of revulsive means. If from malarial in- Where there is any periodicity manifest
ftuence, the disease is apt to assume the pe· ed in the disease, the early use of Quinine 
riodic form, then antiperiodics are the most will readily shorten the disease and the 
suitable means. sufferings of the patient. · I ha"e not used 

For the removal of any morbid secre- it sufficiently in cases where there was no 
tions in the alimentary canal, and to obvi- marked remissions to venture an opinion. 
ate the congestion and torpor of the liver, When the stomarh is very irrit.blt>, 
and to correct its morbid secrations, there which was universally the case with ua 
is no agent or combination of agents supe- here in the severe cases, Morphine succet.ds 
rior to the combination of the neutralizing in relieving it more certainly than any 
physic of Eclectic physicians, with Leptan· other agent that I have used. The warm 
dria and Podophillin-20 grs. Neut. Physic, bath, saline bath, used daily or even twice 
8 grs. Leptandria, 2 grs. Podophyllin, mix. I a day where tht1re is much dr1nesa of the 
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t:kin, is not only grateful to the: patient but July 10.-Discharged; eyes and erysipe-
it prepares the surface for a general and las cured. 
copious perspiratton. Dysentery cannot 
be well treated without it. 

It will in many cases be necessary to re
peat the hepatic and neutralizing powder 
every second or third day, and the balance 
of the means as the symptoms demand. 
Suppositories have not succeeded as well in 
iny hands as injections. 

June 12. Case lM.-Ugens. Otorrbea. 
Improving; continue the treatment. 
June 20.-lmproving; some pain in the 

right ear, dj11charge from the right ear most 
offensive, some blood passes from the ears 
upon wiping them with cotton. 
Treatment.-~ Zinci aulph. gra xx:u. 

hydrastin grs 11, water 3 vi. M. Inject 
into the ear twice rer day. Continue the 

The sinapism, fomentation, or wet band
ages must not be discontinued so long as 
there are any traces of soreness or tender- comp. syr. sarap. . . 
neas of the bowels. The treatment must June 23.-lmp~ovmg; 81'.cret1on from ti.e 
be continued until every vestige of the dis· ear not so offensive. Continue the ueat
ease is subdued. It is nec.-essary that the ment. 
patient should be extremely cautious in his June 24. Case 81'.>.-Catbarine Gaffney. 
diet, as there is great danger in a relapse. Scbirrous tumors of the arm. 

Milton, Ga. One of these tumors was located at the 

CLINICAL REPORTS. 

bend of the elbow and one over the middle 
of the biceps muscle. They comn1enced by 
a pain and hardness in th0&e spots, which 
she supposed to be rheumatism, become 

Nt10!on'1 Clinical ln1titutt. painful, each two inches in their diameler, 
aa:av10£S op raon. !l&WTO• 8 PU&llAN. nearly round and elevated above the sur

face of the skin and extending down upon 
the muscle abo\·e, and the one at the elbow 
down among the nerves and blood-vessels 
at that point, arm quite painful 

REPORTED BY PROF. z. FREEMAN, 

811JdJdER SESSION. 

June 12. Case 114.-Franklin Hoyland. 

Treatment.-Made an incision into the 
tumor and applied zinci sulph.; also wed a 
poultice of ulmus fulva. 

July 1.-Applied zinci sulph. and con
tinue the poultice; continue applying the 
zinci sulph. every second day, and using the 

July 16. Case 118.-John Clark. In- poultice. 

Fistula Lachrymalis. 
Discharged cured.-tbe tears pass freely 

into the nose. 

cipient Staphyloma and Opthalmia. August 3.-Apply zinc sulph, and con-
The inflammation returned from expo- tinue the poultice. 

awe; eyeball very painful, blood veasels August 6.-The tumors buve dis&ppear-
leading upon the cornea much enlarged. ed, excepting in each one is a hartlened 

Treatment.-Cut the enlarged vessels mass of adventitious tissue, which looks 
leading to the cornea. Used the comp. white and is very sensitive. 
colltrium during the day, and cold water Treatment. - Protect the granulations 
dressing at night. with cotton and continue the pulv. zinci 

Ione 23.-lmproving; clipped the blood- sulph. 
'ftSBela as b~fore. Continue the treatment. August 9.-Improving; nearly clear of 

July !.-Erysipelas of the posterior part the disease, edges hard. 
of the scalp, part painful and edematous. Treatment.-Apply the adhesive suapa 

Local treatment,-~ Tinct. ferri mur. tightly, (they cause much pain.) 
apply to the affected part morning and August 16.-lmproving; .ulcers .look 
evening. healthy and are healing. 
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August 19.-Still improving; continue 
the straps. 

August 22.-Discharged cured. 

June 12. Case 1:>5. - 'rhos. Crane.
Herpetic ulcer of the el bow. 

Wes before the clinic le.st winter, when 
the ulcers were healed. By exposure and 
accident tbe ulcers returned. Ulcers two 

grenous, tbe line of demarkation was dis
tinct. 

Treatment. - ffimus poultice day and 
night. 

June 20.-Swelling &Ad pain less, gan
grenous part sloughing off. Continue the 
treatment. 

July 1.-Dischaged cured. 

in 1iumber, each nearly two inches in di- June 19. Cal!!e 157. - William Jones, 
ameter, edges indurated and excavated- et. 3. Chronic irritation of the lungs. 
morbidly sensitive, number of eruptions Has been affected 14 months, much de-
around the ulcers upon an inflamed base. bilitated, coughs much at night, appetite 

Treatruent.-J;lr Zinci sulph. 3 j, Hy- indifferent; has been treated by Homeo
drastin grs x. M. Apply to the ulcers paths and old school physicians, has not 
and eruptions once in two days. improved under their treatment. 

June 23.-The ulcers still present an ex- Treatment.-Alkaline bath with friction 
cavated appearance and communicate by every morning. J;1r Hydrastus canadensis 
openings under the skin with each other, 3 j. ferri phosp. 3 j, vinum oport. 3 viij, 
and some of the larger pustules. M. Take 3 ij three times a day. J;lr Mor-

Treatment.-Cut the integument over thf' 
phia sulph. gr j. Make powders viij, take 

cha:nnel11 communicating between the sores one e,·ery night. 
and apply zinc sulph freely for a few davs, 
uee the ulmas J10ultice. July 27.-Imwoving. Continue the 

tn!atment. · June 30.-Improving; cut open the com-
munications and applied zinc sulph. August 3.-Discbarged cured. 

July 6.-Improving; continue the ti:eat- July 1. Case 1~.-Ann Carr (infant) 
ment. Intermittent fever, tertian type. 

July 18.-Improving; cut off the pro- Commenced five days since, patient much 
jecting ed!lll'll of the inflamed tegument with debilitated. 
the scissors, and apply zinc sulph. Con- Treatment.-J;lr Tine. gelseminum 3 ss 
tinue the poultice. hydrastin grs xx, M and give gtts x four 

August 9.-Imptoving; continue the times a day. Warm pediluvi&. 

ueatment. July :>.-Discharged cured. 
A.ugil!t 1:>.-Improving; eruptions have 

all disappeared, som,e of the smaller ulcers 
hne healed, large ones much bP.tter, though 
there is a disposition of their edges to be
come excanted and sensitive. 

Treatment.-Dry compre88 and roller, 
apply tight, rolling the forearm. 

August 19.-lmproving; continue the 
treatment. 

August 22.-Discharged cure1l. 

June 16.-Case 156.-Mary Kent. Whit
low. Caueed by an injnry while washing. 

Commenced May 20; was opened two 
weeks since with a lancet. The felon was 
OYer the middle phalange of the middle fin
ger, the part was much swollen and gan-

July 15. Case 159.-Charles Mooney, 
ret. 20. Chronic Gastritis. 

Been affected eight weeks, caused by 
drinking whisky and exposure. Much pain 
and tenderness in the epigastrium on pres
sure ; the presence of food in the stomach 
is painful-stomach acid at times, system 
otherwise healthy, tongue nearly white in 
the middle and red at the edges, more or 
less pain in the stomach all the time. 

Treatment.-J;lr Hydrastus Canadensis, 
Prinor Vertici!latus, Althea officinalis a a 
3 ij 0 j, make a decoction, UBe the amount 
in twenty four hours. 

J;lr Emp. Cantharidis, irritating plaster 
a a. M; Apply over the epigastrium. 
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July 28.-Improving; Fymptoms 
better. Continue the treatment. 

much Been affected two months. DimnP.SS of 

August 4.-Discharged curecl. 

July 10. Case 160.-James Burns, rel. 
24, (laborer). Spinal irritation. Irrita
tion of the heart. Pain on pressure over 
tbe third dorsal vertebra, much soreness in 
the region of the heart, pulse 70 per min
ute and variable, been treated by old school 
physicians; no better. 

Tl'f'.atment.-Alkaline bath every morn-

vision; conjunctiva slightly injected; pain 
and uneasiness in the region of the womb ; 
nervousness. 

Treatment.-Comp. aconite collyrium 
applied to the eye four times a day. ~ 
Comp. powder of senna 3 j. to be taken 
in water as needed to open the bol'·els. 
Wear a cold wet cloth about the pelvis 
continually. 

·Aug. 7.-Discharged cured. 

ing, irritating plaster over the upper dors:sl July 22. Case 163.-Kate Faba, ~t. 15. 
region. ~ Alcoholic ext. nux vomica Chronic Capsulitis of the Ankle Jcint. 
1-15 gr three times a day. ~ Iodide po- Been affected fourteen weeks; caused by 
tassa 3 ss, water:! iv, M. Take 3 j three a slight sprain and a cold. (Has nenr 
times a day. d ) T de · . menstruate . en rness on preo;sure in 

July 22.-lmprovmg; not so much sore- 1 t f th ·kl · · t d beh" d h . . ron o e an e 10111 an Ill 1 e ex-
ness 111 the region of the heart, pul!"e more •- 1 ll 1 · lk" 

h• . ..-rna ma eo us; some patn on wa mg. 
regular and stronger. coug rng not so pam· . . .• 
fol, appetite good, some pain In the pre· . Treatment.-~ Vmum col?ch.c1 3 lJ., 
cordia on pressure. Continue the treat- iod. potass: 3 SS. M. T~ke 3 J· times per 
ment. Apply irritating plaster o,-er the day. Scarify over the points of tenderoesa 
precordia. a.t t~ ankle,.and rub the inci~ions with.ol. 

July 26.--Less pain in the heart, no pain bglu to vesu:ate. If m1~ch mflammat1on 
in the stomach. Continue the treatment. supervene, use a fomentation of dat. atram

Aug. :'>.-Improving. ll Hydrastus can- monium. Use alkaline bath every mom-
adensis grs iij. ferri phos. grs ij. M. Give ing. 
three times per day. July 28.-The incisions of the scarificatoT 

Aug. 22.-Discharged cured; advised to are discharging pus; not so much soreness 
perform light labor. in the joint; improving. 

July 19. Case 161.-Kate Maheen, ret. 
4. Ext. Scrofula. Been affected two years. 
Eruptions in the anterior nares; discharge 
of pus from the nose ; pustules upon the 
face, accompanied with swelling; pustules 
on the gums over the incisor teeth; appe
tite indifferent; tongue coated white. 

Treatment.-~ Comp. syr. still. 3 iij. 

Treatmeot.-Use the ulmus poultice. 

Aug. 4.-Discharged cured; walked two 
miles to the office; 'vhen she came he~ 
first she could scarcely walk about the 
house. 

Is using ll Tioct. macrotys. 3 ss. tinct. 
ferri mur. gutt. x. three times per day to 
induce menstruation. 

i'od. potass 3 ss. M. Give 3 j. three times July 26. Case 164.-Kate Mc Darrow, 
per day. Alkaline bath e"ery morning; ret. 22. Granular Eyelids and Opthalmia. 
sine ointment to the eruptions. ~Hydras. Eyes much inflamed; granulations Tel'J' 
eanad. prinus verticillatos aa. Muke a de- large, covering both eyelids; much intoler
coction for the gums. a nee to light; eyes painful; some pain in 

Aug. 1.-Improving slewly. Use sesq. the head. General health good. 
carb. potass to the eruptions in the nose. Treatment.-ll Comp. powder of senna 

Aug. 22.-No report. 3 j. every night until it purges the patient 
freely. Alkaline bath. Evert the lids; 

=July 20. Case 162.-Mrs. 0. Farrell. slu'l'e off the granulations and apply argent 
Subacute Opthalmia andSubacute Matritis. nit. sol. 3 j. to acqua 3 j.; use cold water 
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dressing to the eye day and nigl\,t; warm 
pediluvia at night. 

Continue the treatment, omitting the 
cathartic for a few days. 

Aug. 13. Much improved; cut the re
maining granulations. Continue the treat· 
ment. 

Aug. 22. No report. 

July 26. Case 165.-Mra. Andrews, mt. 
28. Acute Opthalmia. Commenced six 
days since. 

Caused by exposure to the sun. Conjunc
tiva injected; much chemosis of the left 
eye; skin rather dry. Pain in the bead and 
lower part of the orbit; much intolerance 
to light. 

Treatment. :a Comp. powder of Senna 
3 j; repeated every day. a Comp. acon
ite collyrium, applied to:the eye; use cold 
water dressing to the eye; warm pediluvia. 

July 30. Not much better. Applied 
sol. argent nit. (3 j. the 3 j. water) to the 
eye beely. Continue the above treatment. 

Aug. 7. Improved much. Continue the 
treatment, excepting the argent. nit. 

Aug. 19. Discharged cured. 

July 26. Case 166.-Jenny Black (ne
gress,) Whitlow on the thumb; ungual 
phalange. 

Thumb much swollen; a small opening 
in the integument, and fungus protruding; 
pert very painful. 

Treatment. Incision through the fungus 
mass into the distended cellular tissue; the 
cellular tissue is filled with immature pus. 
Apply zinc. sulpb. to the wound. 

July 28. Improving; less in1lammation 
and pain. Use elm poultice. 

Aug· 6. Discharged cured. 

Aug. 12. Case 167.-Ann Bums, 111t. 
25. Spinal Irritation. Hu been affected 

canad. grs. ij. M. Take one three times 
per day. Irritating plaster ovez the loins. 
Alkaline bathe.very morning. 

Aug. 22. No report. 

Aug. 15. Case 168.-Margaret Murphy, 
et. 40. Dyspepsia. Been affected three 
weeks. Some difficnlty of breathing; sense 
of pulsation in the stomach, no appetite; 
pulse irregular; general debility and lassi
tude. 

Treatment. ll' Emetic of lobelia infla
ta. Next day UEe a Hyd. canad. Cerri 
phoep. aa grs. ij. three times per day. Al
kaline bath, and sinapism OYer the stomach 
night and momina. 

Aug. 20. Discharged cured. Be careful 
of your diet. 

Aug. 17. Case 169.-Ed. b. Obtuse
ness of hearing. 

Was affected with Syphilis from Jan. 'M 
to June. Syphilitic symptoms hne disap
peared, .,xcepting a few eruptions upon the 
arms. Took a dose of epsom salts in June, 
which operated seventeen times; at the 
same time exposed his head and neck by 
lying in a cuneot of air between two win
dows; has been very deafsioce; i11 a little 
better now. Much dizzine11s; could scarce
ly walk on that account; is better now; 
some p!lin in the bead; otherwise well; has 
taken quantities of strychnine, and is labor
ing under its specific effects. 

Treatment.-Alkaline bath every morn
ing. Electricity passed through the head, 
from the right to the left ear, and to the 
upper cervical vertebrm. Vesication of the 
back of the neck and behind the ears, with 
oleum tiglii. 

Aug. 21.-Not so much tenderness of the 
head and dizziness; can bear a little better. 
Continue the treatment. 

eighteen months (since confinement in par- Aug. 21. Case 170.-Tbomae Turner, 
turition;) was salivated three days after mt. 23. Gonnorrheal Opthalmia. Been 
confinement; has some pain under the affected forty days, caused by exposure to 
middle of the sternum; weakness acroBS the rain and night ·air. Gonnorrhea has 
the loins; pain on pressure over the third subsided. Hydropthalmia of the left eye. 
lumber vertebra. Appetite indifferent. Tbe cornea of the right eye is opaque; the 

Treatment. :a Ferri phosp. grs. ij., hyd. conjunctivee of both eyes are very vascular 
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and turgid; the eyes painful, and some in- By chemical analysis, M!· W. H. Bu!
tolerance of light. a purulent secretion na'!l fouJ!d that the quantity of ~he acid 

. . ' which his father bad taken cootarned 2.4 
oozing at times from between the lids. The grains of anhydrous acid. Mr. Burnam ob-
cornea of the left eye has been punctured serves, that this is the largest recorded 
twire, and now protrudes from between qu~ntity taken, and followed. by n;covery. 
the lids. patient otherwise healthy. Chance It as also a ma~ter of mteri:st 1!1 this. <:&~· 

' that et the time at which msens1b1hty 
for cure small. came on is so exactly known, viz. two 

Treatment.-Scarify the back of the neck minutes after the poison was swallowed. 
and vesicate it with ol. tiglii. ~ Zinci 
sulpb. 3 ss. w~ter 3 j. M. Apply freely . NERVOUS ASTHMA. 
to the conjunctiva: once per day. J;l Comp. . .. 
Powder of senna 3 j. every day. cold water M. Morpam, a. French phys1c1an, has 

• . ' found that by burmng brown paper soaked 
dressmg to the eyes all the time. in a solution of saltpetre in the room of an 
=============~-~~~= asthmatic patiPnt, the latter will obtain 

• • instantaneous relief. M. Carrie, working 
filad ~. Jll1scdlantOlll fitltcttons out this fact, has had the fo\Jowin~ poly

pharmaceutical paper prepal'f'd for the same 
------ purpose :-Pasteboard broken down with 

RECOVERY AFTER TAKING A LARGE hot water, four ounces; nitrate of potash, 
DOSE OF PRUSSIC ACID. two ounces; belladonna, stramonium, dig

italis, lobelia inflata, all in powder, each 
Ma. W. H. Bu11NAM, of Wath-upon- twenty grains; myrrh and olibanum, of 

Dearn, has c<>mmunicated to the Lancet a each two drachms and a half. Iororporate 
very iuteres~ing history of the recovery of all these with the paste, divide the mass 
his father from the accidental poisoning by into sheets of the thickness of three lines; 
prussic acid. The following absttact is dry, and divide in little square 11ieces. 
from the Brit. and For. MtA.-CAir. Rev .• Burn them in little saucers in a well shut
April of this year. Mr. Burnam, Sr., took up room.-Lanctt, Dte. 31, 18:>3, p. 62:>. 
by mistake a drachm of Scbeele's acid in-
stead of diluted acid. In a few seconds, 
he percei ve..i by the bottle the mistake be 
had made; he immediately swallowed half ON COCOA-NUT OIL AS A SUBSTI-
an ounce of aromatic spirit of ammonia, TUTE FOR COD-LIVER OII.. 
with a little water, then called to his son Dr. Thompson seys. "Among the pa-
and told him what had occured. He spoke tieots to whom cocoa-nut oil was gi"en, 
hurriedly, and breath deeplyed. Mr. W. H. there were some instances of arrested 
Burnam immediately administered some phthisis, as decided as I hal"e been accns
solutiou of crystals of sulphate of iron, tomed to attribute to the use of cod-liver 

· trusting to the ammonia previously swal- oil. over which it possesses advanta~ in 
lowed for the fo,rmation of an insoluble reference to economy and pelatableue.c:s: 
compound of the acid with the oxides of and it is interesting to remark that its effi
iron. This was two minutes after tbe poi- cacy was experienced by some who hnd pre
son had been swallowed; from this time. viously taken cod oil uselessly, and by 
for twenty minutes, Mr. Burnam had no others who bad discontinued it on acco11nt 
recollection of anything that was talrin~ of nausea."-Mtd. Times and Gaz., Feb. 
place .. Respiration became deeper and 2!'.I, 1854, p. 190. 
slower. Four mimites after taking the poi-

EXSRCTION OF THE ULNA. 

son, cold dourbe was freely employed, and 
more solution of 1mlphate of iron with 
spirits of ammonia administered. Vomit
ing took place; a slight convulsive shudder Dr. Caronchan's paper on this important 
occured; the cold effusion was persevered openstion, which appea?M originally in the 
in, with the occasional administration of American Medical Monthly, is now circo
spirits of ammonia. In twenty minutes lating iu a pamphlet, with a plate, which 
he began to exhibit signs of returning con- will be an acceptablP form for general clis
sc1011sness. In about fifteen minutes later. tribution. El"ery one interested in the 
he was able to walk up stairs to bed. Per- subject of which it treats, does not h!we 
feet recovery took place. The patient was access to the Journal in which it first ap
about sixty years of age, and of a strong pell.Ted, b11t for a trifle copies may now be 
constitution. . ordered all Ol"et the Union. 
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INHALATION AND OTHER TREAT- ment, that physicians should look with a 
MENT IN PHTHISIS. somewhat sceptical eye UJ!On any new plan 

BY WM. Jil, CORNELL, Jil, D, 
of treatment which promises to be in any 
measure successful. They doubt (and they 

In the Boston Medical and Surgical Jour- ought to doubt) the utility of any plan of 
nal for April 19, are the following editorial treatment, till they have evidence of its 
remarks:-" 1t is said that the benefits of succetlB, But they ought, also, to give any 
inhaling the npor of iodine in pulmonary feasible plan, which has been stated to be 
affections, have been underated. Until successful, a fair tnal. No one doubts that 
within a short time, there hl&9 been but phtbisical patients sometimes reco'l"er, both 
little notice taken of iodine in this form of with and without treatment. But it does 
medication; and we are pleased to learn seem incumbent upon the medical pro
tbat several medical gentlemen in Europe fession to put in action all possible means 
have lately given their attention to the to stay this great ravager of our land. 
practical application of it in cases of con- During the last three years, the writer 
firmed phthisis. It is ho~ that their use has treated (&mong many who hue died) 
of it will be attended with good results, some phthisical patients who have iecov
and that it may prove a successful remedy ered, among whom were the following: 
in some calleS of mtractable disease." Mr. M., a young m&l'I aged 23 yeara; 

In l~l, in the 43d volume of the same well-marked phthiaia; right luugcavemous. 
"Journal," the writer communicated some Several remedies were tried, but without 
remarks on the subject of "Inhalation in any good effect. At last, he wu put upon 
di-sea of the air-pa88a~es and of the the following:-a Cod-li"er oil, 3 iv.; sol. 
lungs." In that paper the belief was ex- carb. potash, 3 SB.; pulv. g. Anlbic, 3 j.; 
pressed that "more benefit may be deri"Yetl syr. omnge peel, 3 j.; apirit peppermint, 
from in.ha.latioft than has generally been ex- 3 ij. Of this compound, a large table
perienced." The npor of iodine i11 there spoonful was tllken four times a dav. The 
named, among other article.I, for inhalation , patient began to grow better from the com
and cases gi'l"en from Sir Chas. Scudamore, mencement of taking the medicine. He 
Murray, Barton and Corrigan, where it had also inhaled the vapor of the tinct. iodine 
been adnntageoualy employed. Some phy- and creaaote, ftve drops of each in conjunc
sician11 in this country were disposed to tion, several times a day. The inhalation 
ghe it, and other articles thete named. a quieted rather than provoked coughing. 
trial; among whom was the late Dr. Peir- But what part of tbe cure is to be ascribed 
eon, of Salem. The American Medical to the medicine taken, and what to the va
.Aesociation, by their co111mitte1i on the por inhaled, or whether any to either or 
'treatment of these diseases, referred respect- both, he ia not prepa~ to say. This was 
fatly to these inhalations; and Dra. Wood the treatment under which he rerovered, 
and Bache. in the last edition of the United ind he bas now remained apparently well 
States Diapenaatory, have mentioned thl' more than a year. 
inhalation qu'>terl from the Boston Journal. Miss C., a young lady from the country, 
But others looked upon the whole scheme had phthiaia. Cough exceBSively barrass
as chimerical and useless, if not worse. ing; expectoration of viscid pus profuse; 

Since that periotl, however, medical men night sweats, ~c. Was treated the ame 
abroad, and some in this country, have as the above. She gradually improved in 
looked more cattfully into the matter, and strength and flesh, the cough and expectora
put the treatment in practice. The writer tion diminishing daily for eitzht Wfek11, 
bas watched the reported ca!IP.8, he belie•es. when she returned to her home in New 
in all the Journals. as they have appeared, Hampshire. Two months' after her return, 
and still believes, as then exprel!Sed that, she wrote me a letter, in which she says, 
if we are ever to find realized the remark "my health is now good, and I am mar
by Dr. Armstrong-that "at some future rietl." 
period the whole cla11t1 of tubercular diFe&S· . Mr. L., a sentleman, aged 27 years, mar
es will be arrested'' hr mf'.dical treatmtnt, ried ; residence one hundred miles from 
no small share of that treatment will con- this city. Wishing to visit a brother in 
sist in relllf'dies addrt!llSP.d, bv inhalation. this vicinity. was recommended to my care 
directly to the diseased organ.a, and to the bv Dr. H., his physician at home. He had 
integument, rather than the stomach of the disease of the right lung, but did Rot ap
patient. pear to be a 8frufllOU8 patient. His cough 

It is by no means strange, when phthi3i.s and night sweats were very troublesome. 
is weekly swePpini.: to Ule grave a larger The cod-liver oil he was reluctant to take; 
number of victims than any other disease, and when, at my earnest JeqUfat, he did 
aad this under the most approved treat- take it, it would not aeton e s~ll!ich. 
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He therefore soon abandoned its use. He formula of Dr. Chambers, as published in 
was put upon the lwntodine, the concen- the 43d volume of the Boston Medical and 
trated chemical extract of the tara.racum, Surgical Journal. in chronic laryngitis, 
and the cornine of the cornua Florida, of bronchitis, and incipient phthisis. 
Keith & Co., according to the following:- I will add, in conclusion, that though I 
l\ Cornine, grs. ij.; Leontodine, grs. ij. M. never use inhalation of any kind to tbe ex
Sum. at once, three times a-day. He also in· clusion of general treatment, yet I coosider 
haled the vapor of iodine, gutt. x., three it a useful adjuvant in the management of 
times daily. Under this treatment, for these generally chronic and often fatal dis
eight weeks, be gradually improved, and eases; and if a patient puts himself under 
returned home in much better health than my care, I never feel that I have done my 
when he first came to me. Each of these whole duty to him, unless I have tried bolb 
patients was freely rubbed with equal parts general and local treatment. I believe the 
of warm sweet oil and New England rum, pathology of phthisis has t.een but imper· 
morning and evening. fectly understood; and that, io moet cam. 

I am not prepared to say bow much of the skin is first in fault. But this is 1 
the benefit, which appeared to result from point on which I will not enlarge at pru
this treatment, was to be ascribed to either ent, only to sar. that every one knows bow 
the medicine, the inhalation or the unguent, very intimate is the sympathy between ta 
or whether either clid any good. The pa- integulllt'nt of the body and the respiratory 
tients improved while being treated, and organs. Hence, in the treatment of ail 
that is all I would say about it. phthisical patients, I have always paid spe-

1 have employed inhalation of creaaote. cial attention to the skin. For the last fitt 
for more than three years, in phthisis, in years. I have been in the habit of applying 
bronchitis, and in a few cases of gangrene the alcoholic lotion, recommendf'd in such 
of the lungs. I \vas first led to use it in ca~es by Marshall Hall; but for 1 hree vears . 
gangrene, by supposing, fr?m i.ts ~me •. and I have directed my patients to be nibbed ! 

the Greek words from which it is derived over the whole surface of the body with 
(kreas, jluh; and aoter, preserw;r, that is, equal parts of warm olive oil and !Sew 
jluh presenier,) that it might possibly be England rum; and it is my opinion that 
useful, as an antiseptic. in a gangrenous no part of my prescriptions has been moie 
lung; and as the best way to intrOduce it beneficial. If opportunity should offer, I 
to the lung, resort was bail to inhalation. may say more on this treatment at a future 
At the time when I commenced the inhala- time. 
tion of creasote, I had not seen any account I have recently treated a case o{ Clf1&onia. 
of its having been employed, as a remedial of more than a year's sanding. with t.be 
agent, in that form, not even in European alcoholic tincture, iodine 3 j. to 3 j. of al
joumals. But in the second volume of the cohol, according to the recommendation o{ 
last edition of Pereira's Materia Medica, Dr. Bennett, in the Medical Times and Ga
re-published in this country at the com- 7.ette, and re-published in the 28th Part of 
mencement of the present year, I find the Braithwait's Retrospect. The tincture wu 
following remarks:-" The inhalation of applied, extemallr., over the larynx, with a 
creasote vapor is occasionally useful in re- camel-hair penci , every other day for a 
lieving excessive bronchial secretion. This week. The pain produced by so strong a 
inhalation may be etfecte.d by diffusing a solution was considerable, and the friendl 
tew drops of creasote through water or a of the young lady, seeing her sutreriDg, de
mucilaginous liquid, and breathing through sired her to desist. I bad concluded io 
this by means of the ordinary inhaling forego its further application, when • 
bottle." suddenly surprised us by the return of her 

In the first volume of the same work, Dr. voice. Galvanism hsd been used. for tvo 
Pereira says, "Inhalation of iodine vapor weeks, previous to the application of the 
has been used in phthisis and in chronic iodine; the current being pa&Bed, for fiftra 
bronchitis. In plithisis, it bas been re- minutes daily, from the larynx to the cer
commended by Berton, Sir Charles Scud- vical vertebrai. In this case, there •-.s ao 
amore. and Sir Jamel! Murray. I have re- disease of the lungs, but chronic inftaa
peatedly tried it in this, as well as in other mation and enlargement of the chorde "°" 
chronic pulmonary complaints, but never cales. The voice still continues.-.Bottt9 
with the least benefit." Med. and Surg. lour. 

I think I can sa; it has been beneficial 
in my hands, and shall continue to use it. 

I have also, up to the present time, used 
with benefit the povxltr of nitra11 argtntii 
and lycopodium, prepaied according to the Digitized by Goog I e 
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SPIRIT RAPPJNG AND THE PHILOS· est purpose and a zeal worthy of a good 
OPHERS. cause. The result, after a protracted in· 

Yestigation, was announced in a lengthy 
BY c. D. oatswoLD, M. 0 • article, making a full and (of course) per· 

I have observed, of late, that the subject fectly sa1isfactory exposition of the fraud, 
of "spirit rapping" occal\ionally finds a based upon the fact that they bad discover
place m the medical journals. When the ed a lady in Buffalo who could snap the 
phenomena, so styled, first began to attract knee·join1s, and the aaaumption that the 
popular interest, the matter was deemed Rochester girls could and did do so likewise. 
too contemptible for discussion in scientific Within a ytar the philosopher Faraday 
journals, and consequently fell into the has condescended to re-illumine the world 
hands of mystery-mongers, and speculators (which bad already grown dim again) upon 
in monstrosities. Wise men have regarded the subj~ct of spirits; being careful to ex
the credulous and curious in this mauer as plain that the matter was no mystery to 
fools; but the simpletons seem to be in a him, and that he was only induced to take 
fair way to prove the quidnuncs no wiser hold ot it on the ground that so many of 
than themselves in relation to the 'spirits.' the weak-minded were being led astray by 
I admire exceedingly the perseveran<:e of its pretensions. Table-turning was the 
the ghostll, who having knocked for admis- branch of the subject to which his atten
sion, and finding themselvea refused at the tion was directed. By putting a number 
front doors of society, do not hesitate to of pieet>s of smooth pasteboard together, 
make their way throu~h the kitchen. This with an unctuous substance between them, 
violation of our infallible laws in etiquette. laying these on a table, and then placing 
has cost toom much dishonor, but, never· the hands of the medium upon them, he 
the\ess, seems likely to succeed, inasmuch found, after a trial, that the pasteboards 
as the unseen visitors are now quite fre- slid from each other in a slight degree. 1 his 
quently entertained in the parlors of very solved the mystery. By the slipping of the 
sensible people. To be sure, they are al- pasteboards it was proved, to hie eatisfac· 
ways let in at first merely to please the lion, that the medium exerted a voluntary 
young people ; and the fil'ilt interview will or involuntary force, and thus the tables 
close with, perhaps, an acknowledgment were moved. 
that" the trick is really very clever." Now it must seem not a little remark&· 

Affecting to be wise from fear of appear- ble, to a sensible man, that these three ex
ing to be less so than someborly else, is a positions. emanating from five persona ex-· 
very commonly-exhibited weakness; and tensively known as scientific men, should 
were it well understood that a man makes be so unlike each other, and yet be offered 
a greater fool of himself by so doing, than as full explanations of the whole subject. 
he would be likely to be suspected of being Certainly a waterfall has not the power to 
under other circumstances, there is no snap one's knees, nor doe'I snappin11; knees 
doubt that the spirits would ha,·e been re- have the effect to move a table. But con· 
ceived into good company long ago. More- fine each explanation to the peculiar orrler · 
over, we should have been saved from a of phenomena sought to be elucidated. and · 
great number of explanations and learned let us ask in what way bas a waterfall the 
expositions, reflecting in most instances effect to produce a concussion loud enough• 
upon the opakeness of the human intellect, to stun the senses like a blow from a heavy · 
by persons who being befogged themselves, hammer? or how can snapping one's knf'elt· 
simply mystified the subject. cause a house to tremble from its founda-

Who that recollects Prof. Taylor Lewis's tion? Faraday'a explanation implies that 
explanation of the "rappings," some five the medium's hands are always on a table 
years ago, can help smiling at the absurdity when it moves. But such is not the case; 
of his notions upon the subject. He in- and how does it move when there are no · 
forme<l the Rochester people of the fact bands upon it? 
that currents of air sometimes so effect A great number of other indhiduals 
watm falling over a declivity, as to cause a could be mentioned in this connection. who: 
perceptible jar in the surrounding earth. have come before the public and professed 
Now as there was a waterfall at Rochester, to clear up the mystery by reeolvinR it into : 
Prof. Lewis was astonished that at the fact simple facts, but thev have invariably sim
that it bad not been discovered as the cause ply Bimflifed themselves. The newspapers' 
of tables and windows rattling, or "rap- have al had their tmy, over and over again, 
ping"! and geniuSt>.s have had their jokes. Yet still : 

Profs. Flint, Lee and Coventry, of the the sub.iect grows in importance. The more 
Buftalo Medical College. about four years dignified journals bal"e occasionally admit·· 
agQ., took the subject in hand, with an hon- ted a paragraph by 0way of e nt.. ti01·c:D, 
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until at laat the ponderoUB quarterlies tim- Review bas given us a key to the rontn.rie
idly venture upon the theme. ty of opinions upon the subject of spiritual 

Under the bead of" Pseudo Science," the rapping. The names given to the different 
January number of the British and For- orders of phenomena are extremely absurd, 
eign .Medico-Chirurgical Review dilcusses and convey to the mind a very erroneous 
"spirit rapping" at some length. Intro- idea of the nature and character of the man
duced in the first place as an absurdity to ifestations; and whatevei- bas been once 
illustrate principles, and prove other doc- impres&l'd upon the mind u an absurdity, 
trines fallacious, we are neverthf,iees tteat- it takes a long time to make appear ration
ed to a rare example of inductive reasoning. al. Ultimat~ly spirit rapping may become 
to prove the thing what it must be, on the wen understood as a 1111tural phenomenon, 
ground tbat it cannot be an1thing else. and had unbiued and intelligent minds 
We are here told that" sound ts a physical taken it up at fint, that result would be 
phenomenon produced by the forcible meet much sooner attained. Now all is confa-
10g of ttDO material substances; and conse- sion, and the task is yet for philosopben; to 
quently if theae sounds are phy1ical, they perform; but we are to look to otheTS tho 
cannot be spiritual ; and if spiritual, they Faraday, or the editor of the British and 
cannot be physical." It is also further sta· Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Reriew. 
ted that the sounds under consideration are Any man who will examine this subjed 
contended not only by the spiritualists, but as it presents itself, will find much to in
by the alleged spirits. to be puttly spirit· 1ere11t; but the momtnt he regalds it with 
ual. Now considering the fact that the reference to the absurd theories adnnced 
phenomenon of thunder has never yet been by the too-ready believers in its spiritual 
satisfactorily explained, the fl.rat assertion origin, he becomes disgusted, and falls into 
ubove named must be con11dered a weak some or all of the errors above specified. 
base for so strong an argument; while the which are fatal to a just appreciation of its 
second I hesitate not to aseert, and tbo\1&· true character. The time bas come when 
ands will agree with me, is greatly at vari- the little great men who always hne been 
ance with facts. I hue often known the ready with an explanation, begin to grow 
••spirits" to aver that the sounds are elec- chary of their opinions, and find it a wiser 
trical,controlled or produced by I.he will of course to obE:erve, than to denounce.-Bot-
spirits. ton Med. and Surg. lour. 

This theory of the sounds seems well 
sustained by the fact that they always {in 
my experience) appear to come from the INJECTION OF ALUM IN UTERINE 
side of any substance on which they are HEMORRHAGE. 

BY A. C. HALL, II , D, 
produced, opposite the hearer; as, for in · 
stance. when the sounds are on a partition 
door, parties on each side will contenrl that It is said that an isolated cue is worth 
they were opposih1 to them. This fact is something. The following is illustrati~ 
a striking test that they are not produced of the use of injections for the relief of 
by art. uterine hemerrhage. Aside from my for-

Of twelve sources of error calculated to mer preceptor (Dr. Crosby, of Hanover,) I 
mislead in tht' investigation of a subject. know of no American physician who bas 
laid down l.y the writer of this Review u fully used this prescription. 
common. we find, after carefully looking Feb. 16, 181'>3, I was called to visit, ia 
over his article, that be has committed but an adjoining town, Mrs. S-., aged 40 ; of 
inen of them, viz. :- full habit, aad previously healthy. !¥.cl 

" 1. Errors arising from mistakes about not 'Ileen regular the month previous. Tbm 
the meaning of terms. days before, had been attacked with· fi<>W-

" 3. Errors arising from theI Bllbstitu- ing' without any known cause, which hd 
tion of assertions for facts. incnaeed till the evening of my visit. The 

"4. Errors arising from illogical JeaSOll- patient having bad a similar attack about a 
ing from correct data. year previously, which was relieved bf 

":>. Errors arising from illogical reason. simple means, I ple&Cribed re&t in the borl-
'iag from incorrect data. zontal position, with Dover'11 po""der aoil 

"6. Errors arising from logical ~eon- ergot. A veginal examination reYeelei 
·ing from incorrect data. nothin~ but a patulous condition of tlie 

"7. ErroTS arising from partial instead os uteri. 
of complete obsenation. No relief was obtained from this p.e-

"8. Errors arising from miltalsee in ob· scription. From day to day, for nearly a 
,ae"atfon." week, all the ordinary applianees were 

lo:tbe alme examples, the editor of the brought into reouisiti n 0~it·~ [> evail. 
01g~zeaby v 0 i 
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Patient continually sinking from loss of Co: s, where the publications of the day, on 
blood. At le~th the friends yielded to au medicine and surgery, are promptly placed 
examination with the speculum. An irreg- on the shelves es soon as published.-Boe
ular mass was found occupying the neck ol '°" M«l. and Suf'8. Jovr. 
the uterus. and a portion was relieved with 
a small forceps. But the bleeding was 
fearfully increased by this disturbance, and PHYSICIANS' BLACK LIST. 
the inability to remove the entire mass Besolutions have been adopted by the 
compelled me to desist. Here was a re- &rks County (Peno.) Medical Society, 
tained placenta, with a sufficient hold to directing the niembers of the society to 
retain a portion of its vitality, yet so near- furnish to their &eeretary a list of such of 
ly detached as to act as a foreign body, their patients as do not pay their doctor's 
keeping up irritation and distew;ion of the bills. We have long been of the opinion 
organ. Older heads might perlwpt have that. a similar course should be pursued by 
devilll'.d some plan difft-rent from the fol- all the regularly organi:zed mellica\ societies 
lowing. but I must confess I could not. in the country. It would be far be ter, 
Accordingly, by aid of a male cathet.er, I however, if the European system could be 
injected into the cavity of the uterus a sat· a.lopted, which is, to rel·eive the fee at each 
orated solution of alum. This arrested vi~it-or, at any rate. at the termination of 
tbe hemorrhage, and the diagnosis was con- the case. It is an incontrovertible fact, 
firmed by the expulsion of a D&rtially de- that physicians are more imposed upon by 
composed embryo. Some supe:ficial ulcer- the people, than auy other class of profes
ations about the os uteri were cauterir.ed, sional men. We do not know why it is 
and the patient had a rapid convalescence. so, unless from a general impression that 
I have smce used the same injection with doctors are always rich, or are getting rich, 
equal sucr.ess for hemorrhage after deliv- and consequently, if paid at all, are the 
ery.-Boston Mui. . and Surg. Jonr. last ones to be remembt'red when the time 

for paring bills comes. We verily believe, if 
a black list was opened in every lug>! town 
or city, a change of tihysician would not 
take place quite so often in many fami
lies.-Boat. Mui.. and Surg. lour. 

PULMONARY CONSUMPTION. 

A SYNOPSIS, 

CONTAINING A SHORT ABBTilAOT OF THE Jd08T 
PRACTICAL ARTICLES Ill BBAITHWAIT'I! RE• 
TR08PEOT : SHOWING, AT A GLAllCE, THE 
MOST IMPORTANT INDICATIONS or TREAT-

In ISM, Theophilus Thompson, M. D., 
physician to the Hospital for Consumption 
and Dieeaees of the Chest, in London, ~ve 
• course of clinical lecturt>.s, which, wlth a 
few alterations, appeared in the Lancet for 
that year. Such was the estimation in 
which the series was held, that they were 
embodied in a distinct volume and pub
lished. Messrs. Lindsay &. Blakiston, of 
Philadcl\lhia, have anticipated the desires JdENT PUBLl~HED BY DIFFERENT WRITE.RB 
of American practitioners, who are always WITHIN THE LAST HALF YEAR, (18:>4.) 
asking for more light respecting the treat-
ment of consu.uption, and now have in AFFECTIONS OF THE SYSTEM GEN-
readiness an American edition of Dr. ERALLY. 
Thompson's lectures, in a compact, eco· FtvER.-Fever in one sense is incurable, 
nomical volume, which will be estimated but, by proper management, it curee itself. 
just in prol'ortion to the determination of "We cure the patient by preventing him 
the reader to profit by the suggestions and from dying" during a certain period, and 
undeniable facts collated by the learned then the disease die11 out; we keep him up 
author. There are thirteen lectures in the by food. stimulants. and tonics. One of 
volume, which seem to embrace every im- the most important doctrines of the day, 
aginable symptom aud condition recognized is, that fever may produce local symptoms 
in the various aspects of pulmonary con- verv like inflammation, but not really so; 
sumption. The remarks of the author ac- and if these local affections be treated on 
cord with our own obsen·ations and expe· the antiphlogistic plan as in cases of fever, 
rience; and all who are conversant with it is probable that the results will be fatal. 
the melancholy tendency of the disease, Therefore, in fever, although the patient be 
when once developed, will discover, in the attacked apparently by inflammation of the 
plain statements of Dr. T., the lessons of a brain, causing delirium, &.c., don't deplete, 
wise, judicious physician; and no other but steadily support the patient by food 
could have produced a practical 1uide like and small and repeated doses of brandy or 
the one !!oder. COJ!sideration. Cop!e.i are to wine, say a teaspoonful or--tableeP.~ful 
be bad 10 tbis city at Messrs. Ticknor & every hour or two~1tizlllhe Bifi?~, c1ple 
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must be remembered in affections of the until complete cincbonism is produced, 
lungs, heart, and digf'.sth·e organs. All or namely, singing in the ears and deafness. 
some one of them may be attacked by ap· In robust cases, before the accession of the 
parent inflammation, but don't deplete if fever, one blood-letting often gives tempo
you see typhus present. On the other rary relief. (Mr. E. Hare, p. 3~6.) 
band, boldly gh·e food and stimulants, till • . 
rou see the brown tongue assume a health· _GOUT, Acute . ...,-Apply pure sp1~1ts of 
1er aspect, notwithstanding the apparent '!me to the pa~t hr me_ans. of a piece of 
inflammatory symptoms, as it is the rarest hnt, and co\'er it vnth 011 silk. (Dr. Gool
tbiog possible for real inflammation to co· den, p. 4:'.>.) 
exist with fever. (Dr. W . Stokes, p. Chronic G01tt and Rheumatiam.-Mh 
17-24.) :! j. of carbonate of foda with a bread 

Where the secreting surface is not easily poultice and apply this hot every night 
disorganized, we may try, by stimulating it, (Dr. J . R. Bennett, p. 41'>.) 
to aid in the elimination of the poison. p H Give turpen-
This we may fulfil by emetics. Ipecacuan ~IPUBA EMO_RRHAOICA.- b. th 
is the emetic to be preferred in 3 j doses of till;~ in the fo~low1.ng manner: ~P· tere in ... 
the wine. It should be given during the ~ lJ. sacchan alb1, l'ulv_. acac1e. aa 3 ~J.; 
early stages, while nausea already exists as unct. l~~and. comp. ~ J; aqua. ~n!. ~ 
a symptom. Fever terminates commonly ad 3 vu3. -~·fiat mistura. 3 J· 
in four ways ; 1st. The patient may be (Dr. G. Wilhs, l'· 49.) 
struck do\Vn at .once and die by the shock; RHEUMATISM.--Almost all the salts which 
2nd. He -~ay d~e from the fiyst to the ~c- act on the kidneys are useful. Lemon-juice 
on~ week; m this c~se t~ere 1s great .f~brile seems to be useful chiefly by acting on the 

· ac~ton , encl the p~t!1~nt dies by phremt1s, ur kidnevs, and from the i;upercitrate of soda 
th~s ~rhu.ps con10111ed to some other com- or poiass which it contains; for the same 
pltca11on. 3rd. The cert'bral symptoms reason we mar gh·e citrate of a~mon.ia. 
may appear more gradually, a~ at t~e end and nitrate 0 pot ass. Dr. Goldrng Bud 
~t. the secof?d week, cor;nmen~rng with de- prefers acetate of potass. He gives half an 
hnum, and tf fatal, en~mg with coma. Jn ounce, largely diluted , in divided doses ev
th~ 4th class, he may die at the end of t~e ery twenty· four hours. (Dr. G. Bird, p. ~3.) 
~htrd, fourth, or fifth w~k, the asthema Dissolve 3 Hi . of nitrate of potass tn 8 
mc~stn~, an~ accom,Pamed, perhaps, _by pint of water, let the whole be taken dur
sbc1fic mtes~mal les1~'?· ~n the thtrd mg the twenty-four hours. By tb\s dose, 
c ass, ":l~ere ':1olent delmum 1s prese'?t , we gastric and renal irritatio'? is avoide.d, and 
must gne opium and apply cold atrus1on to the patient does not get disgusted with the 
the shave'? head. The opium may be guard- drug as he-is apt to do when the quantity 
ed wit~ 1pecacuan. 1f .coma comes on, taken is two or three ounces io the same 
large blisters 1_nay be npphed. The strength period. (Dr. Rowland p. 41.) 
must be sustained on the plan of Dr. Todd. • 
by giving i-mall quantities of brandy and Chronic Periosttal.-Dr. Basham ha.so&-
water and bo•ef-tea at frequent and short served that in cases of chronic perioi;tetl 
intervals, and it must be especially observ- rheumatism. where the patient has hen 
ed that severe febrile symptoms do not con- benefited by iodide of potassium. at some 
tra-indicate this method. Jn the fourth anlecedent period he has been salivated. by 
class we must relieve the pain and tympan- mercury; whereas if no salivation has pie
itis in the bowels and peritoneal cavitv by "iously occurre1l, he has found the iodide of 
turpentine stupes. A turpentine enema potassium of little or no etff:ct. This d~ 
may be also ghen in the following form: !'are may depend npon the imp~nation (If 
Spirit of turpentine, thirty minims ; tine- the system bv mercury, or from the syphil· 
ture of catechu, two drathms; tincture of itic virus. If the former. iodide of pot~ 
opium, fifteen minims, to be adtied to :! ij. sium is the remedy; if the latter, alteratitt 
of df'coction of starch. (Dr. W . Brinton, doses of some mild preparation of mercwy. 
p. 26-33.) (Dr. R. W. Basham, p. 4:'.>.) 

Tropical Fever and DyBentery.-When 
the remissions are imperfect, and thf're is 
acute congf'stion of some important abdom
inal or othf'r organ, give quinine (in Bj . 
doses) from 3 j . to 3 ij. daily. The more 
•cute the svmptoms and the 11'1'8 the remie· 
Fiona, the larger and f'arlier should be thf' 
doses. These dose.s should be continued 

ScARLATINA.-When coma exists after 
or during an attack of gcarlatina., the eltc
tro-galvanic battery has been found SU('· 

cessful, the same es in cases of poi~onin~ 
by opium. At the same time a flexible 
tube may be p&Sfed into the stomach. and 
port wine and ~1.h.~~ }, ~r~1ctfl.f (Dr. P. 
J. Murphy, La'ifod, ?A:pn l, l~, • 360.) 
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AFFECTIONS OF THE NERVOUS was gradually cured by the patient perse-
SYSTEM. vering in taking the following, in the form 

. ol a draught, three times a day: Tinct. 
CEREBRtTls.-When !ever 1s p~<:ent, of a ferri sesq. m xv.; tinct. cantharid. m. iv.; 

typhus charac;ter, don t. be .afnud of .t~ and tinct. aloes m. 11, (Dr. Rowland 
symptoms ol inflammation 1n the exh1b1- p 68 ) ' ' 
tion of wine. When typhus is present, · · 
there may seem to be local inflammation TETANUs.-Belladonna may be given in 
either in the brain, he.art, or other organs, large doses. Give one grain every two 
but this is not real inflammation, and will hou1'8, and increase this dose to one and a 
really be a~ravated by depletion. (Dr. W. half grains, using also occasionally a sup
Stokes, Ed111. Mt:d. and Surg. Jour. April pository with three grains in it. Watch 
1, 18:>4, p. 364.) the pupil; if it dilate, gradually desist 

. • from the belladonna. (Mr. Booth Eddison, 
HEADACHE.:-S1mple co!1gestlve headache Med. Times and Gazette April l~ 18:>4 

and other pamful affections of the head p 378 ) ' ' ' 
mav be relieved by what is called •traction,' · • 
or dry cupping. The spine, and if neces- AFFECTIONS OF THE RESPIRATORY 
sary, the whole back is s8le8flld with sper- ORGANS. 

·maceti ointment. The cupping glass is 
then exhausted and fixed on any given spot; AsPHYXIA of in/anta.-Galvanism is most 
it moves with facility over the anointed useful in exciting respiration in this condi
surface, acting powerfully as it goes along. tion. (Dr. Barnes, p. 266.) 
This is very useful in hysterica~ headache. AsTHMA.-Twenty drops of Chloroform 
(Dr. P. J. Murphy, Lancet , Aprtl 1, ISM, inhaled in the handkerchief and repeated 
P· 360.) carefully, taking care not to produce stupe-

Neuralgic and hysterical headache gener- faction, produced marked rehef in a case of 
ally depends on subacute ovaritis, and at- asthma. (Dr. R. Reynolds, p. 63.) 
tacks the left side of the scalp, shooting Ten minims of tincture of lobelia, with 
from the neck to the forehead and not vice sedatives, expectorants, or stomachics, is 
versa, as in odontalgia. Use the following very useful in chronic bronchitis, with tend
remedies according to circum;;tauces: open ency to paroxysmal asthma. 
the bowels well and rellularly; use the cold "' B n oaked ·1n a so 
h . b h b th9 • • .nervous.- row paper s • ip- at or sea a mg; a .srnaptsm or Jution of nitrate of :potash and burnt in the 
bhster to _the ba.ck of t~e ne~k '· bellado~na room of an asthmattc patient will give in
plast~r .wtt~ a httle ?p1um ID it: Tomes, slant relief. The following pharmaceuti
~ qumme 11? a soluttou o~ valenan i vale- cal paper is still better : Pasteboard broken 
nanat~ of zmc half a gram three times a ilown in hot water. four ounces; nitrate of 
~y wllh '?ne dro.P of cre~sote; sulphate .of otash, two ounces; belladonna, stramoni
non combrned 'Y1th va)enan and amm~ma, P d' ' tn · lobelia i flata all in nowder 
or the ammomated tmcture of valenan · um. igt eis, . n • .t' • 
morphine in doses of one-~ixth or one quar: each twenty grams ; myrrh and ohbanum, 
t r of a grain to relieve the pain if other of each two an~ a half drachi_n~· Incorpo· 
e d' r.·1 D M h'La rateallthesew1ththepaste, d1v1dethemass 

reme ies i6' · ( r. P. J · urp Y' ncet, into sheets of the thickness of three lines; 
May 20, SM, P· MO.) dry and divide in little square pieces. Bum 

NEURALGIA.-Where the simple carbon- them in little saucers in well shut up room. 
ate of iron fails to give relief, give the sub- (M. Carrie, p. 93. ) 
carbonate of iron and manganese. (Dr. S. H 1 In h mo ha r. om the p s M d T. d Gaz De 10 EMOPTYS s.- e rr ge 1r 

• peer, e · imes an ·• c. • lungs preceding tubercular deposit , we 
1853, P· :>99.) should not alwavs be in haste to check it. 

SoLAR PLExus.-For exhaustion of ner- as it may relieve congestion. We should 
vous power of the Solar Plexus, give the determine the blood rather to other organs, 
following, varying it according to the re- than give direct astringents. Alum dis
quirements of individual cases: Chloroform solved. in the mouth is one of the best as
and tincture of ginger, of each half an tringents. Take up powdered gum arabic 
ounce; aromatic spirit of ammonia, two and of white sugar, each three drachms, 
drachms; mix. Twenty.five drops to be powdered tragacanth one and a half drat hms, 
taken thrice daily in a wineglassful of milk. catePhu three drachms. rose water sufficient 
(Prof. Osborne, p. 71.) to form sixty lozenges. 

SENRATION.-A case of loss of sensation HOOPING COUGH. -As hooping-cough 
from Hysteria in a young woman, aged 2~. seems to be the elimination-of some ;poison 
which various remedies failed to r.ilieve, in the blood, we musteencle&· o t lia an 
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antidote to it. As we know of no anti- : aromatic waters. If there be restleasDM8 
dote:, we are obliged to let the patient coudt : and pain, odd forty minims of laudanum. 
the disease away, guarding him against tile I A quarter of this mixture to be given every 
bad conllfl:lluenc::es, ancl protecting him from two, three, or four hours according to the 
the complications. The diseue is not an urgency of the Tomi ting and purging. It 
inftammatory condition of any part, there- may be given in a cup of thin gruel, nearly 
fore any anuphlogistic treatment does harm , cold. If rejected. it may be repeated in ten 
lty weakenin~ the patient and impoverish-I minutes. No food should be taken for b.df 
ing the blood. The first thing is to guard an hour afterwards. (Mr. R. H. White
agdinst bronchitis and pneumonia, tiy a1-JI man, Assoc. Med. Journal, Du. 2, l~, 
fording a well-regulated tern perature. Then p, 1063.) 
we must uphold the strength by keeping 1 1. The "rice water" vomit and purging 
the patient well nourished. The chest may j require to be energetically subdued by qui
be alto sronged with water onoe or twice nine, sulphuric and other acids, cieesoce, 
a day; o remedies, the sedative, anti-s~-1 nitrate of silver. and such like remediea.
modic class is the best for allaying the 1rri- 2. In actual and threatened colla...,e, exter-

• tability of the parts, as the preparations of nal warmth, stimulant embrocations, attd 
opium, henbene, conium, belladona, and: those internal stimulants which act on die 
hydrocianic acid. Depressing drugs sho11ld: capillaries, are of signal benefit. 3. In re
be avoided, 88 tartar emetic and ipeeacuan.; action, and during convaleEc:ence, local in
Tbe careful inhalation of chloroform de-1 ftammatioos and congestion requi~ to be 
eenes a trial, but only in small quantities. guarded against or subbued; and rational 
Splashing the chest with cold water is also · means must be adopted to restore the~ 
.aluahle, taking care not to wet the head, tions of the liver, kidneys, and skin, but 
and that the temperature of the room be particularly of the two former. 4. Lastly, 
warm when it is done. (Dr. R. B. Todd, though not of less importance, tbe character 
p. 82.) of the feyer should be modified, and a repe

l.et a few drops of chloroform be inhal- tition of the paroxysm guarded against, bf 
ed on a handkerchief. when the attack is change of air, or by the administration o( 
felt coming on. (Dr. F. Churchill, p. 84.) quinine, which, in the majority of cases, 

PaTa1818, Diarrhaa of.-Gi ve five grains from the nistence of anemia, ought to be 
of trinsi1rate of Lismuth combined with conjoined with iron. (Dr. Cormac, ANoc. 
three grains of gum arnbic, and two of mag- Med. lour. Nov. 11, 18:J3, P· 993.) 
nesia, every four or siJ. hours. (Dr. T. DYsPEStA, fr<nn Drfectivt. Ac:tion of Ez-
Thom pson, p. 92.) crtting Organ5.-Enjoin a light and sim pie 

diet, with water for drink, fresh air and ex· 
ercise, and medicines that increase tbe e
cretions of the liYer, kidney, and bowels. 
Blue pill and black draught do well enough 
for stron~ people. In other cases, 1 ~ graial 

NiK.ht ptrspirationa o/.-Give four grains 
or oxide of zinc, alld four grains of extract 
of byosciamus, made into pills, every night 
for a time. Dr. T. Thomtts, p. 92) 

AFFECTIONS OF TllE DIGESTIVE of i;esqu1carbonate of soda, and as modi 
ORGANS. potasaio·Lartrate of soda as will act gentlr 

on the bowels, may be given. To relien 
CHOLEB.\.-lmmediately wrap the patient j the acidity, fifteen grains of the bicarbonate 

In a sh~t wrung out of boiling water with of soda or the bicarbonate of potash ~J 
a dry blanket over the sheet. The purging be given two or three times a day, two OT 

~s to ~ check~d by api;>ropriate l!leans; if three hour~ after th~ principal meals. At 
it continue, w1 th vomttmg and thtrst, large the same time keepmg up a free action of 
quantities of cold water are not allowed; 1he Mwels hy blue pill, or colocynth with 
but small quantities of iced water, or por- hen bane. If total abstinence is not feasi· 
tioos of ice. Afterwards, be may have a ble, the best drink ia pale sherrl or ~ndy 
tt>aspoonful of brandy and half a wine- largely diluted with water. f we haw 
glassful of soda-water every five or ten min- oxalic acid deposit and freedom from "4 
utes; or ten minims of laudanum in soda- deposit, the beat remedy is the nitro-muri
w11ter, with or without brandy, 88 it may atic acid, ei~ht to twenty minima of eedl 
1uit the stomach. A solution of the nitro- twice a day 10 a glass of water half an boar 
muriatic acid is usful sometimes, given with before breakfBBt and half an hour befoa 
a little syrup of poppies. (Mr. Barwell, dinner. If there bea red deposit, boweTeJ, 
Monthly Journal, Jan. 18:>4. p. 00.) from lithic acid or lithate of ammonia. 

Mix from 3 ss. to 3j. of the undiluted give. instead of the mineral add , the ou
nitrious acid, :dccordin~ to the seventy of bonate or aromatic spirit of ammonia.
the symptoms. in fro1113 iY. to 3 vj. of11ome Sugar in this kintl . of~ s ouJ..tl s much 

u~1zeo y ---... o't 
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as pos&ible be aYoided. (Dr. G. Budd, acids. These do for oxalte of lime what 
p. 98.) the alkalies do for uric acid deposits. Give 

Sll»oandlmptefect Digutitm.-Wemust each .acid .separately. Gi.ve the ~ilute sul
first give remedies which iucreaee the ftow ph.unc ac:1d w~en an a~tn~gent is want~d, 
of gastric juice. Tht: diet and 1-.bits must as1n colh9111111ve pre.spuation, menor!hagt~, 
be regulated. Tbe stomach must not be hemoptys1s,and diarrhea: hydrochloric acid 
opplll88ed by new bread, tough meat, or when di~estion ~.uire~ assisting. The 
malt liquors; and bodily fatigue, and ne"· sto~acb !ibera~ .his actd ~or the pur_pose 
ous exau<Jtion must be avoided. Half to of digestion. Give both this and the dilute 
two grains of ipecacuan; three or four grains sulph~ri~ ad~ before the meals: Give _di
of rhubarb, or these with a grain of capai lute m.tnc acid "'.h~n the secret1~n reqmres 
cum in a pill, may be given before dumer. to be. inc!'&.~; 1t 1e. the opposite .of s~l
Salt and mustard are also stimulants.- phum· aetd m Ill action. Sulphunc acid, 
Ipecacuan would seem to be the most therefore, astringes; hydrochlonc J?romotes 
powerful of any of these. A glass of digestion ; nitric: prom~tes secretion. To 
water and a lump of auger after a meal pre,·ent these acids a~ung on the teeth, 
will sometimes relieve the uneasiness. The wash t~e m?~th out wuh. a . teaspoonlul of. 
muriatic and nitro-muriatic acid takea half aromallc ayuu of ammonia ma ht tie water 
an hour before meals are also useful. Al· immediate y after taking them. They 
kalies must not be gh·en, as they weaken should all be taken on a~ em~ty stomach. 
the gastric juice. If the food undergoes (Dr. Bence Jones, l'tlttlical Timu, May 6, 
fermentative changeg, and sulphuretted hv- lSM, p. 4M.) 
drogen is given off, producing belchings HEMORRHOIDs.-ln useing nitric acid. the 
like rotten eggs, half a minim of creasote strongest possible should be procured, not 
may be given in a pill at the time of meals. that which is kept by the chemists. 1'he 
If the fermentative change be accomplish- best way for applying the acid is by using 
ed by distemnons and e.uctations of indo- some instrument which will encircle the 
rous gas (carbonic acid, nitro-muriatic ac- baEe of the tumors, hC>ld them in their sit
i~ and th_e stimulant dinner pills just me:n· uation. and sufficiently press upon them so 
t1oned will be useful_. If. the fermentatn·e 118 to prevent hemorrhage. It necessary, 
change produce lactic: acid. thei:i w~ have any portions of the tumors may be removed, 
every th1Dg. taken tu.ming toac1d; ID th1ec~ the parts wiped dry, and the 1tcid at once 
we must g1,·e alka_hes. and before meals bis· applied to the surface. There are two 
mutb and magnesia, an1l brace the walls of classes of th~e tumors one which is soft 
the stomach wi~h the mineral acids, especi- and vascular and very hable to bleed, and 
ally the sulphuric .. (Dr. G. Budd, p. 94. another which is firmer and which does not 
~en the ~ood hes heavy o~ the stomach. bleed. For the first the best treatment is 

as 10 peopl.e m t~e turn of hfe, w~o lead thenitricaridapplication. but for the second 
sedt:ntary 11'·es. give small doses. of ipecac- the nitric acid 1s not sufficiently strong.
uan.a, f~om a quart~r of a _gram to two For these Mr. Lee has invented 11 pair of 
grams. in !he morn!ng fastmg, !!<> as. to broad forceps (see diagram, page 219) by 
caue_e a shdit feeling of verm1culattng which he grasps the tumor, and a portion 
motion of tlie stomach.' but not to cau~ of it near , he operator is removed with the 
nausea, and gradually mcrease the dose 1f curved knife The cut surf•1ce is then 
neceiary ; one grain may be mixed with touched with the acid or with the actual 
two grains of rhubarb, and give ju~t be- cautery, and the parts returned into their 
fore meals. Small ~oses of rhubarb, ~mger. natural position. If the portion cannot 
ano~ pepper; one gram of .rhubarb wuh one be protruded, then Mr. Lee has ope!'8~ed 
~ID of carenne . pel?per 10 the form of a in another way. A rectum speculum IS m
p1ll, also give rehef in these cases. troduced having 8 slide; the opening is ap-

Pain/vl ~ution.-Bismuth is one of plied against the ~umor, and when the tu
the best .medietnes when pein or cramp ic- m_or ~as bnlgeft m to the spttulum. the 
compame~ digestion, and where there are slide 1s plared 10 the.groove and tht• tumor 
no ulC"erahC?n. It restrains undue secretion, ~rmly he.Id between 1t and the .re~t ?f the 
and thus ~1fl'ere from ipecacuanaha, which 10strum~nt; A long nanow k01fe1s.rntro
promotes 1t. It is best given a short time duced wllhm the speculu~, .a P'?rt1on of 
befort meals, ex. 1t., ten grains three times the tnmor cut off and the mtnc acid or the 
a day. (Dr. G. Budd, p. lOr>.) actual cautery applied. (Mr. H. Lee, fl· 

AccompanUd witla Oralatt of LiJM in 217 ·) 
tlu Urint.-A 110lld animal diet with littlP. Mr. Steel relates a ca1e of this diEease, 
bread and veget1 blea, no fruit, very little which be treated succeesfull by the gal
IUWlr, or v~etable acid. Give the mineral vanic cau\ery. (Pv,~Jby oog(e 
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TAENIA.-Give tannic acid. This we 
might infer from analogy would be bene
ficial from its ection on gelatine and albu
men, both of which these parasities con
tain. (Prof. Osborn, p. 119.) 

The seeds of the pumpkin contain a 
fixed oil ; half an ounce of this given twice 
a day, followed by an ounce of castor oil, 
has proved very effectual. (Prof. Patter
son, p. 120.) 

ON THE PURITY OF ALCOHOL. 

BY EDWARD N. KENT. 

In a recent investigation which required 
the use of alcohol perfectly free from fusil 
oil, I was led to suspect that nitrate of sil
ver could not be depended upon as a test 
for this substance, and upon mixing pure 
fusil oil with pure alcohol, verified my sus
picion. Nitrate ofi;ilver is not reduced by 
fusil oil, even by boiling, but it is true that 
alcohol frequently contains other or~anic 
substances by which nitrate of silver 1s re
duced when mixed with it and expoEed to 
heat and light. Most of these substllnces 
can be removed by simple distillation, but 
fusil oil cannot be removed in this manner, 
and consequently this substance constitutes 
the most usual an.I injurious impurity in 
all commercial alcohol. To detect its 
presence I find that pure sulphuric acid is 
the best end most convenient test, and 
as I am not aware that this acid has before 
been used for this purpose, I will proceecl 
to describe the method of using it as a tes~ 
for fusil oil. 

It is well known that when concentrated 
sulphuric acid is mixed with fusil oil that 
a dark purple mixture is produced, with 
the formation of l'Ulpho-amylic acid. This 
fact forms the bllsis of the test for fusil oil. 
When pure sulfhuric acid is added slowly 
to pure alcoho , the mixture re ' ains per
fectly colorless; but if it be added to alco
hol containing the least trace of fusil oil , 
the mixture becomes colored in proportion 
to the amount of impurity. 

The most convenient method of applv
ing this test is to fill a small test tube to 
one half its capacity with the spirit to be 
tested ; the tu be is then to be filled with 
pure concentrated sulphuric acid, which 
must be added very slowlv, otherwise thf' 
heat produc.-ed will cause. the spirit to boil 
and project the acid violently from the ti•bf'. 
If the spirit is impure, the mixture will 
immediately become colored, and if but 
slightly so, it is best to examine it by look
ing down through the open e.ml of the tube. 
The color if any, becomes deeper on stand
ing some hours, but generally a few min-

utes will suffice to determine as to the pu
rity of the spirit under consideration. 

I have tried the above test on spirits of 
different strength, from absolute alcohol to 
proof spirit, and find that the wate1 in the 
latter does not pen.eftibly affect the t.1'8t, 
when the quantity o sulphuric acid used 
is equal to that of the spirit to which it is 
added.-N. Y. Journal. of Pharm.a.t.y. 

SYRUPS OF ELDERBERRIES (SAM
BUCUS CANADENSIS) AS A SUB
STITUTE FOR THE COMPOUND 

SYRUP OF SARSAPARILLA. 

BTW. H. WORTHINGTON, OF WEST CBl:STER, 
PA. 

There being much dis:satis:faction attend
ing the use ot the compound syrup of i;ar
saparilla in the bends of some physicians, 
th1i syrup of elderberries was recommended 
to my n01ice bv Dr. Benjamin H. Stratton, 
of Mount Holi v, N. J .. who for some ,·ears 
has been in the.habit of using it in all eaSP.S 
of disease in which an alterath·e action 
upon the system was desired, and for which 
:he sarsaparilla is us:ually emplo~ed . In 
the treatment of gout. chronic rheumatii;m, 
erupth·e and syphilitic affection!', he has 
used it combined with the iodide of potas
sium, with marked benefit. The formula 
used by him is the following: 

~ Juice of elderberries, 0 xvj. 
Sugar crystal, lb xvj. 

Mix and b01l to a syrup; after allowing 
it to cool, add to every pint of syrup one 
ounre of the best fourth proof French brandy 
bottling and keeping in a cool place. 

Dose. from a desert to a tablespoonful 
three times a day. 

Flattering myself that an impro,·ement 
could be made in the preparation of the 
above syrup without injury. I have prepar
ed a compound syrup of elderbtlrries, con
taining some, if not all. of the most active 
ingredients of the compound syrup of sar11-
aparilla ( Giiaiaci lifnum. and Senn~ fol.); 
by this means, as think, incr~asing the 
alterative virtues of the syrup, ghing it a 
more marked and active character in the 
treatment of gout, rheumati;m, &c., than 
it possessed without them. To this syrup 
may be added the iodide of potassium to 
suit the views of those prescribing. The 
formula is as follows: 

~ Juice of eldt>rberries. 0 xvj. 
Sugar crystal. lb.x'"i· 
Guaiacum wo01i. ~iv. 
Senna leaves, ~iii. 

Put the senna! fol. and the ~uaiec li~. in 
three pints of water, boil-in it do1:wn one

Dig1t1zed by 'Li og e 
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half, and strain. Put the juice and sugar quality c;ensibly increaSE'd. until it was 
in a kettle, piece it on the fire, and when clearly shown both in the Urinean.d sa~iva; 
it comes to a boil add the d'leoction of gua· and as the patient convalesced, it d1sap
iac. lig. and senn111 fol., allow il to boil to peared entirely, and the iodede o! potassium 
a syrup, when it must be taken otf, strain- was found abundantly in the i;aliva. In 
ed, and let to cool. To eve~y pint of syrup • ase :>, we did not suspect the existence of 
add one ounal of the best fourth proof lead-poisoning until after the patient had 
French brandy, bottling, and keeping in a been put upon treatmt'nt for constitutional 
cool place. syohilis. While under this treatment, a 

Dose, the same as preceding. well-defined ·blue line' appeared upon the 
The syrup of elderberries is given to the gums. The urine was then examined, and 

profession chiefly upon the recommenda· found to contain lead. 
tion of Dr. Stratton, whose skill and expe· ·•Of twenty-three cases treated by the 
rience as a practition~r is entitled to the iodide of potassium. sixteen hue ~n dia
confidence of his medical brethren. If, a~ charged cured. and th"e so far relieved as 
he believes, it possesses more certain and to be able to ruume their ordinary duties; 
prompt remedial virtues as an alternative four are still under treatment, and are grad· 
than sarsaparilla, it ought to be added to uall.v improving. Thirteen of the paties;its 
our catalogue of officinal articles. The suffered from lead colic, complicated with 
difficulty of obtainin~ at all times good neuralgia . arthralgia, &c., four had paraly
sarsaparilla, and especially in the country. sis of the wrist, and in six the paralysis 
incrt'.ase the claim of this syrup upon our was ~eneral."-Ntw York Md. Timu, 
tural practitioners, who can command with Feb. 18:>4. 
facility, and in great abundance, the mate · 

1oa~~:i~ts preparation.-Charluton Mtd. EMPLOYMENT OF GLYCERINE IN 
DISEASES OF THE SK.JN. 

LEAD DISEASE TREATED BY THE 
IODIDE OF POTASSIUM. 

Dr. H. S. Sw1FT states that the treatment 
of saturine poisoning by iotlide of potassi· 
um, has been tried in the New York Hos 
pita! in 23 cases, and '!ith highly satisfac
tory results. "In 13 mstances the urint' 
was submitted to chemical analysis, and tht
investigation has established the fact that 
the lead may be eliminated from the system 
by the iodide of potassium, and found in 
the urine. In no case was the iead detected 
before the a1lministration of the remt'dv. 
The chemical analysis were made by Prof. 
Outram. and tht. results of hisexperimentf 
are perfectly reliable. 

"All the patients begun to improve rapid· 
ly after this treatment was adopted, thou~h 
they had previously resisted the ordinarv 
means. No bad effects resulted from the 
long-continued use of the remedy. In two 
cat:es, as M. Meisens suggests may occur. 
the symytoms were at first slightly aggra 
vatell-one of them was profuselv salh·ateri 
while under treatment . and the other slight
ly so One patient also suffered from cory 
za and gastric disturbance for a few days : 
but the treatment was onlv suspended for~ 
short time. One patieni was under the 
influence of the iodicle of potassium for 
six months, one for five and a half, and an· 
other four months. 

•·In case 6, the urine was examined short· 
ly after treatment was commenced, 11nd 
merely a trace of lead was detected. The 

M. Cap read a notice on glycerine, which 
he asserted was serviceable in most affect
ions of the 8kin . It penetrates easily into 
the pores. softens the surface, cica trii:es fis
sures and openings. Its usage is indica1ed 
in all cutaneous diseaEea whkh fatty sub
stances would irritate. Excellent effects 
have bet'n observed from it in eczema. zona, 
acne, icthuosis, and it is much preferable to 
the oil of Cade or the lotions of (corrosi\'e 
sublimate) . Glycerine can be employed 
simply, or addt'd to various medicaments. 
It unites in all portions with water used for 
burns and other wounds, it preserves them 
from exposure to air, and keeps tht'ir edges 
in a supple and moist state. When it is 
added to cataplasms, it keeps them in a 
moist state, and. which is important. it pre
vents their borders adhering to the receiY· 
ing surfaces. 

Glyt-erine can be added to aqueous and 
alcoholirfluid. being also incorporated with 
lard. ointments, pomades. and soaps. It 
can serve as a basis for liniments and em
brocations. It can be united to extracts, 
tinctures, medicated wines, and thus can 
serve in almost all medicinal compounds 
and thoi:e employed in !'<urgery. adding to 
each substance its soothing, Ft"dath·e, soft
ening properties upon the tiel'ues, end dis
posing them to the absorption of the mt'di
cinal substRnces to which it is united. This 
substance should, therefore, form the ba!>is 
of a new class of remedies, to which we 
may give the name glycerol.-(Journ. de 
Mtd. et. de Chir. ifrifif!~~i~ bgle 
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TAPEWORM EXPELLED BY INFU- attributing the color to cyanosis. At the 
SION OF PUMPKIN SEEDS. expiration of one hour, the second child wu 

born, and had •ery light-colored hair, fair 
BYD. LEASURE. M. D., OF NEWCASTLE, PA. skin, and blue t'yell, which made their COD• 

Mary, ---, aged 28, unmarried, has tnst very striking. 
been delicate all her life, and for fifteen The condition of the mother and chil
yea rs subject to severe crampintp; pains of the dern was such. that ther required medical 
abdomen, accompanied sometimes by ob- treatment for several weeks, during which 
stinate vomiting. About ten years since, time I marked the great d1trerence between 
she noticed that she passed portions of tape- the children with peculiar interest. 
worm, of lengths varying from a single After the recovery of the woman and her 
joint up to many feet, end, tf the statements children. eeeing the African characteristics 
of the patient and ht'r mother are to be re- moreand more developed, I asked the moth
lied 011, sometimes half filling an ordinary er to give me a correct relation of the cir
chamber-mug. Her mother had also, at an cumstances connected with her conceptioa, 
early period of her Ii fe. been a victim to a &c. 
tapeworm, which had bP.en expelled by a After some hesitation, she gave me the 
secret vegetable remedy. probably malt fern following history of her cue: She aid 
given her by a worm doctor. that fi.,·e days after the cessation of her last 

My attention was called to Mary's case menstruation, she had sexual intercourse 
eometime in lest February, while in attend· with the white man, whom she considered 
ance on her sister for another disease; but the father of the white child. Three days 
ftom some cause not necessarv to mention, thereefter,makingeight dare after menstru-
1 did not prescribe till last week. I had ation. she co-habited with a uegro man, 
intended to US£ the male fern or kousso, or who she said was the father of the other 
both: but not havmg access to either of child. Sheassuredmethat thiswastheonlJ 
them in a fresh state, I determined to wait coitus shl' bad with the negro man for more 
till they could be procured from Philadel- than one month after she menstruated. If 
phia. While thus waiting, I noticed in this be true, she conceived at that tirnt'. 
one of the journals a report of a cue of The precise period of her other conception 
tamia expelllld by the use of emulsion of is less definite, in consequence of the fact 
pumpkin-seeds. Curiosity, more than the that she had connection with the father of 
expectation of success, prompted me to the white child, at different times, during 
give it a trial. I directed a pint of the the month following he last menstruation. 
bruised ireeds to be infused in three pints of &uJMm Med. and Surg. Journal.June, 
boiling water, and left over night, the whole ISM. 
to be taken during the next day, the patient 
fasting in the mean time. 

ON A NEW METHOD OF PRESERV
ING ANATOMICAL AND PATHO

LOGICAL SPECIMENS. 

BT JOHN R. BRINTON. Jil. D. 

On the morning of the 9th of May, the 
patient commenced its use, and in the after
noon experien~d the most violent cramps 
and pains in the llowels for several hours ; 
and on the morning of the 10th she passed 
t>leven feet of the paresit.P, including the The preservation of the animal tissues, 
bead. as provt>dby obFl'rvation undl'r the in such manner as to present unchan&ed, 
microscope. The animal was entirelv dead their normal and abnormal relations, has 
:when void1~d from the bowel, and is a most ever been an object of study and interest to 
beautiful spedmen of a tamia. the practical Anatomist, the Pathologist 

and the Surgeon. But as yet, all atlt'mpts 
to retain, in an unaltered state, the size, 

TWINS OF DIFFERENT COLOR. shape and color ot parts, have to a certain 
degree been unsuccessful. 

Dr. A. F. ATrAWAT,ofMadisonCountv, Anatomical objects have hitherto been 
Geo .. records the following remarkable ex- preserved in one or two states, either wet or 
ample of this:- dried. Both of these methods are, howev-

Mrs. C--, a white woman, the mother er. inadequate; for if fresh animal tissllf8 
of three children, gave birth to twins on be immersed in alcohol, or any other anti
the 16th of January, an intern! of an hour septic fluid, thev become blanched in color, 
between the births. condensetl in structure, and consequently 

The first born was very dark. and bad modified in sir.e and shape. At the same 
every appearance of being of African pa- time. they preeent inconveniences for de
tern!ty. Not being willing to suggest such monstration. The method of preparation 
a thmg, I tried to ,explain the matter, by by drying is open to even 01e, ae · "~ob-

o,9111zed by 'U'u c.· 
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jections, sinre the parts are so shrivelled and arm and iorearm, a limb should be selected 
displaced as to convey but au imperfect idea which bas been previously injected with the 
of their primitive rela tiona. chloride ofzinc, arsenic or otheuntiEeptic so 

Now, since this shrinking of the tissues lotion. When the parts hne been sufficient
and their decomposition, depend most prob- ly e1.posed by dissection, the whole limb 
ably upon atmospheric influence. \t ruent- should be coated with the colorless solu
ly occured to me, that should I be able so tion of gutta percha: a transparent pellicle 
to exclude tbe air, 88 to cause all evapora- will then be left by the evaporation of the 
tions to cease, I would effectually prevent, benzole. This process should be repeated 
not only the desiccation of the part, but until a layer of considerable thickness is ob
also its decomposition. Acting u.Pon this tained. Upon the muscular mass, the gutta 
idea, I commenceJ a series of investigations; percha may be applied in much greaterquan
the success attendant upon which, up to tity. Should opacity here iesult it mat1ers 
the present time, has led me to submit the little, as in consequence of the blanching of 
results to the profession. the mueele, dependent upon the previoue 

My object beiog to encase hermetically antiseptic injection, an artificial coloring 
every portion of the specimens, I selected process will be necessitated. In p1epara· 
for my earlier experiments a solution of tions, however, of perfectly fresh mui;:cles, 
gun cotton in ether, and the onlinary collo- or of thoee which have been injected with 
dion. By the means of a brush, I applied Horner's eolution, this will not be the case. 
this carefully upon every portion of the The layers of gutta percha having been ob
external surface of the object to be preser- tained of sufficient thick.neee, it will be 
ved. The ether quickly evaporated, a thin desirable to apply next a coatiog of collod
pellicle of the cotton was left, coating the ion which has been filtered, and then mix
entire preparation. This pro1-ess was then ed with Venice turpentine. Thie prepara
repeated, and the preparation finished by tion possesses n-0 contracile powe?ll what
the application of socceesive la}ers of da- ever, but is of great body and coneistency. 
marra, copel a.nd shellac varnishes. It epliote, as it weie, the specimen securely, 

But it early became evident to me, that and ensures stability and firmnee& 
collodion was entirely unfitted for the pres- In order to impart a proper hue to thO£e 
ervation of the generality of specimens, es- muscles, whose color may have been 11ft'ect
pecially for those of any si7.e and bulk. It ed by the preceding process, I make USP of 
possesses too slight a degree of tenacitr, collodion stained with the wood of the Pte
and is liable to become fisaured. and to chtp roearpus santalinue, (the ordinary red saun
o1f; at the same time its tendency to form ders. ) Theresultin@color, when varnished, 
white opeque layers, when moisture is pre- simulates cloeely that of fresh muscles. The 
sent, renders it uDSuitable as a traDBparent sp~cimen should then be complett-d by the 
coating. I wu, therefore, obliged to make application of damarra and copal varnishes. 
use of some protective material, and for The adil'ose ti88ues, the tendons, facile, 
this purpose I selected gutta percha. This nervous and cutaneous surfaces will present 
l dissolved in beozole, adding at the eame almost the appearance of a rerent diSEee
time to the ~lution a few grains of caout· tion; the muscles alone will possess an ar
chouc in order to increue tbe elasticitv tificial color. and even this can be aToided. 
of the pellicle. By hi tl~ring the viscid dark .Each specimen should be mounted on a 
colored result through animal charcoal, a board separately, and I have found the most 
perfectly colorless solution may be obtained con,·enient method for ao doing, to C(•nsist 
which upon applicatioa deposits a tena- in the preparation first of its don:al surface. 
cioue film. The object should be placed upon the board, 

This film, unlike that left by the evapo- when the anterior surface, that intended for 
ration of the ethereal portion of the collo- inspection and e1.hibition, can be finished 
dion, evinces bat little ~ndency to opacit:t; in situ. I have also found it aviseable to 
and, indeed, for all practical purposes, may keep them covered by glass cases. The pe
be said 'to be perfectly transparent. The riod required for the preparation of an ob
tenacityof tbe thinnest pellicle is very great; iect by the aoove process does not exceed 
H poll8e8lleS sufficient elasticity, ia not Ii· five days. 
able to crack, and thus far has proven am· I have now in my possession specimene 
ply sufficient to prevent the occurence of of meat which have been presPrved bv the 
evaporation, shrinking and decomposition; p·eceding method 60 days, without having 
At the same time, by repeated applications been previously saturated by an antiseptic 
of the eolutioa. the coatin~ of gutta percha fluid. In one pttpuation which I haTe 
can be increued to any desirable thickness. examined. after removing the gutta percha 

To prepare a muscular specimen. as, for ca.t at the expiration of forty-five d11J'8 
example, one e1.hibiting the ielatioDS of the from its completion. n<r::,dpw1gp" · tion 
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whatevf!rhad taken place. Thefibersof the CALOMEL IN LARGE DOSF..s. 
muscle were, howe\·er, somewhat blanch· 
ed and afforded a slie:ht odor of the ben- A nursing child, sixteen months old, was 
zoie used in the preparation. Exposed to s!lccessfully treated recently, in Nevi: Yotk 
the air, decomposilion ensued at the expir- city, for cro~p, to wh?m 200 grams of 
ation of four or five days. ca_lo!'lel wa~ given. T_h1s amount was ad-

1 have prepared, in a similar manner, a nnmstered. tn ten gram doses every two 
number of specimens, not only of muscular, hour;S, until the bowels were acttid upon, 
but also of nervous tiSRues as the brain and m the space ofabout three days. None 
and spinal marrow. In the~ no shrinking of the specific effects of mercury were ob
has occurred, and no evidence of decom po- served. 
sition exists. On the contrary, the prepar- A case is also incidently mentioned in 
ations now present a harder, firmer and which a child took six drachms of calomel 
01ore natural appearance than at the date by mistake, without producing any notioe
ot their completion. In the nerrnus prep- able effects. 
~rat~o.ns the natural colot is retained •. and We knew a patient who took through 
ts v1s1ble through the trans~rent C?Btmgs. error of directions a very large dose of cal
l am at present engaged m makmg ap- omel· he said it produced an evacuation of 
plii;ation of the ~roce~ to the dre~r- two ~allons end a half from the bowels; 
v11t1on of pathological tissues, an '!Ith that 1s, a pail and piggin full .-N~ 
every prospect of success. I believe Journal of Mtdicint and Suri:ery 
also that botanical specimens may be pre- • 
sen·ed in a similar manner, and, mdeed. it 
seems to me not impossible, that. at some 
future day. an extension ofthismt.thod may MORTALITY IN PHILADELPHIA. 
be rendered subservient to the preservation of 
m!lats, and all fresh animal tissues. During the last year there were 9,700 in-

A longer period than has yet elapsed, is terments in Philadelphia and districts. The 
required, of course, to test fully the value principal cau51•s of death were Consump
of the above proceeding; at the same time tion, 1246 · Convulsions, :>43; Cholera Jn
the. results alresdy obtained seem. to me. so fantum, 399; Dysentery, 369; Scarlet Fe-
satisfactory. as to wa.rrant me m laymg ver, 388; Typhus end Typhoid Fevers, 363; 
them before the profess1on.-Med. E:ram. Yellow or Malignant Fever, 170; Inflam-

mation of the Lungs, 339; Small pox 64. 
The total number of deaths, compared with 

MEDICAL REFORM IN ENGLAND. the population . taking it at the lowest com
putation, 400.000, is about the ntio of one 

In a letter recently received from our to every forty-one of the inhabitants annu
frienrl , Dt. Simons, Birmingham, England, ally, more favorable than any other large 
we find the following account of the feel· city in the United States, but still not so 
ing of the mother countrv on the subject favorable as in London, with all its desti
of a reformation in medicine.-Soulhern tution, vice, and other sources of disease. 
Medical Reform.er. -Phia. Med. and Surg. lour. 

" The cause of medical botany is fast 
spresding in this country, meeting with 
great opposition from the faculty, but ta-
ken up and encouraged by.thousands of the THE SEEDS OF ASP ARAGUS A SUB-
people. The faculty introduced a new STATIVE FOR COFFEE. 
medical bill into Parliament, with a view 
of cru!lhing the cause of medical botany, Baron Liebig has discovered that the 8'eCfs 
but this will only bring it more. before t~e of asparagus contain large port!ons of tan
people, for thousands of them signed pett- nm annalogous to that which 1s found in 
tions, which were sent to Parliament, in coffee, and, therefore. may be found" a sub
opposition to the bill of the Faculty, in stitute for that delicious and univen::elly
whose practice they have no faith . A clep- adopted beverage. They have been tested in 
utation of the Botanic League waited upon England, and found to possess all the ricb
Lord Palmerston the other day, aud found ness, fiavor. and aroma of the best Mocha 
him quite favorable to the cause, which coffee. Thiswill beinterestinginformation 
will prosper in spite of all opposition. I to the consumers of coffee, as the imported 
have practiCPd thi'! system nearly eight article now command!< an exorbitant price 
years, and with great success, bating the in our markets, while the asparagus is easily 
license to kill in cases that have baftled the cultivated and prolific in its yields.-Boa-
moat skillful of the Faculty," ton Med. and Su.1[;,9{~tf! Y Google 
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WHY DO AMERICAN ECLECTICS acthe disease, besides a large nun1ber of 
REFUSE TO BLEED 7 cases in which chronic debility and the de-

We refuse to bleed, because we consider ficiency of blood c.onstituted the leading 
it unscientific. injurious to the constitu- symptoms. Physiciansgenerallyhaveleam
tion, and often dangerous to life. A phy· ed to tr~t a great porti~n of their cabeS of 
sician who takes charge of a patient, in the fever, without any bleeding. and but fe,r at 
course of a critical attack of disease, is the present day would be so stupid or bar
bound to do every thing which will pro· barous as to resort to the lancet for an at· 
mote his recol"erv, and to abstain from ev· tack of cholera, dropsy, tuberculous con
ery thing which will increase his debility, su~ption, delirium tremens, or simple in-
or break down that vital power upon which santt}'. . 
bis reco".ery depends. If other physicians. It ts .obvt?US that the ge!lera~ use o~ t?e 
th1ough 1gn<?rance and inexperience, urge a !ancet 1s go.mg out .of f~sh1on m all ?tv1l
measure which he knows to have injurious 1zed countnes, and tf tins reform continues 
and dan~erous effects, it is his duty to pro· tor the next fifty years, to as great an ex
test agarnst it, in order to protect the life tent as for the fifty 7ears past, bleeding 
of the patient, as he would protect the life will be entirely out o fashion by the end 
of his own brother, in a similar position. ol the present century; and the old-fash
A physician who is governed by these moral io~ed lancet will be almost as great a curi
principles, will not yield to fashionable oslly to the public as the cauterizing irons 
errors, and allow the life of a patient to from the days of Ambrose Pare. 
be sacrificed, while it is possible for him When so great a reform as this is in 
to prevent it. steady progress, men of intelligence and 

:i'he~ are m~ny fa~hions w~i.cb have pre- pn1ctical FBgacity oug~t not to wait for the 
\"&tied ID me1hcal science, ansrng from ig· slow proe;ress of fashion, but to find out 
norance and inexperience, and perpetuated what 1s right, and to introduce it at once. 
~y au~hority an_d . example, against which The !eform now in progress bas been, to a 
mtelhgP.nt ph1s1c1ans have arisen and by considerable extent, brought 11bout by the 
earnest opposition and remonstran~ have influence of those whose greater boldness 
sut'Ceeded in procuring t.he necessa~y re· and energy ha~ en~bled them to abandon at 
form. The barbarous fash10n of cauterizing o.nce an unscientific and dangerous prac-
wou?ds, ~nd closi~g divided arteries by t1ce. . . 
burnmg with a hot iron, was the universal The Eclectic Medical Reformers of Amer
fashion of the orthodox practice until the ica, for tht past twenty-five years. have 
bol~ ref?rmer, Ambrose Pare,' protested been .publicly teaching ~nd practicing the 
aga1~st it, and proved, by the triHl, that ~octrme, that the blood 1s one of the most 
artenes could be closed without burning, important parts of the human body, and 
by means of .a simple ligeture. Pare, of one w~ich should never be .sa?rificed under 
course, expenenced great opposition but any circumstances. For 1f 1t would be 
was soon triumphant; and el"ery eniight· barbarous to bleed a man in perfect health, 
ened physician of the preEent day should and thus enfeeble and undermine his con
be proud to follow his example, and co- stitution, it is still more barbarous to bleed 
operate in destroying or reforming the er- h!m when he has become debilitated by 
rors and barbarisms of medical science. disease, and less able to endure so debilita· 

We have not the slightest doubt that the ting a measure. During these twenty-five 
entire medical profession will, e1e long, re· years, this American non-depletory syc;tem 
gard the practice of bleeding sick and debil· of practice has been tested through all the 
1tattd in\"8lids, as not less absurd than the climates of our country, from Canada to 
old ~ash ion of applying the red-hot iron to i:e~u anti. California, by tbou.EBnds of prac
a pamful wound. A large portion of the ttttoners, m every class of diseases. This 
medical profession have already condemned vast llccumulation of experience, has but 
and rejected bleeding as a barbarism and a strengthened and rendered immovable the 
~ill larger .portion o_f the e~lightened pub· convi.ction. that the use of the l~nc.-et for 
l~c agree with them ID sentiment. The en- bleedmg, m the treatment of <hsease, is 
tue medical profession have been reforming nel"er, under any circumstances, requisite 
their practice, in this respect, for fifh· years for the benefit of the patient. On the con
past-bleeding less and less every year, as trary, it is very well known that in fevers, 
the "!orld g_rows more enlightened, but infl!lmmations, and all other diseaEes for 
changing tbetr course of treatmPnt 80 grad- which the lancet has been 1•rescribed, the 
ually that few are aware that an immtnse Eclectic practice has been vastly more suc
revolu_t~on has been accomplished. Twen· cessf!ll. than the practice of any class of 
tr. thirty, or forty tears ago, physicians phys1c1ans who resort to the lancet. Nay 
almost invariably b ed, in eYery case of more; we can. aseert, with qt fear of coa· 
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tradiction, that all over the world, the nearly tluee times as great as when the die
classes of physicians who have entirely re· ease was left to nature. 
purliated the lancet, have been, without Wherever the blood-letting treatment 
exception, much more successful than those has been subjected, by pbysidans or cbf!m
by whom the lancet has been retained. It ists, to a careful scientific investigation, 
is remarkable that all who have rejected the result bas proved that it has no power 
or laid aside tbe lancet-Hydropathists, to control inflammation, but, on the con
Chrono-thermalists, Homeopathists, &c., trary, by increasing the weakness and irri-

, continue to be satisfied 'vi th their change, tebllity of the constitution, it renders the 
and are nev.ir tempted, under any circum· inflammatory process more dangerous and 
steu~. to resort again to so destructive a destructive. 
measure. On the contrary, of those who Majendie, the distinguished French pbys
have been accustomed to use the lancet, al! iologist, in making the experiment upon 
taught by their professors, a large number dogs, of placing a ligature upon the large bil
are comrlled by experience to diminish its iary duct (ductuscholedochus). found that 
use, an some even abandon it entirely; the animals were invariably carried off by 
while others, dissatisfil'd with their results, attacks of inflammation of the peritoneum 
become entire skeptics as to the value of (peritonitis) . This in!ammation was, of 
medical science; or abandon their profes- course, to be treated in the orthodox fasb
sion in diEgust, unless they find relief in ion b1 blood-letting; and following up this 
some new system. Even the most ignorant doctnne, he determined, by bleeding 1n a.d
pretenders, without medical education, who vance, to prevent the development of in. 
merelv know how to ghe a few vegetable flammation entirelr. But instead of pre
remedies, and bathe and steam their pa- venting the peritonitis by this treatment, be 
tients, have had sufficient sut:CeSS. in many found the attacks to be greall~ aggravated. 
places, to secure a preference over well·ed- Reducing the blood to a more serous condi
ucated and scientific practitioners who fol- tion 011ly made the peritonitis worse, and 
low the practice of bleeding. when, in place of the blood withdrawn, be 

This unh·ersal practical superiority of injected water, the effects were only more 
the non-depletory system, over the old end injurious and fatal. Hent-e be honestly con
bloody doctrines of the profeasion, is a per- eluded that this mode of impoverishing the 
f~ct demonstration of the ne<.-essity of re- blood by the lancet was injurious. He 
form; and whenever a physician of candid says: "I do not hesitate to assert that the 
mind gives a fair trial to the two meth· anti-inflammatory bleeding ordinarily prac
od.11 of practice, he invariably decides ticed before capital operations, may fre
against bleeding; hence a large proportion, quently, according to the constiution of the 
if not a majority, of those who now reject individual undergoing them, help to deter
the lancet, are individuals who were f'duca- mine the serious accidents observed to fol
ted to bleed. and would have continued to low these operations." l myself long up
do so, but for the results of experience. A held contrary opinions to thOBt! I now 
fair trial of the comparative efficacy of the mantain, but I willingly sacrifice my vanity, 
two systems was recently made by a Ger- and acknowll'dge my error; if all W•~re as 
man physician, Dr. Dietl. It has long ready to do so, the progre88 of our science 
been suppoird that pneumonia was, above would be much more rapid. Mejendie de
all other diseases. the one which most espe- clarea, too, that he made a careful trial of 
cially required the use of the lancet, and the effects of tartar emetic io the treatment 
which manifested the most remarkable hen- of pneumonia anJ rhumati!!Dl, and was en
efit from its application. Dr. Dietl made tirely unable to discover that they produ
a fair trial upon three hundred and eighty ced any good effects at all upon those dis
patients, of the relative value of bleeding eases, but on the contrary. tartar emetic 
and tartar emetic, in comparison with the injected into the blood-vessels of animals 
unassisted resources of nature, with the actually produced pneumonia. 
following result: 189 were treated by diet It appears, therefore, that the two fasb
and rest alone-their mortality was 14. or ionable remedies, which have heretofore 
7.4 per ettnt.; 106 were treated by large been so much used in the treatment of in
doees of tartar emetic-their mortality was flammation of the lungs, really ~ravate 
22, or 20.7 per cent.; 8~ were treated by the mortality of the tiiFease. If this he the 
blood-letting, and their mortality WtlS 17, case, it is no mystery that patients who are 
or 20 per ct>nt. Thus, while the natural left to the power of nature, with faithful 
mortality of the disease, without medicine, nursing and bathing, rec<>ver so much bet~ 
was one to 131, the m<>rtality under the. than thoee who awe, after the old fashion, 
lancet was one to five, and under tartar physicked and bled. 
emetic a little more than one to five, or While the univereal ex1iemnoe0of ysf. 
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clans who have tried both systems, is em- i by the most distinguished pathologists of ' 
pbatically op~d to bleeding-while the modern times, gives the most ample demon
ample statistics from hospitals, infirmaries, ; stration of this view of the subject. The 
and dispensatories, are equally decissive as blood consists of a clear albuminous and 
to the superiority of a bloodleBS practice, i saline fluid, called serum, holdin& in sus
the dictates of medical science are equally! pension an immense number of mvisibly 
plain and positive, sllo'A'ing that the prac- minute red globules, 'vhich red @lobules 
tice o"'bleeding is the most irrational vio- constitute one eight of its entire ma!!!.
lation oi the la\Vs of life and health. The These red itobules are the sources of the 
facts upon this . subject are so well estab- peculiar st1mnlatlng Titaliling po'ver of the 
lished, so entirely incontestible, and so well blood in alt our organs. Take them away, 
known to all who are familiar wi h the I the eero~fiuid which remains is incapable 
modern achievements of medical science, of BUBtainin human life; diminish their 
that it is realty remarkable that any well- quantity,anJ in proportion to their dimin
educated physician should contend for the 

1 
ution, the constitution becomeR debilitated. 

scientific propriety of blood-letting. The It has been shown, by a 't'Bst number of ex
lcientific facts by which this question must · aminationa of the composition of human 
be determined. are of so simele and intelli- blood, that all perrons of vigorous consti
~ble a character, that every mtelligent cit- tutions, and Tigorous health, have a large 
izen, when they are properly laid before amount of globules, or a richer cont>titution 
him, may understand them as well as the of theit' blOod, while thoee of feeble, ner
greatest luminaries of medical science. vous, excitable, l!ltrofulous, lymphatic, lan
U pon this subject, e't'ery man and woman ~id, and sickly constitutions, hue a more 
of our country should be correctly inform- 1 impo,-erished blood; or, in other words. a 
ed, and prepared to protect tllE'msel...u and I blood deficient in its essential element-the 
t.heir families against the formidable conse- 1 red globules. Bo unifom1ly is this the 
quences of bleedinl(. The parent lfho al· I case, that it is ·laid down as a law, by the 
lows a wife or child to die under this fuh- most distinguished chemist's and patholo
ionable system of bloodshed, cannot easily · gists of modem times, that when the red 
excuse himself to his own coa91rience. for globules of the blood amount to Onl' eighth, 
the weakness or ignorance which lead him or tweh·e and a half per cent., the .individ
to submit to so barbaroUs a practice. al is in a fair condition for the enjovment 

Why should the blood oft.he human body of health. When the quantity increase!I 
ever be spilled or thrown away Y Is H from one ei@th to one seventh, or fourteen 
a superfluous or poisonous subst8DC8 7 Or per cent., . be is in a )?4'CUliarly plethoric 
sit an essentialpart of our bodies? Every I and vigorous condition, m which condition 

one knows that the blood ill an essential part hla ten:lperament is active, his muscles vig
or the human constitution; as eeaential u 1 oroils, his brain capable of great exertion, 
the heart or the luap, the muscles, aetvea, 

1 
and all the functions of life capable of being 

or brain. If a man 10 perfect health should carried on with a remarkable vi~or. In 
voluntary bleed himself, and throw a war a I Uris robuat condition, he is less liable to 
gallon or two ()f his blood, he would be re- fatigue, leu liable to ne"ous agitation, 
~rded as a maniac; and if he did not fall I and dangerous dii;eaees. On the contrary, 
UltO some liQ@ering form of disease, it / when the proportfon of ~obules in the 
"'ould at least be loa~ before ha could .re- j blood sinks from an .ei~htn to a nin.th, or 
cover his wonted v1~or. The destruction I eleven JleT ~nt., the 10d1vldual falls rnto a 
of the bloo:l would be 88 a bsmd and mt.cbie- / 1tate of debility. and is much Iese able to. 
vious as tlle deetruction.of a -portion of the undtrgo ee~re \abor, or to resiat any ten
tleah. When the ieeh is extnpated by the dency to daeeeae. When the blood lie
knife, the mjury ill local; but when the comes still more impaYerlsbed. gn>aterand 
blood is destroyed by the lancet, the injury greater debility ensnea, and un1ler the orcli
is general, afl'ecti~ aU partS of the consti- nary circumstances of lik, disease hecomei 
tution, and enfeebling every vital power. ine"f'itable. The supply of foOd being M:. 
About ibirty-fiTB·p0und1 of blood areQe<J!a- fecth·e, each organ is imperfectly nourisfl... 
eary to a man of ordinary dimenslon1, for led, and whenever one awn is brought into· 
the functiomofllfll. Everyounce of blood very vigoroda exetciee, 1t withdraws from 
which he l009e8 from 'hit proper ·su'J>ply, is other·oipna what is neceaaary to mantain· 
a deducthm from the general vitaHorce of tfteir aetirity. THue, if the debil\tated in
his constitutios, asd rendmi him more li- diiidual en~ in a com&e of studv, he. 
able to beco1ne the victim of diseaae. Bleed- debilitates his muscular ayatem ~ if he en
ing, therefore; is n0thing more than a direct Jlllge& in manual labor, his brain becomea · 
attack upon vitality. I inactive, ·he grows dull and sta11id; if en-

Tbe chemical examination or tbe blood. gaged iu . close and tedentary l!ppli.cation,. 
THIRD IDl•S-VOL. 11.-v. 
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he becomes dye peptic; and if his constitu- liver, and the lungs, health is speedily rs
tion is unable to sustain them ; in short, tored. But he who follows antiquated 
for want of blood, the vital actions be- fashions, rather than the lights of modern 
come feeble and unbalanced, the individu- science, instead of purifying and renuva
al degenerates in his mental and physical ting the blood, through the organs estab
powers, and iI no other form of disease is lished for that purpose by the divine wis
fastened upon him, by local irritations, he dorn, inflicts a wound upon the veins, and 
gradually tends to a consumpth·e or scrof- barb.uouslv spills and destroys tbe blood, 
ulous condition. Hence the immense mor- because he.has no• the skill or the patience 
tality of consumption, which in most of to renovate its composition, in accordance 
our cities sweeps off' one sixth of the en- with the laws of nature. Yet, what is to 
tire population. Yet, no one e9f died of be gained by destroying the blood it&l'U, 
tuburculous consumption, without going when it has fallen into a morbid coodi
through this previous course of degenera- tion? After a portion of the blood has 
~ion of his blood. The immense fields of been drawn, the remainder is in the same 
medical -practice are mainly supplied with morbid condition as before, while the vital 
their victuns from the class of constitu- pawer of the constitution is impaired, just 
tions which have fallen below their normal 10 proportion to the amouat which baa 
standard of vitality. and lost their due sup- been lost. 
ply of blood. Few. indeed, are attacked The globules, which are the essential ele
with disease who have mantained the nor- ment of the blood, are the \>roduct of a 
mal composition of their blood, and whose mysterious vital power which operates 
vital powers are sustained by twelve, thir- slowly, and rue very difficult to regenerate. 
teen, or fourteen per cent .• of the red glob- while the more worthless, the impure and 
ules. Such being the facts, t"Slablished by morbid constituf!nte of the blood are rapid
tbe reeearcht:s of Andral and Gavarret, Ma- ly reproduced. Water may be absorbed 
jendie, Simon, Becquerel, Rodier, Denis, from the stomach and bowels, to fill the 
Lecanu, and a host of other chemical pa- blood-ves~le, in a fe"· minutes.-tbt: albu
thologists, it becomes obvious that the I men may be regenerated in a few days, 
great duty of physicians in the preserve- while the inflammatory and morbid ele
tion of health is. to sustain the normal ments of the blood are capable of mo~ 
composition of the blood, and to prevent rapid production than any other constitn· 
any impairment of the Yitai force which ents. 1.'hus, after bleeding, we find that 
resists disease. Knowing. that if this nor- the character of the blood is innriably dP
mal composition of the blood could be kept teriorated 1 it has less of the vital globules, 
up, consumption, scrofula, and a host of is of a more serous or 1'l'atery constitution, 
similar diseases of debility, would become and in the majority of cases, bas more o( 
impossible, it should evidently be the duty the inflammatory and noxious elements, 
of the physician to increase, and not to di- with less vital power to resist their forma
minish, those globulous elements of the tion. Whv. then. should a physician ever 
blood, which all' so essential to life, and bJep.d? Why should he co-operate actually 
which never produce any morbid effects. with the disease? Why lhould he render 

The evil11 connected with the blood, arise the patient pale, feeble. and bloodless, when 
from degeneration and impuritif!s.which na- the dil!ellse is already acco111pliabing the 
ture is vigilant to remove. For this pur- task with sufficient l'll.pidity 1 Why should •oee she uses the lungs. the kidnen, the he attack and destroy the healthful life
:bowele, and the skin. to born up and evap- giving portion of the blood. when it is only 
orate, or to waah awn and remoTe all nox- the inflammatory and noxious elements 
ious elements which impair the health aad which he is required to expel! Why &honld 
-vitality of the blood. These organs as ar· be enter the citadel of life, and turn out its 
nnged by the all-wise Cteator. are perfect- garrison, the red globules of the blood. in
ly competent to re~ulate the blood by re- stead of expelling its enemies, the inftam
moving its impurities, and by diecha~ng matory, disorganiud, and decaying sub
any element which is in euese; um\ while etanoee, which nature is striving to expel' 
..these organs perfonn their duty properlv, it Why should he not assist the powers ot 
is impossible that the blood should fail to nature in expelling noxious substances 
.be pure and healthful. If tbere is any de- through the bowels, kidneys aud skin, and 
parture from the atandanl of health, the leave the life-sustaining element in the 
.rational phy11iciao, knowin~ its cause . stim- blood, which enables the patient to resist 
ulates 1ome of the flagging o~ns to a the ravages of dieea11e, and enables him, 

0more vigorous performancie of their duty, when the disease hu subsided, to rise 1peed
.and after he has properly roused the action ily from his bed, and resume the active d•
,of the skin, _the bowels, the kidney&, the , ties of life t 
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Even sllpposing the patient should sur· builds up the vital power, not only is con
·vi've the double attack from his dii:ease and sumption cur.1ble, in large proportion of 
from the lancet; supJ!osing that he has re- cases, but a large number of diseases which 
tained blood enough m his veins to endure end in death under the depleting system, 
the painful and prostrating attack, he re- end in the full restoration of health and 
covers with an exhausted constitution, and ,·igor, under the treatment which presen·es 
it is long before bis cadaverous and tremb- the blood-the circulating life of the body. 
ling limbs assum1 the appearance of health. Medical Skttchu, No. 2. 
Long years afterward, he has occasion to 
refer back to that dreactfu.I ~attack of fe¥er 
which shat~red his constitution, from· the THE MURDER OF THE INNOCENTS. 
effects of which he has never recovered. But 
probably he is not aware, that the perma- If swill milk factories had existed in Ju
nent injury to his constitution arose, main- dea in the days of Herod, that potentate 
ly, from the 1068 of blood. and that hail he \'l'Ould have been spared the trouble of send
been heated in a rational manner, he would ing armed men over the country to murder 
have curied through his attack a sufficient the children, amt his fame might ha,-e come 
amount of blood to have resumed, in a down to the&e times redolent of the odor of 
week or two. his woated habits, with the sanctity instead of reeking with infamy.
vigor of limb and the elasticity of i;piriU; Had he o~n1ted in a legal manner, as our 
which he bad formerly enjoyed, and an ·~ual modern poisoners do. his own design would 
prospect for a long and happy !ife, since no have come quite as near success, and Ra-
1mportant portion of his constitution had chel would as certainly have mourned her 
been lost or greatly impaired. children, though without heaping curses 

If such be a fair statement of the ordi- upon the head of the Tetrarch. The bills 
nary effects of bleeding in medical practice of mortality in this city present a uniform 
among vigorous constitutions, what is it report from week to week, of sixty percent. 
among the delicate and feeble 1 To all .of under the age of two years, the mark fixed 
feeble constitutions. the depletory svstem by Herod for his slaughter. It were pre
is a speedy and effectual mode of breaking posterous to assert that this excessive in
down what little vitality they ha¥e, and fantile mortality is natun1l or necessar~-.
inviting the early approaches of death. It It arises from many different cause&, all or 
is not possible for those who hHe already at some time or other under human control, 
less than the necessary amount of blood. to and all the result of ignorance, carelessness, 
lose any material quantity of their vital orwillfulwickedni>ss. Ofthevariedcau..-es 
resources without the production o~ di- we propose at pres~nt to adl'ert to a sing!e 
sease. The pale. feeble, bloodless in val rd- one-the use of poison sold throughout this 
the delicate, nervous, and consumptive in- city under the name of milk. 
dividual, who fancies himself to enjoy tol- At the foot of the Tenth avenue there ex
erable health, beranse he is not yet confio- i9ts a great distillery, of itself an intoler
ed to his bed-the dyspeptic, melancholic, able nuisance, but so strongly intrenched 
languid individuals. whose relaxed muscles by the t1realth and influence of its proprie
are incapable of ~rforming one fourth of tors that all the efforts to break it up have 
the task of a day laborer, who never enjoy- failed. It hns been pre;ented by the Grand 
ed the glorious consciousness of lui1.urious Jury we believe more than once, but no 
health and O\'erflowing ¥ital power, are law has been found strong enough to put a 
capital material for thP. devastations of the stop to it; probably because of the magni · 
lancet. As the raw com!cripts of Napo- tude of the nuisance, as the man who robs 
leoo were considered mere food forgunpow- by millions is likely to go nnpunisiled, 
der, so this immense class of feeble .consti- while the ragged pilferer of a ,lollar gets his 
tutions hss been, in timHs past, the food full allowance of justice. But it is not iu 
for the lancet. And medical m~n general- its immt>:diate filth, aml stench that this dis
ly, until a lew ye&TS past, have so common: tillery is most pernicious. Its ultimate ef
h broken down that vitality in coneum-p- feet, the substance it produces and sends all 
tive constitutions which they should have Mer the city in the form of poisoned milk, 
built up aml renovated, that the idea has is a curse of much fea1ful nature. 
become almost immovably fixed in the med- We have heretofore described the prem
ical mind, that consumption is an incurable ises, the stables, cows, milk antl other mat
disease. It was, indeed, incurable, when ters thereabout; but an official report just 
the.physician, with lancet in hand, exhaust· made to the Health Officer by the Sanitary 
ed the vital power, and hastened the patient Inspector, which we print in another col
to his grave; but under tlle more rational omn, is worthy of attention not so much 
system, which not only preserves, but for new facts as for recalling those bereto-
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fore set forth in Grand Jury presentments 
and Police Reports. The Inspector found 
in three rows of stables reaching from Tenth 
to Eleventh avs., more than fitteen hundred 
cows, each one tied in a stall but three feet 
wide, surrounded with filth, panting for 
air, and nearly all of them in advanced 
stages of disease. These cows are fed ex
clusively on warm swill, made for the pur
pose in the distillery. The Inspector Eays 
the stench in which the cows live was EO 
potent that his assistants were forced to 

are beneath notice as compared with this 
diabolical milk business. It ahould be up
rooted at once; the cows drh·en out oC 
town. the stables tom down, the distillery 
stopped, and the whole gang of men coa
cerned iu the trade punished as severely • 
there is law to wanant.-N. Y. Tribuae. 

\ll'1rt a. Cf 'Oitorial. 

quit the stables for a time in ord'!r to :recov-
er Crom its sickening effects. These poor EXCELSIOR!! 
diseased animals are milked twice a day, Be who designs entering a professi(lll. 
and the nasty liquid that comes from them should aim to stand in its highest rank. If 
is doctored with chalk, burnt sugar and 
other drugs, until it has the appearance of he considers such a hope abiurd, be ought 
good milk, and is then put mto wagoDS to give it up at onoe, and try aomething in 
labeled "Westchester County Milk," "Pure which he can excel. To attain a positioa 
Country Milk," and other lying devices, and among the first class of any profession. 
sold throughout the city. Of course, the 
greater portion of it goes to the poorer does not require great geniuir-i t requires 
olasses, those who through ignorance or in- only untiring, unconque.rable fidelity of ap
ability cannot be sure of gettin~ real milk, plication. · Thus, in the medical profession 
and put up with any white liquid that may the ...-t ma1'ortty are not industrious stu
be offered as such. And it 18 fEom these o·-
cla9888 tbat the mass of infant mortality is dents-after they graduate, they rather de
returned. The cows in these stable.s are cline in their scientific knowledge, exciept 
owned by a hundred or more different men; in pactical matters, and even in tboee theY 
the owners of the distillery receiving for generally make few impro'l'ements. Hen~, 
stable room and swill, nine cents per day 
for each cow. any young man of fair abilities may be sure 

We take it that no stronger evidence of of attaining a high and honorable position 
t~ respect of ou~ people for law ~n be re- if be faithfully adheres to bis profession 
quired than the simple fact that \vith a full d • • • . 
Jlnowledge of the above facts, they have an ~~ntmues to rncrease tn his knowledge 
neither burned the distillery nor the stables, by diligent study. 
nor lynched a sinile <?De of the heartless But aU his diligence would produce a 
c~tures e_!lgaged rn this wholesale destruc- poor and barren result if at the t r 
tion of children. No words of condemna- ' ouue o 
tion are equal to the enormity of their his course be placed himseU under the 
offence. If they were to distribute through guardianship of those who 811.f te the lau
the town a solutio!1 of prussic acid for Cro- man mind, "thus far shalt thou go, but 80 
ton w~ter, the cnme w~uld be none the further." In other words 'f b t d" 
less heinous than the selhng of sach reek· • . • 1 e s u ies 
ing corruption uncler the name of milk. with profoss1onal bigots who tolerate noth
Suppose die fifteen hundred cows yield but ing but what they teach themseh·es, and if 
two quarts each per day; m'?re than 2:1,000 be gniduates in oer&l.in colleges, wbe11e ht 
quarts of the nnomous nuxture will be is required to giTe a le led ad 
sold weekly. It would be safe to calculate . . 80 mn P ge. to -
that from seventy-five to a hundred chil- here throughout his life to the doctnnes of 
~ren are killed e.ve~T w~k. by having this his professora, and to surrewler law diplo .. 

pure country milk adoun1steucl to them, wbeoe.er be deviates from what. be bu 
while hundreds of adults are afflicted wilh bee t ht h 11 
fevers and scrofulous complaints springing • 8 aug .' e may as we s?~oder all 
from the same cause. . idea of taking an elevated pos1lloo in thr 

. N?w the question is, Shall this enormous tntt healing art. Ha ._, plelse bis pro
nllamy be longer tolerated? The Board of fe11ors awl gratify a certaia clique hut he 
Health have full p<>wer to sweep the bwii- . • • ' 
ness out of the city. It is their duty to do can never •tisfy his own conscience that 
eo. All the bone-boiling establishments, be has done the best for his patients ia the 
ho& pens and alaughter-llouses combined, . sight of Beaven. 
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Colleges which exact aucb pledges have tality under Eclectic treatment does not 
only one motive. They are conscious that e1ceed five per cent. A mortality of thirty, 
their science and practice are behind the forty or fifty percent. can only be regarded 
times, and that their pupils will not be u evidence of the incompetency and errors 
restricted to their narrow circle of ideas, of the mediml profeaaion. They teach 
after they hare been introduced to thoughts their pupils to p1oduce better mults. 
•nd principles oh nobler character. Hence 3. They repudiate the melancholy idea 
they seek to stifle free inTeatigation. into whicla so many of the medical profea-

In the Eclectic Medical Institute, no sion have fallen (after witnessing the 
mch pledges are exacted, for the simple failures of medical practice,) that all art 
reason that the Faculty, knowing that they is impotent in the cure of dist>ase, and 
are in poseearion of truth, believe that their that it is doubtful whether the medical pro
trutbs do not need to be bolstered up by fession is of any real utility. On the con
Jaw or by pledges. They exact no pledges, tmry, they know that the true medical art
for the same reason that the mathematician such as they demonstrate-an art based 
exacts no pledges to beliere in his multi- upon ample experience, reduces the natural 
plication table. and an astronomer exacts mortality of disease to a very trifling 
no pledges to believe what he shows by his amount. They show that pneumonia, bil
telescope. If the Faculty cannot show the ious fever, scarlatina, puerperal fever, chol
auperiority of their practice by clinical era, tetanus, rheumatism, peritonitis, dys
treatmeut, they do not ask belief in its ex- entery, &c., which are universally regarded 
cellence. If their physiological and thera- as formidable diseases, and which nre pro
peutic doctrines cannot be established by ducth'e of a very great mortality, are not 
ecientific experiment.a and 1'y facts, they are really to be considered formidable when 
willing they ebould pass away and make rightly treated, their mortality becoming 
room for something better. They punue 11 tJery emaU amotiut. Even cancer and 
the even teaor of their way aa ecimt\fic hydrophobia, diseases commonly considered 
teCICAera-they do not cODSWBe the time of by the profession incurable, they prove to 
their pupils in useless discussions and blnh be amenable to medical treatment by show
denunciat.ioo of eduoated gentlemen who ing the living examples of their success, in 
dift"er from them in opinion. They are curing those diseases which nature never 
content to teach their pupils the following cures. 
great and philosophic improvement£ in 4. They show that the science of thera
medic:al 1cienoe, knowing that those who peutics and materia medica is but in its in
attend ~ir lectures invariably participate Caney-and present in their lectures im
in the hearty enthusiasm which is excited provements which revolutioni1.e its cbarac
by the poueBSion of such truths. ter, but which are probebly only a prelude 

1. Tbty show that consumption which to still greater Improvements. In Physiol
eweeps otf about one-sixth of the human ogy, too, they show en immense field of in
raoe, is not an incurable disease, and bas vestiK8tion, and present new discoveries 
been so regarded only because its medical whichcompletelytoe•olutionilJetheprevious 
treatment was formerly the very reverse of pbiloeophy of the human constitution. 
what nature demanded. On the contrary, The motto of the In1titute is still "Ex
when rightly treated in a constitution not cu.s1oa," and the ardent minds of young 
too much undermined,it is generally curable America are inited to unite with the Fac
if treated at the pro}¥'r time. ulty in their indepenclent poeition,and their 

2. They show that the moat terrible epi- onward marcll. 
demic of modern times-the cholera, which The finest and moet liberal minds of the 
bas swept off more than fifty millions of the medical profession are and ha Ye been in 
human race, is not intrinsically the formid· different plaees struggling for some one or 
able disease it has been supposed, u i ta mor- more of the reforms ad '"oe&,led b1 the1Inati-
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tute. Manv of its improvements in prac- student and impress upon his mind more 
tical medici.ne are slowly making their way than he generally acquin>s in twelve months 
into the prevalent system of practice. but of private study; he~ce by attending .one 
nowhere under the old authorities of the session he saves the hme and cost of eight 
profession is there any such systematic months sh1dy. If bis ~i~ i.s worth thirty 
effort for improvement, or such a concen- dollars•· month, (and 1f it lB not, he bad 
tration of imprOl-ed therapeutict1 phyiiol- better nel'er think of the medical profes
ogy, surgery and materia medica. B. sion,) the saving of eight months is the 

saving of-at least 8240, and he can judge 
for bi~lf how much his board and cloth

HJNTS TO MEDICAL STUDENTS. ing for eight months will amount to. Or, 
Many young men are deterred from at· to view it otherwise. it shortens his time of 

tending medical colleges by very erroneous pleparation eight months, and enables him 
views of their character and utility. How to begin his profession honorably eight 
common is it for young men who design months sooner, thus gaining eight months 
entering the medical profession, to spend of profitable business and income, in pleu 
two or three years in negligent, inefficient of eight months of expense, and if be cn
study, or reading, as it is called, in the not earn 8240 in eight mondl8' practice, he 
office of a physician, and under false views may consider himself a failure. 
of economy, attend only one course of lee· What is the cost of this course of lec
tures at a medical school prior to going into tnres which saves him 60 much money and 
practice. Thus, with a very imperfect ed- time 1 If the cost was 8200, he would 
ucation, they proclaim the fact to the make money by paying it so as to san 
world that they are willing to occupy an time-but, on the other hand, the most e:1-
inferi?r rank,a~d do not respect themselves pensive schools in the country do not 
suffil'le~tly to nae to t~~ common le,·el of charge much over a hundred dollars for all 
professional respectab1hty. The commu- their tickets for one session-consequently. 
nity know that any faithful student of his it is cheaper to attend the most ex-pensh-e 
profession can obtain the degree of M. D. if schools in the United States, including the 
he deserves it, hence public opinion will cost of travelling, than to dawdle away 
always recognir.e the man who fails to grad- time in priTIJte reading. without collegiate 
uate in his profession as belonging to an advantages. But the expenses of eduai.tion 
inferior class. There are some fine physi- by the generous policy of the Rcleclic 
cians rich in practical knowledge of their Medical Institute have been reduced to 
profession, who have injured themseh·es by what may be called almost nothing-for 
this mistake at the beginning. the sum of twenty-five dollars for a course 

A.nd yet the majority of thoee who occu- of lectures is not more than the student 
py this inferior rank, have really made as would pay in all cases to his private pre· 
much sacrifice of time and money for their ceptor for one year's tuition, either in 
present )IOsition, as would have been .suffi· money or in services. Indeed. he will 
cient to plaoe them in an honorable staml- hardly get any V'Bluable instruction from a 
iog-there was no real economy in the well educated preceptor for less than fifty 
course they took. Every one who attempts or a hundred or a hundred and fifty dollars 
to study medicine without studying it a year, according to circumstances. Hence, 
thoroughly in a good medical college, loaea instead of looking upon colleges as too ex· 
both tinu and money by fM operation, us pensivl! for a poor st\ldent, they are io reel
well as profuBional respectability. ity the only good chance a poor student can 

For proof of this assertion, we refer to get, unless he expects to get along for .noth
the universal experience of students aml ing, living from hand to m_outh, ~ding at 
profe880rs; according to this experience, odd hours, and finally puttrng up his name 
the four months of a college session teat'h a before the public as an unfinished doctor. 
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eager to do a cheap busiot:SS for poor devils an excitement upon the indifferent ques
like himself-crawling along through life 'I tion as to the place of printing the trans
in a subordinate position, when be might actions, which gave ri.;e to some very amu
just as easily stand up in an honorable sing nplosions of eloquence, while few 
equality with bis professional brethren. seemed to attract any to the materials of 

This luy way of crawling into the pro- which they are to be oomp<>&ed. 
fesEion, reminds us of a dialogue between No paper of any importance was read in 
an old fogy countr1man ·and a "Young extenso. In some cases, indeed, the main 
America" Yankee • . Fogy boasted. of higl essay was not present, and in others, not 
economy in not paying railroad fare which yet written. In one instance, an extempc· 
be saved by walking twenty-five miles on raneous speech w11 made by request, on 
foot. "Well, now," said the Ytnliee, "I\ the great questions connected with yellow 
don' t call that economy. If I llad a half fever, and which is to be written out for 
dollar, I would pay my fare and 80 to town· the forthcoming volume. The speech em
,fresh and bright ancl clean, and · sue tix I braced little that was new, and most of that 
hours by the opemtioo; but if I had'nt one little was based upon false data." 
darned copper, I'd work about two hours We ba.ve not eeen the New Jersey Medi
and a half at a wood-pile to earn the fare, cal Reporter since the last meeting of the 
then I'd go to towD in an hour like a gen- Association, but it it fulfills the promises 
tleman, and make a few dollara in the way made while . under the editorial charge of 
of business, while you were sweating and Dr. Paniab, it must contain some things not 
glUnting half way along the road, if you very pleaaa.ot to Dt. farrisb's present neigh-
did'nt get stuck in the mud." bora;. 

This illustrates eu.ctly the difference be- At one time, we had great hopes these 
tween the yocmg men who.attend a medical sulnerraneous rumblings and mutterings 
college and thoee wbo neglect ita adv.an- portended a shaking of the upper suata of 
tages. The college sues time and money the old school practitioners, which would 
like a railroad, and the old fogies who I lead to a bet..ter state of thinl§S, and admit 
trlMlge along on foot. will spend mome on o{ progress in opinion and practice; but the 
their way, but come out dusty, muddy and ' little animala are so easily frightened by 
shabby at the end of the road. N. the baying& of the watch dogs, that we al-

most despair of any act on the part of the 
underlings . which will result in their free

THB AMBRICAN MEDICAL ASSO- dom from the tyr&Dny of the leaders. But 
CIATION. the people are getting to read Medical pub-

Th irto f th M h" 'M d" l R lications, and the solemn farce that . bas 
e e 1 r 0 ~ emp ;s e ica e- been . long and so pe1tioaciously played 

corder, after speaking of his being present ~ . d 
at the late annual meeting of this body,, rmiat .in t~e come. to an en • . 
saYs: "But we think it will become neces- P. 8. S1~oe the above ~ wr~tten, thE 
aary to make some changes in the plan of1 fol.l~wing, m. Dr. Ramsay s Bhster and 
operations. As the meetings are no'v con- I Cr1tw, has amved: 
ducted, the principal discussions· ate upon I " AMBRtcA"N MEn1cA11 Auocu:rros. -

· f · ifi fi • l · j The abo...e bbdy met at St. Loul8. We 
sub1ects o no 8Clent c or pro eanona m- bear Crittendon was hissed: Condit kill-
terest; and the speakers are young ·men,! ed oft', the d-1 was to pay, and a perfect 
giving vent to sudden and clamorous out- : smash up. Noth~ng done as usual. ~r· 
bursts of irreverent declamation." " s"I gia bad nodeleget1on. We are glad of 1t
"rave a body " be jocularh adds "with-80 , the game is a bad ~ne, but we hope it will 
0 • ' · ' . • i be better after a while. The body has never 
short a session, 11hould not waste ptectous 1 done the Southern profession any · g6od, and 
time in listening to those ~b<> have .Doth-1 we. think the Georgia ~'h?ys a.re getti.ng 
ing to say We were 1urpr1eed to witness thell eyes open. These 1olhficat1on partles 
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are too common anyhow; wben liqiUJr 
goes in. science walks out. Great world, 
and powerful Doctors"! C. 

Newton. The Syracuae school (we baTe 
been informed) bad a Nry Mllall claBB last 
winter. and was broken up by a fire which 
exposed its dissecting rooms and came near 

SIGNS OF THE TIMBS. destruction by a mob-however, it was 
Medical Reform is moving ouwurd, not· eaid, and we believfl, it is still in operation. 

withstandingthecacoethttaloquenliprompts Altogether, to the best of our information, 
too many abortive attempts to establish there has not been a hundred stadenta in 
medical scbool&-Cnd old physic is dying all the achools ,rofeuin~ medical reform 
oat in one direction es it is morming in at the But. We have heard of a Pbysope
another. The old school institutiom in thic or qaul Thomsonian school in the city 
Ohio are in a consumptive df!cline. Not of New York wbich a111umes the pompou 
only the Medical College of Ohio but the title of Metropolitan, in which, as we are 
Cleveland and Columbus School~ are in informed, two profielBon out of the prom· 
"the sere and ydlU111 leaf" meclitating on iled six attended-end twelve students Ym 

by-gone glories-there is not one flourish- in attendance-&eYenteen diplomas Wete 

ing old school institution in Ohio, not- distributed at the end of the session!!!' 
withstanding their enormous expenditures Such establishments find their true lnel in 
for brick and mortar, and not one that can public opinion. Physopathy or Botanico
draw six pupils together for a spring sea- Medicalism bu found·its level in Cincin· 
Ilion. The Univenity of New York, (med- nati-t.le places that .knew it once, know 
ical department) for reasons best known to it no mme-its former emporium on Thbd 
itself publishes no catalogue, and it is un- street is now the ttining room of the W"m
derstood, that its profesllors derive no reve- Of\ Houee, and its cast iron sign ornaments 
nue from their chairs, although tbev boast the wall of a warebouae. Its next resting 
of the name of MOTT, as a sur~. The place bas been abandoned, 'and is now oc
new school under the auspices of Prof. Bo- cupied by Prof. Mu1111ey and the Miami 
BACE GBEER is on the road to moral inde- echool, and OYer its latest repoeitOf! ia the 
penden~s the old fogies couM not quite sign of the "B.over Cadets." We soppoae, 
put Dr. G. in Co"fentry, they have to take however, it may be vi9ible to the micro
bim as he is. The Chicago and Ann Arbor scope as the cold weather returns. In the 
schools gi '"e evident signs ol lndependenoe. south we know of no reformatory &ebool 
Prof. ALLEN of the Michig1m school utter- but one in Georgia, which attracts small 
ed some very manly sentiments in his in- ciaaee (we do not know their number) 
troductory lecture, expre68ing his contempt and which honora Safll.Vli. TAomao. as tbe 
for medical authority so plainly that the "Glt'l.t Heresiarch" of medicine, thus keep
medical society have denounced him for ing alive a fragment of Phisopathy. 
heresy. The Geneva (N. Y.) Medical Upon the whole it is obrious that tJie 
Sch~ol has given up the ghost. The two old profeNion agrees to feel the oollide 
me~1cal sch°<?ls that were to have opened p!e881lre, it is dying out and slowly reform
sess1ons at Pittsburgh last fall, were both ing. While botanico-meJ.ir.alism and bal 
~lighted befoie birth. Ano:~r little med- equipped schools fail to satisfy the pobli: 
ical school bas been started 10 Vermont at mind-the manlv liberal end judicious 
Burlington, encleavoring to derh-e a little course of the Eclectic Medical Institute bas 
vitality from assurances that it was a regu- been sanctioned by the public, and it is now 
lar congregational affair of unquestionable more than ever the sole representative school 
orthodoxy!!! which, however, did not at- of the American System of Medicine in 
tract a score of students. The Worcester contrast to the European system which still 
(Mass.) College w11 learu, is in an em bar- goYems the colleges and societies. Mean
rasaed condition, since the death of Dr. time the Eclectic publications are carr1ing 
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the-truth iato the minds of the medical tive to a less dose of the quinine, and ar
profession, and thus creating a true revolu- f:!~ the Fever without any unpleasant ef-

tion. The following letter from the Ohio "With regard to your suggestions of the 
State Journal illustrates the progress of can- cause of intermittency, I em not prepared 
did minds in professional reform. B. entirely to coincide; perhaps we shell never 

anive at a certain knowledge of it. The 
"THE AMEBICAK EcLECTIC PBACTICE or laws of nature, both animate aud ioani-

MED1cr11111-Da. I. G. Jo11a. mate, is J>t:riodi~ity,-we have alternate 
"It affords us great pli•esure to publish daJ: and night, winter and summer, vege

the following letter, from a source entitled tat~on.and decay-we eat, sleep and labor 
to high consideration, to the author of the periodically, the ~rt alternately ~ontracts 
volume already noticed in the Journal. and ei:pands, we 10h11le and .expire. All 
To the Doctor it must ba,·e been gratifying health is made up of a sucesss10n of alter
as it was unexpected-both being entire nate movements, .and why may not t_he 
strangers to each other. It bears the im· same law govern du;eafes, not. onlr malarial 

ress of reat urit of purpose, and the but all ot~ers. ln fu~t I thmk 11 d~ 
~·ghest s:nse olprorlssional honor."-Ohio and as ammalculm. w~l~ har?ly be said to 1 be the cau&e of penod1c1ty 10 health, so I 
State Journal. think it highly improbable that the slaping 

"WEV,EBTON, Mo., :O.:c. 13th, ~853. or ¥airing of "animalculm" causesintermit-
.. PaoF. J ONF.Jt-Dear St;: ~ recen-ed the tency in fever of malaria\ origin. Else 

first ':olume of you_r Pi:achce m due course why should it be quotidian or tertian, or 
of mail, after ordenng It. I ~ave carefully quartan, or intermittent, or remittent, or 
1ierused tht; greater part of 1~, an~ cannot continued 7 Would it not be likely that 
well ref~111 ~ w?rJ ?f gf8hficah?n. I these would hue their periods of acthity 
ba¥e read 11 with mfimte p.easure, !n fact, aod repose, regtdarly every twenty-four.or 
much more than yrofit: not that I d!sagree, forty-e~t hours, and make all malanal 
but that froo1 ~bservat1on and experiment I re,·er ahke 18 to periodicity. 
had already arrived at most of your conclu- "ln bilious fever I use more purgatives 
sions and modes of treat1I1ent. than you recomme~d, aod can hardly con-

"Twelve years ago I graduated an Allo. sent to foregoe their use without the great
path, but so dissatisfied was I with the est t'llution, in view of the fact that the 
crude theories ta~bt,aod the uncertain and system is generally oYerloaded with effete 
uu-scientijic apphcation of remedial agen l8 matter, malaria I poison and acrid)•ecre t ions, 
prescribed, that I conscientiously could not and the intestines being one of the most 
take upon myeelt the reaponsibility of the e1.tensi¥e acretory organs an immense 
lives of my patients. I e~aged in other amount of impurity may be speedily re
pursuits more conp.enial, till about five moved by the judiciou1 use of mild and un
years ago, I was induced br a friend and irritating purJ!lltives; yet they should be 
prac1itioner, who had thrown off the tram- properly timed and gil·en so as. if pot'Sible, 
mels of the school, to eoter \>8rtnership with to have their effects during the excerbatioo. 
him. And now upon rea1hng your book, I The use of "warm water amt fanning," is 
iind mvself an "Eclectic," full fledged for new, but I believe, upon the reflection, to 
the flight. be better than cold. I have had no chance 

"In Intermitte11t Fever. my treatwent is to try it. My main remedies, however, are 
precisely the same as yours. I at first tried the 9uinine and iron. I gh·e them in the 
quinine alone, and found sixteen grains rem1i:sion, if I can find one, but give tht>m 
would arrest the paroxynn. In my efforts any how. and make a remission. I fully 
to save so costly an article, I then combin- agree with yon, that the time of giving 
ed a le!lll quantity wi1h opium, hyOtlCiamus, them "is a meie question of expedienc.Y and 
atramonium, &c, and succeeded finally.- conTenience, which should have no mflu
During the past fall I used the pruasiate of ence in an UJKent caee." I have thus treat
iron with it, and have found that from ed, during September and October, one hun
cight to twel 1e ~rains of quinine, with as dred cases without a death. In fact, I 
many of iron are equally elticient. I have think no ordinary fever patient ought to 
treated several hundred caeea annuallv, and die. 
never with more 11tiafactioo than this sea- "Your ideas of bloodletting suit to a.d
soo. There is one claas of patients you miration. TAat is a rin that cannot be 
have failed to provide ioi, i11 thiaaa well 11 laid to my charge. I never hied but one 
in billious fel·er,--thoee who caQnot bear patient-took only about two ounces of 
quinine. For such I ha,·e added more iron, blood-and if I can ever forgiTe mvself for 
and digitalis or some other powerful seda- that, I make a full promise Gby.,the ligi!lt aDd 
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experience I now have, never to do the like medical science. The following are his 
again. Yet, if ever I were to meet with a conclusions: 
per.son having too much blood, I might ab-
siract a portion. "From the facts and statements which 

"My treatment of inflammatit»H is al- hal"e now been presented." he remarks, 
most identical with yours, except that I "embracing the opinions of many of the 
have used remedies selected from the Allo- most intelligent, experienced, and distin
pathic code, to produce the eff'ects which guished practitioners in different ages, and 
the more appropriate Eclectic ones more in different parts of the world, the follow
ieadily and perhaps less injuriously accom· iug conclu.s1ons may be legitimately de-
plish. duced :-

•·I would like to say much more, would "First. That cancerous affections, par
time and space permit. Bnt perhaps you ticularly those of the mammary ~laud hue 
will consider this a bore ere you read half always with a few rare excepuo11S, been 
its lenghthened trail. I felt that there must regarded by practitioners as incurable by 
be a cogeniality of spirits, that could have the knife and escharstics. This opin!on, 
at such a distance, and unknown to each commencing with Hippocrates, the father 
other, worked out the problem so nearly ot medicine, has prevailed from the earliest 
alike-the problem that has puv.led the records of the profession to the present 
medical world for three thousand years, and moment. Nature ne'"er cures a disease of 
yet left nine-tenths of them in the darkness this kind, nor can this be etfected by an~ 
a11d mysticism of error in theory and prac- medicine or internal remedies known to the 
tice. .Reading your work has done me profession. . . 
good-it has confirmed me in my conclu- "Second. That exctson, however early 
sions, and I shall go forth another st>,ason an1l thoroughly executed, is nearly always, 
to grapple with the destroyer with a stout- in genuine cancer, followed by a relapse, at 
er heart ancl a bolder hand; and perhaps a period varying from a few weeks to sef· 
this testimony. from a cli11tant State mav era! months from the time of the operation. 
cheer you on in your successful cou:se of " Third. That nearly all practitioners, 
treating the maladies to which flesh is heir. from the time of Hippocrates to the pres· 
'With great respect, I am yours. truly. ent day, ha'"e been and are still averse to 

"JOHN REID, M.D. any operation for the removal of cancerous 
tumors after the establishment of ulceration, 
rapid gro"th, firm arlhesions, organic chang· 
es in the skin, lymphatic invasions. the can-

TREATMENT OF CA.NCER.-AMER- cerous dyscrasy, or serious c0011titutional 
ICAN PROGRF.SS. derangement; on the ground, that. if had 

recourse to under these circumstances, the 
In the Transactions of the American Med- maladv almost inevitably recurs in a very 

ical Association for 18:)3, we find a report s~ort time. and frequently dest!ors the ~
in "The Result11 of Surgical operations in t1ent more r&J?idly than when 1t ts permtt-
11,.. l. n· .. b p S D G ted to pursue 1ts own course. 

:1.a 1g11a11t 1Btase11 Y ro. · · noss ".Fuurth. That in all cases of acute car· 
of Louisville. This report is noticed, as clnoma, or, in other words, in all cases of 
follows by the American Journal of the this disease attended with very rapid devel· 
Medical Sciences. o_pme!1t a!1d.great bulk of t~ i!lmor, ~1-

t1rpatton ts improper and un1ushfiable, in· 
"This is a most able and valuable report osmuch as it '"ill only tend to expedite the 

on a question of the deepest interest to fatal result, which, under such circumstan· 
every surgeon; in elu"idation of which, it cee, always takes place in a very short 
presents all the more : -.rtant facts and time. 
observations derived from .,,ritin~s of "FiftA. Th1t all operations performed 
the ancient and modern autn.,. · ''!, and for the removal of encephaloid cancer and 
from the communications of numerous its different nrietif'.s, are more certainly 

contemporaries, with a series of practical followed by mpid relapse than operations 
deductions that render it at once a faithful performed upon scirrhus or hard c1tncer. 
and instructive monograph on one of the Si:rth. That in nearly all operatiomdor 
most perplexing points connected with tht' cancerous clise.ai;:es hitherto reported, the 

surgical treatment of msligoant diseasas." history hat been imperfectly presented, 
We are therefore fully authorized to being deficient in the details which are 

necessary to a complete and thorough 
quote the Report of Pro. Gross as present· onderstandin~ of the subject in each cue. 
\ng the brightest condition of old school This remuk is particular-y. true in[ reference 
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to the diagnosis oi the malady, the minute been prolonged, and even saved. by opera
examination of the morbid structure, and tion after relapse, as in some of the remark
the history of the case after the operation, able callds mentioned in a previous part of 
as to the period of relapse, the time and this report; but that, as a general rule, such 
nature of the patient's death, and the result a procedure is 11 incompetent to em•ct a per-
of the post-mortem examination. manent cure as a first extirpation. 

"~eventh . . The cancerous atrec~ions of Jn reply to all this melancholy parade of 
the hp and skin, now usually descnbed un- learning and conr. ·o ,r · •t for 
der the name of cancroid diseases, are Jess !lusi n °1 incapaci .Y 
liable to relapse after extirpation than gen· the cure of cancer, we present the simple 
uine cancerous maladies. or those which are fact that, under the American Eclectic prac
characterizec\ by the existence of the true tice the cure of cancer is and has been for 
cance~-cell and cancer-juice. . yea;s. one of those daily results of treat-

"E1glth. That although pra.ctltto~•l'i ment which excites no astonishment be-
have always been aware, from the earhe&t • . . ' . 
professional records, of the great liability cause 1t 1s one of the estabhshect and fam1l-
of cancer to relapse after extirpation a ar results of Eclectic surgery. 
great !'1ajorit~ of them have al~ays been. The following table exhibitina the prac-
and still are, m favor of opemuog in the . . 0 

early stage of the disease, especially in t1cc of Prof. NEWTON 10 can~H fro?1 Se~-
scirrhus, before the tumor has made much tember, 1846, to June, 1850, 1s a fair exh1-
progress, or .before ~here is a1}V disease of bition of the superiority of the American 
the lymphatic ganghons, orevulence of the system of surgery over its antiquated Eu-
cancerons cacbexy. · 1 I 11· · h 

""' t'" Th ft f ropean nva. n a< t ll1on to t e cases ".nua ,.. at many cases o umors o . . 
t11e breast and testicle, supposed to be can· treated wtth the follow111g results forty 
cerous, are in reality not cancerous, but of other cases were examined and pronounced 
a benign character; and, consequently. incurable. 
readily curable by ablation, whether effected 
bv the knife or by escharotic.s. It is to thiF 
circumstance that we most ascribe the as-

Where located. No. Cured. F4ilid 

tonishing succe3s which is Eaid to have at- Face and Cheek, 20 18 
tendetl the practice of Hill, of Scotland, Brt:ast, 2:> 20 
Nooth, of England, and Flajani, of Italy. Hand, 4 4 

"Tenth. That all opP.rators insist up- Womb, 4 1 
on the most thorough excision possible Eye, - 10 9 
removing not merely the diseased mass. Lower Lip, l:> 13 
but also a portion of the surrounding and Upper Lip, 10 10 
healthy tissues. as well as all enlarged and Nose, :> :> 
iudurnted ganglions. Tongue, - 2 2 

"Eleventh. That the practice has always Juv bone, 2 0 
prevailed, an<l still obtains, to save. if pos- Leg, :> 4 
sibl<!,a sufficient amount of healthy integu- Scalp, 4 4 

2 
:> 
0 
3 
l 
2 
0 
() 
0 
i 
I 
0 

ment to cover the wound; and to unite if 1 
possible, the wound by the first intention; Total. 106 90 6 
on the ground that these inecautions will Males, 63; Females, 43; Married, 97; 
tend much to retard, if not to pre,·ent, re-
currence of the disease. Single, under W years of age, 79; over 00 

"T'llHlfth. ·That much stress is laid b~· years, 27. 
writers upon a properly rr.gulated diet, and It will Le an imna.eoae adnnce in the 
attent~on to tbe bowels and se~retions after cooditioo of the medical profes;.ion wben 
ope~t1on, aa a me&na of retarding and pre· the Eclectic treatment becomes known ainl 
ventmg relapse. . • • 

"T'" · t·-•'" That th · d adopted-thus redu1!10g the mortal!.trf'rom 
11ir ,_..,., ere 1s no reme y, · · • • · · t 'tb 

medicine, or method of treatment, which cancer to a tnv,al amount, and sav ng e 
has the power, so far as w& are enabled to many thousanda by :whom the attack of 
judge of its virtues, of pre,·eoting tbe re- cancer bu been receil"ed as the summons of 
pr~uetion of the morrbid action after ope· death; B. 
ration, no matter how earl:v or how thor-
oughly it may be perfornied. 

"FourtuntA. That life has occasionally 
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GEORGIA BLISTER AND CRlTIC. mushroom and plaguerised productiona. 
which teem from the press of this country. 

We wish once more to call the attention which is a disgracing science. and tendu-
of our readers to Dr. Ramsey's Blister and ng medicine a laughing stock." C. 
Critic. We are not over partial to the ap· 
phcation of Cantharides, but there may be 
those with such a peculiarity of the cuti· UNQUESTIONABLE IGNORANCE. 

cle, that nothing else can be applied with We find the following paragraph in the 
equally good effect, and we are inclined to British and Foreign Medico-Chimrgic:al 
think Dr. Ramsey bas the misfortune to Review for January, ISM. This it will 
have such among his patients, That he is be borne in mind, is the most distiogailil· 
a humane practitioner cannot be denied, ed, influential and lamed. Medical Joor. 
for he vesicates with right good will, and nal published in Great Britain; upon all 
even applies the actual cautery to those scientific subjects its dicta are recei"red 
cases that milder measures will not cure. with profound reverence on account of the 
His doses no doubt, are sometimes taken fact that it embodies in its pages the ecieo
witb most amusing contortions of counte- tific ·views of the most eminent memben 
nance, but like Scott's heroine, he puts the of the medical profession. In view of tbea 
chalice to their lips, and with a mild, and facts, we are fully authorii.ed to quote the 
placid smile, exclaims," Gape, sinners, and following paragraph as ao evidence o! ua
swallow!" and the deed is accomplished. questionable ignorance. The general im· 

We are getting to have daily, more hllpes pression which the paragraph is designed 
of the profession, for those who like Dr. to convey, is that lobelia is a potNr(wl ir· 
Ramsey haveexperienced its tender mercies, ritant, calculated to produce intestinal iil· 
and its loving kindness, are getting to re- ftammation, and bring on an attack of 
pay those fa\'ors, by telling to it some im- Cholera!! Dr. Litheby's personal lrnowl
portant truthsitlongsinoe needed to know. edge of twenty .two deaths from lobelia is 
We have not designed to be remiss in the probably about as near the truth as the rest 
performance of that duty, and we bail with of the statement of the medicioa\ cbancter 
joy all who choose to unite with us in the of lobelia. The whole afl&ir is evidently a 
good work. That the Doctor can be just, and piece of scientific humbug, for the purpose 
even generous in regard to those who hue of demolishing Dr. Coffin and his agent; 
mi11used him is manifested in his present we know nolhing of them, but we think 
attitude toward the Georgia Medical Socie· they cannot be more ignorant on this sub
ty, and we would caution that august body ject than Dr. Litheby and the editor Dr. 
in its future operations, still to remember, Kesteven: 
that justice should take the place of favor- .. PotSOJJoua EFFECl'S or LoBELu..-AD 
itism. inquest was held on the body of a man su~ 

We have some hopes of, in time, getting posed to have died of the effects of lobelia, 
Dr. Ramsey to become one of ua as a prac· administered by an herbalist, afSent to Dr. 
titiont.r, as well as an editor. We extract Coffin. Dr. Letheby stated in hts evidence 

that the case bad no donbt been one of 
the following from hta last: cholera, accelerated by the exhibition of so 

"Ect.zcrtc PucrtcE, By Dre. Pot.HU 4- powerful an irrilant. Dr. Letheby stated 
Nelolon, 18M.-We have received the that, to his personal knowledge, twenty· 
above work from the press of Derbr & Co.. two death11 had occurred in this country 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Its topographical exe· from lobetia inflata. The surgeon. Mr. 
cution is excellent, and some of the matter Champner, who made the post-morma 
we admire. We are frank to confess, we examinahon, deposed to having found in
do not precisely understand the bearings of ftammation of the stomach and rectum.
Eclecticism as taught by Profs. PowELL,. The coroner stated that be had twice sent 
NEWTON, yet, candor compels us to sa.v. this nme individual (Stephens) before ao· 
they are very courteous gentlemen, their other tribunal for manslaughter for similar 
work much better than many of the filthy causes. and be had n. discbalraecI. A 
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epecial verdict was returned, to the effioct in 2 cases, and a mild cathartic in 9 cases, 
tllat death of ~ceased was acrel~rated by besides these, no other remedies were ad-
impro~r med1cmee, and that copies of the ministered during the whole co f th 
depos1t1ons be forwarded to the Secretary . . . uree o e 
of State for the Home Department, that disease. The mhalations were made by 
measure! may be taken to suppress the ille- taking a small piece of cotton or sponge 
gal practice of medicine." and inhaling through the nostrils; each in-

As a further illustration of the acknowl- halation gent'rally lasts from 10 to 12 min
edged ignorance and backwardoese of the utes; they avetage from 8 to 12 in twenty. 
profession we would refer to the notice of four houris; in severe cases, however, from 
lobelia, copied in our July number, from 18 to 20 were made daily. The quantity 
the London Medical Ti mu, in which its use of Chloroform employed averaged from 60 
in asthma is refaed too as something new to 70 drops for each inhalation. 
in the profession. In the same num'her we It is •ery rare that disagreeable symp
bave cepied from the American Journal of toms follow the use of this remedy, such 
the Medical Sciences; the essay of Dr. as insensibility, Tertigo, or sickness of the 
Word on the Polytrichium Juniperum stomach; and should any of these symp
whicb be introduces to the profeesion as toms set in, they ~nerally disappear rapid
aometbing entirely new, supposing himself ly upon interrupting the inhalations for a' 
the first to hue first diSCOYeted its virtues. short time; in all c:asea there will be com
Thus one by one the Eclectic improvements plele toleration after the first three inhala
are being introduced to the old school as tions. Almost immediately after the first 
,.,,, Mpro.emtttta. B. inhalation, the majority of symptoms di-

minish in violence, a copious perspiration 
n--_. The ~ 11 · · f . f'nSUetl, the dyspnOlll, cough and pain be
U-1' 0 0.wui~ commumca 100•. is comes much less, and for a time ceases en-

of that class which is extremely pleasmg . 1 th .11 . d h 
to editors, and to readers-terse, concist1, tue Y' e system whi cob ntrnue uhn er t ~ 

li •t d filled "th b ti d eftects for two or t ree ours, w en them-
~xp c1 ' an w1 o serva ons an halatione are to be repeated. 

acpts.h D K .11 r. th d The fever generally <liminishes rapidlv, 
er ape r. UNKLEll w1 iavor e rea • h 1 i k. f 1 b • 

f he ] l · h th . t f t e pu ee s n mg rom 10 to 70, ut gen-
era 0 t ourna wit e mmu es o a 11 • • ·r the · bal 1· be d. . . h" h era y nses agam 1 m a ions 1.&-
case, together with the theory 1f any, w 1c t" d r t• t 1· 1 thod of con me ior some 1me; expec ora ion a so 
he may have, as to the me cure.N. becomes profuse, and the patients were 1:on-

\'&lesoent and able to go about between the 
TRBATM:&NT OF PNEUMONIA BY twelfth and fifteentf1 day after the com-

CHLOROFORM. mencement of the attack. 
BY o. A. KVRLD, M.D. The abo\"e treatment has been followed 

I had occasion to use this treatment in by a number of southern physicians, and 
1TI caeee of pneomonia, 13 of which were with the most complete success. 
between 19 and 2:; ~rs of age, the young- Madison, Ia., May, 'M. 
est 14, the oldest 63; seven were females 
between 22and 30. VERY DELICATE. 

The patients genernlly came under treat- A physician of this city, a few days 
ment between the flnt and filth day of the since, vfliited one of his patients, and while 
dieease. The inhalations were commenc- in the house happened to recognize the aro· 
ed immediately, and of these 27 cases each ma arising from a boiled cabbage. This 
took at an nerage in ten days, 74 inbala- caused him to denounce in no rery smooth 
tions; the amalleet D1lmber was fTI illha- language the practice of using such "gross 
lations in ftYe daya, the highest, 160 in ftf- vegetables,'' and declared that this aroma 
teen days. would no doubt, destroy the effect of his 

Of other temediea, an emetic was giTeU delicate medicines. To obviate this he or-
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dered it to be removed from the house, and the strength of this desire is cited as proof 
gave special direclions that no more should that it should be followed as an unerring 
be used while be visited them. The idea of .ruidt ! 
a Dutchman·~ olfactories being so injuri- "Nature existed before art," and "the best 
ously operated upon by the aroma of a boiled food for man is that which bis OJ?ns ate 
cabbage, and that this could destroy the ef- evidently adapted to 11ssimilate without 
feet of that which he called medicine, was any artificial preparation." Why not as
so perfectly absurd, that the lady of the sume the same premise, and reason from it 
house, who was the patient, ordered him to in the same mannu iii regard to clothing! 
Jea,·e forthwith. We judge, however, that Thd fact is, this going back to ft.Clturt, and 
he has recoYered from the dreadful effect of prating of the laws which should govern 
the smell of that cabbage, as he has been society or man by a reference to what ii 
seen with this "gross Yegetable" in his ass11med he was in a atatt of "4tt&rt, is sheer 
market basket several times since. We nonsense, and greatly blinds the eyes of 
wonder if he fears that the ghost of departed many philoeopht.rs, as well as hindeOJ the 
medicine will be entirely driven from our advance of lrue science. 
city. N. In reprd to matters of diet, there ii! an 

abundance of proof that man can be phys-

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS ically and mentally developed to a goodly 
· extent while living .on an exclUl!ively veg-

" FRUITS AND F~RINACIA THE PROPER Foon tabl d' t-b t not while those vegetables 
or MAN; bemg an attempt to prove e . e ie . u , 
from History, .\natomy, PbysiolOJ!;y.·and are ~n a" state of nature' aml unprepared, 
Chemistry, that the Original, Natural. but rather when they have been developed 
and Best Diet ~f Man, is derived f~om by all the resources of art, and then pre
tht; Vegetable Km~dom. ~y John Smllh. pared by a proper method of cooking. The 
With notes and illustranonl! by R. T. . 
Trall, M. D." experience of the world for nearly twenty 
The abol'e is years has confirmed the writer in this idea, 

"An old fuhloned title Plltlt'• inch u p,_ntl and such the author has shown to have been 
A tabular view of the volume's coutenta" the opinion of very many who hal'e not 
Of a work, the first and second parts of tested the matter by personal experience. 
which have been published by Fowlers & We heartily commend the work to all. 
Wells, and which we are happy to receive and especially to such as are, by the present 
as one among the many efforts being made high prices of animal food, almost persuad
at the present time to enlighten the public ed to become Yegelarians. All may not 
on matters of health and longe\·ity. become conl'inced that" instinct" aad "na-

Unfortunately, we have mislaid the first ture," in the author's sense of the terms, 
part, 11.nd speak of the work only as re· should be their guide, yet most, if not all, 
gerds part second, which continues Bil ar- will admit that the vegetable kingdom fur
gumenl to pro\""e that with man "his taste, nishes a great abundance and variety of 
in a normal condition. is the rule of his food, well adapted to the tastes and '"1lts 
wants; he has but to consult it. To keep of man. C. 
himself in health, he has Qnly to acquire a 
knowledge of himself." Yet our· author "A UNIVERSAL FoRMULARY; containing 

the methods of preparing end administer-
says that "no article of food in a natural ing ofticinal and other medicillft!. The 
condition is so calculated to rouse the ap whole adapted to Physicians and Pharm· 
petite, when the taste has not been per- aceutists. By R. EoLESFIELD GRIFFITH, 

M. D. A new edition, carefully re,·ised 
'"erted," as the mellow fruits of genia.1 and much extended, by R. P. Thomas, 
climes, and it was by receiving such, and M. D. With illustrationl!. Pbiladel-
being guided by the unerring instincts of phi!l: Blanchard&. Lee. 8vo. pp. ~l." 
an unperverted nature, that" Eve was first In the preface to a former edition. the 
_tempted to eat of the forbidden fruit;" and author said," The design of this work is to 
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present a compendious collection of form- lilies, thus introducing definite, plain, and 
ulie and pharmaceutical processes, with positive directions in these regards, which 
such additional information as may render leaves no excuse for mistakes on the part of 
it useful to the physician and apotherary; the apothecary. A change similar to this 
and the principal aim has been to select has been made by authority in France, and 
materials most generally applicable, and ol is greatly demanded here, as dangerous and 
practical utility." fatal accients ftcquently occur from mis-

In carrying out this plan, the author had taking the meaning intended to be conveyed 
oue very considerable adnntage over many by the physician's peucil or pen. This 
medical compileni, for in the preparation of species of ca balistic mystery was perfectly 
bis" Medical Botany," pnn·iously publish- consistent with the secresy and pretensions 
ed, he .bad examined many works on the of the alchemists of the dark ages, but is 
botanical branch of his subject, not written ioexcueable at the present time. That the 
by "old school practitioners, and hence not stuclent or praciitioner of medicine or 
often consulted by them; and in the present pharmacy may .be able to understand the 
work, with a liberality unfortunately not meaning of the abbreviations and words 
often met with among bis medical breth- used, however, the writer bas Yery prop
n~n, be has been free to acknowledge bav- erlv presented a ,-ery full explanation and 
ing obtained information and formulie from vocabulary, which are well worthy careful 
sources systematically ignored by many of examination. 
the illiberal and £elf-styled orth~ox of the The compiler has exercised exemplary 
profession. caution in his compilation as regards the 

Another feature of the work that com- number of formulerfos, end also in their 
mends it to our · fu·on.ble regards, is that accuracy, especially as regorcls dOllrA; but 
not only in the Directions but in the body from this general commendation, it is to 
of the recipe, the author has entirely dis- be regretted that important exceptions 
carded the barbarous and absurd Latin occur. 
which has been retained with such tenacity It would naturally be supposed that the 
by those who frequently choose to use it author of a" Medical Botany" would not 
as the most convenient cloak to their ig- allow important articles of the Materia 
norance. In medical booko;, as in all sci- Botanica to escape his notire. but even a 
entific works, many technical and other curs<1ry examination of th"' work will dis
terms must be used, which are derived co,·er that there are quite a number of 
from the Grl*-k, the Latin, or the Arabic omi8Biona, as \vell as some errors. 
languages; and so far as there are no clear, The As'-lepiaa, which is extensively used 
comprehensivf', and distinct synonims in by all classes of physicians in the South, 
the English language. the sooner they are and by Eclectics everywhere, is not men
adopted into our language and maJe famil- tioned except in the slightest manner, 
iar, thfO better for the language and the pro- "hile ,.,, have a beautiful concentrated 
fession; but to retain the words and phrases preparation of the proximate principle of 
used by the older physicians, when all med- the plant. 
ical lore was prederved only in foreign or The .Apocynu• is mentioned, its value 
the dead languages, is not only an indica- admitted, and directions given for making 
.tion of stolid pedantry, but often of etolid an extract; but our beautiful and useful 
ignorance, hence we. should express our Apoeynint is passed by, while the .Almua 
gratitude to all who aid in removing these Serrulatta is not e,·en referred to. Such 
relics of folly and barbarism. also is the fact with regard to the Embro-

ln order to carry out this common sense aia Elia.tor, the Cauliph.yllum Th.alictrio
p1an, the anthor has also diacarcled the cab- dr,s, the Crypipedium Pubtscens, the Eu
alistic and abbreviated terms which hue onymus Americaml8, the Gdsaminum, 
been used to indicate conditions and quan- SempennreM, the Htlianthus Aflnus, the 
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Ltptandria Yirginica, the Rhua Gla1Jra lisha work containing all the desired infor-
tbe Scutellaria Laterifolia,the &iteio Gra· mation. N. 
calia, the Stillingia Syl11atica, and perhaps 

others. A lists of plants, which we have THoRActc DtREABES; their Pathology, Diag-
found to be of great value in Therapeutics. nosis and Treatment. By Calvin New-

Others, whose medicinal properties have ton, A..v ••. M.D. Fe!low of the Mas98cbu-
bee ·. to the world by ue ·and from &etts Medical Society, Profeuor of Gen-

~ gnen : . era! and Special P11thology, &c. And by 
which we hue prepared Alkaloids, Resin· 1Jlart1hall Calkins, A.B., 111.0 . , Professor 
oids, and other concentrated extracts, have of Anatomy and Physiology in the Ec-
either escaped notice entirely, or had their lectic Medical College of Pennsyhania. 
most valuable properties overlooked,1ond in This long expected work of the late Prof. 
aome instanc:es their power eatiiely miap· Newton has at length passed through the 
prehended. As an inataace of theee grHe press and is ready for delivery. We hue 
errors, the1&uthor's remarks upon Podopbyl- not had the time to give it a thorough ex
lum Pel ta tum may be cited. He says, "It amination; but we presume it will not 
is a purgatin of the tame cbaractar as diappoint the expectations o( the friends 
jalap, and may be given in the •me oom- o( that gentleman, or the profession \Tith 
binations." Of Fodophyllin, be ays:- which be was connecteO. It is a work of 
"in cathartic power, six grains of it. are 440 pages, royal octno, well executed on 
equal to eight of jalap resin." An impure very good paper, with fine, open type.
podophyllin had been prepared by W . S. Two hundred pages were written by the 
Merrill, by precipitating the resin from a late Professor Newton, and the rest, em· 
eoncentra!d alcoholic tincture, by tbe ~d- bracing the latter part of the work, was 
dition of wa~r:" In resa_rd to the purity prepared by Dr. Calkins, who has endeat'
of Mr. Memll s preparat.lon, we do not orecl as far as possible, to carry out the spir· 
feel called. upon to remark, as our towna· it and intent of his late friend . With what 
man is abundantly able to defend the COlll· success he has executed his responsible task 
mercial and medicinal cbaracler of ~i~ prep- must be left for the readers to judge. Those 
nations; but none of our ~ract1tioners, familiar with the writings of the late DT. 
who are accustomed to use hi.t Podophyl· Newton will at once presume, that the por
lin would dare to give it in the large d~, tion which came from his pen wil\ furnish 
directed to be used of the pur1 (V) arhcle a t'a\uable contribution to the medical lit
described by Lewis. The dose. u used by erature of the school to which he belonged. 
Eclectic physicians, is from i to 2 grains. Prefixed to the work is an introduction 

Did spa~ allow, we could point to a of sixteen pages, containing a biogntpbiral 
large number of other articles which ·we sketch o( the author. This, with the fact 
are accustomed to use, and a great Tariety that a considerable portion of the wort 
of indications, which we find various rem- came from a gentleman distinguished in bis 
edies to fill , which see111 to h•ve been un- profession, and contains his last effort in 
known to the author ancl· the editor; but behalf of reform, and, as it were, "hii; last 
we arc} gratified to pcrCP.ive that the entire will and testament" on the subject of med
profession are giving more attention to our iCine, will render it a very acceptable otrer· 
system of practice, and oar mnria medic.a ing, and a very desirable work to be int~ 
Utan formerly. hands of all practitioners of the Eclectic 

We cannot rtcommend the "Universal school." 

Formulary" very highly to the practition· This work bu been noticed several timet! 
er, but to the druggist it must be of use. . C. in our Journal, since it waa first anno1111c· 

NoTE.-To aid the profession in obtain- ed. We have not an it, 11ut take plea8UR 
ing a knowledge of our remedieJ, their pre· U>. COPfbag.tbe aboTe ext11ct form the a& 
pamtioii, doses and uaes, I shall soon puh-_ tiQe. N. 
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Wlart 1 ®rininal <!rommnnications. tions in the fiui~, in the brain, the heart, 
11" • » the lungs, the viscera, and finally M.M. 

Louis and Bretonneau ba,·e fixed it in the 
TYPHOIDAL FEVERS-THEIR DIAG- glands of Peyer,-and there it bas stayed, 

NOSIS AND TREATMENT. and all other appellations have given way 

BT L. C. DOLLEY, Jl,D, 
to DOTHJNENTEBITJs. Again the treatment 
of tbeee fevers bas passed through every 

Painful indeed bas it been to me, since I mode and aspect conceivable, depletion and 
bne been interested in the practice of med- repletion, sedative and stimulus, mercury, 
icine, to witness the confused and to no antimonials and quinine, and they still Je

limited extent, irrational views of the pa- main the opprOOrium medicorum: medical 
tbological character, and the moat lamenta- statistics giving very little more support to 
ble iesulta of varioas measures of treatment one method than to another. All these cl.
of typhus and typhoid fevers. I am not cumstances combined to render the study 
alone in this feeling. I can hardly look in of these forms of fever excessively discour
any direction, but I ftnd those eminent in aging and repulsive to the student; indeed, 
the profession, whose convictions in refer- we believe that very few make them a sys
ence to the llf!cessity of a new analysis of tematic study, previously to entering upon 
these feTers bannoni:r.e with my own. An the practice of medicine." (MempAia Mei.
able Southern writ.er recently says: "Per- Recordtr, March 'M.) 
haps no subject in medical literature has "Each day witnesses the death, in all 
been so fruitful in confusion and obscurity, classes of society of youths , or of persona 
aelf·contradictiou and eager controversy, as in the prine of life, who after having al
the history, pathology and treatment of ways enjoyed perfect health, and while liv· 
kvers of this class. First, the history bas ing under the best hygienic conditions, are 
been inextricably perplexed by the prema- suddenly cut down by a fever, attributed 
tare generalizations of some who have ar· to a cb1ll 1 or some other common place 
bitrarily defined and described synochus and cause. If one enquires the reason of theae 
eynocba, typhus and typhoid fevers, ac· unforeseen deaths, the response is alway 
cording toeome forms of disease with which the same, •typhoid fever.' This term ze
they happened to be familiar. • • • sounds every where as a funeral knell, cre-
Tllen the pathology has suffered all the mu- ating unnecessary alarm, causing fatality. 
tations which have successively revolution- and giving great embarrassment to physi
bed existing theories of general pathology, cians, who r.annot tell what it is, nor can 
and these fevers baYe sucoeasively been at· they tell what bas become of the many fe. 
tributed to alterations in the solids, altera· vers formerly pre\"&i!ing, and of \th.ch It 
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bas taken the place. If the typhoidian phy- ly the same or as holding relations in their 
sician is asked upon what rules he basis causes and phenomena so identical as to 
his treatment, he does not know, but be require a more common designation. 
uses blood-letting, purgath·es, tonics, qui- It seems that most writers have lost 
nine, opium, and sometimes treats it by sight of CONDITIONS and have labored to 
using nothing at all; for whether medica- confirm their practice and theories to lUllE8 

tion be resorted to or not, the disease must AND NICE NOSOLOGICAL distinctions. They 
hne its way and run its course. If the pa· hne endeavored to make separate and dis
tient die, the reputation of the physician is tinct, morbid conditions, the causes of 
saved by the term TYPHOID! If he recover, which, have made them to mingle and mil 
how noble the triumph! Typhoid fever is in every conceivable manner. Can it be 
but a senseless phrai;e, no l>E>tter than the expected, that diseases not specific in their 
peccant humor of olden times. which should character, and dependent as these feTezs 
be excluded from medical language, as per- are acknowledged to be, upon a dhexsity 
petuating a deplorable confusion of ideas." of causes, should manifest themsell"es in 
(Cayol.) their mode of attack, their duration and in 

Not only on the part of many whose their various symptoms always the same~ 
pmctice is known as allopathic, and who As well might...,esupposethate'\'"erysurfaci 
follow tenaciously the dictum of some old Ol"er a vast domain of cow1try would 'be 
fogy author, bas a fatal tendency in those farmed alike each day by the mountain atld 
cases been m no way retaxded, but in many valley winds and warmed alike by the sun's 
instances evidently favored; but also, and rays. Why should writers make or attempt 
I regret to say it, have courses of medica· to make important distinctions between 
tion been pursued by those styling them· fe,·ers, when the most essential causes and 
sehes eclectics (or perchance medical re- conditions relating to one are seen in tbe 
formers) which were based upon wrong other also? And is not this true of typhw 
views or the nature of the disease, and fa- and typhoid fevers, as they are described 
vored the devlllopment of certain patholog- by most of the standard authors? It is not 
ical conditions, which the physician should difficult to produce eminent authority to 
have anticipated and carefully guarded show that their mode of attack is the same; 
against, knowing as I do, that the adoption that different ages a1e alike subject to each; 
of such errors and measures of treatment is that the duration of each does not materi· 
not rare, and exceptional, nor confined to ally differ; epist.lxis and other bead S) mp
limited and isolated portions of the profes- toms. are found in both, differing in inteA· 
sion or the country, but rather the general sity according to the amount of intestiJlal 
rule, backed up by writers, who are more or cerebral tendency in the case. The dly, 
ambitious than qualified to dictate to their brown or red, fissured and enlarged tougut. 
professional brethren: I venture to express and incrusted teeth are common to both 
.my convictions, respecting typhoid fe,·ers, diseases; a variable pulse, " oppressiOG • 
.and some measures of treatment which and •·prostration," pulmonary conjestioa. 
.sooner or later must be more generally em- ulcerations and slougbing from p?e$SUJ!. 
braced. I ask a reception of my views etc., are equally common in both di~ 

.only so far as they may appear based upon The only ttymptoms which are at all Ci· 
facts and observation, conclusive in their agnostic, are the "abdominal" and per· 
.nature. It is proposed to allude to the pa· haps those relating to the eruption. In tllr 
.thology ef these fevers but briefly. Ne1th· so called typhoid fel"er, the abdomen is 
.er shall I attempt to make clear and intel· more frequently painful on pressure, ui 
ligible any writer's views of what he may tympanitic, and diarrhea is also much IDOllt 

.suppose to be distinctions and peculiaritir.s common. But are not these peculiari~ 

.of typhus and typhoid fevers. It will be readily accounted for by supposing that. ia 

.seen that I regard these fevers as essential- these cases, the morbid impression is JDl)le 
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concentrated in the intt'Btinal canal, and es- tical morbid action. As I regard his the
pecially in the glands of Peyer and the sol- ory of the pathology or these fe,·ers the 
itary glands, or that portion of the nervous most plausible of any, a brief mention of it 
system presiding over the abdominal visce- in this connection, will be, I hope, not un
ra 1 And may not a difference in the ex- interesting. Dr. C. locates the pathology 
tent of the intestinal symptoms, and the of all these fevers in the ganglionic system 
particular part of the nervous system re· of nen·es. He alleges .that the circulation 
ceiving more especially the morbid impres- in the abdominal ,·iscera is affected or con· 
sion moJify also tbe eruption upon the stir· trolled chiefly by nerves radiating from the 
face, causing it to be brighter in typhoid great solar plexus; that the motions, etc., 
fevers and to disappear under pressure; and of the heart are infiuenced by the cardiac 
in typhus to be dark red or mulberry color- ganglia and plexUB; the circulation in the 
ed and ineffaceable? Do we not see scarlu- brain by the carotid plexus and the cranial 
tina in many cases concentrated almost ganglia; and that of the skin by the \'er
wholly in the pharynx constituting putrid tebral gianglia. In typhoid fever, the prox
sore throat producing inflammation, ulce- imate c:aose is supposed to consist of an ab
ration, and gangrene of the pharynx 1 Yet normal innervation of the abdominal vis
from such local symptoms we would not cera from the morbid impression upon the 
divide it into distinct and separate diseas- ganglionic system controlling the circula
es. It seems not the least irrational to sup- tion therein; and if the morbid impression 
pose that these and many other diseasei is more upon tae vertebral ganglion,abnor
may manife~t an affinity and locate them- mat innervation of the skin and the phe
selves upon different organs. Indeed, this nomena of typhus fever result. Cerebral 
"iew is de.;irable, as a means of making or- or pulmonic symptoms are found in cases 
der from confusion and discord. When where the ganglia or system of nerves con
embraced, diS11greement in the symptoms trolling the circulation in the head and 
and diagnosis ceases; the fevers are regard- chest are the parts affected by the morbilic 
ed. but one iu their essential cha111.cter, mod- causes. Speaking of " typhoid" fe,·er, he 
ified in their ma,nifes:ations by differences say.s, " There appears to be a very close re~ 
in constitutions, habits, and surrounding lation between the amount of disease ob
infiuences. served in any particular portion of the 

Since arriving. at the foregoing conclu- organism-tl1e alimentary canal, for in· 
&ions from my personal observations, I hne stance-and the degree to which it is in
bcen gratifiE'.d to find, upon farther research, debted to the ganglionic system for its 
that similar views are advocated by a few innen·ation. Thus, we find but a small 
eminent physicians both in this country amount of disease, congestion, seldom any 
and Europe. Dr. Hirsch believes that "pe- ulceration in the LABTBX. Ulceration is 
techial typhus, typhoid fever, lung typhus, i;omewbat more common in the pharynx, 
epidemic cerebro-spinal brachnilis, bubo- &lSophagus and stomach, though still not 
plague, and angiaa maligna, have so close abundant. It disappears in the ouooauu, 
a relationship to one another tlu.t they which receives but few sympathetic fila
should all he called especially 'typhus,' ments, and again appears in the upper por
and be distinguished by a specific prefix." tion of the ILEUM. increasing as we descend, 
(Brit. and For. Mul&co·Chir. RctJ., April, in direct proportion to the amount of gan· 
1854.) glionic fibres the part ieceives till it reaches 

Dr. Campbell, in an essay which has re· its maximum in tbe lower portion, where 
cently attracted considerable notice, classes the nervous supply is very abundant. After 
all continued fe"ers together under the which we fin1l 1llceratioa occaaionally in 
name of typhoidal fuers, of which be con- the ccecu11; still leas frequent in the colon; 
siders typhus and typhoid fevers as only till in the rectum, whose innervation is 
different manife.stations of similar or iden· principally from the c:erebio·spioal system, 
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it is never observed. So, likewise, with obstruction with actual rupture and effit. 
regard to the other organs. We find the sion, gh·ing riae to petechi11:. The general 
liver, spleen. etc., are all liable to conges- (cerebro-spinal) system is more seriously 
tions; which can be referred to the same involved in typhus than in typhoid feTer, 
abnormal innervatioa of these viscera. because the connection is more direct be
From the relath·e unfrequency of disease in tween the vertebral ganglia, (which are tlie 
certain portions of the abdominal Tiscera seat of typhus,) and the cerebro-epioal srs
and elsewhere, Louis, as we have seen, tem. In a word, then, we would locate 
though admitting their diagnostic import- typhoid fever in the visceral portion o( the 
ance, is disposed to view them as second- ganglionic system, and typhus in the verte
ary to the lesion in the ileum. We cannot, bral portion.'· 
however, agree with him; but are compel- Dr. Campbell's viPWS po8llC88 much.,.
led to regard them as the coMMON PRIMARY tem and beauty, and lead us to hope that 
RESULTS OF A COMMON CAUSE which exists the confusion of the old nomenc1atuie of 
in the ganglionic system, and that the fre- these fevers will not long be felt, and that 
quency or gravity of dil!ease iu any one of typhua will become their generical name. 
these organs, is determined alone by the Supposing sufficient identity to exiat k· 
amount to which the GANGLIONIC INGBEDI· tween typhus and typhoid or enteric feft?S 
ENT mixes with or enters into its innerva- to allow of their classification uodet die 
tion, and that disease in these localities common name of typhus, I still urge ta 
and no etiological reference whatever to use of the term typhoid. as it is often~ 
that in the ileum; but when it exists, is as plied, to denote the peculiar condition ofus 
significant of the true pathology as is the accompanying ordinary fevP.rs, which gi11S 
ileiti&-for it invariably indicates, both by thein more or less resemblance to typhus, 
its location and character, that its origin is in which the tongue becomes brown « 
ABNORMAL INN'ERVAVION. black, and drowsiness, delirium, obtusene& 

This, together with another extnct, will of hearing, craving of acids, etc., are man
give the reader a very correct idea of Dr. ifest symptoms. It will be obsen'ed that 
C.'s theory: "Now, in the TYPHUS type, in this, i. e. my choice of a term for deaig· 
the same disease or morbific agent (its ex- nating the modified bilious and othedners, 
act nature we do not attempt to define,) I differ most pointedly from the teachings 
affects an entirely different set of nervous of I. G. Jones and some others, while my 
centres-a set of ganglia which, by their position is sustained, or similar views u 
anatomical position. their internal and uni- ~ld by Gerhard, Jackson, Ware, and oth
versal relations with the anterior end pos- ers in this country and abroad. Most ail· 
terior roots of the spinal nerves, are plain- pable, indeed, dO!'.s it 11eem to me, for ri 
ly destined to preside over the capillary ters to use or consent to the w;e of trJm 

circulation of perts more superficial-the which express directly the opposite of what 
cutaneous surface. We have reference to is meant, prodncing thus the wont coofu
tbe vertebral sympathetic ganglia; and in sion. If the word typhoid is an adjectiw 
attributing the location of typhus fever to and a descripti,-e word, which exp~ 
these ganglia, we have a ready and satisfac- the idea of a resemblance to typhus, wk! 
tory interpretation of all of its destructive use it to express what may be said to lit 
cbancteristics. The skin becomes conges- primitive and fundamental'! thus not~ 
ted and echymosed (petechial) becauEe its distorting language, but most lVofully d§. 

circulation is dependent upon and controlled torting the brains of students and pTacti
by innervation derived from these vertebral tioners. 
ganglia; which ganglia, being the seat of And farther, I must be permitted in ttit 
abnormal action, (perhaps paralysis,) in- place to demur against two other 'ri~ 
nenation is deficient, the cutaneous circu- promulgated by those whose pogition giwtS 
1 ation ia ietal'ded; in rertain placea there is thecn a measure of influence and authority. 
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First, that of Dr. I. G. Jones, that typhus uncommon to observe the pulse ranging 
is identical with congestive fevers. Had from :'>Cl to 70 per minute. 
Dr. Jones's observations been more general, The other doctrine which I regard as out 
l may be justified in saying he could not of place and erroneous, 18 that presented in 
have written as he has respecting fevers. Newton & Powell's Practice, viz. that fever 
The peculiarities of climate, etc., of central is not disease, but a physiological effort to 
Ohio may be such as to induce modifica- rid the system of diaea&e. The position 
tions, which would in a measure excuse assumed by these writers, if I properly un
him, if he wrote for that section of country; derstand them, is, tll4lt if El'lectics do not 
but as his work is destined for a wide cir- bleed and administer poisons for fevers, 
culation, its medical philosophy and p11.th- they must ne<:essarily make their patholog
ological deductions should have been as ical views differ from those who do. In 
general. He should not have treated with dtlaling with allopathy, they would have 
entire neglect the facts and observations of us adopt the whole system or none of it; 
others, at distances no more remote than if we cannot llSe the lancet and calomel for . 
the circulation of his own doctrines. In fevers a.nd inftammations, we must bid 
speaking of "typhus or congestive fevers," adieu to all old analrses and. doctrines per
he says. " In the most distinctly marked taining thereuato, no longer call fever dis
eases, yon will find a dry, swollen, crisped ease, but .. u indication of disease," and 
tongue, afler the disease is fully developed; call inflammation or a condition of a part 
a pungent beat of body, and an exceedingly characteri7.ed by excessive heat. swelling, 
~y, husky, and as it were parched feeling rednet11, pain and impaired function, not 
of the skin; with all the usual symptoms disease, but an evidence of disease, or evi· 
of febrile action." (Am.. Eclec. Prac. vol. dence of a local clisqualification for the per
ii. p. 137.) What among these symptoms formance of function. It is admitted, that 
is found to indicate congestion? The op- a condition of a part which disqualifies it 
posite of congestion is described. Had Dr. for the performan<:e of its function is dis
Jones been in practice in many other sec- ease. Now, is not the action which causes 
t.ions of country, he would have found nu- the part to swell, to increase in tempera
merous cases of fe,·er, where the t1u1face ture, to manifest redness and pain, the sole 
instead of being" dry" and " parched" and and only action which disqualifies the part 
of a " pungent heat," would hue indicated for the performance of its healthy function? 
true congestive symptoms-a coolneas or Does not this condition of suspended func
coldoese of the surface and extremities, a tion, which is defined disease, depend upon 
:relaxation of the capillaries, and a more or an altered action? This altered action is 
le88 abundant secretion of a cold and clam· called by Dre. Newton 6t Powell a healthy 
my sweat-instead of'' all of the usual action. It appears tome that thH!quibbling 
symptoms of febrile action," there might about words result!! from confounding the 
be none excepting the parched state of the c;a1'8tt of disease with the dileue itself, or 
tongue, excessive thirst, and internal beat. in making the cauae to constitute the iia
Sach daSe8 are extensively and correctly ease in its essence. Fner and inftamma
known in the profession as congestive fe- tion are and should be understood u con
vers. Some of the symptoms strongly re- stituting the aggregate of certain symptoms, 
itemble those of cholera, and, like the chol- or a condition cbaracterir.ed by certain 
era, to prevent a fatal termination, the vi- phenomena, necessary to a certain e:atent to 
tal forces must be aroused and a re-action resist and overcome physical offences and 
brought about. irritants. The irritant is not the disease, 

I have 1Det with many of these. cases for tbis does not at once and always dis
in my practice. While the patient is suf- qualify the i-.rt for the performance of ita 
fering from the most intolerable thirst and function, but the changes or the actioa 
dryu.ees of the mouth and fauces, it is not which develope tobe symptoms do this; such 
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then must constitute the disease, whether it To sustain the vital forces; 2d. To dimin
be inflammation or fever. Function-sus- ish and counteract the tendency to intes
pending action is diseased action; actions tinal irritation, (or perhaps more properly 
which constitute fever and inflammation abnormal innervation;) and 3d. To elimin
saspend function, hence febrile and inflam- ate through the skin end liv1•r, such mala
matory actions are diseased actions. With- rial and etli!te matter as may retard the 
out dwelling farther upon this point, or cure; which must be done without depress
stopping to rectify, as I would ltke, other ing the vital forces. The indications I 
opinions relating to the pathology, etc., of place in the order of their importance, and 
typhus and typhoid fevers, which I consid· not in the succession of the remedies. Jn 
er not a little oat of joint, I hasten to ex- the commencement, sufficient Leptandrin 
press my views respecting what I have the may be given to move the bowels, but not 
best reasons for believing the most success- pow·~rfully, aided if necessary by enemas. 
ful measures of treatment. In Blockley Hospital, Philadelphia, where 

Treatm.ent.-The most common error in these fe\"ers have been treated with great 
treatment committed on the part of both success, it is customary to administer at 
old and nE>w school physicians, is in at- first from five to ten grains of blue maS& 
tempting 'to expel by active emetics and Those acquainted with leptandrin will pre
cathartics what they suppose to be the fer it to even the mildest mercurial pn:pat· 
cause of the disease, which efforts serve ation. Tonics and stimulants must follow 
both to diminish the vital energies of the immediately the operation of the leptan
system, and concentnte the morbid action drin. To counteract the morbid and de
upon the alimentary canal and other ab· pressing impression upon the great nervous 
dominal viscera, and thus make more cer- centers, (or if Dr. Campbell's reasoning be 
tain what has been regarded the worst fea. correct, the ganglionic system,) quinine 
tares of theae fevers, •iz. the enteritic seems indispensable. To prevent and coun
symptoms. Genuine cases of ·• typhus" teract the changes which are known to take 
and "typhoid" (old nomenclature) fever place in the blood, whether they bezymot1c 
are rare in their occurrence, excepting in or not, the prussiate of iron is of undoubt
seaport towns. Many physicians, after ed service. From 1:> to 30 grs. of each of 
having been in extensive practice for years, these should be administered in twenty
are called to visit their first case, and with- four hours, and followed up until connles
out due thought, go..-ern themselves in its cence takes place. The benefits resulting 
treatment by- the same principles that led from the quinine and iron, cannot be ques
tbem to prescribe activE> e\"acuants in the tioned in the greet majority of cases. bot 
treatment of intermittent and bilious re- much less in those cases which partake of 
mittent fevers. If bilfoumeas may have a malarious character. M. Mazade bu 
been, with the practitioner, called a bug- employed quinine, ll>l grs. daily, in 71 
bear of huge and portentous consequence, cases of typhoid fever, and thinks it emin· 
and particularly if his medical lineage has ently useful. 
not been too remote from Samuel Thomson, In connection with the above, brandy 
emetics, in his estimation, are the sine qua punch (~ Spt. vini. gelli. ~ ij.; milk ~ iij.} 
non-if his predilections have been more should be administered at regular interv.ls; 
allopathic, mercurials or other cathartics, some cases require as much as six or eight 
are administered with no sparing hand,and ounces a day. UndE"r most drcumstan~ 
for the consequences of.either coarse, they a large spoonful every third or fourth hoar 
might well ptay to be delivered. I am will be found about the proper quantit! 
happy that a few exceptions are found during the gl't'llter part of the progress ol 
among the more judicious and discrimina- the fever; but as convale~noe commences. 
ting. it may be used with more freedom if thought 

The indications of treatment are, 1st. necessary. Tbe effects of the brandy punch 
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in all of the cases where I have seen it ad - whole surface with tepid vinegat and water 
minIStere<I, have been very gratifying; un- is of much service. Lemon juice and other 
der its use the pulse gradually lessens in acids should be allowed, "hen the patient 
frequency, the patient becomes less stupid desires. The use of the alkaline bath in 
and delirious, the skin moist, &c. I prefer place of the acid, as adopted by many prac· 
that the brandy be combined with milk as titioners, I regard as error of no small con
above, rather than given in any other form. sequence. I have witnessed the most hap
In the form of" punch" much nourishment pr results from the acid treatment in my 
is afforded to the system, and the impres- own practice for eight years, in all of 
sion of the stimulant upon the stomach the typhoidal cases. The practice is sus
and bowels is made more congenial. It is tained recently by physicians of eminence. 
used altogether in this form in Blackley M. Vracken bas recommended in typhoid 
Hospital. Dr. Todd reports eighteen cases fever ablutions with vinegar and water. 
of typhus fever treated in King's College M. Van Dtomme has employed this treat
Hospital , by the free exhibition of brandy ment largely and with great success. Acid
(from a half to one ounce, every two hours) ulated water is permitted to be drunk ad 
with the loss of but one. The brandy was libitum. Of 20 cases treated in this man
givP.n without milk, in connection with ner, but one died. Chomel has also recom
beef tea, etc, In all of the cases, the symp- mepded the vinegar ablutions. (See Brit. 
toms hatl become fully developed when put and For. Chirurg. Re"., April, ISM.) If 
upon this treatment. (Md. Tim.u«f- Gu. too frequent evacuations from the bowels 
Aug. 27, 1863.) occur, the following pill will usually be 

To prevent the intestinal disturbance, or found sufficient to control them: ~ Sapo 
to diminish it when · it exists, is a great cas. grs. xx; ipecac grs. xx; pulv. rhei grs. 
desideratum with the practitioner. The xx.; pulv. opii. grs. x. M. fiat pillulm No· 
ulceration of the glandi of Peyer and the uiv. One n1ay be given about as often as 
solitary glands is often characteristic of the evacuations occur. 
the fever. If there is a natural or induced The typhoid modifications of remittent 
tendency of the morbid impression to th11 and intermittent fevers, require or will ad· 
bowels, to meet the indications here, .it mit of more active evacuants, though not 
seems there has been nothing used that will by any means a repetition of emetics and 
compare in· its results with the turpentine cathartics. Usually two parts of leptan-
mixture, prepared as follows : drin and one of podophyllin, given in Emall 

~ OJ. Terebinth. 3 ss. doeea, an~ repeated until th~ bow~ls are 
Spts. La vend comp. 3 j. moved, will be ~ound ~ll that i~ reqmred ~t 
Mucil. G. Accacia, 3 iv. M. first. Follow immediately with the qui

nine and prussiate of iron, or, what I regard 
A. tablespoonful may be taken every four preferable, the following : 

or six hours. I have been accustom&l to 
direct that the powders of quinine and iron 
(about gr. ij. of each,) the turpentine mix
ture and the punch be given alternately, 
and at equal intervals, bringing a dose of 

~ Muriatic acid 3 j . 
Essence of tansy ~ j. 
Sulph. Quinine grs. xxx. 
Simple Syrup ~ iij. Mix. 

each once in from three to six hours. Va- Give a teaspoonfnl every hour, when the 
rious conditions will call for moditkations febrile excitement is not sufficient to con
in the treatment. When the febrile excite- tra-indicate. As often as the surface of 
ment is very high, the punch may be omit- the patient manifests an undue amount of 
ted . and tinct. gelseminum administered beat, let it be sponged with vinegar and 
until its characteristic effects upon tht• water. If this measure is found not sutli
nervous and muscular system are obtained. cient to allay the fever, let 8 or 10 grs. of 
At the same time frequent sponging of the diaphoretic powders be giTen once in five 
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or six hours, or 40 or 60 drops of tine. gel- which was treated by myaelf, contrasted 
seminum repeated in two hours if neces- with the fatal termination of six cam9 

sary. And what I regard of very great im- (among which was that of my esteemed 
portance in these cases also, is, that the and promising friend, Dr. N. Shelley,) ill 
patient's natural craving for acids be grati- the immediate vicinity, under the quackish 
fied. Let lemonade be taken ad libitMm. and heroic treatment of evacuanta, etc., 
Hard cider and many other acids need not and taught me wisdom. Let thoe who 
be withheld if the patient calls for them. call themselves medical reformem. and 
Under the influence of the acids and qui- hue seen young and vigorous patient.I, 
nine, it is gratifying to see bow speedily yea, indeed whole families under their 
the black or brown fur upon tbe tongue charge, stricken down with this dieeue, 
gives place to a more natural appearance. (I could specify such) inTeStigate U.. 
If the tongue pre111mts a red and dry appear- aBSertiona, and blush at their own coa
ance, as it occasionally does, the terebiuth. ceit and bigotry. 
mixture must be given. 

EXPULSION OF TAPE-WORM. 

BY L. OLDSR11E, M.D. 

I am far from claiming for the tl'f'lltment 
here presented entire originality. Most of 
the measures have been adopted separately 
by here and there a physician. But .the 
views presented must not suffer the charge I hue in my ~ion a portion of 
of" new-fangled notions of the day." The tape-worm which was expelled from the 
large number of typhoidal cases in Blockley human system by the administration of U. 
Hospital, when under the charge of Dr. "Pumpkin seed orgeat and spirits turpen
Wm. Haines, were treated solely with the tine," a brief relation of which case, and 
turpentine mixture and brandy punch, hav- the course of treatment, may be of interest 
ing premised with a small amount of .blue to some of your subscribers. 
ma!ll:S. The success of the treatment will The patient, a widow lady, aged 40, .bad 
appear incredible to those of narrow sym- been complaining for 11everal years of pain 
pathies, and limited charity and respect for in the side and stomach, which at times 
all that pertains to Allopathy. While was very severe, She had also occaisional 
pneumonia and many other diseases were vomitings of a frothy mucus which wu of 
almost UDh·ersally fatal, cases of death an intolerably offensive odor. The tongue 
from typhus and typhoid fevers (regarded was always coated with a thick brown fur, 
as essentially the same by Dr. Haines,) and the breath extremely offensh-e. Sbe 
were very seldom. It should be observed had become quite thin and emaciated, a}. 

that this institution receives a large num- though the appetite was most voracious at 
her from emigrsnt vessels, and of the in- all times. 
temperate and broken constitutions of a She had taken medicines from different 
great city, yet the mortality of typhus fever physicians in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Lou
during the year 18:12 DID NOT EXCEED FIVE isville and St. Louis, and had never for a 
PER CENT. Such results, and the convin- moment been relieve1I from the annoying 
cing character of my own observations, lead symptoms above described. None of the 
me to speak with much confidence. During medicines, however, had been prescribed 
the last winter and fall, Doctors S. N. for the expulsion of tape-worm. 
Jones and J. G. Dolley treated in the There facts, to.,-ether with the genetal 
province of Upper Canada upwards of two appearance and symptoma, led me to sm
hundred cases of well-marked typhus and pect the existence of the parasite; upoa 
typhoid fevers (old nomenclature) with a mention of which, the patient informed me 
mortality of less than three per cent. An that a physician of Cincinnati bad expres
attack of the same which my brother, Dr. sed the same opinion of the case, just u 
J. G. Dolley, suffered last September, and she was about to le1ne that city. 
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On the morning of the 27th December, I It is now nine months 1dn<:e the expul-
commenced the treatment by gi'fing half a sion of the worm, and she bas remained 
pint of the liquid orgeat of pumpkin seeds, quite well and free from pains, vomiting. 
ptepared and prescribed as directed in the bad breath, etc., with normal appetite and 
Boston Medical & Surgical Journal, vol. 4~, strength, and I have no doubt the whole 
page 201,• followed in one hour and a half disease is entirely removed. 
with a full dose of castor oil. A large Piltaburgh. Sept., lSM. 

encuation was produced but there was no ..---------------.. 
appearance of the worm. The aame courae 
was repeated on the following morning llJart !. Jlliscdlantons .Sdtctions 
with the same result, and without any ------------
mitigation, but rather an increase of the 
symptoms. She now complained more of PATHOLOGY OF RHEUMATISM AND 

t. ·f · l · GOUT. a sensa ion as 1 an anima was moving 
about in her bowels, and believed herself, BT PBor. J. H. BDlU.'l'T. 

that it must be tape-worm or "eome other 
living anima p• as she said it sometimes The present theory in regard to these af-

• h' ... __ d rod d ch fections is, that they are both connected 
cam~ up mto er UUU11t an P uce mu with an increase oC lithic acid in the blood. 
choking. I then prepared another half In rheumatism, this is dependent on excess 
pint of the orgeat as before, to which was of the secondary, and in gout, on excess of 
added halfan ounce of spirits of turpentine. the primary, ~igesti~. In rheum~tism, 
This was given all at once on the morning how:ever •. there 18 ~tderable excret1.on ?£ 

. lactic acid by the skm (Todd), while ID· 
of Dece1ober 30th, on a rastmg stomach, ~out there ia anncesa of soda, which unit· 
followed in one hour with a large dose of mg with the lithic acid, produtts a com
the compound powder or jalap and cream pound of lithate of soda, that may be de
of tartar equal parts. In about one hour tected.as su~h in the b_lood (Garrod). wh!le 

' . sometimes 1t exudes mto the cellular tis· 
after the powder was taken 1t operated up· sue of the skin, constituting tophaoeoua de-
on the bowels, producing a large liquid posits. In both diseases, there is an undue 
evacuation, bringing with it about thirty· balance between the exce~ of. lithic acid 
six feet or tape·worm, one-fourth of an inch a!1d the powe~ of ex~tion-m rheu~a
in width with joints from one half to three · t1sm by t!te skm, and m gout by th~ kid-

. . ney. This pathology serves to explam the 
fourths of an mcb long. Although th1a all similitucles and differences existing between 
csme away at one time, yet it was ~epua· the two affections. In both there is cer· 
ted into a number of pieces, the longest be· tain con~titut.ional sta~e. depe~dent o~ ~e
ing only nine feet which I have preserved ranged d1gel!11on, dunng which excttmg 

. ' . . · causes occasion local etff!Cts. These exct· 
The patient seemed now qwte rehe•ed, but ting causes in rheumatism are bad diet 
lest a portion of the worm might still be hard work, exposure to cold and wet, and 
remaining, another course of the latter its ~bjects ge~erally are the poor and la
prescription of orgeat and turpentine was bonng.pop?latton. In gou!, the ca!1se~ are 
. . . good diet, mdolence, repletion, or 1nd1gee-

given on the followwg morning to make the tion, and its subjects are for the most part 
thing doubly sure. This last courae, how· the rich and sedentary. The local mani
ever, brought no more of the worm. The 1es.tation~ in .both are a!!ute .wandering 
restorative wine bitters with quinine and P.ams, with pam and s~tlhng-m rheuma-

. . . tism of the large, and 1n gout of the small 
was then adm1msted II a tome, and the pa· joints, constituting the acute attack in the 
tient recovered rapidly. one, and the SO·<"alled rep;ular attack in the 

other. Thf'se are combined with a tend-
•" Cvas roa Tua-won.-Procve 1aflloieiu oeed or ency to various complications of the inter· 

tile Pumpkin 10o1e crow" la lhe Weit ladie•.,. !II• nal viscera which are more or less danger-
~fl~l':J.:":!!t~wi:,t~".:11.t.fte: :o~~l~~d°:s.i't~'rd: OUS to lif~. 
pint of water ; poand lhem well a_p, t.11d make a liquid The } • d• t• f t t t 
OfJe&t ofthern. which 1traln thtoap a cloth Drink ihii genera tn IC& ions 0 re& men are, 
•••tare in the morai•r o• a futlas •toaaeh. tr It doe• in both diseaeea, so to regulate the nutri= :fL,tale In aa llDai ud a bait, \ab .. 00••• or.... ti ve functions as to insure a due balance 
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436 TRF.ATMENT OF .ACUTE RHEUMATISM, ETC. 

between the amount of matters entering ' der, probably, has such a crowd of oppo
the blood as the result of digestion, prima-j site remedies and plans of treatment Leen 
ry or secondary, and the amount of matters extolled, and yet none of them can be de
discharged from the economy by the excre-1 pended on, so that it has been imagined 
tory organs. To conduct the acute attack that six weeks rest is th1t most useful pre· 
to a favorable termination, carefully watch- scription (Warren). The latest author on 
ing the internal viscera, and being prepared rheumatism endt!Bvors to explain this by 
to act with vigor should those become af- observing, that this need not be wondered 
fected. Hence the treatment of the>'e dis- at by "those who consider the true uature 
eases resolves itself into what may be cal· of the disorder, and the variety of circom
led curative an<l pre,·entive-the first bav- stances under which the physician may be 
ing reference to the acute attack, the second! called upon to minister to his patient's re
to the means most likely to hinder its re- lief. The bleeding, which in the young. 
turn ; the on11 must be carried out by rem-, plethoric, and robust, may be necessary to 
edies which act upon the blood and excre- allay excessive nscular action and cauae 
tory organs, the other by the managemt.>nt free secretion, may in the weakly induce 
of diet and exercise.-Month. lour. Med., irritability of the heart, and a consequent 
Sci., Dec. 181'>2. attack of cardiac inflammatioµ. The opium 

which, in one person may pro,·e of the 
greatest servire in promoting free perspiia-

TREATMENT OF ACUTE RHEUMA- tion, and in allaying the general irritabili· 
ty of the system, may in another check the 

TISM BY NITRATE OF POTASH. biliary an<l other secretions, and thus pre

BT PBOF. J. H. BEl'INETr. 

Although the general pathology above 
·mentioned [see preceeding article], which 
considers rheumatism as a blood disease, 
may be considered on the whole as correct, 
we are not yet enabled to explain by it the 
symptoms of an acute attack of the disease, 
where. in addition to the constitutional 
disorder, we ha,·e local pain, occasional heat, 
redness and swelling. with febrile symp
toms. Most practical men have attribu
ted those phenomena to a superinduced in
flammation, although it bas not been shown 
that exudation occur, or that it is followed 
by the usual results of that condition. Be
sides, its erratic character is opposed to 
what we know of the process of true in
flammation, and calling it au unhealthy in
flammation in no way clears up the mys
tery. The real pathology of acute rheuma· 
tism, therefore, has yet to be determined, 
and, as a preliminary step, a careful histo
logical examination of the affected tissues 
is absolutely necessary. So far as I am 
~ware, this has never yet been attempted, 
if we except some observations br llasse, 
on the structure of the bones in rheuma
tism. 

Our treatment of this disease, therefore. 
is purely empirical, sometimes directed 
against the pam, at others, against the sup
posed inflammation; now attempting to 
combat the pathological condition of the 
blood, then striving to remedy its effects 
by acting on the excretions; and not un
fiequently giving specifics, in the hope that 
any change in the constitution, however 
produced, may be beneficial. In no disor-

-. ..,,, 

vent the elimination of the rheumatic poi
son. The continued use of calomel. and 
the constant purging, which may be bene
ficial to one patient by removi11g laqiie 
quantities of unhealthy secretions, may un
necessarily exhaust the strength of another, 
and tend very greatly to impede recovery. 
And so in regard to every remedy which 
has been proposed. What is useful at one 
time proves useless, or posithely injurious 
at another; and the t.onclusion is forced 
upon us, that what is wanted "is fu less 
the discovery of untriP.d methods of treat
ing disease, than of discriminative canons 
for the proper use of those we po!'SeSs ;"
far less the discovery of any new merticines, 
than the adaptation ol our present remedies 
to the exigencies of the case." {Fullet on 
Rheumatism, p. 73.) These judicious ob
servations may serve to explain the cause 
of our failure; but until we obtain more 
exact information regatding the epuial pa· 
thology of rheumatism, it is in '-am to hope 
for a rational treatment. 

For my own part, I generally treat rheu
matism on what is called "genera I princi
ples;" these are, to alleviatt1 severe pain by 
anodynes, diminish excessive ,·ascular ac
tion by moderate bleeding and saline anti
phlo&istics, and encourage every attempt 
at crttical discharges by diaphoretics. diu
retics, purgatives, etc. Occasionally, I 
have tried the effects of special remedies in 
this disease. and watched a series of ca.ces, 
all of which were treated in the same man
ner. Thus I have tried aconite. and be
lieve that alone it is of little servke; col
chicum, also. I have given frequeotlv, and 
am of opinion that in pure rheumat1sm it 
is of no advantage, although in gout it is 
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invaluable. This sei:sion (lSlJl-2) you following manner: A lh·ing tania craaai
have witnessed another trial of this kind colia, procured from a cat, was placed at 
with the nitrate of potash, a remedy for- four o clock in a mixture of albumen and 
merly recominended by Dr. Brocklesby.and dolichos puriens. The worm appeared to 
which has been gh-en with good effect by be perfectly well in this mixture, and at 
M. Gendrin, in the wards of La Pitie, in two o'clock on the following afternoon ex
Paris, as recorded by Dr. Henry Bennett hibited the most vigorous m°'·ements. The 
(Lancet, 1844, vol. i. p. 374). It has more tamia was now tran1<ferred to a "essel con
lately been pressed on our attention by Dr. taining a mixture of infusion of kousso and 
Basham (Mtd. CAir. Trana. vol. xxxii.), some of the infused as well as some of the 
who tells us that from one to three ounces fresh powder with albumen. The tempera
of the salt, if freely diluted in water, may lure of the mixture was 30 degrees R. (99.lJ 
be taken by the patient in the counie of degrees F.) On its introduction, the 
twenty-four hours, without any injurious worm quickly extended itself; after some 
results, but with the effect of relieving in time it was found to be dead. its colour 
a marked manner the swelling. ht>,at, and hu·ing changed to a dirty reddish yellow. 
pain in the joints.-Month. lour. Med. Sci. Two tania atrratai were placed at about 
Dec. 18lJ2. half-past one in the afternoon in a mixture 

of albumen, and kousso; at two o'dock 
they were dying, and at three completely 

TINCTURE OF MASTIC AS A HM- dead. Two tcmia atrratai from the same 
MOSTATIC. dog was brought in contact with kousso 

and milk at hall-pest one in the afternoon, 
It is stated ina recent number of Schmidt's and at two o'clock were dead. Two tainia 

Jahrbucher, that Dr. FRANKL has found the aarratm were placed at half-past one in the 
tincture of mastic an excellent ha,mostatic. afternoon in albumen, mixed with decoc
He employs it in epistaxia, and in trouble- tion of pomegranate root with some of the 
some bleeding from leech-bites. It is ap- powdered root; they died in three hours. 
plied to the points whence the blood issues, Two others were placed in milk mixed with 
by means of a camel's hair pencil. Terzer, the decoction only ; they died in three and 
a dentist of Vienna, is also reported to have a half hours. A t1Z11la craa!Molis was put 
~sed it successfully in hemorrhage follow· into a mixture of albumen with ethereal ex
mg the extraclion of teeth.-Aaaociation tract of male fern; it died gradually in 
Medical Journal, January 14, 181)3, three hours and three-quarters. A number 

of tania cucw~ricz were placed in a mix
ture of albumen and oil of turpentine; they 

ACTIQN OF ANTHELMINTICS. were dMd in an hour and a quarter. 
A number of the same were -put into a 

Dr. K-oOHDMEillTl.R, of Zittau, has ex- mixture of albumen and castor-oil; theyap
amined the various nrmifuges, by immers- peared lively at first, but were dead lD 
ing the living "intestinal worms of fowls, seven hours. Similar worms were put in
cats, and dogs, in albumen, at a tem}l'!ra- to a !le.lad, composed of pieces of unwater
ture exceeding 77 degrees Farhr .. and ad- ed herring, boiled potatoes, large pieces of 
ding the anthelminti<'S in the form of infu- onion and ~rlic, albumen, vinegar, and a 
sion or of powder. In some cases, a mixture large quantity of oil. They died in eight 
of warm milk and water was substituted hours. Lestlv, the author tested the verm
for the albumen. The experiments were ifuge powders' of the brown oxide of col'
not continued for more than from fortv to per; fifteen grains were administered in the 
forty-eight hours, if the \vorm had "not course of four days to a strong cat. When 
been killed before the expiration of that the body was opened, the entire intestinal 
time. Dr. Kuchenmeister made me ofelec- canal was found to be full of fiuid, yellow, 
tricity as the most delicate reagent for prov- ftaky feces; the intestine was softened and 
ing the occurrence of the worms. In the denuded of epithelium, especially at the 
first place, r.lectricity cannot be consider· termination of the ileum, where the ad
ed 811 a w.rmifuge. The author subjected joining Peyer's glands were much swollen, 
a female htttra'kis veaiculam, taken from particularlr in two situations, one of which 
a partridge that had been killed, to the ac. was an inCh and a half long by one-third of 
tion of a rotatory apparatus, which was an inch broad; the other was nearly circu
kept up with a longer or shorter inrervals Jar, and its diameter one-third of an inch. 
during an entire day. The animal was not The cat had been purged. The tamia and 
destroyed by the experiment. He next asc:urides it contained were lh·ely. It would 
tried the remedies employed for the remov- hence appear that this substance is both in
al of ttenia, and first teated kousso in the efticacioue ae a vermifuge and dangerous to 
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the system. The following table contains 
the results of the above experiments:-

Jn milk boiled with kousso, tamia died in 
half an hour. 
In a mixture of oil of turpentine and albu
bumen, in - - I to U hour. 
In decoction of kousso 
with albumen 
In decoction of pome
granate root with milk 
In decoction ot pome
granate root with al
bumen - - - -
In ethereal extracts of 
male fern with albumen 
In castor-oil with al
bumen 

which som11 camyhor bad been introduced. 
2. A mixture o the oil of turpentine and 
albumen killed some ascarides which were 
placed in it in from two and a half to six 
hours. 3. Ascarides lived forty hours ia 
albumen and wormseed, whether the latter 
was employed in the form of powder or in

ll to 3 hours. fusion. 4. Some ascarides were placed in 
albumen mixed with santonine; they did 

3 to 31 " not die in it, nor did they die in a watery 
infusion of santonine. When Antoni.De 
was dissolved in oil, especially in castor
oil, and mixed with albumen and asc:ari~ 
the latter died in ten minutes. An injec
tion of santonineand castor-oil was thrown 
up the rectum of a cat, and produced no-

3 

31 to 4 

8 

.. 
" merous motions . containing dead wor11111; 

and ori killing the cat, the entire of the low· 
" er portion of the intestinal canal was as-

certained to be free from worms, while 
Kousso would therefore seem to be the four were found near the stomach and quite 
most efficacious remedy against t11mia. rigid and extended, and retaining but little 
When pomegranate bark and male fern root life. A tanta craaBicolia, however, wu 
fail, their failure may be owin~ to the hab- found in the intestines, and appeamd to be 
it of administering a laxative m from four quite uninjured and very lh-ely. ~. A mix· 
to six hours after the exhibition of the verm- ture of albumen and aniEeed, with a strong 
ifuge. by which the latter may be carried infusion of the latter, killed the worms in 
beyond the worm. With regard lo pome- about twenty-four houra. 6. Parsley, mb:· 
granate root, it must be observed, that in ed with albumen, killed ascarides very slow· 
large doses it occasions diarrhea. The ly. 7. Flour of mustard and albumen dee
same remark applies to castor-oil. The troyed them in about four hours. 8. Ia 
author alE<o alludes to cold water, straw- rue the worms lived upwards of twenty. 
berries, dolichos puriens, and filings of tin. fou~ hours. 9. The same was the case with 
:When t11mia are placed in water containing millefoil. In contact with tansy, valerian, 
tee, they are instantly benumbed, and if and chamomile, great numbers of them liv
allowed to remain in it, they will always ed for twenty-four hours. With onions 
be found at the end of ten hours to be quite and garlic they pt'\rished in from ten to fif. 
dead. Strawberries may be useful as a mild teen hours. A decoction of cloves, with 
~~edy in case of tapeworm; if large quan- or without albumen. killed them iu twelve 
t1t1es of them be taken on an empty stom- hours. In an infusion of ginger, with 01 
ach, entire portions of the "'Orm will often without albumen, they lived about twenty· 
be passed. Dolichos puriens, with which four hours. Petroleum. mixed with albu
the author tried manyexperiments, appears men, killed them in less than six hours, u 
to possess no power of destroying worms. did also oil ot cajeput and albumen. 
The author has also minutely studied the A series of vermifuges, taken from the 
medicines recommended for the removal class of balsamics, lnS tried in like man
of round worms. In albumen, theae worms ner, namely, assafetida, ammoniacum, bal· 
behave as the tamia; in water, at about 77 1&m of Peru. extract of juniper, and Venice 
degrees F., they Ih·e for some days, but turpentine. In all these the worms lived 
swells, stiffen, become longer, thicker, and more than twenty-four hours. Of the cla• 
more sluggish; they lose their power of sue- of empyrematics (brenzlicben stoffe,) the 
tion, and their motions become slow and followmg were tried: Oleum chaberti (a 
only partial; they resemble leeches which mixture of four parts of oil of turpentine, 
have gorged themselves. In gem:ral, how- and one of the animal oil of Dippel], oil of 
eYer, the males and young neutrals resists amber, castor-oil, tar-water, creasote, wood 
the effects of water longer than the mature, Yinegar, and wood soot. In these, for the 
impregnated, eey;-bearing females, which most part, the worms lh-ed from twenty· 
become quite rigid end inflexible, and swell four to forty ,eil$ht hours, exrept the wood· 
considerably. Milk end whey atrect the vinegar, in which they lived rather more 
worms like water, The following are the than twelve; and creasote, in which they 
medicines, the effects of which were tested:- died within two hours. Of bitters, the au· 
' 1. Camphor. :An ascaris lived from thor tried aloes, gambogE-, ox-gall, worm· 
eighteen to twenty hours in albumen into wood, mynh, gentian, quassia, hope, bitter 

In salmagundi with 
garlic and onions - 8 
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orange, and acorus calamus; in all these affected in one case, and several in the 
the ascarides lived from twenty-four to for- other. 
ty hours. Of astringents, pure tannic acid, M 
pomegranate root, kousso, extract of wal- ODE OF A»MUUllTIU.TION.-Tbedigital-
nuts, cinchona bark and quina, elm bark, ine was given in granules, according to the 
willow bark, the flowers and stalb of formula of M. Quevenne: each granule ~on
meadow-sweet, oak bark, dragon's blood. taining a milligra~me (.OH'> of a gralD_.} 
catechu, and kino. In these, the worms One granule, aoqiehmes two, was given m 
died in from twenty-four to thirt1 hours, twenty-fo~r hours; and the n~mber was 
with but two exceptions, namely, tincture gradually_ mc:ieued to four. S1x.or snen 
of galls and pome~ranate root, both of granU.l~s m the day produced toxic symp
which killed them m the space of eleven tom~· In one~· that of a youth of fifteen, 
hours. or saline preparations, sulphate of obstmate vomitmg w_as produced atter tw.o 
soda, chloride of sodium, aud the roe of the granules had '!>'en given. Commonly, it 
herring, were tried. In the first, the worms vi:a~ on the thud or fourth day, ~nd after 
died in from fifteen to eighteen hours; in givn~g. two 0.r three granules per d1~m, that 
the second. in from two to six; and in the vomitmg, diarrhea, and cepha!algia were 
roe of the herring, in four hours. The fol- produced. In other cases, fi_ve, six, or seven 
lowing metallic poisons were experimented gnmules hav~ been. taken i~ the twent1-
on; arsenic, calomel, corrosive sublimate, four hours w:thout mconvemence: and, m 
and the salts of tin, of lead, and of copper. two ~ses, ten and twelve were ~aken. The 
Corrosive sublimate alone de5troyed the duration of treatment has varied from a 
worms in so short a time as two hours; few days to one or two wee~s_. The gri:at
all the other meta lie salts requhed a much est number of gran~les adm1mstered du~rng 
longer period. From these experiments it a course, has been, m five cases, res~chve
would appear that santonine mixed with !Y • 23, 33, 44, l>O, and 88-the latter mclud
oil, is a most powerful vermifuge, then mg two courses. 
chloride of sodium, the roe of the herring, ACTION OF D101TALINE--C1acUJ.ATION.
garlic, onions, etc. The author advises The following table shows the action of 
that l!llntonine should be given as a vermi- diidtaline in lowering the frequency of the 
fuge, mixed with oi\ in the proportion of pulse:-
from · two to five grams to an ounce of cas- c 11r· 1 r 1 Ml 
tor oil. This solution should be given in .... ~'}.,,~9:.:J:.".n't da~i;,~rC:!:~ D~~:: 
doses of a teaspoonful until the eft'ect i1 Dis. of the heart, 108 68 
produced. As auxiliary treatment, cblo- " 99 72 
ride of sodium, herring brine. mustard, " 80 68 
onions and garlic, may be employed.-Dub- " 76 :H 
Quarterly Journal, February. 18:'>3, from " 104 100 
Froritp'a Tagsbereichte uber du Forts- '' 64 60 
chritte der Natururul Heilkunde. •' 44 44 

.. 76 l>8 
Phthisis, 84 76 

EXPERIMENTS WITH DIGITALINE. " 68 64 
Pleurisy, 108 100 

(PDFORMED BY II. ANDRAL Ill TllE BOPITAL " 108 116 
DB LA CHAJlITll.] Hydatid of pleura, 100 96 

Rheumatism in one 
Dr. LEMAIITBE, in an interesting memoir joint, . , - - 96 

CL' Union Medicale, May, 181'.12) descri~ R~e1;1m. m several 
first the nature of the cases experimented JOID?', - - 96 
on; eecond, the mode of administration of Anemia, - - 80 

80 

80 
76 
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20 
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26 
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18 
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4 

16 

16 
4 

digitaline; thirdly, the various effects pro
duced; and, lastly, draws some concluSions 
as to the therapeutic effect of the drug. 

Some writen have described a much greater 
effect as being produced on the pulse than 
is shown in these tablf'.s; this has probably 

NATUBEOFTH&CA.sa.-Nineteenpatients arisen from their haTing adopted, a11 a nor
were experimented on, viz.: seYeral ca...-es of mat standard, the pulse of the patient at 
chronic heart disease; one of albuminuria; their first visit, and when they were excited 
one of anemia with intermittent fever; two by the presence of the medical attendant. 
of phthisis; one of acephalocyst of the Dr. Lemaistre observes that this will some
pleura, with all the signs of extensive pleu- times make a difference of twenty pulsa
ral effusion ; two of acute pleurisy; two of tions in a few minutes: and a great differ
acute rheumatism; one joint only being ence may even arise ina tew moments. M. 
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Andrei did not give the digitaline until he does not fol~ow that the quantity of uri~ 
had ascertained the stale of the pulse by was always mcreased .. In two cases of dia
repeated examinations during several days. ease <?f the heart, end .In the t~o cai;es of 

The author (from the small number of P.leurisy, ~here was no rncrease tn the i~n
observations) does not venture to recom- tity ot urine. In the.case of pleural )da
mend digitaline for its etfP-ct on the pulse, 1id, a little more ur.me wa~ passed. In 
except in heart diseases; in which, by two ~s of ~eart d18e&Se, m one c:are .of 
calming the circulation, it renders the pulse phth1s1s, !ind 10 the calltl o~ album1nu~1a, 
regular where it was before irregular. Very the quantity was d~ubled, tripled. <?r e'en 
small doses will often produce this effect. quadrupled : the unoe 11;t the sa~e time be-

came pale, and the specific gravity fell from 
D10ESTIVE 0RoANs.-The tongue almost 1012 and 1016 to 1008, 1004, and 1003. 

always remained moist, without fur. The The diuretic effect was first obsen·f>d on the 
appellte and thirst were not influenced, ex- third or fourth day; it continued two or 
cept when poisonous effects were produc~d; three days, then rapidly decrea~ and 

· then the desire for food was lost. Dunng ceased entirely in some days, not~1.thstand
the first days of administering the digital- ing the continued use of the med1C1ne. The 
ine, no effect was produced on the stomach. diuresis was most abundant where there " ·as 
After a certain time, slight pain occurred: redema of the Ctllluhu tissue, which disap
and on the next day there was nausea, peered in a f~~ da.ys: whi~e, in pleural ef
sometim1!S followed by vomiting, usually fusion, the dtgitahne had httl~ ~:>r. no.dfect. 
abundant and mucous, and continuing tor The indications for the use of d1g1tahne are 
some hours, or even an entire clay. These then the same as for hydregogue purgatives; 
effects diet not general~y follow immed~a~ly these succee~ in.ca1;es of dr~ps1 connect~ 
after the administration of the medi1.:111e. with albumrnuna or heart disease, but fail 
The almost uniform coincidence of cerebral in dropsy fro~ local causes, as hy~rothorax, 
disturbance with these ~ymptoms leads ~o hydropericardium •. enc)'.sted ~rops1es, ~t~. 
the belief, thjlt the gastnc .d1sorcler was ID To obtain the diureuc action of digit.al· 
a great measure sympathetic. There was, ine, a full do~e is generally required, and it 
howe,·er, probably some direct effect on the must be given for three or four days. The 
intestinal mucous membrane. At first, authors believe that digilaline does not act 
there were borborgymi; the abdomen at the directly on the kidneys, but. that i~ 11~
same time became somewhat distended, ments their seLretion by lowering thear cu
then slight spasmodic pains were felt; culation. 
diarrhea at last appeared, but was always 
scanty, and was preceded sometimes by NERvous SYSTEM.-ln sel"eral patients, 
colicky pains. All these symptoms soon no effect was produced; but, in a large 
disappeared. on ceasing the use of the med· number of cases, the patients slept fro'!I a 
icine. Four or five granules per diem gen quarter of an hour to three hours durmg 
erally produced the disturbance of the cli- the day, although ther had slept as usual 
gestive organs; in some cases, no such during the night. Th1ssleepappearedonly 
phenomena were obcened. at the commencement of the treatment, 

and was not perceived in a few days. The 
RESPIRATION.-ln diseases of the heart, sleep was calm, and in no way fatigu~ the 

as so~n as the calmath·e effect on the cir· pa lien ts; it arose from ~he direct act10n of 
culation was produced. the respiration. the digitaline ou the brain. In othercai;es, 
which had been oppressed, short, and anx- there was merely some lassitude. But at a 
ious, became easy, full, and normal. ln a lattr period, when toxic phenome.na, a~ dis
ease of phthisis. the patient said that hii; turbance of the stomach and m:eatmes, 
pulsati~n had become easier. :Sut what appeared, then there sometimes O<:Ct!rred 
conclusion can be drawn fro!ll a. smgle ca~? a heavy sleep. from which the patients 
In one or two ca.ses the resp1.rat1on was du; .. awoke suddenly, and which fatigued them 
turbec~; one ~t1ent complamed of a.F.ense much. This was much less frequent than 
of wei&ht beti_nd the .sternu.m, of•. kmd of the first-described form. 
oppression which obliged him to Sit ue at The other most f11equent disturbances of 
night. expectoration being at the san_ie time innerTation were the following: The pa· 
impeded. T~ese symptoms.were evidently tient at first experienced general malai~e; 
connected with cerebral disorder. MM. the head felt hellVy. sleep, instead of berng 
Andra) and ~ma~tre hne .not fou~~ m~ch increased, was not only diminished, but 
worthy .of i;iot1cc m the action of d1gttahne even disturbeil by frightful dreams, or even 
on resp1rat1on. abolished, and replaced by constant restleES· 

KmNEvs.-In most of the cases, the pa· ness. These ~ympt~ms were soon followed 
tients passed urine more frequently; but it by cephalalgia lasting for several hou11, 
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EFFF.CTS OF IODINE ON THE GLANDULAR SYSTEM. 4U 

with disturbance of vision : diplopia occur- late Dr. Williame, who had gained a high 
red in one case. Flashes of beat and 'l"Om · reputation in the treatment of these morbid 
iting were then obsen·ed. In a more symptoms. Most of these patients came 
advanced stage, the patients experienced undt>r my notice and particular obsen·ation, 
vertigo; in other cases, there was extreme and many of the remarkable cases were en
debilny, and eYen fainting. In one case. tered in my note-book; but not one in
the intellect was weakened, the counten- stance of atrophy or absorption of the larE;e 
ance was dull, and questions were answer- gla1ids occurred in our experience. It was 
ed slowly. All these symptoms occurred thought advisable, on the recommendation 
only alter the digitaline had be.ln taken of Lugo!, to test the efficacy of the iodide 
four or five days, and when the daily of potassium in scrofulous enlargement of 
dose had been increased to four, five, or six the glands, and in order to give M. Lugol's 
granules. In one case, ten granules per mt>thod of treatment fair ph1y, a most char
diem nroduc:ed no effect; while in another, acteristic spt>cimen of the~e atlections was 
two granules gave rise to symptoms of selected. A young woman, fat, florid, and 
poisoning; but these were exceptional fair, aged 18, was admitted with suppura
cases. ting glands at the angle of the jaw, aud 

The disorders of innerntion, like those others approachirig suppuration, or hard and 
of digestion, ceased or disappeared when inflamed, extending to the chin, were con-
the medicine was discontinued. spicuously prominent. Eight grains of the 

C D. . 1. be d · iodide of pota~-sium, in t'Bmphor mixture, 
• ONCLU~IONS.- :g•!8 me may a mt~- were prescribed, and steadily administned, 
istered _with benefi. m cases .of chromc for nearly six months, without the slightest 
heart d1~se, '':hen: the pu~se is ~levated perceptible effect upon the scrofulous mass 
and the cm:~l~tton irreg!llar • and m cases of glands, and she was presented in much 
of dropsy ansmg f~om ~isease of the heart, the same state as at her admission. No\v, 
or from an alter!-tion !n the blood. The it happened that in this girl the breasts 
e~ects over the circu~atton and renal secre-, were lar~ely deYeloped but 0 h . 
t1on have been obtamed by three granules . . . • n c ange \\BS 
a day· and four or five granules have pro- produce 111 their size by t~e treatment 
ducetl' toxic accidents : hence it is best not ad_ovted f?r the scrofulous ailment, not
to g. ive more than th~ granules, exrept in wl1th.snt~sntdramt1"gonthoefftuhell ?od~d· andAprol~nged 

I d f I al mt 1 10 1 e.- m . .1ourn. 
some r~re ca~s. nstea o granu es, an Mtd. Sci. Jan. 1853. 
alcoholic solutton mar, be employed, con- ~ ' 
taining about three m111igrammes in thirty "There were at this period, before the 
drops. The action of digitaline seems treatment had become generally kno\'""11, in
nearly the same as that of digitalis, with\ numerable cases of syphilitic periostitis, in 
the advantage of producing less irritation which the iodide of potassium was very 
of the digestive mucous membrane. and successful, and yet we never experienced 
being more uniform in strength.-London atrophr or absorption of either the bruist 
Journ. Mtd., Sept., 18:>2. or testicle during the use of this medicine. 

A case of simple hypertrophy of the breasts 
"!as then. made the subject of experiment; 

ON THE EFFECTS OF IODINF. ON ~1ght grams ?f the drug were taken. stead-
THE GLANDULAR SYSTEM I tly a?d.con.tmuously. for three months, but 

• no d1mmut1011 of the mammai took place. 
The question has been mooted. whether "A boy, aged 12, presented himself with 

atrophy or abi;orption e'l"er takes p~a~ in !mr_nensely en!arged tonsils~ and took the 
the glandular system from the use of 1od1ne. 1od1de nearly six months, without any im
ln our preceding number (p. 495,) we have pression huving been made upon these or
given the results of the large experience of gans. It would weary you to bring for
Dr. L. Parker, which gives no countenance ward further illustration on this subject, 
to the belief of the p<>wers of iodine in pro- and this negathe kind of argument is, I am 
moting the absorption of the glands; and aware, not perfectly satisfactory, end may 
Dr. T. H. SILVISTER has recently (Prov. be destroyed by a single example of the 
Med. and Surg, lour., Sept., 1, 18:>2,) ad- positive power of the remedy tn causing 
duced his observations, the result of manv absorption of either the breust or testicle· 
years' attention to this point, in support of but ten years' observation in a large hospi~ 
the i;ame conclusion. D!. S. states that tal failed to furnish me with a single proof 
"from 1834 to 1844, a great many'patients in favor of the opinion that atrophy or ab
suffering unMr secondary or tertiary srph- sorption of the glandular system, in its 
ilis, were admittell 10to St. Tbomas's Hos- normal condition, arises from the use of 
pital, more especially under the care of the iodine in any form. Experience as to tte 
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442 .NEW METHOD, ETC.-THERAPEUTIC ACTION, ETC. 

topical application of this powerful agent, bent forwards and pressed fiat upon the ex
involves an inquiry into the effects of fric· ternal orifice of the ear, closing it tightly· 
tion, stimulation, protection, and warmth, A stethoscope, having the expanded 01 fuo
and excludes all inference as to its specific nel end of small si:r.e, is placed upon the 
property. It must be confessed that en- cartilage flat upon the skull, and the exte1-
larged testicles not unfrequently yield to its nal orifice of the ear entirely cloEed. Wllell 
influence; but it will be found, on inquiry, the Eustachian tube is free, the passage of 
that in these cases the svstem had been con- the breath through the mouth and throat 
taminated by the syphilitic poison. Tbe is distinctly beard, as well as the sound 
same remark is ap.J>licable to chronic indu- made in speaking, whistling, or hawking. 
mtion of the inguinal glands. It is a very The most striking effects are obse"ed when 
remarkable fact, that the swelling of the one is enabled to produce COMOnaACC is 
thyroid body, in common broncboce1e, van- the E1UJtachia.n tube. For the purpose, the 
ishes under the internal use ot iodine, espe- patient is requested to sing, or better still, 
dally the iodide of potassium. The rapid- to whistle the notes of the musical scale, if 
ity and certainty of its removal are equalled possible, the entire extent. In certain 
only by that of the venereal uode; and I tunes, the listener, as well as the patient. 
have sometimes thought that there may will bear distinct Ir the consonance or ac
be a vital elective attraction between the cord in the ear which is closed; and ell!D 
iodine and the lime, which latter forms the at times accompanied by a metallic tc:M, 
basis of the nodal tumor, and is probably produced in the stethoscope. (The editor 
the chief element in the thyroid enlarge- obse"es that the notes G, F, E, in the 
ment. small and la~e octave with A's and E's, 

"It still remains to be explained bow it will he heard m whistling, and G and A in 
ha.J>pens that tumors, enlargement, and Ringing.) Should the Eustachian tube be 
thickening!', of a nature other than have been closed, all of these effects above enumera
noticed. disappear under the use, topical ted will be wanting.-.Amer. lour.of Mt::tL 
or internal, of the remedy in question: the Sciencu, Jan., 18~3. 
explamnion is undoubtedly difficult; but I 
may be allowed to remark that there is an 
absence of permanency in the glands gen· NEW MODE OF EMPI.OYING IODINE. 
erally. the thyroiddisappearsspontaneuusly, M. HANNON bas suggested, that when 
the tonsils naturally at puberty, the breasts iodine is to be applied to a local tumor, as 
in a1lvance.d age, and sometimes the testi- to a goitre, it should not be nibbed in at 
des and ovaries; and there are few practi- once-a practice which often irritates the 
tioners who have not met with cases of ab- skin excessively-but that it should be 
sorption of the breasts and testicles from placed hetween two layers of cotton wool, 
some unknown cause, and in morbid in- rewed in a bag, and tied directly o'"er the 
stances 'vhen no medicine bas been taken. part. The vapor of the iodine rapidly pen
I have over and over again known and seen etrates through the bag. and stains both the 
l~rge swelli'?gs yanish under th~ long-con- skin and the linen. To prevent this, a thin 
t~nuerl epP.hc:at1on of a ponlt1ce, or w_et sheet of gutta percha or ~mmed silk is 
lmt and 011 ~II~; af!d equal number offa1l- placed over the bag. It is mdispenRible to 
ures, where 1odme, rnternally and external- -put the iodine between two }avers of wad
ly, ~as had recourse to, bne occurred to ding; if placed merely in a b&g. it paSfleS 
me. through and blisters the surface like ammo-

nia. Applied in this way, iotline ente111 
the system with great" rapidity, and ap~n 

A NEW METHOD OF AUSCULTING in all the excretions.-Med. Timu cf' Gas. 
THE El.TSTACHIAN TUBE. Sept. 4, from Prust Mtdieale. 

BY PBOFE8801l RICHTER. THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF FUR
FURINE. [Schmidt's Year-Book, 1851, No. 4. Jour. 

Pract. Mtd., Prague, 1852, vol. ii.] Professor StMl'f!ON has eiq~ri mented with 
Professor Richter states that the method furfurine-an alkaloid which produces, in 

here detailed supplies the place of Harvey's experiments with poisonous doses upon the 
auriscope, as well as renders the use of the lower animals, many of the symptoms of 
catheter as a means of diagnosis unneces- quinine; and the salts of which he bas 
sary, thus avoiding the introduction of au found to act as a t<inic, if not as an anti
instrument into the Eustachian tube, the periodic, when exhibited to the human 
use of which is both difficult and danger- subject.-Monthly Jour. of Med. Sci., Au
oas. The external cartilage of the ear is gust, 1862. 
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mTE OF THE RA TI'LESNAKE. ·ua 
BITE OF THE RATTLESNAKE. ture and applied a large poul1ice of pul'!'· 

t:em. lini. That aflernoon I tuok nmmoma 
The follow_ing interesting accou~t o~ the internally, aml some pills compo~d of 

~ffects of a b1 le by a ~attlesnake, is given mass hydrarg. et colocynth comp., to act as 
ma~ extract from the Journal of the ~utfer- a cathartic. In the evening the pain in the 
er, Lieut. J. ~- WooDRVFF, U. S. A., m the axilla and finger was very fevere; took 
Buffalo Medical Journal, July, 18:'>2: pulv. Doveri. grs. x. 

"Wednesday, Sept. 17, 18:H. This "Thursday, 18th. I passed a restless 
morning, Lieutenant J. F. Parke, Topo· night without sleep, although during the 
graphical Engineers, U. States Army, and night I took at least pulv. opii grs. iv. 
I, were walking out to procure SOiiie speci- This morning, the pain in my finger is in
mens of birds, and when about two miles tense, and a well-marked line of inflamma
from the Pueblo, I came within a few tion extends along the arm to the axilla. I 
inches of treading upon a rattlesnake, who had the entire arm and hand painted with 
immediately coiled himself up and got tinct. iodine, and the flaxseed poultice re
ready to strike; jumping back, I drew out newed, commenced taking a solution of 
mv ramrod and struck him over the back potassi iodii as an alt.erative. The pills 
with sufficient force to break it. Being not haYing operated, I took pulv. Seidlitz, 
a fine specimen, I wished to preEerve it which bad the desired effect. Diet, boiled 
without further injury, when, placing my rice. Several times to-day I tried to walk 
~n upon its head, seizing it, as I thought, across the room, but each time would be 
immediately back of the head, I picked him seized with nausea and commenced vomit
up, but, unfortunately, I had too long a ing. Took at t>edtime pulv. Doveri, grs. x. 
bold, when he threw round his head and "Friday, 19th, I rested pretty well last 
buried bis fang in the side of the index fin- night, but this morning my hand, arm, and 
ger of my left hand, about the middle of the glands in the axilla, are much swollen 
the first phalanx. The pain was intense, and painful. 
momenlarily producing. a;; it wt:re, a severe Repeated tinct. iodine. Dirt, boiled far
sbock, and accompanied with much nausea. ina. I Took. on retiring, pulv. Doveri, grs x. 
I immediately commenced sucking the "Saturday, 20th. PasEed a tolerable 
wound, at the aame time got Lieut. Purke night, but my back is getting very sore, as 
to apply a ligature round the finger to pre- the blankets on the stone ftoor make 
vent the too rapid absorption of the poison. rather a bard bed. This moming the pain 
I then scarified it freely, and continued very great, and the swelling do,vn my left 
sucking until I returned to camp. side as far as my hip. Renewf'd tinct. iod. 

"A man that was with us at the time, I I am still attacked with nautta and vomit
seot immediately back to get some aqua ing on my attempting to walk. 
ammonia fort. and meet us on the road, "I removed the skin from off my finger, 
which he did when we "·ere about three- and it discharged freely a watery sanguin·· 
fourths of a mile from the town. I applied eous ftnid without smell. The nail is IM\
it immediately to the wound. Mr. Kern coming loose. The broad red line follow
hearing what had happened, returned with ing the course of the lymphatic, is now 
him, and he wished me to try, as he said, filled with a yellowish serum. The point 
the Weatern Rtrndy, that is to say, get where the fan~ entered, for three-eighths of 
drunk. This I had often heard of, and I an inch in diameter. is of a dark brown 
was detemtined to try its efficacy. He was color. Renewed the poultice. At bedtime 
supplied with a bottle of whisky, which I took mass. hydrarg. grs. v. pnlv. Doverii, 
iinmediately commenced drinking; by the grs. x. Contmued potassi iodidi. Diet, 
time I arrived at the Pueblo, I bad drank the same. 
half a pint. Already the glands in my Sunday, 21st. Passed a restless night, 
axilla wete getting sore and painful. Took being much troubled with colic; took mag
some ammonia internally, scarified my fin- nesia calc. et spts. rnenth. pip .• which rt
ger freely, and held it in a basin of warm lieved me, and not having my bowels open 
,vater, which caused it to bleed freely. took pulv. Seitllitz, which had the destral 
Then commenced drinking brandy, at the effect. Hand much swollen and filled with 
same time held my finger in a cup of am- serum. Diet as usual. 
monia. It took one quart of fourth-proof "Monday, 22d. Passed a comfortable 
brandy and half a pint of whisky (enough night. The swelling baa left my side and 
to ha•e killed a man under ordinarycircum- arm, but little remains in the hand. I can 
stances) to produce intoxication, which now walk a few yards without being sei~d 
onlv lasted about four hours. During my with nausea; have been sitting up the most 
intoxication I vomited freely; soon after my of the day. Continued potassi iodidi. 
reco\'ery from this atate, I removed the liga- Diet, mutton broth and farina. 

TBIBD SEIUU-VOL. n.-x. 
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RECENT RESEARCHES ON H.A!':MATOLOGY. 

"Tuesday, 23d. I awoke this morning snake, and was made dead drunk afterwards 
much improved, the swelling and pain hav- by his comrades, as an experiment in the 
ing left, with the exception of the finger, way of cure. He recoverea. 
the first and second joint of which do not It should be remembered, however, that 
present a healthy appt1arance, the palmar all cases of bite are not fatal, and it there-
1urface having the appearance of gangrene, fore requires a more extensive trial of the 
but the discharge is thin and wutery, with- remedy to justify confidence in it.] 
out smell. The granulations do not pre-
aent a healthy appe.arance, they are rough, 
and many of them look as if they were RECENT RESEARCHES ON B.BMA.-
sprinkled wilh yellow ochre. The nail is TOLOGY •. 
quite loose. Continued potassi iodidi. 
Diet mutton broth, with a little of the meat. BT Mil. BBOQUUEL a: llODID.. 

"Wednesday, 24th. This day we com-
menced our march. I placed my hand in a The following are the cooclUBiou deriY-
sling and mounted my mule; found myself ed from recent researches: 
rather weak, and the mule hard to manage 1. In most chronic diseases, or nther H 
with but one hand; the sun rather hot; this, a result of various modifications in health, 
with the jolting of the animal, caused me tbe three principal elements of the blood-
to suffur considerable pain; fortunatelr for globules, albumen, and fibrine, may be di
me, after going six miles, we encamped. I minished or increased, singly or in combio
removed the nail. From this time on, the ation. The associations depend oo the na
finger gradually improve<\. I continued ture of the diseases. 
renewing the poultice dailr until the last of 2. The amount of globules ii diminished 
October. In the mean time there was a in the course of most chronic diseases of 
lar~e slough, which gradually came away, long duration, especially in o~nic di&
ancl left the last phalanx exposed in two eases of the heart, in chronic Bright's di&
places. The granulations required occa- ease, chlorosis, marsh cacbexia, bemor-
1ionally the application of nitrate of silver. rhages, excessive sanguineous discbugel. 
After this, I made use of dressings of cer. fluxes, the last stage of tuberculiatioo, 
simplex. Continued carrying my hand in and the cancerous diatbesi1: also, when tile 
a sling until the middle of November. A patient bas had insufficient or innutriuoa 
new nail commenced growing, and a sinus food and insufficient air, damp and dark 
1emained open in the end of the finger; habitations, etc. . 
upon the introduction of the probe into the 3. The albumen of the serum diminisbel 
latter, the bone could be felt quite rough. in Bright's dil!etl.se, marsh cachexia, diRuel 
A discharge from this kept up until about of the heart in the third stage, eittensi"fe 
the 7th of February, when I removed the symptomatic anemia, and the cancerous 
exfoliation of the eod of the phalanx, diathesis. The albumen is also diminished 
showing evidently that the fang had enter- as a result of insufficient food. 
ed the periosteum. '3oon after this, the 4. The fibrine remains at its normal 
1inus closed, leaving the finger in a deform- standard, and even riees above it, in acute 
ed state, anchylosis having taken place in scurvey; it is diminished in chronic scuny, 
the first joint. The circulation is very im- and in the scorbutic state symptomatic of 
perfect, one of the arteries being destroyed, some chronic diseaEes; and it is in diseua 
which renders it very susceptible of cold. of the heart that this state is most frequent 
The insertion of the flexor musele has also and best marked. 
been deitroyed. . :>. In all the precedin~ cases, the quantity 

"I have heard of a number of instances of water in the blood is increased m~h 
of rattlesnake bites, in all of which the pa- above the healthy standard. 
tient recovered if they succeeded in prodoc- 6. The diminution in tbe amount of 
ing intoxication. globules is shown chiefly by the following 

"Dr. Fischer C. Smith, of this city, ac- svmptoms: 10S1 of colour of the skin, pal
comrnied Capt. French, A. Q. M. U.S.A., J;itation, dyspnOlll, blowing marmur with 
-to E Paso last year, and on their return the first sound at the base of the heart, in
ene of the teamsters was bitten by a Rt· termittent blowing mmmur in the carotid 
ttesna:ke; he gave him nothing but whisky, arteries, continuous blowing murmur in till 
and in three days after he was driving his juglar ,-eins. 
team. In this cue, 'it took three pints of 7. The diminution in the -proportion of 
whisky to produce intoxication." albumen, even when inconsidera'ble, whm 

[Dr. HAllVET LtNDILT, of Washington, it takes place rapidly •. ttui~ly J?roducra 
allo relatel ( Stetlioacope, Oct. 18:>2) the dropsy. When the d1m1notion 1s moie 
cue of a soldier wb.o was bitten by a rattle-J chronic, dropsy is still produced; but Uie 
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SCARLATINA. 441 

diminution of albumen must be greater 
than when it is a<'ute. In genera], dropsy SCARLATINA. 
is a symptomatic mark of the diminution 
of albumen. Prof. BENNETr, in a clinical lecture 

8 h d. · · ffib · · sh b (Mont.\. lour. Med. Sci. Oct. 1~2.) after 
· T e 1m1nutton ° nne is own Y relating three cases of this disease, remarks: 

the production of cutaneous or mucous .. Of all the erupth·e fevers, Scarlatina U. 
hemorrhages. · · d he the most rapid tn its invasion. an t 

9. In the anemia symptomatic of exces- most simple 1n its course. Great watch
sive hemorrhage, of insufficient food, and fulness is therefore demanded on the part 
of the profuse fluxes, the change in the of the practitioner, especially when the 
blood is characterized by low S{>Uific grav- crisis is to be expected, so that if the pulse 
ity, increase of water, diminution of glob- falters, and prostration comes on rapidly, 
ules, the albumen beins of its normal be may be pn,pared to meet it. Perhape, 
quantity or sometimes shghtly diminished, also, Scarlatina is the most infectious of the 
and the fibrine in healthy amount. eruptive fevers, so that complete separation 

10. lnchlorosis,whichisanatrectionquite of the patient from the other members of a 
distinct from anemia, changes in the bloo1l youJ;1g family is at all times to be insisted 
may be entirely wanting. When present, on as soon as possible. · 
thP.y <'Onsist in increase of the water, dim- "A chief peculiarity of Scarlatina is, 
lnution of the globules, and the retention that, in addition to the general fever and 
of the healthy quantity, or increase, of the characteristic eruption, the tonsils and mu
albumen and fibrine. cous membrane of the mouth and pharynx 

11. In acute Bright's disease, the quan· are also inflamed. This occasions difficulty 
tit~· of globules and fibrine is normal, while of deglutition, with soreness of the throat, 
the albumen is diminished. In chronic symptoms which require for rP.lief tol'ical 
Bright's disease, the globules and albumen remedies-such as leeches, fomentations, 
are diminished, and sometimes the fibriDe. astringent and slightly acid gargles, or a 

12. Most idiopathic dropsies are due to linctus, etc. If sloughing or ulceration 
the diminution of albumen in the blood. occur, the application of the stronger acids, 
They are acute or chrouic, and generally or the nitrate of silver, is often necessary. 
have 88 their oriain some destruction of the The difficulty of deglutition sometimes iur 

1 'd .,. · f h · pedes the introduction of food into the 
solid or iqu1 const1tuent1 o t e orgamsm. stomach, and in this way assists in produc-

13. In the dieeues of the heart, the blood ing prostration, and prevents the admini&
is changed in proportion as the fatal ter- tration of stimulants or medicine. It may 
mination approaches. Tht> changes consist also, in severe cases, impede respiration, 
io the simultaneous diminution of the glob- and a&Eist in producing asphyxia directly. 
ulM, albumen, and fibrine, and in the in- A fatal rt'sult, however, when it does occur 
crease of the water. during the primary attack af Scarlatina, is · 

14. In acute scurvy, the blood does not generally dependent on the same cauaes 
under~o any appreciable modification. In which induce it in tyl?hus fever-namely, 
chronic scurvy, the fibrine is remarkably congestion of the brain, as indicated by 
diminished in quantity, and sometimes the delirium, passing into coma, and followed 
globules are much increased. In both forms, by .Prostration of the vital .po'!ers. In ad
an increase in the proportion of soda would di lion to the throat comphcat1on, there a-ie 
explain the facts, but it wants demonstra· various others, all of which may require a 
tion. special treatment. In the vast majority of · 

16. All theae m()(lifications exert a great ca~s, however, a general t~tment, direct
infiuence on the medical treatment of va· ed m the first place to subdumg the exce• 
rious morbid conditions. Each element of of fever, ~n~ a~terwards to supporting the 
the blood ie modified by a ·special tberapeu· strength, is indicated. 
tic method. The diminution in the quan- " Many efforts have been made by ditrer
tity of globules i! combated by chalybea~s; ent practitioners to check or modify the in- . 
that of albumen, by cinchona and nutri- tenSlty of the disease by administering n
tious diet; the diminution of fibrine and rious drugs, or carrying out particular iinds : 
the increase of soda in the blood, by tonic of treatment. Hence, during certain epi
iegimen and the tl9e of vegetable acids.- demics, or in ite visitations to particular· 
London hvr. Mf.d. Oct. 1~2. from Gas- educational institutions, various practition- . 
"'4 Medicau de Paril, July 31, 1~. ers have been sanguine enough to believe· 

that their eapecial mode of practice bu• 
been more auecessful than any other. I do 

. not comider it necesary to d.itect f~r at-
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tention to the numerous plans wbich have tbous or ulcerated, and the cervical glandB 
been thus proposed, because all of them swollen, then be follows up the use of the 
have been only partial in their operation. vapour-bath by four or five grain-doses of 
and no one of them bas been more success- carbonate ot ammonia, rei>eated every three 
ful than another. You must remember that or four hours. Should this be vomited, then 
the causes of Scarlatina are as mvsterious brandy may be given in doses proportioned 
and unknown as are those producing e'"ery to the age of the patient. 
kind of fe'"er; and that its fatality, like Carbonate of ammonia he consider;; to act 
that of fever, is to be traced to constitu- brneficially: 1st, by supporting the po1~ers 
tional circumstances in individuals, to un- of life; 2d, by assisting the de'l"elopement 
healthy localities, or to the so-called type of the eruption; and 3d, by acting on the 
of the particular epidemic. Nothing, there- skin and kidneys. Where the vapour-bath 
fore, is more difficult under such circum- was used early in the disease, and its use 
stances than to judge whether the non- continued daily, or even twice or thrice a 
fatality observed at one time, or in a certain day, according to circumstances, be bas 
establishment, is referable to this or that found that the chance of &e\'ere sore 
practice. A.tall events, I have been una· throat was greatly ob1·iated. In Je?rd 
ble to satisfy myself that any general rule to supenening dropsy, he considers that, 
of empirical or rational practice is to be by the use of the vapour-bath, with the 
derived from the contradictory accounts other necessarv precautions as to expo
which have from time to time been made sure, diet, etc., its recurrence is rendered 
public on this subject. much more rare. In the treatment of the 

"The most recent system of treatment dropsical cases, it was also very USl'ful, and 
which has been brought forward is that re- cl'\'~U might be trusted too entirely in some 
commended by Dr. Andrew Wood; and I cases. Dr. Woodalsocondemnsalldeplet
notice it in deference to the great experience ing treatment, and even pu;gatives. during 
that gentleman has acquired from his rosi- the first ten days, as not only not required, 
tion as physician to Heriot's Hospita and but positi'l"ely dangerous, as tending to iu· 
other educational establishments in this terfere with the de,·elopement of the erup
city, which hal"e been attacked by numer- tion. In the later stages. as well as io 
ous epidemics of the disease. He consid- the dropsy, however, he thinks purgative. 
ere th11t the most efficient and safe method are often beneficial. 
of treatment consists in acting powerfully "The general plan of this treatment a~ 
on the skin, with a view of thereb1 assist· pears to be so far rational that its object 18 
ing nature to eliminate the scarlatmal poi- to hurry forward the disease by applying 
son from the system. As ordinary diaphor- damp heat to the skin, and by thus assist
etics frequently fail, be bas recourse to the ing nature to make her operations more 
following method: Several common beer perfect than they might otherwise be. Jn 
bottles. containing very hot water, are other words. by renclering the febrile emp
placed in long worsted stockingR, or long tion more complete, diminish the risk of its 
narrow ftannel bags, wrung out of water as leaving behind it a tendency to subsequent 
hot as can be borne. These are to be laid dise.ase. Whether this plan as a whole will, 
along side the patient, but not in contact in rractice, prove more extensil"ely benefi
·with the skin. One on each side, and one cia than any other, can only be determined 
"between the legs, will generally be sufli- by an extensi•e trial and careful comparisou 
-dent; but more may be used if deemed ne · of the results. I propose, howe'l"er, to try 
cessary. The patient is to lie between the it in the next case which enters the wards." 
'blankets (the head of counie being ouside) The Professor subsequently tried thia 
during the app~ication of the bottles, and plan of treatment, and otrera the following 
'for several hours afterwards. In the course observations in regard to it: "On the 
-<>f from ten minutes to half an hour, the first occasion, the vapour-bath produced 
patient is thrown into a moi:t profuse per- little effect. but on the second copious dia
.. piration, when the stockings may be re- phoresis was induced. Yet it so happens 
·moved. Io mild cases, the effect is easily that the dire.Ee, instead of being shortened 
·kept up by means of draughts of cold wa- or rendered milder, was unusually prolong
·ter. and if necessary, by the use of two- ed, and was followed by rheumatism, drop
-drachm doses of sp. mindereri every two sy of the inferior extremities, and by peri· 
·hours. In severe cases, where the pulse is cardial effusion. The febrile symptoms tr.:· 
very rapid-the beats running into each oth- minated by critical depositions in the urine 

-er, and the eruption absent or only partial, so late its thei fifty-second day. Although 
or ofa dusky purplish hue-where the sur- admitted June 29th, she was not strong 
•face is cold-where there is sickness or ten- enough to be dismi&Sld from the infirmary 
-denc.r to diarrhea-where the throat is aph· until September 7th. This was certainly 
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an unfortunate t-ase to commence the trial PATHOLOGY OF PERICARDlTIS. 
of a new treatment with; and yet observe, 
the girl bad been always healthy, and there A COMPARATIVE VIEW OF SOME OF THE 
was nothing to indicate at the commence- MOBB IMPORTANT POll'ITS OF THE PATH-
ment that the sequela would be so severe OLOGY OF RHEUMATIC AND NoN-RHEU-
or so prolonged. It would be absurd, bow- MATIC PERICARDITl8, DEDUCED FllOH .ur 
ever, to suppose that we can test the value ANALYSIS or CASES. 
of any kind of treatment by one case. I 
only gh·e you the facts as I find them. I Dr. 01111EROD read an interesting paper 
shall certainly continue the practice until on this subject before the Royal Medic:al 
I am satii;fied either that it is really ~ne- and Chirurgical Society. November 9, 1&>2. 
ficial; or, on the other hand, no better than He commenced by a reference to the re
the simple treatment formerly pursued. searches of the late Dr. Taylor, who had 

"It has frequently been observed, that satisfactorily shown that acute rheumatism 
the urine in Scarlatina. especially when was not exclusively the cause of pericard-
4ropsy supervenes, becomes albuminous. itis, and who had also called attention to 
Dr. James W. Begbie, who has tested the the iml!ortance of granular disease of the 
urine in a considerable number of cases of kidney 10 reference to this morbid condi
this disease, considers its presence almost tion. The author desired to limit the use 
uniform. Aware of what he has written of the word pericar<litis to present infiam
on this subject, I gave directions to the mation of the pericardium; and this analy
clinical clerk to test the urine daily. which sis referred exclusively to cases of this na
was done during the whole time the patient lure. The means of investi~tion compre
was in the house. The resuh was, that on bended complete records of 1410 cases ob
no one single occasion was the urine in the served under nearly similar circumstances; 
slightest degree albuminous. Even on the that is, in the wards of different hospi
day when a slight deposit appeared, which tals. Of these, 1249-88.:>9 per cent. were 
was made up of casts and epithelium of the not cases of rheumatism; 161-11.41 per 
tubes, the report says, 'No albumen in the cent. were admitted on account of rheuma
ttrine when tested by heat and nitric acid.' tism, or suffered from it \\·bile under obstr· 
This coagulabihty of the urine, as well as vation. Of the whole number, 8:>-6 per 
various deposits which appear in it on crit- cent. had recent pericarditis, observed dur
ical days, most be considered as an evidence ing life, or discovered after death, and were 
of the excretion of the morbid products thus distributed:-
which have circulated in the Llood. Hence 24-1.92 per cent. occurred among 1249 
it is common, not only in Scarlatina, but [non-rheumatic cases. 
in all infiammatory 11ff'ections, as well as 61- 37.88 per cent. occurred among 161 
fevers. This point you must have seen me - --- [rheumatic cases. -
•ery observant of in watching for the reso- 8l) - 6 per cent. 1410 
lution of inflttmmations and fever at the The mean age of 61 subjects of rheumat
bedside. For the theory of its occurrence, ic pericarditis was about 21 ; the mean age 
I must refer you to my 'Treatise on Infiam- of 24 subjects of non-rheumatic pericard
mation,' p. 6:>, and to a former lecture on itis was 42; the extremes being 7 and 63 
• Exudation.'-[See this Journal for Oct. years. As to the different causes of the 
18:>0, p. 479. J It &<•me times happens, how- pericarditis :-
ever, that the critical discharge is compara- Rheumatic, 5 61 cases coincided with 
tively slight, and that the organic elementi: ~ acute rheumatism. 
are not dissoh·ed ~o as to constitute fluid { 7 ensued on infiamma-
albumen. This appears to have occurred tion oflungs or pleura. 
in the present case. for whilst morpholog- Non-rheumatic, 2 ensut>d on malignant 
ical evidence of the crisis existed in the oflocal origin, dis'se of pericard'm. 
urine, in the form of cells and casts, it iE 1 ensued on old cardiac 
distinct.\y stated no albumen could be de- diEease. 
tected by heat and nitric acid. Yet the 6 coincided with granu-
girl's convalescence commenced from that lardiseaseofthekid-
day.''-Amer. lour. Med. Scitnct8, Janu- ney. 
ory, 18:>3. Non-rheumatic, 4 coincided with hem-

ofconstitutional orrhage orexhaust'n •. 
origin, 2 coincided with scarla-

tina or erysipelas re
spectively. 

2 were inexplicable. 
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The date of the accession of pericarditis and acute rheumatism, in respect to their 
was determined in 33 of the rheumatic tendencies to induce inflammation of the 
cases. The mean of these observations pericardium. In conclusion, the author 
gave the 10.:>tb day of the rheumatic attack desired to ascertain bow far the results ob
as that on which the pericardia! complica- tained by his preseut analysis aj!;leed with 
tion most commonly supervened. The those of the published case8 of Dr. Taylor, 
question whether a first or second attack of who had made the subject of non-rheumatic 
rheumatism was more likely to be accom- pericarditis so peculiarly bis own. The de
panied by pericarditis. was beyond the ductions seemed identical, and one rose 
:reach of hospital statistics. This source of from the ~rusal of those elaborate clinical 
information was silent also on the question reports with a conviction that non-rhea· 
whether pericarditis be more likely to matic pericarditis was more within the 
occur in severe or in the slighter cases o{ province of the anatomist than the phni
rheumatic fever. It might, however, be cian. It was a disease with few or· no 
safely inferred. that the severity of the ar- symptoms, its physical signs were recog
ticular and pericardia! atrections bore no niud more often by a chance discovery thao 
very close relationship to each other. It on the suggestions of the disease, and itS 
was certain that the most severe, even fatal morbid changes small in amount and apfU· 
pericarditis, might oocut where there was ently inactive; and, where opportunity bad 
but faint evidence of articular affection, occurred of watching the diseue sometime 
and this latter condition might exist in the previous to death, it had been &J•pareetly 
moat aggravated and intense form without without effect on the gene1&l sympto!ll$, ita 
involving the addition of pericarditis to the presence or absence bein~ determined lly 
other sources of distress. The author then the ear alone; llnd still, tn these, its aie
entered upon the consideration of the sub· nection with the fatal termination bad ap
ject of non-rheumatic pericarditis of local peered tO'be that of coincidence rather thu 
origin; and a question of importance here of cause. 
presented itself: What was the influence of Dr. Mayo concurred with the author ia 
pre-existing cardiac or {'Ulmonary affections many of bis views; but thought that tbr 
in inducing inllammahon of the pericard- statement of non-rheumatic pericarditia 
ium ~ The question was of equal import- being on the whole unproductive of fatal 
ance in relation to acute rheumatism. The results should be received with caution. 
relation of pulmonary inflammation to SP.vere dieeues, which terminated rapidly 
pericarditis was thus illustrated. Jn the in death, were sometimes attended with 
1410 cases, the basis of this inquiry, some such slight indications of their presence u 
form of pulmonary inflammation-that is, altogether to escape observation. He Ye
pneumonia, pleuritis, or pleuro-pneumo· membered a case strikingly illusltal\"t"e of 
nla-wasascertained to exist, either by aus- this fact. A man was brought into ~ 
cultation or dissection, in 26~ cases. Of Marylebone Infirmary, having suffered aa 
these, apoplectic seizure. Although the sTmp-

f pericarditis. toms were not severe, in a 11hort tinie be 
117hadpneumonia,ofwhich 19 had recent died. After death, both lungs were found 

8:> had pleurisy, " . 6 " in a state. of gray consolidation. and p• 
62 had pleuro-pneumoma, 8 " sented evidences of severe and extensi.e 

26f> 33-12.4pr.ct. 
In the rheumatic class. pericardia\ inflnm
ination commonly preceded, vet sometimes. 
though rarely, followed pulmonary inflam
mation. The non-rheumatic class told 
quite a different story: here pulmonary in
flammation had apparentlr a distinct influ
ence in inducing pericarditis, and this in
fluence was most evident in cases of pleu
risy; and clinical observation bore out the 
conclusion that the pericarditis was subse
quent to, and probably contingent on the 
pulmonary inflammation. 

The author then referred to the compara
tive fa ta Ii tyof non-rheumatic compared with 
rheumatic pericarditis, and also to the de
sirableness of instituting an exact compar
ison between Bright's disease of the kidney 

pneumonia, which had gh·en no indicatiou 
of its existence during life. The morning 
previous to the fatal attack the man seemed 
to be only slightly unwell. A case bad 
been related in the paper in which pericard· 
itis attacked a maniacal patient· and he 
thou~bt it was an interesting q~stion to 
consider how far the disturbance of tbe 
nervous system, in this and similar instan· 
ces. disor1lered the nutrition of the part, 
and .became a cause of pericardia? inftam. 
mation. 

Dr. Fuller expressed his accordance wi~ 
many of the opinions set forth in the paper. 
There were, however, certain points oci 
which experience had led him to form con· 
clusions different from Dr. Ormerod. It 
had been stuted that, according to the au
thor's obsenations, rheumatic icardi tis 
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TREATMENT OF AMENORRHEA. 

more frequently attended the second than TREATMENT OF AMENORRH ...... 
the first attack ol articular rheumatism. AA 

Now, the cases which bad fallen under bis 
own notice at St. George's Hospital led him BT H. BElfNETl', M.D. 
to believe the ret"erse; these cases seemed 
to indicate very strongly that pericarditis "When the advent of the menstrual flux 
most frequently accompanied the first attack is retarded in well-developed young females, 
of articular rheumatism. He quite agreed who evidently suffer, both generally and 
with the author that acute articular disease locally, lrom the delay, a little judicious 
was by no means sure to be associated with management will often determine its ap
pericarditis, for he had often aeen severe pearance. The state of the health should 
acute rheumatism without any ~ricardial first be carefully scrutinized, and any ~ener
complication, and he thought mflamma- al or functional derangement remedied by 
tion of the pericardium should be regarded proper treatment. Jf the patient is weak 
as merel7 one of the symptoms of acute and delicate, the various preparations of 
rheumatism, as part of a general malady, iron, with a generous dietary, are often of 
which might or might not exhibit itself, great uae. If, on the contrary, she is pleth
and was not at all certain to do so in the oric, and sultject to headache and flushing 
most severe cases. With reference to the of the face, a light diet, gentle exercise, and 
association of inflammations in important alterative or alme medicines are indicated. 
organs with peric:arditis, out of 27 cases A )Oung female suffering in this way is bet
treatEd by him, pneumonia showed itself in ter at home, uuder the eye of a devoted and 
18, and pleurisy or acute bronchitis in 21. attentive mother, should she be fortunate 
He felt at present, however, unable to de- enough to possess such a }>!'rent, than in a 
clare in what degree the occurrence of public school, where the ri~1d discipline usu
such complications contributed to produce ally enforced renders it difficult to pay that 
death. attentiontoberstatewhichitrequires. Un-

Dr. Heale could hear tutimony to the der the influence of these general means, 
extremely slight symptoms that sometimes the menstrual function usually manifest• 
attended · severe morbid conditions. He italt, and becomes ~ularia>d in the coune 
was summoned to an athletic, hearty-look- of a few months. Should they prove inef
ing man, who had died with syrnfltoms of ficient, slight periodical stimulation of the 
tetanus. At the poat 1Mrlem, one ung was uterine system should be resorted to. The 
consolidated throughout from the effects of plan I most frequently adopt is, the appli
pneumonia; the other was highly congest- cation of large mustard poultices to the 
ed, and a strangulated inguinal hernia ex· breasts and inner and upper parts of the 
isted, including a portion of sphacelated in- thighs, alternately, night and morning, dur
testine. He was unable toascertain that any ing five or six days, every four weeks. The 
alarming symptoms had manifested them- mustard poultices should be allowed to re
aelves during life. main on until the akin reddens and begins 

Dr. Copland thought that the author was to feel painful, but not long enougl• to 
entitled to the highest praiae for having in blister it, as that would prevent their being 
his paper classified and grouped together replaced the following day. The feet may 
the inftammations of various organs, regard- also be put in hot water night and morn
ing them not as simple manifestations, but in~, for a few miuutes, and if there is any 
as dependent on a general affection of the pain in the hypogastric or ovarian tt.gions, 
blood. A morbid condition of the blood large warm linlleed poultices, sprinkled over 
dift"usin$ itself throughout the system, ex- with laudanum, may not only afford relief, 
hibited itself at various points; but in gen- but also promote the menstrual excretion. 
eral one diseased action would predomin- When the symptoms of local congestion 
ate, and mask the others. Inflammation are •ery marked, the application to the 
of serous surfaces was a concomitant of •ulva of a few leeches every month, or 
Bright's dioease, and such inflammation about the fifth day of the local treatment, 
clearly arose from retention in the blood of may be of great assistaece. The commence
certain deleterious principles, in conse- ment of this local treatment should be 
quence of the organ appointed for their made to coincide with the menstrual nisua, 
elimination being unable to discharge its when it manifests itself periodically. When 
functions. It was of the utmost import- it cloes not, a certtin date should be taken, 
ance to look upon diseases not merely as and adhered to at the interval stated-thai 
local manifestations, but as associated ex- is, every twenty.eight days. In such cai;es, 
hibitions of a morbid condition diffused the medicines known as emmeuagoguea. 
throughout the system.-Med. Tiau and which uercise a special inftuence over the 
Gu., Nov. 20. is:,~. uterus, are acarcel1, in my opinion, admia-
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sible, the object being to gently :eromote much more serious im1iort,as it is generally 
the natural function, and not to violently connected with the more advanced stages 
stimulate. and probably irritate. the uter- of the disease, and with an amount of tu
ine organs. bercular deposit, and of consequent mara&-

"In amenorrhea connected with deficient mus, through defective nutrition, which 
uterine and bodily developement, the local rend~rs the chance of a recovery very prob
treatment should be conducted on the same lematical. 
prinr.iples, only it generally requires to be "Amenorrhea from physical obstaclN 
carried out more perseTeringly, and for a can only be remedied by surgical means. 
greater length of time. In addition to the If the hymen is imperforate, or the lips of 
means mentioned, I have also derived great the vuln are adherent, and the menses 
benefit from electricity, the electric current have collected behind, a crucial incision in 
being carried through the pelvis from the the centre of the bulging hymen. or vuh-ar 
hypogastric to the sacro-lumbar region, for protuberance, is all that is required. Care, 
an hour night and morning, during the howevel', should be taken, once the men
week that local means are resorted to. In Etrual fluid has been e,·acuated, that the 
these cases, it is evident that the non-de divided surfaces do not unite and cicatritt. 
velopement of the body is ofte-is in a great This is to be prevented by the use of small 
measure the reBUlt of the dormant condi- spunge or cotton tents for a few days, or by 
tion of the uterine organs. inasmuch as I the application of the nitrate of silver to 
have repeatedly succeeded in rousing them the edges of the incision&-6 more painful 
to action by the local treatment above de- but equally effiracious process. When the 
tailed, when the most judicious andr.rse· vagina Is partially or wholly absent or 
vering general treatment had faile . In closed, either congenitally or by adhesion 
these cases, I hue invariablT seen the bod- from a<:ddeutal causes, the case is a much 
ily structures subsequently cievelope them- more serious one, and more difficult to rem
selves with great rapidit.v. At the same edy. If there is merely adhesion of the 
time, the knowledge of this feet must not walls of the vagina, this adhesion can gen
for a moment prevent our employing every erally be removed by the dilatation of the 
possible means of invigoratiog the general vagina. coupled with the gradual and caie
health, of vitalizing the economy, and of fttl division of the adherent surfaces. When 
promoting the regular play of the various the vagina is putinlly or entirely a*nt, 
functions. After removing any morbid the symptoms produced by the retention 
functional condition which a careful scru- and accumulation of the menses in the 
tiny may detect, recourse should be had to uterus may be sufficiently serious to render 
the mineral and vegetable t.onics. and espt;- it imperati"e to attempt to form an artifi
cially to ferrugioous preparations, to which cial passage, by surgical means, to the dis
should be added a generous diet. moderate tended uterus. lu such cases, the difficulty 
foot or horseback exercise, cold bathing and risk of the operation depend on the dis
or spunging, early hours for retiring and tance that separates the vaginal cul-ih-aa.c 
rising, and residence in the country, if or the imperforate vulva from the uterus, 
possible. th1~ operator having to make his way be-

" When amenorrhea can be traoed to a tween the rectum and the bladder. Con
debilitating disease, such as cblorosis, siderable assistance in dia~osis is derhed 
phthisis, scrofula, etc., the best treatment from a careful rectal examtnation. It is of 
is the treatment of the disease to which it great importance to find a vent for these 
is referrible. Thus, in chloro~is, the men- uterine accumulations of menstrual fluid, 
strual flux gradually diminishes, and may as, in addition to the suffering endured. 
finally cease altogether under the influence there is positive dangm to life. Cases are 
of the progressive deterioration of the on record in which the distension of the 
blood, without there being any uterine dis- uterus extended to the Fallopian tubes, and 
ease or any other uterine symptom than the in which death occurred from the periton
scantiness and final disappearance of the itis occasioned by their rupture. 
secretion. As under appropriate general "Occlusion of the os uteri, as a congen
treatment the blood becomes healthy, men· ital occurrence. is rare; but since I first 
struation returns or again becomes gradu recommended the use of potassa cum cake 
ally more anti more normal, without any as a last resource in which its ul'e had been 
local treatment being necessary in the im· followed by all but complete occlusion, and 
mense majo1ity of cases. The same may by partial retention of the menses. or at 
be said of scrofulous and other forms of least their difficult excretion. This was 
constitutional debility. In pulmonary evidently owing to the want of due caution 
phthisis, the falling off and final disappear- at the time of application and during the 

-.. ance of menstruation i.s a symptom of period of healing afterwards. The tenden· 
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cy of the tissues thus trrated to contract ovariee, for impor·ant morbid changes are 
being very great, it should be counteracted, not uofrequeotly found after death in the 
if necessary, by the occasional use of wax latter organs, which during life, have gh·eo 
bougies, until the process of repair has been little other e\·ideoce of their existence than 
fully accomplished. The possibility of this the modification or arrest of the catamenial 
accident occurring through the want of functions. 
caution of the operator, does not in the "In all tbeae cues, the amenorrhea is 
least invalidate the utility of the remedv, merely a symptom of the ovarian or uter
as an exceptional and ultimate one. 1 have ine disease. The latter is the condition to 
generally, but not always, found this form be treated, the only indication the amen
of occlusion easy to remo,·e by progttssive orrhea itself supplies being the ad,·iEability 
dilatation. Should occlasion of the os of having recourse to such local means as 
u'.eri exist congenitally, once recognized it are calculated to promote menstruation, 
is eaEily remedied by a slight incision in whenever nature a~rs to be making the 
the region of the os, and by subsequent dila- least etfort to establish the menstrual ftux. 
tation . •· In vicariot1s menstruation, our first 

"The ca ta menial function appears to be effort ought to be dnected to the restoration 
more especially liable to anest from acci- of the integrity of the uterine organs, if it 
dental teml'orary influences, in those fe· be impaired. We should then, by all the 
males who present the low degree of sexual means enumerated, attempt to divert the 
vitality to which allusion has been made molimen hemorrhagicum of menstruation 
in the first part of this paper, and with from its abnormal to its normal seat. 'C'he 
whom menstruation appears late and with most important of theEe means i11 the ab
difficulty. In such constitutions, indeed, &traction of blood from the vulva or cervix 
it sometimes stops for many months, or uteri, which should be resorted to e""ery 
even permanently, if no treatmf'nt be re• month, a day or two before the vkarious 
sorted to, without any apparent cause. menstruation ia expected, and may be re
Under the influence of decided jleneral and peated after it bas begun, should the 
local treatment, the menses will oftrn re- strength of the patient admit of such a 
tum for a time, but flag and cease as soon step. By this treatmf'nt, the menstrual 
as the treatment is suspended. If there is nisus may narlyalways be diverted into its 
no positive disease of the uterua or ovarif'.s, natunl channel; whereas, any attempt to 
the f'mmenagogues, such as ergot of rye. stop tbe morbid hemorrhage, by means ap
savine, etc., may be cautiously tried. I plied directly to the organ from which it 
have known also the married state, espe- takes place, might be producth·e of mis
cially if followed by conception, froduce a chief to the system at large."-Lancet, 
complete ch.ange in the fnnctiona activity Arri!, 18:'>i. 
of the uterme system, and menstruation 
become regular and natural. It is in these 
~s that the app~ication of thf' nitrate of ON THE MUSCLES WHICH OPEN 
s1lv~r to. the cav;ty of the uterus, or the THE EUSTACHIAN TUBE. 
scanflcatton of 1ts mucous surfaces, has 
been yroposed. I must confes11, however, JosEPH ToTNBJtE, ~·· F. R. S. , read an 
that do not think we are warranted in interesting paper on tins subject before the 
thus interfering w: th so delicate and sensi- Royal Society on the 117th February lasi. 
the a region of the uterus for such a pur- He commenced by alluding to the opinion 
pose. In the unmarried female, the appli- generally beld by anatomists, viz.: That 
cation of leeches to the vulva, and in the the guttural orifice of the Eustachian tube 
married to the neck of the uterus, answers is always open, and that the air in the 
every purpoee, without being open to the tympanum 11 oonatantly continuous with 
same objection. that in the ca\·ity of the fauces. An ex-

" The developement of inflammatory dis- amination of the guttural orifice of the 
ease in the neck or body of the uterus, or in tube in man and other animals bas led the 
the o,·aries. and of cy11tic and scrofulous author to conclude that, except during 
tumoTI! in the ovaries, is one of the mo~t muscular action, this orifice is always 
frequent causes of amenorrhea in those in closed, and that the tympanum forms a 
whom the function has once been fairly es- cavity distinct and insolated the outer 
tablished, and especially of partial amenor- air. The muscles which open the Euata· 
rhea. When such lesions exist. they ~n- chian tube in man are the tensor and leva
erally give rise to other symptoms which tor palati, and it is by tlieir action, during 
an attentive and well-informed obee"er the proceseofde~lutilion, that the tubesare 
may easily recognir.e. This remark, bow- ordinarily opened. That the act of swal
ev~r. applies more to the uterus than to the lowing is the means whereby the Euatachi· 
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an tubes are opened, is shown by some ex- In corroboration of the abo•e views, tbe 
periments, of which the following may be author states, that in cue of deafness. de
cited: If the mouth and nose be cloeed pendent 1imply UJ!On an aperture in the 
during the act of swallowing tbe saliva, a membrane tympani, whereby the sonorous 
sensation of fulness or disteneion arises undulations are premitted to e..ccape into 
from the air, which is slightly comprened tfie external meatus, the power of bearing 
in the faucea, pusing into and distending hu bfen ~tly improved hf the use of aa 
the tympanic cavities. Upon remo•ingthe artificial membrane tympam, made of n11 
band from the nose, it will be obsened that thin vulcanil!ed India·rubber, or gut ta-per
this feeling of ereuure in the ears doea not cha, which is llO applied as again to tenda 
disappear, but 1t remaioa until the act of the tympanum a clOle<I. cavity.-Mol 
deglutition is again performed, while the Tima and G~. 
nose is closed. In this txperiment, the 
Eustachian tubes were opened during each 
act of deglutition; dur10g the that art, 
when they were open, air was forced into ON THE REPRODUCTION OF NRXV-
the cavity of the tympanum b• the contrac· OUS SUBSTANCES. 
tion of the muscles of the fauees and phar-
ynx, 1and the guttural orifitts of the tube& AND ON THE l!'l'ocruiu: A1"> rt7Ncr1o•s or 
remained closed until the second act of THE SPINAL GA!IGLIA. 

swallowing, which opened the tubes, and Dr. A. WALLE&, after having mldt 
allowed the air to escape. That the act of many experiments on diJferent animals. 
df.glutition opens the Eustachian tubes was principally warm-blooded ones, of an eaily 
inferredalsofrom the custom uaually adopt- age, and frogs, considers himself entitled to 
ed of swallowing while the descent in a the conclusio11: "That the old fibres of a 
diving-bell is performed; by thia act the dh-ided nerve ne•er again anew their origi
condensed air is allowed to enter the tym- nal structure and functions. and that the re
panum, and the sensation of pain and pres- production of nervous substance does not 
sure in the ears is remo't'ed orentirelyavoid- take place merely in the cicatrix itself, bllt 
ed. The author gives an account of the also downwards into the terminating rami· 
Eustachian tube and its muscles in mam- fications. The old tibrea gradually waste. 
malia, birds, and reptile1t. In some mam- and after a month or later, .,., fibres an 
malia the muscles opening the tube! apper- formed, which are pale and tra.o5pareot, 
tain as in man to the palate; in otl~rs. this posesses no double contour, present a very 
function is performed by the superior con- unequal diameter, being on the one place 
atrictormusclesofthepharynx. In birds, it very thin, on the other varicoee, like the 
is ~hown that there is a single membrenous fibres of the 1pinal marrow. In the peri
tube into which the two osseous tubes open; pheral part of the glOS&O-pharyngeal nerte 
this membranous tube is situated between, of a frog, three months after the sectioo, 
and is intimately adherent to. the in11er their sif.e wu only about one-sixth to ooe
surface of each pterygoid muscle, and by third of the original fibres; they resembled, 
these muscles the tube is opened. The con- therefore, much moie the ramifications of 
clusion to which the author arrives respect- the nerve in very young frogs. In the ceo
iug the influence of the cloeed Euatachiao tral part of the cut nerve the fibres remaia 
tubes is, that the function of hearing is best unaltertd. Concentrated acetic acid dil
carried on while the tympanum is a closed solves the membrane of the newly-formed 
cavity, and that the analogy usually cited fibrea, leaving fusiform nuclei; tbe mem
as existing between the ordinary musical branes of the original fibres are complet.ely 
instrument the drum and the tympanum. dissoh·ed, 110 nuclei being left. The repro
to the effect that in each it ia requisit. for duction of fibres, and the return of fuac
the air within to communicate freely with tion, eroceed in the same proportion. Of 
the outer air, is not correct. On the con- great importance are Dr. Waller's experi
trary, the author showa that no displace- meats for the understanding of the •lnAC
ment of the air is requisite for the propa- ture and fuaction of the ganglia. While. 
gation of sonorous undulations. and that.. as he has pieviow;ly sliown, all mow 
were the Eustachina tubes constantly open, ne"ea, fep&rated from their cerebro-spioal 
these undulations would extend into the centre, become entirely changed in their 
ca't'ity of the fauces, these to be absorbed microscopic appearance, the peripheral part 
lJy the thick and soft mucous membrane, of the sensitive spinal nerves, tbe root of 
instead of being confined to the tympenic which is cut through between the spinal 
euity, the walls of which are so peculiar- cord and the spiaal ganglion, remains unal· 
ly well adapted to the production of rHOn- tered as long as the connection with the 
ance, in order that they may ba co11centra- ganglion is maintained. Ten or twehe 
ted upon the labyrinth. 
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EX1 RAORDINARY PRECOCITY, ETC. 

days after having dh·ided one or both of child at least six years older than the age 
the roots of the second cervical nerve, be be mentioned. My astouishmtnt was 
was enabled to make the following obser· greatly increased, when, on stripping the 
Tations : 1. That part of the sensitive boy, he offered to my view the well devel
nerve which is situated between the pla~ oped sexual organs of a man, and the pubes 
of division and the ganglion, is disorgan- covered with a luxuriant growth of hair. 
ized in the aame manner as any diMCted I was perfectly incredulous that the boy 
nerve in its peripheral end. 2. Tracing the was born on the 14th of Se;itember, 1848; 
disor~anized ftbres into the intf!rior of the but his father said he could produce his cer· 
ganghon, u they ate seen mixed with nor- tificate of nativity, and that ht, with his 
mal fibres, the disorganbed ones apr;ar to mother, the midwifewhodelivered him , and 
pass iuto ganglionic globules, which are fifty other responsible persons, would sware 
likewise altered, 'leeming to be deprived of that he had stated his age correctly. 
their contents, and to consist merely of a The boy is remarkable handsome, and 
thin, indistinct membrane. 3. The normal when stripr:d be presents a form of gn'8t 
fibres appear to end by very thin filaments beauty, winch is, in fact, a minature mod· 
passing into normal pn&lionic globules. de! of a perfectly developed athlet~. 
4. All the fibres originatmg within the The conditon of his muscular and osse
ganglion are in their normal state. ::». The ous system is extraordinary; the tleltoids 
motor fibres are complt.tely disorganized in and other muscles of the arm, forearm, back, 
the whole of the peripheral part of the and thorax, haTe the same relations to bis 
nerve (no motion is produced bygalvaniam, height that those of a bard-lab-.ring man 
or any other stimulus. 6. After bningdi- \Vould have of the stature of six feet. Tbe 
Tided only the posterior root. all the ftbres muscles of the thigh, gluteal region, and 
bdo1o or on tlu otl&tr Irick of the ganlia were leg, are perhaps better de,·eloped than those 
normal. 7. After having divided the nerve of the U{>per extremity, but in nearly the 
hloui the ganglion, or after having cut out same ratio to the height. 
the ganglion, all the fibres in the penpher· If the child's face is conceale1I the exam
al parts were disorganiJJed. It is evident iner would declare his figure to be that of 
from this, that the spinal ganglion acts as a minatore man. perfectly developed, and 
a nervous centre for the sensitive fibres, but at least 21 years of age. 
not for the motor ones. Dr. W., prom~ There seems to be little adipose tissue 
to give soon more detailed observations, ai; about him, the muscular prominenrea 
well on the nme subject as on the func- being clear, and well defined. as if produ
tion of the nervus Tagus and sympatheti- ced by constant exercife or hard labor. 
cus.-Britiah and Foreign Medieo-Chirur- The growth of hair is distinct in the ax
pal Revit10. January, 1863, from.Muller'• ilia, but by no means so marked as that up
.Archivu, lSW, No. 4. on the pubes. As in very robust men, the 

lumbar and eacral regions are covered with 
a thick down of dark hair. 

EXTRAORDINARY PRECOCITY IN . His height. is now four feet one-quarter 
The Development of the Male Sexual mch, and. weight n.early seventy p~~nds i 
Organs and Muscular System in a Child though his mother mf?rms lD4' ~e \\e1ghe<1 
Four Years Old.-BY RoBEaT KING se!t.nty·fi~ ~ou.nds. m the sprmg, and at
SToNJ:, M.D., Profe.'!&Or of Physiological tnbutes hts di'!1mut10~ to. tht. ~~t num· 
Anatomr in the National Medical Col- ber ?f lum~n~1des which mfest him. 
lege, and one of the Surgeons oC the Hts pems . is .that of .a we~l developed 
Washington Infirmary. (Read to the man, measun'?g ID a !l'm1-fiacc1d sta:e four 
Patholollical Society of the District of and a quarU>r inches .m. length, and ID the 
Columbia.) ~tate of perfect fiacc1di_ty three and . a half 

1Dches. Tbt> prepuce 1s short, leavmg ex-
1 hne the honor to present to the Socie- posed a perfectly formed glans penis. I 

ty one of the most extraordinarr cases of might state, also, that the papillre of the 
precocious de\'elopment of the male sexual corona gland is are in a state of hypertrophy, 
organs and general muscular system now being distinctly salient, and exquisitely 
on record. sensiti\"e, The pubes are covered with a 

Mr. Charles 8---, of thia District, luxuriant growth of crisp, curling, dark
brought his son, Theodore. to my house on brown hair, as found in the adult state.
the 14th of September, 181'>'4l, his birthday, In the scrotum, prerenting the appearance 
for my inspect1on and opinion; stating that of the adult, are two firm, apparentlv well
on that day he was four years old. I at deTeloped testides, perhaps rather under the 
once declared my iDCJedulity, for bis height aTerage size ot thoee organs in the adult· 
and robust. development .. llled those oi a Independently of the penis, the develop-
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454 EXTRAORDISAR:Y PRECOCITY, ETC. 

ment of these alone would have been deci• AroaadU..Uiotuaadertlleullla, 
dedly remarkable at that tender age. " hipa i,,m•u~ ... •\C.!llJii•~•· 

The sperm a tic cords are distinct, and un- " lhiab (micl<ll•>" " l " I \, 
d Pecia ia 1emi:llacc1d state .. ., 41 i. loec 
er the finger give the impression of per- " llacc:ad •tale N ....,.. 

fc:ct organs. fllll io oiro1U11le1eDce. 

Carefully examined from the neck down, Around the arm, below insertion of the 
the appeuances are those of a perfect man. deltoid musclt-.s, he measures 8 inches. 
whilst the head and fat-e were those of a Aroun'l the neck he measures l foot. 
child. On examining his mouth, it was Around the head (above ears and O'fet 
found to contain only the twenty deciduous hair) be mt>asures 1 foot 8 inches. 
teeth of his age, with the exception of the From meetus auditorus to meatus of o~ 
middle i.ncisors of the upper jaw, which poaite side acl'Ol8 the occiput, he measu.rea 
were carious to the fungs. ~! inches. 

The he.ad was perfectly formed, and beaTS Although his neck is full, there is no re-
a proper portion to the development of the markabl11 development of the laryngeal car-
body. tilagas, Pomum Adami. 

The breadth between the ears acro!IB the The. next is in regard to the power of the 
cerebellum was great ; in fact, the anterior testicles to secrete. Since I first i;aw this 
development of thf:I cranium was less than man-boy, his father has made inquiry as to 
the posterior ; yet the relation could not be this fuct, and states the following to me u 
called bad at his early age. the result.;-

The boy is lively, and seems intelligent ""On the 13th of September, be slept with 
though his speech is imperfect, but he pro~ a near relative, a married lady, the mother 
nounced with facility after his father . He of ee\·eral children. In tt.e middle ol" the 
seemed unwilling to talk of his own accord mght, she was aroused by finding the boy 
before strangtrs; his father informs me, closely elapsed to her back, and her night 
how1"·er, that he is very talkative at home d.ress ~aturated. She thought he had emp
and quite intelligent. His temper is good, tied his bladder upon her, but on carrying 
and he is almost always in good-humor, but ~r band to. the part, she found that it wu 
when excited by anger, his father alone can saturated w1tbaverydiffermt and glut~ 
manage him, which lie does by an old-fash- material from that she expected. 
ioned, knock· down blow. I regret that I could not obtain the eject-

His father observed last night, when he ed matter to submit it to a microscopic 
slept with him for the first time, a constant test. The boy is extremely fond of embni
erection of the penis, accompanied by a clng the opposite sex, though nothing fur
nickering, like an excited stallion, and for ther has been ascertained . In no other of 
these reasons consulted me. the seven children born by the same moth-

The boy has most always slept by him- er bas the same condition been observed, 
eelf, and on a hard pi11let on the floor.- and in comparing an elder sister of 10 years, 
His back and shoulders are covered with tht' I found she was extremely delicate, and 
acne simpler of puberty. He has never only half an inch taller than Theodore. 
been known to attempt masturbation. nor I have several times seen him during an 
is it known that he has had sexual rela- attack of nickering, and am satisfied that 
tions, althou~h the organ has that appear- it i~ produc~~ by a ~ndenry to epilepsy. 
a?ce .• The ~lil!;htest touch of the penis ex- St?ce wntrng this accoun.t, .I have ~11 
cites 1t, and the organ becomes tumid and furmshed by Dr. W . A. W1lhams with a 
of the average adult sir.e, during the requi- certificate, statin~ that he has kno,vn tbe 
site examination. family of Charles for the last se"1!n 

The voice is that of puberty, and has years; that he kno,vs Theodore was born in 
been so for some time. September, 1848; that he saw Theodore 

On the U>th of September, J visited him. ":hen a very young infant, in the !lrms of 
accompanied bv my fr iend and colleague, h!s mother, and knows, fr'?m havmg ~n 
Professor John Frederick May, who verifi · him al~ost every w~k smoe that time, 
ed the preceding examination and my that he is the same child who was presen-
measurements. te!1 to the Patho!ogical Society of the Dis-

He ·18 the th h'ld d th' d f tr1ct of Columbia. by Dr. R. K. Stone, on 
. se~en c 1 an 1r son o Friday ~p. 17, 1&>2. 

b1s~other: wetghe~elevenanda half pounds Further, Dr. Williams states that he bu 
at but~, and fifty-six poun~s at three years. attended the family profestionally for about 

At buth, the glans. pems was perfdCtly e~hteen months. and was a sturlent of med
uncovered. and the hau on the pubPs half icme at the time that Theodore was born • 
an inch long; at one year, things were just and that he was aware of his ptecocio~ 
u they are now. 11e1.ual development in January 1&>2, from 
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE BRAIN. 

actual inspection, thou~ be had been in- le.ngtb of penis at res.t 4; circu~!erence 3i; 
formed of it at an earlier date. his scrotum ~a fau proportion to the 

In terminating this simple statement, I other developme'!ts; but t~e tu~ have not 
may observe that the father presented ex- decended; has w1skers; aullie hauy; teeth 
treme precocity, having experienced his 20, and deciduoua; lifts a man of 140 
first sexual indulgdnce at the age of 8 years. pounds; covered with acne Bimplu {as 
He informed us that between the age of 10 Theodore S-- is) of puberty. J:tas 
and 13 years he was a better man than be spermatic odour, but not known whether 
has e1·er been since. Delicacy forbids my he bas veneral appetilt!; judge from stains 
detailing his prowess at an early age. on his shirt. 

This extraordinary case '!ill be perfect)y To these, I could add fom Beck's Mui.. 
under control for some time, and I will Jurisp. p. :'>HI, vol. i. 1838 several rases 
most willingly make any further observe- in both sexes. ' 
tions which may be dictated by better Very many cases of preeocious develop· 
heads. ment in the female might be adduced ; but 

lt will be observed, th~t this is perhaps to them I do not care to 1lraw your atten
one of the m~t extraordmary cases on re- tion ; it is only necessary to recall the fact 
cord, and I will now proceed to a hasty ex- that the mother of a family on the banks of 
amination of a few of those ~o which ref- the Ganges need only be 9 years of age. 
~rence h~ been mad~ for me, 1n a~ exceed- There has been no time to investigate 
mgly bnef spa(!e of time, by my fnend, Dr. this subject fully, but I think it will be dif
R. D. Coolidge, U.S. A. ficult to find a C'ft&e comparable to the one 

1 Prtc<Jcious Puberty in Malu.-An Ac· which I now present you. In most of the 
count of a Child 3 Years Old. By GIL· cases to which reference has been made, 
BERT BRESCHET, M.D. Ph-Uaddphia lour. there is something wanting; and when we 
of. the Med. and Phys. Sciences, 1821, vol. examine the totality of the appesrancea, 
hi. pp. 417-28. James A. Sarin. born 20 there is not one, except the case de.scribed 
October, 1817; 3 years and one month old by Craterus. which approaches the propor
at report ; weighs M pounds, 3 feet 6f in· tion of Theodore S--. 
ches high; penis when 6accid, 4 inches W A.SHllfOTOlf, D. C., Sept. 181'>2. 
long, and l'>j when erect. Testicles not en-
larged in proportion to penis. 

2. Good's Study of MtAicint, p. 73. SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE BRAIN. 
N. Y. edition of 1~9. BotsET, In the Dr. w. H. o. SANKEY has published in 
Journal du. Sava~, give a case.of a boy 3 the British and Forti • Mtdir.o-Chirurgi
years. Philoaopht.eal Transactions, 1741'>, clll Reintw (January, fsr>3), the analysis of 
boy 2 years 11. months. The~ '~ere ~~ses 77 observations made upon the specific 
of great salacity, and no descnphon g1~en. 11:ravity of the brain. These render proba
Mr. DANKEt\ofSt: I.ves, ne~r.Huntingdon,; ble thefol!owinggeneralconclusions, ,·iz:
reported the Pr?dtgtum ~!lhnghamnese: That the mean specific ~raYity of the 
~e boy was ~.'med at Wilhn11;ham, and ~ts gray matter, in either sex, is 1.034; that 
epitaph was, Born October 31, 1741, ~ied the density of the gray matter is llOmewhat 
September 3, 1747. At one year had signs below the mean in the earlier and latter pe
of manhood, not 3 y~rs was n~rly 4 feet riods of life; that the highest df'Stiny is 
high ; stupendo~.s voice, and be died of pre- met with between the ages of ll'> and 30 
mature old age. . years in males, and between 20 and 30 years 

3. PLINY (H"18t. Nr:t. Lib. ~· c. 17), re- m females; that the density of the gray 
p~rts a boy at Salamis 4 feet high, and at- matter is, in a slight degree, lower In those 
ta1111ng puberty at 3 years. persons who have died after a Jong illnei;s, 

4. The case seen by CRATSBVI, brother and greater, to a slight extent, in those sub
of Antigonus (Phlegon. Dt Mirabilia, c. jects examiMd before twelve hours after 
32), who was infant, y.outh, adult. father, death than in those examined at later 
old man, and corpse in 7 years. periods. 

r> .M"ilbur tr' o ·0 itm several cases Thatthedensityofthegraymattermaybe 
• 'K s un s • · found in a subject after death to be .006 be-

6. Case reported by A. LoPn, M.D., of low the mean, without any cerebral symp
Mobile. Amer. lour. Md. ScieAcu, Toi. v. toms having been present during life; but 
1843, p. :>00. Mulatto boy'aji;ed 3years10 when the specific gravity exceeds the mean 
months.and ll'>days; weight 82 lbs; height bv .006, then one of the following condi-
4 feet half inch; width around chest 27i tions has existed during life, viz: either 
inches; belly 27 inches; thigh 19 inches; acute cerebral disease. attended with head 
arm 9i; circumference of the bead 22 inches; symptoms of the gravest character, or chron-
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF SEMEN IN AGED MEN. 

ic disease (in all the cases aoal)'2ed of chron- in the 7, where the spermatozoa were aa 
ic disease ot the kidneys), attended either numerous as in the adult, the minimum age 
with no cerebral symptoms, or only with was seventy-thtee, ~nd the maX;imumeighty 
slight delirium. two. In these subjects, 21 died ol acute 

That the mean specific gravity of the and 16 of chronic affections, giving rise to 
white matter after death is 1.041; that its that wasted condition which, according to 
density varies less than that of the gtay some observers, catl8e8 their disappearance 
matter m the sexes, or in the different pe- in the adult. 
riods of life ; that it is much less aftected Ne\"ertheless, if this secretion possesses, 
by ~st-mortem changes or length of the occasionally, at this age, the same power 
last 11lneBB. . • and regula1ity in its effects as at an earlier 

That in those calell in which the _gra~est period of life, it is not always so; for M. 
cerebral symptoms we;e presentdurmg hfe, Duplay could not find any spermatozoa in 
the density of the while ~tter afl~r. death 14 of the cases examined; also, in some. 
may present two opposite condit.1ons- there was;a remarkable modification in their 
either it may exceed the average, or it may structure, abundance, or seat. The tail or 
be much below the mean. head was occasionally deformed, some 

That high speci~c gravity. of bo~ g~y having a very short tail, others having Yil'
and white matte! is fou.o~ 10 con.1unctu~o tually no head. Small crystalline m&S!!el 
with those morbid cood1t1ons of the brain were also seen but their nature could not 
connected with hyperemia, and that a low be determined: 
specific gravity exi~ts in conjunction with As to the quantity, the writer observed 
the opposite condition of the brain. that, in 14 cases, though the spermatozoa 

That no relation appears to exist between were fully formed, they were very few in 
the specific gravity and the actual weight number; a fe'\\· only being visible, isolated, 
of the brain. in the midst of a liquid, containing little 

granules and the debris of epithelial scales. 
As to their seat, the animalcules weze 

ON THE EXISTENCE OF SEMEN IN found i~ 26 along the ~hole extent of ~ 
AGED MEN. spermat1c apparatus; in 3, tbP. semen 1Jl 

_ the vas deferens alone contained them; that 
BY x. JXJPL.A.Y. of the vesicule contained none; in l, they 

were found in the vesicuhe, and not in the 
It is a long established . notion tbat t~ vas d~ferens; and. in 7, in the vesi~la of. 

secretion of semen is entnely anested in one side, and not 10 the vasa deferenha. 
old men, and in this way their loss of pro- These remarks are not only interesting. 
creating power is accounted for. This uiea as being scientifically curious, but deduce 
was refuted by the researches of Fischer, some corollaries of use in a hygienic poiut 
who found seminal fluid in abundance in of view. Thas, if old men become lei!& apt 
the vesicuhe and testes of a man aged 94. for reproduction, it is not exclusively in the 

After the discovery of the spermatozoa, it composition of their semen that the cause 
was then concluded that the semen of old is to be sought for, but in some modifica
mendidnotcontain them, and thusaccount- tion of the other acts necesiary to thia 
ed for their impotency. Some isolated and function. It may be also added, that ii the 
im~rfectly conducted examinations of the semen continues to be secreted in the aged. 
fluid, apparently warranted this idea. Such it must have its use; but since, physiologi
an opimon, however, is not compatible cally speaking. nothing then stimulates ita 
with the well-authenticated cases, and too evacuation, for the purpose of reproduction. 
numerous to be false, of the procreating may it not be <.oncluded that it is destined 
power of old men. Wishing to arrive at to be reabsorbed, and thus by its stimula
more positive and authentic data, M. Dup- ting influence tend, in a certain degree, to 
lay examined the fluid contained in tf1e keep up the vital force. This conclusion ia 
seminal apparatus in ~1 aged subjects.- supported br the researchetiof M. GO&Belin. 
Apart from the consistence, colour, and as to the e11stence of the same secretion in 
other less important properties, in 37 cases obliteration of the sriermatic canals. It 
spermatozoa were found, which, in '¥1 rases, . is proper to ehow the dangeTS which artifi
were perfectly formed, the head lar~e, tail cial e}aculations give rise to at this age. 
long, and curved; in a word, not differing nohnthstanding the abeyance and provi
from that of the adult, and in some iostan- dental passinness of those organs. to which 
ces as abundant. the name of excitots may be giYen.-DU-

Among these 37 examined. 8 were 11i1ty Zin Mtdical Praa, February 16, 181>3, from 
years old; iO, eennty; and 9, eighty. Also Go.utte Medico.le de PflrW. 
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ACTION OF LIQUOR POT.AS..~ ON THE C1llINE IN HEALTH. 41'7 

Afte.r the increued fiow of urine, the 
ACTION OF LIQUOR POT ASS.\ ON quantity passed per hour falls slightly be-

THE URINE IN HEALTH. low the standard. It appears to resume its 
Prof. E. H. Pux:s, M.D., in an interest· ordinary ~omP?sition, but its exact c?ndi· 

ing paper published in the British and tion at thus pe.nod bas n?t ~n .de term med. 
Foreign Mt.dico-Chinirgical Rwiew (Jan· Someobsen:ations on unne !n dis~se ~ould 
uary, 1853), records some observations in- lead me to 11.1fer that the unc acid will be 
stituted to determine the effects of liquor found to be me?eased. 
potassa on the urine of a healthy individ- Such were the effects of liquor potassa 
ual preliminary to a similar inquiry into its on the urin. The effect produced on other 
action on the diee&Eed persons. The fol- excretions was not ob'"ious. The skin 
lowing is his recapitulation of the resulta and the intestines appeared:quite unaffected, 
which he bas obtained:- and as all the potash was found in the urine, 
-Amer. Jour. Mt4. Stitnct. the reason of this is easily understood. 

If r t be k f in most of the experiments there were no 
UJUOI J?O ~ ta en 8~ a ter subjective symptoms of any kind. On two 

meals! its a~uon 11 that of .an an~cid. !t occuione, there was rather sha frontal 
co!llbmes with bydrochlonc or wi~h lactic head-ache, langor, depression, sl~ht lum
a~1d, au~ then, doubtless, l!88888 mto ~e bar pain, and aching of the legs, after the 
cuculation. ~hat .apprecia~le effects ll large fiow of urine. On the ni ht of the 
now pr«;>duces 18 J?-Ot mdicate<! m the tables 15th, when the fiow of the uri~e, which 
above given, ~ut it does not 1!1creue even was proceeding at the rate of ~ies per hour, 
the wa~er, &?lids, or s.tomac~, it passes UD· was augmented in two and a half hours by 
neutralized int~ the ~uculatio~, an~ proba- 3xiv, and no ftuid was supplied to the sys
bly through veios; m so doing, it m~t tern, the pulse became perceptibly small 
pr<!duce an effect on. the w11lls of the capll- (almost thready) and slow; it l'l!mained 
1a~1es and small vems, but the extent <!~ equal and regular-there was no thirst, no 
this cannot be kn?wn. As much aa 3•J shivering, and no nausea; the skin was 
ha.ve been ta~n wi~h on~y 4 0!'5·• of wate!, d~ and warm. In six hours the ulse had 
without causrng ~p1gastr1c p11n or. UDeaBl· qmte regained its force and freque~cy, and 
neEB (although ~t produced comiderable the other symptoms had disappeared with
temporary 11C9:ldmg of tlw mouth ~nd out any fluid huing been tak 
throat), and without apparently producing . en. 
any local effects in the stomach. In. usu- After the exper11?1ents were c!>nclu.ded, 
ally, from thirty to ninety minutes after its ~he gen~ral beal~h did not appear 1mpaued; 
entrance into the circulation, an increased it was, if anytbmg, better than usual. 
1loY' of slightly acid urine occurs, which The effect of liquor potaBBI on the dis· 
contains the whole of the potash, org&nic eased system is a much more clifficult prob
matter differing considerably from that of lem. The chemical conditions are not the 
ordinary uriae, and a relatively .laige pro- same, and the effects of the potash are ne
portion ofeulphuric acid; the phosphoric cessarily influenced by them. I will not 
acid and the chlorine are less cbanited.- Dow enter into this subject, but observe 
Perhaps an organic acid (not uric, and prob- that it is necefl88rY, when its oxidizing ef
ably not hippuric) is also present. The ex- fecta are desired, to giTe the potash eight or 
planation of these facts is, that an albumi- ten hoursafter food, to drink moderate q uan
nous compound, either in the blood itself tities of water, and, if possible, to use ex-

. or in the textures, bas become oxid~; its erci~. The potash eh«;>ul~ be given pure, 
sulphur, under the fonn of aulphunc acid, or with large doses of 1od1de of potaaium, 
bas united with ~taeh, and, wit~ possibly but. u.n111i:1ed wit~ augar. It may so fu 
the changed protein-compound, 1e poured ant1c1pate what will be hereafter said on 
out from the kidneys. Thie oxidizing effect this point. by 1tating, that, administered in 
of the li9nor potassa is DO doubt allllilted this way, it exerts a powerful effect OD the 
by exercise, and by copious draughts of exudations of iuftammations, but appears 
water; but in the above experiments, exer- less useful in thf> early "ta,ges, when an an
ciee and ftuid were abstained from, in order tagonistic force seems to 6e in action. 
not to complicate tJH: results. The amount It remains to be aeen whether the varying 
of albumen. or fi.bnne destroyed by '!116 exetetion of sulphnric acid, which is unac
drachm of l!•tuor potasea cannot hi: COlllld- counted for by diet and exercise, is occa
eahle, but .1~ the po.las~ weie continued In sioned by greater or less alkalinity of the 
large quantities, oudat1on could probably blood producing variations in the amount 
be pushed to any am_ount •. The nitnte and of oxidation of tile albuminous com pounds. 
acetate of potash did not 1n a healthy rqs· 
tern have the same elfecta. 
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468 STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS AND DISEASES OP' THE LlVF..R. 

ON T HE STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS AND The prevalent opinion bad bl-en, that these 
cells were exactl v homologous to the cells 

DIS <:ASES OF THE LIVER, of the renal tubu·li or Eali'°ary vesicles, like 
AND ON THE ACTION OF CHOLAOOGtlE MEDI· them growing OD a free surface open to the 

c1NES. exterior. Hence some anatomists bad be-
e. Ht.NDFIELD JoNES, M.D., in a commu- lievcd they had detected a basement mem· 

nication read before the Royal Medica~ and braoe, forming anastomosing tubes, cou
Chirurgical Society, describe~ ~he m1011~e stituting a true lobular biliary plexus.
structure of the liver as cons1sllog essenh· Others, unable to find a basement mem· 
ally of a mass of nucleated cells or celloid brane, bad described the ducts as contiuu
particles, usually more perfectly formt>d ed into the pareuchyma of the lobules, as 
than the cells either of the Ealivary or channels wilhout proper walls, mere ill· 
renal glands, presenting a distinct neu- tercellular passages. After referring to the 
clus, with a necle11olar spot, an exterior researches and opinions of Weber, Mulle:, 
envelop, and an included mass of soft. se· Prof. Ret.zeus, on the ona side, and of Val 
mi·solid, albuminous substance, which Guillon, Gerlach, and Dr. Carpenter, oo the 
commonly contained a few oily molf'cules. other, the author slated that the views of 
In addition to these, in well· nourished Kolliker, who denied the existence of in· 
livers, were numerous free nuclei, imbed- tercellular passages in the lobule, agmd 
dNl in albuminous blastema, which ex- very nearly with his (1he author's), a:od 
hibited nrious stages of progress towards conceded his main position, that the can. 
the matnre or perfect cell. The oily con- ty of the ducts was quite shut otr from tbe 
tents of the cells were subject to great va- cells of the lobules or their inters~. 
riation, both in the same individual and in The structure of the ultimate ducts, wbich 
different classes of animals ;-the less per· the author had first diarol"ered, was pecu
fect the type of the resriratory process, the liar, an:i l!eemed to indicate strongly that 
greater the quantity o oily matter in the they exerted active functions, and that tbty 
hepatic cells. The cells in their general were something more than mere affel'l"nt 
mass constituted the hepatic parenchyma; canals. The injection of the duct, in the 
this might be subtlb·ided into smalll'r por· livers of pigs, by the double method, using 
tions, called lobules, which were separated separately ~aturated watery solutions of bi· 
from each other more or less completely by chromate of potass and acetate of lead ex· 
fissures, the fissures themsel~es being con- hibited an abundant yellow precipitate in 
tinuous with canals that ramified through· the fi'*'ures; but in very few parts did it 
out the parenchyma, and which, from con- penetrate the lobules. which must have bap
taining the portal ~ein and its assoda ted 1iened if there nisted a lobular biliary plex
vessels, had been termed portal canals. In us of intercellular passages. The author 
reforence to the mode ol distribution of the conceived, therefore, that the hl'patic ducts 
vessels, originally so well expounded by dirl something more than merely carry out 
M. Kiernan, the author remarked that he elaborated bile. The ultimate ducts ~re 
decidedly agreed with Theile, who df!nied far too small. and too sparingly distributed. 
the existence of the vaginal branches and to be able to take up the bile from ao vast 
plexus of the portal Tein mentioned by M. a mass of cells as that which constituted 
Kiernan. The author 1uotP.d from a paper the flarenchyma. If the ducts did not et· 
bf Mt. Paget, who had described these va- tend beyond the margins of the lobules, of 
grnal plexusus to be tlerived, not from the which the author had no doubt, tbe-n the 
portal veins, but from the hepatic arteries, bile must be transmitted from cell to cell; 
from which ther were completely filled, or there was a march of cells ouh~·ards 
when both artenes and vefos were at the from the · centre to the circumference; or 
same time injecte<i. The interlobular por· else the bile, arriving at the margin of tbe 
tal veins were therefore derived directly lobules, was taken up by the ultimate ducts 
from the portal ".eins; and those which insomeunknownway. Theauthorthougbt 
appe~red to be yag!nal branches of the P?'· such assumptions groundless ~nd unneceE· 
tal v1en were its rntemal roots, by which sary; and that the pathological state of 
it received the blood which had served for fattv liTer, as wttll as the fatty liver occur· 
the nutrition of the hepatic ducts and other ring t1aturally in fishes, showed that these
vessels of the liver. After alluding to the cretion of the parenchyma was not identi
mode of ramification of the hepatic artery, cal with that of the ducts, for the gall blad
and the divisions of the hepatic ducts fol· der could hardly contain deep-green bile, 
lowing the branches of the portal canal, the when the parenchyma was naught but a 
author referred to the relation which exist· mass of oil. He concluded, then, that the 
ed between the ultimate ducts and the cells parenchyuial cells of the lobule& did not 
constituting the parenchyma or the lobules~ merely secrete bile whidl was c:anied oft 
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SRTUCTURE, FUNCTIONS AND DISEASES OF THE LIVER. 494 

unaltered by the ducts, but that the cells by analogical experience. The author then 
1eereted biliary material, or some of its passed to the subject of diseases of the liver; 
components, which were not fully elabora- the microscopic appearances of fatty liver 
ted or formed into perfect bile, except by were detailed. and the que11tion, what con
the action of the ultimate ducts. Proof stituted true fatty degeneration of the liver 
was then offered that the hepatic cells did discussed. Was it a simple inc!'f'.aire in the 
not ordinarily contain bile, although it was quantity of oil nuturally existing in the be
commonly held they did. He believed that patic cells, or was it a further and more 
to be a dii;eased or exceptional condition, important change? He believed the latter. 
not found in the hepatic cells of slaugh1er- In the liver of animals artificial11 fed on 
ed or he::althy animals. Furthermore, a yel- oily food, end subsequently exammed, the 
low tint in the cells was no proof of the cells, as well as the inter-l'e11ular substance 
pr~ence of bile; it sholl·ed merely the were loaded with oil-molecules: the accu
~sence of pigment, and yellow pigment mulation of oil was equal everywhere. But 
ts found in the fat of some animals quite in the morbid state of fatty degeneration, 
independent of biliary eecretion. Chemis- the oil-drops were not incloeed in distinct 
try must be resorted to, t-0 solve the ques- cells, but appeared to lie in an indistinct 
tion of the pre!'ence of bile in the hepatic and granular, or Femi·fibrollS 1.>ubstratum. 
cells. The author bad made alcoholic ex- Another point of difterence consisted in the 
tracts of the lh·ers of different animals, absence of su~ar in true fatty degeneration; 
and having eTapora1ed to dryness, the resi- while in the ln·er of an •nimal, fed on oily 
due. whendissolTecl in water, failed to show food to produce a fatty liver, sugar could 
by Pettenlroffer's test, any reaction cherec- be detected. Another point of importance 
1eriatic of the presence of the bile. The au- was tht limitation of fatty degeneration to 
thor, howevet, did not wish to express a the margin of the lobules; it wes not a 
positive opinion, but he thought that the mere accumulation of oil in the marginal 
received opinion had need of more direct cells, but a Jestruction of 1hose cells; a 
evidence, before it could bl' regarded as liver thus affected preseal«I the lobules 
p10ved. He then detailed the mode in merited out by a zone of opaque matter.
which the morphological structuie of thtl No satisfactory explanation of this tendan
ultimate biliary duct fulfilled the function C'! of oil to accumulate in the marginal 
of secretion. The chemical chenges which cells could be offered. Fatty degeneration 
the ultimate ducts effected, might be con- of 1be liYer might O"cur in very different 
~ived according to the h'!pothesis of Leh- difieaees; it was by no means peculiar to 
mann; and IL summary of our present phthisis. Reference was then made to the 
knowledge might stand as follows: sugar, waxy liver of Rolritansky, with which the 
oil. end a yellow pigment were found in author was not sure that he was acquaint. 
the parenchyma of tbe liTer; bile is not ed. Cirrhosis was then mentioned, and 
found there, hut in the ducts; it is inferred, Rokitansky's description quoted, as aleo 
then, that the ducts, through their ultimate that of Dr. Budd, whoee views expreS&ed 
extreme portions. makt the bile. The au- the opinion ordinatily received, but from 
thor next prooeedf'.d to detail some experi· which the author in some degree dissented. 
rnents made relative to lhe action of chola- The author believed that an unhealthy nu
gogue medicines, the n'!Sults of which led tritiTe process was the essence of cirrhosis, 
him to belive that mercury, muriete of and might be developed in one of three sit
manganPSe, and colchicum, were the only uations. 1. In the larger and moderate siz· 
ones which Bef!!Jled to increase the produc- ed portal canals, excluding only the smal
tion of yellow pigmentary matter in the lest. 2. In these last, and in the fissures. 
cells of the livt'r. They also increased the 3. In the smaller canals and fissures, ind in 
production of glyco-cholite and tauro-cho- the substenre of the lobules. The first 
lite of soda i but it had to be determined form produced hobnail liver; the ser.ond 
whether the quantity of these principles and third, the tough. firm. deni;e liYer, some
was always proportionate to the yellow times term"d brawny. The author consid
pigment. It was clear tb6t the cholagogue ered cirrhosis to represent essentially a de
action of a medicine, it6 emulging effei:ts generative process, and to arise from the · 
on the ducts, was distinct from that which effusion of an unhealthy plasma. not only 
it excited in the production of biliary pig- in the canals and fissures, where it indut'.e<l · 
ment. One very important effect of the unnatural increaRe, but also in the external 
administration of merr.ury on the linr, was put of the lobules, where it patl8ed into a· 
noticed to be congestion of this organ; an solid form, and constituted an amorpho
argument rather forbirlding the use of the granular substance, compresain15 the capil · 
1emedy in inflammation of the substance lanes and obstructing the eecretmg cells.
of the liT"er, a plan otherwise recommended The thickening and condell88tion of the i-
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460 INFLUENCE OF OCCUPATION ON HEALTH. 

b:ous tissue in the liver were thus not eo feigned illness, and the per&Ons in question 
much the effect of an inflammatory action, are to those who are most favorably dn:um
as of a low degenerative process, analagous atanOPd in regard to food, clothing, lodging, 
to that which stiffened the valves of tht and the various conditions of health. .Mr. 
heart and contracted the orifices; and Finlaison proceeds to divide the memben 
which view the author thought was sup- of theee societies into four classes ;-1, 
ported by the results exhibited in a table those who have heavy labor, with exposure 
appended to the paper. The subject of to the weather, such as agricultural aod 
jaundice next received attention. This was o~r out-door laborers-a cl.ass in wbida 
a disease that manifestly resulted from the he has 3:>3,103 cases; 2, those who bue 
conveyance into the blood of bile pigment, heavy labor '\\ithout exposure to the 
a constituent of the bile which was et:sen- weathar, such as smiths, sawyers, coopea, 
tially excrementitious, and intended to be plumbers-a cla88 numbering 9:>,2:19; 3. 
cast out with the fecal matter. In many those who hue light labor, with expoAR 
cases it existed only as retained excretion; to the weather, such as shepherds, dro-, 
in others it seemed to be formed in exces- drivers, pedlars, meseengers, custom-bouit 
sive quantity, as in the acute yellow atro- officers-in number 1)8,709; 4, thoee who 
phy of the liver. Yellow matter was often have light labor without exposure to the 
found in the central cells of the lobules, weather, such as clerks, shopmen, bu· 
and nevertheless, there was no jaundice. hers. factory operat1ves, 11ervani--in 01111-
lt i,hould be borne in mind, that the yellow her 286,909. He found that persons ea
pi~ment, as it existed in t~ cells, did not gaged in heavy labor with aod witllout 
e\•1dence the presence of biliary matter, of exposure to the weather, have respectively 
cholic acid, or its conjugates. The yellow 28.04 and 26.M per cent. of their numbea 
matter could be extracted by alcohol, and sick in the year; persons engaged in light 
its characteristic reaction obtained by ni- labor, 20.80 end 21.1)8. In round oumbm. 
tric acid, but Pettenkoffer's test decided taking a cenEus of working men disalMei! 
against the presence of any organic biliary by illness, for every three wboee work is 
acid. The dflep red color of the urine in light or modeiate there are four of the c:IM 
jaundice depended on the rresence of bile wnose lot is heavy labor. Tbe duration oi 
pigment solely; no trace o cholic acid was sickness to each person sick is, bowen:r, 
discoverable. Tb" au1hor considered the upon an avenge, only 38 days and 40.73 ia 
majority of C88e8 of jaundice to depend on the two clasees engaged in heavy labor, ao.i 
the absorption into the blood, nol of com- 42 days 44.2:> in the two classes enl{al(ed in 
pletely formed bile, but of one of its con- light labor. The mortelitr is heaYiest 
stituents only, the yellow pigment; and among the persons classed as eogllged. in 
this might take place in one of three ways: light labor; and in-door work shows itself 
I, by a 1nechanical obstruction to the flow less favorable to longevity than out-door. 
of bile into the intestine. through the due- But the main difference in the distribu· 
tus communis choledochus; 2, from in- tion of sickness seems to tum upon the ex· 
action of the elaborating ducts; 3, with or penditure of physical fon-e. "This no new 
without impairment of the action of the thing," says Mr. Finlaison; "in all T 
excretory ducts, when an increased quan · the enervation and decrepitude of tbe bodih 
tity of yellow pigment was formed in the frame bas been obee"ed to follow a prodi: 
parenchyma of the liver.-Londma Lancet, gal waste of the mental or corporeal eoet
]une, 18:'>2. gies; but it has been DO where ereviomly 

established upon recorded ex.,eneoce O.t 
the quantum of sickness annually faUing to 

INFLUENCE OF OCCUPATION ON the lot of man is. in direct proportion to 
HEALTH. ~he demands on bis muscular power. So 

. . . it would seem to be. however. Therd>le, 
A cunous and m~ere~tmg report has been whatever scientiftc invention of machin

prepa~ by Mr. Fmla1son, the actuary_ of ery to save the e1?.'llditure of bodily 
the ~at1onal Debt Offi~, upon the subject strength may be devised, hs production 
of sickness an~ mortality ~mo!lg the male should be hailed as one of the ~test of 
members of fr1emlly soc1et1es m England blessinga to the sons of toil, and ignon.ndy 

, and Wales, as shown by the returns made contemned by the Yery class whom in real
, by them to the government for the five ity it ultimately bf:nefits. A study of the 
•years, ~846--18:>0.. 1~ aepeara that the followin~ digest leads to the concluaioa 
~proportion on t.l?e sick hst m the course of that the mventor of any engine which par
. the year is One In. four, Or 24.99 in every alyses the rhysica\ energies diminishes tM 
.100. The proportion seems large, but some amount o human sickness, in proportiol 
.allowance may have to be made for cases of as be, by mean1 of bi8 _device, economnm 
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the labor of his fellow creatures." The 
tables show that the liability to sickness 
runs up to a temporary maximum in the 
young man, and then declines, and does not 
attain the same percentage until advanced 
years. This sick marimum of early man
hood-the effect of a prematu~ demand 'on 
the bodily vigor is in the period from 18 to 
21, except in the class engaged in out-door 

t heavy labor, in which it appears to be at 
14. The same per centage is reached, ever 
afterwards to increase, at the age of 48 in 

1 the class who hne in-door labor, IH in the 
case of in-door light labor, ~7 with out
door heary labor, and 6~ out-door light 
labor. These last remarks relate to the 

, proportion of persona sick, not to the dura
tion of the sickness. The duration of sick
ness does not decline in manhood, but in
creases with the age. The severity of the 
railway employment according to these 
tables, tells upon the constitution; the men, 
it ii:; said," get weather-beaten." Jn the 
police, there's a mRrked increase in the 
amount of sickness after 40, as if the ser
vice broke down the men at an earlir 
period than other occupations. 

P AG LI ARI'S HEM OSTATIC. 

BY M. BEDILLOT. 

ebullition, and the resinous mass kept 
stirred round. The fluid is then fil:ered, 
and kept in stoppered bottles. It is limpid, 
slightly styptic in taste, aromatic in odor, 
and the color of champagne. M. Hepp, of 
Strasburg, has substituted white rezin for 
the benzoin. Eve1y drop of this fiuid 
poured into a gl&SI! containing human blood 
procluces an instantaneous magma; and, by 
mcreasin~ the rroportion of tlie styptic to 
the quantity o the blood, a dense, homo
geneous, blackish mass results. 

Many are the circumstances in whkh the 
surgeon may noL be able to have recourse 
to the ligature, as in the case of friable ar
teries, secondary hemorrhage from deep· 
seated, painful, or inflamed wounds, the 
impossibility of eeising the artery, or where 
the hemorrhage results from numerous arte
rioles, which are too small or retracted, or 
from veins and capillary veSEels. In all 
cases, in fact, where compJeSSion is now 
usually employed, without much benefit 
being expected to result from it, and often 
indeed pro\'in~ useless or dangerous, this 
fluid seems ind1cated.-Brit. and For. MtAl.. 
CAinirg. Rt:0., Oct. 1&>2, from Bull. di 
Thtrap. tom. xlii. 

ACTION AND METHOD OF PREPAR
ING CATHARTINE. 

M. PAGLIARI, a pharmacien at Rome, T1tElfll[LU prepares catbartine from the 
profesies to have discovered a styptic liquor unripe green bemes of rhamnua catharlita. 
of great power; and ee,·eral of the officers It r~mbles oure aloe thine, both in a chem
of the French army have testified to its ical and in a'therapeutical point of view. 
efficacy. M. Sedillot .bas also, on se'-eral One .or two grains of catbartine in the for!'1 
occasions, brought forward cases in corrob- of pills usually produce one or two, or m 
oration; _and in the present paper ~ addu- a suscept_ible pet~er_it, three or fo~r pulpy 
ces additional ones, m some of which con- stools, without gnpmg. Three grams fol'1!1 
siderable vessels, although not those of the' a large dose. If the first dose should fall 
first class, furnished the blood. He sus to produce the desired effect, a second may 
that it has been objected that compression be given in three or four hours. Dr. Gu1'1' 
is employed b~ !11eans of bandages and !of Darmsta~t, ) ~ho has caref~ll~ studied 
charpie · but thlS is merely to prevent the 1ts therapeutic action, employs rt m torpor 
coagula' which form being removed from of the bowels, in hepatic and splenic con
the mouths of the vessels; and it ha$ only gestions, hemorrhoids, dropsv, and gout. 
to be continued for twenty-four or forty- By simply treating the mspissated juice 
eight hours. So little plastic is human of the unripe berries with alcohol and ether, 
blOod, that compre&l!ion alone, unaided by we ~Y obtain a~ impure ~.thartine in 
styptics, would have to be ao prolonged cona1Jerable quantity (oz. VUJ. from li 
a!1d forcible, that it would !isk the forma- lbs.), ~hich acts v~ry powerfully, and 
t1on of ulcers or ~ngrene m the perts to much hke aloes.-Pro11. Med. and Surg. 
which it was apphed. Jour., Oct. 13, 1~2. From Jallrb. f. pr. 

M. Pagliari has now revealed the com- Pharnl,. Jan., 1Em2. 
position, which is as follows: EW!t ounces 
of tincture of benzoin, one pouna of alum, 
and ten pounds of water are boiled together 
for sh hours in a glued earthen vessel, tbf! 
vaporiz.ed water being constantly replaced 
by hot water, so aa not to inierrupt the 
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1!J11rt 3. <!bitorial. 

PROGR~ OF ECLECTICISM. 

one half the medical journals of the country. 
Probably it is only through ignorance of 

these facts, that the so-styled orthodox, or 
legitimate journalists and writers have al
lowed themselves to make use of the results 
of our labors. In the last number of the 

We are occasionally favored with a knowl- Lancet, our neighbors Lawson and Wood, 
edge of the manner in which the views of copy one of a series of articles from Dr. 
those of our school of practice are changed Hunton, originally published in an Eut
from rank and objectionable latruiu as they em journal, and leave their readers to inm 
are termed; when they are first promulga- that it was furnished originally to the Lan· 
ted, into the sound and orthodor ideas they cet. They could not occupy their pages to 
become after ha,·ing passecl the rounds of better advantage; and we are ready to fur. 
several of our orthodox journals. nish them with a series of articles oa 

Some years since when we were a more plants that have been written by Eclectia1, 
frequent correspondent of those journals at any time they expresse a desire for them. 
than a.t present, we endeavored to teach the At the meeting of the American J'hu.. 
medical profession somewhat in regard to maceutical Association, held in Boston m 
the value of our indigenous medical plants; August of last year, the MassachusettsCol
and at times our modesty was tried by let- lege of Pharmacy in their r'port, stated 
ters from various sections of the country, that: 
and from physicians prominent in the pro-
fession, thanking us for our labors, and the "We arenot able to repor~ satiafaC!o;ilY 
new information we were imparting to as to the af!lount of 1fotamcal Med1c1nes 

sold; as this branch of tra1le has under· 
them. gone considenble change within a few 

At this time a man who bad long bat· vears. Wh~t was then confined to a f~ 
tled for an honoMllle position, first against herbs and simples, no~v .embraoes a wide 

. range of vegetable med1cmPs. Indttd. the 
the want of an euly preparatory education, pre.c;ent "Eclectic System" bids fair to an-
and next against the prejudices and enmity nihilate the old Thompsonian f ractice.
of his Mighbors, obained a hearing through The prac.titioners of this scl1o_o flace_ but 
the journals and presented hisheretical views com para hvely few of our offiCJna utides 
. ' . under their ban,-and these mostly co~ 
in regard to the value of Lobeha an~ some sive poison11,-while they aie introducing 
other generously abustd plants, and with the new vegetable preparations. (alkaloids. M 

persnerance of youth but the experience Mlll~d;) If we under~tand the term " Ec
of many years Dr. Ariel Hunton, has sue- lect1c ae they use 1t w~ may soon t'%• 

ceeded so far as to have his articles on pectctt'oc es~ them educated into the regular 
· M d' 1 Bo · d · pra 1 • "Indigenous e 1ca tany," copie rnto 

most of the leading journals of the country. From the above extract we may leam 
It is but natural to suppose that our neigh- three things. First, that 1he Dmggists aR 
hors of the Western Lancet, as well as the not pleased to have us use, aml teach othen 
authors of the United States Dispensatory, to use our concentrated remedies. They 
are entirely unaware of the fact, that Dr. "cannot report sati.efactorily as to the 
Hunton, and the writer of this article, are amount of Botanic:al Medicines sold," not 
both Eclectica of long standing. That Dr. because .the amount is small, but because, 
Hunton bas enjored the petty and vile instead of a few simples, "it now embl'llC" 
persecution of the physicians near him for es a wide range of 'l"egetable medicines."
forty years on account of bis independent Most people would infer that the dealen 
and bold Eclecticism, and that the present would be pleased to have these articles pre
writer has frequently r.vowed his entire in- scribed, but some of them dare not keep 
dependence in matters of medical faith and them for sale, lut tlaty gitle offmu to tldr 
medical practice in the columns of at least lords and masters, tlat "regularpliyait;iau!" 
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PROF. G. W. L. BICKLEY. 

This fear we are led to suppose, may ba\·e others that which we conceive to be justly 
some intluence even in Cincinnati, but for· 1 theirs. 
tunately for the cause of humanity, a far Last spring, a Professor of Materia Med
less number of our druggists are under its ica in one of the ltgitimatt Colleges of thia 
induence now than formerly. Again, the j city, told his class that the Eclectics were 
use of the concentrated preparations, is ta- far in adnnce of the old school physicians 
king the place of the "corrosi\·e poisons" in their knowledge of Medical Botany, bot 
of the profession, much to the injury of the while he was constrained to admit the fact, 
druggists-and hence they cannot report in he also took occasion to traduce the 1J1.0ti11U 
fivor of the change. of those who were bis superiora, for the Ec-

The BU011d fact we may learn from the Jectics, BR he aid, used this superior infor
above extract is, that the druggists are fol- mation for their individual benefit, while 
ly aware ol the great change being wrought at the same time we publish to the world, 
by us, not only in the West, but also in all the information we have as aoon as our 
New England where our numbers are com. I views are verified byexperence,-leaving the 
paratively few. c\as1 to infer that HE taught and practiced 

The third fact is, that the druggists an- his profession solely fo• the love of buman
ticipate the time to soon arril'e, when the ity. The time will soon arrive when such 
entire profession will aclmit Eclectics to be remarks will be '·alued at their true worth, 
as well educated, and as" regular" in their and the author will be heartily ashamed of 
practice, as the most strenuous sticklers for them. 
the lancet and calomel. When to be con- Again we would remark, we condemn no 
s1dered a scientific practitioner, a man will man who is honest and sincere in his opin
not need to take an oath (Hippocratic, or ion a11d his practice; but we shall wage 
Hypocritical,asthecase maybe,)nevertosay war without stint on all falsehood and pre
aught against the abuse of these articles, or tension wherever it may present itself. C. 
to associ1tte professionally with those who 
choose not to use them in their practice. 

We earnestly pray that the anticipations PROF. G. W . L. BICKLEY. 

of our friends of the American Pharmaceu- The recent resignation by this gentleman 
tical Association may soon be realized.- of the chair which be bas heretofore filled 
We have no wish to be separaten from any with ao much credit to himself a11d sat
physician, who practices according to the isfaction to his colleagues, and the best 
dictates of his own judgment, whatever friends of the school, in the Eclectic Med
may be the remedy he uses. We would as i<~l Institute of this city, calls for a few 
fully accord to others the fullest liberty of explanatory remarks from us. From the 
choice and of action, as we would demand time (Oct. 1&>2,) that Prof. B. conntcted 
it for ourself. We are of no party, sect or himself with the school, he continued to 
school-but simply a physician, exercising labor zealously for the propagation of the 
the right to use any rem1>dy we plt.aEe, and great truths of TRUE medical science. Pos
wishing to meet kinclly and cordially all seued of a vigorous, original and activ• 
who are engaged in the noble art of heal- intellect, what he did was done promptly, 
ing, that we may receive and impart the and in a spirit which showed how much 
results of our obsen·ation and experience, the friends of the Institute had to expect of 
for the general good of the profession and him. In May, 18:'>3, he was, however, at
humanity. tacked with amaurosis, which has since 

While snch are our w?shes and our feel- continued to increase, so as to render it 
ing. we shall never quietly submit to have very difficult for him to read. In this con
Eclecticism misrepresented or ignored, but dition be lectured during the winter and 
;hall as firmly claim for its friends the cred- spring sessions of 18:>4. At the close of 
. t which is their due, as we shall accord to the session of lut spring, be resigned hi11 
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9TH~ AMERICAN MEDrCALASSOCIATION'. 

practice of professors l't'.ading lectures to 
their classes from the musty records of an
tiquity, is a miserable apology for teub
ing"--laid on tilt tablt-a. wise disposition 
for old fogyism. Where is Proto Koino 1 

miasma'! Then followed: 

chair, hoping to recoYer bis sight by l'f'..st, 
and though we regret his departure from 
our midst, we trust he may long continue 
to be able to labor for the diffusion of sci
ence. Prof. Bickley is a young and tal
ented man, and his friends would regret to 
see him thus arrested in his cateer of use
fulness. 

" Thf! too prevalent practire of Professm! 
in medical colleges recommending theiro1F'D 

He goes to New York, taking with him writin!tS and editings as text books, is ii 
the best wishes of his colle1gues, who will th~ opinion ?f this .al'sociation, a srri~ 
still continue to regard him as a friend and enl. tr~mmehng, as 1t does, tl'M; student m 

the choice of books, and promotmg the pulf. 
gentleman worthy of confidence. A man Jication and circulating books of inferior 
so active l\nd industrious as he is, cannot merit,"-
long remain idle, and we shall expect to 
hear of him-engaged in some new enter-
pri~e. N. 

Laid on tilt table to be sure. Who is tO 

pay Dr. Gross for his huge compilation 011 

diseases of the genito-urinary organs, aad 
its original idea3 P 

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCI · " A memorial from the American Medi· 
ATION. cal Society of Paris, begging the Asi;ocia-

Although we have already in the edito- tion to recommend such educational meas
rial department of our September number, ures as would have a tendency to remon 
extracted some remarks from two of our the disgrace of ignorance," was referred u; 

medical cotemporaries, in regard to the the Committee on Medical Education, an.i 
meeting of this Association in May last at subsequently recomidered and 'IDithdran.. 
St. Louis; we have not the heart lo keep A most judicious movement. 
from our readers the following, from the The publication committee was tnnsfer· 
editor of that casket of gems, The Scalpel, red after much sharp remark, from Phila· . 
of Dr. Dixon, of New York. 1\elphia to New York. Dr. Coodet's friend; ' 

" Our brethren have had their seventh 1Vithdrawing his name from that commit 
grand meeting at St. Louis: and, as ~su~l, tee, and from the treasurership of tbe .A.5-
have made great proclamation of their m· sociation in consequence thereof. 
tentions. Some of them remind us very 
much, in their couvulsi ve efforts to immor· "By the way, our Philadelphia friendsu 
talize themsehes, of Macbeth's wierd sis- sharp. Dr. Meigs has managed to get up1 
ter, when she exclaims: most brilliantly colored edition of his wO!l-

derful book on the diseases of the uterm. ' •And like a ablp wlthouta nil, ~ i. 

And like a rat without a tail, 1!"1'lian.ed by ''"' AlllOcia!ion, an_d 1!' ~~ 
I'll do-I'll do-ead I'll do !' " it on lua c.101i hook? It is a cur1os1ty an 11; 

. . way. At a hastr glance, we took the plaus 
It is very necessary to have both a Ail for pomological 11lustrations of some wr 

and a tail, or a rudder to steer by, if they varieties of !"rench pears,_ or tulips. a!Jl 
would avoid the quicksands and rocks had our pen m hand to wnte out an ordti 
against which they always split. Our to th.e nursery-man .. We ~ere morti5rd1: 

. . . our ignorance on chscovermg them to b 
brethren might mdeed study the ph1loso- meant for illustrations of uterine dj;a.q 
phy and good nature of a veritable old rat "Dr. Gross is decidedly economical. B' 
with profit. They never quarrel; but when offered a resolution" declaring_ it to be ft. 
they attempt to get oil out of a narrow orrkrly for any future Committee of M 

. . rangements to prepare a costly supper c.· 
mouthed bottle, like senB1ble fellows, each dinner for the Association." We admiii 
takes his turn in abstracting by his tail, and his selection of terms, and consider tbf 
lets his neighbor lick it off. Note that word well-chosen. Knock-downs ani 
dear brethren and stop quarreling. ' bowie-knives are rather disorderly. \'\'! 

. ' . . . understand that there was some of that 
The d1spos11101i of several resolutions Clone. Gentlemen. you should not ~ 

was significant. Dr. Mcllvain's "The yourselves with the stronger liquors, \Kt 
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THYROIDAL FEVERS-ANEURJSM OF THE AOR1'A. 

there's no bam1 in a little good champagne. We disclaim all notion of "quibbling," 
The blood of a doctor is naturally cold." and beg, that instead of indulging in it, our 

We do not well know how the editor of correspondent will come out, frankly as 
the Scalpel can deprive himself of the favor we have done, and assert that fever is, or 
of reading our Journal. It is true, we is not diauut; for we hold tllat mind to be 
oeftr attempt to season our dishes quite up exceedingly be-clouded which cannot per
to bis taste, still he might, when a little ceive between the two a difference of fact 
inclined to a spare diet, indulge in the pe- -a difference as great as that which ob
rusal of our own, provided he would add tains between a negative end an affirmative 
his own bi-valvu, and take a little cham- -finally, a dilferenoe which every stU1lent 
pagne to aid the circulation of his blood. 5hould clearly understand before he takes 
What say, Doctor? C. upon himaelf the responsibility of human 

TYPllOIDAL FEVERS, ETC. 

Our correspondent on " Typhoidal Fe· 
vera," L. C. Dolley, M.D., makes a pas· 
sing notice among others, of Newton and 
Powell's Practice, stating that the doctrine 
they inculcate, " viz: that fever is not dis· 
ease, but a physiological effort to rid the 
system of diSt'.ase," is "out of place and 

life. N. 

[The following article from Prof. F. was 
not placed among the original communica
tions in consequence of its coming in too 
late.] 

CASE OF ANEURISM OF THE AORTA. 

BT Paor. z. FaBEKAll. 

erroneous." Mr. T--, a resident of this city, et. 36, 
He has not informed us, nor can we im- bad been for a number of years laboring 

agine upon what ground it is "out of under symptoms which his physician sup
place . ., Before entering upon the treat- poeed to be those of "nervous dyspepsia," 
ment of fever, it was certainly proper that although his council suggested that they 
we should ghe our cooreptions of its na· might be of aoeurism of the aorta; his 
ture and character. Tbet he conceives the health othelwise was good. excepting some 
doctrine to be erroneous, gives us no sur· difficulty in deglutition, which produced a 
prise inasmuch as be bas shown himself to sensation of stricture of the resophagus op
be one of ao immense majority. The doc- posite the fourth dorsal vertebra. His po· 
trlne alluded to is not ours-the credit of sition was stooped, there being a bend of 
it is due to that master mind, John Hunter, tbe shoulclers forward which he could not 
and if our correspondent and his numerous overcome. 
co-thinkers cannot undentand it, the fault He bad been on a tour to the Eastern 
is certainly not ours. States-returned apparently much relieved 

Upon the truth of this doctrine, Hunter from his former symptoms, feeling better 
risked a world-wide reputation, and we than he bad for two or three years. 
b.Ye risked the little we ha-ve, by becoming On Friday, the 8th inst., he complained 
his endorsers at this late day, and we did it of an aching pain in the precordia, and 
without the least apprehension of suff~ring through the chest to the third and fourth 
by it in the end. dorsal ver:ebra:, and much difficulty in 

We have not the leisure at this time to swallowing and respiration. By ausculta
attempt a stronger or more convincing ef· tion on the back opposite the seat of pain, 
fort than is contained in the practice of the aneurismal souffie was indistinctly 
Newton and Powell, and the man who can· heard, which induced hls physician to co
not be convinced by it, tlat fewr u not incide with the opinion that there reall1 
diaea.se, should not expect to he, by any- existed an ant.urism of the aorta. 
thing that we could say in this necessarily Saturday, the 9th. Respiration more 
btief notice. difficult; symptoms of pneumonia more 
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466 SCARLET FEVER- REHILUTJU.N IN .l'l'HLlt; un1uun. 

prominent; se'·ere attacks of coughing; 
great difficulty in swallowing even fluids; 
great anJLiety, debility, and pain in the 
forehead. 

A bout 11 at night, while coughing se
''erely, he vomited large quantities of blood 
and immediately expired. 

Post mortem examinatioa by the attend-
ing physician and myself. Found a cir<m· 

lar opening in the poste
rior wa 11 of the aorta. four 
lines in diameter, with 
defined and thickl:lned 
edgea, which communica
ted with an aneunsmal 

A. sac three inches in verti
cal diameter and two in 
transverse-the floor and 
roof being composed of 
adventitious fibre, (the 
result o{ previous inflam
mation,) the posterior 
wall of the ~phagu~ 
and the anterior of t~ 

<.a.> Opeui~r In Aorta. aorta and its fistulouF 
opening. The sac wu 

nearly filled with laminlll of organiud fibrin . 
most dense near the surface, while the 
centre and near the aorta was of t~ con
sistency of co&gulated and plastic blood. 
The resophagus was thin at this point, and 
lacerated, the opening being an inch in 
length and half an inch in transverse diam
ter, with ragged edges. The stomach wai; 
found full of blood, and there was some 
blood in the cavity of the left pleura. 

a:sophagus around the sac were fi:-m, aod 
both were attached to the vertebral column, 
:he aneurismal tumor, causing by pres5nre 
and absorption a slight depression in the 
surface of the intervertehral ligaments. 

No comment is neoeseary, as death 1Hi 

iuevi table. 
Cincia.ati, Sept., 1&>4. 

SCARLET FEVER. 
Dun, all of scarlt>t fever, in AddilGD 

township, Meigs county, Ohio, on the 6:li 
of August, alter 1nr Hin- of four days, 
ELCY, aged 13 years. .A.lso, on the 13rft, 
after an illness of eight days, ELIZ.UtTI, 
aged 18 years. Also, on the 16th, after111 
illness of eight days, JAME~. aged 11 _yws. 
Also, on the same clay, (16th,) aftn an ill
ness of five days. Wx. ScoTT, aged rw-o 
years. Also, on the 22d, after en ilh.- o( 
twelve days, liARBIET, aged 8 years and 11 
months. All sons and daughters of~ 
and Ann McGarvey.-Gallia Co11T"Ur. 

We extract the above as a frequent oc
currence. Why is this disease so fatal' 
ls it not because the old treatment from 
the very beginning breaks down and de
stroys the vital force-thus adding to the 
difficulty already existing'? This in our 
opinion is the case, for the Eclectic neat
ruent in this dii;ease is not attended wilh • 
mortality of two per crnt. One plan of 
treatment debilitates aud depletes, "While 
the other invigorates and builds up. One 
destroys the vi tat force; the other husbands 
and increases it. N. 

THE REVOLUTION IN PUBLIC 
OPINION. 

That sober and cautious periodical tht 
"American Journal of the Merlical Scien
oess" acknowledges the change in public 
opinion, as follows: (Jan. 18:'>4.) 

The aneurism, no doubt, had existed for 
years, giving rise to many anomaloui; 
•ymptoms. Its continued pressure upon 
the resophagus,and which increased, a little 
before his death, no doubt produred the 
painful difficulty in swallowing. and when 
accompanying pneumonia end dyspnea in 
straining to cough, the attenuateil surface of "There is little respect !low! on the part 
the resophagus burst at the affected point of the people for authonty m medic1M. 

. . • Formerly although there wa" much run-
all of his blood was poured mto the resoph- nin11 after popular quackeries as they 

11• h" ~ a~ agus, fi mg 1s stomach and discharging up one after another, still the medical pro-
from his mouth. fest;ion was considered, or the whole, as the 

The opening in the aorta was defined and repository of mo~t of the valua~Ie experi
ence wh1rh had been gathered 10 relation 

fJIYlooth, the result of some previous ulcera- to medicine. Rep;ularly educated medical 
tion. The adhesions between the aorta and men were therefore, for the most part re-
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1 HE KIDNEYS AND THE URINE. 467 
lied upon, at least by all the intelligent.' about the sixth of an inch thick and sends 
But now it is far ot~erw~se. Q~ite a large prolongation.ti inward along the tubular 
part <?f what t~ ordman~y cons1d~red the portions. Being composed entire! of d 1-
rntelhgent portion of society, has 1n some . . . . Y e 
communities, swelled the ranks of ihe pa- tcat.e capillanes, it has not much firmness 
trons of quackery." · ot texture. 

The tubular subs:ance, which is firmer 
and lighter colored, presents ten or twenty 

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE KIDNEYS. conical masses (cones of Malpighi) culmi-
AND THE URINE. nating to apices toward the cavity called 

The urinary organs consist of a pair of the - pelvis or buin of the kidney from 
kidneys for the secrttioo of urine, a bladder which the ulflte111 originate. These urinif
for i ts retention when accumulated, a sep· erollS cones bring the urine to the pelvis of 
•rate ureter for each kidney to convey its the kidney-pouring it into those subdivi
¥rine to the bladder, and the utethra for sions of the peh·ia called calyces. The pel
Uie discharge of urine from the bladder. vis, which receives all the urine, communi
.. LocATIOM.-'The kidneys are two ghlnds, cates.with the cortical substance which se
l1ing in the abdomen by the side of the cretes it, by subdividing and sending out a 
11piual column, at the junction of the dorsal num!..r of tubes or infundibuli which ter
and lumbar vert.ebne, corresponding to the minate in blind extremities,calycu or cups. 
two lower dorsal and two upper lumbar, (Thisirregularlyovalcavity,the pelvis, sub· 
the left kidney being a little higher than divides l>y sending out three branches-one 
•be right. (In consequence of which loca- corresponding to the middle and one to each 
tion, di&eases of the kidneys mar some- extremity of the.kidney. 'fbese three branch
tlmes affect the luml•r region of the spinal es subdivide into (infvftdlbtili) from seven 
cord and produce sympathetic 1:ft'ects ID the to thirteen smaller tubes, which terminate 
lowf'r limbs.) in cups or calyces. ) 

The kidneys lie in contact with the peri· At the extremity of each calyx is a small 
toneum, which covers their anterior 1mrface conical maBS, consisting of urinary tubes, 
only. The right kidney lies adjacent to the which from their amitica tions through the 
duodenum and ascending colon-the lef cortical part among the blood vessels, bring 
adjacent to the descending colon, hence we in the urinary secretion which is poured 
may possibly confound the colic attributa- through the little cone in the calyx. whence 
bte to tbe colon with the nephritic colic it flows through the pelvis and ureter. 
attributable to the kidneys and ureters. Tb~ urine-bearing tubes (tubuli 'flnijtri, 
The flatulent distension of the colon may about 1·700th of an inch in diameter,) ram• 
mechanically affect the kidneys as well as ify in an intricate plexus among the capil· 
ihe stomach and liver. laries, form communications with each 

D11i1ENs1oss.-Each kidney measures on othf'r, and either terminste in blind extrem· 
en average four inche11 long by two inches ities, or form loops and connf'.ct with each 
broad, and weighs a little over fi'fe ounces ether. (Mr. Bowman supposes the appear
in the male, and fh·e ounces or less in the ance of blind extremities to be an illusion.) 
female. The left kidney generally weighs These tubes form enlargements (sacs or 
a little more than the right. capsul1·s) so as to embrace the little Malpig-

AMATOIUCAL APPEA&ANCE.-The kidney hiao bodies or clusters of capillaries from 
is ·a dark red gland, eiternally invested by which the watery portion of the urine is 
a thin firm membrane-internally, consist- pouw.d out. They also have along their 
ing of the vascular cortical portion devoted parietes plexuses of blood vessels, contain
to t;eeretion, and the tubular or medullary ing the venous bloo:l which is returning 
portion devoted to carrying oft' the secreted from th1: Malpighian bodies, going to the 
product. The cortical portion lying exte· renal vein, and it is from this venous plexus 
rior adjacent to the investing membrane is that the urinary tubes perform their secte· 
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468 THE XIDNRYS AND THE URINE. 

tion of the characteristic mat~rials of the ureters-producing much pain and disturb
urine. (In fisbe~ and amphibia, the venous an<:e as they pa88, and sometimes producing 
blood of the posterior part of the body is a degree of obstruction which ii:: fatal. 
also brought to the kidney to 1.>upply mate- The entrance of the ureters in the bladder 
rials for the secretion by the uriniferous is oblique, between its muscular and mo• 
tubes. In this respect, there is an analogy cous coats, and consequently acts as a Tahe 
to the portal circulation of the liver.) This preventing the return of the urine, and abo 
secretion is performed like other secretions preTenting the discharge of the urine into 
by the nucleated cells attached internally the bladder, when it is distended by tbe 
to the parietes of the tube, while the watery quantity already accumulated. 
portion of the urine is believed to he effused Mucous MEllBRABE. - In accordaDl'.I 
without any such secretory apparatus from with the usual arrangements of physiology, 
the Malpighian bodies, from which the wat- the surfaces over which the urine pun 
ery portions of the blood escape more freely aie protected by a mucous membrane. Tbe 
than from other capillary plexuses, heC11use urethra, bladder, ureters, pelvis, calycs, 
their parietes are not only unprotected by and (it is suppoaed) tobuli uriniferi, ue 
external pressare, but are subjected to thfl all lined by mucous membrane. This cm
pressure of comparatively stagnant blood, tiouous and similar slructure would ialli
which is retarded in paBSing through them, cate a continuous and ttgular sym petly o( 

the capillary plexus being much more capa- the whole interior surface from the orillllJ1 1· 
cious than the minutfl artery and ,·ein which tubuli in the cortical part through the blld
cooduct their blood. From this arrange· der to the extremity of the urethra. 1bil 
ment it is obvious that relaxation or con- sympathy is shown in calculous diseases. 
gestion of the kidney may produce too free BLADnn.-The bladder is a muculo-
an effusion from the .Malpighian ltodies, a membranous sac lying between the ayapl· 
portion of the albumen of the eerum escap- isia pubia (or frontal union of the pehic 
ing with the water and producing albu- bones) and the rectum-in the fema.Je be
minuria. tween the symphisis and the vagina. Hence 

The renal artery and ,-ein, ureters, nerves the liability to fistulous openings between 
and lymphatics, enter the kidney together the bladder the the vagina or rectum. lt 
on its concave aide. The artery ramifies is attached by three ligamenlous cords to 
minutely in the cortical substance, forming the umbilicus. When distended it Im 
those little bundles of capillaries called above the edge of the pubic bones, kt 
Malpighian bodies, (corpora Malpighiana) when collapsed, it falls behind them_ ltis 
about the 1-130 of an inch in diameter, partly covered by the peritoneum on die 
from which originate the branches of the posterior and lateral surfaces. 
renal vein, which runs to the inferior vena As the base of the bladder rests upon dlt 
cava. rectum and is also in contact with the &tl-

The kidney is abundantly supplied with ualorgans, the vei;icul~ seminales, aad na 
Lympkatica, and has a very moderate sup- deferentia, a very intimate sympathy exim 
ply of NeNJu from the renal plexus of the between those organs. Distension or ini· 
ganglionic system. tation of the bladder and rectum frequently 

The ureters (tubes which may be com- excites sexual impulses or an involvntary 
pared in sire to a quill,) extend from the flow of semen, when there is such a prMia
lower portion of the kidneys about eighteen position. The evacuation of the bladder 
inches, running behind the peritoneum to and bowels diminishes the predispositioa 
the posterior inferior part of the bladder. to seminal discharges and thus moderates 
The actual size of the ureters becomes a sexual desires. while the discharge of semen 
matter of considerable importance when diminishes the activity of the bladder ani 
calculous substances are formed in the kid· bowels, and tends to promote constipation. 
neys and have to make their escape by the The neck of the bladder, or pa:-t which runs 
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THE KIDNEYS AND THE URINE. 469 
into the urethra is nearly horizontal in the Hepatico-Renal Circulation. - Bernard 
adult, the bladder being more depressed from some of his investigations has arrived 
than in the infant. The neck (in the male) at singular conclusions in reference to a 
is surrounded by the prostate gland. connexion between the portal and renal cir-

The mucous membrane of the bladder culation. He supposes that a portal con
presents slight folds when it is not fullv dis- gestion or engorgement arises during diges· 
tended, except in a triangular space at the tion, and is relieved by a communication 
base, which is always smooth. This trian- from the portal Tein to the inferior vena 
gle or trigone as it is calle.1, lies between cava. The walls of the inferior vena can 
the two points of entrance of the ureters when this reflux of portal blood is receiv
and the commencement of the urethra. - ed bne muscular contractility, and, during 
This space is the centre of sensibility for digestion, regular pulation independent of 
the bladder where mechanical irritation im- the cardiac circulation. By the contrac
mediately produces the desire to empty the tions of this Te&eel, the blood which it re
bladder; such irritation arising from eel- ceives from the portal vein is thrown back 
culoua substances may produce great an- through the renal veins, and thus the blood 
noyance and desire to urinate, when there is being forced through the kidneys is subject
nothing to be discharged. Muscular fibres ed to the necessary purification, which is 
extend along the sides of this triangle from usually performed by the liver, thus produ· 
the prostate gland to the entrance of the cing tbe unm cibi, or urine containing the 
ureters (which may po88ibly 1S11ist in open- elements of the food. He professes to have 
ing latter.)• demonstrated !hiaanaatomosis of the portal 

The bladder is composed of a muscular Tein and inferior vena can in the horse, 
and a mucous layer, which are connected and the muecular coat of the latter-the 
by an intermediate layer of cellular sub- movements he profe811e8 to have seen in the 
stance. ~ mmicular fibres are arranged in rabbit. He bas also performed some exper
dift"erent Tertical, transverse and oblique iments in absorption and elimination of 
directions, so as to compress the bladder in substances which are favorable to his views, 
all its dimensions. The fibres m-ar the but not at all conclusive. 
mouth of the bladder assume the character The whole theory strikes me as quite dis
of a sphincter, being adapted by their cir- cordant with the general principles of phye
cular arrangement to compre18 tbe passage iology, and indeed rather outre. A rewra
and thus retain the urine. The muscular d circulation is a gNat improbability
fibres are not arranged in a compact layer, and if it could be produced by portal con
aod when the bladder is distended, tbe in- gestion, it would be common in all hepatic 
terspaces between the fibres may admit the disorders, and the kidneys would suffer far 
protrusion of the mucous membrane, which more than they do from disordered lher. 
sometimes occurs, giving a &aceulated ap- Nor is it probable that such an amastosis 
pearanve. in man could have escaped the immenee 

The mU8Cular fibres of the bladder, like amount ot critical reat.arch which bu been 
all other muscular tibies, are liable to being bestowed by anatomists. 

enlarged by unusual exertion, giving a very CoMPARATIVE PHTSIOLOOT.-The urinary 
distinct appearance of projection on the in· secretion is performed not only by all ver
ternal surface of the bladder. tebrate animals, but has been detected even 

THE lllfll&aVATlOS of the bladder is deri· in insects and mollusca. This is proba· 
ved from tbe sacral plexus of the spinal bly owing to the fact that the process of 
syttem, and from the hypogastric plexus of oxidation which is necessary to life lleces
tbe llympatbetic. sarily involves the procluction or' an in-

• A1 the an1erlot ancl• or the Irie•'• a 11i~h1 lll'OJ•c· combustible nitrogenous residuum which 
~:!d't :::.-~~.·.~~S :_~g ;~o!~:..;:::;;: constitutes the solid organic elements of the 
:!::~r..r:::i::!t.r. olltv.1 llM ,...... of. catbe1er, urinary secretion. 
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The kidneys, as we descend in the aui- to rely upon it. Majendie found that w~n 
mal kingdom, become subdivided or lobu· water was injected into the blood-'"esEela 
lated-in 1tl1 below the mamma1ia, and in of dogs, the increased pressure occasioned 
a few of that class the lobulated arrange- by the additional bulk was promptly re
meut occurs. It may also be detected iu lieved by urination. 
the human embryo. The fetal kidney is Souaca or Excarr10N.-The uotic ma
marked by deep fiasures corresponding to 1erials come from the freshly digest«-d food, 
its lobules, which ultimately become lho- and partly from the waste of our tisaue&
rougbly united. e1tra consumption of food increues the 

Ao&.-The kidneys are relatively larger soiid elements of the urine, and increa..."llld 
in the child than the adult, being in the in- e1erciee adds to the ei.cretion of urea.
filnt 1-80, while in the adult they are 1-240 Drugs and other soluble but undigested sub
of the weight of the body- fact which cor- stances also escape by the urine. The wa
respond11 with the greater acth·it~ and e1ci- ter is derived mainly from our drinks, but 
tability of the n~rvous system in~ infant. also from our solid food. Patients hate 

PrtpondlralJU in yout1.-A.a the vis· often been known to pass more urine tbaa 
cera. preponderate in youth in compari1on was equal to all they drank. Fluids mey 
with adult life we may expect the excre- be e1tnicted from our solid food or formed 
iions of childre.n to surpass those of adults. by vital chemistry. The lungs take ill 

Tbat this is the case, is shown by the ob· 01.ygen, which with the hydrogen of fOOll 
servations of Dr. Scherer upon two children may form water. 
and two adults. The total of the urinarv Physiologists point out the effects of the 
solids discharged by the children was abou.t distinct sources of urine. The uTine pa."lled 
forty per cent. more in proportion to the after drinking (called urina potus) being 
weight of their bodies, than the urinary watery bas a lower SJteC. grav. 1.003. 1.009. 
solids discharged by the adults. The ex· The uriue after digestion of food (nrioa cibi 
tractive matters are much more abundant or urina chyli) being richer in 10lids rises 
in lhe urine of adults and urea is more to 1.028 or 1.030 in specific gravity. The 
abundant in that of children. urine eecreted from the bluod independent 

(This disproportion in urinary 90Jids is of recent food or drink, (urina sanguio'.s) 
not so great as that stated by Scharling in as in the morning after a night's rest, is the 
Jeference to the excretion of carbonic acid fairest speci111en, and its specific gruity is 
from the lungs and skin, which is greater in from 1.01:'> to 1.026. Owing to the effects 
proportion to the weight of the body in of exercise and digHtion through the day, 
children than in adults in the proportionate the urine is usually more dense in the af
ratio of 1.88 to 1.00.) ternoon than in the forenoon. During tbe 

FuNcrio!i' or THE Ktnnn.-The kidners night in coneequence of repose and fasting 
discharge water and azotized material;_ its density sinks to the minimum. At any 
they are distinguished by the amount of ni- period its density might be determined by 
trogen which they discharge, and as nitro- the amount of food and exercise which ha Te 

genous tissues are the ireat of the greatest increased, or of rest and drink which ba-.e 
vital force, the kidneys necessarily sustain tiiminished its specific gravity. 
an intimate relation lo the vital energy ol Proous of Su:retio!l.-The watery and 
the whole constitution. (This fact is also solid elem!\nts of urine are discharged by 
shown neurolo~ically by the location of tbe different apparatus-water by Malpighian 
kidneys at the junction of the dorsal and bodies in which the blood oon'"eyed by the 
Jumbar vertebrm- position of great vital arteries is distributed in a great ramifica
energy.) tion of capillary blood vessels, and tbns 

The kidneys act as a kind of safety valve delllyed-(the efferent vesrels baviug less 
for regulating our vascular plethora. The calibre than all the capillaries.) The Mal
action of the skin is too easily checked for us pigbian bodies are little knots of capillaries 
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st>mewhat like the lymphatic glands in The kidneys, liver and mamma1 are liable to 
their structure. Each is included in the such exchanges. The kidneys, when no 
expansion of "tubulus, which receives the relieved by hepatic secretions, are disposed 
fluid exhaled from it. to secrete more carbonaceous matter. 

The solid matter of the excretion is elab· In cases of extirpation of the kidneys of 
orated by cells lining the tubuli uriniferi. animals, urea does not at once appear in 
Indeed, some of these cells have been found the blood, but is only recognized after one 
in urinary deposits filled with the secreted or two days have elapsed. The urinous 
crystals of lithic acid and oxalate of lime. material at first escapes by the secretions of 
These cells and tubes secretl> urea, etc., the stomach and intestines, as shown by 
from the blood which has previously passed Bernard and Barreswill, in the form not of 
through the Malpighiau bodies-in which urea, but of ammoniacal salts. This ap
respect the secretion of the kidney resem- pears to be the healthy effort of the consti
bles that of the liver in being formed from tution, but the constitution breaks clown at 
venous blood. The resemblance is still length and the urea accumulates. At first, 
greater in fl.shes and amphibia, as the kid- the gastric juice is secreted in unusual quan
ney receives venous blood from the posterior tity. and incemlntly, and as this has the 
part of the body. power of transforming urea in the stomach 
· It has been doubted whether the urinous into a salt of ammonia, it is presumable 
materials are formed by chemical processes that the ammoniacal secretion is thus 
in the kidneys or merely 11eparated from the caused. Bernard and Barreswill did not 
blood in which they were ready formed. It detect urea in such cases in the intestinal 
has been demonstrated that urinous mate. contents. 
rials exist in the blood. Urea may be de- When urea is retained in the blood, an 
tected in the blood, though in very small ammoniacal odor may sometimes be recog-
11uantity,• even when the kidneys are act- nired in the breath. A 11iece of moistened 
ing, but if the kidneys are t1ufficiently dis- litmus raper held to the mouth will give 
eased or extirpated, the urea accumulates in the alkaline test, and a glass rod dipped in 
the blood until, by its influence as a narcotic hydrochloric acid and held in the breath 
poison, the brain and nervous systE'm are will give off white fumt>s. The same am
deranged and a comatose condition pro- moniacal character may be recognized, ao
duced. Tying the renal artery or extirpa- cording to Frerichs, in the breath of ani
ting the kidneys proves speeifily fatal. male which have had urea injected into 

"Prevost aud Dumas found 20 grains o their veins. 
urea in five ounces of the blood of a dog In scarlatina, the kidneys being often 
which had had both of his kidneys extirpe.- much affected, uremia has resulted, ending 
ted two days previously, and fro?J? ~wo sometimes in coma and convulsions, and 
ounces of the blocd of a cat under 11m1lar urea has been detected in the matters 
circumstances, they procured as many as ten thrown up from the stomach. Frerichs 
grains of urea." (Willis,?· 11-12:) professes not to have detected urea, but to 

In cases oft.otal suppre~ton of unne, the ha"e recognized carbonate of ammonia. 
presence ?f unnous t1ec~ti?n ~ay genenlly In diabetes mellitus, the sugar which is 
bere.cogmzed; theperspt~tlonisapttoleave secreted by the kidneys has been detectE'd 
a urinous smell. The discharges fro~ the in the blood by Bertozzi and Muller. Litbic 
stomach and bowels may have a unnous acid must also exist in the blood as it is 
character,andeven theduid in the ventricles deposited in the gouty concretio~s in the 
of the btain bas acquired. similar compo- "oi ts 
sition. Various excreting or aecreting or- J :th.as been suppoced however that acid 
gans ~ay have a vicariou~ action-one dis- phosphates and sulph~tes, as iliey have 
charging the proper f\uuls of the other. not been detected in the blood, are formed 

•Able obemittt, bowever, baYe tau.d 1o deleot It. in the kidney• 
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D1unET1cs.-Wa1er being nalurally dis- terials of the urinary secretion. It would 
posed to pass largely by the kidneys is an effi- be absurd to suppose that the secretion of 
cient diuretic and an appropriate assistant urine could be indefinitely increased by 
to all diuretic substances which operate merely swallowing substances consideted 
best in dilute watery solution. Water not diuretic. If but little fiuid is consumed, 
only increases the urinary fiuid, but accord- the urinary secretion cannot be very great, 
ing to M. Becquerel increases the amount 11nd if the water of the blood is fully dis
of the solid constituents which it removes. charged by pen;piratioo, but little can ie-

Alkaline diuretics, by promoting the dis- main for the action of the kidoeys. Moie
solution and oxidation of animal matters, over the absorbent power of the alimentuy 
increase the true urinous secretiun by the canal may be diminished by disease, and in 
tubuli, while the vegetable diuretics which that case the materials for urinary secretion 
do not have this solvent power, act prin- are proportionally reduced. WheneTer, 
cipallyon the Malpighian bodies to produce through congestion of the liver or even dila· 
a more watery urine. Dr. Bird says that talion of the heart, the abdominal venoua 
three drachma of acetate of potash admin- system becom~ congested, its capacity for 
istered in 24 hours, raised the urinous ma- absorption becomes diminished and a ten· 
terials from 416 to 782 grs. The urinary deucy to effusion takes its place, as blood
secretion is most efficiently promoted by the vessels forcibly distended by their contents 
liberal useofliquidscontainingalkalineand are much more capable of effllllion than of 
saline substances in moderate quantities, absorption. Hence diuretics are often in
as they are found in medicinal springs. efficient when the liver is congested, and 
Whenever the saline materials of any liquid their efficacy is greatly promoted by uniting 
are much moreconoentratt:d than those of the wilb them an efficient cholagogue. Hence 
blood.they promote the flow offtuids intothe the old formula of calomel and squills or 
bowels and exert a lau ti ve inti uence, as calomel and digitalis. Eberle remarks that 
water by chemical attraction fiows from calomel does not show any diuretic power 
the rarer to the denser solutions; but when except in cases of dropsy, in which it pro
the solution is more dilute than the blood, motes absorption of the dropsical effusion, 
the liquid is readily absorbed and bi'comes and thus furnishes malerials for diuresis. 
a diuretic by rousing the action of the kid- But although cholagogues are thus fa YOt

neys. Infusions or decoctions, therefore, able to diuretic action, bydragogues or ac· 
are the proper forms for the administration tive purgatives are quite unfavorable, and 
of diuretic&--tinctures, powders or pills, it is necessary that a doae designed to act 
not being readily absorbed, and when ab- as a diuretic should be neither emetic nor 
sorbed not being united with tbediureticele- cathartic. The efficacy of diuretics is aleo 
ment, wattlr. Hence digitalis whenadmin- promoted by stimulants and tonics. which 
istered in tincture makes a strong impres- relieve the internal organs and increase the 
sion on the heart, with scarcely any diuretic fulness of the general circulation by divert
infiuence, while in the form 0;.f a decoction ing the blood to the abdominal venous 
it is an efficient diuretic and makes scarcely system. During the congestion of cholera, 
any impression on the heart. The alcohol the fluids flow oft' by the bowels, intestinal 
being a stimulus directs the impressions to absorption is anested, and the urine is al· 
the heart which it excites, while water be· most suppnl88ed, but during acthe exercise 
ing a diuretic directs the impression to tlu- and high excitement, intestinal absorption 
.kidneys. is rapid, thirst is great, the general circula· 

The efficiency of diuretics in the dis- tion plethoric and diuresis profwie. 
charge of a large amount of bids must The general principle involTed may be 
depend of course upon the presence of stated thus, vis: that urination is freer in 
water in the blood in sufficient quanti- proportion as the arterial system is in a 
tiea, and upon the developemeut of the ma- plethoric state, containing water and other 
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diuretic materials-and in proportion as the solutions tend to produce hydragogue ef
abdominal venous system is freely relieved feels on the bowels, while more watery so
of sanguinous accumulation by the rapid lutions are apt to have a diuretic effect. 
flow of the blood through the liver and right According to observations upon cases 
heart. Hence in cholera the urine must (ectopia vesicu:) in which the anterior pari
be greatly diminished as these conditionti etes of the bladder snd abdomen were mis
are reversed. The blood is deficient in the sing, the urine ordinarily ftows at the rate 
arterial and superficial circulation, while of two or three drops a minute, which is 
it is so conjested in the abdominal venous much increased after drinking. In lying 
system that absorption is arrested and its down, the urine accumulates in the ureters 
watery portions poured out. and kidneys-in raising up it flows out 

On the same principle, another <.'&use of freely. When lying down with the blad
suppression of urine may be recoguir.ed in der well filled, the accumulation would 
stricture or intussll8Ception of the alimen- doubless be sufficient to oppress the kidneys 
tary canal preventing the passage of its and retard their secretion. 
contents, and consequently preventing ab- .d1110Unt of urine surc:ted-The amount 
sorption below the stricture. It is obvious depends upon the consumption of food and 
that the diminution of nrine in such a case drink-the amount of exercise of body and 
would be greater in proportion as the stric- mind-and the quantity of excretion by 
ture wu higher up in its location. other outlets, especially by the skin and 

RAPJDITY.-The rapidity of the excretion lungs. 
depends on the activity of the other organs The quantity is therefore so variable that 
and on the diuretic nature of the materials an average estimate is almost impossible
for excretion. Certain diuretic salts pass 30 or 40 ounces daily has been regarded aa 
through t.he kidneys very speedily, especi a medium amount-but a much larger or 
ally if administered on an empty stomach, smaller quantity would be compatable with 
pru88iate of potuh administered on an health. In a case reported by M. Boissat, 
empty stomach in a case of extroversion of an old lllftn {>~ years of age and of small 
the bladder (by Prof. Erickson) appeared in stature made an average during ten days 
the urine even in one minute, but taken 34 pounds of urine daily (the fecal dis
after a meal it did not appear in less than charge being but one pound.) His drink 
half an hour. at the aame time was about 33 pounds of 

Salts of alkalies and vegetable acids such water daily with a little wine, and hil! i;olid 
as the tartate, acetate and citrate of potash food lf pounds. He was healthy and the 
or soda becomeoxydated in the human body, father of several children-the urine was of 
and renders the urine alkaline. Tartrates healthy character. He had been of similar 
of potassa and soda in the case reported by habits all his life. Dr. Desgrange refers to 
Prof. Erickson, rendered the urine alkaline the case of a healthy young man of twenty 
in from 26 to 47 minutes after being taken. years of age, who consumed 6 gallons of 
Prof. Lehmann found half an ounce of tar- water daily. 
trate of soda rendered his urine alkaline io The quantity of urine is greater in win-
13 minutes. Vegetable food favors alka· ter than in summer-in cold damp weather 
linity even when abounding in acids as the than in warm. E,·erything which tends to 
acids of fruits become oxyginated leaving diminish the exhalation from the skin and 
alkaline ba~es behind. Hence under a veg· lungs tends 10 increase that froin the kid
etable diet the secretion is generally more ney&-aB a chill or coldness of the surface, 
free and watery. hence the urine is paler in the cold stage of 

Pure water passes perhaps more readily fe'\"er. A suppression of the functions of 
than anything el!le. The laws of endosmo- the skin would in many cases double the 
sis probably inftuence this as well as the amount of duty for the kidneys. The 
power of secretion-as concentrated saline transpiration of the skin and lungs combin-
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ed according to Seguin is about 18 grains ObMrnr. Dan1 urine. DailJTraaaplratioo. r-es. 
per minute, (11 skin, 7 lungs,) or 33 ounces Kiell (Northamp-
dai\y by the skin, and 21 by the lungs ma- ton, Eng.} 38 oz. 31 

Ml king M ounces per day. Prout, Willis, Rye (Cork, Jrel'd, 39.2 
and Carpenter estimate the discharge from Hartman, 28 45 or 6 6 or 7 
the kidneys at 30 or 40 ounces daily-ac De Gorter (Holl'd) 36 49 8 
cording to Dr. Prout 30 ounces in summer, SauYages (South of 
and 40 ounces in winter. Thirty-five FranCt>,) 22 
ounces of daily secretion at the specifk Dr. Dalton, 481 

33 
37l 

gravity of 1.020wouldcontain 700 grains of 
solid urinous material. The careful obseTva- These general results indicate that the 
tions of Dr. Routh coincide with this es- total trampin.tion exceeds the total urine, 
timate. Other observers have nried from but the careful experiments of Lining ia 
22 to a9 ounces. Becquerd considers 43 South Carolina indicate an annual a~ 
ounces for men and 47 for women the most of about a9.13 oz. of urine and M.71 os. 
correct estimate, and it is probabl) ari ap- of trdnapiration-but the urine gieatly ei

propriate estimate for the French popula- ceeded the transpiration in Octobt!I'. No
tion, whose wines and other dietetic pecu- vember, December, January, February, 
liari ties may cause a difference from the En- March and April, while in the month& of 
glish estimates. In comparing the discharge May, June, July, August, September, the 
from the kidneys with that of the lungs proportion was reversed. Upon the wllolt 
and Ekin, the estimate of Seguin for the it i11 evidently impll8cticable to fix upoa 
lungs is evidently below the average, as the uy determinate ratio for secretions which 
careful experiments of Andra! and others are so variable-tha total amount depend
make the daily exhalation of carbon from log upon the total ingest&, and the propc>f
the lungs about eight ounces, or 181 ounces tions depending upon the weather and m· 
of carbonic acid (which coincides with the dividual temperaments. Under exposme 
experiments of Allen and Pepys) to which to intense heat, such as workmen undergo 
must be added about 18 ounces mote on an in foundries, gas-works, etc., a lOM by 
average of aqueous pulmonary exhalation- tran11piration of hYo or three poonds per 
a6Snming then 36 ounces as the average hour is not unusual. 
pulmonary discharge it coincides Tery near- The difference produced br the !!ea!!Oll~ 
ly with that of the kidneys. giving a preponderance to the tran11piration 

We may therefore regard the kidneys and in summer and to urine in the wintet, is 
lungs as about equal in their evacuations, shown in the experiml\nts of Lining in 
but the action of the skin is so variable, South Carolina, and of Rye at Cork, Jie
that no satisfactory comparison can be land. 
made. Persons laboring in a hot atmos
phere may loose from two to four pounds 
an hour, while persons with a cold skin 
and of sedentary habits will transpire dai
ly by the skin but a small fraction of a 
pound. 

Urine, CR1e) Tran1p'a. Urine. (J.Aalq) Tna. 
Winter, 42.7 53 73.7 39.99 
Spring, 40 60 61.97 4~.6S 
Summer, 37 63 r>0.39 76.23 
Autumn, 37 aO 50.47 r,2.94 

The proportion between t&ie action of the The maximum transpin.tion 86.41 oa:. wu 
kidneys and that of the skin, lungs and in July, and next highest amount 77.09 OL 

bowels, is an interesting subject of inquiry. in Sept.ember. The minimum urine, 40.6 
The celebrated and laborious experiment~ oz. was in September, and next smallest 
of Sanctorious, continued for thirty years, amount, 43.77, in July. The maximum cl 
led to the conclusion that five-eighths of the urine, 77.86, was in February. 
the ingesta passed off by exhalation and the 

. remaining three-eighths by the kidneys and 
bowels. 

B. 
[TO Bl: CONTINO.ED.) 
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"art 1. ®riginal <!!ommunications. still the paiu continued-supposed it was 
ti" his "ill temper that made him restless." 

At this time his appetite was variable
CASE OF URETHRAL CALCULUS. much vomiting-pain in the kidneys, pain 

in the bladder, and continued spasm of the 
BY PROF. z. FREEMAN. bladder. It could be felt contracting under 

'&lward Gi'orge, a!t. 12 years. When the hand. He continually rubbed the pu
be was born the physician who officiateil bic region from constant pain. 
on that occasion remarked that he could - August 10, IBM. Was called to see ttie· 
live only a short time. His countenance child in company with Dr. Hewitt-found 
hacl an old expression resembling that of an him very much emaciated, laboriug under 
old man. ancl though he was a matured constant pain, urine Ecanty, frequent and 
child, yet his flesh was so thin over his high colored. Upon sounding the bladder, 
whole bocly, that the skin looked wrinkled we detected a calculus. 
and laicl over in folds. He continued sick- On the same day in company with the 
ly (but apparently not of a scrofulous dia- family physician who ulministered chloN
thesis) until he was 8 years of age. During form, we performed the" lateral operation of 
that time, in addition to other afflictions lithotomy ," and extracted an onl calculus 
incident to childhood, he had both rubeola about six lines in transverse diameter, and 
and scarlatina twice. clressed the wound in the usual manner, in, . 

During his eighth year, he complained of serting an elastic tut.e through the incision, 
excesshe weakness in tluo loins accompani- and ldt the patient in the charge of the al
ed with pain in the region of the kidneys, tending physician. From some cause, the. 
and commenced passmg gram!. On one physician found much difficulty in healing 
occasion he voided a large calculus which the incision. It was four months from the 
gave him much pain as il passed through time of the operation, before the urine ceas
the urethra. His appetite was variable, at ed passing through the wound, and six 
times very good. He was leeched, etc. , for months before it had entirely closed,--it 
the pain in the bladder, but obtained no re· would close and then a small opening of 
lief. Continued laboring under pain ancl half a line in diameter would present itself, 
inflammation of the blaclcler, passing gravel until within three months of the present• 
of variable si7.e, some like grains of sand time. 
and some larger, also, some pns and puru- One day while the attending physic~ 
lent mucu11, until his tenth year. In Au· was dressing the wound. she lost a piece of 
gust, 1852, a female physician attended cotton from the end of a probe into the, 
him, used the "wet sheet," etc., etc., but bladder. From the time of ·be o~t'on. 
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to this accident gravel passed with the anda halfinchesinwidth,andcloseugaiosl 
urine, but none afterward, and it was sup· the pubic bone and empty. The old wouod 
posed by· the parents that the cotton form- was entirely healed, and the cicatri1 p111-
ed a neuclus for the formation of a stone. seated the usual healthy oppearance.-

From that time forward he suffered se- In the urethra occupying about one fourth 
verely from pain in the bladder, until with- of the anterior extremity of the prostate 
in one month previous to his death, when portion, and all of the membraneous por· 
the pain became excessive. He constantly tion was,a large rough, grayish-white onl 
rubbed his abdomen in the pubic region, 
and when not under the influence of opium 
·cried incessantly for it. From one ounce 
to one ounce and a half of laudanum was 
given him daily, at one dose, a less quantity 
failing to narcotise him. His urine contin
ued to passguttatim, keeping the bed cothes 
moist all the time, until within three days 
ofhisdeath, when he was taken with exoes
sively severe pains in the bladder as though 
be was a 'tempting to expel some substance. 
No urine was voided after this, but a sero- phosphatic calculus, about one inch and a 
sanguinous and purulent secretion continu- half in its longitudinal diameter and thrtt 
ally oozed from the meatus urinarius. fourths of an inch in its transrerre. It 

Sept. 21. He diet! under the influence of was wedged firmly in the urethra and look· 
lau.danum. which he begged for with an ir- ed as though it hacl been forced there br 
resistible importunity. muscular contraction of the blad1ler,(which 

Sept. l?.2. In company with my brother accounts for those Etlvere pains re~mbling 
ann a friend c,f tt.e family, I performed a "labor pains" which he had at the time 
poBt morltm examination. I found botl1 when the urine stopped,) and the uretb11 
kidneys one third larger than their normai was stretched tightly, and quite thin orer 
size, the left im bedded in a mass of inclu- its surface. There was no rupture of the 
rated tissue, the Uieter enlarged and indu- urethra. The remaining portion of the 
rated and also so imbeddPd in a mass of in · urethra was in a normal condition. 
duratecl adventitious substance that I could Supposing that the piere of cotton lost 
scarcely trace it to the bladder. This kicl- in the bladder might ha\·e formed a neu· 
ney was much diseased; its intern11l sur· clus for the formation of ll stone, tbepa· 
face,. i;alyces, infundibu:a and pelvis of a rents were desirous to hHe a post 11111rt<a 
dark brown color, enlarged and filled with examination, and to see the stoae ope~!'d. 
a dark sanguino-pnrulent secretion. The I sawed the stone through the rentre longnu· 
canal of the urethra was open. dinally-it was very hard and did not crum· 

The right kidney was disorganized, pre- ble any more th·m granite. It presen.ttd 1 

sen ting a tuberculous and ulcerated appear- grey and laminated appearance .. with:. 
ance, distemlell with fetid, thick greyish small nucleus of softer morter-hie ~u 
pus. The pelvis and one inch of the uppe: stance in the centre, but no cotton, unl~ 
pa rt of the ureter \'\"as distended, while at the cotton is in some other part of the. ca 1 
.a point one inch from the pel ds the ure.ter cul us. When it is returned to the cit''. 
wa~ entirely closetl. so th"t no secretion will examine it more closely and reparl in 

coulcl pass to the bladder through the ri~ht the nett number of the Jouru~I. . d 11 
ureter. The remaining portion of the uie The ill-fortune of this child IS sel 0 

ter wa11 open. equal le1l. 
The bladder was contrarted into 11 smal1 I may be said truly, that "ht was boltl 

·mass ·1bout three inches in length, and on". under an unlucky planet." 
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DOUBLE OAT.l\RAC"I', ETC.-CLINICAL REfORTR 

Had means been taken after the opera- ly globular· appeur.noe. -Conjunctiva 'in
tion to cbal)ge the diatbr.sis of the patieQt jected, and some intolerauce of light.;. 
and prevent those calculus deposits, the case 

1
· Treatment.-Continve t}le cold water 

m.ig~ have presented a very different aspect. dressiog, and use ~ Comp. powder senna 
Cincinnati, Sept~ll&btr, lBM. 3 j. atnight; keep vrry q1Jiet. 

Oct. !'>. Wound heal)m~ rapidly. The 
vitreous humor pressing ,against th~ iris; 

DOUBLE CAT A~ACT AND LA CERA- enlarged pupil. 
T10N OF THE IRIS. Oct. 9. Improving; \'ision impryved, 

though still imperfect. The opacity of the 
TR&ATED BY. Paor. z. rauiu.ll. cornea and the existing i11fiammation pre-

William Bowen, ret. 30, while in bed I vent ready vision. Continue the t'reat
at night, about three years since, was struck! ment. (The lens taken from the e,e was 
with a flash ol lightning, which prostrated I very small, opaque and hard.) 
him, \ea,•ing him entirely senseless for a Oct. 10. Still impro,·ing. I operated 
number of hours. Upon recovering from upon the left eye t0-day. The previous 
the severity of the shock, active infiam- operator had left the posterior capsule ot 
mation of both eyes supervened, which the lens in situ, which hung as an opaque 
terminated in soft cataract of the left eye, curtain in the axis of vision. It presented 
and hard cataract, partial opacity and con- a \'ariegated and striated appearance. and 
ical cornea and laceration of the iris of the obstructed 'l"ision. Opera lion by couching. 
right eye. A fii;sure was made in the iris The mem brtne was quite tough, end bud to 
on the left side of the pupil.11>aving a small dislodti.e; but I forced it down into the mfe
vertical slip of the iris four lines in length riorandlateralpartofthep•.:steriorcbamber. 
and two in width attached to the upper and Treatment.-Quietude and cold water 
lower perts of the hody of the iris, and di- dressing. Jmme(liately a f1er the operation, 
rectly in the axis of \'ision, leaving two the patient ceuld att more distinctly than 
irregular pupils. he bad for three years. anrl could distinguish 

Twelve months since, his left eye was objects as clearly (as he e1tpressed himeelf) 
operated upon by a phy~ician in Syracuse, as he ever did. 
and the cataract partly broken up and Oct. 12th. Improviug; vision good. 
couched. Since then. vision, though im- Continue the treatment; use ~ Comp. 
proved, has been obscure. po\vrler of senna 3 j. to nssist in remoting 

Oct. 1. I operated upon the right eye, the injection from the cornea. 
removing the cataract by extraction. The Oct. 13th. Still improving; doing ttell. 
pupil being dilated with the solution of the By the report of thif' case, fOLI- may see 
extract of belladonna, I made a flap of the that a flash of lightning may induce inflam
upper half of the cornea. Part of the matiou of the eyes and cataract, without 
aqueous humor passed off. and the eye-ball affecting the integrity of the optic nerve. 
partly collapsed. I then inserted a pair of Cincinnati, Oct., 18~4. 
small sclzzors end clipped off the fragment 
of the iris both above and below (a drop of CLINICAL REPOR'l'S. 
bloodwasuponit.)andremovedit. ]then Newlon'• Clinical lnatitu.ta. 
di.-lodged the cataract, which im1nedi11lely SERVJr!l!lS OF PROFS. l'IEWTON.A: FBEIUl .. Uf 

appeared in the anterior chamber, and was REPORTED .BY PROF. z. PREEHAlll'. 

reml'Jved with the forceps. 'the ed~es of C011tinmd /nm page 394. 
the wound in the cornea ~·ere placed in FALL usi;los. 
conlllct, end tbe lids closed; used cold wa- Case 174.-Kate De.now. Granular Op-
ter to the eyP.. tbalmia. 

Oct. 2d. The t>dges of the wound ate in Treatment continued fro111 page 3t3. 
appoeition,and the eye presents ita nonqal- Aug. 30.-Discbarged cured. 
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4'78 CLINICAL RF.PORTS. 

Case 169.-Edward B. 
hearing. 

Obtueeness of ery way, all pains hue left him except• 
JeCeDt one in bis left shoulder. Cannot n..<e 

Treatment continued as directed on page 
293; also frequent shower bath to the bead. 
Constitutional ,·igor improving, dizziness 
less, and audition improving, though it may 
take him some time longer to entirely re
cover, if he recovers at all. 

Continue the treatment. 

Case 170.-Thomas Turner. Gonnorr
beal Opthalmia. Continued from page 394. 

Aug. ~.-Inftamma1ioa of the coojunc
ti va much less, is still blind, has gone to 
the city hospital. 

Case 171. Aug. 24.-Robert Boyle, lilt. 
2:>. Paralysis. 

Commenced about twelve months since, 
cawied by exposure and abusing himself in 
lifting, fighting, falls and 11e1ual indulgence. 
Disease commenced by phrenitie, was una
ble to move from palsy, c..-an now walk 
about a little. By swinging hisarms to and 
fro can place his hands over his shoulders. 
Is weak in tbe bsck and much debilitated. 
Has formerly been very strong. Hu pain 
and tenderness on pressure over the seventh 
donal vertebra; appetite good, bowels ttg· 
ular, urine light colored, pulse 81 per min
ute, a little irregular and feeble. 

Treatment. ~ Comp. syr. still. ~j, Iri· 
din grs x, podophyllin grs x. M. Take 3j 
morning and evening until it operates upon 
the bowels. Apply electricity to the spine, 
paesing the current from each hand alter· 
nately to the eighth and ninth dorsal '\"er
tebrt.e. 

Sept. 1.-Improving; continue the treat
ment, and apply the electricity twice a 
week. 

Sept. !~.-Improving; omit the former 
formula and use ~ ferri phop., hydras. can
adensis aa grs iij three times per day. 
Continue the electricity. 

Sept. 22.-Improving; can walk to the 
office a distance of one mile. Treatment. 
U118 the shower bath and friction three times 
per week, and electricity once per week. 
Continue the t.Jeatment. 

Sept. 30.-Much bett.er and stronger, ev-

his hands freely yet, though much betttr 1 

thin when be commenoed treatment. 
Continue as before. 

Case 172.-Aug. 31.-William Nen j 

111t. 30. ~citis. 
Was as well as usual to Aug. 14, ..-la 

he had an attack .of intermittent fem ; 
(quotidian type) which continued fiveda~ 
was arrested by one large dose of qui.Ii& 
(He has since informed me that be tlU 
two large dores of calomel the ninth di.roi 
August which purged him severely an.! in
duced the ogue.) Has had DO perspimil: 
since the 21st ult. His abdomen is'°'~ 
much di~tended, much pain from ten..-i.:c 
and pressure of the water, bowels C05'ti~ 
discharges have been yellowish, wine 501-

ty and high colored. No appetite, headiclt 
in the morning, can't sleep well. 

Thinks stopping his whisky caused ill! 
dropsy. 
Treatment.-~ Comp. powder of selllll. 

bi tart. potllSS. aa 3 j; eup. prep. 3 §. 

Take one eYery four hour:;. A ,·oid liqi:U 
tts much as possible. 

This patient is quite di~pirited and it
ble; and though I requested him to sendj,: 
me if he neede(l me and could not retu.'"! 
yet to date, Oct. 10, I ham DO report fo:: 
him. I suppose some other surgeon hi.
tapped him, or el~, instead of turning c; 
he has turne(l down. 

Case 173.-Aug. 31.-Michael Dow. I~ 

arrhea. 
Commenced one week since. some ~ 

in the bowels, and eight or nine disc~ 
during 24 hours. Bowels seem J>U$iTe. 

Treatment'.-~ Comp. powder of RP I 
3 j, capsictrm grs x. M. Take ill lali r 
glass of colcl water; keep quiet. 

Sept. 3.-Discharged cured. 

Case 174.-Sept. 1.-Catharine Mulligal. 
mt. 28. Chronic Otitis. I 

Caused by exposure and sitting in 1 ct! ' 

rent of air and taking cold. Comlllftl(ft 
by a sensation of formication or the cn1rl 
ing of a bug in the ear, followed by a lliat 
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CLUOCAL . RUOB.1 S. 

ing and aching paiu; also, headache and man had washed her sore leg. Conjunctiva 
pain in the back of the neck. Has a shght injected, eome chemosis, slight purulent 
sero-purulent discharge from the ldt ear, discharge from the eyes, and much intoleD
but the right is more painful, also, a sensa- ance to .light. Patient otherwise healthy 
tion of a current of air passing out of both Treatment.-Alkaline bath every mom. 
ears. Cotton plugged in the ext. meatus ing. a Comp. powder of &enoa 3 j every 
arrests the sensation. Has not suffered se· night. & Cowp. aconite collyrium, apply 
verely; perts around the ear slightly swol- to the eye six. times per day. 
len; some irritation of the cervica 1 glands. Sept. 12.-:-lmproving; contiuue the treat-

Treatment.- & Comp. syr. still. !! ij. ment excepting the comp. powder of senna, 
iodide potass. 3 ss. M. Take 3 j three use in its stead, comp. catb, pills, one ev&-
tiDM'tl per day. ry night. 

&pt. 6.-Improving; ears not so pain- Sept. 14.-Improving; omit the comp. 
ful, left ear much better. some pain in the aconite collyrium, and use mild zinc oint-

, right ear, bo\vels costive. · ment four times a day. 
'Treatment.-Continue the above treat- Sept. 16.-lmproving; continue the treat-

1 ment; 1'esicate behind the ear with ol. tiglii; ment. 
use comp. powder of senna 3 j at night, Sept. 21>.-Discharged cured. 

, alkaline bath every morning. 
Sept. 13.-Discharg~d cured. Olee 177.-Sept. 15.-Anthony Welsh, 

1:et. 41>. Felon. 
Case 171>.-Sept. 10.-Pat Loftith 11!1. Commenced twelve days since on the 

' 40 years. Opthalmia and chronic nlcera- middle · phalange of the index finger. It 
tion of the cornea. matured in the usual manner of felons, and 

Been effected four weeks: pain in the opened spont11neously four days since. The 
temple and forehead, much intolerance to finger is at present three times its normal 
light, cannot go out until e,·ening without diameter. The parts are suppurating and 
suffering pain, bowels costive. The ulce- painful, and the opening of the abscess one 
ration is of a peculiar kind, no suppuration inch in length upon the Furface. Cellular 
accompanying· it, bat the conjunctiva and tissue of the pan engorged with immatur· 
some of the anterior 111minm of the cornea ed 11us. Bowels costive. 
at the point of ulceration seems dissolved, Treatment.-Trimmed off the decompo-
leaving clear bul ragged edges; sing and loose integument, cleansed it of 

Treatment.-Comp. powder aenna 3 j at the .detached puio and filled the opening 
night to operate as a rnthartic; All!. beth; with. pulv. zinc sulph., and covered it with 
vesication with cantharicles plaster to the a cold poultice of ulmas fulva. Give & 
back of the neck; mild zinc uintment ap· comp. ca th. pills ij at night. After to·day 
plied in the eyes. Prevfoue to applying continue the elm poultice without the sine. 
the zinc ointment I used a solution of argt. Sept. 20.-Discharged cured. 
nit. 3 j, waler 3j, M. Apply to the ulcer 
with a camel's hair pencil. Case 178.-Will\am Redman, 1:et. 30.-

Sept. 13.-lmproving; continue the Jaundice. 

treatment. Has been affected ten days, has a slight 
1 11>.-lmprodng; continue the treatment chill every e,·ening, no apparent fever suo-
substilutiug the comp. cath. pill for the ceeding it; some pain in the bones, appe· 
comp. powder of senna. tite indifferent, nausea, slight diarrhea, 

Sept. 20.-l);scharged cuttd. urine of a yellow tinge, conjunctiva and 

Caee 196 . ....S..pt . . JO.-.Pat McBride.- skin of a yellow shade, tong.uec~ted w~ite; 
Chronic Pnrulent Opthalmia. has ta.ken a do~e of castor 011 this mormng. 

}ken affect~d five weeks, caused by wash- Treatment.-& Comp. cath. pill, oneev-
iog himself in a tub of water where a WO· ery hoiu uatil they purge. a Pruss. iron, 
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480 HOOPll'fO-COUGH. 

hydrastin cartadensis a a grs iij take one 
four times a day. 

-Oct. 3.-ImproTing; feels much better; 
he yet retllins the yellow appearance. Con
tinue the treatment. 

Oct. 7,-Improdng; skin andeyes~lear· 
er; continue the treatment. ' 

Oct. 10.-Feels entirely well. skin near
ly clear. Discharged cured. 

Case 179.-0ct. 1.-Patrick McCarty, 
et. 2:>. Intermittent fe\"er (quotidian type.) 

Hlls been afflicted more or less since June. 
The last attack commenced three days since, 
and has the usual symptoms of ague. 

.Trt'atment.-J;l Tinct. gelseminum l ss, 
quiuine grs xx. Take 3 ssevery two hours. 

Oct. 4.-Improving; no paroxysm since 
be was here. 

Oct. 7.-Disch•rsed ewed. No parox· 
ysm since he was here before. 

Case 180.-0ct. 1.-John Crawley. In· 
termittent fever. 

Been affected twelYe months; much the 

ginger l ij. M. Take 3 ij eTery three 
hours. 

Oct. 3.-Tmproving; continue the tl'l'.et

ment, and use at night J;l- Diaph. powcln 
grs iij. 

Oct. 10.-Discharged cured. 

Case 182.-0ct. 4.-0wen Ea&tin. .i. 
24. Injury. 

Was injured while pitching hay Obe '!ftl 
since. The fork handle was forced agaiD&t 
the precordia; did not feel tbe effect a1uch• 
the time, but has felt more orless pain sincr. 
Appetite .indifferent, is well otherwise. 
Treatment.-J;l Cup and scarify oTtitbe 

precordia and vesicate the scarificatiofl 
with ol. tiglii. Use internally J;l sol 
iodide potass 3 j, water l iv. M. Tilit 
3 j three times a day. 

Oct. 8.-· Discharged cured ; feels oo an· 
..,,..,.from the obo•o dUiculty. I 
tD11rt 2. Jlliscrllanrons 5tltctim . 

last month, but e,·ery day for the last week. ---------------
Has the usual symptoms of ague with much 
lassitude and debility, bowels costive. 

Treatment.-,a Tine. gelseminum :! ss, 

ON COUGH IN GENERAL. AND ON 
HOOPING-COUGH IN PARTICULAR. 

quinine grs xx. M. Take 3 SS every three BT DK ••• B. TODD, F.R.8., PRTillCJA1' TO 

hours. Take two comp. cath. pills previ- JtUlo'a COLLEGE HOSPITAL, LOBD05. 

ous to using the above formula. I Cough is "a sudtlen convulsi "e expira· 
Oct. 4.-Improving; feels slight symp- tory effort." Irritation of any kind upon 

t f · T k f b the pulmonary mucous membrane will pn>-
oms o ague at times. a e 3 ss o t e duce c:ough;-irritatioo of the naRl m• 

above quinine solution every two hours. cous membrane will prodm:e 1t11uzirt~. ao-
Oct. 7.·-Dlscharged cured. other explusive effort. It Ehould be ob;.er· 

,·erl, that the nasal branch of the muCOO! 
Case 181.-0ct. 1.-F. Su!Hvan. Sub· membrane is supplied by Eentient brandits 

, B h' d Pb 1 · · of the fifth nerve, while the pulmomrT 
acu.e ronc I, au aryngo- aryngihs. surface is supplied by branches of the u$; 

Has been affected since August, caused and it has been pro\"ed that irritation ~tl>t 
by a cold and ague. Took much quinine at vagus. in anr part of its cour;:e, will pro
the time· coughs much ever h If h duce c_ough i:1milar to t~t which occu111 in 

• • . • Y a our any disease of the rt>spuatory orgaDB.)-
dunng the day and at mght; has a sensa- Braitht0ait's Rttrosp«t. 
tion of tickling in the larynx and bronchia. A common cause of cough-inc1f!ed. a 
The pharynx presents a slightly a:dema- muc'.h more common o'.'e. th~n is g"llt'rallr 
tous and flabby appearance . has no pain. supposed-depends on 1mtat10n of the pei-

' munary branches of thE' vagus, con11equt11t 
Treetment.-Apply a solution of argent. on the pressure exerted on them byenla~ 

nit. 3 j, water 3 j, to the throe t internal- bronchial glands. Tumors, also, of varioo& 
l · h b · d u kinds ere capable of exciting cough 1n a 
Y wit a pro ang once m two eys. se similar war. and the de,·elopment of tu~r· 

as en expectorant ~ Syrup squills :! ss, cles in the lungs may produce the sam~ ef· 
tinct. lobelia 3 j, tinct. econi~ 3 es, syr. feet. Anenrisms not unfrequentl:rgiYerise 
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HOOPING-COUGH. 481 

io a cough, which may baffte us in our en- of nauseous drugs; whereas many of lhem 
dearnrs lo account for its production; and, are easily curable by local lreatment. This 
indeed, cough is' often a ,·ery important kind of cou~h is often exceedingly· violflnt 
symptom in the diagnosis of aneurism, and and distressing, and it is not generally ac
one from which we frt'quentlydfrive assist· companied by any other sputa than throat 
ance iii loc.1.lising the diseai1e. An aneur· mucus and saliva. 
i&mal tumor may prass upon the branches The more common form of lung-cough is 
of the vagus distnbnted to the trachea ana that which attends bronchitis. This occurs 
bronchia. and thereby excite the most severe generally in paroxysms; it is accompanied 
paroxysmal cough. Of this there is an ex- with expectoration, which is the more 
cellent example now in Fisk ward. The abundant in proportion to the extent and 
patient is a man who was admittfld for 11everity of the bronchial affection. We 
cough of this ch1uacter. We carefully ex- find it likewise in connexion with tubercular 
amined his chest without hlling able to dis· or other disorganization of the lung, and 
covt>r any indications of disease in the lungs; the more severe in proportion to the extent 
but at length we obtained evidence ol the of pulmonary destruction and consequent 
existenc.-e of an aneurimltll tumor. which, bronchial irritation. Under these circum• 
mo3t probably by pressing upon some stances, an expectoration, generally cbpious 
branches of the vagui<, excited the violent and purulent, follows the cough; and, in
cougll, that constituted so prominent 11 deed , the presence of this matter in the 
feature in the case. bronl·hial lubes very frequently aggravatea 

So, again, inflammatory ulceration of the the cough. Another form ol lung cough 
trachea, whet~rprimary or secondary, re· is !!hort and dry, or accompanied by little or 
1uhing from the pressure of an aneurismal no expectoration. and apparently kept up 
tumor, especially about its bifurcation. by some permanent irritant in the lung's 
where there are many branches of the pul - substance. as crude tubercles scattered 
monary nerves, may cauEe a very distressing among the bronchial ramifications. Such 
cough. a cough is a common precursor of con-

Thus, then , in 1eviewing the vuious cir- firmed phthisis, or, more correctly, an at
cumstances under which cough may occur, tendant on its early stages. 
you may enumerate the following kinds of Such are the ordinary causes and forms 
this affection ;-1st. The throat cough, the of cougb. 
exciting cau.e of which may be eilher in Hooping-Cough. T.1ere is yet one other 
the fttuces or in the larynx. 2ndly. The form so peculiar antl characteristic, consti· 
tracheal or bronchial cough, when the tuting as it does, not alone a Kymptom, but 
trache.a or primary bronchi are the irritated in truth a disease. The hooping-cough, so 
parts. &Uy. The pulmonary cough, when called from its peculiar final whoop, which 
the smallP.r ramifications of the bronchial is a sign that the pa~ient is again taking 
tubes or the lungs are the seat of irritation. breath, is not often brought under our no-
4thly. Practical men will admit, I think, tice in the wards of an hospital. It is 
the existence of a cough dependent on gas- much more common among the out-patients 
tric irritati111t; and, lastly, in pets0ns of of an hospital than among the in-patients. 
highly nervous temperament, there is the In the first stage, the symptoms are fe
nervous cou~h. which. in most instances. brile and catarrhal , and the disease often 
is no more than a convulsive affection of passes for an ordinary cold. This state 
the throat muscles. continues for ten or twelve days, and is 

Of these forms of cough, those which then succeeded by the cough, the peculiar 
most fl't'tJnently comP. under our observation fl'.ature of whil-h is •. that it occurs in par
ere, the throat cough and the pulmonary or oxysms, lasting some time, and following 
lung cough. Both are very pre\·alent at each other at various intervals and consti
this time of the y•!dr. The former i11 the tuting the second stage of the disease; 
common cough of ordinary colds. and may but, dunng the inter,.als between the par
be readily distinguished by the absence of oxysms, the patie~t ftt:els quite well , and 
all abnormal pt.enomena, connected with one would hardly 1mag1ne there was any
the brea1hing sounds. and by the swollen thing the ma~ter with him , except in the 
and red conrlition of the mucous membranl' advanced }>l'rtods of the complamt. The 
of the fttuces, and more or less of hoarse- complete remii;sion. which takes place, in 
ness. In more chronic cases, this mem- many cat:es, between the paroxysms, is not 
brane is less or not at all swollen , and as- the least curious feature of the disease. 
sumf's a dusky red hue and a lax condition. (ThP. third stage varies. The patient 
Coughs of this kind irre repp,atf'dly mistaken may recover. or certain c;han~fll! may take 
and treated for pulmonary coughs, and the plaOI'! in the lungs and c1rculat1n~ system. 
patients condemned to take large quantities which may lead to a fatal termination. Dr. 

Todd proceeds : ) 
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482 HOOPING.COUGH. 

Let me direct your attention to these devoid of air, as one which has never 
aecondary changes, which occur in th~ respired; and it is best seen in the lung of 
lungs and vascular system, after this dis · a fa:tus which has ne,·er breathed. Tbe 
ease has lasted for some time. At first, most common cause of it, and lhat which, 
the lungs am not at all affected; so that perhaps, developes it most completely, ia 
hooping cough can no more be considered a the acccmulation of fluid in the pleurel 
disease of these organs, than can an aneur· ca,·ity, by the pressure "hich i1 exerts on 
iamal or other tumour pressing upon the the adjacent lung. Carnification of the 
ngus nerve, and in this m11nner exciting lung is carefully to be distingui~htd from 
cough, be so regarded. .Af1er the cough hep11tiuuion. The former has nothing to 
has continued for a long while. however, do with inflammation. but merel{ consists 
changes take place, affecting the lungs and in a condensation of the origins pulmo
the general appearance of the patient. The nary structure; the latter results from the 
countenance becomes full and bloated, and effusion or exudation of an albumino-tibrin· 
the capillaries llistended, especially thoso of ous material into the air-cells and finest 
the conjunctivre, which look watery and bronchia.l tubei:, by which the organ is ttn· 
swollen; and some of these minute Ye.>sels dered specifically he8\"ier. 
often burst, giving rise to i-0me chemosis. It was formerly supposed, that lobular 
From this state of counteraance, a practical pneumonia took place in hooping-cough. 
eye can generally at once recognize 1he na- That pneumonia, just as bronchitis, m•.Y 
tu re of this malady, wider which the pa- occur in the course of hooping-cough, IS 
tient labours. certain; but the signs which used to be 

All these changes result from the circula· considered as produced by lobular intlam· 
tion in the capillaries being retarded, in con- mation, are, in rnlity, due to 1he i;implt 
sequence of the ,·iolence of the cough. At exclusion of air from one or more lobules. 
the same time.and for a like reason, the pul- In the third stage of hooping-cough, if 
monary circulation becomes similarly af- the cafe goes on f11Vorubly, there is a grad· 
fected; the secretion of the bronchial tube.s ual abatement of the cough; the paroxysms 
becomes altered; ~hese tubes pour forth become fewer and Iese severe, and the pa· 
more freely than natural a watery mucus; tient gradually returns to the normal state 
the lungs become congested and a:dematous; of health. But if. on the other hand . ibe 
more or less crepi1utio11 is heard in different progress is unfavorable. the symptoms be
parts of these organs, according to the come aggravated, the paroxysms more fre· 
amount of fluid in the tube~. or mdema quent, the bronchial tubes enlarged. 1he se
present; end this crepitatlon is usually cretion ol their relaxed mucous membrane 
most audible towards. the lower part, being increued, and, at length, the patient din 
sometimes more distinct in one hmg than completely worn out and exhausted. If 
in the other. The t1ound on percussion tubercules previously existed in the lungs 
over the baee of the lungs is duller then in a quie~amt condition, tht'y are thrown 
Datoral; and this arises mainly from the into a state of acth·ity, and symptom~ of 
a:dematousstateoftheseorgans, but in part, phtliisis manifest themselves. Counil~10ns 
also, from the quantity of mucuR present in and comn, also, frequeutly ecco~r>any 
the bronchial tubes.ant! from the expiratory hooping-cough, especially in ill uounshed, 
efforts having emptied some lobules of air badly-fed childreu, as the diseai-e approaches 
more completely than others (some lobules Hs latal termination. In these subjects, 
being. perhapP, perfP.ctly emptied in this too, hooping-cough i:ometimes beco.me.s 
manner, 'Ind.consequently.quite collapsed;) complicated with an effusion of fluid mto 
and, lastly, from the altered bronchial ercre· the lateral ventricles of the brain, and the 
tion plugging up the entrance to one or phenomena of llydrocephalous are deTel· 
more lobules, and in this wa~ preventing oped. . 
the free ingress of air. This condition of Ca.usu.-In entering into the cons1dera· 
lung, in which the ingress of air to certain lion of the causes of hooping-cough. o~ 
portions is prevented, and of\vhich certain of the first questions that suggests i1~lf1s, 
other portions have also been completely whether the malady has its seat in the 
emptieil of the contained air, has been Ion~ lungs. That hoopiug-t.:01111.h is clearly ~o 
: known to pathologists umier the name of di>ea~e of the lunge, is i;hmvn both by Iii 
"carnification." A carnified )unit has a clinical history. and by the fact. that •U,S

' fieshy look. does not crepitate under pres- cultation can deiect nothing abnor!'lal !n 
·sure, and sinks in water; and this condi- the YOice or l•reath-sounds of a patient in 
tion niav be induced by anything which the earlier stages of the complaint. 
causes the complete expulsion of the air 1 Its cause does not depend upon any ptcD· 
out of the lung, or which entirely pre"ents liar state of the larynx or trachea; f'.lf ihere 
the ingress of air into a lung previously : is no permauent affection of the vo1t-e, nor 
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of ibe laryngeal muscles, nor of the glottis. preciable morbid condiLion of the nerves 
nor are the sympto1ns such as diseases of supposed to be the seat of the pain can he 
the larynx or trachea usually give rise to. detected on the most car~ful namiriation 

Dues the disease depend upon any morbid after death. The poison in hoopiug·cough, 
condition of the bronchial ghrn<ls? The whate,·er h be, produces uo structurul lesion 
bronchial glctnds are often considerably en· in the n~rves, and leaves nothing behind it, 
larged, without such a cough as the pecu· of which our Eeuses can take coguizance. 
liar paroxysmal one of this disectse. Nor Hooping-cough, then, as far as present 
would the paLient enjoy the complete free knowledge enables us to speak, is a di:;ease 
dom from distres;; which so often exists be which run~ a cer•.ain cour~e. can be com
twCf"n the paroxysms of cough. muuicatecl from one person to another, aud 

Having. then. set a~ideall these so-called is probably due to the inlluenc.-e of a pois· 
causes of hooping-cough, the only suppo· ou which gets into the sys:em, and produ
sition now left 11s as to the true cause of the ce;; its local manifestations on the nigus 
disease is, that it depends upon some pecu- uen·e. h i:; not an inflammatory 11ffec1ion 
liar irritation of the \'agus itself. In fact. of any part, being simply dcptmdent 011 a 
hooping-cough is a special cliseai;e of this morbid state of the blood, causetl lly the 
ni:n-e, the irritation being quite as complete introduction into it of ::ome poison from 
as when the expose'.! nerve is m~chanically without; and whaterer intlammatious may 
stimulated. But the cough differs from that occur iu the cour;e of it must be r~erded 
which is produced bf mechanical irritation in the light of complica1io11s of the disease. 
of the nerve, in its comiug on in paroxysms Treat11u11t.-Hari11g ll(hanced this view 
Cl! longer or shorter intervals from each of the nature of the disease, let n1e make a 
other. the patient's h1·allh cl11ring the inter· few observations upon its rational treal
nls being very ~ood. This paroxysmal ment, as founded upon these opinions. 
character of the disease, with the complete Assuming hooping-cough to be a 1liFeaEe 
11tate of health in the interrnl:>,exc.-ept when depending on the presence of a morbid 
the constitution or the lungs ha,·e become poison in the blood (which is the most 
damaged by the effects of the cough, asso· reasouabb view of its pathology), to cure 
cia>es hooping-cough with other dii:ea,;es, the affection perfectly, we ought lo find an 
the peculiar ph.,nouiena of which depend antidote for the poison whkh produces it. 
upon some poison in the blood, manife.;ting If we could find some materh1I which, 
its presence by the specific action which it when introduced into the system after it 
exercises upon some particular tiS11ue, and hud receh·ecl the poison, would neutralire 
by the interference which it seems to offer that poison, th•:m we should have the !'lime 
to the due performance of healthy function. power over this malady as we now possei>S 
For certain poisorns undoubie.lly appear to o\·er intermittent fever, which, as you 
have a peculiar affinity for certain tissues; know, is also a µaroxysmal dise11,e. depeml
thus the poisou of measles appears to have iug on the pre:::euce of some morbid poison 
a speci<il affinit{ for the mucous memhran, in the sy~tem,and lor which an ant!dole hus 
of the bronchia tubes and bowels, that of been found in bark. But since, unfortu
scarlatina for the throat, and so 011 of other nately. no antidote for hooping· cou!;h bas 
acute specific diseases. ·in like manner, the 11s )et bee11 discorered, ii should not be our 
poison which gives rise to the phenomena practice to look on in l"ilence, and let the 
of hooping-cough. seems to ha,·e a peculiar patient cough it out; but our a iin should 
affinitv for the vagus nerve; but whether be to find the means of guarding him 
throughout the whole course of that nene, against the bad cousequences of the cough, 
at its centre or its periphery. it is impo.~~i· and to protect him from all those compli
ble. in the prel!ent state of our knowledge. cations lo which I have referred. 
to affirm with am· degree of accuracy. It As the disease d~s not consist in an in
is no valid objection to this view of the na· fl1unmatorr co11dition of any part, we may 
ture of the disease. to say, that after death, at once dismiss all so called antiphlosistic 
no structural alteration of the ,-a11;us cau be plans of treatment. The plan. iudt>ed. has 
distinguished, although Autenrieth and had a fair trial; and if it had any real power 
others state, that in ca~ of hooping-cough over the disease. we should Jia,·e Jong ere 
examined after death. they have foun:I the this accumulated abundant ed1lence tll 
vagns in a con11;estecl condition. But con· pro,·e its superiorit.v. The tendency of all 
gestiou is much more fwquently the eU"ect. the usual antiphlogistic measures is to 
than the cauSI' of a disease; nnd it mav be weaken the nutrition of the luni;s and tile 
especially so in this case. In many ner\·ous nervous system, and to irnpo,;erish the 
affections, as for instan"e in those <listres6· blood; to redur.e the quantity of its color
ing cases of neuralgia, in which th!! most ing matter, to favor the accession of con
intense pain has existed during life, no ap· vulsions, and by the watery parts of the 
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484 HOOPING-COUGK. 

blood filtering through the walls of the remedies, in virtue of the P°''"er which they 
blood-vesseh, to promote the tendency to possess in allaying irritability of the "'r· 
hyclrot.-ephalous. vous system generally, such as the tarioos 

The first point in the treatment is, care- prt'pa!'81ions of upium and bt-llatl<'nna . Tl! 
fully tu guard the patient against the ocwr- non-nauFeatingt-xpectorants, Euchaschlor.c 
rence of bronchitis and pneumonia, as com- ether, ammonia, and perhaps Stntga, mar 
plications of the diaease. Now, there is be olso UEed; and astringents, to checkex
nothing which is so fertile a cause of bron- l"e'5he bronchial secretion, such as alum, 
chitis, as the admission of cold air to the sulphate of zinc, tannic and gallic arid!. 
bronchial mucous membrane. Consequent· are sometimt>i; necesEary. But you must 
ly, the patient ishould be kept in a well- bear in mi111l, that such remedieuhouldli! 
regulated temperature; if his Illness occur u~ed with caution . e~pecially opiates. whkh 
in the winter, he should sta\' in a roomy, in infancy and childhood are at all timt$:D 
we.II-ventilated apartment. which is not too be given with great care, ancl more pa11io:· 
w11rm . but of a uniform heat. He E.hould lnrly if the lungi; ha ,.e becomf' cong>;t/! 
be kept in this apartment, and not allowed The drugs which I would recommend ~ 
to run about the house into rooms, or upon to a,·oid, are thore which have a dep~ing 
lobbies or staircases, which must present and lowering tendency. P:uch as tBrtar~~ 
great variety of temperature. Early aml eticandipecacuanha. Manychildttn.111! 
clo~e attention to the maintainance of a qnite Fatisfied . while suffering from hoop
uniform temperature of the atmosphere in ing-cough, ha'"e dii•d from the too f1'1taod 
which the child resides, may sa'l"e much slO\·enly exhibition of these emetics. 
sub~quent misc:hief. If I had an opportunity of treat in~ bOOJ" 

Thr. second point is to uphold the e:eneral ing-cough on a large scale, I would. int:11;!! 
nutrition -to keep the patient well nour- in which thfl paroxyi:ms are '"ery f!!q!lell! 
ished. I do not mean that the patient and '"erv se,·ere. and when, as vet, thel1:~ 
shonlrl be crammed or ov~r·fed, but that hi!' are free 'from congel'tion, but n'ot othenti;t. 
diet should be well regulated, and sufficien: gh·e a fair trial to the careful inhRlation. of 
food of all kinds supplied, not only to sat- chloroform, with thf' ,·iew of Pnilta~on~ 
ii:ty the appetite. but also-and what is far to cut short the paroxysm. We kuowt~: 
more important-the real wants of the s~·s- we can arrest the paroxysm of a~thmt 111 

tern . On this account, I ob.iect to keep this way; why, then, should we not bea~ 
children in this disease without animal to tlo the same with that ofhoopinit·rougb. 
food, as some so mnch insist on, thou&h I have ali:o known lan·ngismus stridulo~ 
why they do so I cannot tell; for meat, m relieved by the u!'e of chlor0form; a~d ii 
regulated quantitlt'!s, and properly mastica · is now well pro'l"f'd that other conrnl;iolll 
ted, is more easily di~ested than almost of children may be chel'ked bv its mean» 
anything else; and it differs from other ali- ln the cases of 1telicate children. whtt! 
menntary substances. in the fact that its there is great rea1mn to fe.ar that dama~ 
digestion consi3ts in a simple process of may be done to the lungs by the con~ . th1; 
solution in the i;tomach. practice may prove '"ery nst'ful. But "1~ 

Another practice which E'xercises a most rt'ference to the adminiirtration of cblo~ 
fauorable influence on the nervous system form, this fact should always be b<'rnt1D 
(an1l it is this that we must look to after mind. and it CRnnot be too freq11en1Inr
al1), ii; s11onging the chest with cold water itf'rated, that due proviirion i::hould be ma~ 
once or twice a day. The parents of weak- for the simultaneous free aitmi~~ion of a:r. 
ly. deiicate chi11tren often object to this along with the vapor of chloroform. Tbtr! 
plan of treatment; but by ordering a little is no point upon which some men !l!'tm to 
spirit to be mixed with the water, you be more foolhardv than on this one: an~it 
not only may o,·ercome their scruples, but is by the neglec( of attending to thi~. that 
in giving 11 stimnlating qualitv the appli the l'f'putation of one of the mMt "lu1ble 
cat inn increases its efficacy. The sponµing remt>ities that hall e'"er hf.en appliffi .to tit 
of the back aml front of the chest, night relief of human suffering may be ser1°~t1' 
a nit morning, exercises a bracing and tonic damaged. I do not at\Yise von to eiti 

influence on the m•rves. and in this way chloroform so as to produce its full tiff'(!; 
often acts very bt>neficially in this diseAse. it may be inhaled in !'mall doi:es of ttn fJ 

Spiritous embrocations often do good in a ftft.P.en minims, which may be rt>pt'3ttd ~ 
similar manner. inter\'als, according to the se'"eritv of 1• 

In a large number of ca~s. one can get paroxyi::ms. When children 11realrn~r 11 

on ,·ery well without having recourse to en exhe1111ted 11nrl vny df'pl'f'l'!'ffi ~t•."· 
drugs. Those which you will find mo!'t chloroform ought to he ndministe!l'd ~'in
ui:eful, encl which I would recommend to halation, or it f'hould be gh·en only in tbl 
your notice, are sedative and antispasmodic smallest quantities. 
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Another remecly in the treatment of hoop- Often, in looking around us, have we be-
ing-cough, to which I should very much held those who were wont to contribut~ a 
like to give a fair trial. is the application foll _share in. making e_arth n-sonant '~·1th 
of cold water, on . the splashing _plan, hro muFtC and _mirth. and hfe C!ne ~ong_spnng
or three times datlv. with or wtthont the duy of e111oyment by thetr ,.,,·uctty and 
inhalation of chloroform. Such a prac:ice ! ennui-expelling sprightliuess and humor, 
must be pursuecl with proper precautions; '. and glide noiFelesFly away, all wo111lering 
first, to maintain a warm temperature of I why such "shining marks'' should be 
the room in which it is done; and, reeond· aimed by the spoiler. Debility, languor 
ly, to h11,·e the water thrown over the child and melancholy, might be noticed; but lit
rapidly.and not so as to wet the head. To tie thought the ""oriel that the first symp
let the back and chf'St receive the brunt of tom back of these was disappointtd lovt
the splui;h. These mt>a~ures combined that there was a meutal mu lady that pre
would tend to diminish the ~e,·erity of the 1 Yiously !!lipped their strength ancl made 
paroxysms, ward off _the occnrren~·e o! bron- ! t~e'!l suc:h easy preys. to the pi tiles~ ba!1· 
chi tis and pneumnma. as complwattons of'. <11111 of the Death-Kmg: And less sttll 
the dil't!llse, promote the general nu:rition,; drea~ed they !h!'t the old, time· h?nored 
stimulate the nervous system, and thus pracnre of med1c111e had any agency 111 any 
pro1ect the patient from the damagin~ ef- . of those caFes in induci~g that first ~ymp
fects of the cough.-Mtd. Tima and Gaz. ! tom. Those to whom their all was phghted 
March 4, 1854, p. 203. I Wf're smitt1·n by disease; blood wos drawn; 

bli~ters were made; teeth IOOFenerl. end 
gums made i;ore by ralomel; and, too, the 

I pallor-inducing antimony was gh·en-
THE HEART-BROKEN. ! goaded. panting, lacerated Nature, like a 

I captured fugitive, St!rrenderetl-life took its 
CAllE8 FROM OLD SCHOOL PRAOTiCE, 'd1<parture, and the icy monster bouud yet 

• I other victim fast. 
Irvin~ once tr!1th_fully. said that: "~ j These remarks have been drown forth 

womans wbole hfe 18. a history of th~ a~- from learning the melancholy fate of anoth
fections. Tbe. !ieart 1~ her world i it ~8 er beautiful and interestin~ girl who~e end 
~here her amb1t.10n stnv~s for. empire; it 1 occurred but a very short tune since. With 
1s there her av1mce iweks tor lltd<~eo treas-1 her history we hav1• been familiar. and our 
ures. She sends for her sympathies ~n act- firm conviction is that had it not been for 
venture; she e~11barks h~r w~ole soul 111 the i allopatlay she might this day ha,·e l·cen 
traffi~ of atfect1on; an~ ~f ship-wrecked her I buoyant with life. light-hearted and happy. 
case 1s hopeless-for tt 1s a bankrul!tcy of We tnke the liberty of stating a portion of 
the heart." ".et thel'I'. 11re those m t~ her history, os well as the circnmstances 
world who, hav1011; outlived th1i _suscepll· conspiring to bluet her cherished hopes for
bility of e~rly feeling, or havmg ~n ever. 
brought up m the gay heartlessness of dis- Two years ago. the affections of Emma 
sipated life. lat1gh 11teve.rythi!1g rel~ting_ to T-- were won by a young man o! good 
love, and treat all that 1s wr.11 ten 111 reler- parentage, intelli~ent. generous. brave, e\"
ence to the heart as mere fiction .of no,·el- erything we admne in manhood; a111I she 
ists and poets., :But our o~rvat_1oos ha\"e loved him with the disinterestl'd forTor of a 
taught us ~o view these thmp chlferently; woman's first and early loTe. The nnptial 
they ha\"e t~dueed us to believe that there hour was fixed, and the wedding guests in
~ such a ~h1_n~ as a bro~en heart_; that _there vited-but the marriaJ!e ritl's, alas! were 
tE a posstb1l!ly ?f dy1.11g of chsappotnted never solemni1.ed, Hnd the gul'sts a~rembled 
love; that these wither clown manv a ~ovely upon an occasion widely different from that 
woma9 to an ~rly gra'"e, ~nd ~hat tf the which binds two young und lo\"ing hearts 
o\cl school prac!1ce of med1cme 1s held ac- in holy wedlock. That d~y her betrothed 
countable at the bar of !he Eternal. for a was quietly laitl in the silent grave! How 
tlwnmuidth part of the enls of rna.nkmd, a came such sudden change? We're just 
cry for redress and atonement '!''II 1&1me about to tell. Not two weeks before the 
from the <"Ountlei:s .of •!&rth's faire.st, who appointed wl'ddinJ!'·dev. he to whom i:he ~ad 
but lately glowed with all the radtancP. _of given ht'r girlhood's all, felt an increa~tng 
healt~ and bt.auty,_but .w~o, ~use of it-s indisposition growing upon hi!11: a~cl final
fatal mterference tn aidmg dtflellse to n:· ly yielrled to the urgent soltcttaflon!l of 
move tb?~e upon whom were ce!1tered thetr kind friends to summons the dortor. He 
heart' a rich love, have been humed:--heart· 1 had previously enjoyed uninterrupted hl'alth, 
broktn-down lo but in con~quence of a r~ren• exposure 

"Duheuud\liewonn." Ile was sei2:ed with a" stitch in the side," 
I 
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486 CHLOROl~IS OF PREGNANCY-

with more or less fe,·erish e1ci1ement ac- July 17th, HIM-when she sunk into the 
compJnying it. A mild vapor bath with grave, 1he \'ictim of a broken heart. 

"Ther made her a srn• when the ,..,beamJ -
Whtn ther promiM a clorio•• monow, 

Tbor'll shine o'er her 1leep like a smile tiom U.. •Ill, 
Remo•inc ber heart'• load of sorrow." 

Ah, me! how many bright ~yesgro\V dim; 
how man v soft cheeks grow pale; how m111y 
lovely forms lhus lade awav into the tomb 
from the same firsl cause--.:the fatal inter· 
ference of the allopathic practic of ndi· 
cine ! Too many-too many la!'erated 
ht>.arts are there because of man's perfidy, 
without physic lending agencr in ad~ing 10 
1he train. But a better day 1s dawo10g.
A pure medical philOEOophy is being piea(h· 
ed and recognized. and a better, more effi· 
cient practice adopted. Nor will woman 
be the least among the gainers.-Mid& 
Statu Medical Journal. 

CHLOROSIS OF' PREGNANCY. 

gentle su•lorifics woulcl ha,-e made all righ1 
agai11; but the doctor thought differently. 
Neither his teachers or his favorite authors 
recog11ized such fo~ignijicant agencies ai. 
these. No-no. Something active must 
be bwught to bear. There was paiu-was'nt 
th-it edclen<.,'ll of inflammation? He must 
be bled-he ble<l him. There was heat and 
rlrvness of the Furlace-was'nt 1hat evi 
de.uce offcvr,r? He must ha,·eafebrifuge
he gt\'e h11n "solution" (ofan1imony.) A 
little calomtl will aill 1he bleeding and the 
"solu1ion" in reducing the inflammation 
and the fe1·er-he left him two little pow
ders of the potent drug. On the second, 
third and fourth days, es..->entially the same 
trca tmP.nt was pursue-1-blood-letting.anti 
mooy. calomel. The patient grew weaker
worre. Friends became alarmed; counsel 
was !'allecl. The pre,·ious trea :ruent wa> 
sanctionecl . b<Jt in their coml:>inecl wisdom 
they t_hought best to dispense with the dail~
bl('edmgs, but to resort to bli8teri11g-th<' M. Cu.eaux recentlJ read at the Paris 
other treatment continued. On tne sixth Medical Society a paper, the object of which 
day, it was difficult for him either to speak was to show, "that hydrltlmia or serous 
or swallow becau,;e of his sali ,·ated mouth . poly111mia is the most t~uent cause of the 
and difficult to have his body moYed be: functional disturbance in advunced p~· 
cause of the terrillle blister. 011 the sev· nancp1suallyattributed to plethoria." The 
enth, the puli:e became alarminglv weak analnris of the blood of pregnant womeo 
and wirv, and the countenance cadaverous. exhibits a diminution of globulei; and an 
Stimula.nts were administered-efforts made increase of water. differing indted only from 
to counteract the previous depletinit-rtdu · that of chloro~is by containing an inc~ 
cing treatment, but 1tll in l'atn. They had quantity of fibrin.- . 
carried Jepletio11 too far-beyond nature'~ The qmmtitv of fibrin is far It.RI than 10 
power ol rallying. Art could not repMlce phlf'gmon , and the huff h gives rise to has 
what it had taken; before the rising of the been often observed in the chlorotic. The 
eighth morning sun, the spirit of Henn functional disturbances of pregnanc~ it
F-- made its long eternal exit. Anit semble tho9e of chloro~is. manJ of the:.oe 
though the doctors try to rend the impre~- indP-ed being common to plethorl and cbl~
sion abro:1d that "all was done that could rosis. The effect of treatment conftrms t~is 
be," his friend:>. 11ow upon calm J'E'tlection . view of their nature; for while ht-re. aHn 
do not fe .' I that all was right. Nor shall chl0!'08is, depletion may i1rove a temp<>rarf 
we do aught to remo,·e that feeling, el~ and fallacions means of relieving seroi~ 
others of that interesting family may yet plethora. it is from the emplovmtnt o_fe01· 
submit to be sacrificed as Henr\' was. rnal food and iron that real benefit 1FOb· 

Ah. " there are some strokes' of calami- 1ainf'Ci: and thii: even in cases wherein loetl , 
ty 1hat seethe and scorch the soul-tha1 bleeding may be deemed adviNble. M. 
peuetrates to the dtul seat of happiness- Ca1.f'.aux does not. however, deny that true 
and. blast it. neve• again to put forth bnd sanguinorie plethora may be met with ()((I· 

or blossom," and such proved this to poor sionally, and the especially in the early 
Emma T---. Jfor long cherished pros- monthi;. . b 
peels blighted, she became achangP.d being. During the animated discnlll!ion wh~ 
The proffer of the most friend Iv svmpathie~ fnllowrd, M. DuPARCQUE arlmitted t 1 
en<l the most delicate and cherishing atten · ore~nancy mar occuionally inrlnce •con· 
tions. society and amusement-all were fu . <lition analogous to cb\orosis; but ht .re· 
tile in remo\·ing what alloputhy had mode ferred to the marked pO\l'er of l'en~t!OO 
remcdifo,8. There was an inward woe the 1 in arteflting threatened e bortion from acll: 
mocke<l at all the blandishmeuts of friend - 111erine con~.-;tion; and belieYes that t of 
ship. and "hee<led not the song of the charm practfoe followed br our predeces~rs 
er, charm he never so wiselv." She wasted bll'Cding at the middle of pttgnancy, on ~e-
a way in a slow decline until last wee¥- count of the then actil'e dispositio\toa r· 
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TWO CASES OF FEMALF.S, ETC. L8t 
tion, may often be a<lvantageously imitated. in two or three.-Brit. a11d For. Med. 
A similar plethoric determination take• Chirurg. Rt'IJ., April, 18:12, from Rt'IJ. 
place at the seventh and ninth months; and .'tledicale, 18:'>1, vol. i. p. :153; ml. ii. :>I. 
when the mother does not suffer ill effects 
from this, it may produce cen-bral apoplexy. 
or tbe state ot general congestion termed 
asphyxia, in the infant-the plethora kill· 
ing the child, though it spared the mother, TWO CASF.S OF FEMALF.S WHO HAD 
when precautionary venesection has been ATTA I ED THE AGE OF FOR'l'Y·EIGHT YEARS 
neglected. Puerperal convulsions might WITHOUT HAVING MENSTRUATED. . 
often be rrevented, if blee.ling were insti· 
tuted for the ptethoric condition in which Dr. HENRY Oweu1 has recorded (Mid. 
they so frequently origi111Me. Jn judging Ti1Mll and Gautte, March 27) the two fol
of the presence of plethora, too much lo~ing cases, the only ins1ance11 he has met 
wei~ht has been attached to the highly-col· wuh of non menstruation, the females ha dng 
ored condition of the ski11, especially that pll8Sed the age of menstruation.--.Am. Jour. 
of the face and its adjoining mucous mem- Med. Scienca. 
branes, and to the projection of the veins. CAsz 1.-Maria B. appeared among my 
But il is very common to see persons who out-patients at Guy's, March 1, l&JI. Her 
are conslllntly plethoric, and wbo are liable immediate uilments nere unimportant but 
to phlegmasia, congestions, and bemor- l was struck with her informing me 'tbat 
rh11ges. exhibiting so colourless a condi- she had ne'l"er menstruated. She was 48 
tion of the tissues. that from the mere as- ye11rs of age; a tall, rather maFculine wo
pect, we might believe them subjects of man, with la.rge, lull mamn1a, and a .,.ell ex
chlorosis. Such persons bear losses of P8!1ded pelvis. The upper lip wits without 
bloc>d, which those of a higher colour, and ha1r, ~ut some few ham; .had g'own upon 
apparently eminentlv FBnguineous tempera· her chm. She waa mam d at l:'» years of 
ment, couhl not endure. age, 11ud her Eexual de.ires bad been natural 

Mr. JAcQUUllER stated that he bed ex- but she has been sterile. She has suff-reJ 
aminerl the blood of about 200 women in occasionally from pehis and abdominol 
the eighth and ninth months of pre~na:icv. pains, but there had been no rf!gular men
most of them being per~ons from the coun~ strual or periodic uterine effort, or any sup
try. The so-called inflummatory crust wa~ plementary fiux of blood or other dischari;e 
not met with so often a11 is usually suppos- from any mucous membrane of the body. 
ed ; but occured much oftener in v-in ter Her ~eneral hralth has been good, and Fhe has 
(when many of the woman suffered from lived well, in the neighbourhood of London. 
~r•>n~hitis and _influenza) than in summer; The external sexual ~rgans were fully de-
1t batng me~ with at this latter period onlv "eloped, a_od the p11b1a was abundantly 
once in six or ewm nine cases. Most fre- covered wuh h~ir. The vagina was a deep 
quently when the bulfclid exist the clot was canal, normal In shape and healthy. The 
pretty large and softish. 1md the serum was uterus W!'-~ well placed, o_f natural weight 
not In excess; the har<l, retracted clot. and mob1hty, and the \'8g1nal cervix well 
covered with a thick buff, and bathed in a formed, but there w11s no os uleri; the site 
large quantity of serum, as seen in the in- of the os could be fel~ bya slight dimpling, 
fiamm11~ion an~ chlorosit: .. being rarely met. ~nd by t~ sp_eculu~ II coultl be seen; but 
According to h1sobserva11ons, the excess of it was qntte 1mpernous, and some small 
fibrin, whether absolute, or relati1'e to the blood-vessels appe.ared to pass over it. 
diminution of globules, is not considerable CASE 11.-Mrs.--called at my house in 
enough to habitually give rise to the pro- !anuary,_ 18a2, complainiog of &evere pains 
duction of the inflammatory crust. The m the lomsand lowerabdomen-which bad 
diminution of globules i11 infinitely greater harrassed her for some· weeks-general 
in a chlorotic ljrson than in a pregnant feebleness of health, and dyspepsia. Jn 
:woman; and a I the analogv that can Le the course of her history, it appeared that 
traced between the two conditions may be she had neve.r menstruated; and, at her re-
1tated in the fact, that a considerable num- quest. I admitted her, under my care, into 
her of women. after the middle period of Guy's Hospital, January 28th, when the 
pregn~ncy, e~h!bit the commencement of pa_rt!cula rs of her history were tak1m by my 
anemia. Chmcal obserntions does not chmcal clerk, Mr. MalW!y, from whose re. 
favor the view of the identity of the two port I have extracted the following detail. 
conditions. Among many hundreds of It may be rem~rked that her immediate ail
wo111en ansculate.I at the Maternite during men ts were relieved by a blister to the loins 
the last two months or pregnancy, 1M. Jae- tonic medicine, regimen, and rest; and that 
quemiet only met with the carotid f/Ouf/le she has jast left the hospi 11Uite JeCOYer-
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4.88 OLD AGE.-LE.AD, CIDER, CHAMPAIGNE. 

ed. Mrs. M. is forty-eight years or ege; aud a mouths. His bead is as free from 
of a light, delicate frame; dark hair and gray hair as when but 20 years old. Mr. 
eyes; a native of Norfolk; but a resident V. had a wile and two sisters; bis wife 
in London for the last twenty years; iu poor, died at the age ol 95 years; one of tbe &is· 
and sometimes very reduced circumstances. ters is now living at the Ille ol 103 years. 
She has been twice marrie•l; both husbands ;. other dfod at the ttge of ~5. Mr. Daw 
have been healthy men, but she htts bee11 tfved with his wife76 years and has always 
sterile, although her sexual feelings have enjoyed good health; for 76 years he did 
been natural. not fail to be present at the annual town 

B•>th before and since marriagP. she has meeting. StJveral inquiries were made as 
had le11corrhea; at no times profusely; but. to his manner of living, from which we 
1ince marriaf$e. it has been muco-purulPut; learn he hllB always been industrious and 
sometimes y1ehled in small lumps; and has temperate. used a m01.lerate share of spirit, 
occasionly incre1111ed in quantity; but neither rose early in the morning, managed bis o"·n 
from the sexual organs nor any other part of farming affairs, and meddled with no man's 
the body has there been anything like a ,·i- business but bis own. What seems most 
carious menstrual discharge. remarkable is, that two families co1mected 

She bas the aspect, form. and sexual de - bv marriage sboulll li"e to so advanced an 
vela~men~ of a healthy person, without th· agP., unless special care had been taken to 
phys1olog1cal defect which she has suffered , µreserve their he11lth." 
and of which she is painfully consdous.- That longevity is an inheritance, is plac
The mammary glands are de•eloped, and are ed beyond a doubt. Some whole faa1ilies 
sometimes tender, and yield a laclesent ftu - die at an average of about 00 years. and 
id. The pelvis is well expanded; the pu- others at a shade beyond; while some, from 
bis, labia, and external organs normally de· ,eneratio11 to ~eneration, live to eighty-five 
velope<\. The vagina is of normal sire and ~nd a hundred. Hill countries. however. 
shape. a111t the uterus well placed, mo\·eable as a general thing, are the regions where the 
and free from any defect or disorder, either 11.reatest lonaevitv is attained in the United 
congenital or acquired. She has a light sof1 S:atei>. Th~ sa11ie is tme of 8cotland aud 
hair de\·elopetl on the lips, but not .mo!'6 Syria. In Rus~ia, which is a lev~l country, 
than m 111v other women; and her voice 1s llpecimens of old age are occas1onally re· 
fairly modulated. corded. which are very remarkable, when 

These instanc~s of non-menstruation.are compare1l with the ordinary length of days 
of rare occuranoe. Retarilt>d men,;truatton, in most civilized countries. But the clear· 
even arter the changes of puberty, have been ness of the atmosphere in Rusfia, its vital 
well accomplised--a premature menstrual purity, is what couduces to such longevity, 
decline-long intervals of amenorrhea. and and not the intense cold of the country. 
"Various forms of irregular menstruation. On the other hand in the desert of Arabia, 
11re met with in pr.sctice; but that a woman old age is the peculiar inheritance of the 
wanting nothin~ but her menstrual function. wandering tribes. There the sun is in· 
and its correlative fecundity. should pass teoselr hot, but they breathe untainted air, 
through life without any notable deviation and stibsist on tbe simplest diet. With the 
from health is calculated to excite suprise. few fttcts which we pos~ess in regard to the 
The history of these hro cases shows a nor conditions or mankind under different te•n· 
ma\ Ftate of uterus (the closure of the o~ peratures and in different localities, we 
in one case being probably a late occur - sball never, perhaps. be able to solve the 
ance), vagina. external eexualorgans. mam- problem why some are destined to long lite 
marv glands. sexual instinct, and general and some to an early grave. Yet we are 
ph•·Fical and intellectual developm~nt, a!1d taught by hist?ry, the public r~cords, •.nd 
an ab!!ence too of any compenRatrng dis- clttily observation, that longevity obtains 
ch11rge in the place of the menstrual ftow . from one generation to another in certain 

The perfP.ctionor the ee~ual organs allow- families, aod that we may therefore coosid· 
ed, in these cases. an unimpedid sexual in- er it an inheritance.-BOMton Mtd. Jov. 
tfrco11rse; and yet the prudence <•r evf'n thP 
pr<Pirietv of miuriaite. until a female ha~ 
menstmated, may well be questiollt'd. LEAD, CIDER. CHAMPAIGNE. 

OLD AGE. 

" Andrew Drew. Esq .• of Durh1m. N. H. 
is now livine;. anil enjoving as good health 
u uaual, at the atl•anced age of 100 yearF 

"Se•·eral verv eerions attacks of colic. 
with 2l'f'&t nroi;tration. hne latt>lv come 
·111der the rogni111nre of oifferent practition· 
!!rs of the F~nrh <'ftnital. the can~ of which 
'ia11 hP.en tra!'f'.rl to the 11"6 of cider aifulter· 
ated in the follo"°ing manner. It has bttn 
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ACTION OF MF..DICINE, Is~. 489 

found that unprincipled brewers used wine nicotina, ou the heart, through their influ
of ,·ery dark colour, coming from the south rnce probtibly on the gauglionic nenes.
of Fran<.:e, to make cider, by first taking off It was formerly suppot.ed that the ei;sential 
the colouring matter with 11cetate of lead. oil of bitter lllmonds was poisonous, from 
and then causing the fluid to ferment by its influence on the nerves; if such we1e 
the ad,lition <1f rotten apples. They then the fact, it would prove a ,·ery striking ex
contri ve to produce, bv adding a great deal c.-eption to the rttle which we have found 
of water, a clear, pungent, frothy beverage. to hold good in so many cases; Wohler and 
pleasant both to the eye aml the taste, aud Frerichs have shown. that when entirely 
which bore a striking resemb!an<.:e to good freed from prussic ac.id its effects are pet· 
cider. This compouml had of late been in fectly harmless. 
great request, and its ii~ etrec.ts ~re '!till no· .we els? find that ~here are bod~es. in the 
ticetl, the symptom~ bemg pnnc1pally vom· mmeral kmgdom which produce sumlar ef
iting, unconquorable constipation, colic, fects, among which the most saiking exam
leaden hue of the skin, convulsi,·e move- pies are seen in the metals, arsenic and an
meuts. impending paralysis, and the char· 1imony; and in others, in a more or less 
.acteristic blue liue of the 11;ums. The gov· degree. The same may also be said of 
ernment have, throu~h the Committee of phosphorus itself, when gh·en in an unox
H~giene, instituted :he most &ellrching in· idized form; a_nd ~erhaps, also, of ammonia. 
qu11ies on the subJect."-All43 (London When cons1denng the nature of the ele-
Newspaper), July 24, 18:>2. mentary substances in our intoductory lec

tures, you will remember that we arranged 
them in certain groups and stated, at the 
timf', that the elements in each group how-

ACTION OF MEDICl:NES WHICH IN. ever, unlike in physical conditions. yet pos-
FLUENCK THE NERVOUS SY:>TEM. sessed properties which. in a chemical point 

BY DR. A. B. GARROD, 

We have see that tht> composition of the 
nen·ous ti~sues differ remark11 bl y from 'hll t 
of other textures, in containing a large 
amount ot phosphorized fatty matter which 
ban• bctm named cerebrin and phosphonSE>d 
oil; that is, fats having phO!lphorus, in an 
unoxnlized condition, entering into their 
constitution, in the ~ame manner that iron 
forms an essential elem1>11t of hremetosine. 
or the blood pigment. \Ve have found also, 
that, according to Dr. Bence Jones, tht> 
eleminntion of the phosphate~ is increased 
in acute inflammation of the brain. the ex · 
cess in these cases doubtless arisin11; from 
the increased · waste of the phosphori$ecl 
fats; and the conversion of the phosphornF 
into phosphoric acid. The~e facts Cl'rtain· 
ly inclicale that phosphorus forms an im · 
portent element of the nervous svstem.
On reviewing the remedies which appear 
to ha,·e a direct influence on different por
tions of the nervous c.-entres, we flnrl that 
the most prominent among them are cer
tain principles derived from the 'l'egetal·IP 
kingdom-viz., the vegetable alkeloids
borlies. All of which contain nitrogtn ir• 
their com1•n<;ition. wi1h 1he exce11tion, per 
haps. of ricrotoxia; but even this require· 
confirmatinn. The pRrts of the nevou~ 
s~·stem upon which the action of th!>.!'" 
principles is directed ditrn consirlerably
some. as morphia, anti codeia, arting on th1 
brnin; oih1m;, as str:vchnia. brucia. etc., o 
the spinal cord; others, again, as digitalia, 

of view, brought them in 'l°ery clofe rela· 
tion to each 01her. One of those cla~tts 
consi~ted of aroenic, antimony. pho!'phorus 
and nitrogen, ell'ments ,·ery nearly allied to, 
and frequently having the power of l'l'plac
ing. one another in compounds. Hence, 
then, we find that the 1rnbstances which 
ha,·e the power of acting most powerfully 
on the nen·ous i;vstem ere thoFe which con
tain in their composition arsenic, antimo· 
ny, nitroi:en, and also phosphorus. The 
first two elements aprear to operate when 
administered in any state of combination, 
provi<led they are absorbed into the bloorl; 
the two latterrtquire to be in certain pecu. 
liar states, as they are themseh·es norn1al 
constituents of the animal bor'ly; and with 
regard to nitrogen, different amoun:s of this 
element and the different i:tn tes in which 
it exists, appear to endow it with different 
propel'ties. That different methods of com. 
liination of the elements influence 11.rea1ly 
the etrectti of a substance on the economy 
is beautifully exen•plified in the action of 
1 he clitrerent cyanides; ferrocyanitle of po
ias>'inm (the common prus;iate) heing 
harmless. whereas when heated to redness 
in a dosed ,.e!'sel, it is con,·erted into a 
most deadly poioon, from the change of the 
rnroc1·aniade into the simple ryanierle of 
notasi:inm. Again, wf' ran trace i;till fur
•her analogies betwt>en these different Ct're
bro-spinan•s; thus, quinia, f'Ontaininit ni
rro~en . has its propertits ntarly approache:l 
hv ar1<enic: anrl antimony. in its power of 
sub<luinit VBFcular action, appP!lrs not l'nr't' 
unlike the active principle of digitalis. Of 
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LEGITIMACY, PERIOD OF GEST.\TION, ETC'. 

course we only wish these remarks to be ly returne1\. He had found, howenr. that 
considered as purely hypothetical; but still this agent did not succeed in a ca~ of~ 
it is interesting to notice any circumstences moral hernia, to which he had been ca:~ed.. 
which seem to throw the slightest glimpse in a lady. The gut had been down f~ 
of light on the action of any the1apeutic twenty-four hours, and signs of perit<>ni-i1 
agents.-London Lancllt, Dec. 18!'>2. were present. Chloroform Wlls admini!'t!r· 

ed. but it took no effect. The operatioa 
was performed; the patient reco~ered. 

"Mr. Pilcher had had no personal el:'lf" 
LEGITIMACY, PERIOD OF GESTA- rieuce in the matter, but he had ~ar:I of 

TION. the successfal use of chloroform in~~ 
Vice-Chancellor's Court (England), Feb. ca!'e~ of hernia which bad bePn bwugh: " 

St. George's Hospital to be operated up1' 
-Medical Gautte, Feb. lS.19. 

JS, 18:'>2. Dyson ~ Dyson. Bill fifed bv 
infant claiming to be the child of G. W. 
Dyson, one of _the def~ndan!s, and as such 
child to be entitled to cer:arn real ancl per· 
scuel estate, subject to his father's estate USE OF CHLOROFORM IN HIC'Cl'f. 
therei11. It was alleged by all the defend- In the case of a gentleman, forty-&:x 
ants that though the plaintiff was born in years of age, of weak consti tutioo, and bip. 
wedlock, 'he was not the child of G. \V. ly nervous temperament, M. IA tour em
Dyson. It was pro,·~d '.hat G. \V. Dyson ployed chloroform during a ""ery senre at
left bis wife in Madena, 111 February", 18-19; tack. which had lasted ri.uring three bouis. 
that she returnee\ to Eng.l~nt! in August fol- the convulsions of the diaphragm occurri~ 
lowing; and that the plamlllf was born °11 at intervals of six or eight seconds. A bot
the 8th of January, 18~0. tie containing chloroform w:is applied :~ 

Hare for the plaintiff. read e'"irlence of the nostrils, and remo,·erl after a few io;pi· 
="er•l '111e1\ic:al witne~ses, cle11ol'i11g to the · h · I ~· u ra11011s. At t e first remo,·a , a tempon-
possibility of the ~eriod of ~es tat ion bt•in~ ry ce:iSation was produced, and three appli· 
protracted ~o a period of 330 or e."en 336 cotions of the chloroform bottle entirelr 
rlavs, ancl c1 te<l a case, when• 8 foreign court put a stop to the paroxysm. L' Union~ 
hall d1·creed a child born 333 days after ac- icale, Dec. 184.7. 
cess 10 be legitimate. 

JV. llf. Janw> a11d Nugent, for defendants, 
not ca lied on. 

The Vice-Chanetllor referred to the Gard
ner Peernge case, where a period nof non- IN THE BODY OF A PERSON DYING OF KD

DETECTION OF MERCURY 

CURIAL CACHf.4Y. 

BY M. OORUP-BU!lNEZ. 

The subject ·wa;; a woman, who, for t wtl· 
ty-five yeurs, was lahoriously engag<"rl ia 
sihering looking glasses; but who. from 
the convulsi,·e tremors that we~ iuducrd, 
hacl been llbliged to desist from her occupa· 
tion for a year prior to her death. 

The chemical m:ults obtained by folloY· 
ing the processes of Frei;enius and Bibo 

USE OF CHLOROFORM JN STRAN· wne u follows: The lungs and he.art gne 
GULATED HERNIA. no trace of mercury, a ,·ery small quantity 

was detectecl in the lh·er, and none in tt.ll 

ai:cesil considl'rably shorter than vG3 day~ 
had been held by the Honse of Lords to be 
<lei:i-i'"e against the legitimacy of the child. 
an<l saicl tie could not make a decree u~n 
the pr.,;;eot e~icl~n~ in fa,·.or of the plain
tiff. But plarnt1fi was.ent1 tl;-d to a1~ issue. 
Plaintiffs counsel ref1mng this. the bill wai:: 
dism iss•!<l.-Lrgal Eram. and lour. of ."tfcd. 
JurUipr1uJ.enu, No. 7. 

At a meeting of the Lonclon Medical So- bi!~. A doubtful precipitate was thrown 
ciety Mr. Hancock stateil: •·that he had down upon the gold plate by the brain. 
lately founcl chloroform of great service in while the spinal colu~n pre~nted no tra-
11 case of strangulated inguinal hernia. He ces. That any remams of 1t should be 
was called lately to operate on a man suf- found after a year is remarkable; and ii 
fering from a large inguinal hernia; al\ the confirmatory of other facts, pro"'in~ how 
usual means with the taxis had been em- long certain metals, ll. g. antimon\", may 
ployetl without any good result .• He found, be retained in the economy. That the liT· 
on handling the tumor even m ~ gentle er was the only organ in which it could 
manner, that the man was put rnto the then be detected, confirms the doctrine that 
greatest pain. He suggested the 1;1se of metalic poisons ate usually found lon~t 
chloroform. It was emp~oyed, and in less in that organ.-Chtm. Ga2., Nov. lrt, ·~ 
than five minutes the henna was complete- from Buchner'a Rllpertorium. [ 
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AGASSIZ ON THE RACES OF MAN. 491 

nations, with different languages. The 
AGASSIZ ON THE RACF.S OF MAN. Teutonic Branch, including the German, 

W · th r ll · f th Bo t Dutch, En~lish, Dlanish, &c.; the Sclavo-e give e 10 O\Vlllg rom e s on · b · l d be R · p 1 
Tra ,·eler's report of Agassiz's lectures, de- man ranc ' mc u ing t uss1ans, o es, 
livered at Lowell, Massachusetts: &c.; eac:h have a nationality and language 

peculiar to thf'meelvea. But they all have 
"We next come to the geographical dis- a feature iu common, viz: a noble expres

tribution of the races of man; and hf're sion of the face, above that of oll other 
we must leave out of consideration all ques- races. a mirror of the innermost mo"rement8 
tion as to the .unity of the r&Ct's. Profes- of the soul; and it is this bran<·b, also. 
aor Agas&iz is conscious that his views, on which is C.ipable of the highest degree of 
some points. are not generally received; civilization. 
"nd he fully re:ilpects the moth·es which "The Indians of North America are a 
make the views of others almost sacred to distinct race, (on this J>C?int Prof. Agassis 
them. He hopes that his views will be re· disagrees with Dr. P1ckMing,) difieri11g 
oeived in the samti spirit as he represents from the races of the Old World, as the in
them, viz: in the effort to arrhe at truth. lerior animals of North America differ in 

"We will first study the limits of the species from thoc;e of the Old World. It 
range of each race on the different con ti- is only within a few years that the animals 
nents. and must con~equenUy eliminate ev- of North America have been considered not 
ery element depending upon migration, as to be identical with those of Europe. The 
the yresent American races. We art! to aboriginal Indian race is identical, from the· 
consider the primitive location of the races, Arctic regions to Terre dei Fuego, the only 
that is. the distribution of man as recogniz- dilferen<-e being one of tribes, not of races. 
ed by the earliest traditions. The question The•e tribes are di•ided into an infinite
ia, where the races were originally placed, number of small tribts, a fact perfectly in 
rather than what are the m0tlern changes in accordance with the distribution of the in-
tlleir distribution. ferior animals upon this continent. 

"Africa has one characteristic race-the "We have aien that a great mountain: 
negro. But the interi(lr of the great desert, chain, extending from the Canadas to Pata. 
Nubia, end Abyssinia, have races different gonia, connects North and South America, 
from the negro. The Hottentot lives at the and produces a certain uniformity in their 
South, and the Weslern shores ha,·e their faunas; that their faunas are subdued into 
peculiar tribes. It was possible, even, du- tho~e of the Pampas, the Antilles, th~ An· 
ring his recent visit to the Southern States, des, the Southern Stales, the Middle States, 
to recognire among the negroee those be- the Canadas, the table lands west of the -
longing to these several African tribes. States, and those of Oregon and Californa. 

"In the East Indies, are three distinct "The first race to be considered is one , 
species-the Malay, Telingen, and Negril- peculiar to the Arctic regions; a race dif
lo, (like the negro, only dwarfish.) The fering much from any inhabiting the tern
.Australian is a tribe peculiar to that coun- perate zone, and still more from those of 
try. The features are those of the negro, the tropics. This race comprises the Es
but the hair is straight and flowing. The quimaux of this continent, the Laplandtrs. 
inhabitants of Madagascar are a peculiar of Europe, and the Samoydesof Asia. They 
tribe, but our information concerning them are all characteri:red by a broad face, short 
is scanty. They are not negrOf'.s; but re- in its vertical diameter. a low forehead, and: 
aemble more the inhabitants of the Sand· great length of body, when compared with 
wicb Islands. the shortness of the legs. For more mi· 

"With these facts before us, we can as- nute descriptions the works of Pickering. 
sert, that there is a law of distribution of and Pritchard must be consulted. The dis
the human race, as well as of the inferior tribution of these races correspond very 
races, and that these lall's are in accordance nearly to the zoological regions of the north. 
with each other." "The races of the temperate zones are· 
In the eame manner the aborigines are sub- three. The Mongolians in Asia, the whites 
divided into a large number of small tribes, in Europe, and the Abrogines in America : 
which are circumscribed within narrow and it is remarkable, also, that these races 
limits. They form no great nations, as do occupy the same territories as the faunes., 
Chinese, Tartars, and Japanese of the Esst. In Asia, has been described the terrestial 

"The Caucasian race is widely distribu· Japanese fauna, the inaular Japaneee faun .. 
ted, and divided into many nations. Those the Chinese fauna, and the fauna of t!Mt 
inhabiting the ea.stem part of Africa, the Caspian regions, intermediate to that of Bu· 
northern part of Arabia, Mesopotamia, rope and Asia. Inhabiting preciselr the 
Asia Minor, etc., all constitute different same countriea are the Japanese, Chinese, 

TBJH 1Dura-110L. 11.-s and Turks. 
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492 DISCOVERY OF EMBALMED BODIES. 

the body of Audrey, Countess of Cbicbea
DISCOVERY OF EMBALMED BODIF.S. ter, J652; another the body of Lady Au-

drey Leigh, their daughter, 1640; and the 
A writer in the London Notu and Qut· fourth the body of Sir John Amlerson, 60ll 

riu furnishes the following interesting ac- of Lady Chichester by her first !Jusband. 
counts. We opened the coffin of Lady Audrey 

. . Leigh, and. found h.:r I_>erfectly ernbalm_ed 
~ few weeks ago, m clearing out t~e and in entire preservat10.n, her fletoh qutte 

rums of an old chapel at Nuneham ~18, plump. as if she were ah,·e, her face Tery 
in Warwickshire, which had be.en pul1ed beautiful, and her bands exceedingly small 
down, all but the belfry-tower, forty years and not wasted. She was dressed iu fine 
since, we thought it necessary to trench the linen trimmed all over with point lace, and 
whole space that we might more certainly two ;o,vs of lace flat across her forehead. 
mark out the boundaries of the building, as She looked exactly as if she were lying 
we wish to restore it in some measure to asleep, and seemed not more than sixteen 
its former estate. It had been uet".d as a or se,·enteen years old; her beauty was very 
stack yard, and a depository for _rub~ish by great, even her eyP.·lashes and eye-brows 
the tenants of the farm on which 1t was were quite perfect, and her eyes were clCISed, 
ever since in dilapidation. We began to no part of her face or figure was at all fall· 
trem·b at the west end, and came on a great en in. We also opened Lad.r Chichester's 
rnanv bones and skeletons, from which the coffin, but with her the embalming bad ap
coffins had crumbled away, till finding the parently failed, she was a skel~too, though 
earth had been moved, we went deeper and the coffin was full of aromatic leaves. Her 
discovered a leaden coffin quite perfect, hair, howevt>r, was as fresh as if she livf4; 
without date or inscription of any kind. it was long, thick, and as soft and glossy 
There had been an outer wooden coffin, as that of a child, and of a perfect auburn 
which was decayed; quantities of the black color. 
rotted wood were all around it. We cut . "d f b the 
the lead and folded back the top 110 88 not In trenching on one si e o w ere 

· od, ffi altar had been we found another leaden to destroy it; bent>.ath was a wo en co n, ffi . h '· 1· ti""n It cont•i"ned • od · · d I "th t co n wll an iuscr v u • ~n go. _preservation, an a so w1 ou any the body of a Dame Marie, daughter to Loni. 
inscription. Chancellor Brackley. This body was also 

As soon as the lead~n top wa~ rolled quite perfect, and embalmed principa_lly 
back. a most overpowering aromallc smell with a very small cotrt!e-colored seed, w1~ 
diffused itself all over the place. We then which the coffin was nearly filled. and It 
unfastened the inner coffin and found the also had so pvwerful a perfume that it tilled 
borly of a man embalmed with g~at care, the whole plac.-e. The line~, ribbon, e~c., 
and heaps of rosemary and aromatic leaves were quite strong and goo1l m all these ID· 
piled over him. On examining the body stances, and remained so after exposure to 
more closely, we found it had been behead- the air. We kept a piece out of each coffin, 
ed. The head was separately wrapped up and bad it washed without its being at all 
in linen, ancl the linen 11hirt which covered destroyed. Youn~ Lady Audrey had ear· 
the hotly was drawn quite over the neck rings in her ears, black enameled serpt'nts. 
where the head bad been cut off. The head The iierfume of the herbs 1md gums used in 
was laid strai11,ht with the body, and where embalming them was so sickening, that we 
the joining of the neck and head should were all ii\ after inhaling it, and most of 
have been, it was tied round with a broad the men employed in digging up the coffi~ 
black ribbon. His hands were crossed on were ill also. My object in sending this 
'his breast, the wrists were tied with black account is, if possible, to discover who the 
•ribbon, and the thumbs were tied together beheaded man WIJS. The chapel is on the 
with black ribbon. He had a peaked beard estate of Lord John Scoft, who inherited 
and a quantity of long brown hair, curled, it from his paternal grandmother, the Duch· 
ana clotted with blood, round bis neck. ess of Buccleuch, daughter of the Duke o( 
The only mark on anything about him was Montague, into whose family Nune~m 
o~ tlu~ linen on his chest, ju.st above where Regis and other poases;~ons of 'Yarw1ck· 
'hudianrl!' were crossed; on it were the let- shire came by the marriage of his grand· 
ters "T. B." worked in silk. father with the daughter of LordDuru:mQJe, 

On trenching toward the chancel, we Earl of Chichester. 
came on four leaden coffins laid side by 
aide, with insc1iptions on each; one con-
•tatm•d the body of Francis, :Earl of Chiches-
.ter, ancl Lord Dunsmore, 1~3; the next 
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PROF AGATION OF FISH.-lNTUSSUSCEPTION, &C. 493 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF FlSH. despaired of affording re:i (' f by the ordinary 
remedies. If it shall seem to you to have 

The Perth correspondent of a Glasgow 
paper thus describes the hatching of fish 
in the Tav:-

sufficient merit, it may, I erltars. by gidng 
it publicity in your journal, mcluce other 
members of the profession to give il a trial. 
During the last fifteen ) ears, several cases 
of this complaint have come under my ob--

We were furnished rith ova nearly senation, most of which terminated fatally. 
chipped, and by means of a glass vessel The various retr'edies 11' commended were 
filled with water,aml a fow worsted threads applied; among them th<' long elastic tube, 
acting as a syphon, enabling us to keep up for the purpose of thro\' ing fluids high up 
a constant supply of fresh water, we were into the bowels, with tlie hope of distend
gratified by ob.-erving the little creature ing them so that the nginated folds of the 
bursting the shell. As in the hen chick intestine might be drawn out. In some in· 
the head is the first part freed, and after a stances, at least , its use appeared to be pro
few struggle,; the shell is entirely thrown ductive of mischief, from passing through 
off. The appearance of the fish at this the constrict.t'd part of the intestines, BO 
stage of its being is very interesting. What that the fluid injected \\BS lodgPd in the 
is to be the future fish is a mere hne with a pouch or sack e:usting ab.1ve the point of 
large bead, ha\·ing very promnient and large obstruction; to effectually increase the dis
eyes. Along the belly of the fish. from the tension alrrady existing thew; for, when 
gill dowmvards, is suspended a beg of a the tube was withdrawn, no fluid was re
heart shape, and out of all proportion to turned, and the distension was increased 
the size of the fish. The bag contains thr without having the elfr~·t to remove the 
heart, etc., part of the yolk of the egg (for difficulty. Injections administered by the 
still nourishing the fish,) and is composed common eyringe were returi.ed immediately, 
of a very delicate and quite transparent even while ghing them, and had no effect to 
membrane. Blood-vessels are spread like distend the lower bowel so as to aid in 
net-work over its surface, and the crimson oYercoming the obstruction, and the con
tiuge of the blood gh·es the fry a reddish dusion arrived at was, that adhesions ex
appearance. Every pulsation may be seen, isted between the folds of the invaginated 
and the small pectoral fins which are con· parts of the bowel, and the obstructiuu wu 
stautly iu motion. The yolk remaining in Jrremediable. 
this bag is gradually absorbed , but we can· Circumstances which occurred to me, 
not Eay yet how many days elapse f1om the disposed me think that these adhesions do 
chipping of the shell till this takes place, not take place so earlv. or so frequently, as 
but we shall know in a few clays. The many are disposed to believe. About three 
little c~ture is very .nimb.!e, but, .ow_ing years ago, a case of this kind occurred in 
to the size ~f the bag, it swims on 1t side. my practice, and for several days all the 
'W_e ~n eas1lY; see from .the. helplessness ?f appliances which had been recommended 
th~s little a~1mal . how tt is preyed ~m, in had been used to overcome the obstruction, 
this stage of its existence, by the fish ID the but without avail. There was a circum
river, and even by its own speci~s . . In scribed spot, to the left of the umbilicU8, 
France, the ova has ~n hatched ID sixty and a little below it, which was painful; 
days, but at Perth, O\VIDg to the water be- there was considerable distension of the 
ing kept at e ven temperature, it has taken abdomen, with a sensation of soreness 
ph1ce rn fifty days. across, but which di1l not amount to pain 

(being what is called in this country" mia
ery. ) Twice in this case the long tube was 

REMEDY FOR INTUSSUSCEPTION OF used, and injections thrown high up into 
THE BOWKI..S. the bowels, which, however, did not rerurn 

upon the withdrawal of the tube, but added 
BY A. 8. BALDWIN, M.D., OF JACKSONVILLE, to the swelling preTiously existing abo•e 

FLORIDA., the point of obstruction. I was apprehen
she that adhesion had bv this time taken 

Having recently reen in the medical pe- place, and as I c'espaired of relief by the 
riodicals, several reports of poat-mortem ordinary metho(ls, and the patient had ar
examinations, in cases of intussusception of ranged his temporal affairs and ghen him
the bowels, I am induced to send you an self up to die , I determined to distend the 
account of 11 rather simple, but what ap- lower bowels, to their utmost capacity. by 
J>Mlred to me a very effer.tu11I remedy for the injection of warm water. 
this complaint, in a case which came under An ivory tube, having a shield aro11t1il it 
my care about four years ago, when l had was introduced and passed up until the 
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494 RAPID CURE OF THE ITCH. 

sh~eld was pressed up against the sphincter lii:st thoroughly ru~bed for half an hour 
am, a cloth was wrapped around' this and with soft-IOap, which has the effect of 
pressed up firmly; the tube was now con- breaking up some of the furrows in which. 
nec.ted by an elast_ic tube with the pump, the acari are lodged. A ~pid bath is next 
which was placed ma wash-basin of wrtrm employed for one hour, m order to soften 
water, which was slowly injected into the the epidermis, the patient continuing to 
bowels, pressure being kept uf to pm·ent wash himself well while in it. Finally, the 
its return. Another basm o ,vater was patients rub each other thoroughly for half 
brought, half of which was thrown up an hour over the entire surface with the 
The abdomen was, of course, much distend: sulphur ointment (lard 8 parts, sulphur 2, 
ed by this quantity of fluid and consider- subc. potass l}, and the itch is cured. The 
able rumbling and comm?ti~n of the bow- various sec.ondary e!uptions, forme!lY con
els were produced, the pam at the point of founded with the itch, may require Eev
obstruction was for a moment acute caus- era! days for their dispersion, by means of 
ing the patient to cry out. The p:essure simple baths. In 4 only out of 400 cases 
and tube were removed, and we found he so treated, have relapses occurred, and 144 
had the power to retain the injection until cases out of 14:'> occurring in June were so 
be could be helped to the chair, when about cured. In this way, the disease spreads by 
five quarts of the injection was passed. contagion much less than heretofore, when 
becoming faint, he was laid upon the bed'. the 1!9tients. h~d t.o wait unti~ they could 
and brandy and water administered. be oblam adm1ss10n mto the hospital. 
soon rallied, and passed as much ~ore In a recent paper, however, M. DEvnonc 
colored by fecal matter; soon after, a copi'. expres<res an .opinion that this rapid cun; of 
ous and regular, but very offensive stool a disease which bus often been long pennst
was had, in which the oil, taken several ~nt, is a practice not to be followed, as be
days before, could be distinguished. After mg dangerous to present or future health. 
this, he had no further difficulty, except de- In coertain forms of itch, the secretion ia 
bility, and a sensation of soreness at the abundant, and when the disease bas betn 
point of obstruction, which lasted for a few mistaken, this may increase, so as to form 
days, when he returned to his work that of a kind of purulent emunctory not to be at 
a carriage-maker, and up to the' present once destroyed with impunity. It is prob
time he has had no return of the complaint .. able that some of the internal abscesses, 
Since that time, I have not bad so severe a which have been observed in cases of this 
case of this complaint, but in eve.iy case disease, have arisen from its repercussion; 
which shows a disposition to be obstinate and certainly in no other form of pustular 
I resort to this mode of injection, with uni.' eruption would the practitioner thus act. 
form and immediate success. Perhat>s some The itching or pruritus which is pro
of these would have been as obstmate as duced is not an entirely indifferent mat
the one above detailed, if the former mode ter, and the habit of nocturnal scratching 
of treatment had been pursued· but I am must not be suddenly suppressed. E'"en 
fully impressed with the beli~f that, had when pedicular disease or prurigo is sud
tbis remedy been used with those cases denly arrested, dangerous pulmonary con
which bad proved fatal, some of them at gestion sometimes occurs, requiring active 
least, might have been saved. The ca~ in rubefacients, although here little or no se
whicb I first tried it was an unpromising creti?n ~as been suppressed. A singlf' ~n
one, on account of the long time which tie friction suffices to destroy the contagious 
had elapsed since the attack before the property,and it is hest to complete the cure 
remedy ~as used, sufficient for adhesive in- by repeatin15 such for fi':e or SIX. da.ys, t~an 
flammat1on to have a~lutinated the folds to run the nsk, by loo violent friction wtth 
of intestine involved m the intussuscep- very strong ointments, of producing the 
tion.-Am.er. Juur. Mr.4. Sci., Oct.18:'>2. too sudden repreesion, or of exciting nri-

ous forms of eczematous or lichenoid erup
tions, which are sometimes more difficult 
to cure than the original dil!ease, especially 

RAPID CURE OF Tll among the working classes, who are so apt 
E ITCH. to neglect the condition oftbeirskin.-Brit. 

M. HARDT states that by the modifica- and For. Mtd. Chir. ReTJ., from L'rlrlilnt 
tion which he bas introduced into the mode Med., l&>l, No. 9:'>. 
of treating the itch at St. Louis, he is now 
enabled to definitively cure a patient in 
t100 hours, so that it is in contemplation to 
treat all patitnts suffering under this dis-
ew;e as out-patients. : The entire body is 
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AC'flON OF THE GASTRIC FLUID ON THE STOMACH. 49~ 

ACTION OF THE GASTRIC FLUID clushely that this. is not the case. Last 
N week, he brought mto the lecture room a 

0 THE STOMACH. dog with a gastric fistula, and introduciug 
After stating the important ingredients a glass tube !dracted a small quantity of 

of this, in the stomach (of a dog). viz. 1.9r> gastric fluid. with which he inoculated a 
of lactic and muriatic acids, in 1000 parts, sparrow, by prickmg it into a fresh wound 
the ferment, i. e. the organic matters held into the thigh. This experiment was merely 
in solution in the water, which bas been preliminary, nnd intended to show that the 
known by the name of 'pepsin,' Dr. Dalton gastric fluid alone is not noxious. In effect, 
proceeds to derive: "The active principle, the sparrow appeared to suffer no inconve
then. of the fluid is an organic substance, nience from the operation. Bernnrd then 
similar in its mode of action to the ferment, introduced into the .stomach of the dog 
and which it is necessary should be dis· about ten grains of the Woorara poison 
solved in acidulated fluid. When these {dried extract), and allowed it to remain. 
two essential ingredients, the organic prin· Between seven and eight minutes after
ciple and the acid, are both present, tht: wards, another qnantity of gastric fluid was 
gastric fluid has the property of dissolving taken from the dog's stomach, and a second 
the albumiooid and gelatinary matters, but sparrow, of the same size and appearance 
all other alimentary substances,amylaceous, as the first, inoculated with it, and at the 
fatty, and saccharine, are entirely unaffected end of two minutes the bird was dead. 
by it. Notwithstanding, the dog, as well as the first 

"Now comes an exceedingly interesting sparrow, remained perfectly unharmed. 
and puzzling question. How is it that It is proved. therefore, that these poisons 
this fluid, which dissolves muacular fibre. are not destroyed by the gastric fluid, but 
mucous membrane, cellular tissue, etc., are simply dissohed in it, and retain their 
etc., does not attack the walls of the stom- activity, and that it is possible for an ani· 
ach itself in which it is contained? How mal to have in its stomach, without suffer
is it possible for a fluid, destructive of al bu· ing any harm, a poison, which. if introdu
minoid substances, to be contained in an ced into the circulation, would be fatal in 
organ which is itself composad almost en· a few seconds. Now for the reasons why 
tirely of albuminoid tissues? This diffi· thest. substances are not absorbed, and con
culty has usually been explained by refer- sequently do not prove injurious. M. Ber· 
ring to the vitality of the tisaues of the nard considers the stomach as defended 
stomach, by which they are rendered capa- from their action simply from their mucus 
ble of resisting the chemical influence of which covers their internal surface, in pre
the sol vent; in the same manner as we cisely the ea me manner as the skin is de
know that the living body resists the ex- fended by its epidermis. The Woorera 
tremes of heat and cold, while, after death, cannot penetrate the epidermis, and conse
it immediately takes the temperature of the ctuently is not absorbed when held in the 
the surronndin~ atmosphere. M. Bernard, band. Neither can it penetrate the mucus 
howeve?, explams the matter in a very dif· of the stomach, and is, therefore, innocu
ferent way. According to him, the gastric ous when swallowed. To exert a poison
fluid resembled, in its mode of action, not ous action, it must be introduced into the 
only the ferments, but also a large class of cirt·ulation. 
poisonous substances, such as the venom of According to Bernard, the gastric fluid, 
serpents. the vaccine virus, the Woorara also, to exert its solvent power, must be 
poison, etc., which are exceedmgly active abaorbable by the substances with which it 
when introduced into the circulatiou, but is placed in contact, and, like the Woorara 
still may be taken into the stoma< h with is prevented from attacking the walls of 
impunity. It is now some y!'.lrs since M. the stomach by the mucus which covers its 
Bernard unclertook a series of experiments. surface. But there is still a greater iliffi
for the purpose of ai;certaining. if possible. culty remaining. ''iz: that as the gastric 
the reason of this singular peculiarity, and fluid is secreted by the mucus membrane of 
the conclusion at which he arrived was that the stomach, it must necessarily be in con
these poisons had no effect when taken into tact with it when first produced. In order 
the stomach. simply because they 10ere not to reconcile this difficulty. we must recol· 
ab8orbed. The fact had been previously lect the manner in which Bernard consid
explained by supposing that the gastric el'll the gastric ftuid to be formed. 
fluid acts upon the virus and destroys im· There are two essential ingredients in 
mediately its noxious properties; that the the ~stric fluid, Tlz: the organic matter. 
poison is in fact digested and chemically the ferment called "pepsin," and the acid 
altered immediately upon entering thestom· flnid in which it is dissolved. There are 
ach. Bernard, however, shows most con· also two secretions in th~ stoma h, viz: 
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496 POISONOUS PLANTS OF THE ISTHMUS OF PANA.MA.. 

mucus, which is exuded from ·the surface of The first of these statements must be re: 
the mucus membrane, and the acid fluid, garded as fabulous, and the second be ie
whlch is secreted by the gastric tubules or ceived wilh a degree of modification. Some 
glandules. The layer of mucus is constant- people will bear the juice upon the snrfa<! 
ly being renewed, a fresh supply being of the body without being in the least a!
continually exuded from the surface of the fected by it, while others experient-e the 
stomach, and ~radually pushed further and utmost pain, the difference seemio~ to de. 
further from it by that which is secreted pend entirely upon a man's const1tutio11. 
afterward underneath . The secretion of Great caution. however, is required in pJ1>o 
the gastric tubules, when first produced, is tecting the eyes, for if the least drop enters 
simply acidulated fluid, incapable of digest- them, loss of sight and the most acute smart· 
ing alimentar7 substances. It does not ing for several days are the consequence.
contain any o the organic. This organic The smoke arising from the wood produas 
matter does not exist until the acid fluid a similar elfect. While surt"eyin~_ on tile 
has tra,·ersed nearly the whole thickness of coast of Darien, a boat'b crew of H. M. S. 
1he layer of mucus, and is consequently Herald was blinded for some days from 
separated from contact with the mucous having kindled a fire with the branches i 
membrane. The active principle of the this tree. Whenever the natives are alfect
gastric fluid is, in fact, simply the gastric ed bv the poison, they at once wash the ia· 
mucus which has become altered while jured part in salt water. This remedy ii 
mo,·ing from the surface of the stomach most efficacious, and as the manchineel is 
towards its cavity, which has lost, in the always confined to the edge of the oetaD, 

meantime, its visciditf, and become solu- of e~sy apelication. It has been sta•ed 
ble in the acid fluid. tis, then, very easy that the Indians of the isthmus dip the.it 
to understand ho'v th6 gastric fluid may be arrows in the juice of the manchuieel.
l!Bid to be secreted by the mucous mem- There are, however. various reasons for 
brane of the stomach, and yet never have doubting this assertion: First because tile 
been in contact with it. So certain is it poison is, like that of all euphorbiace«, n
that the active digestive principle is only tremely volatifo, and however virulent 
altered gastric mucus, that we may make when first procured, soon loses its power. 
an artificial digestive fluid by mixing the Secondly, because its effect, even wheu fresh, 
mucus of the stomach with acidulated wa- is by no means so strung as to cau!'e death 
ter. After a few days, when the mucus of the human beings, not even producing, 
begins to undergo a putrefactive change, it as has been stated. the slightest injury on 
looses its ''iscidity, dissolves in the water, some constitutions. The statements may, 
and the solution then exhibits all the di· therefore, be considered as an inaccuniCT, 
gestive properties of a true gastric fluid. It and it may rather be supposed that the In
may be considered, then, as almost demon dians, like those of Gu11ina, obtain their 
strated that the active principle of the gas- poison from tl.e two species of strychoos 
tric fluid and the altered mucus of the common throughout Panama and Darien. 
stomach are identical. "The fruit of the amancay is alone coo-

Such is the explanution of M. Bernard. sidered ''ery poisonous; but its dangerout 
-Prof. Dalton in Buffalo Mu!. and Surg. qualities have probably been OYerrated.
Journal. Thereisagentleman in Panama, "·ho. when 

a boy, ate of these fruits without experi
encing any oth1~r effect than mere griping. 

POISONOUS PLANTS OF THE ISTH- "The le.aves of the bala, or, as it is also 
MUS OF p &.NAMA. called, madera negra. are used to poison 11ts. 

(From the Botany of the Voyage of H. 
M. S. Herald, under the command of Capt. 
Kellet, R. N., during the years 184:'>-!'>l.
Bv BERTHOLD :SEEMAN, naturalist of the ex
pedition.)-"Th.: most dreaJed of the pois
onous plants are the amancay (thcvttia 
neruifolia), cojon del gato tluvetia nitida. 
De Cand.), man1.1oillo de playa (hippomane 
mancindla. ), tlo~is pond10 (datura aan
guinw ), and bala (gli11cidia maculata. 
Kuuth. It is said of the manchineel, that 
persons ha\'e died froin sleeping beneath its 
shade, and that its milky juice raises blis
ters on the skin which are difficult to heal. 

The datnra sanguienea appears to ha"e al
ways played, and still continues to play, a 
prominent part in thesupt>rstitions of trop
ical America. The Indians of Darien, u 
well as those of Choco, rrepare from its 
feed11 a decoction, which ts given to tbtir 
children to procure a state of excitement, in 
which they are supposed to posi:ei>S the row
er of dii:co,·ering gold. In any placi> wheie 
the unhappy patients hapjien to fall down 
digging is commenced, n11< as the soil near· 
ly everywh~re abounds with gold dnst, au 
amount of more or lesJ nlue i11 obtained. 
In ord~r to counteract the bad effect!' of this 
poison. some sourchi~a dtmaiz. a beer made 
of lndian corn, is administered." I 
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TO MATITIS ULCEROSO, ETC.-POISONING BY MUSHROOMS. 497 

STOMATITIS ULCEROSA JN CHILDREN n17tion with.scarlet fever. And, alone, it 
will accompltsh a cure, as some of the fol-

J?r· F. W: M~cKE!mi, in an interesting lowing cases sho~, alth~rngh less. spedily 
article on this disease (London Journal of than when combmed with the citrate of 
Mtdieine) says: iron and the local a11plication of dilute ni-

" These disea!leS are almost peculiar to tr1c acid. The latter remedy appears to 
the period of infancy and childhood; and have a remarkable influence in improTing 
u far as I barn obser'l"ed, occur rrincipally the character of the ulceration and arrest
in children who ha,·e been bad1y fed, are ing its progress. The sloughy, dirty, yel
exposed to atmospheric Ticissitudes, reaide lowiib appearance, which it generally pre
in unhealthy localiiies, or have been born sents, is soon changed for a florid, healthy, 
ofstrumous or syphiletic parents. That it granulating surface; and this result would 
is essentially a com·titutional affection, and appear to depmd upon the moderately
merely occasioned by bad air, endemic in- stimulating properties of the remedy, which 
fiuen~s, or unwholesome food, is, I think, 11~ not disproportionate to the exhausted 
certam; for I have known it to occur in ro- Tltal powers of the part." 
bust-looking children, who had been living 
in healthy, open situations, and well sup-
plied with good nourishment, and all the 
necessaries of life. In these cases, howev- POISONING BY MUSHROOMS. 
er, the disease wa11 almost in'fBriably found 
to have arisen from some local irritation, Dr. GouooT has published. in the Union 
such as that of a carious tooth: and, when Mdir.ale, the c11ees of se'l"en person!.' pois
protracted, to be connected with some la- onetl by them, and of whom three died. The 
tent scrofulous taint; whereas, in other mushrooms were fried in butter ancl eaten 
cases, it will ariEe in the absence of anv at supper, by a family of parents, children, 
local cause, and, eppa~ently, from nothing and a domestic. The qua.ntity c-c.nsu!lled 
else than a very deteriorated condition of by each was very n.uch ahke. The mght 
the health. passed quietly; but in the morning the 

"in the general man11gement of th68e grandfather was seized with 'l'omiting and 
cases, we are directE'd to employ, locally, purgin,g. from which, however, he recover
strong solutions of the mtrate ot silver or ed rapidly. The father, aged 38 years, wa11 
or the sulpl:ate of copper or zinc, with or similary aft'P.cted from morning till evening; 
without astringents. stimulating, or deter- but also recovered. On the contrary, the 
gent gargles, and to administer.at the 88me mother and two of the daughll'rs were not 
time, quinine, tonics. and a liberal diet. I sei7.ed untill twenty hours after eating the 
formerly followed these instruction;, close- mushrooms, and all of them died after six
ly, but some times with equivocal success. teen hours of suffering. Lastly, a fem11le 
and I am now, after repeated trials. dispos'. servant, aged 13 years, was not attacked 
ed to give the prefl'rence to the following until at the expiration of twenty-nine hours 
method of treatment. It consists in re- after the supper, and then, after vomiting, 
moving in the first place, any apparent purging, and c111mps, reco~ered rapidly. 
cause of irritation, such as a decayed The mother was the only person examin
tooth. ~hould it exist: and applying daily ed after death. There was a decomposition 
the dilutt'! nitric acid of the pharmacop- of the tissues, and abdominal viscera were 
mia to the whole of the ulcerated surfaces softened, am\ the odour from them was ex
by means of a spong~. or camel's-hair pen~ tremely fetid. 
cil; whilst, at the sa.me time, the sesqmcar- What is, howeTer, most remarkable, ie 
bonate of ammonia is given in full doees. that a seventh persou,aged 16 years, a!e, the 
combined with the citrate of iron. When ~ext day, mushrooms, at least hall in quan
the tongue is coau-d, and the al vine dischar- ttty of those that had served the family the 
ges are unhealthy, it is necessary to premise day previous. These, however, had lain in 
an emetic of lpecacuanha and squills, as water for an hour, and were then drained 
well as a purgative of calomel and 1hubarb. and pressed. In this condition they were 
It is also necessary that the patient should fried with butter and eaten. Diarrhea fol
be well supported b~· a nutritious diet, and lowed for several hou111, without any other 
an adequate allowance of malt liquor or dangerous effect. 
wine. Conclua'ion.-The above cases seem to 

"l will briefly ad(I, the employment of veriC... the opinion of Dr. Pouchet, of Rouen, 
ammonia in these cases was first suggested tbat, if mushrooms be for 10me time hoiled 
to me from observing its beneficial effects in water, their poi•oiwus principle will be 
in the ulcerative affections of the mouth destroyed or extracted.-Jovr. de Jltdicine 
and throat, which occur in children in con- et Chin&rgic, November, 1822. 
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A NEW ORGANIC BASE FROM ER
GOTIN. 

BY Da. F. L. WINCltLU, 

When ergotin, the watery extract of se
cale comutum, is distilled with caustic pot-

corroborates the above st.atemt-nt aa to its 
properties, and allu1les particularly to the 
powerful and enduring odour of herriog11. 
which it communicates to everything.
(Abridged)-.Annala of Pharmacy, May 
1&>2. from BucAnor'a llepertorit1m. 

ash, ammonia, and a volatile organic base, 
pass into the receher. I have arrived at CASE OF RUPTIJRE OF THE UTERUS. 
the conclusion that this alkaloid is identi-

BY J. L. PIERCE, 11.D, cal with propylamin, which is the product 
from the decomposition of narcotine by 
potush, and is also a constituent of the On the 10th of Deoember, 1831>, wbt-n I 
picklt- of herrings. Its odor is so peculiar, resided in Philadelphia, I was ~lied at one 
that I recognized it as being the same as o'clock, A. M., to a colored woman, in la
that produced from the latter source. bor with her second child. Tht: membranes 

Propylamin saturates acids completely, had ruptured at three o'clock the previous 
forming salts \vhich are mostly (except the afternoon, and when I entered the room I 
sulphate) eoluble in alcohol. These salts found the pains were ,·ery strong, but not 
smell strongly of fresh ergot. On the ad- of the character we term "bearing down." 
dition ot tincture ot iodine, the character- The os uteri was dilated to the size of a 
istic odor propylamin immediately dieap- half dollar piece, and I ascertained that it 
pears, and the mixture smells of iodine.- was a vertex prP.sentation, and that the an
When the neutral aqueous solution of sul- tero-posterior diameter of the pelvis wu 
phate of propylamin is evaporated in a wa- vuy much contBcted. After waiting two 
ter bath, the unbearable odor of herrings is hours, the head having advanced but little, 
evoh·ed; when the solution is sour, then it I endeavored to take a nap. In about an 
has the smell of ergot and all its reactions hour the ~roans of the patient had ceued, 
disappear. When this concentrated solu- and on going to her I was alarmed at the 
tion is distilled with caustic lime, without altered condition of things. She was • 
artificial heat being employed, pure propy- cold as death; in a profure perspiration; 
lamin passes into the receiver which smells the abdomen was exceedingly tendt-r; tbe 
of ammonia and all the reactions of this al- pulse imperceptible; and she was shaking 
kaloid then reappear. In consequence of violently. Upon making an examination 
these properties of the propylamtn, it ha-; per vaginum, I found that the head had re
heretofore been regarded as ammonia; but ceded so that it could not be touched, and 
I consider that it is the odorous principle there was an entire absence of pains.
of urine, sweat. and blood, and frequently Thinking to bring on a gradual return of 
the cause of the odour which nitrogenous them, I administered fi1·e grains of ergot 
substances emit when treated with alkaline every fifteen minutes for one hour, without 
solutions. effect. In this state of the case, I sent for 

The propylamin is to bl' considered as a my friend, Dr. J. K. Knorr, to confer with. 
conjugate of ammonia. From my former On his arrh·al, no favorable change having 
researches, I nm led to the conclusion that taken place, we concluded to consult Dr. 
this alkaioid exists, combined with an acid Janney, who immediately suggested the 
in ergot of rye, as it is present in the pickle prohability that a rupture of the uterus bad 
of herrings, but cannot be obtained by the taken place. On examination, Dr. J. found 
action of potash, as is the case with narco- that this suggestion was correct, and that 
tine. I have detected formic acid in ergot, the child had paf>&ed into the cavity of the 
which is probably combined with the pro- abdomen. He brought down the feet, and 
pylamin. It is not very difficult to deter- with great difficulty the body was deliver
mine whether the peculiar action of ergot ed.; but every effort to bring down the 
on the animal econom.., is due to the pres· bead by instruments, or otherwise, proved 
ence of this alkaloid,'because the neutral abortive, until at length it was severed 
salts are t1oluble in water, and may be read- from the body. After a long time speat 
ily administered. I have also reason to be· in fruitless endeavors. as a last rt>.sort the 
lieve that P.ropylamin is a constituent of brain was encuated, ancl then by means of 
cod-liver 011, because it combines readily the guarded crotchet and blunt hook, the 
with iodine, and moreo•er, the oil is a use· bead was extracted. The patient bore the 
ful agent to administer it with. operation with the greateEt fortitude-

Buchner, to whom Winckler has aubmit- scurcely a complaint escaped her lipa. Of 
ted specimens of propylamio and ita alta, coure, she was exhausted. We bad bor 
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placed in a comfortable position, and kept also to show the eft'ect which varioUB diets 
as quiet as po88ible. Some brandy waE and medicines have in restoring the blood, 
given immediately. and ten grains of carb. when depraved, to a healthy standard.
ammonia with twenty-five drops of aceta- Upon the ?eSult of these chemical facts 
ted tinct. of opium were administered eve- mainly has been built a theory which is un
ry half hour. The cold and pulseless state doubtedly 80 far correct, that it will never 
continued through the da} and most of the be uptoet, but may be vastly improved, in 
night. On the following morning, a slight a practical point, by careful experiments 
~ree of warmth was restored to the body, and observations. This book is not one to 
and by noon, to the elbows; but tlwo pulse be reviewed, for it ought to be read entire 
was still imperceptible. The abdomen by every practitioDf'r. But I will select a 
was exceedingly distended with flatus.- few passages as texts for some observations 
Frictions with ol. terebinth. and with of my own. In speaking of the cause, 
capsici were used from the time of her de- Mr. Bennet temarks, that "the circumstan
livery. Stimutants and opiates were used ces which precede the disease, clearlv indi
as freely as was deemed prudent. At 3 o'· cate imperfect digestion, and assimilation 
clock, P. M. her breathing became labored, as its true origin. Thus. phthisis is essen
and at about 7 o'clock in the evening she tially a disorder of childhood and youth; 
was released from her sufferings, thirty-four that is, of a period of life when nutrition 
hours after delivery had been effected. is directed to build up the tissues of the 

On the succeeding day, a poat-msrtem body." He goes on to Ay, that an adult, 
examination was made. The uterus was who has grown up robust, from free exer
found severed from the vagina on its ante- cise in the open air, and wholesome and 
rior portion, and the os uteri was torn on ~enerous diet, may have his diet diminished 
each side to the extent of se\'eral iuches. tn quantity and quality without inducing 
The uterus was scaroily at all contracted. phthisis; but if it is applied to children. it 
The antero-posterior diameter of the supe- 1s a common result. The proper way to 
rior strait measured three inches; but the treat consumption is to prevent it; end 
circumstance to which the rupture was to with our preEent knowleclge, this can be 
be attributed was the existence of a spinous done almost without fail. if the functions 
process upon the superior posterior portion of the stomach can be maintained. Look 
of the symphysia pubis, of about three- at the bills of mortality furnished by this 
quarters of an inch in length, terminating one disease, made up mostly of the young 
in a sharp point. The con;.tant and severe and beautiful, and of those at an interest
pre11ure of the fOJtus for so long a period ing period of life, when a young family is 
upon this process no doubt caueed the va- dependent upon them for support and mor
gma and uterus to give way. al guidance; anrl see what a vast field is 

open for the amelioration of human sulfer
ing. or rather for the prolongation of hu
man life. The diathesis is no doubt trans· 

OBSERVATIONS UPON TUBERCU • mitted to a certain extent from parent to 
LAR DISEASF.S. child, but this can in a greet measure be 

counteracted by propt'r management during 
BT WARREN STONE, H.D., PROF. OF IURGEllT, childhood and youth. Those who are 80 

iN TllE ux1vu11TY or LA. unfortunate as to labor undf'r a phthisical 
diathesis, scarcely ever think of O\'ercom-

A recent work by Hayes Bennet, entitled ing it in their offFpring by pursuing a course 
"Bennet on Pulmonary Tuberculosis," ex- calculated to render them robust, but on the 
plains very clf'4rly the principles upon contrary take great pains to prevent the de
which the present most approved method velopment of the du1eatoe, by the most del
of treatment of tubercular phthisis is foun- icate care. such as is calculated t.o impair 
ded, and the mode of operation of the the digestion anrl diminish the appetite: so 
pr~ncipal remedies rel~ upon. No one that, instead of strong. whol~some diet, 
will have the presumption to suprose that thev am onlv take such delicacies as please 
tbe pathology of.this disease is entirelvand a capricious 'palate, and the de,·elonement 
accurately explamed; fo r chemistry, how- of the di-seat an early period is the al
everexact it may be when applied to dead moat inevitatable consequence. The light. 
matter. must be more or lt'8S at fault when the sun. the free fresh air, is as essential to 
applied to matter under the influence of t~ child in his growth att to a plant, and 
the peculi.ar. organic. laws of the living ani· b~ the blessing of God, they are furnished 
ma!; but it is suftic1entlyaccurate to detect without cost. Those that inherit a phthis
the difference between the nrious constitu- ical diathesis have ~enetally a slender, deli
enta of the blood in health and diseue, and cate form, and a feeble muacular develop-
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ment, which can be almost entirely re.me· ciassitudes more frequently fall upon _die 
died by proper exercise during the period stomach and bowels, although all the 1m
of growth, and this same exercise serves to portant functions are liable to be disturbed, 
maintain a good appetite and digestion, and hence the importance of guatdiag 
which, with proper diet, comprising a due against it. 
proportion of plain dressed animal food, This, then, should be the course with 
wilt insure a robust frame in most cases. children, in order to counteract any heredit· 
The exercise should be such as is calculated ary diathesis, or to prevent its acquisitioa, 
to develope the che.st, so that it can receive and to establish a good substantial frame, 
with eai>e, under all circumstanCl'.s, suffi- capable of allowing full play to all its im
cient air for free decarbonimtion of the portent organs. This fhyskal train~ 
blood; for the imperfect performance of this F-hould take /recedence o all other. or at 
function favors the deposit of tubercle. least go ban iu hand with the cultivatioa 
If Ramage obtained great advantage. (as he of the mind, and if both cannot be bad, the 
undoubtedly did in many cases,) af1er the latter should give place to the former.
disease began to show itself, by the use of Those who have inherited the diathesia. 
his long tubes aml forced inspiration, how thould he put upon their guard, so that llleJ 
much more may reasonably he expected by may observe the first change that tals 
similar exercise while the chest is in its place in the series that occur and eod m 
growth. Another injurious system indul- consumption and death. While the mind 
gent and anxious parents fall into which is is free, the appetite and di~estioo ~ood and 
almost as injurious as want of exercise, con- everything is going on undisturbed, tuber
sists in dressing too warmly. This error des will not be deposited, but if anything 
in dress applies to adults as well as cbil· occurs to <lil'turb the system, the appetiie 
dren ; bec1rnse there may be a few days in is impaired, the skin begins to lose the but 
the course of the winter ,that may require of health and slight emaciation may be ob
a little extra clotbing for comfort, a ma- served without any sufficient cause appa
jority bundle up and swelter all the rest of rent. These caui;es whatever they may be, 
the time, with no other effect than to pre- whether moml aftlictions or physical c:aaar:s 
pare the system to take cold when a change that tend to disturb and depress the system, 
Ill the weather does take place. The trlie would, in a healthy. robust subject produce 
way to dress, is to wear jast enough to be slight indisp08ition only, that would dil
comfortable in ordinary weather and under- appear with the cause, but in one with the 
going the ordinary exercise, and make a pbthisis tubercular deposit.s would be the 
tPmporary addition, if there is a great l-Onsequence. It is the duty of the physi· 
chan~e of temperature, or if we are to sit ciao to adopt a proper course at the Tery 
or ride in tlie cold. No one can well take commencement of the general disturbance, 
a cold when awake and in action, and no and not wait uutil unmistakable signs of 
one who has not created a false unnatural phthisis make their appearance. l would 
state, by his habits and dress, cau we!l suf· not undertake to say -that c:od-liver oil is 
fer from the sense of feeling cold. Who always to be given, but there can be no 
does not know the ellect of going with bare I doubt that it more readily supplies the de· 
neck constantly in preventing or rather ficiencies in the blood than any Qther sub
avoidinit sore throat 7 What is tme of a I stance, and is more easily assimilated tbu 
part is true of the whole. We must accus- any other fatty substance; but this, to be 
tom ourselves to all these exposures and useful, must be properly assimilated, and 
slisdtt Yicissitudes which are so often una-1 many things may be given to improTe tht. 
voidable, and then, instead of hein~ injur- state of the stomach, and fa\·or t~ intro
ed by changes to a lower temperature. we I duction of the oil into the system. It is 
will derive manifest advanlagefrom its bra- hardly to be supposed that in this state of 
cing and stimulating effects. The error mat-assimilation, thett is uniformly but 
bas grown out of the idea that phthisis of- one deficiency in the blood. The prepara· 
ten or generally arises from colds or catarrhs. t ions of iron have often a good effect upoa 
If tubercles already exist in the lungs, there the stomach in improTing digestion, and 
ran be no doubt but a ca•arrh may aid ma· also upon the bloo,l which is often defi· 
terially in developing phthisis, or advancing cient in coloring matter. A physician ia 
it. but it has nothing to do with the deposit the West, Dr. McDowell. made phthisis a 
of the tubercles, any more than if the elTect speciality, and gained some celebrity in ill 
of cold hacl been thrown upon the gastro- treatment before cod-!iTer oil was in use. 
inU-.stinal surface. The truth is, that in In addition to a generous diet. be relied 
this unatural. artificial, delicate, suecepti· mainly upon iron, amt I think the flolphatt 
ble state of the system, brought about by was his favorite preparation. I prefer some 
effeminate habits, the effects of cold or vi· of the other soluble preptrations. I brought 
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before the J>ublic two or three vears ago, the pharyngeal and laryngeal diseases which 
the idea of Benecke, of the use of the sul- the author says are frequently mistaken for, 
phate of lime, and further experience con- or associated with, pulmonary tuberculosis. 
firms me in my opinion of its nlue, but The appearance of the part is desc.rilied in 
it would be unre11sonable to expect it to be one case, in which a strong solution of the 
applicable to all cases. Benecke's theory is nitrate of silver was used vdth relief. He 
based upon the facts, that phosphate of says, the fauces and upper part of the 
lime is essential to <.-ell formation in all or- pharynx were studded over with nodular 
ganized beings, and that in phthisis and swellings, varying in size from a piu's head 
scrofula generally, when there is emacia- to that of a pea. Many of them were 
tion, it is found in excess in urine. I think bright red and fungoid in character, whilst 
it is most appropriate when there is a din- consider11ble patches ofrurulent matter ad
gy, unhealthy hue of the skin, showing bad hered to several perts o the mucous mem
assimilation and appropriation of the nu· brane. Several ca!oe& are related, and due 
triment. I have oliserved the most decid- credit is given to Dr. Green, of New York, 
ed and happy etfects in children who were who is beyond doubt entitled to great praise 
emaciated and of unhl'.althy color and dis- for the light he bas thrown upon the treat· 
turbed in their bowels, and when oa;ifica- ment of affections of the throat, larvnx, 
tion would not takr. place after fractures, etc.; but this treatment, to my view, is ap
and when ulcers were slow to granulate, plicable only to inflammatory affections, 
showing its influence upon the nutritive with the exception of an occasional case of 
process . Vegetable bitters may be of Eer- constitutional disease, where there is mor· 
Tice by improving the tone of the stomach, bid sensibility, when local applications may 
but plain stimulants, I believe, as a general be useful in c.onnectioo with constitution
rule, are b.~tter, taken either at the time of al treatment, but only of temporary service 
eating, or just after. Some injurious arti· wi1bout it. Perhaps these chronic inftam
cles have been written to show the general matory alfections of the fauces and larynx 
and direct good effects of brandy and other are more common in Edinburg than in our 
alcoholic liquors in phthisical subjects, but eection of tllft country, and the Ecrofulous 

1 I think it is entirely indirect, and confined softening, which (ll·ith the exception of the 
' to the impr1.JYement in nutrition. Accord- bright redness) resembles in appearance 

ing to Mr. Bennet, cod oil is readily di- very much the case described above mav be 
' gestible under circumstances when no oth- muchmorefrequentherethan theyarethere, 
' er kind of animal food can be takeu in suf- but it is certain that it is not often that 
1 ficient quantity to furnish the tissues with these chronic affections of the throat are 

a proper amount of fatty matenal. and its cured by local applications alone, and it is 
effects are to nourish the body, which in- very important todit1tinguish between mere 
creases in bulk and vig(•r; to check fresh local disease and constitutional disease 
exudations of turbucular matter, and to di- manifested locally. This scrofulous atrect
minii;h the cough, expec!oration aud per- ion of the throat seems to correspond to 
spiration. It is not necessary for a con-1 Wilson Phillip's dyspeptic phthi!'is, and 
eumptive person to live on oil, like an Es- 1 the stomach and bowels are generally more 
quimaux. It is given for a specific pur-, disturbed than when the diathesis shows 
pose, aml when e,1ven early as a preventa- itrelf upon the lungs. This affection of 
tive, it is only to establish fullv the usual I the mucous memhl'llne, is, I think, more 
state of health, and so so(•n a1< digestion is likely to occur unmixe..l with phthisis in 
established, proper exercise and suitable di· youngsubjecte. In children, it often locates 
et will maintain it, and should the disease upon the bowels, and the mesenteric glands 
be developed, I think that if the blood isl are accused of the mischief. In children, it 
restored to its normal condition, we ha,·e more frequently fixes upon the throat, and 
etrecttd all that the oil is capable of, andj may extend to the nrious ramifications 
if the appetite and digestion is good, we of the mucous membrane in the fauces, and 
may relax the use of the oil, and resort to not unfrequently it locates upon the ngina 
it when the stomach will not take sufficient I and uterus, giving rise to leucorrhea, and if 
animal food in a more palatable form. We it occura at puberty or later, there is men· 
may fallen the patient by giving large strual disturbance. My att1~ntion was cal· 
quantities of the oil ii the stomach will led to this manifestation of this diatbeais 
bear it, but I do not think the disease is upon the uterus some year11 ego. I waa 
impro"l'ed by giving more than sufficient toj consulted for a case of ngina discharge in 
establish a he.al thy proportion in the con· a young lady, who had a large family con
stituents of tbe blood. The fourth and lastl nection who were of a scrofulous diathe· 
chapter of this book is devoted to observa- sis, and I found the family very much 
tions upon the use of local applications to• alaroled, became 'leveral member• had been 
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similarly affected, and it had. ended. in our losing sight ~f the ....aluable lesaom 
phthisis. Subsequent obse"ation8 sat.111fy taudtt by Brou8El.18. ~t us look. well. to 
me that this is a yery common affection. patliology; let us treat inftammation WJth 
I ha\"e seen several cases of discharge from all the rigor it deserves; let us feed well 
the antrum of a muco·purulent character, and encourage the d.igestio~ ?f th~ who I 
when the general aspect mdicated this dia· are feeble and ~rm nutntlTe .ft~ul, ud 
thesis unattended with pain, which hne restrain those within whol~me hmtts wllo 
yielded to constitutional treatment. These are robust and of an oppOSlte temperameul 
stfections, of courre, may appear at any In a word let us endeavor to treat every· 
period of life, but frequently in con_n~tion thing as i~ det!>erves, walk o~ our fi;_et, llli! 
with phthisis when the character of it i8 not lea"e bobbies for quacks to nd~.-l'fe. Or
so likelv to be mistaken. In the treatment, ltana Medical NtVNJ and 1lmtpUaJ. GIUIJU. 
the cod. lh·er oil will be found as u~efnl as 
in tubercular affections; for there is the 
same deranged nutrition dependent upon 
the want of aB!limilation of fatty matter. G rm 
but in addition, I think the mineral tonics. HABITUAL PRESENCE OF SU AB. ... 
such as iron, are of essential service, and THE URINE OF THR AGED. 
the phosphate of lime a~pears particularly H 11• DECHAllBKE. 
applicable. Sydenham s white decoction, 
which is mainly a compound of gelatine During the great impulse which innsti· 
and phosphate of lime, is a favorite remedy gations into the characters of the excretions 
with the French in chronic affections of have received in the present time, we ought 
the bowels of children, and they will often to be certain that some principles diSCOTfl· 
fatten upon it. Local applications may be ed are really due toa pathological condition, 
of some service where theycan be properl} and do not, under some circumstaoces,ei· 
applied. but they must be made much milder ist normally. M. Bernard has shown tbat 
than is the present custom. I am fully con- sugar may be physiologically produced "1 
vincedoftheimportanceandeflicacyofthe the liver; and the question is, what be
application of a strong solntion of the ni- comes of it. M. Reynoso, has suggested 
trate of silver or of caustic in substance to that is is destroyed by pulmonary combaf.. 
certain mucous inflammations, and also to tion. and that when the respiratory func
unhealthy ulcers; and I 11m as fully con- tion becomes impeded, it will be foundei
vinced of the importance aml efficacy of creted in the urine. M. Decbambre takiJ13 
the application of a strong solution ot the up the question at this point, argues. that 
nitrate of silver or of caustic in substance if insufficient h~matosis gives rii;e to gl• 
in certain mucous inflammations, and also cosuria, we ought to meet with this i.n the 
to unhealthy ulcers; aml I am as fully con- aged. He refers to the well-known 1'
vinced that there is a limit to the useful- seaches into the condition of the respirato
ness of these applications, even when ap- ry organs of the aged, carried on by himself 
plied to diseases in which they are a~pro- and M. Hourmann at the Salpetriere, ml 
priate, but in the affection under consider· described in the Arch Gen. for 183~. These 
ation, I hne never Been strong applications t:xhibited lateral depression of the thom. 
of any use. Gentle, astringent and stlmu- projection of the sturnum forwards, rigidi
lating applications an: generallr useful, .but ty of the costo-\ertebral articulations, osQ. 
the main dependence is upon the CO!illtltu- fication of the cartilages. and a rarefied con
tional treatment and the restoration of dition of the pulmonory parenchyma. in 
healthy nutrition. This is an important which the cell.walls were found thinned or 
subject, and shows the importance of CO!· ruptured, and the capillary vessels obliter· 
rect pathology. Until latelv, medical sci- ated. The defective hrematosis which R
enee has been under the influence of great suits from lhese physical changes should, 
minds with a s~ngle idea. The s!stem of then, favor the production of glucosu~; 
Brown, who ~hmulated ~verv thm~, ~ and experiments performed upon the uruie 
successful, until tha~ gemas '!Jro11Seai1 ~·s- of a considerable number of the aged w4>
eovered that everythmg morbtd was an ID· men of the Salpetriere have so constantly 
creased action to be regulated by ~lood-let· exhibited it, that M. Dechambre coosidert 
ting, starvation aud counter l't1mulant11, himself justified in asserting that sugar ei

who was in tum equally successful. About ists habitually in the nrine of the aged, al· 
this time, Andral ventured to auert a'!d thou~h its presence there may be ~lily 
maintain. that tubercle and ot~r morbid explamed upon some other hypothesis.
changes were not th~ result of in~amma· Brit. Med. and For. Chir. RetJ. Oct. 18". 
tion. but vicious nutntion. and the idea bas 
been acted upon until there ia danger of 
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11J'1rt 3. C!bitorial. 
may save'it, but it does not look much like 
being "right on the school question."
" Any port in a storm," is better than • 
rough sea. The "Dear Sisters" and the 

MEDICAL COLLEGES IN CINCINNATI. "Holy Fathers" may furnish patients 
enough for College purposes, all Young 

There are three Old School Colleges in this Americans can see what they will see. This 
city, all candidates for patronage, the pros- school is strictly of the old Fogy order, and 
pect, however, for large clasaes this winter, of course we wish them more success thaD 
ia rather slim. We consider the Ohio Medi- they had with their spring session; rumor 
cal College upon its "last legs;" it may says they had five students then and ex
live through this winter, however, provid- pected several others, but whether they had 
ed the season is not too severe. This school them or not, is problematkal-their fifteen 
has a fine edifice, and lacks nothing to dollar scheme did not work well. 
make it one of the best and largest Medical The third is the College of Medicine and 
Colleges in the country, except a compe- Surgery. This school has, perhaps, the.best 
tent Faculty and a sufficient number of stu- Hospital arrangements of the three, as it 
dents. But where the Trustees will obtain has Uncle Sam's mariners to doctor at a 
these requisites is yet unknown. As it is "living price." 'rhe friends of this school 
the nature of man to live and hope "some- are sanguine that it will have the largeet 
thing may yet tum up" that will give them clasa this winter, but llB we are no prophet, 
both. From present appearances they will we cannot :inform our .readers how many 
have no Hospital privileges this winter, as will be theie, yet we will venture the fol. 
nearly all the sick are sent to the Infirmary. fo·..ing 118 the number of students (we 
At this time there are only a few patients mean students not dead-heads,) that will 
in that part of the hospital edifice which has attend all three of the above schools. The 
not been taken down. This College-what Ohio Medical College 4:>. The Miami:>:>. 
is left of it-is now in a worse position in The College of Medicine and Surgery 6:>, 
this respect, than other Colleges of this city Total 16:>. This, perhaps, is as many as 
have been by the trickery of this old estab- attended last winter-we have no certain 

r lisbment. means of knowing, not having seen any of 
The next is the Miami Medical College. their catalogue1, (if they published any.) 

This College expects to share a large por- We will put down the winter class of 
tion of patronage; as to the qualifications the Eclectic Medical Institute at 220. The 
of its Professors we leave others to judge, clinical advantages thia institution possess· 
but as to their liberality we are free to say, es over the others are ample, and has al.o 
that s;o long as they swear young men to one of the finest arranged amphitheatres in 
give up their diplomas, as they did last the city. 
winter, whenever they depart from the Our Old School friends will no doubt 

i teachings of that school-the school can- feel under many obligations to us for this 
not prosper, and no one having a proper notice-we are candid in our opinion, and 

1 regard for his own opinion or judgment, will if our calculations are too small, we will 
ever submit to it. Young men who wish to give the exact number of each as soon u 
have collars placed on their necks can be they will make it known to u& N. 
accommodated there. Who would follow 

DRUNKEN DOCTORS. the practice of any man if be should teach 
or practice cutting oft' a leg three times, and 
then three months aft.er have to take off' a Whether of law, divinity, or medicine, 
"little more bone" that the parts may heal should be regarded aa unworthy men, and 
over. They have a small Hospital called under no circumstances should they be en-
8t.1ohns, a Catholic concem-the "Saint" I trusted with that. which strictly belongs to 
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THE KIDNEYS AND THE URRINE. 

their respective callings. But of the three Let the community look out for this claa!i 
professions. medicine i11 the most import- of physicians. Pass every one by as you 
ant, for the law only deals with your mo. would the worst culprit in the world, for 
ney, and this is all that can be affected he is not fit to fill any position in life, so 
even if your attorney be a drunkard and I long as ~ co~tinues such babi.ts-~ is 
neglect your business. The minister of the death to his patten ts, a terror to his family. 
gospel can only advise and counsel, while a dii:grace to community, and nothing on 
the whole malter is between you and your earth or heaven can ~a.,e him, but the loT
G0tl, minister or no minister; while, with ing-kindness and mercy of his God. N. 
the physician, if he be drunk and make a 
fatal mistake, as all such do necessarily, a 
single failure is rertain death. This puts 
the question at once beyond the reach or 
counsel of either lawyer or preacher. 

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE KIDNEYS, 
AND THE URINE. 

[CONTINUED FROH PAGB 474.) 

No community should ever think of l"Up- 1 The minimum of transpiration, 37.45, wu 
porting a physician who is a drunkard, for 1 also in February. Hence it appears that in 
e.,en with all the lights of medical science- 1

1 

the depth of winter the urine was twice the 
with a cool and careful judgment, physi- transpiration, and in the beat of summer 
clans are poorly prepared to meet disease the transpiration for a short time doubled 
in the various ways by which it attacl .. s the I the urine. -
human family; and even those who have Yet, although calculations of the gro&i 
spent a life-tim'l in cultivating their pro- amounts of transpiration and urine ha¥e no 
fession-in practising under the most fa- steady be.Eis, as the water flows with indif
vorable circumstances, fear and tremble I ference through the skin and lungs or 
many times when called to discharge its througb the kidneys as directed by circum
responsible duty. It may be said, howe,·er, stances-there is a ratio between the renal 
that as the drunkud has or kno'l\·s no re- and pulmonary excretions (aside from the 
sponsibility, his position is the most desir- water) which has a more steady basis. The 
able to such as throw this around them as gross amount of solid materials excreted 
a sbield. We would say that no such pre- by the kidneys bears a proportion to our 
text will ever and finally relieve a con- food and exercise, and the true pulmonary 
demoed conscience from a conviction of excretion, carbonic acid gas, bears a similar 
having done wrong. What parent ran proportion . The total solids of the daily 
look upon such a physician with any degree urinary excretion a,·eraged in the experi-
of respect, when he may have caused the ments of Lehmann upon himself a little 
death of some lovely child by such h:ibitsY over hvo ounces-while the total amount 

We have often referred to this subject, of carbon exhaled by skin and lungs, ac
but circumstances make it necessary for us cording to different observers, Andra!, Lie
to continue our opposition to this great big, Scharling, Barral, etc., varies from m 
e¥il. or eight to thirteen ounces daily. Hen« 

A few days since, a physician was visit- there is a large preponderance of transpira· 
ing a patient of our acquaintance, while he tion over urination except in the nriable 
wassodrunkthathecouldnotstandwithout element, water. The following tabular 
supporting himself upon some furniture in ¥iew may serve to impress upon the memory 
the room; and even after he bad made his the relative extent of the various excretions: 
prescription and dealt out bis medicine, he Bolid•mreted. Tfi~~i~~dt~~ 
could not remember five minutes afterwards Lungs, 8 ounces. 3:'.> 
what he had done, and went to work and Kidneys, 2 3:> 
made out another portion of medicine. The Skin, from 0.4 too.:> Indefinite. 
patient did not take it, but at once dismis- 33 (Seguin) 
sed the drunkard and called another phvsi- Bowels, H ~ 
cian whom he knew to be a sobr.r man. G [ 
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In this estimate, the total cutaneous ex- on men, dogsaud rabbits, undergoes a chem
cretion is given according to Seguin at 33 ical change if injected into the ,-eins or in
ounces, but as it may nry from two or troduoed into the stomech, and prodnces an 
three ounces to six or eight pounds, it must increaaed amount of urea and oxalate of 
be considered in,Jefinite. The estimate of lime in the urine. Benzoic acid pasres oft' 
half an ounce of solid cutaneous excretion as hippuric acid; cinnamic acid undergoes 
is based upon the opinion of Anselmino the same change; tannic acid, when it en
tbat the cutaneous transpintion c:.>ntaine ters the urine, is discharged as gallic acid. 
from :> to 12.:> per thousand of solid mat- Muriate, carbonate and tartrate of uree, 
ter, and the estimate of Scharling that the according to Dr. 'Bence Jones. gh·e rise by 
carbon exhaled by the skin is from 1-30 to decomposition to the presence of nitric acid 
1-60 of the amount exhaled by the lungs. in the urine. 

The above table shows the fallacy of the Snhstances which are not very prone to · 
oxidation or to combination with acids or 

popular impression encouraged by certain 
nostrum dealers that the skin takes the lead bases in the blood, pess out unchan~ed. The 
of all the organs iu the depuration of thr preparations of mercury, ar!lenic, antimony, 
body. In reality, the skin is greatly infe- lead. coppe~, tin, gold,. silver, bismuth, m~n
rior to the other three chan leis of excretio ganese and uon, are diacharged by the unne 
•~pt as 10 its <·apacit; for dischargi n, with facility, when in a soluble condition, 
apidly an indefinite quantity of wat:r~ and it is believed that all soluble mine.rel 
This popular error bas arisen from con- substances intr?duced into the ~~y which 
founding trana iration (the action of the are not susceptible of decomposttlon make 
lungs aml skin~ with perapiration, which ~ilei~ apl>'.'9rance in t~e urine. This e~im
ia the action of the skin alone. Disreganl· 1~1110? is much ~ss~sted by sor~facient 
iog the water, we may say that ... e dis- d~uret1ca, such as 

0
lodtde of ~t~mm and 

charge on an average in round num~rs. mtrate of p~ta88ia. Consht?t1ons that 
t\velve ounces of solid material daily-two have been poisoned by p~paratton~ of mer
thirds of it by the lung~, one sixth or fifth ?'1r! and lead ~re efficte~tly reb~,-ed by 
by the kidneys, a tenth or ninth by the iodide of i>;tassmm. .Iodme a~d lts co.m-
bowels and a twenty-fifth by the skin. pounds readily appear m the unne. lodrne 

. ' itself appears as iodide of sodium. (Dr. 

belUnnary Eh.rcretioa.-1 All 8?bst.ancesftbabet J. C. Dalton took half a drachm of svrup of 
ong to t e norma conshtut1on o t ·od· 1 f · d fi d b. · :od. · • be ded d. . 1 the 1 1< e o iron, an oun 1s unne l 1c 1n 

un~_mahy bregar 88d iurettc. ~ 0 her half an hour, continuing so for twentv-four 
WOIWI, t ey ave a ten ency to e1c1te t ho D p · · · f. t . . d. urs. r. arme{!gtam, 10 a case o ec o-
ac~ton of the kidneys. Urea, the 1~ ~ pia of the bladder, (at' Reggio,) whi<.:h ex· 
~nnary ele~nt, has ~? uaed 1~ a diuretic hibiteil to -view the orifices of the ureters. 
an the practice of med1c1oe, and ID doees of fi d ·od·d f t · · the · · • . . oun t 1 e o po asstum m urme 111 
ten grams three times a day, (according to . t fte ·i h d bee d · · d) . . . m1nu es a r l a n a m1mstere • 
to Dr. Turner,) lt ra1Sed the urme from It obee ed - M M I th t ,__ 
14 to 44 ounces. .was " u' · .. e sens a W1rcu 

this substance was adm1n1stered to pen:ona 
Many substanctS administered by the who had suffered from lead or mercury re

atomach peBS off unchanged by the kidneys; tained in the system, the symptoms due to 
othen are much modified by Tital chemis- the poi!tOnous substance were aggravated in 
uy. Salts containing alkaline bast-.s, and consequence, as supposed. of its solutions 
vegetable acids are converted into carbon- absorption, and circulation, prior to ex
atea, thus rendering the urine alkaline and pulsion. As this renal elimination ie 
causing phos11batic deposits. Acetates and highly important to counteract the effects 
llctates injected into the blood.vessels pro- of medicine which may be retained too 
hoe alkaline urine. Lithic acld,aocordiog long, we should be guarded in the adminis
to the experiments of Wohler and Frerichs, tration of medicines when the kidne1s are 
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inacth·e.. In granular degeneration of the kaline excess beyon1l the adds thua neu
kidoeys, (Bright'sdiseaae,)salivation issaid tralized contributes to render the urine al· 
to be quite easily induced by the adminia- kaline. In d1eir passage, they neutralile 
tration of mercurials. When the kidneys all acid conditions in the body, and fuor 
act with great freeilom. more frequent rep· the action of the mucous membranes which 
itition of medicines will be necessary to form alkaline secretions, thus exertinglll 
keep the patient under their influence. antiphlogistic influeace. 

Vegetable medicines are commonly dis- Muriatic, nitric, and sulphuric acids, ate 
charged by the urine unchanged. Quinine discharged through the urine in saline com
in large doses becomes quite obvious in the pound&-Of course, in their passage they di
urine-it baa been suggested that it might miniab the alkalinity of the blood. Or· 
be economised by recovering the amount ganic acids, citric, tartaric, matic, gallir, 

·discharged in the urine. Certain Siberian succinic, acetic, and lactic, also enter tlle 
tribes, who w;e the amanUa mueearia aa a urine in combination. Hence the value of 
substitute for alcoholic liquors, are said to acids in typhus and scorbutus, when tlle 
prolong th.•ir debauchery by using the urine alkaline and deti.brinized condi lions pre
in which the intoxicating element has been vail. 
expelled. Asparagus imparts its smell to N A D 

• • .. ATURAL A:ND JITIFICIAL IUltETICS.-
tbe urme m ten minutes. The odorous The . f . . d b th 

· f · be · h l d · secretion o unne 11 promote y Ole emanation o turpentme, w n tn a e , tm· 1 . h bl' h d · · . .. . cauaee w uc esta ts a eterminauon to 
mediately affects the unne. Rhubarb may he k'd d 1 be M 1 · h' bo 
impart its color to the urine in a very short t 1 nl'ys, an re a~ t . a pig tan 
time and the red color of beets sometimes dies, and by thoae which increase the sup
colo;s the urine. The coloring matter of ply offlaidsandsoli~e for~retion. Hence 

. . . we may enumerate, 10 addition to what are 
willow bark was found m the unne of the II d d' .. d' · be ~ 11 · di 
........... b y B'b Col · d od ca e 1uretlc me 1cmes, t 10 ow10g • .,..ver, y on 1 ra. ormg an or- .. ft 1 d' · 

tte ll · t • Th uret1c m uenoes, or natura 1uret1cs: oua ma rs genera y pass 10 o unne. e .. . 
search for l'egetable elements, however, is 1. The e~ternal apphcat1on. of cold. 
not always successful. Salicin, caffein, U· 2. A m~1st.atmoephere. 
paragin, phloridzin, amygdalin, and tbeo- 3. Nounshmg food'. .. . . 't 
bromine were sought in the urine without 4. Watl'r and all hqu1ds contammg 1, 
success, 'by Prof. Lehmann. as milk, wine, coffee, decoctions. infusioas, 

Alcohol does not generally appear in the etc. • . . 
urine, but was detected by Dr. Percy in the ~· Mu@cular exertion and respuabOG. 
urine of a dog, and in that of a man which p~mote the del'elopement of arin
who had drunk a bottle of whisky. Dr. ous ma~er~als-, 
Wright collected alcohol from the urine of 6. Dimmutton of the albumen and otba 
a man during half an hour after taking three solids of the blood, leaving a watery ex• 
ounces of whisky. The elements of opium to be removed. 
appear to reach the urine, as meconic acid 7. Excrementitious substances, adapttd 
bas been detected in the urine of animals to removal by the kidneys. 
poisoned by opium. Morphia bu also Diuretic medicines act in four wayt-1. 
been detected by Orfila in the urine of dogs by their character aa foreign substances. 
after the administration of opium. stimulating the kidneys to their expulsion; 

Sulphur, when uaed as a medicine, bas 2. by promoting a local determination ti 
10metimes appeared in the urine, and in the kidneys; 3. by increasing the decoll· 
other cues could not be detected. position of protein bodies which origina• 

Alkalies combine with any free acids urinous material; 4. by promoting that• j 

which may be found in the stomach and laxation of the Malpigbiao bodies whicl 
small intestines, or in the blood, and reach allows the free transudation of the waterf J 
the kidneys in saline combination-the al· part of the urine. 
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Diur,tic medicines do not necessarily I in the hot 1t1ge it i1 darker, and in the pro· 
increase the solid elements of the urine; gress of the disorder it becomes more albu
from some experiments of Prof. Krahmu I minous. When first voi~tl it is a clear 
and others, it has been inferred that ,·egeta· fluid, in health, but may become turbid on 
ble diuretics merely incl't'ase the watery cooling, by the precipitation of substances 
fl.ow, while alkaline diuretics increa~ the in solution. Pale yellowish green urine 
vital decomposition and formation of urin- is associated with cblo1otic aud anemic 
ous solids. The following table exhibits conditions. A red color, derit"ed from pur· 
the experiments of Krahmer on digitalis, purine is attributed by Dr. Bird to bepa
guaiacum, colcbicum, SClUill, juniper, and tic derangement. 

Venice turpentine: Becquerel estimates the uerage of male 
Medicin11 Dailr oolid1 Orraai• ..,.... Jaorpnie and female urine in 24 hours thus; 

1i .. n. of arlne. poaad1. oom-adt. 
Nont>, 2.40oz. 1.28 I.la Specific gravity 1.01701. 
Digitalis, 2.45 1.28 1.17 Weight, 20320 grs 

1'>68 
2:;:; " 
8.1 " 
138 " 

Guaiacum, 2.43 1.38 I.Of> Solids, 
Culchicum, 2.32 1.36 0.96 Urea, 
Squill, 2.26 1.04 1.21 Uric acid, 
Juniper, 2.12 0.94 1.18 Fi1ed Salts, 
Venice Turp. 1.94 1.11 0.83 Organic matters & volatile 

saline combinations. 160.l'> " 
On the other hand, the foJlowing table 

e1hibits, according to Dr. Bird, the modifi
cation of the daily urine by three drachms 
of acetate of potash: 

BefoN medicine. Aftn medicine. 

Quantity of urine, 1.071'> 
Spec. gravity, 1.035 
Total solids, 416 grs. 
Urea, 130.l'> 
Uric acid, 2.6 
Other organic matters, 189.3 
Soluble salts, 72.0 
Insoluble salts, 21.6 

40 ti. oz. 
10.17 
782 grs. 
202.4 

3.1'> 
296.l'> 
248.4 
Jj.2 

The tendency of alkalies to promote ox
idation, softening or dissolution of tii;sues, 
and destruction of fibrine, explains their 
diuretic influence. 

CoxPostTI01' OP URtin:.-The most im· 
portant element of the urine is urea, which 
constitutes about 3 per cent. The analy-
1ie most commonly quoted by Physiologists 
is that of Benielius, but it is almost impos
sl ble to 1•re1Jent a standard for the compo
sition of tt0 variable a ftnid as the urine 
which changes from day to day and e"en 
frnm hour to hour. in the same individual. 
After rlil!el'ltion it contains more Folid mat 
tP.r: aft~r drinking it is more water". Ir• 
the cold ~ra~P. of fever it is more watery-

TRrao l!EllllB-VOL. 11.-1. 

Carbonic acid is stated by Willie to be 
a regu&er ingredient, and doubtless should 
be, as it ;pervades tbe venous and arterial 
blood. Lehmann found 1'>3 per cent. of 
its volume of carbonic acid in urine after 
taking champaign, and 68 after frothy beer. 

Carbonate of ammonia is sometimes de
veloped in the urine, being but slightly dlf· 
ferent in composition from urea. Decom
position converts urea into carbonate of 
ammonia. 

Carbonate of li11U is found in the urine 
of herbivorous animals--it is sometimes a 
portion of urinary calculi. 

Many Atterogmeoua aub.tancu taken in 
by the stomach escape through the kidneys. 

Theepithelium of the mucous membranes 
is found in the urine and the mucus of the 
bladder and urethra, especially in catar
rhus vet:icte. The proatatie fluid aod semen 
are also occasionally found in it. The mu
CU'1 appears as a cloud and gradually falls to 
•he bottom. 

PUii is frequently in the blood, in cases of 
inflammation and suppuration. and it es· 
C&flt.8 by the kidneys. Posand mucus sub
•ide to the bottom-pus is distinguished 
fron, mucus by producing oily matter when 
ligested in ether-it contains a large r<>utb 
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globule much larger than the blood globule. secretion, or from an unbeeltby state of thr 

Bile is sometimes detected in the urine blood. 

when it does not escape by the proper cban- The organic products are urea, li thic acid, 
nels. If we pour on muriatic acid it turns lactic acid, hippuric acid, creatine creatin
green; nitric acid turns it green first, then ine, odorous and coloring ingredients, and 
blue, violet, red, and yellow in succeBBion. sugar. 

lfitiltine is present during p~egnancy. The inerganic constituents are the allm

Butyric acid has also been observed when line ba&eS soda, potaBSa, ammonia, lime 
the mother was not suckling her infant. and magnesia, in var!ouscombinations with 

.Albumen is often a prominent element in the muriatic, pbospboric, sulphuric and cm
morbid conditions which admit of escape booic acids, as well as the lactic, litJUc. 
of serum through the kidneys, instead of and hippuric acids. 
water. The accidental constituents are the m• 

CHEMICAL COM~OSITION OF THE SOLIDS OF cus, epithelium, semen and blOO<i, from I.ht I 

THE UB.INE.-One hu'ndred p~rts of the solid urinary possages. 
matter of the urine consis~ of according to 

Beruliao. Leb'a. 81moa. Muab'd. An..,. 
Urea, 
Uric Mid, 

46.10 '9.118 33.80 411.91 ... 3'1 
UO 1.81 1.40 Ull 1.811 

Es. mauer. am
monia, 1alt1 and 
Chlorld<! IOdfam,811.911 
Alt. Hlpha&ea, 18.30 
Alt. phoophal•• 6.ll!I 
Pho1. llme ltma1.l1IO 

ll!.911 
11.111 
6.96 
I.II'! 

41.811 . 11.49 
8.1' IA.18 
6.110 U'I 
J.159 ).81 

8&.08 
le.GI 
ue 
1.7.il 

The most important element of the urine 
beside the water, is urea, which constitutes 
•bout three per cent. All the other ele
ments are so small and so variable in quan-

The abnorraal or pathological elemeritl 
are albumen, ii.brine, bile, pus, blood. aad 
the various poi:.ons and hetero~uooa m- ' 
terials which may be introduced into :he 
bwoo and eliminated by tbe kidneys. 

Without attempting too minute an en· 
meration of the constituents, we mential 
the mean composilion of the urine of four 
healthy men and four healthy women, as 
determined by .Becquerel, and the aua1J"S 
of Simon. 

tity u to r<!nder any estimate difficult. BECQUEllEL. s1xo1J. 
Urea and lithic acid, according to the re- (4meaaad4womea.) tea.:,~:~·.~~.~ 

searches of Lecanu, are the more uniform Spec. gravity, 1017.01 1022.00 
elements of the urine as to quantity, being Water, 971.93:'> 961.00 
rather constant in the snme individual, Solidconstitu'ts, 28.066 39.00 
while the fixed salts are very variable. The Urea, 12.102 16.60 
caurn of this constancy is, that urea being Lithic acid, 0.398 0.61 
a measure of ,·ital activity or indication of Fixed salts, 6.919 9,27 
the amount of transformation, necessarily Organic matters, 8.647and loss.12.07 
corresponds to the general constitution and 
habits of the individual. The proportions These analyses show the urea a little a 
of urinary elements change from hour to than one half of the urinous solid!;. Ia 
hour, and are e"l"ery moment influenced by various aoalyses of Lehmann, Simon, Ber· 
food, drink and exercise. There is more zelius and Marchand, the urea varies from 
water after drinking-more solid matter 30 to 49.6 per cent. of the urinoll6 solidi. 
after digestion or labor. The. fohic acid is about l.:'> per cent.-ib-

The solid elements of the urine may be line &ulpbatesabout ten per cent.-&lkalioe 
divided into the organic S\lbstances, the in- phosphates about six per cent. of tbe uria· 
organic or mineral elements of the secreuoo, ous solids. . . . 
the accidental constituents derived from the Th6 aueful analysis of Ben.ehus lD l!D 
urinary organs or passages, and the abnor- is still quoted by physiologists. lJi lOOl 
mal ingredients derived from an unhealthy parts of uriue he found-
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Water, -
Solid residue, 
Urea, 
Uric acid, 

B.ERZELUTS. 

933.00 
- 67.00 

30.10 
1.00 

Chlorine, 
Sulphuric acid, 
Phosphoric acid, 

Soda, } Lime, 
Magnesia, 
Potassa, 

10.16 grains. 
17.3 .. 

6.4 " 

106.l " 

Free lactic acid, lactate of ammonia, 139.05 
alcohol and water, extract, 

Mucus, 
Sulphate of potash, -
Sulphate of soda, 
Phosphate of soda, -
Bi-phosphate of ammonia, -
Chloride of sodium, 
Muriate of ammonia, -
Phosphates of lime and magnesia, 
Silicic acid, 

17.14 This would be about one-fifth of the 
0.82 urinous solids daily discharged. 

3.71 The proportions in 1000 grains of urine 
3.16 areeslimated thus: 
2.94 
1.66 
4.46 
l.W 
1.00 
0.03 

Chlorine, 
Sulphuric acid, 
Phosphoric acid, 

Soda. } 
Lime, 
Magnesia, 
Potassa, 

0.002 
0.866 
0.317 

:>.224 

6.918 grains. 

THREE ANALYSES BY LEHMANN. SPECIFIC GBAVITY.-To obtain tbe speci-

Water, 937.68 934.00 932.02 fie gravity of urine, it would be a simple 
Solid residue, 62.31 65.99 67.98 method to we1gh a certain quantity of nrine 
Urea, 31.45 32.91 32,90 and to compare it with an equal quantity 
Uric acid, 1.02 1.07 1.09 or water, which might lie done by filling 
Lactic acid, 1.49 1.55 l.:>l an open vessel or a <:orked vial with pwe 
Water extract, 0.62 0.59 0.63 water and then with urine, taking the nact 
Spirit and alcohol weight or each. Then, u the weight of 

extract, 10.05 9.87 10.87 the water is to 100 or 1000 so would the 
Lactates, 1.89 1.06 1.73 'veight oftbe urine be to the number repre-
Muriatesof sodaaod eenting itupeciticgruity. A much easier 

ammonia, 3.64 3.60 3.71 method, however, would · be to use an in-
Alkaline sulphates, 7.31 7.28 1:32 strument called a graTimeter, or mea11unr 
Phosphate of soda, 3.76 3.66 3.98 of gmvity. consisting of a glass bulb aad 
Phosphates of lime tube, constructed to be hea\'ier below and I 

and magnesia, 1.13 1.18 1.10 to float upright in water; the depth to· 
Mucus, 0.11 0.10 O.ll which it would sink indicated by a seale. 

would denote the specific gravity of the· 

As it would be difficult to impress these liquid. The ~realer the amount of the in
minute analyses upon the memorv it - strument fioatmg above the surface of the . 
sufficient for practical purposes to r~~olle~~ ~~r, the great.er the specific graTity of <the· 

that the urine contains about 93 per cent. hqmd. . . 
of water, about three per cent. or urea, and ~he specific ~•1ty of human urine· 
about four per cent. of saline, irregular or- var1.es so mu~ at di~erent times as to ren
ganic and heterogeneous substances, being der it almost 1~posa1ble to fora any satis- . 
chiefly the salts of soda pot 85• 1. factory conception of a 11tandanl or average · 

, a 1um, 1me ..,.·fi 'ty 1 be 
and magnesia, with muriatic, phosphor- s,..,..~ c gran. • . t may aaid ' that its 
ic, aulphuric, carbonic, lactic and lithic Speclfic gravity 18 uaually two per cent • . 
acids. ' above water, but in some oa1es it is nearly · 

as low as pure water, and in others as high'• 
:nie a~ounts of the principal bases and as five per cent. above it-especially• in , 

ac_ids daily excre\ed are t>.stimated by Dr. cue. ofmelliiuria,ouaceearineurine. It is . 
Bud as follow•: greater undei animal U.. aoder. Tegetablt:! 
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610 THE KIDNEYS AND- TH.E URINE. 

diet, as the former supplies more urea. is robust, disease of the kidneys and sup· 
When the amount of water is diminished pression of the urea which is dangerous to 
by perspiration. the specific gravity is in- life. Hence it is ueces..•ry to ba,·e a cor· 
creased, hence in summer the specific grav- rect idea of the common specific gravity, 
ity is commonly about 102r>, and in winter and to be able to calculate the effect of any 
when the water passes by the kidneys rather deviation from the usual limits. 
than the skin, it is usually as low as 1015. The estimate of Dr. Prout, 11anctioned by 
Muscular exertion and nitrogenous food Dr. Golding Bird, i:ecognir.ea 1.020 as tbe 
supply urea-nervous excitement and ab- normal avei:age gravity of urine in health. 
stinence diminish theunnarysolids. Hence Dr. Routh calculates it at 1.021. Bee· 
high living, active exerci1JB and free perapi· querel makes it 1.0189 for men. l.OlM i>r 
ration tt.nd to produce a very dense urine; women. This difference is due to the 
while abstinence, nervous excitement, wa- greater muscular force and consumption of 
tl'r drinking, and a dry cold skin, tend to food among men. A specific gruity of 
produce a pale urine of low l!pecific gravity. 1.020 indicates, according to the formula 
Hence we may expect a denae high-colored of Dr. Christison and Dr. Bird, 46.60 grains 
urine under the influence of fever, of hot of solid material in one thousand of urine. 
weather, of luxurious indulgence at the In other words, in urine of the average spe
table,and great bodily exertion. A robust, cifl.c g>"&Vity, 41 per cent. of the whole 
active man, with a warm pP.rspiring skin, amount consists of solid urinous exertion. 
will have a dense high-colored urine, unless Hence a daily discharge of 40 ounces of this 
he drinks a great quantity of water. specific gravity would indicate nearly two 

On the other hand, pe?90ns with a pale, ounces ( 1.864) of solid urinous excretion. 
cold skin and temperate habita, in whom The following tables gh·en by Dr. Bird 
the nervous system predominates over the from the data of Dr. Christison, will enable· 
muscles, will have a pele light urine, unless the reader to calculate the amount of urin 
they abtitain from drinks, and this will be 1 ous excretion in a given quantity of a cer· 
&pecially the case in cold weather. We tain specific gravity: 
:find the urine thus pale and light in the 
cold stage of fever, under the e:tcitement of ~\~~. ';}~1~~~ wu~e'.• :r,.~;f~';~:. 
hysteria and ·other states of nervous activ
ity, and after sudden exposure to cold, 
checking the action of the skin. 

The specific gravity of the urine is in· 
creased by all substances which are soluble, 
but not by those which are merely suspend· 
ed. Hence all saline substances, urea and 
sugar, increase its density, but in albumin· 
uria, when the urea is generally diminished 
and replaced by suspended albumen, ita spe· 
cific gravity is as low as 1.004. 

The question of specific gravity is im-
1portant in the treatment of 1lieease, because 
if a large quantity is 111palled with a high 

..specific p-ravity, we know that it carries off 
itoo much of the solids of the bod1. and 
must produce an exhausting, emaciating 

·elfect,11s we ob:ierve in mellituria. On the 
01 her hand, urine of too low 11pecific gray. 
it1. if il be not very abundant, indicates 

.either a feeble. constitution, or if the peiwon' 

1000 
1001 
IOU"J 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1000 
JUU7 
100'3 
1009 
1010 
1011 
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lOIS 
1014 
1015 
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1017 
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10-ll 
10'.U 
1025 
10-~ 
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IOJl 
10-~ 
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!WI 
IOJJ 
1033 
1031 
1033 
IOJ6 
IOfl 
1038 
1039 
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2.83 !m.67 
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16.Sl .69 
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00.97 979.03 
ltl.30 9'7".70 
23 63 974.37 
27 .96 97:l tJ.j 
ao ll9 lll>l!.?I 
Bll.62 9b'I 
34 96 !IG6.05 
3?.ltl 116j.?2 
11!1-"l 900 39 
41.14 !lM.08 
44.27 966 73 
46.60 963.~ 
48.!13 951.0'1 
61.:111 9-IS.H 
~.w 941!.~1 
66.9-J 944 18 
5Sll5 9tl't6 
1jO 68 939.4:! 
!l:l 91 !m.00 
s.;.:u IUl.76 
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'fHF. KIDNEYS AND THE-URINE. 

The following table, however. is the 
more com·enient for extempore calcula
tions: 

Sl>OCific I Weilht I BOfid• lnH•~olfteiWet..ht I &lid• k 
Uravitr: ofl tluid 1 llaid oz. vrav. ofl llnid 1 ftuidoa. 

-1010 
1011 
101~ 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
IUl8 
1019 
1~ 
10-.n 
10-.d 
lot.1 
llkJ4 

o\Jnce. Grains. n.-,,.. Grahu .. 
-:Ht_s_ ·1o·lllia- ·1oi»- -4i!T ,-ai".iftl 
«U 11 338 10-Jll 418,8 ' ll'l .188 
~. 7 li.377 10-n 44U ll8,lli6 
443 l 13 4:11 IO-J3 4411.7 llll.338 
"'s 14.m 10-a •1111.1 ao ~ta 
414.0 16.517 10'.IO 480.8 31.4!!11 
444.5 IH70 Illa! 461.0 ~.5?6 · 
4419 17.62'J 103-1 4M.J 33.1!88 
446 3 18.f>"il 11133 •-» 36-746 
445,8 19.'T.16 1!1!14 411ll,3 36,S:ll 
4111,i ll>,711:1 1030 46ll,8 8'1,11'» 

r 
446.a 21 .851 1036 41>!,t se,014 
44'1,1 ~918 IU37 463,~ 39.104 
44'1,li 23.!'SI 1038 464.1 40.208 
4411,t I :lll.UOI IUIP 41U 41.;jUQ 

V1sc1ntTY.-Normal urine is quite fluid 
-but the sometimes find urine sufficiently 
viscid to froth npon agitation or to be ca
vable of being drawn out into threads, or 
hanging together when poured out, as \vhen 
it contains a great quantity of muC\Js diffil· 
sed through it instead of sinking to the bot
tom. Pus alone may produce th!~ viscidi
ty, when the urine is in a very alb.line con
dition-the alkaline action rendering it 
very similar to mucus. 

Sometimes the fibrinous and albuminous 
constituents of the urine give it a jelly-like 
appearance on cooling. owing to a partial 

The above table shows that the number coagulation. This is genera\ly connected 
of grains of solid urinous· material in a with organic disease, but might arise simp
ftnid ounce of urine, (which mPy be ascer- ly from relaxation of the Malpighian bodies. 
tained by slow e,·aporation) very nearly cor- Dr. Bird also speaks of rare cases in which 
responds to the excess of the specific gravity the urine becomes gelatinous on being 
of the urimi over water when expressed in heated although quite fluid wben cold.-
four figures, conllequently we may take The cause of this condiHon he ha11 traced 
the number of grains for this excess, if we to the presence of lithate of ammonia and 
are not requireJ to be very precise, or we oxalate of lime. The lithate of ammonia 
may nscertain the specific gravity by weigh- forms a gelatinous hydrate. 

ing a pint or smaller quantity. and then CoLOa.-Urine Is in health a-clear ,.ellow 
take. the two lat~r figurea ~f the specific fluid varying from a nearly colorless condi
gra vt ty f~r the ~ohd~ of the ~nne per. ounce. tion to a deep orange tint. When a large 
If the urrne be.of high s~ific gravity, the quantity of fluids has taken, and at the 
number of grams of Aohds per ounre ex- 88me time the act.iQD of the skin has been 
ceeils by t":o or th~ grains the last figures checked by cold, a greater amoimt of water 
of the specific gr&\'lty. going off by the kidneys renders the urine 

From tilt! above table, it would appear quite pale. Nervous excitement. _hysteria 
that, with an uerage excretion of 30 or 40 ind the cold stage of ague also prod11ce this 
ounces of average Epecific gravity, the daily effect. When first discharged, the urine ia 
discharge of urinous a.olids would be about usually quite transpareut, but on cooling it 
from 623.76 grains to 831.68. SeYen hun· often becomes turbid by precipitating sub
dred grains might then be considered ,a me- stances which were in solution. 

di um -amwnt. The color under the different circum-

A discharge of 200 ounces daily (which stances of disease -raries from a pale straw 
is common in melliturla,) at the specific color to amber, yellow, orange, pink, red, 
gral'ity of 1.03:> pr 1.040 would imply from brown, black and even green. 
1:eventy-four to eighty-four hundred grains The greenish tint is Somf.times obsened 
daily of solid excretion; an enormo1111 addi- In watery, chlorotic and hysterk urine.
tion to the usual waste or eval·uation from Bile is a common source of this color, and 
tile person. A 10911of16 ounces more than sometimes it may be ascribrd to cystine. 
the average daily discharge of solids in the The red color is ascribed to blood or to 
urine. must either greatly reduc.-e the eV1lc· purpurine. and ind1cate1.1 either hemorrhage 
uation by the lungs or produce rapid ema· in the urinary pas.,<:ages, if from blood, or 
ciation, unless counteracted by an extraor- according to Dr. Bird, portal cooget>tion 
dinary consumption and digestion of food. and organic afl'ection1 of the li Tet or s leen, 
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THE KIDNEYS UD THB uauo:. 
which produce " in maoy ioatances a deep 
purple· or coppar color often verging on 
crimson." 

· The brownish hue. is found in the con
centrated uriae of fever, and is attributed 
to blood and bile.-

Blue aad black coloring matters have 
also been found in the urine in some rare 
cases. Cyanovruc, a dark blue powder 
'•as discovered by .BracOllllot • . Indigo bas 
been ~cognized by Drs. Simon, Prout and 
Hassan.• The sesqui-ferrocyanide of iron 
or pruS&ian blue has been detected in souie 
cases-the parties had previously taken 
some preparation of iron. The black pig· 
ments which have been found in some rare 
cases have "*n called melanourine and me· 
laoic acid. 

•Indigo intlu Urine.-Dr. Auaua H. Hu· 
IALL In " paper rocently communicated to the 
Royal Society, d08Cril:ea the appearence of In
~ liliauman urine. Hie paper concludes with 
the folfowlnr proposltlone: 

"l. That blue indigo le r;equently formed In 
human urine, the quantity being 1ubject to the 
greate1t Hrlatlon; In aome ~It le ao cooeld· 
erable u to impart a deep rreeD, or blutab·pen 
colour to the whole urine ; a pellicle of nearly 
pure Indigo oleo extending onr the entire sur· 
(ace of the Hqold ; . while In others ii 11 IO 1maH 
that It can only be detecl.ed by m\lll&I• of the 
1nlcroecope. 

•'2. That for the formation of this Indigo, It 
I• In pnenl _,, that the arhle llhoald be 
exposed to the air for 10me day• In on open na· 
eel, oxygen being absorbed and the blue indigo 
denlaped. 'Whatever (aclfftate., therefore, oxy· 
genatloo, 88 free ea:poeore to light and air. 
warmth a11d 1un1hine, haetens the appearance 
of the Indigo ; hence, In 1ummer, the changes 
deecrlbed take place much mOl9 quickly than la 
winter ; on the contrary, theae cha11au are re• 
larded und even stayed by ncluslun of the at· 
moephere. Blue Indigo may even be deprlYed 
aflb; colour and reformed, alteraalelf, DCllOrdiog 
88 ttir 11;excluded or ttdmitted to uru1e coutoin· 
Ing ft. From eome of the ea11e11 recorded, It 
would appear, howuer, that blue Indigo le oc
culonally formed In the 1y1tem, and le voided 
u..;such In the urine. 

0 3. That there le ueually round with the blue 
. Indigo, where the amou11.t of thie ls considerable, 
, a trown extrai:tlve, eomelimes ia large 11uantlty, 
: the aqueoua eolutlon or which, by expoeure to 
, air, _yleld1 a farther eupply of coloured Indigo, 
. ai;id which clo1&ly r-mblea hqimatln In ita 
. chemical maniCestatlona and elementary com· 
. poel tlon. There 11 thererore great reaeoo for be· 
. 1lievl nr that, in the majority of the ca.ea here 
· reco rd.,d, th11 blue Indigo was derived from al· 
, &ere d hlllmatln, although It is at the aame time 
. pro bable that In aome c- it Is formed from 

.Accidental Coloring.-We should bear in 
mind that drugs which have distinct colors 
impart their color to the urine. Rhubarb. 
logwood, indigo, madder, senna etc., p~ 
duce a marked coloration.-

Ac101TY AND ALKALINITJ.-Tbe acids in 
the urine are the muriatic, phosphoric, sul· 
phuric, lithic, lactic and carbonic-to neu
tralize which are soda, potassa, ammonia, 
magnesia and lime. In the normal state of 
the urine, acidity predominates, chiefly due 
to the lithlc and phosphoric acids. Accord
ing to Andral human urine is nel"er alka· 
line, unless from disease of the bladder or a 
patalytic condition, in which the urine 
acquires alkalinity from the mucus mem· 
brane, or by retention becomesammoniacal. 

It is true that strictly normal human 
urine is always secreted acid, but a suffi
cient excess of alkalies in the food and drink 
may readily render the urine alkaline.
Fruits and vegetables fl!rnish alkalie$ com
bined with acids, which are decomposed by 
oxidation and Jene an alkaline excess.
Hen<X! herbivorous animals generally hue 

modified urine pigment, which 111t .. lf npp«19 • 
ed to be a modification of h111matln. Between 
the greater number of the animal colourinl 
matt en there I• the clotN!lt relatlonaltip In chem
ical compoeltlon, so that the l11ulaformatlon of 
the one Into the other would appear to 116 both 
easy and natural. 

"'· That the urines •n which the coloured 
indigo occurs In the larr•t quantity are ueually 
or a pale straw colonr, readily becoming turbid, 
alk.allae, and .r low apecilic grnity. Small 
quanlltlea of lndlfO are, llowever, frequently 
found In urln!'u pOllll!'88lng characten the Yery 
renne, that ie, in euoh a• are blgh·coJoared, 
acid, and of high -PpeCltic gravity; bot, aa a rule, 
in those urine• the blue plrment le usually ab
~ent. 

"S. That as coloured Indigo d- not occur 
in healthy urine, and elnce. where the amount 
of thlA I• at all camlderable, it t• accompanied 
strongly-marked eymptoma of deranied health, 
the formatlo11 of blue indigo In urine mu1t be 
rt'garced as a strictly patholo£ical phenome
non, appareatly a11110Ciated rather with 90me 
rneral morbid condition, than -ntially with 
diBetll'e of any one organ; although there la~ 
on for belleYfng that the blue deposit ia me' 
with nry frequently la Bright'• dieeue, and ia 
aff'ectlone of the organ• o(reaplration, It ehould, 
however, he remarked that none of the wont 
c- or indifo In the urine which the author 
met with wore cue• of Bright'• d'-8e. 

The paper WBA illuatri&ted by drawlnga, and a 
specimen o( the- lnJlgo, u depo!llted from urine, 
exhibited. 
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an alkaline urine, and carnivorous animals been taken, after which it sometimes be
under a vegetable diet acquire urine of the comes alkaline. The most marked acidity 
herbivorous character, while rabbits fed on is just before eating, the least a few hou111 
animal food acquire acid urine. In addi- after. About three hours after breakfast, 
tion to the alkaline reaction-derived from and five or six after dinner, the acidity is 
1.be salts of vegetable acids, Leibig suggests at the minimum, having been overcome by 
that, the alkaline phosphates contained in the absorption of alkaline chyle. • It is a 
flesh, grain, etc., have an alkaline reaction, remarkable fact that the acidity was most 
to which be ascribes the alkalinity ol chyle, thoroughly reduced by animal food eome
lymph and blood. This alkalinity of the times producing even an alkaline cendition. 
tribasic phosphate of soda and potas&a is Vegetable food produ~d less reduction of 
shown in di11SOlving casein and albumen, acidity. These results appear rather incon
end combining with the lithic, ,hippuric, sistent with the general results of animal 
a.od carbonic acids. and vegetable diet. .Further reeearches 

As to the amount of salts necessary to will probably explain the descrepancy. or 
11roduce alkaline urine, no general rule can modify the conclwrion1 of Dr. 1. The sub
be given. Lehmann in a number of caSPe sequent experiments by Dr. Beneke have 
found the urine of persons living on a mix- entirely failed to venfy the conclu11ions of 
ed diet ~.come alkaline in two or three Dr. Jones. The experiments of M. Bernard 
hours after taking ten grains of the acetate in 1846, coincide bettf:r with the common 
of soda. Large concentrated doses would impression as to the elect of diet. 1le 
be less efficient in rendering the urine al- found that the urine of dogs fed on animal 
kaline than smaller doses, duly diluted, as food was traDBparent, amber colored and 
they would pass olr by cathartic artion.- acid, while the contents of the small intes
But little effect in the way of rendering the tinea during digeation were acid. On the 
wine alkaline is to Le expected when tbe other hand, the urine of iabbita fed exclu
vigorous reaction of fever is in progress, or sh·ely on ,·egetables waa very alkaline, tur
when the indh·idual is taking very active bid and whitish until after fasting 36 houns 
exercise, thus introducing much oxygen and it wumed the same transparent amber col
forming acids. It is also more difficult to red acid cbnracler. Dividing the pneumo
render the urine alkaline under animal than gastric nerves of rabbits prevented.the urine 
under vegetable diet. from becoming turbid and alkaline, giving 

An alkaline con<iitiou of the urine pro- the same cbaracleJ as was obaerved during 
,{uces a precipitation of phosphate of lime fasting. 
as an amorphousaediment. If the alkalinity The cause of the acid reaction of the urine 
proceed from ammonia, phospt.ates of am- is according to Lehmann, the presence of 
mooia aod magnesia are added to the pre- an acid phosphate of soda. The ordinary 
cipi ta te. By adding potassa or ammonia phosphate of s0<la bas an alkaline reaction, 
to healthy urine, these pl't'cipitates may be b~t in the urine the presence of lithic, lac
obtained. In the human constitution, the tale and hippurir. acids which combine 
fixed alkalies are developed in the urine, with the soda causes an excess of the 

usually in consequence of gastric disturb. •That the change or acid to alkaline urine 
ance, while the volatile alkali, ammonia. wu produced by digestion, wa1 •h'>wn In an ex
arises from the decomposition of urea perhnent of M. Bernard npon the pneumofi'" 

The acidity of the urine appea io be Irle nerve. The urine of a rabbit which ad 
. rs futed 36 houl'tl became elear and acid, but two 

proportioned to the accumulation of free and a half houl'tl after taking a meal of carrol8, 
acida in the body. According to the care· it became alkaline and turbid. Yet If the 
f 1 bse t" f D Be 1 h pnenmogastric nenea were divided lmmedlate-
u. ? rva ions. o . r • nee ones, t e ly after taking the meal, the urine retalued 118 

a.c1d1ty of the unne l8 proportioned to the acidity to11 digestion wn prevented, and after 
acidity of the stomach and is greatest when the alkaline condition was eatabllehed, the-· 

• ' 11011 of the nervea caused the ?Htoratlon o! 
the stomach IS empty-least when food has the acid condition. 
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614 THE KIDl'fEYS AND THE URINE. 

phosphoric acid producing d1Stioct acidity. During poeumonia, there is remarkable 
But in many caees, especially in morbid diminution of the chlorides of the urine ac
urine there is more acidity than can be ex- cording to Redtenbacber and Beale. (The 
plained by the phosphate of eoda, and in ordinary proportion of chlorine in the urine 
such cases free lactic and hippuric acids are bu been estimated at 90 grains daily.) At 
believed to be p~nt. (Lehmann.) Dr. the commenCMlent of the attack tbe saline 
Jones fouod the acidity of the urine during matters are greatly reduced, and the organic 
fasting to be entirely independent of the mattera abundant. This condhion attaim 
amount of lithic acid-the amount of acid· its maximum in hepatir.atioo. Besola
ity was greatest in the urine which contain· tion restores the normal constitution of the 
ed tbe least litbic aeid. Food, which in· urine, tbe chlorides being the last elements 
·creased the qua11tity of lith~ acid &eereted to be ft'.storecl. During their rednction in 
whether animal or Tegetable, diminished the urine, they are abundant in the pnea
the urinary acidity. monic sputa. This reduction of the cltlo-

LAcr10 ACID (a product of sugar by fer· rides bas been noticed by Heller in typhus 
mentation) is affirmed by Prout and Leh- and some other diseases, and is '°ery mut
mann to be present in urine and denied by ed according to Dr. E. A. Parkes in acute 
Leibig, who pronounced the substance to rheumatism, the chlorides bein@ sometimet 
dift"er from lactic acid by containing ni- entirely suppre.ed for days. 
trosen. It isa product of decomposition of The snlpbates and pbospbatt"S acrordiag 
various animal and vegetable snbs1anoes, to Lehmann are proportional to the coo
amd is yielded largely by the muscular sys- snmption of nitrogenous food. 
tem in its waste according to Beiulius. They are not generally reduced in dillMll 

The greatl!St production of lactic acid in like the chlorides. The urine of rheumatic 
the experiments of Dr. Lehmann was under feveracconling to Dr. E. A. Parkes rontaim 
an unazotised diet-the least undf!r animal an unusual amount of sulphuric acid, aa 
diet; under a mixed diet it was 18 grains element generally increased in fevers. at· 
daily. taining perhaps its highest development in 

The muriate., sulphates, and phosphates rheumatic fever, and declining to the nor· 
are formed from our food which contains mal standard, on the abatement of the• 
muriatic acid in salt, and sulphur, and "ere symptoms. The daily excretion of 
photphorus in various articles of food. sulphuric acid (17 grains according to Bee-
which become oxydau.d. querel, 30 according to Vogel.) beaune in 

SULPHURIC ACID.-The daily excretion of one car;e of rheumatism as high as~ gn. 
sulphuric acid is estimated at 30 grains by !)imon suggests ~ba~ sulph~te.a and pba. 
Voge-I-at 17 hv Becquerel. In acute rheu· phates as they eust 10 pro~e1n compou.odl 
matism the amount rises as high as forty, would bea~ some propo:tion to develo~ 
fifty 0 • t • meat of urea, the product of the decompo-r six y grams. . . . 

s1tton of 01trogenous substances. The sol· 
Saline and Ferruginoua eUllM!Ata.-Tbe phatesaccording to Beraeliusand Lehm.1na 

amount of fixed salts daily excreted is esti- are nearly double the soluble phosphates. 
ma~ed by Lehmann as l?llows: lllf!n 260 The gluten of wheat contains from .033 to 
grams; women 222; ch1hlren of 8 years .03:> per cent. of sulphur. The de,·etop. 
13:>; ?ld ~en 124. ment of sulphates in the urine according to 

Durmg disease the fixed salts are almost Dr. H. B. Jones, is augme-nted by taking 
invariably decreased, the diminution being food and in a slighter degree by exercise.
chiefly in the muriate of soda. The amount There is not much difforenre in this n'Sped 
of r.hlorlde of sodium according to Leh· between animal and vegetable food. The 
mann is very variable, ranging from 116 use of sulphuric acid did not perceptibly in
grains daily to 1 of a grain. 'rhe reduction crea.'le the urinary sulphates unle-ss taken ha 
is very great in typhus, lea,·ing but a mere large quantity. Sulphur in substance pro
trace of the salt. 
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THE KIDNEYS AND THE URINE. 515 

duced a perceptible increase, and the sul
phates of potaSSll and magnesia w1>re recog
nilled in the urine being most abundant in 
about eeven hours after being taken. 

The earthy phosphates of the urine (18 
or W grains daily) may vary from I a grain 
to 30 grains. but they are less variable than 
other constituents. 

Jaolf is generally imperceptible in healthy 
urine. according to the researchP.s of the 
majority of chemists, although M. Donne 
states that iron is a regular normal constit
uent of human urine, dis;appearing in cases 
of chlorosis, and tl'.appearing after the use 
of chalybeates. Traces of iron have been 
detected by Von Bibra in the urine of a 
horse, as well as in oxen and pigs. A trace 
has als0 been detected in human urine by 
Dumeril, and its possible presence in Tery 
minute quantity is admitted by Simon. I 
think we need but little chemical evidence 
on this subject. We know that tbe glob
ules undergo decay or destruction in the 
blood, and that the kidneys are the natural 
outlet of mineral substances. 

The presence of iron in the urine is an 
evidence of the decomposition of the blood 
globules. and may therefore be looked for 
in cases of debility encl progressive anemia. 
Dr. J. R. Plummer, of Indiana, has detect
ed the present-e of iron in such cases by the 
precipitate yielded to tannic acid.• The 

•"I had a ca1Se of an1?mia, the moet strikingly 
developed I ever saw. Thr. patient, a young 
married woman, Ji\·ed on the banks of a river in 
a narrow valley, often auftering from intermit
tent fever. Finally, the healthy hue of the akin 
began to disappear, aml rapidly vanished, leav· 
ing the surfa<'e of a startling white11e1S. Jn a 
few days afterward, the patient died." • • • 
"Thi1 extract [the spirit extract of the uri1111 ] 
was re·diasolved in diPtilled water and tested by 
tannin A very copious precipitate followed.'' 
"In the course of the next day, I obser,·ed, to 
my surprise, that the precipitnte bad aaumed 
an evident purpli&b hue. On examining it daily 
afterward•, I found it became steadily darker· 
till it finally acquired a deep blue color." "l 
poured ofl'thP. supernatant liqui<!, w111hed the pre. 
eipitate and dried it. It wu then heated on ia 

platinum Ppoon, to destroy the tannin and other 
organic matter present; a drop of dilute sulph· 
uric acid added, heat again applied, quite suffi· 
eient to evaporato the surplu1 fluid, and then a 

honor of calling attention to this subject is 
due to Dr. G. 0. Rees, who announced his 
views in 1851. 

UREA, the lending solid element of the 
urine, may be obtained from its solution 
by adding nitric acid to urine concentrated 
by evaporation. {Sometimes the urine ia 
already sufficiently concentrated by abun
dant secretion of urea and absorption of the 
~ater.) The nitrate of urea is thus formed, 
which, if suflicieutly abundant, is precipi
tated, especial!} if the liquid be kept cold. 
By adding carbonate of potagga to this, the 
urea will be set free, while nitrate of pot
assa is formed with effervescence. 

Urea, separated from the urine, prese»te 
itself in the form o( long four-sided, color
less crystals, of a cool 11&line taste, with 
but a faint odor, if any. It d1&11olves read
ily in water and alcohol, and combines with 
acids without nelltralizing them. Its chem
ical (atomic) composition is Hydrogen 4, 
Nitrogen 2, Carbon 2, Oxygen 2, the pro
portions of its elements by weight being 

Nitrogen, - - - 28 
Oxygen, - • 16 
Carbon, • - 12 
Hydrogen, 4 

The predominance of nitrogen m its com· 
('Osilion estabhshes an intimate relation be
tween urea and the nitrogen elements of the 
bodv which are the sources of its vigor. 

The composition of urea corresponds to 
that of the carbonate of.ammonia, plus two 
atoms of water; when its nitrogen and hy
drogen unite to form ammonia, the carbon 
and oxygen temaining form carbonic acid, 
and the two •t once unite as a carbonate. 
Hence a strong ammonical smell is given 
off wherever urine is allowed to accuRlu
late as in stables, privies, etc. It is true 
that pure urea is not inclined to putrefy
on the contrary. it may be kept for years 
unchanged, but when any ft'rmenting or 
decayin.: substances, such as mucus, is pres· 

drop of distilled water, and afterwards the ferro
cyanide of potaaium in solution. furni~bed ~n· 
mi&takable evidence of the presence of iron. -
Dr. J. T . Plummer, Richm1>nd, Ia., .Amn-. JIJVI' 
Jltd. &Wntu, Ott., 18~3. 
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ent, it reallily becomes decomposed, form
ing carbonate of ammonia, and this change 
sometimes occurs even in the bladder-it 
also occurs in the blood whenever much 
urea is retained, as is shown by the dis· 
charge of curbonate of ammonia from the 
gastro·intestinal mucous membrane, and 
also by the ammoniacal odor of the breath. 
A solution of urea exposed to a tempera
ture of 28()0 becomes converted into a solu
tion of caTbonate of ammonia. By boiling 
with a concentrated acid, a l!&lt ofammonia 
is produced and carbonic acid given oft'.
and by boiling with potassa, carbonate of 
potassa is produced and ammonia given off. 
As urea is chemically identical with cyan
ate of ammonia, the action of heat expels 

. ammonia and subsequently cyanic acid. The 
vital process by which un>a is formed from 
the digestion of flesh may be imitated by 
the chemist, and urea may be artificially 
formed from flesh by the co-operation of 
alkalies. 

An ammoniacal state of the urine some
times arises from disease of the bladder, 
or as a con!ltlqnenoe of injuries of the spinal 
cord. This presence of ammonia is irrita· 
ting to the bladder ancl cau@es the precipita
tion of carbonates and phosphates of lime 
and magnesia. 

The quantity of ure11 daily excreted is 
estimated by Leeann as follows : 

Grafno Urea. l.flhfc Acid. 
For man, - - - · 431.9 13.09 
For women, 294.i 10.01 
Children of 8 yf'6rs, 208.0 
Children under 8, 138.2 
Old men, (84·6) - 124.8 
Children of 4 years, · 69.:> 

3.98 
6.77 

The daily aveTI1ge of urea is eE:timated by 
Dr. Bird at 270 grains for a man, and by 
Becquerel at 2:>:> grains tor an adult. These 
are probably too moderate estimates, while 
that of Lecanu is rather too high for an 
average. Three hundred or 320 ~ins 
would more·. nearly correspond with the 
recognized estimates of urinary evacu
ation (30 or 40"oz. per day.) Prof. Biecholf, 
however, has estimated the daily average of 
urea discharged from a healthy man as high 
us 830 grains. When the amount of urine 

is increased or diminished, the urea and 
other urinary solids undergo a cone&pODll
ing increase or diminution, for althoegll 
the scanty urine may be more conceouated 
than the copious urine, it is iarely ..mi
ciently so to compensate for the dimi .. 
tion. The copious urine, a ltbougb pale ucl 
watery, still contains more urinary 80liU 
than the scanty urine, as was shown ia 
the investigations of Drs. Proo t and Benelr2. 

The ditrerence between males and fe-15, 
and between the young and old sbowa that 
the amouut of urea increases with tbe Tiial 
force and activity of the constitutioo
males developing more than females, ud 
the young more than the old. The caua 
of this corresponrlence is that urea, being a 
nitrogenous product of the :waste of tbi 
tissues, the amount is increased in propor
tion to the general activity and cow;eq-1 
waste of the organs~pecially of the mu
cular 6ystem. Hence any one may inat'991 
the quantity of urea in his wine by leading 
a more active life or may render his urim 
more watery by a sedentary life. Dr. Be
neke in a serjes of careful experiments up
on himself found that whenever he felt TelJ 
wdl with high muscular and mental ac· 
tivity, his urine was copious, but wbenem 
languid, depressed or unwell, toe amOUDt 
was diminished. Dr. Lehmann found the 
dill(!harge of urea incrt'lli;ed more than a 
third by changing from modera~ to ~,-m 
exercise, and Simon found that after tlr'O 
hours of violent exertion, the proportion o! 
urea in the urine was doubled. The elfed 
of eevere bodily exercillft is test.id Dr. Leb
mann during a pedestrian tour was to in· 
crease the urea, phosphates, sulphates ancl 
lactic acid, while the lithic acid and ex· 
trt1ctive matters were diminished. Ttr0 
anal)·ses by Dr. Percy illustrate the same 
increase of the urea and diminution of lithiic 
aeid by seve~·exercise. 

[TO BE CONTINUED.] 

Tas regular l'e88ion of the Institute iE 
now in progre.-with a fine class m•'" 
tendance. We think from present indica
tions, that the class will be as large as •nJ 
which bas ever heretofore entered our halli. 
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AN IMPORTANT APPOINTMENT. tions. Upon examination, neither myself 
HENBY A. WAJUUNliB, M.D., bu been nor Profs. Freeman and Cleaveland could 

appointed Professor of Chemistry in the detect ftny portion passing into the pelvis. 
Antioch College in this.State. Thie insti- It presented a superficial appearant.-e, as 
tution is destined llOOn to become one of the though it was locatedexternal to the a<liluc
most ticbly endowed colleges in the United tor muscles. The patient stayed at the lnsti
States. The judicious chamcter of its pe- tuteabout ten days, preparing his system for 
culiar arrangements and appointments is the operation. During that time, the tumor 
eminently calculaletl lo m11ke it one of the had increased in sire and p~essed hard 
largest, most useful and popular institu- against the rami of the ischium anrl pubes, 
tions of learning of which the Wet1t can. and farther above Poupart's ligamrnt. 
boast. In the selection of Dr. W ., we con- The vitality of his system seemed con
sider that the institution has acted wisely, tentrating in the tumor, and his general 
for he is just the man properly to teach the health failing. H<l cle~ired the operation, 
great truths of science which belong to the although we informed him that there was 
department of chemistry. We regret the muc!1 doubt as to the result; that he might 
necessity which thus dissolves the· relation or might not be cured. There were many 
at present subsisting between hi111 and the chances against him, and some in his favor. 
faculty of the Eclectic Medical ln~itute, The tumor in a short time, from the direction 
but at the same time we are gratified to see in which it was growing, would soon h11ve 
him in this new and equally bonotable and forced its way into the pelvis, crowding 
important position. N. upon the urethra, bladder an] rectum, thus 

obstructing permanently and fatally those 
UNSUCCESSFUL SURGICAL OPERA- canals; besides, his i:ystem would h11\·e 

TION-ENCEPHALOID TUMOR. gradually sunk from the extraction of vital-
Jame:s Brown, ast. 26, of sanguine and ity and its concentration in the tumor, and 

lymphatic tempetament, visited the Clinical in all probability he would have died from 
W.titute for the purpose of having a tumor hemorrhage in a few weeks. 
removed from the right groin a.nd upper Oct. 12. At 10 A. M., he walked into 
part of the 1high. It commenced two years the amphitheatre and took his place upon 
since without any apparent cause, aod bas the opt>rating table in presence of the clinic 
continued increasing-in size until he called class. He remarked at the time that" he 
upon me. did not know but that he would be brought 

Upon clOBe examioation, I found the tu- out a corpse." 
mor extending from one inch above Pou- Dr. 0. E. Newton administered chloro
part's ligament down external to the Jiga- form, and, being assisted by Profs. Freeman 
ment to six inches below, and from a point and Cleaveland, I commenced the opera
corresponding to the inner border of the 1io11 in presence of the balance of the 
llBrtorious muscle, across the thigh inwttrd- Faculty. · A crucial incision was made on 
11 and backward along the border ol the the superficial and upper tumor, the flaps 
pelvis, rami of the pubis and ischiom, un- of the integument and fascia di~secte1l back 
der the edge of the gluteus maximus mus andthia tumor removed. The anterior part 
c1e two inches, down along the posterior of the deep-seated and internal tumor was 
part of the thigh to the insertion of the hidden by the former, and when the pres
gluteus, a little forwatd and two inches sure was taken awav it became elevated. 
lower and across to the point upon the sar- An oblique incilrio~ was made from the 
torius. The tumor anteriorly was elevated centre of the former wound around to the 
about. three inches abo"e the level of the border of the gluteus muscle, the flap dis
normal surface of the thigh, but internally eected hac'k and the second tumor 1>xposcd. 
it was not eo prominent. Th!> tumor was Jts external border was attached to the lem
lobulated and divided into two distinct por- oral vein and arte1y which it bad crowded 
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518 A HORRIBLF. SIGHT. 

' out of their natural couri;e, and the proper kept his feet warm with heated bricb; bit 
tissue of the tumor seemed to have insinu- thigh and l~s were much swollen, and at J 
atetl itself rnto the coat!> of the ,·ei11, (ac- P. M. there were 110me symptoms of ttday
cording to the character of encephaloid dis- m011is. The thigh and leg continued swell
ease,) so that it was with much difficulty ing-with 118me symptoms of gan~-
it could be dissected from it, leaving the 8 r. M. DiBOrganiation of the Jim\ 
''ein so brittle that it burst in three places, commenced, and gas began to bubble oat 
untler the pressure of the handle of the of one corner of the woumt; the ekin ol 
scalpel, while attempting to separate them. the thigh very tense; looeeoed 1be ba~ 
We ligated the vein abo,·e and bt'low the continued the wine, although the patieid 
lacerated part, and in attempting to trace was Einking fast. 
the borders of the tumor with the scalpt>l, 11 P. M. He died calmly, 'rithoot 1 

we found that it passed uncler the triceps truggle or a groan. 
adductor muscle, between tho~e and the We regret that we commenced the open
femor, involving the internal circumflex tion, since it terminated as it did; but 'ft 

artery, nene and vein, and the obturator considered it our duty, after a careful enm
artery, nerve and ,-ein, its border passing mation with Profs. Freeman, C\ea'Pelallll 
into the pelvis and extending farther under and Dr. 0. E. Newton, to attempt the 
the gluteii muscles than we had anticipated, removal ot this diseaee, feeling fully the 
inrnlving. as we supposed, some branches responsibility of the surgeon under all SJd 
of the gluteal and ischiatic arteries. The circumstances. 
tumor could not be extirpated without cut- The question may be uked why we • 
ting the adductor longus, magnus and brevis port this ettse. We will answer by sa}ing 
muscles; and its extent umler the internal that we hold it to be the duty of every ru· 
hamstring aud gluteal muscles, and its vas· geon to report his failures with as mocb 
cular connection being 50 PxtensiYe, with precision as his successful cases. This it 
no chance of ligating the cut blood-vessels only the second case during our sorgial 
without making unwarrantable incisions, practice in which the patient died front the 
the patient having alreacly lost considerllble operation. The other cal'e, "'ith a 11 the cit
blood, discretion demanded that we should cum~tanees atttnding it, was also reportei 
desist and close the wound, lest the patient in the Eclectic Medical Journal. N. 
should die on the operating table. Profs. 
Freeman, Cleveland and Sherwood examin
ed closely the e1tent of the tumor, and de
cideJ in favor of leaving the remai11ing 
tumor, and closing the wound. 'fhe wound 
was closed by interrupted sutul'E',. and 
dressed with adhesive svaps, cotton and 
roller, after the usual manner. and the pa
tient placed upon his bed. 

He soon recovered from the influence of 
lhe anasthetic, but not uutil evening did 
reaction come up fully. He complained 
through the day and night and next day of 
uneasine;.s and aching paiu in the right 
thigh an«i leg. 

Oct. 13. Passed neither urine nor fieces, 
although he made several attempts-ate a 
little toasted bread and drank some tea; 
used wine to stimulate and assist react.ion; 

A HORRIHLE SIGHT. 
To see a little child, only one year old, 

lying in the following condition : Thi 
tongue all covered with deep ulcers, ill 
throat so swollen that it canoot s-llow· 
its gums all sloughing, its bruth fetid, ~ 
eye-ball sunken deep into the socket. wi~ 
large ulcers covering both ~yes, rendf'.ria& 
the dt-u child entirely blind, speechless and 
insensible; 11nd all this, too, done by gi,.. 
ing it calomel (poisou) for cholera ii>
lantum. We hold thllt uo man, tho~bbl 
be a phy!!idan, hes any more right to poi· 
son and kill a child with calomel. than ht 
has to ~ut its throat. Why should not the 
law hold all such responsible forsuch acrts! 
We are induced to mil ke these remarks from 
having bet'n called to Tisit such a cue re-
cently. ' N. 
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HYGIENE. voted to the consideration of ordinary 
books; and even after this delay, we do not 

Dunng the pretrent coun;e of lectures, we feel prepared to give such an exposition of 
are giving additional attention to the sci- its merits as its appearance and pretensions 
ence of health; being deeply imprel!lled with demand. There may be errors, and even 
the imporhnce of its study by J•hysicians, positive faults, which time and a thorough 
86 well as the community generally. •.t is reading and comparison with itself and 
by no means necesi;ary that the medical with other authorities would bring to light, 
professio~ should be, as Dr. ~spar has an· and which in justice to the author and the 
nounced in Europe, a short-~1~ed profes- profession, should not be allowed to escape 
sion. On the contrary, phys1c1ans should our notke. but a consideration of these, if 
aim to rank with the long-lived portion of such exist.'must be deferrt•d to the future. 
the community. They belong to the most At present, we propose rather to give thl' 
intelligent classes, and •re. generally su~- reader a sufficiently clear idea of the scope 
plied with the comforts ol hfe, and kept ~n and aim of the work, together with the 
active occupation. Hence, wit~ the lid manner it has been carried out, that those 
of a scientific knowledge of hygiene, they who are not favored with a perusal of 
should a,·erage at least 60 or ~ years ol it may be able to form an opinion of it, 

life. and thus to decide for themselves as to itK 
In discussing this subject, we hal'e felt value. 

the neceasity of some appropriate man~al In the first place, the name A.meritan 
of hygiene. We know of J?O work which Eclectic DispeoliBtory pleases us much, as 
comes up to our conception of what such .a all the schools in mellicine now claim to be 
manual should be. The best, per~aps, 18 Eclectic in their nature, exci>pt perhaps the 
that of Dr. Andrew Combe on Phys1.ology, Homeopathic, and the prenomen A.mtriean 
and its application• ~o t~e promotion of strikes us as being more appropriate than 
health and mental cuhnatlon. B. the simple term Edee.tic alone, as the work 

is peculiarly the exponent of that class of 
American practitioners who have made 

BOOK NOTICES, many impro\·ements upon the European or 

TaE AMERICAN ECLECTIC DtsPEYSATORT. Old School Medical System, as heretofore 
By J?hn King, ~. D., Professor ot Ob· practiced in this country and elsew~re . . 
stetncs and the ~1~ses ?f Won;ien and The philosophy of cure on which this 
Children. in the C111cinnat1 Eclectic Med- mode of practice is based is of American 
ical Institute; formerly Professor of Ma- . . . ' . f ed' 
ieria Medica, Therapeutics and M~ical or1g1n, and the great ma1onty o rem !es 
Jurisprudence in the Memi>bis Institute. used by the adherents of the system, are m
Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstacb & Keys. digenous to our country; and it is but pro-
2r> West Fourth street. ISM. Large per that the name should correspond with 
8vo. PP· 1393. the tact. So also of the policy adopted 
We are pleased to announce to our read- and acted upon by the practitioners of this 

ers and the friends of Medical Reform gen- class. Professor KING, after speaking in 
erally, that this great work, which has now bis preface of the nature and extent of the 
been published a few weeks, is meeting improvements upon the Old School philos
with an almost unprecedented sale. In opby, which American Eclectics can lay 
{act, the publishers had order!! for many claim to, proceeds to reiterate the declara-

' copies of the work ere it was issued from tion of inrkpendence from all authority, 
the press. exc.ept the authority of the practitioner's 

We had designed to gin~ some account own knowledge and judgment, which has 
of i1s conteuts at an earlier date; but a so often bet-n repeated by Eclectics. in con
work of this size aml cbal'ftcter cannot be vention.~ and as individuals, and again asks 
properly eumined in th!l time usually de- no one to yield his judgment to the dictum 
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of another, howe,·er high may be his moral. artificial classifications are bolh meotioa
professionbl, or social position. All prac- ed, together with the common or Tulgar 
titioners of our mode of practice, it is held aames by which tbey are known in maay 
by Prof. KING in common with the entire parts of the COl.Ultry. The medicinal wa 
body of Eclectics, must act for themselves, and properties of the plants are giTen es 
and should always think and decide for fully probably. as the present state of the 
themi;el ves. It is this, among other things, science will allow. but the history of the 
which makes the movement peculiarly an introduction of the plant into use, which, 
American one. while it may not aid us in the cure of dis-

After presenting the above idea in the ease, is of deep interest to tbe medical an
prefoce, there follows a slight sketch of thl' tiquarian, has been entirely d~rded, as 
rise and progress, and present position of otherwise the work would have been swol
AmericHn Eclecticism, and an exposition len to a siae altogether inconvenient. The 
of the phrn of the work. together with an tbera.peutical use, and the chemiUll rela
ackuoweledgment of the sources from which tions and incompatibilities of each article 
ideHs,facts, and assistance had been obtained. are given in a more or less extended mao-

Thus much as to preface, which, although uer; and the method of preparation a& well 
oftentimes passed by, is frequently the most as the use of the different conl-entrated pre
important pa.rt of a work. The remainder para\ions hae been included under each ar
of the rnlume is divided into three parts. article, at least so far as was known to the 

In Part 1, we ha,·e an explanation of the author at the time the book wu written. 
Natural Ordersofthe medicjnal plants which This department is very full and com· 
are described in the surceeding pages of the plete, and this it is, which in our estima
work, together with the family of a plant, Lion, gil"es to the work its great value, both 
aud in most instances of several plants of to the practitioner and the druggist, al
the class and order, with a sufficiently ex- though, 
tended botanical description to enable the Part III, which is mainly occupied with 
reader to decide upon almost any plants he Pharmacy is of nearly if not quite equal 
may meet. It will be observed that in this value to the druggist. In this dt>part
regard the American Eclectic Dispeusatory ment, which is sufficiently full for all 
differs from the United Stales DispenNito- practical purposes, are included only th09' 
ry, as in the latter the botanical descriptions preparations, which experience has demon
are in the body of the work, immediately strated are justly entitled to be ranked as 
following the name, and preceding the med- offic:inal, except some quoted formula, 
icinal history of the plant. 'Whether the which are considered of value. This de
method adopted by Prof. KING is the pref- partment 1loes not include many articw 
erable one, remains to be decided. The in common use by the great majority ot 
writer has so long been accustomed to the the profession, and yet those preparations 
course pursued by the editors of the United which are used by Erlectic physicians, or 
States Dispensatory, that to him it i:;eems the great majority of them, are 1liscussed 
the most natural and proper, and yet there carefully and fully, and especially their the
may Le weighty and satisfactory reasons rapeutical application as far as known, is 
unknown to the writer, for the alteration detailt>d with g~t exactness. 
introduced. The Preface and the Botani- An omission which many may considtr 
cal department occupy 140 pages. of no account, or even may consider a nl-

Parl 2, which is devoted to Materia Med- uable feature of the work should be~
ica proper, and which extends to page nine tioned. The mass of the articles of the 
hundred and eighty, has the plants arrang- Materia Medica which are deri'red from the 
ed alphabetically, and again their individu- animal and mineral kingdoms, are entirelr 
al botanical characteristics are gil"en with omitted. For one, we hope this omL"Sion 
sufficient accuracy. The natural and the will not obtain in future editions, as from 
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obtain aome of he should do himself the fa \"Or of obtaining 
that the earliest convenient period. C. 

The foregoing remarks upon this g~t 
BUCHAN.Ul'S ANTHROPOLOGY-Uuthnes of 

work, may seem tame and cold to those Lectures on the Neurological System of 
"Who have been favored with an examina- Anthropologv,as discovered, rlemonstra· 
tion of it, but we do not design them as ted and taught in 1841 and 1842. By 
llUCb. WbeJe a work possesses so many Jos. R. BucHAllAN, M.D. In four perts. 
"Taluable traits as this one, it can well af- Part I. Phrenology-Part 2. Cerebral 

Physiology-Part 3. Pathognomy -Part 
ford to have a few censures offered if found 4. Sarcognomy. Printed at the office of 
deserving ;-but we do not design our ie- Buchanan's Journal of Man. Cincinnati. 
marks to be of that character. Did we This long desired work hasat len2th been 
praise all that we consider worthy of laud- published. and is now for sale at tlie book 
ation we should hu·e occasion to occupy stores .. pie '.'-utbor has long been ~nown 

' . . as a distrngu1shed professor of physiology, 
many pages of the 1ournal with observe- whose name is indentified wilh one of the 
tions, which to those not acquai~ted with ~ost rei_n":r~able discO\eries of .the age, the 
the Dispensatory and its author might seem 1mp;ess1b1_hty of.thehuman b~a~n,and who 
like fulsome flattery or like newspaper puffs has mvrstigated m. a bold, on.gmal manner 

. ' . . the deepest mystenes of the sc1em.-e of man. 
As an expression of our opinion as to His literary productions have been charac-

tbe value of the work, we cannot do bet- terized by great originality of thought and 
ter than quote the following from the re- force of~xpress~on. In the present ,·olume 
port of the committee to the faculty of the ":e have a concise or condPnsed sketch. of 

. Ins whole svstem of Anthropology, bemg 
Inst:tute. a view of the structure and functions of the 

"As a whole, the committee are prepar- brain, as the organ of the mind and the 
ed. to say that this Dispensatory is unrival- physiological go\"ernor of the body. Of 
ed by any similar work heretofore publish- course it tells all about the head, externally 
ed, its ample size allowing a full descrip- and internally ,gi\"es a system of Phrenology 
tion of the articles of our Meteria Medica. and a system of Physiognomy, explains the 
unincumbered with the useless verb:age to working of the mind on the brain, and the 
be found in some ~orks, it must prove of brain on the body-ghes the philosophy of 
iaeat value to all Ill any way connected Animal Magnetism, of Insanity, of Dis
with medical scirnce." . ease, of Bletonism, Clairvoyance, Spiritual-

This work is intended to supply the i~m, and nearly everv other mystery in the 
place of the United States Eclectic Dispen- !1ature: of man whic~ has puzzled the wise 

. , . m past an·1 present times. 
satory, by Kmg &. Newton, which has been But as for giving an account of its con-
aeveral years out of print, and which, owing tents, we contess it is beyo11d our powers of 
to the many improvements and discoveries t!es.cription-;-its co~sci~ness defi~ conden
which have since been made, required a re- sah?n, and its rnultitudmous vanety ot new 

. • . . subjects can be learned only from the DIUle& 
v1s10n and enlargement, but the multifan- of the book itself. The whole work 1;;"°so 
ous engagements of Prof. R. S. N&WTO?f, as peculiarly original and unlike anything 
editor of the Eclectic Medical Journal, au- with which we have e,·er been favored on 
thor of his Theory and Practice, and his anth!opol~gial s1;1bje~ts, that wt> know of 

. . nothing with which 1t can be compared.-
profess1onal .dut1es, etc., ha~e been such_ a!" E'·en on the subject of Anatomy, which is 
to prevent him from de\"otmg any portion fegarded as a fixed and positirn science, Dr. 
of hie time to this work: and we learn that euchanan presents new views of the sub
he has therefore disposed of all his interest Be~, ,different from those c.ontained in the 
• . . wntmgs of Gall, Spurzhe1m and Combe, 
m it to Prof. KtNo, who at the same time and we think much more satisfactor a d 
bas been permitted to makense of many intelligible . . Itisgratifyingtoobserv~honw 
nluable items of information placed in his lucidly he removes, by his clear explana-
poasession by Prof. NiwTos. tio~s the mystery with which his various 

. . subJects have been s11touded . . 
Whatever other works oo. Mateaa Medi- The volumeconsits ofa hundred conden-

ca may be in the hands of the practitioner sed lectures on anthropology, with a pre
or the druggist, no one can supply the plaoe liminary_review of the system of phrenolo
of the American Eclectic Dispensary, and gyestabhshed byGal~~8~Jl"~~~w-
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ing its deficiencies in a very conclusive to create a considl'rable Eemation n t~ 
manner. In these lectures we are pre!ll'ntecl medical world."-Ci11. E11quirt:r, &pt ti. 
with a key to the science of man-the 
simple method of experimental inquir)· 
which has led to these wonderful disco\"er· 
es. Psvcbometry is fullyexplaint!d: phys· 
ognomy atlll craniology are elucidated by 
ngravings; the philosophy of gesture. work, 
mm·ement and all itucle is lucidly pre~ented. " I feel deeply interested in your ltftn 
and the grand correspondence of mind and es in the constitution of man, andtspeciallr 
matter-the ~ympathy of the mind with the in your srstem of mental philosophy uJ 
bod~·-things that have been vaguely ap- phy~iolog1cal organology. I make g~t u~ 
precillted by gifted seers, poets and artists- of the truths you bne propounded tn m.1 

are presented in the pecise form of science, remedial practice, ever dav. l cannot~ 
the clearness and truth of which at onre letter explain bow, but In every 1111. 

satisfy the mind. This science, which he Give me a call, and perhaps you woul1j I 
calls sarcognomy, is illustrated by engra- gratified to see some of your nlu1ble bin:; 
vinga of the Greek Slave, a beau ti fol figure, carried into successful operation." 

One of the most distinguished gnd1111e; 

of the Eclectic Me.dical Institute, says, ia ! 
a recent letter to the author of tbe ahote 

fitly illustrtaing the beautiful philosophy of . 
spirit and form. Thefollowingearnestand thorougb-go!J! 

But however beautiful or novel the phi- letter will show ho\V the new A.otluopol
loanphy contained in .this work: t.he great ogy is received by those who bare so• 
que'!tion to be solved is whether it is erron- f h b" . 
eous and transitory or true and eternal '1- knowledge o t e su Ject. 
That it is a profound and extraordinary Paov. BucHANAN-Dtar Sir: JleuoJ 
work no one will doubt, who has carefully the Exp1't'ss, that the.m';'ch looked-f?r11oil 
read i'ts pages. It.announces a new ~cie!1•e UJ><>n Anthropology is issued for dl!lnbr.· 
and philosophy with the i::ame unshrmkmg tton. I attended a course of your IA;tu~ 
confidence with which Kepler, Galileo and during the winter session of '~-4 tn 11t 
Ne ton brought forth their su bli'!le discover- Eclectic hall, and witnestied your dern~ 
dees. It profeSEes to rest on exn men t and to strations in the Ecience, which called fortt 
offer dem~nstration, and w~ are confident an expn•ssion of heartfelt gratit~dt fff)IJ , 
Buchanan s Anthropology will soon super- all, for your indefati~able labor 10 m1tV1· 

cede the fragmentary sy~t~ms of Gall and ing a science of inestimable worth to 111& 
Spurz~eim, the metaphys1c1ansand the p_hre- All had groped their way in comf'l'_l!ll? 
nol_?~1sts. The character of th': mmds ignorance of themsehes, and the phi~ 
which hav1~ a~dyespou~d the philosophy phy of their motions, emotion~._ and mrcl1! 
of Buchanan, is a suffi~1ent guarantee. of of intellectual action, notw1thstaod111( 
its future caerer.. Prai;tica~ . phrenologists many had studit>d the old Gallian ~~ste~" 
y<hohaTe !ested 1tsapphcab1hty, pronounce mental philosophr, with the shgbt iai· , 

it a great 1mpr0Yement .on the.old phreno!o- provements of pret>ent propagators. 
gv, ~nd ac.nte mehphystcal thmke!9cons1d- I had been one of those stucle11tsaod.11-
er its vh1l?sophy far more. rat1o~al and gaged myself in applying the doc!n~ 
comprehem•iv~ than anythmg which has practically, yet 80 inadequate was then1dt 
vet ~n published. As a whole the 'York to point fully and satisfactorily to tht tn~ 
ls unique; We have had many .wnters. character of its objf'ct, I found it~ 
upon special departme.nts of the Science ot to substitute 8 liltle sagacity for llOnt~ 
Mlln, bnt Buc~anan ~s the first who has its strongest pointi; in organolo~. &~ 
grasped the entire subject. and pre~nted a since the re\"ealed light of your Neuro~ 
complete Anthropology.-Cincinnati Daily ical Science has been thrown UJ>?D us. 'ff 
Timta. - . are furnishe.<I. with the most certain •at!~ 

"The author of these lectu:e~ is !l man liable means to locate the or~ns of au 1 
of profound thought, much orig1nal!ty and and demonstrate their fuucttoas; 111d 

extensive ~rch .. • • We are d1spo;;e'l hope by the tarlipi;t oppartun!tr to obr:~ 
to r!'!11;ard its theories upon the co~nex1on the volume which I belte.-e w1llcarrr,11, 
between. Pbren~logy and Mesmemm. a~ !'Ill .-at ion to man than all the. • . oi 
well as its theone~ of m~ntal .and phvio1<'1ll hook" that could be pih'!d 10 Sm1t!I • 
development and relattonsh1p, a!! haf'etl Nixon's Hall." 
upon truth."-Daily Columbian. Sept. 23. . ... bt1intil1" 

-" fhi11 val11able work, whicb t"'8tl with 
grt".at ability the whole subject f'mbraced in 
the title; and it is without doubt destined 

cx:rThe altove work can "" o bf 
mail in anv nart of the Unittd St•~· · . ..- c· c!Dfll 
nimittin1t ti to the 1utlor er 1» 
at his ris\. 
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most aerious evils of the medical profes
tJarl 1. Qi)riginal Clrommunications, sion. What those evils are against which 

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE. 

Dd.ivered by PaoF. J. R. BucuANAN, Mon
day Eveni71tI, Nov. 6th, 1854, at 

Grum~ood Hall. 

we should guard, I propose to show in this 
lecture. 

Mankind are gregarious-they naturally 
organize themseh•es into tribes and nations 
-nd the people of the same community 
are contiooally organizing themselves into 

. parties, !actions, eects and cliques. There 
In the tenth year of our corpOlllte exist- are few greater hindrances to human 

ence under a c~rter Crom the Legislature improvement than this spirit of parti&11n 
of Ohio, we hue again arri,·ed at the annual association, and yet it is so seductive, so 
period of Introductory Lectures-the first powerful in its indueu~, that few ever 
Monday of November-an occasion-not have the manhood really to think for tbem
for the display of oratory, learning or wit- selves, and to stand out independent of 
but for a systematic statement of princi- party discipline. Indeed, the majority nev
plee and objects, duties and responsibilities er think of it u an evil, ne,·er <H-sire to.be 
-that all may understand each other cor. redtemed from it.a influence, and look with 
rectly, and the public be rightly informed some suspicion upon that man whose man

. of our position and character. hood is too large and vigorous to wear a 

GENTLEMEN : 

You are upon the threshold of the medi
cal profession. In entering this profession 
it is well that you should look around care
fully, to see with what and with whom you 
are connecting yourselves, or 1\·hat new so
cial and professional relations you assume. 

Upon this subject there are se,·eral wide
ly prevaleat errors of exceedingly perni
cious tendency, and young men who have 
not reflected much upon professional rel11-

. lions and duties, are exceedingly liable to 
fall in with these common errors, to imbibe 
the common prejudices, to catrh and repeat 
the cant phrases of the profession, and thus 
to perpetuate without reflection some of the 

party yoke. 
Hamilton, Madison and Jay, among the 

wisest founders of our present form of gov
ernment, deplored this induence of party 
spirit, and warned ua against it. They 
showed ill destructi,·e operation in our JM· 

tiooal congress, where members are induced 
to follow their }*rty rather than their con
science, and where all measures are carried 
or rejected as they conform more or less to 
the selfish objects of the leaders of parties. 
Individual members of Congress may ap
prove an important measure, but if their 
party has rejected it, they dare not do their 
duty, for fear of being persecuted by their 
pa1ty, and thus losing thei1 political in
.tlueiu:e. 
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And while our natio~l legislation is dy of which the faculty are the commaod
thus conupted by party spirit-the people ert1, and to whom they mu.st be as faithful 
at large are demorali7.ed by it. They are as the conscript to his colors. Such a feel. 
led to 1upport any measures, and to shout ing is a degrading delusion. There is no 
for any worthless nominee put forward by Euch allegiance due to any body in the pro
intriguing leaders. I presume therefore, fession, except what is deserved by the truth, 
no one will deny that our national politics virtue and science they possess. Nor d<Jef 
are·conupt, and that our political party or- a coDIOCiation in study and practice with 
gans contain a great deal of mendacity and any group of individuals originate any olJ. 
recrimination. ligations to coincide with them in opinion, 

How often have we seen the disciplined or to maintain any relations to them which 
hosts of parties throughout our country are not dictated by the universal principles 
standing ready to ratify with enthusiasm, of morals. The idea that any one who Im 
any nomination that might be made at Bal- studied a profession is bound to unite wit!i 
ti more, whatever might be the character of others who have studied the same profa
the nominee? sion, and to co-operate with the majority. 

History is filled with the proofs of the however adverse the course of the majority 
power with which sectarian organimtions may be to his own convictions is entirely 
absorb the comciences of mankind, and fallacious. The majority have an undoubt
tum them away from all true conceptions ed right to adopt their own opinions and 
of duty. Examples abound every where. to combine in any honorable scheme for tht 
It was said in the vicinity of the Mormon promotion of their own or the public wel· 
settlement in Illinois, that wh~n a respect- fare, bnt the minority have just the same 
able citiren was seduced into that society, right, and the right of any single individual 
he at once became absorbed in the Mael- to follow out his own convictions, or his 
strom of sectarianism-lost all sense of res- own schemes is as unquestionable as the 
ponsibility to those outside of the society, right of the majority. 
repudiated his dt'!bts, and regarded his for- We glory in the assertion of indhidnal 
mer friends and neighbors as enemies or rights and liberties against the despotic 
•·Gentiles," upon whom the society might principle that majorities may enforce COO· 

prey at their discretion. This is the com· formity to their opinion, either in medicine 
mon tendency of all sectarian or party or- or religion. In religion we bow to the aa
gani1.8tion-it establishes a despotism with- thority of God, and in medicine to that o( 

in its own limits, with a steady hostility Nature, but not to any inferior tribuoalt. 
and disregard of principle in reference to all We repudiate the authority of parties, 
beyond its bounds. and all the di~ipline by which they aie 

To a great extent thr.se same evils exist kept together and kept in order. 
in the medical profession, corrupting its But let us beware lest even in our efforts 
moral purity and pal1llyzing it1 capacity for freedom of sentiment we fall again into 
for improvement. So much is this the th:S common enor. Let us beware while m 
case, that when young men are about en- are struFgling against partisanship with all 
tering the profession it often happens that, its blighting influences, that we do not find 
instead of considering it an individual mat- ourselves becoming a party with all the 
ter of their own, like preparing to be far- faults of party organization. 
rners, surveyors or engineers, they consider We may struggle for independence even 
themselves recruits, about to enlist under until we become a party against the exist· 
the banner of some medical party to which ance of parties, and thus perpetuate the evil, 
they must preSflr"'e a strict allegiance. They against which we are warring. Men who 
pass through the sessions of a medical are laboring for any common object natur
school with the feeling that they and their ally desire to harmonize their action, by 
fellow students constitute one common bo- harmonizing their sentiments. It ia eo Yerf 
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convenient for all parties iO be unanimous papal em>re in medicine, is it certain that 
in their sentiments, that the heretical, inde- we may not be like other protestants, become 
pendent thinker who spoils theinmanimity, as intolerant oo'lleh't!B T 
becomes exceedingly inconvenient if not Gentlemen-intolerance i1 one of the 
poeitiTely odious to some of those from! natural errors of mankind, and onlt>llS ho
whom be is compelled to difnlr. I man nature has recently improved, we must 

Hence, whenever a large llody of men 1 expect to have our share of it. The very 
uve similar views and aims, there springs I fact that we are arrayed ttgainst intolerance, 
up insensibly among them a prejudice may help to make OB intolerant. We learn 
againet all who question the common ilel- in our co-operative acti<'n to look with dis
lief. Thia ptejotlice becomee deeper and trust and aversion at an intolerant party. 
stronger until it becomes perfect intolerance, We hear professors denouncing as unworthy 
end ostracism against all who cannot agree of any recognition, members of the profes
wilh the majority. Thus do all religious sion who give doees very different from 
sects tend to intolerance. Thus have they ii their own-we obeerve that they denounce 
in all past timee grown in their intolerance, the most honorable and learned members of 
until the persecution ot heietica was ac- the prpfe&llion in coarse and almost scurril
counted a virtue-until wars, judicial ..... I ous langu'lge, if guilty of disbelieving their 
sinations, and \urning at the stake, became. favorite ideas of therapeutics, and we be
the common incidents of that religion, rl Jieve that from such sources just and wise 
which its founder pronounced a system of . opinions are not to be obtained. We turn 
Love to God and man. aside with disgust, and gradually become 

Our great republic deriYed a lal'@t! portion prejudiced ·~inst the professional bigot and 
of its best blood from tboee who fled to ea- his party-the Jlftjudice may be increased 
cape this peraecotion-yet Hen they in perhaps by some personal wrong, of which 
many instafloes became themaelvee peraecu- we have a right to complain. It spreads 
tors in turn. and suengtbens among our circle until we 

In medicine we 11ee the •me tendency as regard the mme liberal 111inded portion of 
in religion. The same sectarianism has the profeaeioo, and the more conee"ati-re 
sway, and the man who boldly discards the portion, as two distinct oppoaing parties 
fashionable dogmas of his day is liable not with little or nothing in common, like ri
to imprisonment and torture, but to profes- val nations of difrerent races-we with 
l!lional ostracism, and unless he can sustain our peculiar knowledge, performing our du
himself against all his associates, to profes- ties, and they with their stock of learning 
sion1tl ruin. pursuing a distinct career. We thus fall 

We are proud to say that as medical Pro- into a trap for our own imprisonment, and 
testants, we abhor these efforts to sustain a sanrtion the most pernicious falsehood in 
medical hierarchy by crushing individual medical politics. Or in the technical lan
freedom. We are opposed to sucb disipline guage of our profession, we run into a f<W· 
in all its forms, whether it is f'nforced by amen cacum where there are no fartherpro
prh·ate inuendoes and understandings, by gress, and no anaetomosiug branches to 
the formal action of medical gocieties, by the communicate with other channels. When 
fierce denunciations of medical journals, by men of consenati\'e and dogmatic minds 
the prejudices instilled in medical schools, indulge their bigotry and hostility to re
or by the pledgt>.s exacted from deluded form, they assume that the more conserva
yonng men, to surrender their own reason tive portion of the profession constitutes its 
and adhere to the faith of their teachers. entire mass, and that all who do not com
under penalty of forfeiting their diplomas, cide with them constitute insignificant out
whenever they disco\·er that the doctrines I side parties, not really belonging to the 
they have been t111ght are erroneous. I medical profession. They gi"e an epithet 

But while we are protesting against these 1 or name to such a party, and thus design 
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it as a narrow ·1.0ioded aft'air, a mere frag- learn still more, and ready to bail withgsat· 
ment broken from the profesaion-4 party itude aay new writer who may eal•lflt * 
in which the full portiooa of medical sci- bolllldanee of thoee sciences. Ju aato
ence are wofully reducad. If the party mistaaad pat.bologiats, thewbole profellicl 
thus accept a name, which aaeigna them a barmooir.es like the cultintoia of malhe
limited. sphere, 1hey conaent to draw the matica, natural philosophy or Bl'Ology
line and builil a wall between tbemeelves tbeae departments are cultivated u a ooliie 
and the rest of the profession. Perhaps the profelllioo, and conaequently are far adna
party may consent to the arrangement be- ced by tbe gipntic lalM>n of avana whoa 
cause it ie a party of e1clusive ideas. T~ we all delight to lk>nor without distinction. 
pure homeopathic and pure hydropalhic par· In chemistry the •me is tr11e--«ll pbyli· 
ties accept their designation, because they clans acknowledge its importance, co-ope
are really exclusive parties, not recognizing rate in ita cullhation, and ignoretheexiat· 
the great ma;;.s of our therapeutic re- ence of party divisions, before the ahrilleof 
aourcee, as valuable, but coafining them- this pure science. 
aelvea to a certain range of medical treat- In physiology also the profession loob 
ment. Tbeyaa: willing to be walled out of to its teachers, as in chemistry, and etf!f1 
the great area occupied by the profession, step of demonstrative science anterior It 
beca1.111e they do not wish to occupy it.- the pJeBent period bu been ieceiTed bylll 
They are willing to be walled out of the alike. 
profession ae outsiders, because at the same In operali vesurgery and obetetrics too, u 
time the profeeeion at large is w•lled out of in physiology and chemistry, the pro~ 
their exclueive territory, which they hope baa fixed scientific principlN in which all 
will become the largest and most populous may agree, and in which we are happy to 
enclosure. be instructed by the learning, the skillaai 

But of such party walls and subdivisions experitince of our predecessors and oar mm! 
of the profeaeiooal territory w bov notA- gifted cotemporariee. 
ills· We reoogniJe but one medical science Thus in sevea departments, medicineisa 
-oae medical profession, coneiating of thf pure science, and 1111 physicians learn fro• 
accumulations of •sea, of experience and lhe same text-books, proceed upon the samt 
observation. all of which ie valuable for ex· principles, aim al the same reeolts, aai 
ample, for wur1iog and instruction. We look in the Eame direction for progres@ aoi 
do not demand that the unquestionable facts improvement. If this were all, medicine 
of accumulated experience, shall be scoffed like all other departments of scientt might 
aside to make room €or some new theory, present hurmony among its cuhivators.
or some single principle of treatment. We But in the practice of the profeFSion. dilf· 
do not consider any measure judicious erent opinions are formed as to the value ol 
which results in the formation of discordant particular drugs and particular measures. 
parties. and hence arifes the dishonorable discord 

All who pursue the medical profession of the profession. I say dishonorable be
rightly, will find in their studies a common cause it is contrary to correct ethics. ioju· 
ground which all may cultivate in harmony. rious to professional proj!ress, and therefore 

Every physician recognizes the necessity injurious to mankind. 
of a thorough knowledge of anatomy, as 1f A believes that in a certain disea.<e,cal· 
the basis of surgery, physiology, end gen- omel is the best prescription-B maintains 
era! practice. E'·ery one also recognizes that opinion is the best, and C prefm i:oda 
the \'alue of pathology end pathological . to either-is that any reason that each of 
anatomy-and in these two departments all these three gPntlemen should angrily de
ph)'sicians alike re~ort to writings of the nounce the other two as quacks and refuie 
ablest anatomists am\ pathologists, eager to to recognize them as respectable geotlerotD 
learn all they can communicate, anxious to in the profession, wheu ii they had only 
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agieed with him in opinif>n, be would riee, we claim free acceas to all that es.pe· 
baTe walked arm in arm, ealogiaed their rience and adence haft effr taught or are 
talente aad ranked them aaong the beat and now teaching. Let those who will pl!O
hsgbtMt of the )and 1 ecribe honest but eccentric cultink>• of 

If Dr. Smith belieTea that calomel in science, we alw.11 ext.end them our profe8· 
UUpoonful doea, zepeated every hour, is aional courtesy. and profit by their intelli
"Yery wholeeome in cbolea, and if Dr. genet!. 
Brown belieTea at the aame time that the It i1 to be hoped, that a broad Ameri
millionth part of a grain ia 111 latge a dClle m.n Bclecticism, candidly recognizi.Dg all 
u ought to be giTen-and if Dr. Gnien con- that is contributed to the healing art-
aiders brandy and pepper and hoi blankets neither despising nor rejfl:ting anything 
better than either, is there any sutlicient which is the product of bo11eat inTillltiga
reaeon in dUa that Smith and Brown and tion, will ultimately harmonize medical 
Gleen should fight a triangulai duel OTer sects and extinguish medical sectarianism. 
the queatiom between them, and that the I think no one.can doubt that ultimat.ly 
entire · profellion aboltld take sides in the the medical · profeaaion will outgrow this 
quarrel 1 sectarian condition-that e-.ery honest cul-

There ie one great contest in the profes- tin tor of the science will be teapected, ud 
Irion at the pJeSent day wbic:h detenes to the discoveries of each become the property 
hue been immortaliad by the atirical pen ofall. We cannot bring about this change 
of Dean Swift. It is the war of the ~ at p188t111t, but we can at least announce the 
cloeea and the HttZ. doeu. Tboee who ad- true principle of that American BclecticWni 
minister medicine in heroic doees, and the which in a moze enlightened day will oc
Weat Americana are the leaden of the cupy this contiaent. And to prepare for 
world in this respect, insist that any whose that glorious period, let us bewue of en
doees are aa low 111 the tbouaandth or mil- couragingt in any way, party diacord or 
lion th of a grain must necesaarily ·be die keeping up those party boundariea which 
honeet, and however thorough their edoca- conftue the intelligence or disco.eriee of 
tion in every department of m~ical science, each perty to itself, instead of allowing it 
they are loudly denouncedu quacks. The to flow forth and enligbtan all . Wbate-.er 
ntlle-dote-ia.na retort npoa the big-dote·iaM of good and true others may enjoy, we wiah 
by decl•ring themselves the only true pos- free acoess to it. Whate-.er of medical 
leSIOrs of medical ecience, and denouncing truth ,,.e may poEISS, is open to the world, 
all the principles and remedies of big-doee- and we wish it to go forth for the benefit 
ian practice as a farrago of absurdity and a of mankind. 
magazine of trash. According to one party, The medical profession has a deep and 
midnight darkness rests upon those regions permanent hostility to secret nostrums. It 
where the theory of Hahnemann bas not demands that whate\"er valuable medical 
yet enlightened the profession. According knowledge may exist should be made ac:alll· 

to the resolute of the other party, the fol- sible to the entire medical profession. But 
lowers of Habnemann are wandering in what are evils of the nostrum dealing buai
outer darkness, following an ignia fatuwt ness compared to those of medical secta
guidance or a moonlight hallucination-and rianism 1 At the utmost, nostrum-mong
eking oiit their system with downright im· ering can only conceal a few recipes, which 
posture and fraud. if known would probably be but little Wied. 

From all such contests a11 these, may com- But R'tldical sectarianism conceals a large 
moo sense and common honesty deliver us, amount of highly important knowledge. 
now and forever. Let those who will, dra\v The deluded followers of merli<'.al bigots 
dividing lines in the profession, we recog· and demagogues never look over the walls 
oit.e only its unity. Let those who will, by which their vision is bounded. Rich 
circumscribe themselves by exact bounda· libraries may be accumulated, laden with 
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rue and 'fillable kaowWge, ••cl the eouo- teaantiam, which was oooe obecwe, •
tea of apotbecariea may be covered with lraown and scomed, ia llOW s.Sicieatly 
new aad biglal1 import.ant JMdiciaes; bot if kaown to command 188p9Ct. ContesW of a 
tt. lloolaJ have been written or the medi· harsh and angry character may be ~ 
cima papared by the proacribed clus; the to }llOtect the rights •pon which a majority 
boob are un•d and the medicines umed. ma7 be diapoeed to tnmple-but wllla 
Many a valued citizen, many a bloomin~ tlloee rights are vindicated and reepectal, 
maiden, many a leader of aociety, las per- coat.est ebould cease. I do not mean tlat 
iebed. in consequence of thia barbarous we aboold s1ackea in our .eal for the i--:· 
state of the JlfOiellioa-died becaue their tice aad advocacy of troth, but that die 
medical admen went too bigoted or too question abould he scieutiic and not ps
de1ulllecl to leok beyond their own party for eonai, 
knowledge-died became their pbyaieians .A. love of coeteet nd deaunciati• is 
were wilfully ignonnt of that which might net the characteriatic of the nobleet apeei
bue 1ued them. I do not heeitate to say, mens of humanity, and the -n of conect 
tbai in our own cewatry tens of thouands feelings will •ce when the necesaity fer 
baTe bean immolated by medical 1eetuiao- such contests is at an end. 
ilm, and tbai terrible epidemics ha TIS aged I would not. thendore, MCOlll.-d tile 
with Tery little 1elifif from medical scieare, yo.mg pbysicilm who is fairly taeated ~ hil 
becaus the tru me&llodl of Jelief were to profeaioaal brethllD. to annouDCe bisuelf 
be found in l»oob asaimt which medical ia a delant and challeaging •nner, cut-
18Ctarianism bad p.ajadiced the ph;.icieos. ing Hlpicion aml contempt apon prof9e-

8o terrible a cane las medical eectarian- •ioaal riftla. Jlivalr1 ia pro"'8ioaal ,.:
i1m been to society, I caanot iecomlMDd ilce is ..,t w gnnv embitterecl and penoml, 
anything which tends to perpetuate ite aven with all the courlelly we c.a practiee. 
power. I do not consider it nece1ary or Nor is it deeirable to pteix aay qaalii
judicioua for a phylician to make freqaent c:atien to your title oi Domor of Medicim; 
Jeference to tl!ioee epithet& which mu to that title i• auilicieot to signify that J9U 
divisions in the profession. Fieq11e11t dis- ue pn>perly prepated, worthy of confi.411mee 
cuaaioa1 of the oomparatiTIS meritl of All- and familiar with your pl0ft81ionel ft9Dar· 

opathic and Homeopathic, of Old School CBI. That title is perfectly intelligible, bat 
and New School, Conaervative allll Pro- the title of Eclectic Phyacian ie not. Oae 
greseiTe, B.eformatory and Hunkerisb par- will suppose it merely a new aectarilm 
ties, aie not desirable, ulea eucb di'°118· designation-another will nppoee it 1o 
siona are made necessary by circumstances. signify a looee aad indeciaiTIS courae of 
When we are compelled by truth to differ piactice--4 system compoaed of eciape of 
from our professional brethren, let us dis- nrious doctrillfll, decisiTIS in none. The 
cuss the matter as men of ecieooe discuss phyaiciaa whose doctriaee bind him to an 
other debatable propositions, without giv- excluaive courae, may well place upon his 
ing the di11CUBBion that personal character sign the word homeopathic or bydropathic; 
which aroust's partimn feeling and confirms but those who do not profess to beloog to 
prejudice. a sect need no such title. Our too consen-

The period of combative reform is pass· alive old-school brethren show their aelf
ing away, to give place to a period of more respect and tbear good sense br calling 
quiet diffusion of scientific truth. Pro- themselves simply physicians and nothing 
teatantism in religion, which was once com- elae. 
pelled to battle stoutly for its own exist- If medical autarianiem be justly entitled. 
ence, aml retort persecution for peraecution, to our rebuke, there is a still more olfea
is now sufficiently ad,·anced and powerful sive i8m which is worthy of our unmitiga
to extend to Romanism a magnanimous ted contempt. I allude to medical de71la· 
toleration and protection. Medical Pro· ~gueiaa. TbeJe is a class of men (fortu-
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n~~ely there are few as yet, and if rightly I soon as they can obtain a diploma. if not 
condemned by public opinion there number eooner. Young America will not be kept 
-will not increase,) whose monal and intel- back for severe and prolonged scholastic 
lectual quali1ies do not entitle them to any labor. 
honorable rank in society or in the proper But Jet me here assure you that a noble 
and legitimate cultivation of medical llCi- edifice cannot be erected on a narrow foun
ence. Having no correct and elevated dation-and if you do not during your pu
views of what conatitutes a gmtleman, a pilage lay a broad foundation and become 
ecbolar or a ph11iciari, they are doomed to thorough scholars, it is not probable that 
mediocrity and inferiority in reputation; you will ever be distinguished by superior
but, unconscious of their true position, ity of attainments. In the busy hours of 
they struggle against the laws of nature to practice, there are few who make much eci
become leaders. They make a great outcry entific progttss. The majority actually 
about some sectarian idea, some deformed grow rusty. Now or never is the time for 
and distorted conceptions of medical sci- thorough S(:bolarsbip. 
ence; and although they have no learning, The law requires but two-yet three 
no originality, no eloquence nor even n- courses of instruction are little enough to 
riety of ideas, they make up abundantly by impress the truth8 of medical science deep
e.erlastiog repetition of the same story, ly and firmly on the mind. We rejoice to 
and by scurrilous persoDftlities against all know that many of our students have at
who treat them with the coat.empt they tended faithfully upon three courst>s-but 
det!ene. They are exceedingly anxious to if the public will sanction sciolism by em
gain reputation by a controversy with their ploying physicians who have not even grad
wperiom-they i8Slle blustering challenges aated-and if young men have so little 
which nobody notiees-«urrilottB pamph- self-respect as to aim at obtaining a diplo
lets which the parties usatled never an- ma alone, without regard to qualification
swer-foul charges and insinuations which if they resort to thOSP. irresponsible esta blisb 
rest in the mud where they were born. ments where no regulations exist as to time 

If they find a few congenial characters, of study, and where a diploma can be ob
or impose upon a few mieguided youth- tained by any ignoramus or knave, the pro
tbey prolong a petty notoriety in a petty fession must lose a great portion of its re
way, and make a slight imprusion on a spectability with the public, and you must 
few-the most intelligent of the profes- suffer in character unless you can make 
1ion being entirely beyond tbeir reach. known the distinction between those who 
Bot BO flir as any impression is made, they haTe and those who t.ave not purF.m~d the 
vulgari1.e and demorali7.e. Young meu who honorable course of study, and faithfully 
find their professional models in the lives qualified themselves to perform their du
of truly illustrious men. may rise to emin- ties. 
ence-but d~y who select for imitation a As the highlands differ from pestilential 
medical demagogue, will be but imperfect marshes, so should the sphere you occupy 
copies of a miee~b~ model. . I be eleva1ed, pure and remo1e from aflinity 

NPxt to sectanani~m and.d~magogueu;m. with those who degrade the profP!'sion. 
let. m.e warn you agamst Bewll8111. or super- Choose your exemplars from thore who 
ficiahty. Colleges are censured for usher have left behind them names that 
ing young men into the profession too rap
rapidly-but the fault is not with them. " Were not born l(l die." 

Young men are continually engaging in the 1. GALEN, in the i;econd century, whose 
profossion without collegiate assistance- intellect appeared to have meemeri~ed the 
and the majority of those who attend col- mind of the entire profession, and held it 
lege appear eager to drop their studies and j in subjugation for tweh-e or thirteen centu
engage in practice as early as possible-es ries, commenced the study of medicine at 
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17 years of age. He resorted to what was graduated nexi epriog at the arie of twaitJ· 
deemed the best school then in the world- two. 
at Alexandria-and at the age of 28 he 6. STllDIBAK, (1694-1689.) sometima 
went home to practice. Thus did be lay called the father of English medicine, p!Ot

tbe foundation ol at.me and a moral pow- ecuted his st.udiee at Odon! uotil beile
er which governed the profession for more came a Bacbelor of Medicine, and still a 
than a thoueand years. few yeara longer before be obtained tbeie· 

2. Vuu1us, the renovator of anatomy gree of Doctor of Mediciae. There Wiii 

in the 16th century, not only dieplayed time wbeo that degml wu a high prile, he· 
great zeal as a student in his dissection of yood the ruch ofteo of men who were well 
animals, but exhausted the knowledge of educated and proficient in science and prac
the schools by his studies at Louvain, at tice. How much baa its value degenerated 
Paris, at Pisa, at Bologna, and other Ital· in our country, and how bU.y at this tiJDe 
ian universities. are .medical demagogues in reducing ill 

3. F ALLOP1U11, (the pupil of V eaalius,) character atill lower! 
whose name is perpetuated by the Fallopi· 7. Boi.RH.U.V&,(1668-1738) the moetea· 
an tubes, did not deem his education com- ioent physician of hia age, was also a lllQI\ 

plete, until he had visited other schools. faithful stuclent, and his attainments 1ftft 

besides the famous one of Padua. so diversified and extensive that be Wll 

4. HARVEY, the illustrious discoverer of called the Voltaire of Science. 
the circulation of the blood. who figured in 8. Baron V AB S,;.LETU, ( 1700-171l) 
the first half of the 17th century, (1:'>78- the most diatiogui1he<l follower of BGer· 
1658,) spent four years at Cambridge and haave, and author of the oelebrattd cm· 
then five years on the continent, and at the mentariea on the aphoriams of Boerbaate, 
principal medical school in Europe (at spent aeven yeus io pupilage bebe be 
Padua,) before he obtained the degree of took his degiee. 
Doctor of Medicine. Nine years of colle· 9. MALPlGHI, the anatomist, { 1628-16114) 
giate study laid a suitable foundation for whose name is 1ierpetuated by tbt Malpig· 
that reputation which is greater now, after hian bodiH, obtained great honor by bis 
the lapse of two hundred years, than it was proficiency as a student, yet was ~ J'f9ll 
in his own day. Greet men are F.een bellt of age before be obtained his degree, tluee 
at a distance; to muny of his cotempora· years after which he became professor at 
ries Harvey appeare1t but a humbug-and Bologna. 
men who are now entirely invisible, then 10. VALl!ALVA, (1666-1723.) the distil· 
seemed greater than Harvey. He bad r.. guished auatomist and surgeon, studied 
noble conception of the dignity of the phv. under Malpighi and took his degree at 21 
sician, the d!gnitr of the true scholar. He yt>.ars of age, but he applied himself with 
lived up to his idea, and his example is a such zeal es to impair his health. 
light to succeeding centuries. 11. MoaGAGNl, a contemporary of Bo!!'· 

!'>. Sometimes, as in the cases of Mal- haave, the greatest anatomist of his tillle, 
pighi, Valsalva, and Morgagni. the zealous (1682-1772)studiedunderValsaka-Val· 
devotion to study enabled them to win the salva under Malpighi-all three eminent as 
ho11ors of their profession et an early age. snatomists-all intenre studt:>uts-all dis
SotnetimP::, as in the cuse of R1vEa1us tinguished in tbeir pupil11ge, and early cal· 
(l'>39-16t1:J.) a co!emporary of Harvey. led to pro1essorships. 
whose writine;s pa~sed through numero11~ 12. ALEXANDER MoNBO, (169i-176i) 
editions, their position was gained only 1.y the celebrated anatomist and founder oftbe 
perseveranct'. Ri,·erius failed in his fir~t school at Edinburgh. was well prepared for 
exomi11ation for 11 degree. He was rejected. his subsequent career by studies in Londllll 
b11t h<1 dn!( true manhoocl in him, this on),· under Cbesseiden, in Paris and at Leydell. 
stimulated him to redoubled efforts. and hi' under Boerhaave. 
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13. CuLt.u, (in the middlt'! of the 18th ed-how ioexcuable lheir conduct is you 
century,) a standard authority with the last may judge from thia fact. It :requires all 
generation of physicians, prepared himaelf the time of one Professor to master lbe 
too by the old laborious course which has knowledge neoeesary to tesch properly one 
gone out of fashion here. He served his depertment of medical scien~nd if one 
:time regularly with a surgeon and apothe· seventh of our entire science is enough for 
cary at Glasgow. one man's labor, it is surely impossible for 

14. The Huni:a11, whose career occupied any practising pby~ician with all bis study, 
the latter half of the eighteenth century, lo m&11ter thoroughly every department of 
were men of the same stamp-men who the scieDce.. It requires all his energies to 
prepared for their great duties in a manner muter that which is prectically important 
worthy of a great undertaking. W1LLrAM and mcuaary-and if be fails or falls short 
Hu1'Tu ( 1718-1783) spent three years with in study, he certainly loses much, and his 
the tamous Dr. Cullen. It waa ten years patients bear the loss. The physician -.who 
after this before be received the degree of does not study i1 a defaulter to the public, 
Doctor of Medicine from Glasgow-having no better in principle than the absconding 
in the mean time been occupied in study banker. 
and in lecturing on anatomy and surgery There is much more that I could say up· 
and in surgical practice. on these topica, but perhaps some one more 

JOHN HuNTEB, (1728-1793,) though de- accustomed to the cant words of party may 
ficient in his early education, spent seTen ask, "what after all is the difference be
years in faithful study with his brother- tween your school and others. If you, like 
but in fact his whole professional life wH them, recommend prolonged and profound 
a life of intense study. study of the same departments and the 

The men destined for eminenal hne gen- aame authors, lVith the i;ame high-toned, 
erally been distinguished early by their in- moral and professional pticiples, where ia 
defatigableenergy as students. Many have the ditTerence ?" 
exhausted the educational facilities of their I shall not now undertake to state this 
own country, and then gone abroad to ob- difference for both parties. Others may de
tain the ad\·antages of the most celebraled fine their own position. We would define 
schools in foreign countries. I commend ours, and leave you to judg~, what is the 
their example to your imitation. difference. 

But it was not upon colleges alone that We hold that in the medical profeEsion 
they reliell-they continued through life as in all mattPre of opinion-as in politics, 
laborious students. The founders of the religion, and busine~i;--there are two par
most flouri~hiug school west of the moun· ties or at least two opposite tendencies, 
tains, the learned Prof. Caldwell was a la· upon which parties may be based. They 
borious student and writer up to his latest are commonly known a~ Conservative and 
breath-upwards of eighty years of age- Progressive, Hunkeri~h and Reformator-v,
and in tl1e prime of early manhood in Phil- or in more familiar ~Jang phra~e as H~Jd. 
aclelphia, he labored mentally for eighteen fast and Go-ahead, or Old Fogy and Young 
hours out of the twenty-four. America. 

My former friend, the late Prof. Harri- There always has been, and there always 
son, (I rt>g1·ct that medi01l politics should will be a progressh-e party-and this pro. 
ever ha,·e 'eparated us,) assured me many gressive party will increase as the worlll in· 
yen rs si11ct> , that e\·er since his medical pu· crPe~es in ~cience and intellectufll life and 
pilage. he had de\·oted regularly as much a~ liberty until it constitutes the ruling pow
fiye hnnrs a day lo study and reading. er. The Amnican Republic is the repre· 

But al1tf' ! how many prnctii•ing physi- sentathe of this progressive tendenC\·.
cians are 1hne who ~hnmefully nel,\lect the Russia, Chine, and Africa represeut. the 
daily sl 111\y of their profession. How wick- despotic comervatism or Hunkerish tend. 
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ency. They considerably outnum!M!r us at The necessity of sanitary iegulatioDB by 
present, but we have the most comfortable governments to protect the health of tie 
certainty that our principles will triumph people. 
over all odds. And as the American re- We might name many other impro~ 
public compares with the medical deepo- rnente that have gained a firm establillh111t11I 
tisms, so do the progressive American re- against a resolute oppo1ition, and it wouU , 
formers in medicine wish to compare with be interesting to review the battles of tie 
the opponents of reform. We wish to see coneerntiTes and progreaives over each 
progressive Americanism in medicine sub- of these propositions, but many of tin 
stituted for the conservative customs of stories are already familiar, as standing iJ. 
European kingdoms, and we have undoubt- lustrations of medical bigotry. 
ing confidence that it will he done-for The progiessive party are still struggling 
revolution is the order of Nature. for the following improvements, which al! 

For the first fourteen centuries of the not yet entirely established, but are in hope
Christian era, the darkest Chinese Hunker- ful progress: 
ism ruled the profession of medicine. For 1. The treatment of consumption by1111-
twelve or thirteen Ct"nturies, the voluminous, trient, tonic, invigorating regimen-bf 
wordyand fanciful writingsofGalen-(now nourishment, iron, salt, sorbefacients aM 
obsolete) were the absolute law ofall-the exercise, instead of depletion and confille
boundaries of his writings were considered mf!nt. 
the limits of human knowledge in medicine. 2. The treatment of cholera, by a simple 
Only about four centuries and a half, has stimulant,andalterative andanti-epasmod· 
the human mind been emancipated from ic course, which is successful with 911 pe! 
slavery-not fully emancipated to American cent. 
freedom, but to the limited freedom which 3, The preservation of the vital powtn 
exists, where the despotism of one man is of the patient, and especially of his blood 
substituted by the weight of authority de- against the lancet and all deslructife ane-
rived from a greater number. misting modes of treatment. 

In this imperfect freedom, what bas been 4. The curabiht} by improved treatment 
done by the progresaive party, against con- of cancerous diseases, and of a large 00111· 

aervath•e resistance? ber of forms of disease in which it bas been 
The friends of progress have battled for, the fashion to indulge In a gloomyproguosis. 

and successively established: :'>. The truth of the g11neral priuciplesul 
The doctrine of the circulation of the Phrenology. 

blood ; 6. Tiit> existence of extraordinary pbt-
The doctrine of a multiplicity of organs nomena in the human constitution not ~1 

in the brain ; fully understood, which are displayed in 
The practice of inoculation-superseded mesmeric t>xperiments. 

by 7. The improvement of the Materia Mal· 
The practice of vaccination; ica by a more careful attention to botanr, 
The use of cold water in fever; by the preparation and use of a large nwn· 
The treatment of scurvy, by acids and ber of new and valuable remedits, and tht 

vegeta hies; progresei rn disuse of the older &gt'nts for 
The use of quinine in fever; which they have been substituted. 
The treatment of Insanity, by anodyne It is evident that in proportion as impro-

tonic and restorative measures; ved agents are introduced, the arlicles '.Ol 
The use ofetherandchloroform, asanres- which theyaresubstitutedaregraduallydis· 

th1;,tics; used and laid aside. Hence WP. tind many 
The necessity of -.entilation, by scientif articles le8s neces~ary than they were fom 

ic methods of changing the air of apart- erly considered-a number are very oeld.oin 
men ts. used, and some may be regarded as enure· 
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Ir obsolete. Among thoee who have ob· diseues-increuing in their disposition to 
tained a respectable knowledge of our respect and presene the vilal powers of 
new !t'sources, there are very few who find patients-enlarging their conceptiona of 
any occasion to continue to use the prepar- physiology, and of the powers of the ner· 
ations of mercury, arsenic, lead, antimony vous system, giving more attention to bot
and copper in the tieatment of any form of any~adoptingournew remedies, andacquir
dlsease. Throughout the entire profession ing increased confidenCf' in the possibility 
there is a great abatement in the use of of curing diseases. 
mercurials, and the only reason why they Thus are we all (all who have not turn
are not with all nearly obsolete, ia that the ed oft" into by-paths) tending to one com
tiew 1'l'SOurces of the materia medica are not moo goal-there are many however who have 
)et sufficiently known to all. not kept pace with our advancement in 

In advocating these, and other impro,·e- therapeutics and physiology-but permit 
ments in the profession, we find. some three me to remark, that all who have advanced 
CJr four thousand American physicians sub· 1Tith ua, have found themselves on the right 
atantially agredng 'with us-perhaps these road, and experienal bas only given them 
are all whocoincide in all the improvements certainty and enthusiasm. Therefore are 
mentioned, but there are a vast number we authorif.ed to say that we are not secta
who agree with us in one or more of the rians, but true progressives in science, teach
improvements named, indeed the majority ing to-day what the entire profession will 
of this entire profession are in sympathy ratify in the future. 

with us in reference to some portion of our ===============~ 
improvemenU-nd the entire profession .d1 
are really drifting in the direction of our tJad ~. .P.&i.BctllantOU.B .Stltdions 
position. For we have not gone off in any 

by-path, to be lost by the way-side; if we WRY NECK CURED WITHOUT CUTTING 
are in any degree separated from the major-
ity, it is not by any eccentricity of ours, but BY G. BVCJt, lll.D., BURGEON TO Ill. Y. BOBPiTAL 

ouly by pursuingboldlv the path ofimprove- The bta• d · th fi II · . . • . success o ine 1n e o ow10g 
ment m the 11tra1ght forward line of progress cues of Distortion of the Head, commonly 
until there is a long space between the front known as Wry Neck, indures the undersign
ranks of our advanced position, and the ed tomake known to t~e profess~on, ~n _order 
rear ranks of the ilreatcaravan behind. But t~t the treatment. enjoyed, which l~ is~-

. " beved bas not hitherto been applied 10 
all the "ay along our march the Vanguard such cues may be fully subjected to the 
of the Army " is connected with the rear- test of ex~rienoe. 
guard by different corps, which are nearer Coat First. Heeter Higgioa, a nath·e C?f 
to us or nearer to the rear-guard, as they lrelaud, twe'!ty-fhe years of age, unman~-

. . ed, was admitted to the New York Hoep1-
ba,·e been moie active and progressive, or talon the 6th of November, 1848, at which 
more tardy. time she had suffered Crom rheumatism al

The mm-ement of the enthe body is in ready about seven months; all the larger 
one direction, and if we should this day sit joiats of the body h8't'ing been su~ively 

. affi!cted. About four months prior to her 
do'l"'n and told our arms without farther admiuion, she suffettd a relapse. after hav-
1'rogreu, 1ome of WI might poesiblylive to ing nearly recovered, and since then she baa 
witness the arrival of the rear-guard at our e~perienced but little alleviation of her 
present position. For the members of the ail me~~· Her nee~, as well as most of her 

. • . larger 101nts are pamful, though not much 
profe&i1on are doing pa:t1ally and slowly swollen. Her tongue is slightly furred 
what we have done thoroughly and promptly her pulse is eighty-five, and 1oft; her ski~ 
-theyare11lowlydimlnishingtbeuseofmer- moist, and bowels regular. • 
curial11-slowly diminishing the use of the On the 10th January folloWtng,, she had 

l l • . . nearly rec<>Tered from !i.r rheumatism, ua-
laocet-& ow y 1mproT1ng 10 the treatment der treatment, except rigidity and coat111e-
of cholera, eoo111mptio11, and a ho1t of other tion of the mUllClee of t.he right tide of i1Je 
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neck, by which the head was drawn down-' the neck. On the 26th April, ooe week aC
ward. and toward the right shoulder. To ter the first opemtion, the llOleneas of tile 
relieve this distortion, friction&, with stim- neck hning very much diminished, the op
ulating and oleaginous liniments were dili· eration was repeated a second :ime. 
gently employed; and subsequently, sul· The proceediugs were the same as in tbe 
phuric ether was applied to the neck.- first operation, only the stretching wu 
Some slight improvement resulted from the carried to a much greater extent, and wiw 
use of those means. On the 18th April, a much lesa timid band. Several tima1 ie

bowever, the condition of the neck had for sisting fibres were felt to yield with a rup
some time been stationary, 1rnd all hope of tur!ng sensation, till at length, no further 
future benefit was abandoned. The mo- resistance was encountemd, and the head 
tions of the head were ,·ery much restricted, could be carried to the full extent iu e~e11 
and any attempt to overcome the resistance direction. After the effucta of tbe ether had 
of the rigid muscles by stretching them, passed off, the head was bandaged dowa 
occasioned severe pain. The rigidity did toward the left shoulder. On tlie first of 
not appear to reside in the sterno-mastoid May, the bandage being dispensed with, the 
muscle, inasmuch as this muscle did not head had no 1lii;position to resume its dis
grow hard and still' when efforts were made torted attitude. On the 10th of May, 1849. 
to elevate the bead; the msislance was evi- the head could maintain, unaided. its erect 
dently seated in the deeper muscular and natural position, though rotation aud flex· 
tendiuous parts. ion were still limited in extent, aud pei-

At the request of my colleague, Dr. formed awkwardly; the patient, howet'elo 
Sweet, of the Medical Division, I saw this was stnsible of progressive improvement ia 
patient, and proposed to make cautious at· these respects. She took her discharge 
tempts to overcome the resistance by force, from the Hospital for the purpose of retum
the patient being first subjected to the in- ing to her friends in Ireland. About one 
ftuence of sulphuric ether. Considering the year afterwnrd, she was heard from as coa
resistance to depend on contn1ctell muscu- tinuing well, and free from any distortioe 
lar and tendinous fibres, my object was or rigidity of the neck. 
~ither to stretch or l'Upture them; and in Cast Seccnd. In January, 18:>2, Maria 
doing this. no danger was apprehended to P--, of Guilford, Connecticut, aged 12 
the important nerves and blOod-ves&els of years, and of a healthy constitution, came 
the neck, since the forced movement ne· under my care, with the head very mucb 
cessary to accomplish this object would fall distorted from being drawn down toward 
far short of the extensive motions in every the chest, with the face turned to the left 
direction to which these part11 are accus- side. The motions of the head were also 
tomed naturally to accommodate them- very much restricted. In the month of July 
selves. preceeding, she had been attacked with sore 

Dr. Sweet assenting to my proposal, the throat and stiff neck, that left her ever since 
patient was laid upon her back in bed, with in the condition just described. She hid 
her bead resting high up on the pillow, so never suffered from rheumatism in any oth· 
as to be easily got at from the headoCthe bed. er part of her body, and had generally eo
Taking the head between my hands, placing joyed good health. I at once decided to 
one on either side, I cautiously stretched it employ the treatment which had been IO 
with a very moderate ilegree of force, in the su<.'CeSllful in the preceding case; and Oil 

direction opposite to that in which it wu the l:'.>th of January, ha,·ing first etberUed 
distorted, that is upward and to the left my patient, I performed the first opetatioa. 
side. Almost immediately, every one In order to carry the extension of the beaC 
standing round the bed (of whom there to the requisite degree, it became necaary 
were eight or ten pupils and medical men.) t<> have her supported in the sitting pm
was startled by a loud snapping eound of ture in a chair, and to place myself in front 
something rupturing. and at the same ume of her. Grasping the head between mr 
I rroeived that the bead yielded, and could hands, I acted on it in tht. nrioua direc
be brought almost to its natural position. lions which resisted. but felt no eeosatioa 
It was tnought prudent to proceed no fur- of rupturing fibres, in this or in any of the 
ther at this operation. The patient on subsequent operations. The resisting parts. 
recovering her consciousness was not sen- however, yielded in some measure, and al
sible of any new soreness in the parts, and lowed the hesd to be brought more nearly 
could bear the head to be moved much easi- into its natural position. No pain wasex
er than before the operation. She was perieoced from the operation on recovering 
directed to lie as much as possible on her her consciousness. 
left side. On the following dsy. there was On the 19th, no effuct was obeervecJ.9from ·'°"' 4'1Gnsiderable soreness 011 the right side of the :first operation; it was therefore re-
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pealed a second time, wilh the aid of ether. by the announcement of the diBCovery of 
On the 24th, 26th and 30th of January, and starch in the human brain. It appeara, 
on the 4th amt 7th of February, it was also chemically, that it only requires to add the 
repeated, each time with the aid of elber. elements of wale~ to those of ti.brine to pro
Tbough a gradual improvement was per- cure fat, ammoma, and cellulose or starch. 
ceptible from these repeated operations, it It may be po66i~le, yet, for the ~rai1;1 to be. 
became evident that a complete cure could come a "galvamc b~ttery," as as said to be 
only be achieved by a patient and pereever- the cue b1 eome ot the prOPelytes to the 
ing repetition of them for a long time; it !1ew doctr~nes .of psycholngy and m~smer
was therefore jud~ed mot!t prudent to. con- ism_. This discovery of cellulose rn. the 
tinue the operat1on11 w1thout the aid of b!'81n. m~st naturallY: startle the phy1nolo
ether. The patient's courage and endurance, gist, for it would decidedly show some rela
though put to a v~r{. &el'ere test, proved ad- tionship between a~i11fals '!'ul plant~, as ~his 
equate to the tna . Onc:e every day shi: '.'corpora a~ylacea is ~td to be idtnhcal 
submitted to the stretchtnf.! process, for in both. It ii< really cunous, thst such sub
about ten minutes each time. This was stances should be discol'ered in the body. 
continued up to the first of March, atter It is well known that M. Bern~rd has as
which it was repeated twice a day. The certained that the liver produces sugar
manner of manipulating was as follows: the discovery of which, it is said, bed such 

The patient was seated in 11 chair, end her an effect upon his mind, "that he did not 
body steadied by an al!Sistant standing be- sleep for three successive nights afterwards." 
hind, and holding her shoulders firmly with -Bos. Mui. and Surgical Jouraal. 
both hands. Placing myself in front of 
her, I grasped her head with my ban.de, in PARACENTESJS THORACIS 
such a way as to perform most efficiently • 
tht' different movemen11 I wished to exe- Dr. J. R. BENNETT reod a paper on this 
cute. These movements were varied in ev- subject before the Medical Society of Lon
ery direction in which resistance was en- don (May ?:7, 18:'.14), the chief object of 
countered, my object being to streteh to which was lo inculcate the importance, in 
the utmost the contracted muscles, and to cases of inflammatory hydrothorax, of not 
maintain them on a stretch for certain hastily resorting to the operation of para
length of time. Tlld process was painful centesis. He fou11ded his objection to this 
only during its actual performance, and proceeding in the early~tage of the disease, 
ceased to be BO the moment it was discon- both on the non-necessity of the measure, 
tinued. On the 24th of March, the opera- on the amenability of the disease to general 
tions were suspended, while the patient treatment, and on the mischief which was 
tient made a visit to her family, end were likely to arise from puncturing the cavity, of 
resumed again on the 8th of April. Du- the chest. He showed the non-uecessity'of 
ring the interval no relapse took place.- the operation, by the relation of cases in 
The same course of treatment was continu- which there had been a large collection of 
ed until the 10th of May, when she return- serum in the chest, but which had been ab
ed home highly gratified at being able to sorbed by fieueral treatment and the use of 
maintain her 1-d by her own efforts. in counter-irntants, consisting either of blis
its natural ere.ct porition, and to tum it in Lera, or of the application of a very strong 
different directions almost as well as ever tincture of iodine. The medicines admin
tthe could. She was advised to continue istered consisted of very small doses of blue 
for a long time the daily practice of per- pill. with squill and Dover's powders. an 
forming the various motions of the head as mfusion of cascarilla, with iodide of potas
extensh·ely as possible. On the 13th of sium and sweet spirits ot nitre. The pa
January, 18:'.13, I conversed with an aunt of tients were \>laced under non-stimulant but 
my patient, who had recently visited her, nutritious diet. He objected to the use of 
and who reports that she holds her head in mercury-to the production of the specific 
a ffry natural manner, and can move it at effect of that medicine, which he ~arded 
pleasure, freelr in eTery direction. In a as injurious. He related a cue to which he 
word she conS1ders herself quite well again, had been called in the country, of hydro
and without any disposition to relapse.- thorax, in young gentleman, in whom the 

N. Y. Mulital Tim.u, Janury, 18:>3. symptoms were not of such an urgent chac
ter as to require operation. He recom
mended the em\>loyment of remedies simi-

STARCH FOUND IN THE BRAIN. lar to those which have been mentioned, 
and with every prospect of their being use. 

Some aavcsna in London hne latelyexci- ful. Another physician was called in, 
ted a deal of inteJeBt amoog the profession, however, ~foie a fair trial was given to 
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the measures proJ)06ed, and puaoentuia the Alps. when he is aid to have" aofttned 
wu performed. 1'he tluid was serum; but the rocks with fire and vinegar," an opeta· 
on a second operation being required, about. tion which the author facetiously regarded 
three weeks afterwards, the matter evacua- as metaphorical than chemical, as the Tin
ted was purulent. Thie illustrated one ol egar, swallowed by the troops, probably 
the dangers to which tapping exposed a pt!· sustained their strength, and thus m effect 
tient suffering from hydrotborax. With softened the asperities of their rough way. 
respect to the diagnosis of the nature of the The author also quoted from Roman history 
fluid in the chest, this could be d11tennmed the story that" Scipio Africanua is said to 
without danger by the pa888ge of an explor· hn·e gained a great batlle with a few skiJIB 
atoryneedle. If they were found to be pur- of Yinegar," the troops refusing to march 
ulent or contained albuminous flakes, he until the general had obtained a supply. 
recommended a gradual and continued drain Caisar was also reported to mention in hii 
of the fluid rather tnan its sudden removal. Commentaries tne supply of viIM-.gar to the 
-Lancet, June 10, 18M. troops; and Mr. Tucker remarked that the 

drink of the Romans in all their cam paigu 
was vinegar and water, and, sustained by 

USS OF VEGETABLE AND MINE- that beverage, they conquered the world. 
RAL ACIDS Modern authors (Sir John Pringle, Sir Gil· 

bert Blane, and others) were also quoted in 
proof of the antiseptic and mediciDal qual· 
uies of vinegar. The author then proceed· 
ed to show that acid drinks were not only 

Iii' THE TREATMENT, PROPHYLACTIC AND BEH
EDIAL, OF EPIDEMIC DISORDERS OF 

THE BOWELS. 

An interesting pa~r on this subject was preventive, but remedial in epidemic dis
read before the Epidemiological Society, orders ot the bowels. Cases were related. 
July 3, 18M, by J . H. Tucua, Esq. in which not only persons were exempt 

The author commenced by alluding to from attacks of cholera raging around them, 
the remarkable, but well-established Jilct, who drank large draughts of cider, but a 
that in 1849 the cider districts of Hereford- case of l!levere cholera was also related. 
shire, Somersetsbire, and part of Devon- which yielded to the diluted juice of sour 
shire, were, to a great extent, exempt from apples. The efficacy of the mU.cral acida, 
the epidemic ravages of cholera, while tht: especially the sulphuric, in diarrhea, and 
dise11se was raging around. Upon further especially in choleraic diarrhea, was alio 
inquiry, it was ascertained that this exemp· advocated bl reference to numerous fact. 
tiou was confined a good deal to those in- and authoriues. He also referred to some 
viduals who drank cider as a common bev- established facts c1>nnected with the spread 
erage, and that th06e who partook of malt of epidemic dysentery in the army, showing 
liquor occasionally suffered. the efficacy of vegetable acids in that disease. 

He also remarked that, in some parts In conclusion, Mr. Tucker sugg«>.sted a 
of France and in Normandy, moce particu· necessary caution relath·e to the use of the 
larly where cider is the common beverage, wretched and unwholesome substitUIA for 
cholera is seldom known to exist; and fur· vinegar commonly sold in the London shops. 
ther, that Switmrland was reported t.o have The discussion which followed the read· 
been free from its visitation. ing of the paper, elicited many tacts in con· 

Having adduced these and other facts in firmation of the author's views; and, as to 
proof of the prophylactic power of cider, the efficacy of sulphuric acid largely dilu· 
\he author expresl!ed bis opmion that other ted with water, in choleraic diarrhea, there 
vegetable acids would be found of 11t1rvioe, was not a disseutient. voioe.-.Loadim Lu
such as-lemon-juioe, orange-juice, and sour ca, July ll'>. 
wines made from graoes, or even from 
1100ileberries. And as it would be found 
impossible to supply the whole of London The whole number of deatha in the city 
wit.b a sufficient quantity of pure cider. of Philadelphia, for the week ending July 
14r. Tucker suggests that vintgar might be 8th, was 368; more than one half of whica. 
found a useful substitute in case of another were children under the age of ten TI!&IS. 
outbreak of cholera, provided that it could In New York, during the same time,· there 
be obtained in a state of purity. were 771 deatbs,433 of which number were 

In confirmation of the aanative and med· children under the age of ten years. It is 
cinal virtues of vinegar, the author quoted rather unusual to baTe so large a portion of 
Hippocrates, who (de natura muleibri) children among the deatha ao early in the 
"employed white viuegar medicinally''- season, even in our large cities, where the 
Plutarch and Livy, who refer to the use of infantile mortality is always yery gniat.
Yinegar b1 Hannibal, in his pa8811ge over Bot. NU.. and S.rg. !Ot&nal. 
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USE OF CHLOROFORM OINTMENT 
IN RIGIDITY OF THE OS UTERI. 

BT G, W. RONALD, PHYSICIAN TO THE LOUIS· 
VILLE ALMS-HOUSE. 

There are, with few exceptions, no acc:i
dents to which the parturient woman i> 
subject that in~ict upon h~r a ~r~a~r 
amount of suffering than obstmate ng1dtty 
of the os uteri. It not unfrequently baffies 
the skill of the oldest and most experienced 
practitioner for a lo!1g time; and were \\~e 
to jud~e from the pain dependen1 upon th1~ 
condiuon of the organ, we should very 
readily suppose th.at th_e life of our patie~t 
was in the most 1mmrnent danger. Thu, 
state of affairs, as compared with the num 
her of births, is fortunately of rare occur 
rence · vet it is of sufficient frrquency to 
make' the subject of considerable interest 
and importance in practice. Various cause~ 
have been assigned, by different authors 
for rigidity of the os uteri; snme attribu
ting it to mechanical contrivances used for 
supporting the organ_. other~ to the injm~i 
cious ure of escharottcs, whilst others aga111 
contend that morbid irritability is the prin 
cipal cause, and this last conclusion seem~ 
to be more rational than t"ither of the other~. 
It is not mv intention, however, to enter 

1 into an inquirv as to the cau~e of the diffi-
cultv; but to call the attention of the pro-

1 fessfon to the use of chloroform ointment, 
1 as I have found it the most expeditioui., re-
1 liable, and safe mode of O\"ercoming it . I 

do not prete11d to say that it is a specific, 
for my limited experience in its use woulcl 
not justify ~uch a conclusion , having u~Pd 
it in but a few inc;tances, but in these with 
the most gratifying results. The first timr 

1 that I made a trial of it was in the Lonis· 
1 ville Alms-house, on the 28th day of Jan 
' uary, 1852. 
1 Mrs. C., agrd 23, a S4.'amstress, was ad-

mi ttecl on the 25th , reputed to be of respect· 
able family. foll and plPthoric habits, nine 
months advanced in pregnancy with ht'r 
first child. She w11s complaining of pai11 
in the left side-considerable mdema of thl' 
lower extremities-bowels constipated, for 
which oil had been repeatedly taken, urine 
highly colored and scanty. Ordered a Seid 
litz powder to be gh·en, and as soon as it 
operated, to be followed with a teaspoonful 
of sweet !lpirits of nitre l'verv two hours. 
At 7 o'clock on the morning· of the 28th 
she was taken in labor. I saw her at 10 
o'clock. Upon making an ex11mination. thr 
os uteri was sufficiently dilaterl to ascertain 
a head pret:entation, though the mt.mbranei: 
were not ruptured. The pains were pow· 

TBIBD 8DIB9--TOL. n.-z. 

ertul aml strong, continued to letum at 
short and regular iutervu.ls. and I consoled 
myself wirb the thought that I should be 
detained but a short time, yet hour after 
hour IJllSsed and still the os uteri had m11de 
no perceptible progress ~owards dilatation. 
The woman had become restless and de· 
spondent, intense thirst, sickness at the 
stomach with constant retching. throwing 
off the water almost as soon as swallo"·ed. 
If the os uteri was touched. she C(•mplained 
of eain; it was hot and unusually rigid, 
feelmg as if a tight band or cord had been 
drawn around the neck of the organ, which 
was resisting and unyielding. Hadng 
waited upon nature to overcome the difli· 
culty until the patience of the woman. as 
well as of her auendants. was completely 
exhaustrd, I determined to resort to some 
of the remedies usually recommended. Ac
rordingly, the arm was tied, and blood ab
stracted to approaching syncope . . Tartrate 
of antimony, and the warm bath, all in 
their turn were brought into requisition: 
yet the condition of the organ had changrd 
but little, though the membranes at this 
time had gheu awa~· a11d discharged a por
tion of liquor am11i1. The,e means hadng 
failed to pn>cure the desired effect, I went 
to the office for the purpose of makrng an 
ointment of belladonna, but was diFnp· 
pointe1I in finding none in the home. When 
I was in the act of sending to town for the 
article, it occurrrd to me that the ointment 
of chloroform might as readily relieve rigid
ity of the os uteri, as contraction of mu~Jes. 
of the ext re mi ties, that I hacl often seen it do, 
hadng had it applied to my own person in· 
1:1n attack of cholera, by my friend and pre
rep•or, Dr. T. S. Bell. Taking this view 
of the subject. I determined to try it, though 
not without somerloubtsand apprehensions, 
for I knew not what effect it might have· 
upon the child. or upon the hot and irrita
hle OS uteri. The ointment was rrepared '. 
by taking one drachm and a half o chloro
form and thoroughly incorporating it with 
one ounce of simple cerate; which was 
freely applied principally upon the externar 
surface of the neck of the organ. At the · 
time of the appliration, the woman com
plained of slight 8marting pain, which • 
passed off in the course of a fc<w minutes, 
and had it been applied at the commence
ment, or durinJt contraction of the or~an, 
she would have made no complaint, as was 
fully proved in the subsequent caFes in 1 
which I used it . Upon making an exam·
ination, twenty.five minutes after the 11p- · 
plication of the ointment, I was surprisetll 
to find the os uteri dilatin~ rap;dly. soft , 
and pliant; and in one hour and twtmty.-. 
sel"en minutes after its first application, t~ 
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woman was delivered of a fine, robust and to the observation of a simple phenomenon, 
healthy boy. which is, however . tt.e principal fact of the 

I am well aware that anv manual inter- process. 
ference on the part of the· practitioner, in MM. Cl. Bernard and Bousingault, and 
order to terminate protracted or lingering Boucbardat and Sundras, had shown that 
labor, is condemned by some of the ancient 1be-l!t' substances were co11Yerted into an 
writers upon obstetrics. Dr. Blundell, in emulsive fluid . This emulsion, absorbed 
his ,·aluable and scientific work, reminds by the lymphatics of the villi (to which 
us in every chapter that·• meddlesome mid · the term lacteals, in my opinion, alone ia 
wifery is bad." This I suppose no one will properll applicable.) collstitutes the milk
doubt. But surdy no well -informed fhy- like fluid, named chyle, found in the lym· 
sician in this age of improvement am ad- phatics of the mesentery after a meal con· 
vancement, both in the arts and sciences. taining oleaginous principles; and at no 
when evervthing Sttms to be moving on other time. lf the term cbyle is restricted 
with the most telegraphic speE>d, will con- to this milk-like fluid , which gave origin to 
demo the use of any remedy that we ma'.' it. then chyle is not the general product of 
have at our 1lii;posal for shortening the digestion, as it is generally suppo,;!'d 10 be, 
pangs of one of the most painful processes but is the fatty matters of the food in a 
10 the parturient woman.- Weatern lour- state of emulsion, and nothing more. 
nal of Medicine and Surgery. Subsequently, M. Cl. Bernard demonstra· 

ted that this emulsion is produced by the 
action ol the pancreatic juice ; and be as

DIG ESTJON OF FATTY MATTERS BY sumed it to be the essential agent in its for· 
THE PANCREATIC JUICE. mation. Thedemonstrationappearedcon· 

elusive, from one of the most neat and 
111' 8. JACR~ON, M. D .. PROFE~l!OR or INST. beautiful observations in physiology. 

MED. IN THE UNIVERSITY or PENN. It is known that in the rabbit, the inser-
tions of the heputic and pancreatic duels in 

The different digl"stions or chemical pro- the duodenum, 11re separatl'd by an in1enal 
cesses to which the different kinds of food- of near six inches. M. Bernard a,·ailed 
albuminous. oleaginons, saccharine, or emv- himself of this fact to observe, in nature
laceous-unrlergo in the aJimentllf~ canal , in situ-the seat and act of the COll\·e~ion 
have been the subject ol repeated in~sti· of fats into an emulsion. H~ accordingly 
gation and experiment since Spallanzani introducted into the stomach of ?11bbits, 
first demonstrated them to belong to the after fasting. some oil along with green 
domain of chemico-physit.al scit•nc" food, and after the elapse of a period of 

Prout determinect the differences in the time, not related. the animals were open
nature of the aliment.rv substances. His ed, and the intestines expotoed. No cbyle 
observations were followect by the more ac- or emulsion of fats was found in the mes
·curate researches of Mnlder, Dumas, Bee- enteric lymphatics at and below the open· 
querel, Leibig,and the pupils of the Geis-en ing of the hepatic duct, while they were 
school. They investigated the chemical el- distended with thP. chylous or fatty emul· 
ementary composition. modes of produc· sion at and below the rnsertion of the pan· 
tion, decomposition, metamorphoses, and creatic duct. F11rther, when the pancreatic 
other relations of those substances. The juice is added to sweet-oil or other fluid fat, 
way was thm: opened for acquiring a more an emulsion is instantly produced; aud 
correct knowledge of the kind of chemical 1his emulsion is very perfect and perma· 
process. or digestion, appropriate to each nent. The conclusion from this experiment 
"kind of aliment, and the seat or organ in was, that the emulsion of the oil was the 
which it occurred. immediate result of the action of the pan· 

Approximations are beine made to the creatic juice. 
solution of these interesting problems, The correctness of this obEervation ofM. 
which are not devoid of practical import- Bernard, has been denied by MM. Bidder, 
.ance. They still remain unsettled and ob· Schmidt, Lehmann. Donders, and HerberL 
scured from the conflicting statements. as It is asserted that M. Bernard was misled 
to facts, of different obSEm·ere, entitled by not properly timing his obsen·ations. It 

·equally to confidence from their intelligence, is stated, that if the animal be examined 
skill, and truthfulness. one or two hours after the ingestion of 011 

It is not my intention to entf'r on the into the stomach, the lymphatics betwl'ell 
general question of the alimentarv dia:es- the biliary and pancreatic ducts are then 
fions. J i;hall confine myself to one alone, tinged with white fatty emul~ion, "l\'biclt, 
thtt of the oily or fatty matters, respecting consequently. is formed independent of~ 
which thexe exist opposing statements as pancreatic fluid. WbPn the examioa11on 
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is delayed for five or six hours after the iu- , The above experiments indh:a1e ll source 
troduction of oil into the stomach, it is al- of fallacy iu makiug this observation. The 
leged tha t the emulsion formed in the upper foo1l on which the animal has fed may in· 
portion of the duodenum has then descend- terfere with its passage throu~h the stom
ed. and the portion absorbed has di.;appear- ach, 1ind cause a longer retenuon of it than 
ed from th.i lymphatics, ha\·ing passed on 1 is ~uspected. 
to the thoracic duct . By this llme, the Sewnd Stria of Erptrimtn'8.-To ob-· 
emulsion having redched the region of the viate the cause of failure in the preceding 
pancreatic duct, and pasFed into the jeju- experiments, the remainder of the rabbiLS 
num, the lymphatics of the mesenterv of were fed for eight da)·s on Freen cabbage. 
this part of the intestines are necessarily lt was found that they suffered, and two 
turgid with emulsified fat. It is inferred, died under this exclusive aliment. It was 
therefore, that M. Bernard did not exum- necess11r1 to add ·~heat-bran, which was 
ine the animals on which he experimented eaten with avidity, and soon restored them 
under the period of five or six hours after to a good condition. 
giving the oil, and was thus led. into a mis- Four more were selected and kept with
representation of the true character of the out food for two days. They were then fed 
phenomena. with cabbage saturated with sweet-oil, at 

This simple fact, it would seem, ought intervals, from 9 A. M. until 2 P. M. Jn 
to be settletl without difficulty: but the this manner oleaginous matter was con
reports of tho~e who have observed the stantly enterin~ the digestive apparatus for 
phenomena are entirely adverse to each five hours, until the moment of observa
other. My engagements in the praciic..e of tion. lf oils emu! ified in the stomach or 
my profession interfere with experimental duixlenum. independent of the pancreatic 
researches; they pre\·ent the application of juke, the lymphatics above the connection 
time requisite to sucl'ess in experiments. of the pancreatic duct would of course be 
Dr. Jame~ Corse obligingly olfo:-ed to per- found to contain the emulsion. 
form the experiments for me, submitting to The animals were d.estroyed by the same 
my observations the phenomena on the process as in the foregoing experiments. 
opening of the aniinals. , The first rabbit was feeding up to the 

The following are the results of this in- ' timll it was killed. The lymphatics be-
vestigation :- 1 tween the hepatic and pancreatic ducts 

A ,number of rabbits were procured. were invisible, except two, from four to 
They nod been fed for some days on hay. six lines above the pancreatic duct. They 
Four of them were deprived of food for appeared as faint white lines. Below the 
three days. Three druchms of fresh sweet- pancreatic duct they were diste:oded with 
oil were then introducecl into the stomach chvle. 
of each animal, through a tube, succesFive- 1 The second rabbit, under the same cir
ly, at nine. ten, eleven, and twelve .>'clock, 1 cumstances, pre.sented the same appear· 
and immediately fed with some peas. At , ances. No chyle was contained in the 
2 P . M., varying from five to two hours 1 lymphatics until within a few lines of the 
after giving the oil , they were made insen- pancreatic dnct, where two or three were 
sible with sulphuric ether, the abdomen faintly visible. Below the duct they were 
opened, and the intestines and meseotery turgid with chyle. 
spreed out. The third, a well-grown rabbit, gave pre· 

ln one only had any emulsion of the oil cisely the same results. There was no ap
been formed. In that one the mesenteric pearance of cbyle in the lymphatics of the 
lymphatics. commencing half an inch be- mesentery, except within a few lines of the 
low the pancreatic duct, were turgid with pancreatic duct, while below they were 
white emulsive fluid. Not a single lymph- well filled with the emulsive fluid. 
atic could be seen in the transparent mes- The fourth, also a large stron& animal, 
entery between the pancreatic and hepatic presented correspondin~ appearances. No 
ducts. chyle in the lymphatics, from the com· 

On examining the stomachs, they were mencement of the duodenum until within 
found distended, in each rabbit, with a a few lines of the pancreatic duct; below 
green, comminutro mass of vegetable mat- 1 it they were distended with milky emul
ter, which must have proceeded from the , sion. 
hay on which they had been pre\'iously fed, I The above experiments corrobomte the 
and had remained undigested. In one, a observations of M. Cl. Bernard, as respecta 
portion of the oil was free in the stomach. i the/heuomeoa in rabbits, and do not ac
In all the others. most of it appeared to 1 cor with the statements of the German 
have been absor~d and retainerl by the large I physiologists, MM. Bidder and Schmidt. 
-vegetable bolus filling up the stomach. Lehmann, and Frerichs. 
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An experiment relied on br MM. Schmidt, that can exercise this office as a permanent 
Bidder, Lehmann, and Frerichs, in opposi- function. 
tion to M. Cl. Bernard, is wholly mcon- I recall a circumstance, now some twenty 
elusive. After tying the pancreatic duct in years past, an interesting fact in this fa. 
one instance, and the smaH intestines below cussion, which, at the time, was inexplici
tbe pancreatic duct in another, milk, or ble. I assisted Dr. John Web~ter. latt 
milk with olive-oil, was injectetl into the Professor of Anatomy in Geneva Medical 
intestines, "and the lacteals were filled Collegt', in the autopsy of one of bis i-· 
with white chyle." This was to be expect- tients, who had died after long suffering, 
ed. What is the necessary condition for and in a state ot extreme marasmus. from 
the absorption by the lacteals of the villi severe and intractable dyspeptic ~ymptoms. 
of fatty substances Y That they exist as Cream had been the principal nutriment 
an emulsion. Milk is 11 natural emulsion, for several weeks, as rarely any other fo<:>i 
holding a fatty substance (cream) in Ens- would be retained. The diSt'ase prored to 
pension, and consequently in the condition be a schirrus of the pancreas. The colon 
for absorption. Milk forms an emulsion was filled with a large quantity, some t1<0 
'vith oils, and creates the same condition. or thret> pounds, of a yellow fattysubstallCt. 
Still more extraordinary is the experiment resembling a mixture of yell°'v ochre aod 
of Freril-hs, quoted against M. Bernard by butter. A large proportion of tht fa11y 
Lehmann, in which he injected an emul- bodies of the cream had undt>rgone noemul
B'ion of oil and albumen into the ligated sive action from the abrence of the pa.cm· 
intestine, and its absorption was consid- atic juice, and were not absorbed. 
ered as a refutation of M. Cl. Bernard's M. Cl. Bernard came to the tonclofion 
doctrine. that the fats were decomposed by the pan 

The albumen of egg forms a most perfect creatic juice. This is not probable. Tit 
and a persistent emulsion with oils. The emulsion of fats is a physical , not a ch1m· 

fure pancreatic juice does the same. This ical process. It consists in the mechanical 
have witnt>ssed, and can state that the oil dhision of fats into the minute~t globule;. 

does not" soon separate again on the sur- each coated with a delicate film of 1lr 
face," as Lehmann asserts. The pancre- emulsifying body-albumen in cbyl~ 
atic juice, as Lehmann shows, differs very sein in cream. If the experiment of Bou· 
slight!{ from pure albumen. No other in- chardat and Sandras be l·orrectly reportd. 
testina fluid possesses this character so it is conclush·e on this point. Thty ga<1 
strongly, and no other is as well adapted to to a dog a considerable quantity of s,..~; 
emulsify the fats of our aliment. almond-oil. After '>Ome hours the aoimil 
· The cystic bile is viscid from containing was killecl. Some of the oil, unchan~ed. 

a larger amount of mucus derived from its was found in the stomach and intestines. 
mucous membrane, and by agitation forms The lacteals \Vere filled with white cbyl~. 
an emulsion with oils. This emulsion has as also the thoracic duct. A portion 00. 
always appeared to me very inferior to that tained from this last was treated with >ul
obtaine1l from pure pancreatic juice, or al- phuric ether, and the almond-oil wuob
bumen of egg. Neither is it persistent, the tained unchanged in its properties. 
oil beginning in a few hours to separate. The principa I fact relied on by thr abott 

1 

The hepatic bile is much thinner and con- German physiologist to controvert M. &r· 
tains much less mucus. It is unknown nard's theory of fatty decomposition by tht 
whether it will form an emulsion with fats. pancreatic juice. is of no value. Butttr 
It may be considered doubtful. No posi- was given to cats and dogs, and butync 
tive facts are known as to the quantity of acid wios sought for , but not found in tht 
the cystit' bile that enters into the duode- intestines. This is considert'tl as proof tbtl 
num during digestion . The 11robability is, the butter was not decomposed. It pro~ 
that it is very small in comparison to the nothing of the kind. Butyric acid read!!~ 
amount of freshly secreted hepatic bile decomposes. It cannot resist the acti11tf 
coming directly from the liver. This view of the numerous chemical reactions at work 
giTes additional confirmation to M. Ber- in the alimentar1 canal during digestion. 
nard's doctrine. Lactic acid is bemg formed incessantly IA 

The liquid albuminose resulting from the the lungs and intestines from the mttamo:· 
albuminous principle of the food, which phosis of glucose, sugar, and starch; it II 
is found often in the intestinal canal dur- as speedily decomposed. The same occurs 
ing digestion, may, from its accidental pres- with the bile. In the fecal matters. ioa 
ence, concur occasionally iµ the formation normal state of the bowels, very little of 
of the emulsion of oils. The pancreatic the biliary constituents, other than th! 
juice is, in the present state of our knowl- coloring matter, is to be found. The con
edge of the facts, the only inttwtinal humor jugate biliary acids-glyco-cholic and cauio-
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cholic-d1sappear aud are desLroyed. Gly· 
coco! is not found; taurin, occasionally 
detected in the middle of the alimentary 
tract, diso ppears at the lower portion. The 
albuminous materials of the food that pass 
beyuud the stomach, are metamorphosed in 
the intestines. In this conflict of molecu
lar and chemical reactions, it would be im
possiule tor butyric acid to exist. Its 
aboeni:e is no evidence that it was nut elim
ina1ed. 

The strongest objection to M. Bernard's 
doctrine is, that in an emulsion of oil 
formed with pure albumen the fally body is 
not decomposed. An emulsion is a phys· 
ical, not a chemical proce.-s. 

It consists in the redm:tion of oil to the 
minutest partides-globulets-each co,·er
ed with a coat of albumen when it is the 
emulsifying body. This is all th!lt is re· 
quired to impart to fa1s the capaciLy for ab
sorption into, and their passage through 
tissues. 

The adoption of M. Bernard's doctrine 
in,·olves an inexplicable difficulty. If the 
neutral fats ore decomposed by the pancre
atic juice !J<ofore, or at the time of absorp· 
tion, as they are found to exist in the adi 
pose tissue in their original state of neutral 
fats, they must be recompo~d 11gain in the 
blood, or at the instant of their secretion. 
To accomplish this chan~e. there must be a 
geueration of oxide of hpyl and glycerin, 
the bases of neutral fats. It is difficult to 
understand bow it c:an occur. It is true. 
Mulder has offered a ,·er~· ingenious hypoth
esis to show the possibility of the forma
tion of those bodies, in the economy. from 
lactic acid. But the whole matter is so en
tirely hypothetical, in its present state. that 
it does not comport with the more rigid 
canons of mo1lern me.dical philosophy, and 
cannot be accepted. 

The state of our knowledge may be sum
med up in the following conclusions:-

1. Liquid fttts are not miscible with the 
aqueous albumino-saline fluid-liquor san· 
guinis-with which all the rnscular tissues 
are saturated; it cannot enter their pores, 
and con!'Pquently cunnot he absorbed. 

2. Liquid fats, when emulsified by olbu 
meu, are red11ced to minute particle.-, each 
coa1e1I with albumen. Io thi5 state thev ure 
mi~rible with the liquor sanguinis. mol~ ten 
ing the tissues, can enter their pores, and ore 
the11 cnpable of absorption. This is th• sole 
conditinn for the ab~orption of fats. 

3. The milk-like fluid . named chyle, is 
thi~ e11111ls1on of the fattv matters of the 
food mixed with the ordinary lymph always 
containe(I in the ll'lnph"tics of the alimeu 
tarv canal. anrl other abrlominal organs and 
mesentery. The molecular base ofGully is 

the microscopic appearance in the chyle of 
th~ minute globulets of fat coated with al
bumen. 

4. Albumen forms a perfect and persis
tent emulsion with oils. The pancreatic 
fluid is a saturated albuminous solution, 
and forms with oils an emulsion equally as 
pt:rfect and permanent as that of albumen. 

5. The pancreatic juice is the only highl{. 
albuminous fluid in the alimentary cana , 
that can ai:complish the formation ofa per
fect emulsion; and the opinion of M. Cl. 
Bernard, that this process is one of its func
tions, is, it appears to me, sustainE'd. 

6. The obsen·ations of M. Cl. Bernard, 
that tht> formation of the emulsion of futs 
in rabbits, is at and below the pancre
atic duct , and not abo,·e it, is confirmed 
by the experiments reported in this com·· 
munication. And. further, that the exper
iments on rabbits are the most reliable, as 
being a true exemplification of the natural 
process. unattended with violence and tor
ture to the animals, more or less disturbing 
in their effects. 

7. That M. Cl. Bernard's dew of the de
composition of fats by the pancreatic juice 
is not proved, is opposed by the nature of 
the pro<:l~ss, and by analogy wiih other 
emulsions: it is unnecessary to thE' accom
plishment of the absorption of fats, and 
rntroduces other and complicated processes 
that am unknown to exist, and are mere 
hypothei;es.-Amer. lour. Mw. Sci., Octo
ber, ISM. 

BELLADONNA AS A PROPHYLACTIC 
IN SCARLATINA. 

BY G. L. ANl>BEW, M.D., OF LAPORTE, IA. 

The efficacf of belladonna as a prophy
lactic in scarlatina, has been the subject of 
a good deal of controversv, and the follow
ing facts may therefrom be interesting, a1 
a contribution towards the settlement of 
this question. 

The scarlet fever manifested itself here in 
N<H'ember la -t, for the first time, as an ep
idemic, for 12 yeari;:. There was therefore, 
••O lack of material for its ravages. The 
general experience was, that in the families 
in which 1l manife~tecl it.self, few members 
who had not previously been subircts of 
attack, a ud especially few children. es1·aped. 
When 1he epidemic was at its height, I 
commrnced the u8e of the English extract 
of belladonna. in the manner recommended 
bv Dr. Mitchell, in the 3d vol. of the 
Transactions of the American Me1lical As
sociatio11; I prepared . a co si<leu. bl 
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tity of the mixlure, and at once distributed stowed upon it. As regards the abote, it 
it to i;:ome 80 children, including all those is tru<1 that "one swallow does oot make 
properly belonging to my diocese, whocuuld a summer," neither does one fact establish 
probably be exposed to the inlection. 01 a general principle, yet a cureful collation 
those one only w11s attacked with scarleti· of cases in which an undoubted!) pure at· 
na. Among the noticeable circumstances ticle was used, by the profession generallT, 
attending this trial, it is proper that I would soon set this matter at rest. No au· 
should mention two Cir three. thority, however high, should deter from 

Sarah S,, aged 11 years, the case just now such experiments by the promulgation or 
excepted, had comm•~nced the use of the the dogma that "no experience of a mtre
belladonna but about four davs before her ly negative character can be regarded as or 
seizure. The period of incuba.tion of scar- much weight when contni!!ted with sucb 
latina is said to range frum two or three to positive experience as ls on record." The 
twelve or fourteen da:s. It is altogether carrying out of such a principle into prac
supposable that the poison was already in tice would th1ow us back upon medical 
possession, when she commenced the use of prophylaxis as it was one hundred ye1111 
the prophylactic. Her constitution is a ago. and the world W<•uld again be desola· 
decidedly scrofulous oue, she having suffer· ted by variola. 
eel severelv and protractedlv at different P. S.-The epidemic has fully su~i~ed 
times with strumous opthalmia, ozrema, in this vicinity, and I beg to add the fol· 
otitis and glandular enlargements. Her at- lowing item as completing the lesson which 
tack, however, was an usually light one. I haYe learned d ring its progress, in rtfer 
Her brothers and two sisters, wi1h two ence to the prophylactic powers of bella· 
other children residing close by. and whose donna. 
frequent visits renderl'd them almost as of The family of the Rev. M~. S. visittd 
the same family, coniiuued the belladonna some friends in this village, just as the 
and all escaped. scarlatina was taking its Jene. In a few 

Sarah Dunn. aged 12, was taken from the rlnvs after their arrival two of their three 
county almshou~e into the family of Mr. children were brought down with the prn· 
S., on the seventeenth day of the con vales- alent disease. The familv of Mr. C., which 
cence ol Sarah S. Hitherto she had not they were visiting, had already been on the 
been exposed to the infection. The use of use of ex. belladonna, and the youngest to 
bellarlonna was neglected in her case, and scar la tinoid eruption. Segregation was im· 
in about two and a half clays after her en- poRSible, and so it was FCarcely and only at 
trance into the house. she was seiu-d with first attempted. The children. fi'"e in 
scurlatina, and removed to the country number. with ages ranging from 9 months 
house. There were at this time six chil · to 17 years, were freely and fully expo~. 
dren in the house, w oi-e ages ranged from e1·ery day, excepting, as belore stated, a Te· 
two to seven, and from the crowded state rv short time at the first, and then most 
of the establishment. all attempts at isola imperfectly. E"ery one escaped. 
tion were uSt.less. I placed all of them im- The, to me, interestjng points in this 
mediately upon the use of the belladonna. cai:e is the seemingly permanent characttr 
and though constantly in the vicinity of of the prophylaxis. The chil.lren of Mr. C. 
the patii~nt, not one was attacked . had not takt>n the extract for some four 

Mr. M., the father of four children, harl wt>eks preceding. end did not resume its use 
the symptoms of incipient scarlatma, anrl when the danger seemed thus imminent.
the children at once commenced the uFe of American Journal Medical Sc-itneta. 
belladonna. The father had a mocleratelv 
se1·ere attack bnt all the children escapeci. ON COCOA NUT OIL AS A SUBSTI· 

This, Mr. Editor, is mv mite towards 
the settlement of this vital question. It i8 TUTE FOR COD.LIVER OIL. 
a 1·ital question and may be settlecl. I am 
aware of the ,lifficulties which ~urronnd the 
full and complete establishment of nlmost 
any fact in therapeutics; of the fallacies 
which environ medical experience and ob· 
senation; and especially of the capricious
ness el"inced by scarlet fever in re~arcl to 
the subjects of its attack; but I would res
pectfullv submit that the inestimable bene
fit which would follow the establishment 
of this fact, if fact it be, woulJ amply re· 
pay for th<1 outlay ot time and labor be-

Dr. THOMPSON says," Among the patients 
to ,.·horn cocou-nut oil was gil'l'll . there 1wre 
some in~tance• of arre~ted phthisis. as de· 
c:i<IOo'cl as anv I hal"e be\'n accu;:tomed 10 at· 
tribute to the use of cod-I her oil. o'"erwhicb 
is possesses achantages in reference 10 eci•D· 
omy and palatableness: and it is intt>res!· 
ing to remark that its t>fficacy was expm
Ptll'ed by some who had predonsl\" tai~n 
cocl oil ust>!Pssly, and I:>~· others who harl rl1s· 
<'ontinued it on account of nausen."-/biJ, 
p. 190. 
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ON THE EFFICACY OF G ALIUM I finding this mode inconvenient, he requested 
Mr. Hooper, ot Pall-Mall, to prepare an 

APAllNE IN CERTAIN FORMS OF CUTANEOUll, inspissated juice, and that able operative 
scRoruLous AND CANCEROUS DISEASES. j chemist had 1mcceeded in makin@ a very 

d h. b' valuable prepar11 ti on. A teaspoonful of the r Dr. WINN ~a a P'.tper on t 111 SU 1ect. juice equals in stren~th a half pint of the 
before th_e Me~1cal Society of ~ondon. .He : decoction. In ordmary cases a drachm, 
stated hu; behe~ that the .gahum apart!1e taken three times daily' will be found suf
possesse~ remedial powers 10 the. above dis- ficient, but in obstinate affections the dose 
eases which rrom1~d to equal If not sur- mus• be doubled. The juice of the galium 
pus those 0 arsemc.1 had been analysed b Terramosia and Rob· 

When Dr. Winn first drew the attention ert Schwartz. The former gives as its con
of hill professional friends to the properties stituents-acetate of potal'h, gallic acid, 
of this plant, two y11ars since, he was onlv j tannin, extractive, water. The analysis 
aware of its efficacy in treating lepra; since of Schwartz is i.;omewbat different. He 
then he has ascertained its benefit in other !gives its component parts thue-galitannic 
skin diseases. Dr. Winn then related the I acid, citric acid, rubichloric acid, chloro
circumstances which led to his ac.quaint- phylle. starch. With regard to the modus 
anoe with the galium aparine. A fnend of operandi of the galium, Dr. Winn said he 
his in Truro, who bad suffered for many had little to offer but what waa merely con
years from lepra vul~aris. and had taken all jectu.ral. Many of hie patients were con
the usual remedies 10 vain, informed him scious of an increased fiow of urine during 
tt.at he possessed at last a remedy for his its use, possibly from its acting on the kid
troublesome complaint in a common wild neys as a depurative a~ent. The class of 
plant of which he did not know the name. cutaneous diseases which bad been benefi
Dr. Winn found this plant to be galium ap- ted under his own observation was chiP. l r 
arine, whkh grow~bundantly in England, I that dependent on a case ol dvscrasia. su ·h 
and on making further inquiries. learned that as lepra and psoriasis. He also considered 
three other persons in that district had been these diseases as often arising from a stru
cured by the same remedy, one of whom mous diathPSis. The gtmtleman suffering 
bad been discharged from St. George's Hos- from lepra, whose case bad been referred to 
pita! as an incurable patient. After a bo· at the commencement of a paper, was one 
tanical sketch of the plant, Dr. Winn u - of a very consumptive family. In him the 
pressed his belie! that the ancients were ac- family disease bad manifested itself under 
quainted with it, On referring tu some another form. It is highly important that 
very old authorities. he ascertained that the the fiuid extract be perservingly used. Mnay 
galium was much in vogue as a domestic I patiimts have failed. no doubt. from not 
remedy in this country many centuries since; having given the remedy a sufficient trial. 
it was then highlyextolledasacure forcan- The same may be said of areenic. Dr. 
cer, scrofula. leprosy,and dropsy. An Ital- Winn had tried the galium in nineteen 
ian writer, Giuseppe Terramosia, had pub- cases of skin diSf',ase. Of these, five were 
lishecl in Schmid's Jahrbucker an account of cases of lepra. six of psoriasis, four of ec
several case.s of scrofula, in which the gal-, zemea, two of lichen, one of infiamed acne, 
ium appeared to produce rapid absorption and one of ordinary-coloured syphilitic 
of enlarged scrofulous glands. Diebach ' eruption. lo nine of theSP. cases the bent'
had also recommended it for phthisis, as- fit derived from this medicine was very 
cites, and scrofula. Richter considered it striking. Jn one instance of lichen cir
beneficial in strumous affection. Dr. Winn cumscripts, the effect produced by substi
wished to direct attention to the fact of gal- tu ting the galium for other remedies was a I
i um having been efficacious in glandular most marvellous. With regard to the efii
affections as well as lepra; it tended to con- cacy of this plant in the treatment of can
firm the theory that the two diseases were cer, Dr. Winn was solely indebted to the 
owing to the same cause-a strumous dia- experience of Mr. Bully, of the Bucks Hos
thesis. It wa;o also a remarkable circum- pital. who had forwarded to him an account. 
stance, and one not generally known, that of three cases of cancer, in which the gali
arsenic is hi~hly beneficial in glandular um appears to exercise a remarkable influ
ewellings. Mr. H. Rees, an experienced ence in arresting the disease. Dr. Winn 
an·l successful practitioner in the diseaFes was recently told that large quantities of· 
of children, infurmt'd Dr. "Winn that he had galium are sold at Covent-garden annually, 
trie,larsenic in infantileglandulareffections, and that it is chiefly used by the pnrchasers 
and prrwe'l it to be a most efficacious rem- as an external application in Clli;e of cancer .. 
edy. Wheo first Dr. Winn used the gali- This feet strongly corroborates Mr. Bully's 
um, it was iu the form of a decoction; but observations.-Lanca,Fcbd ' l:i:> •. 
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646 ACTION OF IODIDE, ETC.-CASE OF SCARLATINA, ETC. 

ON THE ACTION OF IODIDE OF 
POTASSIUM. 

BY DR. R . W. B.A.SHill. 

these facts, and impressed on them that the 
treatment of these cases of chronic perios
•e<i l rheumatism should be based on t~ 
principles; the first form of the disease It· 
quiring the iodide of potassium, the @eeood 
1orm, the agency of allerathe doses of some 
mild preparation of mercury.-Lancd, 
.Nov. 19, 1853, p.478. 

[An observation upon that so much neg· 
lected branch of medical scienre, Therapeu 
tics, demands every attention . Dr. Bash
am makes the following important remarks 
on the action of iodide of potassium. He 
believes, that though in other forms of dis- CASE OF SCARLATINA PRODUCED 
ease this drug presents pretty steady c;har -
acteristics, yet that it is in diseases of a BY INNOCULATION. 
rheumatic character that its beneficial re · BY R. BARRINGTON COOJtE, ESQ. SC.\RBOROUGH. 
sult3 are most uniformly seen. He says:] 

From time to time cases have come un- During the sum mm of l~O. I att~oded 
der observation, preEenting the usual symp- a child, &j!,ed seven years, an out-patient of 
toms of chronic rheumatic pains, gnawiug King's College Hospital, who \Us suffering 
and erratic, with paroxy~ms aggravated by from an attack of scarlatina maligna, wilh 
atmospheric changes; and there has Leeii sloughing sore throat. The child died, and 
diffuse tenderness of the periosteal surfaces on making a post-mortem examination of 
nearest in contiguity to the skin, as the the bodv, I infticte:l a small wound on the 
&ealp. clavicles, ulna, tibia, &c.; sometimes third filiger of tht' right hand. The wound 
distinct tumefaction with exquisite lender- shortlv afterwards bt!came inftamed, and 
ness, and these nodal elevations in some supp1lrated, the hand and arm painful; and 
have been evanescent. in others, presistell! red lines in the courst'O of the lymphatic, 
during the whole course of the malady. It P.Xtendmg up the arm, showed the track of 
bas ht!en frequently noticed, end practition- absorption of the virus; the glands in the 
ers of experience cannot have overlooked axilla likewise became painful and enlarged. 
the fact, that some of these cases materially During six days, I experienced a good df'll 
and rapidly improve under the administra- of uneasine.ss and pain in the limb, accom· 
tion of the io<lule of po:assium, while in panied with some irritative fever. To1111rdl 
others, with symptoms in all respects iden- the end of the seventh dav the characteris
tical, no benefit has been derived or im pro,·e- tic eruption appeared over 'the body, accom· 
ment become apparent till the patient has panied with sore throat. 
been put through a course of the bicbloride The swelling and !nftammation of the 
of mercury and sarsaparilla. arm now began to subside. The attack, 

l was once inclined to think that these which was not of a severe charactn, ran its 
varying results depended on peculiarity of usual courre, and in about three weeks from 
constitution, and that the treatment of such the commencement of the illness. I waseo
cases by one or other of these remedies must a bled, though in a weak state. to leavetO\"D, 
remain, to a certain extent, empirical, and when after a short sojourn in the country I 
destil ute of any settled principle. But a returned to my duties as physician-arcoucb
careful examination of all the precedent eur's assistant. The urine was albuminous, 
conditions in the histories of such cases ex- but noredema supervt'ned. Three years pre
hibit the following facts :-That in all the vious I bed suffered from a slight attack of 
cases in which the iodide had been produc- the same disorder. 
tive of benefit, the patient at some antere- In concluding. I would remark, first that 
dent period had been salivated, in some for the mildness of the attack in my own ca!'e, 
syphilis, in others for an inftammatory or as contrasted with that of the child. arO!le 
other disease; while in those ca~s in which probably from the difference in agl' hetwt'tn 
no benefit was obtained by the iodide, the the subject affording the virus and m~·!'('lf; 
patient had either ne,·er taken mercury to our different positions with regard to air. 
salivation, or had suffered trom syphilis or diet. &c., and it may he, some degree of im· 
iodide, the patient had either been neglect- mumtv from the effects of the previous at· 
ed or treated only locally. It appeared then tack; 5econdly, that tt.e period of Jattncy, 
that there were two predisposing causes to or incubation. was more prolonged. owiug, 
the same form of chronic periosteal rheu- probably, to delay in the process of absorp· 
matism-the impregnation of the system by tion through the lymphatics. wherea~. in 
mercury, and the lurking and subtle inftu- Dr. Rowland's case. the vims reems to hare 

· ence of the syphilic virus. been at once recf'ived into the venous ~rs-
In myclinicallectures for some years past. tem .-ll!td. Times and Gazette, Dtt. 17, 

I have directed the attention of students to 1848, p. 639. . G I 
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.. ON THE TREATMENT OF THE 
AGONY." 

The '' Bullttin Gintral clt Thtraptu
tiqut ''contains an able and interestieg pa
per. by Professor Forget, of St.rasburg, on 
the tr .. atment of the agony, which, etyi:no
logic111ly, signifies combat, and by applu"B
tion, according to Dr. Johnson, " the last 
contest bet•veen life and dt>ath." lf our 
space would admit of it, we should be pleas· 
ed to publish the entire paper. As it is, we 
can only furnish a few extra.els. Pro~."!!'·· 
commences whh the following admomt10n 
to the physician. " Never" he says, "de
spair of a patient while he gives signs of 
life! If all practitioners were persuaded 
of the importance of this precept, they 
would find themseh-es less frequently de
ceived in their fatal prognostics; they would 
less frequently experience theembarassment 
of, so to speak, >eeing the patients re,·h·e 
wl1om they hail consigned to impemlin11. 
death· while ignorance and charlatanism 
would more rarely reap credit at the ex
penseof science, bv restoring life and health 
to those who were deserted. as it is called. 
bv the physician." Prof. F. makes this ap· 
plicable to all acute and chronic diseases 
actually in a state of evolution, wherein the 
issue i~ almost con.stantly fatal. He cites, 
for example, convulsive attacks in children. 
which, notwithstanding the grave sym11-
toms they present, such as cerebral fe,·er. 
&c.,qnicklygetwell. The different modes 
of dying, as described by Bicbat, Barthez. 
and Broussais, are taken up in detail, anrl 
in conclusion, the author describes three 
species of "agony" :-first, ·• by defect of 
innervation; second, by defect of circula
lation; and third, by defect of respiration." 
• • • •·In fine.'' hesa.-s. "the hippocratic 
face; paleness; lividity of the skin and mu
cous membranes; half-closed e)elicle; con
vulsed eyeballs; muscular prostration ; di
minution of the general sensibility, of the 
special senses, and of the intellectual fuc
uldes; coldness of the extremities; charac
teristic sweli.ts; labored, stertorous respira
tion; small, irregular, isoft, slow, or frequent 
intermittent pulse; difficult or absent deg
lutition;-~uch 1s the group of symptom~ 
which can leave no doubt 11s to the immi
nence of death. But even when hope has 
forsaken him, the physician ought to feel it 
to be a sacred obli~ation to act so lonit as a 
breath of life remains, and even, in certain 
cases, when life appears to be complete!}· 
extinct. as in svncope. asphyxia. lethargy. 
&c." The general principles of treatment 
of the" agony" ere given, illustrated by 
ca~e5-which full\'demon!'trate the correct · 
ness of the position taken on this subject 

by Prof. F., as tht< lives of some of his pa
tients were saved, or prolouged for a f~w 
davs, and months-when they were con~1d
ered in e.rtrtat. We will close by quoting 
the following from Prof. F., which he gives 
as the common expression of the friends or 
relath·es of ,·ery sick patients:--'' What is the 
use of tormenting poor 1lying people~" 
• • • "ln the first place, it is. not pro':ed 
that dying people are very sen81ble to pam; 
then we ha,·e just shown that these tortures 
may be goo? for son!ething; l~stly, ask the 
unhappy being '~ho 1s sulfocat1~g, and who 
fl'els h11nself d~·rng, what he thmks of your 
sentimental philanthropy? But. beyond a~l 
these professional consiller.ations, .there 1s 
$Omething posith·e, someth11!g g!onou~ for 
science. and happy for humamty. m the con
sciousness, based on focts both numer?,us 
and authentic, that we may succeed. -
Bo8. Mtd. and Surg. Journal. 

HLOOD-ST AlNS. 

In concluding the evidence gh·~n a short 
time since at the Marylebone Police Court, 
before Mr. Broughton, in the cue of Wil
liam Styles, Dr. HaSEall made the foll?w· 
ing observations. important in a med1co
legal point of vie~·· in refere11~ to. blood 
stains: "That while the determination, by 
meam1 of the microscope, of the nature of 
blood stains, even when very Tecent, form
ed 011 cloth, linen, and other soft and po
rous textures, is usually a mat1er of con
siderable difficulty, and is ofte~ impossible, 
the determination of such stams, however 
old, as are placed on glass, porcelain, woo~, 
and orher hard aud smooth substances, is 
in general unartended with_ di~culty. af!d 
extremely satisfactory. This difference 1s 
to be explainer! thus: in tile one case, the 
fibrin, albumen, aml serum·of the blood, 
are in part absorbed anrl pass into the cavi
•ies of the hairs or fibres of the wool or 
linrn: the bloo1.l corpuscles are thus de
prived of their presrn·ati,·e fluids, and 
shrink up-become misshapen or di!;int~
grated; while. in the other cai,;e. the fi~rm 
and albumen harrlen around the bloo<l-ch~ks 
in dryinp;, and thus presen·e them sli~htly 
altered in form only." Dr Hassall i;:tated 
1 hat he had frequently succet!clecl in ide11ti
fring the blood of different animals, pr~
servetl on slips of glass, after a lap~ of i;1x 
mars. The stains ~hould be examined in 
white of egR and not in w11ter.-Lo11don 
Lanett, March, 1852. 
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AN ATTEMPT TO POISON WITH STRYCHNIA.: 

NOTICE OF AN ATTEMPT TO POl- ment. could be pro1tuced by the prei;-ence of 
SON WJTH STRVCHNlA. e,·en so small a quantity as one thousandth 

put of a grain of the ordinary commerc;ial 
atrychnia. 

BY HENRY F. FISH, OF WA.TBRBURY, COl!ll!I. The contents of the basket were bread 
and butter, driecl beef, cheese, fried cakes 

On the 4th of March last, a gentleman imd a small fruit pie. The cakes and beef 
of this city brought me a small basket cou- h~d retained a larger (Ortion of the strych
taining hi~ dinner, which, he said, he had ma than the other articles. On examiuing 
befln deterred from eating, owing to the dis- t~e upper crust of the pie, some minute pu
covery of a very unpleasant bitter taste de· 11cles of the str1ch11ia were readily discern
veloped on biting a lriecl cake. The basket ed, adhering toll. The whOle hue been 
WliS wrapped loosely in a paper, and my Cdrefully sealed up and laid aside for future 
attention was immediately c1dled to some examination, if necessary. Judging from 
white grains lying near and under the bot- the quantity found in the basket and on the 
tom of the b:isket. On examining the;:e, paper, I s~ould think that at ~east ten grains 
us well as the contents of the basket with of11trych01a had been thrown mto the basket. 
a magnifyingglass, I wasenabli~d to ~btain The position ol the basket during the 
and preserve nearly all the suspected sub- forenoon of t~i!l day, the limited number of 
stance, not.actually absorbed by,oradhering W?rkmen havtnga~cess to the work-room, 
to, the various articles of food. From the wuh some other circumstances, leave no 
physical aspect_ and i!1tense bitter taste of doubt upon my 1_nin~, that an attempt at 
these small white grams, I was induced to sure and fatal po1somng was made, and the 
think the suspected substances was am.or- individual suspected has since left the coun
phous commercial strychnia, combined, as try .-Am.. lour. of Pharmacy. 
that sort ol strychnia generally is, with • 
brucia. in just sufficient quantity to render 
it chemically impure. I employed the fol
lowing means for identifying these substan
ces. 

INTERUTING TO PA.RENTS. 

ht. A portion of the suspected powder The following paragraph from a London 
was boiled with water, hut remained nearlv, 
if not quite, insoluble, imparting to ttie publication, should arrest the attention of 
water, on cooling, a slight opacity.- parents: 
'.fhe taste ?f this mi;tture was purely and 
llltenRely bitter, leavtng upon the tongue, p~~80J.l(OU!!,, C,OLOR~D _CoNFE<;TIONARY;-
for many hours, a peculiar impression. The Lancet C.:Of!lm1ss1~ne~, m report~ng 

2d. A portion of the same powder was the result of t~u mveshgatlons resp~ctmg 
submitted to the action of nttric acid of colored confection~ry, expressed snq~rttoe at 
44°. It was entirely ctissol n~d. without th~ extent to. which deadly and virulent 
any evolution of gas, and the mixture 85_ po1so1111 are daily made_ use of by the man· 
sumP.d a decHed brick- red color. ufacturers of these articles. One hundred 

3d. A portion of the same substance, and one samples were a~alp.ed; and of the 
not more th 11 n one-tenth of 8 griiin, was yellow, seventy contained chromate . of 
m':listen~d with stro~g sulphuric acid; to lead, and colored _gambog~ ;_ seventy-nine 
this a mmute qnantitv of red ferro-cvanidl' of th~ reds contarned cochrn~l. red lead 
of potassiun was arlile~. when a copious vi- and b1-sulphu.ret of me~ury; eight o~ the 
olet color, of remarkable beauty was pro- browns contained fermgmou~ e11rths, either 
duced. ' Vandyke. brown ~mber, or !ll~nna; two of 

~gain. some of the same powder wa! the purpl~s c_onta1!1ed Prus!ltan blue a_nd 
moistened with strong sulphuric- acid, anrl coc~tn~.al. th1rty:e1ght of the blue contam
a single drop ofa strong solution of vellow ed mchgo. Prussian bl_ne, Antwerp_ blue, 
chro 11ate of potas .~a ad.Ii-ti. The nsiial ,.j. a1:1d a snlphuret of sodium. or alum mu!'!; 
olet color was decirl••cl and abundant, bnt ntneteen of the ~reens contatned Brunsw1ck 
not so striking in its effects, as in the pre- green. or arse11_1te of cop~r. '.fhe_ above 
cecling experimrnt colors were variousl~ comb11:1ed 111 dtffe~nt 

If it tie asked. which, of all these results. '.'a!'es, three and even four po1~ns occumng 
'l'l'as thl' most s:ttisfac-torv. I rPply. all of 111 the same parcel of confecnooa!Y. Four 
them werP ,J,.c-iilerl and characteri~tic; but of the samples wei:e adulterated with hydra-
1 re~ard the last with red ferro cyani<le of tee! sulphate of hm~; seventeen samples 
potas~inm (next to the pernliar taste), a~ w~re adulterated with wheat ~our, three 
thP m11st deridPcl and delicate. I shoulrl with potatoe flour, aml one with arrow
tJ1ink that the violet color in this experi- root. 
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CASE OF VESICO-VAGINAL F1STULA-CURE. 649 

CASE OF VESICO-VAGINAL FISTU· 
LA-CURE. 

counter in similar cases, J of course had 
manr misgidngs as to the result of any pro-

BY N. BOZEMAN, M.D., OF MONTGOMERY, ALA ceedrng. I determined, however, to make 
EMILY, aged about 30, property of H. W. an effort. 

B. Price, of Daleville, was admitted into Accordingly on the I I th of March, assist
my infirmuy ou lhe 26th of Dt:cember last. ed by ee,·eral of my mediettl friends, J pro
Sh~ is large and stout; the mot her of eight • eeded t~1 operate i~1 the following_ manner: 
children; and had always enjoyed good The patient was placed upon a suitable ta
bealth until the birth of her last one. This ble on her knees and elbows. The parts 
-was iu August. 18:>2; at which time &he be- were now brought into ,·iew by the lever 
came the subject of the above di~se. La- speculum and a reflPcted sunlight. The 
bor laste<l 11bout &ixty hours; cranioton1y ed&es of the fistula, 1ormed partly bv the an
:w~s then resor~ed to by th~ attending phys- tenor lip of the os ute~i, wtre then freshen-
1c1an, and dell\·ery speedily etlected. A ed by means of a delu·ate tenaculum and 
few days afterwards it was discovered that small scalpel. T.hi~ being done, the next, 
urine pa!lded throu~h the vagina-a circum- and what I considered the most difficult 
stan<:e first indkallnj! the exi~tenceof vesi· step, was to be taken, namely: applying 
co-vaginal fistula. In ad11ition to this in· the sutures and clamps in ~uch a way es to 
jury she had an attack of rheumatism, and effect perfect apposition, en1I therebv obtain 
from both of which she did not recover en· union by the first intention. Here f had the 
ti rely for se,·eral months. Since then, how· neck of the womb, an unyielding tisi;ue. to 
e,·er, her general health hBll been very good. deal with and toremPdy this, it wus neceS!'ll· 
mens1ru11tion regular, &c. ry that the compensating parts shoul<l be so 

Upon examination of the parts, I found adjusted that the mechanifal contrinnce 
U~em as follows: ute~us retroverted und employed.would not defeat the object sought 
sltghtly prolapsed; vagma quite capacious. to~ obtarned: by crPatmgan undue amount 
but "ery much altered in appearance by the of rnflammallon. From the nature ot the 
abnormal position of the womb; its anteri· parts, therefore, I determined to piece the 
or wall only two and a half inches while clamps longirudinally. I inding their upper 
its posterior seemed to be of the usuai'length. extremitif's so as to be applied one on each 
Runni_ng vertically thr~>Ug~ the anterior and i;ide o_f the anterior lip of the os uteri. th~s 
a porllon of the postenor hp of the os uteri. enabling me to t=ecnre the u1•per Future Ill 
was to be ..een a cleft an inch or more in the most advantageous way. The clamps 
length. At :be anterior extremity of this wtre.one inch in length, and contained four 
cleft wes the ~stulous o~ning. partially o.penmg~ lor the sutures. These were of 
filled by 11. hermaterl cond11ion of the mu· stl\'er wire, and \\ere lodi:edone after anoth
cous coat of the bladder. It was triangu· er in their l'f'specthe places, by being at
lar in shape; its base resting against the teched to the end of a Filk th!'f'acl carried 
neck of the womb, and its apex pr~nting throuj!h at a proper distance from the edges 
forward and sufficiently large to admit the of Jhe fistula. by a short. straight, and spear
i1!dex finger. The coneequences of such a pomted n~dle. A cl~l!JP was now .sl'cured 
disease are too well k11own to reQuire a no- 10 the distal extremt11es of the wnl" and 
tice iu this short report. macte to occupy its place. On the proxi-

Ha\'ing satisfit>d m~self as to the nature ma~ ends the other clamp was paFsed down 
of the caee, my attention was next directed to its place. Traction then being made 
t? the mo<le I should pursue in an opera· u_p?n these ends of the wire, perfect appo
twu. FuJly apprt>ciating the difficulties s111on of the denu<if'd edges were effecttd. 
"·hich I hod ~n mv friend. Dr. St ms.• en- This was now maintained by compre!'Sing 

• J. MA1110111 81111s. M.D., latP of Montgomery, with a pair of stro11g forreps a smaJI, per
Ala., now of New York, of whom Dr. Bozf'· fo:ated Fhot pre•iou;;ly Flirl d0wn upon each 

mun makes eucb honorable mention In the wue to the clamp. After this, the wire 
above i11t .. re•ting cue. I• at home and abroad '~·as cut off clore to the !'hot, and the pa
ju•tly r<'11arde•I 1t• the highut anthority on tbi• tt•!llt put to lK>d. The Ff'lf·retainin~ «athe
difficuh brnuch of surgicul pructice. Dr.Sime ter w~s n<'xt intrC'duced into the blacl1ler 
)aim!!('lf •ny~ thnt "all we know upon thi& sub· and then allowed to rPmain. exr.eptin~ when 
jrr.t worth knowing. I• 1lue to Amt'fic:i and its wmo,·al became n<'ceF~ary to dear the 
Fronr.e"-thetwo nHmPs "·hich stnnd out In the mucous and earthy depoFit from it. This 
bold•~t re>ll<'f, loeing Prof••sor Mnttau•r. of Vir· was required twke a day. During the 
~lnia, and the lnd .. fatlgitble Joht-rt. of Paris. Dr whole treatment the natiPnt was kept llJ'OU 
Sim~ attributn thf' fil'lll oucceN111ful operation for 1 

v•slco-v•gin11l fi•tula in this country to t'rof. her buck. nnd the bowe1s prP'°ented from 
BHpvard, of Boetou, who bll8 oppt'ratt-d with artin11 by the free II!'<' of opiatl'l'. On the 
entir<' encce•s uine tlmee. rrof. Punr.ont, of fifteenth <iRy I removNI thf' suture appara
Pbiltlllelphin, hW1opnu1t·dll'v..rHI times with like tus, and was most happy to nd union of 
reaulL-Ed~ N. O. lld.arul Svrg. Jour. Digitized by oogle 



550 EFFECTS OF THE INHALATION OF CHI.OROFORM.-RICH AND POOR. 

the parts perfoct. The patient now has' roform upon a handkerchief, when fhe felt 
entire control over her urine, and says she the paroxysm coming on. In two days the 
feels as well in this respect a~ she ever did. shrill sound had disappeared, and the cough 

Whether the fistula in this. case was subsided in about ten days. Tht'rewastbe 
caused by the use of instruments in effect- same result with a patient aged 20. In the 
ting delivery, or by the sloughing process, third case, a young lady, aged 18, chloro-
1 cannot positively say, but am inclined to form was administered from the commence
the former belief. However produced, I mimt, the cough was instantly suspended 
think it affords several points of interest; by the chloroform, but thrE'e weeks were re· 
showing in the first place, to be a part of quired for cure. The fourth Cafe was more 
the same wouml in the cervix uteri as indi- severe, the ~pasmodic attacks were more n
Cllted by the cleft or line of cicatrization; olent and prolonged; the efforts at inspira
and in the second flace, beautifullv illus- tion, and the shrill sound. such as to con
t1ates the extent o nature's efforts to repair "'ey the idea that something waE" about to 
such injuries, as well as some of the valua give way in the chest. The inhalations of 
ble resources employed by art to o\·ercome chloroform reduced the number of the par
such obstacles as she hE'rself fails to do. oxy~ms to one.half, but without diminish-

! take great pleasure in saying. tha1 the ing the intensity of the remainder. The 
success I have had in this case. I attribute patient complained of headache after the iu
entirely to the advantages derived from halation, consequently it was discontinued, 
those principles of treatment laid down by and two to three minims of prussic acid, 
Dr. Sims. Every surgeon who has or may with two or three minims of the black drop, 
make an application of them in the treat· were substituted thrice a-day. The im
ment of such cases as the above, must feel provement effected by the chloroform was 
a sense of pride in awarding to him the permament.-Arch. dt:. Mtd. Btlg. -Md. 
praise he so justly deserves.-New Orleana Timta and Gazettt, Ftb. 2rl, ISM, p. 191. 
Med. and Surgical Journal. 

REMARKABLE EFFECTS OF THE IN
HALATION OF CHLOROFORM 

1N HOOPING-COUGH. 

RICH AND POOR. 

It is undoubtedly true.after all, that •ery 
little of the happin!llS of life comes from 
what most persons covet so eagerly, viz: 

It is surprising that inhalations of chlo- wealth and worldly consequence. The fol
roform should not have been suggested at lowing thought is just: 
an earlier period in the trearment of hoop- "Rothschild is forced to content himself 
ing-~oug~. one of the purest spasmodic af- with the same sky as the poor newspaper 
fecuons m human fathology. Some years writer, and the great bankn cannot order a 
ago, Dr. Fleet woo( Churchill, of Dublin. prhate sunset, or add one ray to the mag
recommended inhalations of sulphuric nificence of night. The same air swells 
ether in this affection; but the discovery of all lungs. Eat.h one possesses really his 
chloroform put a stop to its further experi- own senses, soul and body-thl'se are the 
ment. The treatment ofhoopin~ cough by propertv which a man owns All that is 
chlol"oform is attended with difficulty in valuable is to be had for nothing in this 
very young children. First, there is no world. Genius, beauty and love, are not 
warning of paroxysmal access; secondly, bought and sold. You may buy a rich 
inasmuch as there are eight or ten expire· bracelet, but not a well turned arm to "·ear 
tions to one inspiration, the chloroform be- it-a pearl necklace, but not a pretty throat 
comes e"'aporated before the infant has in- with which it shall vie. The richest banker 
haled a sufficient qnantity. [This objec- on the earth would \'&inly offer a fortune to 
tion mny be ea,il.v rectified.-Eo. J Finally, be able to write a verse like Byron. One 
young chilJren ha\·e a veritable horror of comes into the world naked. and goes out 
anything coming against the mouth, so as naked; the difference in the fitncs..~ of the 
to interfere with respiration, and they st rug· bit of linen for a shroud is not much. Mnn 
gle against it with all their power. In the is a handful of clay, which turns •1uickly 
case of chilrlren, howe..,er, from twelve to back again into dust. 
fourteen ye.3rs. of reasonable minds, all these Wretched is the man who has no employ-
difficulties rlisappear. ment but to watc:h his own digestion; and 

Four c:ases, treated by Dr. Fleetwood who, on waking in thE' morning, bas no 
Churchill, were in the highest degree en· useful occupation of the day presen ed to 
couraging. The first, a young girl. uged 16, his mind. To such an one. respiration is a 
whn had hod hoo1>ing-cough for a month, toil and existence a continued disease. Self
especially S!'vere during the night. She was oblivion is his resource. indulgence in alro
recommeuded to inhale a few drops of cblo· hol in Yarious disguises, his remedy, aud 
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PREVENTIVES AND TREATMENT OF CHOLERA, F.TC. 551 

death or superstition his only comfort anrl bern said in pre'l'ious numbers of the Jour
hope. For what was he born and why nal,thatthesafestcourse topursuefor those 
does he Jive? are questions which he con- who have i;:ymptoms of the cholera, is to 
stantly asks himself: and his great enigmas send for a competent physician at once, and 
are in the smiling faces of habitual indus- not depend on remedies which are uunted 
try, stimulated by the wants of the day, or forth in the papers, or which some friend 
fears for the future. If he is excited to ex- strongly recommended.-Bost. Medical and 
ertion, it is commonly to indulge some Surg. lour. 
vicious prot>ensity, or display his scorn of 
those pursuits which render others happier 
than himself. If he Feeks to relieve his in- DRAINAGE IN TOWNS AND CITIES. 
sanity rn books. his literature ascends no 
higher than the romances, the newspaper 
or the scandal of the day; and all the nobler 
pursuits of mind as well as body, are ut
terly lost in re~ard to him. His passage 
through life is hke that of a bird through 
the air, and his final C-duse appears merely 
to be that of sustaining the worms in bis 
costly tomb.-Sir Richard Philli,-. 

PREVENTIVES AND TREATMENT 
OF CHOLERA. 

Nothing is more essential to health, in 
compact settlemt>nts, than a perfect system 
of sewerage. Cities are just beginning to 
realize the value of this great fact. Many 
an epidemic has its origin in the accumula
tion of nuisances; and few nuisanCP.s can 
be greater, in 1eganl to evil consequences, 
even in our smaller towns and ''illages. than 
the v~etable and animal material held in sol
ution m the drainings from sinks and priv
ies, when allowed to ur~e its way along the 
streets or around inhabited buildings. A 
city may have its mortality augmented by 
ne&lectiug to conduct the cofnmon surface 
water under ground. In this season of 
cholera tendency, the existence of which 
will not be denied by physicians, the select
men of nr towns, health officers. magis
trates and police forces, should be indefat
igable in abating not only el"ery actual nui
sance, but those minor deviations from a 
state of ~rfect cleanliness which at other 
times might pass unnoticed with impuni
ty.-Bos. ]}ltd. and Surg. Journal. 

"Dr. J.P. Hobbs, of Memphis. has ad
dressed a letter to the Mayor of Nash ville, 
iu which he states that bv tht: use of cistern 
walt:r entirely aucl exclusively, the cholera 
will cfo•appear and never return . The doc
tor says that this is known to him by anal
ris, ancl by experience oft went y-four years. 
The editor of the Nashville Gazette says, 
that from his own obsen·ation in the year 
18-19, when the cholera was in its first sta
ges, it was admitted by those best acquaint
ed with the disease, that those who used 
rain-water where the disease was most pre,·-
alent, were free f1om it." DISGUSTING MEDICAL ADVERTJSE-

The above is copied from a newspaper. MENTS. 
There can be 110 doubt that soft pure rain-
water is far preferahle, as a drink, to bani A society hai: been formed in London 
spring water which percolates through lime- and Manchester, called "the Union for Dis
stone. ltisnouufrequentoccurrence, how· couragement of Vicious Advertisments." 
ever, when an epidemic is apprehended in which by the circulation of tracts ('8119 
large cities or populous towns, for the au- upon the public to set their faces against 
thorities to receive from various sources papers admitting such adverti>:ements as 
" sure pre,·eutives," or formul~ which are "Manhood," " The Silent Friend," "Ner
said to be "infallible cures." No doubt vous Debility," &c. We hr,artily wish the 
they are often sent from the best ofmot!ves; society may succeed in excluding aclvertiStl
but many of the prescriptions are so incon- ments of the kind in question. and in put
gruousand antagonistic in tht:ir application ting down all papers that insert them. We 
and mode of action, that we feel inclined to should feel surprised that the proprietor of 
caution all persons from placing any reli- any newspar:r could be found sufficiently 
ance upon them, when they or their friends vile to publish such offensive indecent an
are attacked with cholera. We have seen nouncemeuts, but that we know that no 
letters to the Mayor of our city, strongly work is too dirty or disreputable for some 
recommending certain treatment, said to be people to do, and that life is clung to so te
inlallible, but which, unfortunately, consis- naciously that a continued exist9nce in a 
ted of the use of olrl and unsuccessfully- fretid atmosphere of moral corruption is pre 
tried remedies, and could be of no possible ferred by some degraded specimens of hu
use, but on the contrary might do much manity to decent death and burial.-Not
harm. We would repeat what baa abeady tingham Journal. 
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652 PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF EPTLEPSY. 

TRANSFIXTURE OF THE BODY BY A 
BAYONET. 

The Lond<>n •·Medical Times and Ga
zette" for May, furnishes an interesting 
account of a man who had a hayonel forced 
through his budy, and recovered without 
any unpleasant symptoms. It appears that 
h1~ attempted to take the life of a soldier, 
but was foiled, when, to make his escape, 
he rushed across the barrack square towards 
a gate where a sentry was on duty. The 
sentry interposed with his carbine, in the 
attitude of "chargin~." and the consequence 
was, the bayonet of the s1:ntry entered 
bis body near the ensiform cartilage 
of the sternum; then pas~ing through the 
abdomen, its point emerged close to the side 
of the spinal column, some inches lower 
down. In a quarter of an hour afterwards 
he marched to the hospltttl, three-fourths of 
a mile distant, and at the end of a fortnight 
was dischargecl from the same, to be placed 
upon trial for his life. "The injury was 
not followetl by bad symptoms, nor did the 
subject of it require a dose of medicine for 
bis recovery. To the circumstance of thl' 
affray having been enacted btfort dinner." 
say~ the writer, "I am disposed to attributf' 
much of the immunity from evil which this 
ruffian enjoyed.-Bos. Mtd. and Sur. lour. 

POISONIG BY OIL OF TANSY. 

she died in one hour and a quarkr afctt 
taking the oil. 

It may be proper to add that another 
young lacly in the family, also took of the 
medicine at the same time, but Tomited .-e. 
ry soon. and suffered no inconvenience.
Am. lour. of Mtd. Sci. 

PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF 
EPILEPSY. 

"EPILEP8'1' AND OTHER AFFECTIOIJS OF Tlfl 
NERVOUS 8Y8TDI WHICH ARE llAR~Ell IT 
TREMOR, CoNvuLS•ON, oa SPAS11-Ta1.11 
PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT. By Ce.u. 
BLANIJ RADCLIFF, M.D., Licentiate of tbe 
Royal College of Physicians, Assistant 
Physician to the Westminster Hospiw. 
Lecturer on Materia Medica and The11-
peutks at the Wei>tminster H~pi11l 
School of Medicine, etc. London, l~ 
Svo. p. 144." 
Those of our readers who have had ., 

opportunity of perusing Dr. Rarlclilfe"t 
treatise on the Ph1iosophy of Vital Motioo, 
are aware that he has advanced a new anJ. 
somewhat startling theory of muscular 
motion. That mu8Cular contraction is a 
purely physical phenomenon dependent Oii 

ordinary molecular attraction "·hen t~ 
muscle is not stimulated. That the ral 
operation of nervous and other 1ri ta! ag:eo· 
cies, and of electricity and other physical 
forces, is not, as usually taught, to excitt 
or stimulate contraction in muscle and 

BT w. w. ELY, K.D., or aocHEBTEll, N. Y. other organic tis~ues. but to counteract this 
state. and induce relaxation or expansion. 

The subject of the following painflll OC· In other words. that all stimulants. viw 
currence, was a respectable young lady, in and physical. so far from producing. on the 
ordina1y health, engaged at the time in contrary antagonize, muscular contraction, 
teaching school. Having arrived at her which occurs only upon the suS}>f'nsion or 
menstrual p.:riod, she procured what she withdrawal of the action of the stimulants, 
supposed was the essence of tansy. design- in a manner perfectly analogous to that 
ing to 1ake it to promote the catamemal which takes place in a bar of metal wbea 
discharge. On the evening of August I~, heat is withdrawn. 
1836, she took one teaspoonful of the medi- This physiological heresy, an exposition 
cine, which proved to be oil of fan&JI - of which rrefaces the proper subject of the 
From the speedy supervention of alarming essay before us. is enforced and illustrated 
symptoms a messenger was sent tor me, a by a eerif'.s of arguments and illustrations 
distance of two miles. Being unable to of a most acute and plausible character, 
attend personally she was promptly visit- which cannot but arrest attention, eTen 
ed by my partner. The oil, however, had though they fail to carry conviction of the 
operated so energetically and rapidly that truth of Dr. Radcliffe's theory of Tital 
on his arrival nothing SE"emed likely to be motion. 
of any avail, and nothing of nny conse· Upon that theory is based, in the Tolume 
quence was done. . before us, the pathology and treatment 

From the record which I made at the of epilepsy, and other nervous affec:iom 
time, it appears that she first complained of marked by t1emor. convulsion and ttpesm, 
dizziness and became insensible in about as, the tremors of delicate and aged persom. 
ten minutes-a succession of convulsions chorea, paralysis agitans,delirium tl"f'mens, 
supervened. with frothing at the mouth, la- the rigor and subsultus of fever, the tremor 
borious respiration and irregular pulse, and of mercurial poisoning, and those depeni· 
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ent upon the retention of urea in the blood; "Viewed in this manner," Fays Dr. R., 
in the convulsions of cerebral disorder, of "the vascular and nervous systems of the 
uterine disorder, and of intestinal disorder. epileptic, as well as the mobile structures 
and the convulsions of death; laryngeal in which the convulsive phenomena are 
spasm, cholera .cramps. !etanus, ergotism, m~nifested, a~ fee!1 ~o pre£ent u!1equh·ocal 
catalepsy, and ngor mortis. endences of mact1v1ty, and this mactiv-

Wh11tever estimate may be formed of Dr. ity-so far at least as the vascular and nt>rv
Radclitl'e s views of the nature and cause of ous systems are concerned-is found to be 
muscular contraction and relaxation, and most marke(l in the fit itself" 
1he correctness of the application of these The causes, or supposed causes, which 
-views to explain the pathology of epilepsy operate in the induction of epilepsy are, 
and cognate affections, tbt're can be little according to Dr. R., all of a depressing 
doubt that his theory of these diseases has nature. 
a surer basis in truth-in manv, at le.as!, of ''Thus," he remarks, "the seizure is refer
its features-than th11t commoi1ly re<.-eh·ed. able, not to joy, but to fright and fear-

Ou an analysis of the leadinJP, phenomena not to any natural excitement. but to the 
of epilepsy, Dr. R. shows that neither the exhaustion comequent upon excess and 
-vascular, nervous, nor muscular systems abuse-not to good cheer, but to hunger 
P.resent any indications of morbid excita- and ~riva~ion., It haJ>pens at nigh.t, when 
tton, but the reve~e. the v1V1fyrng mfluence of the sun 1s with-

The condition of the skin, the state of the drawn, rather than the day. Much obscu
pulse, and the general diminution ol the rity hangs over these matters, from the 
temperature of the surface, but especially careless manner in which the most incon
of the extremities, indicate a very decided gruous agencies hue been grouped together 
depression of the circulation. During the as eiercising the same influence upon the 
height of the fit, the state of the circula- system, and much obscurity is inevitable 
tion is one of prostration, verging upon from the difficulty of unt~·ing the complex 
actual extinction. knot which holds together the several influ-

The entire condition of the epileptic in- ences actiug upon the body; but there is no 
dicates the same want of activity in the doubt, and every reason to believe, that 
nervous as in the vascular system. "The these several causes of the fit are of an ex
intellectual and memorial faculties fail day hausting and not of an exciting character." 
by day under the blight which eventually On a review of the foregoing facts and 
obliterates thcim. On the e,·e of the fit , considerations, Dr. R. considers it to be 
the patient is rarely otherwise than silent, sufficiently evident that-
sad, moody, and still: in the fit, he is be- " Epilepsy cannot be caused by any ex
reft of all sensibility, consciousness, and citement of the muscles consequent upon 
-volition, and for sometime afterwards he is the excessive supply of nervous or any 
stupid, confused. and exhausted." stimulus. On the contrary, everything is 

"Arguing from the state of the pulse and in harmony with the physiological prem
the respiration in epilepsy, it would ap- iees, and, as might be anticipated from 
pear," Dr. R. remarks, "that the medulla these premises, the convulsion would seem 
oblongata, the spinal cord. and the i;ynipa- to depend upon tl'ant of vital stimulation, 
thetic ganglia, are in the same condition of which want had allowed the molecular at
inactivity as the brain . Nay, it cannot be traction of the muscles to come into pla-r 
otherwise, for the functional energy of and gain the ascendancy." · 
these or~ans, as of the system generally. Although we are not prepared to give our 
mnst be in direct relation to the activitv of assent to the position which Dr. R. at
the circulatory and respiratory changes: It tempts to establish, namely, that all stim
is to be c.bserved, also, that the remarkable ulants, vital and physical, in place of ex
want of tone, which is a very marked pe- citing or promoting. on the contrary antag
<'Uliarity of the epileptic, is indicative of oni:ze muscular contraction, we nevertheless 
the want of energy in the spinal cord, if it be admiL the correctness of his views in rela
a function of this organ to supply this tone." ti on to the condition of the circulatory, 

The depressed condition of the musrular nervoUH, and muscular systems in the epi
system is evinced in the epileptic by the leptic-everything connected with the phe
remarkable inadequacy to exertion; in the nomena and progress of his morbid condi
slowness with which the system rallies tion, evinces diminution of vigor--0f vital 
after fatigue, as well as in the pallid and energy-a depression of their normal func
soft condition of the muscles on dissection, tions; each of theee systems is in a condi
which condition contrasts very strongly tion of under, and not of 01'er acti'llity. 
with the normal redness and consistency of Dr. R. endeavors to show that the same 
these organs. depresaed activity in the Tital functions ob. 
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taius in all the affections allied to epilep- The consideration of the pathological 
sy-those, namely, of which tremor, con- condition of the vascular, nervous, and 
vulsion, or spasm constitute a prominent muscular systems in the se,·eral disea~s 
system. The evidence of depres~ed 'l'ital marked by tremors,convulFions, and spasm, 
energy are in many of these aftections suffi- is followed by a chapter on periodicity. 
ciently apparent, aml even in those where The ,·iews of the author in reference to 
the evidence is of a less striking character, this interesting subject are far from l'lltis
it will not bf! found wanting. upon a care factory, and cannot be received iu their full 
ful analysis of the circumstances under extent llS exrlanatory of the periodicitv of 
which the convulsive or spasmodic phe cliseaSll unti established hy more con"rinc
nomena present themselves. amt the condi- ing facts than have as yet bt~n adduced in 
tion of the circulatory, nervous, and mus- their support. 
c11lar systems preceding and attending After noticing the indications of period-
them. icity in the physiological fhenomena of 

"The subjects of nervous trembling." plants and the lower order o animals, Dr. 
Dr. R. remarks. "have a certain delicacy of R. observes: 
constitution which cannot be overlooked. "In spite of every cause of purturbation, 
and if not women, they have the feminine there are many evidences of periodicity in 
habit of body in a very marked degree. man. It is something more than accident 
Those who tremble from old age or from which so often causes man to be i:tunted, 
shaking llalsy. present unequivocal marks stolid, and passionless in countries where 
of decrepitude and decay-the listless wish. cold reigns without a rival. It is Sflme
the snowy or hairle~s head, the fireless thing more than accident which times the 
countenance, the wasted limb, the feeble periodical changes of women by the lunar 
pulse. Chorea is almost peculiar to fe- 1•rbit. · There are, indeed, frequent irn>gu
mules, and to females whose parents were laries in all the11e cases, and particularly in 
infirm or aged. or who themseh·es ha,·e be- the last, and these may be suppol'4'd to be 
come enfeebl»d hy improper or injudicious the natural results of the changing periods 
habits. It often originates during some i;e. of -food and pa8Sion, but the law is appar
vere and exhaustin~ diseai::e, and is always ent above e'·ery irregularity. 
accompanied by signs of debility. The "It would appear. then. that there aie 
a tony of the circulation is 11sm1lly indica- L'ertain pt'.ri••dical changes in vital :phenom
ted by paleness of the lips. face, and ena which reflect more or less distinctly 
tongue, by pastiness of lhe skin, by effu- the movements of tht' sun and moon. some 
sion into the serous cavities, and by rheu- of them corresponding to the day, others to 
ma tic. deposits ." the month, and others to the year; and that 

Convulsion happens most frequently in these changes are more and more conspicu· 
women and children, and but rarely in ous the lower the grade of Clrga111za1ion in 
men, and this f&ct is an argument that which they are displayed-rno1e l'O in 11·<>

other convulsh·e disorrlers besirles epilepsy wan than in man, more in animal~ at the 
are connected with a state which is chamc- foot of the scale of being than those at the 
terized by weakness rather than by strength. summit. and most of all in the plant. 

"Spasm. again, occurs more frequently "Returning now to the bedside. it may 
in women than in men, and most frequent- be expected that the s1gnii Clf periodicity 
ly in the more irritable and weakly of wo- will always be mai<kf'd and ohf;cure io man, 
men. Cramp is the constant companion but they will be manifested mClst d1stinrtly 
of tremulousness. It increases with the in him who is mm1t deprived of that artitt 
advances of age, ancl is almost permanent inherent life which constitutes the had~ 
when nen-ous tremors beLome mtensified of distinction between man and the plant, 
into palsied tremors. The subjects of cat- and not in the person who is actC'd upan by 
alepsy, in like manner, are more delicate inflammation. or who is excited m any 
and impressible than they ought to be. other way. And so it is. 
Their skin is usually pale and dingy, their "There can be no doubt as to the ob!:c-u· 
pulse readily disturbed, their general ap- rity of the evirlen~s of periodicity f.'\"eD 

pearance either hysterical or apathetic. A where that obscurity is least, as in epilt'J"EY 
cataleptic boy, a patient of my own, was as and in affections alied to epilepsy; ~ut 
irritable, uncertain. and fretful as an in- there can also be no doubt as to tbe eust
fant. His apprehension was slow, his ence of theiw. evidences. Thus, on looking 
memory weak, bis head large. his eyes star- at a number of cases, it is found that ron
ing, his complexion sallow and venous, hie vulsion an\} spasm occur more frequentlr 
hand cold and clammy. his pulse slow anrl about the time of new moon, than about 
feeble; and lastly, the etste in rigor morti8 the time of full moon, 11nd more f?e<Jutntlr 
ia expressed by the name." in the winter monthe. Of these ernleDCfS 
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of diurnal, monthly, and annual periodi- The propriety of such a diet in all cases 
city, the diurnal are the most frequent, and in which the patient can be induced to take 
the best established; but all are sufficiently it is admitted. In many cases, however, 
frequent and obvious to convince any one the appetite and digestive powers of the 
who will take the trouble to seek after them stomach are so impaired in the epileptic, 
for himself, or to consult the admirable lit- that the patient is either averse to taking 
tie treatise of Dt. Mead: 'De imperio solis food of a proper kind, or if he can be in· 
ac Lum!l in corpora Humana et morbis in- duced to do so even to a "Very moderate ex· 
de oriundis.' They are not, perhaps, suffi- tent, it produces considerable distress and 
ciently frequent and obvious to allow any other unpleasant symptoms. lrlsuch cases, 
theory to be based upon them, but it is im· the digestive powers of the stomach must 
possible to omit noticing that the greater he restored byanapproµriate course of treat· 
~quency of convulsion and spasm in the ment before the full animal diet. recom· 
night, at the times of the new moon. and mended by Dr. R. can be carried into effect, 
during the winter months, is in accordance with any hopes of deriving front it the de. 
with the preceding pathologic-.al doctrine!', sirt'd restorative and invigorating effects. 
and that, being thus in a•:cordance , it is an Dr. R. is in the habit of recommending 
additional confirmation of the correctness I a very liberal allowance of alcoholic stim· 
of those doctrines. ulants to his epileptic patients; and he 

"It appears, therefore, that the signs of' states that, from the result of this practice, 
morbi1l periodicity are manifested most dis- he is fully satisfied that there is no diSt".ase 
tinctly in the person who is most deprived in which they are more needed. He be· 
of that inherent life which constitutes the lieves epileptics to be benefitted by the use 
badge of distinction between man and the of coffee. and injured by the use of tt'a. 
plant, and not in the person acted upon by That there may occur many cases of epi
mtlammation. or who is excited in anv lepsy, in which the use of alcoholic stimu· 
other way: an<\ being SO, they famish an lants are required, we admit; but we fear 
imporllmt confirmation of doctrine, and a that, to allow their "very liberal use" in 
new rule of treatmt'!nt. The confinnatian all cases, indiscriminately, would be apt to 
of doctrine i~ obviou!' , for in this 1mint of do far more injury than good. ·we can see 
view the signs of periodicity become only no objection to the substitution of coffee 
so manv adrlitional evidences of that consti- for tea. 
tutional want of innate strength which ap- The epileptic's ha bits should be so order
pears to be the prominent fact in the path- ed as to save the 11trength as much as possi· 
ology of epilepsy and of the cognate disor- ble. Hence Dr. R. very properly advises 
ders. A new plan of tl't'atment ill equally celibacy, abstinence from any severe study, 
obvions. for if the signs of periorlicity di'!· and from bodily exercise. 
pend npon a simple want of innate strength, "Often," Dr. R. remarks," I have found 
then it becomes necessary to abandon all a patient to impro,·e in a marked and un· 
those le1whi1111, and starving plans of treat. mistakable manner 811 soon as he had had 
ment which hue originated in the supposi- the resolution to conquer the fidgetiness 
tion that they depended upon internal in- which is im·ariahly connected with debili
fiamma l it>n, or feyer, or some other state of ty, and to force himself to rest; and often 
ei:citerrrnnt, and to adopt in their stt'a•l all ~ hne known a pati«mt begin to retrograde 
the means which are c11lc11lated to arom:e/ 1f he had begun to try his strength too 
and invigorate the downcast and flagging soon. Only the other day, I had a note 
powers of the S\·stem." from a medicnl 11:entleman, in which he told 

The general j'lan of treatment for t'pi- me that R patie1it. nbout whom he had con• 
lepsy 11ml the affections allied to it. lnid suited me,hlld gone on very well 80 long 
down hv Dr, R .. is unqnestion11bly the cor- as he had made a. point of riding to his 
rect one. At th!> i;ame time we thmk he place of b11siness. and that the fits had re
depen<ls too eJtclusi vel v upon a tonic an<\ tumecl as soon as he had begun to disregard 
stlmulatfa~ course. to the extltlSM>h of all this direction." 
other ~medial mea~ure~. howe-.er strongly As tonics in epilepsy, Dr. R. prefers qui· 
thev mav seem to he indicatecl bv the mor- nia and iron. 
biif conliition of various organs \Vhich is so Of turpentine he speaks in the highest 
often a~!OOclated with epilepsy and the cog- praise, as " the remedy which stands fore
nate di~enses. most among those which bav11 rendered un-

A full diet of nutritive and easily digest- equivocnl service in epilepsy." Its nause
ible anima-l • food, without the usual quan- ous taste, howner, and the irritation 
tities of farinaceous and green vegetable which it excites in the urinary and genera. 
matters. is insisted upon by Dr. R., as es- tive organl!', have always been a serious ob· 
-~'ltial in all cases of epilepsy. jection to it, and the result baa been that 

;au 8ERI:&ll--TOL. J(,_,., 
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comparatively few patients hne the ftl80- "In actual practice," says Dr. R., "I 
lution to penievere in its uee as long u is have rung changes UJ!On tbeae diffetat 
necessary to insure permanent benefit. Dr. stimulants, either giving them alone c.
R. was, in consequence, induced to subati- combining them with iron and quinia, suf>. 
tute naphtha for turpentine, and found that stituting one for another according t.o the 
in d~s of half a drachm to a drachm it changing circumstances of the case, and al
produced the same decided relief as the tur- ways allowing at the same time a libe.sal 
pentine; but it was scarcely less disagrea- supply of dietetic stimulants, upon which. 
ble, and patients could not be induced to indeed, hope is mainly to ~ bead, and I 
take it for any length of 1ime. have every reason to be satisfied with the 

"After this," says Dr. R., "it occurred results. l have never met with a patient 
to me to try camphor, and this I did in who bas not been benefited; for even wheie 
doses of two or three grains, either ulone the case bu been of long standing, and the 
or in combination with quinia or iron, one fits have kept their ground, thue bas beea 
or both, according to circumstances. Being a manifest diminution of intellectual tor
given in the form of pills, it was free from iJOr, the face has lost a good deal of tlle 
the principal objection applying to the two brutalized expression which had been c:reep
former stimulants, and ll had this peculiar ing over it, and the dietle86ing ne"ous 
advantage, that instead of irritating the headache bu disappeared, if that symptom 
urinary and generative organs like tur- bad been present-4lnd I have met with 
pentine, it exercised, or seemed to exercise, many patients who have been completely 
a direct quieting influence upon I.hem. In cured . 
other respects, as tried in several cues. the "If there is one time more than another 
1esult was not less satisfactory. when stimulants are neoesi;ary, it is on the 

"Next in order of time I gave a fair trial eve of the fit. Then, vigorously admi.nis
to chloric ether, and still with very decided tered, they will often prevent the puoxi.m. 
benefit. Under ordinary circumstances, I Nor are they contn..indicated in the fit it· 
gave half-drachm doses of this preparation, self. At this time, all that is usually • 
either alone or in combination with the q_uired is to rail'8 the bead as much as JlCll" 
ammonio-citrate of iron, or quinia, or s1ble, t!O that the blood may not gravitate 
naphtha, and in all cases it proved to be a into it, and to unloose the neckerchief ml 
very faYorite and effective remedy. particu- shirt-band; but if more is required, it ii 
larly with children. Sometimes I substi- still upon stimulants that dependence must 
tuted Hoffman's anodyne in place of the be placed, and this equally, wb«:ther the 
cbloric ether; and sometimes, when the circulation be in a syncopal or asphyxia! 
need of the stimulant has seemed to be very state. Indeed, under these circumstances, 
urgent, I have associated the two, but it the proper course is to dip a door-key or 
has always seemed that this form of ether hammer-head into boiling water, and apply 
ia far less efficacious than chloric ether. it to the pit of the stomach, or to put lhe 

"In cases where, an'1 at times when, an patient into a hot bath, or to take adTU
occasional stimulant ellect was neC88tl&ry, tage of a moment of quiet and inject a tor
i haYe recommended the aromatic spirit of pentine enema into the rectum. Nor aie 
ammonia, either alone or in combination stimulants contra-indicated after the ii, 
with ether, and the result has usually been except perhaps during the fil'St few m«>
certain and satisfactory." ments of the reaction which follows upo11 

In addition to internnl stimulants, Dr. the collapse, and this only in some iostaa· 
R. employs, externally, counter-irritants, ces, for often this reaction is not up to the 

.and the bot bath. normal standard. Nay, they are not Det'f:S-
Dr. R. recommends a bot bath daily, and arily contra-indicated by the mental ex

an llllditional one wheneftr any unuual citement which occasionally super~ 
depression tends to the appreheoaion of a upon the fit, for this excitement is usually, 
tit. From the adoption of this practice, he if not always, of an asthenic character. 
has seen many instances of marked and " All tbeee considerations aie in barmoey 
decided benefit. with what might be gathered fn>m a cmplie 

"This plan," he remarks," eeema to be inspection of the st.ate of the pulee (die 
equally desirable in long-st.anding cases. true key to practice,) and the conclusion is 
wbere there is much cerebral congestion, that stimulants will be found to be proper 
and theoretically and practically there is remedies for e{'ilepsy, if they are gi't'f:ll 
much reason to believe that this is what with true discnmination, and regulated hi 
·might be expected, especially if a towel quantity according to the heat or coldual 
dipped in cold water be wrapped around of the l'le&BOn." 
the head of the patient while he remains in With regard to tracheotomy u a -remedy 
'tile hot bath. in epilepsy, Dr. R. remarks tbat it is Dot 
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easy to come to a decision, inasmnch, espe
cially as there is an insufficiency of evi
dence on the subject. 

vulsion or spasm is the prominent r.harac
teristic, are worthy of serious considera
tion.-..tm. Jov.r. Med. Sci., Oct. 18:>,t. 

"Still," he observes," it is clear that it 
dees not fulfil all the original expectations 
of Dr. Marshall Hall concerning it. It RELIGIO MEDICORUM. 
doesl not prevent convllulsionk. ~tbedoes nlt MESsBs. EDtTOBs.-If your eye bas not 
a ways, or even usua y, ma e convu • met with the enclosed, from the New York 
sions lighter. It does not prevent danger, Churchman of July 1st. I shall feel ver.v glad 
for of the few patients upon whom the 
oreration bas been performed, three have to have brought it to your notice; much 
died either in the fit 01 in connection with more so. if your judgment should coincide 
the fit, and of these three the opening in wi!h mine, that it d~serv~, either !n ~hole 
the \\·indpipe was free from obstruction-at or i1;1 part, su~h a cuculat}on as it \\Ou!d 
least in one. Under these circumstances, ~et m your w1de-~pread .s~eet. How will 
it becomes a question whether the benefits it ch~r the d.rc;iopmg spmt. of some unos
of the operation are sufficient to counter- tentat10.u~ toil.mg brother \\ho has no~ a!· 
balance the associated inconveniences and ways reJoii;ed :n the sympathy of the den· 
dangers, even where (which rarely happens) cal profession· J. U. G. 
the asphyxial symptoms are consequent Jtdy, 4, ISM. 
upon spasmodic closure of the larynx-and The American Medical Monthly for May 
tliis question must remain in abeyance for has a very thoughtful and judicious pa~r 
the present. in defence of the medical profession, which 

"--As to the rest, it only remains to we have for some time been intending to 
be said that the accustomed rules of treat· notice. The paper was drawn forth by an 
ment must be applied to the correction of article that appeared some while since in 
any special source of exhaustion, and par- Harper's Magazine, entitled "The Sacred
ticularly of those which are peculiar to fe. ness of the Human Body," from the pen of 
male epileptics." Prof. Tayler Lewis, attacking the recenl leg-

In reterenoe to the treatment of affections islation of this State for legalizing anatom
allied to epileps1, Dr. R. recommends a ical dissections, and charging the prole~sion 
similar inv1goratmg tonic, and stimulating with ~uliar tendencies to scepticism and 
course. The general conclusion is- matenalism. For ourselves, we mu111 con-

" That epilepsy and the cognate diBOrders fess no little surprise, that a man ol such 
must be treated upon the same principles, large and liberal thought, as Prof. L~wis 
and that upon these }'rinciples every cause has approved himEelf to be, sboul<i have 
of depression and exhauation must be felt called upon to take uparrnsagaimn the 
sought after, and stimulants must be trusted law in question. For experience, we • hink, 
to as the ~rand agents in recovery. In a has amply proved the necessity of di~sec
word, physiology, pathology and therapeu- tions to be so strong that the law cannot 
tics, concur in showing die necessity of a possibly prevent them, so that ite wiser 
complete revolution in .everything relati!lg course manifestly. is, to endeavor to ~
to ttie theory and practice of the maladies late them. · And it seems to us that by JU
which have been under consideration, and dicious regulations all the evil of them may 
they also justify the hope that in future the be removed. and all the good secured. For 
theory will not be a subject of mystery. or is it not plain enough, that when legal pro
the practice a source of conjecture, perplex- vision is made tor meeting the demands of 
ity, and failure." science (and in this case the demands of 

The essay of Dr. Radclift"e is well de&e"· science are the demancla of humanity), so
ing of an attentive perual on the part of ciety will both be and feel more eecure 
the medical practitioner. The Tiews of tbt, against those illegal modes of eupplywhicb 
author in reference to the natu:e of muecu- have hitherto been ueed. and ilie evil of 
lar contraction, and the influence exercised which stands much less in the/ad than in 
upon it by nervous and other vital agencies the fear of them? However, it is not our 
and by physical forces may, it is true, re- purpose to undertake a vindication of the 
ceive but little favor; nevertheless, his gen- law in this matter. So we will but add a 
eral conclusions as to the pathological con- short extract from the paper in hand, in 
ditions under which tremor, convulsion answer to the question put by Prof. Lewie 
and spasm ordinarily occur, which are by -"Why must the human body he dissect
no means necessarily dependent upon the ed over and over again ten thousand tirnes1" 
truth of bis pbysiol~cal doctrines, as well which is to use a Tery stnnge question : 
as bis general directions for the treatment "What are the fa.cu upan this subject, 
of t.boee affilctiona of which tremor, con- and what are the necessities for continual 
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dissections'?" To state them briefty, they company of medical men. And the expe
are, that there is continual occasion for the rience we have had of them veilds no sort 
performance of surgical operations that life of countenance to the charge thus brought. 
may be ~aved; that tb~e ope.rations may be against them. Our firm conviction is, that 
required at the hands of any member of the tlw.te is no class of men from whom there ii 
medical profession without a moment's no· more to be learned which the clergy ought 
tice, and without a moment'e opportunity to know, or less that it is wisdom to be ig· 
to consult books or friends: that the knowl· norant of. Nor do we believe that any pro
edge requisite for their performance cannot fession numbers. proportionally, more, or 
be obtarned from books, or plates. or prep- more intelligent and earnest supporters of 
arations, or models, and is only to be ac- religion, of good morals, and sound leam
quired by each individual, who is an ap- ing, of everything, indeed, that looks to the 
plicant to be admitted to the medical pro- well-being of society. The churchoertain
fession, first obtaining it for himself; that ly reckons among them a great many of her 
by means of the information thus derived , most useful members. It is in her sacied 
as one of the e•»ential requisites, thea..-er- walks that we hue been most used tomeet
a&e duration of human life 10 civilized coun- ing with them; aml we have seldom failed, 
tnes has been materially lengthened, while according to our poor capacity, to find tbem 
diseases before incurable are found to yield at once right-hearted, sound-minded. aDd 
to the deductions of 8cientific obrervation. free-handed in her cause. The numerom 
To illustrate each of these statements would and pestilent quackeries that be..."6t their pro
be easy; but our space does not permit it." fession, and the experience they are ob~ 

But our main interest in the paper draws to to have of them, enables them, in a pece
what the writer says touching the charge of liar degree, rightly to understand and appre
materialism and scepticism brought against ciate the no less numerous and pestilent 
medical men. Andhereourob!'lln·ation and qllackeries that swarm in religion. Ot 
sympathy are entirely with the writer. Nor many accounts, indeed, they deserve well of 
can we understand either the wisdom or the the church and of the .clergy. That, as & 

justice of making such charges. SceptiC8 class, they are not eainly humbugged, arms 
and materialists, no doubt, there have been , them with a strong title to confidence in & 

and are, in the medical profession; and so rause where. as it is not "of an age, but 
there are, or something as bad, in the cleri · for all time," men are not apt to fix their 
cal : but the number of such is in propor- interest or their pleasure in cheating or in 
tion hy no means so large as to furmsh any being cheated. Moreover, we h8\-e prin.te 
j11~t ground of reproach upon them asa class. as well as public reasons for standin~ up 
Jf, in such cases. the faults of a few are to for them in such a measure as we can. and 
be thus visited on the whole, what pro- with._such strength as we have. For we 
fession can escape? Therefore, the thing i~ have ourselves known what it is to be poor 
unjust. And it is equally unwise. For the and friendless, and to have some not igno
medica\ profession hav!', and it c1innot be ble aspirations which we were without the 
taken from them, for they deserve it, very means ofanswering; and in such cases there 
~reat influence. 'Whatever may be said of have always been some of them to stand by 
rndi'l'iduals among them. they are as a class us: in other words. we have found too many 
known to he,·e great solidity of judgment generous benefactors among them to see 
and rectitude of character. Their minis- them touched without feeling a little toucb
trations are needful to all, and sure to be ed our!'E>lves. 
sought by all: and the nature of their work We havei:lid, unawares, into a much lon
cannot but give them but great power over ger ventilation of our own thoughts on the 
the opinions and sentiml'nts of those to ~11hject. than wtt our purpose at starting. 
whom they mini~ter. It is wire , thPn, to We 1 will close with a liberal extlllct from 
think of drawln~ people to christianitr by the peper in question: 
representing the medirnl profo~o;ion general· · "However Professor Lewie may tM..i_ 
Iv ll!I not believing in ·it f So that, uen if the members of the medical profession 
the thing were frne. sound policy 'vould knoVJ, that there is i?reater good to be done, 
pronounce it one of those truths that are to not only to the bodies, but, indirecUy, to 
be spoken with a goorl deal of discretion the souls of men, by the prolongation of 
and rererve. It is indee1l but a scion of human life restlting fTom increased and 
that olcl and mischievous error which would thorough knowledge of anatomy, than by 
still be seeking repugnances end making il'- the anxious preser\"'lltion of that• apprar
sues between Revelation and Science, as if anct of entirety which the concepfrft fac
the word of God could be more authentic ulty demands.' For years they have ob· 
anrl 11ure than his works. tained this knowledge, though unaided IDd 

We ban been thrown, much, into tile and oppoeed by ignorant law mmza, 
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have conferred the boon of prolonged life In Professor Lewis's own words, ·Fathers, 
upon rich and poor by themseh·es incurring and schoolmen, as well as modern meta
the greatest risks. physicans, have filled volumes with argu-

Having found that, by a law appropri- men ts in respect to what consti lutes bodily 
ating to their use the bodies of a class who identity. Yet still-faith clings to the dog. 
are without friends to suffer pain in conse- ma and will not let it go.' And no one's 
quence of their use, the science would he faith clings more closely, and less doubting
punmed, 'with the lea.st sacrifice of fe.eling ly, than that of the members of the medical 
and the least of moral detriment,' they have profession. 
proposed and obtained, in a few States. •• It is not any more correct that we are 
such an enactment. And in this they were materialists. Though we cannot discuss 
right. The law was not desired that more this topic, we will add that we can con
subjects might be had, but that they might ceive of no better remedy for the mind fold
not bring with it the risk of ignominious ed in the cold, heartless embrace of mate
punishment. rialism, than to pursue thoroughly the study 

"But we cannot dwell longer upon this. of anatomy. 
"A subject, forced upon us by the spirit "We do not claim that of our profession 

of Professor Lewis'sarticle, must, however, (we do not include in its ranks the half
occupy a little space. That so learned a educated and cheating empiric), all the 
man as he, has repeated the stale slanders members are free from scepticism and error. 
against our noble profession which are found But what we do assert is, that they have 
in this article, isa painful thought. Neither not had, neither clo they have. occasion to 
are these things very uncommon among ed· fear comparison, in these respects, with any 
ucated men. We could endure h from those class of the community; and therefore the 
who are not familiar· with literature and jibs and sneers, so freely bestowed upon us 
bis tor}"; but when Prof. Lewis accuses the by other. educated men, are as undeserved 
whole medical profession. as he has done, as they are unkind. When men, as culli
of materialism and scerticism; when the vated, as pure, as refined, as wise as any. 
learned Dr. Cogswell, o the Astor Library, claim that, for the study of their science 
takes occasion lo go out of his way, in des- and the good of the puulic health and mor
cribing that institution, to sneer at medical als, there is need of the study of anatomy, 
men for not working without a fee, when and point out the best way, in their opin
ao class of men render so much service gra- ion, for accomplishing it, it is neither in 
tutiously, it is time that we repelled the accordance with sound logic nor Christian 
charges publicly. principle for men of education and influence 

"ProfeslJOr Lewis asserts that the air of to point the long finger of scorn at them, 
the dissecting room is unfavorable to a be· and stir up the less -thinking populace bv 
lief in the doctrine of the resurrection. the cry of Ghouls, Vampires, and infidels.;' 
The argument which would be necessary to -Bo1ston. Med. and Surgical Journal. 
render the error of this statement palpable, 
ia simple, but for its illustration we must 
occupy more space than is at our command. BITE OF Tll E VIPER IN FRANCE. 
We are compelled, therefore, to be content 
with aseeriing (and our assertion should be M. C. Dumeril. a professor in the Gar
u authoritive as that of Professor Lewis), den of Plants at Paris, was walking on the 
that there i::: no class of educate<l men who 12th of October, 18:>1, in the forest ofSe
are, as a body, more sincere. firm, and intel- nart. He obser\"ed a viper, whose large 
ligent believers in this ~reat doctrine than size induced him to suppose that it might 
physicians. They, at least, understantl that, be a new species, 1rnd resolutely seized it 
when they say •I believe in the resurrection with his hand, intending to kill it by bn·ak
of the body,' they do so because it is the ing the spine; but whether the animal was 
teaching of the Scriptures, and not that of not held with a sufficiently powerful grasp, 
any human mat'ter. •With what body do it turned aml bit him no less than fh·e 
they come~' is not their question. It is in times in his hand aml arms before the pro
tbe sectarian class-room. not in the ana· fessor could succeed in destro,vin~ life. 
tomical theatre, that this inquiry is mooted. He was fortunately ac1:om.panied by his 
The man who studies bv dissection the son, a physician, who sucked the bites and 
structure of the human ·bodv, too oft.en applied lunar caustic. Still, the poison 
meets evidences of design noi to ask who continued to operate. Dumeri\, after faint
~s thvir designer-and too often meet ulti- ing twice, was attacked with vomiting, and 
mate facts bevond which he cannot go, not continued . in a danii;erous conclition for 
to learn to submit his reason to the confos· twenty-four hours. He has, howc,·er, per
sion that there are many things beyond it. fectly reco\·ered.-Re11u 11.LGt(icale, 0 t. ':>l. 
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AMERICAN ECLECTIC DISPENSA· upon 'Yhich he dwelt pointedly in hillli:· 
tures, mduoed some able men to turn~ 

TORY. attention to the botanical practice. Mean-
THE AMERICAN EcLECTIC DiaPENBATOKY.- w_:hile, the !!arrow .limits of. the Tbomps>

By J. Kum, M.D., Prof. of Obstetrics in m~n M~tena Medica ba_d wide~; toe. 
the Cincinnati Eclectic Medical lnsti· e:1cs, sttmu.lants and d1!phoret1cs, catbu· 
tu te, and formerly Prof. of Materia Med- tics, alterat1ves and. refngerants, .~ ~ 
ka in the Memphis Institute. Cincin· ad.ded, from. t!1e unn·ersal repudiauoa ~ 
nati: Moore, Anderson & Keys, 18M, mineral 1!1ed1cmes~ one afte! the ot~ a: 
pp 1391 the metahc and sahne remedies were mtro-

. • duced, until in modem Eclecticism, wiu 
Th~ publishers of the American Eclectic the exception of mercurials, antimonia!E. 

Dispensatory, having politely sent us a arsenicals and some others, thewbole1Uf 
cop.v of that work, we have taken pains to of the metallic Materia Medica, witbaaei· 
give it a careful examination, although tensive array of vegetable medicines, batt 
p.re -~d for time. been embraced, requiring for thr.ir ~ 

Th •ta numerous sect of medical practi- tion and arrangement the massive voluar 
tiouNs should grow into existence, become now undercom:ideration. At preRDt,som 
org·1nilled into societies, and have schools half dor.en schools teach the doctrines Ii 
for medicul instruction, embracing all the Eclecticism, and are gradually raising tllr 
brauches of regular institutions, adapted to stat,_,. of their graduates, and it is pn*bi 
their peculiar tenets, and with a materia that in a few years they will gnvitatemm 
medi,.a, to a large extent botanical and in- and more towards regular medicine, imtil 
digP.nous, within ten years past, is certainly they are assimilated, carrying with thm 
a phenomenon in the medical history of the some valuable views and agents. 
Uni1etl States of no ordinarr interest. To In thus alluding to the origin and pio
tra•~" out the history of this sect-which gress of Eclecticism, it is with no displi· 
call~ itself Eckctic, and which llSSumes to tion to decry its merits or bring it into iii!· 
be c1tholic in selectin~ the good principles respect; but rather as an explanation oi 
and hgents of all medical systems-is nei· what may be esteemed a remarkableepilodt 
ther our object, nor are we in command of in the history of American medicine ul 
the proper data to do it correctly; yet it pharmacy. 
may be well to remark, en pauant, that Our limits will not admit of a detaiid 
bad it not been for Samuel Tho111pson, who notice of the "Eclectic Dispensatory" ri. 
is now so catefully forgotten, and who was Dr. King. The author remarks: 
the originator of the so-called system of "It may not be known to some of the 
Tko1npBOnianiam, which a few years spread readers of this work, that a great amout 
over 1 his land like an epidemic, and gained of highly important knowledge, in refer· 
credence with hundreds of thousands, Ee- ence to the therapeutic value of remedi!!
Ueticiam would probably have been yet un· and especially of our Native Ameri<u 
born. Thompsonianism formed the mate· plants, has been accumulated by iibelll· 
rial basis, and gave the impetus to botanic minded physicians in America; whki 
medicine; the r.ealous energr of its early. knowledge, owing to various causes, ms 
earnest and bigoted practitioners, spread never been yet sufficiently brought befoit 
Thompson's ideas, especially over the West. the medical profession generally, and ills 
ern States·; the idea that each individual not been embodied in the -.oluminoes 
bead of a family should in medicine, as in standard works of Pereira, Wood & Baell. 
religion and politics, think and act for him- Dunglison, etc. This knowledge beinge$
self, presented so inviting an aspect to the pecially American in its origin, and baYing 
yeomen of the land, that his medical sys· produced a marked peculiarity in the p11c
tem was adopted as a revelation, and Lo- tice of'a large number of American pllyS· 
belie and Capsicum were extolled as the uni- clans, we deem it proper to style this ..rod 
versal panacea for American diat>ases. Jn the "AMntcAN Eclectic Dispensawrr: 
process of time, the practice fell into the to distinguish it from other works, whic:i 
bands of special persons; these became contain only the ideas and Tiews which• 
gradually more en! ightened and less bigoted, common to both American and ~ 
some of them attended the lectures and physicians." 
clinical instruction of the medical schools, Our author, after enumerating moie thu 
ant\ returning among their associates mod· one hundred and twenty indigenOU8 pines. 
ified their pra<.-tice. The writings of Beach and numerous, so-called principlu, es aJe. 
have doubtless bad an influence, and the trin, apocynine, caulophylin, &c., die 
strong predilection of Prof. Tullr, of New knowledge of which, he claim1 as the fnriu 
Haven, for our indigenous Matena Medica, of Eclecticism, remarbA 
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"The extensive use of the fo~oiog arti- highly scientific and learned body, tb1t they 
cles, and their consequent substitution on bad extensively investi~ated the chemical 
many occasions, for the favorite remedies relations of their Matena Medica; but this 
formerly in use, constitute a practical im- arises from the fact that tht' author rarely 
provement, the value of which, can scarcely gives credit to chemical writers and im·es
be estimated; and the simplest statementof tigators. Long procesi.es for new princi
wbat we believe and know to be true. as ples, complex arrays of constituents, and 
regards the superior succeBS in practice, re- mtricate reactions, are numerouslr given 
sultin~ from tbeSP- improvements in the without allusion to their authors, (m most 
Matena Medica, woultl be regarded by thoee instances,) unless they be Eclectics, when 
entirely unacquainted with the facts, as the they are brought forward in bold relief. The 
lan~11aa;e of extravagant enthusiasm. For injustice of this course, and its egotistical 
thel? truth, we can but appeal to the final results, deserve to be pointed out. The 
tribunal, universal e:rperienct; and it is author, at the conclusion of the preface, 
partly with the view of facilitating this acknowledges his indebtedneBS to a long 
appeal by candid physicians, that this vol- list of works, as the U. S. Pharm., U. 8. 
•me is laid before the public; in which, we Dispensatory. Pereira, Christison, Dungli
trust, every medical reader will find sufli- son, Mohr and Redwood, Journal of Phar· 
cient information, in reference to the favor- macy, etc. etc.; but the discoverers and ob
ite remedies of Eclectic physicians, to en- servl'rs themselves. who have given time 
able them to enjoy in practice, what we and talent to eliminate the knowledge of 
deem the richest fruits of modem clinical facts, are, in general. left unnoticed. One 
experience; constituting the most recent of the rhief difficulties with the author of 
and important practical improvements in a Dispensatory is to invtstigate the accu
the healmg art." racy of chemical, botanical and therar.:u· 

These extracts will exhibit that Eclecti- tical statements, and to give the authonties 
cism has a good opinion of itself, whatever upon whirh they rest, that the reader may 
may be the esteem of others, a trait usual satisfy himself, if disj><?sed; or subsequent 
to reformers; yet like many other move- authors consult the onginal memoirs. But 
ments in the same direction, it embraces our Eclectic author feels satisfied to declare 
many old ideas and old agents in new dresses results and make assertions, leaving the 
and new shapes, commingled with some reader to believe or doubt his statementa 
oriitinality. without redress. One of the most promi-

But to return to our task. The \vork is nent features in that part of Dr. King's 
divided into three parts. The first 130 work which is strictly Eclectic, is the ac
pages, are devoted to a succinct description count of the "principles," "resinoids," or 
of the natural orders of plants contributing "concentrated remedies," whkh areadopted 
to the Materia Medica, with the characters in practice. Their nomenclature of these 
of the genera rangP.d under each, which su- substances is entirely adverse to t·hemical 
percedes the ntcessity ot noticing them in science, in1tsmuch as it conveys the idea of 
the second part of the work. distinct neutral proximate principles; when 

The second patt, devoted to the Edectic in most instances, they are merely complex 
Materia Medica, embraces 840 pages; and associations of distinct principles, in which 
describes MO distinct arti*8, both vegeta- one or more predominate, and they seem 
ble and mineral. Among the latter. are to have got the idea, that to purify an or. 
chromic, hydriodic, hydrochloric, nitric, ganic principle, is to strip it of its theta· 
nitromuriatic, phosphoric and sulphuric peutic power. Why then is not extract of 
acids. alum, muriate of ammonia, salts of bark stronger than quinine or cinchonine? 
iron, zinc, lead, potassa, soda, etc., iodine, or crude resin of jalap more effective than 
bromine, sulphur, phosphorus, and many jalapine? Perhaps no one of the Eclectic 
other inorgantr. bodies. In the description remedies bas been more extolled than the 
of substances, the author generally ranges resin of podophyllum peltatum, Dr. King 
them under lbeir scientific name, and gives claims tbe 1hscovery of the therapeutic 
the vulgar names aftl'r. The specific char- value of this resin, which he had used in an 
acters then follow, then the history includ- impure state some eighteen years ago. Wm. 
ing habitat, parts used, and chemical char- Hodgson, Jr., had previously isolated this 
acters, followed by an account of the med- resin in a modified state; but its true na
ical properties and uses. A striking feature ture and place among chemical principles, 
of this part of the work, is the almost was not discovered until John R. Lewla 
total absence of references to authorities or proved its close analogy to jalapin in being 
discoverers, unless they be Eclectic; a soluble in ether; Mr. Lewis, who made his 
stranger to the subject, glancing over these experiments in the summer of 1846, under 
pages, would suppoee the Eclectics were a our directions, isolated podophyllum Jelin 
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in a colorless state, and we well remember have the advantage of more wily gttt{ll! 
wt.en he imprudenlly took six grains of it, the plants. To trace much of this k!M*l· 
producing bloody slools, griping and vom· edge to its original germs, 'A'e \\·ould bt<t 
Jling with much dPbility. Our author, at to go back to the Indian tribes and tbemlt 
page ix. of his preface, remarks," but un· settlers of the We3t, who learned uoii 
fortunately for the tiurity and medicinal ac- them, or by accident, the virtues of a lai; 
th·ity of Lewis's podophyllin, it requires number of our nath·e plants. Quack dee· 
BU- grains to act as an ordinary cathartic, tors and herb doctors have aided. We bait 
while that of Merrell requires only half a only to look back in the history of ~111 
grain to a grain and a halt, thus vroving Therapeutics, to find a similar origin ofihr 
the latter to contain three or four times as knowledge of some of its valuable ltlll!· 

much of medicinal activity of the root, as dies; and it is but the other day, since lhc 
the former." ignorance of a negro slave started the tllilz 

· The aloeain of Robiquet, and the aloin of of circumstances, which de\"e.loped the If

the Messrs. Smith, of Edinburg, are de- markable qualities of the Ge!Eewioum of 
scribed in detail in separate chapters, '\\ith- our Southern Stales, and which noirfigure; 
out any allusion to their disco\·ercrs; and in the list of substances "strictly edec:i£.· 
so of other principles. The attention which is now being gi<en bi 

In speaking of ethereal oil (extract) of the Eclectics, in classifying and am~ 
capsicum, Dr. King slates that it ii; fre- lacl'S and obser\"ations relatil'e to .\merku 
quently fille<l with" crystals of capsicin in plants, will certainlv be attended witbex· 
dendroid forms." These apparent crystals cellent results; and u·e may look for oo 
are the solid, fatty matter which separates greater progress whPn more real science lt
from the ethereal extract, and which has comes commingled with their recorded~ 
been described by Dr. Plummer, of Rich- sen·ations. 
mond, Ind. (Amer. Jour. Pharm. vol. 24, The third portion of tbe work, on Plar· 
page 32.) Pure capsicin has never yet mac.r, is arranged as in the United St11t1 
been isolated; the so-called mpsicin of Dispeusatory, with a preliminary cbartt1 
Bracconot, is a mixture of principles. (Sre on the generalities of practical pharmaC)'. 
U. S. Disp. 10th edition.) Eclectic pharmacy is largel7 indebted lil 

So far as our examination has extended, William S. Merrell, a druggist of Cincin· 
we cannot find a single instance in this nati, who has contributed a chapter to Dr. 
work of a real chemical analysis of eclectic King's work, on the "Composition ofV~· 
origin, and the obscure and ignorant man- el6bles and their proximate principlts."~ 
ner in which writers in the eclectic journals page 994-1004, and another on the" Fluid 
announce and describe their discoveries, Extracts," at page 1067, in which be hil 
goes to corroborate this. The numerous given corl't'ct views of the selectiot ui 
plants which are brought forward as Eclec- adaption of menstruie, the means of e1t11C· 
tic remedies, embrace manv of undoubted tion, etc.; which are the more nece..<l'lr•,ti 
value, and which owe their virtues to dis- a large number of those who/repare el&:· 
tinct principles-chemically distinct-these tic medicines are inexperience . 
afford an ample field for discovery. Let In glancing over this part of the bo<:C. 
correct chemical research be applied, and one mi~ht easily think he was looking~r 
the imeure compounds which now figure as the Umted States Dispensatory, but ~ 0 

"erinc1ples," and which are a stigma on the soon di!lllbuse~ of the error, by mfellD! 
science of the Eclectics, will soon giYe way l\'ith such names as the following Ertrad· 
to the true, active, proximate principle~ uni CaulophyUi Hydroalcohalicvm. Ertratt· 
where these exist. The graduates of the ttm Pttla Hydroalc: Ferri d Salicina.tar· 

. Philadelphia Coll~ge of Pharmacy have tra11 Lotio 1/ydrastis tt ~niti, Pilult_ 
done more in this field, than any other class Podophyllini Comp: Pulv: upta~dnJI 
of investigators, in the pages of the Amer- Comp: Troschiai Dios-coreini, &c. &r. ~ 
icau Journal of. Pharmacy .. wi tne~s the an- iac.t, the phar~nacy of eclecticism 1~roper. IS 
alyses of Lobeha, H,vdrastls. Podophyllum, stnctly galcmcnl; the exact chem1ral pit· 
Rhus, Populus, Veratrnm . Prunus, etc. para lions nre near!.'· all those of our s~Op!· 

Haviug been thus canclid,as regards some Such preparatious ns Ferri ti morrh1a.a· 
of the short·comings of Dr. King's book, it traB . Ferri ti salicinia tnrlra&. F1rn ~ 
would ill become us to pass over the real qu.inia fartras, which are brouJ!;ht forin. 
merits of the work, which embodies a lurgl' a,; the 1lisco,eries of Prof. J. Mil•oo .~· 
number of facts of a therapeutkal charac- drrs,are. like the citmteof iron aurl lJ 11!ni~ 
tPr. which deserve to be studied. J\tanv of our own shnps. im'xuct aud emp111ci 
of tlwse are crude, hut )et are capable of prepuration~ . e~peciallv when n1a1!c by rl:t 
being advantaj,\eously adopted by physi- dirt>ctions ghen: nud it is a li11le 1~.'lt. 
cians, especially country i•hysiciau'I who wondNed at, that FO odd and ill a;>o1tea• 
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combination as tartrate of iron and morphia NEW REMEDY FOR T lENIA, ETC. 
should have found the prominent place Dr. 
King has ~ven it, with so special a parade 
of the claims of the discoverer. 

The galeuical preparations, extracts. syr
ups, tinctures, etc., peculiar to the eclectic 
dispensatory, are mostly well construcled 
preparations, containing the virtues of the 
1ngredient.s used; and we have no doubt 
but many of them are valuable agents. An 
account of one of th_ese. Leptandrio, we 
hue copied at page :'.>Oa, to which "the 
reader is referred. 

Tarnia is of so rare occurrence with us, 
that no individual practitioner sees enough 
of it to enable him alone fairly to test any 
medicine. I therefore beg to call the atten
tion of my medical brethren to a remedy 
readily obtained, cheap. and pleasant, which 
l believe will be fouocl quite sufficient. In 
1852 I reported a caSe of radical cure of tai
nia, by the use of an emuli<ion of pumpkia 
seeds, after thE' oil of terebinth and even 
kousso had signal! y failed. The seeds a bound 
in fixed oil, which is the antbelmintic prin
ciple, and has been employed with the hap
piest effect in half-ounce doses twice in the 
day, followecl by an ounce of castor-oil.
PaoF. PATERso111, in Philadelphia Medical 
Eraminer.-La11cet, Feb. 4, 18:>4. p. 132. 

INDIANA MEDICAL JOURNAL. 

It would afford us much {'leasure to ex· 
tract a number of other articles from the 
Eclectic Dispensatory, that would give a 
better idea. of the peculiar views and opin
ions of this sect of practitioners; but the 
length of this article admonishes us to stop; 
yet we cannot close without adjudging to 
Dr. Kiug the merit of having impro,·ed on 
the works of bis predecessors, m ghiug 
perspicuity and order to the vast mass ol The first num~rof a new periodical, with 
material collected under the name of botan- this name, has been receh·ed, and will be 
ical medicine, and for his determination to placed upon our list of exchanges. It comes 
oppose the wholesale quackery of eclectic to us well filled with pr.1ctical and interes
chemical institutes. The eclectics hue ting matter, furnishing abundant evidence 
opened a wide field for the rational tbera- of the ability of its editors and correspond
peutist, and the organic chemist; and we eats. D:s. W. H. Byford and Hu~h Ron
hope that physicians and apothecaries will aids, professors in the Evansville Medical 
not be repelled by a false pnde or an unjust College, are the eclitors; and from their po
feehng of contempt, from reaping the har- silion, their reputation as teachers. end 
vest which will accrue to observation and knowledge of the wants of the profeS8iOD 
experimeut. Although the Ecletitics have in regard to medical literature, we feel as
" stolen our thunder" largely, they have sured that the Journal will take a high rank 
also thundered a Ii ttle themselves; ancl among the numerous Medical Journals now 
raised the status <>fa large number, who published in the co11ntry. It 1s to be issued 
might have yet been Thomsoninans or e'·en quarter!}, at two dollars a year, payable in 
quacks, and for \his they are to be com· aclvance.-Bos. Mtd. a11d Su.rg. Journal. 
mended. 

C!Ebitorial. 
As regards the book itself, it is gotten up 

in a highly creclitable manner, is well print
ed on good paper. and, so far as we have 
examined, contains but few typographieal 
errors.-American Journal of PharmUCJJ, 
November, 18a4. 

CALOMEL AND BLEEDING. 

The enquiry is very often mnde, do Ec
lectic Phyf;icians ghe calomel and resort to 

FERRATE OF POTASH AN AN- general blood-lctting---und does tbi: Eclec-
TIDOTE FOR ARSENIC. tic Medical Institute of Cincinnati teach 

CHATTEL has founcl that one drachm of or recommend either? In answer to these 
ferrale of potash precipitates, in an insol- enquiries we will my, that true Eclectic 
uble form. forty grains of arsenic, and that Phy~icians clo not use either for the Yery 
the hvdn1ted peroxi1le of i~on is mnch )e:s reason that thev know them to be injurious 
elTect•ml, as one ounce of 1t only prec1J>J- · 
tate;; lhe grains of arsenic; conR'.quC'ntlr , to the human system. and one of the grC'at 
J1e rCCCOlllllll'll<lS the abrl\·e salt as an eYiJs of tl1c oJd system of practice, and 8S 

e.ntitl•>te. 'Vbether !he strong ?llrnli~1e ac- such, they are <liscarded by the Institute 
t1on flf the_ ferrate will prevent ll~ berng so and ull Eclectic ph,·sicians, not ho,rnver 
used. rPma111s to be Fren. It h~s not as \·t>t · . ' 
been ;' iq•n in 1; cas" of poir::oning.-Aim~ifa bt>fore a better system had been d1scow•red. 
Plwr.uacy, May, 18:)1. ~. 
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PROGRESS OF ECLECTICISM. 

Eztracta fr"""' Ltttera. 

J. J. DE LA Hu, M.D., of Taylorsville, 
Christian co. Illinois. says that the Eclec
tic syatem of medicine is now folly estab
lish~ in his vicinity. The success which 
has attended his practice has convinced all 
unprejudiced observers of the reality of the 
claims of our system. The Dr. says that 
he was opposed in every possible way 
when he first located there; this was no 
doubt from wrong information in regard to 
this subject. He also says he can locate 
five or six good Eclectic physicians in his 
county. 

the tem}ll'rature of the limb wu reduced to 
the normal standard. 

16th. Found the patient much improT· 
ed, pulse 98, skin moist, limb mucli leaa 
painful, its temperature much reduced; 
cathartic had acted well; blister drawn 
finely; patient step~ tolerably well lut 
night; ordered the bhster to be dressed, and 
the quinia and aconite, and wet roller COD· 
tinued • 

. 18th.-This morning the patient exptt:a
sed hel'Belf as well; bad suffe1ed but little 
pain since my last visit-pulse 72, eoft 
and full, skin moist, temperature of limb 
normal, swelling almost entirely reduced, 
bowels had acted spontaneously, appetite 
good e~oug~-ordered ~ulph. quinta al!d 
pruss. iron 1n two gram doses every 81J. 
hours for a few days, to sustain circulation, 
etc.; from this time she recovered without 
any untoward circumstance. One of the 

. • peculiarities of this case was, that the 
. Dr. J. D. CoLLl1'1, of Mad1sonv1lle, Hop· phlegmasis did not aet in until about sis 

km.: co. Kentucky, &end:1 two cases of months after the birth of her child. 
PRLEGMASJA DoLENs. He speaks of his "CASE II. Was called 4th January, 'M, 
method of treating these cases as "a new to eee a woman of color, found her com-
treatment" and d sf 1 plaining of very severe pain in the left 

• ~s a new an succes u groin and leg, which she said had been run· 
method pregents h18 cases to the Journal, as ning for some days, the leg was immenaely 
follows:- swollen and extremely sensith·e to the 

touch, pulse 142, tongue furred, white bot 
'' CABz 1. Mrs. L., iet. 21, a lady of moist, bowela very costive, the swelling I 

delicate appearance was delivered of her found had extended to the left buttock and 
first child about six months previous to mv labia pudenda. This woman had been de
first call, which was on the 14th November, livered of a child about 16 days previous to 
ISM. I was informed on my arrival, that mv visit, and the pain and swelling com
eome four days previous, she was attacked menced ten days after her delivery. 
with chills and bard rigors during the day Treatment.-A cathartic of podopbyllin 
and night, succeeded by deep seated pain in and leptandrin, applied a bli~ter to left 
the left lateral hypogaslrium, and extend- groin, bandaged the limb from the toes to 
ing down the left leg with swelling. Up- the body with cold wet roller, and directed 
on examination I found the limb much as soon as the bowels were acted upon she 
awollen and of a shining white color-con- should have sulph. quioia and tinct. aco
aiderable enlargement of inguinal glands, nite ss. five grains every four hours in cold 
and 11 hard cord running down the inside of water; and directed that the roller should 
the thigh, extremely sensitive to the touch, be kept constantly wet with cold water un· 
more so about the calf of the leg than else- less it should produce chilliness. 
where, pulse 130 per minute, countenance Jan. :>. Cathartic acted well, blister bad 
pale, tongue furred but moist, bowels con- drawn finely, but still the patient was suf
stipated no action on them for several days, fering very much, as much as the day 11re
urine scanty and high colored, skin very vious, pulse 126, skin a little soft-con· 
dry and patient mamfesting great uneasi- tinue the qninia and aconite and wet roler. 
ness; the temperature of the limb much Jan. 7. This morning found the patient 
elevated. much improved, pulse 86, soft and full, 

Treatmmt.-Gave a cathartic to relieve skin moist, limb less swollen and much 
the bowels, and applied a cold wet roller I less painful,-says she "feels almost well;" 
from the toes to the body of the left side-nd directed another cathartic and continuation 
a blister to the left groin juet over the exitj of quinia and aconite every six hours, and 
of the femoral vein. Left sulph. quinia tightened the bandage. They were to let 
and tinct. aconite and directed them to isive 1 me hear from her in two days, which they 
five ~rains of quinia with ten drops tine. ; did, reporting her well; except the leg ap
acomte every four hours in cold water, and '. peared to be a little swollen and rather 
to keep the roller wet with cold water until . stiff. We directed a few adhesh·e straps 
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round the leg merely for the purpose of bear the impre88 of their origin. These 
giving it support for a short time until it natural or self-made functionaries on man 
would be reduced to natural dimensions. and beast are so generously endowed by 
T.he case then recovered without further Dame Na~ure that they disdain to be the 
difficulty." ' 

recipient of any knowledge or information, 
EDWARD BoP1tnrs, M.D., of Sylvania, obtained from books or other sources; and 

Wis., communicates the following: as they know of no better modes of prac-

" Having treated mllny cases of ScollBU· tice than those they ~~ve disco-.ered and 
TIC DIARRHEA, I will offer the following re- adopted, they are pos1t1ve the world ~as 
cipe, which I have found Tery efficient, but none to offer to their research. Hence they 
not as pt~cific: possess a most sovereign contempt for all 

~ Opiipulv. grs. j, bo k k • d 
D1sulphate of quinia v, 0 now.e ge. 
Gum. catechu pulv ' x. M. Doctor Dadd is one of these favorites, 

Give a powder every six hours. The dose who being educated in London, and after 
and the time of ~lving it should be varied the most approved European ideas of Vete-
according to the mdication of each individ- . f b ·ri t d inde ual case. nnary prac ice, as mani es e an . • 

Regimen should be J>l!rlicularly observed; pendance of research and thought, until he 
the food should be hght and nourishing; bas discarded entirely the immense doses, 
meat soups with goocl ,·egetables. well coo~- the poisons, and the blood-lettings of his 
ed and thoroughly seasoned with salt, 1s h · 
the food adapted to such cases. t~hers. Be now has ~ssur_n~d t e posi-

The above prescription has cured cases of t10n of a teacher, and 1s givmg lessons 
~or bu tic Diarrhea. of some months .stand- both by his writings and by his practice, of 
mg, that have resisted a great vanety of the greatest value to Humanity and Ani-
treatments." 1. H 1 1 • l. Li--~ d ma ity. e wr tes p am. en tgn ~. e u-

cated, common sense, and is sure to pro-
BOOK NOTICES. duce a nst Change in the theory and the 

THE M'?DER1' HoBSE DoC'l'OB: Containing ~ractice ?f the Veteri~ary art. Hi11 t!":<>· 
Practical Observations on the causes, na- nes of d18ease are obtamed from a fam1har 
ture ~nd treatment of Di~ases and Lame- acquaintance with European writers, con
ness Ill Horses. Embracmg the most re- firmed or modified by personal observation 
cent and approved methods, according to d · d h. · · ch 
an enlightened system of Veterinary the- ~ expenence; .an is practice is ~u . as 
rapeutics, for the preservation and resto- will commend itself to all unpre1ud1ced 
ration of health. With illustrations. men,-based as it is on the same principles 
By George M. Dadd, M.D., Veterinary so successfully advocated and practiced by 
Surgeon, author of the Anatomy and . . 
Physiology of the Horse, and the Re- Eclectics on the Human sub1ect. 
formed Cattle Doctor. Sixth Thousand. Heretufore many lovers of the proud and 
Boston. John P. Jewett & Co. 1844. gentle .horse have been deterred from at
pp. 432. tempting a cure of his ailments, becaUEe 
The above title to a work recently placed Veterinary authors have recommended a 

in our hands may not appear very attrac- cour~ of treatment so utterly discor.dant to 
. the dictates of reason and of humamty, but 

hve to the readers of our Journal, yet we those who :read this work will percei..-e 
are of the opinion, when once the book is there is no occasion either' to neglect tbi11 
taken in hand for examination, it will be noble companion of man, or to treat the 
found difficult to lay it ~ide, until it has brute in a manner to p~ove the phvsician 
won the favorabl · f h d more brutal than the patient. As al) phy-

e a~tention ° t. ~ rea er. sicians are supposed to take a personal in-
We find m most vlllsges and cities, He- tesest in at least one horse, we advise them 

reditary Horse Doctors, as we find self- at their earliest convenience, to add "The 
made Botanic and Indian Doctors whom Modern Horse Doctor" to their librarie11. 
no one would suppose co··u h v be' d Dr. Dadd ia also the author of " 'l'RE 

,.... a e en ma e AllERICAl'I REFOllllED CATTLE DoCTOll a 
Doctors by any one but their own immac- work of deep interest to those engaged' in 
ulate selTes,...-end tmly do they always :rearing cattle and sheep. N. 
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